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TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 
evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of technology appraisal 143 and technology 
appraisal 233) 
Response to assessment report from the current spondyloarthritis clinical guideline committee 
 
I am putting in writing my concerns that there is a risk that the SpA guideline could be negatively 
impacted upon, if there cannot be more clarity on advice for clinical preferences for biologic choice 
in the context of HLA-B27 associated diseases. 
 
There is a need to include in the SpA guidelines, suggestions on which of the available biologics 
(particularly anti-TNF subtypes) would be preferable to use in patients starting these medications for 
SpA, but with HLA-B27 associated diseases such as psoriasis, colitis and uveitis.  
 
There may well be little evidence of response to individual anti-TNFs in patients with psoriasis, 
uveitis, colitis in the context of SpA as well. However, for the SpA guideline – looking at preferential 
responses of these essentially equivalent drugs in SpA, which are known to be different in these 
other diseases is clinically important. 
 
For example – if a patient with SpA is to be started on anti-TNF (for their SpA  - which could be 
etanercept, adalumimab, golumimab) and they have concurrent active uveitis – then this would be 
likely to improve with adalumimab but potentially there could be harm or at least much less 
likelihood of response if that individual started etanercept. This is in the context of very similar costs. 
 
Clinically as a specialist in SpA, I personally have a working knowledge of this type of data – but this 
is not the case for many less specialised consultant rheumatologists prescribing these drugs in SpA 
patients in the UK.  
 
I am concerned it was reported in the GDG meeting above that the TA group found little/no data to 
support TA advice on preferential use – and I strongly suspect that this is because they have only 
looked for supporting data for B27 comorbidity treatment in SpA cohorts. 
 
I would suggest that this is too narrow a viewpoint and the strong evidence for anti-TNF treatment 
of these other diseases should be reviewed (or cross referenced to – esp in the case of colitis and 
psoriasis where I believe there may well be existing NICE / Cochrane guidance).  
 
I believe that failing to provide this additional data within the guidelines would constitute a 
completely avoidable clinical risk.  
 


Authored by:  


XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX


XXXXXXXXXXXX 


Submitted by:  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 


XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 


 


 








 


 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of technology 


appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233) [ID694] 


Pfizer Response to Technology Assessment Report (TAR) 


2nd February, 2015 


 


Pfizer welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Technology Assessment Report (TAR) 


from CRD/CHE Technology Assessment Group (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination/Centre for Health Economics), University of York for the review of Tumour 


Necrosis Factor (TNF) -alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (nr-axSpA) 


including a review of technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233. The following 


response is based upon our review of the TAR and the economic model provided to 


consultees. 


Overall, Pfizer feel that the TAR provides a fairly balanced account of the comparative 


efficacy and safety of anti-TNFs in axial spondyloarthritis (AxSpA). Pfizer agrees with the 


conclusion in the TAR that “the comparison of ICERs based on the York rebound equal to 


gain scenario appear broadly consistent with those reported by the manufacturers in both 


populations.” Pfizer believe that, in principle this rebound scenario represents a reasonable 


base case and welcomes that the Assessment Group (AG) has reached similar conclusions 


to Pfizer regarding the cost effectiveness of etanercept. Nonetheless, following review of the 


TAR Pfizer have identified a number of issues with the conditional scores from the synthesis 


model and with the economic model itself that lead, in some scenarios, to an 


underestimation of the cost effectiveness of etanercept by the AG. These issues are 


summarised below and expanded upon further in the main body of our response. To ensure 


that the TAR includes an accurate representation of cost effectiveness we ask that the 


model and TAR are updated to reflect our recommendations. 


 


Summary of Pfizer’s key points: 


1. Clarification is required on the methods and validation of the conditional scores from 


the synthesis model as these data are new and critical to the conclusions drawn from 


the cost-effectiveness model. 


Pfizer recommends that the AG describe within the report the validation steps taken 


for the synthesis model. Pfizer seek confirmation that the conditional scores from the 


synthesis model are consistent with the population specified in the scope and an 


explanation of the differences in contingent baselines and outcomes presented in 


Tables 77 and 82 of the TAR.  


2. The baseline BASDAI and BASFI values from the synthesis model for responders 


and non-responders in AS and nr-axSpA differ to the trial data submitted by 


manufacturers and are not consistent with the available literature (1). This calls into 


question the validity of these values and results in a systematic underestimation of 


the cost effectiveness of etanercept. 







 


 


Pfizer recommends that the economic model base case should use the weighted 


average contingent baseline and mean changes that were used in “scenario 2” of the 


economic model. The AG should not use the data from the synthesis model due to 


the limitations identified. 


3. The AG economic model does not incorporate evidence from open label extension 


trials that show a continuing improvement in BASDAI/BASFI between week 12 and 


week 48 for responders to etanercept. As a result, the model underestimates the 


efficacy and cost effectiveness of etanercept in AS and nr-axSpA. 


Pfizer recommends that the AG economic model is updated to incorporate the 


continued improvement between 12 weeks and 48 weeks in responders to 


etanercept. 


4. The TAR presents two base case analyses using different BASFI rebound 


assumptions. Rebound of BASFI to conventional care post-treatment in the “worst-


case” scenario modelled by the AG represents an extreme that was agreed as 


unlikely by clinicians at a Pfizer advisory board. It therefore represents an 


inappropriate assumption for an AG base case. Furthermore, the “best-case” BASFI 


rebound assumption in the model is conservative as it does not consider those 


patients who do not experience full deterioration in function post treatment 


withdrawal. The instantaneous BASFI rebound assumed by the AG is also unlikely to 


occur in practice. These assumptions lead to underestimation in both base cases of 


the cost-effectiveness of etanercept in AS and nr-axSpA.  


Pfizer recommends that a single base case rebound assumption should be modelled. 


This should reflect a rebound to baseline over a period of 3-6 months. The 


uncertainty around reasonable upper and lower limits of rebound should be tested in 


a sensitivity analysis. 


5. Trial data demonstrate that BASFI remains stable during prolonged anti-TNF 


treatment, therefore anti-TNF responders should not experience long term BASFI 


progression in the AG model. 


Pfizer recommends that the model be updated to reflect no BASFI progression whilst 


on anti-TNF for both AS and nr-axSpA patients. 


6. The AG’s model may underestimate conventional care BASFI progression in nr-


axSpA through use of mSASSS to map to progression. 


Pfizer recommends that the nr-axSpA assumption for conventional care progression 


should be consistent with previous technology appraisals in AS (set to 0.07 per 


annum) with associated sensitivity analysis. 


The six changes outlined above are all of equal importance and should be made to the AG 


model and TAR so that the economic base case presented more accurately reflects the 


impact of treating AxSpA with etanercept. Pfizer believes that with these changes the TAR 


will support the recommendation of etanercept for use in AxSpA. Pfizer believes that 


etanercept represents value for money for the NHS by delivering considerable quality of life 


benefits to patients who suffer from a severely debilitating condition.   







 


 


Pfizer review of the Technology Assessment Report (TAR) 


 


1. Clarification is required on the methods and validation of the conditional scores 


from the synthesis model as these data are new and critical to the conclusions 


drawn from the cost-effectiveness model. 


In the AG model, BASFI and BASDAI baseline and outcomes contingent on BASDAI50 


response were generated using a synthesis model utilising the extended synthesis 


developed by the AG and additional trial data submitted by manufacturers (see TAR 


section 6.3). For the purposes of brevity, the source of these contingent data presented 


in section 6.3 of the TAR will be referred to as the synthesis model throughout this 


document. 


From reviewing the TAR, it is difficult to validate this approach as two of the tables where 


these data are presented do not match (namely Tables 77 and 82). Moreover, there is 


limited description of the steps undertaken by the AG to validate the synthesis model.  


We would suggest that there are three key areas requiring further clarification and 


additional validation related to the synthesis model and these are summarised as 


follows: 


1.1. The AG report presents two different sets of data from the synthesis model for the AS 


population (Table 77 and Table 82 of the report). This difference is not discussed in 


the report, meaning it is impossible to validate this dataset. The values used in the 


economic model (Table 82) differentially increase the treatment effect for 


conventional care responders for both BASDAI and BASFI compared with the values 


presented in the extended synthesis section (Table 77). It is particularly important 


that the AG clarify the specifics of their approach as these values are used to assess 


cost effectiveness and may have a profound impact on ICERs. 


1.2. The values presented in Table 77 include a baseline BASDAI of less than 4 for the 


responders of the control population and therefore fall outside of the decision 


problem for the appraisal.  


1.3. The synthesis model assumes a normal distribution for the BASDAI and BASFI 


baseline scores as well as the change from baseline for placebo (page 175 of the AG 


report). These are used as a basis to determine the mean baseline BASFI and 


BASDAI within the responder/non-responder arms. Additional analysis exploring 


other distributional assumptions (Gamma, log normal etc.) may have increased the fit 


with the trial data and should be performed to fully understand the limitations of the 


analysis. 


 


Pfizer recommends that the AG describe within the report the validation steps 


taken for the synthesis model. Pfizer seek confirmation that the results from the 


synthesis model are consistent with the population specified in the scope and an 


explanation of the differences in contingent baselines and outcomes presented in 


Tables 77 and 82 of the TAR.  


  







 


 


2. The BASDAI and BASFI values for responders and non-responders in AS and nr-


axSpA from the synthesis model differ to the trial data submitted by 


manufacturers and are not consistent with the available literature. This calls into 


question the validity of the synthesis model and results in a systematic 


underestimation of the cost effectiveness of etanercept.  


Pfizer questions the extent to which the BASDAI and BASFI values for responders and 


non-responders from the synthesis model outlined in the TAR (section 6.3) are an 


accurate representation of these data seen in clinical practice. Pfizer is also concerned 


about the external validity of the results of the analysis when compared to published 


clinical trial data. This is a particularly impactful issue as the results are included within 


the AG’s economic model. 


In the following section, the results from the synthesis model are compared with the 


etanercept and adalimumab trial data submitted by manufacturers in Table 1 (nr-axSpA); 


and etanercept, adalimumab and golimumab in Table 2 (AS). Tables 1 and 2 indicate 


that there is an important divergence between synthesised and trial data. Our key 


concerns with the AG approach are summarised in points 2.1 – 2.5 below. 


Table 1 A comparison of the synthesised values of BASDAI and BASFI generated by the 
AG with the trial data from manufacturers in nr-axSpA 


  


Nr-axSpA 


control treatment 


Synthesis
ed values  


(Table 
83) 


ABILITY
-1 trial 
(ADA)  


XXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX 


Synthesis
ed values  


(Table 
83) 


ABILITY
-1 trial 
(ADA)  


XXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX 


BASD
AI 


Change 
in 


score  


R -3.34 -3.9 XXXX -4.31 -4.79 XXXX 


NR -1.06 -0.69 XX -2.28 -0.55 XXXX 


R-NR 
difference 


-2.28 -3.21 XXXX -2.03 -4.24 XXXX 


Baselin
e  


R 4.54 5.64 XXX 5.45 6.21 XXX 


NR 6.86 6.46 XXX 7.51 6.53 X 


R-NR 
difference 


-2.32 -0.82 XXXX -2.06 -0.32 XXXX 


BASFI 


Change 
in 


score  


R -1.88 -2.78 XX -3.24 -2.75 XXXX 


NR -0.05 -0.4 XXXX 0.08 -0.32 XXXX 


R-NR 
difference 


-1.83 -2.38 XXXX -3.32 -2.43 XXXX 


Baselin
e  


R 2.95 4.37 XXX 3.92 3.6 X 


NR 5.38 4.91 XXX 6.04 4.97 XXX 


R-NR 
difference 


-2.43 -0.54 XXXX -2.12 -1.37 XXXX 


R: responder; NR: non-responder; greyed rows indicate difference between responder and non-responder values 







 


 


Table 2 A comparison of the synthesised values of BASDAI and BASFI generated by the AG with the trial data from manufacturers in AS. 


  


AS 


Control treatment 


Synthesised 
values  


(Table 77)* 


Synthesised 
values  


(Table 82)* 


ATLAS 
trial 


(ADA)   


GO-
RAISE 
trial  


(GOL) 


XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXX 


Synthesised 
values  


(Table 77)* 


Synthesised 
values  


(Table 82)* 


ATLAS 
trial 


(ADA)   


GO-
RAISE 
trial  


(GOL) 


XXXX 
XXXXXX 


XXXXXXXXXX 


XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXX 


BASDAI 


Change in 
score  


R -2.7 -2.89 -4.5 -4.25 XXXXX -3.86 -3.86 -4.64 -4.74 XXXXX XXXXX 


NR -0.45 -0.36 -0.2 -0.18 XXXXX -1.73 -1.64 -0.82 -1.22 XXXXX XXXXX 


R-NR difference -2.25 -2.53 -4.3 -4.07 XXXXX -2.13 -2.22 -3.82 -3.52 XXXXX XXXXX 


Baseline  


R 3.83 4.01 6.31 6.52 XXXX 4.76 4.8 6.14 6.25 XXXX XXX 


NR 6.31 6.33 6.37 6.63 X 7.03 7.08 6.35 6.69 XXXX XXXX 


R-NR difference -2.48 -2.32 -0.06 -0.11 XXXX -2.27 -2.28 -0.21 -0.44 XXXXX XXXX 


BASFI 


Change in 
score  


R -1.41 -1.72 -2.74 -1.8 XXXXX -3.02 -3.08 -2.92 -3.03 XXXXX XXXXX 


NR -0.17 -0.04 -0.17 0.38 XXXXX -0.63 -0.44 -0.72 -0.53 XXXXX XXXXX 


R-NR difference -1.24 -1.68 -2.57 -2.18 XXXXX -2.39 -2.64 -2.2 -2.5 XXXXX XXXXX 


Baseline  


R 3.42 3.52 4.5 3.56 XXXX 4.17 4.2 4.53 4.45 XXXX XXXX 


NR 5.43 5.46 5.91 5.39 XXXX 6.02 6.07 5.78 5.48 XXXX XXXX 


R-NR difference -2.01 -1.94 -1.41 -1.83 XXX -1.85 -1.87 -1.25 -1.03 XXXXX XXXXX 


R: responder; NR: non-responder; greyed rows indicate difference between responder and non-responder values  


*Table 77 are the values from the synthesis model and Table 82 values are the values from the economic model inputs 


 


 


 


 







 


 


2.1. The synthesis model predicts lower baseline values for responders compared with 


non-responders across BASDAI and BASFI outcomes for both AS and nr-axSpA 


populations (see R-NR difference analyses in Tables 1 and 2, above). The AG offer 


the rationale that such a result would be expected, as for a given absolute size of 


BASDAI response, there will be a greater likelihood of achieving a 50% reduction in 


BASDAI with a lower starting baseline.  


This mathematical explanation is not consistent with the definition of response 


included in the decision problem. A patient is considered to have responded if they 


demonstrate either a 50% reduction in the BASDAI or show an improvement of 2 


BASDAI units. It is therefore the case with patients who have a BASDAI ≥4 that the 2 


unit reduction in BASDAI constitutes the smallest change that is required to meet the 


response criteria. This means that mathematically the likelihood of “response” is not 


governed by baseline BASDAI. 


The predicted BASDAI50 contingent baselines and efficacy estimates made by the synthesis 


model are also subject to the following limitations: 


2.2. In the case of BASFI, the synthesis model over-predicts the magnitude of the 


differences between responders and non-responders in baseline seen in the trial 


data (see R-NR difference analysis for responders BASFI baseline marked in bold in 


Tables 1 and 2).  


2.3. In the case of BASDAI, the results of the synthesis model are counter to those seen 


in trials where responders have a higher baseline BASDAI than non-responders (see 


R-NR difference analysis for responders BASDAI baseline marked in bold in Tables 1 


and 2). This demonstrates a lack of internal validity in the synthesis model.  


2.4. The observed differences between baseline BASDAI for responders and non-


responders from the synthesis model are also inconsistent with the clinical evidence 


published in the literature. Arends et al, 2012 (1) have published a review 


summarising the results from 11 studies in which multivariate regressions were 


performed to assess the significance of baseline characteristics on BASDAI50 


response. Their results demonstrated that achieving a BASDAI50 was associated 


with a higher baseline BASDAI (2-4). This indicates a potential lack of external 


validity of the extended synthesis analysis. 


2.5. The AG conducted a scenario analysis (scenario 2) in the model (TAR, page 204) 


using weighted mean values from the trial data submitted by manufacturers instead 


of the data from the synthesis model. This scenario demonstrates that using the 


synthesis model data underestimates the cost-effectiveness of anti-TNFs.  


The points raised above highlight the issues with using the data from the synthesis model in 


the economic modelling. The use of patient level data in the Pfizer model to inform 


contingent baseline values (see Pfizer submission, section 5.2.6), represents an alternative 


and potentially more accurate approach to that taken. Of the analyses presented by the AG, 


Pfizer believes that using the weighted means of the trial evidence directly, as in scenario 2 


of the economic analysis, would contribute to a base case cost effectiveness estimate that 


better reflects the trial data than using the synthesis model.  







 


 


Pfizer recommends that the AG in their economic model base case should use the 


weighted average contingent baseline and mean changes that were used in “scenario 


2” of the economic model.  


 


3. The AG economic model does not incorporate evidence from open label extension 


trials that show a continuing improvement in BASDAI/BASFI between week 12 and 


week 48 for responders to etanercept. As a result, the model underestimates the 


efficacy and cost effectiveness of etanercept in AS and nr-axSpA. 


There is evidence suggesting that patients treated with anti-TNFs continue to 


demonstrate an improvement in their function and disease symptoms after 10-16 weeks, 


with the full benefit of anti-TNFs not being apparent until after a year as demonstrated in 


the manufacturer submissions (open label extensions (OLE) of ATLAS, ABILITY1 and 


GO RAISE pages 129 and 147 of the TAR respectively). For instance, the 311 trial 


comparing etanercept with PBO in AS patients showed that after 12 weeks of 


randomised treatment there was an improvement in the etanercept treated patients in 


BASDAI (baseline: mean 61.0; 12 weeks: mean 33.8). In the follow up open label 


extension of etanercept treatment (312 trial) it was observed that BASDAI continued to 


improve and that this was maintained over two years (week 60: mean 21.3; week 108: 


mean 23.0). The AG model has utilised the treatment effect of anti-TNFs seen in the 


results of RCTs, but not included any subsequent benefit in patients who continue 


treatment beyond 10-16 weeks. As a consequence, the cost effectiveness of anti-TNFs, 


including etanercept, has been underestimated in the model. 


Pfizer recommends that the AG model is updated to incorporate the continued 


improvement between 12 weeks and 48 weeks observed in responders to etanercept. 


  







 


 


4. The TAR presents two base case analyses using different BASFI rebound 


assumptions. Rebound of BASFI to conventional care post-treatment in the 


“worst-case” scenario modelled by the AG represents an extreme that was agreed 


as unlikely by clinicians at a Pfizer advisory board. It therefore represents an 


inappropriate assumption for an AG base case. Furthermore, the “best-case” 


BASFI rebound assumption in the model is conservative as it does not consider 


those patients who do not experience full deterioration in function post treatment 


withdrawal. The instantaneous BASFI rebound assumed by the AG is also unlikely 


to occur in practice. These assumptions lead to underestimation in both base 


cases of the cost-effectiveness of etanercept. 


The AG presented two rebound scenarios (best and worst-case) on page 184, Section 


7.4 of their report, describing the manner in which BASFI deteriorates in anti-TNF 


responders after discontinuing treatment within the economic model:  


(1) BASFI rebounds to anti-TNF responder baseline (“best-case”) and  


(2) BASFI rebounds back to natural history/conventional care (“worst-case”).  


In both of these scenarios, as with the etanercept and other manufacturer models, 


BASDAI is assumed to return to baseline. This is an approach that Pfizer is in agreement 


with. Comments on the rebound assumption below are restricted to the impact of 


rebound assumptions on BASFI. In the TAR, it states: 


“Given the absence of evidence on rebound, both scenarios (rebound equal to gain and 


rebound back to natural history) are presented as the ‘best-case’ and ‘worst-case’ 


scenarios possible. In other words, the reality regarding rebound is likely to be 


somewhere between these two scenarios which should, therefore, be seen as the limits.” 


(page 184, Section 7.4). 


However, Pfizer would suggest that fixing the upper and lower estimate of etanercept’s 


cost-effectiveness on these two extreme scenarios is not clinically plausible. We would 


suggest that return to conventional care as the “worst-case” scenario is too extreme and 


that the use of the return to baseline as a “best-case” scenario is conservative. In both 


scenarios it is also assumed that rebound is instantaneous. These assumptions lead to 


underestimation of the cost-effectiveness of anti-TNFs and are discussed in more detail 


below. 


4.1. The use of ‘rebound to conventional care’ as a worst-case scenario lacks the 


clinical validity required to be considered as a reasonable upper limit for 


rebound and should therefore not be considered as a base-case in the model.  


During development of our submission Pfizer sought clinical opinion from an advisory 


board to determine the likelihood of the rebound to conventional care scenario 


occurring. This indicated that there is very little published evidence to suggest that 


function, as measured by BASFI, would deteriorate beyond the levels observed prior 


to anti-TNF treatment. Applying this scenario in the nr-axSpA population is 


particularly implausible. The nr-axSpA population is a group of patients who have not 


yet experienced radiographic progression. Deterioration in function and disease 


activity will be mediated by the extent of inflammation present. It is therefore unclear 







 


 


how function (BASFI) could deteriorate to beyond treatment commencement levels if 


BASDAI does not.  


The implications of the ‘rebound to conventional care’ scenario highlights the lack of 


clinical validity: an AS or nr-axSpA patient who discontinues anti-TNF treatment after 


a decade of responding well to therapy will have the same function as a patient that 


discontinued anti-TNFs treatment at six months and was treated for a subsequent 


nine and a half years using NSAIDs. The expectation borne from current clinical 


experience would be that the patient who had a long term response to anti-TNF 


treatment has been able to control their inflammation more effectively, thus reducing 


damage and consequent deterioration of function. In the absence of published data 


the base case should be a return to baseline, chosen based on clinical experience 


rather than divided between two base case scenarios. 


4.2. The use of ‘return to baseline’ as a best-case scenario excludes the possibility 


that some patients may have limited post-treatment deterioration.  


The AG propose ‘rebound to conventional care’ as one of the two base cases. 


However, the possibility that some patients might not rebound as far as baseline (i.e. 


maintain function after stopping anti-TNF treatment) was given no consideration in 


the model. This assumption would mean that a patient’s BASFI would not increase to 


their baseline level upon discontinuation. Such a possibility was raised by clinicians 


consulted by Pfizer on the matter.  


It is therefore reasonable to assume that there may be some patients that return to 


baseline, but also some patients that might not. This important rebound assumption 


has not been captured in the scenarios put forward by the AG. Pfizer suggests that 


the use of the ‘return to baseline’ scenario as a “best-case” scenario is therefore 


actually a conservative approach likely to underestimate the benefits of anti-TNF 


treatment received by some patients.  


The most reasonable approach to modelling baseline in this case would be to 


assume that patients return to baseline as the base case and conduct sensitivity 


analysis within a reasonable range either side of this base case to better reflect 


uncertainty. 


4.3. The assumption of the AG model that rebound is instantaneous 


underestimates the benefit of anti-TNFs as evidence indicates that rebound 


can take between three and six months.  


In the AG model, it is assumed that upon rebound, there is an immediate return to 


either baseline (BASDAI and BASFI) or beyond (BASFI).  However, the rebound to 


baseline can often take months as reflected in the assumptions of previous health 


technology appraisals in AS; for instance in TA233 an assumption of a six month 


rebound was made (5). The immediate rebound assumption is not supported 


clinically as described by the Pfizer advisory board, added to which, Baraliakos et al, 


2005 provides data on the changes of function and disease activity in patients 


discontinuing infliximab that had previously been responding to treatment (6). This 


study showed that the median time for patients to experience a relapse (defined as 


BASDAI ≥ 4 and physician's global assessment score ≥ 4) was around 14 weeks. 







 


 


These results indicate that the instantaneous change in BASDAI and BASFI 


assumed by the AG is a conservative assumption and is likely to underestimate the 


actual benefit received by patients. 


Pfizer recommends that a single base case rebound assumption should be modelled. 


This should reflect a rebound to baseline over a period of 3-6 months. The uncertainty 


around reasonable upper and lower limits of rebound should be tested in a sensitivity 


analysis. 


 


5. Trial data demonstrate that BASFI remains stable during prolonged anti-TNF 


treatment, therefore anti-TNF responders should not experience long term BASFI 


progression in the AG model.  


Baraliakos et al 2013 (7) report outcomes of AS patients during continuous 7 year 


treatment with etanercept. These data, although based on a limited number of subjects, 


suggest no notable increase in BASFI over seven years for patients who respond to anti-


TNF treatment. Rather than relying on proxy measures of function such as mSASSS, 


that have limited validity for the nr-axSpA population, these trial data should be used to 


inform the long-term progression rate of AS and nr-axSpA patients receiving anti-TNF 


treatment in the AG model. The use of indirectly calculated treatment effect from 


conventional care BASFI progression based on modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Spine Score (mSASSS) instead of trial data disadvantages the anti-TNF treatments by 


assuming progression when there is none. 


 


Figure 1: Course of disease related clinical parameters reproduced from Baraliakos et al 


2013  


 


Pfizer recommends that the model be updated to reflect no BASFI progression whilst 


on an anti-TNF such as etanercept for both AS and nr-axSpA. 


 







 


 


6. The AG’s model may underestimate conventional care BASFI progression in nr-


axSpA through use of mSASSS to map to progression. 


 


The mSASSS score (0-72) system is used for scoring chronic changes on X-rays in the 


cervical and lumbar spine in clinical trials. Such radiographic changes in the spine are 


generally only seen in advanced stages of AxSpA. It is reported that patients generally 


progress from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sacroiliac joint (SIJ) negative to MRI 


SIJ positive then on to X-ray sacroiliitis positive, and only then do some patients advance 


further to sacroiliitis and/or spine X-ray positive (8). The nr-AxSpA population are, by 


definition, patients whose disease has not progressed to the point where radiographic 


changes can be detected in the SIJ, and therefore these patients would not generally be 


expected to demonstrate any radiographic changes in the spine that would be registered 


in the mSASSS score (a very low mSASSS score has been observed in some nr-axSpA 


patients in large cohorts (9)). In nr-axSpA patients, deterioration of function whilst on 


conventional care is likely to be related to inflammation rather than radiographic changes 


in the spine. Therefore the use of the mSASSS score in the AG model to predict BASFI 


progression in nr-axSpA population is not as relevant as it is in AS and may 


underestimate the progression of BASFI in nr-axSpA patients. Previously accepted 


assumptions for BASFI progression, such as 0.07 per annum in TA233 andTA143 would 


provide a more realistic base case progression rate. 


 


Pfizer recommends that the nr-axSpA assumption for conventional care progression 


should be consistent with previous technology appraisals (eg TA233) in AS (set to 


0.07 per annum) with associated sensitivity analysis. 
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Factual inaccuracies and other points 


TAR report 
location 


Pfizer comment and action 


Table 79 (page 
178) 


This table contains information marked as confidential; however, it is 
not clear if this is deliberate. The information used for the model inputs, 
which presumably reflect the data derived from the extended synthesis 
are available in Table 83. 


Table 80 (page 
178) 


In the footnote Table 80, (Conditional scores observed in trials in nr-
axSpA) the AG make the comment:  
 
“Pfizer only reported results for ETN 50 mg“ 
 
This comment could be misinterpreted as results for doses other than 
ETN 50 mg were not provided by Pfizer; however the 1031 trial only 
included the ETN 50 mg dose. We therefore request that the above 
text is changed to: 
 
“Trial 1031 only included ETN at 50 mg once weekly dose” 
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UCB welcomes the opportunity to respond to the assessment group’s report on the use of anti-TNFs 
in ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) without the radiographic evidence of 
AS (nr-axSpA). Following a review of the report we would like to provide a number of comments and 
observations for the NICE committee, which we believe have significance for the discussion at ACD1. 


Outline of Responses 


UCB has structured its comments into two discrete sections: 


Section 1: General responses to report and modelling approach 


Section 1 highlights some of the key issues UCB has concerns over with regards to the assessment 
group’s report, particularly in relation to some of the disease background descriptions of axSpA and 
approaches taken by the assessment group in analysing these patients. 


 Clarification of the axSpA classification criteria and the axSpA disease continuum 


 Choice of studies included within the assessment group’s mixed treatment comparison for the 
nr-axSpA subpopulation 


 RAPID-axSpA was the only study reviewed by the assessment group that recruited patients 
that reflected the EU licence population 


 Clarification of reporting of adverse events for anti-TNFs 


Section 2: Clarification of the evidence of certolizumab pegol and UCB’s original submission 


Section 2 is split into two key subsections that are aimed at resolving (1) a number of inaccuracies in 
the assessment group’s report with regards to the evidence of certolizumab pegol and the RAPID-
axSpA study, and (2) how the assessment group have interpreted the modelling approach employed 
by UCB in the original submission. This subsection reiterates the justifications and approaches used 
in the original model. 


UCB Response to Assessment Group Report 


1 General responses to report  


1.1 Clarification of the axSpA classification criteria 


The assessment group states in their report (page 30) that “there is some concern that the diagnostic 
criteria for nr-axSpA may be too liberal and may include patients who do not have axSpA and will 
never progress to AS, particularly with respect to patients who are diagnosed without evidence of 
imaging (MRI) changes”.  Furthermore, the assessment group also states that “early disease (nr-
axSpA) may be less readily diagnosed and patients offered fewer treatment options even though it 
can be as, or even more, debilitating that established AS” (page 30). 


We would like to note that currently there is no diagnostic criteria for axSpA, as is the case for most 
other rheumatic diseases. What does exist is the classification criteria for axSpA developed by the 
Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society (ASAS), which should only be applied once a 
diagnosis has been made to define a homogeneous population. The classification criteria should not 
be used to make a diagnosis. Furthermore, the performance of the ASAS classification criteria for 
axSpA are sound,


1, 2
 and perform better in terms of sensitivity and specificity to the 2010 ACR/EULAR 


classification criteria for rheumatoid arthritis. 


Historically, patients with axSpA were only identified when there was evidence of structural damage in 
the sacroiliac joints on x-ray (according to the modified New York [mNY] criteria); ie. when they had 
AS. However, advances in the understanding of axSpA have highlighted that some patients have 
clinical manifestations before radiographic sacroiliitis is apparent (nr-axSpA). Therefore, both AS and 
nr-axSpA represent the spectrum of axSpA, with the presence or absence of radiographic sacroiliitis 
as the only differentiating clinical feature. Additionally, using radiographs to make a diagnosis of 
axSpA creates several challenges. Structural changes may take many years to develop (if at all), 
which result in a long delay in diagnosis (typically 5-10 years). Finally, there is a great deal of 
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variability in the interpretation of sacroiliac joint x-rays when assessing sacroiliitis. The availability of 
MRI has facilitated visualisation of inflammatory changes before structural changes occur on x-rays. 
Importantly, patients with nr-axSpA and AS have the same clinical features and level of disease 
activity (eg. BASDAI) and pain independently of whether they are classified as having nr- axSpA or 
AS. 


Treatment of axSpA patients should be based on clinical signs and symptoms and not on whether 
patients may progress from nr-axSpA to AS, which the assessment group would seem to suggest 
Evidence from real-life cohorts have shown that the burden of nr-axSpA is similar to AS,


3, 4
 and 


therefore these patients should be entitled to the same effective treatment options. 


In the UK, rheumatologists use clinical judgement to diagnose axSpA, which may be supplemented 
using the classification criteria: “In order to diagnose our patients appropriately, clinical judgement is 
critical to avoid misdiagnosis, classification criteria can aid diagnosis but are not commonly used to 
determine a diagnosis. Typically a rheumatologist when considering a diagnosis of nr-axSpA in a 
patient with inflammatory back pain would perform an MRI scan looking for evidence of active 
sacroiliitis or active inflammation at other spinal sites check a CRP, HLA B27 status and take a history 
including evidence of previous enthesitis, psoriasis or inflammatory bowel disease.”


5
 


Furthermore, axSpA is typically viewed by clinicians in the UK as a disease continuum; the only 
differentiating clinical feature of the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations is the presence or absence of 
radiographic evidence of AS. Again, progression to AS is neither a defining, nor clinically relevant 
feature of axSpA and likewise, the main aim of axSpA treatments such as anti-TNFs are to maximise 
long-term health-related quality of life and social participation through control of signs and symptoms, 
prevention of structural damage, normalisation or preservation of function, avoidance of toxicities and 
minimisation of comorbidities.


6
 


UCB would request that the assessment group revise their statement in line with the clarifications 
expressed above. 


1.2 Inclusion of infliximab in the assessment group’s mixed treatment 
comparison for the nr-axSpA subpopulation 


The assessment group states on page 23 of their report that their objective was to “determine the 
clinical effectiveness, safety, and cost-effectiveness within the NHS of adalimumab, certolizumab 
pegol, etanercept, golimumab, and infliximab, within their respective licensed indications, for the 
treatment of severe active AS, or severe nr-axSpA”.  However, on page 40 of the assessment group 
report it is stated that “The Barkham 2009 trial of infliximab in nr-axSpA patients (see Table 2) was 
included in the clinical efficacy section because, even though infliximab is not currently licensed for 
patients with nr-axSpA, the dose used in this trial was the same as that licensed for AS”.   


Infliximab is an anti-TNF that is currently licenced in the EU for the treatment of patients with 
ankylosing spondylitis, but not licensed for the treatment of nr-axSpA. To date, one study assessing 
the efficacy of infliximab in the nr-axSpA population has been conducted (Barkham 2009), in a small 
number of patients. The study inclusion was based on the Calin criteria, and enrolled mixed 
subpopulations of axSpA patients, with 12% of patients fulfilling the mNY criteria for AS. 


Given that infliximab does not have a licence in the EU for the treatment of nr-axSpA, UCB would 
request further clarification of why the Barkham 2009 study was included in the assessment group’s 
evaluation of clinical effectiveness of anti-TNFs for patients with nr-axSpA, and how the evidence 
from this study was considered in the evaluation. Furthermore, UCB would request that a sensitivity 
analysis is performed that excludes data from Barkham 2009. 


1.3 Baseline CRP in patients with nr-axSpA 


In their analysis of clinical effectiveness, the assessment group states on page 68 that “heterogeneity 
of CRP levels was evident across both the AS trials and the nr-axSpA trials” and discusses this 
heterogeneity, particularly with regards to the comparatively lower CRP levels in nr-axSpA 
subpopulation. The assessment group report also states that “In the nr-axSpA trials only the RAPID-
axSpA population came close to this [14 mg/l] cut-off”.  
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UCB would like to note that out of the included trials, RAPID-axSpA is the first randomised, placebo-
controlled, multicentre registration study to examine the efficacy of an anti-TNF therapy across the 
spectrum of axSpA patients rather than in individual AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. The study 
allowed for a direct comparison of the burden of disease and efficacy of certolizumab pegol treatment 
in AS and nr-axSpA patients, as classified by the ASAS criteria. Furthermore, RAPID-axSpA recruited 
nr-axSpA participants that reflect the current licence, whilst the inclusion criteria of the other studies 
did not meet the licence criteria, as reflected by the lower baseline levels of CRP in those studies. 


UCB would request that the assessment group report accurately reflects the fact that the RAPID-
axSpA study recruited participants as per the licence, and therefore accurately reflects the treatment 
population as per the scope of this technology appraisal. 


1.4 Assessment Group’s reporting of the adverse events for anti-TNFs 


1.4.1 Limitations of reporting serious infection rates 


The availability of safety data for anti-TNFs is fairly limited, especially within the axSpA indication. It is 
common for analyses of adverse events from trials of anti-TNFs to include safety data across different 
indications. This is the case for the different reviews and meta-analyses evaluated in the assessment 
group report, which were not based on axSpA-specific populations. Although studies are combined in 
a meta-analysis to increase power, a number of caveats exist in doing so.  


For example, the authors of the Cochrane meta-analysis, which is reviewed by the assessment group, 
acknowledge several limitations of their meta-analysis that are not reported in the assessment group’s 
report.


7
 Specific limitations that affect the interpretation of their results, since they relate to the serious 


infection rate for certolizumab pegol include, (1) inadequate adjustment for treatment exposure, (2) 
methodological challenges associated with dealing with zero incidence of serious infections in the 
placebo groups, and (3) the substantial heterogeneity associated with pooling data from all placebo 
controlled studies across all agents and all disease indications. 


UCB request that the limitations of the different reviews of safety data identified by the assessment 
group are acknowledged in the report (for example, page 90). 


1.4.2 Summarisation of adverse events 


On pages 26, 88 and 93 of the assessment group’s report, the authors summarise “certolizumab 
pegol is associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections and serious adverse events” 
when compared with control treatments. These conclusions are made with little context provided, are 
stated as matter-of-fact, and do not reflect that these are the conclusions of the Cochrane review.  
 
UCB would request that additional context is added when the results of independent meta-analyses 
such as the Cochrane review are summarised, and refer to the limitations inherent in such analyses 
(see response 1.4.1 above). 


1.5 The nature of ICERs 


The assessment group commented on page 159 of their report that the “ICERs from manufacturers 
are speculative and highly uncertain”).  


While UCB acknowledge that generally ICERs are the result of modelling assumptions and subject to 
a level of uncertainty, and thus need to be tested through sensitivity analyses, UCB disagrees with the 
above comment on the speculative nature and high uncertainty of the ICERs.  


The uncertainty within the submitted models was explored through extensive sensitivity analysis, so 
although some uncertainty always exists within a model, this has at least been explored and 
quantified. Furthermore, the submitted models obtained remarkably similar ICERs for the AS 
subpopulation under differing assumptions in terms of rebound, BASDAI/BASFI progression and other 
structural modelling uncertainties. The observation that the York model provided similar ICERs also in 
the AS subpopulation serves as additional evidence for the robustness of ICERs under the numerous 
uncertainties. 
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UCB would request clarity around why the group considers that ICERs estimated by manufacturers 
are speculative and how the assessment group has explored the uncertainty within their model. 
Furthermore UCB also ask the group to revise their wording to reflect the consistency of the ICERs 
while reducing the emphasis that they are speculative and highly uncertain in the AS subpopulation. 


2 Clarification of the evidence of certolizumab pegol and 
UCB’s original submission 


2.1 Certolizumab pegol and the RAPID-axSpA study 


2.1.1 RAPID-axSpA study design 


The assessment group summarizes the general characteristics of the trials included in its review in 
Table 2 (page 43) of their report. In Table 2, the trial length of RAPID-axSpA is presented as 96 
weeks, and the placebo-controlled phase is presented as 12 weeks.  


UCB would like to clarify that the RAPID-axSpA study is a Phase 3, 24 week placebo-controlled study 
with an open-label extension to 204 weeks,


8
 as indicated in the manufacturer’s submission.  


UCB would request that the details in Table 2 be corrected in line with UCB’s original submission to 
accurately reflect the design of the RAPID-axSpA study. 


2.1.2 RAPID-axSpA baseline characteristics 


The assessment group summarizes the baseline characteristics of the trials included in its review in 
Table 3 (pages 46 and 47) of their report.  


UCB would like to clarify that the original submission included the baseline characteristics for SF-36 
PCS, SF-36 MCS and ASQoL for both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations (UCB submission, page 
26, table 5-5); however, these values were omitted from the assessment group’s report in Table 3 
(pages 46 and 47) when presenting the baseline characteristics of the RAPID-axSpA study. 


UCB would request that the baseline values for these health-related quality of life outcomes be 
included in the assessment group’s report. 


2.1.3 Inclusion of ASAS50/70 data for certolizumab pegol 


The assessment group’s report states on page 58, that in the nr-axSpA subpopulation, “Only one trial 
(RAPID-axSpA) reported ASAS 50 or ASAS 70 results”. In Table 112 of the assessment group report 
(binary response outcomes; page 256), ASAS50 and ASAS70 data for certolizumab pegol are not 
available, although ASAS50 and ASAS70 data for the nr-axSpA subpopulation are presented for 
ABILITY-1. 


UCB would like to clarify that ASAS50 and ASAS70 data from the RAPID-axSpA study were not 
included as part of UCB’s original submission. UCB would like the assessment group to clarify the 
source of these data presented on page 58 of their report. 


2.1.4 Control of uveitis with anti-TNFs in patients with axSpA 


Uveitis is common in patients with axSpA, with registry cohorts suggesting that approximately 17% of 
patients with axSpA also have a history of uveitis.


3, 9
 In their report, the assessment group describe 


the data supporting the effect of anti-TNFs on the control of symptoms of uveitis. The assessment 
group report states on page 65 that “Incidence of uveitis was also reported in one trial; up to the 24 
week time point there were three cases in the etanercept arm and 8 cases in the placebo arm”. 


We would like to note that data from the RAPID-axSpA study indicated that the incidence rate of 
uveitis flares in patients with and without a history of uveitis was compared between placebo and 
active treatment. These data were included in UCB’s original submission (page 34, table 5-11). 
During the 24-week double blind phase of the RAPID-axSpA study the incidence rate of uveitis in 
patients with a history of uveitis at baseline was lower in those treated with certolizumab pegol 
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compared to those treated with placebo. The incidence rate of uveitis in patients treated with 
certolizumab pegol were presented up to Week 48 (UCB submission, page 34, table 5-12). 


UCB would request that the report is updated to include the uveitis data presented in the 
manufacturer original submission. 


2.1.5 ASQoL data 


The assessment group’s report states on page 65 of their report that “For ASQoL – a quality of life 
instrument specific to ankylosing spondylitis - ATLAS was the only trial which reported results 
together with SDs or SEs”.  


UCB would like to note that the ASQoL data was provided (in commercial in confidence) at Weeks 24, 
48 and 96 in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations, in mean (SD) format (UCB submission, page 40, 
table 5-14). 


UCB would request that these ASQoL data are considered in the assessment group’s report. If the 
data are required in a different format then these can be made available to the assessment group. 


2.1.6 Redacted data in tables 


On pages 73–75 of the assessment group’s report, the Week 96 data for certolizumab pegol is 
redacted. These data were not marked as commercial in confidence in the original submission (UCB 
submission, page 40) and should be visible in the assessment group report.  


UCB would request that the redacting be removed from these outcomes.  


2.1.7 Missing 2 year data for BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI 


On page 75, the assessment group’s report states that “For certolizumab results for these outcomes 
[BASDAI, BASMI and BASFI scores] are only available up to one year (48 weeks)”. On page 76, the 
assessment group report states that “For certolizumab LOCF analysis at 48 weeks (n=97) gave a 
BASDAI final value of around 3, and a BASFI of around 2.5”.  


UCB would like to note that in both cases, data up to Week 96 from RAPID-axSpA study were 
presented in the original submission (UCB submission, page 40). 


UCB would like request that the text be revised to state that data are available up to two years, and 
that the Week 96 data from RAPID-axSpA submitted by UCB is accurately reflected in the 
assessment group report where necessary. 


2.2 Clarification of the UCB modelling approach 


2.2.1 Choice of Week 24 as anti-TNF response timepoint in AS 


On page 132 of their report, the assessment group state that “Response was assessed at 24 weeks 
in the AS subpopulation which was argued by the manufacturer to be in accordance with clinical 
practice as indicated key British opinion leaders. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, response 
assessment was assumed at 12 weeks since comparator data were only available at that time point. 
In their base-case, the manufacturer used ASAS20 to determine response in line with the primary 
outcome measure in the RAPID-axSpA. However, it should be noted that ASAS 20 response at week 
12 was the primary outcome in the RAPID-axSpA trial. Hence, while the measure of response used is 
in accordance with the primary outcome of the RAPID-axSpA trial, the differential timing of this 
applied across the separate populations clearly deviates from this. This has potential issues since at 
week 16, patients were allowed an ‘early escape’ from placebo and hence results at week 24 used for 
the AS subpopulation are no longer based on the original randomised population.” 


UCB would like to note that, as indicated in the original submission, the choice of the 24 week 
timepoint for the analysis is based on several factors. Firstly, a number of the studies included in the 
analysis presented data at the earlier timepoint around 12–16 weeks, but not all at Week 12, whilst a 
greater consensus was reported around the 24 week timepoint (UCB submission, section 6.6.1). 
Therefore, selection of the 24 week timepoint was made to also reduce the heterogeneity of the 
response within the analysis. Secondly, the choice of a 24 week assessment timepoint is motivated 
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by both actual clinical practise in the UK, supported by treatment guidelines, and the expert clinical 
opinion that if response has not been achieved by 12 weeks treatment with anti-TNF should be 
continued with reassessments up to 24 weeks. In particular, the ASAS explicitly note a change in their 
revised guidance for the timing assessment to be “Assessment after at least 12 weeks” whereas 
previously guidance was “Assessment between 6 and 12 weeks”.


10
 This practise is consistent with 


findings by the West Midland Rheumatology Audit,
11


 cited by the NICE assessment group, that “(i) the 
proportion of patients being assessed at 12 weeks after treatment initiation was sub-optimal; (ii) less 
than 20% of patients with an inadequate response at 12 weeks had their treatment discontinued”, 
implying that non-responders at 12 weeks are continuing anti-TNF treatment. For these reasons, we 
feel that the choice of 24 week assessment time in AS patients that is grounded in practise and expert 
guidance, is entirely natural, despite that the 12 week assessment was the primary endpoint for 
RAPID-axSpA.  


With regard to the choice of a 12 week assessment for the nr-axSpA subpopulation, we emphasise 
that the more natural 24 week choice was not available, since comparator studies did not report 
assessment at this time point as their placebo controlled period was up to 12 weeks, whereas RAPID-
axSpA was placebo controlled to 24 weeks.


12, 13
 


UCB would thus like to request the assessment group to recognise in their report the rationale in 
using the 24 week timepoint in the submitted analysis by UCB. In addition UCB would request that the 
assessment group recognise that a sensitivity analysis in the AS subpopulation was performed, using 
the 12 week timepoint (UCB submission, sections 8.4.2.2 and 11.5.2.1.5). 


2.2.1.1 Randomisation of placebo escape patients 


On page 132 of their report, the assessment group states that “This has potential issues since at 
week 16, patients were allowed an ‘early escape’ from placebo and hence results at week 24 used for 
the AS subpopulation are no longer based on the original randomised population”. 


UCB would like to clarify that primary analysis of the efficacy outcomes at timepoints after the escape 
visit are based on the original randomization. As indicated in the UCB submission (page 21) all post 
Week 16 data for non-responding placebo patients who escaped were assigned to their original 
randomisation for Week 24 analyses. A non-responder imputation method was applied for binary 
outcomes (eg. ASAS20) and a last observation carried forward (LOCF) approach for continuous 
measures for the analyses at Week 24 (eg. BASDAI, BASFI), while maintaining their original 
randomisation.


8
.  


UCB would like to ask the assessment group to remove their wording of their statement that the 
“subpopulation are no longer based on the original randomised population”, since it is incorrect. 


2.2.2 Assessment group interpretation of the UCB model 


2.2.2.1 Provision of BASDAI change scores conditional on response 


In their report, the assessment group make the following statements: 


 “In addition, we requested additional data from the manufacturer on change scores 
conditional on response for certolizumab and placebo from the RAPID-axSpA trial but this 
was not provided. Hence, it is not possible to adequately assess the appropriateness of the 
method of adjustment used by the manufacturer to estimate change scores or the assumption 
applied to conventional care. However, it might be reasonable to assume that the actual 
conditional scores from RAPID-axSpA are unlikely to be higher than those reported here for 
certolizumab, since the manufacturer would presumably have responded to the request for 
the additional data if this had been the case.” (page 135) 


 “Given that treatment continuation is determined by response to BASDAI50 at 12 weeks, it is 
important for the economic model to estimate the absolute change in BASDAI and BASFI 
separately for responders and non-responders, i.e. the conditional scores. However, the 
published clinical effectiveness evidence does not report the conditional scores. 
Consequently, we requested the conditional data from the pivotal trials in both the AS and nr-
axSpA indications from each manufacturer. These data were subsequently provided by 
AbbVie, Pfizer, and MSD for their pivotal trials but not UCB” (page 162) 
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 “We requested the conditional data from the pivotal trials in AS from each manufacturer. 
These data were subsequently provided by several but not all manufacturers (AbbVie, Pfizer, 
and MSD).” (page 176) 


These data were provided by UCB to NICE on 13
th
 October 2014. UCB therefore asks that the above 


statements claiming that UCB did not provide these data be removed, to accurately reflect the data 
provided by UCB in response to the request from NICE in October 2014. Moreover we ask that the 
assessment group report be revised to include and consider the data provided where appropriate. 
This applies to several places in the report including pages 135, 162, 176, Table 78, Table 80 and 
Table 138.  


2.2.2.2 BASFI assumptions for patients receiving anti-TNFs 


On page 137 of their report, the assessment group state: “The assumption of no progression in BASFI 
for patients receiving anti-TNFs is not explicitly discussed within the manufacturer’s submission, nor 
are separate results provided for alternative assumptions”. 


This assumption is explicitly discussed and justified in the UCB submission on page 68, where it is 
stated: “It is assumed that patients who continue to respond and remain on anti-TNF therapy will 
thereafter maintain this improved BASDAI and BASFI score at a constant, unchanging level. This 
assumption has been generally accepted for biologic treatment in RA, based upon the evidence that 
functional deterioration might be prevented in those patients in whom the inflammatory process is 
controlled, as indicated by a sustained reduction in disease activity (although such evidence of 
disease modification in axSpA is lacking).[


14, 15
]”  


Moreover, the rate of change of BASFI for non-responders (applying to conventional care and those 
failing anti-TNF treatment) was systematically varied in all one-way sensitivity analyses and presented 
in Section 11.5.2 of the UCB submission (please see “Annual change in BASFI scores” bar in tornado 
diagrams). As the tornado diagrams show, UCB did not find this parameter to be influential on 
incremental costs, QALYs or ICERs. The assessment group is correct that UCB did not vary the 
BASFI progression in patients receiving anti-TNFs; however, the alternative is indirectly tested for its 
importance to economic outcomes based on the difference in BASFI progression between patients on 
conventional care and anti-TNFs (the difference is arguably what matters rather than BASFI 
progression in anti-TNF patients alone) by varying the BASFI progression in the conventional care 
arm. The results from this sensitivity analysis (UCB original submission, section 11.5.2.1.5, page 175 
of) revealed that reducing the difference in BASFI progression between the conventional care and 
anti-TNFs arms had no significant impact on the base case ICERs. 


We therefore ask the assessment group to rephrase their wording to reflect that the assumption of 
BASFI progression was discussed in the UCB submission and that alternative assumptions were 
explored. 


2.2.3 Data to support the justification of conventional care BASDAI/BASFI assumptions 


The assessment group state on page 136 that “The manufacturer submission assumed no change in 
BASDAI and BASFI for conventional care during the response period. The manufacturer justified this 
assumption with reference to evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 studies, although 
no specific data were reported to support this.”  


UCB notes from our submission that we support our choice of no change in BASDAI and BASFI in 
patients receiving conventional care on the basis of published literature, as well as evidence from 
RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1.


8, 12, 16-18
  


The choice of whether the change in BASDAI/BASFI from baseline is included or not in the model 
rests on whether the improvement is sustained or transient on conventional care. A sustained 
(lifelong) response is contrary to Dougados and colleagues who describe conventional care regimens 
as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”,


19
 and that patients did not 


achieve minimal clinically important differences for BASDAI or BASFI.
8, 12, 16, 18


 Our justification was 
further supported by data from the RAPID-axSpA study, which had been presented in the clinical 
section of the submission (UCB submission, Figures 11-8 and 11-9, pages 124 and 125, 
respectively). However we recognise that this is an assumption in the absence of long-term follow up 
of patients receiving conventional care. As a consequence we performed sensitivity analysis in which 
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the conventional care arm does achieve a benefit in terms of BASDAI/BASFI (UCB submission, 
Section 11.5.2). 


UCB would request the assessment group to amend their phrasing to reflect that UCB justification 
was based on literature in addition to data from RAPID-axSpA. In addition we request that it be noted 
in the revised phrasing that a sensitivity analysis on this assumption was performed and results 
provided to the assessment group as part of the original submission.  


2.2.4 Radiographic progression in the nr-axSpA population 


On page 137, the assessment group state: “The manufacturer’s submission is not explicit about how 
this additional aspect of progression subsequently alters the BASDAI/BASFI trajectories within the nr-
axSpA model….. The justification for this approach and the values subsequently assigned are not 
formally discussed by the manufacturer and the validity of the approach appears questionable (i.e. 
given other differences e.g. disease duration, severity of radiographic disease etc, that may differ 
between the two populations even after radiographic progression has occurred in the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation).” 


We would like to note that the UCB submission states on page 72 that “in the base case analysis of 
the nr-axSpA subpopulation, it is assumed that some nr-axSpA patients may progress to AS during 
their course of treatment”, which clearly indicates that nr-axSpA patients are converted to AS patients 
on radiographic progression and would therefore be treated as AS patients in the model. UCB agree 
however that the impact of this model construct was not addressed. We felt such a discussion was 
not necessary given the similarities assumed between our nr-axSpA and AS subpopulations in terms 
of severity ie. utility equation we chose (justified above), radiographic progression ie. its relationship to 
progression of BASFI and BASDAI, discontinuation rates, etc. (due to a dearth of data on natural 
history of nr-axSpA patients). Indeed only clinical effectiveness and baseline patient characteristics 
(and hence mortality due to age differences) were different between the two subpopulations.  


UCB would ask the assessment group to recognise that the limited availability of quality data 
fundamentally limits any model construct. In consideration of this, UCB would request that the 
assessment group’s report be updated to highlight that UCB’s model approach was indeed justified; 
using the best-available evidence from the literature and its RAPID-axSpA trial, which uniquely 
includes both subpopulations within the same study. 


2.2.5 Heterogeneity of study populations in the nr-axSpA analyses  


The assessment group states on page 138 that “Importantly, other manufacturers (Pfizer) argue that 
the results for certolizumab in this population maybe confounded by population characteristics which 
could invalidate the indirect comparison of certolizumab versus the other comparator treatments in the 
current nr-axSpA MTC.”  


As indicated in the original submission (page 55), UCB acknowledges there is a level of clinical 
heterogeneity across studies identified in the systematic literature review, as it is the case in general 
in any systematic review. To address the heterogeneity in patient population, the statistical analyses 
submitted by UCB were performed on AS and nr-axSpA patient subpopulations separately, instead of 
the entire spectrum of axSpA patients evaluated in the trial. With regards to the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation, data are only available from three trials, RAPID-axSpA, ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738. 
There were certain differences in the baseline characteristics of the nr-axSpA patients enrolled in 
these trials, which need to be taken into consideration when interpreting the results from the pairwise 
analyses. For instance, all trials had a similar proportion of patients with elevated CRP (30–45%), 
although the threshold of elevated CRP was not consistent between studies (> 15 mg/L or > 1X ULN 
or by hsCRP standard). The mean time since symptom onset was slightly shorter in the RAPID-
axSpA study (8.1–9.1 years) than the ABILITY-1 trial (10.1 years), whilst the NCT01258738 enrolled 
patients with dramatically shorter duration of symptoms (2.5 years). Conversely, the ABILITY-1 trial 
had a shorter average time since disease diagnosis (mean 2–3 years) compared to RAPID-axSpA 
(mean 4–6 years). 


UCB would like to point out that in the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the MTC network of trials used by the 
assessment group, other manufacturers and UCB are fairly comparable. For instance, while UCB and 
other manufacturers included three studies (RAPID-axSpA, ABILITY-1 and Dougados 2014), the 
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assessment group included an additional two studies in their own assessment (Barkham 2009 and 
Haibel 2008).  


As pointed out by the assessment group in their report on page 101, “For both the AS and nr-axSpA 
populations the results of the meta-analyses demonstrated that anti-TNFs produce statistically 
significant and clinically relevant benefits to patients in terms of improving function and reducing 
disease activity”, “Statistical heterogeneity was more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the 
AS analyses. This may be due to both clinical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trials (such as variation 
in CRP levels, or the proportion of MRI positive patients), and the fact that fewer studies were 
available for analysis.”, “FDA re-analyses of two key nr-axSpA trials further emphasised the 
heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA population. Results for an adalimumab trial in nr-axSpA patients 
suggested reduced efficacy in a centrally diagnosed nr-axSpA population when compared with a 
locally diagnosed population and that the treatment benefit in the whole trial population may have 
been driven by benefit in patients who actually had AS, not nr-axSpA. Conversely, in a certolizumab 
pegol trial which recruited both populations, the efficacy findings were consistent across the AS and 
nr-axSpA subpopulations, regardless of the discrepancy in local or central pelvic x-ray readings”.  


UCB would like to request that the assessment group revises their statement “invalidate the indirect 
comparison of certolizumab versus the other comparator treatments in the current nr-axSpA MTC”, as 
it is inaccurate to state that the results of the indirect comparison submitted by UCB are invalid, when 
the exact same studies were compared in other manufacturer submissions and the assessment 
group’s evaluation. 
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FOREWARD 


The aim of this multiple technology appraisal is twofold: 1) to evaluate adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab, certolizumab pegol, and golimumab within their licensed indications for the treatment of 
severe active ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of TA143 and TA 233); and 2) to appraise 
adalimumab and certolizumab pegol within their licensed indications for the treatment of severe axial 
spondylitis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. 
 
NICE technology appraisal 143 recommends adalimumab and etanercept as treatment options for 
adults with severe active ankylosing spondylitis only if certain criteria are fulfilled, but it does not 
recommend infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis. Golimumab is also recommended in NICE 
technology appraisal 233 as an option for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing spondylitis in 
adults only if it is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in NICE technology appraisal 
143. 
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Executive Summary 
 
Axial SpA is a chronic inflammatory disease that primarily affects the axial skeleton (SI joints and 
spine). At presentation all axial SpA patients have chronic back pain and may also have peripheral 
manifestations involving the joint and surrounding structures including arthritis, enthesitis and 
dactylitis and/or extra-articular manifestations such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, or 
psoriasis, and patients often have the genetic marker, human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27. 
Historically, patients with axial SpA were only identified when there was x-ray evidence of structural 
damage of the SI joints (radiographic sacroiliitis), and such patients were diagnosed as having AS. 
Advances in the knowledge of axial SpA have led to the understanding that some patients who have 
the clinical manifestations typical of this disease may not have evidence of radiographic sacroiliitis at 
presentation, and such patients are now diagnosed as having nr-axSpA. Therefore, both Ankylosing 
Spondylitis (AS) and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA) represent the same chronic, 
debilitating, systemic, multi-faceted disease, axial SpA, with the presence or absence of radiographic 
sacroiliitis being the only differentiating feature. 
 
Both AS and nr-axSpA affect young male and female patients in their thirties and forties, often 
considered the most productive period of life. A survey of UK National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society 
(NASS) members reported a mean age of onset for AS of 28.7 years and data from ABILITY-1 show 
that the average age of onset of symptoms for nr-axSpA was 28.3 years. Patients with nr-axSpA and 
AS share a similarly high burden of disease, as shown by comparable levels of pain, disease activity, 
fatigue, morning stiffness, health-related quality of life (HRQoL) and work productivity impairments. 
 
Adalimumab has been shown to be effective in the treatment of AS in the ATLAS randomised 
controlled trial and in the M03-606 randomised controlled trial. As these studies have been presented 
in detail in the previous 2006 MTA submission, the present submission focuses on the long term 
follow up data. In the ATLAS study of patients with active AS, the efficacy and safety of adalimumab 
were maintained through 5 years, with about half of the patients experiencing sustained remission at 
any time during the study. Early achievement of remission was the best predictor of long-term and 
sustained remission. Adalimumab has also been shown to be effective in the treatment of nr-axSpA in 
ABILITY-1. In this study adalimumab therapy resulted in improvements in pain, disease activity, 
health-related quality of life, and work outcomes in patients with severe nr axSpA who had an 
inadequate response to, or intolerance to one or more NSAIDs, or had a contraindication for NSAIDs 
compared to placebo. 
 
Extra Articular Manifestations (EAM) associated with axial SpA include; anterior uveitis (25–30%), 
psoriasis (10–25%) or inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (5–10%) and cardiovascular manifestations. 
Adalimumab has been shown to be efficacious in the treatment of anterior uveitis associated with AS, 
IBD and psoriasis. As such, the ASAS/ EULAR recommendations in 2010 highlighted that the choice 
of biologic treatment for patients with AS should take into account not only the axial manifestations, 
but given the high prevalence of uveitis, IBD, psoriasis etc., also take account of any EAM and the 
benefit different drugs confer on these co-morbidities. 
 
An economic model to estimate the cost effectiveness of adalimumab vs. conventional therapy and 
other licensed anti-TNF agents for axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA and AS) patients was developed 
for the two indications separately. 
 
In the base-case analysis (40 year time horizon) for AS under a £30,000 per QALY willingness-to-pay 
(WTP) threshold, adalimumab yielded the highest net monetary benefit (NMB) (£168,411) and the 
lowest ICER (£16,391/QALY) followed by golimumab (£16,535/QALY), etanercept (£16,897/QALY) 
and certolizumab (£17,067/QALY), when compared to conventional therapy. Infliximab 
(£44,448/QALY) was the least cost-effective therapy across all WTP thresholds. 
 
In nr-axSpA, certolizumab had the highest NMB (£162,194) and the lowest ICER (£12,866 /QALY) 
comparing to conventional therapy, followed by adalimumab (£13,228 /QALY versus conventional 
therapy). Scenario analyses indicated that the AS and nr-axSpA results were sensitive to the same 
parameter changes. 
 







 


The definition of response in the model was based on the ASAS response criteria. The choice of the 
ASAS40 for nr-axSpA was made on the basis that this measure is consistent with the primary 
endpoint of the ABILITY-1 trial and ASAS20 for AS, as this measure was the primary endpoint in the 
ATLAS trial. However, alternative definitions have been used in past economic analyses of AS. 
Nevertheless the results of the present analysis were not affected substantially by the use of these 
alternative methods. 
 
Given the limited numbers of trials available for synthesis in the network meta-analyses, the different 
populations considered, differential use of early escape arms, and relatively small populations there is 
uncertainty regarding the estimates of relative effectiveness obtained in the network meta-analysis 
conducted in this submission for anti-TNF drugs. Therefore, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions on 
the cost effectiveness of the anti-TNF drugs when compared to each other when these differences 
are generated by response rate estimates from the NMA. Cost savings due to adalimumab may be 
underestimated versus conventional therapy and versus other anti-TNF drugs. It is possible that the 
cost equation used in the base case and most other scenarios, which links costs to BASDAI scores, 
ignores the cost associated with extra-articular manifestations of nr-axSpA (e.g. uveitis or IBD), since 
the BASDAI may not correlate well with these manifestations. Therefore, the cost effectiveness 
results presented do not take account of the impact of adalimumab therapy on extra-articular 
manifestations which are common in clinical practice when treating AS and nr-axSpA patients. The 
results of the model also show that, from a societal perspective when direct non-medical and indirect 
costs were included, the use of adalimumab resulted in cost savings (in addition to QALY gains) for 
both AS and nr-axSpA. 


  







 


Section 1: Background and Context 


1.1 Axial spondyloarthritis (Axial SpA) 


 
Spondyloarthritis (SpA) is a group of inflammatory diseases that share common clinical, radiographic, 
and genetic features. Included in this group are ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriatic arthritis, arthritis 
associated with inflammatory bowel disease, reactive arthritis and undifferentiated SpA. Diseases in 
the SpA group were previously described by their individual diagnostic entity; however there is an 
overlap of signs and symptoms among these diseases such that when evaluating patients for a 
diagnosis of SpA, rheumatologists usually first determine if patients have either predominantly axial or 
predominantly peripheral manifestations. Therefore the ASAS classification of SpA groups the 
diseases into two broad categories based on their predominant clinical manifestations (axial or 
peripheral). 
 
Axial SpA encompasses a spectrum of inflammatory involvement of the axial skeleton which has been 
arbitrarily split into two categories – AS and non-radiographic axial SpA (nr-axSpA; axial SpA without 
radiographic evidence of AS) - due to the 1984 modified New York criteria


 
which requires the 


presence of sacroiliitis on plain radiographs for the classification of AS. The ASAS axial SpA criteria 
reflect the recent advances in the field of SpA – the acknowledgement that axial SpA patients may 
present with (AS) or without (nr-axSpA) radiographic sacroiliitis and the use of magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) as an additional imaging modality to assess for sacroiliitis that represents acute 
inflammation. 
 
Axial SpA is a chronic inflammatory disease that primarily affects the axial skeleton (SI joints and 
spine). At presentation all axial SpA patients have chronic back pain and may also have peripheral 
manifestations involving the joint and surrounding structures including arthritis, enthesitis and 
dactylitis and/or extra-articular manifestations such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, or 
psoriasis, and patients often have the genetic marker human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27. 
Historically, patients with axial SpA were only identified when there was x-ray evidence of structural 
damage of the SI joints (radiographic sacroiliitis), and such patients were diagnosed as having AS. 
Advances in the knowledge of axial SpA has led to the understanding that some patients who have 
the clinical manifestations typical of this disease may not have evidence of radiographic sacroiliitis at 
presentation, and such patients are now diagnosed as having nr-axSpA. Therefore, both AS and nr-
axSpA represent the same chronic, debilitating, systemic, multi-faceted disease, axial SpA, with the 
presence or absence of radiographic sacroiliitis being the only differentiating feature. 
 
The presence of radiographic sacroiliitis is the hallmark of AS. To be classified as having AS, patients 
must have a minimum degree of abnormality on their AP pelvic x-ray as demonstrated by erosions, 
sclerosis, alterations in joint width, and/or ankylosis (joint fusion). These radiographic changes are the 
consequence of prior inflammation and represent permanent bony damage. In contrast, patients with 
nr-axSpA may have no changes or minimal changes on plain x-ray which do not meet the modified 
New York criteria definition of AS. Both AS and nr-axSpA patients may have active inflammation 
visible as bone marrow edema/osteitis on MRI and may have fatty infiltration of bone, however MRI 
changes are not universally present.  In addition, some axial SpA patients may develop 
syndesmophytes in their spine (bony growths which connect 1 vertebra to another). In advanced 
stages of AS, patients may develop fusion of the spine due to many syndesmophytes forming a bony 
column referred to as ‘bamboo spine’. 
 
Over time, some patients with nr-axSpA may progress to AS, although others may never develop 
radiographic sacroiliitis.


1
 Although there have not been any studies specifically following nr-axSpA 


patients using the ASAS criteria over a long period of time, Mau et al 
2
 showed that inn mixed cohorts 


of axial and peripheral SpA, approximately 60% of patients have historically progressed to develop 
radiographic changes consistent with AS after ≥ 10 years of follow-up (Table 1.1.1). 
 
  







 


Table 1.1.1: Rate of progression from SpA without radiographic evidence of sacroiliitis to AS 
 


 0 – 2 Years
a,b 2 – 9 Years


a,c-f ≥ 10 Years
a,g 


% Progression 8% – 12% 20% – 45% 36% – 59% 


a.     N = 111; undifferentiated SpA by the ESSG (European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group) and Amor criteria. 


b.    N = 95; nr-axSpA defined by slightly modified ESSG criteria. 
c.     N = 119; human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27 positive oligoarthritis. 
d.    N = 23; seronegative unclassified HLA-B27 inflammatory rheumatologic disease. 
e.     N = 23; HLA-B27 positive patients with inflammatory low back pain by Calin criteria. 


f.     N = 40; patients with IBP by Calin criteria of < 2 years duration
 
(36 patients fulfilled ESSG criteria at Baseline). 


g.     N = 88; SpA defined by low back pain > 3 months plus peripheral arthritis, heel pain, anterior uveitis, or a raised 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate adjusted for age and sex (11 patients without low back pain were included due to having 3 of 
the other symptoms). 
Note: Presented are longitudinal studies of patients that are ≥ 17 years of age at baseline. None of the patients met modified 
New York criteria for AS at study entry. 


 
Both AS and nr-axSpA affect young male and female patients in their thirties and forties,


3
 often 


considered the most productive period of life. A survey of UK National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society 
(NASS) members reported a mean age of onset for AS of 28.7 years


4
, and data from ABILITY-1 show 


that the average age of onset of symptoms was 28.3 years.
8
  Men are afflicted with AS approximately 


two to three times more frequently than women. In the UK survey of NASS members 71% of patients 
were male


4
. Whereas non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis affects approximately equal numbers of 


men and women, but men are more likely to develop radiographically evident disease. German data 
indicate that the diagnosis of axial SpA patients as nr-axSpA or AS is correlated with duration of 
disease at the time of diagnosis; thus, the likelihood that a patient is identified as having AS is higher 
with longer symptom duration.  In a cross-sectional referral cohort of ASAS criteria-defined axial SpA 
patients, 67.3% with ≤ 1 year of symptoms were diagnosed as nr-axSpA and 28.6% were diagnosed 
with nr-axSpA after > 12 years of symptoms. This implies that a considerable number of axial SpA 
patients would have a delayed diagnosis if relying on radiographic damage of the SI joints.


5
 


 
Patients with nr-axSpA and AS share a similarly high burden of disease, as shown by comparable 
levels of pain, disease activity, fatigue, morning stiffness, health-related quality of life (HRQoL) and 
work productivity impairments


6,1
. Registry and clinical trial data are presented in Table 1.1.2 


illustrating the comparable burden of disease between AS and nr-axSpA6
,7,8,9,10


 
 
Table 1.1.2: Baseline disease activity data from registries and axSpA RCTs 


Source 
Registry data RCT data 


GESPIC
a 


Kiltz  et al 
b 


ATLAS
9
 


ABILITY-
1


42
 


Haibel
10


 


Disease state 
All 
AS 


AS ≤5 
years 


nr-axSpA 
≤5 years 


AS nr-axSpA AS nr-axSpA nr-axSpA 


Number of patients 236 119 226 56 44 315 185 46 


BASDAI, (0-10) 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.2 3.6 6.3 6.5 6.3 


PtGA of disease 
activity VAS (0-10) 


5.0 5.0 4.9 4.6 4.0 6.3 6.8 6.6 


PGA of disease 
activity VAS (0-10) 


4.5 4.4 3.6 3.5 2.7 5.7 5.7 5.9 


Total pain VAS, (0-10) 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.0 - 6.8 7.2 


AS: ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; GESPIC: German Spondyloarthritis 
Inception Cohort; IBP: inflammatory back pain; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PGA: physician’s global 
assessment of disease; PtGA: patient global assessment; RCT: randomised controlled trial; SF-36: Short-Form 36-item 
questionnaire mental component summary; VAS: visual analogue scale 


a. Values are means.  Patients with a definite clinical diagnosis of axial SpA classified as AS, if fulfilling the modified New 
York criteria for AS with disease duration restricted to ≤ 10 years or as nr-axSpA if fulfilling ESSG criteria, but not the 
modified New York criteria for AS, with disease duration limited to ≤ 5 years. 


b. Values are medians.  Prospective cohort of TNF-naïve patients meeting ASAS criteria for axial SpA; classified as AS or nr-
axSpA based on the modified New York criteria for AS. 


 


  







 


1.2 Treatment goals 


 
The overall objectives of management and treatment in patients with AS and nr-axSpA are five-fold


11
. 


 


 Early and accurate diagnosis; 


 Control of symptoms, i.e. pain, stiffness, and fatigue; 


 Maintenance of posture and flexibility; 


 Detection and management of complications and associated conditions as soon as possible; 


 Minimisation and management of disabilities. 
 
Current treatment options 
 
Conventional therapy for AS and nr-axSpA includes
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 Non pharmacological treatment (e.g. exercise, physiotherapy) 
 


 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
 


 Simple analgesics 
 


 Corticosteroids (e.g. prednisolone, methylprednisolone)  - Corticosteroid injections directed to 
the local site of musculoskeletal inflammation may be considered. However, the use of 
systemic glucocorticoids for axial disease is not supported by the evidence. 
 


 Tradional disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (tDMARDs) in RA: e.g. sulfasalazine and 
methotrexate. However, there is no evidence for the efficacy of these DMARDs for the 
treatment of axial disease. Sulfasalazine may be considered in patients with peripheral 
arthritis. 
 


 Anti-TNF agents (updated International ASAS recommendations for the use of anti-TNF 
agents in patients with axial SpA.)
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Assessment of response to drug therapy 
 
A number of tools are available that provide measures of aspects of the disease such as reduction of 
signs and symptoms, disease controlling clinical response and patient reported outcomes. 
 


1.2.1 Reduction of signs and symptoms 
 
ASAS 
 
Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society (ASAS) has derived a number of composite 
measures based on domains that are of importance in assessing symptomatic outcome in AS. Based 
on the core set of clinical trials with NSAIDs, ASAS has devised a preliminary definition of short-term 
improvement in AS


14
. The improvement criteria consist of four outcome domains: 


 
1. patient global assessment (measured on a 100 mm visual analogue scale [VAS]); 
2. spinal pain (measured on a 100 mm VAS); 
3. physical function (measured using the Bath AS Functional Index (BASFI); 
4. inflammation (mean of the last two questions from the Bath AS Disease Activity Index 


(BASDAI), concerning the intensity and duration of morning stiffness). 
 
Scores on each domain range from 0 (best) to 100 (worst). The ASAS-IC defines improvement as 
follows: 


 An improvement of > 20% and > 10 VAS points on the 0–100 scale in at least three of the 
four domains. On the fourth domain there must be no worsening of > 20% and > 10 VAS 
points. 


 







 


This is otherwise known as the ASAS 20 response, which is the standard primary efficacy criterion to 
define short term improvement in AS. Other definitions of ASAS response (ASAS 50 and ASAS 70) 
based on improvements of 50% and 70%, respectively, are also used to measure symptomatic 
outcome in clinical studies. In nr-axSpA, the ASAS criteria of response are also used in clinical 
studies to assess improvements in signs and symptoms. The primary endpoint in the adalimumab nr-
axSpA trials was a 40% improvement in the ASAS criteria (ASAS40). ASAS 40 is defined as at least 
40% improvement and 20 units of absolute change in three of four domains using the same domains 
as the ASAS 20 response criteria without any worsening in the fourth domain. 
 
BASDAI
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The Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) is a validated tool which records 
patients’ responses to six questions pertaining to the five major symptoms of AS and nr-axSpA during 
the preceding week: fatigue/tiredness; neck, back and hip pain; joint pain / swelling (excluding neck, 
back and hip); discomfort from areas of localized tenderness (to touch or pressure); morning stiffness 
- two questions: degree and duration from the time of waking up. 
 
The responses are each documented on a 10 cm VAS, where 0 cm = none and 10 cm = very severe 
(0 to 2 or more hours for duration of stiffness). To give each symptom equal weighting, the mean of 
the two scores relating to morning stiffness is taken. The resulting 0 to 50 score is divided by 5 to give 
a final BASDAI score ranging from 0 – 10. Therefore; the higher the score, the greater the degree of 
measured disease activity; with reductions from baseline denoting improvement. The BASDAI is user 
friendly (usually taking less than 2 minutes to complete), reflects the core spectrum of disease 
features, and is sensitive to clinical changes in AS and nr-axSpA. However, one of its main 
drawbacks relates to the subjectivity of measurement using patient-assessed VAS scales alone.  
 
BASFI
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The Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI) is a validated tool, which as for the 
BASDAI records patients’ responses on a series of 10 cm VAS scales. It consists of ten questions 
designed to determine the degree of functional limitation in those with axial SpA. The first eight 
questions consider activities related to functional anatomy. The final two questions assess the 
patient’s ability to cope with everyday life. On the VAS, the anchor for 0 cm = easy and for 10 cm = 
nearly impossible. Therefore; the higher the score, the greater the degree of functional impairment, 
with reductions from baseline score denoting improvement. A BASDAI20, BASDAI50, BASDAI70 
refers to 20%, 50% and 70% improvements in BASDAI, respectively. 
 
ASDAS
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The Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score (ASDAS) is a continuous disease activity index 
comprised of the following components (back pain, duration of morning stiffness, patient global 
assessment, peripheral pain/swelling and CRP) formulated in to the equation below: 
 
ASDAS-CRP= 0.12 × back pain + 0.06 × duration of morning stiffness + 0.11 × patient global + 0.07 × 
peripheral pain/ swelling + 0.58 × ln(CRP + 1) 
 
This is used much more routinely in clinical practice. Furthermore, the ASDAS can be categorised in 
to disease activity states such that ASDAS less than 1.3 is used to define 'inactive disease', ASDAS > 
1.3 and < 2.1 equates to 'moderate disease activity', an ASDAS > 2.1 and < to 3.5 defines 'high 
disease activity', and an ASDAS > 3.5 equates to 'very high disease activity. 
 


1.2.2 Disease controlling clinical response 
 
The ASAS Working Group also defined a set of criteria to assess a low disease activity state and 
remission of disease


14
. These are referred to as ASAS partial remission criteria. ASAS partial 


remission is defined as a value of < 20 on a 0–100 scale in each of the four ASAS 20 domains 
(patient’s global assessment, pain, function, and inflammation). 
 







 


The ASAS Working Group also suggests the use of ASAS 5/6 response criteria to assess disease 
modifying capabilities


18
. The ASAS 5/6 adds two further domains - spinal mobility and acute phase 


reactants - to the four domains covered by the other ASAS responses (i.e. ASAS 20, 40, 50 and 70). 
These two domains were omitted from the original core criteria as they were not sensitive to the 
changes induced by NSAIDs, on which the original criteria were developed. For ASAS 5/6, 
improvement is defined as 20% improvement in 5 of the 6 domains encompassed. As described by 
the ASAS Working Group the clinical implications of a 20% change in these two further domains are 
not yet known, but their inclusion has the advantage of adding objective measures to the patient-
reported outcomes encompassed by the core four domains. A Minimal Clinically Important State 
(MCIS) exists which queries the subject on his/her level of satisfaction, asking if the subject were to 
stay in his/her current state for the next month, would he/she be satisfied with the current state. 
 


1.2.3 Patient reported outcomes 
 
Short Form-36 Health Status Survey (SF-36) 
 
The SF-36 Health Survey is a generic health status instrument developed for application in primary 
care and chronic disease populations.  The SF-36 contains two summary scores, the physical 
component and mental component summary scores (PCS and MCS), and eight domain scales: 
physical function, bodily pain, role limitations-physical, general health, vitality, social function, role 
limitations-emotional and mental health.  Domain scale scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores 
reflecting better health status, and the summary scores are constructed as T-scores with a mean of 
50 and standard deviation of 10, with higher scores indicating better health status.  MID criteria have 
been defined as 2.5-5.0 in the PCS and MCS scores and 5-10 point change in the subscale scores 
based on information from studies in RA
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life questionnaire (ASQoL) 


 
The ASQoL is a disease-specific instrument designed to measure health-related quality of life in 
subjects with AS developed based on a needs-based model


20
. The ASQoL has a total score ranging 


from 0 to 18, with lower scores representing better AS-specific quality of life. Differences of 1 to 2 
points are considered to be clinically relevant


21,22
. In addition, research has shown that a magnitude of 


change of ≥10% of the total score could be considered clinically meaningful
23


. 
 
Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue (FACIT-F) scale 
 
The FACIT-F is a frequently used instrument measuring fatigue and its effect on functioning and daily 
activities. It is a subset of the longer Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Anaemia (FACT-An) 
Scale. The FACIT-F has 13 items answered on a 5 point rating scale. Subjects answer how true each 
item has been over the past 7 days. Scores range from 0 to 52, with higher scores reflecting less 
fatigue. Differences > 3.0 points exceed the a priori MID criteria and are considered to be clinically 
meaningful. 
  
Health Utility Index Mark 3 (HUI-3) 
 
The Health Utilities Index-3 (HUI-3) is a multi-attribute utility theory based index ranging from 0 to 
1.0, with higher scores representing better health status. It consists of 15 self-administered items 
measuring health status. The recall period is the past 4 weeks. Items assess a subject's functional 
capacity rather than performance in eight domains or attributes (vision, hearing, speech, ambulation, 
dexterity, emotion, cognition and pain). Subjects choose from either five or six levels of functioning 
(normal functioning to severe impairment) within each attribute. An increase in HUI-3 score 
represents an improvement. 
 
Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire (WPAI-SHP) 
 


The WPAI is a patient-reported outcome that measures a subject's ability to work and perform 
regular activities, based on evaluation of absenteeism, presenteeism, work productivity loss, and 
activity impairment for a specific health problem. A decrease in score represents improvement. 
 







 


1.2.4 Additional outcomes collected in AS and nr-axSpA 
 
CRP 
 
A laboratory measurement to evaluate levels of an acute phase reactant as a marker of 
inflammation. A decrease in the level of CRP indicates reduction in inflammation. 
 
BASMI
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The Bath AS Metrology Index (BASMI) is a validated tool for assessment of axial status that is 
sensitive to changes in spinal movement. Five clinical measurements are included in this index: 
cervical (i.e. neck) rotation; tragus to wall distance; lumbar side flexion; modified Schober’s (lumbar 
forward flexion); intermalleolar distance. The magnitude of each of the five measures in cm is 
assigned a score based on a BASMI specific scoring table (i.e. the data are not continuous).  There 
are two BASMI scoring tables. In one, scores range from 0-2 (corresponding to mild, moderate or 
severe); in the other (developed subsequently) scores range from 0-10 for each of the five 
measurements. The higher the BASMI score the more severe the patient’s limitation of movement 
due to their AS or nr-axSpA. 
 
Chest Expansion  
 
Measures the excursion between full inspiration and full expiration. An increase in the Chest 
Expansion score indicates improvement in the severity of Chest Expansion which may have declined 
in active AS. 
 
EDASMI  
 
A composite index with four measures: cervical rotation, lumbar side flexion, chest expansion and 
internal hip rotation. 
  
MASES
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The MASES assesses a total of 13 entheses; 1


st
 costochondral joint left/right; 7


th
 costochondral joint 


left/right; posterior superior iliac spine left/right; anterior superior iliac spine left/right; iliac crest 
left/right; 5


th
 lumbar spinous process and proximal insertion of Achilles tendon left/right.  


 
BAS-G
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This consists of two questions that ask the subject to indicate, on a 10 cm VAS, the effect AS has 
had on their well-being over the 1) last week and 2) last 6 months.  The mean of the two scores gives 
a BAS-G score of 0-10. The higher the score, the greater the perceived effect of the disease on the 
patient’s well-being. 
 
Nocturnal Pain  
 
This measures the amount of back pain at night that the subject experienced over the past week prior 
to the subject's study visit on a 100 mm VAS scale, with a score of 0 indicating "no pain" and a score 
of 100 indicating "worst possible pain." 


Physician's Global Assessment of Disease Activity 
 
This assesses the subject's current disease activity made by the physician using a 100 mm 
horizontal VAS.  The left end of the VAS (0 mm) indicates absence of disease activity and the right 
end of the VAS (100 mm) indicates extreme disease activity. 







 


Swollen Joint Count for 66 Joints (SJC 66) 
 
This measure assesses 44 joints by physical examination.  The joints examined for swelling were the 
same as those examined for tenderness, except that hip joints were excluded. Joint swelling was 
classified as present ("1"), absent ("0") or injected/replaced ("9"). 


Tender Joint Count for 68 Joints (TJC 68) 
 
This measure assesses 46 joints by physical examination. Joint tenderness/pain was classified as 
present ("1"), absent ("0") or injected/replaced ("9"). 


1.3 Adalimumab (Humira) 


1.3.1 Licensed Indications 
 
Rheumatoid arthritis 
 
Adalimumab in combination with methotrexate is indicated for: 
 


 The treatment of moderate to severe, active rheumatoid arthritis in adult patients when the 
response to disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs including methotrexate has been inadequate. 
 


 The treatment of severe, active and progressive rheumatoid arthritis in adults not previously 
treated with methotrexate. 


 
Adalimumab can be given as monotherapy in case of intolerance to methotrexate or when continued 
treatment with methotrexate is inappropriate. 
 
Adalimumab has been shown to reduce the rate of progression of joint damage as measured by X-ray 
and to improve physical function, when given in combination with methotrexate. 
 
Polyarticular juvenile idiopathic arthritis 
 
Adalimumab in combination with methotrexate is indicated for the treatment of active polyarticular 
juvenile idiopathic arthritis, in children and adolescents from the age of 2 years who have had an 
inadequate response to one or more disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs). Adalimumab 
can be given as monotherapy in case of intolerance to methotrexate or when continued treatment with 
methotrexate is inappropriate (for the efficacy in monotherapy see section 5.1). Adalimumab has not 
been studied in children aged less than 2 years. 
 
Axial spondyloarthritis comprising the following two indications: 
 
Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for the treatment of adults with severe active ankylosing spondylitis who 
have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy. 
 
Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for the treatment of adults with severe axial spondyloarthritis without 
radiographic evidence of AS but with objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and / or MRI, 
who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 
 
Psoriatic arthritis 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for the treatment of active and progressive psoriatic arthritis in adults when 
the response to previous disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug therapy has been inadequate. 
Adalimumab has been shown to reduce the rate of progression of peripheral joint damage as 







 


measured by X-ray in patients with polyarticular symmetrical subtypes of the disease (see Section 
5.1) and to improve physical function. 
 
Psoriasis 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for the treatment of moderate to severe chronic plaque psoriasis in adult 
patients who failed to respond to or who have a contraindication to, or are intolerant to other systemic 
therapy including cyclosporine, methotrexate or PUVA. 
 
Crohn’s disease 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for treatment of moderately to severely active Crohn’s disease, in adult 
patients who have not responded despite a full and adequate course of therapy with a corticosteroid 
and/or an immunosuppressant; or who are intolerant to or have medical contraindications for such 
therapies. 
 
Paediatric Crohn's Disease 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for the treatment of severe active Crohn's disease in paediatric patients 
(from 6 years of age) who have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy including 
primary nutrition therapy, a corticosteroid, and an immunomodulator, or who are intolerant to or have 
contraindications for such therapies. 
 
Ulcerative colitis 
 
Adalimumab is indicated for treatment of moderately to severely active ulcerative colitis in adult 
patients who have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy including corticosteroids and 
6-mercaptopurine (6-MP) or azathioprine (AZA), or who are intolerant to or have medical 
contraindications for such therapies. 
 


1.3.2 Mechanism of Action  
 
Adalimumab is a fully human monoclonal antibody that binds specifically to the pro-inflammatory 


cytokine TNF- and neutralises the biological function of TNF- by blocking its interaction with the 
p55 and p75 cell surface TNF receptors.   
 


Adalimumab also modulates biological responses that are induced or regulated by TNF-, including 
changes in the levels of adhesion molecules responsible for leukocyte migration (ELAM-1 [endothelial 
leukocyte adhesion molecule-1], VCAM-1 [vascular cell adhesion molecule-1], and ICAM-1 
[intracellular adhesion molecule-1] with an IC50 of 1-2 X 10


-10
 M). 


 


1.3.3 Presentation and Cost 
 
Adalimumab is available in the following three presentations: 
 


 A 40mg solution for injection in a single-use pre-filled syringe (type I glass) for patient use: 
packs of 2 pre-filled syringes (0.8 ml sterile solution), each with 1 alcohol pad, in a blister are 
provided. 


 


 A single-use automatic injection device with needle-guard that delivers 40mg adalimumab by 
pushbutton (Humira Pen). Packs of: 1 pre-filled syringe with needle-guard (0.8 ml sterile 
solution) in a blister, and 1 alcohol pad are provided. 


 


 40 mg solution for injection in single-use vial (type I glass), fitted with rubber stoppers, 
aluminium crimps and flip-off seals: 1 pack of 2 boxes each containing: 1 vial (0.8 ml sterile 
solution), 1 empty sterile injection syringe, 1 needle, 1 vial adapter and 2 alcohol pads. 


 
The list price for all three presentations of adalimumab is £352.14
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Adalimumab is available for delivery via a homecare delivery provider. Patients and their carers can 
be trained in injection technique to allow delivery of the drug direct to their home. This reduces burden 
on NHS services and reduces the impact of receiving treatment on work productivity or activities of 
daily living for those who are not working. VAT is also not payable on any drug not delivered in the 
inpatient setting. 
  







 


Section 2: Clinical Effectiveness 


2.0 Overview of clinical evidence 


 
The aim of this MTA review is to evaluate the clinical- and cost-effectiveness of five anti-TNFs: 
adalimumab, etanercept, infliximab, golimumab and certolizumab pegol for the treatment of patients 
with severe ankylosing spondylitis; in addition the review will evaluate adalimumab and certolizumab 
for the treatment of non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. Given the quantity of clinical evidence 
available for these drugs, providing a detailed account of each study would quadruple the size of this 
submission. Therefore, AbbVie has instead provided a series of summary tables (Section 2.1) 
containing the following information: type of population, the intervention(s), baseline characteristics 
and results, from an extensive systematic literature review of RCTs evaluating biologics in AS and nr-
axSpA (see Appendix 1 for further details of the search strategy and literature review). 
 
Given this is a review of the TNF inhibitors for AS, AbbVie has previously provided a detailed 
description of the two randomised controlled trials of adalimumab for the treatment of AS in its 
January 2006 submission (ATLAS
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 and M03-606 [M03-606]). Furthermore, a summary of these trials 


including design, study characteristics and results are presented in Section 2.1 alongside the other 
anti-TNFs. Therefore, Section 2.2.1 focuses on the long-term, open-label safety and efficacy data for 
adalimumab from these trials that have been published since the 2006 AS NICE appraisal. In 
addition, efficacy data from other open-label studies and country registries have also been included in 
this section (Section 2.2.2). AbbVie is happy to provide a copy of the 2006 submission if the Appraisal 
Committee or the Assessment Group require any additional information about the design of ATLAS 
and the M03-606 trial. 
 
This MTA review also aims to assess the clinical and cost-effectiveness of adalimumab and 
certolizumab for the treatment of nr-axSpA. NICE has yet to review an intervention for this indication; 
therefore Section 2.3 provides a detailed account of the adalimumab nr-axSpA clinical trials including 
study design, baseline characteristics, and results. Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.4 describes the 
randomised controlled trials, whilst Section 2.3.3 focuses on the long-term open label data showing 
sustained adalimumab response. 
 
Section 2.4 summarises safety data of interest from the adalimumab RCTs in AS and nr-axSpA. In 
addition, the Cochrane review of safety for the biologics has also been summarised and the most 
recent global safety publication for adalimumab across multiple indications including AS and nr-axSpA 
has also been included in this section.  
 
Section 2.5 briefly describes the evidence synthesis, the methodology, results and sensitivity 
analyses for the mixed treatment comparison. A more detailed description of the MTC including the 
code, box-plots, estimates of model fit and convergence etc. can be found in Appendix 1. 
 
Section 2.6 discusses issues relating to the interpretation of the clinical data, particularly focusing on 
issues around the following: comparability of the biologic RCTs (heterogeneity), burden of illness, 
extra-articular manifestations and sequential use of anti-TNFs. 
 
Section 2.7 summarises all the ongoing AbbVie sponsored clinical trials in axial spondyloarthritis (i.e. 
to include both AS and nr-axSpA). 
 
  







 


2.1 Summary of RCT data for all the anti-TNFs 


 
The following tables provide summary information from a comprehensive systematic literature review 
looking at randomised controlled trials of all the biologics licensed for use in patients with ankylosing 
spondylitis and non-radiographic axial spondylitis. 
 
The data have been summarised in the following format: Tables 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 list the main 
study characteristics including population, design and enrolment criteria. Table 2.1.4 details patient 
characteristics e.g. age, gender, ethnicity at baseline for individual arms from the included studies. 
Table 2.1.5 reports the mean (SD) baseline data for a variety of clinical measures e.g. BASDAI, 
BASFI, and BASMI by study arm. Table 2.1.6 highlights changes in treatment during the trial by 
individual study arms. Table 2.1.7 comprises a summary of outcomes reported and the weeks of 
follow-up for each included study. Table 2.1.8 reports the number and percentage of ASAS20/40 and 
BASDAI50 responders from all the trials. Tables 2.1.9 – 2.1.13 detail change in BASDAI score, 
change in BASMI score, change in BASFI score, change in spinal pain and change in nocturnal pain, 
respectively. Table 2.1.14 details results from studies that report SF-36 data. Finally Table 2.1.15 
reports any other measure of functional capacity not reported in the aforementioned tables. 
 
 







 


Table 2.1.1: General study characteristics 


Author, Year [Trial name]; 
Study setting; 
Study duration (publication type) 


Population 
Interventions  


(randomised, n) 
Background tx during 


trial 
Number of previous tx 


and duration 
Prior tx (%) 


Bao, 2012; 
Multicentre, China; 
24 wks. (abstract & CTR) 


Chinese adults with 
active AS 


GOL 50mg/mth (108); 
PLA (105) 


NR NR NR
a
 


Barkham, 2009; 
single centre; 
UK; 
16 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
(20); PLA (20) 


+/- NSAIDs at stable 
dose 


≥ 1 NSAID; 
 No cDMARDs 


NSAIDs (90%) 


Barkham, 2010; 
single centre; UK; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk (20); 
PLA (20) 


+/- NSAID or 
cDMARD (MTX or 


SUL) at stable dose 


 ≥ 1 NSAID;  


≥ 0 cDMARD 
NSAIDs or cDMARDs  


[MTX, SUL] 


Braun 2002; 
Multicentre; Germany; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
(35); PLA (35) 


+/- NSAIDs at stable 
or reduced dose 


 ≥ 1 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs, CS or cDMARDs 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND]; 
Multicentre, International (Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, Australia, 
Middle East); 
16 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 
+/- DMARD 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
(379); SUL 2-3gm/day 


(187) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS 
or cDMARD (MTX, 


HCQ) at stable dose 


 ≥ 1 NSAID at least 3 
mths at max tolerated 
dose; up to 1 previous 


cDMARD 


NSAIDs (88.4%; 85.0%); oral 
CSs (10.8%; 9.1%); 


cDMARDs (28.0%; 28.3% 
[SUL (17.7%; 20.9%)])  


Calin, 2004; 
Multicentre, European; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk (45); 
PLA (39) 


+/- NSAIDs, CS, 
cDMARD (MTX, SUL, 


HCQ) 


1 patient in each group 
took  


> 1 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (89%; 85%); CSs 
(16%; 15%); cDMARD (36%; 
41% [MTX (13%; 13%); SUL 
(24%; 28%); HCQ (0%, 3%)]) 


Davis, 2003; 
Multicentre; International (North 
America, Europe); 
24 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with 
(moderate to severe) 


active AS 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 
(138); PLA (139) 


+/- NSAIDs, cDMARD 
(MTX,SUL) or CS +/- 


standard doses of 
analgesics at stable 


dose
a
 


 ≥ 1 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (91%; 92%); CSs 
(13%; 14%); cDMARDs (32%, 
31% [MTX (11%; 12%); SUL 
(21%; 22%); HCQ (2%, 1%)]) 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE]; 
Multicentre; European; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk (39); 
PLA (43) 


+ NSAIDs +/- 
cDMARD (MTX,SUL) 


at stable dose 


≥ 2 NSAIDs for > 3 mths 
at max recommended / 


tolerated dose;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAID(s); cDMARDs 


Dougados, 2013  
[AS EARLY]; 
Multicentre; International (South 
America, Europe, Asia); 
24 wks. = 12 wks. RCT + 12 wks. 
extension (abstract & CTR) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA and 


inadequate response 
to NSAIDs 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
(106); PLA (109)


b
  


+ NSAIDs ≥ 2 NSAIDs NSAID(s) 


Giardina, 2010; 
Italy; 
102 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk (25); 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 


(25) 
+ NSAIDs 


≥ 1 NSAID;  
No cDMARDs 


NSAID(s) 







 


Author, Year [Trial name]; 
Study setting; 
Study duration (publication type) 


Population 
Interventions  


(randomised, n) 
Background tx during 


trial 
Number of previous tx 


and duration 
Prior tx (%) 


[GO-AHEAD]; 
Multicentre; 
48 wks. =16 wks. RCT + 32 wks. 
extension (CTR) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA 


GOL 50mg/mth (NR); 
PLA (NR) 


+ NSAIDs 
 ≥ 1 NSAID at least 30 
days at optimal dose 


NSAID(s) 


Gorman, 2002; 
Multicentre; 
USA; 
40 wks. = 16 wks.


c
 RCT + 24 wks. 


extension (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk (20); 
PLA (20) 


+/- NSAID, cDMARD 
(MTX,SUL),  gold 


injections or CSs at 
stable dose 


 ≥ 0 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD;  


NSAIDs (80%; 95%); CSs 
(25%; 10%); cDMARDs(40%; 


35% [MTX or SUL]);  


Haibel, 2008; 
Multicentre; Germany; 
52 wks. = 12 wks. + 40 wks. extension 
(full-text) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA and 


inadequate response 
/intolerance to 


NSAIDs 


ADA 40mg/2wks (22); 
PLA (24) 


+/- NSAID 
≥ 1 NSAID at max dose; 
1 patient had previously 
received short-term IFX 


NSAID(s) 


Hu, 2012; 
single centre; China; 
24 wks. = 12 wks. RCT + 12 wks. 
extension (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response /intolerance 
to NSAIDs 


ADA 40mg/2wks (26); 
PLA (20) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS 
or cDMARD (MTX, 
SUL) at stable dose 


≥ 1 NSAID 
NSAIDs, oral CS, cDMARDs 


(MTX, SUL) 


Huang, 2014; 
Multicentre; China; 
24 wks. =12 wks. RCT + 12 wks. 
extension (full-text) 


Chinese adults with 
active AS and 


inadequate response 
/intolerance to 


NSAIDs 


ADA 40mg/2wks (229); 
PLA (115) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS 
or cDMARD (MTX, 
SUL) or standard 


analgesics at stable 
dose 


≥ 1 NSAID 


NSAIDs (79.5%; 78.3%); CS 
(3.5%, 4.3%); cDMARDs 


(58.5%; 60.9% [MTX (22.7%; 
21.7%); SUL (52.4%; 56.5%)])  


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]; 
Multicentre; International (North 
America, Europe, and Asia); 
24 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 
(+/- cDMARD) 


GOL 50mg/mth (138); 
GOL 50-100mg/mth 


(140); PLA (78) 


+/- NSAIDs, CS or 
cDMARD (MTX, SUL, 


HCQ) 


≥ 1 NSAID taken for ≥ 3 


mths at max tolerated 
dose;  


≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (89.9%; 87.9%; 
92.3%); CSs (18.8%; 12.9%; 


16.7%); cDMARDs ([MTX 
(21.0%; 20.0%; 19.2%); SUL 
(23.9%; 26.4%; 30.8%); HCQ 


(1.4%; 0.7%; 2.6%)]) 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]; 
Multicentre; International (Europe, 
North America, Latin America); 
 
24 wks. Phase 1 of RCT


d
 


(full-text) 


Adults with active 
axSpA (subgroups: 
AS and nr-axSpA) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
(111); CTZ 400 
mg/4wks (107); 


PLA(107) 


+/- NSAIDs, 
cDMARDs 


 ≥ 1 NSAID at least 30 
days at max tolerated 
dose; or ≥ 2 wks. each 


for ≥ 2 NSAIDs 


All patients: NSAIDs (87.4%; 
88.8%; 86.0%); cDMARDs 
(27.9%; 29.0%; 35.5%); AS 
subgroup NSAIDs (91.0%); 


cDMARDs (35.4%); nr-axSpA 
subgroup NSAIDs (83.7%); 


cDMARDs (25.2%) 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606]; 
Multicentre; Canada; 
24 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response /intolerance 
to NSAIDs (+/- 


cDMARD) 


ADA 40mg/2wks (38); 
PLA (44) 


+/- NSAIDs, CS or 
cDMARD (MTX, SUL) 


at stable dose 


 ≥ 1 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (89.5%; 90.9%); CSs 
(13.2%; 15.9%); cDMARDs 


(15.8%; 20.5% [MTX (10.5%; 
9.1%); SUL (7.9%; 11.4%)]);  







 


Author, Year [Trial name]; 
Study setting; 
Study duration (publication type) 


Population 
Interventions  


(randomised, n) 
Background tx during 


trial 
Number of previous tx 


and duration 
Prior tx (%) 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005; 
Single centre; UK; 
30 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/wk. (28); 


PLA + MTX 10mg (14) 


+/- NSAIDs or oral CS 
at stable dose 


 ≥ 0 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD;  


NSAIDs (89%; 86%); 
cDMARDs (36%; 21%); CSs 


(18%; 25%) 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM]; 
Multicentre; France; 
18 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with AS 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/wk. (14); 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
(12) 


+/- NSAIDs  ≥ 0 NSAID NSAIDs (86%; 67%) 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET]; 
Multicentre; Spain; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to 
NSAIDs/CS 
/cDMARD 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk (54); 
ETN 2x50mg/1wk (54) 


+/- NSAIDs, 
cDMARDs or CSs at 


stable dose 


≥ 2 NSAIDs at max 
recommended doses for  


≥ 3 mths 


NSAIDs (88.89%; 83.33%); 
cDMARDs (27.8%; 29.63%); 


CSs (9.26%; 11.11%) 


Pedersen, 2013; 
24 wks. = 12 wks. RCT + 12 wks. 
extension (abstract) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA 


ADA 40mg/2wks (27); 
PLA (25) 


+ NSAIDs ≥ 1 NSAID NSAID(s) 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1]; 
Multicentre; International (Australia,  
Europe, North America); 
156 wks. = 12 wks. RCT + 144 wks. 
extension (full-text) 


Adults with active nr-
axSpA and 


inadequate response/ 
contraindication to 


NSAIDs  


ADA 40mg/2wks (95); 
PLA (97) 


ATP subgroup
f
: 


ADA 40mg/2wks (71); 
PLA (76) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS, 
cDMARD (MTX, SUL, 


HCQ) or AZA at 
stable dose 


≥ 1 NSAID 
NSAIDs (79%; 79%); 


cDMARDs (19%; 17%) 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST]; 
Multicentre; International (Europe, 
Asia); 
28 wks.  
(full-text) 


Adults with 
(moderate to severe) 


active nr-axSpA 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
(106); PLA (52) 


NSAID (NPX oral 
1000mg/day) 


NSAID naïve or NSAID 
at sub-optimal dose 


(<2/3 max dose)  
NSAIDs (94.3%; 84.6%) 


Song, 2011; 
Multicentre; Germany; 
48 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active 
SpA and inadequate 
response to NSAIDs 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk (40); 
SUL 2-3gm/day (or, if 
intolerance, oral MTX 


15-20mg/wk.) (36) 


NSAIDs 
 ≥ 1 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAID(s) 


Tam, 2014; 
Single centre; Hong Kong; 
52 wks.  
(full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 


GOL 50mg/mth (20); 
PLA (21) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS, 
or cDMARD (MTX, 


SUL) 


≥ 2 NSAIDs for  
≥ 3 mths 


NSAIDs or COX-2 inhibitors 
(85%; 100%); oral CS (5%; 
0%); cDMARD ([MTX (15%; 


14%); SUL (20%; 19%)]) 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT]; 
Multicentre; International (North 
America, Europe); 
96 wks. = 24 wks. RCT + 72 wks. 
extension (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response /intolerance 
to NSAIDs 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
(201); PLA (78) 


+/- NSAIDs +/- 
analgesics 


(paracetamol or 
tramadol) 


≥ 1 NSAID NSAID(s) 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS]; 
Multicentre; International (USA, 
Europe); 
26 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with active AS 
and inadequate 


response to NSAIDs 
(+/- cDMARD) 


ADA 40mg/2wks (208); 
PLA (107) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS 
or cDMARD (MTX, 


SUL, HCQ) at stable 
dose 


 ≥ 1 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (79.8%; 78.5%); oral 
CSs (12.0%; 5.6%); 


cDMARDs (19.2%; 20.6% 
[SUL (12.5%; 14.0%); MTX 
(9.6%; 7.5%); Other (0%, 


0.9%)]) 







 


Author, Year [Trial name]; 
Study setting; 
Study duration (publication type) 


Population 
Interventions  


(randomised, n) 
Background tx during 


trial 
Number of previous tx 


and duration 
Prior tx (%) 


van der Heijde, 2006b; 
Multicentre; European; 
12 wks. (full-text) 


Adults with  
active AS 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
(155); ETN 


2x25mg/1wk (150); PLA 
(51) 


+/- NSAIDs, oral CS 
or cDMARD (MTX, 


SUL, HCQ) at stable 
dose 


 ≥ 0 NSAID;  
≥ 0 cDMARD 


NSAIDs (80.0%; 84.7%; 
78.4%); oral CSs (12.3%; 
10.7%; 17.6%); cDMARDs 


(41.9%; 36.7%; 33.3% [MTX, 
SUL, HCQ]) 


cDMARD = conventional disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; CS = corticosteroid; HCQ = hydroxychloroquine; mths = months; MTX = methotrexate; NSAID = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SUL = 


sulfasalazine; tx = treatment; wk. = week; wks. = weeks 
a
 No detail of background tx reported in the abstract nor on Clinical Trials Register 


b
 Standard doses of analgesics (paracetamol, codeine, hydrocodone, oxycodone, tramadol) 


c
 Modified intent-to-treat (mITT) numbers 


d
 112 days 


e
 Extension to 204 wks. is ongoing but not yet reported in publications 


f
 A post-hoc analysis for was also conducted for the Adalimumab Target Population (ATP) i.e. all subjects who had objective evidence of inflammation at Baseline based on a positive MRI (e.g., SPARCC 


MRI score at Baseline of at least 2 for either the SI joints or the spine) or an elevated CRP at Baseline. Data for the ATP subgroup is from the CSR. 


Table 2.1.2: Study design  
Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Bao, 2012 (abs) 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.); 
EE 16 wks. 


NR NR 


EE at 16 wks.: PLA 
patients who had <20% 


improvement from 
baseline in both total back 
pain and morning stiffness 


measures switched to 
blinded GOL 50mg/4wks 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


NR NR 


Barkham, 2009 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (16 wks.) 


None 
Infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6 


and 12 wks. 
None 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


NR 
LOCF used for imputation of 


missing data 


Barkham, 2010 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.) 


None None None 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 


ANCOVA with BL value as 
covariable. Ordinal AS-WIS data 
was Rasch-transfomed to interval 
scaling prior to ANCOVA. LOCF 


used for imputation of missing data 


Braun, 2002 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.) 


cDMARDs / oral 
CSs withdrawn 
at least 4wks 


before screening 


Infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6 


and 12 wks. 
None 


mITT  
(1 randomised 


patient who failed to 
meet the 


radiographic criteria 
of the mNYC was 


excluded) 


mITT  
(1 randomised 


patient who failed to 
meet the 


radiographic criteria 
of the mNYC was 


excluded) 


Means were compared by ANCOVA 
with BL as covariable. LOCF used 


for imputation of missing data 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


Randomised, 
active-controlled, 


double-blind, 
parallel (16 wks.) 


Screening 
period up to 4 
wks. (2 wks. to 
ensure stable 


NSAIDs or CSs; 
4 wks. to ensure 
stable MTX or 


HCQ) 


Initial dose of 
0.5 gm of SUL 
given orally in 


1st wk. of study; 
dose ↑ 


increments of 
0.5 gm/wk. until 
target daily dose 


of 3 gm 
achieved 


Rescue: Patients unable 
to tolerate daily doses of 
SUL 2–3 gm, dose ↓ 0.5 


gm as needed.  Patients in 
whom ≥ 1.5 gm of 


SUL/day could not be 
consistently tolerated were 


withdrawn from study 


mITT (randomised 
and received  


≥ 1 dose;  
≥ 1 assessment 


post-BL) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


Between-group differences were 
determined using ANCOVA with BL, 


tx and pooled site as predictors; 
LOCF used for imputation of 


missing data 


Calin, 2004 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.) 


Screening 
period for 4 wks. 


None None 
mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


LOCF used for imputation of 
missing pts. and ordinal data. 


Patients who withdrew prematurely 
were treated as non-responders 
thereafter for ASAS and other 


patient reported responses 


Davis, 2003 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.) 


None None None 
mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


LOCF used for imputation of 
missing data 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.) 


Screening 
period up to 6 


wks. 
None 


Rescue: In case of a 
painful episode, 


analgesics such as 
paracetamol, with or 
without codeine or 


dextropropoxyphen, could 
be used and patient 
continue on the trial 


mITT (randomised, 


received ≥ 1 dose of 


study medication 
and ≥ 1 efficacy 


measurement post 
BL) 


NR 


Mixed model ANCOVA with 
autoregressive correlation structure 


with tx groups, visits and their 
interaction as fixed factors and BL 


scores as covariate used to analyse 
cts variables. For binary efficacy 
variables, generalised estimating 
equation model with a logit link, a 


binominal distribution and 
autoregressive correlation structure 
was used, with tx groups, visits and 


their interaction as fixed factors. 
LOCF used to impute missing data 


Dougados, 2013 
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 12 
wks. open-label 


ETN 


NR NR 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ETN 
mITT (NR) NR 


ANCOVA models used with BL 
score, tx, region and sacroiliac 


joints status at BL (MRI) as 
variables. LOCF used to impute 


missing data 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Giardina, 2010  


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel  
(102 wks.) 


None 


Infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6 


wks. and every 6 
wks. after for a 
period of 102 


wks. 


None 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 
No adjustment reported 


GO-AHEAD 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (16 wks.), 
subsequent 32 
wks. open-label 


GOL 


NR NR 
Post-RCT extension: After 
16 wks. patients switched 


to open-label GOL 
NR NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (16 wks.) 
subsequent 24 
wks. open-label 


ETN 


None None 
Post-RCT extension: After 
16 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ETN 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


No adjustment reported 


Haibel, 2008 


Randomised 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 40 
wks. open-label 


ADA 


None None 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ADA 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ANCOVA models used with BL 
score as covariable. LOCF used to 


impute missing data 


Hu, 2012 


Randomised 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 12 
wks. open-label 


ADA 


None None 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ADA 
NR NR ANOVA for group comparisons 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Huang, 2014 


Randomised 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 12 
wks. open-label 


ADA 


None None 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ADA 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


For the primary end-point and other 
categorical variables, an NRI 


approach was used at wk. 12 for 
missing data. Patients without data 


at wk. 12 were treated as non-
responders. For cts variables at wk. 


12, missing data were imputed 
using the LOCF. Differences from 
BL between ADA and PLA groups 
were compared using ANCOVA, 


adjusting for BL score 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.); 
EE at 16 wks. 


None None 


EE at 16 wks.: patients 
with < 20% improvement 
from BL in both total back 
pain and morning stiffness  


switched treatment in a 
double-blind manner:  PLA 
switched to GOL 50 mg; 
GOL 50mg switched to 


GOL 100 mg; GOL 100mg 
continued at the same 


dose 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


mITT (excluding one 
PLA patient who 


received a GOL 50-
mg dose in error) 


Changes from BL in cts variables 
were compared between tx groups 
using ANOVA on the normal van 
der Waerden test scores. Logistic 
regression analysis of ASAS20 
response at wk. 14 performed 


based on tx group, screening CRP 
level, DMARD use, body weight and 


duration of AS. LOCF used to 
impute missing ASAS components 
for patients who had data for ≥ 1 


ASAS component at wk. 14. 
Patients without data for any of the 
ASAS components at wk. 14 were 


considered non-responders. In 
addition, patients were considered 
non-responders if before wk. 14 
they initiated new DMARDs, or 


biologic agents, or systemic 
immunosuppressives; or increased 


their MTX, SUL, or HCQ dose 
above BL level; or initiated tx with or 


increased dose of CSs; or 
discontinued study tx due to an 
unsatisfactory therapeutic effect 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Landewe, 2014  
[RAPID-axSpA] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.); 
EE at 16 wks. 


None 


For the CTZ 
groups, CTZ 400 
mg given at wks. 


0, 2 and 4 
(loading dose) 


followed by 
either CTZ 200 
mg/2 wks. or 
CTZ 400 mg 
every 4 wks. 


EE at wks. at 16: patients 
who did not achieve 


ASAS20 response at wk. 
14 and 16 switched 
treatment in a blind 


manner;  PLA switched to 
CTZ; CTZ groups 


continued on their original 
randomised treatment 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ANCOVA used to analysis changes 
from BL in quantitative efficacy 


measures. Tx arm and each of the 
stratification criteria were included 


as factors with BL value as a 
covariate. Missing data due to study 
withdrawal, any other reason, and 


all post 16 wk. data for PLA patients 
escaping were imputed using NRI 
for ASAS responses and LOCF for 
BASFI, BASDAI, BASMI linear and 


ASDAS  


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-606] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.); 
EE at 12, 16 or 20 


wks. 


None None 


EE at wks. 12, 16 or 20: 
Patients who failed to 


achieve ASAS20 response 
at wks. 12, 16 or 20 


switched to open-label 
ADA 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


NR 
LOCF for 24 wk. data if patient had 


EE 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (30 wks.) 


Other cDMARDs 
discontinued at 


least 4 wks. 
before BL visit 


IFX or PLA 
infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6, 
14 and 22 wks. 


At wk. 0, 
patients were 


given a 
prescription for 


oral MTX at 
dose of 7.5mg, 
which would be 


increased to 
10mg during 


study 


Rescue: Patients who 
required IA or IM injections 


of CSs because of an 
unacceptably high level of 
disease activity, subjects 


could be dropped from the 
study at investigator’s 


discretion 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


ANCOVA used to analysis change 
in BASDAI from BL in the two tx 
groups, using BL BASDAI as a 
covariate. LOCF used to impute 


missing data 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


Randomised, 
active-controlled, 


open-label, 
parallel (18 wks.) 


None 


IFX or PLA 
infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6, 
12 and 18 wks. 


None 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 
NR No adjustment reported 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


Randomised, 
active-controlled, 


double-blind, 
parallel (12 wks.) 


Screening 
period up to 6 


wks. 
None 


Rescue: Suspension of 
treatment for up to 2 wks. 


in response to adverse 
events 


mITT (randomised, 
received ≥ 1 dose of 


study medication 
and ≥ 1 efficacy 


measurement post 
BL) 


mITT (randomised, 
received ≥ 1 dose of 


study medication 
and ≥ 1 efficacy 


measurement post 
BL) 


No adjustment reported 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


Randomised 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 12 
wks. open-label 


ADA 


NR NR 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ADA 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


NR NR 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


Randomised 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.); 
subsequent 144 
wks. open-label 


ADA 


None None 


Rescue: background tx 
dose reduction as 


medically required due to 
an adverse event. 


 
Post-RCT extension: After 
12 wks. patients switched 


to open-label ADA 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose, exclusion of 7 
patients from 1 site 
due to investigator 
non-compliance) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


For categorical variables, patients 
with missing data at wk. 12 were 
considered to be non-responders 
using NRI. LOCF imputed values 


were used for cts variables. 
ANCOVA adjusting for BL score 


was used to compare change from 
BL at wk. 12 between ADA and PLA 


tx groups 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (28 wks.) 


Previous NSAID 
washed-out ≥ 3 


days before BL 
(increase in total 


back pain ≥ 


30%) 


IFX or PLA 
infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6, 
12, 18 and 24 


wks. 


None 


mITT (randomised, 


received ≥ 1 dose of 


study medication 
and ≥ 1 efficacy 


measurement post 
BL) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


ANCOVA used to analysis change 
in cts variables, adjusted for BL. 


Analyses included observed data. 
For the primary efficacy analysis, 
patients who withdrew before wk. 


28 were categorised as not 
achieving partial remission 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


Randomised, 
active-controlled, 


open-label, 
parallel (48 wks.) 


Previous 
DMARDs or 
prednisone ≥ 


7.5mg/day (or 
equivalent) 


discontinued ≥ 4 
wks. before 


initiation of study 


None None 
ITT (all randomised 


patients) 
NR 


ANCOVA model used, adjusted for 
BL. LOCF used to impute missing 


data 


Tam, 2014 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (52 wks.); 
EE at 24 wks. 


None None 


EE at 24 wks.: patients 
who failed to achieve an 


ASAS20 response 
switched to open-label 


treatment. PLA switched 
to open-label GOL. GOL 


continued on original dose 


mITT (randomised 
and ≥ 1 assessment 


post-BL) 
NR 


ANCOVA used to analysis early / 
delayed GOL vs. PLA; LOCF used 


to impute missing data 







 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study design 
Trial run-in/ 
wash-out 


Titration 
Other protocol-driven 


change in tx 
Efficacy analysis 


population 
Safety population Endpoint adjustment methods 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.) 
subsequent 72 


wks. IFX 


None 


IFX or PLA 
infusions were 
given at 0, 2, 6, 
12, and 18 wks. 


Rescue: Patients who 
initiated prohibited anti-


inflammatory medications 
(e.g., systemic CSs, 
cytotoxic drugs, or 
cDMARDs) were 


assessed for tx response 
based on actual observed 


values at wk. 24. 
 


Post-RCT extension: After 
24 wks. patients switched 


to open-label IFX 


ITT (all randomised 
patients) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


ANCOVA used for cts measures, 
covariable not specified. LOCF was 


used to impute missing data. 
Patients in whom non–study-related 


anti-TNF therapy was initiated or 
who prematurely discontinued study 


treatment due to lack of efficacy 
were considered to be non-


responders 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (24 wks.); 
EE at 12, 16 or 20 


wks. 


Screening 
period for 2 wks. 


None 


EE at wks. 12, 16 or 20: 
Patients who failed to 


achieve ASAS20 response 
at wks. 12, 16 or 20 


switched to open-label 
ADA 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


ANCOVA used to analysis change 
in cts variables, adjusted for BL. 


LOCF used to impute missing data 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


Randomised, 
placebo-


controlled, 
double-blind, 


parallel (12 wks.) 


None None None 
mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


mITT (randomised 
and received ≥ 1 


dose) 


Demographic and baseline 
characteristics were analysed using 
one-way analysis of variance for cts 


variables. LOCF used to impute 
missing data 


ANOVA = analysis of variance; ANCOVA = analysis of covariance; BL = baseline; cDMARD = conventional disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; CS = corticosteroid; cts = continuous; EE = early escape; 
IA = intra-articular; IM = intramuscular; ITT = intent-to-treat; LOCF = last observation carried forward; mITT = modified intent-to-treat; MTX = methotrexate; NRI = non-responder imputation; NSAID = non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; tx = treatment; wk. = week; wks. = weeks 
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Table 2.1.3: Enrolment criteria: definition of active disease 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


AS (nr-
axSpA) 
criteria


a
 


Active disease 
criteria


b
 


(1) BASDAI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(2) BASFI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(3) Back 
pain VAS 


(0-10) 


(4) Patient's 
global 


assessment 
of disease 


activity 


(5) Morning stiffness (6) Other 


Bao, 2012 (abs) NR (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


Barkham, 2009 Calin (1), (3) & (5) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 45 mins ≤ NR 


Barkham, 2010 mNYC 
2 from (1), (3), 


(5) 
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 45 mins ≤ NR 


Braun, 2002 mNYC (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


mNYC 
(1) & (5) & 2 


from (2), (3) & 
(4) 


3 ≤ 30 ≤ 3 ≤ 3 ≤ 
Composite of duration 
and intensity VAS 30 ≤ 


NR 


Calin, 2004 mNYC 
(5) and 2 from 


(3), (4), (6) 
NR NR 3 ≤ 3 ≤ 


Composite of duration 
and intensity VAS 30 ≤ 


Physical function (VAS) 30 ≤ 


Davis, 2003 mNYC 
(5) and 2 from 


(2), (3), (4) 
NR 30 ≤ 3 ≤ 3 ≤ 


Composite of duration 
and intensity VAS 30 ≤ 


NR 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


mNYC (1) & (6) 4 ≤ NR NR NR NR Neck, back or hip VAS  30 ≤ 


Dougados, 2013  
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 
ASAS (1) & (6) 4 ≤ NR NR NR NR Despite tx with NSAIDs 


Giardina, 2010  mNYC (1), (3) & (6) 4 < NR 4 < NR NR Despite tx with NSAIDs 


[GO-AHEAD] NR (6) NR NR NR NR NR 


Chronic back pain ≥3 mths; inadequate 
response to 30 days of optimal daily doses 


of ≥ 1 NSAID 


Gorman, 2002 mNYC (5) & (6) NR NR NR NR 45 mins ≤ 


Presence of inflammatory back pain 
(stiffness and pain that worsened with rest 


and improved with exercise); at least 
moderate disease activity as assessed by 


patient 3≤ and physician (VAS 40 ≤) 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


AS (nr-
axSpA) 
criteria


a
 


Active disease 
criteria


b
 


(1) BASDAI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(2) BASFI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(3) Back 
pain VAS 


(0-10) 


(4) Patient's 
global 


assessment 
of disease 


activity 


(5) Morning stiffness (6) Other 


Haibel, 2008 


See page 
22 of NMA 


report 
appendix 
document 
for more 
details  


(1) & (6) 4 ≤ NR NR NR NR Despite treatment with NSAIDs 


Hu, 2012 mNYC 
2 from (1), (3), 


(5) 
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 60 mins ≤ NR 


Huang, 2014 mNYC 
2 from (1), (3), 


(5) 
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 60 mins ≤ NR 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


mNYC (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA] 


ASAS (1), (3) & (6) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR 


Chronic back pain ≥ 3 mths; CRP levels > 
upper limit of normal (ULN=7.9 mg/L) and/or 


sacroiliitis on MRI according to 
ASAS/OMERACT definition; previously had 
an inadequate response, or been intolerant, 
to ≥ 1 NSAID during ≥ 30 days of continuous 
therapy (highest tolerated dose) or ≥ 2 wks. 


each for ≥ 2 NSAIDs 


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-606] 


mNYC 
2 from (1), (3), 


(5) 
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 60 mins ≤ NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


mNYC (3) & (6) NR NR 3 ≤ NR NR 
CRP > 10mg/l despite optimal dosing with 


NSAIDs or DMARDs 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


mNYC NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


mNYC 
(1) & at least 1 


of (3), (4) or (6).  
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ 4 ≤ NR ↑ ESR and/or CRP above normal lab levels 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


ESSG (1) & (6) 4 ≤ NR NR NR NR Despite treatment with NSAIDs 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


AS (nr-
axSpA) 
criteria


a
 


Active disease 
criteria


b
 


(1) BASDAI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(2) BASFI 
VAS 


(0-10) 


(3) Back 
pain VAS 


(0-10) 


(4) Patient's 
global 


assessment 
of disease 


activity 


(5) Morning stiffness (6) Other 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ASAS (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR Despite treatment with NSAIDs 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


ASAS (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


NR (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


Tam, 2014 mNYC (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


mNYC (1) & (3) 4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR NR NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


mNYC 
2 from (1), (3), 


(5) 
4 ≤ NR 4 ≤ NR 60 mins ≤ NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


mNYC 
(5) and 2 from 


(2), (4), (6) 
NR 3 ≤ NR 30 ≤ 


Composite of duration 
and intensity VAS 30 ≤ 


Mean of nocturnal and total pain VAS score 
30 ≤ 


CRP = C-reactive protein; cDMARD = conventional disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; ESR = erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ESSG, European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group; mNYC = 
modified New York criteria; NSAID = non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; tx = treatment; VAS = visual analogue scale; wk. = week 
 
a
 Modified New York criteria for AS 


 Patients normally fulfilling modified New York criteria (1984) for definitive AS. 


 Radiological criterion: Sacroiliitis, grade II bilaterally or grade III to IV unilaterally 


 Clinical criteria (two of the following three): low back pain and stiffness for more than three months which improves with exercise but is not relieved by rest; limitation of motion of the 
lumbar spine in both the sagittal and frontal planes; limitation of chest expansion relative to normal values correlated for age and sex. 


b
 BSR criteria for active AS: BSR guidelines for eligibility for treatment with anti-TNFα agents require demonstration of active AS, where: 


 Active spinal disease should be defined as BASDAI at least 4 cm and spinal pain VAS (within last week) at least 4 cm. Both recorded on two occasions at least 4 weeks apart, without any 
change of treatment. 


 Failure of conventional treatment with two or more NSAIDs, each taken sequentially at maximum tolerated/recommended dosage for 4 weeks 
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Table 2.1.4: Patient characteristics at baseline by study arm 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Baseline, 


n 
Age, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Male, n (%) White, n (%) 
Hispanic, n 


(%) 
Asian,  
n (%) 


Other,  
n (%) 


Duration of 
disease, years  


(SD) [SE] 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 105 29 177 (83.1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 105 (100%) 0 (0%) NR
a
 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 108 - - 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 108 (100%) 0 (0%) NR
a
 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 20 28.2 15 (75%) NR NR NR NR 1.12 


Barkham, 2009 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-


8wks 
20 29.5 15 (75%) NR NR NR NR 1.43 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 20 39.4 (10.1) 17 (85%) NR NR NR NR 
Median 20  


(range 0.6-30) 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 20 40.8 (9.7) 15 (75%) NR NR NR NR 
Median 11  


(range 2.1-45) 


Braun, 2002 PLA 35 39.0 (9.1) 22 (63%) NR NR NR NR 14.9 (9.3) 


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-


8wks 
35 40.6 (8.0) 23 (68%)


b
 NR NR NR NR 16.4 (8.3) 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 187 40.9 (12.2) 140 (74.9%) 162 (86.6%) NR NR 25 (13.4%) 8.0 (8.9) 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 379 40.7 (11.7) 279 (73.6%) 331 (87.3%) NR NR 48 (12.7%) 7.5 (9.5) 


Calin, 2004 PLA 39 40.7 (11.4) 30 (77%) 37 (95%) NR NR 2 (5%) 9.7 (8.2) 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 45 45.3 (9.5) 36 (80%) 42 (93%) NR NR 3 (7%) 15.0 (8.8) 


Davis, 2003 PLA 139 
41.9  


(range 18-65) 
105 (75.5%) 127 (91.4%) 6 (4.3%) 3 (2.2%) 3 (2.2%) 


10.5  
(range 0-35.3) 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 138 
42.1  


(range 24-70) 
105 (76.1%) 130 (94.2%) 3 (2.2%) 3 (2.2%) 2 (1.4%) 


10.1  
(range 0-30.7) 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


PLA 43 48 (10) 39 (90.7%) NR NR NR NR 23 (11) 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 39 46 (11) 37 (94.9%) NR NR NR NR 19 (10) 


Dougados, 2013  
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 
PLA 109


c
 


32 (range 18-
49) 


131 (61%) NR NR NR NR 
2.4 (median 2.3; 


range 0-16.0) 


Dougados, 2013  
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk 106


c
 - - NR NR NR NR - 


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 25 32.6 (6.8) 20 (80%) NR NR NR NR 15.7 (6.5) 


Giardina, 2010  
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-


8wks 
25 31.9 (9.2) 19 (76%) NR NR NR NR 15.4 (10.6) 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 20 Median 39 (10) 18 (90%) 14 (70%) NR NR 6 (30%) Median 12 (9) 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 20 Median 38 (10) 13 (65%) 15 (75%) NR NR 5 (25%) Median 15 (10) 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 24 
37 (range 26-


54) 
12 (50%) NR NR NR NR 8 (range 1-24) 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Baseline, 


n 
Age, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Male, n (%) White, n (%) 
Hispanic, n 


(%) 
Asian,  
n (%) 


Other,  
n (%) 


Duration of 
disease, years  


(SD) [SE] 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 22 
38 (range 25-


64) 
9 (41%) NR NR NR NR 7 (range 2-16) 


Hu, 2012 PLA 20 27.4 (7.2) 20 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 20 (100%) 0 (0%) 7.6 (4.6) 


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 26 28.2 (6.9) 24 (92.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 26 (100%) 0 (0%) 7.4 (5.7) 


Huang, 2014 PLA 115 29.6 (7.5) 95 (82.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 115 (100%) 0 (0%) 3.0 (3.2) 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 229 30.1 (8.7) 185 (80.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 229 (100%) 0 (0%) 3.0 (3.8) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


PLA 78 
41.0  


(range 31.0-
50.0) 


55 (70.5%) 57 (73.1%) 0 (0%) 18 (23.1%) 3 (3.8%) 
16.0  


(range 5.0-25.0) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 50mg/mth 138 
38.0  


(range 30.0-
47.0) 


102 (73.9%) 103 (74.6%) 0 (0%) 32 (23.2%) 3 (2.2%) 
11.0  


(range 6.0-18.0) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 50-100mg/mth 140 
38  


(range 29.0-
46.0) 


98 (70.0%) 102 (72.9%) 0 (0%) 35 (25.0%) 3 (2.1%) 
9.5  


(range 4.0-18.0) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  


(All SpA) 
PLA 107 39.9 (12.4) 65 (60.7%) NR NR NR NR 


7.7 
(range 0.3-50.9) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  


(All SpA) 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks 111 39.1 (11.9) 67 (60.4%) NR NR NR NR 


6.9 
(range 0.3-34.2) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  


(All SpA) 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks 107 39.8 (11.9) 68 (63.6%) NR NR NR NR 


7.9 
(range 0.3-44.8) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS sub-pop) 


PLA 57 41.6 (12.8) 41 (71.9%) NR NR NR NR 
10.2  


(range 0.3-50.9) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS sub-pop) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 65 41.0 (10.8) 47 (72.3%) NR NR NR NR 
8.8  


(range 0.3-32.7) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS sub-pop) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 56 41.9 (11.5) 41 (73.2%) NR NR NR NR 
8.8  


(range 0.3-44.8) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA sub-


pop) 


PLA 50 38.0 (11.8) 24 (48.0%) NR NR NR NR 
4.5  


(range 0.5-41.5) 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA sub-


pop) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 46 36.6 (13.0) 20 (43.5%) NR NR NR NR 
4.8  


(range 0.3-34.2) 


Landewe, 2014 CTZ 400 mg/4wks 51 37.5 (10.8) 27 (52.9%) NR NR NR NR 7.3  
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Baseline, 


n 
Age, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Male, n (%) White, n (%) 
Hispanic, n 


(%) 
Asian,  
n (%) 


Other,  
n (%) 


Duration of 
disease, years  


(SD) [SE] 


[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA sub-


pop) 


(range 0.3-25.3) 


Maksymowych, 
2008  


[M03-606] 
PLA 44 40.0 (10.87) 36 (81.8%) NR NR NR NR 12.1 (8.65) 


Maksymowych, 
2008 


[M03-606] 
ADA 40mg/2wks 38 41.9 (11.14) 29 (76.3%) NR NR NR NR 14.5 (9.02) 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


MTX 10mg/1wk 14 
39 (range 30-


56) 
11 (78.6%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 10  
(range 0-35) 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


28 
41 (range 28-


74) 
23 (82.1%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 8  
(range 0-41) 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 
Median 42.5 


(range 27-59) 
9 (75%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 4.0  
(range 0-28) 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


14 
Median 45.5 


(range 29-55) 
11 (79%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 4.5  
(range 1-19) 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 54 42.63 (10.66) 43 (79.63%) NR NR NR NR 
7.28 (7.06) 


(median 4.93) 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 2x50mg/1wk 54 40.22 (10.36) 43 (79.63%) NR NR NR NR 
7.03 (6.83) 


(median 4.76) 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


PLA 25 
Median 37 


(Range 23-54) 
19 (76%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 6  
(range 1-25) 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


ADA 40mg/2wks 27 
Median 41 


(Range 23-65) 
21 (78%) NR NR NR NR 


 Median 13  
(range 1-35) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


PLA 97
d
 38.4 (10.4) 40 (43%) 91 (97%) NR NR 3 (4%) 10.1 (8.8) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 95
d
 37.6 (11.3) 44 (48%) 91 (100%) NR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 10.1 (9.0) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


(ATP subgroup) 
PLA 73 38.3 (10.49) 33 (45.2%) 71 (97.3%) - 0 (0%) 2 (2.7%) 10.5 (9.2) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


(ATP subgroup) 
ADA 40mg/2wks 69 38.3 (11.70) 32 (46.4%) 69 (100%) - 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 10.7(9.6) 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 52
e
 30.7 (7.34) 40 (78.4%) 45 (88.2%) 0 (0%) 5 (9.8%) 1 (2.0%) 0.69 (0.647) 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


106
f
 31.7 (8.51) 72 (68.6%) 91 (86.7%) 0 (0%) 14 (13.3%) 0 (0%) 0.84 (0.814) 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Baseline, 


n 
Age, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Male, n (%) White, n (%) 
Hispanic, n 


(%) 
Asian,  
n (%) 


Other,  
n (%) 


Duration of 
disease, years  


(SD) [SE] 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 40 34.5 (8.6) 23 (57.5%) NR NR NR NR 2.6 (1.7) 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 36 32.8 (8.4) 21 (58.3%) NR NR NR NR 3.0 (1.8) 


Tam, 2014 PLA 21 34.2 (10.0) 19 (90%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 21 (100%) 0 (0%) 
Median 11.0  


(IQR 6.0-17.5) 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 20 35.6 (9.93) 18 (90%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 20 (100%) 0 (0%) 
Median 8.0  


(IQR 3.0-17.0) 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


PLA 78 
Median 41.0  
(IQR 34.0- 


47.0) 
68 (87.2%) 76 (97.4%) NR NR NR 


Median 13.2  
(IQR 3.7-17.9) 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


201 
Median 40.0  


(IQR 32.0-47.0) 
157 (78.1) 197 (98.0%) NR NR NR 


Median 7.7  
(IQR 3.3-14.9) 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


PLA 107 43.4 (11.32) 79 (73.8%) 99 (92.5%) NR NR NR 10.0 (8.34) 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 208 41.7 (11.69) 157 (75.5%) 202 (97.1%) NR NR NR 11.3 (9.99) 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


PLA 51
e
 40.1 (10.9) 40 (78.4%) NR NR NR NR 8.5 (6.8) 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 150 39.8 (10.7) 114 (76.0%) NR NR NR NR 10.0 (9.1) 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 155 41.5 (11.0) 108 (69.7%) NR NR NR NR 9.0 (8.7) 


a
 Diagnosis of active AS for >=3 months prior to screening 


b
 1 patient excluded, n = 34 


c
 BL from 215 randomised [215 patients were randomized and included in the mITT population (ETN=106; placebo=109)] 


d
 7 randomised subjects were excluded due to investigator non-compliance, 94 (PLA) and 91 (ADA) treated 


e
 52 were randomised. 1 had no efficacy assessment, so analysis pop was 51 


f
 106 were randomised. 1 did not receive tx, so analysis population was 105 


g
 361 were randomised but no detail given of breakdown into txs; mITT population (356 pts.) received at least one dose of tx 


Data in blue: potential imbalance in study arms (See main report [Appendix 1] for discussion) 
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Table 2.1.5: Patient clinical measures at baseline by study arm 


Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Bao, 2012 
(abs) 


PLA 
Median 6.65 


(IQR: 5.16-7.54) 
105 (100%) 


Median 4.82 
(IQR: 3.19-6.87) 


Median 3.57 
(IQR: 2.38-4.62) 


NR NR NR NR 


Bao, 2012 
(abs) 


GOL 
50mg/mth 


Median 6.58 
(IQR: 5.74-7.40) 


108 (100%) 
Median 5.26 


(IQR: 3.04-6.80) 
Median 3.89 


(IQR: 2.40-5.36) 
NR NR NR NR 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 5.76 NR 4.11 NR NR NR Median 11.5 20 (100%) 


Barkham, 2009 
IFX iv 


5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


5.85 NR 4.42 NR NR NR Median 5 20 (100%) 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 5.46 (1.74) NR 5.27 (1.81) NR NR NR NR NR 


Barkham, 2010 
ETN 


2x25mg/1wk 
6.05 (1.71) NR 5.60 (1.98) NR NR NR NR NR 


Braun, 2002 PLA 6.3 (1.4) 35 (100%) 5.1 (2.2) 3.7 (2.2) NR 6.9 (1.9) 
Median 18 


(range 1-74) 
27 (88%) 


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 


5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


6.5 (1.2) 35 (100%) 5.4 (1.8) 3.7 (2.0) NR 6.9 (1.8) 
Median 24 


(range 4-131) 
31 (91%) 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


SUL 2-3 
gm/day 


5.91 (1.59) NR 5.5 (2.08) 3.4 (2.19) 6.16 (2.034) 6.56 (1.78) 15.5 (18.4) 469 (83%) 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


ETN 
1x50mg/1wk 


5.93 (1.63) NR 5.5 (2.02) 3.7 (2.25) 6.31 (2.032) 6.52 (1.87) 17.0 (20.8) - 


Calin, 2004 PLA 5.86 34 (87.18%) 5.72 NR 
Nocturnal & 


total pain 5.61 
6.34 Median 97 NR 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Calin, 2004 
ETN 


2x25mg/1wk 
6.1 41 (91.11%) 6.02 NR 


Nocturnal & 
total pain 6 


6.56 Median 154 NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 5.96 [0.14] NR 
5.63  


(range 1.15-
9.70) 


NR 
6.35  


(range 0-9.9) 
6.29  


(range 0.9-10) 
20 (2) 109 (84%) 


Davis, 2003 
ETN 


2x25mg/1wk 
5.81 [0.15] NR 


5.17  
(range 0.43-


9.77) 
NR 


6.11 (range 0.7-
10) 


6.29  
(range 1.6-10) 


19 (2)  108 (84%) 


Dougados, 
2011 [SPINE] 


PLA 5.8 (1.5) NR 5.7 (1.9) 5.8 (1.3) 6.1 (2.0) NR 17 (19) 36 (86%) 


Dougados, 
2011 [SPINE] 


ETN 
1x50mg/1wk 


6.4 (1.2) NR 6.3 (2.0) 5.7 (1.4) 7.0 (1.6) NR 25 (31) 31 (79%) 


Dougados, 
2013  


[AS EARLY] 
(abs) 


PLA NR 109 (100%) NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Dougados, 
2013  


[AS EARLY] 
(abs) 


ETN 
1x50mg/1wk 


NR 106 (100%) NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Giardina, 2010  
ETN 


1x50mg/1wk 
6.6 (1.1) 25 (100%) 6.5 (1.1) 3.9 (1.7) 6.3 (1.2) 6.7 (1.4) 22.9 (10.5) 24 (96%) 


Giardina, 2010  
IFX iv 


5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


6.5 (1.2) 25 (100%) 6.1 (0.9) 3.7 (1.6) 6.0 (1.5) 6.4 (1.4) 25 (12.1) 23 (92%) 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


[GO-AHEAD] 
GOL 


50mg/mth 
NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 PLA NR NR Median 3.2 (2.5) NR 
Median 


nocturnal 4.65 
(2.53) 


Median 6.0 (1.4) Median 15 (12)  18 (90%) 


Gorman, 2002 
ETN 


2x25mg/1wk 
NR NR Median 4.5 (2.1) NR 


Median 
nocturnal 6.50 


(2.39) 
Median 6.0 (1.4) Median 20 (18)  19 (95%) 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 
6.3 (range 4.2-


8.9) 
NR 4.9 (1.6) 1.3 (1.6) NR 6.7 (1.5) 7.8 (7.0) 18 (75%) 


Haibel, 2008 
ADA 


40mg/2wks 
6.7 (range 4.2-


7.9) 
NR 5.4 (2.0) 1.3 (1.2) NR 6.6 (1.7) 6.2 (5.8) 13 (59%) 


Hu, 2012 PLA 6.2 (1.1) NR 3.9 (2.0) NR NR NR 32.1 (29.1)
b
 19 (95.0%) 


Hu, 2012 
ADA 


40mg/2wks 
5.9 (1.4) NR 3.7 (2.1) NR NR NR 24.6 (23.2) 25 (96.2%) 


Huang, 2014 PLA 6.2 (1.4) NR 4.4 (2.3) 3.4 (1.5) 6.7 (1.6) 6.6 (1.9) 
High sensitivity 


CRP 23.0 mg/ml 
(30.0) 


109 (94.8%) 


Huang, 2014 
ADA 


40mg/2wks 
6.0 (1.4) NR 4.3 (2.3) 3.4 (1.4) 6.8 (1.5) 6.4 (1.9) 


High sensitivity 
CRP 22.4 mg/ml 


(24.0) 
219 (95.6%) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


PLA 
Median 6.6 


(range 5.7-7.7) 
78 (100%) 


Median 4.9 
(range 3.5-6.8) 


Median 4.0 
(range 2.0-5.0) 


Median 7.6 
(range 6.6-8.8) 


Median 7.2 
(range 6.2-8.4) 


Median 11.5 
(range 3.0-24.0)  


66 (84.6%) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 
50mg/mth 


Median 6.6 
(range 5.6-7.6) 


138 (100%) 
Median 5.0 


(range 3.2-6.7) 
Median 3.0 


(range 2.0-4.0) 
Median 7.5 


(range 5.7-8.2) 
Median 7.0 


(range 5.9-8.0) 
Median 11.0 


(range 5.0-25.0)  
112 (81.8%) 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 50-
100mg/mth 


Median 7.0 
(range 6.0-7.9) 


140 (100%) 
Median 5.4 


(range 3.4-7.3) 
Median 3.0 


(range 2.0-5.0) 
Median 7.9 


(range 6.5-8.8) 
Median 7.2 


(range 6.0-8.6) 
Median 9.0 


(range 4.0-25.0)  
118 (84.3%) 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA]  
(All SpA) 


PLA 6.4 (1.7) NR 5.5 (2.1) 4.0 (1.8) NR NR 
Median 15.0 


min/max (0.1, 
156.2) 


87 (81.3%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA]  
(All SpA) 


CTZ 200 
mg/2wks 


6.5 (1.6) NR 5.3 (2.3) 3.7 (1.6) NR NR 
Median 12.7 


min/max (0.1, 
174.8) 


87 (78.4%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA]  
(All SpA) 


CTZ 400 
mg/4wks 


6.4 (1.5) NR 5.4 (2.3) 3.8 (1.6) NR NR 
Median 12.3 


min/max (0.1, 
159.9) 


81 (75.7%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA] 
(AS sub-pop) 


PLA 6.4 (1.9) NR 6.0 (2.0) 4.7 (1.6) NR NR 
Median 16.6 


min/max (1.4, 
155.6) 


48 (84.2%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA]  
(AS sub-pop) 


CTZ 200 
mg/2wks 


6.5 (1.7) NR 5.6 (2.3) 4.2 (1.6) NR NR 
Median 14.0 


min/max (0.1, 
174.8) 


53 (81.5%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-


axSpA]  
(AS sub-pop) 


CTZ 400 
mg/4wks 


6.2 (1.3) NR 5.7 (2.3) 4.3 (1.8) NR NR 
Median 12.9 


min/max (0.7, 
159.9) 


44 (78.6%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-
axSpA] (nr-
axSpA sub-


pop) 


PLA 6.4 (1.5) NR 4.9 (2.2) 3.1 (1.6) NR NR 
Median 13.5 


min/max (0.2, 
156.2) 


39 (78.0%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-
axSpA] (nr-
axSpA sub-


pop) 


CTZ 200 
mg/2wks 


6.5 (1.4) NR 4.8 (2.2) 3.1 (1.4) NR NR 
Median 10.0 


min/max (2.0, 
52.0) 


34 (73.9%) 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-
axSpA] (nr-
axSpA sub-


pop) 


CTZ 400 
mg/4wks 


6.6 (1.6) NR 5.1 (2.4) 3.3 (1.5) NR NR 
Median 12.1 


min/max (0.1, 
120.0) 


37 (72.5%) 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Maksymowych, 
2008  


[M03-606] 
PLA 6.5 (1.6) NR 5.6 (2.2) 3.6 (2.1) 7.17 (1.48) 6.78 (1.91) 23 (26)  36 (81.8%) 


Maksymowych, 
2008  


[M03-606] 


ADA 
40mg/2wks 


6.2 (1.7) NR 5.3 (2.0) 4.0 (2.2) 6.72 (1.67) 6.61 (1.89) 18 (17)  33 (86.8%) 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


MTX 
10mg/1wk 


Median 6.4 
(range 3-10) 


NR 
Median 6.0 


(range 3.8-10) 
NR 


Day 6.6 (2.4-
100) and night 
7.65 (3.3-100) 


NR 
Median 30 


(range 13-60) 
12 (86%) 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-


8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


Median 6.9 
(range 2.11-


9.26) 
NR 


Median 6.7 
(range 1.9-9.63) 


NR 
Day 5.75 (1.7-
9.6) and night 
6.35 (1.1-100) 


NR 
30.5 (range 10-


153) 
27 (96%) 


Mulleman, 
2011 [SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-


8wks 


Median 5.8 
(range 3.9-8.4) 


NR NR NR NR NR 
Median 3.6 


(range 0.5-18.0) 
9 (75%) 


Mulleman, 
2011 [SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-


8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


Median 7.0 
(range 5.0-8.2) 


NR NR NR NR NR 
Median 2.7 


(range 0.5-31.2) 
10 (71%) 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 
1x50mg/1wk 


6.48 (1.61) 54 (100%) 5.66 (2.04) 3.10 (2.24) 6.30 (2.31) 6.97 (2.02) 20.95 (31.85) 40 (74.07%) 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 
2x50mg/1wk 


6.10 (1.70) 54 (100%) 5.87 (1.96) 3.40 (2.10) 6.74 (2.31) 6.75 (2.05) 17.05 (20.54) 48 (90.57%) 


Pedersen, 
2013 (abs) 


PLA 
Median 6.2  


(IQR: 4.6-7.2) 
25 (100%) NR NR NR NR 


Median 5.3 
(range 1.2-131) 


17 (77%) 


Pedersen, 
2013 (abs) 


ADA 
40mg/2wks 


Median 6.0  
(IQR: 5.0-6.8) 


27 (100%) NR NR NR NR 
Median 10 


(range 1.6-50) 
26 (96%) 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


PLA 6.5 (1.6) 91 (96.8%) 4.9 (2.3) 2.7 (1.2) 7.0 (1.7) 6.8 (1.9) 7.6 (10.2) 70 (74%) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ADA 
40mg/2wks 


6.4 (1.5) 88 (96.7%) 4.5 (1.9) 2.7 (1.3) 6.9 (1.8) 6.8 (1.8) 6.8 (11.8) 75 (82%) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


(ATP 
subgroup) 


PLA 6.4 (1.5) 71 (97.3%) 4.8 (2.3) 2.7 (1.2) 6.7 (1.7) 6.6 (1.9) 9.3 (10.9) 58 (43.8%) 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


(ATP 
subgroup) 


ADA 
40mg/2wks 


6.4 (1.55) 66 (95.7%) 4.5 (2.1) 2.7 (1.4) 7.0 (1.9) 7.0 (1.8) 8.6 (13.1) 56 (81.2%) 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 6.3 52 (100%) 5.4 3.1 7.66 7.23 16.5 47 (90.4%) 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-


8wks 
6.4 106 (100%) 5.3 3.1 7.67 7.35 20.2 87 (82.1%) 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN 
2x25mg/1wk 


5.5 (1.3) 40 (100%) 4.3 (2.3) 1.9 (1.7) NR 6.7 (2.1) 11.9 (13.2) 34 (85%) 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


SUL 2-3 
gm/day 


6.0 (1.2) 36 (100%) 4.3 (1.8) 1.7 (1.4) NR 7.1 (1.6) 10.6 (14.9) 28 (77.8%) 


Tam, 2014 PLA 6.17 (1.52) 21 (100%) 4.1 (2.32) 
Median 3.0  


(IQR 2.0-5.5) 
Median 7  
(IQR 6-8) 


6.38 (1.75) 19.9 (14.0) NR 


Tam, 2014 
GOL 


50mg/mth 
6.15 (1.02) 20 (100%) 4.61 (1.85) 


Median 5.0  
(IQR 4.0-7.0) 


Median 7  
(IQR 6.25-8) 


6.15 (1.98) 23.9 (18.6) NR 


van der Heijde, 
2005 


[ASSERT] 
PLA 


Median 6.5  
(IQR 5.2-7.1) 


78 (100%) 
Median 6.0 (IQR 


4.1-7.2) 
Median 4.0  


(IQR 2.0-6.0) 


Night median 
6.7 (IQR 4.7-


7.9) 


Median 6.7 
(IQR 5.8-7.7) 


Median 17 (IQR 
7-33)  


69 (88.5%) 


van der Heijde, 
2005 


[ASSERT] 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-


8wks 


Median 6.6  
(IQR 5.3-7.6) 


201 (100%) 
Median 5.7 (IQR 


4.5-7.1) 
Median 4.0  


(IQR 2.0-5.0) 


Night median 
6.6 (IQR 4.8-


8.1) 


Median 6.9  
(IQR 5.7-8.0) 


Median 15 (IQR 
7-32)  


173 (86.5%) 
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Author, Year  
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
BASDAI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


BASDAI >=4, n 
(%)


a
 


BASFI score, 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


BASMI score, 
mean (SD) [SE] 


Spinal pain 
VAS, mean 
(SD) [SE] 


Global 
Assessment, 


mean  
(SD) [SE] 


CRP (mg/L),* 
mean  


(SD) [SE] 


HLA-B27 +ve, n 
(%) 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


PLA 6.3 (1.7) NR 5.6 (2.2) 4.2 (2.1) 6.7 (2.2) 6.5 (2.0) 22 (29)  85 (79.4%) 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


ADA 
40mg/2wks 


6.3 (1.7) NR 5.2 (2.2) 3.8 (2.2) 6.4 (2.1) 6.3 (2.2) 18 (22)  163 (78.4%) 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


PLA 6.11 (1.37) NR 5.97 (1.93) NR 6.31 (1.84) 6.62 (1.63) 22.0 (22.9) NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 
2x25mg/1wk 


5.94 (1.67) NR 5.77 (2.01) NR 6.35 (2.11) 6.54 (1.81) 19.8 (20.8) NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 
1x50mg/1wk 


6.24 (1.70) NR 6.06 (2.03) NR 6.39 (1.92) 6.81 (1.89) 21.7 (24.6) NR 


a
 If the trial entry criteria state that patients were required to have BASDAI>=4cm and no other data provided, then it is assumed 100% were in this category 


b
 CRP labelled as mg/L, but it was noted that these figures are much higher than other studies 


Note that for studies where any of BASDAI, BASFI, Spinal pain VAS or Global assessment were reported on a 0-100 (mm) scale, the data were converted to a 0-10 (cm) scale.  Similarly for studies 
reporting CRP in mg/dL, the data were converted to mg/L; blue cells, characteristic is noticeably different between study arms 


* Please note that elevated CRP at BL has been shown to be the best predictor of response. As normal vs abnormal CRP is determined by a specific assay and these studies 
did not all use the same assay mean/median CRP may be difficult to understand in the context of this table as these values do not indicate how many subjects had elevated 
CRP levels above normal. 
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Table 2.1.6: Summary of change in treatment during trial by study arm 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 105 EE at 16 weeks: Patient 
with <20% improvement 


from BL in both total 
back pain and morning 


stiffness 


PLA switch to GOL 
50mg/4wks at wk. 16 


NR None NR 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 108 
GOL 50mg/4wks no 


switch at wk. 16 
NR None NR 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 20 None None None None NR 


Barkham, 2009 
IFX iv 


5mg/kg/6-8wks 
20 None None None None NR 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 20 None None None None NR 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 20 None None None None NR 


Braun, 2002 PLA 35 None None None None NR 


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 


5mg/kg/6-8wks 
35 None None None None NR 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 187 


Rescue: Patients unable 
to tolerate daily doses of 


SUL 2–3 gm, 


SUL: dose ↓ 0.5 gm as 
needed; Patient 


withdrawn if ≥ 1.5 gm of 
SUL/day not tolerated 


NR None NR 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 379 ETN: No rescue 0 (0%) None NR 


Calin, 2004 PLA 39 None None None None NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 45 None None None None NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 139 None None None None NR 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 138 None None None None NR 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


PLA 43 


Rescue: Painful episode 
during the study 


Analgesics such as 
paracetamol, with / 
without codeine or 


dextropropoxyphene; no 
withdrawal 


NR None NR 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 39 NR None NR 


Dougados, 2013 
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 
PLA 109 None None None 


After 12 wk. 
randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ETN for 


further 12 wks. 


108 [41/67] 


Dougados, 2013 
[AS EARLY] 


(abs) 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk 106 None None None 105 [53/52] 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 25 None None None None NA 


Giardina, 2010 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-


8wks 
25 None None None None NA 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR None None None 
After 16 wk. 


randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label GOL for 


further 32 wks. 


NR 


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR None None None NR 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 20 None None None 
After 16 wk. 


randomised phase, 
patients switched to 


18 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 20 None None None 


open-label ETN for 
further 24 wks


a
 19 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 24 None None None After 12 wk. 
randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ADA for 


further 40 wks. 


24 [6/18] 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 22 None None None 22 [15/7] 


Hu, 2012 PLA 20 None None None After 12 wk. 
randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ADA for 


further 12 wks. 


20 


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 26 None None None 26 


Huang, 2014 PLA 115 None None None After 12 wk. 
randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ADA for 


further 12 wks. 


229 [154/75] 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 229 None None None 115 [35/80] 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


PLA 78 


EE at 16 wks.: patient 
with < 20% improvement 


from BL in both total 
back pain and morning 


stiffness 


PLA switched to GOL 50 
mg (double-blind) 


41 (53%) None NR 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 50mg/mth 138 
GOL dose ↑ to 100 mg 


(double-blind) 
25 (18%) None NR 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL 50-
100mg/mth 


140 
GOL continued at same 


dose (double-blind) 
NA None NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA] 


(All SpA) 
PLA 107 


EE at wks. 16: patients 
who failed to achieve 


ASAS20 response 


PLA randomised switch 
to either CTZ 200 


mg/2wks or 400 mg/4wks 
(blinded) 


56 (52%) 


None NR 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA] 


(All SpA) 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks 111 


No switch at wk. 16 
(blinded) 


None NR 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA] 


(All SpA) 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks 107 


No switch at wk. 16 
(blinded) 


None NR 


Maksymowych, 
2008 


[M03-606] 
PLA 44 EE at wks. 12,16 or 20: 


patients who failed to 
achieve ASAS20 


response 


Open label ADA 
40mg/2wks 


NR NR NR 


Maksymowych, 
2008 


[M03-606] 
ADA 40mg/2wks 38 


Open label ADA 
40mg/2wks 


NR NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


MTX 10mg/1wk 14 
Rescue: patients who 


required IA or IM 
injections of CSs 


because of an 
unacceptably high level 


of disease activity 


Withdrawal from study at 
investigator’s discretion 


NR None NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


28 NR None NR 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 
5mg/kg/6-8wks 


12 None None None None NR 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


14 None None None None NR 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 54 


Rescue: Response to 
adverse events 


Tx suspension for <2 
weeks 


0 (0%)
b
 None NR 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 2x50mg/1wk 54 1 (1.85%)
c
 None NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


PLA 25 None None None After 12 wks. 
Randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ADA for 


further 12 wks. 


21 [17/4] 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


ADA 40mg/2wks 27 None None None 25 [11/14] 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


PLA 94 


None None 


None After 12 wks. 
Randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label ADA for 


further 144 wks. 


NR 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 91 None NR 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 51 None None None None NR 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


105 None None None None NR 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 40 None None None None NR 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 36 
Rescue: Intolerance to 


SUL 
SUL switched to MTX 


15mg/week 
4 (11.1%) None NR 


Tam, 2014 PLA 21 
EE at 24 weeks: patients 


who failed to achieve 
ASAS20 response 


PLA switched to open 
label GOL 50mg/mth 


17 (81%) None NR 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 20 
Open label GOL 


50mg/mth 
8 (40%) None NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm at 
baseline 


Randomised, n 
Rescue/ early escape 


design 
Rescue/ switch tx 


Rescued/ 
switched tx, 


n (%) 


Open-label 
extension 


Study extension, 
n [responders / non-


responders] 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


PLA 78 


Rescue: Patients 
initiated on prohibited 


anti-inflammatory 
medications 


Systemic CSs, cytotoxic 
drugs, or cDMARDs 
added to background 


treatment 


None After 24 wk. 
randomised phase, 
patients switched to 
open-label IFX for 


further 72 wks
d
 


76 [15/61] 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


201 None None None 201 [123/78] 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


PLA 107 EE at weeks 12,16 or 
20: patients who failed 


to achieve ASAS20 
response 


PLA switched to open 
label ADA 40mg/2wks 


55 (51.4%) 
Up to five years in 


OLE. 
NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 208 
Open label ADA 


40mg/2wks 
54 (26.0%) None NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


PLA 51 None None None None NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 150 None None None None NR 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 155 None None None None NR 


BL = baseline; EE = early escape; IA = intra-articular; IM = intramuscular; LEF = Leflunomide 
a
 During open-label extension period, dose decreased or discontinued in 66% of patients receiving oral CS, 63% of patients receiving MTX and 73% of patients receiving NSAIDs 


b
 2 patients had tx suspended, they were then withdrawn from the trial 


c
 1 suspended then reintroduced 


d
 Sixty-one (78.2%) patients who were randomized to PLA and 166 (82.6%) randomised to IFX completed the study through 102 wks. 
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Table 2.1.7: Summary of outcomes reported by study and weeks of follow-up 


Unique study 
ID 


Comparators Population ASAS20 ASAS40 BASDAI50 
BASDAI 


score 
BASDAI


<4 
BASMI 
score 


BASFI 
score 


Spinal 
pain 


Night 
pain 


AEs Disc 


Bao, 2012 
(abs) 


GOL AS 14, 24 24 24 
  


14 14 
  


24 
 


Barkham, 2009 IFX nr-axSpA 
 


16  16 
  


16 
  


16 16 


Barkham, 2010 ETN AS 
 


12 12 12 12 
 


12 
  


12 12† 


Braun, 2002 IFX AS 12 
 


12 12 
 


12 12 
  


12 12 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


ETN v SUL AS 16 16  16 
 


16 16 16 16 16 16 


Calin, 2004 ETN AS 12 
 


 12 12 
 


12 
Spinal + 


night 
pain: 12 


 
12 12 


Davis, 2003 ETN AS 12, 24 
 


 24 
  


24 24 
 


24 12, 24 


Dougados, 
2011 [SPINE] 


ETN AS 12 12 12 12 
 


12 12 12 
 


12 12 


Dougados, 
2013 [AS 
EARLY] (abs) 


ETN nr-axSpA 12 12  12 
 


12 12 
  


12 12 


Giardina, 2010 ETN v IFX AS 12, 24 12, 24  12, 24 
  


12, 24 
  


12 12, 24 


[GO-AHEAD] GOL nr-axSpA 
14 not 


published  
 


        


Gorman, 2002 ETN AS 16 
 


 
   


16 
 


16 16 16 


Haibel, 2008 ADA nr-axSpA 12 12 12 12 
 


12 12 12 12 12 12 


Hu, 2012 ADA AS 
  


 12 
  


12 
    


Huang, 2014 ADA AS 12 12 12 
   


12 12 
 


12 12 


Inman, 2008 
[GO-RAISE] 


GOL AS 14, 24 14, 24 14, 24 14, 24 
 


14, 24 14, 24 14, 24 14, 24 16, 24 16, 24 


Landewe, 
2014 [RAPID-
axSpA] 


CTZ 
AS / nr-
axSpA 


12, 24 12, 24 12, 24 12 
 


12 12 
  


24 24 


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-
606] 


ADA AS 12, 24 
 


 12, 24 
 


12, 24 12, 24 12, 24 12, 24 
 


12, 24 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


IFX + MTX v 
MTX 


AS 10, 30 
 


 30 
  


30 
 


30 30 30 
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Unique study 
ID 


Comparators Population ASAS20 ASAS40 BASDAI50 
BASDAI 


score 
BASDAI


<4 
BASMI 
score 


BASFI 
score 


Spinal 
pain 


Night 
pain 


AEs Disc 


Mulleman, 
2011 [SPAXIM] 


IFX + MTX v 
IFX 


AS 18 
 


 18 
       


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN (v u/l 
ETN) 


AS 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 


Pedersen, 
2013 (abs) 


ADA nr-axSpA 12 12 12 
       


12 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ADA nr-axSpA 12* 12 12 12 
 


12 12 12 
 


12 12 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX nr-axSpA 18, 28 18, 28 28 18 
BASDAI 


<3 
28 18, 28 28 28 28 28 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN v SUL 
AS / nr-
axSpA 


48 48 48 24, 48 
 


24, 48 24, 48 
   


48 


Tam, 2014 GOL AS 26 
 


 26 
 


26 26 26 
  


26 


van der Heijde, 
2005 
[ASSERT] 


IFX AS 12, 24 12, 24 24 24 
 


24 
  


24 24 24 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


ADA AS 12, 24 12, 24 12, 24 12 
 


12 12 12 12 24 12, 24 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN AS 12 12 12 12 
     


12 12 


Key: underlined = priority outcomes/time points for the economic model; bold = included in the meta-analysis base case; grey, excluded from meta-analysis; u/l unlicensed; † not reported separately 
by study arm; 
*This endpoint also has data from the post-hoc analysis of the ATP subgroup 
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Table 2.1.8: ASAS20/40 and BASDAI 50 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI50 
measured 


BASDAI50, 
n 


BASDAI50, 
% 


Number in 
which 
ASAS 


measured 


ASAS20, n ASAS20, % ASAS40, n ASAS40, % 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR   105 26 24.8 NR NR 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR   108 53 49.1 NR NR 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 24 105 14 13.3 105 24 22.9 14 13.3 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 24 108 36 33.3 108 54 50 36 33.3 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR   17 NR NR 3 17.6 


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 NR   18 NR NR 11 61.1 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 1 5 12 NR NR 0 0 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 7 35 11 NR NR 4 36 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 3 9 35 10 28 NR NR 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 34 18 53 34 23 68 NR NR 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 NR   187 99 52.9 61 32.6 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 NR   378 287 75.9 226 59.8 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 NR   39 9 23 NR NR 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR   45 26 58 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 12 NR   139 39 28 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR   138 82 59 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR   139 31 22 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR   138 78 57 NR NR 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 10 23.26 43 14 32.56 10 23 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 18 46.15 39 25 66.67 17 44 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] 
(abs) 


PLA 12 NR   108 41 38 17 15.7 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] 
(abs) 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR   105 53 50.5 34 32.4 


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR   25 19 75 14 55 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR   25 15 60 11 43 


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 NR   25 18 72.7 13 51.8 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI50 
measured 


BASDAI50, 
n 


BASDAI50, 
% 


Number in 
which 
ASAS 


measured 


ASAS20, n ASAS20, % ASAS40, n ASAS40, % 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR   25 16 65.0 12 46.4 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR   NR     


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR   NR     


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 NR   20 6 30 NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 NR   20 16 80 NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 5 21 24 6 25 3 12.5 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 11 50 22 15 68.2 12 54.5 


Hu, 2012 PLA NR NR   NR     


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks NR NR   NR     


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 115 19 16.5 115 35 30.4 11 9.6 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 229 114 49.8 229 154 67.2 102 44.5 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 12 15.4 78 17 21.79 12 15.38 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 61 45.9 138 82 59.42 62 44.93 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 56 40.9 140 84 60 68 48.6 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 11 14.7 78 18 23.08 12 15.0 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 66 50.8 138 77 55.80 60 43.1 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 66 47.8 140 92 65.71 76 54.0 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI50 
measured 


BASDAI50, 
n 


BASDAI50, 
% 


Number in 
which 
ASAS 


measured 


ASAS20, n ASAS20, % ASAS40, n ASAS40, % 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] PLA 12 107 14 13.2 107 41 38.3 19 17.8 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 111 50 45.0 111 64 57.7 48 43.2 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 107 47 43.9 107 68 63.6 52 48.6 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR   57 21 36.8 11 19.3 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR   65 37 56.9 26 40.0 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR   56 36 64.3 28 50.0 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR   50 20 40.0 8 16.0 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR   46 27 58.7 22 47.8 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR   51 32 62.7 24 47.1 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] PLA 24 107 19 17.9 107 30 28.0 NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 111 56 50.5 111 73 66.0 NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 107 58 54.2 107 75 70.0 NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR   57 19 33.3 9 15.8 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR   65 44 67.7 31 47.7 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR   56 39 69.6 33 58.9 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR   50 12 24.0 7 14.0 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR   46 30 65.2 26 56.5 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR   51 36 70.6 23 45.1 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 NR   44 12 27.27 NR NR 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR   38 18 47.37 NR NR 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 NR   44 7 15.91 NR NR 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 NR   38 13 34.21 NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 NR   14 4 28 NR NR 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI50 
measured 


BASDAI50, 
n 


BASDAI50, 
% 


Number in 
which 
ASAS 


measured 


ASAS20, n ASAS20, % ASAS40, n ASAS40, % 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


10 NR   27 19 71 NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR   14 3 21 NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 NR   27 14 50 NR NR 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR   12 7 NR NR NR 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 NR   14 10 NR NR NR 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 49 31
a
 63


a
 49 37 76 25 51.0 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 48 32 67 48 34 71 25 52.1 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 25 6 24 25 11 44 7 28 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 27 13 48 27 17 63 15 56 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 94 14 15 94 29 31 14 15 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 32 35 91 47 52 33 36 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] (ATP 


subgroup) 
PLA 12 73 10 13.7 73 23 31.5 10 13.7 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] (ATP 


subgroup) 
ADA 40mg/2wks 12 69 27 39.1 69 41 59.4 28 40.6 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 NR   51 39 76.5 27 52.9 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR   105 87 82.9 82 78.1 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 51 26 51.1 51 37 72.5 29 56.9 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 105 81 77.3 105 85 81.0 79 75.2 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 36 10 28 36 15 42 11 31 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 40 26 65 40 34 85 28 70 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 NR   21 3 14 NR NR 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 NR   20 11 55 NR NR 


Tam, 2014 PLA 52 NR   21 1 5 NR NR 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 52 NR   20 18 90 NR NR 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 12 NR   78 15 19 9 12 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR   201 126 63 96 48 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI50 
measured 


BASDAI50, 
n 


BASDAI50, 
% 


Number in 
which 
ASAS 


measured 


ASAS20, n ASAS20, % ASAS40, n ASAS40, % 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 8 10.7 78 15 19.2 9 12.0 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 101 51.0 201 123 61.2 93 47.0 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 17 15.9 107 22 20.6 14 13.1 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 94 45.2 208 121 58.2 83 39.9 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 16 15.0 107 21 19.9 14 13.1 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 88 42.3 208 104 50.2 82 39.4 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51 10 19.6 51 19 37.3 11 21.6 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 150 87 58.0 150 107 71.3 80 53.3 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 155 93 60.0 155 115 74.2 90 58.1 
a
 It was noted that % reported in text does not correspond to % at week 12 in Fig 3 B 


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.9: BASDAI score 
    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between tx: 
Difference v 


control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR       


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR       


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 19 5.76 NR - - - - 


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 20 5.85 NR -2.66 0.79 -4.21 -1.11 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 5.46 1.74 - - - - 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 6.05 1.71 -1.87 0.73 -3.29 -0.45 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 6.30 1.40 - - - - 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 34 6.50 1.20 -2.70 0.54 -3.70 -1.60 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 59.10 15.90 - - - - 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 59.30 16.30 -1.22 0.31 -1.83 -0.61 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 39 58.60 NR - - - - 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 45 61.00 NR -1.63 0.48 -2.57 -0.69 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 139 59.60 [1.4] - - - - 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 138 58.10 [1.5] -2.06 0.29 -2.63 -1.49 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 58.00 15.00 - - - - 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 64.00 12.00 -0.80 0.29 -1.38 -0.22 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 NR NR - - - - 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 NR NR -0.70 0.38 -1.44 0.04 


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 25 6.50 1.20 - - - - 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 25 6.60 1.10 2.10 NR NR NR 


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 25 6.50 1.20 - - - - 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 25 6.60 1.10 1.07 NR NR NR 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between tx: 
Difference v 


control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 NR       


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 NR       


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 6.20 1.30 - - - - 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 6.50 1.20 -1.20 0.55 -2.29 -0.11 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 20 6.20 1.10 - - - - 


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 26 5.90 1.40 -1.90 0.68 -3.23 -0.57 


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 (6.6) NR - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 (6.6) NR -2.18 NR NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 (7) NR -1.64 NR NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 (6.6) NR - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 (6.6) NR -2.00 NR NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 (7) NR -1.90 NR NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 57 6.40 1.90 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 65 6.50 1.70 -1.50 0.44 -2.37 -0.63 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 56 6.20 1.30 -1.40 0.41 -2.21 -0.59 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 50 6.40 1.50 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 46 6.50 1.40 -1.80 0.53 -2.84 -0.76 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 51 6.60 1.60 -1.90 0.56 -3.00 -0.80 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 57 6.4 1.90 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 65 6.5 1.70 -1.90 0.56 -3.00 -0.80 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 56 6.2 1.30 -1.90 0.56 -3.00 -0.80 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between tx: 
Difference v 


control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 50 6.4 1.50 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 46 6.5 1.40 -2.30 0.68 -3.63 -0.97 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 51 6.6 1.60 -2.20 0.65 -3.47 -0.93 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 6.50 1.60 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 6.20 1.70 -1.70 0.58 -2.84 -0.56 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 6.50 1.60 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 6.20 1.70 -1.90 0.63 -3.14 -0.66 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 14 6.57 2.05 - - - - 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 


MTX 10mg/1wk 
10 28 6.45 1.87 -1.14 0.72 -2.55 0.27 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 12 (5.8) NR - - - - 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 


MTX 10mg/1wk 
30 14 (7) NR NR NR NR NR 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 49 6.48 1.61 - - - - 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 


MTX 10mg/1wk 
18 48 6.10 1.70 -0.13 0.44 -0.98 0.72 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 94 6.50 1.60 - - - - 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 6.40 1.50 -0.90 0.31 -1.51 -0.29 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 51 6.30 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 105 6.40 NR -0.90 0.34 -1.57 -0.23 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 6.30 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 105 6.40 NR -1.40 0.42 -2.22 -0.58 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 36 6.00 1.20 - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 40 5.50 1.30 -1.80 0.56 -2.90 -0.70 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 36 6.00 1.20 - - - - 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


BASDAI 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between tx: 
Difference v 


control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 40 5.50 1.30 -1.90 0.55 -2.99 -0.81 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 6.17 1.52 - - - - 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 6.15 1.02 -1.16 0.46 -2.05 -0.27 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 (6.5) NR - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 (6.6) NR -2.50 0.27 -3.04 -1.96 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 6.30 1.70 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 6.30 1.70 -1.80 0.28 -2.35 -1.25 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 6.30 1.70 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 6.30 1.70 -1.80 0.28 -2.35 -1.25 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51.00 61.10 13.70 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 150.00 59.40 16.70 -1.72 0.66 -3.02 -0.42 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 155.00 62.40 17.00 -1.91 0.73 -3.35 -0.47 


* Where data was reported on a 0-100mm VAS scale; data has been rescaled using a 0-10cm scale 


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.10: BASMI score 
    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled


Error! Bookmark not defined.
)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASMI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 105 NR NR - - - - 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 108 NR NR -0.16 0.09 -0.34 0.02 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR       


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 NR       


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 NR       


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 3.70 2.20 - - - - 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 34 3.70 2.00 -1.10 0.50 -2.08 -0.12 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 3.40 2.19 - - - - 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 376 3.70 2.25 -0.64 0.32 -0.87 0.40 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 NR       


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR       


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR       


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 5.80 1.30 - - - - 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 5.70 1.40 -0.37 0.14 -0.65 -0.09 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 NR NR - - - - 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 NR NR 0.00 0.20 -0.39 0.39 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 NR       


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR       


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled
Error! Bookmark not defined.


)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASMI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 NR       


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 NR       


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 1.30 1.60 - - - - 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 1.30 1.20 -0.40 0.43 -1.24 0.44 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR       


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 (4) IQR: 2.0, 5.0 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 (3) IQR: 2.0, 4.0 -0.08 0.15 -0.37 0.21 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 (3) IQR: 2.0, 5.0 -0.21 0.16 -0.52 0.10 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 (4) IQR: 2.0, 5.0 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 (3) IQR: 2.0, 4.0 0.00 0.11 -0.21 0.21 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 (3) IQR: 2.0, 5.0 -0.20 0.10 -0.41 0.01 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 57 4.70 1.60 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 65 4.20 1.60 -0.40 NR NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 56 4.30 1.80 -0.10 NR NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 50 3.10 1.60 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 46 3.10 1.40 -0.60 0.18 -0.95 -0.25 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 51 3.30 1.50 -0.50 0.15 -0.79 -0.21 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 57 4.70 1.60 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 65 4.20 1.60 -0.30 0.15 -0.60 0.00 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 56 4.30 1.80 -0.30 NR (not significant) 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled
Error! Bookmark not defined.


)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASMI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 50 3.10 1.60 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 46 3.10 1.40 -0.60 0.18 -0.95 -0.25 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 51 3.30 1.50 -0.50 0.25 -0.99 -0.01 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 3.60 2.10 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 4.00 2.20 0.00 0.50 -0.98 0.98 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 3.60 2.10 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 4.00 2.20 0.00 0.49 -0.96 0.96 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


10 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 NR       


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 49 3.10 2.24 - - - - 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 48 3.40 2.10 0.60 0.43 -0.25 1.45 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 94 2.70 1.20 - - - - 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 2.70 1.30 0.00 NR NR NR 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 NR       


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 3.10 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 105 3.10 NR -0.50 0.15 -0.79 -0.21 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 36 1.70 1.40 - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 40 1.90 1.70 -0.20 0.37 -0.92 0.52 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 36 1.70 1.40 - - - - 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled
Error! Bookmark not defined.


)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASMI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 40 1.90 1.70 -0.30 0.40 -1.09 0.49 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 (3) IQR: 2.0, 5.5 - - - - 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 (5) IQR: 4.0, 7.0 -1.00 0.37 -1.72 -0.28 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 (4) IQR: 2.0, 6.0 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 (4) IQR: 2.0, 5.0 -1.00 0.10 -1.19 -0.81 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 4.20 2.10 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 3.80 2.20 -0.60 0.14 -0.88 -0.32 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 4.20 2.10 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 3.80 2.20 -0.60 0.14 -0.88 -0.32 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


* Where data was reported on a 0-100mm VAS scale; data has been rescaled using a 0-10cm scale 


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.11: BASFI Score 
    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASFI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 105 NR NR - - - - 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 108 NR NR -0.980 0.259 -1.488 -0.472 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 20 4.11 NR - - - - 


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 20 4.42 NR -2.230 0.729 -3.659 -0.801 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 5.27 1.81 - - - - 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 5.60 1.98 -1.560 0.613 -2.762 -0.358 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 5.10 2.20 - - - - 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 34 5.40 1.80 -1.6 0.757 -3.084 -0.116 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 55.10 20.80 - - - - 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 55.00 20.20 -1.07 0.190 -14.43 -6.97 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 39 57.20 NR - - - - 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 45 60.20 NR -1.937 NR NR NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 139 56.30 [1.7] - - - - 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 138 51.70 [1.8] -1.87 0.265 -2.390 -1.350 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 57.00 19.00 - - - - 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 63.00 20.00 -1.200 0.398 -1.980 -0.420 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 NR NR - - - - 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 NR NR -0.600 0.343 -1.273 0.073 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 25 6.10 0.90 - - - - 


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 25 6.50 1.10 1.5 NR NR NR 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 25 6.10 0.90 - - - - 


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 25 6.50 1.10 0.83 NR NR NR 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASFI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 (3.2) 2.50 - - - - 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 (4.5) 2.10 -0.9 0.944 -2.750 0.950 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 4.90 1.60 - - - - 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 5.40 2.00 -1.1 0.890 -2.845 0.645 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 20 3.90 2.00 - - - - 


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 26 3.70 2.10 -1.1 0.723 -2.518 0.318 


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 115 NR NR - - - - 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 229 NR NR -1.280 0.203 -1.678 -0.882 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 (4.9) IQR: 3.5, 6.8 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 (5) IQR: 3.2, 6.7 -1.470 0.947 -3.325 0.385 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 (5.4) IQR: 3.4, 7.3 -1.590 1.071 -3.689 0.509 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 (4.9) IQR: 3.5, 6.8 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 (5) IQR: 3.2, 6.7 -2.000 0.294 -2.577 -1.423 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 (5.4) IQR: 3.4, 7.3 -2.000 0.294 -2.576 -1.424 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 57 6.00 2.00 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 65 5.60 2.30 -1.100 0.556 -2.189 -0.011 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 56 5.70 2.30 -1.100 0.555 -2.188 -0.012 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 50 4.90 2.20 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 46 4.80 2.20 -1.900 0.559 -2.996 -0.804 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 51 5.10 2.40 -1.900 0.559 -2.997 -0.803 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 57 6.00 2.00 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 65 5.60 2.30 -1.700 0.504 -2.688 -0.712 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 56 5.70 2.30 -1.600 0.474 -2.529 -0.671 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASFI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 50 4.90 2.20 - - - - 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 46 4.80 2.20 -2.400 0.706 -3.785 -1.015 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 51 5.10 2.40 -2.100 0.618 -3.312 -0.888 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 5.60 2.20 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 5.30 2.00 -1.3 0.764 -2.797 0.197 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 5.60 2.20 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 5.30 2.00 -1.4 0.794 -2.955 0.155 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 14 (6) 
Range:  
3.84, 10 


- - - - 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


10 28 (6.68) 
Range:  


1.90, 9.63 
-0.64 0.487 -1.594 0.314 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 NR       


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 49 5.66 2.04 - - - - 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 48 5.87 1.96 0.23 0.691 -1.124 1.584 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 94 4.90 2.30 - - - - 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 4.50 1.90 -0.500 0.253 -0.997 -0.003 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 51 5.40 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 105 5.30 NR -0.8 0.405 -1.594 -0.006 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 5.40 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 105 5.30 NR -1.00 0.506 -1.992 -0.008 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 36 4.30 1.80 - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 40 4.30 2.30 -1.2 0.698 -2.569 0.169 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 
BASFI 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 36 4.30 1.80 - - - - 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 40 4.30 2.30 -1.3 0.691 -2.654 0.054 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 41.00 23.20 - - - - 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 46.10 18.50 -0.300 0.167 -0.627 0.027 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 (6) IQR: 4.1, 7.2 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 (5.7) IQR: 4.5, 7.1 -1.700 0.230 -2.150 -1.250 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 5.60 2.20 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 5.20 2.20 -1.414 0.267 -1.937 -0.890 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 5.60 2.20 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 5.20 2.20 -1.484 0.282 -2.038 -0.931 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51 59.70 19.30 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


* Where data was reported on a 0-100mm VAS scale; data has been rescaled using a 0-10cm scale 


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.12: Spinal pain score 
    Baseline  Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Spinal Pain 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR       


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR       


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR       


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 NR       


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 NR       


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 NR       


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 61.60 20.34 - - - - 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 63.10 20.32 -1.46 0.23 -1.90 -1.01 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 39 56.10
b
 NR - - - - 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 45 60.00
b
 NR -2.24 NR NR NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR       


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR       


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 61.00 20.00 - - - - 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 70.00 16.00 -1.40 0.53 -2.44 -0.36 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 NR       


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 NR       


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR       


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       
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    Baseline  Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Spinal Pain 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 NR       


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 NR       


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 7.10 1.60 - - - - 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 7.20 1.10 -1.40 0.79 -2.94 0.14 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR       


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 115 NR NR - - - - 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 229 NR NR -1.83 0.26 -2.35 -1.31 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 (7.6) IQR: 6.6, 8.8 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 (7.5) IQR: 5.7, 8.2 -2.70 0.41 -3.51 -1.89 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 (7.9) IQR: 6.5, 8.8 -2.80 0.43 -3.65 -1.95 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 (7.6) IQR: 6.6, 8.8 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 (7.5) IQR: 5.7, 8.2 -3.10 0.39 -3.87 -2.33 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 (7.9) IQR: 6.5, 8.8 -3.50 0.44 -4.37 -2.63 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR       
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    Baseline  Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Spinal Pain 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR       


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 71.70 14.80 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 67.20 16.70 -2.13 0.62 -3.34 -0.92 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 71.70 14.80 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 67.20 16.70 -1.82 0.67 -3.13 -0.51 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


10 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 NR       


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 49 6.30 2.31 - - - - 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 48 6.74 2.31 0.12 0.49 -0.85 1.09 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 94 7.00 1.70 - - - - 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 6.90 1.80 -1.20 0.36 -1.90 -0.50 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 NR       


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 76.60 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 105 76.70 NR -1.28 0.48 -2.22 -0.34 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 NR       


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 NR       
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    Baseline  Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Spinal Pain 
measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 NR       


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 (7) IQR: 6, 8 - - - - 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 (7) IQR: 6.25, 8 -3.50 0.74 -4.95 -2.05 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 NR       


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 6.70 2.20 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 6.40 2.10 -1.96 0.35 -2.64 -1.27 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 6.70 2.20 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 6.40 2.10 -2.04 0.35 -2.73 -1.36 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51 63.10 18.40 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


* Where data was reported on a 0-100mm VAS scale; data has been rescaled using a 0-10cm scale 


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.13: Nocturnal pain 
    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Nocturnal 
Pain 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR       


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR       


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR       


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 NR       


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 NR       


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 NR       


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 63.20 23.13 - - - - 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 63.40 22.63 -1.59 0.23 -2.04 -1.14 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 NR**       


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR**       


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR       


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR       


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 NR       


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 NR       


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 NR       


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR       


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Nocturnal 
Pain 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 (46.5) 25.30 - - - - 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 (65) 23.90 -2.30 0.83 -3.92 -0.68 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 6.40 2.50 - - - - 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 7.00 1.60 -1.30 0.82 -2.90 0.30 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR       


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 (7.4) IQR: 6.0, 8.6 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 (7.1) IQR: 5.2, 8.1 -2.70 0.42 -3.52 -1.88 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 (7.6) IQR: 6.5, 8.8 -2.80 0.43 -3.64 -1.96 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 (7.4) IQR: 6.0, 8.6 - - - - 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 (7.1) IQR: 5.2, 8.1 -2.70 0.38 -3.45 -1.95 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 (7.6) IQR: 6.5, 8.8 -3.10 0.44 -3.96 -2.24 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR       
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Nocturnal 
Pain 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR       


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 64.30 20.80 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 53.60 25.00 -1.91 0.61 -3.11 -0.71 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 64.30 20.80 - - - - 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 53.60 25.00 -1.61 0.66 -2.91 -0.31 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 14 (76.5) 
Range:  
33, 100 


- - - - 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


10 28 (63.5) 
Range:  
11, 100 


-3.65 NR NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 NR       


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 49 6.40 2.55 - - - - 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 48 6.75 2.15 0.62 0.48 -0.31 1.55 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 NR       


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 69.30 NR - - - - 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 105 70.60 NR -1.66 0.50 -2.64 -0.68 
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    Baseline Follow-up (rescaled)* 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Number in 
which 


Nocturnal 
Pain 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [SE] 


Between 
tx: 


Difference 
v control 


SE: 
Difference 
v control 


Lower CI Upper CI 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 NR       


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 NR       


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 NR       


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 NR       


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 NR       


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 (6.7) IQR: 4.7, 7.9 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 (6.6) IQR: 4.8, 8.1 -2.60 0.33 -3.25 -1.95 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 6.50 2.40 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 6.10 2.40 -1.80 0.36 -2.51 -1.09 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 6.50 2.40 - - - - 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 6.10 2.40 -1.80 0.36 -2.51 -1.09 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       


* Where data was reported on a 0-100mm VAS scale; data has been rescaled using a 0-10cm scale 


** Reported as nocturnal and total pain combined 
NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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Table 2.1.14: QoL - SF-36 physical and mental component scores 


Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-
up mean 
(median) 


Follow-
up SD 


Change in 
score at follow-


up, mean 
(median) [mean 


%] 


Change in score at 
follow-up, SD [IQR] 


Additional QoL 
measure reported 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR        


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR        


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR       ASQoL; HAQ-DI 


Barkham, 2009 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


16 NR       ASQoL; HAQ-DI 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 NR       ASQoL; HAQ-DI 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR       ASQoL; HAQ-DI 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 PCS 47.6% 23.40% 46.00% 25.20% NR NR NR 


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 34 PCS 46.5% 22.60% 61.50% 24.30% NR NR NR 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 MCS 56.8% 19.40% 63.00% 17.10% NR NR NR 


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 34 MCS 51.5% 18.40% 65.40% 17.10% NR NR NR 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 NR        


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 NR        


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 NR        


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR        


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR        


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR        


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


PLA 12 NR        


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        


Dougados, 2013 
[AS EARLY] (abs) 


PLA 12 NR        


Dougados, 2013 
[AS EARLY] (abs) 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        


Giardina, 2010 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 NR       HAQ 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR       HAQ 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-
up mean 
(median) 


Follow-
up SD 


Change in 
score at follow-


up, mean 
(median) [mean 


%] 


Change in score at 
follow-up, SD [IQR] 


Additional QoL 
measure reported 


Giardina, 2010 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


24 NR       HAQ 


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR       HAQ 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR        


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR        


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 PCS 61.0 NR NR NR [9.5%] NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 PCS 41.8 NR NR NR [38.0%] NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 NR NR NR NR [-8%] NR NR 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 NR NR NR NR [8%] NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 PCS 30.7 6.0 34.9 9.6 NR NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 PCS 28.8 7.6 38.8 11.8 NR NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 MCS 43.6 11.1 43.9 11.8 NR NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 MCS 41.3 12.5 44.6 12.7 NR NR NR 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR        


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 113 NR NR NR NR PCS 4.0 6.31 NR 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 226 NR NR NR NR PCS 6.6 6.43 NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


PLA 14 78 PCS (28.3) [23.8, 34.1] NR NR (2.4) [-1.4, 7.8] NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 PCS (29.7) [22.5, 35.3] NR NR (7.3) [1.5, 15.3] NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


GOL 50-
100mg/mth 


14 140 PCS (29.8) [25.2, 35.5] NR NR (8.4) [2.3, 14.1] NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


PLA 14 78 MCS (46.2) [37.1, 54.8] NR NR (0.1) [-4.3, 5.3] NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 MCS (46.5) [36.8, 54.1] NR NR (1.5) [-2.2, 7.8] NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


GOL 50-
100mg/mth 


14 140 MCS (43.1) [33.5, 53.5] NR NR (3.7) [-3.2, 12.1] NR 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR        
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-
up mean 
(median) 


Follow-
up SD 


Change in 
score at follow-


up, mean 
(median) [mean 


%] 


Change in score at 
follow-up, SD [IQR] 


Additional QoL 
measure reported 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR        


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR        


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA 
subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR        


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA 
subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR        


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA 
subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR        


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-606] 


PLA 12 NR        


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-606] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR       ASQoL 


Marzo-Ortega, 
2005 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


30 NR       ASQoL 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


18 NR        


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


18 NR        


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 49 
PCS 30.23 


(26.25) 
13.79 


45.75 
(44.38) 


16.42 NR NR EuroQOL 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 47 
PCS 33.37 


(32.81) 
14.61 


45.03 
(44.38) 


16.45 NR NR EuroQOL 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 49 
MCS 45.02 


(46.06) 
17.87 


56.43 
(61.63) 


13.63 NR NR NR 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 47 
MCS 49.22 


(55.75) 
16.86 


57.88 
(61.88) 


13.81 NR NR NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-
up mean 
(median) 


Follow-
up SD 


Change in 
score at follow-


up, mean 
(median) [mean 


%] 


Change in score at 
follow-up, SD [IQR] 


Additional QoL 
measure reported 


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


PLA 12 NR        


Pedersen, 2013 
(abs) 


ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


PLA 12 94 PCS 33.1 8.3 NR NR 2.0 NR NR 


Sieper, 2013 
[ABILITY-1] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 PCS 33.9 7.7 NR NR 5.5 v PLA 0.001 NR 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 18 NR        


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


18 NR        


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 28 51 PCS 32.4 NR 40.3 NR 8.6 [29.4%] 8.93 EQ-5D 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


28 105 PCS 34.0 NR 46.6 NR 12.6 [42.5%] 10.31 EQ-5D 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


PLA 28 51 MCS 37.7 NR 45.7 NR 7.6 [27.1%] 11.10 NR 


Sieper, 2014 
[INFAST] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


28 105 MCS 40.0 NR 49.0 NR 9.0 [33.5%] 10.96 NR 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 24 NR 
 


     ASQoL; EQ-5D 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR       ASQoL; EQ-5D 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 NR       ASQoL; EQ-5D 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 NR       ASQoL; EQ-5D 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 NR        


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 NR        


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


PLA 24 78 PCS (30.1) [24.9, 36.2] NR NR (0.8) [-1.9, 6.0] NR 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


24 201 PCS (28.8) [23.8, 33.7] NR NR (10.2) [3.9, 17.1] NR 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


PLA 24 78 MCS (45.0) [33.7, 55.5] NR NR (2.0) [-2.6, 7.5] NR 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


24 201 MCS (47.6) [37.6, 54.9] NR NR (2.7) [-2.9, 8.8] NR 
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Author, Year 
[Trial name] 


Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which 


measured 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-
up mean 
(median) 


Follow-
up SD 


Change in 
score at follow-


up, mean 
(median) [mean 


%] 


Change in score at 
follow-up, SD [IQR] 


Additional QoL 
measure reported 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


PLA 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


PLA 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        
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Table 2.1.15: Other measures of functional capacity 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number 
in which 


measured 


Measurement 
description 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-up 
mean 


Follow-up 
SD 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up, 
mean 


(median) 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up 
SE {SD} 
(95% CI) 


[IQR] 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR        


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR        


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 NR        


Barkham, 2009 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


16 NR        


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 AS-WIS 14.18 3.57 NR NR -0.68 
(-2.56, 
1.21) 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 AS-WIS 15.32 3.55 NR NR -2.75 
(-4.63, -


0.87) 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 NR        


Braun, 2002 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 NR        


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 NR        


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 NR        


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 NR        


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR        


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 NR        


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR        


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 ASDAS - CRP 3.63 0.76 3.18 0.95 -0.49 0.87 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 ASDAS - CRP 3.9 0.71 2.3 0.97 -1.51 0.87 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 BAS-G NR NR NR NR -1.4  (-1.9, -0.9) 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 BAS-G NR NR NR NR -1.9  (-2.4, -1.3) 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -0.5 (-0.7, -0.3) 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -1.1 (-1.3, -0.9) 


Giardina, 2010 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


12 NR        


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number 
in which 


measured 


Measurement 
description 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-up 
mean 


Follow-up 
SD 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up, 
mean 


(median) 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up 
SE {SD} 
(95% CI) 


[IQR] 


Giardina, 2010 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


24 NR        


Giardina, 2010 ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 NR        


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR               


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR               


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 NR        


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 NR        


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 NR        


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR ASDAS 4.0cm 0.9cm 3.2cm 1.2cm NR NR 


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR ASDAS 3.7cm 0.8cm 1.5cm 1.2cm NR NR 


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 NR        


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 NR        


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR        


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 NR        


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 57 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -0.6 NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 65 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -1.8 
v PLA 


p<0.001 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 56 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -1.6 
v PLA 


p<0.001 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 50 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -0.6 NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 46 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -1.9 
v PLA 


p<0.001 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 51 ASDAS - CRP NR NR NR NR -1.7 
v PLA 


p<0.001 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 NR        


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR        


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 NR        
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number 
in which 


measured 


Measurement 
description 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-up 
mean 


Follow-up 
SD 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up, 
mean 


(median) 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up 
SE {SD} 
(95% CI) 


[IQR] 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


30 NR        


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


18 NR        


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks + MTX 
10mg/1wk 


18 NR        


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 NR        


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 NR               


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR               


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 91 ASDAS - CRP 3.4 0.8 NR NR NR NR 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 87 ASDAS - CRP 3.2 0.8 NR NR NR NR 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 51 ASDAS 3.9 NR 2.3 NR NR NR 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


18 105 ASDAS 3.8 NR 1.5 NR NR 
v PLA p< 


0.001 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 51 ASDAS 3.9 NR 2.4 NR NR NR 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


28 105 ASDAS 3.8 NR 1.4 NR NR 
v PLA p< 


0.001 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 24 NR        


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR        


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 NR        


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 NR        


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 ASDAS - CRP 3.87 0.80 NR NR -0.38 {0.81} 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 ASDAS - CRP 4.04 0.99 NR NR -1.69 {1.30} 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 NR        


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-
8wks 


24 NR        


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 BAS-G 6.9cm 1.9cm NR NR -0.6cm 0.2cm 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 BAS-G 6.9cm 1.9cm NR NR -2.3cm 0.2cm 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-


up 
Weeks 


Number 
in which 


measured 


Measurement 
description 


Baseline 
mean 


(median) 


Baseline 
SD [IQR] 


Follow-up 
mean 


Follow-up 
SD 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up, 
mean 


(median) 


Change in 
score at 


follow-up 
SE {SD} 
(95% CI) 


[IQR] 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 NR        


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 NR        
a
 If data were reported using a 0 -100mm VAS, data was rescaled to a 0-10 cm scale 


b
 reported as nocturnal and total pain combined  


NB: italicised = data calculated from study arm follow-up scores; underlined= data read from graph; Grey cells = data not available for either arm 
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2.2 Adalimumab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 


 
A summary of the trial design, patient characteristics, baseline demographics and results from 
the randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase III studies of adalimumab - ATLAS


28
 and 


the M03-606 - have been presented in the summary tables in Section 2.1. The trials themselves 
have been discussed in detail in the 2006 MTA submission to NICE. However, since that 
submission, long-term data (5 years) confirming the efficacy and safety of adalimumab have 
been published, which are presented in Section 2.2.1 below.


29
  


 
In addition, since its licence in 2006 there are a number of country specific registries that have 
collected real world data for adalimumab, which are discussed in Section 2.2.2. Also included in 
this section are any open-label studies or observational studies providing efficacy outcomes for 
adalimumab, including data for the use of a 2


nd
 anti-TNF agent following failure of a first. 


2.2.1 Long-term data from the adalimumab clinical trial programme 
 
Data from the adalimumab phase III, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled AS trial – 
ATLAS – were collected from January 2004 through to July 2009. 
 
Patients, methods and outcome measures


29
 


 
Patients were ≥18 years of age, diagnosed with AS using the modified New York criteria, and had 
active disease based on the presence of at least two of the following three criteria: BASDAI score 
≥4, total back pain score ≥40 mm (on a 0–100 mm visual analogue scale (VAS)) and/or morning 
stiffness ≥1 h. Patients must have had an inadequate response to, or intolerance of, at least one 
NSAID. 
 
Of the 315 patients enrolled, 208 patients were randomised to adalimumab and 107 to placebo. 
This analysis included 311 patients who received at least one dose of adalimumab during the 
double- blind or open-label portions of the trial (‘any adalimumab exposure’ set). This population 
was representative of patients with established AS: primarily male, white, HLA-B27-positive, and 
with long disease duration (11.00 [9.5]). 
 
Outcomes collected include measures discussed in Section 1.2. 
 
Statistical analysis 


29
 


 
Univariate logistic regression was used to evaluate factors hypothesised to be predictive of ASAS 
PR and ASDAS ID at 1 and 5 years of adalimumab exposure. Continuous explanatory variables 
included age, disease duration and the following baseline disease activity measures: BASFI, 
BASDAI, total back pain, patient and physician global assessments of disease activity and 
inflammation (mean of BASDAI questions 5 and 6). 
 
Kaplan–Meier survival curve analysis was used to determine the proportion of patients with 
sustained remission, defined as achieving ASAS PR or ASDAS ID on adalimumab treatment for 
at least three consecutive study visits spanning a period of at least 6 months at any point during 
the 5-year study. Patients were censored if they withdrew prematurely from the trial. All variables 
considered in the univariate analysis for long-term remission were included in multivariate 
regression for sustained remission; additionally, the original treatment assignment was added as 
an explanatory variable to determine if achieving sustained remission differed based on initial 
randomisation. The analysis was performed for all patients with data available for all independent 
variables. 
 
Results 


29
 


 
Through 5 years, 113/315 (36%) randomised patients discontinued the study, including 109/311 
(35%) patients who had received at least one dose of adalimumab. The most commonly listed 
reason for discontinuation was adverse events (38/311 (12%) patients) and withdrawal of 
consent (37/311 (12%) patients). The median duration of exposure to adalimumab among the 
311 patients was 4.8 years (interquartile range 2.8–5.0 years). 
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Improvements in the signs and symptoms of AS observed after 1 year were sustained through 5 
years of treatment with adalimumab among those patients originally randomised to adalimumab 
who completed the study (N=125) (Figure 2.2.1.1). Based on an observed analysis among 
patients with 1 or 5 years exposure, approximately half of the patients who had 1 year of 
adalimumab exposure achieved ASAS40 (143/282, 50.7%), ASDAS MI [ (130/278, 46.8%) and 
BASDAI 50 (169/282, 59.9%) responses. At least one-third of patients experienced remission of 
disease activity after the first year of treatment (ASAS PR: 94/282, 33.3%; ASDAS ID: 118/282, 
41.8%). The percentages of patients with good clinical responses were maintained among those 
originally randomised to adalimumab who completed 5 years of the study (ASAS40: 88/125, 
70.4%; ASDAS MI: 79/121, 65.3%; BASDAI 50: 96/124, 77.4%). Among patients who had 5 
years of adalimumab exposure, the majority exhibited disease remission based on ASAS PR 
(63/124, 50.8%) or ASDAS ID (75/124, 60.5%) criteria. 
 
Figure 2.2.1.1: Percentages of patients achieving clinical response and remission states 
after 1 and 5 years of adalimumab treatment 


 
Source: Sieper et al 2011


29
 


Percentages based on patients originally randomised to adalimumab who completed the study and received 5 years of 
adalimumab (N=125). ASDAS MI: major improvement in ASDAS, decrease of ≥2.0; ASAS PR: ASAS partial remission; 
ASDAS ID: inactive disease, ASDAS <1.3. ASAS, Assessment in Spondyloarthritis International Society; ASDAS, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index. 


 
Collinearity assessment of continuous explanatory baseline disease variables identified 
significant associations between all variables (p<0.001). The highest collinearity was identified 
between total back pain, patient global assessment of disease activity, BASFI and BASDAI 
(correlation coefficients, r=0.51–0.74), while physician global assessment of disease activity and 
morning stiffness had an intermediate level of collinearity (r=0.20–0.46). Baseline characteristics 
including age, patient and physician global assessments of disease activity, total back pain, 
inflammation and BASFI generally showed significant negative associations with long-term 
remission at 1 and 5 years of adalimumab exposure; however, these effects were relatively small. 
 


The strongest predictors of ASAS PR or ASDAS ID after 1 and 5 years of adalimumab treatment 
were achievement of ASAS PR or ASDAS ID, respectively, at week 12. Patients who attained 
remission early were more than 10 times as likely to be in remission after 1 and 5 years of 
adalimumab treatment than those who did not achieve these disease states at week 12 
(p<0.001). Other measures of treatment response (ASAS20, ASAS40, ASDAS MI and BASDAI 
50) after 12 weeks were also strongly predictive of long-term remission (OR ranged from 
approximately 3 to 9, p≤0.01). 
 
About half of the patients achieved a persistent state of disease remission. For ASAS PR, 
141/311 (45%) patients demonstrated sustained remission at any time during the study, while 
170/311 (55%) patients met the criteria for sustained ASDAS ID. For both ASAS PR and ASDAS 
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ID criteria, the respective achievement of these remission states at 12 weeks was the only 
significant positive predictor of sustained disease remission. Reaching ASAS PR at week 12 
resulted in a hazard ratio (95% CI, p value) for sustained ASAS PR of 2.49 (1.40 to 4.43, 
p=0.002). Patients who reached ASDAS ID after 12 weeks of adalimumab had a hazard ratio 
(95% CI, p value) of 3.18 (1.83 to 5.53, p<0.001) for achieving sustained ASDAS ID. Additionally, 
decreased functional activity (higher BASFI) at baseline was significantly negatively associated 
with both sustained remission criteria, although the hazard ratios for both were close to 1.0 
(ASAS PR: 0.98 (0.96 to 0.99), p=0.002; ASDAS ID: 0.99 (0.97 to 1.00), p=0.04)


29
. 


 
Conclusion 


29
 


 
In patients with active AS, the efficacy and safety of adalimumab were maintained through 5 
years with about half of the patients experiencing sustained remission at any time during the 
study. Early achievement of remission was the best predictor of long-term and sustained 
remission. 
 


2.2.2 Open-label studies and registry data  
 
A formal literature search was not conducted given the inherent problems of using the known 
search providers to identify observational studies or cohort based analyses. Instead a free-text 
search of PubMed was conducted using existing knowledge of observational and cohort studies 
in AS patients. The inclusivity of this strategy was expanded using the “pearl growing” approach; 
namely by identifying additional publications of relevance from those cited as references in 
source publications. 
 
The data presented in this section adds valuable information surrounding the long term efficacy 
of anti-TNF therapy, efficacy pre- and post-switch, and addresses some of the benefits of 
treatment in light of extra-articular manifestations such as uveitis. 
 
RHAPSODY open label study - Rudwaleit M et al 2009[a]


30
 and 2009[b]


31
 


 
Study Details 
 
This large, 12-week, open-label adalimumab cohort study recruited 1250 patients from 211 
centres across 15 European countries. The mean age (SD) of the cohort was 44 (11.4) years and 
duration (SD) of AS was 11 (9.8) years. The proportion of female patients was 28.7% and 1098 
patients (87.8%) had a history of treatment with at least two NSAIDs. Of the 1250 patients, 330 
(26.9%) had advanced AS. Baseline BASDAI, BASFI, and BASMI scores (SD) were 6.3 (1.4), 5.4 
(2.2), and 4.1 (2.3) respectively. In terms of treatment history, prior anti-TNF use was 
documented in 326 (26.1%) patients having received etanercept and/or infliximab. At baseline 
929 (74.3%) patients were receiving NSAIDs, 323 (25.8%) were receiving DAMRDs, and 169 
(13.5%) were receiving glucocorticoids. 
 
Of the 1250 patients, 274 (21.9%) present with ophthalmologist-diagnosed anterior uveitis; 43 of 
these patients had chronic uveitis, 106 had recent history of uveitis, and 28 had symptomatic 
uveitis. Baseline characteristic of the 1250 patients and the various uveitis defined subgroups are 
reproduced from the publication


31
 as Figure 2.2.2.1. 
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Figure 2.2.2.1: Baseline characteristics of patients in RHAPSODY trial 


 
 
Results 
 
At week 12, 69.9% of the 1250 patients achieved an ASAS20 response and 53.7% achieved and 
ASAS40 response. The BASDAI50 response rate was 57.2%. The mean change (SD) from 
baseline in the BASDAI score was -3.3 (2.3) and in the BASFI score the change was -2.2 (2.3). 
Efficacy results at week 12 are reproduced from the publication


31
 as Figure 2.2.2.2. 


 
Figure 2.2.2.2: Week 12 efficacy results from RHAPSODY trial 


 
 
Of the 326 (26%) patients included in this study that had prior exposure to etanercept or 
infliximab 41% reached a BASDAI 50 response compared with 63% in the anti-TNF naïve 
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subgroup (n=924; 74%). The ASAS 40 and ASAS partial remission targets were reached by 38% 
vs. 59% and 13% vs.33% when comparing anti-TNF experienced vs. anti-TNF naïve subgroups. 
 
Adalimumab was generally well tolerated by this cohort with 685 (54.8%) patients reporting at 
least one AE which were predominantly mild in nature. Serious AEs were documented in only 43 
(3.4%) patients. Discontinuations prior to week 12 occurred in 91 patients (7.3%); of these 13 
(1.0%) were due to lack of efficacy and 54 (4.3%) were due to at least one AE. Throughout the 
whole 20-week treatment period there were a total of 115 (9.2%) withdrawals, 66 (5.3%) due to at 
least one AE and 21 (1.7%) due to lack of efficacy. None of the discontinuations were due to 
anterior uveitis. 
 
In terms of efficacy in the face of anterior uveitis adalimumab treatment led to a clinically relevant 
reduction in the incidence of anterior uveitis flares. Throughout 363 patient years of treatment 
with adalimumab, 27 flares of anterior uveitis were recorded in 25 out of 1250 patients (2%). The 
rate of uveitis flares dropped 51% in the 1250 AS patient cohort, decreased by 58% in the 274 
patients with a history of anterior uveitis, by 68% in the 106 patients with recent history of uveitis, 
by 50% in the 28 patients with symptomatic anterior uveitis and by 45% in the 43 chronic uveitis 
patients. These results are summarised in the reproduction


31
 below (Figure 2.2.2.3). 


 
Figure 2.2.2.3: Improvements in uveitis among patients enrolled RHAPSODY study 


 
 
Conclusions 


 
This study, although un-randomised, provides data for a large sample of patients with a clinical 
profile that reflects the typical patients seen by rheumatology clinics across Europe and thus 
enables evaluation of adalimumab use in a daily clinical practice setting. The authors also note 
that the baseline characteristics of these patients are comparable to those presented in 
randomised trials. 
 
Efficacy estimates from this study are higher than those from randomised trials as they are based 
on observational data. However, conservative estimates of efficacy from this study generated 
using non-responder imputation (NRI), which is used in randomised trial, are similar to values 
reported in such randomised studies, adding value to the results presented herein. 
 
Treatment with adalimumab has also been shown to reduce uveitis flares by at least 50% in this 
large cohort of AS patients; evidence that shows adalimumab to be efficacious in reducing the 
rate of uveitis flares in patients with active AS, including those that present with chronic uveitis 
and recently symptomatic uveitis. 
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In conclusion the authors cited four common factors that were strongly associated with achieving 
BASDAI50, ASAS40, and ASAS partial remission; namely younger age, higher CRP values, 
HLA-B27 positivity, and being naïve to anti-TNF therapy. 
 
Headley Court Study - Rees JD et al 2014


32
 


 
Study Details 
 
The British Military maintains data on a cohort of service personnel diagnosed with AS which is 
characterised by young age and short disease duration. The majority of the most severely 
affected patients have been treated at the Headley Court facility with anti-TNF therapy since 
2005 in accordance with NICE guidance notes. 
 
The mean age of this 35-strong cohort is 34.7 years with mean disease duration being 6.9 years, 
which is much shorter than the civilian NHS comparator group. Patients were treated with 
etanercept or adalimumab from first anti-TNF use in 2006 up to including 2011. By comparison 
the mean age of the BSR cohort is 43 years with mean disease duration of 13 years and major 
clinical trials present mean ages between 37 and 51 years and disease durations of 7.7 to 13.7 
years. This is illustrated by Figure 2.2.2.4 which is a copy from the publication. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.4: Comparison of mean age and disease duration of Headley Court patients 
with other studies 


 
 
Results 
 
In terms of efficacy, 77% of the 35 patients achieved a BASDAI50 response compared with 52% 
in the BSR cohort. An absolute mean improvement in the BASDAI score of 4.96 was also much 
higher than in the BSR dataset where scores improved by only 3.6 units. These results are 
presented graphically in reproductions from the original as Figure 2.2.2.5a below left and Figure 
2.2.2.5b below right. 
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Figure 2.2.2.5a: BASDAI scores pre and post anti-TNF therapy form Headley Court 
compared with other studies; Figure 2.2.2.5b: Proportion of patients reaching the BASDAI 
50 target 


 
 
Conclusions 
 
It is clear from this study that a young cohort with minimal co-morbidities has a better safety and 
efficacy profile than a cohort of older, less healthy patients. The results presented herein are also 
better than those reported in the landmark clinical trials where patients have been carefully 
selected. 
 
This prospective analysis shows that early use of anti-TNF therapies is not only safe but also 
efficacious and is encouraging for advocates of early diagnosis and treatment. 
 
Additionally, although not mentioned in the publication, it could be hypothesized that this cohort 
would also be receiving physiotherapy alongside the anti-TNF therapy and that this would have 
and added benefit for the patients as adherence to physiotherapy routines are likely to be high in 
a military setting. 
 
BSRBR - Lord PAC et al 2010
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Study Details 
 
This publication describes 261 AS patients recruited in the UK between 2002 and 2006 as part of 
the BSR biologics register (BSRBR). The cohort had a mean age of 43 years with 18% being 
female. Baseline median BASDAI score was 7.6 and the BASFI score was 7.9. 
 
Baseline characteristics per anti-TNF agent administered are reproduced as Figure 2.2.2.6 
below. 
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Figure 2.2.2.6: Baseline characteristics of study patients 


 
 
Results 
 
After six months of treatment the BASDAI and BASFI scores of the cohort had improved by 3.6 
and 2.6 units respectively with 52% of patients reaching a BASDAI50 response. Patients with 
raised inflammatory markers at the start of therapy had a 0.9 unit (95% CI 0.2, 1.7) better 
improvement than those without and women had a 1.1 unit (95% CI 0.3, 2.0) greater 
improvement in BASFI at six months than their male counterparts; the same trend was also seen 
in those patients receiving concurrent DMARD therapy [0.9 units (95% CI 0.2, 1.7)]. 
 
Those patients treated with adalimumab (n=20) experienced a BASDAI and BASFI improvement 
of 2.5 and 3.4 units respectively. Full efficacy results are presented as Figure 2.2.2.7 in a 
reproduction from the publication. 
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Figure 2.2.2.7: Efficacy results by anti-TNF agent 


 
 
Conclusions 
 
The authors conclude that the strongest predictors of improvement in disease activity were raised 
inflammatory markers at baseline and a lower initial BASFI score. These results are in line with a 
smaller observational study (n=99) [Rudwaleit 2004


34
] of infliximab and etanercept treated AS 


patients which found that raised CRP levels, raised baseline BASDAI and lower baseline BASFI 
were predictive of achieving a BASDAI50 response after 12 weeks of treatment. Those patients 
treated with adalimumab had the lowest baseline values for ESR and CRP and the highest 
BASFI score of the population subgroups and showed the biggest improvements in these three 
areas when compared with the other two therapies under scrutiny. One could argue that the 
efficacy of adalimumab in generating BASDAI 50 responses would be further improved should 
the afore mentioned baseline values be more similar to those recorded in the infliximab group, for 
example. 
 
In the BSRBR, around 65% of patients had raised inflammatory markers at baseline and this was 
predictive of achieving a greater BASDAI score improvement at six months. 
 
The key messages identified by the authors are that routine clinical use of anti-TNF therapy 
improves disease activity and functional impairment with raised inflammatory markers being a 
strong predictor of treatment response. Whilst concurrent DMARD therapy was seen to improve 
functional impairment it was not associated with improvements in disease activity. 
 
DANBIO Danish registry - Glintborg B et al 2010


35
 and 2013


36
 


 
The Danish rheumatology registry DANBIO began in 2000 and covers over 90% of adults treated 
with biologic therapies. 
 
Long Term data 
 
The 2010 publication


35
 describes 842 AS patients treated with anti-TNF therapy for the first time 


for up to 8 years after commencing treatment; patients were anti-TNF naïve prior to this. Male 
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patients numbered 603 (72%) with mean age and mean disease duration being 41 (IQR 32-50) 
and 5 (IQR 1-13) respectively. Of these 445 (53%) received infliximab, 247 (29%) received 
adalimumab, and 150 (18%) received etanercept. Baseline characteristics are presented below 
as Figure 2.2.2.8 (reproduced from publication). 
 
Figure 2.2.2.8: Baseline Characteristics from Glintborg 2010 study
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Results 
 
Over the course of the observed period 310 (37%) patients withdrew from treatment; the most 
common reason for this was lack of efficacy in 115 patients (14%). In terms of treatment efficacy 
results are provide over a 5-year period with BASDAI and BASFI scores being maintained in the 
long term follow-up scenario. These results are reproduced below as Figure 2.2.2.9. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.9: Treatment efficacy over 5-year period as seen in Glintborg 2010


35
 


 
 
This data shows that responses achieved after 12 months of treatment, for example in terms of 
BASDAI score, are maintained up to the five year time point. 
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Switch Data 
 
The 2013 publication


36
 describes AS patients that initiated a treatment course before January 1


st
 


2011 and were biologic naïve at initiation; thus 1436 patients are included in this study. Of these, 
432 patients switched treatment and went on to receive at least one further biologic treatment 
course. Baseline demographics and disease activity are shown below in Figure 2.2.2.10 as a 
reproduction of table 1 from the publication with median follow up being 2.4 years (IQR 1.0-4.8 
years). 
 
Figure 2.2.2.10: Baseline patient characteristics from Glintborg 2013 study
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From 2001-2008 the most prevalent first line treatment used was infliximab; from 2009-2010 this 
switched to adalimumab. Adalimumab was also the most frequently used drug second line (46%) 
and third line (31%). The frequencies of each treatment used at different points in the treatment 
pathway are shown below in a reproduction of table 2 from the publication as Figure 2.2.2.11. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.11: Number of patients receiving a given treatment at different points in the 
treatment pathway 
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Results 
 
Of the 1436 patients that initiated anti-TNF therapy, 231 patients stopped treatment and did not 
restart another therapy, 432 (30%) patients switched to a second anti-TNF therapy and 773 
patients continued with the same initial therapy. Of the 432 patients that switched to a second 
anti-TNF therapy, 217 of these remained on this therapy for the duration of the study with 137 
patients switching to a third anti-TNF therapy; 78 patients withdrew form treatment at this stage 
and did not commence another anti-TNF agent. Of the137 patients that initiated a third anti-TNF 
therapy, 39 patients went on to commence at least a fourth anti-TNF option. The main reason for 
switching therapy or discontinuation of treatment altogether was lack of efficacy followed by 
adverse events. 
 
In terms of efficacy, most scores (including CRP, BASDAI, and BASFI) decreased after three and 
six months’ treatment during the first, second, and third treatment courses (Figure 2.2.2.11). For 
switch patients the baseline CRP, BASDAI, and VAS global scores were significantly lower at the 
start of the second treatment course when compared with the first. The delta values for the 
decrease in CRP, BASDAI, and VAS global scores between baseline and six months were 
similar in the second and third treatment courses when compared with the first. 
 
During the first treatment course the proportion of patients reaching a BASDAI 50 response was 
54% (NNT=1.9). These proportions were 37% (NNT=2.7) and 30% (NNT=3.4) in the second and 
third treatment courses respectively. At the two year visit, 52% of switch patients (NNT=1.9) and 
63% of non-switch patients (NNT=1.6) had reached a BASADAI 50 response. 
 
Conclusions 
 
This registry offers up to ten years of follow-up data and overall around a third (30%) of the 1432 
patients switched to a second anti-TNF therapy with 10% switching to a third anti-TNF. Patients 
that switched had a higher proportion of women that those that didn’t switch (33% vs. 22%), they 
also tended to have a shorter disease duration; 3 vs 5 years, and also presented with higher 
BASDAI scores. The main reason for switching was lack of efficacy, explaining around half of the 
switch episodes observed. Although switch patients had poorer treatment response and shorter 
drug survival than non-switchers, around half of the switch patients achieved a clinical response 
and disease activity did decrease significantly with the second and third treatment courses. Two 
years after switching, half the switch patients maintained treatment with the second biologic 
 
This long term follow-up data shows that efficacious responses can be reached and maintained 
in AS patients even where a switch to another anti-TNF therapy has occurred; as seen with half 
the switch patients. Thus switching to another anti-TNF therapy should be strongly considered in 
AS patients. 
 
Lie E et al 2011 (NOR-DMARD)
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Study Details 
 
This longitudinal, observational, multicentre study in Norway also draws on the NOR-DMARD 
registry and presents efficacy results for 514 anti-TNF naïve AS patients. Of these 514 patients, 
77 patients switch to a second anti-TNF therapy during the two year follow-up period. Patient 
characteristics are shown in a reproduction of table 1 from the publication below (Figure 
2.2.2.12). 
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Figure 2.2.2.12: Baseline characteristics from NOR-DMARD study population 


 
 
Results 
 
The 77 patients that switched did so in the following manner; etanercept to infliximab (18), 
etanercept to adalimumab (14), infliximab to etanercept (27), infliximab to adalimumab (14), and 
adalimumab to etanercept (4). Response rates of both switch and non-switch patients are 
presented below from table 2 of the publication (Figure 2.2.2.13). 
 
Figure 2.2.2.13: Response rates of switch and non-switch patients 


 
 
A BASDAI 50 response was reached by 50% of non-switch patients after three months and by 
25% of the switch patients after their first anti-TNF; this increased to 28.3% for three months after 
the switch to a second anti-TNF had occurred. The main reason for instigating a switch was AEs 
(n=44) with 30 patients reporting a lack of efficacy and 3 patients not recording a reason. 
Baseline and 3-month data is presented below (Figure 2.2.2.14) for the 74 patients that recorded 
a reason for switching as a reproduction of table 4 from the publication (IR=lack of efficacy). 
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Figure 2.2.2.14: Efficacy data for the 74 patients that switched treatment 


 
 
Overall, 1-year and 2-year drug survival rates were 76% and 65% respectively for the first anti-
TNF agent compared with 67% and 60% for the second anti-TNF agent. 
 
Conclusions 
 
This study supports the idea that switching to a second anti-TNF agent is an effective approach 
in treating AS first-line treatment failures with around a third of the patients showing a good 
clinical response and more than half the patients continuing the treatment for more than 2 years. 
 
ATTRA Czech national registry - Pavelka K et al 2009
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Study Details 
 
ATTRA is a Czech national registry which includes AS patients and this publication provides 
details for 310 of these patients that had at least one year of treatment. Patient demographic data 
is provided below in a reproduction from the publication as Figure 2.2.2.15. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.15: Patient demographics of patient population from ATTRA registry 


 
 
Results 
 
When compared with the RA patients in the same registry, the AS patients were on average 
younger (36.8 vs. 45.9 years), had shorter disease duration (8.1 vs. 10.3 years), and had a 
smaller proportion of females (23.2 vs. 76.6%). Drug survival was also longer in AS patients 
(84%) when compared to RA patients (78%) after one year and 72% vs. 49% after three years of 
anti-THF therapy. 
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The efficacy results are presented for the group of AS patients as a whole and not by individual 
treatment option (Figure 2.2.2.16); reproduced from the publication below. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.16: Efficacy results of all AS patients in ATTRA registry study 


 
 
Those patients that discontinued were more likely to be female and had elevated CRP levels. 
Reasons for discontinuations are given below in a reproduction from the publication as Figure 
2.2.2.17. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.17: Discontinuations given by treatment type 


 
 
Discontinuation rates for the patients receiving infliximab, adalimumab, and etanercept were 
32%, 27%, and 18% respectively. Adverse events and lack of efficacy are given as the single 
most common reason for discontinuations across the three treatment options. Again, the authors 
are keen to point out that treatment adherence is more likely in AS patients that it is in RA 
patients; a pattern seen in other studies. 
 
Conclusions 
 
In terms of treatment efficacy the BASDAI scores for 12, 24, and 36 months are maintained 
throughout this period which is favourable for long term treatment strategies. The greatest 
improvement in BASADI score is observed after the first three months of treatment. 
Discontinuation rates are in line with those observed elsewhere. One additional comment made 
in this publication is that ability to maintain full-time work also improved after one-year of 
treatment with an increase from 48% at baseline to 63% noted in the first year of treatment with 
anti-TNF agents. 
 
Haberhauer G et al 2010
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Study overview 
 
This study reports on the treatment pathways followed by rheumatology patients in a single 
Austrian clinic setting, including 107 AS patients. Of these, 46 (43%) patients were analysed in 
this publication. 
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Results 
 
Anti-TNF therapy resulted in an adequate response in 35/46 of the AS patients under 
investigation. The remaining 11 patients (mean age of 47 years; m/f ratio of 8/3) switched to a 
second anti-TNF agent citing lack of efficacy (1), loss of efficacy (8), and adverse events (2) as 
reasons for moving to another anti-TNF agent. Third line anti-TNF therapy was administered to 
five of these patients who failed to respond to second line treatments. Third line therapy induced 
adequate response in all of the five patients. The AS patient flow chart presented in the 
publication as Figure 1, is reproduced below as Figure 2.2.2.18. Specific outcome driven efficacy 
results are not available from this publication for the 46 patients in question. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.18: Patient flow through different treatment lines in an Austrian clinic setting 


 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Around a quarter (24%) of patients switched to a second anti-TNF therapy and 11% switched to a 
third line therapy. In this study loss of efficacy is the main reason for switching to another anti-
TNF therapy in the observed AS patients and 50% of these patients responded to the second line 
anti-TNF agent. The authors comment evidence for or against a switch due to lack of efficacy 
remains inconsistent amongst AS patients, perhaps because switching in AS patients tends to be 
less frequent than in RA patients. Either way the results presented here suggest that switching 
anti-TNF therapy in AS patients can be successful in generating an adequate response in second 
or even third line patients. 
 
BIOBADASER Spanish national registry - Carmona L et al 2011
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BIOBASER is a Spanish Biologics registry which details 6,891 patients receiving biologic therapy 
in Spain. The entire cohort has a mean age (SD) of 56.3 (15.6) years with patients starting 
biologic therapy at a mean age (SD) of 49.6 (15.2) years. The proportion of females is 62.1%. Of 
these 6,891 patients, 1,120 (16.2%) are AS patients. Etanercept, infliximab, and adalimumab are 
the three most common first line treatments with AEs and lack of efficacy being cited as the most 
common reasons for discontinuation. 
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Study Details 
 
To compare safety and retention rates of anti-TNF agents in approved indications, including AS. 
The database was analysed for patients included between February 2000 and October 2009. Of 
the 5150 patients for whom anti-TNF therapy was commencing de novo, 882 were AS patients. 
The baseline characteristics of these patients are presented below in Table 2.2.2.1. 
 
Table 2.2.2.1: Baseline characteristics of Spanish patients commencing anti-TNF therapy 
for the first time 


Number of AS patients n 882 


Female, n (%) 206 (23) 


Mean age in years (SD) 43.6 (12.2) 


Disease Duration in years, mean (SD) 12.5 (10) 


Number treated with infliximab, n (%) 522 (59) 


Number treated with etanercept, n (%) 214 (24) 


Number treated with adalimumab, n (%) 146 (17) 


 
Concomitant medications were administered in 404 (46%) patients; MTX in 264 (30%), 
corticosteroids in 123 (14%), and leflunomide in 17 (2%) patients. 
 
Results 
 
Efficacy results are not forthcoming from this publication; however information surrounding 
adverse events is presented for all anti-TNF agents, along with their incident rates, and has been 
reproduced in this submission (Table 2.2.2.2). 
 
Table 2.2.2.2: Adverse events recorded 


Adverse Event Description n 
Patient 
years 


IR (95% CI) x 
1000 


All AEs 714 2661 268 (249, 289) 


Infections and infestations 243 2661 91 (81, 104) 


General disorders and administration site reactions 64 2661 24 (19, 31) 


Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders 55 2661 21 (16, 27) 


Gastrointestinal disorders 32 2661 12 (9, 17) 


Other 320 2661 120 (108, 134) 


 
Conclusion 
 
AS efficacy estimates were not collected as part of this registry and as such are not available for 
comment; BIOBADASER does present AE data for the included AS cohort and this has been 
summarised here with infections and infestations being the single most common AE occurring in 
this population. 
 
DESIR French Cohort – Molto A 2014
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Study Details 
 
This is a prospective, multicentre, observational cohort study comprising 708 patients with recent-
onset (< 3 years) inflammatory back pain suggestive of axial spondyloarthritis recruited from 25 
French rheumatology centres. The study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of anti-TNF therapy 
in clinical practice in a population with early axial spondyloarthritis. The first two years of follow-
up data are presented herein; a ten-year follow-up study is currently ongoing. 
 
Of the 70 patients, 202 patients had received at least one anti-TNF therapy agent during the first 
two years. This population was matched with 202 patients from the other 506 patients that had 
not yet received any anti-TNF therapy within the first two years. Efficacy data was available for 
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assessment in 197 of the anti-TNF treated patients. Baseline characteristics are presented below 
as Figure 2.2.2.19. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.19: Baseline characteristics of DESIR study patients 


 
 
Of the 197 patients for whom data was available, 127 patients presented with either radiographic 
sacroiliitis (67 [33.2%]), or MRI sacroiliitis (82 [40.6%]), or with abnormal CRP levels (83 
[41.1%]). The remaining 72 patients presented without any objective signs of inflammation or 
structural damage at baseline. 
 
Results 
 
After at least 8 weeks of treatment 62 of 197 (31.5%) patients receiving the anti-TNF therapy 
achieved an ASAS 40 response; this was compared to only 26 patients (13.2%) in the control 
arm. Of the patients taking adalimumab (n= 78), 25 patients (32.1%) achieved the ASAS 40 
response as seen in Figure 2.2.2.20 below, which is reproduced from the publication. 
 
When looking at patient subgroups in terms of their ability to reach an ASAS 40 response those 
patients with diagnostic imaging confirmed axial spondyloarthritis are more likely to achieve the 
ASAS 40 response. Of the patients with MRI observed sacroiliitis 46% (37/80) of those receiving 
anti-TNF therapies vs. 15% (9/62) achieved the ASAS 40 response after at least 8 weeks of 
treatment. This compares with 21% (24/113) and 13% (17/127) respectively for patients without 
MRI sacroiliitis. Similar proportions are observed when looking at the subgroup of patients with 
sacroiliitis identified via X-ray imaging. 
 
Figure 2.2.2.20: Efficacy results presented by treatment type 
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Conclusions 
 
Ultimately what data from the DESIR cohort shows is that early treatment of axial 
spondyloarthritis with anti-TNF therapy represents an effective treatment intervention, particularly 
in the subgroups of patients where sacroiliitis had been identified via MRI or to a lesser extent, X-
ray imaging. Again the significance of this data coming from a real-world clinical setting adds 
weight to the arguments around the early detection and treatment of axial spondyloarthritis. 
 
Conclusions from registry and open-label data 
 
The inclusion of data from observational and open labels studies enables an examination of how 
the anti-TNF therapies perform in real-world clinical settings, including in patients that would 
potentially be ineligible for RCTs based on the often stringent selection criteria patients must 
meet to be eligible for enrolment. The advantage of this fact, from an evidence evaluation 
perspective, is that patients enrolled in registries for example are likely to present with sequelae 
that are also of interest when evaluating additional treatment benefits, for example in the 
amelioration of anterior uveitis associated with AS. This and other extra-articular manifestations 
are discussed further in section 2.6.3. The results of the RHAPSODY study show that treatment 
with adalimumab led to a clinically relevant reduction in the incidence of anterior uveitis flares 
with the rate of uveitis flares dropping 51% in the 1250 AS patient cohort over the 12-week 
period. 
 
There is considerable evidence surrounding the benefits of switching between anti-TNF therapy 
agents in the face of lack or loss of efficacy, or due to adverse events forthcoming from open 
label and registry data. Data from 1436 AS patients in the DANBIO registry shows 432 patients 
switching to, at least, a second anti-TNF therapy, and of these 137 go onto receive a third line of 
anti-TNF therapy. After two years of follow up the BASDAI 50 response rates was 52% in the 
switch patients compared with 63% in those patients that did not switch. A significant decrease in 
disease activity was also recorded in those patients that switched treatment, supporting the 
notion that switching treatment to improve disease outcomes in patients that have failed first-line 
treatment is an effective treatment strategy. Similar treatment success was recorded in the open 
label RHAPSODY study with 41% of the 326 patients that had received prior therapy with 
etanercept and, or infliximab, reaching a BASDAI 50 response; this compares to 63% reaching 
the BASDAI 50 target in the anti-TNF naïve population (n=924, 74%). 
 
In general terms it is also apparent that treatment adherence is much greater in the AS 
population when compared with RA populations from the same registries. 
 
In addition to good evidence surrounding the benefit of treatment switch, the data in this section 
also shows that efficacious treatment responses can be maintained in the long-term as well as 
the short term, typically seen in RCTs. Evidence from a five-year follow-up period of the DANBIO 
data shows that efficacy responses in terms of reduction in BASDAI and BASFI scores achieved 
after 12-months of treatment are maintained over the five-year follow-up period. 
 
Data from the BSRAS register is immature and not available for review at this stage but will no 
doubt add further value to these discussion points in the future.  
 
Finally, the positive results from the Headley Court study suggest that younger patients with less 
co-morbidity are more likely to have an efficacious response and do so with a better safety 
profile; a notion supported by other studies in this section and suggest that early diagnosis and 
treatment is an important aspect for consideration when treating AS patients. 
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2.3 Adalimumab for the treatment of non-radiographic axial spondylitis 
(nr-axSpA) 


2.3.0 Overview of nr-axSpA randomised controlled trials for adalimumab 
 
A clinical programme was developed to study the safety and efficacy of adalimumab in patients 
with nr-axSpA. Adalimumab is the first therapy licensed for nr-axSpA that has demonstrated 
clinical effectiveness in a randomised phase III trial (ABILITY-1). Adalimumab demonstrated 
superior efficacy in the primary endpoint, all nine ranked secondary efficacy endpoints, and 
multiple non-ranked secondary endpoints. The clinical programme has demonstrated that: 
 


 Adalimumab is effective in providing rapid and sustained improvement in disease 
response (ASAS 20/40/50/70) 


 Adalimumab delivers clinically and statistically significant improvements in the signs and 
symptoms of nr-axSpA as measured by the BASDAI 50, reducing the high clinical burden 
of the disease 


 Adalimumab provides significant improvements in the HRQoL and physical function of 
patients with nr-axSpA (as measured by the SF-36 and BASFI outcomes), reducing 
impairment in activities of daily living (ADL). 


 
Adalimumab was studied in two controlled clinical studies (ABILITY-1 and an investigator-initiated 
study) in patients with severe nr-axSpA


8,42,10
. ABILITY-1 was a 12-week randomised, double-


blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre phase III study of 185 patients with nr-axSpA. The double-
blind ABILITY-1 study was extended by an additional 144 week open-label safety and efficacy 
study. Further details on the study design along with the results for this trial are presented in 
Section 2.3.1.


8,42
. 


 
It should be noted that the study population of the ABILITY-1 study was adults with active axSpA 
not fulfilling the modified New York criteria for AS, who had an inadequate response to or 
intolerance to ≥1 NSAID, or had a contraindication for NSAIDs as defined by the investigator. 
This is a broader population than the marketing authorisation - adalimumab is indicated for the 
treatment of adults with severe axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) who have 
objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and/or MRI, and who have had an inadequate 
response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs. The licensed indication defines a subgroup with axSpA 
in whom the benefit/risk balance was considered to be positive by the European Medicines 
Agency. Therefore, results presented in this submission are both the full analysis set (FAS) of the 
ABILITY-1 study (Section 2.3.1) as well as a subgroup of patients within ABILITY-1 equivalent to 
the licensed population, upon which the economic model is based (Section 2.3.2)


 8,42
. 


 
While the pivotal study ABILITY-1 is presented in detail, a summary of the investigator initiated 
trial (by Haibel et al.) is also presented within the submission (Section 2.3.3); this was a pilot, 
phase II/III RCT conducted at two centres in Germany. This was the first randomised placebo-
controlled trial of an anti-TNF therapy in the treatment of patients with nr-ax-SpA


10
. 


 
It should be noted that the inclusion criteria in the investigator-initiated trial differ slightly from the 
inclusion criteria in the ABILITY-1 study particularly around the signs of active inflammation 
required for study entry and how these have been defined


8,10
. 


2.3.1. ABILITY- 1 


 


Summary: Adalimumab 40mg eow versus placebo in patients with nr-axSpA not fulfilling 
the modified New York criteria for AS who had an inadequate response to, or intolerance 
to one or more NSAIDs, or had a contraindication for NSAIDs. Statistically significant 
improvement noted in the primary endpoint of ASAS 40 at week 12, all nine ranked 
secondary endpoints, and in multiple non-ranked secondary endpoints. 


 
Objective 
 
To evaluate the efficacy and safety of adalimumab 40 mg given every other week (eow) 
subcutaneously compared to placebo for 12 weeks, followed by open-label safety and efficacy 
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assessments in patients with active non-radiographic axial SpA not fulfilling the modified New 
York criteria for AS who had an inadequate response to, or intolerance to one or more NSAIDs, 
or had a contraindication for NSAIDs, as defined by the investigator


8,42
. 


 
Study design 
 
ABILITY-1 was a 12-week randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre Phase III 
study of 185 patients with nr-axSpA. The 12-week double-blind period was extended by an 
additional 144 weeks open-label safety and efficacy period. The study design schematic for the 
ABILITY-1 study is shown in Figure 2.3.1.1


8,42
. 


 
ABILITY-1 was initiated in August 2009 and was conducted at 37 centres in Australia, Belgium, 
Canada, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, the UK, and the USA. 
Eligible patients were 18 years of age or older, fulfilling the ASAS classification criteria for active 
axial SpA without meeting the modified New York criteria for AS, who had an inadequate 
response to, or intolerance to one or more NSAIDs, or had a contraindication for NSAIDs. The 
study included a 30-day screening period, following which patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio 
via an interactive voice response system to receive either adalimumab 40 mg eow administered 
subcutaneously or matching placebo for 12 weeks. Following the initial 12-week double-blind 
period, patients were eligible to enter the open-label arm of the study where they received 
adalimumab 40 mg eow for up to an additional 144 weeks. At the Week 12 study visit, all patients 
on placebo were started on adalimumab 40 mg eow, and those who received active drug during 
the double-blind period continued on active drug


8,42
. 


 
The double-blind period began at the baseline visit (Day 1), and ended at the Week 12 visit; 
during this period patients were to visit the study site on Weeks 2, 4, 8 and 12, or if they 
terminated early from the study. The open-label period of the study began at Week 12 of study 
participation for each patient, and they were asked to visit the study site on Weeks 16, 20, 24, 28, 
36, 44, 52, 60, 68, 80, 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, and 156 or if they terminated early from the study. 
No study drug was administered at the final visit


8,42
. 


 
Figure 2.3.1.1: Study design schematic for the ABILITY-1 study 


 
SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR


42
, ABILITY-1 publication


8
 


ADA: adalimumab 


 
Number of patients and patient disposition 
 
The patient disposition of the ABILITY-1 study is shown in Figure 2.3.1.2; a target sample size of 
194 patients (97 to adalimumab and 97 to placebo) was planned, and 192 patients were 
randomised into the study. Due to investigator non-compliance identified at one of the study sites, 
seven patients were excluded from all the efficacy analyses (but were included in safety 
analyses). 179 subjects completed the 12-week double-blind period of the study, all of whom 
continued onto the open-label period. At Week 68, 74 patients remained in the placebo to 
adalimumab arm and 68 patients remained in the adalimumab treatment arm


8,42
.  
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Figure 2.3.1.2: Patient disposition of the ABILITY-1 study 


 
SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR


42 
a
 Investigator site that was excluded for non-compliance with the protocol. 


b
 All discontinuations during the open-label period (before and after Week 24). Primary reason for discontinuation is 


shown. 
c
 Does not include one placebo-treated patient who, in addition to the 74 patients, completed Week 60. This was used as 


the patient's last visit date. This subject is not considered to have discontinued. 
ADA/ADA: adalimumab double-blind treatment followed by adalimumab open-label treatment; DB: double-blind; OL: 
open-label; PBO/ADA: placebo double-blind treatment followed adalimumab open-label treatment 
Note: reasons for discontinuation recorded as "other" included lack of efficacy/improvement, pregnancy, investigator 
decision, patient moved, and inclusion/exclusion criteria violation. 


 
Diagnosis and criteria for inclusion 
 
Patients were included who fulfilled the following inclusion criteria.


8,42
 


 


 Patients were ≥18 years of age 


 Patients had an inadequate response to NSAIDs, intolerance to ≥1 NSAID, or had a 
contraindication for NSAIDs as defined by the investigator 


 Patients had chronic back pain (of at least 3 months duration) with onset at age < 45 
years 


 Patients had MRI evidence of active inflammatory lesions of sacroiliac joints (past or 
present) with definite bone marrow oedema/osteitis, suggestive of sacroiliitis associated 
with SpA plus ≥1 of the clinical criteria listed below or positive human leukocyte antigen-
B27 (HLA-B27) plus ≥2 of the clinical criteria listed below other than HLA-B27 positivity: 


o Inflammatory back pain defined as the presence at screening of at least 4 out of 
the following 5 parameters: 1) age at onset <40 years, 2) insidious onset, 3) 
improvement with exercise, 4) no improvement with rest, 5) night pain with 
improvement upon getting up 


o Arthritis (past or present) 
o Heel enthesitis (past or present) 
o Anterior uveitis confirmed by an ophthalmologist (past or present) 
o Dactylitis (past or present); 
o Crohn’s Disease (CD) or ulcerative colitis (UC) (past or present) 
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o Good prior response to an NSAID - back pain was not present anymore or much 
better 24 to 48 hours after a full dose of an NSAID 


o Family history of SpA 
o Positive HLA-B27 
o Elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) 


 Patients had baseline disease activity as defined by having a Total Back Pain VAS score 
≥40 mm and BASDAI score ≥4 at both the Screening and Baseline visits 


 
Patients were excluded if they fulfilled the following exclusion criteria.


8,42
 


 


 Patients fulfilling the modified New York criteria for AS were excluded. 


 Patients with a diagnosis of psoriatic arthritis (PsA) and psoriasis (Ps) were also 
excluded from the study. 


 Patients who had prior exposure to any biologic therapy with a potential therapeutic 
impact on SpA, including anti-TNF therapy. 


 If entering the study on concomitant disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs), 
patients were not on stable dose of MTX (≤25 mg per week) and/or SSZ (≤3 g per day), 
and/or hydroxychloroquine (≤400 mg per day) for 28 days prior to the baseline visit. 


 If entering the study on concomitant oral corticosteroids, patients were not on a stable 
dose of prednisone (≤10 mg per/day), or oral corticosteroid equivalents, for at least 14 
days prior to the baseline visit. 


 
Patient demographic/baseline characteristics 
 
The key baseline demographics and disease characteristics of the patients in the ABILITY-1 
study are summarised in Table 2.3.1.1 below. There were no significant differences between the 
two treatment groups


8,42
. Please note that the four people who did not receive NSAIDs prior to 


study entry due to investigator opinion of a contraindication for NSAID use. 
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Table 2.3.1.1: Key demographic and disease characteristics in ABILITY-1 
 Placebo 


(N = 94) 
Adalimumab 


(N = 91) 


Demographic characteristic 


Age (years), Mean ± SD 38.4 (10.4) 37.6 (11.3) 


Sex, n (%) 
Female 
Male 


 
54 (57) 
40 (43) 


 
47 (52) 
44 (48) 


Body weight (kg), Mean ± SD 78.8 (16.53) 76.8 (16.56) 


Disease characteristic 


Symptom duration (years), Mean ± SD 10.1 (8.8) 10.1 (9.0) 


Duration since diagnosis (years), Mean ± SD 3.0 (3.8) 2.7 (4.2) 


Prior NSAID use, n (%) 91 (96.8) 90 (98.9) 


Prior DMARD use, n (%) 33 (35.1) 31 (34.1) 


Axial spondyloarthritis-related medical history 


Inflammatory back pain, n (%) 91 (97) 88 (97) 


Elevated CRP*, n (%) 36 (38) 36 (40) 


Active inflammatory lesions on MRI of sacroiliac joint, n 
(%)** 


43 (45.7) 46 (50.5) 


Good prior response to NSAIDs*** 70 (74) 64 (70) 


Efficacy variables 


BASDAI** (0-10), Mean ± SD 6.5 (1.6) 6.4 (1.5) 


ASDAS, Mean ± SD 3.4 (0.8) 3.2 (0.8) 


BASFI (0-10 cm VAS), Mean ± SD 4.9 (2.3) 4.5 (1.9) 


Total Back Pain VAS (0-10 cm), Mean ± SD 7.0 (1.7) 6.9 (1.8) 


Patient's Global Assessment of disease activity (0-10, 
cm), Mean ± SD 


6.8 (1.9) 6.8 (1.8) 


CRP (mg/L), Mean ± SD 7.6 (10.2) 6.8 (11.8) 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42


, ABILITY-1 publication
8
 


* CRP concentration above upper limit of normal in the presence of back pain; after exclusion of other causes of elevated 
CRP. ** MRI showing definite bone marrow oedema/osteitis suggestive of sacroiliitis associated with SpA. *** Back pain 
not present or much better 24 to 48 hours after full dose of NSAID 
** 6 patients in the trial had a BASDAI score at baseline <4; three patients in each arm. 
ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; DMARD: disease-modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD: standard deviation; 
VAS: visual analogue scale 
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Outcome measures 
 
The outcomes measures used in the ABILITY-1 study were stratified into three groups, the 
primary endpoint, ranked secondary endpoints, and non-ranked secondary endpoints; these are 
summarised in Table 2.3.1.2. 
 
Table 2.3.1.2: Outcome measures in the ABILITY-1 study 


Category Efficacy variables 


Primary outcome ASAS40 response 


Ranked secondary variables at week 12 


ASAS20 response 


BASDAI 50 response 


ASAS 5/6 response 


ASAS partial remission 


HAQ-S mean change from baseline 


SF-36v2 physical component score mean change from baseline 


hs-CRP mean change from baseline 


SPARCC MRI score for sacroiliac joints mean change from baseline 


SPARCC MRI score for spine mean change from baseline 


Non-ranked secondary: Reduction of 
signs and symptoms variables – 
multiple time points 


ASAS20/40/50/70 responses  


ASAS5/6 response 


ASAS partial remission 


Patient global assessment of pain mean change from baseline 


Total back pain mean change from baseline 


Mean change in inflammation 


BASFI mean change from baseline 


BASDAI50 response 


BASDAI mean change from baseline 


Number of patients with plantar fascia enthesitis  


Mean change in dactylitis count 


Patient global assessment of disease activity mean change from baseline 


BASMI mean change from baseline 


MASES mean change from baseline 


Nocturnal pain mean change from baseline 


Physician’s global assessment of disease activity mean change from 
baseline 


Swollen joint count mean change from baseline 


Tender joint count mean change from baseline 


Patient global assessment of disease activity mean change from baseline 


ASDAS mean change from baseline 


Non-ranked secondary: HRQoL 
variables  – multiple time points 


Mean change in HAQ-S 


Mean change in SF-36v2 


Mean change in WPAI-SHP  


PASS achievement 


MOS Sleep Scale domain scores mean change from baseline 


Mean change in EQ-5D index scores 


Non-ranked secondary: Metrology 
variables – multiple time points 


Mean change in BASMIlin 


Mean change in BASMI2 


Mean change in BASMI component scores 


Chest expansion mean change from baseline 


Non-ranked secondary: Other Biomarkers 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42


, ABILITY-1 publication
8
 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; 
BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BASMI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology index; EQ-5D: EuroQoL 5-Dimension questionnaire; HAQ-S: Health 
Assessment Questionnaire modified for spondyloarthropathies; HCRU; health care resource utilisation; hs-CRP: high-
sensitivity C-reactive protein; MASES: Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis Score; MOS: Medical Outcomes 
Study; PASS: patient acceptable symptom state; SPARCC MRI: Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada 
magnetic resonance imaging; WPAI-SHP: Work Productivity and Activity Impairment – Specific Health Problem 
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 Primary endpoint 
 
As shown in Table 2.3.1.2 (above), the primary endpoint analysed was the ASAS40 response at 
the Week 12 visit. The response rate observed in the group randomised to adalimumab 40 mg 
eow was compared to that in the placebo group. The null hypothesis associated with this 
comparison stated that there was no difference in response rates between the adalimumab and 
placebo groups; the alternative hypothesis is that the response rates were different between 
treatment groups. The response rates were tested using a two-sided Pearson's chi-square test 


with α=0.05. Patients with missing ASAS40 response at Week 12 were treated as non-


responders according to non-responder imputation criterion. Analyses were conducted using a 
non-responder imputation, where any patients who discontinued or had missing values at Week 
12 were considered to be non-responders


42
. 


 
Secondary analyses of the primary endpoint were conducted using last observation carried 
forward (LOCF) method and observed case (OC) analysis for the ASAS40 response. The 


response rates were compared using a 2-sided Pearson's chi-square test with α=0.05
42


. 


 
Note that for all efficacy endpoints, analyses were performed using the full analysis set (FAS), 
which includes 185 patients (94 patients in the placebo group and 91 patients in the adalimumab 
group, which are the 192 randomised patients minus the patients excluded at one study site due 
to investigator non-compliance)


 8,42
. 


 
All statistical comparisons of ranked secondary efficacy variables were conducted between the 
adalimumab group and placebo group at Week 12 at the 2 sided α=0.05 significance level using 


a stepwise testing procedure
42


. 
 
Discrete variables were summarised using count and percentages and were compared between 
adalimumab and placebo groups using Pearson's chi-square or Fisher's exact test, if ≥25% of the 
cells had expected counts less than five


42
. 


 
Continuous efficacy variables were summarised by summary statistics (number of subjects, 
mean, 95% confidence interval, standard deviation, first quartile, median, third quartile, minimum, 
maximum) at Week 12. Change from baseline at Week 12 in the continuous variables was 
compared between adalimumab and placebo groups using an analysis of covariance method 
adjusting for the baseline score. This was done for both observed and LOCF imputed values


42
. 


 
Results 
 
Primary endpoint and ranked secondary endpoints 
 
The primary efficacy endpoint measured was the ASAS40 response at Week 12. A statistically 
significantly greater proportion of subjects in the adalimumab treatment group achieved ASAS 40 
responses at Week 12 compared with placebo, p≤0.001 (see Table 2.3.1.3)


8,42
. 


 
To assess the impact of omitting the seven patients, from the study site where there was 
investigator non-compliance, from the efficacy analyses, a sensitivity analysis was performed for 
the primary endpoint using the intention-to-treat (ITT) population, which included these seven 
patients. The analysis using the ITT population demonstrated the same results that were seen 
with the analysis using the FAS, which did not include these seven patients (34.7% who 
responded in the adalimumab group compared to 14.4% who responded in the placebo group, 
p=0.001)


 8,42
. 


 
Subgroup analyses were performed to evaluate the impact of baseline conditions on the primary 
efficacy endpoint (ASAS40 response at Week 12). Based on subgroup interaction analyses, 
symptom duration, age, and baseline CRP status showed significant interactions with treatment 
on ASAS40 response (p=0.02, p=0.05 and p=0.03, respectively).


 
8 A greater treatment effect with 


adalimumab was observed among patients with a symptom duration of <5 years, those aged <40 
years, and with patients who had elevated CRP levels at baseline. Further detail on the effect of 
adalimumab by CRP and MRI status at baseline are presented in Section 2.3.2


 8
. 
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Adalimumab also showed significantly greater improvements than placebo in all nine ranked 
secondary efficacy endpoints at Week 12; analysis shows that there was a statistically significant 
difference in favour of adalimumab for all the aforementioned outcomes. These results are 
summarised in Table 2.3.1.3.


 8,42
 


 
Table 2.3.1.3: Summary of results for the primary endpoint and nine ranked secondary 
endpoints at Week 12 for the overall study population 


Endpoint 
Placebo N = 94 Adalimumab N = 91 P-value* 


n
a
 Result n


a
 Result 


Primary endpoint      


ASAS 40 response (n [%]) 94 14 (14.9) 91 33 (36.3) <0.001
b
 


Ranked secondary variables      


1. ASAS 20 response (n [%]) 94 29 (30.9) 91 47 (51.6) 0.004
b
 


2. BASDAI 50 response (n [%]) 94 14 (14.9) 91 32 (35.2) 0.001
b
 


3. SF-36v2 physical component score (PCS) 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


93 2.0 ± 7.04 91 5.5 ± 8.98 0.001
d
 


4. ASAS partial remission (n [%]) 94 5 (5.3) 91 15 (16.5) 0.014
b
 


5. ASAS 5/6 response (n [%]) 94 6 (6.4) 91 28 (30.8) <0.001
b
 


6. HAQ-S total score 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


94 –0.1 ± 0.42 91 –0.3 ± 0.49 0.027
c
 


7. hs-CRP (mg/L)  


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


73 –0.3 ± 6.39 70 –4.7 ± 12.32 <0.001
c
 


8. SPARCC MRI score for sacroiliac joints 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


84 –0.6 ± 6.19 84 –3.2 ± 8.34 0.003
d
 


9. SPARCC MRI score for the spine 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


83 –0.2 ± 3.32 85 –1.8 ± 4.51 0.001
d
 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42


, ABILITY-1 publication
8 


*
 P-value to compare adalimumab 40 mg eow to placebo 


a
 For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 


b
 P-value for categorical variables (NRI imputation for missing values) was based on 2-sided chi-square test (or Fisher 


exact test). 
c
 P-value for continuous variables (LOCF imputation for missing values) was based on an ANCOVA model adjusting for 


baseline value with treatment as a factor 
d
 P-value for continuous variables (OC) was based on an ANCOVA model adjusting for Baseline value with treatment as a 


factor 
ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; HAQ-S: Health Assessment Questionnaire modified for spondyloarthropathies; hs-CRP: high-sensitivity C-reactive 
protein; SPARCC MRI: Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada magnetic resonance imaging  
 
Non-ranked secondary variables 


 


 Improvement of signs and symptoms 
 
Results of outcomes considered within the reduction of signs and symptoms outcome set are 
summarised in Table 2.3.1.4. In addition to the ASAS40 and ASAS20 responses evaluated for 
the primary and ranked secondary endpoints (Table 2.3.1.3), a statistically significantly greater 
proportion of subjects in the adalimumab treatment group also achieved ASAS50 and ASAS70 
responses at Week 12 compared with placebo. Furthermore, subjects in the adalimumab 
treatment group reported a statistically significantly greater mean decrease (improvement) in 
patient’s global assessment of disease activity and pain at week 12. Significant improvements in 
total back pain, inflammation/stiffness, and BASDAI were also observed in favour of adalimumab. 
8,42


 
 
Subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported a numerically greater mean decrease 
(improvement) in BASFI at Week 12 compared with placebo; however, the change was not 
statistically significant (p=0.053). This difference was, however, observed to be statistically 
significant in the licensed population (see Section 2.3.2 for details).


 8,42
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Table 2.3.1.4: Summary of results for the non-ranked secondary endpoints related to 
improvement of signs and symptoms at week 12 for overall study population 


Variable 


Baseline value
†
 


Endpoint/mean change from 
baseline (Week 12) 


Analysis 
Performed Placebo 


(N = 94) 
Adalimumab 


(N = 91) 
p-


value* 


Placebo (N 
= 94) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 91) 


P-
value* 


n
a
 Result n


a
 Result 


ASAS 50 (n [%]) NA NA NA 94 9 (9.6) 91 
28 


(30.8) 
<0.001 NRI 


ASAS 70 (n [%]) NA NA NA 94 4 (4.3) 91 
14 


(15.4) 
0.011 NRI 


Patient’s global assessment of 
disease activity (mean ± SD) 


67.77 ± 
18.552 


67.57 ± 
18.240 


0.943 94 
–9.3 ± 
23.97 


91 
–21.9 ± 
28.55 


<0.001 LOCF 


Patient’s global assessment of pain 
(mean ± SD) 


68.64 ± 
17.178 


67.20 ± 
17.120 


0.569 90 
–10.1 


± 
22.46 


88 
–22.1 ± 
28.50 


<0.001 OC 


Total back pain (mean ± SD) 
69.72 ± 
17.330 


69.14 ± 
18.035 


0.824 91 
–11.5 


± 
23.08 


88 
–23.8 ± 


26.5 
<0.001 LOCF 


Inflammation/morning stiffness 
(mean ± SD) 


6.71 ± 
2.086 


6.45 ± 1.953 0.380 94 
–1.1 ± 
2.20 


91 
–2.2 ± 
2.68 


<0.001 LOCF 


BASDAI (mean ± SD) 
6.53 ± 
1.553 


6.40 ± 1.483 0.566 94 
–1.0 ± 
1.96 


91 
–1.9 ± 
2.50 


0.004 LOCF 


BASFI (mean ± SD) 
48.50 ± 
23.179 


45.36 ± 
19.406 


0.322 94 
–5.9 ± 
19.48 


90 
–10.7 ± 
20.75 


0.053 LOCF 


Plantar fascia enthesitis (n [%]) 
19 


(20.2) 
24 (26.4) 0.321 94 


15 
(16.0) 


91 
18 


(19.8) 
0.497 NRI 


Dactylitis count (mean ± SD) 
0.15 ± 
0.671 


0.15 ± 0.665 0.960 93 
–0.054 


± 
0.5588 


91 
–0.044 


± 
0.2949 


0.492 OC 


BASMIlin (mean ± SD) 
2.66 ± 
1.177 


2.69 ± 1.268 0.862 93 
–0.1 ± 


0.6 
90 


-0.1 ± 
0.67 


0.828 OC 


BASMI2 (mean ± SD) 
1.82 ± 
1.481 


1.80 ± 1.42 0.919 93 
–0.1 ± 
0.89 


90 
–0.0 ± 
1.05 


0.573 OC 


BASMI component, lateral lumbar 
flexion in cm (mean ± SD) 


14.17 ± 
4.696 


14.74 ± 4.981 0.421 93 
0.8 ± 
4.10 


91 
1.1 ± 
3.75 


0.409 OC 


BASMI component, tragus to wall 
distance in cm (mean ± SD) 


11.72 ± 
2.469 


 
11.83 ± 2.527 0.767 93 


0.3 ± 
2.18 


89 
0.2 ± 
1.89 


0.718 OC 


BASMI component, lumbar flexion 
(modified Schober) in cm (mean ± 
SD) 


6.21 ± 
3.832 


 
5.31 ± 2.835 0.073 93 


0.3 ± 
2.62 


90 
0.2 ± 
2.14 


0.324 OC 


BASMI component, intermalleolar 
distance in cm (mean ± SD) 


99.76 ± 
22.754 


101.62 ± 
22.141 


0.576 93 
1.6 ± 
15.98 


91 
0.9 ± 
12.76 


0.774 OC 


BASMI component, cervical rotation 
in cm (mean ± SD) 


65.06 ± 
15.742 


65.15 ± 
16.889 


0.968 93 
0.9 ± 
9.62 


90 
0.8 ± 
11.96 


0.937 OC 


Chest expansion (mean ± SD) 
5.26 ± 
2.150 


5.61 ± 2.927 0.360 93 
0.3 ± 
1.65 


91 
0.3 ± 
2.54 


0.585 OC 


MASES (mean ± SD) 
3.93 ± 
3.421 


3.45 ± 3.649 0.362 93 
–0.8 ± 
2.76 


91 
–0.6 ± 
2.87 


0.962 OC 


Nocturnal pain (mean ± SD) 
64.0 ± 
22.62 


66.0 ± 22.44 0.547 94 
–7.7 ± 
26.22 


91 
–24.3 ± 
29.36 


<0.001 LOCF 


Physician’s global assessment of 
disease activity (mean ± SD) 


56.11 ± 
15.883 


58.32 ± 
16.579 


0.356 94 
–12.5 


± 
20.13 


90 
–21.2 ± 
25.06 


0.016 LOCF 


Swollen joint count (mean ± SD) 
1.26 ± 
2.540 


1.23 ± 2.895 0.951 93 
–0.2 ± 
2.73 


91 
–0.3 ± 
2.59 


0.754 OC 


Tender joint count (mean ± SD) 
6.20 ± 
10.492 


6.41 ± 10.680 0.896 93 
–0.6 ± 
7.55 


91 
–1.0 ± 
5.85 


0.730 OC 


ASDAS responses: clinically 
important improvement (n [%]) 


NA NA NA 94 
12 


(12.8) 
91 


34 
(37.4) 


<0.001 NRI 


ASDAS responses: major 
improvement (n [%]) 


NA NA NA 94 3 (3.2) 91 
17 


(18.7) 
<0.001 NRI 


ASDAS disease activity state 
inactive (n [%]) 


0 0 NA 94 4 (4.3) 91 
22 


(24.2) 
<0.001 NRI 


ASDAS disease activity state 
moderate (n [%]) 


5 (5.5) 2 (2.3) NR 94 
15 


(16.0) 
91 


20 
(22.0) 


0.553 NRI 


ASDAS disease activity state high (n 
[%]) 


51 
(56.0) 56 (64.4) NR 94 


38 
(40.4) 


91 
41 


(45.1) 
0.910 NRI 


ASDAS disease activity state very 
high (n [%]) 


35 
(38.5) 


29 (33.3) NR 94 
31 


(33.0) 
91 5 (5.5) <0.001 NRI 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42


, ABILITY-1 publication
8
 


†
 Data shown for the FAS population at baseline 
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* P-values compare the adalimumab 40 mg eow group to the placebo group 
a
 For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; LOCF: last observation carried forward; NA: not applicable; 
NRI: non-responder imputation; OC: observed case; SD: standard deviation 
 
No statistically significant or clinically meaningful differences between the adalimumab and 
placebo treatment groups were observed at Week 12 for change from Baseline in BASMIlin total 
score, BASMI2 total score, or BASMI component scores. Statistically significant differences were, 
however, observed between patients treated with adalimumab and patients who had received 
placebo at Week 12 for the outcomes of nocturnal pain and physician’s global assessment of 
disease activity.


 8,42
 


 
Clinically important and major improvements in ASDAS (defined as reductions from baseline of 
≥1.10 and ≥2.00 points, respectively) were observed in a statistically significantly greater 
proportion of patients in the adalimumab treatment group compared with placebo at Week 12 in 
both populations (Table 2.3.1.4). Compared with placebo, the adalimumab treatment group had a 
statistically significantly greater proportion of subjects reporting an inactive disease state and a 
statistically significantly smaller proportion of subjects reporting a very high disease state at 
Week 12.


 8,42
 


 


 HRQoL outcomes 
 
As previously shown (Table 2.3.1.3), subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported a 
statistically significantly greater mean increase (improvement) in SF-36 PCS scores at Week 12 
compared with placebo. While subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported a 
numerically greater mean increase (improvement) in SF-36 MCS scores at Week 12 compared 
with placebo this increase was not statistically significant


 8,42
. 


 
At Week 12, no statistically significant difference was observed in the number of subjects in the 
adalimumab and placebo treatment groups who were employed or absent from work during the 
previous week (as measured using the WPAI-SHP); however, subjects in the adalimumab 
treatment group reported statistically significantly greater mean decreases (improvements) in 
absenteeism and activity impairment at Week 12 compared with placebo


8,42
. 


 
A numerically greater proportion of subjects in the adalimumab treatment group than in the 
placebo group achieved PASS at Week 12. Subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported 
a statistically significantly greater mean increase (improvement) in the sleep quantity domain of 
the MOS Sleep Scale at Week 12 compared with placebo. Statistically significant changes were 
not observed for the other domains8


,42
. 


 
Lastly, at Week 12, subjects in the adalimumab treatment group had a statistically significant 
increase (improvement) in the EQ-5D compared with subjects in the placebo treatment group, an 
improvement of 0.12 + 0.290 vs. 0.04 + 0.308 respectively  (p=0.037)


 8,42
. 


 


 Other outcomes - biomarkers 
 
Subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported a numerically greater mean decrease 
(improvement) in Matrix metalloproteinase-3 (MMP-3) and vascular endothelial growth factor A 
(VEGFA) at Week 12 compared with placebo; statistical significance was not observed. Further, 
subjects in the adalimumab treatment group reported a numerically lower mean decrease 
(improvement) in Type II collagen C-telopeptide (CTX-II) compared with placebo, however, this 
difference was not statistically significant


8,42
. 


 
Conclusion 
 
In summary, in ABILITY-1, adalimumab therapy resulted in improvements in pain, disease 
activity, health-related quality of life, and work outcomes in patients with severe nr-axSpA who 
had an inadequate response to, or intolerance to one or more NSAIDs, or had a contraindication 
for NSAIDs compared to placebo.


8,42
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2.3.2 Subgroup analyses; ABILITY-1 licensed population 
 


Adalimumab is efficacious in patients with severe active nr-axSpA with objective signs of 
inflammation by elevated CRP and/or MRI, as demonstrated by subgroup analyses of the 
ABILITY-1 trial. 


 
The EMA licence for adalimumab stipulates that adalimumab should be used for the treatment of 
adults with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 
(i.e. nr-axSpA) but with objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and/or MRI, who have 
had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs. This corresponds to a subgroup 
population within the ABILITY-1 trial; results of this subgroup analysis are presented below. All 
data presented herein for this population, unless specified otherwise, have not yet been 
published and therefore should be treated as commercial in confidence.  
 
Diagnosis and criteria for inclusion 
 
Diagnosis and inclusion criteria remain the same as per Section 2.3.1, but with the addition that 
patients have elevated CRP at baseline and/or a positive MRI result (i.e., SPARCC MRI score at 
baseline ≥2 either for the sacroiliac joint [SI] or for the spine).


42
 


 
147 patients fulfilled the criteria for the nr-axSpA licensed population; 76 patients in the placebo 
group and 71 patients in the adalimumab group (Figure 2.3.2.1). Data presented below are for 
the licensed population subset (N=142) of the overall study population presented in Section 2.3.1, 
which is calculated as the intention-to-treat (ITT) population minus subjects from the site of 
Investigator 19386.


42
 


 
Figure 2.3.2.1: Patient disposition of the licensed population (ATP) from ABILITY-1 study 
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Patient demographic/baseline characteristics 
 
The key baseline demographics and disease characteristics of patients in the ABILITY-1 study 
are summarised in Table 2.3.2.1, stratified by patient population. No statistically significant 
differences were observed between the two treatment groups in either the overall study 
population or in the licensed (ATP) population. Furthermore, the ABILITY-1 overall study 
population and the licensed population characteristics were similar, with the exception of CRP 
levels where, as expected, the percentage of patients with elevated CRP (mg/L) was higher in 
the licensed population subgroup than the overall study population.


42
 


 
Please note that three people did not receive NSAIDs prior to study entry because the 
investigator considered that there was a contraindication for NSAID use. 
 
Table 2.3.2.1: Key demographic and disease characteristics in ABILITY-1, separated for 
the overall ABILITY-1 trial population and the licensed (ATP) population 
 ABILITY-1 trial population Licensed (ATP) population 


 Placebo 
(N = 94) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 91) 


Placebo 
(N = 73) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 69) 


Demographic Characteristic 


Age (years), Mean ± SD 38.4 (10.4) 37.6 (11.3) 38.3 ± 10.49 38.3 ± 11.70 


Sex, n (%) 
Female 
Male 


 
54 (57.4) 
40 (42.6) 


 
47 (51.6) 
44 (48.4) 


 
40 (54.8) 
33 (45.2) 


 
37 (53.6) 
32 (46.4) 


Body weight (kg), Mean ± 
SD 


78.8 ± 16.53 76.8 ± 16.56 81.2 ± 17.21 78.9 ± 17.07 


Disease Characteristic 


SpA symptom duration 
(years), Mean ± SD 


10.1 ± 8.8 10.1 ± 9.0 10.50 ± 9.166 10.66 ± 9.642 


Duration since diagnosis 
(years), Mean ± SD 


3.0 ± 3.8 2.7 ± 4.2 3.10 ± 3.827 2.55 ± 3.972 


Prior NSAID use, n (%) 91 (96.8) 90 (98.9) 71 (97.3) 68 (98.6) 


Prior DMARD use, n (%) 33 (35.1) 31 (34.1) 26 (35.6) 22 (31.9) 


Axial Spondyloarthritis-Related Medical History 


Inflammatory back pain, n 
(%) 


91 (97) 88 (97) 71 (97.3) 66 (95.7) 


Elevated CRP*, n (%) 36 (38) 36 (40) 34 (46.6) 31 (44.9) 


Active inflammatory 
lesions on MRI of 
sacroiliac joint, n (%)** 


43 (45.7) 46 (50.5) 32 (43.8) 40 (58.0) 


Good prior response to 
NSAIDs*** 


70 (74) 64 (70) 57 (78.1) 48 (69.6) 


Efficacy Variables 


BASDAI (0-10), Mean ± 
SD 


6.5 (1.6) 6.4 (1.5) 6.38 ± 1.499 6.43 ± 1.551 


ASDAS, Mean ± SD 3.4 (0.8) 3.2 (0.8) 3.43 ± 0.796 3.36 ± 0.817 


BASFI (0-10 cm VAS), 
Mean ± SD 


4.9 (2.3) 4.5 (1.9) 4.820 ± 2.3095 4.471 ± 2.0653 


Total Back Pain VAS (0-10 
cm), Mean ± SD 


7.0 (1.7) 6.9 (1.8) 6.682 ± 1.7083 6.971 ± 1.9359 


Patient's Global 
Assessment of disease 
activity (0-10, cm), Mean ± 
SD 


6.8 (1.9) 6.8 (1.8) 6.622 ± 1.9077 6.887 ± 1.8017 


CRP (mg/L), Mean ± SD 7.6 (10.2) 6.8 (11.8) 9.3 ± 10.94 8.6 ± 13.07 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 publication
8
, ABILITY-1 CSR


42
 


* CRP concentration above upper limit of normal in the presence of back pain; after exclusion of other causes of elevated 
CRP. ** MRI showing definite bone marrow oedema/osteitis suggestive of sacroiliitis associated with SpA. *** Back pain 
not present or much better 24 to 48 hours after full dose of NSAID 
ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; DMARD: disease-modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD: standard deviation; 
VAS: visual analogue scale 
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Results 
 
Primary endpoint and ranked secondary variables 
 
The primary efficacy endpoint measured was the ASAS40 response at Week 12. Similar to that 
observed in the ABILITY-1 overall study population, in the licensed (ATP) population subgroup a 
statistically significantly greater proportion of subjects in the adalimumab treatment group 
achieved ASAS 40 response at Week 12 compared with placebo (p<0.001) (Table 2.3.2.2). 
Furthermore, adalimumab demonstrated significantly greater improvements vs. placebo in all 
nine ranked secondary efficacy endpoints at Week 12.


42
 


 
Table 2.3.2.2: Primary and ranked secondary outcomes in the licensed nr-axSpA 
populations in the 12-week double-blind period, stratified by treatment group 


Endpoint 


Placebo 


N = 73 


Adalimumab  


N = 69 


P-value 


n
a
 Result n


a
 Result 


Primary endpoint      


ASAS 40 response (n [%]) 73 10 (13.7) 69 28 (40.6) <0.001
b
 


Ranked secondary endpoints      


1. ASAS20 response (n [%]) 73 23 (31.5) 69 41 (59.4) <0.001
b
 


2. BASDAI50 response (n [%]) 73 10 (13.7) 69 27 (39.1) <0.001
b
 


3. SF-36v2 physical component score (PCS) 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


72 2.3 ± 6.81 69 6.9 ± 9.32 <0.001
d
 


4. ASAS partial remission (n [%]) 73 4 (5.5) 69 13 (18.8) 0.014
b
 


5. ASAS 5/6 response (n [%]) 73 6 (8.2) 69 24 (34.8) <0.001
b
 


6. HAQ-S total score 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


73 -0.1 ± 0.34 69 -0.3 ± 0.51 0.007
c
 


7. hs-CRP (mg/L) 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


54 -0.8 ± 7.33 50 -6.5 ± 14.18 <0.001
c
 


8. SPARCC MRI score for sacroiliac joints 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


64 -0.9 ± 7.09 64 -4.3 ± 9.27 0.002
d
 


9. SPARCC MRI score for the spine 


(mean change from baseline ± SD) 


63 -0.5 ± 3.66 65 -2.3 ± 5.02 0.004
c
 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 publication
8
, ABILITY-1 CSR
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*
 P-value to compare responder numbers in the adalimumab 40 mg eow to placebo 


a
 For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 


b
 P-value for categorical variables (NRI imputation for missing values) was based on 2-sided chi-square test (or Fisher 


exact test). 
c
 P-value for continuous variables (LOCF imputation for missing values) was based on an ANCOVA model adjusting for 


baseline value with treatment as a factor 
d
 P-value for continuous variables (OC) was based on an ANCOVA model adjusting for Baseline value with treatment as a 


factor 
ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; HAQ-S: Health Assessment Questionnaire modified for spondyloarthropathies; hs-CRP: high-sensitivity C-reactive 
protein; SPARCC MRI: Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada magnetic resonance imaging  
 
Figure 2.3.2.2 compares ASAS 40 responses at Week 12 in the overall and licensed (ATP) 
populations. It should be noted that the relative benefit of adalimumab over placebo appears to 
be greater in the licensed population than the overall study population. This was also observed 
for the majority of the nine ranked secondary outcomes (Table 2.3.1.3 and 2.3.2.2)


42
. 
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Figure 2.3.2.2: Proportion of patients achieving an ASAS 40 response at Week 12 in the 
FAS and licensed population in the ABILITY-1 trial  


 
SOURCE: ABILITY-1 publication8


 
 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; FAS: full analysis set 
 
Non-ranked secondary endpoints 
 
Improvement of signs and symptoms 
 
Results of outcomes considered within the reduction of signs and symptoms outcome set are 
summarised in Table 2.3.2.3. As was observed with the overall study population, in addition to 
the ASAS40 and ASAS20, in the licensed population, a statistically significantly greater 
proportion of subjects in the adalimumab treatment group also achieved ASAS50 and ASAS70 
responses at Week 12 compared with placebo. Furthermore, significant improvements in favour 
of adalimumab for the outcomes of patient’s global assessment of disease activity and pain, total 
back pain, inflammation/stiffness, and BASDAI observed in the overall study population were also 
observed in the group of patients with elevated CRP and/or positive MRI


42
. 


 
Whilst a numerical but not statistically significant benefit in favour of adalimumab was observed 
for BASFI at Week 12 in the overall study population, the benefit observed in the group of 
patients with elevated CRP and/or positive MRI did reach statistical significance (p=0.020) (Table 
2.3.2.3). 
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Table 2.3.2.3: Summary of results for the non-ranked secondary endpoints related to 
reduction of signs and symptoms 


Variable 


Baseline value Endpoint/mean change from baseline (Week 12) 


Result 
type Placebo 


(N = 73) 
Adalimumab 


(N = 69) 
P-value 


Placebo 
(N = 73) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 69) P-value 


N Result n Result 


ASAS50 (n [%]) NA NA NA 73 6 (8.2) 69 24 (34.8) <0.001 NRI 


ASAS70 (n [%]) NA NA NA 73 3 (4.1) 69 13 (18.8) 0.006 NRI 


Patient’s global assessment 
of disease activity (mean ± 
SD) 


66.22 ± 
19.077 


68.87 ± 
18.017 


0.397 73 
–9.8 ± 
22.60 


69 
–26.1 ± 
27.56 


<0.001 LOCF 


Patient’s global assessment 
of pain (mean ± SD) 


66.47 ± 
17.520 


67.90 ± 17.89 0.630 73 
–8.8 ± 
21.21 


69 
–25.3 ± 
28.50 


<0.001 LOCF 


Total back pain (mean ± 
SD) 


66.82 ± 
17.083 


69.71 ± 19.36 0.347 73 
–9.2 ± 
21.51 


69 
–26.7 ± 
26.73 


<0.001 LOCF 


Inflammation/morning 
stiffness (mean ± SD) 


6.67 ± 
2.171 


6.44 ± 2.06 0.521 73 
–1.2 ± 
1.99 


69 –2.4 ± 2.65 0.001 LOCF 


BASDAI (mean ± SD) 
6.38 ± 
1.499 


6.43 ± 1.55 0.842 73 
–1.1 ± 
1.96 


69 –2.2 ± 2.50 0.003 LOCF 


BASFI (mean ± SD) 
48.20 ± 
23.095 


44.71 ± 20.65 0.348 73 
–6.3 ± 
17.92 


68 
–12.8 ± 
20.22 


0.020 LOCF 


Plantar fascia enthesitis (n 
[%]) 


14 (9.2) 18 (26.1) 0.325 72 
10 


(13.9)) 
69 11 (15.9) 0.707 NRI 


Dactylitis count (n [%]) 
0.15 ± 
0.681 


0.07 ± 0.312 0.385 72 
-0.028 ± 
0.5300 


69 
-0.014 ± 
0.2095 


0.901 OC 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42 


* P-values compare the adalimumab 40 mg eow group to the placebo group 
a
 For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; LOCF: last observation carried forward; NA: not applicable; 
NRI: non-responder imputation; OC: observed case; SD: standard deviation 


 
Figure 2.3.2.3 compares ASAS20/40/50/70 responses at Week 12 in the FAS and sub-group of 
patients with elevated CRP and/or positive MRI. For all outcomes, the relative benefit of 
adalimumab over placebo was observed to be greater in the licensed population than the FAS.


42
  


 
Figure 2.3.2.3: Proportion of patients achieving ASAS response targets at Week 12 in the 
FAS and licensed population in the ABILITY-1 trial  


 
SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR


42 
ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society; FAS: full analysis set 
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Statistically significant differences between patients treated with adalimumab and patients who 
had received placebo at Week 12 were observed in terms of ASDAS responses, physician’s 
global assessment of disease activity, and nocturnal pain (see Table 2.3.2.4). 
 
Clinically important and major improvements in ASDAS (defined as reductions from baseline of 
≥1.10 and ≥2.00 points, respectively) were observed in a statistically significantly greater 
proportion of patients in the adalimumab treatment group compared with placebo at Week 12 
(Table 2.3.2.4). Compared with placebo, the adalimumab treatment group had a statistically 
significantly greater proportion of subjects reporting an inactive disease state at week 12.


42
 


 
Table 2.3.2.4: Summary of results for the non-ranked secondary endpoints related to 
improving signs and symptoms of disease 


Variable 


Baseline value 
Endpoint/mean change from baseline 


(Week 12) 
Result 
type Placebo 


(N = 73) 
Adalimumab 


(N = 69) 
P-


value* 


Placebo (N 
= 73) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 69) 


P-
value* 


N Result N Result 


BASMIlin (mean ± SD) 2.7 ± NR 2.7 ± NR NR 72 
-0.2 ± 
0.64 


68 
-0.2 ± 
0.73 


0.863 OC 


BASMI2 (mean ± SD) 1.8 ± NR 1.8 ± NR NR 72 
-0.1 ± 
0.91 


68 0.0 1.14 0.423 OC 


BASMI component, 
lateral lumbar flexion 
in cm (mean ± SD) 


14.08 ± 
4.955 


14.78 ± 5.003 0.404 72 
1.0 ± 
4.16 


69 1.3 ± 4.04 0.454 OC 


BASMI component, 
tragus to wall distance 
in cm (mean ± SD) 


11.68 ± 
2.364 


11.87 ± 2.330 0.638 72 
0.3 ± 
2.07 


67 0.2 ± 1.93 0.990 OC 


BASMI component, 
lumbar flexion 
(modified Schober) in 
cm (mean ± SD) 


6.05 ± 
3.690 


5.54 ± 2.856 0.366 72 
0.5 ± 
2.69 


69 0.3 ± 2.08 0.433 OC 


BASMI component, 
intermalleolar 
distance in cm (mean 
± SD) 


99.56 ± 
23.331 


101.48 ± 
23.384 


0.625 72 
1.8 ± 
17.39 


69 
1.6 ± 
14.04 


0.971 OC 


BASMI component, 
cervical rotation in cm 
(mean ± SD) 


64.41 ± 
15.312 


64.48 ± 
16.985 


0.978 72 
1.1 ± 
9.09 


68 
1.4 ± 
12.56 


0.862 OC 


Chest expansion 
(mean ± SD) 


5.20 ± 
2.214 


5.50 ± 2.998 0.501 72 
0.3 ± 
1.75 


69 0.3 ± 2.84 0.658 OC 


MASES (mean ± SD) 
4.07 ± 
3.465 


3.45 ± 3.759 0.309 72 
-1.0 ± 
2.71 


69 
-0.7 ± 
2.78 


0.932 OC 


Nocturnal pain VAS 
(mean ± SD) 


61.3 ± 
23.21 


66.3 ± 22.84 NR 73 
-6.1 ± 
24.33 


69 
-27.1 ± 
28.81 


<0.001 LOCF 


Physician’s global 
assessment of 
disease activity (mean 
± SD) 


53.89 ± 
15.820 


58.29 ± 
15.854 


0.100 73 
–12.7 ± 
19.72 


69 
–22.3 ± 
25.22 


0.032 LOCF 


Swollen joint count 
(mean ± SD) 


1.10 ± 
2.161 


1.48 ± 3.207 0.404 72 
–0.0 ± 
2.61 


69 
–0.3 ± 
2.96 


0.872 OC 


Tender joint count 
(mean ± SD) 


5.42 ± 
9.644 


7.36 ± 11.815 0.285 72 
–0.9 ± 
8.19 


69 
–1.3 ± 
6.47 


0.812 OC 


ASDAS responses: 
clinically important 
improvement (n [%]) 


NA NA NA 73 9 (12.3) 69 28 (40.6) <0.001 NRI 


ASDAS responses: 
major improvement (n 
[%]) 


NA NA NA 73 1 (1.4) 69 17 (24.6) <0.001 NRI 


ASDAS disease 
activity state inactive 
(n [%]) 


0 0 NA 73 3 (4.1) 69 20 (29.0) <0.001 NRI 


ASDAS disease 
activity state 
moderate (n [%]) 


3 (4.2) 0 NR 73 
12 


(16.4) 
69 14 (20.3) 0.553 NRI 


ASDAS disease 
activity state very high 
(n [%]) 


31 (43.1) 27 (40.9) NR 73 
23 


(31.5) 
69 6 (8.7) <0.001 NRI 


SOURCE: ABILITY-1 CSR
42 


* P-values compare the adalimumab 40 mg eow group to the placebo group 
a
 For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 
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ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; LOCF: last observation carried forward; BASMI: Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Metrology Index; MASES: Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis Score; NA: not applicable; NRI: non-
responder imputation; OC: observed case; SD: standard deviation 
 
HRQoL outcomes 
 
Results of outcomes considered within the HRQoL outcome set for the licensed population are 
summarised in Table 2.3.2.5. Statistically significant differences between patients treated with 
adalimumab and patients who had received placebo at Week 12 were observed in terms of the 
WPAI-SHP absenteeism/activity impairment/presenteeism components, total HAQ-S score, EQ-
5D index scores and MOS sleep scale sleep quantity domain


42
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Table 2.3.2.5: Summary of results for the non-ranked secondary endpoints related to 
HRQoL outcomes  


Variable 


Baseline value 
Endpoint/mean change from baseline 


(Week 12) 
Result 
type Placebo 


(N = 73) 
Adalimumab 


(N = 69) 
P-


value* 


Placebo 
(N = 73) 


Adalimumab 
(N = 69) 


P-
value* 


n^ Result n^ Result 


SF-36v2 mental 
component score 
(mean ± SD) 


43.69 ± 
13.258 


43.21 ± 9.942 0.807 72 
0.7 ± 
11.38 


69 
1.4 ± 
8.63 


0.729 OC 


WPAI-SHP 
absenteeism 
component (mean ± 
SD) 


8.8 ± 
19.12 


11.5 ± 24.92 0.568 37 
1.3 ± 
19.30 


35 
-8.9 ± 
25.34 


0.017 OC 


WPAI-SHP 
presenteeism 
component (mean ± 
SD) 


44.2 ± 
26.48 


38.5 ± 23.41 0.295 42 
-7.6 ± 
27.12 


39 
-14.4 ± 
26.93 


0.041 OC 


WPAI-SHP overall 
work impairment 
component (mean ± 
SD) 


48.6 ± 
28.26 


43.7 ± 27.36 0.418 37 
-8.4 ± 
28.11 


35 
-14.1 ± 
27.60 


0.128 OC 


WPAI-SHP activity 
impairment component 
(mean ± SD) 


55.7 ± 
25.33 


56.4 ± 24.13 0.870 68 
-4.6 ± 
26.34 


69 
-16.2 ± 
24.02 


0.005 OC 


PASS (n [%]) 10 (13.7) 5 (7.2) NR 70 
13 


(18.6) 
68 


19 
(27.9) 


0.192 OC 


MOS sleep scale sleep 
disturbance domain 
(mean ± SD) 


52.4 ± 
27.59 


50.1 ± 22.40 0.586 72 
-5.1 ± 
19.75 


69 
-8.3 ± 
18.33 


0.194 OC 


MOS sleep scale 
daytime somnolence 
domain (mean ± SD) 


39.7 ± 
23.34 


42.6 ± 20.65 0.438 72 
-2.6 ± 
19.11 


69 
-5.9 ± 
14.97 


0.353 OC 


MOS sleep scale 
perceived sleep 
adequacy domain 
(mean ± SD) 


28.6 ± 
22.57 


31.4 ± 21.37 0.446 72 
4.9 ± 
18.91 


69 
5.4 ± 
22.20 


0.687 OC 


MOS sleep scale 
awaken short of breath 
or with headache 
domain (mean ± SD) 


20.0 ± 
23.33 


19.4 ± 23.51 0.883 72 
-2.8 ± 
24.74 


68 
0.6 ± 
22.39 


0.366 OC 


MOS sleep scale 
snoring domain (mean 
± SD) 


35.3 ± 
29.17 


32.4 ± 31.68 0.570 70 
1.1 ± 
24.05 


67 
-0.9 ± 
24.48 


0.512 OC 


MOS sleep scale sleep 
quantity domain (mean 
± SD) 


6.5 ± 
1.82 


6.4 ± 1.29 0.623 66 
-0.2 ± 
1.63 


68 
0.4 ± 
1.21 


0.005 OC 


MOS sleep scale sleep 
6 problem index 6 
domain (mean ± SD) 


49.3 ± 
19.97 


48.0 ± 15.64 0.657 72 
-3.7 ± 
15.04 


69 
-5.0 ± 
13.37 


0.472 OC 


MOS sleep scale sleep 
problem index 9 
domain (mean ± SD) 


51.3 ± 
20.35 


50.3 ± 16.11 0.764 72 
-4.2 ± 
15.13 


69 
-6.2 ± 
13.83 


0.321 OC 


EQ-5D questionnaire 
UK version of the index 
score (mean ± SD) 


0.50 ± 
0.290 


0.47 ± 0.292 0.593 71 
0.06 ± 
0.276 


68 
0.15 ± 
0.303 


- OC 


* P-values compare the adalimumab 40 mg eow group to the placebo group 
^ For each endpoint, n = number of subjects with non-missing value 
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EQ-5D: EuroQoL-5 dimension questionnaire; HCRU: Health Care Resource Utilisation; MOS: Medical Outcomes Study; 
NA: not applicable; OC: observed case; SD: standard deviation; WPAI-SHP: Work Productivity and Activity Impairment – 
Specific Health Problem 
 
Conclusion 
 
Adalimumab therapy resulted in improvements in pain, disease activity, health-related quality of 
life, and work outcomes in patients with severe nr-axSpA with objective signs of inflammation by 
elevated CRP and/or MRI who had an inadequate response to, or intolerance to one or more 
NSAIDs, or had a contraindication for NSAIDs. Indeed, the relative benefit of adalimumab over 
placebo was observed to be greater for a number of key outcomes in this subgroup of the 
ABILITY-1, than in the full trial population (FAS).


42
 


 


2.3.3 Long-term efficacy 
 


Available evidence supports the maintenance of efficacy up to 156 weeks in patients who 
have responded to adalimumab.  


 
The 12-week placebo-controlled component of the ABILITY-1 study was followed by an open-
label period during which patients received adalimumab 40 mg eow sc. Patients who completed 
the double-blind period of the ABILITY-1 study were eligible to receive open-label adalimumab for 
up to an additional 144 weeks (regardless of the treatment arm they were originally randomised 
to) totalling 156 weeks of adalimumab data.  
 
Results


42
 


 
At week 156 in the overall ABILITY-1 study population, 101/122 (82.8%), 81/122 (66.4%), 72/122 
(59.0%), 56/122 (45.9%) patients receiving 40mg adalimumab eow had achieved an 
ASAS20/40/50/70 response respectively. In the licensed population (ATP) from ABILITY-1, 83/97 
(85.6), 67/97 (69.1%), 58/97 (59.8%), 47/97 (48.5%) patients receiving 40mg adalimumab eow 
achieved an ASAS20/40/50/70 response at week 156, respectively.   
 
At week 156 in the overall ABILITY-1 study population, 85/122 (69.7%) patients achieved 
BASDAI50 response, and 70/97 (72.2%) achieved BASDAI 50 at week 156 in the licensed (ATP) 
population.  
 
Conclusion


42
 


 
The data show that the benefits of adalimumab observed in the first 12 weeks reported in 
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above are sustained for up to three years in patients with nr-axSpA.  
 


2.3.4 Investigator-initiated study (Haibel 2008)10 
 


Summary: An investigator-initiated study, conducted in two centres in Germany, of 
adalimumab 40mg eow versus placebo in patients with nr-axSpA who have had an 
inadequate response to or do not tolerate NSAID therapy. Statistically significant 
improvement was noted in the primary endpoint of ASAS 40 at Week 12 and in multiple 
secondary endpoints including ASAS 20, BASDAI 50, and BASFI. 


 
Objective 
 
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of adalimumab in patients with severe active nr-axSpA who 
are refractory to conventional treatment (NSAID therapy)


10
. 
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Study design 
 
This study was a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial conducted at two centres in Germany of 
46 patients with severe nr-axSpA. Patients were randomised to receive placebo (n=24) or 
adalimumab at a dosage of 40 mg subcutaneously eow (n=22) for 12 weeks. An open-label 
extension that continued up to week 52 was also conducted. Non-responders at the end of the 
initial 12-week period were eligible for dose escalation to adalimumab 40 mg per week10. 
 
Eligible patients were adults (aged ≥18 years) with active disease (BASDAI ≥4) despite previous 
treatment with NSAIDs. All patients were to have a diagnosis of axSpA without radiographically 
defined sacroiliitis; this diagnosis was based on the presence of chronic low back pain (>3 
months duration), an age at symptom onset of <50 years, and the fulfilment of at least three of six 
criteria (including at least two of the first three)


10
. 


 
1. Inflammatory back pain 
2. HLA-B27 positivity 
3. An MRI showing active inflammation of the spine or sacroiliac joints 
4. A history of a good response to NSAID treatment 
5. The presence (current or past) of one or more extra-spinal manifestations (anterior 


uveitis, peripheral arthritis, or enthesitis) 
6. A family history of SpA 


 
Patients with radiographically defined sacroiliitis as defined by the modified New York criteria 
were excluded. 
 
The primary endpoint for this study was ASAS 40. Secondary outcomes included the BASDAI 50, 
BASFI, BASMI, ASAS 20, ASAS PR, MASES, and the mean improvement in disease activity 
measures. In addition, measures of physical function and HRQoL were collected including the 
SF-36, EQ-5D, and the Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life (ASQoL) questionnaire.


10
 


 
The statistical analysis was based on the intent-to-treat (ITT) population. Fisher’s exact test was 
applied to compare response rates and categorical variables. The Clopper and Pearson method 
was used to calculate 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) of the response rates.


43
 Means were 


compared between groups by analysis of covariance, with the baseline value as the covariate. 
Because all patients were switched to adalimumab after 12 weeks, combined data from both 
groups were analysed at 52 weeks of treatment (52 weeks of adalimumab treatment in patients 
randomised to receive adalimumab and 40 weeks of adalimumab treatment in those randomised 
to receive placebo). Non-responder imputation was used for categorical variables for those 
patients who withdrew from the study and LOCF was used to impute missing values for 
continuous variables. All statistical tests were 2-sided. P values less than 0.05 were considered 
significant. 
 
Results 
 
All 46 randomised patients completed the 12-week double-blind period. The mean age in the 
adalimumab and placebo groups were 38 years and 37 years respectively, with a mean disease 
duration of 7 years and 8 years, respectively.


10
 


 
A summary of the results for the primary and key secondary outcomes for both the 12-week 
double-blind period and open-label extension are presented in Figure 2.3.4.1. At Week 12, a 
greater proportion of patients treated with adalimumab achieved an ASAS 40 (54.4%) compared 
with those who received placebo (12.5%); this difference was statistically significant, p=0.004. 
The clinical improvement achieved in patients initially treated with adalimumab was sustained 
through to Week 52; 45.5% of patients achieved an ASAS 40 at Week 52. Furthermore, the 
proportion of patients initially receiving placebo who achieved an ASAS 40 at Week 12 
significantly increased at Week 52 after switching to open-label adalimumab (12.5% at week 12 
to 66.7% at week 52)


10
. 


 
Similarly, statistically significant improvements in favour of adalimumab compared to placebo at 
Week 12 were observed for ASAS 20 response, ASAS partial remission, and BASDAI 50. The 
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proportion of patients who achieved ASAS 20 at Week 12 was statistically significantly greater in 
patients treated with adalimumab compared to patients who had received placebo (68.2% and 
25% respectively, p=0.007). Approximately 23% of patients in the adalimumab group achieved an 
ASAS partial remission response compared to 1% in the placebo group (p=0.019). The results in 
terms of these key outcomes are summarised in Figure 2.3.4.1.
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Statistically significant improvements in favour of adalimumab over placebo were observed at 
Week 12 for morning stiffness, BASFI (p=0.012), CRP (p=0.049), patient's global assessment of 
disease (p=0.025), physician's global assessment (p=0.026), general pain (p=0.05), and 
nocturnal pain (p=0.019) (data not shown for all outcomes here). At Week 52, statistically 
significant improvements from baseline in SF-36 mental and physical component summary 
scores, EQ-5D scores, and ASQoL scores were reported in all patients


10
. 


 
Figure: 2.3.4.1: Proportions of patients who achieved ASAS 20, ASAS 40, ASAS PR, or 
BASDAI 50 response at Week 12 and 52 in the investigator initiated study conducted by 
Haibel and colleagues 


 
SOURCE: Haibel and colleagues publication
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ASAS 20: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society 20% response; ASAS 40: Assessment of 
SpondyloArthritis international Society 40% response; ASAS PR: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society 
partial remission; BASDAI 50: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index 50% response. 


 
Conclusions 
 
This investigator-initiated study demonstrated that the signs and symptoms of active nr-axSpA 
were significantly reduced in patients treated with adalimumab for 12 weeks compared to those 
who received placebo. Patients also experienced significant improvements in HRQoL, as 
measured using the SF-36 PCS, ASQoL, and EQ-5D. Importantly, the response to adalimumab 
was sustained for up to 52 weeks of treatment.
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2.4 Safety data for adalimumab 


 
Table 2.4.1.1 presents information on treatment discontinuations where reported for the studies 
discussed in Section 2.1. Table 2.4.1.2 lists the number and percentage of adverse events 
reported including any AE, any SAE and injection site reactions from the trials of the five anti-
TNFs under review. 
 
In addition, this section presents summary results for the 2011 Cochrane review examining the 
potential adverse effects of tumour necrosis factor inhibitors (adalimumab, certolizumab, 
etanercept, golimumab, infliximab), interleukin (IL)-1 antagonist (anakinra), IL-6 antagonist 
(tocilizumab), anti-CD28 (abatacept), and anti-B cell (rituximab) therapy in patients with any 
disease condition except human immunodeficiency disease (HIV/AIDS) as five of these agents 
are relevant to this submission. 
 
Finally, the most recent global safety update for adalimumab including data for patients with 
ankylosing spondylitis and nr-axSpA is also presented here for completeness. 
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2.4.1 Discontinuations and Adverse events for all studies included in the NMA where reported 
 
Table 2.4.1.1: Discontinuations during the study 


 
Author, Year [Trial name] 


 
Study arm 


Follow-up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which disc. 
measured 


Total disc, 
n 


Disc due to 
lack of 


efficacy, n 


Disc due to 
AEs, n 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 14 NR    


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 14 NR    


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 24 NR    


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 24 NR    


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 20 1 0 0 


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 20 0 0 0 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 NR NR NR 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 NR NR 0 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 0 0 0 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 35 4 0 3 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 19 2 12 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 26 4 15 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 39 0 0 0 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 45 2 0 0 


Davis, 2003 PLA 12 139 5 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 138 6 NR NR 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 139 19 13 1 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 138 12 3 7 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 4 2 0 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 1 0 1 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 109 7
a
 NR NR 
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Author, Year [Trial name] 


 
Study arm 


Follow-up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which disc. 
measured 


Total disc, 
n 


Disc due to 
lack of 


efficacy, n 


Disc due to 
AEs, n 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 106 3 NR NR 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 25 0 0 0 


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 25 0 0 0 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 25 0 0 0 


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 25 0 0 0 


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR    


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR    


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 2 2 0 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 1 0 0 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 0 0 0 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 0 0 0 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR    


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR    


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 115 2 0 0 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 229 5 0 4 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 78 2
b
 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 9
b
 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 6
b
 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 78 2 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 10 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 6 NR NR 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] PLA 12 107 10 1 2 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 111 6 0 2 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 107 9 3 3 
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Author, Year [Trial name] 


 
Study arm 


Follow-up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which disc. 
measured 


Total disc, 
n 


Disc due to 
lack of 


efficacy, n 


Disc due to 
AEs, n 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] PLA 24 107 12 2 2 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 111 6 0 2 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 107 9 3 3 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(AS subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


PLA 24 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 NR    


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]  
(nr-axSpA subgroup) 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 NR    


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 44 0 0 0 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 38 0 0 0 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 24 44 2 0 0 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 38 0 0 0 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 10 NR    


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + MTX 10mg/1wk 10 NR    


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 14 5 4 0 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + MTX 10mg/1wk 30 28 2 0 0 
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Author, Year [Trial name] 


 
Study arm 


Follow-up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which disc. 
measured 


Total disc, 
n 


Disc due to 
lack of 


efficacy, n 


Disc due to 
AEs, n 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR    


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + MTX 10mg/1wk 18 NR    


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 54 5 0 2 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 54 6 0 0 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 25 4 2 0 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 27 2 0 1 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 94 2 0 1 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 91 4 1 1 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 NR    


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR    


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 52 7 0 1 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 106 10 0 5 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 36 5 1 2 
c
 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 40 5 0 0 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 21 1 0 1 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 20 1 0 0 


Tam, 2014 PLA 52 21 1 0 1 


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 52 20 1 0 0 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 12 NR    


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR    


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 78 4 0 1 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 201 4 1 2 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 107 4 0 2 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 208 4 0 2 
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Author, Year [Trial name] 


 
Study arm 


Follow-up 
Weeks 


Number in 
which disc. 
measured 


Total disc, 
n 


Disc due to 
lack of 


efficacy, n 


Disc due to 
AEs, n 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 6  NR 2 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 13  NR 5 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51 7 3 0 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 150 14 3 8 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 155 14 2 6 


a
 Based on the number entering the open label extension 


b
 From Table 8, TA233 ERG report week 16 discontinuations 


c
 One patient counted twice; italicised, data calculated; 


 


Table 2.4.1.2: Adverse events 


Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Safety 
population, 


n 
Any AE, n Any AE, % 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), n 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), % 


Injection 
site 


reactions, n 


Injection site 
reactions, % 


Bao, 2012 (abs) PLA 24 105 36 34.3 0 0.00 NR NR 


Bao, 2012 (abs) GOL 50mg/mth 24 108 42 38.9 1 0.90 NR NR 


Barkham, 2009 PLA 16 20 0 0.0 0 0.0 NR NR 


Barkham, 2009 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 16 20 1 5.0 0 0.0 NR NR 


Barkham, 2010 PLA 12 20 16 80 NR NR 1 5.0 


Barkham, 2010 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 20 19 95 NR NR 0 0.0 


Braun, 2002 PLA 12 35 NR NR 0 NR 0 0.0 


Braun, 2002 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 34 NR NR 3 NR 0 0.0 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] SUL 2-3 gm/day 16 187 100 53.5 4 2.10 3 1.6 


Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 16 379 213 56.2 7 1.80 41 10.8 


Calin, 2004 PLA 12 39 NR NR 0 NR 6 15.4 


Calin, 2004 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 45 NR NR 1 NR 15 33.3 


Davis, 2003 PLA 24 139 NR NR 5 NR 13 9.4 


Davis, 2003 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 138 NR NR 9 NR 41 29.7 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Safety 
population, 


n 
Any AE, n Any AE, % 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), n 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), % 


Injection 
site 


reactions, n 


Injection site 
reactions, % 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] PLA 12 43 28 65.0 1 NR 0 0.0 


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 39 24 62.0 2 NR 3 7.7 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) PLA 12 113 52 46.0 NR NR NR NR 


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs) ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 111 63 57.0 NR NR NR NR 


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 12 NR       


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 
NR 


      


Giardina, 2010  IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 
NR 


      


Giardina, 2010  ETN 1x50mg/1wk 24 
NR 


      


[GO-AHEAD] PLA NR NR       


[GO-AHEAD] GOL 50mg/mth NR NR       


Gorman, 2002 PLA 16 20 NR NR 0 0.00 1 5.0 


Gorman, 2002 ETN 2x25mg/1wk 16 20 NR NR 0 0.00 5 25.0 


Haibel, 2008 PLA 12 24 21 87.5 0 0.0 NR NR 


Haibel, 2008 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 22 19 86.4 0 0.0 NR NR 


Hu, 2012 PLA 12 NR       


Hu, 2012 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Huang, 2014 PLA 12 115 16 13.9 1 0.44 0 0.0 


Huang, 2014 ADA 40mg/2wks 12 229 55 24.0 1 0.87 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 14 77 57 74.0 4 5.2 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 14 138 109 79.0 5 3.6 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 14 140 106 75.7 7 5.0 NR NR 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] PLA 24 77 59 76.6 5 6.50 2 2.6 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50mg/mth 24 138 117 84.8 5 3.60 12 8.7 


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE] GOL 50-100mg/mth 24 140 120 85.7 9 6.40 9 6.4 
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Safety 
population, 


n 
Any AE, n Any AE, % 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), n 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), % 


Injection 
site 


reactions, n 


Injection site 
reactions, % 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]
 
 PLA 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]
 
 CTZ 200 mg/2wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]
 
 CTZ 400 mg/4wks 12 NR       


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA] 
a
 PLA 24 107 67 62.6 5 4.70 1 0.9 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]
 a
 CTZ 200 mg/2wks 24 111 85 76.6 4 3.60 10 9.0 


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]
 a
 CTZ 400 mg/4wks 24 107 80 74.8 7 6.50 5 4.7 


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] PLA 12 NR       


Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 MTX 10mg/1wk 30 14 2 14.0 0 0.00 NR NR 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


30 28 13 46.0 0 0.00 NR NR 


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR       


Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks + 
MTX 10mg/1wk 


18 NR       


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 54 28 51.9 2 3.70 8 14.8 


Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] ETN 2x50mg/1wk 12 54 28 51.9 1 1.85 7 13.0 


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) PLA 12 NR       


Pedersen, 2013 (abs) ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] PLA 12 97 57 58.8 1 1.00 NR NR 


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 95 55 57.9 3 3.20 NR NR 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 18 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 18 NR       


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] PLA 28 52 26 50.0 3 5.80 NR NR 


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 28 105 61 58.1 5 4.80 NR NR 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 24 NR       
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Author, Year [Trial name] Study arm 
Follow-up 


Weeks 


Safety 
population, 


n 
Any AE, n Any AE, % 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), n 


SAE (grade 
3 & 4), % 


Injection 
site 


reactions, n 


Injection site 
reactions, % 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 24 NR       


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] SUL 2-3 gm/day 48 32 32 NR 7 NR NR NR 


Song, 2011 [ESTHER] ETN 2x25mg/1wk 48 39 39 NR 3 NR NR NR 


Tam, 2014 PLA 26 NR       


Tam, 2014 GOL 50mg/mth 26 NR       


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] PLA 24 75 54 72.0 2 2.70 NR NR 


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 24 202
 b
 166 82.2 7 3.50 NR NR 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 12 NR       


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] PLA 24 107 64 59.8 3 2.80 3 2.8 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS] ADA 40mg/2wks 24 208 156 75.0 6 2.90 21 10.1 


van der Heijde, 2006b PLA 12 51 
Excluding 


injection site 
reaction: 18 


Excluding 
injection site 


reaction: 35.3 


Non-infectious: 
2; Serious 
infections 0 


Non-infectious: 
3.9; Serious 
infections 0 


6 11.8 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 2x25mg/1wk 12 150 
Excluding 


injection site 
reaction: 66 


Excluding 
injection site 


reaction: 44.0 


Non-infectious: 
6; Serious 
infections 1 


Non-infectious: 
4.0; Serious 
infections 0.7 


34 22.7 


van der Heijde, 2006b ETN 1x50mg/1wk 12 155 
Excluding 


injection site 
reaction: 55 


Excluding 
injection site 


reaction: 35.5 


Non-infectious: 
8; Serious 
infections 1 


Non-infectious: 
5.2; Serious 
infections 0.6 


32 20.7 


a
 AEs for all patients: AEs are not reported separately for the AS and nr-axSpA subgroups 


b
 202 > than the number randomised because 1 patient was assigned PLA but received infusion of IFX. This patient was included in PLA group for efficacy analysis and IFX group for safety 


analysis. Italicised = data calculated. 
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2.4.2  Cochrane overview of adverse effects of biologics 
 
In February 2011, Singh et al.


44
 published a network meta-analysis and Cochrane review of adverse 


effects of biologics across multiple indications, including RA and other inflammatory arthritis. Since 
serious risks such as tuberculosis (TB) reactivation, serious infections, and lymphomas may be 
common to the biologics but occur in small numbers across the various indications, the authors aimed 
to combine the results from all the biologics used in many conditions to obtain the risk estimates. 
 
The biologics investigated were the anti-TNFs (etanercept, adalimumab, infliximab, golimumab, and 
certolizumab), the interleukin (IL)-1 antagonist (anakinra), the IL-6 antagonist (tocilizumab), the anti-
CD28 (abatacept), and the anti-B cell therapy (rituximab). Randomised controlled trials (RCTs), 
controlled clinical trials (CCTs) and open-label extension (OLE) studies that studied one of the nine 
biologics for use in any indication (with the exception of HIV/AIDS) and that reported pre-specified 
adverse outcomes were considered for inclusion. The authors searched The Cochrane Library, 
MEDLINE, and EMBASE (to January 2010). Identifying search results and data extraction were 
performed independently and in duplicate. For the network meta-analysis, Singh et al. performed 
mixed-effects logistic regression using an arm-based, random-effects model within an empirical 
Bayesian framework.


44
 


 
The authors included 163 RCTs with 50,010 participants and 46 extension studies with 11,954 
participants. The median duration of RCTs was six months and 13 months for OLEs. Data were 
limited for tuberculosis (TB) reactivation, lymphoma, and congestive heart failure. Adjusted for dose, 
biologics as a group were associated with a statistically significant higher rate of total adverse events 
(odds ratio (OR) 1.19, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.30; number needed to treat to harm (NNTH) = 30, 95% CI 21 
to 60) and withdrawals due to adverse events (OR 1.32, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.64; NNTH = 37, 95% CI 19 
to 190) and an increased risk of TB reactivation (OR 4.68, 95% CI 1.18 to 18.60; NNTH = 681, 95% 
CI 143 to 14706) compared to control. 


44
 


 
The rate of serious adverse events, serious infections, lymphoma, and congestive heart failure were 
not statistically significantly different between biologics and control treatment. Certolizumab pegol was 
associated with significantly higher risk of serious infections compared to control treatment (OR 3.51, 
95% CI 1.59 to 7.79; NNTH = 17, 95% CI 7 to 68). Infliximab was associated with significantly higher 
risk of withdrawals due to adverse events compared to control (OR 2.04, 95% CI 1.43 to 2.91; NNTH 
= 12, 95% CI 8 to 28). 
 
Indirect comparisons revealed that abatacept and anakinra were associated with a significantly lower 
risk of serious adverse events compared to other biologics.  Although the overall numbers are 
relatively small, certolizumab pegol was associated with significantly higher odds of serious infections 
compared to etanercept, adalimumab, abatacept, anakinra, golimumab, infliximab, and rituximab; 
abatacept was significantly less likely than infliximab and tocilizumab to be associated with serious 
infections.  Abatacept, adalimumab, etanercept and golimumab were significantly less likely than 
infliximab to result in withdrawals due to adverse events. 
 
For SAEs: Certolizumab pegol was statistically significantly more likely to be associated with SAEs 
compared to adalimumab (OR 1.63, 95%CI 1.01 to 2.62). Abatacept was statistically significantly less 
likely to be associated with SAEs compared to certolizumab (OR 0.56, 95% CI 0.33 to 0.94). In 
sensitivity analyses in the unadjusted model, neither difference was significant. Golimumab was 
statistically significantly less likely to be associated with SAEs compared to adalimumab (OR 1.18, 
95% CI 1.10 to 3.14). There were no other statistically significant differences between the biologics in 
both the unadjusted model and dose-adjusted model.  
 
For withdrawals due to AE: In sensitivity analyses only in unadjusted model, infliximab was more 
likely to be associated with withdrawals due to AEs compared with abatacept (OR 1.92, 95% CI 1.01 
to 3.71), adalimumab (OR 2.00, 95% CI 1.17 to 3.49), and etanercept (OR 1.72, 95% CI 1.02 to 2.91). 
Rituximab was also more likely to be associated with withdrawals due to AEs than adalimumab (OR 
2.17, 95% CI 1.04 to 4.74)  
 
Serious infections: Certolizumab was associated with higher odds of serious infections than 
abatacept, adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab and rituximab. The odds ratios were roughly 0.25-
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times or lower for each of the five biologic compared with certolizumab, in the indirect comparisons. In 
sensitivity analyses: Anakinra was associated with a statistically significantly higher odds of serious 
infections compared with rituximab.


 44
 


 
The authors concluded that overall, in the short term, biologics were associated with significantly 
higher rates of total adverse events, withdrawals due to adverse events and TB reactivation. Some 
biologics had a statistically higher association with certain adverse outcomes compared to control, but 
there was no consistency across the outcomes so caution is needed in interpreting these results. 
There is a need for more research regarding the long-term safety of biologics and the comparative 
safety of different biologics. National and international registries and other types of large databases 
are relevant sources for providing complementary evidence regarding the short- and longer-term 
safety of biologics


44
. 


 


2.4.3 Data from extensive safety databases evaluating adalimumab for multiple 
indications 


 
The safety profile of adalimumab has been studied in 71 global clinical trials up to 6 November 2010, 
including 23,458 patients representing 36,730.5 patients years of treatment. For this analysis, 
published by Burmester and colleagues in 2012, data were derived from the 71 clinical trials, which 
included randomised controlled trials, open-label trials, and long-term extension studies conducted in 
Europe, North America, South America, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. The trials 
spanned multiple indications; 36 trials in RA, 3 in juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 4 in AS, 4 in PsA, 13 in 
psoriasis, and 11 in Crohn’s disease.


45
 Safety data from post-marketing surveillance for adalimumab 


was not included in the analysis to avoid any limitations which may be introduced with voluntary 
reporting. 
 
The incidence rates of serious AEs reported during adalimumab treatment for inflammatory diseases 
are presented in Table 2.4.3.1, separated by indication. Serious infectious events were the most 
frequently reported serious adverse events across all six therapeutic indications; the greatest rates 
were seen in patients with RA or CD. Furthermore, the risk of serious infection rates was generally 
stable across time for all indications.


45
 


 
Across all indications, the rate of active TB was 0.2/100 PYs including cases from the older RA 
clinical trials, which were conducted before the implementation of tuberculin test screening. No 
serious opportunistic infections have been reported with adalimumab in AS, PsA or psoriasis clinical 
trials. Twenty serious opportunistic infections, excluding TB and oral candidiasis, have been reported 
during adalimumab clinical trials (<0.1 events/100 PYs), 14 cases in patients with RA, four cases in 
patients with CD and two cases in JIA. The most common opportunistic infections were oesophageal 
candidiasis (n=3), and aspergillosis, Candida sepsis, coccidioidomycosis, cytomegalovirus infection, 
herpes zoster and nocardiosis (n=2 each).


45
 


 
Rates of malignancies across all indications were 0.7 events/100 PYs for malignancies, excluding 
lymphoma and non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC), 0.1/100 PY for lymphoma, and 0.2/100 PYs for 
NMSC. Compared with age- and sex-matched populations, the observed number of malignancies (all 
malignancies including lymphoma but excluding NMSC) in each disease population was similar to the 
expected number in the reference population. However, the number of lymphomas observed in the 
RA studies was significantly greater than expected compared with a US-based age- and sex-matched 
population, likely because RA itself is normally associated with a SIR of 2 irrespective of treatment, 
thus this increase is expected vs., a matched population that does not necessarily have RA. A greater 
proportion of patients with RA, psoriasis, and Crohn’s disease demonstrated standardised incidence 
rates of NMSC of >1, indicating a higher number of observed NMSC cases than expected in the 
general population


45
. 


 
Lastly, for subjects treated with adalimumab in the RA, AS and psoriasis clinical studies, the observed 
number of deaths was lower than expected in an age- and sex-match population


45
. 
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Table 2.4.3.1: Incidence rates of serious AEs of relevance to adalimumab treatment in patients 
being treated for a range of inflammatory diseases (rates are reported as E/100 PY) 


 AS RA 
Juvenile 


idiopathic 
arthritis 


Psoriatic 
arthritis 


Psoriasis 
Crohn’s 
disease 


N  1684 14 109 212 837 3010 3606 


Exposure, PYs  1985.6 23 942.6 604.9 997.5 5 061.8 4138.0 


Serious infections  1.4 4.6 2.0 2.8 1.7 6.7 


NMSC 0.3 0.2 0 0.1 0.1 <0.1 


CHF  0.1 0.2 0 0 <0.1 0 


Active tuberculosis  0 0.3 0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 


Opportunistic infections  0 <0.1 0 0 0 <0.1 


Demyelinating disorder  <0.1 <0.1 0 0 0 0.1 


Lupus-like syndrome  0.1 <0.1 0 0 0 <0.1 


New onset/worsening of 
psoriasis 


<0.1 <0.1 0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 


Malignancies excluding 
lymphoma and NMSC 


0.2 0.9 0 0.2 0.6 0.5 


Lymphoma  <0.1 0.1 0 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 


Melanoma  <0.1 <0.1 0 0 0.2 0 


Any AE leading to death  <0.1 0.8 0 0.3 0.2 0.1 


Source: Burmester 2012
45


 
AE: Adverse event, AS: Ankylosing spondylitis, CHF: Congestive heart failure, NMSC: non-melanoma skin cancer, PY: Patient 
year, RA: Rheumatoid arthritis 
 
The risks of AEs associated with adalimumab and other anti-TNF agents have been extensively 
studied and rates are consistent with increased exposure; the results of this analysis are consistent 
with previous safety analyses. The increased risk of serious infections and NMSC are a well-known 
AE associated with anti-TNF therapy, and were no higher here for adalimumab than expected for this 
class of treatments. The overall rates of malignancy were similar to rates expected in the reference 
population, with event rates stable over time, suggesting no increased risk with prolonged exposure


45
. 


 
In summary, the analyses reported here provide additional support for the long-term safety profile of 
adalimumab. Important differences in events rates have been demonstrated across indications, 
however, the AE rates were stable over time and no new safety signals were identified.


45
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2.5 Network meta-analysis  


2.5.1 Evidence Synthesis – Data Collection 
 
A systematic review with too broad a scope will be hard to interpret in the context of decision making. 
In order for the estimates of treatment effects to be appropriate for cost-effectiveness analysis, the 
study inclusion criteria should be restricted to a specific target patient population with a specific 
condition, at a specific point in a disease progression pathway.


46
 


 
Therefore this review focuses on the populations specifed in the adalimumab license, namely adults 
with: 


 severe active ankylosing spondylitis who have had an inadequate response to conventional 


therapy (Sub-population 1: AS) 


 severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) but with 


objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and / or MRI, who have had an inadequate 


response to, or are intolerant to nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (Sub-population 2: nr-


axSpA) 


 
Study inclusion and exclusion criteria  
 
A study protocol was developed prior to the review to define the scope of the systematic review and 
meta-analysis.  
 
The key study inclusion criteria for this systematic review are shown in Table 2.5.1.1. The criteria 
were developed to ensure that trials were sufficiently similar to be pooled in the meta-analysis.


46
  


 
With regards to length of follow-up for the meta-analysis, the EMA 2009 AS guidelines (Section 6.2: 
Therapeutic confirmatory studies) state that for products other than NSAIDs, the main endpoint 
(ASAS 20 and ASAS 40) should be measured at 12 and 24 weeks.  Therefore the minimum cut-off for 
the RCT follow-up period was 12 weeks. 
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Table 2.5.1.1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for axial SpA systematic review 


Inclusion Criteria Description 


Population 


Sub-population 1: Adults (≥18 years) with severe, active AS  
 
For the meta-analysis this population may be sub-categorised as: 


 AS, TNF-α inhibitor naïve (first-line trials) 


 AS, previously treated with TNF-α inhibitors (second-line trials) 
 
Sub-population 2: Adults (≥18 years) with nr-axSpA 


Interventions 
TNF-α inhibitors used at the licensed dose (or expected dose if license pending) 
in AS and/or nr-axSpA 


Comparators 


Active: adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept, golimumab and infliximab at EU 
licensed dose 
 
Controls: any active or placebo control 
 
Comparators will be used in conjunction conventional treatment with NSAIDs or 
conventional disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (cDMARDs) e.g. 
methotrexate, sulfasalazine, as background therapy, 


Outcomes 


To be included in the main meta-analysis, studies need to report at least one of 
the main outcomes of interest at 12 weeks: 


 ASAS (Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis): 20%, 40% improvement 
in score at follow-up  


 BASDAI (Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index): 50% 
improvement in score at follow-up 


Study design 


Prospective, randomised, placebo or active-controlled trials, with minimum follow-
up of 12 weeks  
 
If cross-over design, then results reported prior to cross-over can be used in the 
meta-analysis of efficacy endpoints 
 
If early escape design, then results prior to rescue or post-rescue results with 
suitable adjustment (e.g. last-observation carried forward for rescued patients) 
may be used in the meta-analysis 


Publications 


Full-text publications (no date restriction) 
 
Exception for recently completed trials where results have not been published in 
full: abstracts/posters published in 2011-2013 or results posted to clinical trial 
registry   
 
Full-text available in English or English translation 


Exclusions 
Results from uncontrolled, open-label extensions are not used in the efficacy 
meta-analysis but may be used in a qualitative safety summary  


 
Treatments of interest 
 
The treatments of interest for this review are TNF-α inhibitors licensed in the EU (see Table 2.5.1.2). 
In the meta-analysis the study arms are pooled by drug and dose/frequency of dose as specified in 
the license. 
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Table 1.5.1.2: Treatments of interest for this review and EU licensed dosing for axial SpA  


Treatment of interest 
Treatment group for 


meta-analysis 
Brand 


Current license 


mentions nr-


axSpA? 


adalimumab 40 mg every 2 weeks s/c inj 
a
 ADA 40mg/2wks Humira Yes 


certolizumab pegol 200mg every 2 weeks s/c inj
, b


 CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
Cimzia Yes 


certolizumab pegol 400mg every 4 weeks s/c inj 
 b
 CTZ 400 mg/4wks 


etanercept 25mg twice weekly s/c inj ETN 2x25mg/1wk 
Enbrel -* 


etanercept 50mg once weekly s/c inj ETN 1x50mg/1wk 


golimumab 50mg every month s/c inj 
a, c


 
GOL 50mg/mth 


Simponi - 
GOL 50-100mg/mth


 c
 


infliximab 5mg/kg every 6-8 weeks iv 
d
 IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks Remicade - 


s/c inj, subcutaneous injection; iv, intravenous infusion;  
a
, clinical response is usually achieved within 12-14 weeks of treatment. Continued therapy should be reconsidered in a patient 


not responding within this time period. 
b
, The recommended starting dose of Cimzia for adult patients is 400 mg (given as 2 subcutaneous injections of 200 mg each) 


at weeks 0, 2 and 4. After the starting dose, the recommended maintenance dose of Cimzia for adult patients with axial 
spondyloarthritis is 200 mg every 2 weeks or 400 mg every 4 weeks;  
c
, In patients with a body weight of more than 100 kg who do not achieve an adequate clinical response after 3 or 4 doses, 


increasing the dose of golimumab to 100 mg once a month may be considered, taking into account the increased risk of certain 
serious adverse drug reactions with the 100 mg dose compared with the 50 mg dose.  
d
, 5 mg/kg given as an intravenous infusion followed by additional 5 mg/kg infusion doses at 2 and 6 weeks after the first 


infusion, then every 6 to 8 weeks. If a patient does not respond by 6 weeks (i.e. after 2 doses), no additional treatment with 
infliximab should be given. 


 
* Please note that at the time the NMA was conducted, etanercept did not have a licence for nr-
axSpA, although it has been included in the network.  
 
Background therapy as a proxy to conventional therapy 
 
Note that for all included studies, the treatments of interest listed above are given in conjunction with 
a background treatment.  
 
The following background treatments were included in this review: 


 +/- NSAIDs +/-  


o Oral corticosteroids (CS), e.g. prednisone 


o cDMARDs 


 methotrexate (MTX) 


 sulfasalazine (SUL) 
 hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) 


o In some studies other treatments were allowed as part of the background therapy: 
 Standard doses of analgesics (paracetamol, codeine, hydrocodone, 


oxycodone, tramadol) 
 Gold injections 
 Azathioprine 
 Physiotherapy 


 
Therefore, placebo-control (i.e. placebo + background therapy) is assumed to be representative of 
conventional therapy.  
 
Systematic review methodology 
 
Search strategy and citation filtering 
 
The following databases were searched using a structured search in OVID (31st January 2014): 
 


 CENTRAL (Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials) [1991 to Current] 
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 MEDLINE and MEDLINE in Process [1946 to Week 4, January 2014] 


 EMBASE [1980 to 2014 Week 04] 


In addition, the following grey literature was searched: 


 Conference proceedings:  


o European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR): 2011, London, UK; 2012 Berlin, 


Germany; 2013 Madrid, Spain  


o American Congress of Rheumatology (ACR): 2011, Chicago; 2012 Washington; 


2013. San Diego 


o Ankylosing Spondylitis International Federation (ASIF): 2011 Turkey 


 


 The clinical trials registries:  


o Clinicaltrials.gov  


o EU Clinical Trials Register (EU-CTR) 


 


 Hand-searching:  


o List of studies included in the following systematic reviews 


 Shu, 2013 [10] 


 Previous NICE technology appraisal for TNF-α inhibitors in AS: TA143 and 


TA233 [11,12] 


o National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society: list of studies and clinical research priorities  


[13] 


o Post hoc: A systematic review and meta-analysis by Callhoff at al. [14] was published 


after our literature review was finished. For completeness, we have reviewed the 


Callhoff study inclusion list
68


.  


The search strategies are in Appendix 1.  
 
Citations were included in the review if they matched the inclusion criteria set out in Table 2.5.1.1. All 
citations from the OVID search and any grey literature references were imported into EndNote X7 
reference manager for filtering. The initial screening for relevant studies was based on abstract and 
title. The initial screening was conducted by one reviewer and verified by a second reviewer. A 
summary of citations excluded on the basis of the title/abstract is also provided in Appendix 1. 
 
One reviewer re-screened all papers to ensure their eligibility for inclusion in the systematic review 
(AP). Disputes as to eligibility were referred to a third reviewer. A summary of citations excluded after 
reviewing the full-text is provided in Appendix 1. A citation flow diagram (Figure 2.5.1.2) is provided to 
summarise the citation filtering process based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) format.  
 
Data extraction and qualitative review 
 
Relevant data from the included studies were extracted to the template by two reviewers and verified 
by a third reviewer.  
 
The pre-defined protocol specified that the extraction should cover the following:  
 
Study Design:  
 


o Unique trial identifier: Author, date [Trial name] 


o Setting/Country 


o Trial duration 


o Summary of study enrolment criteria 
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o Population/sub-population identifier (e.g. nr-axSpA) 


o Efficacy and safety analysis population 


o Design: comment on early escape/rescue/crossover 


o Description of methodology used to adjust endpoints, ANCOVA, LOCF 


 
Patient Characteristics: 
 


o Number of patients with baseline measurements  


o Demographics (mean age, % female, ethnicity) 


o Mean duration of disease 


o Severity of disease:  


 Definition of severe disease 


 BASDAI score at baseline 


 BASFI score at baseline 


 BASMI score at baseline 


 Spinal pain visual analogue scale measurement 


o Prior treatments: Number and duration of prior treatments
1
 


o Baseline co-morbidities 


 
Treatment Characteristics: 
 


o Drug, dose and frequency 


o Titration/run-in 


o Number of patients randomised to receive treatment  


o NSAIDs or other therapies used as background treatment during trial, change in 


background during trial 


o Rescue/escape criteria and type of rescue used 


 
Quality Assessment: 
 
Criteria for judging risk of bias in the ‘Risk of bias’ assessment tool from table 8.5c of the Cochrane 
Handbook.  


o Selection bias: Random sequence generation 


o Selection bias: Allocation concealment 


o Performance bias: Blinding of participants and personnel 


                                                      
1
 These data were not reported in most trials. Instead the minimum or maximum number of previous NSAIDS or conventional 


DMARDs is recorded instead.  
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o Detection bias: Blinding of outcome assessment 


o Attrition bias: Incomplete outcome data (include assessment of early escape/rescue 


methodology) 


o Reporting bias: Selective reporting 


o Other sources of bias 


 
Data for meta-analysis:  
 
For each outcome of interest for the meta-analysis: 


o Treatment arm identifier 


o Treatment group to be used in meta-analysis 


o Follow-up time point 


o Patient population sub-group (if separate results are reported within one trial):  


 AS or nr-axSpA 


 Anti-TNF naïve or previous treatment with anti-TNF 


o Baseline value, where applicable: mean, SD 


o For continuous data: mean, standard error, number in which outcome was measured 


at this time point 


o For binomial data: count of patients (or % of patients), number in which outcome was 


measured at this time point, number of ITT/mITT analysis 


 
Priority data for meta-analysis/ economic model: 
 
The following endpoints were identified for consideration in the economic model. The protocol 
specified that a network meta-analysis should be conducted for these endpoints provided there were 
sufficient data. 
 
Priority endpoints were: 
 


 % improvement in BASDAI score at 12 weeks of follow-up 


o Count of patients with 50% improvement
2
 


 % improvement in ASAS score at 12 weeks of follow-up 


o Count of patients with 20% and 40% improvement 


 Disease activity based on BSR criteria
3
 at 12 weeks of follow-up


4
 


o Count of patients with both BASDAI<4 and spinal pain VAS <4 cm if reported or if not 


available 


                                                      
2
 One study also reported BASDAI20 and BASDAI70 


3
 Active spinal disease defined as BASDAI at least 4 cm and spinal pain VAS (within last week) at least 4 cm. Both recorded on 


two occasions at least 4 weeks apart, without any change of treatment. 
4
 No studies reported this specific outcome: Three studies reported number of patients with BASDAI<4, one study reported 


number of patients with BASDAI<3 
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 Count of patients with BASDAI<4  


 Count of patients with spinal pain VAS <4 cm  


 Discontinuations: 


o Count of patients discontinuing at week 12 (any reason)
5
 


 
Endpoints for qualitative summary: 


 Open-label phase: 


o Count of responders and non-responders entering open-label period 


 Attrition during randomised and open-label phases (12, 24, and 52 weeks if reported): 


o Count of discontinuations to lack of efficacy 


o Count of discontinuations due to adverse events 


o Count of total discontinuations 


 
Other endpoint data of interest for the review: 
 
The following additional endpoints were extracted in anticipation of the final NICE scope.  


 
 Adverse events: 


o Count of patients with any adverse event 


o Count of patients with serious adverse events (grade 3 and 4) 


o Count of patients with injection site reactions 


 The Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index (BASMI): mean, SE 


 The Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI): mean, SE 


 Spinal pain VAS: mean, SE 


 Night pain VAS: mean, SE  


 Health related quality of life: SF-36 


 Other measures of functional capacity 


The OVID database search (31st January 2014) retrieved 3015 citations.  Ten abstracts were added 
to the reference list after reviewing recent (2013 at time of the review) conference proceedings: 
EULAR


47,48,49,50,51,52,53
 and ACR


54,55,56.
 The full-text citations corresponding to two of these conference 


abstracts were also added: the citations were not retrieved via the OVID search as the publications 
were online ahead-of-print at the time of the OVID search. Five references relating to the clinical trial 
registry records were added to the reference list. Four citations were added as the trial registry 
reported additional information not covered in the full-text publication or study was published in 
abstract from only.


57,58,59,60,61
 One trial registry record was added for the golimumab study [GO-


AHEAD] which was on-going at the time of the literature search.
61


 No data have been reported for this 


                                                      
5
 A post-extraction assessment of the discontinuations data identified possible double counting and protocol driven events. 


Therefore discontinuations were down prioritised and an NMA was not conducted for this outcome.   
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study to date (April 2014), though we anticipate that this study will be included in the golimumab 
manufacturer’s submission using data on file. 
 
After excluding 750 duplicates and reviewing the remaining 2282 titles/abstracts, 2208 citations were 
excluded (Appendix 1 for a summary of exclusion reasons). The full text was reviewed for 74 
citations, from which 27 were excluded (see Appendix 1 for a list of full-text exclusions).  Following the 
second sift, 47 citations, representing 29 distinct studies, were eligible for inclusion in the wider 
systematic review. 
 
There were 22 studies covering an AS sub-population and nine studies covering an nr-axSpA 
population. This includes one certolizumab study reporting both AS and nr-axSpA sub-groups 
population and one study etanercept with a mixed SpA population: in the following sections data for 
the AS and nr-axSpA sub-groups have been used if reported separately. 
 


Figure 2.5.1.1: Study flow  


 


I1 Citations retrieved 3032 OVID search 3015 


MEDLINE 944 


EMBASE 1945 


Cochrane Trials Register 126 


Conference Proceedings 10 


EULAR 7 


ACR 3 


Handsearched 7 


ClinicalTrials.org 5 


NICE HTA ref lists 0 


Other 2 


E1 Citations excluded at first pass 2958 Duplicates 750 
(after review of title/abstract) Other exclusions 2208 


 


I2 Full-text reviewed 74 


E2 Citations excluded at second pass 27 
(after review of full-text) Child citation (no additional data) 17 


Duration 4 
No comparators of interest 2 


Not an RCT 4 


 


I3 Included in systematic review 47 citations 


representing 29 studies  


E3 Excluded from meta-analysis 6 Data not reported 1 
Comparisons not of interest 4 


Mixed SpA population 1 


 


I4 Included in meta-analysis 23 studies  
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Summary of studies for AS sub-population 
 
The majority of AS studies (19 out of 22 studies) defined AS using the modified New York criteria 
(mNYC). The RAPID-axSpA study used ASAS criteria to identify the overall study population and then 
used the mNYC to subdivide into AS or nr-axSpA sub-populations. The remaining two studies did not 
report the criteria for defining AS. 
 
One study did not report any criteria for defining active disease; furthermore it was unclear from text 
whether active disease was a study enrolment requirement. Otherwise the AS studies reported 
broadly similar criteria for defining active disease. The most common criteria were two or more of the 
following: 
 


 BASDAI VAS on the 0 to 10 cm scale: used by 16 out of 22 studies 
o VAS 4 ≤: 15 studies  
o VAS 3 ≤:  1 study; Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] 


 Back pain VAS on the 0 to 10 cm scale: used by 18 out of 22 studies 
o VAS 4 ≤: 14 studies 
o VAS 3 ≤:  4 studies, Braun, 2011 [ASCEND]; Calin, 2004; Davis, 2003; Marzo-


Ortega, 2005 


 Morning stiffness: Duration or composite of duration and intensity (10/22 studies) 


 Global assessment of disease 4 ≤ (or 3 ≤) on a 0 to 10 scale (5/22 studies) 


 BASFI VAS 3 ≤ on the 0 to 10 cm scale (3/22 studies) 
 
The patient characteristics were broadly similar across the AS study arms: 
 


 Age at baseline: 39.15, range 27.4 to 48 


 % males: 79%, range 63% to 100% 


 % white 59%, range 0% to 98% 


o Four studies had 100% Asian populations: Bao, 2012 (abs); Hu, 2012; Huang, 2014; 


and Tam, 2014 


o Amongst the non-Asian studies that reported ethnicity, average % of the population 


that were white = 87%, range 70% to 98% 


 Duration of disease: 10.8 years, range 3 to 23 


 BASDAI score at baseline: 6.27, range 5.46 to 7.00 


 
Some of the AS studies had early escape or rescue therapy as part of the study design.  
 
Early escape design: 6 studies switched placebo patients to active treatment if there was a lack of 
effect: 


 at 16 weeks (Bao, 2012 (abs), Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE], Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]) 


 at 12, 16 or 20 weeks (Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606], van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS])  


 at 24 weeks (Tam, 2014).  


The trigger for escape was similar across these studies:  


 Failure to achieve ASAS20 (Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA], Maksymowych, 2008 [M03-606], 


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS], Tam, 2014). 


 Less than 20% improvement from baseline in both total back pain and morning stiffness (Bao, 


2012 (abs), Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]). 


Outcomes measured after escape may be confounded by the switch in treatment.  
 
Rescue therapy: the study protocol for 6 of the AS studies allowed for rescue therapy due to:  


 Intolerance or adverse events:  


o Braun, 2011 [ASCEND] - SUL dose reduced or treatment withdrawn  


o Navarro, 2011 [LOADET] - SUL suspended for up to 2 weeks 


o Song, 2011 [ESTHER] - SUL switched to MTX 
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 Pain or high disease activity:  


o Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] - add analgesics such as paracetamol, with or without 


codeine or dextropropoxyphene; 


o Marzo-Ortega, 2005 - intra-articular or intramuscular injections of corticosteroids 


o van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] - Systemic corticosteroids, cytotoxic drugs, or 


cDMARDs added to background treatment 


 
Dougados, 2011 [SPINE] and van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT] are included in the main meta-analysis. 
For the ASSERT study rescue therapy is unlikely to have biased the treatment effects because 
patients with a change in background therapy were counted as non-responders for efficacy outcomes.  
The number of patients requiring rescue was not reported for Dougados, 2011 [SPINE]. 
 
Other than the AS studies mentioned above changes to the main or background treatment were not 
allowed during the RCT phase. 
 
Risk of Bias: Table 2.5.1.3 below summarises the risk of bias based on assessment tool in the 
Cochrane Handbook. The full assessment is provided below in Table 2.5.1.3. 
 
There were concerns over the quality of the Giardina, 2010 study. This was a small (50 patients in 
total), open-label, head-to-head study of etanercept versus infliximab. The study does not appear to 
have used a robust method for randomising the patients (were allocated to study treatment 
alternatively), and there was no blinding of the study personnel or patients. Sufficient details were not 
provided in the publication such as the primary study endpoints. Overall it was felt the risk of potential 
study bias was high. Therefore this study would be subject to a sensitivity analysis. 
 
The studies by Mulleman, 2011 [SPAXIM] and Song, 2011 [ESTHER] were also open-label, hence 
there was no blinding of the study personnel or patients. It was noted that for the study by Hu, 2012, 
there was a lack of detail provided regarding the number of patients included in the analysis (other 
bias): the efficacy or safety set was not described in the methods section and total patient numbers 
were not reported in the results tables. Otherwise the studies were judged to have a low risk of bias. 
 
There were three studies where some patient characteristics were not balanced between study arms: 
 
Calin, 2004 


 On average ETN patients were older than PLA patients (45.3 v 40.7, two-sided p=0.046) 


 On average the duration of disease for ETN patients was higher than PLA patients (15 v 9.7, two-


sided p=0.004) 


 On average CRP for ETN patients was higher than PLA patients (154 mg/L v 97mg/L, SD not 


reported) 


Gorman, 2002:  


 There were more males in the PLA arm compared to the ETN arm (90% v 75%, χ
2
: p = 0.06). 


GO-RAISE, 2008: 


 On average the duration of disease was higher for PLA patients compared to GOL patients (16 v 


11 (GOL 50mg/mth) v 9.5 (50-100mg/mth), SD not reported) 


 
One study, RAPID-ax-SpA (Landewe 2014


69
), reported ASAS20 and ASAS40 results separately for 


the AS and nr-axSpA populations, but values were not reported separately for the BASDAI50 
outcome. The publication states “Logistic regression analysis of the primary efficacy endpoint 
<ASAS20 at 12 weeks> did not reveal a difference in treatment effect between AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations (see online supplementary figure S2A).” A graph showing the absolute BASDAI score 
throughout the trial indicates that the AS and nr-axSpA sub-groups had similar (mean) change in 
scores. The evidence presented indicates that AS and nr-axSpA subgroups would have similar 
BASDAI50 response rates so risk of reporting bias for the BASDAI50 outcome is judged to be low. 
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Table 2.5.1.3: Cochrane risk of bias: summary for AS studies 


Author, Year [Trial 
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Bao, 2012 (abs) Unclear Unclear Yes Unclear Unclear Yes Unclear 


Barkham, 2010 Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Braun, 2002 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Braun, 2011 
[ASCEND] 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Calin, 2004 Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear 


Davis, 2003 Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear 


Dougados, 2011 
[SPINE] 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear 


Giardina, 2010  No No No No Unclear No Unclear 


Gorman, 2002 Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear Yes Unclear 


Hu, 2012 Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Unclear Yes No 


Huang, 2014 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Inman, 2008 [GO-
RAISE] 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear Yes Yes 


Landewe, 2014 
[RAPID-axSpA] 


Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Maksymowych, 
2008 [M03-606] 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Unclear Unclear Unclear 


Marzo-Ortega, 2005 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Mulleman, 2011 
[SPAXIM] 


Unclear Unclear No No Unclear Unclear Unclear 


Navarro, 2011 
[LOADET] 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Unclear Yes Unclear 


Song, 2011 
[ESTHER] 


Unclear Unclear No No Yes Yes Yes 


Tam, 2014 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear 


van der Heijde, 
2005 [ASSERT] 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Unclear 


van der Heijde, 
2006a [ATLAS] 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


van der Heijde, 
2006b 


Unclear Unclear Yes Yes Yes Unclear Unclear 


Judgement low risk of bias; Yes = low risk, No = high risk, Unclear = information not reported or risk is unclear 


 
Summary of studies for nr-axSpA sub-population 
 
Four out of the nine nr-axSpA studies used the ASAS criteria to define nr-axSpA, one study used 
ESSG, one used Calin criteria; one study used study specific criteria that did not match other widely 
used criteria and for the remaining two studies, one study is not published in full and for one study the 
criteria were not reported in the publication. 
 
The eight studies that reported criteria all reported a definition of active disease as entry criteria to the 
trial. The most common criteria were one or more of the following: 
 


 BASDAI VAS 4 ≤: on the 0 to 10 cm scale: 8 studies 


 Back pain VAS 4 ≤: on the 0 to 10 cm scale: 5 studies 
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The patient characteristics were broadly similar across the nr-axSpA study arms: 
 


 Age at baseline: 35.23, range 28.2 to 41 


 % males: 59.5%, range 41% to 78% 


 % whites 90.5%, range 86% to 96% 


 Duration of disease: 4.48 years, range 0.7 to 13 


 %HLA-B27 positive: 81.5%, range 59% to 100% 


 BASDAI score at baseline: 6.30, range 5.76 to 6.70 


 
Some of the nr-axSpA studies had early escape or rescue therapy as part of the study design. 
 
Early escape design: one studies switched placebo patients to active treatment if there was a lack of 
effect: 


 at 16 weeks (Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]) if failure to achieve ASAS20  


Outcomes measured after escape may be confounded by the switch in treatment. 
 
Rescue therapy: the study protocol for two of the nr-axSpA studies allowed for rescue therapy due to: 


 Intolerance or adverse events: 


o Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1] – Rescue could occur after the double blind period was 


completed; change to dose of background treatment was permitted after week 24 


o Song, 2011 [ESTHER] - SUL switched to MTX 


 
Other than the nr-axSpA studies mentioned above changes to the main or background treatment 
were not allowed during the RCT phase. 


2.5.2 Methodology 
 
The main meta-analysis was conducted using network meta-analysis (NMA). In addition pairwise 
direct meta-analysis and indirect meta-analysis using the Bucher method


62,63
  were conducted. This 


allows for an informal assessment of the consistency of the evidence by comparing of the pairwise 
direct and indirect estimates with the equivalent estimates from the NMA.


46
 If the estimates are similar 


then a formal assessment of inconsistency would not be required. 
 
The primary endpoints of interest for the meta-analysis are the priority data listed in the previous 
section. These endpoints have been selected as these will be used to support the economic model. 
 
In the publications, the efficacy and safety endpoints were, in general, reported for those patients who 
started their study treatment. Therefore, the meta-analysis was conducted on an intent-to-treat (ITT) 
or a modified intent-to-treat (mITT) basis, where the mITT population is defined as the set of patients 
who were randomised and received at least one dose of study medication. For some studies the 
reported efficacy endpoints were restricted to those with non-missing baseline and/or ≥ 1 follow-up 
result. 
 
The pooled summary measure for binomial outcomes are odds ratios (OR) since this allows for 
indirect comparisons to be conducted whilst avoiding framing issues.
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Direct meta-analysis methodology 
 
Fixed and random-effects direct meta-analysis were conducted in Stata IC version 13.1 using the 
metan package SJ9_2: sbe24_3. The random-effects model uses the method of DerSimonian & 
Laird, with the estimate of heterogeneity being taken from the fixed-effect Mantel-Haenszel or inverse 
variance model. For binomial outcomes where a study contains a zero observation (e.g. no patients 
achieved BASDAI50), by default, 0.5 was added to each cell of the trial. 
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Bucher indirect comparisons 
 
Simple indirect comparisons between treatment (A) and other treatments of interest (B) via a common 
comparator (C) were made using the Bucher method and the pooled effects produced from the direct 
meta-analysis. For example, the indirect OR between A and B is given by: 
 


log(𝑂𝑅𝐴𝑣𝐵) =  log(𝑂𝑅𝐴𝑣𝐶) − log(𝑂𝑅𝐵𝑣𝐶) 
With standard error given by: 
 


    𝑆𝐸[log(𝑂𝑅𝐴𝑣𝐵)] = √𝑆𝐸[log(𝑂𝑅𝐴𝑣𝐶) ]2 + 𝑆𝐸[log(𝑂𝑅𝐵𝑣𝐶) ]2  
 
Network meta-analysis methodology 
 
Whereas standard meta-analyses evaluate the relative efficacy of just two treatments based on 
head-to-head trials only, NMA comprises an extension of these methods in which treatment effects 
are calculated for a network of treatments.


65,66
 NMA takes account of indirect comparisons, as well as 


head-to-head trials, thereby enabling treatment effects to be estimated for comparisons between 
treatments that have not been compared directly in clinical trials. These methods build on the 
principles of indirect comparisons and preserve the randomised comparisons within each trial. 
 
The network meta-analysis methodology is as per the NICE Decision Support Unit recommendations 
for random and fixed-effect Bayesian network meta-analysis of dichotomous data.
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Table 2.5.2.1: NMA Model details 


Endpoint Type of NMA model 
Model specification/ program 
code 


BASDAI50; ASAS20, ASAS40, 
discontinuations at week 12 


Binomial model with logit link 
As per TSD2 section 2.1, 
program 1 (multi-arm)  


NMA, network meta-analysis; TSD, Technical specification document 


 
The models were fitted to the data via Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (specifically 
Gibbs sampling) using WinBUGS. This is a valid and common approach for synthesising clinical trial 
data, and is recommended by the NICE. The WinBUGS models were run for a minimum of 100,000 
iterations to ensure model convergence with two chains of 10,000 sampled from the posterior 
distributions. 
 
An estimate of how well the values predicted by the model fitted the observed dataset are provided by 
the mean residual deviances (total residual deviance divided by number of data points) as well as the 
deviance information criteria (DIC) output by WinBUGS.


46
 The models that have a good fit would have 


a mean residual deviance is close to one. The DIC is used to compare different models for the same 
likelihood and data, and the model with a lower DIC best predicts a replicate dataset of the same 
structure to that observed. Differences in DIC of more than 10 would rule out the model with the 
highest DIC, whereas if differences are less than 5, then other criteria, such as average residual 
deviance, should be used to judge model fit. 
 
Care should be taken in interpreting the random-effects results if the network is sparse, e.g. fewer 
than 10 studies, studies with small populations or contrasts with data from only one clinical trial.  In a 
sparse network the estimates may be subject to Type II error whereby a lack of statistical significance 
is incorrectly interpreted as a lack of effect. Furthermore credible intervals may be unrealistically large 
due to a lack of data with which to estimate the between study deviation with precision, rather than 
significant heterogeneity. 
 
Analysis of treatment effects 
 
The NMAs calculate (log) odds ratio (OR) as a measure of the relative efficacy of treatments. Both 
random-effects models and fixed-effect models will be tested. Random-effects NMA allows the true 
treatment effect (e.g. OR between two treatments) to vary between studies due to heterogeneity. In 
these random-effects models, a uniform (uninformative) prior is used for the between-study standard 
deviation. 
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Analysis of baseline risk 
 
The absolute risk for each treatment will be calculated using the relative effects and the baseline risk 
for the reference arm.


 46
 The reference treatment is the arm with the most data available, which in this 


analysis is the placebo arm. 
 
In this indication the reference treatment is placebo plus background treatment where the background 
is conventional treatment with NSAIDs +/- cDMARDs or other permitted standard treatments. 
 
Firstly, a standard direct random-effects meta-analysis was conducted using pooled data on the mean 
difference from baseline (or for dichotomous data, the log odds) for the reference treatment. The 
absolute change for the control arm is then predicted by the WinBUGS code: 
 


A ~ dnorm(mA, mprecA) 
 
where mA is the pooled mean change and mprecA is the precision in pooled mean change with mA 
and mprecA from the random-effects meta-analysis of the control arms.  
 
The absolute change T for each treatment k is then given by: 
 


T[k] = A+d[k] 
 
where d[k] is the relative treatment effect (WMD or OR) calculated in the main part of the WinBUGS 
NMA. 
 
Consistency of evidence 
 
An informal assessment of consistency was performed by comparing the pairwise direct estimates 
and Bucher indirect estimates with the equivalent estimates from the NMA. If the estimates are similar 
then no formal assessment of inconsistency is required. A formal assessment of consistency may be 
conducted if the network contains closed loops by comparing the difference between the direct and 
indirect estimates within a loop using the Bucher method. 
 
Sensitivity analysis 
 
The following alternative analysis was conducted where studies qualify: 


 An NMA including all studies  


 An NMA removing all Asian studies 


 An NMA removing studies where there is large unexplained uncertainty in the effect estimate.  
 
Meta-regression 
 
Where there were sufficient data, the following post-hoc meta-regression analyses were conducted to 
attempt to explain differences between treatment effects. 
 


 A covariate analysis using the centred, average duration of disease as an explanatory factor. The 
analysis was conducted on the study arm-level as for some studies there was a significant 
difference in duration of disease across study arms (see QA section). Studies that did not report 
duration of disease where dropped from the analysis. 
 


 A covariate analysis using study baseline risk for the control arm as an explanatory factor. This 
analysis attempts to control for differences in the background treatment across studies  


 
There were sufficient data to conduct this analysis for the AS population, ASAS20 (~12 weeks) 
network. Analyses were not conducted for the nr-axSpA population or other outcomes due to 
insufficient data. 
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Limitations of meta-analysis and network meta-analysis 
 
A limitation of meta-analysis is the underlying assumption that trials and outcomes are sufficiently 
similar to allow for data to be pooled. It should be noted that this assumption applies to any method of 
data synthesis, not just direct meta-analysis or NMA. Areas where this assumption may be challenged 
and other potential criticisms of the analysis include the following:  
 


 Potentially non-comparable populations, e.g. different severity of disease, different duration of 
disease. We have attempted to minimise population heterogeneity by restricting the review to a 
specific part of the treatment pathway and splitting the analysis for early stage SpA (nr-axSpA) 
and severe, active AS. 
 


 The clinical setting in which the study was conducted could restrict the generalizability of the 
results. 


 


 Different follow-up times: The recommended minimum follow-up for registration of AS studies with 
the EMA has been used as a basis for the time point for this meta-analysis.  As not all studies 
report endpoints at exactly 12 weeks, a small window around these time points was considered 
for the meta-analysis; e.g. 12 weeks to 18 weeks to cover first follow-up for most studies, pre-
early escape. 


 


 Different background treatments. We have attempted to mitigate the impact of heterogeneity in 
the conventional therapy background by identifying treatment arms where the background therapy 
is allowed to change throughout the study. 


 


 The limited availability of data which increases the uncertainty in the treatment effect estimates 
and restricts the assessment of heterogeneity by limiting the scope of the sensitivity analysis. 
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2.5.3 Results  
 
Forest plots for the base case analysis are presented below for the BASDAI50, ASAS20, and 
ASAS40 endpoints for both AS and nr-axSpA. For additional results and sensitivity analyses please 
refer to Appendix 1. 
 
2.5.3.1 Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) 
 
Figure 2.5.3.1.1: Forest plot for ASAS20 for AS population at 12-16 weeks v placebo 


 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 8.14  p = 0.000 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 2.20  p = 0.028 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 2.88  p = 0.004 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk z = 5.37  p = 0.000 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk z = 7.86  p = 0.000 
GOL 50-100mg/mth z = 5.19  p = 0.000 
GOL 50mg/mth  z = 4.63  p = 0.000 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks z = 6.82  p = 0.000 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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3.09 (1.43, 6.64)


3.09 (1.43, 6.64)


3.09 (1.43, 6.64)


3.70 (1.48, 9.22)


4.84 (2.47, 9.48)


4.41 (2.56, 7.57)


4.39 (2.56, 7.55)


4.56 (1.76, 11.81)


3.75 (2.27, 6.20)


9.33 (2.18, 39.96)


4.19 (2.15, 8.18)


4.21 (2.94, 6.03)


4.22 (2.95, 6.03)


5.38 (2.85, 10.16)


5.38 (2.85, 10.16)


5.38 (2.85, 10.16)


2.93 (1.64, 5.24)


5.25 (2.78, 9.92)


3.87 (2.18, 6.85)


3.85 (2.51, 5.90)


5.23 (1.87, 14.59)


7.06 (3.75, 13.27)


6.50 (3.79, 11.13)


6.54 (3.82, 11.18)


OR (95% CI)


154/229


121/208


18/38


293/475


37/65


37/65


36/56


36/56


25/39


115/155


140/194


26/45


82/138


16/20


107/150


231/353


84/140


84/140


53/108


82/138


135/246


23/34


126/201


149/235


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 


1.025 1 40
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Figure 2.5.3.1.2: Forest plot for ASAS40 for AS population at 12-16 weeks v placebo  


 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 6.41  p = 0.000 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 2.44  p = 0.015 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 3.33  p = 0.001 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk z = 4.03  p = 0.000 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk z = 4.07  p = 0.000 
GOL 50-100mg/mth z = 4.62  p = 0.000 
GOL 50mg/mth  z = 4.20  p = 0.000 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks z = 5.10  p = 0.000 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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ADA 40mg/2wks


Huang, 2014


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 25.5%, p = 0.247)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 200 mg/2wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 400 mg/4wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 1x50mg/1wk


van der Heijde, 2006b


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 18.7%, p = 0.267)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 2x25mg/1wk


van der Heijde, 2006b


Barkham, 2010


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.423)


M-H Subtotal


GOL 50-100mg/mth


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


GOL 50mg/mth


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks


van der Heijde, 2005 [ASSERT]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ID


Study


7.59 (3.87, 14.90)


4.41 (2.36, 8.25)


5.70 (3.35, 9.71)


5.75 (3.64, 9.09)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


5.03 (2.40, 10.55)


2.55 (0.99, 6.59)


3.83 (1.99, 7.37)


3.95 (2.22, 7.04)


4.16 (1.98, 8.71)


15.00 (0.70, 319.52)


4.46 (2.17, 9.16)


4.56 (2.23, 9.32)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


OR (95% CI)


102/229


83/208


185/437


26/65


26/65


28/56


28/56


90/155


17/39


107/194


80/150


4/11


84/161


68/140


68/140


62/138
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96/201


96/201


Treatment


Events,


11/115


14/107


25/222


11/57


11/57


11/57


11/57


11/51


10/43


21/94


11/51


0/12


11/63


12/78


12/78


12/78


12/78


9/78


9/78


Control


Events,


47.30


52.70


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


59.94


40.06


100.00


94.47


5.53


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


(D+L)


Weight


%


7.59 (3.87, 14.90)


4.41 (2.36, 8.25)


5.70 (3.35, 9.71)


5.75 (3.64, 9.09)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


2.79 (1.22, 6.36)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


4.18 (1.80, 9.70)


5.03 (2.40, 10.55)


2.55 (0.99, 6.59)


3.83 (1.99, 7.37)


3.95 (2.22, 7.04)


4.16 (1.98, 8.71)


15.00 (0.70, 319.52)


4.46 (2.17, 9.16)


4.56 (2.23, 9.32)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


5.19 (2.58, 10.45)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


4.49 (2.23, 9.04)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


7.01 (3.32, 14.81)


OR (95% CI)


102/229


83/208


185/437


26/65


26/65


28/56


28/56


90/155


17/39


107/194


80/150


4/11


84/161


68/140


68/140


62/138


62/138


96/201


96/201


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 


1.00313 1 320
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Figure 2.5.3.1.3: Forest plot for BASDAI50 for AS population at 12-14 weeks v placebo 


 
NB: RAPID-axSpA trial publication does not report BASDAI50 separately for AS and nr-axSpA 
populations 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 7.51  p = 0.000 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 4.92  p = 0.000 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 4.76  p = 0.000 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk z = 3.84  p = 0.000 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk z = 4.88  p = 0.000 
GOL 50-100mg/mth z = 3.63  p = 0.000 
GOL 50mg/mth  z = 4.12  p = 0.000 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks z = 3.58  p = 0.000 
 
Results tables for patients with AS for the following outcome measures: ASAS20, ASAS40, and 
BASADAI50 are presented in Tables 2.5.3.1.1 to 2.5.3.1.3 below. 
 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis
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ADA 40mg/2wks


Huang, 2014


van der Heijde, 2006a [ATLAS]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.739)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 200 mg/2wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 400 mg/4wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 1x50mg/1wk


Dougados, 2011 [SPINE]


van der Heijde, 2006b


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 36.4%, p = 0.210)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 2x25mg/1wk


Barkham, 2010


van der Heijde, 2006b


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.620)


M-H Subtotal


GOL 50-100mg/mth


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


GOL 50mg/mth


Inman, 2008 [GO-RAISE]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks


Braun, 2002


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ID


Study


5.01 (2.87, 8.73)


4.37 (2.43, 7.84)


4.69 (3.14, 7.02)


4.69 (3.13, 7.02)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


2.83 (1.10, 7.29)


6.15 (2.87, 13.18)


4.40 (2.07, 9.36)


4.62 (2.57, 8.31)


10.23 (1.12, 93.34)


5.66 (2.64, 12.15)


6.03 (2.93, 12.41)


6.09 (2.97, 12.51)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


OR (95% CI)


114/229


94/208


208/437


50/111


50/111


47/107


47/107


18/39


93/155
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7/20


87/150


94/170


56/140
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18/34
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Treatment
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19/115


17/107


36/222
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10/43
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20/94
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11/71
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12/78


12/78
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3/35


3/35


Control


Events,


52.60


47.40


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


43.21


56.79


100.00


10.66


89.34


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


(D+L)


Weight


%


5.01 (2.87, 8.73)


4.37 (2.43, 7.84)


4.69 (3.14, 7.02)


4.69 (3.13, 7.02)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


2.83 (1.10, 7.29)


6.15 (2.87, 13.18)


4.40 (2.07, 9.36)


4.62 (2.57, 8.31)


10.23 (1.12, 93.34)


5.66 (2.64, 12.15)


6.03 (2.93, 12.41)


6.09 (2.97, 12.51)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


3.67 (1.82, 7.40)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


4.36 (2.16, 8.78)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


12.00 (3.07, 46.83)


OR (95% CI)


114/229


94/208


208/437


50/111


50/111


47/107
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18/39
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7/20


87/150


94/170


56/140


56/140


61/138
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18/34


18/34


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 
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Table 2.5.3.1.1: Network meta-analysis for AS population: ASAS20 at 12-16 weeks, all studies 
Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 4.665 4.592 3.302 6.409 * 4.634 4.562 2.827 6.887 * 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 2.471 2.298 1.111 4.827 * 2.501 2.254 0.973 5.451 


 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 3.424 3.156 1.489 6.907 * 3.376 2.982 1.296 7.740 * 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 4.528 4.421 2.874 6.846 * 4.562 4.429 2.544 7.529 * 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk PLA 4.191 4.120 2.937 5.824 * 4.342 4.227 2.759 6.631 * 
GOL 50mg/mth PLA 3.994 3.901 2.552 6.028 * 4.023 3.897 2.254 6.620 * 
GOL 50-100mg/mth PLA 4.532 4.349 2.581 7.536 * 4.714 4.395 2.302 9.151 * 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 7.285 7.022 4.321 11.790 * 7.338 6.970 3.896 12.730 * 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 2.170 1.999 0.889 4.443 


 
2.258 2.003 0.742 5.065 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 1.589 1.455 0.625 3.324 


 
1.685 1.503 0.531 3.764 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 1.083 1.040 0.601 1.796 


 
1.098 1.020 0.502 2.077 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 2x25mg/1wk 1.149 1.115 0.683 1.813 


 
1.123 1.075 0.558 1.941 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50mg/mth 1.225 1.182 0.683 2.022 


 
1.240 1.169 0.571 2.305 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50-100mg/mth 1.109 1.055 0.556 1.968 


 
1.113 1.040 0.439 2.231 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 0.683 0.654 0.355 1.190 


 
0.693 0.651 0.305 1.355 


 
Absolute risk   


          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.273 0.272 0.242 0.305 
 


0.273 0.272 0.243 0.305 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.631 0.632 0.545 0.714 
 


0.627 0.630 0.509 0.726 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.464 0.462 0.292 0.646 
 


0.461 0.457 0.264 0.672 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 
 


0.541 0.542 0.354 0.722 
 


0.530 0.529 0.325 0.745 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.622 0.623 0.510 0.725 
 


0.619 0.624 0.481 0.742 
 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 
 


0.606 0.607 0.516 0.693 
 


0.611 0.612 0.502 0.718 
 


GOL 50mg/mth 
 


0.592 0.593 0.483 0.699 
 


0.590 0.593 0.452 0.716 
 


GOL 50-100mg/mth 
 


0.618 0.620 0.485 0.742 
 


0.620 0.622 0.457 0.777 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.722 0.724 0.612 0.819 
 


0.720 0.723 0.587 0.829 
 


* significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 
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Table 2.5.3.1.2: Network meta-analysis for AS population: ASAS40 at 12-16 weeks, all studies 
Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 6.022 5.816 3.765 9.469 * 6.854 5.804 1.916 17.870 * 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 3.150 2.880 1.274 6.626 * 4.449 2.753 0.560 14.920 


 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 4.783 4.315 1.893 10.270 * 6.433 4.281 0.832 22.310 


 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 4.550 4.366 2.574 7.604 * 5.180 4.409 1.650 13.330 * 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk PLA 4.109 3.917 2.186 7.181 * 7.428 4.580 1.688 30.550 * 
GOL 50mg/mth PLA 5.014 4.639 2.324 9.932 * 7.379 4.549 0.916 23.670 


 
GOL 50-100mg/mth PLA 5.809 5.365 2.737 11.460 * 8.428 5.273 1.045 26.850 * 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 7.711 7.229 3.919 14.170 * 9.200 7.180 2.060 26.920 * 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 2.293 2.044 0.770 5.245 


 
4.254 2.085 0.278 14.890 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 1.519 1.355 0.503 3.548 


 
3.012 1.365 0.184 10.490 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 1.427 1.343 0.654 2.691 


 
1.764 1.311 0.274 5.853 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 2x25mg/1wk 1.608 1.496 0.694 3.153 


 
1.628 1.262 0.134 4.922 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50mg/mth 1.378 1.251 0.534 2.952 


 
2.368 1.269 0.180 9.245 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50-100mg/mth 1.188 1.088 0.457 2.528 


 
2.016 1.090 0.149 7.991 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 0.871 0.805 0.361 1.794 


 
1.239 0.808 0.143 4.355 


 
Absolute risk   


          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.153 0.152 0.119 0.193 
 


0.153 0.152 0.119 0.193 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.512 0.512 0.383 0.646 
 


0.512 0.510 0.251 0.771 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.347 0.340 0.177 0.556 
 


0.354 0.333 0.089 0.737 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 
 


0.441 0.437 0.243 0.662 
 


0.442 0.434 0.126 0.805 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.442 0.440 0.302 0.594 
 


0.448 0.442 0.220 0.712 
 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 
 


0.415 0.413 0.268 0.579 
 


0.471 0.451 0.226 0.850 
 


GOL 50mg/mth 
 


0.458 0.454 0.283 0.652 
 


0.456 0.449 0.139 0.811 
 


GOL 50-100mg/mth 
 


0.493 0.490 0.316 0.684 
 


0.490 0.487 0.155 0.832 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.565 0.566 0.397 0.730 
 


0.560 0.563 0.266 0.834 
 


* significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 
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Table 2.5.3.1.3: Network meta-analysis for AS population: BASDAI50 at 12-14 weeks, all studies 
Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 4.933 4.801 3.264 7.262 * 5.524 4.724 1.596 14.180 * 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 5.919 5.523 2.838 11.250 * 7.920 5.484 1.120 27.760 * 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 5.664 5.288 2.686 10.950 * 8.222 5.258 1.071 26.88 * 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 5.190 4.959 2.843 8.965 * 5.890 4.892 1.607 15.950 * 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk PLA 5.204 4.952 2.716 9.219 * 7.296 5.440 1.886 24.110 * 
GOL 50mg/mth PLA 4.878 4.529 2.290 9.416 * 6.665 4.421 0.973 22.640 


 
GOL 50-100mg/mth PLA 4.103 3.803 1.954 7.956 * 5.625 3.739 0.849 20.810 


 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 18.480 13.370 3.641 65.820 * 28.020 14.620 2.077 131.300 * 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 0.942 0.874 0.388 1.901 


 
1.632 0.865 0.125 5.821 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 0.987 0.914 0.402 2.006 


 
1.623 0.894 0.133 5.966 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 1.034 0.972 0.481 1.931 


 
1.366 0.975 0.189 4.611 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 2x25mg/1wk 1.043 0.976 0.469 2.032 


 
1.187 0.877 0.130 3.667 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50mg/mth 1.153 1.063 0.459 2.364 


 
2.028 1.069 0.142 7.175 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50-100mg/mth 1.369 1.267 0.548 2.770 


 
2.453 1.266 0.164 8.174 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 0.456 0.361 0.071 1.422 


 
0.680 0.321 0.029 2.973 


 
Absolute risk   


          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.160 0.159 0.131 0.192 
 


0.160 0.159 0.131 0.192 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.478 0.477 0.369 0.594 
 


0.474 0.471 0.228 0.733 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.512 0.512 0.343 0.688 
 


0.509 0.508 0.174 0.842 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 
 


0.501 0.500 0.330 0.681 
 


0.501 0.498 0.166 0.836 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.485 0.484 0.341 0.638 
 


0.484 0.481 0.229 0.752 
 


ETN 2x25mg/1wk 
 


0.485 0.483 0.331 0.644 
 


0.515 0.508 0.258 0.823 
 


GOL 50mg/mth 
 


0.465 0.462 0.295 0.648 
 


0.463 0.455 0.153 0.817 
 


GOL 50-100mg/mth 
 


0.423 0.419 0.262 0.608 
 


0.426 0.415 0.137 0.796 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.703 0.717 0.403 0.928 
 


0.705 0.734 0.279 0.962 
 


* significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 


 
Meta-regression was performed for the ASAS20 endpoint as sufficient data was available to facilitate this using two covariate models; disease duration and 
study control (placebo) baseline risk. Neither of the covariate models reached statistical significance; however there is a slight trend indicating that higher 
disease duration or a higher control effect (i.e. more effective background treatment) results in a lower relative treatment effect; conclusions from this analysis 
should be drawn with caution. The results are tabulated below (Table 2.5.3.1.4): 
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Table 2.5.3.1.4: Network meta-analysis for AS population: ASAS20 at 12-16 weeks, all studies, random-effects NMA with and without covariates 


Odds ratio  No covariates 
Covariate model 1:  
Disease duration


6
 


Covariate model 2:  
Placebo-control risk


7
 


Treatment Control Median 
Lower 


95% CrI 
Upper 


95% CrI 
 Median 


Lower 
95% CrI 


Upper 
95% CrI 


 Median 
Lower 


95% CrI 
Upper 


95% CrI 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 4.562 2.827 6.887 * 4.217 2.495 7.077 * 4.366 2.506 6.824 * 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 2.254 0.973 5.451 


 
2.215 0.888 5.656 


 
2.877 1.090 6.920 * 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 2.982 1.296 7.740 * 2.997 1.121 7.888 * 3.857 1.351 10.010 * 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 4.429 2.544 7.529 * 4.475 2.545 7.714 * 5.274 2.710 9.851 * 
ETN 2x25mg/1wk PLA 4.227 2.759 6.631 * 4.290 2.780 6.887 * 4.570 2.897 7.481 * 
GOL 50mg/mth PLA 3.897 2.254 6.620 * 5.254 2.196 12.360 * 3.585 1.962 6.648 * 
GOL 50-100mg/mth PLA 4.395 2.302 9.151 * 5.511 2.348 12.650 * 4.164 1.925 8.886 * 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 6.970 3.896 12.730 * 7.122 3.809 13.150 * 5.750 2.924 12.130 * 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 2.003 0.742 5.065 


 
1.894 0.684 5.153 


 
1.498 0.509 4.529  


ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 1.503 0.531 3.764 
 


1.390 0.493 3.907 
 


1.127 0.351 3.587  
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 1.020 0.502 2.077 


 
0.939 0.439 2.062 


 
0.821 0.344 1.887  


ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 2x25mg/1wk 1.075 0.558 1.941 
 


0.969 0.475 1.948 
 


0.947 0.445 1.819  
ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50mg/mth 1.169 0.571 2.305 


 
0.802 0.302 2.078 


 
1.217 0.542 2.360  


ADA 40mg/2wks GOL 50-100mg/mth 1.040 0.439 2.231 
 


0.763 0.295 2.036 
 


1.060 0.423 2.323  
ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 0.651 0.305 1.355 


 
0.589 0.260 1.321 


 
0.746 0.316 1.572  


Absolute risk   
        


    


Treatment   Median 
Lower 


95% CrI 
Upper 


95% CrI  
Median 


Lower 
95% CrI 


Upper 
95% CrI  


Median 
Lower 


95% CrI 
Upper 


95% CrI 
 


PLA 
 


0.272 0.243 0.305 
 


0.275 0.242 0.310 
 


0.272 0.242 0.305  
ADA 40mg/2wks 


 
0.630 0.509 0.726 


 
0.615 0.480 0.734 


 
0.619 0.487 0.720  


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.457 0.264 0.672 
 


0.458 0.249 0.686 
 


0.518 0.288 0.721  
CTZ 400 mg/4wks 


 
0.529 0.325 0.745 


 
0.534 0.296 0.753 


 
0.591 0.336 0.789  


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.624 0.481 0.742 
 


0.630 0.485 0.750 
 


0.664 0.502 0.787  
ETN 2x25mg/1wk 


 
0.612 0.502 0.718 


 
0.619 0.506 0.729 


 
0.631 0.515 0.738  


GOL 50mg/mth 
 


0.593 0.452 0.716 
 


0.666 0.451 0.826 
 


0.572 0.425 0.716  
GOL 50-100mg/mth 


 
0.622 0.457 0.777 


 
0.677 0.468 0.831 


 
0.608 0.420 0.770  


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.723 0.587 0.829 
 


0.731 0.587 0.837 
 


0.683 0.527 0.821  


Coefficient: logβ  - - -  -0.015 -0.083 0.052  -0.428 -1.519 0.629  


* significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 


 
 


                                                      
6
 Bao, 2012 (abs), excluded from covariate model 1 as duration of disease not reported in the abstract 


7
 Giardina, 2010 excluded from covariate model 2 as not placebo controlled 
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Table 2.5.3.1.5: Network meta-analysis for AS population: Summary of model parameters 
comparing covariate models 


Model ASAS20\AS pop \RE ASAS20\AS pop: COV1 \RE  ASAS20\AS pop: COV2\RE 


Burn in 100,000 100,000 100,000 


Number of chains 2 2 2 


Samples per chain 10,000 10,000 10,000 


DIC 192.603 180.946 185.607 


pv + total residual deviance 51.6 50.5 53.8 


Average residual deviance 0.907 0.917 0.975 


Between study standard deviation 0.187 0.210 0.224 


DIC, deviance information criteria; FE, fixed-effect; NA, not applicable; RE, random-effects 


 
2.5.3.2  Non-radiographic axial spondylitis (nr-axSpA) 
 
 Figure 2.5.3.2.1: Forest plot for ASAS20 for nr-axSpA population at 12-18 weeks v placebo: 
ATP population 


 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 3.29  p = 0.001 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 1.82  p = 0.069 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 2.27  p = 0.023 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk z = 1.83  p = 0.067 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks z = 0.95  p = 0.344 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis


.


.


.


.


.


ADA 40mg/2wks


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1, ATP sub-group]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 200 mg/2wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 400 mg/4wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 1x50mg/1wk


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs)


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ID


Study


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


OR (95% CI)


41/69


41/69


27/46


27/46


32/51


32/51


53/105


53/105


87/105


87/105


Treatment


Events,


23/73


23/73


20/50


20/50


20/50


20/50


41/108


41/108


39/51


39/51


Control


Events,


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


(D+L)


Weight


%


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


3.18 (1.60, 6.34)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.13 (0.94, 4.82)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


2.53 (1.13, 5.63)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.67 (0.97, 2.87)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


1.49 (0.65, 3.38)


OR (95% CI)


41/69


41/69


27/46


27/46


32/51


32/51


53/105


53/105


87/105


87/105


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 


1.158 1 6.34
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Figure 2.5.3.2.2: Forest plot for ASAS40 for nr-axSpA population at 12-18 weeks v placebo: 
ATP population 


 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 3.48  p = 0.001 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 3.23  p = 0.001 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 3.23  p = 0.001 
ETN 1x50mg/1wk z = 2.80  p = 0.005 
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks z = 3.90  p = 0.000 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis


.


.


.


.


.


ADA 40mg/2wks


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1, ATP sub-group]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 200 mg/2wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 400 mg/4wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ETN 1x50mg/1wk


Dougados, 2013 [AS EARLY] (abs)


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks


Sieper, 2014 [INFAST]


Barkham, 2009


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = 0.0%, p = 0.340)


M-H Subtotal


ID


Study


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


3.17 (1.54, 6.50)


7.33 (1.53, 35.11)


3.67 (1.91, 7.05)


3.71 (1.95, 7.09)


OR (95% CI)


28/69


28/69


22/46


22/46


24/51


24/51


34/105


34/105


82/105


11/18


93/123


Treatment


Events,


10/73


10/73


8/50


8/50


8/50


8/50


17/108


17/108


27/51


3/17


30/68


Control


Events,


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


82.61


17.39


100.00


(D+L)


Weight


%


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.30 (1.89, 9.79)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.81 (1.86, 12.47)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


4.67 (1.83, 11.89)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


2.56 (1.33, 4.96)


3.17 (1.54, 6.50)


7.33 (1.53, 35.11)


3.67 (1.91, 7.05)


3.71 (1.95, 7.09)


OR (95% CI)


28/69


28/69


22/46


22/46


24/51


24/51


34/105


34/105


82/105


11/18


93/123


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 


1.0285 1 35.1
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Figure 2.5.3.2.3: Forest plot for BASDAI50 for nr-axSpA population at 12-18 weeks v placebo: 
ATP population 


 
Significance test(s) of OR=1 
 
ADA 40mg/2wks z = 3.33  p = 0.001 
CTZ 200 mg/2wks z = 4.92  p = 0.000 
CTZ 400 mg/4wks z = 4.76  p = 0.000 
 
Results tables for patients with nr-axSpA for the following outcome measures: ASAS20, ASAS40, and 
BASADAI50 are presented in Tables 2.5.3.2.1 to 2.5.3.2.3 below. 
 
 


NOTE: Weights are from random effects analysis


.


.


.


ADA 40mg/2wks


Sieper, 2013 [ABILITY-1, ATP sub-group]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 200 mg/2wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


CTZ 400 mg/4wks


Landewe, 2014 [RAPID-axSpA]


D+L Subtotal  (I-squared = .%, p = .)


M-H Subtotal


ID


Study


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


OR (95% CI)


27/69


27/69


50/111


50/111


47/107


47/107


Treatment


Events,


10/73


10/73


14/107


14/107


14/107


14/107


Control


Events,


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


100.00


(D+L)


Weight


%


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


4.05 (1.78, 9.23)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.44 (2.77, 10.69)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


5.20 (2.64, 10.26)


OR (95% CI)


27/69


27/69


50/111


50/111


47/107


47/107


Treatment


Events,


Favours control  Favours treatment 


1.0935 1 10.7
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Table 2.5.3.2.1: Network meta-analysis for nr-axSpA population: ASAS20 at 12-18 weeks, licensed population (ATP) for adalimumab 
Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 3.461 3.240 1.616 6.576 * 7.906 3.209 0.253 41.830 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 2.373 2.154 0.961 5.014 
 


5.378 2.140 0.167 28.930 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 2.819 2.573 1.169 5.857 * 6.387 2.508 0.205 32.090 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 1.748 1.682 0.968 2.898 
 


4.574 1.667 0.134 20.720 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 1.620 1.479 0.628 3.420 
 


3.903 1.496 0.104 20.270 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 1.744 1.499 0.507 4.404 
 


11.210 1.498 0.043 52.380 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 1.462 1.260 0.427 3.715 
 


8.435 1.257 0.037 42.690 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 2.142 1.924 0.811 4.697 
 


17.200 1.948 0.054 72.180 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 2.569 2.191 0.750 6.607 
 


19.030 2.171 0.056 86.840 
 


Absolute risk   
          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.459 0.457 0.291 0.638 
 


0.462 0.460 0.290 0.640 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.722 0.733 0.498 0.883 
 


0.691 0.732 0.168 0.974 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.638 0.645 0.384 0.850 
 


0.615 0.646 0.115 0.964 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 
 


0.675 0.685 0.423 0.869 
 


0.648 0.683 0.136 0.967 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.583 0.587 0.364 0.781 
 


0.571 0.589 0.096 0.951 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.551 0.555 0.289 0.791 
 


0.545 0.559 0.076 0.949 
 


*significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 


 
Table 2.5.3.2.2: Network meta-analysis for nr-axSpA population: ASAS40 at 12-18 weeks, licensed population (ATP) for adalimumab 


Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 4.890 4.413 1.951 10.610 * 9.869 4.396 0.393 50.660  
CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 5.747 4.998 1.949 13.830 * 12.160 5.129 0.469 60.510  
CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 5.574 4.885 1.941 13.310 * 11.000 4.990 0.418 56.740  
ETN 1x50mg/1wk PLA 2.780 2.613 1.350 5.190 * 5.677 2.555 0.251 27.950  
IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks PLA 3.997 3.779 1.964 7.327 * 6.860 4.331 0.825 29.200  
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 1.095 0.879 0.233 3.235 


 
7.411 0.871 0.028 25.300 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 1.117 0.903 0.248 3.257 


 
6.196 0.902 0.028 25.620 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks ETN 1x50mg/1wk 1.981 1.690 0.574 5.087 


 
12.050 1.746 0.058 45.770 


 
ADA 40mg/2wks IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 1.368 1.166 0.407 3.456 


 
3.649 1.026 0.046 17.920 


 
Absolute risk   


          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.233 0.222 0.097 0.430 
 


0.234 0.222 0.097 0.428 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.554 0.559 0.260 0.823 
 


0.546 0.557 0.091 0.943 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.581 0.588 0.271 0.853 
 


0.575 0.595 0.103 0.951 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks 
 


0.576 0.583 0.267 0.850 
 


0.569 0.587 0.095 0.950 
 


ETN 1x50mg/1wk 
 


0.433 0.427 0.185 0.710 
 


0.441 0.426 0.058 0.904 
 


IFX iv 5mg/kg/6-8wks 
 


0.517 0.519 0.248 0.780 
 


0.551 0.556 0.160 0.911 
 


*significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 
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Table 2.5.3.2.3: Network meta-analysis for nr-axSpA population: BASDAI50 at 12 weeks, licensed population (ATP) for adalimumab 


Odds ratio   Fixed-effect NMA Random-effects NMA 


Treatment Control Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI 
 Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI 


 


ADA 40mg/2wks PLA 4.584 4.148 1.856 9.909 * 10.780 4.087 0.305 57.270 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks PLA 5.968 5.567 2.870 11.310 * 13.200 5.496 0.414 67.990 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks PLA 5.709 5.343 2.760 10.87 * 12.130 5.214 0.378 65.000 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 200 mg/2wks 0.867 0.742 0.257 2.201 
 


8.097 0.757 0.020 32.740 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks CTZ 400 mg/4wks 0.908 0.780 0.267 2.326 
 


8.373 0.785 0.021 33.020 
 


Absolute risk   
          


Treatment   Mean Median 
Lower 95% 


CrI 
Upper 95% 


CrI  
Mean Median 


Lower 95% 
CrI 


Upper 95% 
CrI  


PLA 
 


0.135 0.133 0.091 0.191 
 


0.135 0.133 0.091 0.191 
 


ADA 40mg/2wks 
 


0.396 0.388 0.204 0.627 
 


0.413 0.387 0.043 0.900 
 


CTZ 200 mg/2wks 
 


0.464 0.462 0.280 0.661 
 


0.465 0.458 0.059 0.917 
 


CTZ 400 mg/4wks  0.454 0.451 0.271 0.652  0.455 0.444 0.054 0.910 
 


*significant difference based on 95% CrI; CrI, credible interval 


 


2.5.4 Discussion 
 
Given the limited numbers of trials available for synthesis in the network meta-analyses, the different populations considered, differential use of early escape 
arms, and relatively small populations there is uncertainty regarding the estimates of relative effectiveness obtained in the network meta-analysis conducted 
as part of this submission. 
 
This will impact the strength of any conclusions surrounding the cost effectiveness of each of the anti-TNF drugs when compared to each other when these 
differences are generated by response rate estimates derived from the NMA. 
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2.6 Clinical Interpretation of the evidence 


2.6.1 Comparability of the trials for nr-axSpA 
 
At the time of writing this submission, adalimumab and certolizumab were the only anti-TNFs licensed for 
use in patients with nr-axSpA. In line with the methods guide to technology appraisals, AbbVie has 
performed an indirect comparison to obtain estimates of the relative effectiveness of both these biological 
agents vs standard of care. However, the trial populations are markedly different and as discussed in Section 
2.5, it was not possible to perform a meta-regression for the nr-axSpA population to test the effect different 
covariates had on the probability of a response as there were too few trials in the network. For example, the 
mean symptom duration of the adalimumab and certolizumab trials is very different, with the adalimumab 
arm comprising on average patients who have had symptoms of disease for more than double that of the 
certolizumab trial (see Table 2.6.1.1). 
 
Table 2.6.1.1: Mean symptom duration at baseline from the adalimumab and certolizumab nr-axSpA 
trials 


 Adalimumab – licensed population
9
 Certolizumab


68
 


Symptom duration 
ADA 40mg eow 


(n=68) 
Placebo 
(n=72) 


CTZ 200mg Placebo 


Mean  10.71 10.37 4.8 4.5 


 
This is important to note because Sieper et al showed the impact of symptom duration on achieving the 
primary endpoint ASAS40 (Figure 2.6.1.1 below). The percentage of patients achieving an ASAS40 
response has been stratified by symptom duration <5 years vs. > 5 years and the data indicate that for 
patients with symptom duration <5 years 48% patients achieved an ASAS40 response compared to 31% 
with symptoms for more than 5 years.  
 
Figure 2.6.1.1: Percentage ASAS40 responders at week 12 from ABILITY-1 stratified by symptom 
duration 


 
Source: Figure 2, Sieper et al, 2012.


8
 


 
Figure 2.6.1.1 presents data from the full analysis set of the ABILITY-1 trial and not for the licensed 
population, which is the focus of this submission. Therefore, additional analysis was undertaken for ASAS40 
and BASDAI50 for the licensed population stratified by symptom duration <5 years and > 5 years. Table 
2.6.1.2 shows the results of this analysis below: 
 
Table 2.6.1.2 Percentage of ASAS40 and BASDAI 50 responders at week 12 stratified by symptom 
duration from patients in the ABILITY-1 trial fulfilling the criteria for the licensed population  


 
Symptom duration < 5 years 


N=50 
Symptom duration > 5 years 


N=89 


 ADA 40mg EOW Placebo ADA 40mg EOW Placebo 


ASAS40, % 54.2% 3.9% 34.1% 20.0% 


BASDAI50, % 50.0% 0% 34.1% 22.2% 
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Data from Table 2.6.1.2 clearly show that for patients with <5 years symptom duration prior to initiating 
adalimumab, there is a much greater likelihood that they will achieve an ASAS40 and/or BASDAI50 
response than if they have had disease symptoms for more than 5 years. It is also worth noting that 
regardless of symptom duration, both groups present a better treatment effect with adalimumab use than 
with placebo. 
 
Given that the average symptom duration in the certolizumab trial was 4.8 years for patients in the CTZ 
200mg eow arm with nr-axSpA, and 47.8% of these patients achieved an ASAS40;


69
 the fact that 54.2% of 


patients with symptom duration <5 years receiving 40mg adalimumab eow achieved an ASAS40 response 
demonstrates the impact this particular patient characteristic has on the ability to respond. Whilst AbbVie 
was not able to do a covariate adjustment in the network meta-analysis, the Assessment Group might be 
able to do so. However, in the absence of being able to correct for these between trial differences, AbbVie 
suggests that caution is exercised when comparing the relative effectiveness of these two agents.  


2.6.2 Placebo effects and pain 
 
The BASDAI and BASFI measures have proved to be important measures of outcome in the assessment of 
AS and nr-axSpA. However, both measures may be susceptible to placebo effects as they are continuous 
patient-assessed outcomes, which include an assessment of pain. A Cochrane systematic review assessing 
the placebo effect observed that in the 10 clinical conditions investigated in three trials or more, placebo had 
a statistically significant pooled effect only on pain or phobia on continuous scales.
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 In the combined 


analyses of 156 trials, the authors did not find a statistically significant effect of placebo interventions in trials 
with binary outcomes, or when continuous outcomes were reported by observers, whereas a statistically 
significant effect was observed for trials with patient-reported continuous outcomes, especially for pain. The 
authors also found that in pain trials, smaller placebo effects were observed in larger trials. This review is 
interesting as it highlights that smaller trials using patient-assessed continuous outcomes to measure pain 
are most susceptible to generating placebo effects. All these conditions are present in the assessment of AS 
and non-radiographic trials using the BASDAI and BASFI as outcome measures. These factors may be 
important to consider when assessing how much more effective anti-TNF therapies are compared to placebo 
and when pooling trial results. 


2.6.3 Extra-articular manifestations and impact on choice of treatment 
 
Whilst this review focuses on ankylosing spondylitis and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis, and as 
such the costs and benefits are restricted to improvements in the clinical manifestations of these diseases 
(e.g. BASDAI and BASFI improvements mapped to EQ-5D), it is important for the Appraisal Committee to 
note that many patients with SpA also have extra-articular manifestations (EAMs).  
 
EAMs associated with SpA include anterior uveitis (25–30%), psoriasis (10–25%) or inflammatory bowel 
disease (IBD) (5–10%) and cardiovascular manifestations


71,72
. As a result of these associated co-morbidities, 


the choice of treatment is particularly important as the efficacy of the biologics under review varies from 
agent to agent in the treatment of these EAMs. Furthermore, the 2010 ASAS/ EULAR guidelines state, “The 
treatment of patients with AS should be tailored according to: the current manifestation of the disease (axial, 
peripheral, entheseal, extra-articular symptoms and signs).” 
 
For example, for anterior uveitis Guignard et al showed that there was a clear difference between etanercept 
and the anti-TNF antibodies (infliximab and adalimumab); the incidence of uveitis remained unchanged with 
etanercept treatment (54.6 vs 58.5/100 patient-years; P=0.92), whereas it was dramatically reduced 
following anti-TNF antibody treatment (infliximab: 47.4 vs 9.0/100 patient-years; P=0.008, adalimumab: 60.5 
vs 0/100 patient-years; P=0.04).
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 Furthermore, data from RHAPSODY (see Section 2.2.2) and an 


independent investigator initiated study in AS, patients with anterior uveitis (AU) showed that adalimumab 
significantly reduced the number of AU attacks per year. Out of 77 patients enrolled, a total of 52 AU attacks 
occurred in the year before baseline (68 attacks per 100 patient-yrs.), whereas during adalimumab treatment 
19 attacks were seen (14 per 100 patient-yrs.; a reduction rate of 80%). Twenty-six patients with AU in the 
year before start of adalimumab treatment had recurrent attacks, with a median number of 2.0 AU attacks 
per year [interquartile range (IQR) 1.00-3.00], whereas during treatment this decreased to 10 patients with a 
median number of 0.56 attacks per year (IQR 0.30-0.75). Hence, the number of attacks per year decreased 
by 72% (p = 0.000).
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In a published review of the therapeutic implications of treating EAMs in SpA, Maghraoui concludes that, 
“Etanercept appears to have very little effect on inflammatory bowel disease and limited efficacy on the 
course of uveitis probably inferior to the monoclonal antibodies adalimumab and infliximab.”


 72 
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Like Maghraoui, Van der Horst-Bruinisma et al also evaluated the management and evaluation of extra-
articular manifestations in spondyloarthritis.
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 The authors found “in patients with SpA and IBD the use of 


NSAIDs should be minimised, except for celecoxib. Furthermore, sulfasalazine might be beneficial for both 
indications, but the first choice of anti-TNF is adalimumab or infliximab.” 
 
To conclude, there are sufficient published data showing differential benefits between the biologics in the 
treatment of EAMs associated with axial SpA. Adalimumab has been shown to be efficacious in the 
treatment of anterior uveitis associated with AS, IBD and psoriasis. As such, the choice of biologic treatment 
for patients with axial SpA should take into account not only the axial manifestations, but given the high 
prevalence of uveitis, IBD, psoriasis etc., also take account of any EAM and the benefit different drugs confer 
on these co-morbidities. 


2.6.4 Long term benefits of anti-TNF therapy and rebound assumption 
 
Available data on BASDAI from observational and registry suggest that in the absence of anti-TNF therapy 
this remains persistently elevated for patients with AS. For BASFI the available data indicates that for 
patients on conventional therapy this increases over time; whereas for patients receiving anti-TNF therapy it 
drops and remains constant. One of the key clinical assumptions with regard to the economic modelling is 
therefore what happens to the BASFI score of patients who stop anti-TNF therapy. It has been assumed in 
all published models that BASFI rebound on stopping therapy would be of the same magnitude as the initial 
gain. Therefore, given that there has been no progression whilst the patient has been on treatment, they will 
rebound to the same BASFI level as when therapy commenced. The implication of this assumption is that 
since there is a difference in progression for anti-TNF agents and conventional therapy, spending time on an 
anti-TNF agent results in a sustained long-term benefit compared to conventional therapy. 
 
If we consider a patient has been on an anti-TNF agent for 5 years, the rebound to natural history 
assumption would conclude that the patient has an instant BASFI worsening on stopping anti TNF therapy 
equal to the worsening in BASFI over 5 years that would have occurred had the patient been on conventional 
therapy in addition to the worsening equal to the initial BASFI gain on anti-TNF therapy. If the rebound for 
patients on long term anti-TNF therapy were of this magnitude the phenomenon of rebound to natural history 
would have been noted in clinical practice by patients and rheumatologists.  


2.6.5 Eligibility for an anti-TNF agent 
 


Current NICE guidance TA143 - adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis stipulates 
that adalimumab or etanercept is recommended in patients with severe ankylosing spondylitis who: 
 


 have had active spinal disease (BASDAI > 4 and at least 4cm on the 0-10cm VAS for spinal pain) as 
assessed on two separate occasions 12 weeks apart without any change in treatment  


 have tried conventional treatment with two or more non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs taken 
sequentially at maximum tolerated or recommended dosage for 4 weeks that has failed to control 
symptoms.  
 


AbbVie considers that these criteria cause unnecessary delay and suffering for the patient. AbbVie 
agrees that patients need to have tried and failed conventional therapy prior to initiating an anti-TNF, and 
that their disease activity needs to be severe enough to warrant an anti-TNF in line with the licenses. 
However, to record a BASDAI >4 and spinal VAS >4 at the first time point, indicating severe disease, 
and then having to wait a further 12 weeks without any treatment changes to record another score 
seems to be an unnecessary amount of pain and suffering for the patient to tolerate prior to initiating an 
anti-TNF.  
 
AbbVie suggests that the 2010 Update of the International ASAS recommendations for the use of anti-
TNF agents in patients with axial spondyloarthritis has more appropriate eligibility criteria, much more in 
line with other NICE technology appraisal guidance that don’t require such a delay in treatment: 
 


 Patients must fulfil the modified New York criteria for AS or the ASAS criteria for axial SpA 


 Patients must have had active disease for >4 weeks 


 BASDAI > 4 and a positive expert opinion 


 All patients should have had adequate therapeutic trials of at least two NSAIDs. An adequate 
therapeutic trial is defined as at least two NSAIDs over a 4-week period in total at maximum 
recommended or tolerated anti-inflammatory dose unless contraindicated. 
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2.7 Summary of ongoing AbbVie sponsored clinical trials of adalimumab in axial 
SpA 


 
This section summarises the ongoing AbbVie sponsored clinical trials of adalimumab in axial SpA by NCT 
number. Further information about these studies is available on www.clinicaltrials.gov.  
 
1. NCT01474876 – a multi-country post marketing observational study on maintenance of effectiveness of 


adalimumab in patients with ankylosing spondylitis and psoriatic arthritis. This study was expected to 
complete in May 2014, with final data collection for the primary outcome also in May 2014. There were 
three primary outcome measures: 1) the percentage of patients who had BASDAI50 at the end of the 
observational period of 12 months as compared with baseline; 2) percentage of patients with >1.2 
change in DAS28 score at 12 months from baseline; and 3) percentage of patients in ASDAS remission 
at 12 months. 


 
2. NCT01808118 (M13-375) – a multicentre, randomised, double-blind, study comparing the efficacy and 


safety of continuing vs. withdrawing adalimumab therapy in maintaining remission in subjects with non-
radiographic axial spondylitis. The primary endpoint to be collected is the proportion of participants who 
do not experience a flare during period 2 by Week 68 of the study where a flare is defined as having any 
2 consecutive study visits with ASDAS ≥ 2.1. This study initiated in May 2013 and is expected to 
complete in May 2017. Recruitment is currently ongoing with target enrolment around 740 participants. 


 
  



http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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Section 3: Cost-effectiveness 


3.1 Overview of economic evaluation of adalimumab for the treatment of 
ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 
ankylosing spondylitis 
 
An economic model to estimate the cost effectiveness of adalimumab vs. conventional therapy and other 
licensed TNF antagonists for axial spondyloarthritis (both nr-axSpA and AS) patients was developed in 
conjunction with Pharmerit. A copy of the excel file containing the model is enclosed alongside this 
submission. 
 
3.1.1 Model Structure 
 
A state-transition model was developed based on the ASAS guidelines for the use of TNF antagonists in a 
population of patients with axial SpA patients to reflect real-world treatment decisions and to project long-
term outcomes.


52
 All patients were assumed to take conventional therapy/background therapy (e.g. NSAIDs) 


during the modelled horizon and also receive one of the licensed TNF-antagonists (adalimumab, 
certolizumab pegol, golimumab, etanercept and infliximab) or placebo (conventional therapy only). 
Specifically, patients were assumed to stay on therapy as long as they had an adequate therapeutic 
response (i.e., ASAS40 for nr-AxSpA and ASAS20 for AS), but were taken off therapy when insufficient 
response occurred. Discontinuations due to adverse events (AEs) or reasons other than therapeutic failures 
were also considered. 
 
The model consists of two components. The short-term (first 12 weeks) component covers the impact of 
therapy on clinical outcomes based on the clinical trials. However, because axial SpA is a lifelong condition, 
it is important to assess the impact of therapy beyond the duration of the randomised controlled trials, which 
required assumptions on long-term disease prognosis beyond the time of switch to open label therapy. The 
model harnessed the available long-term trial data for adalimumab (up to 156 weeks in ABILITY-1 for nr-
axSpA and 260 weeks in ATLAS for AS) as well as including assumptions beyond trial durations to 
demonstrate the life-time cost-effectiveness (up to 40 years). The structure of the model can be seen in 
figure 3.1.1.1. 
 
Figure 3.1.1.1: Overview of Model Structure 
 


 
 
The model focuses on the progression of BASDAI and BASFI over time. The mathematical structure is that 
of a state-transition model, where the clinical outcomes, quality of life and costs of patients in each state are 
incurred over time, allowing the computation of a measure of cost-effectiveness over a given defined period. 
 
The structure of the model is shown in Figures 3.1.1.2 (for treatment with adalimumab) and 3.1.1.3 (for 
treatment with conventional therapy), and reflects treatment decisions commonly followed in the UK for the 
treatment of AS, which many rheumatologists think are also applicable to nr-axSpA patients. The rationale is 
that patients are kept on treatment for as long as they can be considered to be in response and therefore, 
patients are categorised as responders or non-responders and whether on therapy or not. The model 
consists of two components. The short-term component covers the impact of therapy on clinical outcomes 
from the RCTs (first 12 weeks). The impact of the chronicity of axial SpA is assessed through by carrying out 
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extrapolation of clinical data from the trial and observational studies over a period of 40 years. The main 
body of evidence is from the ABILITY-1 and ATLAS trial. 
 


Figure 3.1.1.2: Detailed Model Structure of active anti-TNF Arm in Base Case Analysis 


 
Legend: In the base case, ASAS40/ASAS20 response rates at week 12 were obtained from the NMA indirect comparisons of all 
licensed anti-TNF therapies and conventional therapy for both indications. A certain percentage (i.e., 55.90% of adalimumab in nr-
AxSpA by ASAS40) of subject responded at week 12. Non-responders at week 12 are assumed to be discontinued from therapy and 
return to baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores. Responders are assumed to remain on therapy until subsequent discontinuation, based 
on observed and modelled data. Responders experience improvement in their BASDAI and BASFI scores while remaining on therapy 
based on observed scores in available open-label period and LOCF afterwards. However, upon discontinuation, BASDAI and BASFI 
scores return to baseline levels. The BASDAI scores were assumed to remain constant from that point onward. However, BASFI scores 
for patients who are not on anti-TNF after week 12 are expected to worsen over time. BASDAI (or BASFI) scores were used to estimate 
costs and BASDAI and BASFI scores were used to estimate utility. 
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Figure 3.1.1.3: Detailed Model Structure of Conventional Therapy Arm in Base Case Analysis 


 
 
Legend: In the base case, ASAS40/ASAS20 response rates at week 12 were obtained from the NMA indirect comparisons of all 
licensed anti-TNF therapies and conventional therapy for both indications. A smaller percentage (i.e., 22.20% of conventional therapy in 
nr-AxSpA by ASAS40) of subject responded at week 12. Both responders and non-responders at week 12 were assumed to return to 
baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores. The BASDAI scores were assumed to remain constant from that point onward. However, BASFI 
scores for patients who are not on anti-TNF after week 12 are expected to worsen over time. BASDAI (or BASFI) scores were used to 
estimate costs and BASDAI and BASFI scores were used to estimate utility. 


 
3.1.2 Patient populations and perspective 
 
In nr-axSpA, the analysis was based on the pivotal placebo-controlled Phase III study (the ABILITY-1 trial) of 
severe nr-axSpA patients with baseline BASDAI≥4 and who had an inadequate response or were intolerant 
to at least one NSAID. Patients were randomised to either adalimumab 40mg every other week (n=91) or 
conventional therapy (n=94) for 12 weeks, followed by an open-label extension period with data to 156 
weeks. It should be noted that the study population of the ABILITY-1 study was adults with active axSpA not 
fulfilling the modified New York criteria for AS, who had either MRI evidence of active inflammation or 
positive HLA-B27, and an inadequate response to or intolerance to ≥1 NSAID, or had a contraindication for 
NSAIDs. This is a broader population than the indication specified in the marketing authorisation and thus, 
the indication relevant to this submission; the licence granted was that of adults with severe axSpA without 
radiographic evidence of AS and with objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and/or MRI, who 
have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs (adalimumab, n=69; placebo n=73).  As 
such, data involving estimates of effectiveness presented in the economic evaluation are based on the 
licensed population (ATP) within the ABILITY-1 trial which had elevated CRP and/or positive MRI. 
 
For AS, the model inputs were based on ATLAS, which is a multicentre, double-blinded, phase III, placebo-
controlled randomised clinical trial. Patients were 18 years of age or older, diagnosed with definitive AS 
based on the modified New York criteria and fulfilling at least two of the following three criteria: (1) Bath AS 
Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score 4 or greater; (2) morning stiffness for 1 h or longer and (3) visual 
analogue scale (VAS) score for total back pain 4 or greater on a scale of 0 to 10. Patients also had an 
inadequate response to at least one non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug and may (but were not required to) 
have failed treatment with at least one DMARD. Patients were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to receive either 
adalimumab 40 mg or matching placebo subcutaneously eow for 24 weeks. Patients did not achieve ASAS 
20 response at weeks 12, 16, or 20 were eligible to receive early-escape, open-label treatment with 
adalimumab 40 mg eow and were followed per protocol. 
 
The model inputs of selected treatment efficacy endpoints (e.g. response rates) were obtained through a 
systematic review and network meta-analyses of RCTs of TNF-α inhibitors used in AS and nr-axSpA (refer to 
Section 2.5). 
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In the primary analysis, ASAS40 for nr-axSpA and ASAS20 for AS were used to define clinical response at 
week 12, because these were the primary outcome measures from the clinical trials of adalimumab. Placebo 
responders at week 12 were assumed to lose response and return to baseline disease severity. Both the 
BASDAI and BASFI scores were used jointly to estimate the quality of life associated with axial SpA. The 
relationship between BASDAI/BASFI and costs (units of resource utilisation) was derived from the OASIS 
observational database, which contains information on AS patients in Europe. The BASDAI and BASFI 
scores were used jointly to estimate quality of life associated with AS, using the relationship observed 
between the utility scores (measured in HUI3) and the BASDAI and BASFI scores in ATLAS trial. Since EQ-
5D was not collected in ATLAS and lack of parameter uncertainties (e.g. standard errors) from the previous 
mapping of BASDAI/BASFI to EQ-5D from the 2006 NICE AS appraisal, we were not able to select EQ-5D 
as the primary utility measure. However, in secondary (scenario) analyses, EQ-5D mapping (e.g. Ara et al, 
McLeod et al) was examined deterministically for AS. Additionally, the BASFI score was used to substitute 
for the BASDAI for the relationship with costs and trial-observed utility scores were used to in place of 
BASDAI/BASFI as secondary analyses. Moreover, a conservative scenario where placebo responders 
maintain week 12 response was also examined. Due to data availability issues, it was not possible to use 
BASDAI and BASFI scores as joint predictors of costs. 
 
Costs of axial SpA resource utilisation, drug, administration, initiation and monitoring, and adverse events 
were calculated from the healthcare perspective. Time lost due to axial SpA or seeking care was also 
included in a separate sensitivity analysis from a societal perspective. Standardized mortality ratio of 1 and 
1.5 was assumed for nr-AxSpA and AS, respectively. Discounting was applied at 3.5% for both costs and 
outcomes in the base case; the discount rate was varied in sensitivity analyses. Uncertainty surrounding 
outcomes was addressed using probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA). 
 


3.2 Model Inputs 
 
3.2.1 Patient Characteristics 
 
The nr-axSpA patient population in the model represented the characteristics of the licensed sub-group 
population from the pivotal trial (ABILITY-1) which had elevated CRP and/or positive MRI. Patients in the trial 
fulfilled the ASAS criteria for axial spondyloarthritis, had an inadequate response, intolerance or 
contraindication to NSAIDs, but did not fulfill the modified NY criteria for AS. The enrollment criteria for 
ABILITY-1 differed slightly from the ASAS criteria in two respects: 
 


 Patients enrolled in the trial were required to have had an inadequate response to or intolerance to 
≥1 NSAIDs as defined by the Investigator, whereas the ASAS recommendations require adequate 
therapeutic trials of ≥2 NSAIDs over a 4-week period in total at maximum recommended or tolerated 
anti-inflammatory dose unless contraindicated. However, approximately 70% of patients enrolled in 
ABILITY-1 had > 2 NSAIDs prior to initiating adalimumab. 


 


 Six patients enrolled in the trial had baseline BASDAI scores less than 4. Three in each arm. 
 


All patients randomised in ABILITY-1 who had objective signs of inflammation (elevated CRP and/or positive 
MRI) were included in the economic analysis. In the modelling of health state utilities the Full Analysis Set 
was used, as a larger sample size (185 rather than 142 patients) allowed for an increase in the precision of 
the estimates. The Safety Analysis Set from the overall ABILITY-1 trial was used in the computation of the 
incidence of adverse events. 
 
For AS, the ATLAS trial of adalimumab is representative of the licensed population - adults with severe 
active AS defined by modified New York criteria and inadequate response or intolerance to conventional 
therapy (e.g. NSAIDs). The model inputs were based on completed 5-year trial data with 311 randomised 
patients who received at least one dose of adalimumab (during the double-blinded or open-label extension). 
 
3.2.2 Outcome measures 
 
QALYs are used to assess the final health outcomes achieved with treatment. In ABILITY-1, EQ-5D data 
were collected directly from the patients in the trial; whereas in ATLAS, HUI-3 data were collected. The utility 
values directly collected from these trials were then modelled to account for the effect on utility of a possible 
increase over time in BASFI scores. Having similar utility values directly scored from the utility questionnaires 
in two different model specifications, drawing on different hypotheses of BASFI evolution over time, would 
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create an inconsistency. Furthermore, all patients on placebo stopped placebo at week 12 and had the 
option to receive open label adalimumab. Therefore, it was not possible to observe the utility of patients on 
placebo beyond 12 weeks. As such, the relationship between health state utilities, BASDAI and BASFI 
scores was derived from the ABILITY-1 and ATLAS trial through linear mixed regressions models
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, with 


random effects allowing subject-specific intercept and coefficients. The fixed-effect relationship for the base 
case scenario is presented below. 
 
ABILITY-1: EQ-5D = 0.922* - 0.03924 BASDAI* - 0.04117 BASFI* 
   (0.01069)  (0.005426) (0.006141) 


 
ATLAS: HUI3=0.8991*-0.03109 BADSAI* -0.04146 BASFI* 
 (0.01155) (0.004047) (0.004802) 
 
Value in parentheses are SE of the coefficients 
*P<0.001 


 
Besides mapping BASDAI/BASFI to HUI3 for AS, modelling using the BASDAI and BASFI scores and their 
relationship with EQ-5D was also adopted from the 2006 NICE appraisal as alternatives in scenario analysis, 
however as previously mentioned these could not be the base case because the SEs for the two EQ-5D 
algorithms has been redacted in the Assessment Group report. 
 
3.2.3 Effectiveness Estimates 
 
The effectiveness estimates for the outcomes of ASAS20/40,BASDAI50, BASDAI, BASFI and EQ-5D/HUI3 
were taken from the ATP population of the nr-axSpA patients in ABILITY-1 who had elevated CRP and/or 
positive MRI (n=142) and for the whole analysis set for ATLAS (AS patients). Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
provide details of all the results of the primary and secondary outcome measures for these populations. 
 
3.2.4 Disease epidemiology 
 


 Definition of Response 
 
All response rates were obtained from the network meta-analyses as specified in Section 2.5 for both 
indications, AS and nr-axSpA. ASAS40 and ASAS20 were the primary endpoints for the ABILITY-1 and 
ATLAS trial, respectively. ASAS20 has been the primary endpoint of a series of studies including RAPID, 
which is the major RCT for certolizumab pegol in nr-AxSpA. Although BASDAI50 had been recommended 
earlier by the BSR guidelines,
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 it was reported less frequently in RCTs included within the NMA and has 


recently been accused of being quite subjective (due to its self-reporting nature). More importantly, 
agreement between ASAS response criteria and expert opinion was found to be good while only moderate to 
good was found for BASDAI50 and expert opinion.
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  Therefore ASAS responses are preferred in this 


analysis and have been selected for the base case (e.g. ASAS40 for nr-AxSpA and ASAS20 for AS). 
Nevertheless, all response criteria including BASDAI50 were also tested under scenario analyses for both 
indications. 
 


 Timing of Assessments of Response 
 
Assessment timing varied from week 12 to 16 from the RCTs included in the analysis. We applied the meta-
analysed response rates to week 12 in the model for simplicity in analysing the ABILITY-1 and ATLAS trial 
data for BASDAI/BASFI scores and subsequent responder discontinuation rates. In ABILITY-1, response to 
adalimumab or placebo was assessed at week 12 - the end of the double-blind, randomised period, 
consistent with the ASAS guidelines recommendation of assessment of response between week 6 and 12. 
No patients were taken off therapy until week 12 due to lack of efficacy in line with the recommendation in 
the summary of product characteristics for adalimumab. Patients with missing ASAS40 responses at week 
12 were treated as non-responders according to "non-responder imputation" criterion. Any patients who 
discontinued or had missing values at week 12 were counted as non-responders in the analysis. In ATLAS, 
patients without ASAS20 response from week 12 to 24 were entitled to switch to open-label or discontinue 
the study, which may bring unnecessary complexities for the model structure (mostly because this affects the 
placebo estimates where many more patients did not achieve an ASAS20 response at week 12, and 
escaped to open-label therapy). Therefore, only the first 12 weeks of the 24-week double-blinded period was 
used for BASDAI/BASFI scores and adalimumab discontinuation rates after week 12. 
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 Relationship of BASDAI, BASFI, and EQ-5D/HUI3 to costs and quality of life 
 
In the primary analysis, the BASDAI score was used to estimate the costs of resource use based on the 
OASIS observational database. Both the BASDAI and BASFI scores were used jointly to estimate the quality 
of life associated with axial SpA. Observed EQ-5D scores were mapped to BASDAI and BASFI for the 
relationship in the base case for nr-axSpA. However, only HUI3 was collected in ATLAS for AS patients and 
it states in the NICE DSU report (Brazier et al, 2011) that HUI3 is acceptable in absence of EQ-5D generic 
measure, although the preference should be given to the more consistent and universal measure of EQ-5D. 
Therefore, we modelled the quality of life of AS patients using HUI3 as the primary analysis and tested other 
algorithms using EQ-5D from previous AS appraisals (i.e., Ara et al, McLeod et al) in secondary (scenario) 
analyses. The BASFI score was also used to substitute for the BASDAI for the relationship with costs, and 
the observed EQ-5D scores in ABILITY-1 and HUI3 in ATLAS for the relationship with utilities. As previously 
highlighted observed utility scores were only available for placebo for the first 12 weeks, after which all 
patients continuing in the study were switched to open-label adalimumab. 
 


 BASDAI and BASFI and EQ-5D scores over time 
 
In the model, it is assumed that BASDAI scores for patients not on adalimumab (i.e., conventional therapy 
patients, and patients who discontinued adalimumab) remain at the common baseline scores from week 12 
onward. The assumption of constant BASDAI score while not on adalimumab is supported by baseline data 
from the ABILITY-1 trial. Specifically, baseline BASDAI scores can be predicted via linear regression 
analysis using time since symptom onset as a predictor. Each additional year of symptom duration was 
associated with a non-significant coefficient (+0.02 per year). 
 
In the base case model, the BASFI score for all patients not on anti-TNF treatment increases in a linear 
fashion by 0.084 per year, in line with the evidence from the ABILITY-1 trial, where each additional year of 
baseline symptom duration was associated with a significant (+0.084, p=0.0005) increase in baseline BASFI 
score adjusting for the age of onset (age at first reported axial SpA symptom) to control for the age effect on 
functional damage. This worsening of BASFI over time has also been observed in studies in AS patients: 
firstly in the ATLAS trial where a significant annual BASFI increase of 0.056 adjusting for age at disease 
diagnosis was reported, and also in Taylor et al.


79
 and Kobelt et al (in a subgroup of patients with BASDAI≥4 


at baseline).
80


 Further, an increase in BASFI score is consistent with a study by Heikkila et al. (+0.300 per 
year)


81
, and the OASIS study (personal written communication: van der Heijde and Boonen 2005) (+0.075 in 


a subgroup of AS patients with BASDAI≥4 at baseline). These observations may also be consistent with the 
observation that patients with nr-axSpA have lower but possibly a faster functional damage than patients with 
AS, suggesting that these BASFI scores are subject to change and that time and/or disease progression 
impact BASFI scores. However, given the lack of sufficient follow-up data on disease progression of most 
literature, this model does not attempt to link nr-axSpA progression to AS by BASFI score. 
 
Responder BASFI/ BASDAI scores were divided into three subgroups according to the timing of the 
assessment and adalimumab treatment discontinuation status: 
 
- All responders at Week 12; 
- All responders post-week 12 who continue on therapy; and 
- All responders post-week 12 who discontinue on therapy 
 
In the base case analysis, it was assumed that placebo response at week 12 would be lost immediately after 
week 12 and the BASDAI and BASFI scores of the placebo responders in conventional therapy would return 
to baseline. The ASAS40 endpoint in ABILITY-1 comprises a number of subjective visual analogue scales 
and is therefore quite prone to reporting of subjective placebo effects. However, if we examine the difference 
in the objective secondary point of change in CRP (measured in mg/l) from baseline to 12 weeks, the 
response in the placebo arm is approximately seven times less than in the adalimumab arm (-0.8 for placebo 
vs. -6.5 for adalimumab), compared to an approximately threefold difference for the ASAS40 response (see 
Table 2.3.2.2 in Section 2.3.2). AbbVie believes that the placebo effect present in the primary outcome 
(ASAS40) may be due to a large extent as a result of the disease flare-up at baseline (more likely to 
participate in clinical trials at flare-ups) and regression to the mean at week 12. Subjectivity of the measure 
could also explain the placebo response and that this effect would be much less relevant in real world clinical 
practice. The mean BASDAI and BASFI scores at 12 weeks were low in the 10 placebo patients who were 
ASAS40 responders, however further analysis of the mean changes in scores is hampered by the small 
sample of only 10 responders in the placebo arm. Nevertheless, alternatively a more conservative 
assumption was examined in scenario analysis where placebo effect was not lost but maintained through the 
lifetime horizon. 
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The BASDAI and BASFI scores of adalimumab responders in the licensed population showed consistent 
improvement in ABILITY-1 (week 12 to 140) and ATLAS (week 12 to week 260), as illustrated in the 
observed mean values presented in Figures 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 
patients benefit from the therapies as long as they continue on adalimumab treatment over time. To avoid 
extrapolating life-time improvement by subjective functional forms from only the first 2 to 5 years data, we 
applied the mean observed BASDAI and BASFI scores until the last available data point and carried forward 
the last observed values to the end of horizon. As a result, the life time benefit of being treated is not 
subjective to bold statistical assumption that may overestimate the effect of adalimumab. The same 
BASDAI/BASFI scores by response status from ABILITY-1/ATLAS trial were applied to all active anti-TNF 
comparators due to the limitation that scores by week-12 response from other RCTs were not accessible at 
the time of analysis. 
 
Figure 3.2.4.1: Observed mean BASDAI and BASFI scores for adalimumab ASAS40 responders in the 
licensed population from ABILITY-1 (ATP population) 


  
 
Figure 3.2.4.2: Observed mean BASDAI/BASFI scores for adalimumab ASAS20 responders from 
ATLAS 


 
 
Although no statistically different baseline characteristics and scores were found between treatment arms 
(i.e. between ADA and placebo) in the two RCTs, slight differences do exist due to statistical noise and 
imperfect randomisation. The difference, although miniscule, may accumulate over the time horizon and 
create considerable bias in cost-effectiveness estimation in the deterministic setting. As such, to ensure 
patients from anti-TNFα and conventional therapy arm start at the same level of BASDAI/BASFI, which drive 
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the estimation of cost and benefit; we weighted the trial-observed mean baseline scores from the two arms 
by the number of patients and created a uniform baseline scores as shown in Table 3.2.4.1. 
 
The uniform baselines are numerically equal to the mean baseline scores of all patients regardless of arm. 
The scores by responder/non-responder and treatment arm can be predicted by certain regression analyses 
controlling for baseline axial SpA features and baseline scores as covariates. However, given that baseline 
characteristics between the adalimumab and placebo arms from ABILITY-1 and ATLAS are not significantly 
different; the estimated coefficients were not significant as expected. Thus, it would not add much 
information to the prediction. To avoid unnecessary complexities, we adopted a simplified method to derive 
scores which does not involve multivariate analysis: the difference between trial-observed and the uniform 
baseline was retained and added to all observed mean scores (both responders and non-responders) from 
week 12 onward. As such, the information from trial-observed values is preserved in a logical and simple 
way with minimum data manipulation. The standard errors of the derived scores were also calculated based 
on pooled variance estimation. Similarly, the trial-observed utility (EQ-5D or HUI3) inputs (for scenario 
analysis) were derived. 
 
The following data set were generated: 
 


 Uniform baseline scores for both treatment arms (adalimumab/other anti-TNFα and placebo)  


 Adjusted scores for responders and non-responders at week 12 for each treatment arm separately. 
 
Table 3.2.4.1: BASDAI/BASFI Scores Inputs by Group, Time Points, and Treatment at Week 12 (Base 
case scenario) 


Outcome Group 
Time of 
Assessment 


Nr-AxSpA: ASAS40 Response (ABILITY-1 
ATP) 


AS: ASAS20 Response (ATLAS) 


Adalimumab 
Conventional 


therapy 
Adalimumab 


Conventional 
therapy 


BASDAI 


All 
Uniform 
Baseline 


6.432 6.432 6.297 6.297 


Responders At 12 Weeks 1.589 2.150 2.329 2.663 


Responder-
Continuers 


>12 Weeks 
Mean Observed then 


LOCF 
6.432 


Mean Observed 
then LOCF 


6.297 


Responder-
Discontinuers 


>12 Weeks 6.432 6.432 6.297 6.297 


Non-
Responders 


At 12 Week 6.432 6.432 6.297 6.297 


Non-
Responders 


>12 Week 6.432 6.432 6.297 6.297 


BASFI 


All 
Uniform 
Baseline 


4.629 4.629 5.372 5.372 


Responders At 12 Weeks 0.976 1.484 2.477 2.178 


Responder-
Continuers 


>12 Weeks 
Mean Observed + 


LOCF 
4.629 


Mean Observed + 
LOCF 


5.372 


Responder-
Discontinuers 


>12 Weeks 4.629 4.629 5.372 5.372 


Non-
Responders 


At 12 Weeks 4.629 4.629 5.372 5.372 


Non-
Responders 


>12 Weeks 4.629 4.629 5.372 5.372 


 
Patients who did not respond at week 12 were assumed to discontinue therapy at that time. In addition, 
week-12 responders from anti-TNF arms could discontinue over time due to a series of reasons. 
 
In both cases, when anti-TNF responders were discontinuing, it was assumed that their BASDAI and BASFI 
scores would immediately rebound to baseline. From that point onward, it was assumed that patients who 
had discontinued would experience a worsening of BASFI over time (+0.084/year for Nr-AxSpA and +0.056 
for AS). This rate was based on the observed change in BASFI per year of since axSpA symptom/diagnosis 
duration among ABILITY-1/ATLAS patients at baseline, as discussed above. 
 
Baseline BASDAI scores modelled via linear regression yielded non-significant coefficients for time since 
symptom onset/diagnosis and age at onset used as the explanatory variables. This fact and the body of 
literature that supports the assumption of independence of disease duration and BASDAI scores  - e.g. 
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Taylor et al (1998)
79


 - led to assuming that BASDAI scores for patients on conventional therapy, and patients 
who discontinued adalimumab would remain at the common baseline scores from Week 12 onward. 
 
3.2.5 Treatment discontinuations 
 
The base case response rates obtained from NMA median estimates at week 12 (when randomisation 
ended) for nr-axSpA  were 55.9%, 58.8% and 22.2% (ASAS40) of the ATP (licensed population) for the 
adalimumab, certolizumab pegol and conventional therapy group, respectively. It was therefore assumed in 
the model that 44.1% and 41.2% of patients in the adalimumab and certolizumab pegol group would 
discontinue at week 12, due to lack of response. Response for AS patients and assumptions on non-
responder discontinuation at week 12 follow the same method. 
 
From week 12 to the last available trial follow-up date (week 156 in ABILITY-1 and 260 in ATLAS), 
adalimumab responders were observed to discontinue over time due to adverse events, loss of follow-up or 
other reasons. For instance in nr-AxSpA, 7.1% (2/28) of adalimumab week-12 responders (ASAS40) in 
ABILITY-1 were observed to have discontinued the treatment by week 156. In addition, it was found that for 
adalimumab responders remaining on therapy, 50.0% (14/28) lost the initial week-12 ASAS40 response at 
certain time point throughout the period of week 12 to 156. For consistency with treatment guidelines, we 
imposed an additional rate (from ABILITY-1 data for the licensed population by checking ASAS40 response 
for each observed time point) on top of the observed 7.1% as the new discontinuation rate due to any 
reason. At any time point after week 12, a patient would be discontinued due to loss of response if the 
ASAS40 response was observed to be lost even if the patient regained ASAS40 afterwards. Thus, the total 
proportion of patients discontinuing due to any reason (i.e., observed discontinuations plus discontinuation 
imposed due to loss of response) from week 12 to week 156 was 57.1% (i.e., 7.1% observed plus 50.0% 
loss of response). Similarly, discontinuation of AS responders was derived from the ATALS trial following the 
same assumption. 
 
Since the discontinuation rate varied across the open-label period, it was in effect assumed that the 
discontinuation rate would also be time-dependent across 40 years. For example in ABILITY-1, a time-
dependent discontinuation rate over 40 years was projected from the data for adalimumab responders in the 
licensed population. The long-term discontinuation rate was extrapolated using parametric survival functions 
with its flexibility of non-constant or non-monotonic hazard rate over time The choice of parametric 
distribution was based on the model fit statistics (e.g. AIC, BIC) as well as visual inspection of the hazard 
plot. As shown in Figure 3.2.5.1, the hazard of discontinuing adalimumab was not constant and non-
monotonic, particularly for AS where rebound was observed at week 150. It follows that exponential, Weibull 
and Gompertz distributions would not be ideal candidates since they assume that the instant hazard is either 
constant or monotonic. In testing out exponential, Weibull, Gompertz, lognormal and log-logistic distributions, 
the model fit favoured lognormal as the optimal fit, which also supported the evidence from the hazard plots. 
The function for this projection was as follows: 
 
Nr-AxSpA (ASAS40): S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-4.4392*)/2.1479*] 
         (0.4665)  (0.4218) 
 
AS (ASAS20): S(w) =1-Φ[(Ln(w)-5.6037*)/1.7965*] 
    (0.2060)      (0.1875) 
Value in parentheses are SE of the coefficients  
*P<0.001 
 
,where Φ[x] is the cumulative density function of standard normal distribution and S(w) is the proportion 
remaining on therapy at week “w”. 
 
The observed Kaplan-Meier curve juxtaposed with projection for responders over 40 years is shown in 
Figure 3.2.5.2, in which the left graph is for nr-axSpA with the blue projection curve appearing somewhat 
lower than the K-M curve particularly in tail. The reason could be due the shape of hazard in nr-axSpA (left of 
Figure 3.2.5.1), in which the hazard is decreasing at a non-constant rate. Although the log-normal projected 
curve accounts for the long flat tail, it would be challenging to fully capture the hazard. More importantly, a 
lower projected discontinuation curve would only underestimate the true benefit of adalimumab in the base 
case as shown below in the one-way sensitivity analyses that more discontinuation was associated with 
worse ICER. The reason was that in the base case, conventional therapy responders lost efficacy after week 
12 while adalimumab responders maintained and improved the response, thus creating a large relative 
benefit, outweighing the cost of study drug. Therefore, the less adalimumab responders stay on treatment, 
the more conservative the results compare to conventional therapy. The long-term extrapolated curves 
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(lognormal) used as model inputs are shown in Figure 3.2.5.3, where less than 10% and 15% of week-12 
responders were projected to stay on treatment at year 40 for nr-axSpA and AS, respectively. 
 
Due to the lack of access to patient level data on RCTs and conflicting data sources of other anti-TNFα 
comparators, we had to assume that other anti-TNFα followed the same discontinuation rate as in 
adalimumab. 
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Figure 3.2.5.1: Plot of Discontinuation Hazard Rate over 40 years for Nr-AxSpA and AS Populations 


 
Figure 3.2.5.2: Observed Kaplan-Meier Treatment Continuation Curve from Week 12 


 
Note: K-M curves start from week 12 (e.g., time=0 in graph) treating all adalimumab responders as 100% and demonstrated the time to discontinue to the last available observed data point 
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Figure 3.2.5.3: Projected Treatment Continuation Curve from Week 12 


 
 
3.2.6 Safety 
 
AS 
During the double-blinded period of the ATLAS trial, the safety analysis set for all randomised patients 
showed comparable results for adalimumab and conventional therapy in terms of the percentage of 
patients with any AE (%): all AEs (75.0/59.8), serious AEs (2.9/2.8), severe AEs (2.9/3.7) and 
infectious AEs (31.7/21.5), respectively. One (1) serious infectious AE and 1 AE of drug 
hypersensitivity reaction were reported for placebo. No serious infections, TB, malignancies, 
demyelinating disease or death were reported for adalimumab in the double-blinded period. 
 
In the long-term open-label analysis (5 years), there were 1201.1 PY of adalimumab exposure. 
Number of infectious AE was reported as 1,120 events (93.2 events per 100PY). No TB was reported. 
One (1) subject died after the follow-up period due to adenocarcinoma at the gastro-oesophageal 
junction with liver metastases 450 days after the last dose of adalimumab. 
 
Given that during the double-blinded period, the incidence of serious AEs was similar between 
adalimumab and placebo and that placebo patients had more serious AEs than adalimumab, these 
costs would not affect the computation of incremental cost and we excluded them from analysis. 
However, there was a higher incidence in infectious AEs (ratio of 31.7/21.5=1.47) in adalimumab. 
Therefore, it follows that the conventional therapy patients would have an estimated 63.4 infectious 
events/100 PY (93.2/1.47) and the excess rate for adalimumab would be 29.8 events per 100 PY 
(93.2-63.4), which is equivalent to 7.45 events per 100 patient-quarters (29.8/4). 
 
nr-axSpA 
During the double-blind portion of ABILITY-1, safety analyses for all randomised patients revealed 
comparable results for adalimumab and conventional therapy (%): AEs (57.9/58.8), serious AEs 
(3.2/1.0), and infectious AEs (29.5/28.9); there were no serious infections, TB, malignancies, or 
demyelinating disease. For the open-label portion as of week 156, there were 412.2 patient-years 
(PY) of adalimumab exposure.  Forty five (45) serious AEs (10.9 events/100 PY) were reported, which 
included one case of TB. There were two deaths, one due to suicide and second due to opiate 
toxicity. No malignancies or demyelinating diseases have been reported. 
 
The assumption used in modelling was that the rate of non-serious AE was identical between 
treatment and placebo groups, so they were excluded from the analysis, given that they would not 
affect the computation of incremental costs. It was assumed that the excess incidence rate of non-TB 
serious AEs associated with adalimumab therapy was 7.33 events per 100 PY and the excess 
incidence of TB AEs associated with adalimumab therapy was 0.16 events per 100 PY (see 
computations in Table 3.2.6.1). These excess rates were divided by 4 to obtain incidence rates on a 
quarterly basis (i.e. 1.83 events per 100 patient-quarters for non TB serious AEs and 0.04 events per 
patient-quarter for TB AEs). 
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Table 3.2.6.1: Estimated Incidence of Excess Serious (TB and Non TB) AEs with adalimumab 
per 100 PY (nr-AxSpA in ABILITY-1 Trial) 


AE type Observed adalimumab 
Estimated 


conventional therapy 


Estimated excess of 
adalimumab over 


conventional therapy 


Serious non-TB AEs 10.67 (44 per 412.2 PY) 3.34 7.33 


Serious TB AEs 0.24 (1 per 412.2 PY) 0.08 0.16 


All serious AEs 10.92 (45 per 412.2 PY) 3.41 7.51 


‡Calculated as the incidence of adalimumab divided by 3.2 (ratio of serious AEs in double-blinded period) 
 
It was assumed that all non-TB serious AEs would require a specialist visit (£133.00) plus an inpatient 
stay at a cost of £4,083


85 
(for a total of £4,216). The cost of an active TB case (£6,559.76) was based 


on Botteman et al (£5,100) adjusted to 2013 from 2004 (using an index derived from the HCHS Pay 
and Prices Index


84
)  Hence, every quarter, a cost of AE of £79.78 was added for each patient on 


adalimumab (i.e., £4,216 x 1.83/100 + £6,559.76 x 0.04/100). 
 
For AS patients, it was assumed that infectious AEs would only require a visit to general physicians 
(£45 per visit). Since they were non-serious infections, no inpatient stay was assumed. Hence, the 
cost of AE per quarter of £3.35 (i.e., £45×7.45/100) was added for patients on adalimumab. 
 
3.2.7 Mortality 
 
UK age and gender specific mortality rates were used to simulate the mortality in the cohort of 
patients in the model. While there is evidence for reduction of life expectancy for AS patients, with one 
study reporting a standardised mortality ratio (SMR) of 1.5


82
, AbbVie is unaware of evidence that 


applies specifically to nr-axSpA. For this analysis, it was assumed that the risk of mortality did not 
differ from that of the general population (SMR of 1) for nr-AxSpA. In a sensitivity analysis it was 
assumed that the risk of mortality would be increased by 50%, reflecting the mortality risk of AS 
patients. For AS patients, base case SMR 1.5 was varied at 1.0 and 2.0 in sensitivity analyses. 
 
3.2.8 Cost of study drugs 
 
The cost of anti-TNF agents are listed by first year (with loading doses) in Table 3.2.8.1 and 
subsequent years in Table 3.2.8.2, both on the following page. Subcutaneous injections are assumed 
to incur no administration cost. 
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Table 3.2.8.1: Cost of anti-TNF agents in the first year 


Treatment 
Cost per 


pack 
Doses per 


pack 
Cost per 


dose 


1
st


 
year 


doses 


1
st


 year 
cost 


Administr
ation 
Cost 


Total 1
st


 year 
Cost 


ADA £704.28 2 x 40mg £352.14 26 £9,155.64 £0 £9,155.64 


ETN £357.50 4 x 25mg £178.75 52 £9,295.00 £0 £9,295.00 


IFL every 6 weeks 
(BASE CASE) † 


£419.62 1 x 100mg £2,098.10
±
 10 20,981.00 £990.00§ £21,971.00 


IFL every 8 weeks† £419.62 1 x 100mg £2,098.10
±
 8 £16,784.80 £792.00§ £17,576.80 


CTZ with PAS 
¥
 £715.00 2 x 200mg £357.50 19 £6,792.50 £0 £6,792.50 


CTZ without PAS 
(BASE CASE) 


£715.00 2 x 200mg £357.50 29 £10,367.50 £0 £10,367.50 


GOL  £762.97 1 x 50mg £762.97 12 £9,155.64 £0 £9,155.64 


*Assuming no VAT added to drug cost 
†First year dosing with infliximab occurs at week 0,2,6,12,18,24,30,36,42 and 48 in the every 6-week base case cycle (10 
doses); and weeks 0,2,6,14,22,30,38,46 in the every 8-weeks cycle (8 doses) 
± Body weight of 81.09 kg (mean from ATLAS) is assumed; Infliximab SPC - Ankylosing spondylitis: 5 mg/kg given as an 
intravenous infusion. Therefore a total of 405.45 mg (5×81.09) is needed and due to wastage five packs (500 mg) is assumed 
for each infusion. If a patient does not respond by 6 weeks (i.e. after 2 doses), no additional treatment with infliximab should be 
given 
§ Assuming infusion cost £99.00 per session (insert ref.)  
¥
First 12 weeks of certolizumab provided free of charge [ref]. The only doses for which a cost is incurred are the doses given 


between the end of week 14 and the first dose given at the beginning of year 2. The total number of doses that incur a charge 
is 19, corresponding to doses administered at weeks 14, 16, then every other week until week 50. 


 
Table 3.2.8.2: Cost of subsequent years anti-TNF agents* 


Treatment 
Cost per 


pack 
Doses per 


pack 
Cost per 


dose 
Annual 
doses 


Annual 
cost 


Administr
ation 
Cost 


Total 1
st


 
year Cost 


ADA £704.28 2 x 40mg £352.14 26 £9,155.64 £0 £9,155.64 


ETN £357.50 4 x 25mg £178.75 52 £9,295.00 £0 £9,295.00 


IFL every 6 weeks 
(BASE CASE)  


£419.62 1 x 100mg £2,098.10
±
 10† 20,981.00 £990.00§ £21,971.00 


IFL every 8 weeks £419.62 1 x 100mg £2,098.10
±
 8† £16,784.80 £792.00§ £17,576.80 


CTZ with PAS  £715.00 2 x 200mg £357.50 19 £6,792.50 £0 £6,792.50 


CTZ without PAS 
(BASE CASE) 


£715.00 2 x 200mg £357.50 29 £10,367.50 £0 £10,367.50 


GOL  £762.97 1 x 50mg £762.97 12 £9,155.64 £0 £9,155.64 


*Assuming no VAT. 
± Body weight of 81.09 kg (mean from ATLAS) is assumed; Infliximab SPC - Ankylosing spondylitis: 5 mg/kg given as an 
intravenous infusion. Therefore a total of 405.45 mg (5×81.09) is needed and due to wastage five packs (500 mg) is assumed 
for each infusion. If a patient does not respond by 6 weeks (i.e. after 2 doses), no additional treatment with infliximab should be 
given 
† The default number of doses per year of infliximab after the first year results from averaging 7 doses per year in every even 
year (in weeks 2, 10, 18, 26, 34, 42, 50) and 6 doses per year in every odd year (in weeks 6, 14, 22, 30, 38, 46) 
§ Assuming infusion cost £99.00 per session (insert ref.) 


 
3.2.9 Monitoring and administration 
 
It was assumed that, at treatment initiation, patients initiating adalimumab require 2 full blood count 
(FBC) tests, 2 erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) tests, 2 liver function test (LFT) tests, 2 urea and 
electrolytes (U&E) tests, 1 chest X-ray, 1 tuberculosis (TB) heaf test, 1 anti-nuclear antibody (ANA) 
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test and 1 double-stranded (ds) DNA test. All of the resource use assumptions are comparable to 
those used in other economic analyses of the use of anti-TNF therapy, and were validated by an 
expert consultant rheumatologist working in the NHS. Hence, the monitoring cost was generalized to 
other active anti-TNFα comparators. These costs (Table 3.2.9.1) were taken from the York Model 


83
 


and inflated to 2013 prices using the Hospital and Community Health Services (HCHS) Pay and Price 
Index.


84,
 


8
 In addition, it was assumed that all patients will require two initial specialist visits (£133) 


(one when therapy starts and the other when therapy is evaluated). It was further assumed that one 
MRI would be performed at baseline, at a cost of £144


85,
 


9
. The total cost at therapy initiation was 


£470.95. 
 
Additional monitoring visits were included to account for the follow up of assessment of response to 
anti-TNF therapy after initiation of treatment and at regular intervals, in the form of 4 quarterly 
monitoring specialist visits per year. The model considered only the incremental visits that nr-axSpA 
adalimumab patients would require with respect to nr-axSpA patients that would not be on anti-TNFα, 
assumed to be 2


80, 32
. The incremental cost of consulting a specialist for adalimumab patients is 


therefore, based on a unit cost of £133
10


, £66.5 per quarter. It was assumed, as validated by an 
expert clinician working in the NHS, that the routine lab tests would be performed 2 times a year. It 
was also assumed that 1 MRI test would also be performed annually. Total quarterly costs sum to 
£110.98. 
 
Table 3.2.9.1: Cost of anti-TNF initiation and monitoring 


Item Initiation Quarterly Monitoring 


Full blood count (FBC)  £5.90 £1.47 


Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) £5.83 £5.83 


Liver function test (LFT) £1.49 £0.37 


Urea and Electrolytes (U&E) £2.73 £0.68 


Chest X-ray £25.87 £0.00 


Tuberculosis (TB) Heaf test £8.62 £0.00 


Antinuclear antibody (ANA) £4.60 £0.00 


Double-stranded (ds) DNA test £4.60 £0.00 


Specialist visit £266.00 £66.50 


MRI cost £144.45 £36.11 


Total £470.09 £110.98 


  
3.2.10 Costs associated with nr-axSpA and AS 
 
Data from Ankylosing Spondylitis was used to inform the relationship between costs and disease 
severity in nr-axSpA and AS, as AbbVie is not aware of information in the literature for nr-axSpA. This 
approach is considered appropriate as utilities and disease severity are very similar between patients 
in nr-axSpA (in ABILITY-1) and AS (in the ATLAS study


86,11
). Both nr-axSpA and AS affect young 


male and female patients in their thirties and forties, often considered the most productive period of 
life; patients with AS are generally more readily identified due to the presence of radiographic 
sacroiliitis while nr-axSpA typically goes undiagnosed for many years. Although these are distinct 
conditions within the group of spondyloarthropathies, patients with nr-axSpA and radiographic axial 


                                                      
8
 P. 251, section 16.2. The Hospital & Community Health Services (HCHS) index (Pay and Price)).  


9
 Tab (DIAGIM), the mean weighed average cost for Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scan, one area (currency codes RA01Z, 


RA02Z, RA03Z) was £144 with the minimum range for 50 per cent of services being £75 and the maximum £256. 
10


 Tab CL, Currency code: WF01A, Service Code 410 – Rheumatology; the national average cost for follow up visit for 2012-13 


was £133 with the lower quartile cost being £105 and the upper quartile cost being 
£150.https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-reference-costs-2012-to-2013 
11


 Specifically, in ABILITY-1, the relationship between utilities (EQ-5D) and BASFI and BASDAI were as follows: Utility=0.922-


0.03924BASDAI-0.04117BASFI whereas in the ATLAS, the relationship is as follows: Utility=0.948857-0.04153×BASDAI-
0.03448×BASFI (including with covariate for gender and race) 
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SpA (AS) share a similarly high burden of disease, as shown by comparable impairments in Health-
Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) and symptom severity at baseline.


7,6
 


 
Registry data have demonstrated that patients with established AS and nr-axSpA do not significantly 
differ in many clinical variables such as the BASDAI, patient global assessment of disease activity, 
and pain scores (Table 1.1.2, reproduced below as Table 3.2.10.1). While groups did not differ in the 
aforementioned clinical outcomes, differences have been noted in the extent of inflammation and 
radiographic damage, with a higher level of both demonstrated in AS patients 6


,7
. 


 
Data from registries have also shown that the burden of disease in patients with AS and nr-axSpA are 
comparable in terms of fatigue and morning stiffness, which in turn is likely to result in a similar 
reduction in quality of life in both patient groups.


 
7 Further, patients with nr-axSpA and AS who are 


considered for anti-TNF therapy, share a similar, severe level of work productivity impairment (as 
measured using the WPAI)


42,9.
 


 
Table 3.2.10.1: Baseline disease activity data from axSpA studies 


Source 
Registry data RCT data 


GESPIC
a 


Kiltz  et al 
b 


ATLAS
9
 ABILITY-1


42
 Haibel


10
 


Disease state 
All 
AS 


AS ≤5 
years 


nr-axSpA 
≤5 years 


AS nr-axSpA AS nr-axSpA nr-axSpA 


Number of patients 236 119 226 56 44 315 185 46 


BASDAI, (0-10) 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.2 3.6 6.3 6.5 6.3 


PtGA of disease 
activity VAS (0-10) 


5.0 5.0 4.9 4.6 4.0 6.3 6.8 6.6 


PGA of disease 
activity VAS (0-10) 


4.5 4.4 3.6 3.5 2.7 5.7 5.7 5.9 


Total pain VAS, (0-10) 5.0 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.0 - 6.8 7.2 


AS: ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; GESPIC: German Spondyloarthritis 
Inception Cohort; IBP: inflammatory back pain; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PGA: physician’s global 
assessment of disease; PtGA: patient global assessment; SF-36: Short-Form 36-item questionnaire mental component 
summary; VAS: visual analogue scale 
 
The costs of AS by disease severity (separately by BASDAI and BASFI levels) were obtained from 
the OASIS study, a longitudinal observational study of 208 patients with AS,


 87
 conducted in several 


secondary care rheumatology facilities with a two-year follow up. Patients underwent a clinical 
examination and completed several questionnaires at baseline and every six months. Every two 
months, patients completed the BASDAI and an economic questionnaire on resource use and indirect 
costs associated with AS. None of the patients included in the database used anti-TNFα therapies.  
 
The aggregated resource utilisation of AS patients every year at various levels of BASDAI and BASFI 
scores is presented in Tables 3.2.10.2 and 3.2.10.3. It is to be noted that approximately 60% of the 
patients in this study had BASDAI/BASFI scores <4.0. Only 1 patient had BASDAI score >9, and only 
4 patients had BASFI >9. 
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Table 3.2.10.2: Annual Direct Resource Use by BASDAI Score 


BASDAI N 
GP 


visits 
Specialist 


visits 


Physio-
therapy 
visits 


Para-
medical 


visits 


Type 
of 


drugs 


Hospital-
isation 
days 


Technic
al 


examin-
ations 


Adaptation 
and aids 


Formal 
care 
(hrs.) 


>0 < 1 30 0.89 1.57 9.93 0.04 0.80 0.14 2.00 0.03 0.00 


≥1 < 2 36 0.95 1.62 11.80 0.41 1.42 0.28 3.00 0.06 6.00 


≥2 < 3 35 2.16 2.44 22.78 0.31 1.44 1.00 4.00 0.09 12.00 


≥3 < 4 28 2.64 2.56 26.47 0.16 1.79 2.00 4.00 0.11 0.00 


≥4 < 5 30 1.37 2.62 20.18 0.41 1.37 3.00 5.00 0.18 12.00 


≥5 < 6 18 3.49 4.33 28.07 0.80 0.94 2.00 6.00 0.53 58.00 


≥6 < 7 17 2.82 2.63 18.73 0.92 1.65 3.00 7.00 0.74 24.00 


≥7 < 8 11 4.59 5.31 31.24 0.30 2.00 11.00 8.00 0.23 0.00 


≥8 < 9 2 0.82 8.13 14.07 3.33 1.50 27.00 17.00 0.25 0.00 


 1 3.60 7.80 24.00 3.00 2.00 39.00 29.00 0.50 208.00 


 
Table 3.2.10.3: Annual Direct Resource Use by BASFI Score 


BASFI N 
GP 


visits 
Speciali
st visits 


Physio-
therapy 
visits 


Para-
medical 


visits 


Type 
of 


drugs 


Hospital-
isation 
days 


Technical 
examin-
ations 


Adaptation 
and aids 


Formal 
care 
(hrs.) 


>0 <  1 49 0.85 1.26 11.10 0.17 1.20 0.15 3.05 0.03 0.00 


≥1 < 2 27 1.46 1.55 16.60 0.15 1.31 0.86 2.10 0.07 0.00 


≥2 < 3 25 1.93 2.81 16.72 0.31 1.32 0.63 3.10 0.10 22.88 


≥3 < 4 25 1.44 3.00 18.89 0.16 1.24 1.63 3.92 0.10 16.64 


≥4 < 5 25 2.18 2.54 25.50 0.93 1.56 3.53 5.41 0.24 33.28 


≥5 < 6 20 5.03 5.30 22.21 0.55 1.55 3.05 7.52 0.33 0.00 


≥6 < 7 14 2.24 2.61 25.94 0.09 1.29 0.97 6.01 0.21 0.00 


≥7 < 8 12 1.64 3.94 24.29 0.70 1.58 6.62 9.25 0.63 17.33 


≥8 < 9 7 1.53 3.06 20.22 0.34 2.14 6.34 5.37 0.14 0.00 


 4 5.54 5.05 55.56 3.89 2.00 28.36 14.54 1.88 156.00 


 
Each resource use (except drug cost) was priced using published tariffs (Table 3.2.10.4). Drug costs 
(other than adalimumab) were absent from this costing due to insufficient information on resource 
use. This was thought not to impact much on results, due to the type of drugs used being fairly 
constant across degrees of severity, and non-anti-TNF drugs used in conventional therapy of nr-
axSpA patients being fairly inexpensive. 
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Table 3.2.10.4: Cost of Resource Uses (Direct Medical, Direct Non-Medical, and Indirect) 


Resource 
use 


Baseline 
value 


Sources 


GP visit £45 
PSSRU 2013 (p. 191, Table 10.8b) — Per clinic consultation lasting 11.7 minutes, Including direct care staff costs, with 
qualification costs. 
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/project-pages/unit-costs/2013/  


Specialist 
visits 


£133 


National Schedule of Reference Costs Year: 2012-13 - NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts Consultant Led 
Outpatient Attendance Non-Admitted Face to Face, Follow-up. Tab CL, Currency code: WF01A, Service Code 410 – 
Rheumatology; the national average cost for follow up visit for 2012-13 was £133 with the lower quartile cost being 
£105 and the upper quartile cost being £150. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-reference-costs-2012-to-2013 


Physiotherapy 
visits 


£50 


National Schedule of Reference Costs Year: 2012-13 - NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trusts 2012; Tab CHSAHP, 
Currency Code A08A1 the mean average cost for an episode of Community Health Services Physiotherapy: Adult, One-
to-One Services was £50 with the lower quartile being £39 and the upper quartile being £57. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-reference-costs-2012-to-2013 


Paramedic 
visit  


£48 


PSSRU 2013, (p. 183, Table 10.1) — Assumed to be equivalent to District Nurse Visit: £48 per hour (includes 
wages/salary, salary oncosts, qualifications, overheads, ongoing training, and capital overheads). N.B. In OASIS 
paramedical care providers included rheumatology nurse practitioner, ergotherapist, social worker, or 
psychotherapist. 
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/project-pages/unit-costs/2013/  


Inpatient day £337 


National Schedule of Reference Costs Year : 2012-13 – NHS Trust and NHS Foundation Trusts Non-Elective Inpatient 
(Long Stay) Excess Bed Days: Tab NEI_L_XS, Currency Code HD23J - Inflammatory Spine, Joint or Connective Tissue 
Disorders, with CC Score 0-2, Service Code 410 – Rheumatology; the national average cost was £337 with the lower 
quartile cost being £194 and the upper quartile cost being £421 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-reference-costs-2012-to-2013 


Technical 
examinations 


£132 


£132 with the lower quartile cost being £97 and the upper quartile cost being £164, as weighted average of:  
 
National Schedule of Reference Costs Year: 2012-13 - – NHS Trust and NHS Foundation Trusts Diagnostic Imaging: Tab 
DIAGIM, Service Code 410 – Rheumatology; the mean weighed average cost for Magnetic Resonance Imaging Scan, 
one area, (currency codes RA01A, RA02A, RA03Z) was £142 with the lower quartile cost being £105 and the upper 
quartile cost being £176. 
 
National Schedule of Reference Costs Year : 2012-13 - – NHS Trust and NHS Foundation Trusts Diagnostic Imaging: Tab 
DIAGIM, Service Code 410 – Rheumatology; the mean weighed average cost for Computerised Tomography Scan, one 
area, (currency codes RA08A, RA09A, RA10Z) was £86 with the lower quartile cost being £61 and the upper quartile 
cost being £107 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nhs-reference-costs-2012-to-2013 


Adaptations 
and aids 


£178 
PSSRU 2013, (p. 108) — 7.2 NHS Wheelchairs - Wheelchair cost per year £89 per self or attendant propelled chair per 
year; £178 per active user per chair per year; £412 per powered chair per year. 
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/project-pages/unit-costs/2013/  


Formal care £35 
PSSRU 2013, (p. 125) Table 8.1— Homecare for elderly people with very low cost. Taken from PSS EX1 2011/12, 2 the 
average cost for one hour of local authority home care is £35. 
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/project-pages/unit-costs/2013/  


Private house-
hold help 


£24 
PSSRU 2013, (p. 202, table 11.6) per hour of face-face time — Taken from PSS EX1 2009/10, the average cost for one 
hour of home care worker £224 
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/project-pages/unit-costs/2013/  


Informal care £13 


Office for National Statistics. Labour Force Survey. Historical Quarterly Supplement Table EARN08 February 2014: 
Distribution of gross hourly earnings of employees, United Kingdom  not seasonally adjusted (weighted average for 
2013) 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/lms/labour-market-statistics/february-2014/table-earn08.xls 


Exercise 
session 


£7 


UK BEAM Trial Team. United Kingdom back pain exercise and manipulation (UK BEAM) randomised trial: cost 
effectiveness of physical treatments for back pain in primary care. BMJ 2004, doi:10.1136/bmj.38282.607859.AE 
http://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/329/7479/1381.full.pdf  
 
The cost of £4.35 was inflated from 2001 prices to £6.85 (2013 prices) using: 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/cpi/consumer-price-indices/june-2014/consumer-price-inflation-reference-tables.xls 
(Table 10, row D7NZ, 09.4.1 Recreational and sporting services) 


Hour lost £13 


Office for National Statistics. Labour Force Survey. Historical Quarterly Supplement Table EARN08 February 2014: 
Distribution of gross hourly earnings of employees, United Kingdom  not seasonally adjusted (weighted average for 
2013) 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/lms/labour-market-statistics/february-2014/table-earn08.xls  


 
Using the resource use data in Table 3.2.10.2 and Table 3.2.10.3 and the cost information in Table 
3.2.10.4 the relationship between AS-related cost in 2013 GBP and BASDAI (and BASFI) scores was 
derived. To estimate the incremental cost associated with a change in BASDAI or BASFI, trend lines 
(using transformed - exponential - data) were fitted into the estimated cost by BASDAI (Figure 



http://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/329/7479/1381.full.pdf
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3.2.10.1) and BASFI scores (Figure 3.2.10.2). In these regressions, the number of observations for 
each point was used as a weight. 
 
For the purpose of the analysis, it was decided to rely primarily on the costing methodology linking the 
BASDAI to costs rather than the BASFI, drawing on the best fit (as measured by the R-squared), less 
uncertainty on the assumptions regarding the long-term change in disease severity score, and the 
possibility that the BASFI captures both axial SpA-related and non-axial SpA-related functional 
decline related to non-axial SpA comorbidities (including age-related comorbidities such as cancer, 
cardiovascular disease). Due to data availability issues, it was not possible to use BASDAI and BASFI 
scores as joint predictors of costs. 
 
Figure 3.2.10.1: Annual Direct Medical Cost by BASDAI Score – Observed (●) and Predicted 
Lines 


 


Figure 3.2.10.2: Annual Direct Medical Cost by BASFI Score – Observed (●) and Predicted 
Lines 
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3.2.11 Indirect and non-medical costs of axial SpA 


Indirect and non-medical costs were included in a sensitivity analysis. The units of indirect and direct 
non-medical resource use were obtained from the OASIS database. Specifically, absence from paid 
work due to sick leave (expressed as number of working days absent from paid work) was assessed 
in the bimonthly economic questionnaires, and changes in working hours, work disability, and income 
were assessed in the six-monthly economic questionnaires. Time loss because of disease comprised 
the number of hours patients spent daily resting and exercising at home, time lost because of in- or 
outpatient health care, time lost because of participation in group physical exercise or swimming 
groups, and time lost because of AS-related absence at paid work. If a patient mentioned admission 
to hospital or health care visits and reported at the same time absence from paid work, the time 
absent from work was subtracted from the total loss of time. 


The cost of a group exercise session was estimated at £6.85. The cost of one hour of lost time was 
valued according to the human capital approach at £13.03.


88
  This was also the cost of an hour of 


informal care. The cost of an hour of private household help and informal care was assumed to be 
identical to the cost of one hour of formal care. 


The cost of an hour of formal care was taken to be £35, corresponding to the labour component cost 
of the NHS / Personal Social Services worker (as shown in Table 3.2.10.4). Figures 3.2.11.1 and 
3.2.11.2 present the relationship between total costs and disease severity, while Figure 3.2.11.3 
compares direct costs and total costs (direct plus indirect costs). 


Table 3.2.11.1: Annual Indirect and Direct Non-Medical Resource Use by BASDAI Score 


BASDAI N 


Private 
house-


hold help 
(hours) 


Informal 
care 


(hours) 


Exercise 
(sessions) 


Time 
visits 


Time 
examin-
ations 


Time 
physio-
therapy 


Time 
exercise 


group 


Time 
rest 


Time hosp. 
(corrected 
sick leave) 


Time 
sick 
leave 


>0 < 1 30 £0 £0 £27 £46 £31 £90 £39 £1,237 £20 £313 


≥1 < 2 36 £216 £261 £48 £80 £42 £162 £83 £1,611 £61 £610 


≥2 < 3 35 £96 £117 £69 £137 £63 £184 £304 £3,144 £261 £866 


≥3 < 4 28 £624 £91 £137 £137 £58 £450 £542 £2,543 £81 £442 


≥4 < 5 30 £408 £182 £103 £162 £63 £241 £404 £3,013 £717 £694 


≥5 < 6 18 £216 £91 £151 £200 £85 £519 £402 £4,725 £261 £1,775 


≥6 < 7 17 £1,248 £1,316 £110 £187 £104 £257 £303 £4,575 £643 £910 


≥7 < 8 11 £1,032 £612 £62 £131 £103 £283 £45 £9,120 £2,724 £837 


≥8 < 9 2 £0 £678 £130 £341 £300 £0 £457 £7,310 £2,114 £0 


≥9 < 10 1 £0 £24,392 £0 £422 £375 £0 £0 £17,030 £12,055 £0 


 


Table 3.2.11.2: Annual Indirect and Direct Non-Medical Resource Use by BASFI Score 


BASFI N 


Private 
house-


hold help 
(hours) 


Informal 
care 


(hours) 


Exercise 
(sessions) 


Time 
visits 


Time 
examin-
ations 


Time 
physio-
therapy 


Time 
exercise 


group 


Time 
rest 


Time hosp. 
(corrected 
sick leave) 


Time 
sick 
leave 


>0 < 1 49 £0 £138 £33 £63 £45 £99 £81 £1,013 £27 £586 


≥1 < 2 27 £277 £151 £50 £72 £32 £185 £180 £1,824 £19 £537 


≥2 < 3 25 £0 £108 £93 £140 £44 £224 £287 £1,632 £98 £593 


≥3 < 4 25 £1,248 £813 £82 £174 £54 £236 £331 £2,797 £271 £490 


≥4 < 5 25 £599 £108 £89 £150 £78 £422 £314 £5,014 £879 £1,731 


≥5 < 6 20 £312 £339 £144 £228 £99 £430 £525 £5,400 £606 £910 


≥6 < 7 14 £446 £145 £212 £108 £80 £399 £548 £3,677 £79 £817 


≥7 < 8 12 £0 £565 £100 £136 £133 £351 £179 £7,231 £1,547 £663 


≥8 < 9 7 £535 £0 £75 £148 £86 £195 £438 £3,985 £495 £50 


≥9 <10 4 £1,872 £6,606 £12 £424 £190 £0 £86 £13,111 £7,327 £0 
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Figure 3.2.11.1: Annual Total Cost by BASDAI Score – Observed (●) and Predicted Lines 


 


 
Figure 3.2.11.2: Annual Total Cost by BASFI Score – Observed (●) and Predicted Lines 
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Figure 3.2.11.3: Direct and Total Cost by BASDAI/BASFI Score –Predicted Lines 


 


 


3.3 Analysis and Interpretation of Results 
 
The extensive results from the model are presented in this section with 3.3.1 providing an overview of 
the results and 3.3.2 introducing the exploration of uncertainty. Section 3.3.3 discusses the base case 
analyses conducted in both the nr-axSpA population and the AS population. Section 3.3.4 outlines the 
probabilistic sensitivity analyses conducted for the two populations as well as presenting results of the 
univariate analyses and the secondary PSAs, again for each population in turn. Finally section 3.3.5 
presents the results of the extensive scenario analyses carried out both in the nr-axSpA and AS 
populations. In the case of the nr-axSpA population, four scenario analyses were not carried out as 
these were not relevant to this population. 
 
3.3.1 Overview of results 
 
In the base-case analysis (40 year time horizon) for AS under £30,000 per QALY willingness-to-pay 
(WTP) threshold, adalimumab yielded the highest net monetary benefit (£168,411) and the lowest 
ICER (£16,391/QALY) followed by golimumab, etanercept and certolizumab, when compared to 
conventional therapy. In the PSA simulations (10,000 iterations) among all comparators, adalimumab 
became more cost-effective after WTP increased to £18,000/QALY and stayed at this position 
throughout all WTP thresholds compared to other anti-TNFα. Golimumab had better NMB than 
certolizumab at all WTP thresholds. Certolizumab also had higher NMB than etanercept until a WTP 
of £33,000/QALY. Infliximab was the least cost-effective therapy across all WTP thresholds. 
 
In Nr-AxSpA, certolizumab had the highest NMB (£162,194) and the lowest ICER (£12,866 /QALY) 
comparing to conventional therapy, followed by adalimumab (£13,228 /QALY). In PSA simulations, 
Certolizumab yielded the highest net monetary benefit when WTP was above £13,000/QALY and 
maintained at 60% probability for higher WTP thresholds. Adalimumab was more cost-effective than 
PBO for WTP>15,000/QALY and maintained at approximately 40% probability of yielding highest 
NMB. It should be noted that differences in the estimated effectiveness for anti-TNFs across the AS 
and nr-axSpA populations were taken from the NMA and are subject to considerable uncertainty 
given the limitations of the NMA previously highlighted. 
 
3.3.2 Exploration of uncertainty 
 
The uncertainty in model parameters was characterised using probabilistic sensitivity analysis. Monte 
Carlo sampling was used to propagate the parameter uncertainty in the cost effectiveness model, 
which entailed making random draws of the uncertain parameters from their probability distribution, 
running the model for each simulated set of parameters and collecting the outputs from each run. 
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Uncertainty about incremental mean costs and effectiveness of adalimumab compared to 
conventional therapy and certolizumab pegol (newly licensed) was also displayed in the incremental 
cost-effectiveness plane as a scatter plot of the Monte Carlo output samples. Decision uncertainty 
between different treatment strategies was presented using cost-effectiveness acceptability curves, 
demonstrating the probability of having the optimal net benefit given a £30,000/QALY willingness-to-
pay threshold. 
 
Univariate (one-way) sensitivity analyses were also performed for all pair-wise treatment comparisons 
to test the robustness of the cost-effectiveness results under the base-case assumption (i.e., 
conventional therapy responders lose response at week 12, BASDAI to estimate AS-related costs and 
BASDAI and BASFI to estimate utilities, horizon at 40 years). Due to the fact that response rates 
obtained from NMA indirect comparisons were correlated among treatments, it would be theoretically 
infeasible to examine the impact of individual response rate (e.g. independently varying only one at a 
time). Instead, separate probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted only using the 20,000 
realisations of WinBUGS output which takes into account the correlation between treatments, while 
holding parameters other than response rates constant. Table 3.3.2.1 details the parameter ranges 
used in one-way sensitivity analyses. In addition, several scenarios were considered, including the 
consideration of societal costs (i.e., time loss valued using the human capital approach and costs 
borne by the patients and their families were included in analysis). 
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Table 3.3.2.1: Parameters included in Sensitivity Analyses 


Used in Univariate & 


Multivariate Analyses 


Non-radiographic axial SpA (Nr-AxSpA) Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) 
Distribution 


Base Case Low Value High Value Data Source Base Case Low Value High Value Data Source 


Probability of week 12 response 


Adalimumab 
55.90% 


(ASAS40) 


N/A * N/A * NMA Output 


63.20%(ASAS20) 


N/A * N/A * NMA Output N/A * 


Conventional therapy 


(placebo) 


22.20% 


(ASAS40) 


27.20% 


(ASAS20) 


Certolizumab pegol (200 mg/2 


weeks) 


58.80% 


(ASAS40) 
46.20%(ASAS20) 


Etanercept (25 mg 


twice/week) 


Not Licensed N/A N/A N/A 


60.70% 


(ASAS20) 


Golimumab 
59.30% 


(ASAS20) 


Infliximab (5mg/kg per 6 


weeks) 


72.40% 


(ASAS20) 


Quarterly Prob. of 


discontinuation week 12+ 


Time dependent 


mean 


Time 


dependent, CI 


LB 


Time 


dependent, CI 


UB 


ABILITY-1 
Time dependent 


mean 


Time dependent, 


CI LB 


Time dependent, 


CI UB 
ATLAS 


LogNormal 


survival. 


BASFI rate of progression per 


year if off anti-TNF therapy 
0.084 0.047 0.121 


ABILITY-1, 


Multivariate 


Regression 


(controlling for 


age at Axial SpA 


symptom onset) 


0.056 0.029 0.083 


ATLAS, 


Multivariate 


Regression 


(controlling for 


age at AS 


Diagnosis 


onset) 


Normal 


Standardized mortality ratio 


(SMR) 
1.0 0.5 1.5 Assumption 1.5 1.0 2.0 Assumption Uniform 


BASDAI and BASFI 


Uniform Baseline BASDAI 6.432 6.191 6.672 ABILITY-1 6.297 6.109 6.484 ATLAS Normal 


Uniform Baseline BASFI 4.629 4.272 4.986 ABILITY-1 5.372 5.125 5.618 ATLAS Normal 


BASDAI  


Anti-TNFα Responder-


Continuers >=12 Weeks 


Observed mean 


till week 140 then 


LOCF 


Observed 


mean CI LB till 


week 140 then 


LOCF 


Observed 


mean CI UB till 


week 140 then 


LOCF 


ABILITY-1 


Observed mean 


till week 260 then 


LOCF 


Observed mean 


CI LB till week 


260 then LOCF 


Observed mean 


CI UB till week 


260 then LOCF 


ATLAS Normal 


Placebo Responders At 12 


Week 
2.150 1.223 3.077 ABILITY-1 2.663 1.918 3.408 ATLAS Normal 
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Used in Univariate & 


Multivariate Analyses 


Non-radiographic axial SpA (Nr-AxSpA) Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) 
Distribution 


Base Case Low Value High Value Data Source Base Case Low Value High Value Data Source 


BASFI  


Anti-TNFα Responder-


Continuers >=12 Weeks 


Observed mean 


till week 140 then 


LOCF 


Observed 


mean CI LB till 


week 140 then 


LOCF 


Observed 


mean CI UB till 


week 140 then 


LOCF 


ABILITY-1 


Observed mean 


till week 260 then 


LOCF 


Observed mean 


CI LB till week 


260 then LOCF 


Observed mean 


CI UB till week 


260 then LOCF 


ATLAS Normal 


Placebo Responders At 12 


Week 
1.484 0.499 2.469 ABILITY-1 2.178 1.355 3.002 ATLAS Normal 


Cost Equation BASDAI 


£1124.619 × 


EXP(0.264× 


BASDAI) 


£878.818 × 


EXP(0.203× 


BASDAI) 


£1439.171× 


EXP(0.325× 


BASDAI) 


OASIS 


£1124.619 × 


EXP(0.264× 


BASDAI) 


£878.818 × 


EXP(0.203× 


BASDAI) 


£1439.171× 


EXP(0.325× 


BASDAI) 


OASIS Lognormal 


Utility equation 


EQ-5D=0.922-


0.039×BASDAI-


0.041×BASFI 


EQ-5D=0.901-


0.029×BASDAI-


0.029×BASFI 


EQ-5D=0.943-


0.050×BASDAI-


0.053×BASFI 


ABILITY-1 


HUI3=0.899-


0.031×BASDAI-


0.041×BASFI 


HUI3=0.876-


0.023×BASDAI-


0.032×BASFI 


HUI3=0.922-


0.039×BASDAI-


0.051×BASFI 


ATLAS Normal 


Cost of initiation £470.09 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions £470.09 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions Uniform 


Cost of maintenance (per 


quarter) 
£110.98 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions £110.98 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions Uniform 


Cost of AEs (per quarter) £13.49 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions £13.49 -25% x base +25% x base Assumptions Uniform 


Average Age 38.31 36.49 40.13 ABILITY-1 42.31 41.03 43.60 ATLAS Normal 


Percent male 46% 39% 53% ABILITY-1 75% 70% 80% ATLAS Beta 


Body Weight Not relevant† Not relevant† Not relevant† Not relevant† 81.09 79.10 83.08 ATLAS Normal 


Tested  in Univariate Analyses Only 


Discount Rates (Costs) 3.5% 1.5% 6% Assumptions 3.5% 1.5% 6% 3.5% Assumptions 


Discount Rates (QALYs) 3.5% 1.5% 6% Assumptions 3.5% 1.5% 6% 3.5% Assumptions 


*Response rates from NMA output are correlated therefore varying rate of a single treatment is not theoretically correct and feasible. Impact of response rates on results are shown in a secondary PSA where only correlated 
response rates from WinBugs output is used. 
†Body weight only affects the dosage of Infliximab therefore not included for Nr-AxSpA as infliximab is not licensed for this indication 
CI=Confidence Interval; LB=Lower Bound; UB=Upper Bound; LOCF=Last Observation Carried Forward 
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3.3.3 Primary (base case) analysis 
 
These were computed separately for patients receiving conventional therapy (PBO) and each anti-TNF 
therapy. The net (i.e. incremental differences) in costs and QALYs were also computed. The incremental 
cost-effectiveness ratio (cost per QALY gained) in the base-case analysis was computed over 40 years and 
results were based on cost relationships with BASDAI scores, and utility relationships with both BASDAI and 
BASFI scores. 
 
Nr-axSpA 
In the Nr-AxSpA comparisons over a 40 year time horizon, the net discounted gain in quality-adjusted life 
expectancy was 10.10, 10.16, and 8.88 QALYs for adalimumab, certolizumab and conventional therapy, 
respectively. Adalimumab and certolizumab incurred a net cost of £16,143 and £16,532 against conventional 
therapy patients, which gives an ICER for certolizumab vs. conventional therapy of £12,866/QALY, followed 
by £13,228/QALY for adalimumab vs. conventional therapy. When compared directly, adalimumab incurred 
slightly less cost and provided slightly less benefit than certolizumab. Costs of resource utilization related to 
axial-SpA were estimated to be approximately £113,000 for adalimumab and certolizumab, which constitute 
approximately 80% of the total cost. Study drug costs were similar between the two agents. Patients from all 
arms lived 36.75 years as the SMR of 1.0 was assumed for all treatments. It was estimated that half of week-
12 ASAS40 responders would discontinue treatment at 1.63 years from week 12, which appears reasonable 
given the strict definition (discontinued even if losing ASAS40 only once) (Table 3.3.3.1). 
 
Table 3.3.3.1: Base Case Results (Nr-AxSpA) 


Base Case Results (per 
patient) 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) 
ADA vs. 


PBO 
CTZ vs. 


PBO 
ADA vs. 


CTZ 


QALYs (Discounted) 10.10 8.88 10.16 1.22 1.28 (0.06) 


Total Cost (Discounted) £142,218 £126,075 £142,608 £16,143 £16,532 -£390 


Axial-SpA Related Cost £113,380 £126,075 £112,702 -£12,695 -£13,373 £678 


Study Drug Cost £26,832 £0 £27,795 £26,832 £27,795 -£964 


Initiation Costs £470 £0 £470 £470 £470 £0 


Monitoring Costs £1,167 £0 £1,228 £1,167 £1,228 -£61 


AE Costs £839 £0 £883 £839 £883 -£44 


Life Years 36.75 36.75 36.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Week-12 Responders Median 
Years to Anti-TNF Discontinue 


1.63 NA 1.63 NA NA 0.00 


ICER (£/QALY) - - - 
£13,228/ 


QALY 
£12,866/ 


QALY 
£6,032↓/ 
QALY↓ 


Net Monetary Benefit (NMB) 
with WTP=£30,000/QALY 


£160,646 £140,177 £162,194    


 
 
AS 
For the indication of AS in the base case, results were presented in Table 3.3.3.2. Infliximab achieved the 
highest benefit (10.52 QALYs) followed by adalimumab (10.28 QALYs), etanercept (10.21 QALYs), 
golimumab (10.17 QALYs) and certolizumab pegol (9.82 QALYs). Significantly higher total cost was also 
incurred by infliximab (£197,100) (in most part driven by the high infusion cost), followed by relatively similar 
estimates of the rest of agents. At WTP threshold of £30,000 per QALY, adalimumab yielded the highest 
NMB (£168,411) and the lowest ICER (£16,391/QALY) compared to conventional therapy. Most other anti-
TNF agents were also found to be cost-effective with the ICER well below the general threshold of £30,000 
(ranged from £16,535/QALY to £17,067/QALY), except infliximab which had £44,448/QALY due to its high 
cost in infusion and administration, which meant that infliximab was extendedly dominated. 
 
The major cost driver was the axial-SpA related cost, which was estimated to be approximately 45% to 70% 
of total cost. Average life-time cost of study drugs were generally below £50,000, except that infliximab 
(dosed at every 6 weeks) cost more than £100,000. Median years to discontinue for week-12 responders 
were estimated to be 5.22 years. The average life years per patient was estimated to be 32.70. 
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Table 3.3.3.2: Base Case Results (AS) 
Base Case 
Results (per 
patient) 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) GOL IFL6 ETN25 
ADA vs. 


PBO 
CTZ vs. 


PBO 
ADA vs. 


CTZ 
ADA vs. 


GOL 
ADA vs. 


IFL 
ADA vs. 


ETN 
GOL vs. 


PBO 
IFL vs. 
PBO 


ETN vs. 
PBO 


QALYs 
(Discounted) 


10.28 8.62 9.82 10.17 10.52 10.21 1.65 1.20 0.45 0.10 (0.24) 0.07 1.55 1.90 1.59 


Total Cost 
(Discounted) 


£139,860 £112,762 £133,273 £138,385 £197,100 £139,574 £27,098 £20,511 £6,587 £1,475 -£57,241 £286 £25,624 £84,339 £26,812 


Axial-SpA 
Related Cost 


£92,436 £112,762 £98,026 £93,718 £89,415 £93,258 -£20,325 -£14,736 -£5,590 -£1,282 £3,021 -£821 -£19,044 -£23,347 -£19,504 


Study Drug 
Cost 


£45,299 £0 £33,694 £42,674 £105,251 £44,275 £45,299 £33,694 £11,605 £2,625 -£59,953 £1,024 £42,674 £105,251 £44,275 


Initiation 
Costs 


£470 £0 £470 £470 £470 £470 £470 £470 £0 £0 £0 £0 £470 £470 £470 


Monitoring 
Costs 


£2,062 £0 £1,508 £1,935 £2,363 £1,981 £2,062 £1,508 £555 £127 -£300 £82 £1,935 £2,363 £1,981 


AE Costs £62 £0 £46 £58 £71 £60 £62 £46 £17 £4 -£9 £2 £58 £71 £60 


Life Years 32.70 32.70 32.70 32.70 32.70 32.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 


Week-12 
Responders 
Median Years 
to Anti-TNF 
Discontinue 


5.22 NA 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.22 NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 NA NA NA 


ICER 
(£/QALY) 


- - - - - - 
£16,391/


QALY 
£17,067/


QALY 
£14,593/


QALY 
£14,241/ 


QALY 
£234,328↓


/QALY↓ 
£4,311/
QALY 


£16,535/
QALY 


£44,448/
QALY 


£16,897/
QALY 


Net Monetary 
Benefit (NMB) 
with 
WTP=£30,000
/QALY 


£168,411 £145,913 £161,456 £166,779 £118,498 £166,705          
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3.3.4 Probabilistic Sensitivity Analyses 
 
Nr-axSpA 
Figure 3.3.4.1 presents the scatter plot of PSA under the base case scenario (ASAS40) of nr-AxSpA 
comparing the differences in costs and QALYs between the ADA and conventional therapy (PBO) and 
between ADA and CTZ. Under the 30,000/QALY WTP threshold, the ADA was found to be cost-effective 
compared to conventional therapy in 99.84% of simulations, with the 95% percentile of ICER being 
£18,664/QALY. When compared to CTZ directly, probability was 41.94% that ADA achieved better QALYs 
with higher cost and below the £30,000/QALY threshold. CTZ had higher probability of dominating ADA 
(4.35%) compared to being dominated (0.14%). The remaining chance (e.g.53.67%= 1-41.84%-4.35%-
0.14%) showed cost-saving from ADA at lower QALYs compared to CTZ. 
 
Figure 3.3.4.1: Scatter Plot of Incremental Costs and QALYs of Nr-AxSpA patients (ADA vs. PBO and 
CTZ) 


 
 


 
 
The cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) of nr-AxSpA shown in Figure 3.3.4.2 below indicated that 
both ADA and CTZ had better cost-effectiveness than PBO for WTP>£15,000/QALY. CTZ had consistently 
higher probability of yielding the higher net monetary benefit than ADA but differences in the estimated QALY 
gain were small. 
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Figure 3.3.4.2: Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve- Nr-AxSpA (under base case ASAS40 
response)


 


 
AS 
Figure 3.3.4.3 below presents the scatter plot of PSA under the base case scenario (ASAS20) of AS patients 
comparing the differences in costs and QALYs between the ADA and conventional therapy (PBO) and 
between ADA and CTZ. Under the £30,000/QALY WTP threshold, the ADA was found to be cost-effective 
compared to conventional therapy in 99.91% of simulations, with the 95% percentile of ICER being 
£21,871/QALY. When compared to CTZ directly, probability was 79.27% that ADA achieved better QALYs 
with higher cost and below the £30,000 threshold. 
 
Figure 3.3.4.3: Scatter Plot of Incremental Costs and QALYs of AS patients (ADA vs. PBO and CTZ 
under base case ASAS20) 
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The CEAC demonstrated in Figure 3.3.4.4 showed that ADA had achieved better NMB than other anti-TNF 
agents across all WTP thresholds. Starting from WTP £18,000/QALY, adalimumab had a higher probability 
of being cost-effective than conventional therapy. Infliximab was the least favourable option in terms of net 
benefit. 
 
Figure 3.3.4.4: Cost Effectiveness Acceptability Curve- AS (under base case ASAS20) 


 
 
 
Univariate sensitivity analyses 
Figure 3.3.4.5 below illustrates in the form of tornado diagrams the impact on the ICERs of changing 
individual model parameters within the ranges specified in Table 3.3.2.1 for nr-AxSpA. The influential factors 
were consistent across ICER of ADA vs PBO, CTZ vs PBO and ADA vs. CTZ: uncertainty in relationship 
between BASDAI/BASFI to HCRU cost and utility estimation had the most impact, followed by discount 
rates, baseline BASDAI, long term BASDAI/BASFI for responders and BASFI increment for patients off anti-
TNF. 
 
Tornado diagrams for AS patients were illustrated in Figure 3.3.4.6, where ADA compared to PBO and other 
active anti-TNFα were subject to similar factors as in nr-AxSpA. The only exception was for IFL (not shown in 
diagram), body weight impacted the dosage of IFL, and thus lower weight would give relatively less 
advantage for ADA. 
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Figure 3.3.4.5: Univariate Sensitivity Analysis for Key Model Parameters (Nr-AxSpA) 
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Figure 3.3.4.6: Univariate Sensitivity Analysis for Key Model Parameters (AS) 
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Figure 3.3.4.6: Univariate Sensitivity Analysis for Key Model Parameters (AS) (continued) 
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Figure 3.3.4.6: Univariate Sensitivity Analysis for Key Model Parameters (AS) (continued) 
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Secondary PSA analysis 
The secondary PSA was also conducted to examine the impact of response rate on ICER by varying only the 
response rates from NMA while holding all other variables constant. Figure 3.3.4.7 showed that in nr-AxSpA, 
the scatterplots were similar in pattern compared to the main PSA (Figure 3.3.4.1), which indicated that out 
of all parameters; response rates were the main source of uncertainty. 
 
Figure 3.3.4.7: Secondary Probabilistic Sensitivity Analyses with only NMA response rates 
uncertainty (holding other parameters constant) for nr-AxSpA 
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However for AS patients, Figure 3.3.4.8 shows scatterplots on the same slope with a narrower range of costs 
and QALYs. It follows that uncertainty from response rates for AS patients was limited in magnitude. This 
difference can be attributed to the fact that the number of studies available and included in the NMA was 
much smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS. Hence, the meta-analysed response rates yields far more 
uncertainty for the nr-axSpA patients. 
 
Figure 3.3.4.8: Secondary Probabilistic Sensitivity Analyses with only NMA response rates 
uncertainty (holding other parameters constant) for AS 


 
 


 
 
The next section (3.3.5) outlines the various scenario analyses that were conducted 
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3.3.5 Scenario Analyses 
 
This section presents further details of sensitivity analyses using a number of alternative model 
configurations. All the scenarios and their associated assumptions are described in Table 3.3.2.1 and further 
specified in Table 3.3.5.1. A Summary of the values used is presented in Tables 3.3.5.2 to 3.3.5.6 for the nr-
axSpA population and Tables 3.3.5.7 to 3.3.5.10 for the AS population. 
 
Table 3.3.5.1: Assumptions used in alternate scenarios analyses. 
 


№ 
Assumptions 


Non-radiographic Axial SpA Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Response Criteria 


1 ASAS20 ASAS40 


2 BASDAI50 BASDAI50 


Off-treatment BASFI and week-12 responders' long term scores 


3 BASFI constant + All responders keep week-12 level BASFI constant + All responders keep week-12 level 


4 
BASFI constant+PBO responders return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-12 level 


BASFI constant+PBO responders return to baseline+TNF-
α responders keep week-12 level 


5 BASFI 0.08↑/yr.+ All responders keep week-12 level BASFI 0.06↑/yr.+ All responders keep week-12 level 


6 
BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-12 level 


Utility Equations 


7 ABILITY-1 Trial Observed EQ-5D ATLAS Trial Observed HUI3 


8 EQ-5D=F(BASDAI) HUI3=F(BASDAI) 


9 Not Applicable* EQ-5D=F(BASDAI, BASFI) 


10 Not Applicable* EQ-5D=F(BASDAI, BASFI, AGE, MALE) 


HCRU Cost Equations 


11 Use Linear BASDAI Equation Use Linear BASDAI Equation 


12 Use Linear BASFI Equation Use Linear BASFI Equation 


13 Use Exponential BASFI Equation Use Exponential BASFI Equation 


Discount Rate 


14 6% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 6% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


15 3.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 3.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


16 1.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 1.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Time Horizon 


17 5 Years 5 Years 


18 10 Years 10 Years 


19 20 Years 20 Years 


20 30 Years 30 Years 


Indirect Cost 


21 Include Indirect Cost Include Indirect Cost 


Regimen Dosage 


22 Certolizumab 400 mg/4weeks Certolizumab 400 mg/4weeks 


23 Certolizumab with PAS (first 12 weeks free) Certolizumab with PAS (first 12 weeks free) 


24 Not Applicable* Etanercept 50 mg once per week 


25 Not Applicable* Infliximab infusion every 8 weeks 


NMA output 


26 Removing Outlier Studies† Removing Outlier Studies† 


27 All Studies Removing Asian Studies† 


*Not relevant to Nr-AxSpA analysis (AS specific) 
†Refer to Table E2 in Appendix B of the NMA and systematic review main document for the list of excluded studies (Appendix 1). 
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Table 3.3.5.2: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for Nr-AxSpA (scenarios 1-5) 


 
BASE CASE 


Scenario 1: 
ASAS20 


Scenario 2: 
BASDAI50 


Scenario 3: 
BASFI 


constant + All 
responders 


keep week-12 
level 


Scenario 4: 
BASFI constant+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-


12 level 


Scenario 5: 
BASFI 


0.08↑/yr.+ All 
responders 


keep week-12 
level 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


55.9 73.3 38.8 
   


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


22.2 45.7 13.3 
   


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


58.8 64.5 46.2 
   


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=4.4392; 
b=2.1479 


a=5.1277; 
b=1.9223 


a=5.2019; 
b=2.3695    


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.432 
     


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


BASDAI50-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
1.589 1.589 1.589 


Anti-TNFα 
responder BASFI 
(≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


BASDAI50-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
0.976 0.976 0.976 


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.15 3.433 1.758 
   


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


4.629 
     


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


1.484 2.532 1.476 
   


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.084 
  


0 0 
 


Utility function¥ BB 
     


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB 
     


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
     


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
     


Analytical 
Horizon (years)  


40 
     


Indirect Costs No 
     


PBO keep 
response 


No 
  


Yes 
 


Yes 


NMA Studies 
ATP 


(MRI+/CRP↑)      


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No PAS 
     


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed ASAS20 responders 
mean till week 140 then LOCF; ¥B=BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; LB=Linear 
BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.3: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for Nr-AxSpA (scenarios 6-8) 


 
BASE CASE 


Scenario 6: 
BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α responders 
keep week-12 level 


Scenario 7: 
ABILITY-1 Trial 
Observed EQ-


5D 


Scenario 8: 
EQ-5D = 


F(BASDAI) 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


55.9 
   


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


22.2 
   


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


58.8 
   


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=4.4392; 
b=2.1479    


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.432 
   


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+ LOCF 
1.589 


  


Anti-TNFα 
responder BASFI 
(≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+ LOCF 
0.976 


  


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.15 
   


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


4.629 
   


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


1.484 
   


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.084 
   


Utility function¥ BB 
 


RCT ¥B 


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB 
   


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
   


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
   


Analytical 
Horizon (years)  


40 
   


Indirect Costs No 
   


PBO keep 
response 


No 
   


NMA Studies 
ATP (MRI+ 


/CRP↑)    


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No PAS 
   


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed ASAS20 responders 
mean till week 140 then LOCF; ¥B=BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; LB=Linear 
BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.4: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for Nr-AxSpA (scenarios 11-16) 


 
BASE CASE 


Scenario 11: 
Cost Linear 


BASDAI 
Equation 


Scenario 12: 
Cost Linear 


BASFI 
Equation 


Scenario 13: 
Cost 


Exponential 
BASFI 


Equation 


Scenario 14: 
6% for 


costs, 1.5% 
for Utilities 


Scenario 15: 
3.5% for 


costs, 1.5% 
for Utilities 


Scenario 16: 
1.5% for 


costs, 1.5% 
for Utilities 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


55.9 
      


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


22.2 
      


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


58.8 
      


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=4.4392; 
b=2.1479       


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.432 
      


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
      


Anti-TNFα 
responder BASFI 
(≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
      


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.15 
      


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


4.629 
      


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


1.484 
      


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.084 
      


Utility function¥ BB 
      


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB LB LFI EFI 
   


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
   


6 3.5 1.5 


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
   


1.5 1.5 1.5 


Analytical 
Horizon (years)  


40 
      


Indirect Costs No 
      


PBO keep 
response 


No 
      


NMA Studies 
ATP 


(MRI+/CRP↑)       


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No PAS 
      


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed ASAS20 responders 
mean till week 140 then LOCF; ¥B=BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; LB=Linear 
BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.5: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for Nr-AxSpA (scenarios 17-21) 


 
BASE CASE 


Scenario 17: 
5 Years 


Scenario 18: 
10 Years 


Scenario 19. 
20 Years 


Scenario 20: 
30 Years 


Scenario 21: 
Include Indirect 


Cost 


ADA w 12 responses 
(%) 


55.9 
     


PBO w 12 responses 
(%) 


22.2 
     


CTZ w 12 responses 
(%) 


58.8 
     


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=4.4392; 
b=2.1479      


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.432 
     


Anti-TNFα responder 
BASDAI (≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
     


Anti-TNFα responder 
BASFI (≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
     


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 wks. 


2.15 
     


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


4.629 
     


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


1.484 
     


BASFI /year if off anti-
TNF 


0.084 
     


Utility function¥ BB 
     


HCRU Cost function ^ EB 
     


Discount rates cost 
(%) 


3.5 
     


Discount rate QALY 
(%) 


3.5 
     


Analytical Horizon 
(years)  


40 5 10 20 30 
 


Indirect Costs No 
    


Yes 


PBO keep response No 
     


NMA Studies 
ATP 


(MRI+/CRP↑)      


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No PAS 
     


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed ASAS20 responders 
mean till week 140 then LOCF; ¥B=BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; LB=Linear 
BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.6: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for Nr-AxSpA (scenarios 22, 23, 
26, and 27) 


 
BASE CASE 


Scenario 22: 
Certolizumab 


400 mg/4weeks 


Scenario 23: 
Certolizumab 
with PAS (first 
12 weeks free) 


Scenario 26: 
Removing 


Outlier Studies 


Scenario 27: 
All Studies 


ADA w 12 responses 
(%) 


55.9 
  


50.4 51.2 


PBO w 12 responses 
(%) 


22.2 
  


23.4 21.4 


CTZ w 12 responses 
(%) 


58.8 58.3 
 


61 57.6 


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=4.4392; 
b=2.1479     


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.432 
    


Anti-TNFα responder 
BASDAI (≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder mean 


+ LOCF 
    


Anti-TNFα responder 
BASFI (≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS40-
responder mean 


+ LOCF 
    


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 wks. 


2.15 
    


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


4.629 
    


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


1.484 
    


BASFI /year if off anti-
TNF 


0.084 
    


Utility function¥ BB 
    


HCRU Cost function ^ EB 
    


Discount rates cost 
(%) 


3.5 
    


Discount rate QALY 
(%) 


3.5 
    


Analytical Horizon 
(years)  


40 
    


Indirect Costs No 
    


PBO keep response No 
    


NMA Studies 
ATP 


(MRI+/CRP↑)   
No Outlier All 


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No PAS 400; No PAS 200;With PAS 
  


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed ASAS20 responders 
mean till week 140 then LOCF; ¥B=BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; LB=Linear 
BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
 
 


In the tables above scenarios 9, 10, 24, and 25 are missing; this is because these were not conducted in the nr-
axSpA population. These scenarios were only applicable for the AS population and are shown in the tables that 
follow below. 
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Table 3.3.5.7: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for AS (Scenarios 1-6) 


 
BASE 
CASE 


1. ASAS40 
2. 


BASDAI50 


3. BASFI 
constant + 


All 
responders 
keep week-


12 level 


4. BASFI 
constant+PBO 


responders 
return to 


baseline+TNF-
α responders 
keep week-12 


level 


5. BASFI 
0.06↑/yr.+ 


All 
responders 
keep week-


12 level 


6. BASFI 
0.06↑/yr+PBO 
responders 


return to 
baseline+TNF-
α responders 
keep week-12 


level 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


63.2 51.2 47.7 
    


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


27.2 15.2 15.9 
    


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


46.2 34 51.2 
    


ETN w 12 
responses (%) 


60.7 41.3 48.3 
    


GOL w 12 
responses (%) 


59.3 45.4 46.2 
    


IFL w 12 
responses (%) 


72.4 56.6 71.7 
    


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=5.6037; 
b=1.7965 


a=5.9561; 
b=2.1636 


a=5.7179; 
b=1.9138     


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.297 
      


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


BASDAI 50-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
2.329 2.329 2.329 2.329 


Anti-TNFα 
responder BASFI 
(≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


ASAS40-
responder 


mean+LOCF 


BASDAI 50-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
2.477 2.477 2.477 2.477 


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.663 2.094 1.744 
    


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


5.372 
      


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


2.178 1.973 1.467 
    


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.056 
  


0 0 
  


Utility function¥ BB→HUI 
      


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB 
      


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
      


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
      


Analytical 
Horizon (years)  


40 
      


Indirect Costs No 
      


PBO keep 
response 


No 
  


Yes 
 


Yes 
 


NMA Studies All 
      


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No 
PAS       


ETN Dosage 25 
      


IFL Frequency 6 wk. 
      


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed BASDAI50 
responders mean till week 260 then LOCF; ¥B= BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; 
LB=Linear BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.8: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for AS (Scenarios 7-12) 


 
BASE 
CASE 


Scenario 7: 
ATLAS Trial 


Observed 
HUI3 


Scenario 
8: 


HUI3 = 
F(BASDAI) 


Scenario 9: 
EQ-5D = 


F(BASDAI, 
BASFI) 


Scenario 10: 
EQ-5D =  


F(BASDAI, 
BASFI, AGE, 


MALE) 


Scenario 11: 
Cost Linear 


BASDAI 
Equation 


Scenario 12: 
Cost Linear 


BASFI 
Equation 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


63.2 
      


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


27.2 
      


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


46.2 
      


ETN w 12 
responses (%) 


60.7 
      


GOL w 12 
responses (%) 


59.3 
      


IFL w 12 
responses (%) 


72.4 
      


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence rate* 


a=5.6037; 
b=1.7965       


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.297 
      


Anti-TNFα 
responder 


BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
      


Anti-TNFα 
responder BASFI 


(≥12 wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
      


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 


wks. 
2.663 


      


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


5.372 
      


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 wks. 


2.178 
      


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.056 
      


Utility function¥ BB→HUI RCT ¥B→HUI BB→EQ5D 
(BB, Age, 


Male)→EQ5D 
  


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB 
    


LB LFI 


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
      


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
      


Analytical 
Horizon (years) 


40 
      


Indirect Costs No 
      


PBO keep 
response 


No 
      


NMA Studies All 
      


CTZ Dosage and 
PAS 


200; No 
PAS       


ETN Dosage 25 
      


IFL Frequency 6 wk. 
      


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed BASDAI50 
responders mean till week 260 then LOCF; ¥B= BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; 
LB=Linear BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.9: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for AS (Scenarios 13-20) 


 
BASE 
CASE 


Scenario 
13: 


Cost 
Exponential 


BASFI 
Equation 


Scenario 
14: 


6% for 
costs, 


1.5% for 
Utilities 


Scenario 
15: 


3.5% for 
costs, 


1.5% for 
Utilities 


Scenario 
16: 


1.5% for 
costs, 


1.5% for 
Utilities 


Scenario 
17: 


5 Years 


Scenario 
18: 


10 Years 


Scenario 
19: 


20 Years 


Scenario 
20: 


30 Years 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


63.2 
        


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


27.2 
        


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


46.2 
        


ETN w 12 
responses (%) 


60.7 
        


GOL w 12 
responses (%) 


59.3 
        


IFL w 12 
responses (%) 


72.4 
        


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence 
rate* 


a=5.6037; 
b=1.7965         


Uniform 
baseline 
BASDAI 


6.297 
        


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
        


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASFI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
        


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.663 
        


Uniform 
baseline BASFI 


5.372 
        


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 
wks. 


2.178 
        


BASFI /year if 
off anti-TNF 


0.056 
        


Utility function¥ BB→HUI 
        


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB EFI 
       


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
 


6 3.5 1.5 
    


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
 


1.5 1.5 1.5 
    


Analytical 
Horizon (years) 


40 
    


5 10 20 30 


Indirect Costs No 
        


PBO keep 
response 


No 
        


NMA Studies All 
        


CTZ Dosage 
and PAS 


200; No 
PAS         


ETN Dosage 25 
        


IFL Frequency 6 wk. 
        


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed BASDAI50 
responders mean till week 260 then LOCF; ¥B= BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; 
LB=Linear BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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Table 3.3.5.10: Summary of Key Assumptions Used in Scenario Analyses for AS (Scenarios 21-27) 


 
BASE 
CASE 


Scenario 
21: 


Include 
Indirect 


Cost 


Scenario 
22: 


CTZ 400 
mg/4weeks 


Scenario 
23: 


CTZ with 
PAS (first 
12 weeks 


free) 


Scenario 
24: 


ETN 50 
mg/wk. 


Scenario 
25: 
IFL 


every 8 
wk. 


Scenario 
26: 


Removing 
Outlier 
Studies 


Scenario 
27: 


Removing 
Asian 


Studies 


ADA w 12 
responses (%) 


63.2 
     


63.3 62.4 


PBO w 12 
responses (%) 


27.2 
     


27.2 27.1 


CTZ w 12 
responses (%) 


46.2 
 


54.2 
   


46.3 46 


ETN w 12 
responses (%) 


60.7 
   


62.3 
 


59.7 60.6 


GOL w 12 
responses (%) 


59.3 
     


59.2 66.6 


IFL w 12 
responses (%) 


72.4 
     


71.5 72.4 


Anti-TNFα 
Persistence 
rate* 


a=5.6037; 
b=1.7965        


Uniform baseline 
BASDAI 


6.297 
       


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASDAI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
       


Anti-TNFα 
responder 
BASFI (≥12 
wks.)§ 


ASAS20-
responder 


mean+LOCF 
       


PBO responder 
BASDAI at 12 
wks. 


2.663 
       


Uniform baseline 
BASFI 


5.372 
       


PBO responder 
BASFI at 12 
wks. 


2.178 
       


BASFI /year if off 
anti-TNF 


0.056 
       


Utility function¥ BB→HUI 
       


HCRU Cost 
function ^ 


EB 
       


Discount rates 
cost (%) 


3.5 
       


Discount rate 
QALY (%) 


3.5 
       


Analytical 
Horizon (years) 


40 
       


Indirect Costs No Yes 
      


PBO keep 
response 


No 
       


NMA Studies All 
     


No Outlier All 


CTZ Dosage 
and PAS 


200; No 
PAS  


400; No 
PAS 


200;With 
PAS    


 


ETN Dosage 25 
   


50 
   


IFL Frequency 6 wk. 
    


8 wk. 
  


* S(w) = 1-Φ[(Ln(w)-a)/b] where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution; § Trial-observed BASDAI50 
responders mean till week 260 then LOCF; ¥B= BASDAI; BB=BASDAI and BASFI; ^EB=Exponential BASDAI; EFI=Exponential BASFI; 
LB=Linear BASDAI; LFI=Linear BASFI. Note: when assumptions left blank they were the same as in the base case. 
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The following tables provide a summary of the results in terms of NMB and ICERs per QALY for each of the scenarios explored. Table 3.3.5.11 shows the results for 
the nr-axSpA population and Tables 3.3.5.12 and 3.3.5.13 provide the results for the AS population. Once again scenarios 9, 10, 24, and 25 were not applicable for 
the nr-axSpA population and as such are excluded from Table 3.3.5.11. 


Table 3.3.5.11: Model Results (Nr-AxSpA) for Alternative Scenario Analyses 


Non-radiographic Axial SpA Base Case 


Base Case NMB 
(WTP=£30,000/QALY) 


Base Case ICER 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) ADA vs. PBO CTZ vs. PBO ADA vs. CTZ 


£160,646 £140,177 £162,194 £13,228/QALY £12,866/QALY £6,032↓/QALY↓ 


Scenarios of interest 


Scenario 1: 
Use ASAS20 criteria for response 


ASAS40 
£170,942 £140,845 £166,994 £14,310/QALY £14,470/QALY £13,161/QALY 


Scenario 2: 


Use BASDAI50 criteria for response 
ASAS40 


£161,318 £139,733 £166,242 £13,033/QALY £12,535/QALY £9,954↓/QALY↓ 


Off-treatment BASFI and week-12 responders' long term scores 


Scenario 3: 
BASFI constant + All responders keep 
week-12 level 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve then LOCF 


£256,406 £262,336 £257,419 £42,189/QALY £39,235/QALY £7,939↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 4: 
BASFI constant+PBO responders return to 
baseline+TNF-α responders keep week-12 
level 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve then LOCF 


£180,706 £171,080 £181,692 £19,235/QALY £18,733/QALY £9,324↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 5: 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr.+ All responders keep week-
12 level 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve then LOCF 


£230,164 £231,433 £231,419 £31,977/QALY £30,020/QALY £6,754↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 6: 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders return to 
baseline+TNF-α responders keep week-12 
level 


BASFI 0.08↑/yr+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve then LOCF 


£154,465 £140,177 £155,692 £16,388/QALY £15,963/QALY £7,975↓/QALY↓ 


Utility Equations 


Scenario 7: 
ABILITY-1 Trial Observed EQ-5D 


BASDAI/BASFI 
£191,684 £173,535 N/A £14,123/QALY NA NA 


Scenario 8: 
BASDAI 


BASDAI/BASFI 
£182,103 £166,429 £183,402 £15,221/QALY £14,803/QALY £6,922↓/QALY↓ 


HCRU costs formula 


Scenario 11: 


Use Linear BASDAI Equation 
Exponential BASDAI 


£161,333 £139,127 £162,975 £11,804/QALY £11,441/QALY £4,580↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 12: 
Use Linear BASFI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI 
£178,565 £158,765 £180,070 £13,776/QALY £13,420/QALY £6,702↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 13: 
Use Exponential BASFI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI 
£189,431 £172,620 £190,777 £16,225/QALY £15,870/QALY £9,163↓/QALY↓ 
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Non-radiographic Axial SpA Base Case 


Base Case NMB 
(WTP=£30,000/QALY) 


Base Case ICER 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) ADA vs. PBO CTZ vs. PBO ADA vs. CTZ 


£160,646 £140,177 £162,194 £13,228/QALY £12,866/QALY £6,032↓/QALY↓ 


Discount rate 


Scenario 14: 
6% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% 
£295,987 £264,305 £298,176 £9,137/QALY £8,812/QALY £2,653↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 15: 


3.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 
Both 3.5% 


£259,073 £229,660 £261,085 £10,631/QALY £10,342/QALY £4,866↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 16: 
1.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% 
£210,455 £183,758 £212,253 £12,419/QALY £12,175/QALY £7,545↓/QALY↓ 


Time Horizon 


Scenario 17: 5 Years 40 Years £45,904 £39,724 £46,910 £18,004/QALY £16,770/QALY Dominated 


Scenario 18: 10 Years 40 Years £78,921 £68,218 £80,085 £15,809/QALY £15,066/QALY £1,190↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 19: 20 Years 40 Years £123,085 £107,168 £124,445 £14,295/QALY £13,814/QALY £4,748↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 20: 30 Years 40 Years £148,021 £129,185 £149,499 £13,602/QALY £13,205/QALY £5,712↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 21: Include Indirect Cost Not Include indirect cost -£42,290 -£84,954 -£39,548 Dominant Dominant Dominated 


Regimen Dosage 


Scenario 22: 
Certolizumab 400 mg/4weeks 


Certolizumab 200 mg/2weeks Base Case Base Case £161,975 Base Case £12,887/QALY £5,122↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 23: 


Certolizumab with PAS (first 12 weeks free) 
Certolizumab without PAS Base Case Base Case £164,210 Base Case £11,297/QALY Dominated 


Response Rates Inputs (NMA) 


Scenario 26: 
Removing Outlier Studies 


Only ATP (Licensed Population) 
Studies 


£158,250 £140,241 £163,154 £13,577/QALY £12,806/QALY £9,226↓/QALY↓ 


Scenario 27: 
All Studies 


Only ATP (Licensed Population) 
Studies 


£158,598 £140,134 £161,888 £13,464/QALY £12,875/QALY £8,592↓/QALY↓ 
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Table 3.3.5.12: Model Results (AS) for Alternative Scenario Analyses in terms of NMB 


Ankylosing Spondylitis Base Case 


Base Case NMB (WTP=£30,000/QALY) 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) GOL IFL6 ETN25 


£168,411 £145,913 £161,456 £166,779 £118,498 £166,705 


Scenarios of interest 


Scenario 1: 


Use ASAS40 criteria for response 
ASAS20 £170,690 £145,424 £161,142 £167,436 £123,410 £164,593 


Scenario 2: 
Use BASDAI50 criteria for response 


ASAS20 £166,997 £145,526 £168,954 £166,209 £122,850 £166,747 


Off-treatment BASFI and week-12 responders' long term scores 


Scenario 3: 
BASFI constant + All responders keep 
week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return 
to baseline+TNF-α responders improve 
then LOCF 


£212,610 £225,034 £211,917 £212,431 £159,245 £211,837 


Scenario 4: 


BASFI constant+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α responders 
keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return 
to baseline+TNF-α responders improve 
then LOCF 


£167,955 £163,864 £165,952 £167,459 £115,364 £166,978 


Scenario 5: 
BASFI 0.06↑/yr.+ All responders keep 
week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return 
to baseline+TNF-α responders improve 
then LOCF 


£199,633 £207,083 £197,602 £199,147 £146,992 £198,663 


Scenario 6: 
BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return 
to baseline+TNF-α responders keep 
week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders return 
to baseline+TNF-α responders improve 
then LOCF 


£154,978 £145,913 £151,637 £154,175 £103,110 £153,804 


Utility Equations 


Scenario 7: 
ATLAS Trial Observed HUI3 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) mapping→ HUI 3 
(ATLAS) 


£184,471 £163,704 N/A N/A N/A N/A 


Scenario 8: 
BASDAI mapping→ HUI 3 (ATLAS) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) mapping→ HUI 3 
(ATLAS) 


£180,856 £160,884 £174,587 £179,381 £130,573 £179,252 


Scenario 9: 
(BASDAI+BASFI) mapping→ EQ-5D 
(Ara et al) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) mapping→ HUI 3 
(ATLAS) 


£160,942 £139,267 £154,211 £159,361 £110,909 £159,270 


Scenario 10: 


(BASDAI+BASFI+Age+Male) 
mapping→ EQ-5D (McLeod et al) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI)→ HUI 3 (ATLAS) £151,209 £121,052 £142,163 £149,097 £102,429 £149,196 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Base Case 


Base Case NMB (WTP=£30,000/QALY) 


ADA PBO CTZ(200) GOL IFL6 ETN25 


£168,411 £145,913 £161,456 £166,779 £118,498 £166,705 


HCRU costs formula 


Scenario 11: 
Use Linear BASDAI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI £167,823 £143,291 £160,305 £166,061 £118,219 £166,034 


Scenario 12: 
Use Linear BASFI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI £174,513 £154,668 £168,325 £173,056 £124,190 £172,920 


Scenario 13: 
Use Exponential BASFI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI £184,227 £167,524 £178,897 £182,967 £133,438 £182,760 


Discount rate 


Scenario 14: 
6% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% £296,231 £257,337 £284,945 £293,587 £258,146 £293,989 


Scenario 15: 
3.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% £262,650 £228,066 £252,444 £260,272 £214,497 £260,467 


Scenario 16: 
1.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% £219,825 £190,331 £210,892 £217,761 £159,771 £217,711 


Time Horizon 


Scenario 17: 5 Years 40 Years £46,725 £41,247 £44,614 £46,143 £23,899 £46,043 


Scenario 18: 10 Years 40 Years £82,335 £71,248 £78,612 £81,407 £48,754 £81,295 


Scenario 19: 20 Years 40 Years £130,366 £112,752 £124,784 £129,036 £86,261 £128,932 


Scenario 20: 30 Years 40 Years £156,845 £135,846 £150,309 £155,306 £108,458 £155,220 


Scenario 21: Include Indirect Cost Not Include indirect cost £2,585 -£55,486 -£14,194 -£1,299 -£42,016 -£564 


Regimen Dosage 


Scenario 22: 
Certolizumab 400 mg/4weeks 


Certolizumab 200 mg/2weeks Base case Base case £164,797 Base case Base case Base case 


Scenario 23: 
Certolizumab with PAS (first 12 week 
free) 


Certolizumab without PAS Base case Base case £163,372 Base case Base case Base case 


Scenario 24: 
Etanercept 50 mg once per week 


Etanercept 25 mg twice per week Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case £167,358 


Scenario 25: 


Infliximab infusion every 8 weeks 
Infliximab infusion every 6 weeks Base case Base case Base case Base case £143,896 Base case 


Response Rates Inputs (NMA) 


Scenario 26: 
Removing Outlier Studies 


All Studies £168,453 £145,913 £161,498 £166,737 £118,764 £166,297 


Scenario 27: 
Removing Asian Studies 


All Studies £168,076 £145,908 £161,373 £169,833 £118,498 £166,665 
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Table 3.3.5.13: Model Results (AS) for Alternative Scenario Analyses in terms of ICER per QALY 


Ankylosing Spondylitis Base Case 


Base case ICER 


ADA vs. 
PBO 


CTZ vs. 
PBO 


ADA vs. 
CTZ 


ADA vs. 
GOL 


ADA vs. 
IFL 


ADA vs. 
ETN 


GOL vs. 
PBO 


IFL vs. 
PBO 


ETN vs. 
PBO 


£16,391/ 
QALY 


£17,067/ 
QALY 


£14,593/ 
QALY 


£14,241/ 
QALY 


£234,328↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,311/ 
QALY 


£16,535/ 
QALY 


£44,448/ 
QALY 


£16,897/ 
QALY 


Scenarios of interest 


Scenario 1: 


Use ASAS40 criteria for response 
ASAS20 


£15,065/ 
QALY 


£15,945/ 
QALY 


£13,350/ 
QALY 


£13,169/ 
QALY 


£292,595↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£11,529/ 
QALY 


£15,310/ 
QALY 


£41,761/ 
QALY 


£15,923/ 
QALY 


Scenario 2: 


Use BASDAI50 criteria for 
response 


ASAS20 
£15,017/ 


QALY 
£14,782/ 


QALY 
£11,613↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£12,743/ 


QALY 
£90,470↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£43,686↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£15,092/ 


QALY 
£40,483/ 


QALY 
£15,378/ 


QALY 


Off-treatment BASFI and week-12 responders' long term scores 


Scenario 3: 
BASFI constant + All responders 
keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve 


then LOCF 


£48,097/ 
QALY 


£62,780 
/QALY 


£27,581/ 
QALY 


£27,276/ 
QALY 


£374,337↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£11,646/ 
QALY 


£50,300/ 
QALY 


£108,181/ 
QALY 


£50,479/ 
QALY 


Scenario 4: 
BASFI constant+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve 


then LOCF 


£26,363/ 
QALY 


£27,440/ 
QALY 


£23,524/ 
QALY 


£23,009/ 
QALY 


£344,151↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£8,520/ 
QALY 


£26,589/ 
QALY 


£67,522/ 
QALY 


£27,115/ 
QALY 


Scenario 5: 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr.+ All responders 
keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve 


then LOCF 


£38,741/ 
QALY 


£48,186/ 
QALY 


£23,865/ 
QALY 


£23,601/ 
QALY 


£323,900↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£10,077/ 
QALY 


£40,222/ 
QALY 


£88,262/ 
QALY 


£40,477/ 
QALY 


Scenario 6: 
BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO responders 
return to baseline+TNF-α 
responders keep week-12 level 


BASFI 0.06↑/yr+PBO 
responders return to 


baseline+TNF-α 
responders improve 


then LOCF 


£22,978/ 
QALY 


£23,891/ 
QALY 


£20,560/ 
QALY 


£20,110/ 
QALY 


£300,791↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£7,447/ 
QALY 


£23,170/ 
QALY 


£58,872/ 
QALY 


£23,630/ 
QALY 


Utility Equations 


Scenario 7: 
ATLAS Trial Observed HUI3 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) 
mapping→ HUI 3 


(ATLAS) 


£16,984/ 
QALY 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 


Scenario 8: 
BASDAI mapping→ HUI 3 
(ATLAS) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) 
mapping→ HUI 3 


(ATLAS) 


£17,271/ 
QALY 


£17,985/ 
QALY 


£15,370/ 
QALY 


£14,999/ 
QALY 


£246,809↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,540/ 
QALY 


£17,423/ 
QALY 


£46,831/ 
QALY 


£17,804/ 
QALY 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Base Case 


Base case ICER 


ADA vs. 
PBO 


CTZ vs. 
PBO 


ADA vs. 
CTZ 


ADA vs. 
GOL 


ADA vs. 
IFL 


ADA vs. 
ETN 


GOL vs. 
PBO 


IFL vs. 
PBO 


ETN vs. 
PBO 


£16,391/ 
QALY 


£17,067/ 
QALY 


£14,593/ 
QALY 


£14,241/ 
QALY 


£234,328↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,311/ 
QALY 


£16,535/ 
QALY 


£44,448/ 
QALY 


£16,897/ 
QALY 


Scenario 9: 
(BASDAI+BASFI) mapping→ EQ-
5D (Ara et al) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI) 
mapping→ HUI 3 


(ATLAS) 


£16,668/ 
QALY 


£17,355/ 
QALY 


£14,838/ 
QALY 


£14,480/ 
QALY 


£238,263↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,383/ 
QALY 


£16,814/ 
QALY 


£45,198/ 
QALY 


£17,182/ 
QALY 


Scenario 10: 
(BASDAI+BASFI+Age+Male) 
mapping→ EQ-5D (McLeod et al) 


(BASDAI+ BASFI)→ 
HUI 3 (ATLAS) 


£14,199/ 
QALY 


£14,784/ 
QALY 


£12,640/ 
QALY 


£12,335/ 
QALY 


£202,973↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£3,734/ 
QALY 


£14,323/ 
QALY 


£38,502/ 
QALY 


£14,636/ 
QALY 


HCRU costs formula 


Scenario 11: 
Use Linear BASDAI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI 
£15,161/ 


QALY 
£15,843/ 


QALY 
£13,344/ 


QALY 
£12,984/ 


QALY 
£233,064↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£3,054/ 
QALY 


£15,306/ 
QALY 


£43,213/ 
QALY 


£15,667/ 
QALY 


Scenario 12: 
Use Linear BASFI Equation 


Exponential BASDAI 
£17,996/ 


QALY 
£18,637/ 


QALY 
£16,290/ 


QALY 
£15,930/ 


QALY 
£236,009↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£5,999/ 
QALY 


£18,134/ 
QALY 


£46,062/ 
QALY 


£18,498/ 
QALY 


Scenario 13: 


Use Exponential BASFI Equation 
Exponential BASDAI 


£19,897/ 
QALY 


£20,537/ 
QALY 


£18,192/ 
QALY 


£17,834/ 
QALY 


£237,916↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£7,904/ 
QALY 


£20,035/ 
QALY 


£47,964/ 
QALY 


£20,399/ 
QALY 


Discount rate 


Scenario 14: 
6% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% 
£11,083/ 


QALY 
£11,549/ 


QALY 
£9,838/ 
QALY 


£9,413/ 
QALY 


£155,718↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£2,768/ 
QALY 


£11,195/ 
QALY 


£29,657/ 
QALY 


£11,430/ 
QALY 


Scenario 15: 


3.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 
Both 3.5% 


£13,179/ 
QALY 


£13,708/ 
QALY 


£11,767/ 
QALY 


£11,483/ 
QALY 


£188,952↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£3,476/ 
QALY 


£13,293/ 
QALY 


£35,752/ 
QALY 


£13,584/ 
QALY 


Scenario 16: 
1.5% for costs, 1.5% for Utilities 


Both 3.5% 
£15,655/ 


QALY 
£16,259/ 


QALY 
£14,042/ 


QALY 
£13,928/ 


QALY 
£228,240↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£4,311/ 
QALY 


£15,770/ 
QALY 


£42,954/ 
QALY 


£16,128/ 
QALY 


Time Horizon 


Scenario 17: 
5 Years 


40 Years 
£21,409/ 


QALY 
£22,670/ 


QALY 
£18,158/ 


QALY 
£15,773/ 


QALY 
£266,701↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£4,003/ 
QALY 


£21,795/ 
QALY 


£53,635/ 
QALY 


£22,155/ 
QALY 


Scenario 18: 


10 Years 
40 Years 


£18,913/ 
QALY 


£19,834/ 
QALY 


£16,495/ 
QALY 


£15,330/ 
QALY 


£255,079↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,337/ 
QALY 


£19,155/ 
QALY 


£49,573/ 
QALY 


£19,529/ 
QALY 


Scenario 19: 
20 Years 


40 Years 
£17,342/ 


QALY 
£18,094/ 


QALY 
£15,349/ 


QALY 
£14,778/ 


QALY 
£243,903↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£4,394/ 
QALY 


£17,514/ 
QALY 


£46,580/ 
QALY 


£17,886/ 
QALY 


Scenario 20: 
30 Years 


40 Years 
£16,682/ 


QALY 
£17,379/ 


QALY 
£14,830/ 


QALY 
£14,425/ 


QALY 
£237,530↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£4,348/ 
QALY 


£16,833/ 
QALY 


£45,132/ 
QALY 


£17,199/ 
QALY 


Scenario 21: 
Include Indirect Cost 


Not Include indirect 
cost 


Dominant Dominant Dominant Dominant 
£212,586↓/ 


QALY↓ 
Dominant Dominant 


£22,901/ 
QALY 


Dominant 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Base Case 


Base case ICER 


ADA vs. 
PBO 


CTZ vs. 
PBO 


ADA vs. 
CTZ 


ADA vs. 
GOL 


ADA vs. 
IFL 


ADA vs. 
ETN 


GOL vs. 
PBO 


IFL vs. 
PBO 


ETN vs. 
PBO 


£16,391/ 
QALY 


£17,067/ 
QALY 


£14,593/ 
QALY 


£14,241/ 
QALY 


£234,328↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£4,311/ 
QALY 


£16,535/ 
QALY 


£44,448/ 
QALY 


£16,897/ 
QALY 


Regimen Dosage 


Scenario 22: 
Certolizumab 400 mg/4weeks 


Certolizumab 200 
mg/2weeks 


Base case 
£16,647/ 


QALY 
£14,879/ 


QALY 
Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case 


Scenario 23: 
Certolizumab with PAS (first 12 
week free) 


Certolizumab without 
PAS 


Base case 
£15,472/ 


QALY 
£18,838/ 


QALY 
Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case 


Scenario 24: 
Etanercept 50 mg once per week 


Etanercept 25 mg 
twice per week 


Base case Base case Base case Base case Base case Dominant Base case Base case 
£16,838/ 


QALY 


Scenario 25: 
Infliximab infusion every 8 weeks 


Infliximab infusion 
every 6 weeks 


Base case Base case Base case Base case 
£130,358↓/ 


QALY↓ 
Base case Base case 


£31,063/ 
QALY 


Base case 


Response Rates Inputs (NMA) 


Scenario 26: 
Removing Outlier Studies 


All Studies 
£16,388/ 


QALY 
£17,061/ 


QALY 
£14,593/ 


QALY 
£14,241/ 


QALY 
£258,217↓/ 


QALY↓ 
£7,452/ 
QALY 


£16,539/ 
QALY 


£44,490/ 
QALY 


£16,935/ 
QALY 


Scenario 27: 


Removing Asian Studies 
All Studies 


£16,417/ 
QALY 


£17,076/ 
QALY 


£14,606/ 
QALY 


£14,244↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£216,721↓/ 
QALY↓ 


£470/ 
QALY 


£16,278/ 
QALY 


£44,445/ 
QALY 


£16,898/ 
QALY 


 
 
Results from the scenario analyses presented above in Table 3.3.5.11 for nr-AxSpA found that for most scenarios (i.e., response criteria, utility and HCRU cost 
functions, discount rates, dosage and NMA studies included); the CE results do not vary substantially from the base case ICER. Adalimumab and certolizumab were 
found to be highly cost-effective with ICERs well below £20,000/QALY compared to conventional therapy (PBO). 
 
The assumptions related to long-term placebo response and functional damage (scenarios 3 to 6) revealed that under extreme conservative assumptions, anti-TNF 
therapies have high ICERs. Specifically in scenario 3 and 5, where week-12 placebo response were maintained for the life time, adalimumab and certolizumab were 
associated with relatively less treatment benefit and the ICER was above £30,000/QALY compared to conventional therapy. However, as mentioned in (8), this 
scenario has more theoretical value as an anchor point or worst case scenario, rather than any clinical meaning or implications in the real world. It is very unlikely 
that a 12-week placebo response would be kept for life time. 
 
The ICER continues to improve as the time horizons are increased from 5 to 30 years (scenarios 17 to 20); consistent with the fact that longer treatment benefit 
would offset the initial sunk cost at the treatment onset. Adalimumab and certolizumab dominated conventional therapy when indirect costs were included in the 
societal perspective. 
 
Scenario results for AS patients shown above in Table 3.3.5.12 and 3.3.5.13, were similar to the results observed for the nr-axSpA population. Adalimumab 
produced the lowest ICERs compared to conventional therapy in all scenarios. Infliximab was inferior to the other anti-TNF agents with significantly higher cost and 
relatively similar QALY gains. 
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3.4 Discussion 
 
The present analysis indicates that the use of adalimumab in nr-axSpA and AS should be cost 
effective from the perspective of the NICE, when using a £30,000 per QALY threshold. The results of 
this analysis also show that, from a societal perspective when direct non-medical and indirect costs 
were included, the use of adalimumab resulted in cost savings (in addition to QALY gains). 
 
The objective of this study was to assess the cost effectiveness of adalimumab and other licensed 
anti-TNFα drugs in accordance with ASAS guidelines and, in particular, to quantify the cost per 
quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained through the use of adalimumab compared with conventional 
therapy and other anti-TNFα drugs. 
 
The cost-effectiveness results are robust. While the cost effectiveness ratio is sensitive to key 
parameters, it was not overly dependent on the value taken by any particular one of them. These 
findings were further confirmed in a series of univariate and scenario analyses. Multivariate, 
probabilistic sensitivity analyses also suggest that under the current model assumptions, the cost per 
QALY for adalimumab is <£20,000 in 95% of 10,000 model runs. 
 
The results of the present analysis support a fundamental tenet of general treatment guidelines 


recommendations for the use of anti-TNF in patients with nr and radiographic axial SpA, which 
require that (a) patients have sufficiently severe disease before embarking on such therapy; and (b) 
that those who do not exhibit (or lose) a sufficient response be discontinued from therapy. 
 
A key strength of this analysis was that it sought to comprehensively include as many sources of 


costs and benefits associated with the use of adalimumab and other anti-TNF in this patient 


population. In particular, the analyses included the meta-analysed response rates of all anti-TNF, 
cost of TB screening, efficacy and safety monitoring, and the cost of adverse events, in addition to the 
savings associated with improvements in disease severity. 
 
Despite these strengths, the present analysis has some limitations, which are now discussed. 
 
The estimated effectiveness of the different anti-TNF drugs is based on a network meta-analysis of a 
limited number of trials. Differences in the trial populations and study designs would be best 
addressed by exclusion of studies and use of meta-regression to adjust for study level covariates. 
However, there are too few trials to conduct a number of these adjustments, particularly for nr-axSpA 
where only one pivotal trial has been conducted for adalimumab and for certolizumab.  
 
Due to lack of access to data of other RCTs, AbbVie was only able to impose assumptions on post 
week-12 drug discontinuation, BASDAI/BASFI scores, utility functions and cost of adverse events, 
monitoring and initiation from available sources of adalimumab (ABILITY-1 and ATLAS). It is 
advisable that some further data analysis and assumptions using data from other anti-TNF trials (e.g. 
hazard ratios of discontinuation) could be obtained in the future that would resolve these issues. 
 
The health care resource use data collected in the ABILITY-1 trial were not used for nr-AxSpA. This 
decision was motivated by practical considerations. In part, the health care resource use data in the 
trial of non-protocol-related resource use tended to be low in both treatment and placebo patients, 
perhaps due to the phenomenon associated with protocol driven resource use patterns (i.e., all 
patients are intensively monitored due to the protocol visits). All patients on placebo started open 
label adalimumab therapy at 12 weeks so resource utilisation data for placebo data were not available 
over the long term when most of the resource utilisation was expected to occur. The aggregate data 
from the long term AS OASIS registry study used in this model has three major limitations for nr-
AxSpA:  it did not include the resource use of nr-axSpA patients specifically as it was AS only; only 
aggregate data was available (no patient-level resource was available); it did not include UK patients. 
 
It was not possible to develop estimates of costs that would be dependent on the joint distribution of 
BASFI and BASDAI. The decision to estimate costs based on the BASDAI rather than on the BASFI 
scores was based on three considerations: 
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 Unlike the BASFI, the BASDAI is used to guide treatment decisions. As such, it seems it is a more 
reasonable and direct anchor to estimate costs. 


 The model using the BASDAI to estimate costs is arguably more robust and less subject to 


uncertain assumptions regarding the long-term change in disease severity score than the model 


relying on the BASFI to estimate costs. 


 It is possible that the BASFI captures both AS-related and non-AS-related functional decline 


related to non-AS comorbidities (including age-related comorbidities). As such, it may be less 


appropriate to use the BASFI to estimate the AS-related costs which are used as proxies for the 


nr-axSpA related costs. 


The impact of selecting one method over the other on the results was tested in scenario analyses. 
Although the results relying on the BASDAI costing methodology gave slightly lower ICER estimates 
than the results relying on the exponential BASFI methodology, the difference was generally small 
(ICER for ADA vs. PBO changed by £3,506 (21%) to £19,897 in AS, and changed by £2,997 (23%) to 
£15,654 in nr-AxSpA). 
 
The exponential trend analyses conducted on the aggregate cost and disease severity data from the 
OASIS observational study may provide too narrow an estimate of the uncertainty surrounding the 
relationship between axial-SpA-related costs and BASDAI scores. On the other hand, given the small 
number of aggregated data points, it is likely that the confidence interval around the estimated 
relationship is overestimated. Thus, the net effect in terms of uncertainty may not be large. 
Nevertheless, this source of uncertainty is significant: as the univariate sensitivity analysis indicated, 
the shape of the relationship between cost and BASDAI is one of the more sensitive parameters of 
the model. 
 
As the resource utilisation data were taken from the OASIS observational study of AS patients from 
the Netherlands, France and Belgium, to the extent that the resource utilisation in these countries 
differs from that of the UK, our analysis may over or underestimate the cost in the UK. 
 
The method used to handle placebo response assumes that any placebo response is lost after week 
12 (at randomisation). This is based on the subjectivity of the primary measure of response in the trial 
and in the model (ASAS40, ASAS20) and the likelihood that this effect would not be evident in clinical 
practice. Nevertheless, alternative assumptions could be adopted. In a scenario analysis it was 
assumed that the 12-week placebo response of conventional therapy patients was maintained over 
40 years for those remaining as responders, which is the most stringent assumption going in the 
opposite direction. In that case, a patient who initially responded on anti-TNFα and who discontinued 
was assumed to have his/her scores return to values intermediate to the scores of placebo 
responders and placebo non-responders, in proportions that ensure that once all adalimumab 
responders are discontinued, the scores of the adalimumab and placebo arm would be equal 
(excluding any difference in progression due to an increase in BASFI or BASDAI scores). The 
detrimental effect of this alternative assumption on cost-effectiveness has been highlighted, but the 
likelihood that this scenario would be relevant is low. The likelihood that patients in conventional 
therapy benefit from a strong placebo effect at 12 weeks in clinical practice seems fairly low, for the 
reasons set out above, and even lower that this would be maintained beyond 12 weeks for the full 40 
years of the model time period. 
 
Disease progression in the model was based on the assumption of BASFI scores increasing over 
time. This assumption is comparable to the assumptions made in other models of AS and reflect the 
change in BASFI score over time observed in the licensed population (during the time period prior to 
the trial). This BASFI increase is perhaps to be expected given that a majority of patients with axial 
SpA experience progression towards radiographic disease (i.e., AS). Prior research has shown that in 
AS patients, BASFI scores are independently and positively associated with disease progression in 
the spine and BASDAI scores. Thus, if disease progress in the spine (i.e., patient progress from non-
radiographic to radiographic axSpA), one might expect a worsening of BASFI scores (independently 
of BASDAI scores). However, in the present model, no attempt has been made to reconcile the 
change in BASFI score with possible conversion from non-radiographic to radiographic axSpA. If nr-
axSpA patients progress to AS, particularly those on conventional therapy, these patients could be 
expected to become eligible for anti-TNF therapy (especially since most of these patients’ BASDAI 
are >4). If this is indeed true, then the impact of disease progression in conventional therapy patients 
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would include increase in health care costs when patients become eligible for anti-TNF therapy and 
improvements in utility (and QALY gains) relative to the current model. The net effect on cost per 
QALY for the use of adalimumab in nr-axSpA is unclear (and likely depends on the relative cost 
effectiveness of treating AS vs nr-axSpA patients). This is further complicated by the uncertainty 
surrounding the treatment patterns that should be adopted for nr-axSpA patients who initiate 
adalimumab but fail to respond or respond and then discontinue. No data is available to determine 
whether patients who did not respond while non-radiographic would also not respond if they went on 
to develop AS. Answer to these questions (disease progression, radiographic progression, treatment 
eligibility for AS, need to consider treatment sequences) would need to be tested via additional 
modelling, including preferably micro-simulations. 
 
In the model, it was calculated, based on observed data from the trial, that patients on adalimumab do 
not experience worsening on BASFI while remaining on therapy. This is also consistent with 
published evidence on the effectiveness of adalimumabError! Bookmark not defined.. However, 
revious studies have shown that the relationship between anti-TNF use and the rate of radiographic 
progression in AS within 2 years 


89
 is different from the relationship between anti-TNF use and 


radiographic progression in rheumatoid arthritis 
90


. Hence, it may be legitimate to question whether it 
is appropriate to assume no BASFI increase while on adalimumab while assuming an increase in 
BASFI while not on adalimumab. Yet, at the same time, both the results of the ABILITY-1 and the 
results of other trials in AS do show at least maintenance if not deepening of response among axSpA 
patients receiving anti TNF. Modelling the discontinuation of patients who lose response allows 
inclusion in the model of a deepening in response. 
 
The definition of response in the analysis was based on the ASAS40. The choice of the ASAS40 was 
made on the basis that this measure is consistent with the primary endpoint of the ABILITY-1 trial. 
However, alternative definitions have been used in past economic analyses of AS.  Nevertheless the 
results of the present analysis were not affected substantially by the use of these alternative methods. 
 
Cost savings due to adalimumab may be underestimated. It is possible that the cost equation used in 
the base case and most other scenarios, which links costs to BASDAI scores, ignores the cost 
associated with extra-articular manifestations of nr-axSpA (e.g. uveitis or IBD), since the BASDAI may 
not correlate well with these manifestations. 
 
Finally, the cost of adalimumab has decreased by 1.5% in terms of its list price since it was assessed 
by the NICE for the AS indication, while the costs associated with monitoring and treating AS have 
consistently increased since 2005, so adalimumab could be considered to have increased value in the 
present day NHS. 


3.5 Equity implications 
 
Dealing exclusively with patients with nr-axSpA who have failed NSAIDs therapies, the model results 
do not highlight equity problems within this population. It should however be reiterated that, while 
patients with nr-axSpA share a similar burden of disease to patients with AS, they currently have, 
contrary to patients with AS, delayed or no access to anti-TNF drug therapies. Alleviating this instance 
of limited/delayed access from patients with nr-axSpA who have failed NSAIDs therapies to 
adalimumab would, apart from reducing the economic burden associated with nr-axSpA, promote 
equity in access to resources deployed in the NHS between patients suffering from conditions which 
are different in their clinical nature but are associated with similar economic burden. There may be an 
equity implication given the observation that patients with AS are more commonly male whereas the 
male: female ratio is more evenly split in nr-axSpA, based on the observed demographic 
characteristics of the ATLAS and ABILITY-1 studies. 
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Appendix 1 – Network Meta-Analysis (NMA) - full report  
 
Copies of the full NMA report and its associated appendices have been attached as separate 
documents. 
 
The appendices include details of the search strategies for the systematic literature review, excluded 
citations and examples of the WinBUGS code used for the network meta-analysis.  
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1. Executive Summary 


Background 


Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is part of a clinically heterogeneous group of inflammatory 


rheumatologic diseases (spondyloarthropathies) which share common genetic, histological, and 


clinical features. AS is closely related to axial spondyloarthritis. Whereas axial spondyloarthritis 


includes both non-radiographic (radiographs of the sacroiliac joints and spine appear normal) 


and radiographically-evident disease, AS is only diagnosed when definite radiographic 


sacroiliitis (abnormalities seen in plain x-rays of the sacroiliac joints, such as erosions, sclerosis, 


and partial or total ankylosis) is present. Diagnostic criteria for AS also consider a number of 


clinical criteria relating to symptomatology. 


 
Symptoms of AS can include back pain and stiffness, which is usually inflammatory in nature 


and can result in limited mobility or permanent disability, oligoarthritis (predominantly of the 


lower limbs), enthesitis, dactylitis (‘sausage-like’ digits), other skeletal manifestations such as 


kyphosis (a forward curvature of the spine) and osteoporosis, and extra-articular 


manifestations such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, psoriasis, and cardiac conduction 


abnormalities. 


 
AS usually occurs in patients aged between 15 years and 35 years, rarely commencing in old 


age. The condition is strongly associated with the presence of the Human Leukocyte Antigen 


(HLA)‐B27 antigen. There is also a preponderance of AS in males; the condition is ~3 times 


more common in men than in women (symptoms present differently in each gender, with 


women experiencing more cervical spine and peripheral joint pain than men). Similar to 


rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis, many patients with AS experience worsened 


symptoms during an acute flare, and little to no disease activity during remission periods. 


However, there is an overall gradual progression in the disease. 


 
The prevalence of clinically-significant AS is estimated to range from 0.05% to 0.23%, which 


represents between 32,050 and 147,430 patients in the UK using current population figures. 


The annual incidence rate of AS is poorly reported but has been estimated to be 23 per 100,000 


individuals, representing ~14,743 new cases annually.  


 
Guidelines and recommendations for the management of patients with AS have been developed 


the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the European League Against 


Rheumatism (updated in 2010). Treatment is tailored according to the manifestations of the 
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disease (i.e. whether gastrointestinal manifestations are present), level of symptoms, and 


general clinical status of patients. Typically treatment will comprise both non-pharmacological 


elements (patient education, regular exercise, physiotherapy) and pharmacological treatment, 


including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, analgesics, and glucocorticoids. Non-biologic 


disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs such as sulfasalazine and methotrexate have limited to 


no efficacy for the treatment of AS and are therefore not typically used. However, for patients 


with persistently high disease activity despite conventional therapy, biologic disease-modifying 


antirheumatic drugs (tumour necrosis factor [TNF]-alpha inhibitors) can be effective, having 


demonstrated statistically significant improvements in measures of disease activity in large 


randomised controlled trials. Surgery is only considered in specific situations and does not 


constitute routine treatment. 


 
NICE has previously recommended three TNF-alpha inhibitors for the treatment of AS: 


adalimumab and etanercept (NICE TA143) and golimumab (NICE TA233) (infliximab was also 


considered in TA143 but was not recommended). The recommendation applies only to severe 


disease (estimated by NICE to represent approximately 29% of patients with AS in the UK). 


 
The Technology 


Infliximab (Remicade®) is a TNF-alpha inhibitor, which is part of the biologic disease-modifying 


antirheumatic drug (DMARD) class. It is a chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody that 


binds with high affinity to both soluble and transmembrane forms of TNF-alpha but not to 


lymphotoxin alpha (TNF-beta). The European Commission granted a marketing authorisation 


valid throughout the European Union for golimumab for the AS indication on 21st May 2003. 


Infliximab is provided as a 100mg vial of powder for reconstitution. The dosing regimen is 


5mg/kg given as an intravenous infusion followed by additional 5mg/kg infusion doses at 2 and 


6 weeks after the first infusion, then every 6 to 8 weeks. 


 
Clinical Effectiveness 


The efficacy and safety of infliximab has been evaluated in two randomised, double-blind, 


placebo-controlled clinical studies in adult patients with AS. As the pivotal infliximab studies for 


the AS indication are not active-controlled, a network meta-analysis (NMA) was conducted to 


satisfy the requirements of the NICE reference case. 
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P01522 


Infliximab for the treatment of active AS was evaluated in a randomised, placebo-controlled, 


multi-centre study conducted in Germany. Included patients were diagnosed with AS according 


to the modified New York criteria for AS, and had active disease defined by Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) and spinal pain scores >4 on a 10 cm visual 


analogue scale (VAS). The primary endpoint of the trial was the proportion of patients who 


achieved a BASDAI50 response at week 12. Secondary efficacy measures included 


improvements in the VAS for spinal pain, in the functional index (Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Functional Index [BASFI]), the metrology index (Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index 


[BASMI]), and quality of life (Short Form-36 [SF-36]), and laboratory parameters (erythrocyte 


sedimentation rate [ESR], c-reactive protein [CRP]). Disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs 


(DMARDs) and corticosteroids were discontinued >4 weeks prior to screening. Patients were 


permitted to take non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), but the dose could not be 


increased over the baseline value. Patients were randomised to receive infliximab 5mg/kg 


(n=35) or placebo (n=35) at weeks 0, 2, and 63.  


 
Significantly more infliximab-treated patients achieved a BASDAI50 response at week 12, 


compared to placebo (53% vs. 9%; p<0.0001). A clear difference could be seen when mean 


changes were compared: in the infliximab group the BASDAI score improved significantly from 


6.5 at baseline to 3.3 at week 12, whereas little improvement was recorded in the placebo group 


(from 6.3 to 5.7; difference 2.7; p<0.0001). Rapid improvement was observed in 41% of patients 


at week 2. Similar findings were observed with other efficacy measures, including the BASFI and 


BASMI indices. Fewer infliximab-treated patients had peripheral arthritis or enthesitis at week 


12 compared to baseline, whereas no change was seen in the placebo group. Infliximab-treated 


patients also demonstrated significant improvement in physical function, bodily pain, general 


health, activities affected by physical function, and vitality, compared to no effect for placebo.  


 
The study was extended and followed-up over a number of years. After 1 year, the significant 


improvement in disease activity (BASDAI) was maintained, with 47% of patients originally 


receiving infliximab and 51% of patients originally in the placebo group (i.e. crossover group) 


achieving a BASDAI50 response. After 2 years, significant improvement in disease activity was 


sustained in every outcome measure. At week 102, 58% of the patients (n=30) achieved a 


BASDAI50 response. Additionally, 25% of patients (n=13) achieved at least partial remission, 


according to Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis (ASAS) criteria. The productivity and 


number of hospitalisations in the 49 patients who completed 2 years of treatment was also 
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investigated: after 1 year of treatment, the proportion of patients on sick leave was reduced to 


36% (10/28; p=0.031), with a further reduction to 14% after 2 years (4/28; p<0.001 vs. prior to 


treatment). Additionally, the number of inpatient days (hospitalisation) for each patient 


decreased from an average of 11.1 days (range 0-77 days) before treatment with infliximab to 


0.6 days (range 0-15 days) after 1 year of treatment, and to 2.9 days (range 0-72 days) after 2 


years of treatment (p<0.001 and p=0.007 vs. before treatment, respectively). After 3 years, the 


clinical efficacy of infliximab was sustained, with persistent decrease of disease activity and 


continuous improvement of clinical symptoms.  


 
After 3 years of maintenance treatment with infliximab, all patients discontinued treatment and 


were eligible to enter another 2-year extension phase (total observation period of 5 years), 


which would allow them to be re-infused with infliximab upon relapse. All but one patient 


(41/42) had to be re-infused because of relapse. The mean time to relapse was 17.5 weeks (±7.9 


weeks, range 7 to 45 weeks). Patients who were in partial remission and those with normal CRP 


levels at the time point of withdrawal had longer times to relapse after discontinuation of the 


treatment. Re-treatment with infliximab was well-tolerated and resulted in clinical 


improvement in all patients to a state similar to that before the treatment was stopped. At the 


end of year 4, 62.5% of patients achieved a BASDAI50 response (ASAS40 response rates were 


also similar to those observed at the end of years 1, 2, and 3). Infliximab provided sustained 


efficacy through 4 years with regard to signs and symptoms, physical function, and spinal 


mobility. After 5 years, partial clinical remission was achieved by 34.2% of patients and BASDAI 


scores were <4 in 79% of patients. The mean BASDAI score at year 5 was 2.5±1.9 (6.4 at 


baseline). ASAS20 and ASAS40 responses were achieved by 84% and 63% of patients, 


respectively. Finally, at 8 years, partial remission was achieved by 35.1% of patients, and the 


mean BASDAI score was low (2.3±1.6). A BASDAI50 response was achieved by 67.6% of 


patients, and ASAS20 and ASAS40 responses were reported in 81% and 62% of patients, 


respectively. There was no loss of response during the eighth year of infliximab therapy. 


  
ASSERT 


The efficacy and safety of infliximab in AS was further assessed in a larger patient population at 


33 centres throughout Europe, US, and Canada: ASSERT was a Phase III, randomised, double-


blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre study in 279 patients with active AS. Adult patients 


classified as having AS according to the modified New York criteria, and active disease with a 


BASDAI score 4 (range 0-10) and spinal pain 4 (VAS of 0-10 cm) were eligible for the study. 


Doses of infliximab 5mg/kg as monotherapy or placebo were administered intravenously at 
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weeks 0, 2, 6, 12, and 18. The primary endpoint of the ASSERT trial was the proportion of 


patients who achieved an ASAS20 response at week 24. ASAS criteria included patient’s global 


assessment, spinal pain, function according to the BASFI, and morning stiffness. Patients were 


assessed at baseline and week 24 using standard AS performance scores and magnetic 


resonance imaging (MRI) of the spine. Additional endpoints evaluated included the BASDAI, 


BASFI, BASMI, and health-related quality of life, as measured by the SF-36.  


 
Patients were randomly assigned to treatment with infliximab (n=201) or placebo (n=78). The 


study population was typical for patients with active AS, consisted mostly of men (81%), had a 


median age of 40 years, and median disease duration of 8.8 years. At 24 weeks, an ASAS20 


response was observed in 61.2% of patients in the infliximab-treated group versus 19.2% of 


patients in the placebo group (p<0.001). The difference between the treatment groups was 


observed as early as week 2 and maintained through week 24.  Significantly more patients in the 


infliximab group met the more rigorous ASAS40 response criteria at week 24: 47% versus 12% 


of patients who received placebo (p<0.001). ASAS partial remission, defined as a value <20 on a 


scale of 0-100mm in each of the four ASAS response parameters, was achieved in 22.4% of 


infliximab-treated patients versus 1.3% in placebo-treated patients (p<0.001). Additionally, the 


proportion of patients with BASDAI20, BASDAI50, and BASDAI70 responses through week 24 


was 68%, 51%, and 35% in the infliximab group, compared to 27%, 11%, and 8% in the placebo 


group, respectively (p<0.001). These data confirmed the primary endpoint results of the first 


placebo-controlled study (P01522). Significant reductions from baseline BASDAI, BASFI, and 


BASMI scores were also demonstrated in infliximab-treated patients, compared to patients 


receiving placebo (in infliximab-treated group, BASDAI score decreased by -2.9, BASFI score 


decreased by -1.7, and BASMI score decreased by -1.0).  


 
In a sub-analysis, investigators examined whether clinical benefits observed with infliximab 


were accompanied by improvement in productivity and reduction in time lost from work. The 


median percent change from baseline to week 24 in the productivity score in patients receiving 


infliximab was 62% versus 11% in the placebo group (p<0.05). In addition, patients in the 


infliximab group had an average 60% reduction in the number of workdays missed over a 6-


week period compared to baseline (0.7 days vs. 1.7 days; p<0.01); in contrast, no significant 


reduction was observed in the placebo group (1.2 days vs. 1.7 days; p=0.6). The mean number of 


workdays missed per patient during the 24 week study period was 6.8 in the placebo group, 


compared with 2.8 in the infliximab group (p=0.07).  
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The study was extended to 2 years, with patients randomised to placebo crossed-over to 


infliximab at weeks 24, 26, 30, and every 6 weeks thereafter through week 96. By week 102, the 


crossover group and the continuous infliximab group were similar with regard to ASAS20 


response (72.1% versus 73.9%); ASAS40 responses at week 102 were 45.9% versus 59.4%. No 


new safety issues were discerned. Infliximab therefore demonstrated sustained efficacy and 


safety over 2 years in a large cohort of patients with active AS. 


 
Network Meta-Analysis 


As the pivotal infliximab studies for the AS indication are not active-controlled for the AS 


indication, a NMA was performed to compare the efficacy and safety of conventional therapy, 


adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and golimumab for the treatment of 


adults with severe active AS. A systematic review was conducted to identify relevant studies for 


inclusion in the network. Twenty-six eligible studies were identified following the systematic 


review, of which 16 were suitable for inclusion into the network (studies were excluded if 


crossover occurred prior to data reporting or if no data were reported at relevant time points).  


 
The following outcomes were included for analysis in the NMA: Efficacy outcomes at 12 weeks 


(+/-2 weeks): ASAS20, ASAS40, and BASDAI50. Safety outcomes at 24 weeks: any adverse 


events (AEs), any serious adverse events (SAEs), and injection (infusion)-site reactions (ISRs). 


Both fixed effects and random effects models were explored, with results presented for random 


effects models in line with recommendations for the accommodation of between-study 


heterogeneity. 


 
For the efficacy outcomes, each TNF-alpha inhibitor was statistically significantly more 


efficacious than placebo, with the exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg for ASAS40. In the 


three efficacy analyses, infliximab was the most effective compared with placebo, and the 


ranking of other TNF-alpha inhibitors differed according to the efficacy outcome. Importantly, 


there were no significant differences in efficacy detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors, as 


evidenced by overlapping credible intervals, with the exception of infliximab compared with 


golimumab for ASAS20 (where infliximab was very weakly significant). The findings of the NMA 


therefore indicate that all TNF-alpha inhibitors are similarly effective for the treatment of AS. 


This finding was also noted for the safety outcomes, with no significant differences detected 


both between TNF-alpha inhibitors and placebo (with the exception of etanercept compared 


with placebo for injection-site reactions) and between the different TNF-alpha inhibitors when 


compared with each other.  
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Cost-Effectiveness 


TNF-alpha inhibitors result in increased QALYs when compared to conventional therapy, 


ranging from 1.09 for adalimumab to 1.17 for infliximab. This is achieved at an increased cost 


(from £20,153 when adalimumab is administered to £50,607 for infliximab). The estimated 


ICERs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor when compared with conventional therapy ranged from 


£18,508 to £43,432 per additional QALY gained (for adalimumab and infliximab versus 


conventional therapy, respectively). The incremental analysis of each treatment versus each 


other and based on the incremental cost demonstrated that etanercept is dominated by 


certolizumab pegol. 


 
None of the assessed TNF-alpha inhibitors has more than 30% likelihood of being cost-effective. 


At a WTP threshold of £20,000, there is a 20% probability that golimumab and adalimumab are 


likely to be the most cost-effective treatments for AS with and a 30% probability that 


certolizumab pegol is likely to be cost-effective. However, the cost-effectiveness curves and the 


cost-effectiveness frontier highlight the considerable uncertainty in differentiating the cost-


effectiveness of TNF-alpha inhibitors. 


 
In summary, infliximab is associated with an ICER of £43,432 compared with conventional 


therapy. This value remained mostly robust when key assumptions in the model were tested 


through sensitivity analyses. An ICER lower than £30,000 was obtained when the upper bound 


of the long-term treatment costs of AS associated with the BASFI score were considered. 


 


Conclusion 


Through this analysis, infliximab has been demonstrated through a NMA to be as clinically 


efficacious as other TNF-alpha inhibitors which have been previously recommended by NICE. 


There are additional benefits of treatment with infliximab which are not captured in the current 


modelling (productivity gains and patient support schemes offered by MSD) and given 


appropriate local arrangements (i.e. vial sharing) infliximab could be considered a cost-effective 


resource for certain patients. 
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2. Description of Technology 


2.1. Brand Name, Generic Name, and Therapeutic Class 


Infliximab is a tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha inhibitor and part of the biologic disease-


modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) class. It is available in a 100mg vial of powder for 


reconstitution. 


2.2. Mechanism of Action 


Infliximab is a chimeric human-murine monoclonal antibody that binds with high affinity to 


both soluble and transmembrane forms of TNF-alpha but not to lymphotoxin alpha (TNF-beta). 


2.3. Marketing Authorisation  


The European Commission granted a marketing authorisation valid throughout the European 


Union for infliximab for the ankylosing spondylitis (AS) indication on 21st May 2003. 


2.4. Indications 


The approved indications for infliximab are as follows: 


 
Ankylosing spondylitis:  


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of severe, active ankylosing spondylitis, in adult patients 


who have responded inadequately to conventional therapy. 


 
Rheumatoid arthritis:  


Infliximab, in combination with methotrexate (MTX), is indicated for the reduction of signs and 


symptoms as well as the improvement in physical function in: 


 adult patients with active disease when the response to disease-modifying anti-


rheumatic drugs (DMARDs), including MTX, has been inadequate 


 adult patients with severe, active and progressive disease not previously treated with 


MTX or other DMARDs 


 
In these patient populations, a reduction in the rate of the progression of joint damage, as 


measured by X-ray, has been demonstrated. 
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Psoriatic arthritis:  


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of active and progressive psoriatic arthritis in adult 


patients when the response to previous DMARD therapy has been inadequate. Infliximab should 


be administered: 


 in combination with MTX 


 or alone in patients who show intolerance to MTX or for whom MTX is contraindicated 


 
Adult ulcerative colitis: 


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of moderately to severely active ulcerative colitis in adult 


patients who have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy including 


corticosteroids and 6-mercaptopurine or azathioprine, or who are intolerant to or have medical 


contraindications for such therapies. 


 
Paediatric ulcerative colitis: 


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of severely active ulcerative colitis, in children and 


adolescents aged 6 to 17 years, who have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy 


including corticosteroids and 6-mercaptopurine or azathioprine, or who are intolerant to or 


have medical contraindications for such therapies. 


 
Adult Crohn’s disease: 


Infliximab is indicated for: 


 treatment of moderately to severely active Crohn's disease, in adult patients who have 


not responded despite a full and adequate course of therapy with a corticosteroid 


and/or an immunosuppressant; or who are intolerant to or have medical 


contraindications for such therapies 


 treatment of fistulising, active Crohn's disease, in adult patients who have not responded 


despite a full and adequate course of therapy with conventional treatment (including 


antibiotics, drainage, and immunosuppressive therapy) 


 
Paediatric Crohn’s disease: 


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of severe, active Crohn's disease, in children and 


adolescents aged 6 to 17 years, who have not responded to conventional therapy including a 


corticosteroid, an immunomodulator and primary nutrition therapy; or who are intolerant to or 


have contraindications for such therapies. 
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Infliximab has been studied only in combination with conventional immunosuppressive 


therapy. 


 
Psoriasis: 


Infliximab is indicated for treatment of moderate to severe plaque psoriasis in adult patients 


who failed to respond to, or who have a contraindication to, or are intolerant to other systemic 


therapy including ciclosporin, MTX, or psoralen combined with ultraviolet A. 


2.5. Costs 


Cost information is provided in Table 1. 


 
Table 1: Cost information for infliximab 


Pharmaceutical formulation  One 100mg vial of powder for reconstitution 
Acquisition cost (excluding 
Value Added Tax [VAT]) 


£419.62 


Method of administration Intravenous infusion 
Doses  5mg/kg 
Dosing frequency 5mg/kg given as an intravenous infusion followed by additional 5mg/kg 


infusion doses at 2 and 6 weeks after the first infusion, then every 6 to 8 
weeks1 


Average length of a course of 
treatment 


If a patient does not respond by 6 weeks (i.e. after 2 doses), no additional 
treatment with infliximab should be given1  


Average cost of a course of 
treatment 


Average cost in year 1: £13,427.84 (assuming patient weight of 77.4kg, 
including vial wastage, and re-dosing every 8 weeks) to £16,784.80 
(assuming patient weight of 77.4kg, including vial wastage, and re-
dosing every 6 weeks) 
 
Average cost in subsequent years: £10,910.12 to £14,267.08 (dependent 
on 6 week or 8 week re-dosing) 


Dose adjustments None 


2.6. Additional Tests, Investigations, and Monitoring  


Tests, investigations, precautions, and monitoring for infliximab are consistent with those for all 


other TNF-alpha inhibitors. Treatment with infliximab is contraindicated in patients with 


tuberculosis (TB) or other severe infections such as sepsis, abscesses, and opportunistic 


infections and in patients with moderate or severe heart failure (New York Heart Association 


[NYHA] class III/IV) and in patients with a history of hypersensitivity to infliximab, to other 


murine proteins, or to any of the following excipients: sucrose, polysorbate 80, monobasic 


sodium phosphate, and dibasic sodium phosphate1. 
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3. Context 


The scope for this appraisal, informed by input from clinical specialists, defines 


spondyloarthritis as a clinically heterogeneous group of inflammatory rheumatologic diseases 


which share common genetic, histological, and clinical features. Diseases belonging to this group 


include AS, psoriatic arthritis, arthritis associated with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 


reactive arthritis, and undifferentiated spondyloarthritis. The clinical presentation can include 


back pain, usually inflammatory in nature, oligoarthritis (predominantly of the lower limbs), 


enthesitis, dactylitis (‘sausage-like’ digits), and extra-articular manifestations (EAMs) such as 


uveitis, IBD, and psoriasis. 


 
Spondyloarthritis can be categorised as having predominantly axial (sacroiliac joints or spine) 


or peripheral involvement. In people with axial spondyloarthritis, the predominant symptom is 


back pain – with inflammation of the sacroiliac joints, the spine, or both – but they may also 


have peripheral joint involvement or extra-articular manifestations of spondyloarthritis. In the 


early stages of disease, radiographs of the sacroiliac joints and spine can be normal (so-called 


‘non-radiographic’ disease) although sacroiliitis or inflammation of the spine may be visible on 


magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before structural damage occurs. If definite radiographic 


sacroiliitis (abnormalities seen in plain x-rays of the sacroiliac joints, such as erosions, sclerosis, 


and partial or total ankylosis) is present, the disease can be classified as AS. Radiographic 


changes to the spine are not part of the classification criteria, but new bone formation (such as 


syndesmophytes and ankylosis of the vertebral column) is characteristic of AS. 


 
Infliximab is indicated for the treatment of severe, active AS in adults who have responded 


inadequately to conventional therapy1. Infliximab is not licensed for axial spondyloarthritis. 


Therefore, this submission will focus only on AS. 


3.1. Ankylosing Spondylitis 


AS usually occurs in patients aged between 15 years and 35 years, rarely commencing in old 


age2. The condition has an unknown aetiology that involves the sacroiliac joints, axial skeleton, 


entheses, and peripheral joints. Symptoms include chronic pain and stiffness of the spine, which 


can result in limited mobility or permanent disability. Chronic inflammation of entheses can also 


lead to new bone formation, syndesmophytes, and ankylosis of joints, primarily in the axial 


skeleton. Other skeletal manifestations include kyphosis, a forward curvature of the spine, and 


osteoporosis. Non-skeletal manifestations of the disease include uveitis, carditis, pulmonary 


fibrosis, bowel inflammation, psoriasis, and cardiac conduction abnormalities. AS is strongly 
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associated with the presence of the Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA)‐B27 antigen. There is also 


a preponderance of AS in males; the condition is ~3 times more common in men than in 


women2. Symptoms present differently according to gender, with women experiencing more 


cervical spine and peripheral joint pain than men. 


 
Similar to rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis, many patients with AS experience 


worsened symptoms during an acute flare, and little to no disease activity during remission 


periods. However, there is an overall gradual progression in the disease. 


 
3.1.1. Diagnosis and Classification 


AS is diagnosed and classified using the modified New York criteria (described below). More 


recently the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society has developed further 


classification criteria relating to axial spondyloarthritis (below). 


 
Modified New York criteria3 


A. Diagnosis 


Clinical criteria: 


 Low back pain and stiffness of ≥3 months duration that is improved by exercise and not 


relieved by rest 


 Limitations of motion of the lumbar spine in both the sagittal and frontal planes 


 Limitation of chest expansion relative to normal values corrected for sex and age 


Radiologic criterion: 


 Sacroiliitis grade ≥2 bilaterally or sacroiliitis grade 3 or 4 unilaterally 


 
B. Grading 


Definite AS if the radiologic criterion is associated with ≥1 clinical criterion. Probable AS if: 3 


clinical criteria are present, and radiologic criterion is present without any signs/symptoms 


satisfying the clinical criteria 


 
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria4 


Criteria were recently updated through consensus discussion between Assessment of 


Spondyloarthritis International Society members. Refinement of the candidate criteria 


resulted in new classification criteria that are defined as: the presence of sacroiliitis by 


radiography or by MRI plus at least one spondyloarthritis feature (‘‘imaging arm’’) or the 


presence of HLA-B27 plus at least two spondyloarthritis features (‘‘clinical arm’’) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria4 


 


 
ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; CRP, c-reactive protein; HLA, Human Leukocyte Antigen; 
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SpA, 
spondyloarthropathy.  


 
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria are not directly relevant to the 


classification of AS, however; they are the most recently-developed criteria through which 


patients presenting with relevant symptoms will be assessed. The relevance of each 


classification criteria is outlined in Figure 2. 


 
Figure 2: Disease spectrum showing classification of ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis5 


 


ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; mNYC, modified New York criteria; MRI, magnetic resonance 
imaging; SpA, spondyloarthropathy.  
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3.1.2. Measures of Disease Activity and Function 


Two key measures for the measurement of disease activity in AS include the Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score and the Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis 


(ASAS) score. BASDAI is a validated instrument completed by the patients, consisting of six 


10cm horizontal visual analogue scales (VAS) to measure severity of fatigue, spinal and 


peripheral joint pain, localised tenderness, and morning stiffness with the final BASDAI score 


ranging from 0 to 10 (Garrett et al. 1994)6. A 50% reduction in the BASDAI score has been 


recommended by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society as the response 


criteria used to determine treatment success. The ASAS score is a composite measure, 


comprising a 10cm horizontal VAS for pain, inflammation, well-being, and function. 


Improvement in three modalities by 20% or more, without deterioration in the fourth modality 


constitutes an ASAS20 response (Anderson et al. 2001)7. Functional ability is measured with the 


Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI) score, which consists of eight questions 


regarding patient functioning in AS and two questions around the patientʹs ability to cope with 


everyday life. The answers are based on a 10cm horizontal VAS, the mean of which gives the 


BASFI score (ranging from 0 to 10) (Calin et al. 1994)8. The BASDAI and BASFI scores are used 


together to determine disease progression. 


3.2. Number of Patients Covered by the Indication in the UK 


The prevalence of AS in the UK has not been well‐quantified; however, the NICE scope estimates 


the prevalence of clinically significant AS to range from 0.05% to 0.23% in the UK9. Given the 


mid-2013 UK population estimate of 64.1 million10 this represents between 32,050 and 147,430 


patients in the UK. The annual incidence rate of AS is poorly reported but was estimated to be 


23 per 100,000 individuals in NICE TA233 (described in following section). Based on the UK 


population estimate, this represents ~14,743 new cases annually. 


 
The costing statement accompanying NICE TA233 states that: “the estimated prevalence of 


ankylosing spondylitis in England is 0.14%, equivalent to around 71,000 people. The number of 


these people who are eligible for treatment with biological drugs has been estimated as around 


20,000. Expert clinical opinion suggests that biologic drugs may not be the most appropriate 


treatment for all eligible patients. According to expert clinical opinion, 30% or around 6800 of 


the 20,000 eligible patients will take up treatment”. 
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3.3. Relevant NICE Guidance 


NICE has performed two technology appraisals of TNF-alpha inhibitors licensed for the 


treatment of severe active AS: 


 
TA143: Adalimumab, etanercept, and infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis11 


1.1 Adalimumab or etanercept are recommended as treatment options for adults with severe 


active ankylosing spondylitis only if all of the following criteria are fulfilled. 


 The patient's disease satisfies the modified New York criteria for diagnosis of ankylosing 


spondylitis. 


 There is confirmation of sustained active spinal disease, demonstrated by: 


o a score of at least 4 units on the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 


Index (BASDAI) and 


o at least 4 cm on the 0 to 10 cm spinal pain visual analogue scale (VAS).  


o These should both be demonstrated on two occasions at least 12 weeks 


apart without any change of treatment. 


 Conventional treatment with two or more non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs taken 


sequentially at maximum tolerated or recommended dosage for 4 weeks has failed to 


control symptoms.  


 
1.2 When using BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform conclusions about whether or not 


sustained active spinal disease is present, healthcare professionals should be mindful of the 


need to secure equality of access to treatment for patients with disabilities and patients from 


different ethnic groups. There are circumstances in which it may not be appropriate for 


healthcare professionals to use a patient's BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform their 


conclusion about the presence of sustained active spinal disease. These are: 


 where the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score is not a clinically appropriate tool to inform 


a clinician's conclusion on the presence of sustained active spinal disease because of a 


patient's learning or other disabilities (for example, sensory impairments) or linguistic 


or other communication difficulties 


or 


 where it is not possible to administer the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS questionnaire in a 


language in which the patient is sufficiently fluent for it to be an appropriate tool to 


inform a conclusion on the presence of sustained active spinal disease, or there are 


similarly exceptional reasons why use of a patient's BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score 
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would be an inappropriate tool to inform a conclusion on the presence of sustained 


active spinal disease in that individual patient's case. 


 
In such cases, healthcare professionals should make use of another appropriate method 


of assessment, which may include adapting the use of the questionnaire to suit the 


patient's circumstances.  


 
The same approach should apply in the context of a decision about whether to continue 


the use of the drug in accordance with sections 1.3 and 1.4. 


 
1.3 It is recommended that the response to adalimumab or etanercept treatment should be 


assessed 12 weeks after treatment is initiated, and that treatment should be only continued in 


the presence of an adequate response as defined in section 1.4. 


 
1.4 For the purposes of this guidance, an adequate response to treatment is defined as a: 


 reduction of the BASDAI score to 50% of the pre-treatment value or by 2 or more units  


and 


 reduction of the spinal pain VAS by 2 cm or more. 


 
1.5 Patients who have experienced an adequate response to adalimumab or etanercept 


treatment, as defined in section 1.4, should have their condition monitored at 12-week intervals. 


If the response to treatment, as defined in section 1.4, is not maintained, a repeat assessment 


should be made after a further 6 weeks. If at this 6-week assessment the response defined in 


section 1.4 has not been maintained, treatment should be discontinued.  


 
1.6 For patients who have been shown to be intolerant of adalimumab or etanercept before the 


end of the 12-week initial assessment period, as in section 1.3, the other one of this pair of TNF-


alpha inhibitor treatments is recommended as an alternative treatment.  


 
1.7 Prescription of an alternative TNF-alpha inhibitor is not recommended in patients who have 


either not achieved an adequate initial response to treatment with adalimumab or etanercept, 


as defined in section 1.4, or who experience loss of the initially adequate response during 


treatment. 


 
1.8 It is recommended that the use of adalimumab or etanercept for severe active ankylosing 


spondylitis should be initiated and supervised only by specialist physicians experienced in the 


diagnosis and treatment of this condition. 
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1.9 Infliximab is not recommended for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis.  


 
1.10 Patients currently receiving infliximab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis should 


have the option to continue therapy until they and their clinicians consider it appropriate to 


stop. 


 
TA233: Golimumab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis12 


1.1 Golimumab is recommended as an option for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing 


spondylitis in adults only if: 


 it is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in 'Adalimumab, etanercept and 


infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis' (NICE TA143) and 


 the manufacturer provides the 100 mg dose of golimumab at the same cost as the 50 mg 


dose in accordance with the patient access scheme. 


 
1.2 People currently receiving golimumab for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing 


spondylitis who do not fulfil the criteria for treatment with adalimumab and etanercept 


described in NICE TA143 should have the option to continue golimumab until they and their 


clinician consider it appropriate to stop. 


3.4. Current Clinical Practice 


Guidelines and recommendations for the management of patients with AS have been developed 


by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the European League Against 


Rheumatism (updated in 2010)13. The key recommendations are as follows: 


 
1. General treatment 


The treatment of patients with AS should be tailored according to:  


 The current manifestations of the disease (axial, peripheral, entheseal, extra-articular 


symptoms and signs) 


 The level of current symptoms, clinical findings, and prognostic indicators 


 The general clinical status (age, gender, comorbidity, concomitant medications, 


psychosocial factors) 


 
2. Disease monitoring 


The disease monitoring of patients with AS should include: patient history (e.g. questionnaires); 


clinical parameters; laboratory tests; imaging; all according to the clinical presentation as well 
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as the ASAS core set. The frequency of monitoring should be decided on an individual basis 


depending on: course of symptoms; severity; treatment. 


 
3. Non-pharmacological treatment 


 The cornerstone of non-pharmacological treatment of patients with AS is patient 


education and regular exercise 


 Home exercises are effective. Physical therapy with supervised exercises, land or water 


based, individually or in a group, should be preferred as these are more effective than 


home exercises 


 Patient associations and self-help groups may be useful 


 
4. Extra-articular manifestations and comorbidities 


 The frequently observed extra-articular manifestations, for example, psoriasis, uveitis 


and IBD, should be managed in collaboration with the respective specialists 


 Rheumatologists should be aware of the increased risk of cardiovascular disease and 


osteoporosis 


 
5. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 


 NSAID, including Coxibs, are recommended as first-line drug treatment for AS patients 


with pain and stiffness 


 Continuous treatment with NSAID is preferred for patients with persistently active, 


symptomatic disease 


 Cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and renal risks should be taken into account when 


prescribing NSAIDs 


 
6. Analgesics 


 Analgesics, such as paracetamol and opioid (like) drugs, might be considered for 


residual pain after previously recommended treatments have failed, are contraindicated, 


and/or poorly tolerated 


 
7. Glucocorticoids 


 Corticosteroid injections directed to the local site of musculoskeletal inflammation may 


be considered 


 The use of systemic glucocorticoids for axial disease is not supported by evidence 
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8. Disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs 


 There is no evidence for the efficacy of DMARDs, including sulfasalazine and 


methotrexate, for the treatment of axial disease 


 Sulfasalazine may be considered in patients with peripheral arthritis 


 
9. Anti-TNF therapy 


 Anti-TNF therapy should be given to patients with persistently high disease activity 


despite conventional treatments according to the ASAS recommendations 


 There is no evidence to support the obligatory use of DMARD before or concomitant 


with anti-TNF therapy in patients with axial disease 


 There is no evidence to support a difference in efficacy of the various TNF inhibitors on 


the axial and articular/entheseal disease manifestations; but in the presence of IBD a 


difference in gastrointestinal efficacy needs to be taken into account 


 Switching to a second TNF blocker might be beneficial especially in patients with loss of 


response 


 There is no evidence to support the use of biological agents other than TNF inhibitors in 


AS 


 
10. Surgery 


 Total hip arthroplasty should be considered in patients with refractory pain or disability 


and radiographic evidence of structural damage, independent of age 


 Spinal corrective osteotomy may be considered in patients with severe disabling 


deformity 


 In patients with AS and an acute vertebral fracture a spinal surgeon should be consulted 


 
11. Changes in the disease course 


 If a significant change in the course of the disease occurs, other causes than 


inflammation, such as a spinal fracture, should be considered and appropriate 


evaluation, including imaging, should be performed 


3.5. Issues Relating to Current Practice  


NICE guidance and Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society/European League 


Against Rheumatism recommendations recognise the benefits of TNF-alpha inhibitors, and in-


line with this, patients can receive treatment with adalimumab, etanercept, and golimumab. 


However, infliximab has not been recommended by NICE and therefore patients cannot access 
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this treatment. Treatment is also restricted only to those with severe AS, and although more 


moderate disease is outside the scope of this appraisal, it is worth noting that this restricted 


access means that patients cannot benefit from efficacious TNF-alpha inhibitors at an early 


stage of their disease to prevent structural damage with long-term consequences. 


3.6. Comparators 


Relevant comparators, as listed in the scope for this appraisal, are TNF-alpha inhibitors 


(adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab) and established clinical 


management without TNF-alpha inhibitors (henceforth referred to as conventional therapy). 


 
3.6.1. Conventional Therapy 


Non‐biologic DMARDs such as methotrexate, leflunomide, and sulfasalazine have demonstrated 


limited to no efficacy in AS13. Therefore, conventional therapy primarily comprises NSAIDs and 


physiotherapy, in addition to COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, and 


bisphosphonates. NSAIDs have demonstrated significant improvements in spinal pain, 


peripheral joint pain, and physical function in patients with AS and are used as part of 


conventional therapy in current clinical practice13. 


 
3.6.2. TNF‐Alpha Inhibitor Therapy 


Patients failing conventional therapy are likely to be offered TNF‐alpha inhibitor therapy. These 


biologic DMARDs have represented a major advancement in the management of AS patients for 


whom NSAIDs provide inadequate relief. The TNF‐alpha inhibitors currently recommended by 


NICE for use in AS are adalimumab, etanercept, and golimumab; these agents have 


demonstrated significant improvements in disease activity as assessed by the BASDAI and/or 


the ASAS response criteria, function, and active inflammation in the sacroiliac joints and spine13. 


 


4. Identification of Equality Issues 


No equality issues are anticipated during this appraisal.  
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5. Clinical Evidence 


5.1. Key Clinical Trial Data 


5.1.1. P0152214,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 


A study by Braun and colleagues evaluated the use of infliximab in the treatment of active AS in 


a randomised, placebo-controlled, multi-centre study conducted in Germany. Included patients 


were diagnosed with AS according to the modified New York criteria for AS, and had active 


disease defined by BASDAI and spinal pain scores >4 on a 10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS). 


The primary endpoint of the trial was the proportion of patients who achieved a BASDAI50 


response at week 12. Secondary efficacy measures included improvements in the VAS for spinal 


pain, in the functional index (BASFI), the metrology index (Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Metrology Index [BASMI]), and quality of life (Short Form-36 [SF-36]), and laboratory 


parameters (erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR], c-reactive protein [CRP]). DMARDs and 


corticosteroids were discontinued >4 weeks prior to screening. Patients were permitted to take 


NSAIDs, but the dose could not be increased over the baseline value. Patients were randomised 


to receive infliximab 5mg/kg (n=35) or placebo (n=35) at weeks 0, 2, and 63.  


 
Significantly more infliximab-treated patients achieved a BASDAI50 response at week 12, 


compared to placebo (53% vs. 9%; p<0.0001). A clear difference could be seen when mean 


changes were compared: in the infliximab group the BASDAI score improved significantly from 


6.5 at baseline to 3.3 at week 12, whereas little improvement was recorded in the placebo group 


(from 6.3 to 5.7; difference 2.7; p<0.0001). Rapid improvement was observed in 41% of patients 


at week 2. Similar findings were observed with other efficacy measures, including the BASFI and 


BASMI indices. Forty-four percent of patients (15/34) had both peripheral arthritis and 


enthesitis at baseline compared with 17% who had peripheral arthritis and 27% with enthesitis 


at week 12, whereas no changes were seen in the placebo group. NSAIDs were discontinued in 


41% of infliximab-treated patients versus 13% of patients in the placebo group (p=0.02). 


Moreover, NSAID doses were reduced by >50% of baseline in 56% of patients (18/34) receiving 


infliximab, compared to 19% of patients (6/35) receiving placebo (p=0.004). At week 12, CRP 


and ESR decreased significantly from baseline in the infliximab group (p<0.001), compared to 


the placebo group (p=0.77). Infliximab-treated patients also demonstrated significant 


improvement in physical function, bodily pain, general health, activities affected by physical 


function, and vitality, compared to no effect in placebo-treated patients.  
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Infliximab was generally well-tolerated and no infusion-related reactions were observed 


through 12 weeks. The most common adverse event (AE) was upper respiratory tract infection. 


A total of 35% of patients treated with infliximab had an infection compared with 51% of 


patients treated with placebo (p=0.227). Three infliximab-treated patients discontinued therapy 


secondary to a serious adverse event (SAE), compared to none in the placebo group. One patient 


in the infliximab group developed systemic TB after the third infusion. Another patient 


experienced bronchiocentric allergic granulomatosis of the lung, which resolved 8 weeks after 


cessation of infliximab and treatment with corticosteroids. A third patient developed transient 


leukopenia after the third infusion and did not experience further complications.  


 
Twenty patients were included in a sub-study to evaluate three MRI scoring systems for spinal 


changes in AS. At baseline, active spinal lesions were observed in 75% of patients (15/20). With 


all three systems, active lesions improved markedly more in the infliximab group compared 


with the placebo group (40% vs. 6%; 60% vs. -21%; 7% vs. -35%). The significant regression of 


spinal inflammation corresponded with improvement in disease activity.  


 
One-Year Open-Label Extension 


Patients enrolled in the 12-week, controlled portion of this trial were eligible to continue in an 


open-label, observational follow-up phase up to 54 weeks. Seventy-eight percent of patients 


(54/69) were enrolled in the 54-week extension and continued to receive infliximab 5mg/kg at 


week 18 and every 6 weeks thereafter. Significant improvement in disease activity (BASDAI) 


was maintained through 54 weeks. At week 54, 47% of patients originally receiving infliximab 


and 51% of patients originally in the placebo group (i.e. crossover group) achieved a BASDAI50 


response. Additionally, 72% and 67% of patients in the infliximab group and crossover group, 


respectively, reduced their NSAID doses by >50% from baseline; 59% of the patients in both 


groups were able to discontinue NSAIDs.  


 
The AEs reported during the 54-week extension were similar to those reported in the first 12 


weeks and consistent with those observed in previous clinical trials. Twenty-two percent of 


patients discontinued the study due to lack of efficacy (n=2), noncompliance (n=2), and adverse 


events (n=11). No deaths were reported. Three anti-nuclear antibody (ANA) positive patients 


developed musculoskeletal symptoms, including polyarthritis: two patients recovered after 


discontinuation of infliximab and short-term treatment with methylprednisolone, and one 


patient developed chronic polyarthritis. The authors concluded that treatment with infliximab 


resulted in rapid, clinical improvement for one year in patients with active AS.   
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Two-Year Open-Label Extension 


All patients who completed 54 weeks of infliximab therapy were eligible to continue in the 


open-label, observational follow-up to 102 weeks. The long-term efficacy and safety of 


infliximab treatment and the impact on socioeconomic outcomes was assessed. Of the 54 


patients who completed the first year of the study, 52 patients continued to receive infliximab 


5mg/kg every 6 weeks to week 102. Seventy-one percent of the original study population 


(49/69) and 94% of patients (49/52) who started the second year completed the study, while 


29% of the original study population (20/69) discontinued treatment due to AEs, lack of 


efficacy, or other reasons. Significant improvement in disease activity was sustained in every 


outcome measure through week 102. At week 102, 58% of the patients (n=30) achieved a 


BASDAI50 response. Additionally, 25% of patients (n=13) achieved at least partial remission, 


according to ASAS criteria.  The most frequently reported AEs included upper respiratory tract 


infection (17%), rhinitis (13%), and herpes simplex (12%). SAEs were reported in six patients 


(12%): four reactions (osteoporosis, euphoria/syncope, pancreatitis, and menorrhagia) were 


considered by the investigator to be unrelated to the study drug, while two reactions (infusion-


related reaction and musculoskeletal pain) were considered possibly related to the study drug.  


 
The productivity and number of hospitalisations in the 49 patients who completed 2 years of 


treatment was investigated22. Fifty-seven percent of patients (28/49) were employed at 


baseline and were evaluated for reduction in the frequency of sick leave from work. Fifty-seven 


percent of employed patients (16/28) had been on sick leave within 12 months prior to the 


start of the trial. After 1 year of treatment, the proportion of patients on sick leave was reduced 


to 36% (10/28; p=0.031), with a further reduction to 14% after 2 years (4/28; p<0.001 vs. prior 


to treatment). Additionally, of the 49 patients who completed 2 years of treatment, 41% 


(20/49) had been admitted to a hospital within 12 months before the start of the trial. After 1 


and 2 years of treatment, 10% (5/49) had been admitted to a hospital at each of the two time 


points (p=0.001 vs. prior to treatment), respectively. Importantly, the number of inpatient days 


for each patient decreased from an average of 11.1 days (range 0-77 days) before treatment 


with infliximab to 0.6 days (range 0-15 days) after 1 year of treatment, and to 2.9 days (range 0-


72 days) after 2 years of treatment (p<0.001 and p=0.007 vs. before treatment, respectively).  


 
Three-Year Open-Label Extension 


A total of 43 patients (62% of the original study population) completed 3 years of follow-up. The 


clinical efficacy of infliximab was sustained through 3 years of therapy, with persistent decrease 
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of disease activity and continuous improvement of clinical symptoms (Table 2). Additionally, 


there were no significant safety issues and no major side effects observed.  


 
Table 2: Assessment of response after 54, 102, and 156 weeks of therapy 


 Baseline Week 54 Week 102 Week 156 p value† 
BASDAI score 0-10* 6.4+1.3 2.4+1.6 2.6+2.0 2.7+2.0 <0.0001 
BASFI score 0-10* 5.2+1.9 3.1+2.2 3.1+2.3 3.1+2.5 <0.0001 
BASMI score 0-10* 3.7+2.0 2.4+1.9 2.7+2.1 2.8+2.2 0.001 
CRP median, mg/l (range) 21.5 (0.9-74.0) 3.8 (0-17.8) 3.0 (0-12.2) 1.5 (0-41.2) <0.0001 
ESR median, mm/h (range) 25.0 (3-88) 7.0 (1-50) 6.0 (2-35) 7.5 (2-9.0) <0.0001 
SF-36 physical component* 29.6+7.4 40.2+10.8 40.5+11.4 41.6+11.7 <0.0001 
SF-36 mental component* 242.5+11.9 51.5+8.6 51.4+8.9 48.8+10.4 0.002 
 
* Results presented as mean ±standard deviation; † week 0 versus week 156. BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C-reactive 
protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; SF-36, Short Form-36. 


 
Response to Discontinuation after 3 Years and Re-Administration 


After 3 years of maintenance treatment with infliximab, all patients discontinued treatment and 


were eligible to enter another 2-year extension phase (total observation period of 5 years), 


which would allow them to be re-infused with infliximab upon relapse. Forty-two patients were 


included in this extension and visited regularly at 6-week intervals to assess their clinical 


disease state. Relapse was defined as a BASDAI score ≥4 points and a PGA score ≥4 (according 


to the recommendations of the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society). All but 


one patient (41/42) had to be re-infused because of relapse. The mean time to relapse was 17.5 


weeks (±7.9 weeks, range 7 to 45 weeks). Patients who were in partial remission and those with 


normal CRP levels at the time point of withdrawal had longer times to relapse after 


discontinuation of the treatment. Re-treatment with infliximab was well tolerated and resulted 


in clinical improvement in all patients to a state similar to that before the treatment was 


stopped.  


 
The primary outcome of this longer-term extension was the safety of the patients over 1 year 


after re-administration of infliximab. The overall incidence of AEs was similar to the results of 


the first 3 years of therapy. No new patients developed infusion reactions after infliximab re-


administration. One patient discontinued therapy due to AEs (repeated local infections). 


Efficacy outcomes included the BASDAI50 response rate 24 and 48 weeks after re-


administration of infliximab. Of the 42 patients who enrolled in the fourth year of this study, 41 


patients completed 4 years of treatment (59.4% of the original study population). At the end of 


year 4, 62.5% of patients achieved a BASDAI50 response. In addition, ASAS40 response rates 


were similar to those observed at the end of years 1, 2, and 3. Infliximab provided sustained 
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efficacy through 4 years with regard to signs and symptoms, physical function, and spinal 


mobility.  


 
Table 3: Assessment of clinical response after 4 years of therapy 


Assessment Infliximab 5mg/kg 


BASDAI (meanSD)  2.6±2.0 


BASFI (meanSD) 3.2±2.5 


BASMI (meanSD) 2.7±2.0 


CRP median, mg/l (range) 1.8 (0-17) 
ESR median, mm/h (range)  11 (1-66) 


PatGA 0-10 (meanSD)  2.8±2.3 


PhysGA 0-10 (meanSD) 2.0±1.9 


ASAS40, % 62.5 
ASAS5/6, % 70.0 
ASAS partial remission, % 30.0 
 
ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology 
Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; PatGA, Patient Global Assessment; 
PhysGA, Physician Global Assessment; SD, standard deviation. 


 
Persistent Clinical Efficacy and Safety over 5 Years 


The results of the 5-year follow-up to this trial were reported. The primary outcome of this 


further extension of the study was the proportion of patients in clinical remission according to 


ASAS criteria at the end of the fifth study year. Of the 43 patients who completed year 3, 42 


agree to continue, 38 of which (90.5%) finished year 5 (55% of the patients who were initially 


included). Partial clinical remission was achieved by 34.2% of patients at year 3 and 5. BASDAI 


scores <4 were seen in 79% of patients at both 3 and 5 years. Mean BASDAI score at year 5 was 


2.5±1.9 (6.4 at baseline). ASAS20 and ASAS40 responses were achieved by 84% and 63% of 


patients, respectively. No major side effects occurred during year 4 and year 5 of infliximab 


therapy. Authors concluded that infliximab was well-tolerated and efficacious in AS patients 


over 5 years. The majority of the patients remained on treatment and had rather persistent 


levels of low disease activity.  


 
The authors identified three distinctive patient populations according to their level and degree 


of response. Group A patients (26%) were in remission at most time-points (20 of the 25 


visits). Group B patients (32%) were in a state of low disease activity (BASDAI <3) at most time-


points (20 of the 25 visits). The rest of the patients were classified as Group C. When analysing 


those populations, some differences were found: patients in Group A were younger (mean age 


was 31.2, 39.5, 42.9 years, respectively) and had less disease duration than other groups (mean 
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disease duration was 6.1, 16.2, 17.0 years, respectively). The main difference between Group B 


and Group C was function at baseline (mean BASFI score was 4.8 and 6.7, respectively).  


 
Persistent Clinical Efficacy and Safety over 8 Years 


Clinical efficacy and safety results were reported after 8 years of infliximab therapy. The 


primary outcome of the 8-year extension was the proportion of patients on partial remission 


according to the ASAS criteria at the end of the eighth study year in comparison to baseline and 


to the end of year 3. Of the 43 patients who completed year 3, 42 agreed to continue infliximab 


treatment, and 37 (88.1%) of those patients finished year 8 (53.6% of the initial 69 patients).  At 


the end of year 8, partial remission was achieved by 35.1% of patients, and the mean BASDAI 


score was low (2.3±1.6). A BASDAI50 response was achieved by 67.6% of patients, and ASAS20 


and ASAS40 responses were reported in 81% and 62% of patients, respectively. There was no 


indication of loss of response, and no major side effects occurred during the eighth year of 


infliximab therapy. 


  
5.1.2. ASSERT23 


The efficacy and safety of infliximab in AS was further assessed in a larger patient population at 


33 centres throughout Europe, US, and Canada: ASSERT was a Phase III, randomised, double-


blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre study in 279 patients with active AS. Adult patients 


classified as having AS according to the modified New York criteria, and active disease with a 


BASDAI score 4 (range 0-10) and spinal pain 4 (VAS of 0-10 cm) were eligible for the study.  


 
Patients with complete ankylosis of the spine were excluded, and the use of DMARDs and 


systemic corticosteroids were prohibited. Doses of infliximab 5mg/kg as monotherapy or 


placebo were administered intravenously at weeks 0, 2, 6, 12, and 18. The primary endpoint of 


the ASSERT trial was the proportion of patients who achieved an ASAS20 response at week 24. 


ASAS criteria included patient’s global assessment, spinal pain, function according to the BASFI, 


and morning stiffness. Patients were assessed at baseline and week 24 using standard AS 


performance scores and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the spine. Additional endpoints 


evaluated included the BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, and HRQoL, as measured by the SF-36.  


 
Patients were randomly assigned to treatment with infliximab (n=201) or placebo (n=78). The 


study population was typical for patients with active AS, consisted mostly of men (81%), had a 


median age of 40 years, and median disease duration of 8.8 years. At 24 weeks, an ASAS20 


response was observed in 61.2% of patients in the infliximab-treated group versus 19.2% of 
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patients in the placebo group (p<0.001). The difference between the treatment groups was 


observed as early as week 2 and maintained through week 24.  Significantly more patients in the 


infliximab group met the more rigorous ASAS40 response criteria at week 24: 47% versus 12% 


of patients who received placebo (p< 0.001). ASAS partial remission, defined as a value <20 on a 


scale of 0-100mm in each of the four ASAS response parameters, was achieved in 22.4% of 


infliximab-treated patients versus 1.3% in placebo-treated patients (p<0.001).  


 
Additionally, the proportion of patients with BASDAI20, BASDAI50, and BASDAI70 responses 


through week 24 was 68%, 51%, and 35% in the infliximab group, compared to 27%, 11%, and 


8% in the placebo group, respectively (p<0.001). These data confirm the primary endpoint 


results of the first placebo-controlled study (P01522). Significant reductions from baseline 


BASDAI, BASFI, and BASMI scores were demonstrated in infliximab-treated patients, compared 


to patients receiving placebo (Table 4).  


 
Table 4: Summary of major clinical outcomes from baseline to week 24* 


 Placebo Infliximab 5mg/kg p value 
BASDAI, score 0-10 -0.4 (-1.4, 0.7) -2.9 (-4.9, -0.9) <0.001 
BASFI, score 0-10 0.0 (-1.0, 1.0) -1.7 (-3.6, -0.6) <0.001 
BASMI, score 0-10 0.0 (-1.0, 0.0) -1.0 (-1.0, 0.0) 0.019 
CRP level, mg/dl 0.0 (-31.7, 25.0) -68.7 (-85.2, -16.7) <0.001 
SF-36 summary 
scores 


Physical component 0.8 (-1.9, 6.0) 10.2 (3.9, 17.1) <0.001 
Mental component 2.0 (-2.6, 7.5) 2.7 (-2.9, 8.8) 0.547 


 
* values are median (interquartile range) change from baseline except CRP, which is median 
(interquartile range) percent change from baseline. BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Metrology Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; SF-36, Short Form-36. 


 
The median improvement from baseline in the general health-related quality of life 


questionnaire SF-36 physical component summary (PCS) score at week 24 was 10.2 for the 


infliximab group versus 0.8 for the placebo group (p<0.001). There was no change in the SF-36 


mental component summary (MCS) score in either the infliximab group or the placebo group; 


however, the patients participating in this study had approximately normal MCS at baseline.  


 
One or more AEs were reported in 82% and 72% of patients receiving infliximab and placebo, 


respectively, and most were mild to moderate in severity. The most frequently-reported AE was 


upper respiratory tract infection, which occurred at similar rates in the infliximab group 


(13.9%) and the placebo group (14.7%). Infections were reported in 43% and 36% of patients 


receiving infliximab and placebo, respectively. Increases in levels of alanine aminotransferase 


(ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) were reported in 9.4% (n=19) and 5.4% (n=11) of 
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the infliximab-treated patients, respectively, and in 4.0% (n=3) and 2.7% (n=2) of the patients 


receiving placebo, respectively. None of the patients developed symptoms of clinical hepatitis. 


SAEs were reported in 3.5% (n=7) and 2.7% (n=2) of patients in the infliximab and placebo 


groups, respectively. No discontinuations due to SAEs were seen among infliximab patients. 


There were no reports of deaths, malignancies, or tuberculosis in the study. Additionally, the 


proportion of infusions with infusion-related reactions was the same for both treatment groups 


(2.7%). The proportion of patients who experienced an infusion-related reaction was slightly 


higher in the infliximab treatment group (11%) versus placebo (9.3%).  Importantly, there were 


no serious infusion-related reactions, anaphylactic reactions, or possible delayed 


hypersensitivity reactions in infliximab-treated patients or placebo-treated patients.  


 
At week 24, positive ANA and anti-dsDNA antibodies were found in 40.7% and 12.7%, 


respectively, of patients who were treated with infliximab and who were negative at baseline, 


compared to 9.2% and 0.0%, respectively, in the placebo group. Additionally, among the 199 


patients in the infliximab group with appropriate serum samples, 6 patients (3%) were positive 


for antibodies to infliximab.  


 
Twelve infliximab-treated patients (5.9%) had post-baseline ALT or AST values that were ≥2 


times greater than the baseline value and ≥3 times greater than the upper limit of the normal 


range. No patients in the placebo group met these criteria. None of the infliximab-treated 


patients with increased ALT or AST values had their treatment discontinued or had their 


enzyme increases reported as SAEs. Additionally, none of the patients developed symptoms of 


clinical hepatitis. As of week 24, 33% of the mentioned patients (4/12) had liver enzyme levels 


that had returned to normal or were decreasing.  


 
ASSERT Sub-Analyses24,25,26 


Van der Heijde and colleagues examined whether clinical benefits observed with infliximab 


were accompanied by improvement in productivity and reduction in time lost from work. At 


both baseline and week 24, 122 patients (n=94, infliximab; n=28, placebo) were employed full-


time. The median percent change from baseline to week 24 in the productivity score (VAS, range 


0-10) in patients receiving infliximab was 62% versus 11% in the placebo group (p<0.05). In 


addition, patients in the infliximab group had an average 60% reduction at week 24 in the 


number of workdays missed over a 6-week period compared to baseline (0.7 days vs. 1.7 days; 


p<0.01); in contrast, no significant reduction was observed in the placebo group (1.2 days vs. 


1.7 days; p=0.6). The mean number of workdays missed per patient during the 24 week study 
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period was 6.8 in the placebo group, compared with 2.8 in the infliximab group (p=0.07). The 


authors concluded that treatment with infliximab resulted in a substantial improvement in 


productivity among patients with AS.  


 
Braun and colleagues evaluated the effect of infliximab (n=194) compared to placebo (n=72) on 


spinal inflammation assessed by MRI. Patients receiving infliximab had a highly significant 


decrease in spinal inflammation, while patients receiving placebo showed almost no change. 


Specifically, the mean change from baseline in MRI activity scores at week 24 was -5.0 with 


infliximab versus -0.6 with placebo (p<0.001).  


 
Visvanathan et al. evaluated the relationship between biomarker levels and disease activity and 


the spinal inflammation detected by MRI and demonstrated that significant reductions in 


interleukin-6 (IL-6), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and CRP were observed with 


infliximab compared with placebo. High levels of baseline IL-6 and CRP were associated with 


clinical response after infliximab treatment. Early reductions in IL-6 were significantly 


associated with improvements in disease activity and the spinal inflammation detected by MRI.  


 
ASSERT 2-Year Extension27,28,29,30,31 


Patients randomised to placebo in ASSERT were crossed-over to infliximab 5mg/kg at weeks 


24, 26, 30, and every 6 weeks thereafter through week 96. Starting at week 36, patients 


randomised to infliximab who had a BASDAI score of ≥3 at two consecutive visits had their dose 


increased to 7.5mg/kg through the remainder of the study. By week 102, the crossover group 


and the continuous infliximab group were similar with regard to ASAS20 response (72.1% 


versus 73.9%); ASAS40 responses at week 102 were 45.9% versus 59.4%. No new safety issues 


were discerned. The finding of the 2 year extension was that infliximab demonstrated sustained 


efficacy and safety over 2 years in a large cohort of patients with active AS. 


 
Infliximab-treated patients maintained a gradual improvement in BASMI and chest expansion 


after week 24, which was sustained at week 102. After switching to infliximab at week 24, 


patients who were originally randomised to placebo showed similar improvements in BASMI 


and in chest expansion as the infliximab group when evaluated at weeks 54, 78, and 102.  


Moreover, similar positive and sustained changes were seen in BASFI scores, as well as daily 


productivity among the actively employed patients. The improvement in productivity was 


statistically significantly correlated with improvement in physical function at all time points 


(p<0.01).  
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Pre- and post-treatment gadolinium T1 and STIR images of the spine were acquired at baseline, 


week 24, and week 102 to determine the effect of infliximab on the spinal inflammation 


detected by MRI. Images were evaluated independently by two readers, who were blinded to 


the treatment allocation and time sequence of the images. Scores according to the Ankylosing 


Spondylitis MRI spinal score for activity (ASspiMRI-a) were applied. Patients in the infliximab 


group showed improvement in MRI activity scores at week 24; the mean change from baseline 


(standard deviation [SD]) in ASspiMRI-a was -4.44 (6.16), which was sustained through week 


102 (-4.87 [6.42]). Patients in the placebo group showed no change in MRI activity scores at 


week 24 (0.38 [3.97]), but improved after crossing over to infliximab (-4.89 [6.85]).  


 
Radiographs were taken at baseline and week 102 to determine the effect of infliximab on 


radiographic progression in patients with AS included in the ASSERT trial. Radiographs of the 


lateral cervical and lumbar spine were scored using the modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Spine Score (mSASSS) (range 0 to 72). Radiographic changes in the patients who received 


infliximab for 2 years (ASSERT infliximab group) were compared to patients from the Outcome 


in AS International Study (OASIS) cohort, a population of consecutive AS patients followed 


according to a fixed protocol who did not receive TNF-alpha inhibitor therapy. Radiographs of 


both cohorts of patients were digitised, and the origin of the films and the true time order were 


blinded to the two readers. Mean change in mSASSS between baseline and 2 years was used as 


the primary endpoint. There was no statistically significant difference between the ASSERT 


infliximab cohort and the entire OASIS cohort in the mean (SD) mSASSS score change from 


baseline to week 102 (0.9 [2.6] and 1.0 [3.2], respectively]. The results were similar when the 


ASSERT infliximab cohort was compared with a cohort of OASIS patients who met the eligibility 


criteria for the ASSERT study (OASIS matched): 0.9 (2.6) among the ASSERT infliximab cohort 


and 1.2 (3.9) among the OASIS matched cohort.  


5.2. Identification of Relevant Studies through a Systematic Review 


The objective for this submission is to assess the clinical and cost-effectiveness of infliximab for 


the treatment of people with severe active AS whose disease has responded inadequately to, or 


who are intolerant to, NSAIDs. 


 
Relevant comparators, as listed in the NICE scope for this appraisal, are conventional therapy 


(comprising NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, bisphosphonates, and 


physiotherapy) and other TNF-alpha inhibitors: adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


and golimumab. As the pivotal infliximab studies for the AS indication are not active-controlled 
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for the AS indication, a network meta-analysis (NMA) was performed to compare the efficacy 


and safety of conventional therapy, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and 


golimumab for the treatment of adults with severe active AS (described in the following 


sections). 


 
5.2.1. Searching for Relevant Studies 


To identify data to inform the NMA, two reviewers working independently, in duplicate, 


conducted a systematic literature search. MEDLINE®, Embase®, and the Cochrane Library 


(Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 


Cochrane Methodology Register, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects) were searched via 


OVID (from inception to February 2014). The search facets included disease terms (ankylosing 


spondylitis), intervention terms (adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and 


golimumab), and study design terms (randomised controlled trials [RCTs] and controlled 


clinical trials [CCTs]). For each search facet, a list of search terms using appropriate indexing 


and free text terms were developed. The syntax/search commands and search terms necessarily 


varied between databases, even when using the OVID platform (Table 5, Table 6, and Table 7). 


Searches were limited to studies in humans and studies written in English. A search of health 


technology assessment (HTA) documents produced by NICE (i.e. manufacturers’ submissions, 


Evidence Review Group reports, Technology Appraisal Guidance documents) was also 


undertaken to identify any additional evidence. 


 
Table 5: Embase® search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 randomised controlled trial/ 349455 
2 clinical trial/ 839908 
3 (clinical trial$).mp 1061076 
4 randomization/ 61231 
5 random$.mp. 972245 
6 (crossover$ or cross over$ or cross over$).mp. 70373 
7 double blind procedure/ or single blind procedure/ or crossover procedure/ 152263 
8 factorial design/ or factorial analysis/ or factorial$.mp. 41196 
9 (doubl$ adj blind$).mp. 158722 
10 (doub$ adj mask$).mp. 2821 
11 (open$ label$).mp. 38351 
12 placebo$.tw. or placebo/ 279825 
13 (singl$ adj blind$).mp. 25360 
14 (singl$ adj mask$).mp. 338 
15 assign$.mp. 226571 
16 allocate$.mp. 48001 
17 (randomi?ed control$ trial$).tw 103039 
18 rct.tw 13485 
19 ((treble or triple) adj blind$).tw 322 
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20 or/1-19 1889570 
21 Ankylosing Spondylitis/ 13280 
22 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).mp. 14839 
23 Rheumat$ spondyl$.mp. 27 
24 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).mp. 2296 
25 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or mariestru?mpell or Marie Stru?mpell).mp. 325 
26 or/21-25 15174 
27 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 1810 
28 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 18558 
29 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 14253 
30 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 28550 
31 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 2820 
32 or/27-31 39223 
33 20 and 26 and 32 1453 
34 LIMIT 33 to ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1353 
35 LIMIT 34 to human 1287 


 
Table 6: MEDLINE® search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Randomised Controlled Trial.pt. 360539 
2 Randomised Controlled Trials as Topic/ 88658 
3 Controlled Clinical Trial.pt. 87004 
4 Clinical trial.pt 481718 
5 Randomi?ed.mp 559542 
6 exp Clinical trials as Topic/ 271916 
7 Random$.mp 860495 
8 Random allocation/ 78711 
9 Trial.ti,ab. 344879 
10 Clinical trial, phase ii.pt 21781 
11 Clinical trial, phase iii.pt 8380 
12 Clinical trial, phase iv.pt 871 
13 Multicenter study.pt 163138 
14 placebo.mp. or placebos/ 167113 
15 Double blind method/ 122333 
16 Single blind method/ 18312 
17 ((singl$ or doubl$ or treb$ or tripl$) adj (blind$3 or mask$3)).tw 125756 
18 (Clinical adj trial$).tw 205935 
19 (open$ label$).mp. 24362 
20 or/1-19 1509168 
21 animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 10031 
22 20 not 21 1508267 
23 Spondylitis, Ankylosing/ 11433 
24 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).mp. 13821 
25 rheumat$ spondyl$.mp. 134 
26 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).mp. 595 
27 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or mariestru?mpell or Marie Stru?mpell).mp. 550 
28 or/23-27 14185 
29 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 290 
30 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 5263 
31 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 3458 
32 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 8684 
33 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 445 
34 or/29-33 13178 
35 22 and 28 and 34 449 



file://Ln2sfps03/ukheor/Data/Documents/projects/Merck%20&%20Co/961377%20-%20Golimumab%20NMA%20in%20Ank.%20Spondylitis/08.%20Useful%20refs/Cochrane%20AS%20Lit%20Review%20-%20MTX.pdf

file://Ln2sfps03/ukheor/Data/Documents/projects/Merck%20&%20Co/961377%20-%20Golimumab%20NMA%20in%20Ank.%20Spondylitis/08.%20Useful%20refs/Cochrane%20AS%20Lit%20Review%20-%20MTX.pdf

http://handbook.cochrane.org/
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36 LIMIT 35 to ENGLISH LANGUAGE 406 
Table 7: Cochrane Library search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Spondylitis, Ankylosing/ 348 
2 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).af. 617 
3 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).af. 38 
4 (rheumat$ adj2 spondyl$).af. 49 
5 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or (marie adj stru?mpell) or (Marie adj Stru?mpell) or 


mariestru?mpell).af. 
33 


6 or/1-5 648 
7 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 69 
8 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 516 
9 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 319 
10 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 612 
11 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 68 
12 or/7-11 1266 
13 6 and 12 152 


 
5.2.2. Study Selection 


All identified citations were scanned by two independent reviewers for eligibility according to 


the types of patients, interventions, comparisons, and outcomes outlined in Table 8. The 


researchers then obtained the full-text publications of those citations potentially matching the 


eligibility criteria. After obtaining these full-text publications, the same two researchers 


independently assessed for eligibility again, with disagreements assessed by a third adjudicator. 


 
Table 8: Types of patients, interventions, controls, and outcomes considered 


Component Eligibility criteria 
Population Human patients with AS (including patients with juvenile AS but excluding patients 


with axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS) 
Interventions  Adalimumab  


 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab 
 Infliximab 


Comparisons 
(controls) 


Interventions were to be compared with active comparators or placebo 
(conventional therapy) and were to be taken alone or in combination with MTX 


Efficacy outcomes  Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis (ASAS) 
 Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) 


Safety outcomes  Any AE 
 Any SAE 
 Injection (infusion)-site reactions 


Time points Efficacy (12 +/-2 weeks), safety (24 weeks) 
 RCTs and CCTs (including blinded and open-label studies), meta-analyses, network 


meta-analyses, and systematic literature reviews were included (the purpose of the 
latter three was to search their reference lists for any missing RCTs or CCTs) 


Restrictions Abstracts must be in English 
 



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=14

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=15

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=17

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=18

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=22

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=25
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AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CCT, 
controlled clinical trial; MTX, methotrexate; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SAE, serious adverse event.  


 
The flow of citations through the screening process is outlined in the Preferred Reporting Items 


for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram in Figure 3. In total, the 


search yielded 1846 hits including one study identified through the HTA review, of which 515 


were duplicates, leaving 1331 records to be reviewed against the eligibility criteria. After 


screening 1331 titles and abstracts, 63 studies were selected for full-text review. Of these 63 


publications, 12 were published systematic review and/or NMAs. The hand search of the 


primary papers included in these systematic reviews and NMAs did not yield any extra 


references. The systematic reviews and NMAs were excluded as they are not a primary source of 


evidence. After full-text review of all 51 remaining publications, 25 studies were retained for 


data extraction. Data were extracted from the included studies by two reviewers working 


independently and recorded in a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet. A third reviewer checked all 


data extraction. 
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Figure 3: Schematic of the publication selection process 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTA, health technology assessment; MA, meta-analysis; NMA, network meta-analysis; SLR, systematic 
literature review. 


 


 


  


Records after duplicates removed  


(n=1331) 


Records screened by 


abstract (n=1331) 


Records excluded, with 
reason:  


 
Population (n=427) 
Intervention (n=70) 
Comparators (n=8) 
Outcomes (n=78) 


Study design (n=681) 


Not English (n=4) 


Full-text articles excluded, 
with reasons:  


 
Population (n=1) 


Intervention (n=2) 
Comparators (n=3) 


Outcomes (n=3) 
Study design (n=17) 


Full-text articles assessed for 


inclusion or abstract-only 


studies included  


(n=63) 


Trials included  
(n=25) 


Studies identified through database 
searching  
(n=1845) 


Additional records identified through 
other sources e.g. HTA  


(n=1) 


SLRs and MA/NMAs 
(n=12) 


Additional trials identified 
(n=0) 
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5.3. List of Relevant Studies from Systematic Review 


Of the 25 eligible studies (summarised in Table 9), five assessed adalimumab11,32,33,34,35,36, one 


evaluated certolizumab pegol37, ten considered etanercept38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47, two assessed 


golimumab48,49,50,51, and seven appraised infliximab52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59. (Please note that some 


included studies are associated with more than one reference, for instance Clinical Study 


Reports [CSRs]). The majority of identified studies compared a TNF-alpha inhibitor with a 


placebo arm where patients were receiving background conventional therapy, though seven 


studies compared different doses of the TNF-alpha inhibitor being studied, and one study 


compared two separate TNF-alpha inhibitors (infliximab and etanercept).  


 
The study identified through the HTA review was a Canadian AS study of adalimumab 40mg 


every other week versus placebo60. It was only reported in abstract format for the American 


College of Rheumatology Annual Meeting in 2005. However, the abstract is no longer publicly 


available. The journal (Arthritis & Rheumatology), the American College of Rheumatology, and 


the first author were contacted but none had access to this abstract, and access could not be 


obtained through a back stock agent. Certain outcomes (not in the scope of this appraisal) from 


this study were reported in Lambert et al. 2007. Outcomes of interest from this study were 


reported in NICE TA143. Therefore, Lambert et al. 2007 was referred to for information on the 


study design and baseline patient characteristics and NICE TA143 informed the relevant 


outcomes. 


 
The 38 full-text articles excluded following the full-text screening are listed in Table 10, with the 


justification for their exclusion.  
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Table 9: Summary of included studies 


Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
Golimumab 


GO-RAISE (Inman et 
al. 2008 & CSR) 
 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Golimumab 50mg (n=138) 
and 100mg (n=140) every 4 
weeks 


Placebo (n=78) every 4 
weeks 


Adult patients with AS (diagnosed 
according to the modified New York 
Criteria) for ≥3 months before the first 
administration of the study agent 
(n=356) 


16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Bao et al. 2012* 
Randomised, placebo 
controlled trial (blinding 
not reported) 


Golimumab 50mg every 4 
weeks (n=108)  


Placebo every 4 weeks 
(n=105) 


Active AS (n=213) 
16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et al. 
2007 


Open-label non-
randomised trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg + MTX 
7.5mg (n=9) 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (n=10) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=19) 


30 weeks 


Giardina et al. 2010 
Open-label randomised 
study 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at week 
0, 2, 6 and every 6 weeks for 
102 weeks (n=25) 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=25) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=50) 


2 years 


Braun et al. 2002 
 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at weeks 
0, 2, 6 (n=34) 


Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6 
(n=35) 


Patients who fulfilled modified New York 
criteria for AS, and who had severe active 
disease that was defined by a BASDAI of 
4 or greater, and spinal pain of 4 or 
greater (n=70) 


12 weeks 


ASSERT (van der 
Heijde et al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at weeks 
0, 2, 6, 12, 18 (n=201) 


Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6, 
12, 18 (n=78) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria for at least 3 months 
prior to screening (n=279) 


18 weeks 


Marzo-Ortega et al. 
2005 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (5 
infusions over 30 weeks) + 
MTX 7.5mg (n=28) 


Placebo (5 infusions over 
30 weeks) + MTX 7.5mg 
(n=14) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=42) 


30 weeks 


Breban et al. 2008 
Open-label randomised 
trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (starting 
dose) every 6 weeks until 
week 52 (n=124) 


Infliximab 5mg/kg 
(starting dose) on demand 
treatment + MTX 2.5mg 
(starting dose) (n=62), 
infliximab 5mg/kg 
(starting dose) on demand 
treatment (n=61) 


Patients who had diagnosed with AS and 
had to fulfil the clinical part of the 
modified New York criteria for 
the diagnosis of AS and have evidence of 
active inflammation 
in the 3 months prior to enrolment 
(n=247) 


58 weeks 


CANDLE (Inman et al. Double-blind randomised, Infliximab 3mg/kg at weeks Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6 Patients were adults diagnosed 12 week double-
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Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
2010) 
 


placebo controlled trial 0, 2, 6 and every 8 weeks 
thereafter (n=39) 


and every 8 weeks 
thereafter (n=37) 


as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=76) 


blind period 
(crossover starting in 
week 14) 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van der 
Heijde et al. 2006) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=208) 


Placebo EOW (n=107) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=315) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Canadian AS (Lambert 
et al. 2007 & NICE 
TA143) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=38) 


Placebo EOW (n=44) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=82) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Horneff et al. 2012 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=17) 


Placebo EOW for 12 
weeks, then patients could 
start adalimumab 40mg 
EOW (n=15) 


Patients with severe, active and 
refractory juvenile onset AS (n=32) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Hu et al. 2012 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=26) 


Placebo EOW for 12 
weeks then adalimumab 
40mg EOW (n=20) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=46) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Huang et al. 2013 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial  


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=229) 


Placebo EOW (n=115) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=344) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Etanercept 


Brandt et al. 2003 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=14) 


Placebo twice weekly then 
etanercept 25mg after 6 
weeks (n=16) 


Patients diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=30) 


6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Calin et al. 2004 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=45) 


Placebo twice weekly 
(n=39) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=84) 


12 weeks 


Cantini et al. 2013 
Open-label randomised 
trial 


Etanercept 50mg EOW 
(n=22) 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=21) 


Patients diagnosed as having AS defined 
by the modified New York criteria 
(n=43) 


22 months mean 
follow-up 


SPINE (Dougados et 
al. 2011) 
 


Double-blind randomised 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=39) 


Placebo once weekly 
(n=43) 


Active AS (n=82) 12 weeks 


Davis et al. 2003 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=138) 


Placebo twice weekly 
(n=139) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=277) 


24 weeks 


Gorman et al. 2002 Double-blind randomised, Etanercept 25mg twice Placebo twice weekly Patients were adults diagnosed 4 months (before 
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Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
placebo controlled trial weekly (n=20) 


 
(n=20) as having AS defined by the modified 


New York criteria (n=40) 
crossover) 


van der Heijde et al. 
2006 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=155) and 25mg 
twice weekly (n=150) 


Placebo (n=51) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=356) 


24 weeks 


Huang et al. 2010* 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept (n=74), dose not 
reported 


Placebo (n=78) 
Chinese adults with active AS who had an 
inadequate response or were intolerant 
to ≥1 NSAIDs (n=152) 


6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


LOADET (Navarro 
Sarabia et al. 2011) 


Double-blind randomised 
controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg (n=54) 
twice weekly 


Etanercept 50mg plus 
placebo (n=54), 
etanercept was given once 
weekly plus a second 
injection of placebo 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=108) 


12 weeks 


Zhang et al. 2009* 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept (n=43), dose not 
reported 


Placebo (n=43) Active AS (n=86) 
6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 2014 
(AS subgroup) 


Double-blind randomised 
placebo controlled trial 


Certolizumab pegol (CZP) 
400mg every 2 weeks at 
weeks 0, 2 and 4 (loading 
dose) followed by either 
CZP 200mg every 2 weeks 
(n=65) or CZP 400mg every 
4 weeks (n=56), n 
corresponds to the AS 
subgroup only 


Placebo every 2 weeks 
(n=57), n corresponds to 
the AS subgroup only 


Patients were diagnosed as having axial 
spondyloarthritis (axSpA) (n=325) 
including a subgroup of patients with AS 
(n=178) 


16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


 
* These studies are only available in abstract form – the full text articles are in Chinese. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CSR, 
clinical study report; MTX, methotrexate; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
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Table 10: Studies excluded after full-text screening 


Principal reason for exclusion Study 
Population Dougados et al. 2010 
Intervention Krzysiek et al. 2009; Li et al. 2008 
Outcomes Baraliakos et al. 2005; Horneff et al. 2011; Braun et al. 2008 
Comparators de Vries et al. 2009; Haibel et al. 2008; Lubrano et al. 2006 
Study design Braun et al. 2009; Braun et al. 2010; Braun et al. 2012a; Braun et al. 


2012b; Davis et al. 2005; Davis et al. 2008; Haibel et al. 2006; 
Kobayashi et al. 2012; Revicki et al. 2008; Rudwaleit et al. 2004; van 
der Heijde et al. 2008; van der Heijde et al. 2008; Wanger et al. 
2012; Sieper et al. 2012; Braun et al. 2009; Rudwaleit et al. 2009; 
Gottlieb et al. 2011; Fouque Aubert et al. 2010; Zhi han et al. 2013; 
McLeod et al. 2007; Migliore et al. 2012; Ren et al. 2013; Baraliakos 
et al. 2012; Betts et al. 2013; Ubago et al. 2011; Braun et al. 2007; 
Machado et al. 2013; Shu et al. 2013; Baraliakos et al. 2005 


 
An additional study was identified after the systematic review was completed. Barkham et al. 


201061 is a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of etanercept 25mg twice weekly. This study 


was excluded at the abstract screening stage on the basis that it reported outcomes that were 


not of interest; however, an additional data supplement to this study was later identified which 


reported some of the outcomes of interest. As a result, Barkham et al. 2010 was included and 


data were extracted. A summary of the features of Barkham et al. 2010 is provided in Table 11 


(information provided in Table 9 for other studies). 


 
Table 11: Summary of Barkham et al. 2010 


Trial 
identifier 


Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study 
duration 


Barkham et al. 
2010 


Double-blind 
randomised, 
placebo 
controlled trial 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=20) 
twice weekly 


Placebo 
(n=20) 


Patients were adults 
diagnosed as having 
AS defined by the 
modified New York 
criteria and active 
disease (n=40) 


12 weeks 


 
Due to the fact that the database searches were conducted on 3rd February 2014, the full 


manuscript associated with the abstract by Bao et al. 2012 was not identified at that time. Bao et 


al. 201462 contains some of the information that was missing from the abstract of Bao et al. 


2012. Both Bao et al. 2012 and Bao et al. 2014 are considered together as one reference. Bao et 


al. 2014 reported additional details to those stated in Table 9: the trial was double-blinded and 


recruited patients who were adults with a diagnosis of AS for at least 3 months defined as 


definite by the 1984 modified New York criteria, a BASDAI score ≥4, and a visual analogue scale 


score for total back pain ≥4. 
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5.4. Summary of Methodology, Participants, and Outcomes of 


Relevant Studies  


Eligibility criteria for enrolment into the included studies were similar. It should be noted that 


not all studies included patients who had failed two DMARDs in line with the marketing 


authorisation for TNF-alpha inhibitors (Table 12). Baseline patient characteristics (including 


age, disease severity [BASDAI and BASFI scores], and disease duration) were reasonably similar 


across all included studies (Table 12). 


 
The included studies followed similar methodology and the study outcomes were relevant to 


clinical practice in the UK (Table 13). Common primary outcomes were the proportion of 


patients with 20% or 40% improvement in ASAS score and/or the proportion of patients 


achieving 50% improvement in BASDAI score. Secondary outcomes included the proportion of 


patients achieving 40%, 50%, or 70% improvement in ASAS; 20% improvement in 5 of 6 ASAS 


domains (ASAS5/6); or achieving improvement in the BASFI score. Due to the fact that in many 


trials the disease activity was evaluated using BASDAI, the secondary outcomes were often 


reported as the proportion of patients achieving 20% or 50% in BASDAI scores. 


 
Fourteen of the studies had early escape or crossover study designs, including two golimumab 


studies48,49,50,51,62, one infliximab study59, five adalimumab studies11,32,33,34,35,36, five etanercept 


studies38,40,43,45,47, and the one certolizumab pegol study37. (Please note that some included 


studies are associated with more than one reference). In three of these studies, crossover or 


early escape could occur as early as 6 weeks. In the majority of these studies, crossover or early 


escape was allowed beginning in week 12 to week 16. In Cantini et al. 2013 patients in the 


etanercept every other week arm could cross over onto etanercept once weekly at relapse. 
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Table 12: Baseline patient characteristics of included studies 


Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Golimumab 


GO-RAISE 
(Inman et al. 
2008 & CSR) 


Golimumab 
50mg 


138 26.1 39.2 7.9 21.0% 


NSAIDs or 
DMARDs 


No Yes 


5.001 (2.37, 
0.202) 


6.498 (1.56, 
0.134) 


Golimumab 
100mg 


140 30.0 38.6 8.1 20.0% 
5.168 (2.55, 
0.216) 


6.893 (1.50, 
0.127) 


Placebo 78 29.5 40.6 10.8 19.2% 
5.098 (2.25, 
0.255) 


6.608 (1.52, 
0.172) 


Bao et al. 
2012/Bao et 
al. 2014 


Golimumab 
50mg 


108 16.7 30.5 4.2 


MTX 
(19.4%), SSZ 
(53.7%), 
steroids 
(4.6%), 
NSAIDs 
(66.7%) 


NR NR Yes 


5.0 (2.35, 
NR) 


6.6 (1.31, 
NR) 


Placebo 105 17.1 30.6 3.7 


MTX 
(21.9%), SSZ 
(53.3%), 
steroids 
(4.8%), 
NSAIDs 
(72.4%) 


5.0 (2.38, 
NR) 


6.5 (1.54, 
NR) 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et 
al. 2007 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg plus 
MTX 7.5mg 


9 


NR 


Median: 
33.0 


Median: 
10.0 


Yes (MTX) 
NSAIDs, 
MTX, 
sulfasalazine 


NR NR 


4.95 (NR, 
NR) 


7.35 (NR, 
NR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


10 
Median: 
41.5 


Median: 
18.0 


No 
5.45 (NR, 
NR) 


7.38 (NR, 
NR) 


Giardina et al. 
2010 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


25 24.0 31.9 15.4 
No NSAIDs No Yes 


6.1 (0.9, 
0.18) 


6.5 (1.1, 
0.22) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


25 20.0 32.6 15.7 
6.5 (1.2, 
0.24) 


6.6 (1.1, 
0.22) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Braun et al. 
2002 


Infliximab  
5mg/kg 


34 32.0 40.6 16.4 
No NR No NR 


5.5* (1.8, 
20.31) 


6.5 (1.2, 
0.21) 


Placebo 35 37.0 39.0 14.9 
5.1 (2.2, 
0.37) 


6.3 (1.4, 
0.24) 


ASSERT (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


201 21.9 39.6 10.1 
No NSAIDs No Yes 


5.7 (1.9, 
0.134) 


5.8 (2.2, 
0.2507) 


Placebo 78 12.8 40.3 11.9 
6.5 (1.5, 
0.105) 


6.2 (1.6, 
0.1811) 


Marzo-Ortega 
et al. 2005 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 
+ MTX 


28 18.0 41.0 
Median: 
8.0 


Yes ≥1 NSAID NR NR 


Median: 
6.68 


Median: 
6.00 


Placebo 
+ MTX 


14 21.0 39.0 
Median: 
10.0 


6.45 (1.87, 
0.353) 


6.57 (2.05, 
0.548) 


Breban et al. 
2008 


Infliximab 
(continuous) 


124 25.0 41.4 14.6 No 


No NR NR 


5.4 (2.0, 
0.18) 


6.2 (1.5, 
0.134) 


Infliximab + 
MTX (on 
demand) 


62 19.4 42.7 16.4 Yes 
5.6 (1.9, 
0.241) 


6.3 (1.3, 
0.165) 


Infliximab 
alone (on 
demand) 


61 26.2 40.0 13.8 No 
6 (1.8, 
0.230) 


6.1 (1.3, 
0.166) 


CANDLE 
(Inman et al. 
2010) 


Infliximab 
3mg/kg 


39 18.0 42.9 11.7 
Yes Yes No No NR NR 


Placebo 37 22.0 39.3 11.1 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2006) 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


208 24.5 41.7 11.3 9.6% 
DMARDs, 
NSAIDs 


No Yes 


5.2 (2.2, 
0.153) 


6.3 (1.7, 
0.118) 


Placebo 107 26.2 43.4 10.0 7.5% 
5.6 (2.2, 
0.123) 


6.3 (1.7, 
0.164) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Canadian AS 
(Lambert et 
al. 2007 & 
NICE TA143) 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


38 23.7 41.9 14.5 
Yes ≥1 NSAID NR NR 


5.3 (2.0, 
0.324) 


6.2 (1.7, 
0.276) 


Placebo 44 18.2 40.0 12.1 
5.6 (2.2, 
0.357) 


6.5 (1.6, 
0.241) 


Horneff et al. 
2012 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


17 41.2 15.1 0.9 


No NR NR 


Patients 
treated with 
infliximab, 
etanercept, 
adalimumab 
not eligible 


3.85 (1.8, 
0.437) 


4.75 (1.3, 
0.315) 


Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg 


15 53.3 15.5 2.5 
4.17 (2.3, 
0.596) 


5.45 (1.5, 
0.387) 


Hu et al. 2012 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


26 7.7 28.2 7.4 


Continue SSZ, 
MTX, 
prednisone 
+/or equiv., 
+/or NSAIDs 
if stable for 4 
weeks before 
baseline 


≥1 NSAID NR NR 


3.7 (2.1, 
0.421) 


5.9 (1.4, 
0.275) 


Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg 


20 0.0 27.4 7.6 
3.9 (2.0, 
0.447) 


6.2 (1.1, 
0.246) 


Huang et al. 
2013 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


229 19.0 30.1 8.1 
SSZ (52.4%), 
MTX (22.7%) 


NR NR NR 


4.3 (2.3, 
0.152) 


6 (1.4, 
0.093) 


Placebo 115 17.0 29.6 7.7 
4.4 (2.3, 
0.214) 


6.2 (1.4, 
0.131) 


Etanercept 


Barkham et 
al. 2010 


Etanercept 
25mg 


20 25.0 40.8 11.0 Stable dose  
SSZ or MTX 
+/or NSAID 
(no steroids, 
other 
DMARDs) 


NR NR NR 


5.60 (1.98, 
NR) 


6.05 (1.71, 
NR) 


Placebo 20 15.0 39.4 20.0 
5.27 (1.81, 
NR) 


5.46 (1.74, 
NR) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Brandt et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg 


14 28.6 39.8 14.9 


No NR NR NR 


6.2 (1.8, 
0.481) 


6.5 (1.2, 
0.32) 


Placebo then 
etanercept 
25mg after 6 
weeks 


16 25.0 32.0 11.4 
5.3 (2.3, 
0.575) 


6.6 (1.0, 
0.25) 


Calin et al. 
2004 


Etanercept 
25mg 


45 20.0 45.3 15.0 13.0% 
NR No Yes 


6.0 (NR, NR) 6.1 (NR, NR) 


Placebo 39 23.0 40.7 9.7 13.0% 
5.72 (NR, 
NR) 


5.86 (NR, 
NR) 


Cantini et al. 
2013 


Etanercept 
50mg (EOW) 


22 18.1 
Median: 
37.0 


13.0 


No NR 
Prior use of 
etanercept 


No 


2.6 (1.4, 
0.298) 


2.4 (0.3, 
0.064) 


Etanercept 
50mg (once 
weekly) 


21 23.8 
Median: 
38.0 


12.0 
2.5 (1.3, 
0.284) 


2.3 (0.4, 
0.087) 


SPINE 
(Dougados et 
al. 2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


39 5.0 46.0 19.0 
Yes NR No No 


6.3 (2.0, 
0.32) 


6.4 (1.2, 
0.192) 


Placebo 43 9.0 48.0 23.0 
5.7 (1.9, 
0.29) 


5.8 (1.5, 
0.229) 


Davis et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg 


138 24.0 42.1 10.1 
NR 


11.0% 
No Yes 


5.17 (2.1, 
0.18) 


5.81 (1.8, 
0.15) 


Placebo 139 24.0 41.9 10.5 12.0% 
5.63 (2.0, 
0.17) 


5.96 (1.7, 
0.14) 


Gorman et al. 
2002 


Etanercept 
25mg 


20 35.0 
Median: 
38.0 


Median: 
15.0 


Yes Yes NR NR 


Median: 4.5 
(2.1, 0.47) 


NR 
Placebo 20 10.0 


Median: 
39.0 


Median: 
12.0 


Median: 3.2 
(2.5, 0.56) 


van der 
Heijde et al. 
2006 


Etanercept 
50mg 


155 30.3 41.5 9.0 
MTX if stable 
>4 weeks 
before 
baseline 


NR No Yes 


6.06 (2.03, 
0.163) 


6.24 (1.70, 
0.137) 


Etanercept 
25mg 


150 26.0 39.8 10.0 
5.77 (2.01, 
0.164) 


5.94 (1.67, 
0.136) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Placebo 51 21.6 40.1 8.5 
5.97 (1.93, 
0.27) 


6.11 (1.37, 
0.192) 


Huang et al. 
2010 


Etanercept 74 
NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Placebo 78 


LOADET 
(Navarro-
Sarabia et al. 
2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


54 20.4 40.2 7.0 
DMARDs 
(n=16) 


≥2 NSAIDs No Yes 


5.87 (1.96, 
0.267) 


6.10 (1.70, 
0.231) 


Etanercept 
50mg + placebo 


54 20.4 42.6 7.3 
DMARDs 
(n=15) 


5.66 (2.04, 
0.278) 


6.48 (1.61, 
0.219) 


Zhang et al. 
2009 


Etanercept 43 
NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Placebo 43 
Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et 
al. 2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 200mg 


65 


NR NR NR 
DMARDs 
(35.4%) 


NR NR n=36 NR NR 
Certolizumab 
pegol 400mg 


56 


Placebo 57 


 
* A discrepancy was noted regarding the BASFI score at baseline. The tabulated value was 5.4, reported in the text as 5.5 (p. 1189). AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CSR, clinical study report; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; 
EOW, every other week; MTX, methotrexate; NR, not reported, NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error; SSZ, sulfasalazine; TNF, 
tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 13: Primary and secondary outcomes of included studies 


Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
Golimumab 


GO-RAISE (Inman et al. 2008 
& CSR) 
 


ASAS20 at week 14 
ASAS40, ASAS partial remission, 
ASAS5/6 


Early escape to golimumab 50mg at week 16 for 41 placebo patients; early 
escape to golimumab 100mg at week 16 for 25 patients. Placebo group 
patients could crossover to receive open-label infliximab starting in week 
14; all patients could receive dose-escalation of infliximab to 5mg/kg at 
weeks 22 or 38 if the patient had an absolute BASDAI score >3 and a 
relative decrease of <50% in BASDAI from baseline 


Bao et al. 2012/Bao et al. 
2014 


ASAS20 
BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, ASAS40, 
ASAS5/6, ASAS partial remission, 
SF-36, JSEQ 


At week 16, all patients randomised to placebo that met early escape 
criteria (<20% improvement from baseline in both total back pain and 
morning stiffness measures) began receiving golimumab 50mg SC 
injections in a blinded fashion at week 16 and every 4 weeks thereafter 
through week 48; all other patients still receiving placebo injections began 
receiving golimumab 50mg SC injection at week 24 and every 4 weeks 
thereafter through week 48 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et al. 2007 BASDAI50 at week 30 
ASAS, BASDAI, BASFI, ESR, CRP, 
pain, inflammation, physician’s 
global assessment 


NR 


Giardina et al. 2010 ASAS, BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI NR NR 


Braun et al. 2002 
 


BASDAI50 


Improvements in VAS for spinal 
pain, BASFI, BASMI, SF-36, working 
group response criteria, 
concentration of CRP in serum, 
sedimentation rate 


NR 


ASSERT (van der Heijde et al. 
2005 & CSR) 


ASAS20 at week 24 


ASAS40, BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, 
chest expansion, Mander enthesis 
index, total swollen joint level, SF-
36 


Starting with the week 36 infusion and continuing through the week 96 
infusion, if subjects in the placebo group had a BASDAI ≥3 at both the 
current visit and the prior visit (i.e. 2 consecutive visits) they were to 
receive a 7.5mg/kg infliximab infusion and were to continue to receive 
7.5mg/kg infliximab infusions every 6 weeks thereafter through week 96 


Marzo-Ortega et al. 2005 
Change from baseline in BASDAI 
at weeks 4, 10, and 30 


ASAS Placebo patients crossed over onto adalimumab after 12 weeks 


Breban et al. 2008 ASAS20 at week 58 
ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS partial 
remission 


Infliximab was administered at a standard dose of 5mg/kg. The dose of 
infliximab was increased to 7.5mg/kg per infusion in the continuous 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
treatment group, starting not earlier than week 40, for those patients in 
relapse at 2 consecutive visits. Likewise, the infusion dose was increased 
to 7.5mg/kg in the on-demand group, starting no earlier than the fourth 
on-demand infusion, if relapse occurred as early as 3 weeks after an 
infusion 


CANDLE (Inman et al. 2010) 
 


ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, change 
from baseline in BASDAI, BASFI, 
and BASGI, BASDAI50, BASMI, SF-
36, ESR, CRP 


Placebo group patients could crossover to receive open-label infliximab 
starting in week 14; all patients could receive dose-escalation of infliximab 
to 5mg/kg at weeks 22 or 38 if the patient had an absolute BASDAI score 
>3 and a relative decrease of <50% in BASDAI from baseline 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 
2006) 


ASAS20 at week 12 ASAS40, ASAS5/6 
Patients who did not achieve ASAS20 at weeks 12, 16, or 20 were eligible 
for early-escape open-label treatment with adalimumab 40mg every other 
week 


Canadian AS (Lambert et al. 
2007 & NICE TA143) 


ASAS20 at week 12 SPARCC scores 


Those who had not reached an ASAS20 response on assessment at weeks 
12, 16, or 20 were offered the option of early-escape open-label treatment 
with adalimumab. Participants who chose this option were counted only 
as ‘non-responders’ in the analysis of primary and secondary endpoints 


Horneff et al. 2012 ASAS40 at week 12 
ASAS20, paediatric ACR30, 
paediatric ACR70 at 4, 8, 12 weeks 


NR 
 


Hu et al. 2012 NR NR  Placebo patients crossed over onto adalimumab after 12 weeks 


Huang et al. 2013 ASAS20 at week 13 
ASDAS, spinal mobility, disease 
activity, physical function, QoL 


Patients were allowed to crossover onto open label adalimumab after the 
12 week double-blind phase 


Etanercept 


Barkham et al. 2010 
Change in work instability 
of patients (AS-WIS) at week 12 


BASDAI, ASQoL, BASFI, HAQ-DI NR 


Brandt et al. 2003 ≥50% improvement in BASDAI 
Spinal pain, BASFI, BASMI, SF-36, 
ASAS, serum CRP, ESR 


Patients in the placebo group were switched to etanercept from weeks 6 
to 18 


Calin et al. 2004 ASAS20 
ASAS50, ASAS70, individual ASAS 
components, BASDAI, acute phase 
reactants, spinal mobility tests 


NR 
 


 


Cantini et al. 2013 
Patients maintaining clinical 
remission 


Patients achieving clinical 
remission at end of first phase, 


Escalation of the etanercept dose to 50mg weekly was prescribed for 
patients who relapsed on etanercept 50 mg every other week 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
ASAS20, ASAS50, ASAS70, BASDAI, 
BASMI, BASFI 


SPINE (Dougados et al. 2011) 
 


Net incremental AUC for the 
BASDAI over 12 weeks 


Improvement in ASDAS 
 NR 


Davis et al. 2003 ASAS20 at weeks 12 and 24 
Percentage of patients achieving 
higher ASAS responses, safety 


NR 


Gorman et al. 2002 


Composite treatment response: 
≥20% improvement in 3 of 5 
measures [morning stiffness, 
nocturnal spinal pain, BASFI, 
patient’s global assessment, joint 
swelling], 1 of which had to be 
morning stiffness or nocturnal 
spinal pain, with no worsening in 
any of the measures. If swollen 
joint score was 0 throughout, 
improvement needed in 2 of the 
4 other outcome measures 


Physician’s global assessment, 
measures of spinal mobility, scores 
for enthesitis and peripheral joint 
tenderness, ESR, CRP 


After study completion at 4 months, patients were given the opportunity 
to crossover onto open-label etanercept 


van der Heijde et al. 2006 ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS5/6 at all time points, 
patient and physician global 
assessments, nocturnal/total back 
pain assessments, BASDAI, patients 
achieving partial remission, time to 
partial remission, spinal mobility 
(modified Schober’s test, chest 
expansion measurement, and 
occiput to wall distance), joint 
assessment (70 points), serum CRP 


NR 


Huang et al. 2010 ASAS 20 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, 
ASAS5/6, improvement in subject 
and physician global assessment, 
nocturnal and total back pain, 
BASFI, BASDAI, spinal mobility, 
joint assessment, QoL, safety 


Placebo patients crossed over onto etanercept after 6 weeks 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 


LOADET (Navarro Sarabia et 
al. 2011) 


ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, 
ASAS5/6, partial remission at week 
12, nocturnal/overall spine pain, 
physician global assessment, 
BASDAI, BASMI, complete 
peripheral joint count (ACR64/66), 
tenderness of enthesis, CRP, ESR 


NR 


Zhang et al. 2009 ASAS 20 


Patients achieving higher ASAS 
responses, change from baseline in 
BASDAI and BASFI, morning 
stiffness, and nocturnal spinal pain 


Placebo patients crossed over onto etanercept after 6 weeks 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


ASAS20 at week 12 
Change from baseline in BASFI, 
BASDAI, BASMI (linear) 


Placebo patients who did not achieve an ASAS20 response at weeks 14 
and 16 underwent mandatory escape at week 16 and were randomised to 
active treatment in a dose-blind manner 


 
ACR, American College of Rheumatology; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessments in Ankylosing Spondylitis; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; ASQoL, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life; AS-WIS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Work Instability Scale; AUC, area under the curve; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; 
HAQ-DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire-Disability Index; JSEQ, Jenkins Sleep Evaluation Questionnaire; NR, not reported; QoL, quality of life; SC, subcutaneous; SF-36: Short 
Form-36. 
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5.5. Critical Appraisal of Included Studies 


The NICE guidance quality checklist was used to assess the quality of each study included in the 


systematic review with respect to methodological criteria for experimental studies. The 


framework assesses the potential for studies to be impacted by biases affecting validity, 


including:  


 
• Selection bias, arising from systematic differences between comparison groups in terms 


of performance and prognosis;  


• Performance bias, relative to the provision of systematically different care other than the 


intervention between comparison groups;  


• Measurement bias, arising from systematic differences in how outcomes are ascertained 


and measured; 


• Attrition bias arising from systematic differences between comparison groups in how 


participants are withdrawn or excluded from the study groups 


 
Please see Appendix A for the critical appraisal of included studies. 


5.6. Inclusion of Studies in the Network Meta-Analysis 


From the 26 studies identified, 16 were considered eligible for evidence synthesis. These totals 


include Barkham et al. 2010 which was identified after the systematic review was completed. 


 
Since the most relevant and highly-reported time point for the measurement of efficacy 


outcomes was 12 weeks, Zhang et al. 2009, Huang et al. 2010, and Brandt et al. 2003 were not 


suitable for inclusion in the NMA base case due to the fact that patients crossed over at 6 weeks. 


Crossover or early escape reduces the relative treatment effect between arms and may 


therefore lead to biased results. All the studies included in the NMA base case reported at least 


one outcome at or close to week 12 (i.e. within +/-2 weeks), otherwise were excluded (for 


example, Breban et al. 2008 was excluded since outcomes were only reported at 58 weeks). As 


relative treatment effects may change over time, the risk of bias is reduced by including only 


outcomes measured at similar time points. 


 
Regarding safety outcomes, studies reporting AEs or discontinuation over durations of 24 


weeks were included, providing that the outcomes were reported prior to any crossover. 
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Table 14 summarises the studies identified in the systematic review (plus Barkham et al. 2010) 


and of those, the included studies in the NMA base case. Where a study was excluded, the reason 


for exclusion is given. 


 
Table 14: Inclusion of studies in the NMA 


Studies Status Reason for exclusion 
Golimumab 
GO-RAISE (Inman et al. 2008 & CSR) Included N/A 
Bao et al. 2012/Bao et al. 2014 Included N/A 
Infliximab 
Perez-Guijo et al. 2007 Excluded Non-randomised study 
Giardina et al. 2010 Included N/A 
Braun et al. 2002 Included N/A 
ASSERT (van der Heijde et al. 2005 & CSR) Included N/A 
Marzo-Ortega et al. 2005 Included N/A 


Breban et al. 2008 Excluded 
No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks; 
unlicensed dose regimen 


CANDLE (Inman et al. 2010) Excluded Unlicensed dose regimen 
Adalimumab 
ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 2006) Included N/A 
Canadian AS (Lambert et al. 2007 & NICE TA143) Included N/A 
Horneff et al. 2012 Excluded Juvenile population 
Hu et al. 2012 Included N/A 
Huang et al. 2013 Included N/A 
Etanercept 
Barkham et al. 2010 Included N/A 
Brandt et al. 2003 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks 
Calin et al. 2004 Included N/A 


Cantini et al. 2013 Excluded 
No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks; 
unlicensed dose regimen 


SPINE (Dougados et al. 2011) Included N/A 
Davis et al. 2003 Included N/A 
Gorman et al. 2002 Excluded No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks 
van der Heijde et al. 2006 Included N/A 
Huang et al. 2010 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks  
LOADET (Navarro Sarabia et al. 2011) Excluded Unlicensed etanercept regimen 
Zhang et al. 2009 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks  
Certolizumab pegol 
Landewé et al. 2014 (AS subgroup) Included N/A 
 
CSR, clinical study report; N/A, not applicable. 


 
The full network of evidence is shown in Figure 4. Dark blue lines denote comparisons against 


active treatments, whilst orange lines denote comparisons against placebo. Note: across studies 


there was some heterogeneity in the use of concomitant MTX; however, there is no connected 


network if treatments are separated based on whether or not patients could be taking 


concomitant MTX (consistent with the approach taken in NICE TA233). This network differs 
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from that used in NICE TA233 in that the different dosing regimens of etanercept have been 


separated, and certolizumab pegol has been added. 


 
Figure 4: NMA network 


 
 


ADA, adalimumab; CZP, certolizumab pegol; eow, every other week; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; 
IFX, infliximab. 


 
The following outcomes were included for analysis in the NMA: Efficacy outcomes at 12 weeks 


(+/-2 weeks): ASAS20, ASAS40, and BASDAI50. Safety outcomes at 24 weeks: any AEs, any SAEs, 


and ISRs. 


 
In addition, absolute probabilities for efficacy outcomes were calculated by pooling the placebo 


arms of trials included in the evidence network. Absolute probabilities for safety outcomes were 


calculated by pooling the placebo arms of studies reporting the relevant outcomes up to 24 


weeks prior to crossover. The absolute treatment effect was used to calculate relative risk (RR) 


from odds ratios (ORs), for use in the economic model. 
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5.7. Extracted Data from Studies Included in Network Meta-Analysis 


Data were extracted from the 16 studies suitable for inclusion in the NMA for each of the 


outcomes to be analysed (Table 15). 


 
Table 15: Extracted data included in NMA 


Trial 
identifier 


Interventions ASAS20 (n) ASAS40 (n) 
BASDAI50 
(n) 


AEs 
(n) 


SAEs 
(n) 


ISRs 
(n) 


Golimumab 


GO-RAISE 
(Inman et al. 
2008 & CSR) 


Golimumab 
50mg (n=138) 


81 (of 133) 62* 61* 109a 5a 9a 


Placebo (n=78) 20 (of 76) 12* 12* 
57 (of 
77)a 


4 (of 
77)a 


2 (of 
77)a 


Bao et al. 
2012/Bao et 
al. 2014 


Golimumab 
50mg (n=108) 


48 28 32 Not included in NMA 
(reported post-
crossover) Placebo (n=105) 25 10 8 


Infliximab 


Giardina et al. 
2010 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=25) 


19 14 
NR 


Not included 
(evaluation period 
over 2 years) 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=25) 


15 11 


Braun et al. 
2002 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=34) 


24 
NR 


18 
NR 


3 (of 
35)b 


NR 
Placebo (n=35) 10 3 


0 (of 
36)b 


ASSERT (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=201) 


124 98 
NR 


166 
(of 
202) 


7 (of 
202) 


22 
(of 
202) 


Placebo (n=78) 15 10 
54 (of 
75) 


2 (of 
75) 


7 (of 
75) 


Marzo-Ortega 
et al. 2005 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg + MTX 
(n=28) 


20‡ 
NR NR 


Not included in NMA 
(reported at 30 weeks) 


Placebo + MTX 
(n=14) 


4‡ 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2006) 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=208) 


121 83 94 Not included in NMA 
(not reported prior to 
crossover) Placebo (n=107) 22 14 17 


Canadian AS 
(Lambert et 
al. 2007 & 
NICE TA143) 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=38) 


18 
NR NR NR 


Placebo (n=44) 9 


Hu et al. 2012 
Adalimumab 
40mg (n=26) 


NR NR NR NR 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions ASAS20 (n) ASAS40 (n) 
BASDAI50 
(n) 


AEs 
(n) 


SAEs 
(n) 


ISRs 
(n) 


Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg (n=20) 


Huang et al. 
2013 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=229) 


154 102 114 81 1 
NR 


Placebo (n=115) 35 11 19 26 1 


Etanercept 


Barkham et al. 
2010 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=20) 


NR 


Not 
included in 
NMA (only a 
proportion 
of patients 
[~50%] 
measured 
for this 
outcome) 


7 19 


NR NR 
Placebo (n=20) 1 16 


Calin et al. 
2004 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=45) 


27 
NR NR NR NR 


15 


Placebo (n=39) 9 6 


SPINE 
(Dougados et 
al. 2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=39) 


25 17 18 24 2 
3 (of 
40)b 


Placebo (n=43) 14 10 10 28 1 
0 (of 
44)b 


Davis et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=138) 


82 
NR NR NR NR 


41 


Placebo (n=139) 39 13 


van der 
Heijde et al. 
2006 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=155) 


115 90 93 55 


NR 


32 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=150) 


107 80 87 66 34 


Placebo (n=51) 19 11 10 18 6 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 
2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


Certolizumab 
200mg (n=65) 


37 26 
50 (of 
111)† 


NR 
Certolizumab 
400mg (n=56) 


36 28 
47 (of 
107)† 


Placebo (n=57) 21 11 
14 (of 
107)† 


 
All efficacy data at 12 weeks unless otherwise stated. ‡ 10 weeks; * 14 weeks; † data from the full axial 
spondyloarthritis population has been used in the absence of data from the AS subgroup; a safety data 
were obtained from the GO-RAISE CSR (at 16 weeks); b studies with zero events tend to produce 
problems in the NMA due to the discontinuity in the odds ratio, therefore a continuity correction of 0.5 is 
introduced which can itself increase bias. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessments in Ankylosing 
Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; ISR, injection (infusion)-site 
reaction; MTX, methotrexate; NMA, network meta-analysis; NR, not reported; SAE, serious adverse event.
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5.8. Methodology of Network Meta-Analysis 


5.8.1. The Bayesian Framework 


The analysis was conducted using WinBUGS version 1.4.363: Bayesian analysis software that, 


through the use of Monte Carlo Markov Chains, calculates posterior distributions for the 


parameters of interest, given likelihood functions derived from data and prior probabilities. The 


Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulation begins with an approximate distribution and, if the model 


is a good enough fit to the data, the distribution converges to the true distribution.  


 
The analyses conducted consisted of binary outcomes. All baseline and intervention effect 


parameters were given flat (uninformative) normal (0, 1000) priors and the between-study SD 


flat uniform distributions with an appropriately large range given the scale of measurement. A 


binomial likelihood with logit link function was used for binary data. The WinBUGS codes used 


were based on the NICE Decision Support Unit (DSU) Technical Support Document 2: A 


Generalised Linear Modelling Framework for Pairwise and Network Meta-Analysis of 


Randomised Controlled Trials64. The methodology also follows guidance from the International 


Society For Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Task Force on Indirect Treatment 


Comparisons65,66. In addition, correlations induced by multi-arm trials were taken into account 


using the methods and WinBUGS codes recommended by the DSU64. For the calculation of 


absolute treatment effect, probabilities were pooled by logistic regression in WinBUGS using 


methods outlined by the NICE DSU64. The WinBUGS codes used are detailed in Appendix B.  


 
5.8.2. Assessment of Convergence 


Convergence was assessed using the Brooks-Gelman-Rubin diagnostic67  in WinBUGS along with 


visual inspection of the trace and density plots and the autocorrelation. A burn-in of at least 


20,000 simulations was discarded and three chains were used. Thinning of the chains with a 


larger number of iterations was required to achieve convergence in some cases. All results 


presented are based on a further sample of at least 50,000 simulations or until convergence is 


achieved. We observed the Monte Carlo error, which can be interpreted as the standard error 


(SE) of the posterior mean adjusted for autocorrelation. A Monte Carlo error of less than 5% of 


the posterior SD is the standard rule of thumb that was used to test convergence68. All models 


used in the base case and sensitivity analyses converged. 
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5.8.3. Rare Events 


A continuity correction was applied in the case of zero events occurring in one of the treatment 


arms for the binary outcomes. A value of 0.5 was added to the number of events and non-events 


in each arm69. 


 
5.8.4. Assessment of Model Fit 


The value of total residual deviance was compared to the number of independent data points to 


check model fit. Each data point should contribute approximately one unit to the total residual 


deviance; hence, the total residual deviance should be approximately equal to the number of 


unconstrained data points for a model that fits well. Most models fitted well in terms of this 


criterion. Fit, as assessed by the difference between the total residual deviance and the number 


of data points, was similar for the fixed effects and random effects models. 


 
5.8.5. Model Comparison 


Both fixed effects and random effects models were conducted. Fixed effects models make the 


assumption that studies investigating the same treatment comparison are estimating the same 


true treatment effect, subject only to sampling error. A random effects model assumes that the 


treatment effects for studies investigating the same treatment comparison come from a 


distribution with a common variance parameter estimated from the variation in treatment 


effects. The main difference between these two types of models is that the latter allows for 


additional variation caused by between study heterogeneity, thereby producing wider 


confidence intervals. The Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) and the total residual deviance 


can be considered in order to choose the appropriate model for the data as it provides a 


measure of model fit that penalises model complexity – lower values of the DIC suggest a more 


parsimonious model (differences of less than 3 are not considered to be important)70. 


 
Recently, the ISPOR-AMCP-NPC Good Practice Task Force has published guidelines on network 


meta-analyses71. These guidelines state that a random effects model should be generally be 


chosen unless there is substantial reasoning to support a fixed effects model. This is based on 


the underlying assumption of the fixed effect model that the trials for a particular comparison 


are estimating the same true treatment effect. These guidelines state that this is unlikely to be a 


plausible assumption because study characteristics and the distribution of treatment effect 
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modifiers generally differ across studies. Random effects models were therefore selected for all 


indirect comparisons – to account for any heterogeneity between included studies. 


5.9. Results of Network Meta-Analysis 


5.9.1. ASAS20 


Figure 5 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in ASAS20 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 


Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


greatest treatment effect noted for infliximab, followed by adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab, 


and certolizumab pegol. For most of the comparisons between TNF-alpha inhibitors there were 


no significant differences detected as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals, with the 


exception of infliximab compared with golimumab which was very weakly significant (median 


log odds ratio [LOR]: 0.74; 95% CrI: 0.02, 1.47) and infliximab compared with certolizumab 


pegol 200mg (median LOR: 1.12; 95% CrI: 0.14, 2.10). 


 
Figure 5: NMA for ASAS20 (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.2. ASAS40 


Figure 6 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in ASAS40 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 
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Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg. The greatest treatment effect compared with placebo 


was noted for infliximab, followed by adalimumab, certolizumab pegol 400mg, golimumab, and 


etanercept. There were no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as 


evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. 


 
Figure 6: NMA for ASAS40 (random effects model) 


 
ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.3. BASDAI50 


Figure 7 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in BASDAI50 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 


Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


greatest treatment effect noted for infliximab, followed by certolizumab pegol, etanercept 25mg, 


golimumab, etanercept 50mg, and adalimumab. There were no significant differences detected 


between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. Please note 


that although BASDAI50 data are not reported for the AS-specific subgroup by Landewé et al. 


2014, due to the importance of BASDAI50 in the cost-effectiveness model, data relating to the 


full AxSpA population were considered in the NMA in order to be able to include certolizumab 


pegol for this outcome. 
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Figure 7: NMA for BASDAI50 (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.4. Adverse Events 


Figure 8 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, etanercept, and 


infliximab for AEs at week 24. No data were reported for the certolizumab pegol study. Each 


TNF-alpha inhibitor had a similar safety profile to placebo, with no significant differences noted. 


There were also no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as 


evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. 
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Figure 8: NMA for AEs (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds 
ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 


5.9.5. Serious Adverse Events 


Figure 9 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, etanercept, and 


infliximab for SAEs at week 24. No data were reported by the included certolizumab pegol 


study. Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had a similar safety profile to placebo, with no significant 


differences noted. There were also no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. 


 
Figure 9: NMA for SAEs (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds 
ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 
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5.9.6. Injection (Infusion)-Site Reactions 


Figure 10 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, etanercept, and infliximab for 


ISRs at week 24. No data were reported by the adalimumab and certolizumab pegol studies. 


Golimumab and infliximab had similar safety profiles to placebo (no significant differences) but 


etanercept was associated with significantly greater odds of ISRs compared with placebo 


(etanercept 25mg median LOR: 1.27; 95% CrI: 0.48, 2.18 and etanercept 50mg median LOR: 


1.15; 95% CrI: 0.06, 2.55). No significant differences were detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. Please note adalimumab is not 


included because ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 2006) allowed early escape at 12 weeks but 


reports ISRs at 24 weeks. 


 
Figure 10: NMA for ISRs (random effects model) 


 


CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, 
placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.7. Absolute Treatment Effect 


The absolute treatment effect for each of the outcomes explored in the NMA is shown in Table 


16. Results were reported as baseline probabilities (following a predictive distribution as 


recommended by the NICE DSU64). Please note that ASAS40 was not calculated as this outcome 


is not considered in the economic modelling. 


 
Table 16: Baseline probabilities of absolute treatment effect 


 Mean SD Median Lower CrI Upper CrI 
ASAS20 0.27 0.04 0.27 0.19 0.37 
BASDAI50 0.15 0.05 0.14 0.06 0.27 
AEs 0.56 0.26 0.58 0.05 0.98 
SAEs 0.04 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.25 
ISRs 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.00 0.46 
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AE, adverse event; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CrI, credible interval; ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; SAE, serious adverse 
event; SD, standard deviation.  


5.10. Summary of Comparative Efficacy Data 


For the efficacy outcomes, each TNF-alpha inhibitor was statistically significantly more 


efficacious than placebo, with the exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg for ASAS40. In the 


three efficacy analyses, infliximab was the most effective compared with placebo, and the 


ranking of other TNF-alpha inhibitors differed according to the efficacy outcome. For ASAS20 


there were no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as evidenced 


by overlapping credible intervals, with the exception of infliximab compared with golimumab, 


where infliximab was very weakly significant. For ASAS40 and BASDAI50 there were no 


statistically significant differences between TNF-alpha inhibitors supporting the conclusion that 


all TNF-alpha inhibitors are similarly effective for the treatment of AS (this conclusion is 


considered in the economic modelling, as BASDAI50 is the key driver of response considered in 


the model).   


 
For safety outcomes, there were no significant differences in AEs or SAEs both between TNF-


alpha inhibitors and placebo and between the different TNF-alpha inhibitors when compared 


with each other. For ISRs, golimumab and infliximab had similar safety profiles to placebo (no 


significant differences) but etanercept was associated with significantly greater odds of ISRs 


compared with placebo. No significant differences were noted between TNF-alpha inhibitors for 


the ISR outcome. 


 
5.10.1. Strengths and Limitations of NMA 


The network was well-informed, containing data from numerous well-conducted studies, with 


data reported for appropriate outcomes and at appropriate time points. The application of a 


random effects model was able to manage the limited heterogeneity in the studies. 


 
Limitations to the approach taken were fairly minor. First, in order to include certolizumab 


pegol in the network for BASDAI50, the BASDAI50 results for the full axial spondyloarthritis 


population were used as these results were not reported for the AS subgroup. In addition, 


certolizumab pegol was not included in the network for safety outcomes because these 


outcomes were reported only post-crossover. Secondly, despite contacting the first author, the 


conference organisers, and the journal, it was not possible to obtain the conference abstract 
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associated with the Canadian AS study. This study was also reported in Lambert et al. 2007; 


however none of the outcomes of interest were reported. Therefore, the Lambert et al. 


publication was used for information about the study design and patient baseline characteristics 


and NICE TA143 (which reports some of the results of the Canadian AS study) was referenced 


for data on the outcomes of interest. 
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6. Cost-Effectiveness 


6.1. Published Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations 


Searches were conducted in Embase® and PubMed® (searched together via the ProQuest® 


platform) and the National Health Service Economic Evaluation Database (NHSEED) (from 2003 


[the date of the first biologic to be licensed in AS] to week 20, 2014) to identify published 


economic evaluations in AS to help inform the model structure and relevant parameters. The 


search strategies developed for each of these databases are shown in Table 17 and Table 18. 


 
Table 17: Embase® and MEDLINE® search strategy – ProQuest database, May 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Spondylitis, Ankylosing 39,724 
2 ankyl* NEAR/2 spondyl* 40,139 
3 rheumat* spondyl* 36,916 
4 (ankyl* NEAR/3 (spine* OR spinal OR vertebra*)) 3076 
5 (bechterew OR bekhtere* OR mariestru?mpell OR Marie Stru?mpell) 2245 
6 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 50,583 
7 (golimumab OR simponi OR cnto148 OR "cnto 148") 2385 
8 (etanercept or enbrel) 25,167 
9 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa) 20,834 
10 (infliximab or remicade) 41,192 
11 (certolizumab or cimzia) 3310 
12 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 58,317 
13 cost benefit analysis 173,072 
14 cost utility analysis 21,346 
15 economic evaluation 60,298 
16 cost-effectiveness analysis 138,971 
17 QALY 15,110 
18 cost* 1,345,770 
19 util* 1,485,755 
20 pharmacoeconomics 83,621 
21 monte carlo simulation 46,059 
22 decision support techniques 24,935 
23 markov* 53,828 
24 13 OR 14 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18 OR 19 OR 20 OR 21 OR 22 OR 23 2,833,954 
25 6 AND 12 AND 24 611 
26 25 AND [2004-2014] 583 
27 26 AND [ENGLISH] 552 


 
Table 18: NHSEED search strategy – Cochrane Library, May 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 (ankylosing spondylitis) AND (cost-effectiveness) 10 
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Publication titles and abstracts identified through the searches were scanned for 


inclusion/exclusion by a single reviewer and the full-texts of selected relevant studies were 


again reviewed for inclusion/exclusion prior to data extraction. Studies were included if they 


met the following criteria: Cost-effectiveness model/analysis in AS; UK setting/National Health 


Service (NHS) perspective; interventions: adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


golimumab, infliximab, conventional care. Studies were excluded if they were not in English. 


 
The flow of citations through the screening process is shown in Figure 11. Searches in Embase® 


and MEDLINE® identified 552 publications, and the search in NHSEED identified 10 


publications. Of the total of 555 identified publications after the removal of duplicates, 21 were 


deemed relevant to the decision problem during the title and abstract screening and 8 studies 


were finally included after full-text review. In addition to these 8 studies, 11 systematic reviews 


were identified for bibliographic searching. No new relevant studies were identified from the 


systematic reviews. The cost-effectiveness models described in the included studies are listed in 


Table 19. 


 
Figure 11: Schematic of the publication selection process 
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Table 19: Summary of published cost-effectiveness models 


Study 
Country/ 
perspective 


Popn. 
Model 
structure 


Data 
Time horizon/ 
cycle length 


Intervention/
comparator 


Health states Key outcomes (cost/QALY) 


Ara et al. 
2007 72 


UK, NHS 
Severe 
AS 


Decision 
analytic 
model (1000 
patients) 


Van der Heijde et al. 2006; 
Davis et al. 2003 
 
Resource use estimated 
using a retrospective audit 
of 147 patients attending a 
UK rheumatology centre 


25 years (2, 5, 15 
years); cycle 
length: N/A 


ETN vs. NSAIDs N/A 
£22,700 (£27,600, £23,600, £22,600 
at 2, 5, 15 years) 


Botteman 
et al. 2007 
73 


UK, NHS 
Active 
AS 


Decision 
analytic 
model 


ATLAS; Canadian AS study 
 
Resource use estimated in 
OASIS 


48 weeks (5, 30 
years); cycle 
length: N/A 


ADA vs. 
conventional 
care 


N/A 
£47,083 (£26,332, £23,097 at 5, 30 
years) 


Kobelt et 
al. 2004* 
74 


UK, NHS/PSS AS 


Non-
parametric 
model 
(patient-level 
data) for 2 
year model 
 
Markov 
model for 
extension to 
30 years 


Braun et al. 2002; cohort of 
700 patients followed in 
clinical practice at the Bath 
Royal National Hospital for 
Rheumatic Diseases; cross-
sectional survey mailed to 
3000 AS patients in UK 
 
Resource use estimated 
using survey of 1413 AS 
patients 


2 years (30 year 
extension); cycle 
length: N/A 
(annual cycles 
until <5% patients 
remain on 
treatment in long-
term model) 


IFX vs. 
conventional 
care 


‘On 
treatment’; 
‘Off 
treatment’; 
‘Dead’ 


1 year: £35,400; 2 years: £32,800; 30 
years: £9,600 


Kobelt et 
al. 2007* 
75 


UK, NHS/PSS AS As above 
Braun et al. 2002; ASSERT 
(other inputs as above) 


Lifetime; cycle 
length as above 


As above As above 


Braun et al. 2002: no progression on 
treatment £28,332; 50% progression 
on treatment £35,332; same 
progression in both groups £49,417. 
ASSERT: £26,751, £30,067, £46,167 


 
* Both Kobelt studies are based on the same underlying model. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; ETN, etanercept; IFX, infliximab; N/A, not applicable; NHS, National 
Health Service; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; Popn., population; PSS, Personal Social Services; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; UK, United Kingdom; vs., versus. 
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The models from the four studies detailed in Table 19 were submitted as part of NICE TA143 


and are further described in the publication by McLeod et al. 200776 (also identified in the 


systematic search). The model submitted by Abbott (manufacturer of adalimumab) was the 


model by Botteman and colleagues. The model submitted by Wyeth (manufacturer of 


etanercept) was that described by Ara and colleagues; however, the reported incremental cost-


effectiveness ratios (ICERs) differed between the two publications (McLeod et al. report the 


ICER of adalimumab versus conventional care as ranging from £44,684 at 1 year to £13,201 at 


25 years). Finally, the model submitted by Schering-Plough (manufacturer of infliximab) is that 


described in Kobelt et al. 2007 (based on the same underlying model as Kobelt et al. 2004). 


None of the models considered in NICE TA143 make direct or indirect comparisons between 


TNF-alpha inhibitors and therefore are not suitable for use in this appraisal. 


 


Three other studies identified in the systematic search reported on the manufacturer model 


submitted as part of NICE TA233 (Muszbek et al. 201077; Farrell et al. 201178; Armstrong et al. 


201379). The model compared golimumab with conventional care, adalimumab, and etanercept, 


and comprised a decision tree followed by a Markov component (health states: ‘On treatment’; 


‘Not on TNF-α inhibitor’; ‘Just discontinued’ [tunnel]; ‘Discontinued’ [tunnel]). An NHS 


perspective was utilised. Long-term efficacy data informing the model were based on 


regressions estimated from the GO-RAISE trial and the literature. Short-term comparative 


efficacy was derived from a NMA. Utilities were estimated through use of an algorithm 


translating BASFI and BASDAI progression to EuroQoL-5 Domain (EQ-5D). Costs were based on 


the literature (long-term) and expert opinion (short-term). In the base case model a 20 year 


time horizon was employed (which could be extended to a maximum of 60.1 years) and the 


cycle length was 12 weeks. The results of the analysis were that all biologics were similarly cost-


effective compared to conventional care. 


 


This review of previously published cost-effectiveness analyses indicates that none of the 


identified studies compare all interventions specified in the scope for the current appraisal. We 


have chosen to use the most recent economic model submitted as part of NICE TA233 for the 


current appraisal, after adaptation to include certolizumab pegol and infliximab. Additional 


adaptations are described in the following sections. 
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6.2. De Novo Analysis 


The economic model used in this appraisal is based on the model described in NICE TA233; 


however, the model has been extended to facilitate the comparison of adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, infliximab, and conventional therapy as specified by 


the scope for this appraisal. The objective of the model is to estimate the incremental cost-


effectiveness of each TNF-alpha inhibitor relative to conventional therapy for the treatment of 


severe AS, from an NHS and Personal Social Services (PSS) perspective (only direct costs are 


included). The decision problem addressed in this submission and its relation to the final scope 


specified by NICE is outlined in Table 20. Where possible, the economic model fulfils the 


requirements of the NICE reference case and applies the guidelines for conducting an economic 


evaluation in AS described by Bansback et al. 200780 and recommended by Wailoo et al. 200881. 


 
Please note that the model for infliximab is identical to that submitted for golimumab. Key 


inputs in the model are informed by golimumab data from the 5-year GO-RAISE extension. 


 
Table 20: Description of decision problem addressed in submission 


 
Final scope 
 


Decision problem in 
submission 


Rationale if 
different from 
the scope 


Population 
Adults with severe active AS 
whose response to conventional 
therapy has been inadequate 


Adults with severe active 
AS whose response to 
conventional therapy has 
been inadequate 


N/A 


Interventions 


 Adalimumab 
 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab  
 Infliximab 
 Management without TNF‐


alpha inhibitors 
(conventional treatment) 


 Adalimumab 
 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab  
 Infliximab 
 Management without 


TNF‐alpha inhibitors 
(conventional 
treatment) 


N/A 


Outcomes 


The outcome measures to be 
considered include: 
 Disease activity 
 Functional capacity 
 Disease progression 
 AEs with treatment 
 Health-related QoL 


The outcome measures 
included are: 
 Disease activity 
 Functional capacity 
 Disease progression 
 AEs with treatment 
 Health-related QoL 


N/A 


Economic 
analysis 


Reference case stipulates that the 
cost-effectiveness of treatments 
should be expressed in terms of 
incremental cost per QALY 
 
The reference case stipulates that 


Cost-utility analysis. Cost-
effectiveness of treatments 
expressed in terms of 
incremental cost per QALY 
 
A lifetime time horizon 


N/A 
 
 
 
 
N/A 
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the time horizon for estimating 
clinical and cost-effectiveness 
should be sufficiently long to 
reflect any differences in costs or 
outcomes between the 
technologies being compared 
 
Costs will be considered from an 
NHS and PSS perspective 


(60.2 years) is applied. 
Patients are followed up 
until the age of 99 years 
(12 week cycle length with 
half-cycle correction) 
 
 
Costs are considered from 
an NHS and PSS 
perspective 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Other 
considerations 


Guidance will only be issued in 
accordance with the marketing 
authorisation 
 
 
If evidence allows, the appraisal 
should consider the sequential 
use of TNF‐alpha inhibitors 


Included patient 
population is in 
accordance with the 
marketing authorisation 
 
Sequential use of TNF-
alpha inhibitors not 
considered 


N/A 
 
 
 
Insufficient 
evidence 


 
AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; N/A, not applicable; NHS, National Health Service; PSS, 
Personal Social Service; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; QoL, quality of life; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


6.2.1. Patients 


Infliximab is indicated for the treatment of severe, active AS in adults who have responded 


inadequately to conventional therapy. The target population in the model follows this 


indication. 


 
6.2.2. Model Structure 


The model comprises two structural components: an initial decision tree followed by a Markov 


model. The initial decision tree was considered to model the potential 


continuation/discontinuation of patients from TNF-alpha inhibitors based on response at 12 


weeks. This was based on the fact that the summary of product characteristics for the relevant 


technologies to be assessed as part of the cost-effectiveness model state that clinical response is 


usually achieved at 12 weeks; otherwise, discontinuation should be considered (for infliximab, 


response is assessed at 6 weeks and there is the option to adjust the dose in cases of no 


response, however this has not been considered in the model for simplicity). The decision tree 


provides estimates of the expected costs and outcomes based on response to treatment over the 


short-term, which is assessed at 12 weeks following initiation of treatment. Criteria of response 


to treatment are described in the context section of this submission. The Markov model 


provides estimates of expected costs and outcomes over the long-term (e.g. lifetime; patients 


are followed up until 99 years old, at which point 0.2% of the patients remained alive) with a 
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cycle length of 12 weeks. The Markov model comprises defined, mutually exclusive health states 


through which patients transition at a rate that is dependent on the rates of disease progression 


and the standardised mortality rate (SMR) for people with AS. Disease progression for 


conventional therapy and TNF-alpha inhibitors is based on the BASFI and BASDAI scores as 


described in Section 6.3.2. Mortality is described in Section 6.3.5. 


 
Decision Tree 


The initial short-term decision tree is shown in Figure 12 and represents the clinical decision 


that can be taken at 12-14 weeks to either continue or discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha 


inhibitors (as described in the summary of product characteristics for the included 


interventions). Patients entered the decision tree on either conventional therapy or TNF-alpha 


inhibitor treatment. Patients who receive conventional therapy initially (i.e. equivalent to the 


placebo arm in the GO-RAISE trial for golimumab) continue on conventional therapy for the 


remainder of the time horizon. The model assumes that no patient would discontinue while on 


conventional therapy and that no switching between different types of conventional therapy 


occurs (as this would add considerable complexity to the model with limited evaluative benefit). 


 
The proportion of patients that continue treatment on each TNF-alpha inhibitor after 12 weeks 


(i.e. percentage of responders) is determined by the relative risk (RR) of response to treatment, 


calculated from the results (OR) of the NMA for response (Section 5.9). Patients who respond to 


treatment with a TNF-alpha inhibitor continue on the same drug. Otherwise patients 


discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and switch to conventional therapy.  
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Figure 12: Short-term decision tree component of model 


 


Based on the relative risk of response to treatment at 12 weeks, if a patient achieves a response with a 
TNF-alpha inhibitor, they remain on treatment. If a patient fails to achieve a response, they switch to 
conventional therapy. The first cycle of the Markov model starts at week 12 with the first transitions 
being applied at 24 weeks. Patients who start on conventional therapy remain on conventional therapy 
throughout the model. After 12 weeks, the rate that patients switch treatment from TNF-alpha inhibitors 
to conventional therapy is determined by the discontinuation rate from golimumab from the GO-RAISE 
trial. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 
Markov Model 


Patients enter the Markov model (shown in Figure 13) at week 12. It is assumed that patients 


stay on treatment with one TNF-alpha inhibitor and do not switch to a second TNF-alpha 


inhibitor, in line with the absence of available clinical evidence for sequential use and due to a 


lack of NICE guidance recommending sequential use of TNF-alpha inhibitors for AS. 


 
The cycle length is 12 weeks with a half-cycle correction (as used for NICE TA233). During each 


cycle, patients on TNF-alpha inhibitors either stay on treatment or discontinue due to lack of 


efficacy or AEs. The discontinuation rates for each TNF-alpha inhibitor are based on the all-


cause discontinuation rate from the GO-RAISE study and are applied for the remainder of the 


time horizon (explained in Section 6.3.3). To model the lower disease activity just after 


discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors, two 12-week tunnel health states are included in the 


model: ‘Just discontinued’ and ‘Discontinued’. 
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Figure 13: Long-term Markov model component of model 


 


 
Patients may die whilst in any of the health states. Whilst on treatment with a TNF-alpha inhibitor, a 
patient will either stay on treatment or discontinue treatment and move to the tunnel state “Just 
discontinued”. Since the transition from treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitor to the discontinued 
treatment state is assumed to take 24 weeks or two cycles, for the cycle following discontinuation, 
patients move to the second discontinued tunnel state “Discontinued” and then onto the “Discontinued 
treatment” state in the subsequent cycle. The discontinued state is assumed to be the same as 
conventional therapy. TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


Following discontinuation from TNF-alpha inhibitors, the health status of patients (according to 


the BASFI and BASDAI scores) is assumed to deteriorate/rebound to the baseline BASFI and 


BASDAI scores (Figure 14). Therefore, patients are assumed to achieve a lifetime benefit from 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors following discontinuation, although the rate of disease 


progression thereafter is assumed to be equal to that of patients on conventional therapy81. 


Patients are expected to reach the baseline BASFI/BASDAI score within 24 weeks which is 


modelled using two tunnel states (‘Just discontinued’ and ‘Discontinued’) (the 24 week 


timeframe for rebound was informed by Baraliakos et al. 200582). BASFI and BASDAI scores for 


the ‘Just discontinued’ tunnel state are assumed to be halfway between the respective cycle 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 


Just discontinued 
(tunnel state) 


Discontinued 
(tunnel state) 


Discontinued 
treatment 


Dead  
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scores of patients treated with TNF-alpha inhibitors and the BASFI and BASDAI scores at 


baseline.  


 
Figure 14: Scenarios for rebound assumptions following discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors 


 


Disease progression of patients on conventional therapy (A to E) is assumed to be linear from baseline. 
With TNF-alpha inhibitors, patients achieve a response (treatment effect, A to B) and are then assumed to 
achieve a stable response (B to C) until they discontinue treatment (C). Upon discontinuation of TNF-
alpha inhibitors, the BASFI score is assumed to rebound (C to D) to the baseline BASFI score after which 
their disease progresses at the same rate as for conventional therapy (D to F). BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index. 


 
In order to model the return to baseline following discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors, the 


BASFI/BASDAI scores of the ‘Discontinued treatment’ health state for each cycle are a weighted 


mean of the BASFI/BASDAI scores of patients in the ‘Discontinued treatment’ state from the 


previous cycle and patients who have just entered the ‘Discontinued treatment’ state within the 


cycle. The calculation also accounts for mortality associated with the respective health states. 


For the BASFI score for the discontinued state the equation is as follows: 
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The above equation was replicated for the BASDAI score.  


 
The conventional therapy health state includes a fixed rate for disease progression (Section 


6.3.2), with a rate of transition to the ‘Dead’ state that is based on the SMR for AS patients 


(Section 6.3.5). 


 
For the base case analysis, a lifetime time horizon is employed which is consistent with the 


scope for this appraisal. Patients are followed up until 99 years of age, at which point 0.2% of 


patients remain alive. An annual discount rate of 3.5% is applied to both costs and benefits in 


line with the NICE reference case. 


 
6.2.3. Technologies 


In-line with the scope for this appraisal, other comparators for infliximab are biologic 


treatments that are licensed for use in the treatment of AS and have robust evidence of efficacy 


at the appropriate stage of the treatment pathway. In the model, the following TNF-alpha 


inhibitors are considered: 


 
• Adalimumab: 40mg once every two weeks 


• Certolizumab pegol: 400mg at weeks 0, 2, and 4, then 400mg every 4 weeks 


• Etanercept: 50mg once a week 


• Golimumab: 50mg once monthly 


• Infliximab: 5mg/kg at weeks 0, 2, and 6, then every 6 to 8 weeks (the mid-point of 7 


weeks is assumed in the model) 


 
Although TNF‐alpha inhibitors are often used in combination with NSAIDs in clinical practice, 


due to their negligible costs, NSAIDs were not included in the TNF-alpha inhibitor arms in this 


analysis. 


 
Conventional therapy includes a fixed combination of NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-


protectants, bisphosphonates, and physiotherapy. The treatments included in the conventional 


therapy arm were informed through consultation with UK clinical experts (conducted as part of 


NICE TA233) and are aligned with the therapies received by patients in the placebo arm of the 


GO-RAISE trial. Although this trial was conducted in 57 centres in the US, Canada, Europe, and 


Asia, the treatments comprising conventional therapy are consistent with the AS treatment 
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pathway recommended by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the 


European League Against Rheumatism (in 2010)13.  


6.3. Clinical Parameters and Variables 


Baseline data for the model are based on the GO-RAISE trial, considering an average patient, and 


are mean values across all treatment arms (i.e. for patients before allocation). The proportion of 


males is 71.6%. The mean age of subjects is 39.3 years (SE 0.82). For the BASDAI and BASFI 


scores at baseline, the scores are an average of patients randomised to the placebo arm and to 


the golimumab 50mg arm, and are 6.538 (SE 0.11) and 5.036 (SE 0.16), respectively.  


 
6.3.1. Efficacy 


The ASAS score is a composite measure comprising a VAS for pain, inflammation, well-being, 


and function. Improvement in three modalities by 20% or more, without deterioration in the 


fourth modality constitutes an ASAS20 response. The BASDAI score is an alternative measure 


which has been recommended by the ASAS Working Group (Keat et al. 200583). Specifically, 


response is based on a patient achieving a 50% decrease in the BASDAI score, termed 


BASDAI50.  


 
The proportion of patients achieving ASAS20 or BASDAI50 at week 12 (+/-2 weeks) for each 


TNF-alpha inhibitor was obtained from each of the studies included in the systematic review 


and incorporated into a network meta-analysis in order to compare response rates with each of 


the TNF-alpha inhibitors. For conventional therapy, the absolute effect of treatment is estimated 


from the placebo arms of the studies included in the NMA and is based on the predictive 


distribution of the baseline probability used in a random effects model, as recommended by the 


NICE DSU64. 


 
The output of the NMA is the OR of response. The efficacy input needed for the model is the 


proportion of responders which can be calculated from the following equation: 


  


𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 𝑅𝑅 × 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 = [
𝑂𝑅𝑇𝑁𝐹


1 − 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 + (𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 × 𝑂𝑅𝑇𝑁𝐹)
] × 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙  


Where: 
 RR is the relative risk of response; 
 AETPl is the absolute treatment effect of placebo; 


ORTNF is the odds ratio of TNF-alpha treatment versus placebo 
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Estimates for the ORs for responders and proportions of patients that responded to the different 


treatments according to ASAS20 and BASDAI50 are presented in Table 21. 


 
Table 21: ORs and probability of ASAS20 and BASDAI50 response to TNF-alpha inhibitors and 
conventional therapy 


Treatment ASAS20 BASDAI50 
OR (95% CrI) Probability OR (95% CrI) Probability 


Golimumab  3.48 (2.04-5.59) 0.56 5.54 (2.12-12.13) 0.49 
Infliximab 7.30 (4.19-12.0) 0.73 22.44 (2.78-89.05) 0.79 
Adalimumab 4.92 (3.18-7.27) 0.65 5.20 (2.14-10.62) 0.47 
Etanercept* 4.43 (2.57-7.06) 0.62 5.46 (2.03-11.74) 0.60 
Certolizumab pegol† 3.48 (1.34-7.60) 0.56 6.62 (1.66-17.59) 0.53 
Conventional therapy - 0.27 - 0.15 
 
* etanercept based on 50mg dose once weekly; † certolizumab pegol based on 400mg dose every 4 weeks. 
ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
CrI, credible interval; OR, odds ratio. 


 
6.3.2. Disease Progression 


TNF-Alpha Inhibitors 


The BASDAI score (described previously) is also used to assess disease progression along with 


the BASFI score, which is a measure of patient function. Baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores are 


assumed to be identical for all TNF-alpha inhibitors and are based on the baseline scores from 


the GO-RAISE trial. The rate of disease progression on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors is 


based on two sets of equations for BASFI and BASDAI as described in NICE TA233 and McLeod 


et al. 2007, and BASFI and BASDAI data from the GO-RAISE trial to 5 years.  


 
The first set of equations is used to estimate BASFI and BASDAI scores to week 24. The second 


set of equations is used to estimate the BASFI and BASDAI scores to week 108. Consistent with 


the long-term data from the GO-RAISE trial, patients on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors are 


assumed to continue in a stable state for BASFI and BASDAI for the remainder of the time on 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors; this assumption is supported by the 5-year GO-RAISE data 


(Figure 15). 


 
Short-term estimation of BASFI and BASDAI 


For the first 24 weeks, two equations are used to estimate the change from baseline in BASFI 


and BASDAI for patients on either TNF-alpha treatment or conventional therapy. Both equations 


are based on all patients who were randomised to receive either placebo or golimumab 50mg. 
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The equations incorporated coefficients for the marginal effects of differences in baseline BASFI 


and BASDAI scores, baseline age, and the proportion of males. For up to 24 weeks, treatments 


with TNF-alpha inhibitors or conventional therapy are accounted for using a dummy variable, 


which took the value of one for TNF‐alpha inhibitors and zero for conventional care. 


 
Equations for the first 24 weeks are shown below: 


 


BASFI = baseline BASFI ‐ (0.1008 ‐ 0.0284 × age + 0.1780 × baseline BASFI + 1.8096 × treatment 


+ 0.04156 × male + 5.2226 × week^(‐2) ‐ 14.6396 × treatment × week^(‐2)) 


 
Where: 


Baseline BASFI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


  


BASDAI score = baseline BASDAI ‐ (0.4685 ‐ 0.03399 × age + 0.2212 × baseline BASDAI + 2.0620 


× treatment + 0.2652 × male ‐ 3.4664 × week^(‐2) ‐ 7.1029 × treatment * week^(‐2)) 


 
Where: 


Baseline BASDAI is the BASDAI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
Variable parameters and SEs are summarised in Table 22. 
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Table 22: Variable parameters and SEs for equations for estimation of disease progression (short-term) 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
BASFI 
Intercept 0.1008 0.557 
Age -0.0284 0.009874 
Baseline BASFI 0.1780 0.05429 
Treatment 1.8096 0.2551 
Male 0.04156 0.2767 
Week^(-2) 5.226 0.2767 
Treatment × week^(-2) -14.6396 2.2699 
BASDAI 
Intercept 0.4685 0.8126 
Age -0.03399 0.0105 
Baseline BASDAI 0.2212 0.08436 
Treatment 2.0620 0.2742 
Male 0.2652 0.2953 
Week^(-2) -3.4664 2.1365 
Treatment × week^(-2) -7.1029 2.6887 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 
 


Long-term estimation of BASFI and BASDAI 


For the base case model, estimation of long-term disease progression from week 24 to week 


108 for patients who remained on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors is based on a second set 


of equations for the estimation of the BASFI and BASDAI scores: 


 


BASFI score = baseline BASFI ‐ (0.4933 ‐ 0.03915 × age + 0.5706 × baseline BASFI + 0.6523 × 


male + 0.09524 × log (week)) 


 
Where:  


Baseline BASFI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
At week 108, the estimated BASFI score is 2.559 for all patients who did not discontinue 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and is equivalent to a change from baseline of -2.477. For 


the GO-RAISE trial, the mean change from baseline for BASFI at week 104 is -2.7 (SD 2.07). 


Therefore, the above equation for estimation of the BASFI score over the long-term produced an 


under-estimate of the BASFI at week 104, which represents a conservative approach. 
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BASDAI score (from 24 weeks) = baseline BASDAI ‐ (0.6277 ‐ 0.03531 × age + 0.5762 × 


baseline BASDAI + 0.2196 × male + 0.2196 × log (week) 


 
Where:  


Baseline BASDAI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
At week 108, the estimated BASDAI score is constant at 2.938 for all patients who did not 


discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and is equivalent to a change from baseline of -


3.6. For the GO-RAISE trial, the mean change from baseline for BASDAI at week 104 is -4.2 (SD 


2.19). Therefore, the equation for estimation of the BASDAI score over the long-term produced 


an under-estimate of the BASDAI at week 104, which also represents a conservative approach. 


 
Variable parameters and SEs are summarised in Table 23. 


 
Table 23: Variable parameters/SEs for equations to estimate disease progression (long-term) 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
BASFI 
Intercept 0.4933 0.7364 
Age -0.03915 0.01321 
Baseline BASFI 0.5706 0.07292 
Male 0.6523 0.4001 
Log (week) 0.09524 0.04938 
BASDAI 
Intercept 0.6277 1.0303 
Age -0.03531 0.01367 
Baseline BASDAI 0.5762 0.1055 
Male 0.2196 0.4094 
Log (week) 0.2196 0.06908 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 


 


From week 24 (for remainder of the time on treatment), the BASFI regression equation for long-


term disease progression produces a minimal increase in the BASFI score when on treatment 


with TNF-alpha inhibitors, as evidenced by the positive coefficient for age and log (week) (Table 


23). This minimal increase is consistent with the data in the GO-RAISE trial in which the BASFI 


and BASDAI scores remained constant and improvement was sustained for 2‐3 years (Figure 


15). Further, in a separate study of 842 patients who received treatment with TNF‐alpha 


inhibitors and were registered in the DANBIO registry (a Danish nationwide rheumatological 
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database), analysis of the BASFI and BASDAI scores whilst on treatment with TNF-alpha 


inhibitors showed that scores of both levelled off one year after initiation of treatment 


(referenced by McLeod et al.). BASFI scores were maintained to year 4 and increased at year 5; 


however, there is no evidence that this increase is maintained after year 5. BASDAI scores were 


also maintained to year 5. 


 
The annual progression rate of BASFI for the post-week 256 time horizon is set to half the rate 


of conventional therapy in the base case analysis (described for conventional therapy in 


following section, consistent with Kobelt et al. 2004), or equal to the rate of conventional 


therapy in a sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 15: Mean change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI from week 104 to week 256 


 


 
 
“Placebo” consisted of patients who were assigned to conventional therapy at baseline and either entered 
early escape at week 16 to receive golimumab 50mg through to week 256 or crossed-over at week 24 to 
receive golimumab 50mg through to week 256. “Golimumab 50mg” consisted of patients who were 
assigned to golimumab 50mg at baseline and who either entered early escape at week 16 to receive 
golimumab 100mg through week 256 or continued golimumab 50mg through to week 256. “Golimumab 
100mg” consisted of patients who were assigned to golimumab 100mg at baseline and did not receive 
adjustments to their study medication. 
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Conventional Therapy  


The rate of disease progression over the short-term (to week 24) for conventional therapy is 


calculated using the respective equations for estimation of the BASFI and BASDAI scores 


described above. 


 
The rate of disease progression for conventional therapy from week 24 for the remainder of the 


time horizon is based on the approach taken in NICE TA233 in which a value reported by Kobelt 


et al. (2004) is used74. Kobelt and colleagues described a simple linear regression for annual 


disease progression in which the BASFI score increased by a range of 0.03 to 0.09 units per year. 


For the base case model, patients on conventional therapy are assumed to progress at a rate of 


0.07 units per year after week 24 and by a range of 0.03 to 0.09 units per year for the sensitivity 


analyses. 


 


6.3.3. Discontinuation of Treatment 


Short-Term Discontinuation (to week 12) 


It is assumed that patients discontinued treatment due to either a lack of efficacy or due to SAEs. 


According to expert opinion, patients who discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors due 


to SAEs would be unlikely to benefit from continued treatment and trying to separate 


discontinuation due to a lack of response to treatment from discontinuation due to SAEs would 


likely lead to double counting. Thus, in the short‐term, the proportion of patients who 


discontinued treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors due to lack of response is assumed to also 


include those who discontinued due to SAEs. To week 12, the response rate for each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor (assessed through ASAS20 or BASDAI50) is therefore the key driver of the difference 


in the rate of discontinuation between TNF-alpha inhibitors (i.e. if patients do not respond, they 


discontinue).  


 


Long-Term Discontinuation (post-week 12) 


It is not appropriate to extrapolate responder (discontinuation) data at week 12 over the long-


term. In the absence of long-term discontinuation data for TNF-alpha inhibitors, the all-cause, 


annual rate of discontinuation for patients on golimumab was retrieved from the 5-year follow-


up to the GO-RAISE study and applied to all TNF-alpha inhibitors in the model. In the GO-RAISE 


study, the proportion of patients who discontinued treatment in the golimumab 50mg arm from 


week 24 to week 256 was 27.3%, i.e. the number of patients on treatment with golimumab 
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50mg at week 24 was 128 and at week 256 was 93, equivalent to a decrease of 27.3% over 4.46 


years. This is equivalent to an annual discontinuation rate of 6.1% (lower than the long‐term, 


annual discontinuation rate of 15.0% stated in the NICE Assessment report by McLeod et al.76). 


The annual discontinuation rate of 6.1% is applied for the entire time horizon after week 12 in 


the base case analysis. A rate of 15.0% is used in a sensitivity analysis. The highest rate of 


discontinuation reported in the literature is 22.3% (referenced by McLeod et al.), which is also 


used in a sensitivity analysis. Patients who discontinued treatment are assumed not to switch to 


another TNF-alpha inhibitor. Patients on conventional therapy are assumed not to discontinue 


treatment. 


 
6.3.4. Adverse Events 


AEs are included in the model to reflect the tolerability profiles of the comparator treatments. 


AEs are not considered as a separate health state, but their associated costs and disutilities are 


incorporated into the calculation for estimating the ICERs. Only disutilities associated with SAEs 


are applied (for one cycle), no disutility is applied for the remaining AEs and ISRs.  


 
The types and numbers of AEs from GO‐RAISE are shown in Table 24. Cycle rates for 


conventional therapy are calculated by dividing the number of events observed by the number 


of 12 week cycles in the observational period (24 weeks). The OR of AEs, ISRs, and SAEs (for 


each TNF-alpha inhibitor, obtained from the NMA [Table 25]) are then applied to the per cycle 


rate of 0.33 (SD 0.04) for placebo (conventional therapy) to produce the per cycle rate of AEs, 


ISRs, and SAEs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor. From this per cycle rate of AEs for each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor the per cycle rate of ISRs and SAEs were subtracted from the total rate of AEs to 


produce a per cycle rate for AEs excluding ISRs and SAEs. 


 
Table 24: Adverse events in GO-RAISE at 24 weeks 


 Placebo 
Number of patients 78 
Average duration of follow-up (weeks) 19.5 
Sample size in trial 77 
Number of events observed 41 
Total number of cycles administered 125.1 
Infections (not requiring hospitalisation +/or intravenous antibiotics) 21 
Infections (requiring hospitalisation +/or intravenous antibiotics) 3 
Tuberculosis 0 
Nausea 4 
Abdominal pain 3 
Heart failure 0 
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 Placebo 
Hypersensitivity reaction 0 
Fever 0 
Headache 2 
Depression 1 
Lupus erythematosus-like syndrome 0 
Pruritus 1 
Injection-site reaction 2 
Blood disorder  2 
Skin cancer 2 
Lymphoma 0 


 
Table 25: ORs for ISRs, AEs, and SAEs with TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional therapy 


 ISR, OR (95% CrI) AE (≥1), OR (95% CrI) SAE, OR (95% CrI) 
Golimumab  3.03 (0.43-32.54) 1.31 (0.18-9.53) 0.70 (0.05-9.76) 
Infliximab 1.23 (0.25-6.31) 1.79 (0.25-12.97) 2.99 (0.41-35.35) 
Adalimumab N/A 1.89 (0.27-13.38) 0.88 (0.10-7.59) 
Etanercept* 3.16 (1.06-12.74) 1.03 (0.27-4.36) 2.85 (0.10-158.50) 
Certolizumab pegol† N/A N/A N/A 
Conventional therapy‡ 0.10 0.56 0.04 
 
* etanercept based on 50mg dose once weekly; † certolizumab pegol based on 400mg dose every 4 weeks; 
‡ baseline probabilities are reported for conventional therapy. AE, adverse event; CrI, credible interval; 
ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; N/A, not applicable; OR, odds ratio; SAE, serious adverse event. 


 
For adalimumab, data are unavailable for ISRs, therefore, the mid-point of the range of OR data 


for ISRs is used for adalimumab and the SD of the cohort is applied. For certolizumab pegol, data 


for AEs, SAEs, and ISRs are unavailable, therefore, the mid-range and SD for each variable is 


used from the other TNF-alpha inhibitors. 


 


6.3.5. Mortality 


Patients are at risk of death in all stages of the model. The mortality rate is assumed to be 


constant for all interventions. Due to the short-term nature of the trials, data on mortality are 


not available. Published evidence has demonstrated that patients with AS have a higher 


mortality rate84,85,86,87. National life tables for the UK were used to obtain age- and gender-


dependent rates of mortality (Table 26)88. 


 
Table 26: National mortality rates for the UK population and SMR for patients with AS 


Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


18 0.00049 0.00019 0.000791 0.000261 
19 0.00047 0.00022 0.000769 0.000308 
20 0.00052 0.00021 0.000846 0.000293 
21 0.00056 0.00021 0.000906 0.000286 
22 0.00056 0.00021 0.00091 0.000286 
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Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


23 0.00059 0.00025 0.000962 0.000342 
24 0.00055 0.00025 0.000893 0.000339 
25 0.00061 0.00026 0.000998 0.00036 
26 0.00061 0.00027 0.000994 0.000371 
27 0.00063 0.00033 0.001022 0.00045 
28 0.00070 0.00034 0.001136 0.000472 
29 0.00075 0.00032 0.001227 0.000443 
30 0.00081 0.00038 0.001322 0.000523 
31 0.00082 0.00041 0.001338 0.00056 
32 0.00084 0.00045 0.001369 0.000617 
33 0.00091 0.00049 0.001482 0.000672 
34 0.00100 0.00053 0.001622 0.000726 
35 0.00104 0.00059 0.001687 0.00081 
36 0.00112 0.00061 0.001824 0.000842 
37 0.00123 0.00069 0.002005 0.000954 
38 0.00133 0.00077 0.002166 0.001056 
39 0.00145 0.00079 0.002355 0.001094 
40 0.00158 0.00089 0.002575 0.00123 
41 0.00162 0.00101 0.002641 0.001394 
42 0.00176 0.00108 0.002872 0.001484 
43 0.00189 0.00116 0.003077 0.001597 
44 0.00216 0.00127 0.003519 0.001758 
45 0.00227 0.00140 0.003695 0.001933 
46 0.00235 0.00154 0.003829 0.002124 
47 0.00249 0.00162 0.004054 0.002237 
48 0.00273 0.00178 0.004456 0.002462 
49 0.00293 0.00201 0.004768 0.002778 
50 0.00319 0.00218 0.005195 0.003004 
51 0.00352 0.00247 0.005733 0.003406 
52 0.00395 0.00271 0.006437 0.003745 
53 0.00430 0.00293 0.007002 0.004042 
54 0.00465 0.00320 0.007584 0.004422 
55 0.00524 0.00344 0.008546 0.004746 
56 0.00586 0.00381 0.009558 0.005258 
57 0.00624 0.00417 0.010176 0.005748 
58 0.00688 0.00450 0.011218 0.006203 
59 0.00741 0.00503 0.012082 0.006943 
60 0.00824 0.00545 0.013434 0.007518 
61 0.00897 0.00593 0.014615 0.008177 
62 0.00981 0.00637 0.015985 0.008784 
63 0.01047 0.00680 0.017068 0.009384 
64 0.01147 0.00747 0.018696 0.010302 
65 0.01244 0.00813 0.020276 0.011225 
66 0.01419 0.00920 0.023133 0.012699 
67 0.01545 0.01008 0.025184 0.013913 
68 0.01671 0.01091 0.027241 0.01505 
69 0.01897 0.01228 0.030916 0.016952 
70 0.02131 0.01390 0.034727 0.019188 
71 0.02352 0.01497 0.038341 0.020659 
72 0.02569 0.01690 0.041878 0.023326 
73 0.02786 0.01834 0.045413 0.025308 
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Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


74 0.03115 0.02058 0.050768 0.028406 
75 0.03403 0.02280 0.055475 0.031458 
76 0.03797 0.02573 0.061896 0.035509 
77 0.04201 0.02902 0.068478 0.040041 
78 0.04699 0.03274 0.076599 0.045174 
79 0.05165 0.03680 0.084186 0.050781 
80 0.05807 0.04162 0.094652 0.057429 
81 0.06566 0.04705 0.107023 0.064933 
82 0.07353 0.05310 0.119847 0.073272 
83 0.08173 0.06079 0.133218 0.083886 
84 0.09151 0.06850 0.149155 0.094524 
85 0.10190 0.07659 0.166089 0.10569 
86 0.11302 0.08656 0.184216 0.119453 
87 0.12635 0.09593 0.205944 0.132382 
88 0.13863 0.10818 0.225965 0.149286 
89 0.15701 0.12166 0.255928 0.167884 
90 0.16942 0.13922 0.276156 0.192124 
91 0.18398 0.15066 0.299892 0.207914 
92 0.19736 0.16721 0.32169 0.230746 
93 0.21474 0.17920 0.350026 0.247292 
94 0.23816 0.20282 0.388199 0.279889 
95 0.25943 0.22400 0.422863 0.309119 
96 0.28296 0.24550 0.461218 0.338789 
97 0.30413 0.26307 0.49573 0.363037 
98 0.32402 0.28276 0.528159 0.39021 
99 0.34238 0.30558 0.558076 0.421695 
100 0.36544 0.32522 0.595667 0.448802 
 
AS, ankylosing spondylitis; SMR, standardised mortality rate. 


 


The proportion of males and females recruited in the GO-RAISE trial is used to estimate a 


weighted average mortality risk by gender. A study by Bakland et al. (2011) reported that the 


SMR of people with AS is 1.63 (95% CI: 1.29-1.97) for males, 1.38 (95% CI: 0.48-2.28) females, 


and 1.61 (95% CI: 1.29-1.93) for the combined cohort89. The gender-specific SMR for AS from is 


applied to the mortality rates from the general population to calculate adjusted mortality rates 


for AS patients in the model.  


 
A systematic literature review performed as part of a previous NICE review reported that there 


is no published evidence on the impact of treatment with TNF‐alpha inhibitors on the mortality 


of AS patients. Therefore, in the absence of evidence that treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors 


has a positive effect on the mortality of patients with AS compared with conventional therapy, 


we applied the conservative approach that patients treated with TNF-alpha inhibitors had the 


same SMR as patients with AS who did not receive TNF-alpha inhibitors. 
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Since the mortality rates of the national life tables were annual rates, the rates were adjusted for 


the 12 week cycle length of the model using the following equation: 


 


𝑟 =
ln(1 − 𝑃)]


𝑡
 


The cycle rate was transformed to transition probabilities using the following equation: 


 
𝑝 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑟𝑡) 


6.4. Measurement and Valuation of Health-Related Quality of Life 


As previously reported in NICE TA233, patients with AS typically suffer the greatest loss of 


function in the first 10 years (Robertson et al. 2004)90. Consequently, patients may have 


substantial limitations in activity at a relatively young age. Due to the nature of the disease, 


patients continue to have a gradual decline in physical function over time, typically measured by 


the BASFI score90. In NICE TA233 a systematic review did not obtain any relevant studies 


reporting quality of life, and therefore an alternative approach was taken, as outlined below. 


 


Although data were collected for SF-36 in the 5-year GO-RAISE trial, use of these data to 


measure health-related quality of life from the Short Form-6 Domain (SF-6D) index was 


considered inappropriate because it was not consistent with the NICE reference case. In 


addition, Boonen et al. 200791 demonstrated that SF-6D over-estimates health-related quality of 


life for people with AS who have BASFI and BASDAI scores ≥4  (as was the case for the GO-


RAISE trial) compared to EQ-5D, which is consistent with other conditions, such as arthritis and 


lower back pain (Cunillera et al. 2010)92. We also chose not to use the mapping function detailed 


by Rowen et al. 200993 to generate the EQ-5D index from SF-36 because the authors reported 


that this would most likely over-estimate the EQ-5D index for severe forms of the disease (i.e. 


EQ-5D index of 0.5-0.6). In summary, use of either the SF-6D index or mapping of SF-36 to EQ-


5D index would most likely produce an under-estimate of the treatment effect. 


 
Long-term BASDAI and BASFI scores were calculated as described in Section 6.3.2. Data for EQ-


5D utility weights are then calculated for the UK tariff from the BASFI and BASDAI scores using 


the mapping algorithm used in NICE TA233. This equation is shown below and parameters and 


SEs are shown in Table 27.  
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EQ-5D index = 0.877121 - 0.03841 × BASDAI - 0.03225 × BASFI - 0.02789 × male + 0.00168 × age 


 
Where: 


EQ-5D index is the utility weight based on the UK tariff; 
BASDAI is the BASDAI score at each cycle; 
BASFI is the BASFI score at each cycle; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Age is the current age 


 


Table 27: Variable parameters/SEs for equation to estimate EQ-5D index 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
Intercept 0.87721 0.02637 
BASDAI -0.03841 0.00286 
BASFI -0.03225 0.00244 
Male -0.02789 0.01036 
Age 0.00168 0.00044 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 


 
The mean estimate of the EQ-5D index at baseline from the GO-RAISE trial was calculated to be 


0.510 and at week 104 was estimated to be 0.748, equivalent to a change from baseline of 0.238. 


Braun et al. 2007 reported that the change from baseline for EQ-5D index at week 12 was 


approximately 0.3 following weekly treatment with 50mg etanercept94. Boonen et al. 2008 


reported the EQ-5D index of patients with AS prior to treatment with etanercept to be 0.49 (SD 


0.3) with a change from baseline of 0.24 at week 7295. Therefore, the estimated EQ-5D index and 


change from baseline produced by the above equation is consistent with the EQ-5D index 


calculated directly from EQ-5D questionnaires completed by AS patients reported in the 


literature. Key advantages to using this equation to map the BASDAI and BASFI scores to EQ-5D 


include the incorporation of the impact of disease progression over the long-term (lifetime time 


horizon) into the calculation of the EQ-5D index, comparability with previous submissions, and 


consistency of the estimated EQ-5D index at baseline and quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gain 


with published data. 


 
For disutility due to SAEs, a utility weight decrement of 0.01 was applied, based on the 


assumption used in NICE TA233. 


6.5. Resource Identification and Measurement 


First-line treatment of AS in the UK involves a combination of physiotherapy and medication 


(conventional therapy). TNF-alpha inhibitors can then be administered for disease which is 
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uncontrolled with conventional therapy. Disease management i.e. the observation of disease 


progression through laboratory and imaging tests and the management of drug-related AEs is 


also part of the clinical management of the condition. The current clinical management of this 


condition requires patients to have regular contact with specialist rheumatology centres in the 


UK. This involves regular attendance at an outpatient clinic and face-to-face consultation with a 


consultant or non‐consultant in a rheumatology department. Patients with severe active AS may 


also be hospitalised occasionally. Therefore, the resource use and costs considered in the model 


include: 1) drugs, 2) disease management (including medical staff visits, hospitalisations, 


personal and social care, and laboratory and imaging tests), and 3) AEs. 


  
As part of NICE TA233 a systematic review was performed to identify studies reporting cost and 


resource utilisation; however, only one relevant study was identified (Kobelt et al. 2004). This 


study informed the extrapolation of short-term costs to the long-term (see below).  


 
All costs are based on 2012/2013 prices. Costs are predominantly obtained from NHS reference 


costs 2012-201396, the British National Formulary (BNF) 201397, and Personal Social Services 


Resource Unit (PSSRU) 201398. Expert opinion was used in the absence of published resource 


use data. For resource use associated with disease management and the management of AEs, 


opinion was elicited via a survey with clinician experts selected based on their experience in AS. 


In total, seven specialists with experience and expertise in treating AS were interviewed and 


two physiotherapists were also approached to validate the relevant answers of the clinicians. 


Resource use was estimated separately for conventional therapy and TNF‐alpha inhibitors. 


Answers were collated and synthesised using descriptive statistics i.e. mean, SD. 


 
Per cycle resource use and costs for drugs, disease management, and AEs were informed as 


above. For drugs and AEs, the estimated costs were applied to all cycles of the model. For 


disease management, these per cycle costs were adjusted post-week 24 using the equation 


detailed below. This adjustment is to reflect the increase in disease severity over time, as 


described by the BASFI component of the equation, which may necessitate increased resource 


use and costs for disease management. 


 


Annual mean AS-related NHS cost = 1585.30 * exp (0.1832 * BASFI) 


 
The monetary component of the equation above (£1585.30) was inflated from the year 


2005/2006 to 2013 to £1,902.49 using the Pay and Prices index published by the PSSRU.  
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6.5.1. Drug Resource Use and Costs 


TNF-Alpha Inhibitors 


The costs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor per cycle are shown in Table 28 and are based on the 


recommended dose for each of the comparator treatments according to the summary of product 


characteristics, with cost information obtained from the BNF. 


 
Table 28: Per 12-week cycle drug costs for TNF-alpha inhibitors 


Drug  Cost* Dose Source 
Golimumaba £2112.82 50mg, once monthly BNF 65 2013 


Infliximabb   


First 
cycle 


£5362.44 Repeated 2 weeks and 6 weeks 
after initial infusion, then every 
6-8 weeks 


BNF 65 2013 
Second 
cycle 


£2681.22 


Adalimumab £2112.84 40mg, once every two weeks BNF 65 2013 
Etanercept £2145.00 50mg, once weekly BNF 65 2013 


Certolizumab 
pegolc 


First 
cycle 


£0.00 
400mg at weeks 0, 2, and 4, 
then 400mg once every 4 weeks 


BNF 65 2013 
Second 
cycle 


£2145.00 


 
a price of 50mg golimumab, based on the PAS (in which the 100mg dose is the same cost as the 50mg 
dose); b including costs of infusion and drug based on a 7-weekly dosing interval; c cost based on PAS in 
which the drug is provided at £0 for the first cycle (12 weeks). 


 
The cost of golimumab was based on an accepted Patient Access Scheme (PAS) in which the cost 


of the 100mg dose (administered for patients with a weight >100kg) is the same price as the 


50mg dose. Because of the inclusion of the PAS for golimumab, patient weight is not taken into 


account in the economic model. The cost of certolizumab pegol was based on an approved PAS 


in which certolizumab pegol is provided at zero cost for the first 3 months. Infusion costs were 


included for infliximab. 


 
Conventional Therapy 


The drugs/therapies considered to represent conventional therapy in the UK were based on the 


therapies received in the placebo arm of GO-RAISE and on the results of the clinician survey, as 


described above and in NICE TA233. Conventional therapy was assumed to include NSAIDs, 


COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, bisphosphonates, and other medications. The 


disaggregated resource use estimates and associated costs for the drugs and non-drug therapies 


that comprise conventional therapy are shown in Table 29. 
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Table 29: Per 12-week cycle drug/therapy use cost for conventional therapy 


Drug/therapy 
Resource use, mean (SD) 


Pack cost, £ 2013 Source 
Cost per cycle, 
£ 2013 % receiving Average dose, mg Treatment duration HCP admin. time 


NSAIDS 
Diclofenac 0.27 (0.08) 150 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 6.18 (28x50mg) BNF 65 2013 15.10 
Naproxen 0.11 (0.12) 1000 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 1.65 (28x500mg) BNF 65 2013 1.31 
Indomethacin 0.04 (0.08) 125 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 1.70 (28x50mg) BNF 65 2013 0.46 
Ibuprofen 0.14 (0.08) 1600 (438.18) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 3.96 (84x600mg) BNF 65 2013 1.51 
COX-2 inhibitors 
Arcoxia 0.25 (0.14) 90 (17.32) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 22.96 (28x90mg) BNF 65 2013 17.22 
Celecoxib 0.10 (0.06) 285.71 (106.90) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 21.55 (30x200mg) BNF 65 2013 8.67 
Steroids 
Prednisolone 0.03 (0.03) 10.83 (5.85) 5.96 weeks (0.00) 0.33 min (0.82) 1.21 (28x5mg) BNF 65 2013 0.23 
Methylprednisolone 0.02 (0.06) 270 (325.27) - 5 min (7.07) 6.19 (30x4mg) BNF 65 2013 26.74 
Intramuscular depomedrone 0.03 (0.04) 113.33 (16.33) - 13.08 min (23.15) 7.47 (1x120mg) BNF 65 2013 19.47 
Gastro-protectants 
Omeprazole 0.36 (0.31) 20 (0.00)* - - 1.62 (28x20mg) BNF 65 2013 1.77 
Lansoprazole 0.28 (0.20) 24.29 (7.32) - - 1.20 (28x15mg) BNF 65 2013 1.62 
Other 
Sulphadiazine 0.09 (0.10) 2000 (0.00)* - 15 min (17.32) 37.50 (56x500mg) BNF 65 2013 19.61 
Methotrexate 0.08 (0.08) 14.29 (8.43) - 22.5 min (15.00) 3.27 (28x2.5mg) BNF 65 2013 4.40 
Bisphosphonates (Fosamax) 0.07 (0.10) - - - 22.80 (4x70mg) BNF 65 2013 0.49 
Physiotherapy† 0.61 (0.42) 0.93/week (0.80) 47.57 min (45.18) 45.43 min (48.08) 35.00 (per hour) PSSRU 2013 189.38 


Patient education 0.93 (0.10) 0.08/week (0.09) 42.5 min (19.94) 70 min (84.14) 68.00 (one-off) 
Clinical expert 
estimate (NICE 
TA233) 


45.07 


Total cost 382.28 
 
* patients receiving these medications received fixed doses; † physiotherapy calculated as the mean of hospital and community-based physiotherapy (PSSRU 13.1: Hospital 
physiotherapist [wages/salary, salary on-costs, qualifications, overheads, and capital overheads]; 9.1: Community physiotherapist [wages/salary, salary on-costs, qualifications, 
overheads, and capital overheads]). Admin., administration; BNF, British National Formulary; HCP, healthcare professional; NR, not reported; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory steroid; PSSRU, Personal Social Service Research unit; SD, standard deviation. 
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6.5.2. Disease Management and Adverse Events Resource Use and Costs 


The sources of unit costs are described in Table 30. Resource use estimates for disease 


management are presented in Table 31, separately for TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional 


therapy. Per cycle resource use and costs for disease management are summarised in Table 32.  


Per cycle resource use and costs for AEs are shown in Table 33. 


 
Weighted mean estimates of the 12-week costs of AEs for TNF-alpha inhibitors and 


conventional therapy were calculated from the total aggregated costs and frequency of AEs by 


treatment group from the GO-RAISE study. This weighted mean was calculated by summing the 


product of the number of events per AE and the 12-week costs per AE divided by the total 


number of AE events. Since AEs did not constitute a separate health state, the weighted mean 


costs multiplied by the cycle rate of experiencing an AE were added to the aggregated per cycle 


costs for TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional therapy. 
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Table 30: Unit costs for disease management and adverse events 


Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


Medical staff 
visits 


Rheumatologist 139.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.5: Consultant: Medical. Cost per patient hour, including qualification costs) 
Physiotherapist - hospital 36.00 PSSRU 2013 (13.1: Hospital physiotherapy. Cost per hour in clinic, including qualification costs) 


Specialist nurse 90.00 
PSSRU 2013 (10.7: Nurse advanced (lead specialist, clinical nurse specialist, senior specialist). Cost per hour of 
client contact, including qualifications) 


Physiotherapist - community 34.00 PSSRU 2013 (9.1: Community physiotherapist. Cost per hour of client contact, including qualification cost) 


General practitioner 45.00 
PSSRU 2013 (10.8b: General practitioner-unit costs. Cost per patient consultation [11.7 minutes], including direct 
staff care & qualification costs) 


District nurse 48.00 PSSRU 2013 (10.1: Community nurse (district nursing sister, district nurse), including qualification costs) 
Orthopaedic surgeon 140.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.6: Consultant: surgical. Including qualification costs) 
Spinal surgeon 140.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.6: Consultant: surgical. Including qualification costs) 
Helpline 0.25 BT landline rate per 5 minute call 


Hospitalisations 
Intensive care unit 1344.24 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Critical Care Services - Adult: Critical Care Unit. XC04Z mid-range, 4 organs) 
General ward 464.00 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Non-Elective Inpatient (Short Stay) HRG Data HD23D) 
A&E admission 108.00 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Accident and Emergency Services: Leading to Admitted VB09Z) 


Personal and 
social care 


Day care 38.00 PSSRU 2013 (1.4 Local authority day care for older people) 
Home care 98.70 PSSRU 2013 (8.1.3 Community care package for older people: median cost based on all costs - £691) 
Walking stick 15.95 Medisave.co.uk (Folding Adjustable Walking Stick 31-35 Inches Standard) 
Orthotics 27.99 PhysioRoom.com 
Wheelchair 89.00 PSSRU 2013 (7.2 NHS wheelchair. Per self or attendant propelled chair per year) 


Laboratory 
tests 


Urea/electrolyte test 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Full blood count 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Liver function test 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Calcium 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
C-reactive protein 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
ESR 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Urine culture 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Blood culture 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Sputum testing 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Amylase 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
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Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


Skin test 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Chest x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Tuberculin (x-ray abnormal) 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Urine test 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Montoux 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Varicella zoster serology 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
T spot test 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
CSF test 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Autoimmune profile 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
ANF 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
DNA 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Complements 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Urine dipstick 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Ferritin 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Vitamin B12 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Folate tests 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Skin biopsy 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Lymph node biopsy 190.30 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, Procedures on the lymphatic system, with CC score 0, WA24B) 


Imaging tests 


Bone density scan 54.69 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA15Z) 
Spinal x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Pelvic x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Magnetic resonance imaging 144.71 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology,RA02A) 
Ultrasound 43.70 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA23Z) 
Bone scan 67.14 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA15Z) 
Abdominal CT scan 104.20 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology,  RA09A) 


Echocardiogram 61.60 
NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Outpatients DIAGIMOP Diagnostic imaging, Service code 410 
Rheumatology, Direct Access RA60A) 


ECG 53.26 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Direct Access: Diagnostic Services EA4Z7) 
Endoscopy  414.52 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Day Cases HRG Data, mean of total FZ63Z) 
Upper GI endoscopy 594.08 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Day Cases HRG Data, mean of total, FZ60Z) 


AE Amoxicillin  0.0001 BNF 65 2013 
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Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


medications* Co-amoxiclav 250mg 0.0004 BNF 65 2013 
Co-amoxiclav 500mg 0.0003 BNF 65 2013 
Tazocin 0.0034 BNF 65 2013 
Gentamicin 0.1480 BNF 65 2013 
Cefuroxime 0.0038 BNF 65 2013 
Rifater  0.2195 BNF 65 2013 
Ethambutol 0.0021 BNF 65 2013 
Rifinah 300  0.3754 BNF 65 2013 
Maxolon 0.0062 BNF 65 2013 
Omeprazole 0.0029 BNF 65 2013 
Lansoprazole 0.0029 BNF 65 2013 
Paracetamol 0.0000 BNF 65 2013 
Furosemide  0.0007 BNF 65 2013 
Piriton 0.0145 BNF 65 2013 
Cetirizine 0.0028 BNF 65 2013 
Fluoxetine 0.0024 BNF 65 2013 
Prednisolone 0.0084 BNF 65 2013 
Ferrous sulphate  0.0002 BNF 65 2013 


Additional AE 
treatments 


Blood transfusion 151.04 National Blood Service: National Prices 2007/2008 
Surgery (for skin cancer) 1670.44 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Elective Inpatient HRG Data Intermediate Skin Procedures JC42A) 


Chemo/radiotherapy/surgery 147.04 
NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Consultant Led: First Attendance, outpatient, Multiprofessional Non-Admitted 
Rheumatology, service code 410 ) 


 
* drug costs are per mg. A&E, Accident & Emergency; AE, adverse event; ANF, antinuclear factor; BNF, British National Formulary; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; CT, computed 
tomography; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; ECG, electrocardiogram; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GI, gastrointestinal; NHS, National Health Service; PSSRU, Personal Social 
Services Research Unit; ref., reference; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 31: Resource use for disease management 


Category Item 
Conventional therapy, mean (SD) TNF-alpha inhibitor, mean (SD) 
Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other 


Medical staff visits 


Rheumatologist 0.14 (0.07)    0.13 (0.12)    
Physiotherapist - hospital 1.31 (1.92)    1.19 (1.87)    
Specialist nurse 0.02 (0.04) 0.25 (0.50)   0.21 (0.21) -   
Helpline  -    0.04 (0.08)   
Orthopaedic surgeon  0.25 (0.50)    0.25 (0.50)   
Spinal surgeon  0.25 (0.50)    0.25 (0.50)   
Physiotherapist - community 1.00 (2.00)    1.00 (2.00)    
General practitioner 0.22 (0.20)    0.10 (0.15)    
District nurse -    1.00 (2.00)    


Laboratory tests 


Urea and electrolyte 0.11 (0.04)  0.84 (0.29)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
Full blood count 0.11 (0.04)  0.86 (0.25)  0.23 (0.09)  1.00 (0.00)  
Liver function test 0.32 (0.40)  0.75 (0.47)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
Calcium 0.12 (0.04)  0.74 (0.49)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
C-reactive protein 0.11 (0.04)  0.89 (0.19)  0.21 (0.12)  0.88 (0.25)  


Monitoring test for 
TB 


Chest x-ray 0.08 (0.02)  0.03 (0.05)  0.03 (0.04)  0.75 (0.50)  
Skin test -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.25 (0.50)  
Urine test 0.23 (0.07)  0.25 (0.50)  0.31 (0.09)  1.00 (0.30)  
Montoux -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.20 (0.40)  
Varicella zoster serology -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.25 (0.50)  
T spot test -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.03 (0.05)  


Imaging 
investigations 


Bone density scan 0.02 (0.01)  0.68 (0.39)  0.02 (0.01)  0.68 (0.39)  
Spinal x-ray 0.02 (0.01) - 1.00 (0.00)  0.02 (0.02) 0.25 (0.50) 0.90 (0.20)  
Pelvic x-ray 0.01 (0.02) 0.50 (0.58) 1.00 (0.00)  0.02 (0.02) 0.33 (0.58) 0.75 (0.5)  
MRI 1.00 (0.00)  0.39 (0.42)  1.00 (0.00)  0.39 (0.42)  
Ultrasound  1.00 (0.00) 0.03 (0.03)   1.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02)  


Hospitalisation 


Hospitalisation   0.03 (0.03)    0.02 (0.02)  
# of hospitalisations 0.08 (0.00)    0.08 (0.00)    
ICU stay    2.00 (2.83)*    1.00 (1.41)* 
General ward stay    10.50 (4.95)*    8.50 (2.12)* 
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Category Item 
Conventional therapy, mean (SD) TNF-alpha inhibitor, mean (SD) 
Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other 


A&E admission   0.13 (0.11)    0.00 (0.00)  
Rheumatologist follow-up    0.50 (0.58)†    0.25 (0.50)† 
Physio follow-up    1.75 (2.87)†    1.75 (2.87)† 
GP follow-up    1.50 (1.91)†    0.75 (0.96)† 
Nurse follow-up    0.50 (1.00)†    0.00 (0.00)† 
Helpline follow-up    1.25 (1.50)†    1.25 (1.89)† 
Orthopaedic surgeon follow-up    0.50 (1.00)†    0.50 (1.00)† 


Social care 
Day care  4.00 (1.20)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.30)‡ 0.48 (0.03)  - 1.00 (0.00)‡ 
Home care 4.00 (0.00) - 0.33 (0.58) 1.00 (0.00)‡ - 1.00 (0.30) 0.01 (0.02) - 
Physiotherapy 0.12 (0.16)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 4.15 (5.44)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 


Assistive devices 
Walking stick 0.01 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02)  1.00 (0.30)‡ 0.003 (0.01) 1.00 (0.03)  1.00 (0.30)‡ 
Orthotics  0.12 (0.05) 0.10 (0.12) 1.00 (0.00)‡  1.00 (0.00) 0.80 (0.10) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 
Wheelchair  1.00 (0.30) 0.13 (0.25) 1.00 (0.30)‡  - - - 


 
* number of days; † per hospitalisation; ‡ proportion that is NHS-funded. A&E, Accident & Emergency; GP, general practitioner; ICU, intensive care unit; MRI, magnetic resonance 
imaging; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 32: Per 12-week cycle resource use and costs for disease management 


Category Type 
TNF-alpha inhibitors Conventional therapy 
Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) 


Medical staff visits 


Rheumatologist 0.389 54.12 0.420 58.42 
Hospital physiotherapist 3.582 128.97 3.93 141.54 
Specialist nurse 0.633 56.96 0.311 27.96 
Community physiotherapist 6.146 208.97 11.09 376.93 
General practitioner 0.291 13.08 0.671 30.20 
District nurse 3 144.00 0 0.00 
Orthopaedic surgeon 0.252 35.28 0.253 35.44 
Spinal surgeon 0.25 35.00 1 140.00 
Helpline 0.120 0.03 0.00791 0.002 


Total cost 676.41 (203.00) Total cost 810.50 (243.15) 


Hospitalisations 


Intensive care unit 0.004027 5.41 0.0127 17.01 
General ward 0.03423 15.88 0.06645 30.83 
A&E admission 0 0.00 0.0007911 0.09 


Total cost 21.30 (6.39) Total cost 47.93 (14.38) 


Personal and social 
care 


Day care 0 0.00 3 114.00 
Home care 0 0.00 4 394.80 
Walking stick 0.0025 0.04 0.000384 0.006 
Orthotics 0.075 2.10 0.0115 0.32 
Wheelchair 0 0.00 0.125 11.13 


Total cost 2.14 (0.64) Total cost 520.25 (156.08) 


Laboratory tests 


Urea/electrolyte test 0.575 0.72 0.265 0.33 
Full blood count 0.69 2.08 0.273 0.82 
Liver function test 0.575 0.72 0.712 0.89 
Calcium 0.575 0.72 0.256 0.32 
C-reactive protein 0.554 0.69 0.281 0.35 
Skin test 0.25 1.70 0 0.00 
Chest x-ray 1.558 44.05 0.00575 0.16 
Tuberculin (if x-ray abnormal) 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Urine test 0.921 6.24 0.173 1.17 
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Category Type 
TNF-alpha inhibitors Conventional therapy 
Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) 


Montoux 0.2 25.04 0 0.00 
Varicella zoster serology 0.25 0.75 0 0.00 
T spot test 0.025 0.08 0 0.00 


Total cost 82.77 (24.83) Total cost 4.04 (1.21) 


Imaging tests 


Bone density scanning 0.0434 2.37 0.0375 2.05 
Spinal x-ray 0.727 20.56 0.0729 2.06 
Pelvic x-ray 0.376 10.65 0.543 15.36 
Magnetic resonance imaging 0.3875 56.07 0.3875 56.07 
Ultrasound 0.02 0.87 0.0275 1.20 


Total cost 90.53 (27.16) Total cost 76.75 (23.03) 
 
A&E, Accident & Emergency; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 33: Per 12-week cycle resource use and costs for adverse events 


Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Infections not 
requiring 
hospitalisation 
and/or IV 
antibiotics 


- 
% treated as outpatients 0.27 (0.49) - 
# of specialist visits 1.33 (0.58) 49.11 
# of GP visits 4.50 (3.70) 53.66 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.66 (0.45); 1.25 (0.50) 2.49 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.06 (0.05); 1.00 (0.00) 1.77 
Urine culture % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.06 (0.09); 1.00 (0.00) 0.42 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.04); 0.33 (0.58) 0.010 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.22 (0.33); 0.67 (0.58) 0.18 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.16 (0.29);  1.00 (0.00) 0.20 
Amoxicillin % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.45 (0.42); 1375.00 (216.51); 7.00 (0.00) 0.50 
Co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.63 (1.25); 1125.00 (337.50); 5.00 (1.50) 8.51 


Total cost 116.85 


Infections requiring 
hospitalisation 
and/or IV 
antibiotics 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.35 (0.46); 0.34 (0.47) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 9.33 (4.04) 1494.08 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.33 (0.58) 154.59 
# of specialist visits 2.67 (1.15) 124.17 
# of GP visits 2.33 (2.52) 35.18 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 4.50 (2.12) 6.77 
Blood cultures % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 3.50 (3.54) 11.87 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00 (0.30) 0.42 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00( 0.30) 0.42 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00 (0.30) 9.43 
Co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.13 (0.25); 1125.00 (337.50); 7.00 (2.10) 2.38 
Tazocin % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 13500.00 (0.00); 7.00 (0.00) 79.64 
Plus gentamicin  % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 350.00 (0.00); 5.00 (0.00) 64.75 
Plus co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 1875.00 (0.00); 7.00 (2.10) 7.94 
Cefuroxime % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.23 (0.45); 2250.00 (675.00); 10.00 (3.00) 19.06 


Total cost 2010.69 
Tuberculosis - % hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.08 (0.17); 0.58 (0.50) - 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Average hospital stay (days) 7.00 (2.10) 267.96 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
# of specialist visits 5.33 (1.15) 431.83 
# of GP visits 2.67 (1.15) 69.90 


Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.75 (0.50); 3.67 (2.31) 77.78 
Sputum testing % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 4.00 (1.41) 250.37 
Rifater % receiving; average dose (tablets/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 6.00 (0.00); 60.00 (0.00) 59.27 
Plus ethambutol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 1050.00 (0.00); 60.00 (0.00) 101.33 
Rifinah 300 % receiving; average dose (tablets/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 2.00 (0.00); 120.00 (0.00) 67.56 


Total cost 1326.00 


 Nausea 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.55 (0.53) - 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (0.58) 37.88 
# of GP visits 1.75 (0.50) 42.92 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.02 (0.03); 1.00 (0.00) 0.060 
Endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.13 (0.25); 1.00 (0.30) 51.82 
Abdominal CT scan % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.13 (0.25); 1.00 (0.30) 13.03 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Maxolon % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 30.00 (9.00); 7.00 (2.10) 0.23 
Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.0025 (0.01); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.0060 
Lansoprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 15.00 (4.50); 30.00 (9.00) 0.32 


Total cost 146.32 


Abdominal pain 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.53 (0.55) - 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (1.00) 36.49 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.00) 47.25 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.44 (0.49); 1.33 (0.58) 1.75 
Amylase % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.18 (0.35); 2.00 (0.60) 0.44 
Endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.01 (0.02); 1.00 (0.30) 3.11 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.20 (0.40); 4000 (1200); 7.00 (2.10) 0.11 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.02); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.024 
Total cost 89.23 


Heart failure 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.25 (0.50) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 10.00 (3.00) 11.60 
Average ICU stay (days) 1.00 (0.30) 3.36 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.60) 69.50 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.60) 22.50 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 1.00 (0.00) 14.14 
Echocardiogram % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.38 (0.48); 1.00 (0.00) 23.10 
ECG % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 13.31 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Furosemide % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.71 (0.48); 53.33 (23.09); 84.00 (0.00) 2.08 


Total cost 160.66 


Hypersensitivity 
reaction 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.27 (0.49) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
Average ICU stay (days) 2.00 (0.60) 6.72 
# of specialist visits 0.75 (0.96) 27.63 
# of GP visits 1.00 (1.15) 11.93 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Piriton % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.50 (0.44); 13.33 (8.33); 9.67 (7.51) 0.93 
Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.01); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.00014 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.20 (0.40); 4000.00 (1200.00); 2.00 (0.60) 0.032 


Total cost 47.99 


Fever 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.50 (0.58) - 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.00) 139.00 
# of GP visits 1.00 (1.41) 22.50 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 2.50 (0.71) 3.76 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 1.50 (0.71) 21.21 
Urine test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 2.00 (0.60) 3.39 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.46 (0.53); 4000.00 (0.00); 7.00 (0.00) 0.26 


Total cost 191.37 


Headache 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.26 (0.49) - 
# of specialist visits 1.00 (1.41) 36.49 
# of GP visits 1.50 (0.71) 17.72 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 0.15 
CT scan % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 5.21 
CSF test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 0.34 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.34 (0.39); 4000.00 (0.00); 14.00 (0.00) 0.38 


Total cost 60.28 


Depression 
- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.60) 69.50 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.60) 22.50 


Fluoxetine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.03 (0.05); 20.00 (6.00); 84.00 (0.00) 0.099 
Total cost 92.10 


Lupus 
erythematosus-like 
syndrome 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 3.50 (2.12) 122.84 
# of GP visits 1.50 (0.71) 17.04 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 2.00 (1.41) 3.01 
Autoimmune profile % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
ANF % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
DNA % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Complements % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Urine dipstick % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Prednisolone % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.05 (0.10); 20.00 (6.00); 28.00 (8.40) 0.24 
Total cost 155.32 


Pruritis 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.51 (0.57) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
Average ICU stay (days) 2.00 (0.60) 6.72 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (1.00) 35.10 
# of GP visits 1.75 (0.50) 39.77 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Piriton % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 20.00 (6.00); 14.00 (4.20) 0.71 
Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.13 (0.25); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.0035 


Total cost 83.05 


Injection-site 
reaction 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.34 (0.46) - 
# of specialist visits 1.75 (0.50) 82.71 
# of GP visits 0.75 (0.96) 11.48 


Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.02 (0.04); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.00053 
Total cost 94.18 


Blood disorder 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.34 (0.46) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.03 (0.01) 0.035 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
# of specialist visits 1.17 (0.76) 54.73 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.00) 30.38 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Ferritin % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Vitamin B12 % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Folate tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Upper GI endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.11 (0.20); 1.00 (0.00) 62.38 
Blood transfusion % receiving; average duration (days) 0.03 (0.05); 7.00 (2.10) 26.43 
Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.01); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.012 
Ferrous sulphate % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.08 (0.15); 600.00 (0.00); 135.00 (63.64) 1.17 
Lansoprozole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 15.00 (4.50); 84.00 (0.00) 0.63 


Total cost 187.92 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Skin cancer 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 6.00 (1.80) 208.50 
# of GP visits 6.00 (1.80) 67.50 


Skin biopsy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 31.30 
Surgery % receiving; average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 7.00 (2.10) 2923.28 


Total cost 3230.57 


Lymphoma 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 10.00 (0.00) 347.50 
# of GP visits 10.00 (3.00) 112.50 


Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 21.21 
CT scan chest/abdomen % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 78.15 
Lymph node biopsy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 47.58 
Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Chemo/radio/surgery % receiving 0.25 (0.50) 36.76 


Total cost 645.96 
 
ANF, antinuclear factor; CRP, C-reactive protein; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; CT, computed tomography; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; ECG, electrocardiogram; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate; GI, gastrointestinal; GP, general practitioner; ICU, intensive care unit; IV, intravenous; SD, standard deviation. 
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6.6. Base Case Analysis 


The values used in the base case analysis are outlined in Table 34. 


 
Table 34: Summary of variables considered in base case analysis 


Variable Value Range Distribution 
Time horizon Lifetime - - 
Cycle length 12 weeks - - 
Discount rate 3.5% - - 
Starting age in the model 39.3 years SE 0.82 Normal, truncated  
Gender (% males) 71.6% +/-30% - 
Baseline BASDAI score 6.54 SE 0.11 Normal, truncated 
Baseline BASFI score 5.04 SE 0.16 Normal, truncated 
Standardised mortality ratio for AS Male: 1.63 


Female: 1.38 
SE 0.106 
SE 0.324 


Lognormal 


RR for response with ADA 
(BASDAI50) 


3.23 SE 3.14 Lognormal 


RR for response with CZP 
(BASDAI50) 


3.64 SE 9.74 Lognormal 


RR for response with ETN 
(BASDAI50) 


3.31 SE 4.52 Lognormal 


RR for response with GOL 
(BASDAI50) 


3.34 SE 3.58 Lognormal 


RR for response with IFX 
(BASDAI50) 


5.45 SE 51.32 Lognormal 


Response rate with conventional 
therapy (absolute treatment effect) 
(BASDAI50) 


0.145 SE 0.053 Beta 


RR for ≥1AE rate for ADA 1.260 SE 3.238 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for CZP 1.137 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for ETN 1.014 SE 1.339 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for GOL 1.117 SE 2.313 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for IFX 1.239 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
≥AE rate for conventional therapy 
(absolute treatment effect) 


0.562 SE 0.264 Beta 


RR for SAE rate for ADA 0.887 SE 1.641 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for CZP 1.744 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for ETN 2.661 SE 41.87 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for GOL 0.707 SE 1.904 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for IFX 2.781 SE 6.879 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for conventional 
therapy (absolute treatment effect) 


0.038 SE 0.095 Beta 


RR for ISR rate with ADA 1.902 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with CZP 1.902 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with ETN 2.603 SE 4.13 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with GOL 2.522 SE 6.991 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with IFX 1.200 SE 1.847 Lognormal 
ISR rate with conventional therapy 
(absolute treatment effect) 


0.099 SE 0.120 Beta 


Annual discontinuation rate with 
TNF-alpha inhibitors 


6.1% SE 2.0% Beta 
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Variable Value Range Distribution 
Annual discontinuation rate with 
conventional therapy (absolute 
treatment effect) 


0.0% - - 


Rebound assumption Rebound to 
baseline 


- - 


12 week cost of ADA £2112.84 SE £634.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of CZP, first cycle £0.00 SE £0.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of CZP, second and 
subsequent cycles 


£2145.00 SE £644.00 Gamma 


12 week cost of ETN £2145.00 SE £644.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of GOL £2112.82 SE £634.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of IFX, first cycle £6256.18 SE £1877.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of IFX, second and 
subsequent cycles 


£3128.09 SE £938.00 Gamma 


12 week cost of conventional therapy £382.28 SE £115.00 Gamma 
Short-term treatment cost (TNF-
alpha inhibitors) 


£1198.66 - Gamma 


Short-term treatment cost 
(conventional therapy) 


£1646.45 - Gamma 


Weighted average AE cost (TNF-
alpha inhibitors) 


£218.42 SE £65.53 Gamma 


Weighted average AE cost 
(conventional therapy) 


£401.75 SE £120.52 Gamma 


Cost of ISRs £94.18 SE £28.25 Gamma 
Coefficient for BASFI score (long-
term cost regression) 


0.1832 SE 0.05496 Normal 


Intercept (long-term cost regression) £1585.30 SE £476.00 Normal 
Disutililities due to AEs  0.01 SE 0.003 Gamma 
Annual disease progression 
according to BASFI (conventional 
therapy) 


0.07 0.021 Normal, truncated 


 
ADA, adalimumab; AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; 
ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; SAE, serious 
adverse event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


6.7. Sensitivity Analysis 


6.7.1. Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis 


One‐way deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSAs) were used to identify the key drivers of 


uncertainty in the estimation of the incremental cost-effectiveness of each intervention. For 


continuous variables, where available, the SD or SE of each parameter was used to define the 


upper and lower values for sensitivity analysis. Where the SD or SE was not available, the upper 


and lower limits of the range were defined as +/‐30% of the parameter. In addition, one-way 


sensitivity analyses were performed to characterise the effect of changing key assumptions for 


the base case. Key variables changed are shown in Table 35. 
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Table 35: Summary of variables adjusted for scenario analysis 


Variable Value Rationale 
Time horizon 1 year, 5 year Bansback et al. (2007) 
Age at baseline 30 years, 60 years Upper bound of lifespan 
Gender (% males) 0%, 100% Full possible range 
RR for response with ADA (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.39 Alternative measure for 


response used in UK clinical 
practice 


RR for response with CZP (BASDAI50) ASAS20 1.79 
RR for response with ETN (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.30 
RR for response with GOL (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.08 
RR for response with IFX (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.70 
Response with conventional therapy (absolute 
treatment effect) (BASDAI50) 


ASAS20 27% 


Annual discontinuation rate with TNF-alpha 
inhibitors 


15.0%, 22.3% 15.0% recommended by 
McLeod et al. 22.3% is the 
largest alternative published 
cited by McLeod et al. 


Rebound assumption Rebound to 
conventional 


Wailoo et al. 2008 


Disutililities due to SAEs (TNF-alpha inhibitors) 0.1 Maximum likely disutility 
presented in NICE TA233 


Annual disease progression according to BASFI 
(conventional therapy) 


0.03, 0.09 Kobelt et al. 2004 


 
ADA, adalimumab; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; SAE, 
serious adverse event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


6.7.2. Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis 


A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was performed to account for multivariate and 


stochastic uncertainty in the model from which the probabilistic ICER was calculated in 


accordance with the NICE reference case. The PSA was based on the base case, including the PAS 


prices for golimumab and certolizumab pegol, and considering BASDAI50 as the outcome 


measure of response to treatment. The PSA was undertaken with 10,000 simulations. 


Distributions for parameters were based on recommendations by Briggs et al.99 and are detailed 


in Table 34. A lognormal distribution was applied to the ORs for outcomes, including BASDAI50, 


AEs, and the SMR for AS. A gamma distribution was applied to costs. A normal, truncated 


distribution was applied to the baseline age limited to avoid incorporation of patients aged less 


than 18 years. A normal, truncated distribution was applied to the baseline BASFI and BASDAI 


scores to ensure that the range was limited to between 0 and 10. A gamma distribution was 


applied to disutilities and a beta distribution was applied to the discontinuation rate. A normal, 


truncated distribution was applied to the annual rates of progression of the BASFI score for 


conventional therapy. 
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Since parameters estimated by regression analysis (e.g. for disease progression from the GO‐


RAISE trial) are not independent, a Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix was 


employed where variance‐covariance matrices were available (e.g. progression of the BASFI and 


BASDAI scores)99. Since variance‐covariance matrices were not available for the long‐term cost 


and utility regression, their parameters were assumed to be distributed normally.  


6.8. Results 


The Markov traces and details of the QALYs accrued over time are available in the Microsoft 


Excel® model accompanying this submission. 


 
6.8.1. Base Case Analysis 


Incremental results for the base case when TNF-alpha inhibitors are compared with 


conventional therapy are shown in Table 36. Incremental results for the base case when TNF-


alpha inhibitors are compared with each other are shown in Table 37. The cost-effective 


acceptability curves demonstrating the probability that a specific treatment will be the most 


cost-effective over a range of willingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds are presented in Figure 16. 


 
TNF-alpha inhibitors result in increased QALYs when compared to conventional therapy, 


ranging from 1.09 for adalimumab to 1.17 for infliximab. This is achieved at an increased cost 


(from £20,153 when adalimumab is administered to £50,607 for infliximab). The estimated 


ICERs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor when compared with conventional therapy ranged from 


£18,508 to £43,432 per additional QALY gained (for adalimumab and infliximab versus 


conventional therapy, respectively). The incremental analysis of each treatment versus each 


other and based on the incremental cost demonstrated that etanercept is dominated by 


certolizumab pegol. 


 
None of the assessed TNF-alpha inhibitors has more than 30% likelihood of being cost-effective. 


At a WTP threshold of £20,000, there is a 20% probability that golimumab and adalimumab are 


likely to be the most cost-effective treatments for AS with and a 30% probability that 


certolizumab pegol is likely to be cost-effective. However, the cost-effectiveness curves and the 


cost-effectiveness frontier highlight the considerable uncertainty in differentiating the cost-


effectiveness of golimumab, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, and etanercept. 
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Table 36: Absolute and incremental costs and QALYs, ICERs, and incremental analysis for TNF-alpha 
inhibitors versus conventional therapy 


Treatment 
Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


Incremental cost per 
QALY (£) 


Conventional 
therapy (reference) 


162,600 10.5390 - - - 


Adalimumab 182,752 11.6279 20,153 1.0889 18,508 (21,291) 
Golimumab 183,235 11.6336 20,636 1.0946 18,852 (21,311) 
Certolizumab pegol 184,570 11.6598 21,970 1.1208 19,603 (19,153) 
Etanercept 186,030 11.6456 23,430 1.1066 21,174 (22,177) 
Infliximab 213,207 11.7042 50,607 1.1652 43,432 (44,872) 
 
Results are based on the PSA and incremental analysis based on incremental cost. Results for the ICERs 
produced by the deterministic analyses are shown in brackets. QALY, quality-adjusted life year. 
 
Table 37: Absolute and incremental costs and QALYs, and incremental analysis for TNF-alpha inhibitors 
versus each other 


Treatment 
Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


Incremental cost per 
QALY (£) 


Conventional therapy 
(reference) 


162,600 10.539 - - - 


Adalimumab 182,752 11.628 20,153 1.0889 18,508 
Golimumab 183,235 11.634 483 0.00578 83,572 
Certolizumab pegol 184,570 11.660 1,335 0.0261 51,058 
Etanercept 186,030 11.646 1,460 -0.0142 Dominated by CZP 
Infliximab 213,207 11.704 28,637 0.0443 644,574 
 
Results based on PSA and incremental analysis based on incremental cost. CZP, certolizumab pegol; QALY, 
quality-adjusted life year. 
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Figure 16: Cost-effective acceptability curves demonstrating the probability that a specific treatment will 
be the most cost-effective over a range of WTP thresholds 


 


WTP, willingness-to-pay.  


 
6.8.2. Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis 


The deterministic sensitivity analysis indicates the ten key drivers which have the greatest 


impact upon the cost-effectiveness findings when varied (Figure 17). Full results for the top ten 


drivers are presented in Table 38. The results of the deterministic sensitivity analysis when all 


variables are considered are shown in Appendix C. 


 
Based on the results of the deterministic sensitivity analyses, the ICERs of infliximab versus 


conventional therapy remained mostly robust. One-way sensitivity analysis of the ICER for 


infliximab versus conventional therapy demonstrates that the cost of infliximab (varied by +/-


30%) and the estimation of the long-term cost of treatment based on the BASFI (based on SE) 


are the two variables with the highest impact on the estimated ICER. When the lower bounds of 


these two variables were considered, the estimated ICERs for infliximab versus conventional 


therapy were below £30,000. An increase in the long-term treatment costs of AS associated with 


the BASFI score increased the long-term treatment costs for conventional therapy compared to 
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that of patients on TNF-alpha inhibitors, who have a lower BASFI score, resulting in an ICER 


lower than £30,000. Therefore, a relevant source of uncertainty seems to be related to the 


methodological approach used for the estimation of the long-term treatment costs. However, 


uncertainty surrounding all other variables seems to have a minimum impact on the estimated 


ICERs. 


 
Figure 17: Tornado diagram of results of one-way sensitivity analysis 


 


 
cInfl2, cost of infliximab for cycle 2 onwards; cCoefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term cost 
regression; cIntercept, intercept in the long-term cost regression; BASFIregression, BASFI scores in AS 
based on regression; BASDAIregression, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression; progCov, annual 
disease progression according to BASFI on conventional therapy; BASDAIregression24, BASDAI scores in 
AS based on regression in the first 24 weeks; u_coefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term 
utility regression; u_coefBASDAI, coefficient for BASDAI score in the long-term utility regression; 
respConv, percentage of patients responding according to BASDAI50 on conventional therapy. ICER, 
incremental cost-effectiveness analysis; QALY, quality-adjusted life year. 
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Table 38: Deterministic, one-way sensitivity analysis for infliximab (top ten drivers) 


Variable 
Parameter ICER (£) 
Mean Lower  Upper  Lower Upper 


cInfl2 3128.09 2189.663 4066.517 26,975.37 62,767.77 
cCoefBASFI 0.1832 0.075478 0.290922 54,966.24 21,477.74 
cIntercept 1585.3 653.1436 2517.456 52,702.39 37,040.76 
BASFIregression Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 52,810.75 38,751.22 
BASDAIregression Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 52,853.23 38,984.34 
progConv 0.07 0.049 0.091 49,791.05 40,218.15 
BASDAIregression24 Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 41,181.36 49,288.23 
u_coefBASFI -0.032252 -0.037025 -0.027479 41,718.81 48,539.81 
u_coefBASDAI -0.038409 -0.044005 -0.032813 41,876.50 48,328.07 
respConv 0.1455 0.06158 0.2699 48,195.69 43,296.00 
 
The deterministic ICER for the base case was £44,872. Range for each variable was set to +/-30% or the 
SE where available. cInfl2, cost of infliximab for cycle 2 onwards; cCoefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score 
in the long-term cost regression; cIntercept, intercept in the long-term cost regression; BASFIregression, 
BASFI scores in AS based on regression; BASDAIregression, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression; 
progCov, annual disease progression according to BASFI on conventional therapy; BASDAIregression24, 
BASDAI scores in AS based on regression in the first 24 weeks; u_coefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in 
the long-term utility regression; u_coefBASDAI, coefficient for BASDAI score in the long-term utility 
regression; respConv, percentage of patients responding according to BASDAI50 on conventional therapy. 
CI, confidence interval; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 
Finally, Table 42 presents the results of the scenario analyses. Based on the key assumptions 


shown, TNF-alpha inhibitors: 


• are more cost-effective as the time horizon increases; 


• are a more cost-effective treatment for younger patients (e.g. 30 years);  


• are cost-effective regardless of gender with the exception of infliximab; 


• remain cost-effective regardless of whether the BASDAI50 or ASAS20 response criteria 


are used to define response with the exception of infliximab; 


• are cost-effectiveness regardless of the discontinuation rate; and  


• are cost-effective regardless of the disutility rate applied for SAEs 


 
TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective for the key structural assumption of rebound to 


baseline following discontinuation of treatment, remain cost-effective when they are assumed 


to rebound to the BASFI score of conventional treatment at any point in the time horizon. In 


addition, when the annual rate of BASFI progression for conventional therapy is reduced from 


0.07 to 0.03, TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective at the higher rate remain cost-effective 


at the lower rate. 
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Table 39: Effect of key variables and scenario analyses on the ICER for each TNF-alpha inhibitor versus conventional therapy 


Variable 
Parameter for 
base case 


Alternative 
parameter 


Infliximab Golimumab Adalimumab 
Certolizumab 
pegol 


Etanercept 


Base case - - £44,872 £21,311 £21,291 £19,153 £22,177 


Time horizon Lifetime 
1 year £113,279 £39,492 £39,669 £612 £40,907 
5 years £63,281 £30,855 £30,868 £23,600 £31,911 


Age at baseline 39.3 years 
30 years £39,884 £17,975 £17,954 £16,043 £18,775 
60 years £61,684 £32,147 £32,131 £28,757 £33,237 


Gender (% males) 71.6% 
0% £47,894 £23,190 £23,168 £20,983 £24,102 
100% £43,706 £20,590 £20,570 £18,452 £21,438 


Response measure BASDAI50 ASAS20 £45,037 £21,231 £21,137 £19,227 £22,046 


Long-term discontinuation rate 
(annual) 


6.1% 
15.0% £45,131 £19,612 £19,609 £15,325 £20,463 
23.7% £46,951 £19,033 £19,045 £12,692 £19,892 


Rebound assumption  
Rebound to 
baseline 


Rebound to 
conventional 


£52,327 £26,817 £26,799 £24,458 £27,772 


SAE disutility*  


TNF-alpha 
inhibitors 


0.01 0.1 £45,891 £21,432 £21,443 £19,423 £22,659 


Conventional 
therapy 


0.01 0.1 £44,519 £21,144 £21,124 £19,003 £22,003 


Annual BASFI 
progression 


Conventional 
therapy 


0.07 
0.03 £54,545 £28,150 £28,128 £25,744 £29,132 
0.09 £40,435 £18,050 £18,030 £16,000 £18,867 


 
All values were calculated using deterministic analyses. * varied for TNF-alpha inhibitor, kept same for conventional therapy and vice versa. ASAS, Assessment in 
Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; SAE, serious adverse 
event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Finally, the economic model considers etanercept with a dosing regimen of 50mg every week 


and certolizumab pegol with a dosing regimen of 400mg once monthly. There is no consensus in 


clinical practice as to which dose should be used. To test whether the assumption we used 


impacted the incremental cost-effectiveness of these TNF-alpha inhibitors, an additional 


analysis was conducted in which etanercept 25mg twice weekly and certolizumab pegol 200mg 


(every 2 weeks) was used. With the altered dosing frequencies, the ICER for etanercept 25mg 


versus conventional therapy was £21,984 (compared to £22,177 for etanercept 50mg) and the 


ICER for certolizumab pegol 200mg versus conventional therapy was £19,176 (compared to 


£19,153 for certolizumab pegol 400mg). 


6.9. Validation 


The model was based on that used in the manufacturer’s submission for NICE TA233 and the 


model described by McLeod et al. 2007 (from NICE TA143).  As stated during the appraisal of 


NICE TA233, the validation of the model was performed by two clinical experts, who were asked 


to evaluate a model analysis plan (containing a compilation of the main assumptions, model 


structure, and data sources). Changes were made to reflect the experience and knowledge of the 


clinicians. Following the review of the model in NICE TA233, amendments have been made to 


correct errors. The model was then validated by an independent health economist following 


these amendments. 


6.10. Interpretation of the Economic Evidence 


Infliximab is associated with an ICER of £43,432 when compared with conventional therapy. 


This value remained mostly robust when key assumptions in the model were tested through 


sensitivity analyses. An ICER lower than £30,000 was obtained when the upper bound of the 


long-term treatment costs of AS associated with the BASFI score were considered. 


 
The economic analysis can be considered robust for a number of reasons. First, it is based on an 


approach which was developed for a NICE appraisal. Secondly, key elements of the model have 


been informed by RCT evidence in the appropriate patient population (from the GO-RAISE 5-


year study). The availability of long-term data provided by the 5-year follow-up of GO-RAISE 


enhanced the robustness of the analysis by informing rates of long-term disease progression 


and discontinuation of treatment, thereby addressing a key criticism around the lack of long-


term data identified in NICE TA233. Finally, the comparative efficacy of each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor was informed by an indirect comparison using the most recently published data; it is 
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important to note that the data produced by this NMA did not demonstrate any statistically 


significant differences between TNF-alpha inhibitors.  


 
6.10.1. Opportunities for Resource Savings not Captured in the Modelling  


Successful treatment of AS with infliximab has been linked to a reduction in hospitalisation and 


sick leave and with gains in productivity22. The current economic modelling framework does not 


capture the benefits of improved productivity, though in the era of Value Based Assessment, 


productivity gains are likely to be of key importance in decision-making. Additional benefits of 


infliximab include the patient support programme provided by MSD, which is designed to 


encourage patients to stay on their treatment thereby improving compliance and the likelihood 


of successful treatment outcomes, and the proven efficacy of infliximab in the management of 


IBD which is an EAM that can associated with AS and may increase the costs of effectively 


managing the disease. Finally, given appropriate local arrangements (i.e. vial sharing), 


infliximab could be a cost-effective resource for certain patients.  
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1. Executive Summary 


Background 


Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is part of a clinically heterogeneous group of inflammatory 


rheumatologic diseases (spondyloarthropathies) which share common genetic, histological, and 


clinical features. AS is closely related to axial spondyloarthritis. Whereas axial spondyloarthritis 


includes both non-radiographic (radiographs of the sacroiliac joints and spine appear normal) 


and radiographically-evident disease, AS is only diagnosed when definite radiographic 


sacroiliitis (abnormalities seen in plain x-rays of the sacroiliac joints, such as erosions, sclerosis, 


and partial or total ankylosis) is present. Diagnostic criteria for AS also consider a number of 


clinical criteria relating to symptomatology. 


 
Symptoms of AS can include back pain and stiffness, which is usually inflammatory in nature 


and can result in limited mobility or permanent disability, oligoarthritis (predominantly of the 


lower limbs), enthesitis, dactylitis (‘sausage-like’ digits), other skeletal manifestations such as 


kyphosis (a forward curvature of the spine) and osteoporosis, and extra-articular 


manifestations such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, psoriasis, and cardiac conduction 


abnormalities. 


 
AS usually occurs in patients aged between 15 years and 35 years, rarely commencing in old 


age. The condition is strongly associated with the presence of the Human Leukocyte Antigen 


(HLA)‐B27 antigen. There is also a preponderance of AS in males; the condition is ~3 times 


more common in men than in women (symptoms present differently in each gender, with 


women experiencing more cervical spine and peripheral joint pain than men). Similar to 


rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis, many patients with AS experience worsened 


symptoms during an acute flare, and little to no disease activity during remission periods. 


However, there is an overall gradual progression in the disease. 


 
The prevalence of clinically-significant AS is estimated to range from 0.05% to 0.23%, which 


represents between 32,050 and 147,430 patients in the UK using current population figures. 


The annual incidence rate of AS is poorly reported but has been estimated to be 23 per 100,000 


individuals, representing ~14,743 new cases annually.  


 
Guidelines and recommendations for the management of patients with AS have been developed 


by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the European League Against 


Rheumatism (updated in 2010). Treatment is tailored according to the manifestations of the 
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disease (i.e. whether gastrointestinal manifestations are present), level of symptoms, and 


general clinical status of patients. Typically treatment will comprise both non-pharmacological 


elements (patient education, regular exercise, physiotherapy) and pharmacological treatment, 


including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, analgesics, and glucocorticoids. Non-biologic 


disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs such as sulfasalazine and methotrexate have limited to 


no efficacy for the treatment of AS and are therefore not typically used. However, for patients 


with persistently high disease activity despite conventional therapy, biologic disease-modifying 


antirheumatic drugs (tumour necrosis factor [TNF]-alpha inhibitors) can be effective, having 


demonstrated statistically significant improvements in measures of disease activity in large 


randomised controlled trials. Surgery is only considered in specific situations and does not 


constitute routine treatment. 


 
NICE has previously recommended three TNF-alpha inhibitors for the treatment of AS: 


adalimumab and etanercept (NICE TA143) and golimumab (NICE TA233) (infliximab was also 


considered in TA143 but was not recommended). The recommendation applies only to severe 


disease (estimated by NICE to represent approximately 29% of patients with AS in the UK). 


 


The Technology 


Golimumab (Simponi®) is a TNF-alpha inhibitor, which is part of the biologic disease-modifying 


antirheumatic drug (DMARD) class. Golimumab binds with high affinity and specificity to both 


soluble and transmembrane forms of TNF-alpha, thereby neutralising the biological activity of 


TNF-alpha. The European Commission granted a marketing authorisation valid throughout the 


European Union for golimumab for the AS indication on 1st October 2009. Golimumab is 


provided as a 50mg solution for injection (in pre-filled pen or syringe) or as a 100mg solution 


for injection (in pre-filled pen). The dosing regimen is 50mg given once a month, on the same 


date each month. Available data suggest that clinical response is usually achieved within 12 to 


14 weeks of treatment (after three to four doses). Continued therapy should be reconsidered in 


patients who show no evidence of therapeutic benefit within this time period. For patients with 


bodyweight greater than 100kg who do not achieve an adequate clinical response after three or 


four doses, increasing the dose of golimumab to 100mg once a month may be considered.  


 
Clinical Effectiveness 


The efficacy and safety of golimumab has been evaluated in a randomised, double-blind, 


placebo-controlled clinical study in adult patients with AS. In the absence of head-to-head trials 
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of golimumab and other TNF-alpha inhibitors, a network meta-analysis (NMA) was conducted 


to satisfy the requirements of the NICE reference case. 


 


GO-RAISE 


GO-RAISE was a Phase 3, multi-centre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled study 


through week 104, and an open-label extension up to 5 years. The objective of GO-RAISE was to 


assess the efficacy and safety of golimumab in patients with active AS, who had received 


previous treatment with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or DMARDs. 


 
Patients were distributed in a 1.8:1.8:1 ratio: to placebo subcutaneous (SC) every 4 weeks, 


golimumab 50mg SC every 4 weeks, and golimumab 100mg SC every 4 weeks. The primary 


endpoint was the percentage of patients achieving an Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis 


(ASAS) 20 response at week 14, with key secondary endpoints of ASAS20 at week 24, ASAS40, 


ASAS partial remission, 20% improvement in ASAS 5/6, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease 


Activity Index (BASDAI) 50 at week 14 and week 24, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 


Index (BASFI), and Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index (BASMI). Quality of life was 


also measured through the Physical Component Summary (PCS) and Mental Component 


Summary (MCS) of the Short Form (SF)-36 questionnaire. 


 
The primary endpoint of ASAS20 at week 14 was achieved in 21.8%, 59.4%, and 60.0% of 


patients for placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively. Golimumab was 


statistically significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). The BASDAI response at week 14 


showed that BASDAI50 was observed in 15.4%, 45.9%, and 40.9% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (again golimumab was statistically 


significantly superior to placebo [p<0.001]).  


 
In summary, golimumab was effective and well-tolerated in a large cohort of patients with AS 


during a 24 week study period. Clinical improvement results seen at week 14 and week 24 were 


sustained through week 256. Patients treated with golimumab experienced significant 


improvement in physical function as early as week 14, which was maintained up to 5 years. 


Golimumab was generally well tolerated throughout the 5 year treatment period. 


 
Network Meta-Analysis 


In the absence of active-controlled studies evaluating golimumab for the AS indication, a NMA 


was performed to compare the efficacy and safety of conventional therapy, adalimumab, 
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certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and golimumab for the treatment of adults with 


severe active AS. A systematic review was conducted to identify relevant studies for inclusion in 


the network. Twenty-six eligible studies were identified following the systematic review, of 


which 16 were suitable for inclusion into the network (studies were excluded if crossover 


occurred prior to data reporting or if no data were reported at relevant time points).  


 
The following outcomes were included for analysis in the NMA: Efficacy outcomes at 12 weeks 


(+/-2 weeks): ASAS20, ASAS40, and BASDAI50. Safety outcomes at 24 weeks: any adverse 


events (AEs), any serious adverse events (SAEs), and injection (infusion)-site reactions (ISRs). 


Both fixed effects and random effects models were explored, with results presented for random 


effects models in line with recommendations for the accommodation of between-study 


heterogeneity. 


 
For the efficacy outcomes, each TNF-alpha inhibitor was statistically significantly more 


efficacious than placebo, with the exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg for ASAS40. In the 


three efficacy analyses, infliximab was the most effective compared with placebo, and the 


ranking of other TNF-alpha inhibitors differed according to the efficacy outcome.  


 
Importantly, there were no significant differences in efficacy detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors, as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals, with the exception of golimumab 


compared with infliximab for ASAS20 (where infliximab was very weakly significant). The 


findings of the NMA therefore indicate that all TNF-alpha inhibitors are similarly effective for 


the treatment of AS. This finding was also noted for the safety outcomes, with no significant 


differences detected both between TNF-alpha inhibitors and placebo (with the exception of 


etanercept compared with placebo for ISRs) and between the different TNF-alpha inhibitors 


when compared with each other.  


 
Cost-Effectiveness 


TNF-alpha inhibitors result in increased QALYs when compared to conventional therapy, 


ranging from 1.03 for etanercept to 1.14 for certolizumab pegol. This is achieved at an increased 


cost (from £20,590 when golimumab is administered to £48,018 for infliximab). The 


incremental analysis of the ICER for each TNF-alpha inhibitor demonstrated that golimumab 


was the most cost-effective treatment when compared with conventional therapy, with an ICER 


of £19,070 (deterministic ICER: £21,311). The incremental analysis of each treatment versus 


other TNF-alpha inhibitors, based on the incremental costs, demonstrated that adalimumab and 


etanercept are dominated by golimumab. 
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None of the assessed TNF-alpha inhibitors has more than 30% likelihood of being cost-effective. 


At a WTP threshold of £20,000, there is a 20% probability that golimumab and adalimumab are 


likely to be the most cost-effective treatments for AS with and a 30% probability that 


certolizumab pegol is likely to be cost-effective. However, the cost-effectiveness curves and the 


cost-effectiveness frontier highlight that the considerable uncertainty in differentiating the cost-


effectiveness of golimumab, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, and etanercept. 


 
Based on a scenario analysis which tested key assumptions in the model, TNF-alpha inhibitors: 


• are more cost-effective as the time horizon increases; 


• are a more cost-effective treatment for younger patients (e.g. 30 years);  


• are cost-effective regardless of gender with the exception of infliximab; 


• remain cost-effective regardless of whether the BASDAI50 or ASAS20 response criteria 


are used to define response with the exception of infliximab; 


• are cost-effectiveness regardless of the discontinuation rate; and  


• are cost-effective regardless of the disutility rate applied for SAEs 


 
TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective for the key structural assumption of rebound to 


baseline following discontinuation of treatment, remain cost-effective when they are assumed 


to rebound to the BASFI score of conventional treatment at any point in the time horizon. In 


addition, when the annual rate of BASFI progression for conventional therapy is reduced from 


0.07 to 0.03, TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective at the higher rate remain cost-effective 


at the lower rate. 


 
In summary, golimumab is a cost-effective treatment for AS compared with conventional 


therapy and remained cost-effective when key assumptions in the model were tested through 


sensitivity analyses. In an incremental analysis between the TNF-alpha inhibitors, golimumab 


was shown to dominate adalimumab and certolizumab pegol. 


 
Conclusion 


Through this analysis, golimumab has been demonstrated to be both clinically and cost-


effective, in line with the established NICE threshold for reimbursement. Results are similar 


between golimumab and other approved TNF-alpha inhibitors. Finally, there are additional 


benefits of treatment with golimumab which are not captured in the current modelling 


(productivity gains and patient support schemes offered by MSD). 
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2. Description of Technology 


2.1. Brand Name, Generic Name, and Therapeutic Class 


Golimumab is a tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha inhibitor and part of the biologic disease-


modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) class. It is available in either a 0.5ml pre-filled pen 


(auto-injector) or pre-filled syringe containing 50mg of golimumab, or a 1.0ml pre-filled pen 


(auto-injector) containing 100mg of golimumab. 


2.2. Mechanism of Action 


Golimumab is a human immunoglobulin G1κ (IgG1κ) monoclonal antibody produced by murine 


hybridoma cell line with recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid technology. Golimumab binds with 


high affinity and specificity to both soluble and transmembrane forms of TNF-alpha, thereby 


neutralising the biological activity of TNF-alpha. 


2.3. Marketing Authorisation  


The European Commission granted a marketing authorisation valid throughout the European 


Union for golimumab for the ankylosing spondylitis (AS) indication on 1st October 2009. 


2.4. Indications 


The approved indications for golimumab are as follows: 


 
Ankylosing spondylitis:  


Golimumab is indicated for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing spondylitis in adults who 


have responded inadequately to conventional therapy.  


 
Rheumatoid arthritis:  


Golimumab, in combination with methotrexate (MTX), is indicated for:  


 the treatment of moderate to severe, active rheumatoid arthritis in adults when the 


response to DMARD therapy including MTX has been inadequate 


 the treatment of severe, active and progressive rheumatoid arthritis in adults not 


previously treated with MTX 


 
Golimumab, in combination with MTX, has been shown to reduce the rate of progression of joint 


damage as measured by X-ray and to improve physical function.  
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Psoriatic arthritis:  


Golimumab, alone or in combination with MTX, is indicated for the treatment of active and 


progressive psoriatic arthritis in adult patients when the response to previous DMARD therapy 


has been inadequate. Golimumab has been shown to reduce the rate of progression of 


peripheral joint damage as measured by X-ray in patients with polyarticular symmetrical 


subtypes of the disease and to improve physical function. 


 
Ulcerative colitis: 


Golimumab is indicated for treatment of moderately to severely active ulcerative colitis in adult 


patients who have had an inadequate response to conventional therapy including 


corticosteroids and 6-mercaptopurine or azathioprine, or who are intolerant to or have medical 


contraindications for such therapies. 


2.5. Costs 


Cost information is provided in Table 1. 


 
Table 1: Cost information for golimumab 


Pharmaceutical 
formulation  


50mg solution for injection in pre-filled pen or syringe 
100mg solution for injection in pre-filled pen 


Acquisition cost 
(excluding Value Added 
Tax [VAT]) 


50mg: £762.97 
100mg: £762.97 (100mg is priced at the same price as the 50mg 
formulation through an approved Patient Access Scheme) 


Method of administration Subcutaneous injection 
Doses  50mg/100mg 
Dosing frequency 50mg given once a month, on the same date each month. Available data 


suggest that clinical response is usually achieved within 12 to 14 weeks of 
treatment (after three to four doses). Continued therapy should be 
reconsidered in patients who show no evidence of therapeutic benefit 
within this time period1,2 


Average length of a course 
of treatment 


Treatment may continue as long as adequate response is maintained. 
Available data suggest that clinical response is usually achieved within 12-
14 weeks of treatment (after four doses). Continued therapy should be 
reconsidered in patients who show no evidence of therapeutic benefit 
within this time period1,2  


Average cost of a course of 
treatment 


Average cost in year 1: £9155.54 
Average cost in subsequent years: £9155.54 


Dose adjustments Patients with bodyweight greater than 100kg 
In patients with AS with a body weight of more than 100kg who do not 
achieve an adequate clinical response after three or four doses, increasing 
the dose of golimumab to 100mg once a month may be considered, taking 
into account the increased risk of certain serious adverse drug reactions 
with the 100mg dose compared with the 50mg dose. Continued therapy 
should be reconsidered in patients who show no evidence of therapeutic 
benefit after receiving three to four additional doses of 100mg 


 
AS, ankylosing spondylitis. 
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2.6. Additional Tests, Investigations, and Monitoring  


Tests, investigations, precautions, and monitoring for golimumab are consistent with those for 


all other TNF-alpha inhibitors. Treatment with golimumab is contraindicated in patients with 


active tuberculosis (TB), other severe infections, moderate or severe heart failure (New York 


Heart Association [NYHA] class III/IV), or hypersensitivity to the active substance or to any of 


the following excipients: sorbitol (E420), L histidine, L histidine monohydrochloride 


monohydrate, polysorbate 80, and water for injections1,2. 
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3. Context 


The scope for this appraisal, informed by input from clinical specialists, defines 


spondyloarthritis as a clinically heterogeneous group of inflammatory rheumatologic diseases 


which share common genetic, histological, and clinical features. Diseases belonging to this group 


include AS, psoriatic arthritis, arthritis associated with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 


reactive arthritis, and undifferentiated spondyloarthritis. The clinical presentation can include 


back pain, usually inflammatory in nature, oligoarthritis (predominantly of the lower limbs), 


enthesitis, dactylitis (‘sausage-like’ digits), and extra-articular manifestations (EAMs) such as 


uveitis, IBD, and psoriasis. 


 
Spondyloarthritis can be categorised as having predominantly axial (sacroiliac joints or spine) 


or peripheral involvement. In people with axial spondyloarthritis, the predominant symptom is 


back pain – with inflammation of the sacroiliac joints, the spine, or both – but they may also 


have peripheral joint involvement or extra-articular manifestations of spondyloarthritis. In the 


early stages of disease, radiographs of the sacroiliac joints and spine can be normal (so-called 


‘non-radiographic’ disease) although sacroiliitis or inflammation of the spine may be visible on 


magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before structural damage occurs. If definite radiographic 


sacroiliitis (abnormalities seen in plain x-rays of the sacroiliac joints, such as erosions, sclerosis, 


and partial or total ankylosis) is present, the disease can be classified as AS. Radiographic 


changes to the spine are not part of the classification criteria, but new bone formation (such as 


syndesmophytes and ankylosis of the vertebral column) is characteristic of AS. 


 
Golimumab is indicated for the treatment of severe, active AS in adults who have responded 


inadequately to conventional therapy1,2. Golimumab is not currently licensed for axial 


spondyloarthritis. Therefore, this submission will focus only on AS. 


3.1. Ankylosing Spondylitis 


AS usually occurs in patients aged between 15 years and 35 years, rarely commencing in old 


age3. The condition has an unknown aetiology that involves the sacroiliac joints, axial skeleton, 


entheses, and peripheral joints. Symptoms include chronic pain and stiffness of the spine, which 


can result in limited mobility or permanent disability. Chronic inflammation of entheses can also 


lead to new bone formation, syndesmophytes, and ankylosis of joints, primarily in the axial 


skeleton. Other skeletal manifestations include kyphosis, a forward curvature of the spine, and 


osteoporosis. Non-skeletal manifestations of the disease include uveitis, carditis, pulmonary 


fibrosis, bowel inflammation, psoriasis, and cardiac conduction abnormalities. AS is strongly 
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associated with the presence of the Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA)‐B27 antigen. There is also 


a preponderance of AS in males; the condition is ~3 times more common in men than in 


women3. Symptoms present differently according to gender, with women experiencing more 


cervical spine and peripheral joint pain than men. 


 
Similar to rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis, many patients with AS experience 


worsened symptoms during an acute flare, and little to no disease activity during remission 


periods. However, there is an overall gradual progression in the disease. 


 
3.1.1. Diagnosis and Classification 


AS is diagnosed and classified using the modified New York criteria (described below). More 


recently the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society has developed further 


classification criteria relating to axial spondyloarthritis (below). 


 
Modified New York criteria4 


A. Diagnosis 


Clinical criteria: 


 Low back pain and stiffness of ≥3 months duration that is improved by exercise and not 


relieved by rest 


 Limitations of motion of the lumbar spine in both the sagittal and frontal planes 


 Limitation of chest expansion relative to normal values corrected for sex and age 


Radiologic criterion: 


 Sacroiliitis grade ≥2 bilaterally or sacroiliitis grade 3 or 4 unilaterally 


 
B. Grading 


Definite AS if the radiologic criterion is associated with ≥1 clinical criterion. Probable AS if: 3 


clinical criteria are present, and radiologic criterion is present without any signs/symptoms 


satisfying the clinical criteria 


 
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria5 


Criteria were recently updated through consensus discussion between Assessment of 


Spondyloarthritis International Society members. Refinement of the candidate criteria 


resulted in new classification criteria that are defined as: the presence of sacroiliitis by 


radiography or by MRI plus at least one spondyloarthritis feature (‘‘imaging arm’’) or the 


presence of HLA-B27 plus at least two spondyloarthritis features (‘‘clinical arm’’) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria5 


 


 
ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society; CRP, c-reactive protein; HLA, Human 
Leukocyte Antigen; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SpA, 
spondyloarthritis.  


 


The Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society criteria are not directly relevant to 


the classification of AS, however; they are the most recently-developed criteria through which 


patients presenting with relevant symptoms will be assessed. The relevance of each 


classification criteria is outlined in Figure 2. 


 
Figure 2: Disease spectrum showing classification of ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis6 


 


ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society; mNYC, modified New York criteria; MRI, 
magnetic resonance imaging; SpA, spondyloarthritis.  
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3.1.2. Measures of Disease Activity and Function 


Two key measures for the measurement of disease activity in AS include the Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) score and the Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis 


(ASAS) score. BASDAI is a validated instrument completed by the patients, consisting of six 


10cm horizontal visual analogue scales (VAS) to measure severity of fatigue, spinal and 


peripheral joint pain, localised tenderness, and morning stiffness with the final BASDAI score 


ranging from 0 to 10 (Garrett et al. 1994)7. A 50% reduction in the BASDAI score has been 


recommended by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society as the response 


criteria used to determine treatment success. The ASAS score is a composite measure, 


comprising a 10cm horizontal VAS for pain, inflammation, well-being, and function. 


Improvement in three modalities by 20% or more, without deterioration in the fourth modality 


constitutes an ASAS20 response (Anderson et al. 2001)8. Functional ability is measured with the 


Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI) score, which consists of eight questions 


regarding patient functioning in AS and two questions around the patientʹs ability to cope with 


everyday life. The answers are based on a 10cm horizontal VAS, the mean of which gives the 


BASFI score (ranging from 0 to 10) (Calin et al. 1994)9. The BASDAI and BASFI scores are used 


together to determine disease progression. 


3.2. Number of Patients Covered by the Indication in the UK 


The prevalence of AS in the UK has not been well‐quantified; however, the NICE scope estimates 


the prevalence of clinically significant AS to range from 0.05% to 0.23% in the UK10. Given the 


mid-2013 UK population estimate of 64.1 million11 this represents between 32,050 and 147,430 


patients in the UK. The annual incidence rate of AS is poorly reported but was estimated to be 


23 per 100,000 individuals in NICE TA233 (described in following section). Based on the UK 


population estimate, this represents ~14,743 new cases annually. 


 
The costing statement accompanying NICE TA233 states that: “the estimated prevalence of 


ankylosing spondylitis in England is 0.14%, equivalent to around 71,000 people. The number of 


these people who are eligible for treatment with biological drugs has been estimated as around 


20,000. Expert clinical opinion suggests that biologic drugs may not be the most appropriate 


treatment for all eligible patients. According to expert clinical opinion, 30% or around 6800 of 


the 20,000 eligible patients will take up treatment”. 
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3.3. Relevant NICE Guidance 


NICE has performed two technology appraisals of TNF-alpha inhibitors licensed for the 


treatment of severe active AS: 


 
TA143: Adalimumab, etanercept, and infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis12 


1.1 Adalimumab or etanercept are recommended as treatment options for adults with severe 


active ankylosing spondylitis only if all of the following criteria are fulfilled. 


 The patient's disease satisfies the modified New York criteria for diagnosis of ankylosing 


spondylitis. 


 There is confirmation of sustained active spinal disease, demonstrated by: 


o a score of at least 4 units on the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 


Index (BASDAI) and 


o at least 4 cm on the 0 to 10 cm spinal pain visual analogue scale (VAS).  


o These should both be demonstrated on two occasions at least 12 weeks 


apart without any change of treatment. 


 Conventional treatment with two or more non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs taken 


sequentially at maximum tolerated or recommended dosage for 4 weeks has failed to 


control symptoms.  


 
1.2 When using BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform conclusions about whether or not 


sustained active spinal disease is present, healthcare professionals should be mindful of the 


need to secure equality of access to treatment for patients with disabilities and patients from 


different ethnic groups. There are circumstances in which it may not be appropriate for 


healthcare professionals to use a patient's BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform their 


conclusion about the presence of sustained active spinal disease. These are: 


 where the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score is not a clinically appropriate tool to inform 


a clinician's conclusion on the presence of sustained active spinal disease because of a 


patient's learning or other disabilities (for example, sensory impairments) or linguistic 


or other communication difficulties 


or 


 where it is not possible to administer the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS questionnaire in a 


language in which the patient is sufficiently fluent for it to be an appropriate tool to 


inform a conclusion on the presence of sustained active spinal disease, or there are 


similarly exceptional reasons why use of a patient's BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score 
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would be an inappropriate tool to inform a conclusion on the presence of sustained 


active spinal disease in that individual patient's case. 


 
In such cases, healthcare professionals should make use of another appropriate method 


of assessment, which may include adapting the use of the questionnaire to suit the 


patient's circumstances.  


 
The same approach should apply in the context of a decision about whether to continue 


the use of the drug in accordance with sections 1.3 and 1.4. 


 
1.3 It is recommended that the response to adalimumab or etanercept treatment should be 


assessed 12 weeks after treatment is initiated, and that treatment should be only continued in 


the presence of an adequate response as defined in section 1.4. 


 
1.4 For the purposes of this guidance, an adequate response to treatment is defined as a: 


 reduction of the BASDAI score to 50% of the pre-treatment value or by 2 or more units  


and 


 reduction of the spinal pain VAS by 2 cm or more. 


 
1.5 Patients who have experienced an adequate response to adalimumab or etanercept 


treatment, as defined in section 1.4, should have their condition monitored at 12-week intervals. 


If the response to treatment, as defined in section 1.4, is not maintained, a repeat assessment 


should be made after a further 6 weeks. If at this 6-week assessment the response defined in 


section 1.4 has not been maintained, treatment should be discontinued.  


 
1.6 For patients who have been shown to be intolerant of adalimumab or etanercept before the 


end of the 12-week initial assessment period, as in section 1.3, the other one of this pair of TNF-


alpha inhibitor treatments is recommended as an alternative treatment.  


 
1.7 Prescription of an alternative TNF-alpha inhibitor is not recommended in patients who have 


either not achieved an adequate initial response to treatment with adalimumab or etanercept, 


as defined in section 1.4, or who experience loss of the initially adequate response during 


treatment. 


 
1.8 It is recommended that the use of adalimumab or etanercept for severe active ankylosing 


spondylitis should be initiated and supervised only by specialist physicians experienced in the 


diagnosis and treatment of this condition. 
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1.9 Infliximab is not recommended for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis.  


 
1.10 Patients currently receiving infliximab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis should 


have the option to continue therapy until they and their clinicians consider it appropriate to 


stop. 


 
TA233: Golimumab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis13 


1.1 Golimumab is recommended as an option for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing 


spondylitis in adults only if: 


 it is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in 'Adalimumab, etanercept and 


infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis' (NICE TA143) and 


 the manufacturer provides the 100 mg dose of golimumab at the same cost as the 50 mg 


dose in accordance with the patient access scheme. 


 
1.2 People currently receiving golimumab for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing 


spondylitis who do not fulfil the criteria for treatment with adalimumab and etanercept 


described in NICE TA143 should have the option to continue golimumab until they and their 


clinician consider it appropriate to stop. 


3.4. Current Clinical Practice 


Guidelines and recommendations for the management of patients with AS have been developed 


by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the European League Against 


Rheumatism (updated in 2010)14. The key recommendations are as follows: 


 
1. General treatment 


The treatment of patients with AS should be tailored according to:  


 The current manifestations of the disease (axial, peripheral, entheseal, extra-articular 


symptoms and signs) 


 The level of current symptoms, clinical findings, and prognostic indicators 


 The general clinical status (age, gender, comorbidity, concomitant medications, 


psychosocial factors) 


 
2. Disease monitoring 


The disease monitoring of patients with AS should include: patient history (e.g. questionnaires); 


clinical parameters; laboratory tests; imaging; all according to the clinical presentation as well 
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as the ASAS core set. The frequency of monitoring should be decided on an individual basis 


depending on: course of symptoms; severity; treatment. 


 
3. Non-pharmacological treatment 


 The cornerstone of non-pharmacological treatment of patients with AS is patient 


education and regular exercise 


 Home exercises are effective. Physical therapy with supervised exercises, land or water 


based, individually or in a group, should be preferred as these are more effective than 


home exercises 


 Patient associations and self-help groups may be useful 


 
4. Extra-articular manifestations and comorbidities 


 The frequently observed extra-articular manifestations, for example, psoriasis, uveitis 


and IBD, should be managed in collaboration with the respective specialists 


 Rheumatologists should be aware of the increased risk of cardiovascular disease and 


osteoporosis 


 
5. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 


 NSAID, including Coxibs, are recommended as first-line drug treatment for AS patients 


with pain and stiffness 


 Continuous treatment with NSAID is preferred for patients with persistently active, 


symptomatic disease 


 Cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and renal risks should be taken into account when 


prescribing NSAIDs 


 
6. Analgesics 


 Analgesics, such as paracetamol and opioid (like) drugs, might be considered for 


residual pain after previously recommended treatments have failed, are contraindicated, 


and/or poorly tolerated 


 
7. Glucocorticoids 


 Corticosteroid injections directed to the local site of musculoskeletal inflammation may 


be considered 


 The use of systemic glucocorticoids for axial disease is not supported by evidence 
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8. Disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs 


 There is no evidence for the efficacy of DMARDs, including sulfasalazine and 


methotrexate, for the treatment of axial disease 


 Sulfasalazine may be considered in patients with peripheral arthritis 


 
9. Anti-TNF therapy 


 Anti-TNF therapy should be given to patients with persistently high disease activity 


despite conventional treatments according to the ASAS recommendations 


 There is no evidence to support the obligatory use of DMARD before or concomitant 


with anti-TNF therapy in patients with axial disease 


 There is no evidence to support a difference in efficacy of the various TNF inhibitors on 


the axial and articular/entheseal disease manifestations; but in the presence of IBD a 


difference in gastrointestinal efficacy needs to be taken into account 


 Switching to a second TNF blocker might be beneficial especially in patients with loss of 


response 


 There is no evidence to support the use of biological agents other than TNF inhibitors in 


AS 


 
10. Surgery 


 Total hip arthroplasty should be considered in patients with refractory pain or disability 


and radiographic evidence of structural damage, independent of age 


 Spinal corrective osteotomy may be considered in patients with severe disabling 


deformity 


 In patients with AS and an acute vertebral fracture a spinal surgeon should be consulted 


 
11. Changes in the disease course 


 If a significant change in the course of the disease occurs, other causes than 


inflammation, such as a spinal fracture, should be considered and appropriate 


evaluation, including imaging, should be performed 


3.5. Issues Relating to Current Practice  


NICE guidance and Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society/European League 


Against Rheumatism recommendations recognise the benefits of TNF-alpha inhibitors, and in-


line with this, patients can receive treatment with adalimumab, etanercept, and golimumab. 


However, infliximab has not been recommended by NICE and therefore patients cannot access 
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this treatment. Treatment is also restricted only to those with severe AS, and although more 


moderate disease is outside the scope of this appraisal, it is worth noting that this restricted 


access means that patients cannot benefit from efficacious TNF-alpha inhibitors at an early 


stage of their disease to prevent structural damage with long-term consequences. 


3.6. Comparators 


Relevant comparators, as listed in the scope for this appraisal, are TNF-alpha inhibitors 


(adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab) and established clinical 


management without TNF-alpha inhibitors (henceforth referred to as conventional therapy). 


 
3.6.1. Conventional Therapy 


Non‐biologic DMARDs such as methotrexate, leflunomide, and sulfasalazine have demonstrated 


limited to no efficacy in AS14. Therefore, conventional therapy primarily comprises NSAIDs and 


physiotherapy, in addition to COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, and 


bisphosphonates. NSAIDs have demonstrated significant improvements in spinal pain, 


peripheral joint pain, and physical function in patients with AS and are used as part of 


conventional therapy in current clinical practice14. 


 
3.6.2. TNF‐Alpha Inhibitor Therapy 


Patients failing conventional therapy are likely to be offered TNF‐alpha inhibitor therapy. These 


biologic DMARDs have represented a major advancement in the management of AS patients for 


whom NSAIDs provide inadequate relief. The TNF‐alpha inhibitors currently recommended by 


NICE for use in AS are adalimumab, etanercept, and golimumab; these agents have 


demonstrated significant improvements in disease activity as assessed by the BASDAI and/or 


the ASAS response criteria, function, and active inflammation in the sacroiliac joints and spine14. 


 


4. Identification of Equality Issues 


No equality issues are anticipated during this appraisal.  
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5. Clinical Evidence 


5.1. Key Clinical Trial Data 


5.1.1. GO-RAISE15,16,17,18,19,20 


“A Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Placebo-controlled Trial of Golimumab, a Fully 


Human Anti-TNFalpha Monoclonal Antibody, Administered Subcutaneously, in Subjects With 


Active Ankylosing Spondylitis” (NCT00265083) 


 
GO-RAISE was a Phase 3, multi-centre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled study 


through week 104, and an open-label extension up to 5 years. The objective of GO-RAISE was to 


assess the efficacy and safety of golimumab in patients with active AS. Patients were distributed 


in a 1.8:1.8:1 ratio: to placebo subcutaneous (SC) every 4 weeks, golimumab 50mg SC every 4 


weeks, and golimumab 100mg SC every 4 weeks. The primary endpoint was the percentage of 


patients achieving an ASAS20 response at week 14, with key secondary endpoints of ASAS20 at 


week 24, ASAS40, ASAS partial remission, 20% improvement in ASAS 5/6, BASDAI50 at week 


14 and week 24, BASFI, and Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index (BASMI). Quality of 


life was also measured through the Physical Component Summary (PCS) and Mental Component 


Summary (MCS) of the Short Form (SF)-36 questionnaire. The study design is shown in Figure 3. 


 
Figure 3: GO-RAISE study design 


 


** Early escape (EE) if <20% improvement from baseline in total back pain and morning stiffness. ‡ 
Placebo patients that did not enter EE at week 16, crossed over to golimumab 50mg at week 24. After 
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week 104 the open-label extension for up to 5 years commenced. At the investigator’s discretion, patients 
who are receiving golimumab 50mg had the option to increase their dose to 100mg. Patients who were 
receiving golimumab 100mg remained on that dose. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment in 
Ankylosing Spondylitis; DMARD, disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug; GLM, golimumab; NSAID, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OLE, open-label extension; SC, subcutaneous. 


 
Study Participants 


Study participants were adults with active AS, who had received previous treatment with 


NSAIDs or DMARDs, and who met the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. Patient 


disposition in the trial is shown in Figure 4. 


 
Inclusion criteria 


 Adult patients with “definite AS” according to modified New York criteria 


 Disease duration ≥3 months 


 BASDAI score ≥4 


 Spinal pain assessment score ≥4 


 Inadequate response to current or previous NSAIDs or DMARDs 


 Current users of MTX, sulfasalazine, and hydroxychloroquine are permitted and should 


enter study on stable doses of these medications 


 
Exclusion criteria 


 Complete ankylosis of spine 


 Any other inflammatory rheumatic disease 


 Serious infection within 2 months before randomisation 


 Active or latent TB or positive tuberculin skin test before screening 


 Opportunistic infection within 6 months of screening 


 Prior exposure to TNF-alpha inhibitors 


 Hepatitis 


 Human immunodeficiency virus  


 Transplanted organ 


 Malignancy 


 Multiple sclerosis 


 Congestive heart failure 
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Figure 4: Patient disposition in GO-RAISE 


 


AE, adverse event; DC, discontinued; EE, early escape; GLM, golimumab. 


 


Baseline Patient Characteristics 


Baseline patient demographics and clinical and medical characteristics were largely similar 


across all arms of the trial (Table 2 and Table 3). One difference noted was that patients in the 


placebo arm had longer disease duration (~2.5 years longer). 


 
Table 2: Baseline characteristics of patients enrolled in GO-RAISE 


 Placebo (n=78) 
Golimumab 
50mg (n=138) 


Golimumab 
100mg (n=140) 


Golimumab 
combined 
(n=278) 


Age, years 41.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
Male sex, % 70.5 73.9 70.0 71.9 


Race, n (%)  
White 57 (73.1) 103 (74.6) 102 (72.9) 205 (73.7) 
Black 1 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.4) 2 (0.7) 
Asian 18 (23.1) 32 (23.2) 35 (25.0) 67 (24.1) 


Years since inflammatory 
back pain first occurred 


16 11 11 11 


Years since symptoms of 
SpA first occurred 


16 11 9.5 11 


Years since diagnosis of 
AS 


7.25 5.15 5.20 5.20 


HLA-B27 positive, n (%) 66 (84.6) 112 (81.8) 118 (84.3) 230 (83.0) 
CRP, mg/dl 1.15 1.10 0.90 1.00 
CRP ≤1.5 mg/dl, n (%) 46 (59.0) 79 (57.2) 81 (57.9) 160 (57.6) 
CRP >1.5 mg/dl, n (%) 32 (41.0) 59 (42.8) 59 (42.1) 118 (42.4) 
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PGA, VAS 0-10 cm 7.2 7.0 7.2 7.1 
Patient assessment of 
total back pain, VAS 0-10 
cm 


7.6 7.5 7.9 7.6 


Inflammation, overall 
morning stiffness, VAS 0-
10 cm 


7.1 7.1 7.6 7.3 


Duration of morning 
stiffness, minutes 


77.4 77.4 90.0 90.0 


Chest expansion, cm 3.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 
Night back pain, VAS 0-10 
cm 


7.4 7.1 7.6 7.4 


BASDAI, 0-10 scale 6.6 6.6 7.0 6.8 
BASFI, 0-10 scale 4.9 5.0 5.4 5.2 
BASMI, 0-10 scale 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
SF-36 PCS, 0-50 


scale 
28.3 29.7 29.8 29.7 


MCS, 0-50 
scale 


46.2 46.5 43.1 45.0 


JSEQ, 0-20 scale 9.0 10.0 11.0 11.0 
History of 
extra-axial 
involvement, 
n (%) 


Uveitis 25 (32.1) 28 (20.3) 30 (21.4) 58 (20.9) 
Psoriasis  8 (10.3) 7 (5.1) 16 (11.4) 23 (8.3) 
IBD 8 (10.3) 11 (8.0) 7 (5.0) 18 (6.5) 
Dactylitis 1 (1.3) 9 (6.5) 13 (9.3) 22 (7.9) 
Enthesitis 24 (30.8) 50 (36.2) 57 (40.7) 107 (38.5) 
Peripheral 
arthritis 


28 (35.9) 49 (35.5) 44 (31.4) 93 (33.5) 


 
Values are median unless stated otherwise. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA, Human Leukocyte Antigen; IBD, 
inflammatory bowel disease; JSEQ, Jenkins Sleep Evaluation Questionnaire; MCS, Mental Component 
Summary; PCS, Physical Component Summary; PGA, Physician Global Assessment; SF-36, Short Form-36; 
SpA, axial spondyloarthritis; VAS, visual analogue scale. 


 
Table 3: Baseline medication characteristics of patients enrolled in GO-RAISE 


 
Placebo     
(n=78) 


Golimumab 
50mg 
(n=138) 


Golimumab 
100mg  
(n=140) 


Golimumab 
combined 
(n=278) 


MTX, n (%) 15 (19.2) 29 (21.0) 28 (20.0) 57 (20.5) 
MTX dosage, mg/week 15.0 12.5 12.5 12.5 
Sulfasalazine, n (%) 24 (30.8) 33 (23.9) 37 (26.4) 70 (25.2) 
Sulfasalazine dose, g/day 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Hydroxychloroquine, n (%) 2 (2.6) 2 (1.4) 1 (0.7) 3 (1.1) 
Hydroxychloroquine dose, mg/day 250 300 400 400 
Corticosteroids, n (%) 13 (16.7) 26 (18.8) 18 (12.9) 44 (15.8) 
Prednisone or equiv. dose, mg/day 7.5 6.3 5.0 5.0 
NSAIDs, n (%) 72 (92.3) 124 (89.9) 123 (87.9) 247 (88.8) 
 
Equiv., equivalent; MTX, methotrexate; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
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Study Results 


Primary endpoint 


At week 14, ASAS20 was achieved in 21.8%, 59.4%, and 60.0% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (Figure 5). Golimumab was statistically 


significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). 


 
Figure 5: Primary endpoint of ASA20 at week 14 


 


ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; GLM, golimumab; PBO, placebo. 


 
Secondary endpoints 


 
ASAS20 was also measured at week 24, with the proportion of patients achieving ASAS20 at 


23.1%, 55.8%, and 65.7% for placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively. 


Golimumab was statistically significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). 


 
At week 14, ASAS40 was achieved in 15.4%, 44.9%, and 49.3% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (Figure 6). Golimumab was statistically 


significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). ASAS5/6 was achieved in 7.7%, 50.0%, and 48.6% 


of patients for placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (Figure 6) (again, 


golimumab was statistically significantly superior to placebo [p<0.001]). For ASAS partial 
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remission, this endpoint was achieved by 5.1%, 23.2%, and 20.7% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (Figure 6); golimumab 50mg was 


statistically significantly superior to placebo at a significance level of p<0.001, and golimumab 


100mg was statistically superior to placebo at a significance level of p<0.01. 


 
Figure 6: Secondary endpoints of ASA40, ASAS5/6, and ASAS Partial Remission at week 14 


 


 
ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; GLM, golimumab; PBO, placebo. 


 
BASDAI response was measured at week 14 with BASDAI50 observed in 15.4%, 45.9%, and 


40.9% of patients for placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively. 


Golimumab was statistically significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). At week 24 BASDAI50 


responses were achieved in 14.7%, 50.8%, and 47.8% of patients for placebo, golimumab 50mg, 


and golimumab 100mg, respectively. Golimumab was statistically significantly superior to 


placebo (p<0.001). 


 
In terms of functional ability, improvements in BASFI scores greater than 20% were observed 


with golimumab relative to placebo at week 14 (17.4%, 47.8%, 49.1% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively. Golimumab was statistically 


significantly superior to placebo (p<0.001). Similar statistically significant results were 


observed at week 24. 
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Finally, improvements in BASMI greater than 10% were observed with golimumab compared 


with placebo. At week 14 scores were 29.3%, 44.2%, and 48.1% for placebo, golimumab 50mg, 


and golimumab 100mg, respectively (golimumab 50mg score statistically superior at p<0.05, 


golimumab 100mg statistically superior at p<0.001). Similar scores were noted at week 24 


(though the golimumab 50mg score was not statistically superior to placebo). 


 
Quality of Life Analyses 


At week 14 median change in PCS scores from baseline were 2.4, 7.3, and 8.4 for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (both golimumab changes statistically 


significant at p<0.001). Median change in MCS scores from baseline were 0.1, 1.5, and 3.7 for 


placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively (golimumab 50mg statistically 


significant at p<0.05, golimumab 100mg statistically significant at p<0.01). 


 
Safety Analyses 


Safety outcomes at week 24 are shown in Table 4. 


 
Table 4: Safety outcomes at week 24 


 Placebo 
(n=77) 


Placebo → 
golimumab 
50mg 
(n=41) 


Golimumab 
50mg 
(n=138) 


Golimumab 
50mg → 
100mg 
(n=25) 


Golimumab 
100mg 
(n=140) 


All 
golimumab 
(n=319) 


Any AE, n (%) 
59 
(76.6) 


17 (41.5) 117 (84.8) 14 (56.0) 120 (85.7) 255 (79.9) 


Any SAE, n (%) 5 (6.5) 0 (0.0) 5 (3.6) 1 (4.0) 9 (6.4) 15 (4.7) 
Discontinued 
due to AE, n (%) 


1 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.9) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.9) 8 (2.5) 


Injection-site 
reaction, n (%) 


2 (2.6) 0 (0.0) 12 (8.7) 3 (12.0) 9 (6.4) 23 (7.2) 


Any infection, n 
(%) 


28 
(36.4) 


9 (22.0) 64 (46.4) 5 (20.0) 68 (48.6) 144 (45.1) 


Any serious 
infection, n (%) 


1 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.4) 2 (0.6) 


Any malignancy, 
n (%) 


1 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7) 1 (0.3) 


Antibodies to 
golimumab, n 
(%) 


N/A 0 (0.0) 5 (4.6) 3 (12.5) 3 (2.2) 11 (3.5) 


 
AE, adverse event; N/A, not applicable; SAE, serious adverse event. 


 
Three patients had serious infections: one gastrointestinal inflammation (placebo), one 


infectious mononucleosis (golimumab 100mg), and one chronic otitis media (golimumab 


100mg). Of the 20 serious adverse events (SAEs): one patient had myocardial infarction on day 
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67, despite normal screening cardiac evaluation 4 months prior (golimumab 50mg). One patient 


experienced severe fatigue, depression, and hypertension (golimumab 100mg). Two patients 


had malignancy: both had basal cell carcinoma (placebo and golimumab 100mg). There were no 


serious injection-site reactions (ISRs) noted and no patients discontinued study treatment 


because of ISRs. There were no reports of deaths, TB, or opportunistic infections. Nine patients 


discontinued study treatment due to adverse events (AEs): one liver transaminase levels 


increase, one alcohol withdrawal syndrome, hallucination, and suicide attempt, one chest pain 


and one blepharitis, nausea, and vomiting (golimumab 50mg), two liver transaminase levels 


increase, one hepatitis (non-infectious), and one depression and hypertension (golimumab 


100mg), one headache, influenza-like illness, pain in extremities, and increased body weight 


(placebo). 


 
GO-RAISE Long-Term Extension 


Seventy-two percent (254/356) of patients continued through to week 252 with 28% 


(101/356) of patients withdrawing (33% due to AEs, 35% due to lack of efficacy, 11% lost to 


follow-up, and 22% for other reasons). Two hundred and forty-two patients completed safety 


evaluations to week 268. Efficacy outcomes from week 52 and week 104 are given in Table 5. 


 
Table 5: Efficacy outcomes at week 52 and week 104 


 
Placebo → 
golimumab 
50mg* 
(n=41) 


Placebo → 
golimumab 
50mg 
crossover† 
(n=35) 


Golimumab 
50mg only‡ 
(n=113) 


Golimumab 
50mg → 
100mg* 
(n=25) 


Golimumab 
100mg 
only‡ 
(n=107) 


Golimumab 
100mg EE* 
(n=33) 


Week 52 
ASAS20, % 73.5 85.3 86.7 42.9 86.9 35.7 
ASAS40, % 55.9 79.4 74.5 9.5 73.7 28.6 
BASDAI50, 
% 


48.6 79.4 70.7 4.8 76.8 20.7 


Mean Δ from 
baseline in 
BASDAI 


-3.4 -4.4 -4.0 -1.3 -4.4 -1.3 


Mean Δ from 
baseline in 
BASFI 


-3.0 -2.3 -2.5 -0.9 -2.9 -0.5 


Mean Δ from 
baseline in 
BASMI 


-0.7 -0.8 -0.7 -0.4 -0.7 0.0 


Week 104 
ASAS20 77.4 90.3 85.6 43.8 82.8 56.0 
ASAS40 67.7 90.3 82.2 31.3 68.8 28.0 
BASDAI50 63.6 84.4 79.1 31.3 69.9 24.0 
Mean Δ from 
baseline in 


-3.6 -4.6 -4.2 -2.0 -4.4 -1.8 
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BASDAI 
Mean Δ from 
baseline in 
BASFI 


-3.2 -2.6 -2.7 -1.7 -2.9 -1.2 


Mean Δ from 
baseline in 
BASMI 


-0.6 -0.8 -0.8 -0.4 -0.8 -0.3 


 
* = patients in these groups met the early escape criteria at week 16; † = patients in this group did not 
discontinue study treatment prior to week 24 and crossed over at week 24; ‡ = patients in these groups 
did not meet the early escape criteria at week 16. 


 
Further efficacy outcomes were measured at 5 years (256 weeks): ASAS partial remission, 


BASDAI, BASFI, and BASMI (linear). 


 
ASAS partial remission was achieved in 42.6%, 51.1%, and 38.8% of patients for placebo, 


golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg, respectively. The placebo group comprised patients 


randomised to placebo who switched to golimumab at week 16 or week 24. The golimumab 


groups included patients who could receive golimumab 50mg or golimumab 100mg after week 


104. BASDAI scores were 2.1, 2.2, and 2.7 in the placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 


100mg groups, respectively (reduction from baseline scores of 6.6, 6.5, and 6.9, respectively and 


from 2-year scores of 2.4, 2.4, and 2.9, respectively). BASFI scores were 2.2, 2.0, and 2.3 in the 


placebo, golimumab 50mg, and golimumab 100mg groups, respectively (reduction from 


baseline scores of 5.1, 5.0, and 5.2, respectively and from 2-year scores of 2.2, 2.2, and 2.5, 


respectively). Finally, BASMI (linear) scores were 3.6, 3.1, and 3.4 in the placebo, golimumab 


50mg, and golimumab 100mg groups, respectively (reduction from baseline scores of 4.3, 3.9, 


and 4.1, respectively). 


 
Safety outcomes at week 104 are reported in Table 6. 


 
Table 6: Safety outcomes at week 104 


 
Placebo EE  
(n=41) 


Placebo 
crossover 
(n=34) 


Golimumab 
50mg only 
(n=138) 


Golimumab 
50mg EE 
(n=25) 


Golimumab 
100mg 
(n=140) 


All 
golimumab 
(n=353) 


Any AE, n (%) 36 (87.8) 29( 85.3) 130 (94.2) 23 (92.0) 135 (96.4) 332 (94.1) 
Any SAE, n (%) 4 (9.8) 2 (5.9) 10 (7.2) 3 (12.0) 21 (15.0) 40 (11.3) 
Discontinued 
due to AE, n 
(%) 


1 (2.4) 0 (0.0) 6 (4.3) 2 (8.0) 10 (7.1) 19 (5.4) 


Injection-site 
reaction, n (%) 


3 (7.3) 3 (8.8) 11 (8.0) 6 (24.0) 16 (11.4) 38 (10.8) 


Any infection, 
n (%) 


28 (68.3) 10 (29.4) 90 (65.2) 17 (68.0) 101 (72.1) 241 (68.3) 


Any serious 
infection, n 


2 (4.9) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7) 1 (4.0) 6 (4.3) 11 (3.1) 
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(%) 
Any 
malignancy, n 
(%) 


1 (2.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.7) 2 (0.6) 


Abnormal ALT, 
n (%) 


1 (2.4) 1 (2.9) 1 (0.7) 0 (0.0) 7 (5.0) 10 (2.8) 


Abnormal AST, 
n (%) 


1 (2.4) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.9) 5 (1.4) 


Total bilirubin, 
n (%) 


0 (0.0) 1 (2.9) 4 (2.9) 0 (0.0) 3 (2.1) 8 (2.3) 


Antibodies to 
golimumab, n 
(%) 


1 (3.2) 3 (11.1) 2 (2.5) 1 (7.1) 5 (5.6) 11 (4.7) 


 
AE, adverse event; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; EE, early escape; 
SAE, serious adverse event. 


 
After 5 years of therapy, 71% of patients completed the trial: 


 33 (9.3%) withdrew due to AEs, 35 (9.8%) withdrew due to lack of efficacy 


 17.1% receiving golimumab 50mg and 24.7% on golimumab 100mg experienced SAEs 


 One patient (golimumab 50mg) died of a B-cell lymphoma followed by pancreatic cancer 


after 3 years in the study 


 


Summary 


Golimumab was effective and well-tolerated in a large cohort of patients with AS during a 24 


week study period. Clinical improvement results seen at week 14 and week 24 were sustained 


through week 256. Patients treated with golimumab experienced significant improvement in 


physical function as early as week 14, which was maintained up to 5 years. Golimumab was 


generally well tolerated throughout the 5 year treatment period. 


 
GO-RAISE did not investigate EAMs of AS; however, an open-label trial is currently underway to 


generate data on the incidence of uveitis and IBD in patients receiving golimumab (GO-EASY 


[NCT01668004]: The Incidence of Extra-Articular Manifestations in Participants With 


Ankylosing Spondylitis Treated With Golimumab). Anticipated study completion is April 2015. 


The objective of this study is to determine the difference in the annual incidence rate of uveitis 


attacks in participants with AS before treatment and after the start of treatment with 


golimumab.  
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5.2. Identification of Relevant Studies through a Systematic Review 


The objective for this submission is to assess the clinical and cost-effectiveness of golimumab 


for the treatment of people with severe active AS whose disease has responded inadequately to, 


or who are intolerant to, NSAIDs. 


 
Relevant comparators, as listed in the NICE scope for this appraisal, are conventional therapy 


(comprising NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, bisphosphonates, and 


physiotherapy) and other TNF-alpha inhibitors: adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


and infliximab. In the absence of active-controlled studies evaluating golimumab for the AS 


indication, a network meta-analysis (NMA) was performed to compare the efficacy and safety of 


conventional therapy, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and golimumab 


for the treatment of adults with severe active AS (described in the following sections). 


 
5.2.1. Searching for Relevant Studies 


To identify data to inform the NMA, two reviewers working independently, in duplicate, 


conducted a systematic literature search. MEDLINE®, Embase®, and the Cochrane Library 


(Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 


Cochrane Methodology Register, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects) were searched via 


OVID (from inception to February 2014). The search facets included disease terms (ankylosing 


spondylitis), intervention terms (adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, infliximab, and 


golimumab), and study design terms (randomised controlled trials [RCTs] and controlled 


clinical trials [CCTs]). For each search facet, a list of search terms using appropriate indexing 


and free text terms were developed. The syntax/search commands and search terms necessarily 


varied between databases, even when using the OVID platform (Table 7, Table 8, and Table 9). 


Searches were limited to studies in humans and studies written in English. A search of health 


technology assessment (HTA) documents produced by NICE (manufacturers’ submissions, 


Evidence Review Group reports, Technology Appraisal Guidance documents) was also 


undertaken to identify any additional evidence. 


 
Table 7: Embase® search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 randomised controlled trial/ 349455 
2 clinical trial/ 839908 
3 (clinical trial$).mp 1061076 
4 randomization/ 61231 
5 random$.mp. 972245 
6 (crossover$ or cross over$ or cross over$).mp. 70373 
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7 double blind procedure/ or single blind procedure/ or crossover procedure/ 152263 
8 factorial design/ or factorial analysis/ or factorial$.mp. 41196 
9 (doubl$ adj blind$).mp. 158722 
10 (doub$ adj mask$).mp. 2821 
11 (open$ label$).mp. 38351 
12 placebo$.tw. or placebo/ 279825 
13 (singl$ adj blind$).mp. 25360 
14 (singl$ adj mask$).mp. 338 
15 assign$.mp. 226571 
16 allocate$.mp. 48001 
17 (randomi?ed control$ trial$).tw 103039 
18 rct.tw 13485 
19 ((treble or triple) adj blind$).tw 322 
20 or/1-19 1889570 
21 Ankylosing Spondylitis/ 13280 
22 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).mp. 14839 
23 Rheumat$ spondyl$.mp. 27 
24 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).mp. 2296 
25 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or mariestru?mpell or Marie Stru?mpell).mp. 325 
26 or/21-25 15174 
27 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 1810 
28 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 18558 
29 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 14253 
30 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 28550 
31 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 2820 
32 or/27-31 39223 
33 20 and 26 and 32 1453 
34 LIMIT 33 to ENGLISH LANGUAGE 1353 
35 LIMIT 34 to human 1287 


 
Table 8: MEDLINE® search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Randomised Controlled Trial.pt. 360539 
2 Randomised Controlled Trials as Topic/ 88658 
3 Controlled Clinical Trial.pt. 87004 
4 Clinical trial.pt 481718 
5 Randomi?ed.mp 559542 
6 exp Clinical trials as Topic/ 271916 
7 Random$.mp 860495 
8 Random allocation/ 78711 
9 Trial.ti,ab. 344879 
10 Clinical trial, phase ii.pt 21781 
11 Clinical trial, phase iii.pt 8380 
12 Clinical trial, phase iv.pt 871 
13 Multicenter study.pt 163138 
14 placebo.mp. or placebos/ 167113 
15 Double blind method/ 122333 
16 Single blind method/ 18312 
17 ((singl$ or doubl$ or treb$ or tripl$) adj (blind$3 or mask$3)).tw 125756 
18 (Clinical adj trial$).tw 205935 
19 (open$ label$).mp. 24362 
20 or/1-19 1509168 
21 animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) 10031 
22 20 not 21 1508267 



file://Ln2sfps03/ukheor/Data/Documents/projects/Merck%20&%20Co/961377%20-%20Golimumab%20NMA%20in%20Ank.%20Spondylitis/08.%20Useful%20refs/Cochrane%20AS%20Lit%20Review%20-%20MTX.pdf

file://Ln2sfps03/ukheor/Data/Documents/projects/Merck%20&%20Co/961377%20-%20Golimumab%20NMA%20in%20Ank.%20Spondylitis/08.%20Useful%20refs/Cochrane%20AS%20Lit%20Review%20-%20MTX.pdf

http://handbook.cochrane.org/
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23 Spondylitis, Ankylosing/ 11433 
24 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).mp. 13821 
25 rheumat$ spondyl$.mp. 134 
26 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).mp. 595 
27 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or mariestru?mpell or Marie Stru?mpell).mp. 550 
28 or/23-27 14185 
29 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 290 
30 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 5263 
31 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 3458 
32 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 8684 
33 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 445 
34 or/29-33 13178 
35 22 and 28 and 34 449 
36 LIMIT 35 to ENGLISH LANGUAGE 406 


 
Table 9: Cochrane Library search strategy – OVID database, February 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Spondylitis, Ankylosing/ 348 
2 (ankyl$ adj2 spondyl$).af. 617 
3 (ankyl$ adj3 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).af. 38 
4 (rheumat$ adj2 spondyl$).af. 49 
5 (bechterew or bekhtere$ or (marie adj stru?mpell) or (Marie adj Stru?mpell) or 


mariestru?mpell).af. 
33 


6 or/1-5 648 
7 (golimumab or simponi or cnto148 or cnto 148 or 476181 74 5).af. 69 
8 (etanercept or enbrel or 185243 69 0 or 200013 86 1).af. 516 
9 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa or 331731 18 1).af. 319 
10 (infliximab or remicade or 170277 31 3).af. 612 
11 (certolizumab or cimzia or 428863 50 7).af. 68 
12 or/7-11 1266 
13 6 and 12 152 


 
5.2.2. Study Selection 


All identified citations were scanned by two independent reviewers for eligibility according to 


the types of patients, interventions, comparisons, and outcomes outlined in Table 10. The 


researchers then obtained the full-text publications of those citations potentially matching the 


eligibility criteria. After obtaining these full-text publications, the same two researchers 


independently assessed for eligibility again, with disagreements assessed by a third adjudicator. 


 
  



http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=14

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=15

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=17

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=18

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=22

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/searchHistory?mode=runquery&qnum=25
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Table 10: Types of patients, interventions, controls, and outcomes considered 


Component Eligibility criteria 
Population Human patients with AS (including patients with juvenile AS but excluding patients 


with axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS) 
Interventions  Adalimumab  


 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab 
 Infliximab 


Comparisons 
(controls) 


Interventions were to be compared with active comparators or placebo 
(conventional therapy) and were to be taken alone or in combination with MTX 


Efficacy outcomes  Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis (ASAS) 
 Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) 


Safety outcomes  Any AE 
 Any SAE 
 Injection (infusion)-site reactions 


Time points Efficacy (12 +/-2 weeks), safety (24 weeks) 
 RCTs and CCTs (including blinded and open-label studies), meta-analyses, network 


meta-analyses, and systematic literature reviews were included (the purpose of the 
latter three was to search their reference lists for any missing RCTs or CCTs) 


Restrictions Abstracts must be in English 
 
AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CCT, 
controlled clinical trial; MTX, methotrexate; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SAE, serious adverse event.  


 
The flow of citations through the screening process is outlined in the Preferred Reporting Items 


for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram in Figure 7. In total, the 


search yielded 1846 hits including one study identified through the HTA review, of which 515 


were duplicates, leaving 1331 records to be reviewed against the eligibility criteria. After 


screening 1331 titles and abstracts, 63 studies were selected for full-text review. Of these 63 


publications, 12 were published systematic review and/or NMAs. The hand search of the 


primary papers included in these systematic reviews and NMAs did not yield any extra 


references. The systematic reviews and NMAs were excluded as they are not a primary source of 


evidence. After full-text review of all 51 remaining publications, 25 studies were retained for 


data extraction. Data were extracted from the included studies by two reviewers working 


independently and recorded in a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet. A third reviewer checked all 


data extraction. 
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Figure 7: Schematic of the publication selection process 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTA, health technology assessment; MA, meta-analysis; NMA, network meta-analysis; SLR, systematic 
literature review. 


 


 


  


Records after duplicates removed  


(n=1331) 


Records screened by 


abstract (n=1331) 


Records excluded, with 
reason:  


 
Population (n=427) 
Intervention (n=70) 
Comparators (n=8) 
Outcomes (n=78) 


Study design (n=681) 


Not English (n=4) 


Full-text articles excluded, 
with reasons:  


 
Population (n=1) 


Intervention (n=2) 
Comparators (n=3) 


Outcomes (n=3) 
Study design (n=17) 


Full-text articles assessed for 


inclusion or abstract-only 


studies included  


(n=63) 


Trials included  
(n=25) 


Studies identified through database 
searching  
(n=1845) 


Additional records identified through 
other sources e.g. HTA  


(n=1) 


SLRs and MA/NMAs 
(n=12) 


Additional trials identified 
(n=0) 
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5.3. List of Relevant Studies from Systematic Review 


Of the 25 eligible studies (summarised in Table 11), five assessed adalimumab12,21,22,23,24,25, one 


evaluated certolizumab pegol26, ten considered etanercept27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36, two assessed 


golimumab15,19,20,37, and seven appraised infliximab38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45. (Please note that some 


included studies are associated with more than one reference, for instance Clinical Study 


Reports [CSRs]). The majority of identified studies compared a TNF-alpha inhibitor with a 


placebo arm where patients were receiving background conventional therapy, though seven 


studies compared different doses of the TNF-alpha inhibitor being studied, and one study 


compared two separate TNF-alpha inhibitors (infliximab and etanercept).  


 
The study identified through the HTA review was a Canadian AS study of adalimumab 40mg 


every other week versus placebo46. It was only reported in abstract format for the American 


College of Rheumatology Annual Meeting in 2005. However, the abstract is no longer publicly 


available. The journal (Arthritis & Rheumatology), the American College of Rheumatology, and 


the first author were contacted but none had access to this abstract, and access could not be 


obtained through a back stock agent. Certain outcomes (not in the scope of this appraisal) from 


this study were reported in Lambert et al. 2007. Outcomes of interest from this study were 


reported in NICE TA143. Therefore, Lambert et al. 2007 was referred to for information on the 


study design and baseline patient characteristics and NICE TA143 informed the relevant 


outcomes. 


 
The 38 full-text articles excluded following the full-text screening are listed in Table 12, with the 


justification for their exclusion.  
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Table 11: Summary of included studies 


Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
Golimumab 


GO-RAISE (Inman et 
al. 2008 & CSR) 
 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Golimumab 50mg (n=138) 
and 100mg (n=140) every 4 
weeks 


Placebo (n=78) every 4 
weeks 


Adult patients with AS (diagnosed 
according to the modified New York 
Criteria) for ≥3 months before the first 
administration of the study agent 
(n=356) 


16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Bao et al. 2012* 
Randomised, placebo 
controlled trial (blinding 
not reported) 


Golimumab 50mg every 4 
weeks (n=108)  


Placebo every 4 weeks 
(n=105) 


Active AS (n=213) 
16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et al. 
2007 


Open-label non-
randomised trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg + MTX 
7.5mg (n=9) 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (n=10) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=19) 


30 weeks 


Giardina et al. 2010 
Open-label randomised 
study 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at week 
0, 2, 6 and every 6 weeks for 
102 weeks (n=25) 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=25) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=50) 


2 years 


Braun et al. 2002 
 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at weeks 
0, 2, 6 (n=34) 


Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6 
(n=35) 


Patients who fulfilled modified New York 
criteria for AS, and who had severe active 
disease that was defined by a BASDAI of 
4 or greater, and spinal pain of 4 or 
greater (n=70) 


12 weeks 


ASSERT (van der 
Heijde et al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg at weeks 
0, 2, 6, 12, 18 (n=201) 


Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6, 
12, 18 (n=78) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria for at least 3 months 
prior to screening (n=279) 


18 weeks 


Marzo-Ortega et al. 
2005 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (5 
infusions over 30 weeks) + 
MTX 7.5mg (n=28) 


Placebo (5 infusions over 
30 weeks) + MTX 7.5mg 
(n=14) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=42) 


30 weeks 


Breban et al. 2008 
Open-label randomised 
trial 


Infliximab 5mg/kg (starting 
dose) every 6 weeks until 
week 52 (n=124) 


Infliximab 5mg/kg 
(starting dose) on demand 
treatment + MTX 2.5mg 
(starting dose) (n=62), 
infliximab 5mg/kg 
(starting dose) on demand 
treatment (n=61) 


Patients who had diagnosed with AS and 
had to fulfil the clinical part of the 
modified New York criteria for 
the diagnosis of AS and have evidence of 
active inflammation 
in the 3 months prior to enrolment 
(n=247) 


58 weeks 


CANDLE (Inman et al. Double-blind randomised, Infliximab 3mg/kg at weeks Placebo at weeks 0, 2, 6 Patients were adults diagnosed 12 week double-
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Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
2010) 
 


placebo controlled trial 0, 2, 6 and every 8 weeks 
thereafter (n=39) 


and every 8 weeks 
thereafter (n=37) 


as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=76) 


blind period 
(crossover starting in 
week 14) 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van der 
Heijde et al. 2006) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=208) 


Placebo EOW (n=107) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=315) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Canadian AS (Lambert 
et al. 2007 & NICE 
TA143) 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=38) 


Placebo EOW (n=44) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=82) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Horneff et al. 2012 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=17) 


Placebo EOW for 12 
weeks, then patients could 
start adalimumab 40mg 
EOW (n=15) 


Patients with severe, active and 
refractory juvenile onset AS (n=32) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Hu et al. 2012 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=26) 


Placebo EOW for 12 
weeks then adalimumab 
40mg EOW (n=20) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=46) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Huang et al. 2013 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial  


Adalimumab 40mg EOW 
(n=229) 


Placebo EOW (n=115) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=344) 


12 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Etanercept 


Brandt et al. 2003 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=14) 


Placebo twice weekly then 
etanercept 25mg after 6 
weeks (n=16) 


Patients diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=30) 


6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Calin et al. 2004 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=45) 


Placebo twice weekly 
(n=39) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=84) 


12 weeks 


Cantini et al. 2013 
Open-label randomised 
trial 


Etanercept 50mg EOW 
(n=22) 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=21) 


Patients diagnosed as having AS defined 
by the modified New York criteria 
(n=43) 


22 months mean 
follow-up 


SPINE (Dougados et 
al. 2011) 
 


Double-blind randomised 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=39) 


Placebo once weekly 
(n=43) 


Active AS (n=82) 12 weeks 


Davis et al. 2003 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 25mg twice 
weekly (n=138) 


Placebo twice weekly 
(n=139) 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=277) 


24 weeks 


Gorman et al. 2002 Double-blind randomised, Etanercept 25mg twice Placebo twice weekly Patients were adults diagnosed 4 months (before 
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Trial identifier Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study duration 
placebo controlled trial weekly (n=20) 


 
(n=20) as having AS defined by the modified 


New York criteria (n=40) 
crossover) 


van der Heijde et al. 
2006 


Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg once 
weekly (n=155) and 25mg 
twice weekly (n=150) 


Placebo (n=51) 
Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=356) 


24 weeks 


Huang et al. 2010* 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept (n=74), dose not 
reported 


Placebo (n=78) 
Chinese adults with active AS who had an 
inadequate response or were intolerant 
to ≥1 NSAIDs (n=152) 


6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


LOADET (Navarro 
Sarabia et al. 2011) 


Double-blind randomised 
controlled trial 


Etanercept 50mg (n=54) 
twice weekly 


Etanercept 50mg plus 
placebo (n=54), 
etanercept was given once 
weekly plus a second 
injection of placebo 


Patients were adults diagnosed 
as having AS defined by the modified 
New York criteria (n=108) 


12 weeks 


Zhang et al. 2009* 
Double-blind randomised, 
placebo controlled trial 


Etanercept (n=43), dose not 
reported 


Placebo (n=43) Active AS (n=86) 
6 weeks (before 
crossover) 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 2014 
(AS subgroup) 


Double-blind randomised 
placebo controlled trial 


Certolizumab pegol (CZP) 
400mg every 2 weeks at 
weeks 0, 2 and 4 (loading 
dose) followed by either 
CZP 200mg every 2 weeks 
(n=65) or CZP 400mg every 
4 weeks (n=56), n 
corresponds to the AS 
subgroup only 


Placebo every 2 weeks 
(n=57), n corresponds to 
the AS subgroup only 


Patients were diagnosed as having axial 
spondyloarthritis (axSpA) (n=325) 
including a subgroup of patients with AS 
(n=178) 


16 weeks (before 
crossover) 


 
* These studies are only available in abstract form – the full text articles are in Chinese. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CSR, 
clinical study report; MTX, methotrexate; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
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Table 12: Studies excluded after full-text screening 


Principal reason for exclusion Study 
Population Dougados et al. 2010 
Intervention Krzysiek et al. 2009; Li et al. 2008 
Outcomes Baraliakos et al. 2005; Horneff et al. 2011; Braun et al. 2008 
Comparators de Vries et al. 2009; Haibel et al. 2008; Lubrano et al. 2006 
Study design Braun et al. 2009; Braun et al. 2010; Braun et al. 2012a; Braun et al. 


2012b; Davis et al. 2005; Davis et al. 2008; Haibel et al. 2006; 
Kobayashi et al. 2012; Revicki et al. 2008; Rudwaleit et al. 2004; van 
der Heijde et al. 2008; van der Heijde et al. 2008; Wanger et al. 
2012; Sieper et al. 2012; Braun et al. 2009; Rudwaleit et al. 2009; 
Gottlieb et al. 2011; Fouque Aubert et al. 2010; Zhi han et al. 2013; 
McLeod et al. 2007; Migliore et al. 2012; Ren et al. 2013; Baraliakos 
et al. 2012; Betts et al. 2013; Ubago et al. 2011; Braun et al. 2007; 
Machado et al. 2013; Shu et al. 2013; Baraliakos et al. 2005 


 
An additional study was identified after the systematic review was completed. Barkham et al. 


201047 is a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of etanercept 25mg twice weekly. This study 


was excluded at the abstract screening stage on the basis that it reported outcomes that were 


not of interest; however, an additional data supplement to this study was later identified which 


reported some of the outcomes of interest. As a result, Barkham et al. 2010 was included and 


data were extracted. A summary of the features of Barkham et al. 2010 is provided in Table 13 


(information provided in Table 11 for other studies). 


 
Table 13: Summary of Barkham et al. 2010 


Trial 
identifier 


Type of study Intervention Comparator Population Study 
duration 


Barkham et al. 
2010 


Double-blind 
randomised, 
placebo 
controlled trial 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=20) 
twice weekly 


Placebo 
(n=20) 


Patients were adults 
diagnosed as having 
AS defined by the 
modified New York 
criteria and active 
disease (n=40) 


12 weeks 


 
Due to the fact that the database searches were conducted on 3rd February 2014, the full 


manuscript associated with the abstract by Bao et al. 2012 was not identified at that time. Bao et 


al. 201448 contains some of the information that was missing from the abstract of Bao et al. 


2012. Both Bao et al. 2012 and Bao et al. 2014 are considered together as one reference. Bao et 


al. 2014 reported additional details to those stated in Table 11: the trial was double-blinded and 


recruited patients who were adults with a diagnosis of AS for at least 3 months defined as 


definite by the 1984 modified New York criteria, a BASDAI score ≥4, and a VAS score for total 


back pain ≥4. 
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5.4. Summary of Methodology, Participants, and Outcomes of 


Relevant Studies  


Eligibility criteria for enrolment into the included studies were similar. It should be noted that 


not all studies included patients who had failed two DMARDs in line with the marketing 


authorisation for TNF-alpha inhibitors (Table 14). Baseline patient characteristics (including 


age, disease severity [BASDAI and BASFI scores], and disease duration) were reasonably similar 


across all included studies (Table 14). 


 
The included studies followed similar methodology and the study outcomes were relevant to 


clinical practice in the UK (Table 15). Common primary outcomes were the proportion of 


patients with 20% or 40% improvement in ASAS score and/or the proportion of patients 


achieving 50% improvement in BASDAI score. Secondary outcomes included the proportion of 


patients achieving 40%, 50%, or 70% improvement in ASAS; 20% improvement in 5 of 6 ASAS 


domains (ASAS5/6); or achieving improvement in the BASFI score. Due to the fact that in many 


trials the disease activity was evaluated using BASDAI, the secondary outcomes were often 


reported as the proportion of patients achieving 20% or 50% in BASDAI scores. 


 
Fourteen of the studies had early escape or crossover study designs, including two golimumab 


studies15,19,20,37,48, one infliximab study45, five adalimumab studies12,21,22,23,24,25, five etanercept 


studies27,29,32,34,36, and the one certolizumab pegol study26. (Please note that some included 


studies are associated with more than one reference). In three of these studies, crossover or 


early escape could occur as early as 6 weeks. In the majority of these studies, crossover or early 


escape was allowed beginning in week 12 to week 16. In Cantini et al. 2013 patients in the 


etanercept every other week arm could cross over onto etanercept once weekly at relapse. 
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Table 14: Baseline patient characteristics of included studies 


Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Golimumab 


GO-RAISE 
(Inman et al. 
2008 & CSR) 


Golimumab 
50mg 


138 26.1 39.2 7.9 21.0% 


NSAIDs or 
DMARDs 


No Yes 


5.001 (2.37, 
0.202) 


6.498 (1.56, 
0.134) 


Golimumab 
100mg 


140 30.0 38.6 8.1 20.0% 
5.168 (2.55, 
0.216) 


6.893 (1.50, 
0.127) 


Placebo 78 29.5 40.6 10.8 19.2% 
5.098 (2.25, 
0.255) 


6.608 (1.52, 
0.172) 


Bao et al. 
2012/Bao et 
al. 2014 


Golimumab 
50mg 


108 16.7 30.5 4.2 


MTX 
(19.4%), SSZ 
(53.7%), 
steroids 
(4.6%), 
NSAIDs 
(66.7%) 


NR NR Yes 


5.0 (2.35, 
NR) 


6.6 (1.31, 
NR) 


Placebo 105 17.1 30.6 3.7 


MTX 
(21.9%), SSZ 
(53.3%), 
steroids 
(4.8%), 
NSAIDs 
(72.4%) 


5.0 (2.38, 
NR) 


6.5 (1.54, 
NR) 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et 
al. 2007 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg plus 
MTX 7.5mg 


9 


NR 


Median: 
33.0 


Median: 
10.0 


Yes (MTX) 
NSAIDs, 
MTX, 
sulfasalazine 


NR NR 


4.95 (NR, 
NR) 


7.35 (NR, 
NR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


10 
Median: 
41.5 


Median: 
18.0 


No 
5.45 (NR, 
NR) 


7.38 (NR, 
NR) 


Giardina et al. 
2010 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


25 24.0 31.9 15.4 
No NSAIDs No Yes 


6.1 (0.9, 
0.18) 


6.5 (1.1, 
0.22) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


25 20.0 32.6 15.7 
6.5 (1.2, 
0.24) 


6.6 (1.1, 
0.22) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Braun et al. 
2002 


Infliximab  
5mg/kg 


34 32.0 40.6 16.4 
No NR No NR 


5.5* (1.8, 
20.31) 


6.5 (1.2, 
0.21) 


Placebo 35 37.0 39.0 14.9 
5.1 (2.2, 
0.37) 


6.3 (1.4, 
0.24) 


ASSERT (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 


201 21.9 39.6 10.1 
No NSAIDs No Yes 


5.7 (1.9, 
0.134) 


5.8 (2.2, 
0.2507) 


Placebo 78 12.8 40.3 11.9 
6.5 (1.5, 
0.105) 


6.2 (1.6, 
0.1811) 


Marzo-Ortega 
et al. 2005 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg 
+ MTX 


28 18.0 41.0 
Median: 
8.0 


Yes ≥1 NSAID NR NR 


Median: 
6.68 


Median: 
6.00 


Placebo 
+ MTX 


14 21.0 39.0 
Median: 
10.0 


6.45 (1.87, 
0.353) 


6.57 (2.05, 
0.548) 


Breban et al. 
2008 


Infliximab 
(continuous) 


124 25.0 41.4 14.6 No 


No NR NR 


5.4 (2.0, 
0.18) 


6.2 (1.5, 
0.134) 


Infliximab + 
MTX (on 
demand) 


62 19.4 42.7 16.4 Yes 
5.6 (1.9, 
0.241) 


6.3 (1.3, 
0.165) 


Infliximab 
alone (on 
demand) 


61 26.2 40.0 13.8 No 
6 (1.8, 
0.230) 


6.1 (1.3, 
0.166) 


CANDLE 
(Inman et al. 
2010) 


Infliximab 
3mg/kg 


39 18.0 42.9 11.7 
Yes Yes No No NR NR 


Placebo 37 22.0 39.3 11.1 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2006) 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


208 24.5 41.7 11.3 9.6% 
DMARDs, 
NSAIDs 


No Yes 


5.2 (2.2, 
0.153) 


6.3 (1.7, 
0.118) 


Placebo 107 26.2 43.4 10.0 7.5% 
5.6 (2.2, 
0.123) 


6.3 (1.7, 
0.164) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Canadian AS 
(Lambert et 
al. 2007 & 
NICE TA143) 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


38 23.7 41.9 14.5 
Yes ≥1 NSAID NR NR 


5.3 (2.0, 
0.324) 


6.2 (1.7, 
0.276) 


Placebo 44 18.2 40.0 12.1 
5.6 (2.2, 
0.357) 


6.5 (1.6, 
0.241) 


Horneff et al. 
2012 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


17 41.2 15.1 0.9 


No NR NR 


Patients 
treated with 
infliximab, 
etanercept, 
adalimumab 
not eligible 


3.85 (1.8, 
0.437) 


4.75 (1.3, 
0.315) 


Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg 


15 53.3 15.5 2.5 
4.17 (2.3, 
0.596) 


5.45 (1.5, 
0.387) 


Hu et al. 2012 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


26 7.7 28.2 7.4 


Continue SSZ, 
MTX, 
prednisone 
+/or equiv., 
+/or NSAIDs 
if stable for 4 
weeks before 
baseline 


≥1 NSAID NR NR 


3.7 (2.1, 
0.421) 


5.9 (1.4, 
0.275) 


Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg 


20 0.0 27.4 7.6 
3.9 (2.0, 
0.447) 


6.2 (1.1, 
0.246) 


Huang et al. 
2013 


Adalimumab 
40mg 


229 19.0 30.1 8.1 
SSZ (52.4%), 
MTX (22.7%) 


NR NR NR 


4.3 (2.3, 
0.152) 


6 (1.4, 
0.093) 


Placebo 115 17.0 29.6 7.7 
4.4 (2.3, 
0.214) 


6.2 (1.4, 
0.131) 


Etanercept 


Barkham et 
al. 2010 


Etanercept 
25mg 


20 25.0 40.8 11.0 Stable dose  
SSZ or MTX 
+/or NSAID 
(no steroids, 
other 
DMARDs) 


NR NR NR 


5.60 (1.98, 
NR) 


6.05 (1.71, 
NR) 


Placebo 20 15.0 39.4 20.0 
5.27 (1.81, 
NR) 


5.46 (1.74, 
NR) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Brandt et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg 


14 28.6 39.8 14.9 


No NR NR NR 


6.2 (1.8, 
0.481) 


6.5 (1.2, 
0.32) 


Placebo then 
etanercept 
25mg after 6 
weeks 


16 25.0 32.0 11.4 
5.3 (2.3, 
0.575) 


6.6 (1.0, 
0.25) 


Calin et al. 
2004 


Etanercept 
25mg 


45 20.0 45.3 15.0 13.0% 
NR No Yes 


6.0 (NR, NR) 6.1 (NR, NR) 


Placebo 39 23.0 40.7 9.7 13.0% 
5.72 (NR, 
NR) 


5.86 (NR, 
NR) 


Cantini et al. 
2013 


Etanercept 
50mg (EOW) 


22 18.1 
Median: 
37.0 


13.0 


No NR 
Prior use of 
etanercept 


No 


2.6 (1.4, 
0.298) 


2.4 (0.3, 
0.064) 


Etanercept 
50mg (once 
weekly) 


21 23.8 
Median: 
38.0 


12.0 
2.5 (1.3, 
0.284) 


2.3 (0.4, 
0.087) 


SPINE 
(Dougados et 
al. 2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


39 5.0 46.0 19.0 
Yes NR No No 


6.3 (2.0, 
0.32) 


6.4 (1.2, 
0.192) 


Placebo 43 9.0 48.0 23.0 
5.7 (1.9, 
0.29) 


5.8 (1.5, 
0.229) 


Davis et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg 


138 24.0 42.1 10.1 
NR 


11.0% 
No Yes 


5.17 (2.1, 
0.18) 


5.81 (1.8, 
0.15) 


Placebo 139 24.0 41.9 10.5 12.0% 
5.63 (2.0, 
0.17) 


5.96 (1.7, 
0.14) 


Gorman et al. 
2002 


Etanercept 
25mg 


20 35.0 
Median: 
38.0 


Median: 
15.0 


Yes Yes NR NR 


Median: 4.5 
(2.1, 0.47) 


NR 
Placebo 20 10.0 


Median: 
39.0 


Median: 
12.0 


Median: 3.2 
(2.5, 0.56) 


van der 
Heijde et al. 
2006 


Etanercept 
50mg 


155 30.3 41.5 9.0 
MTX if stable 
>4 weeks 
before 
baseline 


NR No Yes 


6.06 (2.03, 
0.163) 


6.24 (1.70, 
0.137) 


Etanercept 
25mg 


150 26.0 39.8 10.0 
5.77 (2.01, 
0.164) 


5.94 (1.67, 
0.136) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions 
Number of 
patients 
(n) 


Female 
patients 
(%) 


Mean age 
(years) 


Mean 
disease 
duration 
(years) 


Concomitant 
therapy 


Prior drug 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
failure 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 
naïve 


Mean BASFI 
(SD, SE) 


Mean 
BASDAI 
score (SD, 
SE) 


Placebo 51 21.6 40.1 8.5 
5.97 (1.93, 
0.27) 


6.11 (1.37, 
0.192) 


Huang et al. 
2010 


Etanercept 74 
NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Placebo 78 


LOADET 
(Navarro-
Sarabia et al. 
2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg 


54 20.4 40.2 7.0 
DMARDs 
(n=16) 


≥2 NSAIDs No Yes 


5.87 (1.96, 
0.267) 


6.10 (1.70, 
0.231) 


Etanercept 
50mg + placebo 


54 20.4 42.6 7.3 
DMARDs 
(n=15) 


5.66 (2.04, 
0.278) 


6.48 (1.61, 
0.219) 


Zhang et al. 
2009 


Etanercept 43 
NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 


Placebo 43 
Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et 
al. 2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 200mg 


65 


NR NR NR 
DMARDs 
(35.4%) 


NR NR n=36 NR NR 
Certolizumab 
pegol 400mg 


56 


Placebo 57 


 
* A discrepancy was noted regarding the BASFI score at baseline. The tabulated value was 5.4, reported in the text as 5.5 (p. 1189). AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CSR, clinical study report; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; 
EOW, every other week; MTX, methotrexate; NR, not reported, NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error; SSZ, sulfasalazine; TNF, 
tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 15: Primary and secondary outcomes of included studies 


Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
Golimumab 


GO-RAISE (Inman et al. 2008 
& CSR) 
 


ASAS20 at week 14 
ASAS40, ASAS partial remission, 
ASAS5/6 


Early escape to golimumab 50mg at week 16 for 41 placebo patients; early 
escape to golimumab 100mg at week 16 for 25 patients. Placebo group 
patients could crossover to receive open-label infliximab starting in week 
14; all patients could receive dose-escalation of infliximab to 5mg/kg at 
weeks 22 or 38 if the patient had an absolute BASDAI score >3 and a 
relative decrease of <50% in BASDAI from baseline 


Bao et al. 2012/Bao et al. 
2014 


ASAS20 
BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, ASAS40, 
ASAS5/6, ASAS partial remission, 
SF-36, JSEQ 


At week 16, all patients randomised to placebo that met early escape 
criteria (<20% improvement from baseline in both total back pain and 
morning stiffness measures) began receiving golimumab 50mg SC 
injections in a blinded fashion at week 16 and every 4 weeks thereafter 
through week 48; all other patients still receiving placebo injections began 
receiving golimumab 50mg SC injection at week 24 and every 4 weeks 
thereafter through week 48 


Infliximab 


Perez-Guijo et al. 2007 BASDAI50 at week 30 
ASAS, BASDAI, BASFI, ESR, CRP, 
pain, inflammation, physician’s 
global assessment 


NR 


Giardina et al. 2010 ASAS, BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI NR NR 


Braun et al. 2002 
 


BASDAI50 


Improvements in VAS for spinal 
pain, BASFI, BASMI, SF-36, working 
group response criteria, 
concentration of CRP in serum, 
sedimentation rate 


NR 


ASSERT (van der Heijde et al. 
2005 & CSR) 


ASAS20 at week 24 


ASAS40, BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, 
chest expansion, Mander enthesis 
index, total swollen joint level, SF-
36 


Starting with the week 36 infusion and continuing through the week 96 
infusion, if subjects in the placebo group had a BASDAI ≥3 at both the 
current visit and the prior visit (i.e. 2 consecutive visits) they were to 
receive a 7.5mg/kg infliximab infusion and were to continue to receive 
7.5mg/kg infliximab infusions every 6 weeks thereafter through week 96 


Marzo-Ortega et al. 2005 
Change from baseline in BASDAI 
at weeks 4, 10, and 30 


ASAS Placebo patients crossed over onto adalimumab after 12 weeks 


Breban et al. 2008 ASAS20 at week 58 
ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS partial 
remission 


Infliximab was administered at a standard dose of 5mg/kg. The dose of 
infliximab was increased to 7.5mg/kg per infusion in the continuous 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
treatment group, starting not earlier than week 40, for those patients in 
relapse at 2 consecutive visits. Likewise, the infusion dose was increased 
to 7.5mg/kg in the on-demand group, starting no earlier than the fourth 
on-demand infusion, if relapse occurred as early as 3 weeks after an 
infusion 


CANDLE (Inman et al. 2010) 
 


ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, change 
from baseline in BASDAI, BASFI, 
and BASGI, BASDAI50, BASMI, SF-
36, ESR, CRP 


Placebo group patients could crossover to receive open-label infliximab 
starting in week 14; all patients could receive dose-escalation of infliximab 
to 5mg/kg at weeks 22 or 38 if the patient had an absolute BASDAI score 
>3 and a relative decrease of <50% in BASDAI from baseline 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 
2006) 


ASAS20 at week 12 ASAS40, ASAS5/6 
Patients who did not achieve ASAS20 at weeks 12, 16, or 20 were eligible 
for early-escape open-label treatment with adalimumab 40mg every other 
week 


Canadian AS (Lambert et al. 
2007 & NICE TA143) 


ASAS20 at week 12 SPARCC scores 


Those who had not reached an ASAS20 response on assessment at weeks 
12, 16, or 20 were offered the option of early-escape open-label treatment 
with adalimumab. Participants who chose this option were counted only 
as ‘non-responders’ in the analysis of primary and secondary endpoints 


Horneff et al. 2012 ASAS40 at week 12 
ASAS20, paediatric ACR30, 
paediatric ACR70 at 4, 8, 12 weeks 


NR 
 


Hu et al. 2012 NR NR  Placebo patients crossed over onto adalimumab after 12 weeks 


Huang et al. 2013 ASAS20 at week 13 
ASDAS, spinal mobility, disease 
activity, physical function, QoL 


Patients were allowed to crossover onto open label adalimumab after the 
12 week double-blind phase 


Etanercept 


Barkham et al. 2010 
Change in work instability 
of patients (AS-WIS) at week 12 


BASDAI, ASQoL, BASFI, HAQ-DI NR 


Brandt et al. 2003 ≥50% improvement in BASDAI 
Spinal pain, BASFI, BASMI, SF-36, 
ASAS, serum CRP, ESR 


Patients in the placebo group were switched to etanercept from weeks 6 
to 18 


Calin et al. 2004 ASAS20 
ASAS50, ASAS70, individual ASAS 
components, BASDAI, acute phase 
reactants, spinal mobility tests 


NR 
 


 


Cantini et al. 2013 
Patients maintaining clinical 
remission 


Patients achieving clinical 
remission at end of first phase, 


Escalation of the etanercept dose to 50mg weekly was prescribed for 
patients who relapsed on etanercept 50 mg every other week 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 
ASAS20, ASAS50, ASAS70, BASDAI, 
BASMI, BASFI 


SPINE (Dougados et al. 2011) 
 


Net incremental AUC for the 
BASDAI over 12 weeks 


Improvement in ASDAS 
 NR 


Davis et al. 2003 ASAS20 at weeks 12 and 24 
Percentage of patients achieving 
higher ASAS responses, safety 


NR 


Gorman et al. 2002 


Composite treatment response: 
≥20% improvement in 3 of 5 
measures [morning stiffness, 
nocturnal spinal pain, BASFI, 
patient’s global assessment, joint 
swelling], 1 of which had to be 
morning stiffness or nocturnal 
spinal pain, with no worsening in 
any of the measures. If swollen 
joint score was 0 throughout, 
improvement needed in 2 of the 
4 other outcome measures 


Physician’s global assessment, 
measures of spinal mobility, scores 
for enthesitis and peripheral joint 
tenderness, ESR, CRP 


After study completion at 4 months, patients were given the opportunity 
to crossover onto open-label etanercept 


van der Heijde et al. 2006 ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS5/6 at all time points, 
patient and physician global 
assessments, nocturnal/total back 
pain assessments, BASDAI, patients 
achieving partial remission, time to 
partial remission, spinal mobility 
(modified Schober’s test, chest 
expansion measurement, and 
occiput to wall distance), joint 
assessment (70 points), serum CRP 


NR 


Huang et al. 2010 ASAS 20 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, 
ASAS5/6, improvement in subject 
and physician global assessment, 
nocturnal and total back pain, 
BASFI, BASDAI, spinal mobility, 
joint assessment, QoL, safety 


Placebo patients crossed over onto etanercept after 6 weeks 
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Trial identifier Primary outcomes Secondary outcomes Crossover, early escape, and dose escalation 


LOADET (Navarro Sarabia et 
al. 2011) 


ASAS20 at week 12 


ASAS40, ASAS50, ASAS70, 
ASAS5/6, partial remission at week 
12, nocturnal/overall spine pain, 
physician global assessment, 
BASDAI, BASMI, complete 
peripheral joint count (ACR64/66), 
tenderness of enthesis, CRP, ESR 


NR 


Zhang et al. 2009 ASAS 20 


Patients achieving higher ASAS 
responses, change from baseline in 
BASDAI and BASFI, morning 
stiffness, and nocturnal spinal pain 


Placebo patients crossed over onto etanercept after 6 weeks 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


ASAS20 at week 12 
Change from baseline in BASFI, 
BASDAI, BASMI (linear) 


Placebo patients who did not achieve an ASAS20 response at weeks 14 
and 16 underwent mandatory escape at week 16 and were randomised to 
active treatment in a dose-blind manner 


 
ACR, American College of Rheumatology; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessments in Ankylosing Spondylitis; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; ASQoL, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life; AS-WIS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Work Instability Scale; AUC, area under the curve; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; 
HAQ-DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire-Disability Index; JSEQ, Jenkins Sleep Evaluation Questionnaire; NR, not reported; QoL, quality of life; SC, subcutaneous; SF-36: Short 
Form-36. 
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5.5. Critical Appraisal of Included Studies 


The NICE guidance quality checklist was used to assess the quality of each study included in the 


systematic review with respect to methodological criteria for experimental studies. The 


framework assesses the potential for studies to be impacted by biases affecting validity, 


including:  


 
• Selection bias, arising from systematic differences between comparison groups in terms 


of performance and prognosis;  


• Performance bias, relative to the provision of systematically different care other than the 


intervention between comparison groups;  


• Measurement bias, arising from systematic differences in how outcomes are ascertained 


and measured; 


• Attrition bias arising from systematic differences between comparison groups in how 


participants are withdrawn or excluded from the study groups 


 
Please see Appendix A for the critical appraisal of included studies. 


5.6. Inclusion of Studies in the Network Meta-Analysis 


From the 26 studies identified, 16 were considered eligible for evidence synthesis. These totals 


include Barkham et al. 2010 which was identified after the systematic review was completed. 


 
Since the most relevant and highly-reported time point for the measurement of efficacy 


outcomes was 12 weeks, Zhang et al. 2009, Huang et al. 2010, and Brandt et al. 2003 were not 


suitable for inclusion in the NMA base case due to the fact that patients crossed over at 6 weeks. 


Crossover or early escape reduces the relative treatment effect between arms and may 


therefore lead to biased results. All the studies included in the NMA base case reported at least 


one outcome at or close to week 12 (i.e. within +/-2 weeks), otherwise were excluded (for 


example, Breban et al. 2008 was excluded since outcomes were only reported at 58 weeks). As 


relative treatment effects may change over time, the risk of bias is reduced by including only 


outcomes measured at similar time points. 


 
Regarding safety outcomes, studies reporting AEs or discontinuation over durations of 24 


weeks were included, providing that the outcomes were reported prior to any crossover. 
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Table 16 summarises the studies identified in the systematic review (plus Barkham et al. 2010) 


and of those, the included studies in the NMA base case. Where a study was excluded, the reason 


for exclusion is given. 


 
Table 16: Inclusion of studies in the NMA 


Studies Status Reason for exclusion 
Golimumab 
GO-RAISE (Inman et al. 2008 & CSR) Included N/A 
Bao et al. 2012/Bao et al. 2014 Included N/A 
Infliximab 
Perez-Guijo et al. 2007 Excluded Non-randomised study 
Giardina et al. 2010 Included N/A 
Braun et al. 2002 Included N/A 
ASSERT (van der Heijde et al. 2005 & CSR) Included N/A 
Marzo-Ortega et al. 2005 Included N/A 


Breban et al. 2008 Excluded 
No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks; 
unlicensed dose regimen 


CANDLE (Inman et al. 2010) Excluded Unlicensed dose regimen 
Adalimumab 
ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 2006) Included N/A 
Canadian AS (Lambert et al. 2007 & NICE TA143) Included N/A 
Horneff et al. 2012 Excluded Juvenile population 
Hu et al. 2012 Included N/A 
Huang et al. 2013 Included N/A 
Etanercept 
Barkham et al. 2010 Included N/A 
Brandt et al. 2003 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks 
Calin et al. 2004 Included N/A 


Cantini et al. 2013 Excluded 
No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks; 
unlicensed dose regimen 


SPINE (Dougados et al. 2011) Included N/A 
Davis et al. 2003 Included N/A 
Gorman et al. 2002 Excluded No outcomes at 12 +/-2 weeks 
van der Heijde et al. 2006 Included N/A 
Huang et al. 2010 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks  
LOADET (Navarro Sarabia et al. 2011) Excluded Unlicensed etanercept regimen 
Zhang et al. 2009 Excluded Crossover before 12 weeks  
Certolizumab pegol 
Landewé et al. 2014 (AS subgroup) Included N/A 
 
CSR, clinical study report; N/A, not applicable. 


 
The full network of evidence is shown in Figure 8. Dark blue lines denote comparisons against 


active treatments, whilst orange lines denote comparisons against placebo. Note: across studies 


there was some heterogeneity in the use of concomitant MTX; however, there is no connected 


network if treatments are separated based on whether or not patients could be taking 


concomitant MTX (consistent with the approach taken in NICE TA233). This network differs 
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from that used in NICE TA233 in that the different dosing regimens of etanercept have been 


separated, and certolizumab pegol has been added. 


 
Figure 8: NMA network 


 
 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CZP, certolizumab pegol; eow, every other week; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; 
IFX, infliximab. 


 
The following outcomes were included for analysis in the NMA: Efficacy outcomes at 12 weeks 


(+/-2 weeks): ASAS20, ASAS40, and BASDAI50. Safety outcomes at 24 weeks: any AEs, any SAEs, 


and ISRs. 


 
In addition, absolute probabilities for efficacy outcomes were calculated by pooling the placebo 


arms of trials included in the evidence network. Absolute probabilities for safety outcomes were 


calculated by pooling the placebo arms of studies reporting the relevant outcomes up to 24 


weeks prior to crossover. The absolute treatment effect was used to calculate relative risk (RR) 


from odds ratios (ORs), for use in the economic model. 
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5.7. Extracted Data from Studies Included in Network Meta-Analysis 


Data were extracted from the 16 studies suitable for inclusion in the NMA for each of the 


outcomes to be analysed (Table 17). 


Table 17: Extracted data included in NMA 


Trial 
identifier 


Interventions ASAS20 (n) ASAS40 (n) 
BASDAI50 
(n) 


AEs 
(n) 


SAEs 
(n) 


ISRs 
(n) 


Golimumab 


GO-RAISE 
(Inman et al. 
2008 & CSR) 


Golimumab 
50mg (n=138) 


81 (of 133) 62* 61* 109a 5a 9a 


Placebo (n=78) 20 (of 76) 12* 12* 
57 (of 
77)a 


4 (of 
77)a 


2 (of 
77)a 


Bao et al. 
2012/Bao et 
al. 2014 


Golimumab 
50mg (n=108) 


48 28 32 Not included in NMA 
(reported post-
crossover) Placebo (n=105) 25 10 8 


Infliximab 


Giardina et al. 
2010 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=25) 


19 14 
NR 


Not included 
(evaluation period 
over 2 years) 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=25) 


15 11 


Braun et al. 
2002 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=34) 


24 
NR 


18 
NR 


3 (of 
35)b 


NR 
Placebo (n=35) 10 3 


0 (of 
36)b 


ASSERT (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2005 & 
CSR) 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg (n=201) 


124 98 
NR 


166 
(of 
202) 


7 (of 
202) 


22 
(of 
202) 


Placebo (n=78) 15 10 
54 (of 
75) 


2 (of 
75) 


7 (of 
75) 


Marzo-Ortega 
et al. 2005 


Infliximab 
5mg/kg + MTX 
(n=28) 


20‡ 
NR NR 


Not included in NMA 
(reported at 30 weeks) 


Placebo + MTX 
(n=14) 


4‡ 


Adalimumab 


ATLAS (van 
der Heijde et 
al. 2006) 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=208) 


121 83 94 Not included in NMA 
(not reported prior to 
crossover) Placebo (n=107) 22 14 17 


Canadian AS 
(Lambert et 
al. 2007 & 
NICE TA143) 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=38) 


18 
NR NR NR 


Placebo (n=44) 9 


Hu et al. 2012 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=26) 


NR NR NR NR 
Placebo then 
adalimumab 
40mg (n=20) 
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Trial 
identifier 


Interventions ASAS20 (n) ASAS40 (n) 
BASDAI50 
(n) 


AEs 
(n) 


SAEs 
(n) 


ISRs 
(n) 


Huang et al. 
2013 


Adalimumab 
40mg (n=229) 


154 102 114 81 1 
NR 


Placebo (n=115) 35 11 19 26 1 


Etanercept 


Barkham et al. 
2010 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=20) 


NR 


Not 
included in 
NMA (only a 
proportion 
of patients 
[~50%] 
measured 
for this 
outcome) 


7 19 


NR NR 
Placebo (n=20) 1 16 


Calin et al. 
2004 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=45) 


27 
NR NR NR NR 


15 


Placebo (n=39) 9 6 


SPINE 
(Dougados et 
al. 2011) 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=39) 


25 17 18 24 2 
3 (of 
40)b 


Placebo (n=43) 14 10 10 28 1 
0 (of 
44)b 


Davis et al. 
2003 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=138) 


82 
NR NR NR NR 


41 


Placebo (n=139) 39 13 


van der 
Heijde et al. 
2006 


Etanercept 
50mg (n=155) 


115 90 93 55 


NR 


32 


Etanercept 
25mg (n=150) 


107 80 87 66 34 


Placebo (n=51) 19 11 10 18 6 


Certolizumab pegol 


Landewé et al. 
2014 (AS 
subgroup) 


Certolizumab 
200mg (n=65) 


37 26 
50 (of 
111)† 


NR 
Certolizumab 
400mg (n=56) 


36 28 
47 (of 
107)† 


Placebo (n=57) 21 11 
14 (of 
107)† 


 
All efficacy data at 12 weeks unless otherwise stated. ‡ 10 weeks; * 14 weeks; † data from the full axial 
spondyloarthritis population has been used in the absence of data from the AS subgroup; a safety data 
were obtained from the GO-RAISE CSR (at 16 weeks); b studies with zero events tend to produce 
problems in the NMA due to the discontinuity in the odds ratio, therefore a continuity correction of 0.5 is 
introduced which can itself increase bias. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessments in Ankylosing 
Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; ISR, injection (infusion)-site 
reaction; MTX, methotrexate; NMA, network meta-analysis; NR, not reported; SAE, serious adverse event. 
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5.8. Methodology of Network Meta-Analysis 


5.8.1. The Bayesian Framework 


The analysis was conducted using WinBUGS version 1.4.349: Bayesian analysis software that, 


through the use of Monte Carlo Markov Chains, calculates posterior distributions for the 


parameters of interest, given likelihood functions derived from data and prior probabilities. The 


Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulation begins with an approximate distribution and, if the model 


is a good enough fit to the data, the distribution converges to the true distribution.  


 
The analyses conducted consisted of binary outcomes. All baseline and intervention effect 


parameters were given flat (uninformative) normal (0, 1000) priors and the between-study SD 


flat uniform distributions with an appropriately large range given the scale of measurement. A 


binomial likelihood with logit link function was used for binary data. The WinBUGS codes used 


were based on the NICE Decision Support Unit (DSU) Technical Support Document 2: A 


Generalised Linear Modelling Framework for Pairwise and Network Meta-Analysis of 


Randomised Controlled Trials50. The methodology also follows guidance from the International 


Society For Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Task Force on Indirect Treatment 


Comparisons51,52. In addition, correlations induced by multi-arm trials were taken into account 


using the methods and WinBUGS codes recommended by the DSU50. For the calculation of 


absolute treatment effect, probabilities were pooled by logistic regression in WinBUGS using 


methods outlined by the NICE DSU50. The WinBUGS codes used are detailed in Appendix B. 


 
5.8.2. Assessment of Convergence 


Convergence was assessed using the Brooks-Gelman-Rubin diagnostic53 in WinBUGS along with 


visual inspection of the trace and density plots and the autocorrelation. A burn-in of at least 


20,000 simulations was discarded and three chains were used. Thinning of the chains with a 


larger number of iterations was required to achieve convergence in some cases. All results 


presented are based on a further sample of at least 50,000 simulations or until convergence is 


achieved. We observed the Monte Carlo error, which can be interpreted as the standard error 


(SE) of the posterior mean adjusted for autocorrelation. A Monte Carlo error of less than 5% of 


the posterior standard deviation (SD) is the standard rule of thumb that was used to test 


convergence54. All models used in the base case and sensitivity analyses converged. 
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5.8.3. Rare Events 


A continuity correction was applied in the case of zero events occurring in one of the treatment 


arms for the binary outcomes. A value of 0.5 was added to the number of events and non-events 


in each arm55. 


 
5.8.4. Assessment of Model Fit 


The value of total residual deviance was compared to the number of independent data points to 


check model fit. Each data point should contribute approximately one unit to the total residual 


deviance; hence, the total residual deviance should be approximately equal to the number of 


unconstrained data points for a model that fits well. Most models fitted well in terms of this 


criterion. Fit, as assessed by the difference between the total residual deviance and the number 


of data points, was similar for the fixed effects and random effects models. 


 
5.8.5. Model Comparison 


Both fixed effects and random effects models were conducted. Fixed effects models make the 


assumption that studies investigating the same treatment comparison are estimating the same 


true treatment effect, subject only to sampling error. A random effects model assumes that the 


treatment effects for studies investigating the same treatment comparison come from a 


distribution with a common variance parameter estimated from the variation in treatment 


effects. The main difference between these two types of models is that the latter allows for 


additional variation caused by between study heterogeneity, thereby producing wider 


confidence intervals. The Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) and the total residual deviance 


can be considered in order to choose the appropriate model for the data as it provides a 


measure of model fit that penalises model complexity – lower values of the DIC suggest a more 


parsimonious model (differences of less than 3 are not considered to be important)56. 


 
Recently, the ISPOR-AMCP-NPC Good Practice Task Force has published guidelines on network 


meta-analyses57. These guidelines state that a random effects model should be generally be 


chosen unless there is substantial reasoning to support a fixed effects model. This is based on 


the underlying assumption of the fixed effect model that the trials for a particular comparison 


are estimating the same true treatment effect. These guidelines state that this is unlikely to be a 


plausible assumption because study characteristics and the distribution of treatment effect 
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modifiers generally differ across studies. Random effects models were therefore selected for all 


indirect comparisons – to account for any heterogeneity between included studies. 


5.9. Results of Network Meta-Analysis 


5.9.1. ASAS20 


Figure 9 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in ASAS20 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 


Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


greatest treatment effect noted for infliximab, followed by adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab, 


and certolizumab pegol. There were no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals, with the exception of golimumab 


compared with infliximab, where infliximab was very weakly significant (median log odds ratio 


[LOR]: -0.74; 95% CrI: -1.47, -0.02). 


 
Figure 9: NMA for ASAS20 (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.2. ASAS40 


Figure 10 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in ASAS40 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 
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Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg. The greatest treatment effect compared with placebo 


was noted for infliximab, followed by adalimumab, certolizumab pegol 400mg, golimumab, and 


etanercept. There were no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as 


evidenced by overlapping credible intervals.  


 
Figure 10: NMA for ASAS40 (random effects model) 


 
ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.3. BASDAI50 


Figure 11 presents the relative efficacy estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, and infliximab in BASDAI50 response at week 12 (+/-2 weeks). 


Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had significantly greater efficacy compared to placebo, with the 


greatest treatment effect noted for infliximab, followed by certolizumab pegol, etanercept 25mg, 


golimumab, etanercept 50mg, and adalimumab. There were no significant differences detected 


between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. Please note 


that although BASDAI50 data are not reported for the AS-specific subgroup by Landewé et al. 


2014, due to the importance of BASDAI50 in the cost-effectiveness model, data relating to the 


full axial spondyloarthritis population were considered in the NMA in order to be able to include 


certolizumab pegol for this outcome. 
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Figure 11: NMA for BASDAI50 (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, 
infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 


5.9.4. Adverse Events 


Figure 12 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, etanercept, and 


infliximab for AEs at week 24. No data were reported for the certolizumab pegol study. Each 


TNF-alpha inhibitor had a similar safety profile to placebo, with no significant differences noted. 


There were also no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as 


evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. 
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Figure 12: NMA for AEs (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds 
ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 


 
5.9.5. Serious Adverse Events 


Figure 13 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, adalimumab, etanercept, and 


infliximab for SAEs at week 24. No data were reported by the included certolizumab pegol 


study. Each TNF-alpha inhibitor had a similar safety profile to placebo, with no significant 


differences noted. There were also no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. 


 
Figure 13: NMA for SAEs (random effects model) 


 


ADA, adalimumab; CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds 
ratio; PBO, placebo; vs., versus. 
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5.9.6. Injection (Infusion)-Site Reactions 


Figure 14 presents the relative estimates between golimumab, etanercept, and infliximab for 


ISRs at week 24. No data were reported by the adalimumab and certolizumab pegol studies. 


Golimumab and infliximab had similar safety profiles to placebo (no significant differences) but 


etanercept was associated with significantly greater odds of ISRs compared with placebo 


(etanercept 25mg median LOR: 1.27; 95% CrI: 0.48, 2.18 and etanercept 50mg median LOR: 


1.15; 95% CrI: 0.06, 2.55). No significant differences were detected between the TNF-alpha 


inhibitors as evidenced by overlapping credible intervals. Please note adalimumab is not 


included because ATLAS (van der Heijde et al. 2006) allowed early escape at 12 weeks but 


reports ISRs at 24 weeks. 


 
Figure 14: NMA for ISRs (random effects model) 


 


CrI, credible interval; ETN, etanercept; GLM, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; LOR, log odds ratio; PBO, 
placebo; vs., versus. 
 


5.9.7. Absolute Treatment Effect 


The absolute treatment effect for each of the outcomes explored in the NMA is shown in Table 


18. Results were reported as baseline probabilities (following a predictive distribution as 


recommended by the NICE DSU50). Please note that ASAS40 was not calculated as this outcome 


is not considered in the economic modelling. 


 
Table 18: Baseline probabilities of absolute treatment effect 


 Mean SD Median Lower CrI Upper CrI 
ASAS20 0.27 0.04 0.27 0.19 0.37 
BASDAI50 0.15 0.05 0.14 0.06 0.27 
AEs 0.56 0.26 0.58 0.05 0.98 
SAEs 0.04 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.25 
ISRs 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.00 0.46 
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AE, adverse event; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CrI, credible interval; ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; SAE, serious adverse 
event; SD, standard deviation.   


5.10. Summary of Comparative Efficacy Data 


For the efficacy outcomes, each TNF-alpha inhibitor was statistically significantly more 


efficacious than placebo, with the exception of certolizumab pegol 200mg for ASAS40. In the 


three efficacy analyses, infliximab was the most effective compared with placebo, and the 


ranking of other TNF-alpha inhibitors differed according to the efficacy outcome. For ASAS20 


there were no significant differences detected between the TNF-alpha inhibitors as evidenced 


by overlapping credible intervals, with the exception of golimumab compared with infliximab, 


where infliximab was very weakly significant. For ASAS40 and BASDAI50 there were no 


statistically significant differences between TNF-alpha inhibitors supporting the conclusion that 


all TNF-alpha inhibitors are similarly effective for the treatment of AS (this conclusion is 


considered in the economic modelling, as BASDAI50 is the key driver of response considered in 


the model).   


 
For safety outcomes, there were no significant differences in AEs or SAEs both between TNF-


alpha inhibitors and placebo and between the different TNF-alpha inhibitors when compared 


with each other. For ISRs, golimumab and infliximab had similar safety profiles to placebo (no 


significant differences) but etanercept was associated with significantly greater odds of ISRs 


compared with placebo. No significant differences were noted between TNF-alpha inhibitors for 


the ISR outcome. 


 


5.10.1. Strengths and Limitations of NMA 


The network was well-informed, containing data from numerous well-conducted studies, with 


data reported for appropriate outcomes and at appropriate time points. The application of a 


random effects model was able to manage the limited heterogeneity in the studies. 


 
Limitations to the approach taken were fairly minor. First, in order to include certolizumab 


pegol in the network for BASDAI50, the BASDAI50 results for the full axial spondyloarthritis 


population were used as these results were not reported for the AS subgroup. In addition, 


certolizumab pegol was not included in the network for safety outcomes because these 


outcomes were reported only post-crossover. Secondly, despite contacting the first author, the 


conference organisers, and the journal, it was not possible to obtain the conference abstract 
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associated with the Canadian AS study. This study was also reported in Lambert et al. 2007; 


however none of the outcomes of interest were reported. Therefore, the Lambert et al. 


publication was used for information about the study design and patient baseline characteristics 


and NICE TA143 (which reports some of the results of the Canadian AS study) was referenced 


for data on the outcomes of interest. 
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6. Cost-Effectiveness 


6.1. Published Cost-Effectiveness Evaluations 


Searches were conducted in Embase® and PubMed® (searched together via the ProQuest® 


platform) and the National Health Service Economic Evaluation Database (NHSEED) (from 2003 


[the date of the first biologic to be licensed in AS] to week 20, 2014) to identify published 


economic evaluations in AS to help inform the model structure and relevant parameters. The 


search strategies developed for each of these databases are shown in Table 19 and Table 20. 


 
Table 19: Embase® and MEDLINE® search strategy – ProQuest database, May 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 Spondylitis, Ankylosing 39,724 
2 ankyl* NEAR/2 spondyl* 40,139 
3 rheumat* spondyl* 36,916 
4 (ankyl* NEAR/3 (spine* OR spinal OR vertebra*)) 3076 
5 (bechterew OR bekhtere* OR mariestru?mpell OR Marie Stru?mpell) 2245 
6 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5 50,583 
7 (golimumab OR simponi OR cnto148 OR "cnto 148") 2385 
8 (etanercept or enbrel) 25,167 
9 (adalimumab or humira or trudexa) 20,834 
10 (infliximab or remicade) 41,192 
11 (certolizumab or cimzia) 3310 
12 7 OR 8 OR 9 OR 10 OR 11 58,317 
13 cost benefit analysis 173,072 
14 cost utility analysis 21,346 
15 economic evaluation 60,298 
16 cost-effectiveness analysis 138,971 
17 QALY 15,110 
18 cost* 1,345,770 
19 util* 1,485,755 
20 pharmacoeconomics 83,621 
21 monte carlo simulation 46,059 
22 decision support techniques 24,935 
23 markov* 53,828 
24 13 OR 14 OR 15 OR 16 OR 17 OR 18 OR 19 OR 20 OR 21 OR 22 OR 23 2,833,954 
25 6 AND 12 AND 24 611 
26 25 AND [2004-2014] 583 
27 26 AND [ENGLISH] 552 


 
Table 20: NHSEED search strategy – Cochrane Library, May 2014 


No. Search terms Hits 
1 (ankylosing spondylitis) AND (cost-effectiveness) 10 
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Publication titles and abstracts identified through the searches were scanned for 


inclusion/exclusion by a single reviewer and the full-texts of selected relevant studies were 


again reviewed for inclusion/exclusion prior to data extraction. Studies were included if they 


met the following criteria: Cost-effectiveness model/analysis in AS; UK setting/National Health 


Service (NHS) perspective; interventions: adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


golimumab, infliximab, conventional care. Studies were excluded if they were not in English. 


 
The flow of citations through the screening process is shown in Figure 15. Searches in Embase® 


and MEDLINE® identified 552 publications, and the search in NHSEED identified 10 


publications. Of the total of 555 identified publications after the removal of duplicates, 21 were 


deemed relevant to the decision problem during the title and abstract screening and 8 studies 


were finally included after full-text review. In addition to these 8 studies, 11 systematic reviews 


were identified for bibliographic searching. No new relevant studies were identified from the 


systematic reviews. The cost-effectiveness models described in the included studies are listed in 


Table 21. 


 
Figure 15: Schematic of the publication selection process 
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Table 21: Summary of published cost-effectiveness models 


Study 
Country/ 
perspective 


Popn. 
Model 
structure 


Data 
Time horizon/ 
cycle length 


Intervention/
comparator 


Health states Key outcomes (cost/QALY) 


Ara et al. 
2007 58 


UK, NHS 
Severe 
AS 


Decision 
analytic 
model (1000 
patients) 


Van der Heijde et al. 2006; 
Davis et al. 2003 
 
Resource use estimated 
using a retrospective audit 
of 147 patients attending a 
UK rheumatology centre 


25 years (2, 5, 15 
years); cycle 
length: N/A 


ETN vs. NSAIDs N/A 
£22,700 (£27,600, £23,600, £22,600 
at 2, 5, 15 years) 


Botteman 
et al. 2007 
59 


UK, NHS 
Active 
AS 


Decision 
analytic 
model 


ATLAS; Canadian AS study 
 
Resource use estimated in 
OASIS 


48 weeks (5, 30 
years); cycle 
length: N/A 


ADA vs. 
conventional 
care 


N/A 
£47,083 (£26,332, £23,097 at 5, 30 
years) 


Kobelt et 
al. 2004* 
60 


UK, NHS/PSS AS 


Non-
parametric 
model 
(patient-level 
data) for 2 
year model 
 
Markov 
model for 
extension to 
30 years 


Braun et al. 2002; cohort of 
700 patients followed in 
clinical practice at the Bath 
Royal National Hospital for 
Rheumatic Diseases; cross-
sectional survey mailed to 
3000 AS patients in UK 
 
Resource use estimated 
using survey of 1413 AS 
patients 


2 years (30 year 
extension); cycle 
length: N/A 
(annual cycles 
until <5% patients 
remain on 
treatment in long-
term model) 


IFX vs. 
conventional 
care 


‘On 
treatment’; 
‘Off 
treatment’; 
‘Dead’ 


1 year: £35,400; 2 years: £32,800; 30 
years: £9,600 


Kobelt et 
al. 2007* 
61 


UK, NHS/PSS AS As above 
Braun et al. 2002; ASSERT 
(other inputs as above) 


Lifetime; cycle 
length as above 


As above As above 


Braun et al. 2002: no progression on 
treatment £28,332; 50% progression 
on treatment £35,332; same 
progression in both groups £49,417. 
ASSERT: £26,751, £30,067, £46,167 


 
* Both Kobelt studies are based on the same underlying model. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; ETN, etanercept; IFX, infliximab; N/A, not applicable; NHS, National 
Health Service; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; Popn., population; PSS, Personal Social Services; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; UK, United Kingdom; vs., versus. 
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The models from the four studies detailed in Table 21 were submitted as part of NICE TA143 


and are further described in the publication by McLeod et al. 200762 (also identified in the 


systematic search). The model submitted by Abbott (manufacturer of adalimumab) was the 


model by Botteman and colleagues. The model submitted by Wyeth (manufacturer of 


etanercept) was that described by Ara and colleagues; however, the reported incremental cost-


effectiveness ratios [ICERs] differed between the two publications (McLeod et al. report the 


ICER of adalimumab versus conventional care as ranging from £44,684 at 1 year to £13,201 at 


25 years). Finally, the model submitted by Schering-Plough (manufacturer of infliximab) is that 


described in Kobelt et al. 2007 (based on the same underlying model as Kobelt et al. 2004). 


None of the models considered in NICE TA143 make direct or indirect comparisons between 


TNF-alpha inhibitors and therefore are not suitable for use in this appraisal. 


 


Three other studies identified in the systematic search reported on the manufacturer model 


submitted as part of NICE TA233 (Muszbek et al. 201063; Farrell et al. 201164; Armstrong et al. 


201365). The model compared golimumab with conventional care, adalimumab, and etanercept, 


and comprised a decision tree followed by a Markov component (health states: ‘On treatment’; 


‘Not on TNF-α inhibitor’; ‘Just discontinued’ [tunnel]; ‘Discontinued’ [tunnel]). An NHS 


perspective was utilised. Long-term efficacy data informing the model were based on 


regressions estimated from the GO-RAISE trial and the literature. Short-term comparative 


efficacy was derived from a NMA. Utilities were estimated through use of an algorithm 


translating BASFI and BASDAI progression to EuroQoL-5 Domain (EQ-5D). Costs were based on 


the literature (long-term) and expert opinion (short-term). In the base case model a 20 year 


time horizon was employed (which could be extended to a maximum of 60.1 years) and the 


cycle length was 12 weeks. The results of the analysis were that all biologics were similarly cost-


effective compared to conventional care. 


 


This review of previously published cost-effectiveness analyses indicates that none of the 


identified studies compare all interventions specified in the scope for the current appraisal. We 


have chosen to use the most recent economic model submitted as part of NICE TA233 for the 


current appraisal, after adaptation to include certolizumab pegol and infliximab. Additional 


adaptations are described in the following sections. 
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6.2. De Novo Analysis 


The economic model used in this appraisal is based on the model described in NICE TA233; 


however, the model has been extended to facilitate the comparison of adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, infliximab, and conventional therapy as specified by 


the scope for this appraisal. The objective of the model is to estimate the incremental cost-


effectiveness of each TNF-alpha inhibitor relative to conventional therapy for the treatment of 


severe AS, from an NHS and Personal Social Services (PSS) perspective (only direct costs are 


included). The decision problem addressed in this submission and its relation to the final scope 


specified by NICE is outlined in Table 22. Where possible, the economic model fulfils the 


requirements of the NICE reference case and applies the guidelines for conducting an economic 


evaluation in AS described by Bansback et al. 200766 and recommended by Wailoo et al. 200867. 


 
Table 22: Description of decision problem addressed in submission 


 
Final scope 
 


Decision problem in 
submission 


Rationale if 
different from 
the scope 


Population 
Adults with severe active AS 
whose response to conventional 
therapy has been inadequate 


Adults with severe active 
AS whose response to 
conventional therapy has 
been inadequate 


N/A 


Interventions 


 Adalimumab 
 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab  
 Infliximab 
 Management without TNF‐


alpha inhibitors 
(conventional treatment) 


 Adalimumab 
 Certolizumab pegol 
 Etanercept 
 Golimumab  
 Infliximab 
 Management without 


TNF‐alpha inhibitors 
(conventional 
treatment) 


N/A 


Outcomes 


The outcome measures to be 
considered include: 
 Disease activity 
 Functional capacity 
 Disease progression 
 AEs with treatment 
 Health-related QoL 


The outcome measures 
included are: 
 Disease activity 
 Functional capacity 
 Disease progression 
 AEs with treatment 
 Health-related QoL 


N/A 


Economic 
analysis 


Reference case stipulates that the 
cost-effectiveness of treatments 
should be expressed in terms of 
incremental cost per QALY 
 
The reference case stipulates that 
the time horizon for estimating 
clinical and cost-effectiveness 
should be sufficiently long to 


Cost-utility analysis. Cost-
effectiveness of treatments 
expressed in terms of 
incremental cost per QALY 
 
A lifetime time horizon 
(60.2 years) is applied. 
Patients are followed up 
until the age of 99 years 


N/A 
 
 
 
 
N/A 
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reflect any differences in costs or 
outcomes between the 
technologies being compared 
 
Costs will be considered from an 
NHS and PSS perspective 


(12 week cycle length with 
half-cycle correction) 
 
 
Costs are considered from 
an NHS and PSS 
perspective 


 
 
 
 
 


Other 
considerations 


Guidance will only be issued in 
accordance with the marketing 
authorisation 
 
 
If evidence allows, the appraisal 
should consider the sequential 
use of TNF‐alpha inhibitors 


Included patient 
population is in 
accordance with the 
marketing authorisation 
 
Sequential use of TNF-
alpha inhibitors not 
considered 


N/A 
 
 
 
 
Insufficient 
evidence 


 
AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; N/A, not applicable; NHS, National Health Service; PSS, 
Personal Social Service; QALY, quality-adjusted life year; QoL, quality of life; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


6.2.1. Patients 


Golimumab is indicated for the treatment of severe, active AS in adults who have responded 


inadequately to conventional therapy. The target population in the model follows this 


indication. 


 


6.2.2. Model Structure 


The model comprises two structural components: an initial decision tree followed by a Markov 


model. The initial decision tree was considered to model the potential 


continuation/discontinuation of patients from TNF-alpha inhibitors based on response at 12 


weeks. This was based on the fact that the summary of product characteristics for the relevant 


technologies to be assessed as part of the cost-effectiveness model state that clinical response is 


usually achieved at 12 weeks; otherwise, discontinuation should be considered (for infliximab, 


response is assessed at 6 weeks and there is the option to adjust the dose in cases of no 


response, however this has not been considered in the model for simplicity). The decision tree 


provides estimates of the expected costs and outcomes based on response to treatment over the 


short-term, which is assessed at 12 weeks following initiation of treatment. Criteria of response 


to treatment are described in the context section of this submission. The Markov model 


provides estimates of expected costs and outcomes over the long-term (e.g. lifetime; patients 


are followed up until 99 years old, at which point 0.2% of the patients remained alive) with a 


cycle length of 12 weeks. The Markov model comprises defined, mutually exclusive health states 


through which patients transition at a rate that is dependent on the rates of disease progression 
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and the standardised mortality rate (SMR) for people with AS. Disease progression for 


conventional therapy and TNF-alpha inhibitors is based on the BASFI and BASDAI scores as 


described in Section 6.3.2. Mortality is described in Section 6.3.5. 


 
Decision Tree 


The initial short-term decision tree is shown in Figure 16 and represents the clinical decision 


that can be taken at 12-14 weeks to either continue or discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha 


inhibitors (as described in the summary of product characteristics for the included 


interventions). Patients entered the decision tree on either conventional therapy or TNF-alpha 


inhibitor treatment. Patients who receive conventional therapy initially (i.e. equivalent to the 


placebo arm in the GO-RAISE trial for golimumab) continue on conventional therapy for the 


remainder of the time horizon. The model assumes that no patient would discontinue while on 


conventional therapy and that no switching between different types of conventional therapy 


occurs (as this would add considerable complexity to the model with limited evaluative benefit). 


 
The proportion of patients that continue treatment on each TNF-alpha inhibitor after 12 weeks 


(i.e. percentage of responders) is determined by the RR of response to treatment, calculated 


from the results (ORs) of the NMA for response (Section 5.9). Patients who respond to 


treatment with a TNF-alpha inhibitor continue on the same drug. Otherwise patients 


discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and switch to conventional therapy.  
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Figure 16: Short-term decision tree component of model 


 


Based on the relative risk of response to treatment at 12 weeks, if a patient achieves a response with a 
TNF-alpha inhibitor, they remain on treatment. If a patient fails to achieve a response, they switch to 
conventional therapy. The first cycle of the Markov model starts at week 12 with the first transitions 
being applied at 24 weeks. Patients who start on conventional therapy remain on conventional therapy 
throughout the model. After 12 weeks, the rate that patients switch treatment from TNF-alpha inhibitors 
to conventional therapy is determined by the discontinuation rate from golimumab from the GO-RAISE 
trial. AS, ankylosing spondylitis; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


Markov Model 


Patients enter the Markov model (shown in Figure 17) at week 12. It is assumed that patients 


stay on treatment with one TNF-alpha inhibitor and do not switch to a second TNF-alpha 


inhibitor, in line with the absence of available clinical evidence for sequential use and due to a 


lack of NICE guidance recommending sequential use of TNF-alpha inhibitors for AS. 


 
The cycle length is 12 weeks with a half-cycle correction (as used for NICE TA233). During each 


cycle, patients on TNF-alpha inhibitors either stay on treatment or discontinue due to lack of 


efficacy or AEs. The discontinuation rates for each TNF-alpha inhibitor are based on the all-


cause discontinuation rate from the GO-RAISE study and are applied for the remainder of the 


time horizon (explained in Section 6.3.3). To model the lower disease activity just after 


discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors, two 12-week tunnel health states are included in the 


model: ‘Just discontinued’ and ‘Discontinued’. 


 


 


Active AS 


Patients 


Conventional 


Anti-TNF 


Remain on conventional therapy 


Initial Trial 


Period 


Long-term 
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Responder, Remain on anti-TNF 


Non-responder, stop anti-TNF, 
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Figure 17: Long-term Markov model component of model 


 


 
Patients may die whilst in any of the health states. Whilst on treatment with a TNF-alpha inhibitor, a 
patient will either stay on treatment or discontinue treatment and move to the tunnel state “Just 
discontinued”. Since the transition from treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitor to the discontinued 
treatment state is assumed to take 24 weeks or two cycles, for the cycle following discontinuation, 
patients move to the second discontinued tunnel state “Discontinued” and then onto the “Discontinued 
treatment” state in the subsequent cycle. The discontinued state is assumed to be the same as 
conventional therapy. TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


Following discontinuation from TNF-alpha inhibitors, the health status of patients (according to 


the BASFI and BASDAI scores) is assumed to deteriorate/rebound to the baseline BASFI and 


BASDAI scores (Figure 18). Therefore, patients are assumed to achieve a lifetime benefit from 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors following discontinuation, although the rate of disease 


progression thereafter is assumed to be equal to that of patients on conventional therapy67. 


Patients are expected to reach the baseline BASFI/BASDAI score within 24 weeks which is 


modelled using two tunnel states (‘Just discontinued’ and ‘Discontinued’) (the 24 week 


timeframe for rebound was informed by Baraliakos et al. 200568). BASFI and BASDAI scores for 


the ‘Just discontinued’ tunnel state are assumed to be halfway between the respective cycle 


TNF-alpha 
inhibitor 


Just discontinued 
(tunnel state) 


Discontinued 
(tunnel state) 


Discontinued 
treatment 


Dead  
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scores of patients treated with TNF-alpha inhibitors and the BASFI and BASDAI scores at 


baseline.  


 
Figure 18: Scenarios for rebound assumptions following discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors 


 


Disease progression of patients on conventional therapy (A to E) is assumed to be linear from baseline. 
With TNF-alpha inhibitors, patients achieve a response (treatment effect, A to B) and are then assumed to 
achieve a stable response (B to C) until they discontinue treatment (C). Upon discontinuation of TNF-
alpha inhibitors, the BASFI score is assumed to rebound (C to D) to the baseline BASFI score after which 
their disease progresses at the same rate as for conventional therapy (D to F). BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index. 


 


In order to model the return to baseline following discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitors, the 


BASFI/BASDAI scores of the ‘Discontinued treatment’ health state for each cycle are a weighted 


mean of the BASFI/BASDAI scores of patients in the ‘Discontinued treatment’ state from the 


previous cycle and patients who have just entered the ‘Discontinued treatment’ state within the 


cycle. The calculation also accounts for mortality associated with the respective health states. 


For the BASFI score for the discontinued state the equation is as follows: 
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The above equation was replicated for the BASDAI score.  


 
The conventional therapy health state includes a fixed rate for disease progression (Section 


6.3.2), with a rate of transition to the ‘Dead’ state that is based on the SMR for AS patients 


(Section 6.3.5). 


 
For the base case analysis, a lifetime time horizon is employed which is consistent with the 


scope for this appraisal. Patients are followed up until 99 years of age, at which point 0.2% of 


patients remain alive. An annual discount rate of 3.5% is applied to both costs and benefits in 


line with the NICE reference case. 


 
6.2.3. Technologies 


In-line with the scope for this appraisal, other comparators for golimumab are biologic 


treatments that are licensed for use in the treatment of AS and have robust evidence of efficacy 


at the appropriate stage of the treatment pathway. In the model, the following TNF-alpha 


inhibitors are considered: 


 
• Adalimumab: 40mg once every two weeks 


• Certolizumab pegol: 400mg at weeks 0, 2, and 4, then 400mg every 4 weeks 


• Etanercept: 50mg once a week 


• Golimumab: 50mg once monthly 


• Infliximab: 5mg/kg at weeks 0, 2, and 6, then every 6 to 8 weeks (the mid-point of 7 


weeks is assumed in the model) 


 
Although TNF‐alpha inhibitors are often used in combination with NSAIDs in clinical practice, 


due to their negligible costs, NSAIDs were not included in the TNF-alpha inhibitor arms in this 


analysis. 


 
Conventional therapy includes a fixed combination of NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-


protectants, bisphosphonates, and physiotherapy. The treatments included in the conventional 


therapy arm were informed through consultation with UK clinical experts (conducted as part of 


NICE TA233) and are aligned with the therapies received by patients in the placebo arm of the 


GO-RAISE trial. Although this trial was conducted in 57 centres in the US, Canada, Europe, and 


Asia, the treatments comprising conventional therapy are consistent with the AS treatment 
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pathway recommended by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society and the 


European League Against Rheumatism (in 2010)14.  


6.3. Clinical Parameters and Variables 


Baseline data for the model are based on the GO-RAISE trial, considering an average patient, and 


are mean values across all treatment arms (i.e. for patients before allocation). The proportion of 


males is 71.6%. The mean age of subjects is 39.3 years (SE 0.82). For the BASDAI and BASFI 


scores at baseline, the scores are an average of patients randomised to the placebo arm and to 


the golimumab 50mg arm, and are 6.538 (SE 0.11) and 5.036 (SE 0.16), respectively.  


 
6.3.1. Efficacy 


The ASAS score is a composite measure comprising a VAS for pain, inflammation, well-being, 


and function. Improvement in three modalities by 20% or more, without deterioration in the 


fourth modality constitutes an ASAS20 response. ASAS20 is the primary end-point for the 


efficacy of golimumab in the GO-RAISE trial. The BASDAI score is an alternative measure which 


has been recommended by the ASAS Working Group (Keat et al. 200569). Specifically, response 


is based on a patient achieving a 50% decrease in the BASDAI score, termed BASDAI50. 


BASDAI50 is a secondary outcome of response in GO-RAISE.  


 
The proportion of patients achieving ASAS20 or BASDAI50 at week 12 (+/-2 weeks) for each 


TNF-alpha inhibitor was obtained from each of the studies included in the systematic review 


and incorporated into a network meta-analysis in order to compare response rates with each of 


the TNF-alpha inhibitors. For conventional therapy, the absolute effect of treatment is estimated 


from the placebo arms of the studies included in the NMA and is based on the predictive 


distribution of the baseline probability used in a random effects model, as recommended by the 


NICE DSU50. 


 
The output of the NMA is the OR of response. The efficacy input needed for the model is the 


proportion of responders which can be calculated from the following equation: 


  


𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 𝑅𝑅 × 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 = [
𝑂𝑅𝑇𝑁𝐹


1 − 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 + (𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙 × 𝑂𝑅𝑇𝑁𝐹)
] × 𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑃𝑙  


Where: 
 RR is the relative risk of response; 
 AETPl is the absolute treatment effect of placebo; 
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ORTNF is the odds ratio of TNF-alpha treatment versus placebo 


 
Estimates for the ORs for responders and proportions of patients that responded to the different 


treatments according to ASAS20 and BASDAI50 are presented in Table 23. 


 
Table 23: ORs and probability of ASAS20 and BASDAI50 response to TNF-alpha inhibitors and 
conventional therapy  


Treatment ASAS20 BASDAI50 
OR (95% CrI) Probability OR (95% CrI) Probability 


Golimumab  3.48 (2.04-5.59) 0.56 5.54 (2.12-12.13) 0.49 
Infliximab 7.30 (4.19-12.0) 0.73 22.44 (2.78-89.05) 0.79 
Adalimumab 4.92 (3.18-7.27) 0.65 5.20 (2.14-10.62) 0.47 
Etanercept* 4.43 (2.57-7.06) 0.62 5.46 (2.03-11.74) 0.60 
Certolizumab pegol† 3.48 (1.34-7.60) 0.56 6.62 (1.66-17.59) 0.53 
Conventional therapy - 0.27 - 0.15 
 
* etanercept based on 50mg dose once weekly; † certolizumab pegol based on 400mg dose every 4 weeks. 
ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
CrI, credible interval; OR, odds ratio. 


 


6.3.2. Disease Progression 


TNF-Alpha Inhibitors 


The BASDAI score (described previously) is also used to assess disease progression along with 


the BASFI score, which is a measure of patient function. Baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores are 


assumed to be identical for all TNF-alpha inhibitors and are based on the baseline scores from 


the GO-RAISE trial. The rate of disease progression on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors is 


based on two sets of equations for BASFI and BASDAI as described in NICE TA233 and McLeod 


et al. 2007, and BASFI and BASDAI data from the GO-RAISE trial to 5 years.  


 
The first set of equations is used to estimate BASFI and BASDAI scores to week 24. The second 


set of equations is used to estimate the BASFI and BASDAI scores to week 108. Consistent with 


the long-term data from the GO-RAISE trial, patients on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors are 


assumed to continue in a stable state for BASFI and BASDAI for the remainder of the time on 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors; this assumption is supported by the 5 year GO-RAISE data 


(Figure 19). 
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Short-term estimation of BASFI and BASDAI 


In the GO-RAISE trial, all patients in the placebo group crossed‐over to active treatment and 


non-responders in the golimumab 50mg group crossed‐over to golimumab 100mg at week 24. 


For the first 24 weeks, two equations are used to estimate the change from baseline in BASFI 


and BASDAI for patients on either TNF-alpha treatment or conventional therapy. Both equations 


are based on all patients who were randomised to receive either placebo or golimumab 50mg. 


 
The equations incorporated coefficients for the marginal effects of differences in baseline BASFI 


and BASDAI scores, baseline age, and the proportion of males. For up to 24 weeks, treatments 


with TNF-alpha inhibitors or conventional therapy are accounted for using a dummy variable, 


which took the value of one for TNF‐alpha inhibitors and zero for conventional care. 


 
Equations for the first 24 weeks are shown below: 


 


BASFI = baseline BASFI ‐ (0.1008 ‐ 0.0284 × age + 0.1780 × baseline BASFI + 1.8096 × treatment 


+ 0.04156 × male + 5.2226 × week^(‐2) ‐ 14.6396 × treatment × week^(‐2)) 


 
Where: 


Baseline BASFI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


  


BASDAI score = baseline BASDAI ‐ (0.4685 ‐ 0.03399 × age + 0.2212 × baseline BASDAI + 2.0620 


× treatment + 0.2652 × male ‐ 3.4664 × week^(‐2) ‐ 7.1029 × treatment * week^(‐2)) 


 
Where: 


Baseline BASDAI is the BASDAI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
Variable parameters and SEs are summarised in Table 24. 
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Table 24: Variable parameters and SEs for equations for estimation of disease progression (short-term) 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
BASFI 
Intercept 0.1008 0.557 
Age -0.0284 0.009874 
Baseline BASFI 0.1780 0.05429 
Treatment 1.8096 0.2551 
Male 0.04156 0.2767 
Week^(-2) 5.226 0.2767 
Treatment × week^(-2) -14.6396 2.2699 
BASDAI 
Intercept 0.4685 0.8126 
Age -0.03399 0.0105 
Baseline BASDAI 0.2212 0.08436 
Treatment 2.0620 0.2742 
Male 0.2652 0.2953 
Week^(-2) -3.4664 2.1365 
Treatment × week^(-2) -7.1029 2.6887 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 


 
Long-term estimation of BASFI and BASDAI 


For the base case model, estimation of long-term disease progression from week 24 to week 


108 for patients who remained on treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors is based on a second set 


of equations for the estimation of the BASFI and BASDAI scores: 


 


BASFI score = baseline BASFI ‐ (0.4933 ‐ 0.03915 × age + 0.5706 × baseline BASFI + 0.6523 × 


male + 0.09524 × log (week)) 


 
Where:  


Baseline BASFI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
At week 108, the estimated BASFI score is 2.559 for all patients who did not discontinue 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and is equivalent to a change from baseline of -2.477. For 


the GO-RAISE trial, the mean change from baseline for BASFI at week 104 is -2.7 (SD 2.07). 


Therefore, the above equation for estimation of the BASFI score over the long-term produced an 


under-estimate of the BASFI at week 104, which represents a conservative approach. 
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BASDAI score (from 24 weeks) = baseline BASDAI ‐ (0.6277 ‐ 0.03531 × age + 0.5762 × 


baseline BASDAI + 0.2196 × male + 0.2196 × log (week) 


 
Where:  


Baseline BASDAI is the BASFI score at baseline; 
Age is the current age; 
Treatment takes the value of 1 for TNF-alpha treatment and 0 for conventional therapy; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Week is the number of weeks 


 
At week 108, the estimated BASDAI score is constant at 2.938 for all patients who did not 


discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors and is equivalent to a change from baseline of -


3.6. For the GO-RAISE trial, the mean change from baseline for BASDAI at week 104 is -4.2 (SD 


2.19). Therefore, the equation for estimation of the BASDAI score over the long-term produced 


an under-estimate of the BASDAI at week 104, which also represents a conservative approach. 


 
Variable parameters and SEs are summarised in Table 25. 


 
Table 25: Variable parameters/SEs for equations to estimate disease progression (long-term) 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
BASFI 
Intercept 0.4933 0.7364 
Age -0.03915 0.01321 
Baseline BASFI 0.5706 0.07292 
Male 0.6523 0.4001 
Log (week) 0.09524 0.04938 
BASDAI 
Intercept 0.6277 1.0303 
Age -0.03531 0.01367 
Baseline BASDAI 0.5762 0.1055 
Male 0.2196 0.4094 
Log (week) 0.2196 0.06908 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 


 


From week 24 (for remainder of the time on treatment), the BASFI regression equation for long-


term disease progression produces a minimal increase in the BASFI score when on treatment 


with TNF-alpha inhibitors, as evidenced by the positive coefficient for age and log (week) (Table 


25). This minimal increase is consistent with the data in the GO-RAISE trial in which the BASFI 


and BASDAI scores remained constant and improvement was sustained for 2‐3 years (Figure 


19). Further, in a separate study of 842 patients who received treatment with TNF‐alpha 


inhibitors and were registered in the DANBIO registry (a Danish nationwide rheumatological 
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database), analysis of the BASFI and BASDAI scores whilst on treatment with TNF-alpha 


inhibitors showed that scores of both levelled off one year after initiation of treatment 


(referenced by McLeod et al.). BASFI scores were maintained to year 4 and increased at year 5; 


however, there is no evidence that this increase is maintained after year 5. BASDAI scores were 


also maintained to year 5. 


 
The annual progression rate of BASFI for the post-week 256 time horizon is set to half the rate 


of conventional therapy in the base case analysis (described for conventional therapy in 


following section, consistent with Kobelt et al. 2004), or equal to the rate of conventional 


therapy in a sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 19: Mean change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI from week 104 to week 256 


 


 
 
“Placebo” consisted of patients who were assigned to conventional therapy at baseline and either entered 
early escape at week 16 to receive golimumab 50mg through to week 256 or crossed-over at week 24 to 
receive golimumab 50mg through to week 256. “Golimumab 50mg” consisted of patients who were 
assigned to golimumab 50mg at baseline and who either entered early escape at week 16 to receive 
golimumab 100mg through week 256 or continued golimumab 50mg through to week 256. “Golimumab 
100mg” consisted of patients who were assigned to golimumab 100mg at baseline and did not receive 
adjustments to their study medication. 
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Conventional Therapy  


The rate of disease progression over the short-term (to week 24) for conventional therapy is 


calculated using the respective equations for estimation of the BASFI and BASDAI scores 


described above. 


 
The rate of disease progression for conventional therapy from week 24 for the remainder of the 


time horizon is based on the approach taken in NICE TA233 in which a value reported by Kobelt 


et al. (2004) is used60. Kobelt and colleagues described a simple linear regression for annual 


disease progression in which the BASFI score increased by a range of 0.03 to 0.09 units per year. 


For the base case model, patients on conventional therapy are assumed to progress at a rate of 


0.07 units per year after week 24 and by a range of 0.03 to 0.09 units per year for the sensitivity 


analyses. 


 


6.3.3. Discontinuation of Treatment 


Short-Term Discontinuation (to week 12) 


It is assumed that patients discontinued treatment due to either a lack of efficacy or due to SAEs. 


According to expert opinion, patients who discontinue treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors due 


to SAEs would be unlikely to benefit from continued treatment and trying to separate 


discontinuation due to a lack of response to treatment from discontinuation due to SAEs would 


likely lead to double counting. Thus, in the short‐term, the proportion of patients who 


discontinued treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors due to lack of response is assumed to also 


include those who discontinued due to SAEs. To week 12, the response rate for each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor (assessed through ASAS20 or BASDAI50) is therefore the key driver of the difference 


in the rate of discontinuation between TNF-alpha inhibitors (i.e. if patients do not respond, they 


discontinue).  


 


Long-Term Discontinuation (post-week 12) 


It is not appropriate to extrapolate responder (discontinuation) data at week 12 over the long-


term. In the absence of long-term discontinuation data for TNF-alpha inhibitors, the all-cause, 


annual rate of discontinuation for patients on golimumab was retrieved from the 5 year follow-


up to the GO-RAISE study and applied to all TNF-alpha inhibitors in the model. In the GO-RAISE 


study, the proportion of patients who discontinued treatment in the golimumab 50mg arm from 


week 24 to week 256 was 27.3%, i.e. the number of patients on treatment with golimumab 
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50mg at week 24 was 128 and at week 256 was 93, equivalent to a decrease of 27.3% over 4.46 


years. This is equivalent to an annual discontinuation rate of 6.1% (lower than the long‐term, 


annual discontinuation rate of 15.0% stated in the NICE Assessment report by McLeod et al.62). 


The annual discontinuation rate of 6.1% is applied for the entire time horizon after week 12 in 


the base case analysis. A rate of 15.0% is used in a sensitivity analysis. The highest rate of 


discontinuation reported in the literature is 22.3% (referenced by McLeod et al.), which is also 


used in a sensitivity analysis. Patients who discontinued treatment are assumed not to switch to 


another TNF-alpha inhibitor. Patients on conventional therapy are assumed not to discontinue 


treatment. 


 
6.3.4. Adverse Events 


AEs are included in the model to reflect the tolerability profiles of the comparator treatments. 


AEs are not considered as a separate health state, but their associated costs and disutilities are 


incorporated into the calculation for estimating the ICERs. Only disutilities associated with SAEs 


are applied (for one cycle), no disutility is applied for the remaining AEs and ISRs.  


 
The types and numbers of AEs from GO‐RAISE are shown in Table 26. Cycle rates for 


conventional therapy are calculated by dividing the number of events observed by the number 


of 12 week cycles in the observational period (24 weeks). The OR of AEs, ISRs, and SAEs (for 


each TNF-alpha inhibitor, obtained from the NMA [Table 27]) are then applied to the per cycle 


rate of 0.33 (SD 0.04) for placebo (conventional therapy) to produce the per cycle rate of AEs, 


ISRs, and SAEs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor. From this per cycle rate of AEs for each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor the per cycle rate of ISRs and SAEs were subtracted from the total rate of AEs to 


produce a per cycle rate for AEs excluding ISRs and SAEs. 


 
Table 26: AEs in GO-RAISE at 24 weeks 


 Placebo 
Number of patients 78 
Average duration of follow-up (weeks) 19.5 
Sample size in trial 77 
Number of events observed 41 
Total number of cycles administered 125.1 
Infections (not requiring hospitalisation +/or intravenous antibiotics) 21 
Infections (requiring hospitalisation +/or intravenous antibiotics) 3 
Tuberculosis 0 
Nausea 4 
Abdominal pain 3 
Heart failure 0 
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 Placebo 
Hypersensitivity reaction 0 
Fever 0 
Headache 2 
Depression 1 
Lupus erythematosus-like syndrome 0 
Pruritus 1 
Injection-site reaction 2 
Blood disorder  2 
Skin cancer 2 
Lymphoma 0 


 
Table 27: ORs for ISRs, AEs, and SAEs with TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional therapy 


 ISR, OR (95% CrI) AE (≥1), OR (95% CrI) SAE, OR (95% CrI) 
Golimumab  3.03 (0.43-32.54) 1.31 (0.18-9.53) 0.70 (0.05-9.76) 
Infliximab 1.23 (0.25-6.31) 1.79 (0.25-12.97) 2.99 (0.41-35.35) 
Adalimumab N/A 1.89 (0.27-13.38) 0.88 (0.10-7.59) 
Etanercept* 3.16 (1.06-12.74) 1.03 (0.27-4.36) 2.85 (0.10-158.50) 
Certolizumab pegol† N/A N/A N/A 
Conventional therapy‡ 0.10 0.56 0.04 
 
* etanercept based on 50mg dose once weekly; † certolizumab pegol based on 400mg dose every 4 weeks; 
‡ baseline probabilities are reported for conventional therapy. AE, adverse event; CrI, credible interval; 
ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; N/A, not applicable; OR, odds ratio; SAE, serious adverse event. 


 
For adalimumab, data are unavailable for ISRs, therefore, the mid-point of the range of OR data 


for ISRs is used for adalimumab and the SD of the cohort is applied. For certolizumab pegol, data 


for AEs, SAEs, and ISRs are unavailable, therefore, the mid-range and SD for each variable is 


used from the other TNF-alpha inhibitors. 


 
6.3.5. Mortality 


Patients are at risk of death in all stages of the model. The mortality rate is assumed to be 


constant for all interventions. Due to the short-term nature of the trials, data on mortality are 


not available. Published evidence has demonstrated that patients with AS have a higher 


mortality rate70,71,72,73. National life tables for the UK were used to obtain age- and gender-


dependent rates of mortality (Table 28)74. 


 
Table 28: National mortality rates for the UK population and SMR for patients with AS 


Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


18 0.00049 0.00019 0.000791 0.000261 
19 0.00047 0.00022 0.000769 0.000308 
20 0.00052 0.00021 0.000846 0.000293 
21 0.00056 0.00021 0.000906 0.000286 
22 0.00056 0.00021 0.00091 0.000286 
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Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


23 0.00059 0.00025 0.000962 0.000342 
24 0.00055 0.00025 0.000893 0.000339 
25 0.00061 0.00026 0.000998 0.00036 
26 0.00061 0.00027 0.000994 0.000371 
27 0.00063 0.00033 0.001022 0.00045 
28 0.00070 0.00034 0.001136 0.000472 
29 0.00075 0.00032 0.001227 0.000443 
30 0.00081 0.00038 0.001322 0.000523 
31 0.00082 0.00041 0.001338 0.00056 
32 0.00084 0.00045 0.001369 0.000617 
33 0.00091 0.00049 0.001482 0.000672 
34 0.00100 0.00053 0.001622 0.000726 
35 0.00104 0.00059 0.001687 0.00081 
36 0.00112 0.00061 0.001824 0.000842 
37 0.00123 0.00069 0.002005 0.000954 
38 0.00133 0.00077 0.002166 0.001056 
39 0.00145 0.00079 0.002355 0.001094 
40 0.00158 0.00089 0.002575 0.00123 
41 0.00162 0.00101 0.002641 0.001394 
42 0.00176 0.00108 0.002872 0.001484 
43 0.00189 0.00116 0.003077 0.001597 
44 0.00216 0.00127 0.003519 0.001758 
45 0.00227 0.00140 0.003695 0.001933 
46 0.00235 0.00154 0.003829 0.002124 
47 0.00249 0.00162 0.004054 0.002237 
48 0.00273 0.00178 0.004456 0.002462 
49 0.00293 0.00201 0.004768 0.002778 
50 0.00319 0.00218 0.005195 0.003004 
51 0.00352 0.00247 0.005733 0.003406 
52 0.00395 0.00271 0.006437 0.003745 
53 0.00430 0.00293 0.007002 0.004042 
54 0.00465 0.00320 0.007584 0.004422 
55 0.00524 0.00344 0.008546 0.004746 
56 0.00586 0.00381 0.009558 0.005258 
57 0.00624 0.00417 0.010176 0.005748 
58 0.00688 0.00450 0.011218 0.006203 
59 0.00741 0.00503 0.012082 0.006943 
60 0.00824 0.00545 0.013434 0.007518 
61 0.00897 0.00593 0.014615 0.008177 
62 0.00981 0.00637 0.015985 0.008784 
63 0.01047 0.00680 0.017068 0.009384 
64 0.01147 0.00747 0.018696 0.010302 
65 0.01244 0.00813 0.020276 0.011225 
66 0.01419 0.00920 0.023133 0.012699 
67 0.01545 0.01008 0.025184 0.013913 
68 0.01671 0.01091 0.027241 0.01505 
69 0.01897 0.01228 0.030916 0.016952 
70 0.02131 0.01390 0.034727 0.019188 
71 0.02352 0.01497 0.038341 0.020659 
72 0.02569 0.01690 0.041878 0.023326 
73 0.02786 0.01834 0.045413 0.025308 
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Age (years) Mortality of general population SMR of people with AS 
Male Female Male  Female 


74 0.03115 0.02058 0.050768 0.028406 
75 0.03403 0.02280 0.055475 0.031458 
76 0.03797 0.02573 0.061896 0.035509 
77 0.04201 0.02902 0.068478 0.040041 
78 0.04699 0.03274 0.076599 0.045174 
79 0.05165 0.03680 0.084186 0.050781 
80 0.05807 0.04162 0.094652 0.057429 
81 0.06566 0.04705 0.107023 0.064933 
82 0.07353 0.05310 0.119847 0.073272 
83 0.08173 0.06079 0.133218 0.083886 
84 0.09151 0.06850 0.149155 0.094524 
85 0.10190 0.07659 0.166089 0.10569 
86 0.11302 0.08656 0.184216 0.119453 
87 0.12635 0.09593 0.205944 0.132382 
88 0.13863 0.10818 0.225965 0.149286 
89 0.15701 0.12166 0.255928 0.167884 
90 0.16942 0.13922 0.276156 0.192124 
91 0.18398 0.15066 0.299892 0.207914 
92 0.19736 0.16721 0.32169 0.230746 
93 0.21474 0.17920 0.350026 0.247292 
94 0.23816 0.20282 0.388199 0.279889 
95 0.25943 0.22400 0.422863 0.309119 
96 0.28296 0.24550 0.461218 0.338789 
97 0.30413 0.26307 0.49573 0.363037 
98 0.32402 0.28276 0.528159 0.39021 
99 0.34238 0.30558 0.558076 0.421695 
100 0.36544 0.32522 0.595667 0.448802 
 
AS, ankylosing spondylitis; SMR, standardised mortality rate. 


 


The proportion of males and females recruited in the GO-RAISE trial is used to estimate a 


weighted average mortality risk by gender. A study by Bakland et al. (2011) reported that the 


SMR of people with AS is 1.63 (95% CI: 1.29-1.97) for males, 1.38 (95% CI: 0.48-2.28) females, 


and 1.61 (95% CI: 1.29-1.93) for the combined cohort75. The gender-specific SMR for AS from is 


applied to the mortality rates from the general population to calculate adjusted mortality rates 


for AS patients in the model.  


 
A systematic literature review performed as part of a previous NICE review reported that there 


is no published evidence on the impact of treatment with TNF‐alpha inhibitors on the mortality 


of AS patients. Therefore, in the absence of evidence that treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitors 


has a positive effect on the mortality of patients with AS compared with conventional therapy, 


we applied the conservative approach that patients treated with TNF-alpha inhibitors had the 


same SMR as patients with AS who did not receive TNF-alpha inhibitors. 
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Since the mortality rates of the national life tables were annual rates, the rates were adjusted for 


the 12 week cycle length of the model using the following equation: 


 


𝑟 =
ln(1 − 𝑃)]


𝑡
 


The cycle rate was transformed to transition probabilities using the following equation: 


 
𝑝 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑟𝑡) 


6.4. Measurement and Valuation of Health-Related Quality of Life 


As previously reported in NICE TA233, patients with AS typically suffer the greatest loss of 


function in the first 10 years (Robertson et al. 2004)76. Consequently, patients may have 


substantial limitations in activity at a relatively young age. Due to the nature of the disease, 


patients continue to have a gradual decline in physical function over time, typically measured by 


the BASFI score76. In NICE TA233 a systematic review did not obtain any relevant studies 


reporting quality of life, and therefore an alternative approach was taken, as outlined below. 


 
Although data were collected for SF-36 in the 5 year GO-RAISE trial, use of these data to 


measure health-related quality of life from the Short Form-6 Domain (SF-6D) index was 


considered inappropriate because it was not consistent with the NICE reference case. In 


addition, Boonen et al. 200777 demonstrated that SF-6D over-estimates health-related quality of 


life for people with AS who have BASFI and BASDAI scores ≥4  (as was the case for the GO-


RAISE trial) compared to EQ-5D, which is consistent with other conditions, such as arthritis and 


lower back pain (Cunillera et al. 2010)78. We also chose not to use the mapping function detailed 


by Rowen et al. 200979 to generate the EQ-5D index from SF-36 because the authors reported 


that this would most likely over-estimate the EQ-5D index for severe forms of the disease (i.e. 


EQ-5D index of 0.5-0.6). In summary, use of either the SF-6D index or mapping of SF-36 to EQ-


5D index would most likely produce an under-estimate of the treatment effect.  


 
Long-term BASDAI and BASFI scores were calculated as described in Section 6.3.2. Data for EQ-


5D utility weights are then calculated for the UK tariff from the BASFI and BASDAI scores using 


the mapping algorithm used in NICE TA233. This equation is shown below and parameters and 


SEs are shown in Table 29.  
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EQ-5D index = 0.877121 - 0.03841 × BASDAI - 0.03225 × BASFI - 0.02789 × male + 0.00168 × age 


Where: 
EQ-5D index is the utility weight based on the UK tariff; 
BASDAI is the BASDAI score at each cycle; 
BASFI is the BASFI score at each cycle; 
Male takes the value of 1 for males and 0 for females; 
Age is the current age 


 
Table 29: Variable parameters/SEs for equation to estimate EQ-5D index 


Variable Parameter Standard error 
Intercept 0.87721 0.02637 
BASDAI -0.03841 0.00286 
BASFI -0.03225 0.00244 
Male -0.02789 0.01036 
Age 0.00168 0.00044 
 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 


 
The mean estimate of the EQ-5D index at baseline from the GO-RAISE trial was calculated to be 


0.510 and at week 104 was estimated to be 0.748, equivalent to a change from baseline of 0.238. 


Braun et al. 2007 reported that the change from baseline for EQ-5D index at week 12 was 


approximately 0.3 following weekly treatment with 50mg etanercept80. Boonen et al. 2008 


reported the EQ-5D index of patients with AS prior to treatment with etanercept to be 0.49 (SD 


0.3) with a change from baseline of 0.24 at week 7281. Therefore, the estimated EQ-5D index and 


change from baseline produced by the above equation is consistent with the EQ-5D index 


calculated directly from EQ-5D questionnaires completed by AS patients reported in the 


literature. Key advantages to using this equation to map the BASDAI and BASFI scores to EQ-5D 


include the incorporation of the impact of disease progression over the long-term (lifetime time 


horizon) into the calculation of the EQ-5D index, comparability with previous submissions, and 


consistency of the estimated EQ-5D index at baseline and quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gain 


with published data. 


 
For disutility due to SAEs, a utility weight decrement of 0.01 was applied, based on the 


assumption used in NICE TA233. 


6.5. Resource Identification and Measurement 


First-line treatment of AS in the UK involves a combination of physiotherapy and medication 


(conventional therapy). TNF-alpha inhibitors can then be administered for disease which is 


uncontrolled with conventional therapy. Disease management i.e. the observation of disease 
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progression through laboratory and imaging tests and the management of drug-related AEs is 


also part of the clinical management of the condition. The current clinical management of this 


condition requires patients to have regular contact with specialist rheumatology centres in the 


UK. This involves regular attendance at an outpatient clinic and face-to-face consultation with a 


consultant or non‐consultant in a rheumatology department. Patients with severe active AS may 


also be hospitalised occasionally. Therefore, the resource use and costs considered in the model 


include: 1) drugs, 2) disease management (including medical staff visits, hospitalisations, 


personal and social care, and laboratory and imaging tests), and 3) AEs. 


  
As part of NICE TA233 a systematic review was performed to identify studies reporting cost and 


resource utilisation; however, only one relevant study was identified (Kobelt et al. 2004). This 


study informed the extrapolation of short-term costs to the long-term (see below).  


 
All costs are based on 2012/2013 prices. Costs are predominantly obtained from NHS reference 


costs 2012-201382, the British National Formulary (BNF) 201383, and Personal Social Services 


Resource Unit (PSSRU) 201384. Expert opinion was used in the absence of published resource 


use data. For resource use associated with disease management and the management of AEs, 


opinion was elicited via a survey with clinician experts selected based on their experience in AS. 


In total, seven specialists with experience and expertise in treating AS were interviewed and 


two physiotherapists were also approached to validate the relevant answers of the clinicians. 


Resource use was estimated separately for conventional therapy and TNF‐alpha inhibitors. 


Answers were collated and synthesised using descriptive statistics i.e. mean, SD. 


 
Per cycle resource use and costs for drugs, disease management, and AEs were informed as 


above. For drugs and AEs, the estimated costs were applied to all cycles of the model. For 


disease management, these per cycle costs were adjusted post-week 24 using the equation 


detailed below. This adjustment is to reflect the increase in disease severity over time, as 


described by the BASFI component of the equation, which may necessitate increased resource 


use and costs for disease management. 


 


Annual mean AS-related NHS cost = 1585.30 * exp (0.1832 * BASFI) 


 
The monetary component of the equation above (£1585.30) was inflated from the year 


2005/2006 to 2013 to £1,902.49 using the Pay and Prices index published by the PSSRU.  
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6.5.1. Drug Resource Use and Costs 


TNF-Alpha Inhibitors 


The costs for each TNF-alpha inhibitor per cycle are shown in Table 30 and are based on the 


recommended dose for each of the comparator treatments according to the summary of product 


characteristics, with cost information obtained from the BNF. 


 
Table 30: Per 12-week cycle drug costs for TNF-alpha inhibitors 


Drug  Cost* Dose Source 
Golimumaba £2112.82 50mg, once monthly BNF 65 2013 


Infliximabb   


First 
cycle 


£5362.44 Repeated 2 weeks and 6 weeks 
after initial infusion, then every 
6-8 weeks 


BNF 65 2013 
Second 
cycle 


£2681.22 


Adalimumab £2112.84 40mg, once every two weeks BNF 65 2013 
Etanercept £2145.00 50mg, once weekly BNF 65 2013 


Certolizumab 
pegolc 


First 
cycle 


£0.00 
400mg at weeks 0, 2, and 4, 
then 400mg once every 2 weeks 


BNF 65 2013 
Second 
cycle 


£2145.00 


 
a price of 50mg golimumab, based on the PAS (in which the 100mg dose is the same cost as the 50mg 
dose); b including costs of infusion and drug based on a 7-weekly dosing interval; c cost based on PAS in 
which the drug is provided at £0 for the first cycle (12 weeks). 


 
The cost of golimumab was based on an accepted Patient Access Scheme (PAS) in which the cost 


of the 100mg dose (administered for patients with a weight >100kg) is the same price as the 


50mg dose. Because of the inclusion of the PAS for golimumab, patient weight is not taken into 


account in the economic model. The cost of certolizumab pegol was based on an approved PAS 


in which certolizumab pegol is provided at zero cost for the first 3 months. Infusion costs were 


included for infliximab. 


 


Conventional Therapy 


The drugs/therapies considered to represent conventional therapy in the UK were based on the 


therapies received in the placebo arm of GO-RAISE and on the results of the clinician survey, as 


described above and in NICE TA233. Conventional therapy was assumed to include NSAIDs, 


COX-2 inhibitors, steroids, gastro-protectants, bisphosphonates, and other medications. The 


disaggregated resource use estimates and associated costs for the drugs and non-drug therapies 


that comprise conventional therapy are shown in Table 31. 
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Table 31: Per 12-week cycle drug/therapy use cost for conventional therapy 


Drug/therapy 
Resource use, mean (SD) 


Pack cost, £ 2013 Source 
Cost per cycle, 
£ 2013 % receiving Average dose, mg Treatment duration HCP admin. time 


NSAIDS 
Diclofenac 0.27 (0.08) 150 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 6.18 (28x50mg) BNF 65 2013 15.10 
Naproxen 0.11 (0.12) 1000 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 1.65 (28x500mg) BNF 65 2013 1.31 
Indomethacin 0.04 (0.08) 125 (0.00)* Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 1.70 (28x50mg) BNF 65 2013 0.46 
Ibuprofen 0.14 (0.08) 1600 (438.18) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 3.96 (84x600mg) BNF 65 2013 1.51 
COX-2 inhibitors 
Arcoxia 0.25 (0.14) 90 (17.32) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 22.96 (28x90mg) BNF 65 2013 17.22 
Celecoxib 0.10 (0.06) 285.71 (106.90) Ongoing 0.00 (0.00) 21.55 (30x200mg) BNF 65 2013 8.67 
Steroids 
Prednisolone 0.03 (0.03) 10.83 (5.85) 5.96 weeks (0.00) 0.33 min (0.82) 1.21 (28x5mg) BNF 65 2013 0.23 
Methylprednisolone 0.02 (0.06) 270 (325.27) - 5 min (7.07) 6.19 (30x4mg) BNF 65 2013 26.74 
Intramuscular depomedrone 0.03 (0.04) 113.33 (16.33) - 13.08 min (23.15) 7.47 (1x120mg) BNF 65 2013 19.47 
Gastro-protectants 
Omeprazole 0.36 (0.31) 20 (0.00)* - - 1.62 (28x20mg) BNF 65 2013 1.77 
Lansoprazole 0.28 (0.20) 24.29 (7.32) - - 1.20 (28x15mg) BNF 65 2013 1.62 
Other 
Sulphadiazine 0.09 (0.10) 2000 (0.00)* - 15 min (17.32) 37.50 (56x500mg) BNF 65 2013 19.61 
Methotrexate 0.08 (0.08) 14.29 (8.43) - 22.5 min (15.00) 3.27 (28x2.5mg) BNF 65 2013 4.40 
Bisphosphonates (Fosamax) 0.07 (0.10) - - - 22.80 (4x70mg) BNF 65 2013 0.49 
Physiotherapy† 0.61 (0.42) 0.93/week (0.80) 47.57 min (45.18) 45.43 min (48.08) 35.00 (per hour) PSSRU 2013 189.38 


Patient education 0.93 (0.10) 0.08/week (0.09) 42.5 min (19.94) 70 min (84.14) 68.00 (one-off) 
Clinical expert 
estimate (NICE 
TA233) 


45.07 


Total cost 382.28 
 
* patients receiving these medications received fixed doses; † physiotherapy calculated as the mean of hospital and community-based physiotherapy (PSSRU 13.1: Hospital 
physiotherapist [wages/salary, salary on-costs, qualifications, overheads, and capital overheads]; 9.1: Community physiotherapist [wages/salary, salary on-costs, qualifications, 
overheads, and capital overheads]). Admin., administration; BNF, British National Formulary; HCP, healthcare professional; NR, not reported; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory steroid; PSSRU, Personal Social Service Research unit; SD, standard deviation. 
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6.5.2. Disease Management and Adverse Events Resource Use and Costs 


The sources of unit costs are described in Table 32. Resource use estimates for disease 


management are presented in Table 33, separately for TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional 


therapy. Per cycle resource use and costs for disease management are summarised in Table 34.  


Per cycle resource use and costs for AEs are shown in Table 35. 


 
Weighted mean estimates of the 12-week costs of AEs for TNF-alpha inhibitors and 


conventional therapy were calculated from the total aggregated costs and frequency of AEs by 


treatment group from the GO-RAISE study. This weighted mean was calculated by summing the 


product of the number of events per AE and the 12-week costs per AE divided by the total 


number of AE events. Since AEs did not constitute a separate health state, the weighted mean 


costs multiplied by the cycle rate of experiencing an AE were added to the aggregated per cycle 


costs for TNF-alpha inhibitors and conventional therapy. 
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Table 32: Unit costs for disease management and adverse events 


Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


Medical staff 
visits 


Rheumatologist 139.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.5: Consultant: Medical. Cost per patient hour, including qualification costs) 
Physiotherapist - hospital 36.00 PSSRU 2013 (13.1: Hospital physiotherapy. Cost per hour in clinic, including qualification costs) 


Specialist nurse 90.00 
PSSRU 2013 (10.7: Nurse advanced (lead specialist, clinical nurse specialist, senior specialist). Cost per hour of 
client contact, including qualifications) 


Physiotherapist - community 34.00 PSSRU 2013 (9.1: Community physiotherapist. Cost per hour of client contact, including qualification cost) 


General practitioner 45.00 
PSSRU 2013 (10.8b: General practitioner-unit costs. Cost per patient consultation [11.7 minutes], including direct 
staff care & qualification costs) 


District nurse 48.00 PSSRU 2013 (10.1: Community nurse (district nursing sister, district nurse), including qualification costs) 
Orthopaedic surgeon 140.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.6: Consultant: surgical. Including qualification costs) 
Spinal surgeon 140.00 PSSRU 2013 (15.6: Consultant: surgical. Including qualification costs) 
Helpline 0.25 BT landline rate per 5 minute call 


Hospitalisations 
Intensive care unit 1344.24 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Critical Care Services - Adult: Critical Care Unit. XC04Z mid-range, 4 organs) 
General ward 464.00 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Non-Elective Inpatient (Short Stay) HRG Data HD23D) 
A&E admission 108.00 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Accident and Emergency Services: Leading to Admitted VB09Z) 


Personal and 
social care 


Day care 38.00 PSSRU 2013 (1.4 Local authority day care for older people) 
Home care 98.70 PSSRU 2013 (8.1.3 Community care package for older people: median cost based on all costs - £691) 
Walking stick 15.95 Medisave.co.uk (Folding Adjustable Walking Stick 31-35 Inches Standard) 
Orthotics 27.99 PhysioRoom.com 
Wheelchair 89.00 PSSRU 2013 (7.2 NHS wheelchair. Per self or attendant propelled chair per year) 


Laboratory 
tests 


Urea/electrolyte test 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Full blood count 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Liver function test 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Calcium 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
C-reactive protein 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
ESR 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Urine culture 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Blood culture 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Sputum testing 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Amylase 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
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Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


Skin test 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Chest x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Tuberculin (x-ray abnormal) 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Urine test 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Montoux 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Varicella zoster serology 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
T spot test 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
CSF test 6.78 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Autoimmune profile 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
ANF 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
DNA 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Complements 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Urine dipstick 1.25 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS04) 
Ferritin 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Vitamin B12 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Folate tests 3.01 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Trusts Direct Access: Pathology Services DAPS02) 
Skin biopsy 125.18 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, minor skin procedures, 13 years and older, JC43A) 
Lymph node biopsy 190.30 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Outpatient Procedures, Procedures on the lymphatic system, with CC score 0, WA24B) 


Imaging tests 


Bone density scan 54.69 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA15Z) 
Spinal x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Pelvic x-ray 28.28 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Diagnostic Services DADS, Direct Access Plain Film, DAPF) 
Magnetic resonance imaging 144.71 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology,RA02A) 
Ultrasound 43.70 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA23Z) 
Bone scan 67.14 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology, RA15Z) 
Abdominal CT scan 104.20 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Diagnostic Imaging: Outpatients DIAGIMOP, Service code 410 Rheumatology,  RA09A) 


Echocardiogram 61.60 
NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (NHS Direct Access: Outpatients DIAGIMOP Diagnostic imaging, Service code 410 
Rheumatology, Direct Access RA60A) 


ECG 53.26 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Direct Access: Diagnostic Services EA4Z7) 
Endoscopy  414.52 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Day Cases HRG Data, mean of total FZ63Z) 
Upper GI endoscopy 594.08 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Day Cases HRG Data, mean of total, FZ60Z) 


AE Amoxicillin  0.0001 BNF 65 2013 
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Category Type 
Unit cost, 
£ 2013 


Source 


medications* Co-amoxiclav 250mg 0.0004 BNF 65 2013 
Co-amoxiclav 500mg 0.0003 BNF 65 2013 
Tazocin 0.0034 BNF 65 2013 
Gentamicin 0.1480 BNF 65 2013 
Cefuroxime 0.0038 BNF 65 2013 
Rifater  0.2195 BNF 65 2013 
Ethambutol 0.0021 BNF 65 2013 
Rifinah 300  0.3754 BNF 65 2013 
Maxolon 0.0062 BNF 65 2013 
Omeprazole 0.0029 BNF 65 2013 
Lansoprazole 0.0029 BNF 65 2013 
Paracetamol 0.0000 BNF 65 2013 
Furosemide  0.0007 BNF 65 2013 
Piriton 0.0145 BNF 65 2013 
Cetirizine 0.0028 BNF 65 2013 
Fluoxetine 0.0024 BNF 65 2013 
Prednisolone 0.0084 BNF 65 2013 
Ferrous sulphate  0.0002 BNF 65 2013 


Additional AE 
treatments 


Blood transfusion 151.04 National Blood Service: National Prices 2007/2008 
Surgery (for skin cancer) 1670.44 NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Elective Inpatient HRG Data Intermediate Skin Procedures JC42A) 


Chemo/radiotherapy/surgery 147.04 
NHS ref. costs 2012-2013 (Consultant Led: First Attendance, outpatient, Multiprofessional Non-Admitted 
Rheumatology, service code 410 ) 


 
* drug costs are per mg. A&E, Accident & Emergency; AE, adverse event; ANF, antinuclear factor; BNF, British National Formulary; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; CT, computed 
tomography; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; ECG, electrocardiogram; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; GI, gastrointestinal; NHS, National Health Service; PSSRU, Personal Social 
Services Research Unit; ref., reference; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 33: Resource use for disease management 


Category Item 
Conventional therapy, mean (SD) TNF-alpha inhibitor, mean (SD) 
Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other 


Medical staff visits 


Rheumatologist 0.14 (0.07)    0.13 (0.12)    
Physiotherapist - hospital 1.31 (1.92)    1.19 (1.87)    
Specialist nurse 0.02 (0.04) 0.25 (0.50)   0.21 (0.21) -   
Helpline  -    0.04 (0.08)   
Orthopaedic surgeon  0.25 (0.50)    0.25 (0.50)   
Spinal surgeon  0.25 (0.50)    0.25 (0.50)   
Physiotherapist - community 1.00 (2.00)    1.00 (2.00)    
General practitioner 0.22 (0.20)    0.10 (0.15)    
District nurse -    1.00 (2.00)    


Laboratory tests 


Urea and electrolyte 0.11 (0.04)  0.84 (0.29)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
Full blood count 0.11 (0.04)  0.86 (0.25)  0.23 (0.09)  1.00 (0.00)  
Liver function test 0.32 (0.40)  0.75 (0.47)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
Calcium 0.12 (0.04)  0.74 (0.49)  0.26 (0.09)  0.75 (0.50)  
C-reactive protein 0.11 (0.04)  0.89 (0.19)  0.21 (0.12)  0.88 (0.25)  


Monitoring test for 
TB 


Chest x-ray 0.08 (0.02)  0.03 (0.05)  0.03 (0.04)  0.75 (0.50)  
Skin test -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.25 (0.50)  
Urine test 0.23 (0.07)  0.25 (0.50)  0.31 (0.09)  1.00 (0.30)  
Montoux -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.20 (0.40)  
Varicella zoster serology -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.25 (0.50)  
T spot test -  -  1.00 (0.30)  0.03 (0.05)  


Imaging 
investigations 


Bone density scan 0.02 (0.01)  0.68 (0.39)  0.02 (0.01)  0.68 (0.39)  
Spinal x-ray 0.02 (0.01) - 1.00 (0.00)  0.02 (0.02) 0.25 (0.50) 0.90 (0.20)  
Pelvic x-ray 0.01 (0.02) 0.50 (0.58) 1.00 (0.00)  0.02 (0.02) 0.33 (0.58) 0.75 (0.5)  
MRI 1.00 (0.00)  0.39 (0.42)  1.00 (0.00)  0.39 (0.42)  
Ultrasound  1.00 (0.00) 0.03 (0.03)   1.00 (0.00) 0.02 (0.02)  


Hospitalisation 


Hospitalisation   0.03 (0.03)    0.02 (0.02)  
# of hospitalisations 0.08 (0.00)    0.08 (0.00)    
ICU stay    2.00 (2.83)*    1.00 (1.41)* 
General ward stay    10.50 (4.95)*    8.50 (2.12)* 
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Category Item 
Conventional therapy, mean (SD) TNF-alpha inhibitor, mean (SD) 
Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other Per 4 weeks One-off % utilising Other 


A&E admission   0.13 (0.11)    0.00 (0.00)  
Rheumatologist follow-up    0.50 (0.58)†    0.25 (0.50)† 
Physio follow-up    1.75 (2.87)†    1.75 (2.87)† 
GP follow-up    1.50 (1.91)†    0.75 (0.96)† 
Nurse follow-up    0.50 (1.00)†    0.00 (0.00)† 
Helpline follow-up    1.25 (1.50)†    1.25 (1.89)† 
Orthopaedic surgeon follow-up    0.50 (1.00)†    0.50 (1.00)† 


Social care 
Day care  4.00 (1.20)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.30)‡ 0.48 (0.03)  - 1.00 (0.00)‡ 
Home care 4.00 (0.00) - 0.33 (0.58) 1.00 (0.00)‡ - 1.00 (0.30) 0.01 (0.02) - 
Physiotherapy 0.12 (0.16)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 4.15 (5.44)  0.25 (0.50) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 


Assistive devices 
Walking stick 0.01 (0.01) 0.08 (0.02)  1.00 (0.30)‡ 0.003 (0.01) 1.00 (0.03)  1.00 (0.30)‡ 
Orthotics  0.12 (0.05) 0.10 (0.12) 1.00 (0.00)‡  1.00 (0.00) 0.80 (0.10) 1.00 (0.00)‡ 
Wheelchair  1.00 (0.30) 0.13 (0.25) 1.00 (0.30)‡  - - - 


 
* number of days; † per hospitalisation; ‡ proportion that is NHS-funded. A&E, Accident & Emergency; GP, general practitioner; ICU, intensive care unit; MRI, magnetic resonance 
imaging; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


Table 34: Per 12-week cycle resource use and costs for disease management 


Category Type 
TNF-alpha inhibitors Conventional therapy 
Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) 


Medical staff visits 


Rheumatologist 0.389 54.12 0.420 58.42 
Hospital physiotherapist 3.582 128.97 3.93 141.54 
Specialist nurse 0.633 56.96 0.311 27.96 
Community physiotherapist 6.146 208.97 11.09 376.93 
General practitioner 0.291 13.08 0.671 30.20 
District nurse 3 144.00 0 0.00 
Orthopaedic surgeon 0.252 35.28 0.253 35.44 
Spinal surgeon 0.25 35.00 1 140.00 
Helpline 0.120 0.03 0.00791 0.002 


Total cost 676.41 (203.00) Total cost 810.50 (243.15) 
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Category Type 
TNF-alpha inhibitors Conventional therapy 
Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) Units per cycle Per cycle cost, £ 2013 (SD) 


Hospitalisations 


Intensive care unit 0.004027 5.41 0.0127 17.01 
General ward 0.03423 15.88 0.06645 30.83 
A&E admission 0 0.00 0.0007911 0.09 


Total cost 21.30 (6.39) Total cost 47.93 (14.38) 


Personal and social 
care 


Day care 0 0.00 3 114.00 
Home care 0 0.00 4 394.80 
Walking stick 0.0025 0.04 0.000384 0.006 
Orthotics 0.075 2.10 0.0115 0.32 
Wheelchair 0 0.00 0.125 11.13 


Total cost 2.14 (0.64) Total cost 520.25 (156.08) 


Laboratory tests 


Urea/electrolyte test 0.575 0.72 0.265 0.33 
Full blood count 0.69 2.08 0.273 0.82 
Liver function test 0.575 0.72 0.712 0.89 
Calcium 0.575 0.72 0.256 0.32 
C-reactive protein 0.554 0.69 0.281 0.35 
Skin test 0.25 1.70 0 0.00 
Chest x-ray 1.558 44.05 0.00575 0.16 
Tuberculin (if x-ray abnormal) 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Urine test 0.921 6.24 0.173 1.17 
Montoux 0.2 25.04 0 0.00 
Varicella zoster serology 0.25 0.75 0 0.00 
T spot test 0.025 0.08 0 0.00 


Total cost 82.77 (24.83) Total cost 4.04 (1.21) 


Imaging tests 


Bone density scanning 0.0434 2.37 0.0375 2.05 
Spinal x-ray 0.727 20.56 0.0729 2.06 
Pelvic x-ray 0.376 10.65 0.543 15.36 
Magnetic resonance imaging 0.3875 56.07 0.3875 56.07 
Ultrasound 0.02 0.87 0.0275 1.20 


Total cost 90.53 (27.16) Total cost 76.75 (23.03) 
 
A&E, Accident & Emergency; SD, standard deviation; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Table 35: Per 12-week cycle resource use and costs for adverse events 


Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Infections not 
requiring 
hospitalisation 
and/or IV 
antibiotics 


- 
% treated as outpatients 0.27 (0.49) - 
# of specialist visits 1.33 (0.58) 49.11 
# of GP visits 4.50 (3.70) 53.66 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.66 (0.45); 1.25 (0.50) 2.49 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.06 (0.05); 1.00 (0.00) 1.77 
Urine culture % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.06 (0.09); 1.00 (0.00) 0.42 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.04); 0.33 (0.58) 0.010 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.22 (0.33); 0.67 (0.58) 0.18 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.16 (0.29);  1.00 (0.00) 0.20 
Amoxicillin % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.45 (0.42); 1375.00 (216.51); 7.00 (0.00) 0.50 
Co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.63 (1.25); 1125.00 (337.50); 5.00 (1.50) 8.51 


Total cost 116.85 


Infections requiring 
hospitalisation 
and/or IV 
antibiotics 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.35 (0.46); 0.34 (0.47) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 9.33 (4.04) 1494.08 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.33 (0.58) 154.59 
# of specialist visits 2.67 (1.15) 124.17 
# of GP visits 2.33 (2.52) 35.18 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 4.50 (2.12) 6.77 
Blood cultures % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 3.50 (3.54) 11.87 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00 (0.30) 0.42 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00( 0.30) 0.42 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.33 (0.58); 1.00 (0.30) 9.43 
Co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.13 (0.25); 1125.00 (337.50); 7.00 (2.10) 2.38 
Tazocin % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 13500.00 (0.00); 7.00 (0.00) 79.64 
Plus gentamicin  % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 350.00 (0.00); 5.00 (0.00) 64.75 
Plus co-amoxiclav % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 1875.00 (0.00); 7.00 (2.10) 7.94 
Cefuroxime % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.23 (0.45); 2250.00 (675.00); 10.00 (3.00) 19.06 


Total cost 2010.69 
Tuberculosis - % hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.08 (0.17); 0.58 (0.50) - 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Average hospital stay (days) 7.00 (2.10) 267.96 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
# of specialist visits 5.33 (1.15) 431.83 
# of GP visits 2.67 (1.15) 69.90 


Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.75 (0.50); 3.67 (2.31) 77.78 
Sputum testing % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 4.00 (1.41) 250.37 
Rifater % receiving; average dose (tablets/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 6.00 (0.00); 60.00 (0.00) 59.27 
Plus ethambutol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 1050.00 (0.00); 60.00 (0.00) 101.33 
Rifinah 300 % receiving; average dose (tablets/day); average duration (days) 0.75 (0.50); 2.00 (0.00); 120.00 (0.00) 67.56 


Total cost 1326.00 


 Nausea 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.55 (0.53) - 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (0.58) 37.88 
# of GP visits 1.75 (0.50) 42.92 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.02 (0.03); 1.00 (0.00) 0.060 
Endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.13 (0.25); 1.00 (0.30) 51.82 
Abdominal CT scan % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.13 (0.25); 1.00 (0.30) 13.03 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Maxolon % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 30.00 (9.00); 7.00 (2.10) 0.23 
Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.0025 (0.01); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.0060 
Lansoprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 15.00 (4.50); 30.00 (9.00) 0.32 


Total cost 146.32 


Abdominal pain 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.53 (0.55) - 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (1.00) 36.49 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.00) 47.25 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.44 (0.49); 1.33 (0.58) 1.75 
Amylase % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.18 (0.35); 2.00 (0.60) 0.44 
Endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.01 (0.02); 1.00 (0.30) 3.11 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.03 (0.05); 1.00 (0.30) 0.031 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.20 (0.40); 4000 (1200); 7.00 (2.10) 0.11 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.02); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.024 
Total cost 89.23 


Heart failure 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.25 (0.50) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 10.00 (3.00) 11.60 
Average ICU stay (days) 1.00 (0.30) 3.36 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.60) 69.50 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.60) 22.50 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 1.00 (0.00) 14.14 
Echocardiogram % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.38 (0.48); 1.00 (0.00) 23.10 
ECG % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 13.31 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Furosemide % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.71 (0.48); 53.33 (23.09); 84.00 (0.00) 2.08 


Total cost 160.66 


Hypersensitivity 
reaction 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.27 (0.49) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
Average ICU stay (days) 2.00 (0.60) 6.72 
# of specialist visits 0.75 (0.96) 27.63 
# of GP visits 1.00 (1.15) 11.93 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Piriton % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.50 (0.44); 13.33 (8.33); 9.67 (7.51) 0.93 
Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.01); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.00014 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.20 (0.40); 4000.00 (1200.00); 2.00 (0.60) 0.032 


Total cost 47.99 


Fever 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.50 (0.58) - 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.00) 139.00 
# of GP visits 1.00 (1.41) 22.50 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 2.50 (0.71) 3.76 
Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 1.50 (0.71) 21.21 
Urine test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 2.00 (0.60) 3.39 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.31 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.46 (0.53); 4000.00 (0.00); 7.00 (0.00) 0.26 


Total cost 191.37 


Headache 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.26 (0.49) - 
# of specialist visits 1.00 (1.41) 36.49 
# of GP visits 1.50 (0.71) 17.72 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 0.15 
CT scan % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 5.21 
CSF test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.05 (0.10); 1.00 (0.30) 0.34 
Paracetamol % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.34 (0.39); 4000.00 (0.00); 14.00 (0.00) 0.38 


Total cost 60.28 


Depression 
- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 2.00 (0.60) 69.50 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.60) 22.50 


Fluoxetine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.03 (0.05); 20.00 (6.00); 84.00 (0.00) 0.099 
Total cost 92.10 


Lupus 
erythematosus-like 
syndrome 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 3.50 (2.12) 122.84 
# of GP visits 1.50 (0.71) 17.04 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.50 (0.58); 2.00 (1.41) 3.01 
Autoimmune profile % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
ESR % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
CRP % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
Urea/electrolyte test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
Liver function test % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
ANF % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
DNA % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Complements % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Urine dipstick % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 0.93 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Prednisolone % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.05 (0.10); 20.00 (6.00); 28.00 (8.40) 0.24 
Total cost 155.32 


Pruritis 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.51 (0.57) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
Average ICU stay (days) 2.00 (0.60) 6.72 
# of specialist visits 0.50 (1.00) 35.10 
# of GP visits 1.75 (0.50) 39.77 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 0.75 
Piriton % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 20.00 (6.00); 14.00 (4.20) 0.71 
Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.13 (0.25); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.0035 


Total cost 83.05 


Injection-site 
reaction 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.34 (0.46) - 
# of specialist visits 1.75 (0.50) 82.71 
# of GP visits 0.75 (0.96) 11.48 


Cetirizine % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.02 (0.04); 10.00 (3.00); 1.00 (0.00) 0.00053 
Total cost 94.18 


Blood disorder 


- 


% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.0025 (0.01); 0.34 (0.46) - 
Average hospital stay (days) 0.03 (0.01) 0.035 
Average ICU stay (days) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 
# of specialist visits 1.17 (0.76) 54.73 
# of GP visits 2.00 (0.00) 30.38 


Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Ferritin % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Vitamin B12 % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Folate tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.51 (0.57); 2.00 (1.00) 3.04 
Upper GI endoscopy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.11 (0.20); 1.00 (0.00) 62.38 
Blood transfusion % receiving; average duration (days) 0.03 (0.05); 7.00 (2.10) 26.43 
Omeprazole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.01 (0.01); 20.00 (6.00); 42.00 (12.60) 0.012 
Ferrous sulphate % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.08 (0.15); 600.00 (0.00); 135.00 (63.64) 1.17 
Lansoprozole % receiving; average dose (mg/day); average duration (days) 0.18 (0.35); 15.00 (4.50); 84.00 (0.00) 0.63 


Total cost 187.92 
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Category Resource Unit Mean (SD) 
Total cost, £ 
2013 


Skin cancer 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 6.00 (1.80) 208.50 
# of GP visits 6.00 (1.80) 67.50 


Skin biopsy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 31.30 
Surgery % receiving; average duration (days) 0.25 (0.50); 7.00 (2.10) 2923.28 


Total cost 3230.57 


Lymphoma 


- 
% hospitalised; % treated as outpatients 0.00 (0.00); 0.25 (0.50) - 
# of specialist visits 10.00 (0.00) 347.50 
# of GP visits 10.00 (3.00) 112.50 


Chest x-ray % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 21.21 
CT scan chest/abdomen % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 78.15 
Lymph node biopsy % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 1.00 (0.30) 47.58 
Blood tests % undergoing test; # of times tested 0.25 (0.50); 3.00 (0.90) 2.26 
Chemo/radio/surgery % receiving 0.25 (0.50) 36.76 


Total cost 645.96 
 
ANF, antinuclear factor; CRP, C-reactive protein; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; CT, computed tomography; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; ECG, electrocardiogram; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate; GI, gastrointestinal; GP, general practitioner; ICU, intensive care unit; IV, intravenous; SD, standard deviation. 
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6.6. Base Case Analysis 


The values used in the base case analysis are outlined in Table 36. 


 
Table 36: Summary of variables considered in base case analysis 


Variable Value Range Distribution 
Time horizon Lifetime - - 
Cycle length 12 weeks - - 
Discount rate 3.5% - - 
Starting age in the model 39.3 years SE 0.82 Normal, truncated  
Gender (% males) 71.6% +/-30% - 
Baseline BASDAI score 6.54 SE 0.11 Normal, truncated 
Baseline BASFI score 5.04 SE 0.16 Normal, truncated 
Standardised mortality ratio for AS Male: 1.63 


Female: 1.38 
SE 0.106 
SE 0.324 


Lognormal 


RR for response with ADA 
(BASDAI50) 


3.23 SE 3.14 Lognormal 


RR for response with CZP 
(BASDAI50) 


3.64 SE 9.74 Lognormal 


RR for response with ETN 
(BASDAI50) 


3.31 SE 4.52 Lognormal 


RR for response with GOL 
(BASDAI50) 


3.34 SE 3.58 Lognormal 


RR for response with IFX 
(BASDAI50) 


5.45 SE 51.32 Lognormal 


Response rate with conventional 
therapy (absolute treatment effect) 
(BASDAI50) 


0.145 SE 0.053 Beta 


RR for ≥1AE rate for ADA 1.260 SE 3.238 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for CZP 1.137 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for ETN 1.014 SE 1.339 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for GOL 1.117 SE 2.313 Lognormal 
RR for ≥AE rate for IFX 1.239 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
≥AE rate for conventional therapy 
(absolute treatment effect) 


0.562 SE 0.264 Beta 


RR for SAE rate for ADA 0.887 SE 1.641 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for CZP 1.744 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for ETN 2.661 SE 41.87 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for GOL 0.707 SE 1.904 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for IFX 2.781 SE 6.879 Lognormal 
RR for SAE rate for conventional 
therapy (absolute treatment effect) 


0.038 SE 0.095 Beta 


RR for ISR rate with ADA 1.902 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with CZP 1.902 SE 0.00 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with ETN 2.603 SE 4.13 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with GOL 2.522 SE 6.991 Lognormal 
RR for ISR rate with IFX 1.200 SE 1.847 Lognormal 
ISR rate with conventional therapy 
(absolute treatment effect) 


0.099 SE 0.120 Beta 


Annual discontinuation rate with 
TNF-alpha inhibitors 


6.1% SE 2.0% Beta 
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Variable Value Range Distribution 
Annual discontinuation rate with 
conventional therapy (absolute 
treatment effect) 


0.0% - - 


Rebound assumption Rebound to 
baseline 


- - 


12 week cost of ADA £2112.84 SE £634.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of CZP, first cycle £0.00 SE £0.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of CZP, second and 
subsequent cycles 


£2145.00 SE £644.00 Gamma 


12 week cost of ETN £2145.00 SE £644.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of GOL £2112.82 SE £634.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of IFX, first cycle £6256.18 SE £1877.00 Gamma 
12 week cost of IFX, second and 
subsequent cycles 


£3128.09 SE £938.00 Gamma 


12 week cost of conventional therapy £382.28 SE £115.00 Gamma 
Short-term treatment cost (TNF-
alpha inhibitors) 


£1198.66 - Gamma 


Short-term treatment cost 
(conventional therapy) 


£1646.45 - Gamma 


Weighted average AE cost (TNF-
alpha inhibitors) 


£218.42 SE £65.53 Gamma 


Weighted average AE cost 
(conventional therapy) 


£401.75 SE £120.52 Gamma 


Cost of ISRs £94.18 SE £28.25 Gamma 
Coefficient for BASFI score (long-
term cost regression) 


0.1832 SE 0.05496 Normal 


Intercept (long-term cost regression) £1585.3 SE £476.00 Normal 
Disutililities due to AEs  0.01 SE 0.003 Gamma 
Annual disease progression 
according to BASFI (conventional 
therapy) 


0.07 0.021 Normal, truncated 


 
ADA, adalimumab; AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; 
ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; ISR, injection (infusion)-site reaction; SAE, serious 
adverse event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


6.7. Sensitivity Analysis 


6.7.1. Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis 


One‐way deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSAs) were used to identify the key drivers of 


uncertainty in the estimation of the incremental cost-effectiveness of each intervention. For 


continuous variables, where available, the SD or SE of each parameter was used to define the 


upper and lower values for sensitivity analysis. Where the SD or SE was not available, the upper 


and lower limits of the range were defined as +/‐30% of the parameter. In addition, one-way 


sensitivity analyses were performed to characterise the effect of changing key assumptions for 


the base case. Key variables changed are shown in Table 37. 
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Table 37: Summary of variables adjusted for scenario analysis 


Variable Value Rationale 
Time horizon 1 year, 5 year Bansback et al. (2007) 
Age at baseline 30 years, 60 years Upper bound of lifespan 
Gender (% males) 0%, 100% Full possible range 
RR for response with ADA (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.39 Alternative measure for 


response used in UK clinical 
practice 


RR for response with CZP (BASDAI50) ASAS20 1.79 
RR for response with ETN (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.30 
RR for response with GOL (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.08 
RR for response with IFX (BASDAI50) ASAS20 2.70 
Response with conventional therapy (absolute 
treatment effect) (BASDAI50) 


ASAS20 27% 


Annual discontinuation rate with TNF-alpha 
inhibitors 


15.0%, 22.3% 15.0% recommended by 
McLeod et al. 22.3% is the 
largest alternative published 
cited by McLeod et al. 


Rebound assumption Rebound to 
conventional 


Wailoo et al. 2008 


Disutililities due to SAEs (TNF-alpha inhibitors) 0.1 Maximum likely disutility 
presented in NICE TA233 


Annual disease progression according to BASFI 
(conventional therapy) 


0.03, 0.09 Kobelt et al. 2004 


 
ADA, adalimumab; ASAS, Assessment in Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; IFX, infliximab; SAE, 
serious adverse event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


6.7.2. Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis 


A probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) was performed to account for multivariate and 


stochastic uncertainty in the model from which the probabilistic ICER was calculated in 


accordance with the NICE reference case. The PSA was based on the base case, including the PAS 


prices for golimumab and certolizumab pegol, and considering BASDAI50 as the outcome 


measure of response to treatment. The PSA was undertaken with 10,000 simulations. 


Distributions for parameters were based on recommendations by Briggs et al.85 and are detailed 


in Table 36. A lognormal distribution was applied to the ORs for outcomes, including BASDAI50, 


AEs, and the SMR for AS. A gamma distribution was applied to costs. A normal, truncated 


distribution was applied to the baseline age limited to avoid incorporation of patients aged less 


than 18 years. A normal, truncated distribution was applied to the baseline BASFI and BASDAI 


scores to ensure that the range was limited to between 0 and 10. A gamma distribution was 


applied to disutilities and a beta distribution was applied to the discontinuation rate. A normal, 


truncated distribution was applied to the annual rates of progression of the BASFI score for 


conventional therapy. 
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Since parameters estimated by regression analysis (e.g. for disease progression from the GO‐


RAISE trial) are not independent, a Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix was 


employed where variance‐covariance matrices were available (e.g. progression of the BASFI and 


BASDAI scores)85. Since variance‐covariance matrices were not available for the long‐term cost 


and utility regression, their parameters were assumed to be distributed normally.  


6.8. Results 


The Markov traces and details of the QALYs accrued over time are available in the Microsoft 


Excel® model accompanying this submission. 


 
6.8.1. Base Case Analysis 


Incremental results for the base case when TNF-alpha inhibitors are compared with 


conventional therapy are shown in Table 38. Incremental results for the base case when TNF-


alpha inhibitors are compared with each other are shown in Table 39. The cost-effective 


acceptability curves demonstrating the probability that a specific treatment will be the most 


cost-effective over a range of willingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds are presented in Figure 20. 


 
TNF-alpha inhibitors result in increased QALYs when compared to conventional therapy, 


ranging from 1.03 for etanercept to 1.14 for certolizumab pegol. This is achieved at an increased 


cost (from £20,590 when golimumab is administered to £48,019 for infliximab). The 


incremental analysis of the ICER for each TNF-alpha inhibitor demonstrated that golimumab 


was the most cost-effective treatment when compared with conventional therapy (with an ICER 


of £19,070 (deterministic value: £21,311). The incremental analysis of each treatment versus 


each other and based on the incremental cost demonstrated that adalimumab and etanercept 


are dominated by golimumab. 


 
None of the assessed TNF-alpha inhibitors has more than 30% likelihood of being cost-effective. 


At a WTP threshold of £20,000, there is a 20% probability that golimumab and adalimumab are 


likely to be the most cost-effective treatments for AS with and a 30% probability that 


certolizumab pegol is likely to be cost-effective. However, the cost-effectiveness curves and the 


cost-effectiveness frontier highlight that the considerable uncertainty in differentiating the cost-


effectiveness of golimumab, adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, and etanercept. 
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Table 38: Absolute and incremental costs and QALYs, ICERs, and incremental analysis for TNF-alpha 
inhibitors versus conventional therapy 


Treatment 
Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


Incremental cost 
per QALY (£) 


Conventional 
therapy (reference) 


160,837 10.5529 - - - 


Golimumab 181,427 11.6326 20,590 1.0797 19,070 (21,311) 
Adalimumab 181,589 11.6296 20,752 1.0766 19,275 (21,291) 
Certolizumab pegol 183,017 11.6962 22,180 1.1432 19,401 (19,153) 
Etanercept 183,540 11.5862 22,703 1.0332 21,972 (22,177) 
Infliximab 208,856 11.6819 48,019 1.1290 42,532 (44,872) 
 
Results are based on the PSA and incremental analysis based on incremental cost. Results for the ICERs 
produced by the deterministic analyses are shown in brackets. QALY, quality-adjusted life year. 
 
Table 39: Absolute and incremental costs and QALYs, and incremental analysis for TNF-alpha inhibitors 
versus each other 


Treatment 
Total 
costs (£) 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


Incremental cost per 
QALY (£) 


Conventional therapy 
(reference) 


160,837 10.5529 - - - 


Golimumab 181,427 11.6326 20,590 1.0797 19,070 
Adalimumab 181,589 11.6296 162 -0.003 Dominated by GOL 
Certolizumab pegol 183,017 11.6962 1428 0.0666 21,441 


Etanercept 183,540 11.5862 523 -0.11 
Dominated by both GOL 
and CZP 


Infliximab 208,856 11.6819 25,316 0.0957 264,535 
 
Results based on PSA and incremental analysis based on incremental cost. CZP, certolizumab pegol; GOL, 
golimumab; QALY, quality-adjusted life year. 
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Figure 20: Cost-effective acceptability curves demonstrating the probability that a specific treatment will 
be the most cost-effective over a range of WTP thresholds 


 


WTP, willingness-to-pay.  


 
6.8.2. Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis 


The deterministic sensitivity analysis indicates the ten key drivers which have the greatest 


impact upon the cost-effectiveness findings when varied (Figure 21). Full results for the top ten 


drivers are presented in Table 40. The results of the deterministic sensitivity analysis when all 


variables are considered are shown in Appendix C. 


 
The results of the deterministic sensitivity analyses were robust when the ICERs of golimumab 


versus conventional therapy were assessed. One-way sensitivity analysis of the ICER for 


golimumab versus conventional therapy demonstrates that estimation of the long-term cost of 


treatment based on the BASFI (based on SE) and the cost of golimumab (varied by +/-30%) are 


the only two variables that produce an ICER that is greater than £30,000. The reduction in long-


term treatment costs of AS associated with the BASFI serves to reduce the long-term treatment 


costs for conventional therapy compared to that of patients on TNF-alpha inhibitors, who have a 


lower BASFI score. An increase in the cost of golimumab increases the incremental cost versus 
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conventional therapy and thereby produces a higher ICER. The highest uncertainty seems to be 


related to the methodological approach used for the estimation of the long-term treatment 


costs. However, uncertainty surrounding all other variables seems to have a minimum impact 


on the estimated ICERs. 


 
Figure 21: Tornado diagram of results of one-way sensitivity analysis 


 


 
cCoefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term cost regression; cGLM, 12-week cost of 
golimumab; cIntercept, intercept in the long-term cost regression; BASFIregression, BASFI scores in AS 
based on regression; progCov, annual disease progression according to BASFI on conventional therapy; 
BASDAIregression, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression; cConv, 12-week cost of conventional 
therapy; BASDAIregression24, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression in the first 24 weeks; 
BaselineBASFI, baseline BASFI score; u_coefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term utility 
regression. ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness analysis; QALY, quality-adjusted life year. 
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Table 40: Deterministic, one-way sensitivity analysis for golimumab (top ten drivers) 


Variable 
Parameter ICER (£) 
Mean Lower  Upper  Lower Upper 


cCoefBASFI 0.1832 0.075478 0.290922 31,363.28 -2125.40 
cGLM 2112.817 1478.972 2746.661 84,72.273 34,150.20 
cIntercept 1585.3 653.1436 2517.456 29,100.72 13,521.75 
BASFIregression Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 26,293.05 17,552.66 
progConv 0.07 0.049 0.091 24,830.96 17,888.39 
BASDAIregression Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 25,055.36 18,540.64 
cConv 382.2823 267.5976 496.9671 23,634.25 18,988.22 
BASDAIregression24 Multiple 95% CI 95% CI 19,612.50 23,332.15 
BaselineBASFI 5.036 4.7257 5.3463 23,081.53 19,550.54 
u_coefBASFI -0.032252 -0.037025 -0.027479 19,822.00 23,042.42 
 
The deterministic ICER for the base case was £21,311. Range for each variable was set to +/-30% or the 
SE where available. cCoefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term cost regression; cGLM, 12-
week cost of golimumab; cIntercept, intercept in the long-term cost regression; BASFIregression, BASFI 
scores in AS based on regression; progCov, annual disease progression according to BASFI on 
conventional therapy; BASDAIregression, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression; cConv, 12-week cost 
of conventional therapy; BASDAIregression24, BASDAI scores in AS based on regression in the first 24 
weeks; BaselineBASFI, baseline BASFI score; u_coefBASFI, coefficient for BASFI score in the long-term 
utility regression. CI, confidence interval; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 
Finally, Table 42 presents the results of the scenario analyses. Based on the key assumptions 


shown, TNF-alpha inhibitors: 


• are more cost-effective as the time horizon increases; 


• are a more cost-effective treatment for younger patients (e.g. 30 years);  


• are cost-effective regardless of gender with the exception of infliximab; 


• remain cost-effective regardless of whether the BASDAI50 or ASAS20 response criteria 


are used to define response with the exception of infliximab; 


• are cost-effectiveness regardless of the discontinuation rate; and  


• are cost-effective regardless of the disutility rate applied for SAEs 


 
TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective for the key structural assumption of rebound to 


baseline following discontinuation of treatment, remain cost-effective when they are assumed 


to rebound to the BASFI score of conventional treatment at any point in the time horizon. In 


addition, when the annual rate of BASFI progression for conventional therapy is reduced from 


0.07 to 0.03, TNF-alpha inhibitors that are cost-effective at the higher rate remain cost-effective 


at the lower rate. 
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Table 41: Effect of key variables and scenario analyses on the ICER for each TNF-alpha inhibitor versus conventional therapy 


Variable 
Parameter for 
base case 


Alternative 
parameter 


Golimumab Adalimumab 
Certolizumab 
pegol 


Etanercept Infliximab 


Base case - - £21,311 £21,291 £19,153 £22,177 £44,872 


Time horizon Lifetime 
1 year £39,492 £39,669 £612 £40,907 £113,279 
5 years £30,855 £30,868 £23,600 £31,911 £63,281 


Age at baseline 39.3 years 
30 years £17,975 £17,954 £16,043 £18,775 £39,884 
60 years £32,147 £32,131 £28,757 £33,237 £61,684 


Gender (% males) 71.6% 
0% £23,190 £23,168 £20,983 £24,102 £47,894 
100% £20,590 £20,570 £18,452 £21,438 £43,706 


Response measure BASDAI50 ASAS20 £21,231 £21,137 £19,227 £22,046 £45,037 


Long-term discontinuation rate (annual) 6.1% 
15.0% £19,612 £19,609 £15,325 £20,463 £45,131 
23.7% £19,033 £19,045 £12,692 £19,892 £46,951 


Rebound assumption  
Rebound to 
baseline 


Rebound to 
conventional 


£26,817 £26,799 £24,458 £27,772 £52,327 


SAE disutility*  
TNF-alpha inhibitors 0.01 0.1 £21,432 £21,443 £19,423 £22,659 £45,891 
Conventional 
therapy 


0.01 0.1 £21,144 £21,124 £19,003 £22,003 £44,519 


Annual BASFI 
progression 


Conventional 
therapy 


0.07 
0.03 £28,150 £28,128 £25,744 £29,132 £54,545 
0.09 £18,050 £18,030 £16,000 £18,867 £40,435 


 
All values were calculated using deterministic analyses. * varied for TNF-alpha inhibitor, kept same for conventional therapy and vice versa. ASAS, Assessment in 
Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; SAE, serious adverse 
event; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Finally, the economic model considers etanercept with a dosing regimen of 50mg every week 


and certolizumab pegol with a dosing regimen of 400mg once monthly. There is no consensus in 


clinical practice as to which dose should be used. To test whether the assumption we used 


impacted the incremental cost-effectiveness of these TNF-alpha inhibitors, an additional 


analysis was conducted in which etanercept 25mg twice weekly and certolizumab pegol 200mg 


(every 2 weeks) was used. With the altered dosing frequencies, the ICER for etanercept 25mg 


versus conventional therapy was £21,984 (compared to £22,177 for etanercept 50mg) and the 


ICER for certolizumab pegol 200mg versus conventional therapy was £19,176 (compared to 


£19,153 for certolizumab pegol 400mg). 


6.9. Validation 


The model was based on that used in the manufacturer’s submission for NICE TA233 and the 


model described by McLeod et al. 2007 (from NICE TA143).  As stated during the appraisal of 


NICE TA233, the validation of the model was performed by two clinical experts, who were asked 


to evaluate a model analysis plan (containing a compilation of the main assumptions, model 


structure, and data sources). Changes were made to reflect the experience and knowledge of the 


clinicians. Following the review of the model in NICE TA233, amendments have been made to 


correct errors. The model was then validated by an independent health economist following 


these amendments. 


6.10. Interpretation of the Economic Evidence 


Golimumab is a cost-effective treatment for AS compared with conventional therapy and 


remained cost-effective when key assumptions in the model were tested through sensitivity 


analyses. In an incremental analysis between the TNF-alpha inhibitors, golimumab was shown 


to dominate adalimumab and certolizumab pegol. 


 
The economic analysis can be considered robust for a number of reasons. First, it is based on an 


approach which was developed for a NICE appraisal. Secondly, key elements of the model have 


been informed by RCT evidence in the appropriate patient population (from the GO-RAISE 5 


year study). The availability of long-term data provided by the 5 year follow-up of GO-RAISE 


enhanced the robustness of the analysis by informing rates of long-term disease progression 


and discontinuation of treatment, thereby addressing a key criticism around the lack of long-


term data identified in NICE TA233. Finally, the comparative efficacy of each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor was informed by an indirect comparison using the most recently published data; it is 
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important to note that the data produced by this NMA did not demonstrate any statistically 


significant differences between TNF-alpha inhibitors.  


 
6.10.1. Opportunities for Resource Savings not Captured in the Modelling  


Successful treatment of AS with TNF-alpha inhibitors has been linked to a reduction in 


hospitalisation and sick leave and with gains in productivity86. The current economic modelling 


framework does not capture the benefits of improved productivity, though in the era of Value 


Based Assessment, productivity gains are likely to be of key importance in decision-making. 


Additional benefits of golimumab include the patient support programme provided by MSD, 


which is designed to encourage patients to stay on their treatment thereby improving 


compliance and the likelihood of successful treatment outcomes, and the proven efficacy of 


golimumab in the management of IBD which is an EAM that can associated with AS and may 


increase the costs of effectively managing the disease. 
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PCS Physical component score 


PGADA Patient global assessment of disease activity 


PP Per protocol 


PSA Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 


PsA Psoriatic arthritis 


PsO Plaque psoriasis 


PSS Personal Social Services 


QALY(s)  Quality-adjusted life year(s) 


QoL Quality of life 


RA Rheumatoid arthritis 


RCT Randomised, controlled trial 


RR Rate ratios 


SAE Serious adverse event 


SD Standard deviation 


SE Standard error 


SEER Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results 


SEM Standard error of the mean 


SF-36 Short form 36 


SIR Standardised incidence ratio 


SMR Standardised mortality ratio 


SpA Spondyloarthritis 


SPARCC Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada 


SPC Summary of product characteristics 


SR Systematic review 


SSZ Sulfasalazine 


STC Simulated treatment comparison 


TB Tuberculosis  


TEAE Treatment emergent adverse event 


TNF Tumour necrosis factor 


Tx Treatment  


VAS Visual analogue scale 


WPAI Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire  


yr year 
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Executive Summary 


Patients with ankylosing spondylitis and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


have painful, debilitating symptoms that can lead to significant functional impairment 


and deformity, resulting in disability and loss of quality of life 


Axial spondyloarthritis (AxSpA) is a heterogeneous group of inflammatory rheumatic 


disorders. The Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society (ASAS) have produced 


a classification scheme recognising two classes of patients within AxSpA; those with definite 


radiographic structural evidence of sacroiliitis (ankylosing spondylitis, AS) and a new class of  


patients who lack definite radiographic structural evidence of sacroiliitis (non-radiographic 


axial spondyloarthritis, nr-axSpA). The rationale behind the ASAS classification is that nr-


axSpA is an earlier stage of AS with shared underlying pathophysiology. 


The onset of symptoms for both groups of patients is typically before the age of 30, and 


frequently begins during early adulthood. Nr-axSpA and AS patients have a similar disease 


burden, characterised by inflammatory back pain, stiffness and fatigue, that can cause 


significant long-term functional impairment and disability.  


The prevalence of AxSpA (ASAS definition) in the UK is thought to be around 0.3% of the 


adult population. AxSpA is thought to comprise of approximately equal populations of nr-


axSpA and AS (1). Pfizer estimate this is likely to equate to around 2,500 patients in each 


classification eligible for anti-TNFs in England and Wales. 


AxSpA can result in an appreciable economic burden on patients, employers and the 


healthcare system. It is characterised by a progressive functional deterioration which 


compounds the direct cost of healthcare resources with further work-related costs due to 


early retirement and absenteeism.  


 


Anti-TNFs provide effective treatment for severe AS and nr-axSpA  


More than a decade ago, etanercept (ETN) was among the first anti-tumour necrosis factors 


(anti-TNFs) licensed by the EMA for the treatment of AS. Anti-TNFs were subsequently 


rapidly incorporated into both national and international clinical guidelines for the treatment 


of AS (2, 3). NICE published Guidance in 2008 (4) and 2011 (5) recommending ETN, 


adalimumab (ADA) and subsequently golimumab (GOL) as cost effective treatment options 


in the AS population. 


The available evidence demonstrated that the class of anti-TNFs have clinical efficacy in 


patients who have failed previous NSAID therapy. Furthermore, evidence is beginning to 


emerge that anti-TNFs may also be able to reduce the risk of radiographic progression in 


AS, especially in those with early initiation of the treatment (6).  


Since the development of the new ASAS classification, trials of anti-TNFs in nr-axSpA have 


been conducted and these show a broadly comparable efficacy to AS trials. The most recent 


recommendations from ASAS consequently endorse the use of anti-TNFs across the whole 


spectrum of AxSpA patients. This means that a previously untreated population of patients 


with considerable individual and socioeconomic burden of disease can now be diagnosed 


and treated effectively.   
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Based on the above points, it is clear that NICE Guidance is needed across the AxSpA 


spectrum to ensure both populations of patients have optimal access to effective treatment 


options.  


ETN has a unique mode of action with a broad evidence base demonstrating 


sustained efficacy and safety 


 ETN has a unique mode of action in inhibiting TNF. Whilst ETN is often thought to be in 


the same class of anti-TNF inhibitors as ADA, GOL, infliximab (INF) and certolizumab 


pegol (CZP), key differences exist in their molecular structures; ETN is a fully human 


soluble TNF-a receptor p75 Fc fusion protein whereas ADA, GOL and INF are 


monoclonal antibodies and CZP is a monoclonal antibody fragment. 


 ETN is not associated with clinically relevant immunogenicity. Unlike monoclonal 


antibodies, ETN has not been found to be associated with the production of neutralising 


anti-drug antibodies and the potential consequences of immunogenicity such as 


diminishing drug levels and reduced responses to treatment (7, 8).  


 ETN’s unique mode of action coupled with the lack of evidence for clinically relevant 


immunogenicity are both important considerations for patient choice and the provision of 


alternative treatment options in this therapy area.     


ETN has demonstrated sustained safety and clinical efficacy in providing long-term 


control of severe AS. This is supported by both the extensive experience in UK clinical 


practice and a broad evidence base including publication of up to seven years continuous 


treatment with ETN (9). These data provide clear evidence as to the benefit of treating AS 


patients with ETN over the course of their lifetime. 


 


Etanercept is licensed for nr-axSpA and demonstrates rapid and significant 


improvements in disease activity, function and MRI evidence of inflammation 


ETN was granted Marketing Authorisation by the European Commission on 28 July 2014 for 


the treatment of adults with severe non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis with objective 


signs of inflammation as indicated by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and/or magnetic 


resonance imaging (MRI) evidence, who have had an inadequate response to non-steroidal 


anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). 


This licence was granted on the basis of a single phase III RCT (1031) that demonstrated 


significant and robust benefit of ETN (50 mg weekly) compared with placebo in nr-axSpA 


patients that had failed at least 2 NSAIDs. The primary endpoint of the study was achieved 


and was supported by a wide range of secondary endpoints. Clinically relevant 


improvements were demonstrated at week 12, with onset as early as week 2, and were 


generally sustained through to 48 weeks in the open-label follow-up period. 


 ETN treated patients had significantly better outcomes than patients in the PBO group at 


12 weeks for ASAS40 (P<0.01), BASDAI50 (P<0.01) and a greater mean change from 


baseline for BASFI (P = 0.016), and BASDAI (P = 0.019). 


 ETN demonstrates significant reductions in objective measures of inflammation compared 


with PBO at 12 weeks including reduction in hsCRP (P=0.004), SPARCC Sacroiliac Joint 


Score (P <0.001) and SPARCC MRI Spinal Score (P = 0.041). 


 At 48 weeks, these clinical benefits continued to improve on the 12 week data throughout 


the open label follow up for those patients who remained on ETN and for those patients 


who crossed over from PBO to ETN upon removal of blinding; ASAS40 (51.9% and 
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44.0%), BASDAI50 (62.9% and 50%), BASDAI (-2.9 ± 0.2 and -3.3 ± 0.2) and BASFI (-


1.9 ± 0.2 and -1.9 ± 0.1).  


 ETN reduced measures of systemic and skeletal inflammation on MRI for up to 48 weeks 


of therapy; mean change in SPARCC Sacroiliac Joint Score for pooled ETN group 


xxxxxxxxXXxxxxx) and SPARCC MRI Spinal Score (xxxxxxxXXxxxxx). 


 


The use of ETN for the treatment of patients with nr-axSpA can improve physical function, 


reduce pain and disease activity, and lessen the level of inflammation in the spine and SI 


joints.  


 


ETN is recommended in AS patients and delivers sustained clinical improvement 


across the full AxSpA spectrum 


NICE TA143 previously appraised the efficacy and safety of ETN on the basis of three 


Phase III, double blind RCTs; trials 16.0037 (10), EU311 (11) and 314 (12). Along with 


supporting phase II evidence, these studies demonstrated that ETN provides a substantial 


improvement in disease activity and function in AS patients for up to 3 years. 


New data submitted in this dossier, provides evidence of maintained benefit in AS patients 


over 7 years of continuous ETN treatment. Of the 16 patients completing seven years follow-


up, 31.3% were in ASAS partial remission and 43.8% showed ASDAS inactive disease (9). 


Disease related clinical parameters BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI and ASDAS remained low 


throughout follow-up. 


Evidence from the SPINE study demonstrates that ETN is also effective in a population of 


older AS patients with advanced and severe spinal ankylosis. Significantly greater efficacy 


was observed for ETN compared to PBO in improving BASDAI, BASFI, total back pain, 


BASMI, CRP level and forced pulmonary vital capacity (13).  


An additional large multicentre double-blind RCT (study 402) comparing ETN (n=379) with 


sulfasalazine (SSZ) (n=187) has also confirmed the benefit of ETN in AS patients (14). ETN 


showed statistically significant benefit in the primary outcome of ASAS20 as early as week 2, 


a difference that was sustained to week 16. Similar significant differences were also seen in 


ASAS40, ASAS5/6 and ASAS partial remission, as well as BASMI and BASFI. 


Lastly, the ESTHER trial compared ETN with SSZ in a population of early AxSpA patients 


(AS and nr-axSpA with symptom duration of less than five years) who had active 


inflammatory SI or joint lesions on MRI (15). Results showed that compared with SSZ, ETN 


is able to significantly reduce the severity of whole body MRI outcomes for SI joint and spine 


at 48 weeks. Similar significant improvements were shown for patient reported outcomes at 


week 48 (BASDAI, BASFI and patients and physician global assessments of disease 


activity). Importantly, an analysis of this trial on the ETN-treated subgroups of AS and nr-


axSpA patients showed that, in populations with similar baseline characteristics, ETN is able 


to provide an equivalent benefit to both AS and nr-axSpA patients (16). 


Overall, the new evidence presented in this submission supports the conclusions that ETN 


provides significant and sustained efficacy across the broad spectrum of the AxSpA 


population including nr-axSpA and AS patients, even those who are in the advanced stages 


of the disease. 
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ETN has an established safety profile 


Data from RCTs (966 patients) and open-label extension studies (687 patients) demonstrate 


that ETN has an acceptable safety profile in patients across the whole disease spectrum of 


AxSpA. 


Adverse events reported were largely mild to moderate in intensity and were generally 


resolved without discontinuation of therapy. Injection site reactions, infection (e.g. upper 


respiratory tract infection, bronchitis) and fever are the most commonly reported adverse 


reactions associated with ETN therapy. The largest pooled safety evidence dataset 


presented for ETN to date showed that therapy was associated with low rates of serious or 


opportunistic infections, malignancies, non-melanoma skin cancers and inflammatory bowel 


disease in patients with active AS (17). Similarly, data from a pooled analysis showed that 


incidences of uveitis in patients receiving ETN for active AS tended to be mild to moderate in 


severity (18). 


 


ETN has a significant clinical benefit vs conventional care and comparable efficacy to 


other anti-TNFs in nr-axSpA and AS, 


Network meta-analyses (NMA) of BASDAI, BASFI and, CRP (AS) or ASDAS-CRP (nr-


axSpA), were conducted to estimate the relative efficacy of ETN compared with conventional 


care (NSAIDs), ADA, INF, GOL and CZP in their respective licensed indications.  


 AS population 


 Anti-TNFs demonstrate statistically significant benefit over conventional care and 


have comparable clinical efficacy. The comparison with conventional care showed a 


significant benefit for anti-TNFs in the vast majority of sensitivity analyses. Overall, 


there were very few differences in BASDAI and BASFI between anti-TNFs in AS, 


supporting the conclusion of comparable efficacy.  


Nr-axSpA population 


 Consistent with the available trial evidence, the NMA supports the conclusion that 


anti-TNFs provide a significant benefit over conventional care. 


 Extensive heterogeneity exists between the nr-axSpA trial populations. This 


confounds the comparisons between anti-TNFs, making the results of the NMA 


potentially unreliable. In the absence of sufficient information for meta-regression, 


heterogeneity was addressed using matching adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) 


and simulated treatment comparison (STC) analyses of patient level data available to 


Pfizer. The results of these analyses suggest comparable efficacy of ETN with CZP 


and ADA. 


 


ETN is a cost effective treatment option versus conventional care and has comparable 


cost effectiveness with other anti-TNFs 


A patient-level simulation model was developed, that considers a lifetime time-horizon to 


reflect the natural history of nr-axSpA and AS. The perspective used in the model was that of 


the UK National Health Service and Personal Social Services. 
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In the base-case, the model reported that the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for 


ETN vs conventional care was £20,938 and £23,195 in the AS and nr-axSpA populations, 


respectively.  


In both AS and nr-axSpA populations, the ICERs of other anti-TNFs versus conventional 


care were similar to ETN, with the exception of the INF strategy in AS which had an ICER of 


£37,741 per QALY gained. The probabilistic and deterministic sensitivity analysis 


demonstrated that the results were robust to parameter uncertainty with ICERs consistently 


less than £30,000 per QALY gained.  


In the AS population, when ETN was compared incrementally with other anti-TNFs there 


were no differences observed between ICERs, demonstrating that, in this population, anti-


TNFs have similar cost effectiveness estimates. However, in the nr-axSpA population 


differences in the ICERs between ETN, CZP and ADA were observed based on the 


traditional NMA which did not account for the heterogeneity between the clinical trial 


populations. When the adjustment is made for this heterogeneity using the MAIC technique, 


the differences in cost and QALYs are reduced, thus supporting the clinical conclusions of 


no difference between anti-TNFs and that they are all cost effective options for the treatment 


of nr-axSpA. This is further supported by the results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis 


which showed that when variation in assumptions and clinical data are considered, the 


ranges of ICERs are consistently overlapping for ETN, CZP and ADA. 


  


Conclusions 


Nr-axSpA and AS patients have a similar disease burden with painful and debilitating 


symptoms that can lead to significant long-term functional impairment, disability and loss of 


quality of life. AxSpA can result in an appreciable economic burden on patients, employers 


and the healthcare system. 


Anti-TNF agents are the only reliable treatment option in patients who fail to respond or 


cannot tolerate NSAIDs and this recommendation has been endorsed by the clinical 


community within the international clinical guidelines for the management of AxSpA. 


The clinical evidence presented here demonstrates that ETN provides a unique mode of 


action for treating patients across the AxSpA spectrum, furthermore ETN is well tolerated 


and demonstrates rapid and sustained improvements in measures of disease activity, 


function, inflammation and quality of life.  


The results of the economic analysis demonstrate that ETN is a cost-effective treatment 


option for both the nr-axSpA and AS populations versus conventional care and has 


comparable cost effectiveness versus other anti-TNFs (with the exception of infliximab).  


Overall, this analysis supports the recommendation for ETN use in AxSpA and represents 


good value for money for the NHS by delivering considerable quality of life benefits to 


patients who suffer from a severely debilitating condition.  
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 Background 1.


The spondyloarthropathies (SpA) are a heterogeneous group of chronic, inter-related 


rheumatic diseases including ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriatic arthritis, inflammatory 


bowel disease with associated arthritis, reactive arthritis and “undifferentiated” SpA (19). 


Clinical characteristics include inflammatory back pain (IBP), enthesitis and peripheral 


arthritis. Patients are classified according to whether they have predominantly axial 


involvement (axSpA) or peripheral involvement.   


 The two subgroup classifications of AxSpA are: 


o Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) – patients present with IBP, impaired spinal mobility, and 
radiographic sacroiliitis and/or syndesmophytes 
 


o Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA) – patients present with IBP but 
with no definite structural changes in the spine and sacroiliac joints on x-ray 
 


 The UK prevalence is estimated as 0.3% for AxSpA (ASAS criteria) and 0.15% for AS 


(modified New York criteria). Due to the newer classification of nr-axSpA, there is 


currently limited data available on the epidemiology of this disease 


 


Burden of disease 


 AxSpA is a chronic disease for which there is currently no cure 


 Complications of long-standing disease include osteoporosis and vertebral fractures (20) 


 Survival rates in patients with AS range from 92-96% at 5 years to 62% at 25 years (21) 


 Patients with nr-axSpA or AS can experience  increasing levels of physical and mental 


disability as their disease progresses, impacting on their quality of life (22, 23) 


 Patients with AxSpA often have difficulty maintaining their employment or have to take 


early retirement due to their disease (24) 


 AS and nr-axSpA patients miss 1.0–3.4 work days per month due to their disease 


(25) 


 On average, an AxSpA patient experiences 6–7 days reduced productivity per 


month (25) 


 The most significant factors associated with absenteeism from work are level of 


disease activity and depression (26) 


 


Current management of disease 


 Recent Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society (ASAS) criteria classify 


AxSpA based on both clinical (in patients with no evidence of abnormalities on 


radiograph or MRI)  or imaging assessments (in patients with sacroiliitis on radiograph or 


MRI) (27) 


 
o Prior to the new classification system, many patients had to wait for 8–11 years 
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between the onset of symptoms and the development of radiographic sacroiliitis that 
allowed them to be diagnosed as AS and receive treatment (28) 


 


 The key aims of treating patients with AxSpA are to improve long term health related 


quality of life through the control of signs and symptoms, prevention of structural 


damage, preservation or normalisation of function and minimisation of comorbidities (29) 


 


 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are conventionally used for the 


treatment of AxSpA as the first treatment option in combination with exercise and 


physiotherapy (30) 


 


 Anti-tumour necrosis factor (anti-TNF) agents are currently the only biologic treatment 


option for severe AxSpA patients with persistently high disease activity or those failing to 


respond to NSAIDs 


o ASAS recommendations state that patients must have tried ≥2 NSAIDs for a minimum 
of 4 weeks in total before anti-TNF agents can be started 
 


o Possible predictors of a positive response to treatment with anti-TNF agents in 
patients with AxSpA include younger age, functional status, higher CRP level and  
presence of sacroiliitis on MRI at baseline at initiation of therapy (31) 
 


o There is emerging evidence that early treatment with anti-TNF treatment can slow 
radiographic progression in patients with AS (32)  
 


o According to NICE recommendations, patients receiving anti-TNF agents for the 
treatment of AxSpA should be assessed for their response to treatment 12 weeks 
after starting therapy (4) 


 
 An adequate response to treatment is defined as a reduction in the BASDAI of at 


least 50% or 2 units, and a reduction in the spinal pain visual analogue score 


(VAS) ≥2cm 


o Data from randomised controlled trials and from longer term extension studies have 
demonstrated that anti-TNF therapies have an acceptable and tolerable safety profile 
although caution with initiation of treatment is still recommended 


 


Etanercept 


 Etanercept (Enbrel®) is a recombinant, fully human TNF receptor p75 Fc fusion protein 


which competitively inhibits the binding of TNF to its cell surface receptors preventing 


initiation of cell signalling and thereby inhibiting its biological activity (8) 


o etanercept received its first approval in November 1998 from the US Food and Drug 
Administration, for the treatment of patients with moderately to severely active 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who had an inadequate response to one or more disease-
modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) (33)  
 


o in 2000, etanercept was approved by the European Medicines Agency for the 
treatment of RA 
 


o etanercept has since been approved for clinical use in over 90 countries. In the EU, 
etanercept is approved for the treatment of RA, AS, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 
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psoriatic arthritis, adult plaque psoriasis, and paediatric psoriasis (8)  
 


o etanercept was granted a licence for the treatment of nr-axSpA by the European 
Medicines Agency on 28th July 2014  
 


Unmet need 


 Current management of AxSpA focuses on the use of NSAIDs in the first-line 


 The nr-axSpA population is largely regarded as an earlier stage of the AxSpA disease 


spectrum 


 The burden of disease in the nr-axSpA population is similar to the AS disease burden 


 Etanercept offers an effective treatment option for patients failing to respond to NSAIDs 


 The absence of any recommendation for the use of anti-TNF agents in the nr-axSpA 


population represents a clear unmet need for this newly defined group of patients who 


previously had to wait for close to a decade to receive a diagnosis and effective 


treatment 


 NICE guidance would address this unmet need by providing patients with access to 


effective treatments 


1.1 Remit of NICE appraisal 


NICE are conducting a Multiple Technology Appraisal “to appraise the clinical and cost-


effectiveness of TNF inhibitors within their licensed indications for treating ankylosing 


spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis”. The purpose of this submission document is to provide a balanced summary of 


evidence for the clinical and cost-effectiveness of etanercept (Enbrel®, ETN), a soluble 


tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor, compared with the alternative TNF-α inhibitors, 


addressed in the NICE scope: adalimumab (Humira®), certolizumab pegol (Cimzia®), 


golimumab (Simponi®) and infliximab (Remicade®). 


 


1.2  Disease background 


1.2.1 Ankylosing spondylitis and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


The spondyloarthropathies are a heterogeneous group of inter-related, rheumatic diseases 


which include ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriatic arthritis, arthritis with related 


inflammatory bowel disease, reactive arthritis, and “undifferentiated” spondyloarthritis (SpA) 


(19). Main, characteristic clinical features of SpA include inflammatory back pain (IBP) and 


extra spinal manifestations such as enthesitis (inflammation at the sites where ligaments and 


tendons attach to bone), dactylitis and peripheral arthritis (34). SpA with predominantly 


peripheral involvement is classified as peripheral SpA while disease with predominantly 


spinal involvement is classified as axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA). In addition to the joint 


related symptoms of AxSpA, patients may also have extra-articular manifestations (EAMs) of 


the disease. The main EAMs include: 


 Acute anterior uveitis, which involves inflammation of the uvea and affects 25–30% of 


patients (35). Attacks are mainly unilateral and often resolve spontaneously within 3 
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months, but are frequently recurrent (35). The condition occurs more frequently in 


patients who are human leucocyte antigen B27 (HLA-B27) positive (36).   


 Psoriasis, which is seen in 10–25% of patients (35) 


 Inflammatory bowel disease, including ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease, which 


afflicts 5–10% of patients (35). 


 Cardiovascular dysfunction, in particular aortic insufficiency (also known as aortic 


regurgitation), affects 1–10% of patients, usually with established or advanced disease 


(35). Other cardiovascular manifestations include atrioventricular block (37) and cardiac 


arrhythmias (38). 


 Pulmonary complications, which usually manifest as either chest wall restrictions, fibrosis 


of the upper lobes or interstitial lung disease (39). 


There are two sub-classifications of AxSpA; ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and non-


radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA). Patients with AS typically present with IBP, 


impaired spinal mobility, and radiographic sacroiliitis and/or syndesmophytes (according to 


the modified New York [mNY] criteria, see section 1.4.1) (19, 40). Patients with nr-axSpA 


present with IBP and may have sacroiliac joint pain. However, while these patients will have 


no definite radiographic structural changes in the spine and sacroiliac joints, they may or 


may not have evidence of inflammatory changes on MRI scans (41). Some patients with nr-


axSpA will experience disease progression over time, eventually progressing to AS. 


Progression of the disease varies and may be rapid or may take several years (34). Other 


patients may only develop mild sacroiliitis and may not experience further disease 


progression (42) while some patients may go into remission (43, 44). Both patient sub-


classifications may also present with peripheral SpA features.  


1.2.2 Epidemiology of disease 


AS is approximately three times more common in males than in females (35). Patients 


usually present with the first symptoms before the age of 30 years (19) and 90–95% of 


patients are positive for the HLA-B27 gene (20). At present, there is very little information 


available on the epidemiology of AS and nr-axSpA in the UK. However, a recent estimate 


based on a UK cohort study of inflammatory back pain calculated the prevalence of AxSpA 


(ASAS criteria) as 0.3% and AS (mNY criteria) as 0.15% in the general UK population (45). 


This equates to approximately 26.7 per 100,000 in the population of England and Wales. 


A recent systematic review conducted to estimate the global prevalence of AS reported that 


the mean prevalence of AS in Europe was 23.8 per 10,000 of population. This prevalence 


was estimated based on the evidence from nine cross-sectional population-based studies 


conducted in France, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania and Turkey (46).  


A retrospective study conducted in the US used clinical data from patients in representative 


rheumatology practices to estimate the prevalence of AxSpA (including AS and nr-axSpA) 


based on the ASAS criteria. The projections of the study estimates a national prevalence of 


0.35% (0.18–0.554%) for AS and 0.35% (0.18–0.554%) for nr-axSpA (47). A similar ratio for 


nr-axSpA to AS of approximately 1:1 was reported in a recent study among SpA patients 


conducted in Germany; 52.2% of patients were diagnosed with AS and 47.8% of patients 


with nr-axSpA (48). The probabilities of AS and nr-axSpA were almost equal if the duration 


of back pain was between 1 and 6 years (1–3 years: 47.5% and 52.5%, respectively; 3–6 


years: 46.3% and 53.7%, respectively) (48). 
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1.3 Burden of disease 


1.3.1 Impact on the patient 


1.3.1.1 Morbidity and mortality 


AxSpA is a chronic disease for which there is currently no cure. The predominant symptom 


in AxSpA is back pain which is inflammatory in origin. Continual inflammation of the spine 


results in bone remodelling, leading to erosions, osteoporosis and the development of new 


bone formation and bony bridges (syndesmophytes) with consequent ankylosis, although not 


all patients will develop syndesmophytes. Osteoporosis occurs in patients as a result of 


decreased bone mineral density (20). Another complication of long-standing disease is 


vertebral fracture. However, in many cases, the presence of vertebral fractures goes 


unrecognised resulting in delay of diagnosis and further complications (20). The ongoing 


inflammation and increase in disease activity may result in loss of physical function and 


quality of life and long-term disability for the patient (19, 49).  


A common symptom among AS patients is fatigue. A recent qualitative study to examine the 


causes and management of fatigue in patients with AS reported that fatigue negatively 


impacted on daily living, relationships and social interactions and employment (50). The 


majority of the patients reported that fatigue had not been present before their diagnosis of 


AS while some patients reported a higher level of fatigue when their pain levels were greater 


(50). Patients with nr-axSpA also have high levels of disease activity, pain and fatigue 


similarly to AS patients. A cross sectional analysis of 226 patients with nr-axSpA and 236 


patients with AS in the German Spondyloarthritis Inception Cohort (GESPIC) reported that 


there were no differences in the levels of disease activity (BASDAI) and inflammatory back 


pain between patient groups (51). Patients in both groups reported equally high levels of 


general pain, nocturnal pain and fatigue (51). 


Many patients with AS will also experience episodes of higher disease activity followed by 


asymptomatic periods or periods with less severe symptoms of disease. These fluctuations 


of symptoms are known as “flares”. An earlier UK based study reported that 96% of patients 


reported experiencing flares since their disease onset, with 29% of patients reporting flares 


lasting for several months (52). More than 70% of patients reported experiencing constant 


disease symptoms (i.e. pain and stiffness) between flares and this patient group had 


significantly worse BASDAI and BASFI scores compared with patients reporting intermittent 


symptoms (52).  


Compared with the general population and independent of treatment strategies, AS patients 


have an increased risk of mortality. Survival rates in AS populations range from 92–96% at 5 


years, 84–96% at 10 years, to 62% at 25 years (21). Cardiovascular dysfunction affects 1–


10% of patients with AS (35) and an earlier systematic review reported that circulatory 


diseases were the acute cause of death in 18-50% of patients with AS (21). There is 


currently no mortality data available for patients with nr-axSpA. 


1.3.1.2 Quality of life 


AxSpA has a considerable negative impact on the health status and quality of life (QoL) of 


patients. In addition, due to the fact that the onset of disease is usually before the third 


decade of life, the extent of the overall lifetime burden on the patient is much greater. As 


their disease progresses, patients with nr-axSpA or AS can experience increasing levels of 
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physical and mental disability. This can impact on activities of daily living, social interactions 


and employment (22, 23).  


Studies evaluating the impact of AS on patient QoL report that the disease has a greater 


impact on measures of physical function, such as limitation of role due to physical health and 


bodily pain, compared with other QoL domains. A cross-sectional study of patients with AS 


in the UK reported that the disease was associated with poor functional status and impaired 


QoL (24). Patient physical function as measured by the short-form 36 (SF-36) questionnaire 


(see section 3.2.1, Table 2) was found to be reduced by at least 35% in the AS population 


compared with the normal UK population, with limitation of role due to physical health being 


the worst affected. Patients also reported lower mental health component scores compared 


with the control population scores matched for age and sex (24). Similarly, an Italian study 


compared the health related quality of life (HRQoL) scores of 799 patients with inflammatory 


rheumatic diseases (including 164 patients with AS) with 1,579 healthy age-matched 


controls. Using the SF-36 questionnaire, it was reported that the most negatively affected 


domains in patients with AS were physical function (role function) and bodily pain (53). 


Patients with nr-axSpA also have impaired physical function. Kiltz et al, 2012 reported that 


one third of patients had a BASFI score ≥3 (range 0–10), with the higher values indicating 


greater impairment of physical function (54). The study found no significant differences in 


physical functioning as measured by the BASFI between nr-axSpA patients and those 


patients with established AS (54).  


1.3.2 Societal and healthcare burden 


AxSpA is associated with a considerable economic burden due to direct healthcare costs 


(i.e. healthcare resource utilisation) and indirect costs (e.g. as a result of lost productivity). 


Due to the relatively young age of onset of AxSpA, healthcare costs are incurred from an 


early age. Consequently, the total costs over the lifetime of the patient can be significant. A 


UK study which investigated the direct healthcare resources utilised by AS patients attending 


a secondary care rheumatology unit reported that the mean annual cost per patient was 


£1,852 (55). A significant correlation was reported between the total annual cost per patient 


and disease activity (BASDAI, p<0.001) and functional disability (BASFI, p<0.001). The 


greatest cost drivers were reported as physiotherapy costs (32% of the total costs), 


hospitalisation costs (21% of the total costs) and drug costs (20% of the total costs). With 


respect to medication costs in this study, none of the patients were receiving anti-TNF 


agents; 85% of patients were being prescribed NSAIDs, while 34% of patients were 


receiving disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs; see section 1.4.2.3) (55). 


Similar findings have been reported in Europe. Boonen et al, 2003 reported that the mean 


annual direct costs per patient with AS in Belgium, France and The Netherlands were €941, 


€1,402, and €2,122, respectively (56). The greatest overall cost driver was reported as 


inpatient care (including hospitalisation) which accounted for 27% of the total direct costs. 


Higher costs were related to greater physical impairment, higher disease activity and longer 


disease duration (56). 


AxSpA has a significant impact on a patient’s ability to perform usual daily activities, 


including paid employment, and thus is associated with significant indirect costs. As the 


onset of AxSpA symptoms typically manifest in early adulthood, these indirect costs are 


incurred early on in the patient’s life. The total indirect costs are further compounded due to 


the manifestation of the disease throughout most of or over the entire adult life of the patient. 


A cross-sectional study of 246 patients with AS in the UK reported that while 84% of patients 
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were of working age, 19% of patients had lost their job due to their disease and 10% of 


patients had taken early retirement (24). In addition, 49% of patients in employment had 


severe active disease (BASDAI score >4) and were found to have a significantly greater risk 


of work instability, defined as risk of impending job loss, (p<0.001), as measured by the 


Work Instability Scale (WIS) (24). Similarly, a multicentre survey conducted among 612 


patients in the UK with a diagnosis of AS reported that 40% of patients were unemployed 


while the most significant factors associated with absenteeism from work were higher levels 


of disease activity (BASDAI >4) and depression (26). A recent UK study of 512 AS patients 


estimated the total annual work-related costs of AS to be £11,943 per patient as a result of 


early retirement, absenteeism and presenteeism. The annual cost of early retirement due to 


AS was estimated as £8,107 per patient and was significantly higher in AS patients with 


BASDAI or BASFI scores ≥4 (57). 


AS patients in the RAPID-axSpA study reported missing 1.0–2.4 work days per month due to 


their disease while the mean number of days where work productivity was reduced by ≥50% 


was reported as 3.8–5.4 days per month (25). As reported for AS patients, nr-axSpA is also 


associated with negative effects on daily home and work life. Baseline data reported in the 


RAPID-axSpA study, showed that the burden of disease on productivity in the workplace in 


patients with nr-axSpA was generally comparable with the burden in AS patients; the mean 


number of work days lost per month was 1.9–3.4 and the mean number of days with work 


productivity reduced by ≥50% was 5.6–6.5 (25). In addition, more than one third of nr-axSpA 


patients required regular assistance from relatives, friends or professional caregivers in their 


daily activities due to their disease (25) 


1.4 Current management of disease 


1.4.1 Diagnosis and measurement of disease state 


Until recently, the most widely accepted classification criteria for the diagnosis of AS was the 


mNY criteria (40). On the basis of these criteria, a definite diagnosis of AS was based on 


evidence of grade 2 bilateral or grade 3–4 unilateral radiological sacroiliitis together with at 


least one clinical criterion (IBP, limited mobility of the lumbar spine or reduction in chest 


expansion) (40). However, in many patients with AS, it can be several years after the onset 


of symptoms before the appearance of radiographic sacroiliitis resulting in a delay in 


diagnosis of 8–11 years (28). Also, as discussed in section 1.2.1, some patients with nr-


axSpA may never progress to AS. In addition, several studies have demonstrated that acute 


inflammation of the sacroiliac joints and/or the spine as evidenced by magnetic resonance 


imaging (MRI) does develop prior to the appearance of visible structural changes on 


conventional radiographs (42, 58). MRI is now regarded as a valuable diagnostic tool in the 


assessment of patients with AxSpA.  


In 2009, the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society (ASAS) developed new 


classification criteria in order to enable more reliable and accurate diagnosis of AxSpA 


earlier (27, 59). The advent of the new ASAS criteria allows patients with AxSpA to be 


identified and treated in the early stages of the disease before significant structural damage 


has occurred. 


Classification of AxSpA according to ASAS criteria is based on both clinical and imaging 


assessments. According to the ASAS criteria, a patient presenting with chronic back pain of 


duration ≥3 months with age at onset <45 years can be classified as having AxSpA if there is 


evidence of sacroiliitis (radiographic or MRI) together with at least one other SpA feature 
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(e.g. IBP, extra spinal manifestations [heel enthesitis, uveitis, dactylitis, arthritis, psoriasis, 


Crohn’s/ulcerative colitis],a family history of SpA, HLA-B27, good response to NSAIDs and 


elevated CRP or erythrocyte sedimentation rate [ESR]) (27). In the absence of imaging 


evidence of sacroiliitis, patients must be HLA-B27 positive and present with at least two 


other SpA features (27). The new criteria encompasses both patients with evidence of 


established radiographic sacroiliitis (who will be diagnosed with AS) and also those patients 


who have not yet developed radiographic sacroiliitis (27). Patients who satisfy the ASAS 


classification criteria for the diagnosis of AxSpA but present with no definite radiographic 


structural changes in the spine and sacroiliac joints are classified as having nr-axSpA. 


1.4.2 Current therapies 


According to recommendations from an international treat-to-target task force from 2011, the 


primary aims of treating patients with any form of SpA are to improve long term HRQoL 


which may be achieved through the control of signs and symptoms, prevention of structural 


damage, preservation or normalisation of function and minimisation of comorbidities (29).  


In addition, the most recent guidelines for the management of AS published by ASAS and 


the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) recommend that optimal management 


of AS should include both pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions/therapies 


(30). The overarching principles of the ASAS/EULAR guidelines are broadly in line with 


those recommendations published by the aforementioned international task force.   


1.4.2.1 Non-pharmacological treatments 


Non-pharmacological therapies are recommended by the ASAS/EULAR guidelines for the 


optimal management of patients with AS. This includes patient education and regular 


exercise (30). Due to the nature of the disease, exercise is recommended in patients with AS 


to improve or maintain spinal mobility. While home exercises can be effective, physical 


therapy involving supervised exercises is preferable as this is more effective (30). 


ASAS/EULAR guidelines also recommend the use of patient associations and self-help 


groups (30). Non-pharmacological therapies are recommended alongside NSAIDs.  


1.4.2.2 NSAIDs 


The conventional therapy for the treatment of AxSpA is non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 


drugs (NSAIDs). ASAS/EULAR guidelines recommend NSAIDs as the first-line therapy for 


patients with AS (30). In addition, international ASAS recommendations state that patients 


should have failed at least two NSAIDs for a minimum of four weeks in total prior to starting 


treatment with anti-TNF agents (see section 1.4.2.5) (60). Similarly, in the UK, NICE 


technology appraisal guidance 143 and 233 state that these same criteria must be fulfilled 


before etanercept, adalimumab or golimumab can be recommended as treatment options for 


patients with severe active AS (4). Although there are currently few published studies 


demonstrating the efficacy of NSAIDs for the treatment of nr-axSpA, it is expected that the 


general treatment outcomes are similar to those of AS due to the common symptoms and 


overlapping disease burden between both disorders (43). 


NSAIDs can be effective in reducing pain and stiffness in many patients with axial 


symptoms. More than 60% of patients receiving NSAIDs for the treatment of AS experience 


a clinically significant improvement in back pain (61). There is also evidence that continuous 


use of NSAIDs when compared with NSAID treatment on demand is associated with a 


reduction in radiographic progression in patients with AS over a 2 year period (62). However, 
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a recent analysis of 2 year data from the GESPIC Cohort reported no significant differences 


in the effects of high or low doses of NSAIDs on radiographic progression in patients with nr-


axSpA (63).  


Continuous treatment with NSAIDs is recommended for patients with persistent active, 


symptomatic disease (30). The dose of NSAIDs must be adjusted according to the severity 


of the patient’s symptoms. While a moderate dose is sufficient to achieve a therapeutic effect 


in some patients with AS, many patients require the maximum tolerated therapeutic dose 


(64). If a patient fails to respond to initial NSAID therapy, it is recommended that they try at 


least one other different NSAID (43).  


NSAID use also carries the risk of serious side effects such as gastrointestinal toxicity 


(including gastrointestinal bleeding and ulcer), renal and cardiovascular risks (43). 


Approximately 1% of patients treated with a maximum tolerated dose of NSAIDs will 


experience serious adverse events (64). Thus the safety risks of NSAID treatment should 


always be taken into account before commencing therapy (30, 43).  


In addition to the above there are several other disadvantages to using NSAIDs in the long-


term, including (30): 


 High inter-patient variation in treatment response 


 Limited data currently available to determine the effect of NSAIDs on structural damage in 


nr-axSpA  


 NSAID use in the elderly has been associated with increased risk of adverse events, 


particularly gastrointestinal complications such as perforations and gastrointestinal 


bleeding (65, 66) 


1.4.2.3 DMARDs 


The ASAS/EULAR recommendations state that there is currently limited evidence that 


disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs; such as methotrexate and sulfasalazine 


[SSZ]) are effective for the treatment of AxSpA (30). However, SSZ may be beneficial for the 


treatment of early AS with IBP as the primary clinical symptom or in patients with peripheral 


disease (30, 67).   


1.4.2.4 Glucocorticoids 


Local glucocorticoid injections directed at the site of inflammation may be considered for 


treatment of peripheral disease (e.g. arthritis, dactylitis, and enthesitis). They may also be 


effective for the treatment of active sacroiliitis in AxSpA (30, 43). There is currently no 


evidence in support of the use of systemic glucocorticoids for the treatment of AxSpA (30).  


1.4.2.5 Anti-TNF agents 


For those patients with persistently high disease activity who fail to respond to NSAIDs, an 


anti-TNF agent is currently the only biologic treatment option available at the second-line. 


Studies have demonstrated that anti-TNF therapies are an effective treatment option for 


reducing the symptoms of AS and nr-axSpA (14, 68-71). There is now evidence emerging 


that anti-TNF treatment halts radiographic progression in AS patients. A recent study to 


assess the effect of anti-TNF agents on progressive spinal damage in AS patients reported 


that patients receiving anti-TNF treatment had a 50% reduction in the odds of progression 


compared with patients not receiving anti-TNF agents (odds ratio: 0.52; 95% confidence 


interval: 0.30-0.88; p=0.02) (32). Also, the odds of progression were significantly lower in 
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patients taking anti-TNF agents for ≥50% of their disease duration compared with patients 


who were not (odds ratio: 0.2 95% confidence interval: 0.04-0.92; p=0.04) (32). In addition, 


the rate of modified Stokes Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score (mSASSS) progression was 


shown to increase with an increasing delay in starting treatment demonstrating that earlier 


treatment in AS is associated with a reduction in radiographic progression (32). Similarly, 


Baraliakos et al, 2014 reported a significant difference in the mean mSASSS score 


(p=0.047) and a significantly lower number of new syndesmophytes per patient in AS 


patients receiving infliximab treatment over 8 years compared with control patients (p=0.007) 


(72). The findings from these two studies suggest that anti-TNF treatment of nr-axSpA 


patients may slow the onset of radiographic progression and provides some circumstantial 


evidence for the rationale of treating this patient population at an earlier stage of the disease.  


According to the most recent update of the ASAS recommendations for the treatment of 


AxSpA with anti-TNF agents (60), patients with AS or nr-axSpA may be considered for anti-


TNF therapy providing they fulfil the following criteria: have a definite diagnosis of AxSpA 


(i.e. fulfilling either the mNY criteria for AS (40) or the ASAS criteria for AxSpA (27)); have 


high disease activity (defined as a BASDAI score ≥4 [see section 3.2.1, Table 2]); and have 


failed treatment with ≥2 NSAIDs over at least 4 weeks in total at the maximum 


recommended or tolerated dose, unless contraindicated. For AxSpA diagnosis and 


assessment of response to anti-TNF agents, patients require a positive opinion based on 


clinical examination, assessment of acute phase reactants, and radiographic progression or 


positive MRI (43, 60).  


There are currently five anti-TNF agents licensed for the treatment of AS: the monoclonal 


antibodies adalimumab (Humira®), golimumab (Simponi®), and infliximab (Remicade®), the 


monoclonal antibody fragment  certolizumab pegol (Cimzia®),  and the human TNF receptor 


p75 Fc fusion protein, etanercept (Enbrel®). Adalimumab and certolizumab pegol are also 


licensed for the treatment of adults with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation (including 


elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and/or positive MRI), whose disease has responded 


inadequately to, or who are intolerant to NSAIDs  (73, 74). 


1.4.2.6 Analgesics 


Analgesics (e.g. paracetamol and opioid-like therapies) may be considered for the relief of 


residual pain following the failure of previously recommended treatments due to lack of 


efficacy or poor tolerance or when recommended therapies are contraindicated (30). 


1.4.2.7 Surgery 


Patients with advanced disease may require surgery. The current ASAS/EULAR guidelines 


recommend that total hip arthroplasty should be considered in those patients with refractory 


pain or disability and radiographic evidence of severe structural damage (30). In those 


patients with advanced AS and severe disabling deformity (e.g. hyperkyphosis), spinal 


corrective osteotomy may be considered. Consultation with a spinal surgeon is 


recommended for AS patients with an acute vertebral fracture as this can lead to spinal 


instability (30).  


1.4.3 Treatment pathway 


A summary of the ASAS/EULAR recommendations for the management of AS is shown in 


Figure 1. In the UK, the current treatment pathway for patients following a diagnosis of AS or 
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nr-axSpA is to firstly consider treatment options (e.g. rheumatology and physiotherapy) and 


to follow NICE guidance for AS. Patients may then receive conventional treatment which 


consists of two or more NSAIDs taken sequentially at the maximum tolerated dose. Patients 


are then assessed after 4 weeks to see if symptoms are controlled. Patients may also 


receive physiotherapy. Anti-TNF therapy may be considered for patients with severe active 


AS if conventional treatment fails to control symptoms (see section 1.4.3.1).  
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Figure 1: Recommendations for the management of AS according to ASAS/EULAR guidelines 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Abbreviations: DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; 
TNF, tumour necrosis factor.  
Adapted from: Poddubnyy 2013 (43) 
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1.4.3.1 Treatment guidelines 


In the UK, NICE has produced two technology appraisal guidelines on the use of anti-TNF 


agents for the treatment of AS.  


NICE TA 143 (4): 


 NICE TA 143 recommends adalimumab or etanercept as treatment options in adults with 


severe active AS providing that all of the following criteria are met: 


o The patients disease satisfies the mNY criteria for diagnosis of AS 


o There is evidence of sustained active spinal disease as demonstrated by: 


 A BASDAI score ≥4 


 A spinal pain score ≥4 on a 0–10 cm visual analogue scale (VAS)  


 Both of these factors should be demonstrated on two occasions at least 12 weeks 


apart without any change of treatment 


o Conventional therapy with ≥2 NSAIDs taken sequentially at the maximum tolerated or 


recommended dose has failed to control symptoms 


 Treatment with both adalimumab and etanercept should be carried out by clinicians 


specialising and experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of AS 


 Infliximab is not recommended for the treatment of AS 


 


NICE TA 233 (5): 


 NICE TA 233 recommends golimumab as a treatment option for severe, active AS in 


adults only if the following criteria are met: 


o Golimumab is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in NICE TA 143, and 


o The manufacturer provides the 100 mg dose of golimumab at the same cost as the 50 


mg dose in accordance with the patient access scheme 


 Those patients receiving golimumab for the treatment of severe active AS who do not 


meet the criteria described in NICE TA 143 should be given the option to continue therapy 


until they or their clinician consider it appropriate to stop 


 


1.5 Factors for consideration in anti-TNF therapy 


1.5.1 Response to therapy 


ASAS clinical practice guidelines on the use of anti-TNF agents for the treatment of AS 


recommend that response to treatment should be assessed by measuring disease activity 


levels using the BASDAI and ASAS core set (60). Assessments should be performed after at 


least 12 weeks following initiation of therapy (60).  


In the UK, NICE TA 143 guidance states that patients receiving adalimumab or etanercept 


for the treatment of severe active AS should be assessed for their response to treatment 12 


weeks after starting therapy. The guidelines state that treatment should only be continued in 


the presence of an adequate response defined as: 


 a reduction in the BASDAI of at least 50% of the pre-treatment value or by ≥2 units, and  


 a reduction in the spinal pain VAS score ≥2cm.  
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It is recommended that patients responding to therapy should be monitored at 12 weekly 


intervals. If the response to treatment is not maintained, the patient should be reassessed 


after a further 6 weeks, after which treatment should be discontinued if the response has still 


not been maintained (4). 


Previous studies have reported that there are several possible predictors of a positive 


response to treatment with anti-TNF agents in patients with AxSpA. These include younger 


age, functional status at initiation of therapy and elevated levels of C reactive protein (CRP) 


and evidence of MRI sacroiliitis at baseline (31, 44, 75).  However, there are limited data 


available in determining whether these are treatment effect modifiers (i.e. factors that 


differentially effect treatments compared in a clinical trial), or whether they are simply 


prognostic factors that identify characteristics of patients who have a better response to any 


treatment. 


A number of patients may discontinue treatment with anti-TNF agents due to inadequate 


response or adverse events. Also, because there are differences between the mechanisms 


of action and chemical structures of these therapies, there is a rationale for switching to a 


different anti-TNF in these circumstances (76). Observational studies investigating the 


effects of AxSpA and AS patients switching from one anti-TNF drug to another have reported 


a significant response to a second anti-TNF therapy (76, 77). Pradeep et al, 2008 reported 


that a better response was observed in patients who switched due to an adverse event 


compared with those who switched therapies due to inadequate response (76). The current 


ASAS/EULAR guidelines include a recommendation for switching anti-TNF agents in 


patients with AS (30). The guidelines state that “switching to a second TNF blocker might be 


beneficial especially in patients with loss of response” (30).  


1.5.2 Adverse events with anti-TNF therapy 


Data from randomised controlled trials and from longer term extension studies have 


demonstrated that anti-TNF therapies have an acceptable and tolerable safety profile (78). 


However, the use of anti-TNF agents is associated with an increased risk of tuberculosis 


(TB) or reactivation of latent TB. This risk is also increased by the use of corticosteroids (79). 


Therefore, prior to initiating therapy with an anti-TNF agent, patients should be screened for 


the possibility of latent TB infection (78, 79).  


Another recognised risk associated with anti-TNF therapy is the risk of serious infection. 


Thus anti-TNF therapy should not be given in the presence of active serious and/or 


opportunistic infections (e.g. sepsis (8, 17, 73, 74, 80), listeriosis (8, 73, 80), osteomyelitis 


(8) and systemic fungal infections (8, 17, 73, 74, 80)). Older adult patients have a 1.5–2-fold 


higher rate of serious infection compared to younger adult patients (79).  


The risk of malignancy is another safety concern when receiving treatment with anti-TNF 


agents. However, the most recent consensus statement on biological agents for the 


treatment of rheumatic diseases (2012) reports that the current volume of data available 


supports the notion that anti-TNF therapy is not associated with cancer overall (79). In 


addition, a recent study from the British Society for Rheumatology Biologics Register for 


Rheumatoid Arthritis reported that there was no difference in the risk of solid cancers in 


patients treated with anti-TNF agents compared with patients receiving DMARDs (hazard 


ratio 0.83, 95% confidence interval 0.64–1.07) (81). The study also reported that there was 


no difference in the risk of mortality following cancer diagnosis between patients receiving 


anti-TNF therapy and those receiving DMARDS (hazard ratio 0.90, 95% confidence interval 


0.70–1.17) (81). However, vigilance for the occurrence of malignancies is advised in patients 
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receiving anti-TNF treatment (79). Due to the suggestion of an increased frequency of non-


melanoma skin cancers in patients receiving anti-TNF agents, recommendations are that 


patients should be screened for cutaneous malignancy prior to initiating therapy and 


subsequently monitored during treatment (79).  


A common side effect of anti-TNF therapy in placebo-controlled trials is injection site 


reaction. However, most of these are mild to moderate in intensity and can be treated with 


anti-histamines if necessary (79)  


1.5.3 Antibodies against anti-TNF agents 


Treatment with any biologic such as anti-TNF agents can induce an immune response in the 


patient resulting in the production of antibodies against the drug which can be neutralising 


(NAbs) and non-neutralising (82). Both may impact the bioavailability and safety of the drug. 


NAbs bind to the binding sites of the therapeutic protein, thus neutralising it whereas non-


neutralising antibodies bind to the site but do not neutralise it. The formation of NAbs has 


been increasingly recognised as a mechanism to account for failure to response to therapy 


or a reduction in response over time in patients receiving anti-TNF agents for the treatment 


of chronic inflammatory diseases (82-84). The reduction in clinical response or lack of 


response to therapy is due to the formation of an immune complex between anti-TNF agents 


and neutralising antibodies (82). This results in suppression of the pharmacokinetic 


mechanism of action of the anti-TNF agent, thus restricting or inhibiting product efficacy (82, 


85). In addition, higher antibody titres are associated with development of infusion-related 


reactions in patients (84).   


The immunogenicity of a biologic can be influenced by several factors including the 


structural characteristics of the protein itself, the duration of treatment, and the route of 


administration (85). The immunogenicity of a patient may also be influenced by their genetic 


characteristics (85). However, while the presence of NAbs is associated with a loss of 


clinical efficacy, the NAbs status of the patient does not necessarily prevent a clinical 


response (82). In contrast to several inflammatory auto-immune diseases, AS is not 


associated with any disease specific neutralising antibodies (7). It has also been suggested 


that as patients with auto-immune diseases have an already heightened immune system, 


these patients may therefore be more at risk of  developing NAbs to anti-TNF agents (7). 


Earlier studies reported the detection of NAbs in 31% and 29% of AS patients treated with 


adalimumab and infliximab, respectively (86, 87) while NAbs were not detected in AS 


patients receiving etanercept therapy (88). NAbs formation in patients receiving adalimumab 


and infliximab was reported to be associated with reduced serum levels of both anti-TNF 


agents in patients and a reduced response to treatment (86, 87).  


A recent study to investigate the effect of NAbs production in response to three separate 


anti-TNF agents on the clinical response in patients with AS reported that NAbs formation 


was induced in 20% and 30% of patients receiving infliximab and adalimumab therapy, 


respectively (7). This was associated with a reduction in clinical efficacy and early 


discontinuation of treatment in these patients. In contrast, NAbs were not detected in any AS 


patients receiving treatment with etanercept in this study (7). In addition, in those patients 


that withdrew from treatment due to a lack of efficacy, NAbs were detected in 4 out of 7 


patients treated with adalimumab and in 3 out of 4 patients treated with infliximab (7).  


Antibodies to etanercept have been detected in the sera of some patients receiving 


etanercept. However, they have all been non-neutralising and generally transient (8). 
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Cumulative rates of antibodies to etanercept were approximately 2% of AS patients (8). 


There appears to be no relationship between etanercept antibody development and clinical 


response or adverse events (8). These findings demonstrate firstly that etanercept is 


considerably less immunogenic compared with other anti-TNF agents. Also, the formation of 


NAbs may be related to treatment discontinuation due to a lack of efficacy in AS patients 


receiving anti-TNF therapies. In addition, the formation of Nabs can lead to treatment 


strategies involving dose increases which subsequently increase costs. Note that the 


increased likelihood of use of dose escalation as a consequence of Nabs and the impact on 


costs for other anti-TNF agents is not addressed in this submission.   


In summary, many factors impact the efficacy and safety of biologics or how an individual 


patient responds to these treatments. The immunogenicity of a therapeutic agent is one of 


these factors and it should not be considered in isolation when evaluating the overall efficacy 


and safety of a drug. The occurrence of anti-drug antibodies is also influenced by several 


factors including the co-treatment with immunosuppressive drugs such as methotrexate.   


As immunogenicity analyses are product-specific, comparison of antibody rates with those 


from other products is not appropriate. 


1.6 Etanercept (Enbrel®) 


TNF is a pro-inflammatory cytokine which plays a dominant role in the inflammatory 


processes of the spondyloarthropathies. Elevated levels of TNF are found in the serum and 


synovial tissue of patients with AS (8). Etanercept is a recombinant, fully human TNF 


receptor p75 Fc fusion protein (34). It is produced in a Chinese hamster ovary mammalian 


expression line using recombinant DNA technology. Etanercept competitively inhibits  the 


binding of TNF to its cell surface receptors preventing initiation of cell signalling thereby 


inhibiting its biological activity (8). Etanercept may also modulate biologic responses which 


are controlled by other downstream molecules which are regulated by TNF (e.g. cytokines, 


adhesion molecules) (8). 


In November 1998, etanercept was approved for reducing signs and symptoms in patients 


with moderately to severely active RA who had an inadequate response to one or more 


disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDS) (33). Etanercept has since been 


approved for clinical use in over 90 countries and is licensed in the EU for various indications 


including the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, AS, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, psoriatic 


arthritis, adult plaque psoriasis, and paediatric psoriasis (8). Etanercept received its licence 


extension from the European Medicines Agency for nr-axSpA on the 28th July, 2014.  


1.6.1 Unmet need 


There is currently no cure for AxSpA. The aims of treatment are to control symptoms and 


reduce joint damage and disability thus improving patient QoL. Pharmacological 


management of AxSpA relies primarily on NSAIDs. The development of etanercept and its 


subsequent use in immunological disease, including AS, represents an innovative approach 


to treatment and a technological advance over traditional immunosuppressive therapies. 


Etanercept also provides an effective treatment option for patients whose NSAID treatment 


has failed on multiple occasions. However, clinicians currently regard the nr-axSpA 


population as an earlier stage of the AxSpA disease spectrum that includes AS. As 


discussed in section 1.3, patients with nr-axSpA have a similar burden of disease as patients 


with AS. In addition, studies on the use of anti-TNF agents demonstrate similar efficacy in 


both the nr-axSpA and AS populations. The absence of any NICE Guidance for anti-TNF 
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agents as a treatment option for nr-axSpA patients represents a clear unmet need for this 


newly defined group of patients who, prior to the development of the new ASAS 


classification criteria,  often had to wait for close to a decade to receive a diagnosis and 


effective treatment.  


 


The current EMA approved indication for etanercept for the treatment of AS and nr-


axSpA is as follows:  


 Treatment of adults with severe active ankylosing spondylitis who have had an 


inadequate response to conventional therapy (8). 


 Treatment of adults with severe non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis with objective 


signs of inflammation as indicated by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and/or magnetic 


resonance imaging (MRI) evidence, who have had an inadequate response to non-


steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 


The wording for the NICE final scope is as follows: 


For the treatment of severe AS:  


 People with severe active ankylosing spondylitis whose disease has responded 


inadequately to, or who are intolerant to, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). 


 


For the treatment of severe nr-axSpA:  


 People with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation, whose disease has responded 


inadequately to, or who are intolerant to NSAIDs. 


 


While the following sections in this submission provide clinical and economic evidence for 


the use of etanercept in both populations of the final scope, it should also be acknowledged 


that clinical trials in the AxSpA population (i.e. a combination of both AxSpA and AS 


patients) also provide relevant information for the decision problem.  
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 Systematic review of the clinical literature 2.


2.1 Identification of studies 


A systematic review identified randomised controlled trials (RCTs), in the AS and nr-axSpA 


populations reporting on the efficacy and safety of etanercept, infliximab, adalimumab, 


golimumab and certolizumab pegol. In addition, the search strategy allowed for the 


identification of etanercept RCT open-label extensions (OLEs) and longitudinal observational 


studies. The objectives of the review were:  


 To assess the double-blind and open-label RCTs of etanercept and comparator therapies 


identified in the search for inclusion in a network meta-analysis (NMA) incorporating an 


indirect comparison.  


 To identify all observational study data for etanercept in the AS and nr-axSpA population 


areas using a targeted literature search. 


 To determine which published studies compared etanercept or another anti-TNF 


comparator treatment of interest to placebo (includes background NSAIDs) or other 


treatment falling outside the NICE final scope (which could be used in an indirect 


comparison of etanercept versus an anti-TNF comparator of interest).  


 To determine which  published direct and indirect evidence is available for etanercept 


versus comparators of interest in the approved indications with regard to the following 


criteria: 


o Trials should report efficacy at 12 weeks for any of the following outcomes: 


 difference between intervention and placebo in change in C-Reactive Protein (CRP)  


from baseline at 12 weeks (for AS population)  


 difference between intervention and placebo in change in ASDAS-CRP from 


baseline at 12 weeks (for nr-axSpA population) 


 difference between intervention and placebo in change in BASDAI from baseline at 


12 weeks (for AS and nr-axSpA) 


 difference between intervention and placebo in change in BASFI from baseline at 


12 weeks. 


 


An initial literature search was performed on 24th February, 2014 with no restrictions on date. 


An updated search was conducted on 28th May 2014. The following electronic databases 


were searched; MEDLINE/MEDLINE In-Process, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library 


(including the databases Cochrane Reviews, Central Register of Controlled Trials and 


Cochrane database for health technology assessment [HTA]). The search strategy is 


provided in Appendix A, section 8.1. The following additional sources were searched:  


 NICE TA143 and TA233 (4, 5), including associated manufacturer submissions and 


Evidence Review Group (ERG)/assessment group reports  


 Reference lists of published clinical systematic reviews and meta-analyses, including 


RCTs, OLEs, and observational studies  


 The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) website for reports relating to the 


adalimumab ABILITY-1 and the certolizumab pegol RAPID-axSpA trials.  


The following conference proceedings were also searched:   
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 European League against Rheumatism (EULAR), 2011–2014  


 The British Society for Rheumatology (BSR), 2011–2014  


 American College of Rheumatology (ACR), 2011–2013. 


Since the ACR conference is only held in November 2014, it was not possible to update the 


search for abstracts for the 2014 conference. 


2.2 Study selection 


2.2.1 Eligibility criteria  


Inclusion and exclusion criteria, based on the population, interventions and outcomes 


reported, are shown in Table 1. The choice of outcomes in the inclusion criteria was based 


on a recent evidence-based international task force set of recommendations for treating 


spondyloarthritis (including AS) (29). These recommend the use of  validated composite 


measures of disease activity, including BASDAI, or ASDAS, measures of function such as 


the BASFI, and acute-phase reactants (such as CRP),  to guide treatment decisions in 


routine clinical practice (29). 


The 12 week time point in the outcomes inclusion criteria was selected as several of the  key 


etanercept RCT trials only reported blinded comparative data for up to 12 weeks (11-13, 68, 


89). In addition, three of the key adalimumab, golimumab and certolizumab pegol trials (69, 


90, 91) had an early escape design after 12 or 16 weeks. This meant that placebo arm non-


responders (90, 91) or patients that failed to achieve a satisfactory response (69) were 


switched from placebo to active treatment after 12 or 16 weeks. This could have potentially 


compromised the study blinding and randomisation and makes meta-analysis after this time-


point problematic.  


Table 1: Eligibility criteria used in search strategy 


 Description 


Inclusion criteria  


Population Patients with a diagnosis of severe active AS or severe active nr-axSpA 


Interventions and 
comparators 


As listed in the final NICE scope: 


 Intervention – etanercept 


 Comparators – adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, golimumab, infliximab 


 Established clinical management without TNF inhibitors (i.e. 
concomitant/background treatment predominantly consisting of NSAIDS 
as per the NICE final scope (92)) 


Outcomes  BASDAI at 12 weeks (both indications) 


 BASFI at 12 weeks (both indications) 


 CRP at 12 weeks (AS) 


 ASDAS-CRP at 12 weeks (nr-axSpA) 


Study design  Double-blind or open label RCTs (Phase II and above) of etanercept, 
infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, and certolizumab pegol were 
eligible for inclusion in the NMA 


 Etanercept OLEs and observational studies (longitudinal cohort studies, 
case-control, cross-sectional and epidemiological studies) 


Language 
restrictions 


 English abstracts of non-English publications, if available, were 
reviewed to assess eligibility 
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 Description 


Exclusion criteria  


Population  Asian populations =100% 


Interventions  RCTs of conventional therapy (NSAIDs) that did not include a direct 
comparison to an anti-TNF agent of interest 


 RCTs of analgesics and DMARDS in line with the final NICE scope 


Study design  Abstracts or conference presentations for which there was also a full 
paper 


 Abstracts reporting insufficient information relating to relevant treatment 
effects 


 Case studies, letters, reviews or editorials 


 OLEs and observational studies relating to adalimumab, infliximab, 
golimumab, and certolizumab pegol as not eligible for inclusion in the 
NMA 


 RCTs with a cross-over design 


 Fewer than N=30 participants 


 Observational studies of less than 1 year duration 


Language 
restrictions 


 Non-English publications 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity score; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C 
reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis; NMA, network meta-analysis; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OLE, open-label 
extension; RCT, randomised controlled trial; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 


 


Titles and abstracts were screened and any studies not meeting the inclusion criteria were 


excluded. Studies that could not be excluded with certainty on the basis of the title or 


abstract were retrieved in full for review. Identified studies were independently assessed by 


a reviewer in order to ascertain whether they met the pre-defined inclusion and exclusion 


criteria, and any uncertainties were resolved by discussion with a second reviewer. Data 


were extracted from eligible publications into a pre-defined table by a reviewer. Full details of 


the databases, search dates, additional searches, and data abstraction strategy are provided 


in Appendix A, sections 8.1.1 to 8.1.3 


Note on established clinical management: While the literature search included search 


terms for clinical management (NSAIDs, analgesics and DMARDs) based on the draft NICE 


scope, the latter on their own were excluded from consideration on review of potentially 


relevant full-texts. This was because the NICE final scope defined conventional therapy for 


axial spondyloarthritis as including acute anti-inflammatory treatment with NSAIDs, but 


did not mention analgesics or DMARDs (92). Therefore, studies of analgesics and DMARDs 


were excluded if they did not report a comparison with an anti-TNF treatment. With regard to 


NSAIDs, the placebo-controlled anti-TNF RCTs include a proportion of patients who are 


taking conventional therapies as concomitant/background therapy. In the etanercept AS 


trials, use of NSAIDs in the placebo arm ranged from 45% in one small trial of N=40 


participants (93) to 78-85% in two larger trials (N=356; N=84) where this data was reported 


(11, 12). In nr-axSpA the single etanercept trial reported 100% concomitant NSAIDs use in 


both placebo and active treatment arms (68). Therefore, the placebo arms in these trials 


provide an estimate of conventional therapy (NSAIDs) use without anti-TNF treatment 


compared to the anti-TNF therapy arms. Consequently, there was no need to consider 
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studies of NSAIDs that did not directly compare to anti-TNF treatments, and so the former 


were excluded from consideration on full-text review.  


2.2.2 Included studies  


Original search 


In total, 11350 citations were identified through the original electronic database searches 


(conducted February 2014). Upon removal of duplicates, 8619 titles and abstracts were 


screened. Of the identified studies, 412 citations were reviewed. After applying additional 


inclusion/exclusion criteria as described in Table 1, 33 RCT full-text publications reporting on 


24 RCTs of etanercept, adalimumab, infliximab, golimumab and certolizumab pegol in either 


the AS, nr-axSpA, or AxSpA (where results were stratified by AS and/or nr-axSpA sub-


groups) populations were included (11, 12, 14, 41, 69-71, 89-91, 93-114). One additional 


report of an RCT compared the baseline characteristics and response rates after one year of 


treatment with etanercept in patients in AS and nr-axSpA sub-groups (115).  


Ten open label extension studies of etanercept RCTs (22, 116-124) and three long-term 


observational studies of etanercept safety (7, 18, 64, 125) were also identified. In addition, 


seven conference abstracts reporting on four RCTs (126-131) and one OLE in an AS 


population were identified (132).  


A summary of the systematic review procedure for the original search conducted in February 


2014 is shown in Figure 2.  


Updated search 


A total of 597 citations were identified in the updated electronic database search in May 


2014 of which 501 were screened on title and abstract (after removal of duplicates). Of the 


identified studies, 14 citations were reviewed, of which 13 were excluded (Appendix A, 


section 8.1.4), resulting in one full publication for final inclusion (133). An updated search of 


the EULAR and BSR 2014 conferences (conducted May 2014) yielded an additional five 


abstracts reporting on four RCTS for inclusion in the data extraction stage of the systematic 


review (29, 134-137) across the AS and nr-axSpA indications. Two of these abstracts (136, 


138) reported 48-week open-label extension results of an etanercept versus placebo RCT in 


the nr-axSpA population, in addition to double-blind 12-week data already reported 


elsewhere.  


Targeted searching of the FDA website identified two additional assessment reports of two 


RCTs focusing respectively on the use of adalimumab (ABILITY-1) and certolizumab pegol 


(RAPID-axSpA) in the nr-axSpA population(139, 140). Although both trials are reported in 


publications identified in the literature search, the FDA assessment reports describe 


additional sub-group analyses relevant to the systematic review and were included for this 


reason.  


Figure 3 shows a summary of the systematic review procedure for the updated searches 


performed. 
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No. of records identified: n= 11,350 
Embase (all treatments)= 6,700; Embase (ETN observational studies) = 455; 


Medline (all treatments)=2,790; Medline (ETN observational studies) = 209; 
Cochrane= 1,196  


Duplicates, n= 2,731 


No. of records screened (by title and 
abstract); n=8,619  


Exclusion 1st pass n= 8207 
 
Copy/duplicate n= 388 
Disease indication n= 5762 
Patient population n=33 
Animal/in vitro study n=36 
Treatment n=313 
Comparator n=2 
Study design n=98 
Review/editorial n=959 
Language/Non-English n=196 
Study size (less than N=30) n=17 
Study length (observational studies 
< 1 yr) n=22 
Quasi-randomisation n=1 
Outcomes n=137 
 Results not stratified by AS or nr-
axSpA n=140 
Results not stratified by anti-TNF 
treatment n=103 


 
  


Full-text publications assessed for eligibility at second 
pass: n=412 


Citations that met the inclusion 
criteria of the review: 55 


 
RCTs (full-text): 33 
Open-label ETN extensions: 10 
Longitudinal ETN safety studies: 3 
Conference abstracts: 7 
FDA reports: 2 


 


References excluded: n=366 


Hand-searching n= 2 


 


Conference abstract searching n= 7 


 


Figure 2: SR flow diagram (original search carried out February 2014) 
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No. of records identified: n= 597 
Embase (all treatments)= 343; Embase (ETN observational studies) = 57; 
Medline (all treatments)=91; Medline (ETN observational studies) = 11; 


Cochrane= 95  


Duplicates, n= 96 


No. of records screened (by title and 
abstract); n=501  


Exclusion 1st pass n= 487 
 
 
Disease indication n= 124 
Animal/in vitro study n=2 
Treatment n=2 
Study design n=16 
Review/editorial n=8 
Outcomes n=13 
 Pre-2014 publication n=252 
Systematic review/Meta-analysis 
n=70 


 
  
 
 


Full-text publications assessed for eligibility at second 
pass: n=14 


Publications that met the inclusion 
criteria of the review: 6 


 
RCTs (full-text): 1 
Open-label ETN extensions: 0 
Longitudinal ETN safety studies: 0 
Conference abstracts: 5 (3 RCT; 2 OLE) 


 
 


References excluded: n=13 


Conference abstract searching n= 5 


 


Figure 3:  SR flow diagram (updated search carried out May 2014) 
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 Efficacy and safety of therapy 3.


3.1 Introduction 


In the previous NICE submission to appraise the clinical and cost-effectiveness of etanercept 


in 2006, data was presented from three Phase III, double-blind, placebo-controlled RCTs 


(10, 11, 72)  and one open-label extension study (119) designed to evaluate the efficacy and 


safety of etanercept in patients with AS. Supporting efficacy data was also presented from 


two placebo-controlled Phase II studies (89, 93).  


A comprehensive and up-to-date efficacy and safety profile of Etanercept (Enbrel®) for the 


treatment of both non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA) and ankylosing 


spondylitis (AS) is now presented in sections 3.3 to 3.6. The sources of evidence presented 


were identified by means of a systematic literature review, as outlined in section 2.  


The current efficacy evidence is presented based on RCTs, open-label extension studies 


and observational studies. In addition to the data previously presented for etanercept in an 


AS population, efficacy and safety data from one further Phase III RCT is presented together 


with supporting data from several open-label extension studies. The current efficacy data for 


etanercept in an AS population also includes two studies comparing the efficacy of 


etanercept with sulfasalazine and one study where etanercept is compared with infliximab.  


Due to a change in the ASAS definition of AxSpA in 2009 (27), which now includes patients 


with nr-axSpA, and because of the increased use of MRI to detect inflammation in the 


sacroiliac joints thus enabling the identification of patients with nr-axSpA, anti-TNF agents 


may be recommended for the treatment of AxSpA earlier on in the disease. The ASAS 


treatment guidelines have now been updated to reflect the use of anti-TNFs in the nr-axSpA 


population (60). In light of these changes, the manufacturer applied for a licence to extend 


the use of etanercept to the nr-axSpA population. The EMA granted the licence on 28th July 


2014.  


Previous approval for the use of etanercept in adults with severe AS was granted based on 


clinical evidence presented from three RCTs in 401 patients (10, 11, 93). The recent 


application for the extension to the approved indications for etanercept was supported by 12 


week double-blind results and the open-label results through to Week 24 from the pivotal 


1031 study conducted in an nr-axSpA population. In the current submission, the clinical 


evidence supporting the use of etanercept for the treatment of patients with nr-axSpA is 


presented from the pivotal 1031 trial.  


A summary diagram of etanercept trials in nr-axSpA and AS is shown in Figure 4. In 


addition, a 3–4 page summary of each study is provided and is presented in the following 


order: 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


 RCTs and open-label extension studies  (n=1, section 3.3) 


 


Etanercept for the treatment of early AxSpA (mixed population studies) 


 Investigator-initiated research studies  (n = 1, section 3.4.1) 


 Follow-up observational studies (n=2, section 3.4.3 and section 3.4.2) 
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Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


 Phase III RCTs, open-label extension studies and observational studies (n=14, section 


3.5) 


 Etanercept versus sulfasalazine (n = 1, section 3.5.15) 


 Etanercept versus infliximab (n=1, section 3.5.16) 


 Phase II RCTs and open-label extension studies (n = 2, section 3.6) 


 


The Safety evidence is presented in section 3.7 as an overview from the substantial body of 


clinical trial evidence and from post-marketing clinical experience, with detailed discussion 


provided on the occurrence of specific adverse events.  
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Figure 4: Summary of etanercept clinical trials in patients with nr-axSpA and AS with their relevant publications 


  


Week 6 Week 12 Week 18 Week 24 Week 72 Week 96 Week 156 Week 168 


Study 16.0037/ Davis, 2003 


 
Study 16.0040/ Davis, 2005, OLE 
 


Davis, 2008, OLE  
 


Study 311-EU/ Calin, 2004 
 


Study 312-EU/ Dijkmans, 2009, OLE 
 


Study 907-EU/ Martin-
Mola 2010, OLE 


 


Study 314-EU/van der Hejide, 2006 
 


Brandt, 2003 
 


Brandt, 2003 
 


Brandt, 2005, OLE 
 


Boonen, 2008 
 


 SPINE trial/ Dougados, 2011 
 


Dougados, 2012, OLE 
 


Baraliakos, 2013, OLE, 7 years 
 


van der Hejide, 2008 
 


Study 402-WW/ Braun, 2011 
 


Study 16.0626/ Gorman, 2002 
 


Davis, 2004, OLE 
 


Giardina, 2010 
 


AS 
 


nr-axSpA 
 


Study 1031/ Dougados, 2013 
 


Study 1031, currently ongoing, interim results at Week 48 
 


ESTHER trial/ Song, 2011, Song 2013 


 
Song, 2012 


 


AxSpA 
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3.2 Summary of efficacy and safety evidence 


There is a substantial body of clinical evidence which demonstrates that etanercept is an 


efficacious therapy with a rapid and sustained effect across the broad spectrum of the 


AxSpA population. Etanercept was previously granted a licence for use in a severe AS 


population based on clinical evidence from three randomised controlled trials which 


demonstrated that etanercept is effective in controlling the clinical and functional 


progression of AS. The current submission adds to the evidence base for etanercept for 


the treatment of AS and now shows that the clinical benefit in this group of patients is now 


sustained for up to 7 years. We also present the new clinical data from the pivotal 1031 


trial which led to our licence extension and demonstrated that etanercept is a clinically 


beneficial treatment option for patients with nr-axSpA. 


 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


On the 28th July, 2014, the EMA granted a licence to extend the use of etanercept to the 


nr-axSpA population. This decision was based on key clinical evidence presented from the 


pivotal 1031 trial which was designed to focus on the nr-axSpA population. To minimise 


the risk of including AS patients in the study population, patients enrolled in the 1031 study 


were aged<50 years with a symptom duration <5 years. To further reduce the risk of 


including AS patients in the study, diagnosis was based on central assessment of 


radiographs. The primary objective of study 1031 was to compare the efficacy of 


etanercept against placebo in improving symptoms of early nr-axSpA at 12 weeks when 


added to a background NSAID at the optimal anti-inflammatory dose. The efficacy 


evidence presented in support of etanercept within the nr-axSpA population is based on 


results obtained from the 12 week double-blind period and the open-label results through 


to Week 48. 


 In the pivotal 1031 trial, 12 weeks of treatment with etanercept in patients with an 


inadequate response to ≥2 NSAIDs was associated with rapid and significant 


improvements in disease activity, function and a decrease of inflammation on MRI (68). 


The level of clinical responses observed during the 12 week period continued to 


increase up to 48 weeks. The level of MRI inflammation continued to decrease during 


the open-label period (141). Specifically: 


o After 12 weeks, an ASAS 40 response was achieved in 32% of etanercept patients 
compared with 16% of placebo patients (p=0.0062)  
 
 At 48 weeks, an ASAS 40 response was achieved in 53% of all patients 


continuing with etanercept 


o After Week 12, 44% of etanercept patients achieved BASDAI 50 vs 24% of placebo 
patients (p<0.01) 


 
 After 48 weeks, 62% of patients had achieved BASDAI 50 


o Patients receiving etanercept had significantly greater improvement on the BASFI 
compared with placebo patients after 12 weeks (p=0.016) 
 
 Improvements in the BASFI continued over the 48 week open label extension 


period (mean % change from baseline: -53%)  
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o After 12 weeks:  
 
 Etanercept patients had significantly greater reductions in inflammation 


compared with placebo patients as evidenced by the reduction in high sensitivity 


C-reactive protein (hsCRP) levels 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx40


% of etanercept patients had reached ASDAS inactive disease vs 17% of 


placebo patients (p=0.0004). 


 
 At Week 48, the mean % change from baseline in hsCRP levels was xxx%  


o At week 12, etanercept patients had significantly greater reductions in SPARCC 
MRI sacroiliac joint scores compared with patients receiving placebo (47% vs 11%, 
respectively; p<0.001) 
 
 Patients continued to show improvement in SPARCC MRI sacroiliac joint scores 


over the 48 week extension study (mean % change from baseline: -65%) 


o Etanercept patients had significantly greater improvements in SPARCC MRI spine 
scores at Week 12 compared with placebo patients (p=0.04) 
 
 Patients continued to show improvement in SPARCC MRI spine scores at Week 


48 (mean % change from baseline 60.81%) 


 


Etanercept for the treatment of early AxSpA (disease duration <5 years)  


 The ESTHER trial demonstrated that etanercept over 48 weeks of therapy in an AxSpA 


population was associated with significant reductions in active inflammatory lesions as 


measured by MRI compared with patients receiving sulfasalazine (SSZ) (15) 


o A subsequent follow-up study showed that etanercept demonstrated equivalent 


efficacy in nr-axSpA and AS patients with similar baseline characteristics (16) 


 There were no differences in ASAS 40, ASDAS and BASDAI response rates 


between treatment groups (16) 


 


Etanercept for the treatment of severe AS 


 Phase III placebo-controlled trials and related open-label extension studies 


demonstrated that etanercept is an efficacious therapy for the treatment of active and 


advanced AS, being associated with rapid and sustained improvements in the clinical 


outcomes of disease. Data from open label extension studies demonstrated that the 


clinical benefits of etanercept are sustained for up to 7 years of therapy. Specifically:  


o In placebo-controlled trials, 12 weeks of etanercept, once weekly was associated 


with achievement of ASAS 40 response in 44–53% of patients vs 22–23% of 


patients receiving placebo (12, 13) 


 ASAS 40 response was sustained for up to 7 years of etanercept treatment (9) 


o Two RCTs reported that ASAS 50 response was achieved in 42–49% of etanercept 
patients compared with 10% of placebo patients (10, 11) while 24–28% of patients 
achieved an ASAS 70 response compared with 5–10% of placebo patients over 12–
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24 weeks (10, 11) 
 


o ASAS20 was achieved  in  59–71% of etanercept patients compared with 23–37% 
of placebo patients in four RCTs  (10-13) 
 
 Open-label extension studies demonstrated a sustained durability of response for 


up to 168 weeks in etanercept patients achieving ASAS 20  


o Four placebo-controlled RCTs reported significant improvements in the BASDAI  in 


patients receiving etanercept 25 mg twice weekly versus placebo at 6 weeks 


(p=0.004) (89), 12 weeks (p<0.001) (11, 12) and 24 weeks (p<0.0001) (10) 


 Etanercept was associated with significantly greater improvements in the 


BASDAI compared with placebo at 12 weeks (SPINE study, p=0.008; 314-EU, 


p<0.001) (12, 13) 


 Patients continued to show improvements in the BASDAI for up to 7 years of 


treatment (9) 


o Five placebo-controlled RCTs reported that etanercept was associated with 


significant improvements on the BASFI at 6 weeks (p=0.008; (89)), 12 weeks  


(p<0.0001; (10, 12) and p=0.000; (11)) and 24 weeks of therapy (p<0.0001; (10)) 


 Open-label extension studies reported that benefits were either sustained or 


continued to improve for up to 7 years (9) 


o Significant improvements in CRP levels in patients receiving etanercept were 
reported in five placebo-controlled trials  
 
 Four RCTs reported significant improvements in CRP levels after 6 weeks 


(p=0.0001; (89)), 12 weeks (p=0.000; (11) and p<0.0001; (12, 13)) and 24 weeks 


(p<0.0001; (10)) of etanercept treatment 


 In the SPINE trial, ASDAS >2.0 (major improvements) were observed in 38% of 


etanercept patients with advanced AS compared with 1% of placebo patients 


(p<0.0001) (13) 


 Open-label extension studies reported that improvements in CRP levels in 


patients receiving etanercept were sustained up to 168 weeks 


o Long term data shows that after 7 years of continuous etanercept therapy, one third 
of patients achieved ASAS partial remission while 44% of patients achieved ASDAS 
inactive disease status (9) 
 


o Long term etanercept therapy also had beneficial effects on patients HRQoL which 
were sustained up to 7 years, as evidenced by significant improvements in the SF-
36 (9) 


 


Etanercept versus SSZ 


 A significantly greater proportion of etanercept patients achieved ASAS 40 and ASAS 


5/6 responses (p<0.0001) compared with SSZ patients over 16 weeks of therapy (14) 


 At Week 16 of therapy, a significantly greater proportion of etanercept patients 


achieved a 50% improvement in the BASDAI compared with SSZ patients 
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(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) (14) 


 Patients receiving etanercept demonstrated significantly greater improvements in 


mobility (measured on the BASMI, p<0.0001) and disease activity (measured on the 


BASFI, p<0.0001) compared with patients receiving SSZ (14) 


 


Etanercept versus infliximab 


 Note that this is the only head-to-head study currently conducted between anti-TNF 


agents (104) 


 Both etanercept and infliximab produced rapid, significant and sustained improvements 


in ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 after 12 weeks of treatment (104) 


o Clinical improvements were sustained for up to 2 years of continuous therapy with 
no significant differences observed between treatment groups at this timepoint(104) 


 


 


3.2.1 Glossary of outcome measures used in clinical trials of AS and nr-
axSpA 


Recommendations developed by an international task force of physicians and patients state 


that the key aims of treating patients with all forms of spondyloarthritis are to improve overall 


patient quality of life (QoL) (29). This is achieved through the management of signs and 


symptoms, prevention of structural damage, preservation or improvement of function and by 


reducing the occurrence of comorbidities. In addition, a patient’s treatment should be 


individualised depending on the “current clinical manifestations of their disease” while 


disease activity should be measured according to “clinical signs and symptoms” and levels 


of acute phase reactants (29). Disease specific recommendations for the treatment of 


AxSpA are that treatment decisions should be based on the use of validated composite 


measures of disease activity which should be conducted and documented regularly. Other 


factors which may be considered when setting treatment targets include radiographic 


progression and axial inflammation as evidenced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 


(29). A summary of the various measures of treatment response, remission criteria and QoL 


tools commonly used in the clinical trials presented in this submission are shown in Table 2. 


Table 2: Summary of main treatment response and remission criteria used in clinical trials of 
AS and nr-axSpA 


Treatment 
response criteria 


Definition 


ASAS 20 An improvement of ≥20% with an absolute improvement of ≥10 units (on a scale 
of 0–100 measured on a VAS) in at least three of the four ASAS domains with no 
worsening in the fourth domain (defined as worsening of ≥20% absolute 
worsening of ≥10 units on a scale of 0–100) (142). The four ASAS domains are: 


 Inflammation (mean of the two morning stiffness-related BASDAI scores) 


 Pain (mean of patient assessment of total back pain) 


 Physical function (represented by the BASFI score) 


 Patient’s global assessment of disease activity (assessment of overall 


disease activity over the last 48 hours using a pain scale between 0 mm [no 


pain] and 100 mm [severe pain]) 
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ASAS 40 An improvement of ≥40% in at least three of the four ASAS domains with no 
worsening in the remaining domain 


Note, while ASAS 20 was used as a primary endpoint in earlier clinical trials of 
etanercept in patients with AS, the EMA states that the use of ASAS 20 as a 
primary efficacy endpoint is acceptable for some products such as NSAIDs. 
However, in the case of products in different therapeutic classes to NSAIDs, a 
higher improvement may be required to assess major clinical response (143). 
Consequently, the more recent trials include ASAS 40 (or ASAS 50/ASAS 70) as 
a primary endpoint to demonstrate a greater magnitude of the clinical response.  


ASAS 50 An improvement of ≥50% in at least three of the four ASAS domains with no 
worsening in the remaining domain 


ASAS 70 An improvement of ≥70% in at least three of the four ASAS domains with no 
worsening in the remaining domain 


ASAS 5/6 An improvement of >20% in at least five of the following six domains: 


 Inflammation 


 Pain 


 Physical function 


 Patient’s global assessment of disease activity 


 Spinal mobility (measured by modified Schober’s test) 


 CRP levels 


ASAS partial 
remission 


Scores <20 units on a 0–100 mm scale for each of the four ASAS domains (142) 


ASDAS A composite index used to assess disease activity in AS. Five disease activity 
variables are combined in order to discriminate between high and low disease 
activity state (144):  


 total back pain 


 patient global assessment of disease activity 


 duration of morning stiffness 


 peripheral pain and swelling  


 C-reactive protein (CRP) OR erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 


The ASDAS-CRP is the version of the ASDAS preferred by ASAS while ASDAS-
ESR is used as an alternative version. 


BASDAI A 6-item questionnaire based on the five major symptoms of AS: fatigue, spinal 
pain, joint pain/swelling, areas of localised tenderness and morning stiffness. 
Patients answer six questions, one for each symptom (with two questions for 
morning stiffness). Symptoms are measured using a 10 cm VAS (on a scale of 
0–10) with higher scores indicating a greater severity of disease. The mean of 
the two scores for morning stiffness is added to the remaining five scores and the 
total score is averaged to give a final 0–10 BASDAI score (145). 


BASDAI 20 An improvement in the BASDAI of at least 20%. 


BASDAI 50 An improvement in the BASDAI of at least 50%. 


BASFI A 10-item questionnaire to assess a patient’s degree of functional ability in 
normal daily tasks. A 10 cm VAS is used and patients indicate their responses on 
a horizontal line where responses range from “easy to perform tasks” to 
“impossible to perform tasks”. A BASFI score (a value between 0–10) is 
produced from the mean of the ten scales (146) with higher scores indicating a 
greater impact on function. 


BAS-G A questionnaire designed to make a global assessment of the effects of AS on a 
patient’s well-being over the last week/6 months (147). 


BASMI A system designed to assess patients axial status (defined as cervical, dorsal 
and lumber spine, hips and pelvic soft tissue) to determine clinically significant 
changes in spinal movement. Higher scores indicate a greater degree of 
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limitation of movement (148). The BASMI includes the following clinical 
measurements: 


 Cervical rotation 


 Tragus to wall distance 


 Lumbar side flexion 


 Modified Schober’s test 


 Intermalleolar distance 


VAS An instrument used to measure a patients perception of their current health state 
(e.g. disease state or level of pain). The patient marks their response on a 
horizontal line (on a scale of 0–10) and the VAS score is determined by 
measuring from the far left of the line to the point of the patient’s response. A 
higher score indicates a greater severity of disease/pain (149). 


Dougados 
Functional Index 


A 20-item self-reported questionnaire to assess a patient’s degree of functional 
ability in various activities of normal daily living. Patients give their responses on 
a three-point scale of 0–2 where 0= yes, with no difficulty; 1= yes, but with 
difficulty; 2= impossible to perform. Scores are added to give a total score of 
dysfunction (147). 


Modified 
Schober’s test 


A measure of lumbar flexion. The patient stands with feet 30 cm apart and the 
clinician marks points 15cm apart at the junction of the fourth and fifth lumbar 
vertebrae. The patient bends forward while keeping the knees straight and the 
distance between the points is measured. Increases beyond 15 cm represent the 
amount of movement achieved (148). 


Occiput to wall 
measurement 


A measurement of the distance between the occiput (posterior portion of the 
head) and wall. The patient stands with their back and heels against the wall 
while attempting to get the occiput against the wall keeping the chin in the 
horizontal position (150). 


Chest expansion A measure of maximum expiration to maximum inspiration. Normal chest 
expansion is 1 inch. 


m-SASSS A composite index used to measure radiographic changes in the spine of 
patients with AS and encompassing both the cervical spine and the lumbar 
spine. Assessments detect the presence of erosion, sclerosis or squaring, 
syndesmophytes, and total bony bridging at each site (151). 


SPARCC A scoring system which involves examination of the entire spine for inflammation 
but only the six most severely affected disco-vertebral units are scored (152). 
There are two SPARCC scoring systems: the SPARCC sacroiliac joint score 
(score range 0–72) and the SPARCC spinal score (score range 0-108). 


ASspiMRI AN MRI scoring system for the assessment and quantification of acute spinal 
lesions in AxSpA patients (153). 


C reactive protein 
(CRP) 


A biomarker of disease activity. CRP is an acute phase reactant protein in 
plasma. Levels are rapidly elevated in response to infection, tissue injury, or 
inflammatory disease (154).       


Erythrocyte 
sedimentation 
rate (ESR) 


A biomarker of disease activity. A blood test is performed to detect and monitor 
non-specific inflammation in the body (155).  


Health related quality of life instruments 


ASQoL An 18-item questionnaire to assess the impact of AS on patient quality of life. 
Questions request a yes/no response and relate to the impact of pain on day to 
day activities, coping ability, mood, motivation, sleep, independence, 
relationships and social life (147).  


EQ-5D A standardised, self-administered questionnaire used as a measure of patient 
health outcome across five domains: mobility; pain/discomfort; 
anxiety/depression; self-care; and usual activities (156). 
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SF-36 A self-reported measure of patient health status comprising a 36-item 
questionnaire which measures QoL across eight domains: physical functioning; 
pain; general health, role limitations due to physical health; vitality; social 
functioning; emotional wellbeing; and mental health (157). 


HADS A self-administered 14-item questionnaire used in hospital and community 
settings to measure anxiety and depression (158).  


MCII A clinical tool defined as the smallest outcome measure change which indicates 
a significant improvement in a patient’s symptom. Results are expressed as a 
percentage of improved patients (159). 


PASS A single question outcome tool used to determine the threshold beyond which a 
patient considers themselves well and is satisfied with their treatment (160). 


Abbreviations: ASQoL, Ankylosing Spondylitis quality of life; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International 
Society; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease 
Activity Index; BASFI, Bath ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BAS-G, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Global 
Score; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; MCII, minimum clinically important improvement; 
mSASSS, modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score; PASS, patient acceptable symptom state; SF-36, 
short form-36. SPARCC, Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
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3.3 Phase III RCTs : etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


One Phase III RCT with an on-going open-label extension study is presented in this section.  


3.3.1 Study 1031 


3.3.1.1 Methodology: Study 1031 


The source of the efficacy data for study 1031 is Dougados et al, 2014 (68) and the Clinical 


study Report (141) (NCT01258738). Study 1031 is a multicentre, randomised, 12-week, 


double-blind, placebo-controlled study to evaluate the efficacy of etanercept on a 


background NSAID in patients with early nr-axSpA with a 92-week open-label extension 


study. The open-label extension study is currently on-going; therefore the results from the 


12-week double-blind period and the latest results from Week 48 of the open-label extension 


study are presented in this MTA. The source of the 48 week data are EULAR 2014 abstracts 


Makysymowych et al, 2014 (136) and Sieper et al, 2014 (138) and the clinical study report 


(161). 


The 1031 study of etanercept in patients with nr-axSpA was designed specifically to focus on 


a pure nr-axSpA population. The early nr-axSpA population consisted of patients aged <50 


years, with symptom duration <5 years. This population was selected to reduce the risk of 


including AS patients in the population, which was further minimised by using central 


assessment of radiographs for diagnosis; an approach which reduces the variability known 


to exist in the interpretation of radiographs of the sacroiliac joint. 


A summary of the methodology in study 1031 is provided in Table 3. 


Table 3: Methodology: Study 1031 


Study Study 1031 (NCT01258738) 


Objectives To compare the efficacy of etanercept against placebo in improving the symptoms 
of early nr-axSpA when added to a background NSAID at a stable, optimal anti-
inflammatory dose. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 48 centres in 14 countries in Europe (including the 
UK), Asia and Latin America. 


Design 
details 


Double-blind period 


A screening period of up to 4 weeks was followed by assessments carried out at 
baseline and Weeks 2, 4, 8 and 12. Patients were stratified based on positive or 
negative sacroiliitis on MRI.  


Patients, investigators, radiographic and MRI assessors and sponsors were blinded 
to treatment during the 12-week double-blind period. Patients who completed the 
double-blind period were eligible to enter the 92 week open-label extension study.  


Open-label period 


Assessments were carried out at Week 16 and then every 8 weeks up to Week 48. 
MRI sacroiliac /spine assessments were performed at baseline, Weeks 12 and 48 
and were scheduled for Week 104. X-rays were performed at baseline and were 
scheduled for Year 2. 


Interventions Double-blind period 


Patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to receive either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg, subcutaneous injection once weekly plus a stable 
background NSAID at optimal inflammatory dose, or 


 Placebo subcutaneous injection plus background NSAID for 12 weeks 


Open-label period 


All patients continuing into the extension study were treated with: 
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Study Study 1031 (NCT01258738) 


 Etanercept 50 mg, subcutaneous injection once weekly plus a stable 
background NSAID at optimal inflammatory dose 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Diagnosis of nr-axSpA according to ASAS criteria with duration of symptoms 
≥3 months and <5 years at the time of consent 


 Active symptoms defined by a BASDAI ≥4 at screening 


 Axial symptoms of back pain with failure of at least 2 NSAIDs (including current 
NSAID) taken separately at the optimal dose with a total combined duration of 
≥4 weeks. 


 Taking a stable dose of NSAID ≥14 days prior to baseline 


 Aged 18–50 years 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Previous anti-TNF, anti-B/T cell therapy or other biologic/immunosuppressive 
agents for a condition other than IBD  


 Current treatment or within the last 6 months with any anti-TNF or other 
immunosuppressant (with the exception of IBD) 


 Any other medical condition that could cause chronic back pain (other than 
SpA) 


 IBD flare within 6 months of baseline 


 Uveitis within 6 months of baseline 


 Radiological sacroiliitis grade 3–4 (unilaterally) or grade ≥2 (bilaterally) as 
determined by a blinded central assessor 


 Concurrent use of >1 NSAID within 14 days at baseline or altered NSAID dose 
within 14 days before baseline 


 Use of DMARDs (not including methotrexate, SSZ and hydroxychloroquine) 
within 4 weeks of baseline 


 Use of prednisone (>10 mg/day) or altered dose within 4 weeks before 
baseline 


 Corticosteroid treatment (injection or IV) within 4 weeks before baseline 


 XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xChronic use of no more than one NSAID at a time and at a stable dose 


 Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 Proportion of patients achieving ASAS 40 at Week 12 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Patients achieving ASAS 40 at time points other than 12 weeks 


 Patients achieving ASAS 20 and ASAS 5/6 


 Patients achieving ASAS partial remission and time to ASAS partial remission 


 Changes from baseline in the following: ASDAS; patients assessment of 
disease activity; physician global assessment; nocturnal and total back pain 
over time; the BASFI and its individual components; the BASDAI and its 
individual components; spinal mobility (BASMI, occiput to wall distance and 
chest expansion); tender and swollen joint counts (44 counts); dactylitis and 
enthesitis score (MASES); and hsCRP and XXXxxxxxxx  


 Proportion of patients achieving BASDAI 50 


 Changes in the BAS-G score 


 Changes in inflammation at Week 12 as measured by MRI of the spine 
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Study Study 1031 (NCT01258738) 


(SPARCC MRI SIJ score, SPARCC MRI spinal score and ASspiMRI) 


 Health outcomes assessments measured using the following: 
XXXxXxxXXxXXX; EQ-5D; XXXXxxXXXXxxXXXxxXXXxxXXXX; SF-36; and 
WPAI   


Populations 
analysed 


Double-blind period 


 Full analysis population: all randomised patients 


 mITT population (primary analyses): all randomised patients who received at 
least one dose of the study drug and had at least one on-therapy assessment 


 Per protocol analysis population: a subset of the mITT population with the 
exclusion of patients deviating from the protocol.  


 Safety analysis: based on mITT population at Week 12 and Week 48 


Open-label period 


 mITT population: all patients with 12 week efficacy data who had received at 
least one dose of study drug in the open-label period 


Statistical 
analysis  


The primary endpoint of ASAS 40 response was analysed using the 2005 EMA 
guidelines on clinical investigation of medicinal products for the treatment of AS. 
The 2009 EMA guidelines were used for all other ASAS analyses. The more recent 
EMA guidelines differ from the 2005 guidelines only in terms of the definition of 
pain assessment, i.e. “nocturnal pain and total back pain” were replaced by “total 
back pain”. Comparison between two treatment groups was performed using the 
Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel chi square test, stratified by positive or negative 
sacroiliitis MRI and geographic region. For the analysis of the primary efficacy 
endpoint, the LOCF approach was used for patients who discontinued before Week 
12 with an additional sensitivity analysis where these patients were counted as 
non-responders. A generalised estimating equations model, using a logit link, a 
binomial distribution and an auto-regressive correlation structure, with treatment 
groups, visits and their interaction as fixed factors was used as a sensitivity 
analysis for the primary endpoint.  


The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the time to partial remission and 
compared using the log-rank test stratified by positive or negative sacroiliitis MRI 
and geographic region. An ANCOVA model with the terms of treatment, region, 
baseline sacroiliac status and baseline score was used for analysis of continuous 
clinical and health outcome endpoints in the double-blind period of the study. For 
the open-label extension, unadjusted outcomes were reported at the 48-week 
follow-up period and these were compared with the corresponding unadjusted 12-
week double-blind results. 


All endpoints were tested at two-sided α=0.05 significance levels. No adjustments 
for multiple testing were made for secondary and supportive analyses. 


In addition to analysis of the overall population, a subgroup analysis of the ASAS 
40 primary endpoint was also conducted. Key demographic and baseline disease 
characteristics were analysed to determine the impact of these characteristics on 
response to treatment. These included age, baseline hsCRP status, HLA-B27 
status, and MRI sacroiliitis classification at screening. Responses in each subgroup 
category (i.e. responder count, group size and percentage response) were 
presented. A logistic regression model with factors for treatment subgroup and 
treatment by subgroup was also fitted. Post-hoc analyses were also performed to 
explore the effect of hsCRP and the effect of MRI sacroiliac joint scores on 
treatment response.  


Abbreviations: ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; ASQoL, Ankylosing Spondylitis quality of life; ASAS, 
Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; 
AS-WIS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Work Instability Index; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BAS-G, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Patient Global 
Assessment Score; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; EMA, European Medicines Agency; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HADS, Hospital 
anxiety and depression scale; hsCRP, high sensitivity C reactive protein; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IV, 
intravenous; LOCF, last observation carried forward; MASES, Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis Score; 
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MCII, minimum clinically important improvement; MFI, Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory; mITT, modified 
intention to treat; MOS, Medical Outcomes Study (MOS) Sleep Scale; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; nr-
axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PASS, patient 
acceptable symptom state;; SF-36, short-form-36; SpA, spondyloarthritis; SSZ, sulfasalazine; TNF, tumour 
necrosis factor; WPAI, Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire.  


 


 


3.3.1.2 Patient population: Study 1031 


Patient disposition – double-blind period (mITT population) 


A total of 383 patients were screened for the double-blind period of the study, of which 158 


were screen failures. Out of a total of 225 patients randomised for the double-blind period of 


the study, 215 patients comprised the mITT population which was used for all primary 


efficacy analyses; 106 patients in the etanercept group and 109 patients in the placebo 


group. By Week 12, 6 patients in the etanercept group and 3 patients in the placebo group 


discontinued the study.  


A total of 206 patients completed the double-blind period and 205 patients entered the open-


label extension study.   


Open-label period (mITT population) 


Xxxxxxx patients discontinued the study during the open-label period (xx patients in the 


etanercept group and x patients previously receiving placebo). Reasons for discontinuation 


included lack of response (x patients) and withdrawal of consent (x patients). A total of 189 


patients (90 patients in the etanercept group and 99 in the placebo/etanercept group) 


reached the 48 week time point. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics (mITT population) 


There were no significant differences in patient demographics and baseline disease 


characteristics between treatment arms. The majority of patients were male, the average 


age was 32 years and the mean duration of disease symptoms was 2.4 years. There were 


no differences in mean NSAID scores between treatment groups. Disease activity levels as 


measured by the BASDAI and ASDAS and levels of functional impairment as measured by 


the BASFI were moderate to high in both treatment groups (Table 4). 


Table 4: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics (mITT population): Study 1031 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=106) 


Placebo 


(n=109) 


Age (years), mean 31.9 (7.8) 32.0 (7.8) 


Female (%) 38 (35.9) 47 (43.1) 


White (%) 79 (74.5) 79 (72.5) 


HLA-B27 positive, n (%) 71 (67.0) 83 (76.2) 


Duration of disease symptoms (years), mean (SD) 2.4 (1.9) 2.5 (1.8) 


hsCRP, mg/L, mean (SD) 6.8 (10.6) 6.4 (10.5) 


Elevated hsCRP, n (%) 48 (45.3) 44 (40.4) 


BASDAI total score, mean (SD) 6.0 (1.8) 6.0 (1.9) 


BASFI, mean (SD) 4.2 (2.5) 3.9 (2.5) 


ASDAS – hsCRP, mean (SD) 3.0 (0.9) 3.0 (1.0) 


XXXXXxxxXXXxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
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Patient global assessment, mean (SD) 5.8 (2.3) 5.8 (2.1) 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 


Total back pain (cm), mean (SD) 5.5 (2.4) 5.5 (2.4) 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


SPARCC MRI sacroiliac score, mean (SD) 8.0 (9.7) 7.7 (10.1) 


SPARCC MRI 6DVU spinal score, mean (SD) 4.7 (7.1) 3.5 (5.6) 


MRI sacroiliitis positive
†
, n (%) 87 (82.1) 87 (79.8) 


MRI sacroiliitis positive
†
 or elevated hsCRP, n (%) 94 (88.7) 95 (87.2) 


MASES total score, mean (SD) 3.1 (3.3) 2.9 (3.1) 


Swollen joint count, mean (SD) 0.9 (2.0) 0.9 (2.2) 


Tender joint count, mean (SD) 3.3 (4.7) 4.1 (6.2) 


XXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


XXXxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 


XXxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 


NSAID score (-4 to 0 weeks), mean (SD) 85.1 (25.7) 77.8 (30.2) 


Concomitant DMARD use, n (%) 21 (19.8) 21 (19.3) 


XxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; ASQoL, Ankylosing spondylitis quality of 
life; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index;  BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; DVU, Discovertebral units; ESR, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate; hsCRP, high sensitivity C reactive protein; MASES, Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Enthesitis Score; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD, standard 
deviation; SF-36, short form-36; SPARCC, Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada. 
†Baseline MRI scans were read by a central imaging reader. 


 


3.3.1.3 Results: Study 1031 


Primary efficacy outcome – double-blind period 


The primary endpoint of ASAS 40 response is presented using the 2005 EMA guidelines. 


However, for completeness, the primary endpoint was also analysed using the 2009 EMA 


guidelines (Appendix B). At Week 12, a significantly greater proportion of patients achieved 


ASAS 40 in the etanercept group compared with the placebo group (32% vs 16%, 


respectively; p=0.0062). Sensitivity analysis using a generalised estimating equations model 


confirmed the primary analysis results.  


Secondary efficacy outcomes- double-bind period 


At Week 2 and Week 12, a significantly greater proportion of patients in the etanercept group 


achieved ASAS 20 compared with the placebo group (30.5% vs 16.0%, respectively; p<0.05 


and 52.4% vs 36.1%, respectively; p<0.05). Partial remission was achieved in xxxx% of 


etanercept patients compared with xxxx% of placebo patients at Week 12 (xxxxxxxx).  


Significantly greater improvements in clinical and imaging endpoints were observed in the 


etanercept group compared with the placebo group, with the exception of the BAS-G, 


dactylitis and mobility endpoints (excluding lateral flexion). Significant differences in favour of 


the etanercept group versus the placebo group were observed for the following outcomes 


(Table 5):  


 BASDAI 50 (p<0.01) 
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 ASDAS hsCRP measures of disease activity (p<0.0001)   


 Improvements in total BASDAI score and total BASFI score (p=0.0186 and p=0.0164, 


respectively) 


 Improvements in SPARCC MRI sacroiliac joint scores (-3.8 vs -0.8, p<0.001, mean % 


change from baseline (46.9% etanercept vs 10.9% placebo) 


 Improvements in SPARCC-Spine 6 (DVU) total score (-2.12 vs -1.16; p=0.041), mean % 


change from baseline (45.4% etanercept vs 33.4% placebo) 


Table 5: Secondary efficacy outcomes (mITT population): Study 1031 - double-blind period 


Outcome Etanercep
t† 


(n=106) 


Placebo† 


(n=109) 


p 
value 


Clinical outcomes (Week 12) 


ASAS 20 (%) 52.4 36.1 <0.05 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx 


XXXXxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxxx
x 


Patient assessment of disease activity  -2.1 (0.3) -1.3 (0.3) 0.010 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxx 


Total back pain -2.0 (0.3) -1.1 (0.3) 0.006 


BASDAI morning stiffness (2 items) -2.3 (0.3) -1.4 (0.3) 0.0134 


BASMI  -0.3 (0.2) -0.3 (0.1) 0.687 


hsCRP --3.0 (1.1) 0.1 (1.0) 0.004 


ASDAS Inactive Disease (%) 40.00 17.4 <0.001 


ASDAS hsCRP -1.1 (0.1) -0.5 (0.1) <0.000
1 


BASDAI total score -2.0 (0.3) -1.3 (0.3) 0.019 


BASDAI 50 (%) 43.8 23.9 <0.01 


BASFI total score -1.4 (0.2) -0.8 (0.2) 0.016 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxx 


BASMI (mean change VAS, cm) -0.3 (0.2) -0.3 (0.1) 0.687 


XXXxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXx xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxx 


Imaging endpoints (Week 12) 


SPARCC sacroiliac joint score -3.8 (0.7) -0.8 (0.6) <0.001 


SPARCC-Spine 6 (DVU) total score -2.1 (0.5) -1.2 (0.5) 0.041 


XXxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis 
International Society; ASspiMRI-a, Ankylosing Spondylitis spine MRI score for activity; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; DVU, Discovertebral units; hsCRP, high sensitivity C reactive protein; 
SPARCC, Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada. 
†Unless otherwise stated, values are presented as mean change from baseline (SE). 


 


At Week 12, QoL improvements in favour of the etanercept group were observed for a 


number of patient reported outcome measures including the EQ-5D VAS, subscales of the 


WPAI and SF-36 physical component 


scorexxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxXXXxXxxxxXXxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(Table 


6).  


 
Table 6: Improvement from baseline in QoL measures (mITT population): Study 1031 – double 
blind period 


Outcome Baseline Etanercept
†
 Placebo


†
 


EQ-5D improvement >0.05 from 
baseline, n/N (%) 


- 51/85 (60.0) 40/93 (43.0) 


EQ-5D VAS  56.4 (20.7) 67.4 (21.2) 60.9 (22.3) 


SF-36 physical component score 37.5 (8.5) 43.7 (8.9) 41.0 (7.8) 


WPAI – % impairment while 
working  


43.6 (26.4) 25.2 (24.2) 33.2 (26.0) 


WPAI –% work time missed 10.4 (26.3)  9.6 (24.6) 5.9 (17.4) 


XXXxX - xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXxXXX - xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXX - xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASQoL, Ankylosing Spondylitis Quality of Life; AS-WIS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Work Instability 
Index; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; SF-36, short form-36; VAS, visual analogue scale; WPAI, 
Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Questionnaire. 
†Data are presented as adjusted mean (SE) change from baseline. Change = baseline score + treatment + 
region + sacroiliac status 


 


Post-hoc analysis – double-blind period 


Etanercept is licensed for “the treatment of adults with severe non-radiographic axial 


spondyloarthritis with objective signs of inflammation as indicated by elevated C-reactive 


protein (CRP) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evidence, who have had an 


inadequate response to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.” However, the 1031 study 


included a small population of patients who did not meet the licensing indication for 


etanercept (i.e. patients who had normal CRP and negative MRI).   


Patients with elevated CRP levels at baseline had a numerically higher ASAS 40 response 


to etanercept treatment than those with normal CRP levels, although the results were not 


statistically significant. Similarly, a numerically higher response to etanercept was observed 


among patients with Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada (SPARCC) scores 


≥2 (42% etanercept patients vs 18% placebo patients).  


Pre-specified post-hoc subgroup analysis of the primary efficacy outcome (ASAS 40 


response) at Week 12 showed that the study population with either elevated CRP levels or 


positive MRI sacroiliitis at baseline have a marginally greater benefit with etanercept 


treatment compared with the mITT population (Table 7). These data suggested that patients 


with higher CRP levels at baseline may have higher ASAS 40 response rates to etanercept 
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treatment, and provides evidence from study 1031 suggestive of baseline CRP levels and 


evidence of MRI sacroiliitis at baseline being potential treatment effect modifiers. 


Based on the results of the post-hoc ASAS 40 subgroup analysis, it is likely that the mITT 


analyses are underestimating the benefit of etanercept in the licensed population. While 


subgroup analyses of the BASDAI and BASFI outcomes for the licensed population have not 


been conducted, it is reasonable to suggest that a subgroup analysis of the results from the 


mITT analyses on the BASDAI and BASFI would produce a similar pattern of results. In the 


context of the economic model, the results are therefore likely to provide a conservative 


estimate of the clinical benefit of etanercept compared with conventional therapy.  


Table 7: Subgroup analysis of the ASAS 40 response in patients with elevated CRP levels or 
positive MRI at baseline 


 mITT population  Elevated baseline 
hsCRP or positive MRI 


 


 Etanercept 


n=105 


Placebo 


N=108 


Difference in 
proportions 


Etanercept 


n=xx 


Placebo 


n=xx 


Difference in 
proportions 


ASAS 40  


(n/N, %) 


34/105 


(32.4) 


17/108  


(15.7) 


16.6% xxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASAS 40, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society; hsCRP, high sensitivity C 
reactive protein; mITT, modified intent-to-treat; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. 


 


The unadjusted efficacy results for the double-blind treatment period of the 1031 study are 


presented in Table 8 together with the results at the 48-week time-point from the open-label 


extension phase of the study 


Open-label period (mITT population) 


At week 48 in a combined population 52.7% of patients met ASAS40. In the pooled analysis 


group (n=205), an ASAS 40 response was achieved in 52.7% of patients. 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxTable 8xx  


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxxXXXxxxxxXx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxTable 8).   


During the open-label period, improvement from baseline was shown in the SPARCC 


sacroiliac joint score with the response at Week 48 (Table 8) corresponding to a mean 


percent change of 65.2% for pooled open-label patients. Improvements were also seen in 


the SPARCC-spine 6 DVU total score (Table 8) corresponding to a mean percent change of 


60.8% for pooled open-label patients. The mean change in ASspiMRI-a total score was 


maintained with the response at Week 48 (Table 8) corresponding to a mean percent 


change of 40.9%. 


Table 8: Efficacy outcomes at Week 48, open-label period (mITT population): Study 1031 


 Week 12 (Double-blind 
period) 


Week 48  


(Open-label 
period) 


Outcome† Etanercept  


50 mg 


(n=105) 


Placebo 


(n=109) 


Etanercept 


50 mg, pooled 
analysis 


(n=205) 
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XXXXxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


ASAS 5/6, n (%) xxxxxxx(34.3) xxxxxxx(11.9) 97/205 (47.3) 


XXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


ASDAS hsCRP inactive disease, n (%) 42/105 (40.0) 19/109 (17.4) xxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


BASDAI 50, % 43.8 23.9 62.4 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXX
x
xxxxxxxxXXx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXxxxXXXxxxxxX xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxXXXxxxxxX xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXXXxxxxxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


XXxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis 
International Society; ASspiMRI-a, Ankylosing Spondylitis spine MRI score for activity, BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; DVU, Discovertebral units; hsCRP, high sensitivity C reactive protein; 
SPARCC, Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada. 
†Values are presented as the (unadjusted) mean change from baseline. 


 


3.3.1.4 Efficacy conclusion: Study 1031 


The results of the 12-week double-blind period of study 1031 demonstrates that treatment 


with etanercept in patients with nr-axSpA, who had an inadequate response to ≥2 NSAIDs, 


was associated with rapid and significant improvements from baseline in clinical and imaging 


outcomes. In addition, patients receiving etanercept demonstrated improvement in QoL 


measures for disease specific and functional domains compared with placebo. Week 48 data 


demonstrates that improvements in clinical and health outcomes achieved over the double 


blind study period were sustained or continued to improve in those patients continuing with 


etanercept in the open-label study.   
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3.4 Investigator initiated research: etanercept for the treatment 
of early AxSpA   


One RCT and two follow-up reports of the same study are presented in this section. 


3.4.1 Study: ESTHER/Song, 2011  


3.4.1.1 Methodology: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


The source of the efficacy data for the ESTHER trial is Song et al, 2011 (15), 


(NCT00844142). This was an, investigator initiated research sponsored by Pfizer. The 


ESTHER trial was a randomised, multicentre, open-label trial to investigate the effects of 


etanercept versus SSZ on active inflammatory lesions by whole-body MRI in patients with 


early AxSpA with a symptom duration of less than five years (15).The study population is 


therefore comprised of both nr-axSpA and AS patients. A summary of the methodology in 


the ESTHER trial is provided in Table 9. Note that at the time of designing this study, clinical 


opinion was still that SSZ could provide some benefit to AxSpA patients, and as such the 


comparator for the trial was relevant to clinical practice. 


Table 9: Methodology: ESTHER trial /Song, 2011 


Study ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 (NCT00844142) 


Summary A randomised, multicentre, open-label trial to investigate the effects of etanercept 
vs SSZ on active inflammatory lesions by whole-body MRI in patients with early 
AxSpA. 


Objectives To evaluate the effect of treatment with etanercept in comparison with SSZ on 
active bony inflammation by whole-body MRI in patients with early AxSpA and a 
symptom duration <5 years.  


Study 
location 


Not reported 


Design 
details 


Patients were randomised to receive either etanercept or SSZ over 48 weeks. MRI 
assessments were performed at Weeks 0, 24 and 48 by two radiologists who were 
blinded to both treatment arm and MRI assessment point. 


Interventions Patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly, or 


 Oral SSZ 2–3 g/day (patients with intolerance to SSZ could switch to oral 
methotrexate 15–20 mg, once weekly) 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged 18–50 years 


 Diagnosis of AxSpA with a symptom duration <5 years (defined as ≥3 months 
chronic back pain with onset <45 years of age). 


 Active inflammatory lesions (osteitis/bone marrow oedema) in either the spine 
or sacroiliac joints as evidenced by whole-body MRI. 


 Three of the following: inflammatory back pain; good or very good response to 
NSAIDs; one or more extra-spinal manifestations such as uveitis, peripheral 
arthritis, enthesitis; HLA-B27 positive; family history of spondyloarthritis 


 Fulfilment of the ASAS criteria for AxSpA 


 BASDAI score ≥4 and a back pain score ≥4, despite NSAID therapy 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 DMARD or prednisone (≥7.5 mg/day) therapy had to be discontinued at least 4 
weeks prior to the study 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 The change in active inflammatory lesions in the spine and sacroiliac joints as 
detected by MRI at Week 48 
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Study ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 (NCT00844142) 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 MRI evidence of reduced active inflammatory lesions on the posterior elements 
of the spine  


 Evidence of reduced peripheral enthesitis on MRI 


 Achievement of 50% improvement on the BASDAI 


 Achievement of ASAS 20, ASAS40 and ASAS partial remission 


Other outcomes 


 Improvements in BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI scores, swollen joints count (64 
joints), a modified enthesitis Maastricht AS enthesitis score, patient’s and 
physician’s global assessments of disease activity and CRP levels.  


Populations 
analysed 


Efficacy analysis was performed as an ITT analysis. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Comparisons between treatment groups at baseline were performed using a Mann-
Whitney test. A non-parametric ANCOVA was used to compare changes in spine 
and sacroiliac joint MRI scores. The possible influence of the diagnosis of nr-axSpA 
and disease characteristics at baseline on the primary outcome was assessed by 
including these parameters as covariables in the ANCOVA model as a sensitivity 
analysis. The LOCF approach was used to handle missing MRI data.  


Secondary outcomes were analysed using the non-parametric or parametric 
ANCOVA as appropriate, with the baseline value as a covariable. The correlation 
between changes in clinical endpoints and change in MRI score after adjustment 
for treatment were assessed using the parametric ANCOVA. The threshold value 
for statistical significance was 0.05. Repeated significance testing of the primary 
outcome was adjusted by application of the Holm procedure.  


Abbreviations: ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; ASAS, Assessment of 
Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive 
protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; HLA, human leucocyte antigen; ITT, intention to treat; 
LOCF, last observation carried forward; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
 


3.4.1.2 Patient population: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


Patient disposition 


A total of 76 patients fulfilled the inclusion criteria for the study; 40 patients were randomised 


to etanercept treatment and 36 were randomised to SSZ. The mean dose of SSZ was 1688 


mg (n=32) at Week 24 and 1650 mg (n=30) at Week 48. Due to intolerance to SSZ, 4 


patients switched to methotrexate therapy (15.0 mg /week). Seven patients discontinued 


before Week 24 and a further 3 patients discontinued before Week 48 (5 patients in each 


treatment group). Reasons for discontinuation included lost to follow up (both treatment 


arms) and side effects and lack of efficacy in the SSZ group only.  


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


There were no significant differences in patient demographics and baseline disease 


characteristics between treatment arms (Table 10). At baseline, active inflammatory lesions 


were present in the sacroiliac joints of 94.6% of patients and in the spine in 47.3% of 


patients. Only 5.4% of patients had active inflammatory lesions in the spine but not in the 


sacroiliac joints. 
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Table 10: Patient demographics and baseline disease characteristics: ESTHER trial/ Song, 
2011 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=40) 


SSZ 


(n=36) 


Total 


(n=76) 


Age, years (mean, ± SD) 34.5 (8.6) 32.8 (8.4) 33.7 (8.5) 


Disease duration, years (mean, ± SD) 2.6 (1.7) 3.0 (1.8) 2.9 (1.7) 


Male, n (%)  23 (57.5) 21 (58.3) 44 (57.9) 


HLA-B27 positive, n (%) 34 (85) 28 (77.8) 62 (81.6) 


Elevated CRP (>5 mg/L), n (%) 24 (60.0) 16 (44.4) 40 (52.6) 


Clinical arthritis, n (%) 15 (37.5) 18 (50.0) 33 (43.4) 


Clinical enthesitis, n (%) 25 (62.5) 24 (66.7) 49 (64.5) 


Fulfilled New York criteria, n (%) 20 (50) 19 (52.8) 39 (51.3) 


Abbreviations: CRP, C reactive protein; HLA, human leucocyte antigen; SD, standard deviation; SSZ, 
sulfasalazine. 


 


3.4.1.3 Results: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


Primary efficacy outcome 


At Week 48, patients treated with etanercept showed a significant reduction in inflammation 


of both the spine and the sacroiliac joint compared with SSZ treated patients (Table 11).  


Table 11: Primary efficacy outcome: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


 Etanercept 


(n=40) 


SSZ 


(n=36) 


 


Parameter Baseline† Week 48 Baseline† Week 48 p value‡
  


(ETN vs 
SSZ) 


MRI sacroiliac 
joint score (0–24) 


7.8 (6.3) 2.4 (3.2) 5.4 (5.1) 3.5 (3.8) 0.02 


MRI spine score 
(0–69)  


2.3 (3.5) 1.0 (2.1) 1.4 (3.1) 1.3 (2.9) 0.01 


Abbreviations: ETN, etanercept; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
†No significant differences were observed between etanercept and sulfasalazine groups at baseline. 
‡Differences in MRI scores analysed by analysis of covariance. 


 
Secondary efficacy outcome 


At Week 48, patients treated with etanercept showed a significant reduction in peripheral 


enthesitis on MRI compared with SSZ patients. Etanercept patients also showed a numerical 


improvement in active inflammatory lesions on the posterior elements of the spine compared 


with SSZ patients, but this was not statistically significant (Table 12). 


Six patients in the etanercept group and two patients in the SSZ group became free of any 


active inflammatory lesions on MRI in the sacroiliac joints, the spine, entheses and posterior 


elements. These six etanercept patients who were completely free of inflammation also 


achieved clinical remission according to ASAS criteria. However, neither of the two patients 


in the SSZ group who reached clinical remission were free from inflammation as evidenced 


by MRI. 
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Table 12: Secondary efficacy outcome: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


 Etanercept 


(n=40) 


SSZ 


(n=36) 


 


Parameter Baseline† Week 48 Baseline† Week 48 p value‡ 


(ETN vs 
SSZ) 


MRI enthesitis 26 sites  


(in 15 patients) 


11 sites  


(in 11 
patients) 


24 sites  


(in 16 
patients) 


26 sites  


(in 14 patients) 


0.04 


MRI posterior 
segments of 
the spine  


37 sites  


(in 9 patients) 


26 sites  


(in 2 patients) 


18 sites  


(in 4 patients) 


13 sites 


 (in 1 patient) 


0.92 


Abbreviations: ETN, etanercept; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
†No significant differences were observed between etanercept and sulfasalazine groups at baseline. 
‡Differences in MRI scores analysed by analysis of covariance. 


 


There was a significant reduction in all clinical outcome parameters in the etanercept group 


compared with the SSZ group with the exception of BASMI, CRP levels, swollen joints, and 


clinical enthesitis (  


Table 13). There was a statistically significant relationship between changes in MRI 


sacroiliac joint scores and changes in the BASDAI and BASFI (p=0.04 and p=0.0069, 


respectively). At Week 48, 50% of etanercept patients reached ASAS partial remission 


compared with 19% of patients in the placebo group.  


Table 13: Other clinical outcome parameters: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


 Etanercept† 


(n=40) 


SSZ† 


(n=36) 


 


Parameter Baseline‡ Week 48 Baseline‡ Week 48 p value§ 


(ETN vs 
SSZ) 


BASDAI 5.5 (1.3) 2.5 (2.0) 6.0 (1.2) 4.4 (2.4) 0.001 


BASFI 4.3 (2.3) 2.0 (2.1) 4.3 (1.8) 3.3 (2.2) 0.001 


Patient global 
assessment 


6.7 (2.1) 2.6 (2.2) 7.1 (1.6) 4.9 (3.0) <0.001 


Physician global 
assessment 


6.4 (1.2) 1.8 (1.8) 6.1 (1.5) 4.1 (2.9) <0.001 


Joint count 2.3 (5.8) 0.2 (0.7) 1.3 (1.7) 0.3 (1.5) 0.48 


Enthesitis score 4.4 (4.6) 1.8 (4.2) 3.4 (3.4) 1.4 (2.9) 0.70 


BASMI 1.9 (1.7) 1.6 (1.8) 1.7 (1.4) 1.9 (1.7) 0.32 


EQ-5D 0.6 (0.3) 0.8 (0.2) 0.6 (0.3) 0.7 (0.3) 0.047 


AS-QoL 9.7 (4.5) 4.4 (4.8) 9.3 (3.6) 7.5 (5.4) <0.001 


CRP level (ref 
5mg/L) 


11.9 (13.2) 4.3 (3.7) 10.6 (14.9) 8.7 (12.5) 0.13 


Abbreviations: AS-QoL; ankylosing spondylitis quality of life questionnaire; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; ETN, etanercept; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
†All values presented as mean ± SD 
‡ No significant differences were observed between etanercept and sulfasalazine groups at baseline.  
§ Differences in MRI scores analysed by analysis of covariance. 
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3.4.1.4 Efficacy conclusion: ESTHER trial/Song, 2011 


The results from the ESTHER trial demonstrate that treatment with etanercept 25 mg twice 


weekly in patients with early AxSpA is associated with significantly greater reductions in 


active inflammatory lesions as evidenced by whole-body MRI when compared with SSZ 


treated patients at 48 weeks. These results correlated with a good clinical response in 


patients receiving etanercept.
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3.4.2 Study: Song, 2012 


3.4.2.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Song, 2012 


The source of the efficacy data for Song, 2012 is Song et al (162). This was a follow up 


open-label extension study to the ESTHER trial. Patients with early active AxSpA and a 


disease duration <5 years who had received etanercept or SSZ treatment for 1 year were 


assessed at Year 2 to determine the frequency and duration of drug-free remission in 


patients treated with etanercept after experiencing a flare of disease. The methodology and 


study outcomes for Song, 2012, are presented in Table 14. 


Table 14: Methodology and study outcomes: Song, 2012 


Study Song, 2012 


Objectives The two aims of this follow-up study were: 


1. To evaluate the frequency and duration of drug free remission in patients with 
early active AxSpA who had previously received etanercept or SSZ for 1 year 
in the ESTHER trial. 


2. To assess the efficacy of etanercept therapy at Year 2 in those patients who 
did not reach remission at Week 48 of the ESTHER trial. 


Design details Patients who had received etanercept or SSZ for 48 weeks in the ESTHER trial 
and had achieved ASAS plus MRI remission by Week 48 were followed up every 
6 weeks without active treatment up to 1 year. Patients who experienced a flare of 
disease (defined as an increase of 2 points from Week 48 on the BASDAI) 
resumed etanercept treatment for a further year. Patients who did not have a flare 
were removed from the study at the end of Year 2 and were classified as being in 
permanent drug-free remission. Patients who had not achieved ASAS plus MRI 
remission at Week 48 of the ESTHER trial (both etanercept and SSZ patients) 
were treated with etanercept in Year 2. Patients were scored for active 
inflammation using whole-body MRI at Week 104. 


Interventions  Patients had previously received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, 
twice weekly over 48 weeks 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Full inclusion criteria are provided in section 3.4.1.1, Table 9 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Full exclusion criteria are provided in section 3.4.1.1, Table 9 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Proportion of patients remaining in drug-free remission 


 In those patients experiencing a flare and receiving etanercept therapy – 
achievement of ASAS remission and improvement in the BASDAI, ASDAS, 
CRP levels and MRI imaging variables  


Populations 
analysed 


Investigations were performed on the ITT population from the ESTHER trial. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Analysis was performed as an ITT, LOCF analysis. Changes within groups were 
analysed using the one-sample t-test and Wilcoxon rank test. The 95% CIs were 
calculated using the Blyth-Still-Casella method. 


Patient 
disposition 


Out of a total of 76 patients, 60 patients completed the study by the end of Year 2. 
There were 12 patients in the remission-flare group (9 patients had previously 
received etanercept and 3 patients had previously received SSZ. There were 48 
patients in the non-remission group (22 patients had previously received 
etanercept and 26 patients had previously received SSZ).  


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


Full details are provided in section 3.4.1.2, Table 10 


Table 10 
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Study Song, 2012 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 During Year 2, 4/17 patients (23.5%) remained in drug-free remission (3/13 
etanercept patients and 1/4 SSZ patients). 


 There was no significant difference in the mean time to flare between the 
etanercept group (24.4 weeks) and the SSZ group (39.6 weeks) and no 
difference in the proportion of patients with flares between these two groups 
(69% of etanercept patients vs 75% of SSZ patients). 


 At Week 108, a significant and sustained improvement in the BASDAI and 
ASDAS (p<0.05) and a sustained MRI response was observed in patients 
previously treated with etanercept not reaching ASAS plus MRI remission. 
ASAS remission was achieved in 56% of these patients by Week 108 while 
13.6% of non-remission ETN patients reached ASAS plus MRI remission. 


 Significant improvements in the BASDAI (p=0.0013) and ASDAS (p=0.0019) 
were observed in patients switching from SSZ to etanercept in Year 2. 
Improvements seen in MRI and sacroiliac joint scores in this patient group 
were not statistically significant. 


Study 
conclusion 


There were no statistically significant differences in drug-free remission rates of 
AxSpA patients treated with etanercept over 1 year compared with patients 
treated with SSZ. However, the results of this study demonstrated that resultant 
flares responded well to resumed etanercept therapy. BASDAI and ASDAS 
responses were sustained for up to 2 years in patients on SSZ in Year 1 who 
switched to etanercept in Year 2.  


Abbreviations: AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; 
ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Index; CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention-to-treat; LOCF, last observation carried forward; MRI, magnetic 
resonance imaging; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
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3.4.3 Study: Song 2013 


3.4.3.1 Methodology: Song, 2013 


The source of the efficacy data for Song, 2013 is Song et al (16). This was a follow up 


subgroup analysis of the ESTHER trial. As the study cohort in the ESTHER trial was a mixed 


AxSpA population, the aim of Song, 2013 was to assess whether there were any treatment 


effect differences in two subgroups of patients who had received etanercept for one year; nr-


axSpA patients and AS patients. The methodology for Song, 2013 is presented in Table 15. 


Table 15: Methodology: Song, 2013 


Study Song, 2013 


Objectives To investigate any differences in treatment effect with etanercept in patients with 
nr-axSpA compared with AS patients with a disease duration <5 years. 


Design details Patients who received etanercept in the ESTHER trial for 1 year were compared 
for differences in baseline characteristics and treatment effect. Patients had 
previously been scored for active inflammation using whole-body MRI of the 
sacroiliac joints and spine by radiologists blinded to the treatment arm. 


Interventions  Patients (n=40) had previously received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous 
injection, twice weekly over 48 weeks 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Full details are provided in section 3.4.1.1, Table 9 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Full details are provided in section 3.4.1.1, Table 9 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Achievement of ASAS 40 


 Achievement of ASAS partial remission 


 50% improvement on the BASDAI 


 Scores for inactive disease, clinically important change, and major 
improvement on the ASDAS  


 Improvements in the BASDAI, BASFI, patient’s and physician’s global 
assessments of disease activity, and CRP levels 


Populations 
analysed 


Investigations were performed on the etanercept group from the ITT population in 
the ESTHER trial. 


Statistical 
analysis  


A mixed-model approach was used to compare outcome parameters between nr-
axSpA and AS patients after adjusting for baseline. This approach also allowed 
the inclusion of dropouts (n=3) in the analysis. The 95% CIs of response rates 
were calculated using the Blyth-Still-Casella method. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; ASDAS, 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C reactive protein; ITT, 
intention-to-treat; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 


 


3.4.3.2 Patient population: Song, 2013 


A total of 40 patients who had received 1 year of etanercept treatment in the ESTHER trial 


were included in the observational study: patients with nr-axSpA, n=20; patients with AS, 


n=20. With respect to baseline characteristics, there were no significant differences between 


patient groups (Table 16).  
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Table 16: Baseline demographics of patients with nr-axSpA and AS: Song, 2013 


Parameter Etanercept nr-axSpA 


n=20 


Etanercept AS 


n=20 


Age in years, mean (±SD) 33.3 (±9.1) 33.8 (±8.2) 


Disease duration in years, mean (±SD) 2.6 (±1.8) 2.7 (±1.6) 


Male (%) 55 60 


HLA-B27 positive, (%) 80 90 


BASDAI (0–10), mean (±SD) 5.6 (±1.3) 5.5 (±1.4) 


CRP (<5 mg/l), mean (±SD) 14.4 (±15.7) 9.4 (±9.9) 


ASDAS (0–∞), mean (±SD) 3.6 (±0.9) 3.2 (±0.7) 


BASFI (0–10), mean (±SD) 4.5 (±2.4) 4.2 (±2.2) 


MRI spine score (0–69), mean (±SD) 1.3 (±1.9) 3.4 (±4.3) 


MRI SI-joint score (0–24), mean (±SD) 7.1 (±5.9) 8.6 (±6.8) 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASDAS; Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C 
reactive protein;  HLA, human leucocyte antigen; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic 
axial spondyloarthritis; SD, standard deviation; SI-joint, sacroiliac joint. 


 


3.4.3.3 Results: Song, 2013 


Efficacy outcome parameters 


There were no significant differences in BASDAI, ASAS and ASDAS response rates 


between the nr-axSpA and AS patient groups after 1 year of treatment with etanercept. 


Similarly, no significant differences were observed between CRP levels, MRI scores or in 


BASFI scores. However, non-significant, small differences in favour of the nr-axSpA group 


were observed in the BASDAI 50 (75% vs 55%), ASDAS clinically important improvement 


(75% vs 55%), and ASAS partial remission (60% vs 40%) outcomes (Table 17).  


Table 17: BASDAI, ASAS and ASDAS response rates in patients with nr-axSpA vs patients with 
AS, Song, 2013 


Parameter Etanercept nr-axSpA 


n=20 


Etanercept AS 


n=20 


p value 


BASDAI 20, % (95% CI) 85 (65–96) 80 (59–93) >0.05 


BASDAI 50, % (95% CI) 75 (54–90) 55 (34–75) >0.05 


ASAS 40, % (95% CI) 65 (43–83) 75 (54–90) >0.05 


ASAS partial remission, % (95% CI) 60 (38–79) 40 (21–62) >0.05 


ASDAS clinically important 
improvement (%) 


†
 


75 (54–90) 55 (34–75) >0.05 


ASDAS major improvement (%) 
‡
 25 (10–46) 30 (14–52) >0.05 


ASDAS inactive disease (<1.3), % 
(95% CI) 


40 (21–62) 40 (21–62) >0.05 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; ASDAS; 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CI, 
confidence interval; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 
†ASDAS clinically important improvement: ≥1.1 change on the ASDAS between baseline and follow-up.  
‡ASDAS major improvement: ≥2.0 change on the ASDAS between baseline and follow-up. 
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3.4.3.4 Conclusion: Song, 2013 


The results of this analysis demonstrate that in the context of similar baseline characteristics 


such as duration of symptoms and disease activity, etanercept is similarly efficacious in the 


treatment of patients with nr-axSpA and AS. Response rates in the BASDAI, ASDAS and 


ASAS 40 were not significantly different between treatment groups. This study therefore 


demonstrates that etanercept offers a broad range of effectiveness over different disease 


stages of AxSpA.  
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3.5 Phase III RCTs and related open-label extension studies: 
etanercept for the treatment of AS 


Fourteen studies assessing the efficacy of etanercept are presented in this section; five 


placebo-controlled RCTs, seven open-label extension studies, and two observational 


extension studies. A summary of all included studies is provided in Table 18 (see also Figure 


4).  


Table 18: Summary of Phase III RCTs and related open-label extension studies of etanercept 
for the treatment of AS  


Study 


(Study 
no/relevant 
publications ) 


Design Study duration Intervention and Population 


(N) 


314-EU/van der 
Heijde, 2006 (12) 


Double-blind, placebo-
controlled, non-inferiority 
RCT 


12 weeks  ETN 50 mg once weekly: n=155 


 ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=150 


16.0037/Davis, 
2003 (10) 


Double-blind, placebo-
controlled RCT 


24 weeks  ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=138 


 Placebo: n=139 


16.0040/Davis, 
2005 (119) 


Open-label extension 
study of 16.0037 


72 weeks ETN 25 mg twice weekly, n=257: 


 ETN/ETN
†
: n=128 


 Placebo/ETN
‡
: n=129 


Davis, 2008 (118) Second open-label 
extension study of 
16.0037 


168 weeks ETN 25 mg twice weekly, n=257: 


 ETN/ETN
†
: n=128 


 Placebo/ETN
‡
: n=129 


Van der Heijde, 
2008 (124) 


Observational follow-up 
study to 16.0037 


72 weeks  ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=257 


Boonen, 2008 
(22) 


Observational follow-up 
study of 16.0337 and 
16.0040  


72 weeks  ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=257 


311-EU/Calin, 
2004 (11) 


Double-blind, placebo-
controlled RCT 


12 weeks  ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=45 


 Placebo: n=39 


312-EU/Dijkmans, 
2009 (120) 


Open-label extension 
study of 311-EU 


96 weeks ETN 25 mg twice weekly, n=81: 


 ETN/ETN
†
: n=42 


 Placebo/ETN
‡
: n=39 


907-EU/Martin-
Mola (122, 163) 


Second open-label 
extension study of 312-
EU 


156 weeks  ETN 25 mg twice weekly, n=59 


 


SPINE/Dougados, 
2011 (13) 


Double-blind, placebo-
controlled RCT 


12 weeks  ETN 50 mg once weekly: n=39 


 Placebo: n=43 


Dougados, 2012 
(121) 


Open-label extension 
study of the SPINE trial 


12 weeks ETN 50 mg once weekly: n=77 


Brandt, 2003 (89) Double-blind, placebo-
controlled RCT followed 
by an observational 
phase 


RCT: 6 weeks 


Observational 
phase: 24 weeks 


Double-blind period: 


 ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=14 


 Placebo: n=16 


Observational phase: 


 ETN/ETN: n=14 


 Placebo/ETN: n=15 


Brandt, 2005 
(116) 


Open-label, 
observational extension 
study of Brandt, 2003 


54 weeks ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=26 
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Baraliakos,2013 
(9) 


Open-label extension 
study of Brandt, 2003 


7 years ETN 25 mg twice weekly: n=21 


Abbreviations: ETN, etanercept; RCT, randomised controlled trial; 
†Patients had received etanercept in the previous study and continued to receive etanercept in the open-label 
extension study 
‡Patients had switched from placebo to etanercept in the open-label extension study 
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3.5.1 Study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006  


3.5.1.1 Methodology: Study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


The source of the efficacy data for study 314-EU is van der Heijde et al, 2006 (12) 


(NCT00418548). This was a Phase III, multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-


controlled non-inferiority trial to compare the efficacy, pharmacokinetics and safety of 


etanercept 50 mg once weekly with etanercept 25 mg twice weekly and placebo in patients 


with AS. A summary of the methodology for study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 is provided 


in Table 19.  


Table 19: Methodology: study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


Study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 (NCT00418548) 


Objectives A twelve week study to determine the non-inferiority of etanercept 50 mg once 
weekly vs etanercept 25 mg twice weekly on the basis of the ASAS working group 
criteria (ASAS 20). A placebo group was included to quantify the magnitude of the 
treatment effect. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 38 centres in 11 European countries: UK, Belgium, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and 
Spain. 


Design 
details 


Assessments were carried out at screening, baseline and at Weeks 2, 4, 8 and 12. 


Interventions Patients were randomised in a 3:3:1 ratio to receive either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg once weekly 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 


 Placebo 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged 18–70 years 


 Active AS based on the modified New York criteria for AS. Active disease was 
defined as an average VAS score ≥30 for duration and intensity of morning 
stiffness and two or more of the following: patient global assessment of disease 
activity, BASFI scores ≥30, or mean of nocturnal and total pain VAS scores 
>30. 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Previously treated with TNF inhibitors 


 Use of DMARDs (excluding hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine and 
methotrexate if stable for ≥4 weeks before randomisation) <4 weeks prior to 
baseline 


 Complete ankylosis of the spine based on radiological assessment  


 Concurrent medical events, including congestive heart failure, unstable angina 
pectoris, uncontrolled hypertension, severe pulmonary disease, cancer, 
demyelinating diseases and serious infections 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Concomitant NSAIDs and oral corticosteroids (≤10 mg/day) were permitted if 
stable for ≥2 weeks prior to randomisation 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 The percentage of patients achieving an ASAS 20 response at Week 12 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 The proportion of patients achieving an ASAS 40 response 


 The proportion of responders based on ASAS 5/6  


 Patient and physician global assessments of disease activity  


 BASFI score 


 BASDAI score 
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Study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 (NCT00418548) 


 Nocturnal and total back pain assessments 


 Patients achieving partial remission and time to partial remission (as defined in 
Anderson 2001) (142) 


 Spinal mobility score (modified Schober’s test, chest expansion and occiput to 
wall measurements) 


 Joint assessment (70 joints) 


 CRP levels 


Other 
Assessments 


 The pharmacokinetics of etanercept were analysed from patient blood samples 
collected at baseline and at Weeks 2, 4 and 12, or at early discontinuation.  


 An ELISA was used to determine serum etanercept concentrations 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy and safety was based on the modified ITT population which 
included all patients who received at least one dose of the study drugs. 


Statistical 
analysis  


One way ANOVA for continuous variables, Fisher’s exact test or the chi-square test 
for categorical variables were used to analyse demographic and baseline 
characteristics. Non inferiority of 50 mg etanercept to 25 mg etanercept was 
defined as the lower limit of the one-sided 97.5% CI of their differences in the 
primary endpoint above a non-inferiority margin of -18.5% at Week 12. 


Secondary efficacy analyses were assessed using two-sided Fisher’s exact tests. 
Missing data was handled using a last observation carried forward approach. 


Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis 
international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; ELISA, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay; ITT, intention-to-treat; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; TNF, tumour necrosis factor; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
 


3.5.1.2 Patient population: study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


Patient disposition 


Out of a total of 361 patients randomised, 356 comprised the mITT population. A total of 35 


(9.8%) patients discontinued treatment before Week 12: 3.9% of patients receiving 


etanercept 50 mg and 5.3% of patients receiving etanercept 25 mg discontinued due to 


adverse events. There were no discontinuations due to adverse events in the placebo group. 


In the placebo group, 5.9% of patients discontinued due to lack of efficacy compared with 


1.3% and 2.0% of patients in the 50 mg and 25 mg etanercept groups, respectively   


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


With the exception of a history of inflammatory bowel disease, there were no significant 


differences in demographic and baseline disease characteristics between patient groups 


(Table 20). 


Table 20: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 
2006 


Characteristic Etanercept 50 
mg 


once weekly 


(n=155) 


Etanercept 25 
mg 


twice weekly 


(n=150) 


Placebo 


(n=51) 


Age in years, mean (SD) 41.5 (11.0) 39.8 (10.7) 40.1 (10.9 


Male, n (%) 108 (69.7) 114 (76.0) 40 (78.4) 


Duration of disease in years, mean (SD) 9.0 (8.7) 10.0 (9.1) 8.5 (6.8) 


Concomitant NSAIDs, n (%) 124 (80.0) 127 (84.7) 40 (78.4) 
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Concomitant oral corticosteroids, n (%) 19 (12.3) 16 (10.7) 9 (17.6) 


Concomitant DMARDs, n (%) 65 (41.9) 55 (36.7) 17 (33.3) 


History of uveitis, n (%) 16 (10.3) 17 (11.3) 4 (7.8) 


History of inflammatory bowel disease, n 
(%) 


5 (3.2) 0 (0) 4 (7.8)* 


History of psoriasis, n (%) 10 (6.5) 8 (5.3) 2 (3.9) 


BASFI score, mean (SD) 60.6 (20.3) 57.7 (20.1) 59.7 (19.3) 


BASDAI score, mean (SD) 62.4 (17.0) 59.4 (16.7) 61.1 (13.7) 


VAS physician global assessment, mean 
(SD) 


62.0 (14.8) 60.7 (15.4) 62.1 (16.2) 


VAS patient global assessment, mean (SD) 68.1 (18.9) 65.41 (18.1) 66.2 (16.3) 


    


Nocturnal back pain, mean (SD) 64.9 (21.0) 64.3 (21.7) 62.5 (22.4) 


Total back pain, mean (SD) 63.9 (19.2) 63.5 (21.1) 63.1 (18.4) 


CRP level (mg/l), mean (SD) 21.7 (24.6) 19.8 (20.8) 22.0 (22.9) 


Modified Schober’s test, mean (SD) 2.7 (1.9) 2.3 (2.1) 2.1 (2.6) 


Chest expansion, mean (cm) (SD) 3.6 (2.5) 3.4 (1.7) 3.5 (1.7) 


Occiput-to-wall measurement, mean (cm) 
(SD) 


4.4 (5.9) 4.8 (5.5) 5.8 (6.2) 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug, NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation; VAS, visual analogue scale.  
*p<0.01, Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed).  
 


3.5.1.3 Results: study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


Primary efficacy outcome 


At Week 12, significantly more patients receiving etanercept 50 mg once weekly (74.2%) or 


25 mg twice weekly (71.3%) achieved an ASAS 20 response compared with patients 


receiving placebo (37.3%; p<0.001). The lower limit of the CI for the actual response 


proportion difference between treatment groups was -7.1%, demonstrating non-inferiority of 


etanercept 50 mg once weekly to 25 mg twice weekly.  


Secondary efficacy outcome 


At Week 12, significantly greater ASAS 5/6 and ASAS 40 responses were achieved in 


patients receiving etanercept 50 mg once weekly and 25 mg twice weekly compared with 


patients in the placebo group (Table 21). There were no significant differences in the 


proportion of patients achieving ASAS response between the etanercept groups. 


At Week 12, a significantly greater proportion of patients receiving etanercept 50 mg once 


weekly and 25 mg twice weekly, achieved partial remission compared with patients in the 


placebo group (Table 21). In the etanercept groups, onset of partial remission occurred 


significantly earlier than in the placebo group (p=0.003 and p=0.025, log rank test; for 


etanercept 50 mg once weekly and 25 mg twice weekly, respectively). 


Table 21: Secondary efficacy outcomes: study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


 Etanercept   
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Outcome 50 mg  


(once weekly) 


25 mg  


(twice weekly) 


Placebo p value 


ASAS 5/6 (%) 70.3 72.0 27.5 p<0.001
† 


ASAS 40 (%) 58.1 53.3 21.6 p<0.0001
†
 


Partial remission (as 
defined in Anderson 2001) 
(%) 


31.6 21.3 5.9 p<0.05
†
  


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society. 
†Etanercept 50 mg and etanercept 25 mg vs placebo  


 
 
Significant improvements in measures of back pain, disease activity, and CRP levels were 


evident in both etanercept dosing regimen groups from as early as Week 2 compared with 


the placebo group (p<0.05). At all assessment points after Week 2 , a significantly greater 


proportion of patients receiving etanercept (both dosing regimens) achieved at least a 50% 


improvement in the BASDAI compared with the placebo group (p<0.05). At Week 12, 60.0% 


and 58.0% of patients in the etanercept 50 mg once weekly and 25 mg twice weekly groups, 


respectively, achieved a 50% improvement in the BASDAI compared with 19.6% patients 


receiving placebo (p<0.001). 


XxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxx


xxxx At Week 12, significant improvements in spinal mobility were observed in both 


etanercept groups compared with the placebo group when assessed using the modified 


Schober’s test, chest expansion and occiput to wall measurements (p<0.001, p=0.024 and 


p<0.05, respectively). 


Pharmacokinetics 


There were no significant differences in serum etanercept exposure between the two 


etanercept dosing regimens. 


3.5.1.4 Efficacy conclusion: Study 314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 


This randomised, placebo-controlled trial demonstrated that the efficacy of etanercept 50 mg 


once weekly was non-inferior to the dosing regimen of 25 mg twice weekly in patients with 


AS. In the pharmacokinetic analysis of both etanercept dosing regimens, there were no 


significant differences in serum etanercept exposure. Therefore, clinical outcomes for AS 


patients are expected to be comparable when treated with either the 50 mg once weekly or 


25 mg twice weekly dose of etanercept. 
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3.5.2 Study 16.0037/Davis, 2003  


3.5.2.1 Methodology: Study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


The source of the efficacy data for study 16.0037 is Davis et al, 2003 (10). Study 16.0037 


was a Phase III, multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled 24 week trial to 


determine the safety and efficacy of etanercept in adults with moderate to severe AS. A 


summary of the methodology for study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 is provided in Table 22. 


Table 22: Methodology study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


Study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


Objectives The primary objective was to evaluate the clinical response to etanercept on the 
basis of the percentage of patients achieving ASAS 20 at Weeks 12 and 24.  


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 28 sites in five countries: Canada, France, Germany, 
The Netherlands and the US. 


Design 
details 


Patients were stratified on the basis of concomitant use of DMARDs at the time of 
assignment to treatment. Efficacy and safety evaluations were performed at Weeks 
2, 4, 8, 12 and 24. 


Interventions Patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio, in blocks of two within each of the two 
strata, to receive either: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, self-administered twice weekly, or 


 Placebo 25 mg subcutaneous injection, self-administered twice weekly 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged 18–70 years 


 Diagnosis of AS according to modified New York criteria. Active AS was 
defined as:   


o A score ≥30 mm for morning stiffness (average of two scores on a 100 
mm VAS) 


o Scores of ≥30 mm for two of the following: patient’s global assessment of 
disease activity; average of two VAS scores assessing nocturnal or total 
back pain; functional ability as assessed by the BASFI 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Complete ankylosis (fusion) of the spine based on radiographic assessment 


 Previous use of TNF inhibitors 


 Serious infection (associated with hospitalisation or IV antibiotics) within 4 
weeks prior to screening 


 Had received any DMARDs (excluding hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine or 
methotrexate) within 4 weeks of baseline 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Doses of NSAIDS or prednisone (up to 10 mg/day) must have been stable for 2 
weeks prior to baseline and must remain stable for the duration of the study 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 To compare the proportion of patients in both treatment arms achieving ASAS 
20 at Weeks 12 and 24. 


Secondary efficacy endpoints  


 Achievement of ASAS 50 and ASAS 70  


 Percentage of patients experiencing a significant decrease in disease activity 
and achievement of near or partial remission  


Other outcomes 


 Effects of treatment  in individual ASAS domains, improvements in the 
BASDAI, spinal mobility scores (modified Schober’s test, chest expansion 
score and occiput to wall distance), peripheral joint counts, CRP and ESR 
levels and assessors global assessments (measured on a 100 mm VAS) over 
time 
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Study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy and safety was based on the ITT population which included 
all patients who received at least one dose of the study drugs. 


Statistical 
analysis  


All statistical tests were two-sided. Population size was determined based on an 
earlier RCT in patients with AS (93) and power calculations were performed using a 
two-sided Fisher’s exact test. The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, stratified by the 
presence or absence of concomitant DMARDs, was used to compare the 
proportion of patients in each treatment arm achieving ASAS 20, ASAS 50, ASAS 
70 and partial remission at each time point. The van Elteren stratified rank test was 
used for assessment of continuous measures calculated as the percentage 
improvement from baseline. 


Patients were considered non-responders at all assessment points for binary 
endpoints after study drug discontinuation. Missing data was handled using a last 
observation carried forward approach. 


For safety analyses, the proportion of patients with AEs and infections was 
compared between treatment arms using Fisher’s exact test. 


Abbreviations: AE, adverse events; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI., Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease 
Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease 
modifying anti-rheumatic drug; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ITT, intention-to-treat; NSAID, non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drug; VAS, visual analogue scale. 


 


3.5.2.2 Patient population: study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


Patient disposition 


A total of 277 patients were enrolled in the study and were randomly assigned to receive 25 


mg injections of etanercept (n=138) or placebo (n=139). In the etanercept group, 132 


patients (96%) completed the first 12 weeks of the study while 126 patients (91%) completed 


24 weeks of treatment. In the placebo group, 134 patients (96%) completed the first 12 


weeks while 120 patients (86%) completed 24 weeks. Seven patients in the etanercept 


group discontinued treatment due to adverse events (AEs), three patients withdrew due to 


lack of efficacy and three patients were lost to follow up. In the placebo group, there was one 


discontinuation due to an AE, 13 withdrawals due to lack of efficacy, two withdrawals of 


consent, two discontinuations due to lack of adherence to the protocol and one patient was 


lost to follow up.  


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


For the majority of patients in the etanercept and placebo groups, demographics and 


baseline disease characteristics were well matched (Table 23). 


Table 23: Patient demographics and baseline disease characteristics: study 16.0037/Davis, 
2003 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=138) 


Placebo 


(n= 139) 


Age, mean (range) years 42.1 (24–70) 41.9 (18–65) 


Male sex  105 (76) 105 (76) 


White 130 (94) 127 (91) 


Concomitant therapy at baseline 


Any DMARD† 44 (32) 43 (31) 


Sulfasalazine 29 (21) 30 (22) 


Methotrexate 15 (11) 17 (12) 
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Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=138) 


Placebo 


(n= 139) 


Hydroxychloroquine 3 (2) 1 (1) 


NSAIDs‡ 
126 (91) 128 (92) 


Corticosteroids§
 


18 (13) 20 (14) 


Duration of AS, mean (range) years 10.1 (0–30.7) 10.5 (0–35.3) 


Extra-spinal disease manifestation, no. (%) 


History of Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis 7 (5) 6 (4) 


History of uveitis or iritis 39 (28) 43 (31) 


History of psoriasis 11 (8) 15 (11) 


HLA-B27 positive, no. (%) 108 (84) 109 (84) 


ASAS component, mean (range) score   


Patient’s global assessment (100-mm VAS) 62.9 (16–100) 62.9 (9–100) 


Total back pain (100-mm VAS)  61.1 (7–100) 63.5 (0–99) 


BASFI§ 51.7 (4.3–97.7) 56.3 (11.5–97.0) 


Inflammation (0–100 scale) ¶ 
61.4 (17–100) 64.3 (7–100) 


Spinal mobility measure, mean ± SEM 


Modified Schober’s test, cm 3.06 ± 0.15 2.97 ± 0.13 


Chest expansion, cm 3.26 ± 0.19  3.21 ± 0.15 


Occiput-to-wall, cm 5.59 ± 0.50 5.33 ± 0.56 


BASDAI score, mean ± SEM†† 58.1 ± 1.5 59.6 ± 1.4 


CRP level, mg/dl, mean ± SEM (normal 0–1.0 mg/dl)  1.9 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2 


ESR, mm/hour‡‡, mean ± SEM 25.9 ± 1.8 25.4 ± 1.9 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASFI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HLA, human leucocyte antigen; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; SEM, standard error of the mean; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
†Some patients were receiving >1 DMARD. ‡Received within 6 months of the screening assessment. §Average 
of scores for 10 questions (possible range 0–100). ¶Mean score for the last 2 questions on the 6-quesiton 
BASDAI. ††Mean score for 6 questions related to disease activity. ‡‡Normal: 1–17 (males), 1–25 mm/hour 
(females).  


3.5.2.3 Results: study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


Primary efficacy outcome 


At Week 12, 82 (59%) of patients in the etanercept group and 39 (28%) of patients in the 


placebo group achieved an ASAS 20 response (p<0.0001). At Week 24, 78 patients (57%) 


and 31 patients (22%) achieved ASAS 20 in the etanercept and placebo groups, respectively 


(p<0.0001). A statistically significant difference in the ASAS responses between the two 


groups was evident from Week 2 and was sustained over the 24 weeks of treatment.  


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


Significant improvements in ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 responses were evident at Week 2 and 


were sustained throughout the study. 


XxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxXxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxXxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Other efficacy outcomes 


XxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


XxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Etanercept patients had significantly greater improvements in all 


individual components of the ASAS response criteria, CRP and ESR levels, BASDAI, BASFI 


and spinal mobility measures, compared with placebo patients at 24 weeks (Table 24).  


Table 24: Summary of secondary and other efficacy outcomes (study 16.0037/Davis, 2003) 


 Etanercept 


(n=138) 


Placebo 


(n=139) 


 


Outcome Baseline
†
 24 weeks


†
 Baseline


†
 24 weeks


†
 p value 


ASAS component 


Patient’s global assessment   
(100-mm VAS) 


62.9 ± 1.5 36.0 ± 2.4 62.9 ± 1.6 56.3 ± 2.3 <0.0001 


Back pain (100-mm VAS) 61.1 ±  1.8 37.1 ± 2.4 63.5 ± 1.7 57.8 ± 2.3 <0.0001 


BASFI‡ 51.7 ±  1.8 36.0 ± 2.2 56.3 ±1.7 54.7 ± 2.2 <0.0001 


Inflammation
§
 61.4 ±  1.9 33.4 ± 2.3 64.3 ± 1.8 56.6 ± 2.1 <0.0001 


CRP level, mg/dl (normal 0–
1.0 mg/dl) 


1.9 ±  0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.2 <0.0001 


ESR, mm/hour
¶
 25.9 ±  1.8 11.2 ± 1.0 25.4 ± 1.9 25.9 ± 1.9 <0.0001 


Spinal mobility measure
††


 


Modified Schober’s test, cm 3.06 ±  0.15 3.34 ± 0.15 2.97 ± 0.13 2.88 ± 0.13 <0.0014 


Chest expansion, cm 3.26 ±  0.19 3.85 ± 0.20 3.21 ± 0.15 3.01 ± 0.16 <0.0001 


Occiput-to-wall, cm 5.59 ±  0.50 4.53 ± 0.50 5.33 ± 0.56 6.01 ± 0.68 <0.0001 


BASDAI‡‡ 58.1 ±  1.5 34.5 ± 2.1 59.6 ± 1.4 55.1 ± 2.0 <0.0001 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP, C reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; VAS, visual 
analogue scale.  
†Values are reported as the mean ±SEM. 
‡Mean scores for 10 questions (possible range 0–100).  
§Mean score for the last 2 questions on the 6-question BASDAI.   
¶Normal: 1–17 mm/hour for males, 1–25 mm/hour for females.  
††Represented by increases in the modified Schober’s test and chest expansion measurements and by a 
decrease in the occiput-to-wall measurement.  
‡‡Mean scores for 6 questions related to disease activity. 
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Subgroup analyses 


Despite previous treatment with NSAIDs or corticosteroids and regardless of concomitant 


DMARD therapy, etanercept demonstrated efficacy in subgroup analyses. 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXx


xxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx.    


3.5.2.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 


This randomised, placebo-controlled trial demonstrates that etanercept 25 mg, self-


administered twice weekly is associated with rapid and significant improvements in the 


ASAS 20 and in higher levels of the ASAS response (ASAS 50 and ASAS 70) in patients 


diagnosed with moderate to severe active AS according to the modified New York criteria. 


From as early as Week 2, patients receiving etanercept also demonstrated rapid and 


significant improvements on the BASDAI and BASFI compared with patients receiving 


placebo. Etanercept also demonstrated efficacy in patients with persistent disease, despite 


previous treatments with NSAIDs and corticosteroids and regardless of concomitant DMARD 


therapy.  
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3.5.3 Study 16.0040/Davis, 2005  


3.5.3.1 Methodology: study 16.0040/Davis, 2005  


The source of the efficacy data for study 16.0040 is Davis et al, 2005 (119). This was an 


open-label extension study to: 


 Evaluate the extended safety of etanercept in the treatment of patients with AS who had 


previously enrolled in study 016.0037 (Davis, 2003).  


 To establish the efficacy of etanercept in patients with AS who had previously received 


placebo in study 016.0037. 


A summary of the methodology for study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 is provided in Table 25. 


Table 25: Methodology study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


Study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


Objectives To evaluate the longer term safety and durability of the clinical response in patients 
receiving etanercept for treatment of AS. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 28 sites in Canada, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands and the US. 


Design 
details 


Patients who had previously received etanercept in study 16.0037 and had enrolled 
in the extension study continued to receive etanercept for a further 72 weeks (up to 
96 weeks of treatment). Patients who had previously received placebo in study 
16.0037 switched to etanercept therapy in the open-label extension study for up to 
72 weeks.  


Interventions Patients received 25 mg etanercept subcutaneous injection, self-administered twice 
weekly for up to 72 weeks. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Detailed inclusion criteria are provided in Table 22 


 All patients who had completed study 16.0037 were eligible 


 Patients who had discontinued study 16.0037 due to lack of efficacy were 
eligible provided that they had returned for all the required follow up visits 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Detailed exclusion criteria are provided in Table 22 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 The durability of response, as assessed by the proportion of ASAS 20 
responders at Week 72, in those patients continuing etanercept from study 
16.0037 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Achievement of ASAS 50 or ASAS 70 improvement  


 The mean of the following four components of the ASAS outcome: patient 
global assessment, pain score, BASFI, BASDAI (two morning stiffness-related 
scores) 


Other outcomes 


 Nocturnal and total back pain, spinal mobility score (modified Schober’s test, 
chest expansion and occiput to wall measurements), peripheral joint counts, 
CRP and ESR levels, assessors global assessment and the proportion of 
patients achieving ASAS 40 or ASAS 5/6 


Populations 
analysed 


All patients who received at least one dose of study drug were included in the 
safety analysis. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The proportion of ASAS responders was determined over time by original treatment 
group. Efficacy analyses were reported without statistical inference between 
treatment groups. Measurements from the baseline visit of study 16.0037 were 
used as baseline values for all patients. The durability of the ASAS response rates 
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Study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


was assessed by combining data with the results of study 16.0037. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, 
C reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate. 
 


3.5.3.2 Patient population: study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


Patient disposition 


Of the 277 patients who received treatment in study 16.0037, a total of 257 patients were 


enrolled in the extension study (128 patients from the etanercept arm of the previous RCT 


and 129 patients beginning etanercept at Week 0). Of the 12 etanercept patients who 


discontinued study 16.0037, three patients enrolled in the extension study. Of the 19 placebo 


patients who discontinued study 16.0037 due to lack of efficacy, eight patients enrolled in the 


open-label extension study. Two hundred and nine patients received etanercept for at least 


72 weeks (104 patients continuing from study 16.0037) and 95 patients received 96 weeks 


of treatment. Sixty seven patients discontinued the extension study. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


The baseline demographics of the study patients were similar to those in study 16.0037 


(Table 23). The patient population was predominantly male (75%) and white (93%). The 


mean disease duration of the study patients was 10.7 years (range 0.5–35.8). Approximately 


one third of patients were taking DMARDs, including SSZ (21.8%), methotrexate (11.3%) 


and hydroxychloroquine (1.6%). The mean (SD) patient global assessment and BASFI at 


baseline were 63.3 (17.6) and 54.0 (20.6), respectively.  


3.5.3.3 Results: study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


Primary efficacy outcome 


Those patients who had previously received etanercept in study 16.0037 continued to show 


improvement in ASAS response after an additional 72 weeks of etanercept treatment (74% 


of patients achieved ASAS 20 while 46% of these patients achieved an ASAS 70 response). 


Of those patients who had previously received placebo in study 16.0037, at Week 24, 70% 


achieved an ASAS 20 response.  


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


Improvements in spinal mobility were seen in both those patients who had previously 


received etanercept and in those who had received placebo in study 16.0037 (Table 26). 


Those patients who had received etanercept in study 16.0037 showed sustained benefit in 


all additional outcome criteria (Table 26). The patients who had received placebo in study 


16.0037 showed improvement in all measures of additional outcome criteria, including CRP 


levels, duration and intensity of morning stiffness (mean of the last two questions on the 


BASDAI) and the BASFI (Table 26). Disease improvement as measured by the ASAS 40 


and ASAS 5/6 response was observed in both patient groups.  


Table 26: Additional efficacy outcomes following extended etanercept treatment (study 
16.0040/Davis, 2005) 


 Etanercept Placebo 


Other outcomes Baseline 


(study 


Extension 
study 


Baseline 


(study 


Etanercept 


Week 72‡ 
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16.0037) 


(n=128) 


Week 96† 


(n=95) 


16.0037) 


(n=129) 


(n=105) 


Spinal mobility measure, mean (SE) 


Modified Schober’s test, cm 3.1 (0.2) 3.5 (0.2) 3.0 (0.1) 4.6 (0.7)` 


Chest expansion, cm 3.4 (0.2) 4.0 (0.2) 3.2 (0.2) 3.5 (0.2)` 


Occiput-to-wall, cm 5.4 (0.5) 4.0 (0.6) 5.0 (0.6) 4.6 (0.7)` 


ASAS component, mean, (SE) 


Patient’s global assessment 
(0–100) 


63.2 (1.5) 26.6 (2.6) 63.3 (1.6) 28.4 (2.3) 


Back pain (0–100) 61.7 (1.8) 24.3 (2.6) 63.7 (1.8) 27.5 (2.6) 


BASFI (0–100) 51.1 (1.8) 25.4 (2.4) 56.8 (1.8) 32.3 (2.5) 


Inflammation§ (0–100) 60.9 (1.9) 22.8 (2.6) 65.3 (1.8) 28.0 (2.4) 


CRP levels, mean (SE) 1.8 (0.2) 0.5 (0.1) 2.0 (0.2) 0.7 (0.1) 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein; SE, standard error.  
†Consisting of 72 weeks of open-label etanercept and 24 weeks of etanercept in study 16.0037.  
‡Consisting of 72 weeks of open-label etanercept.  
§Mean score for the last 2 questions of the BASDAI (duration and intensity of morning stiffness). 


 


3.5.3.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 


As demonstrated by the results of the ASAS 20, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70, responses to 


treatment were maintained or improved in patients who received etanercept during the open-


label period, regardless of prior treatment group in study 016.0037. A sustained response 


was also demonstrated in the BASFI, measures of spinal mobility and in measures of 


inflammation (mean of the last two questions on the BASDAI). The results of this open-label 


extension study demonstrated that etanercept 25 mg twice weekly provided sustained 


durability of response in the improvement of the signs and symptoms of AS for 96 weeks.  
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3.5.4 Study: Davis, 2008 


3.5.4.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Davis, 2008 


The source of the efficacy data for Davis, 2008 is Davis et al (118). This was the second 


open-label extension study of study 16.0037/Davis, 2003 to assess the long-term efficacy 


and safety of etanercept in patients with AS. A summary of the methodology for Davis, 2008 


is presented in Table 27. 


Table 27: Methodology: Davis, 2008 


Study Davis, 2008 


Objectives To evaluate the long-term safety and efficacy of etanercept in patients with AS 
receiving therapy for up to 192 weeks. 


Study location The study was conducted at 28 sites in Canada, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands and the US. 


Design details Study 16.0040, the 96 week, open-label extension trial of study 16.0037 was 
further extended for a total of 168 weeks. Patients who had previously received 
etanercept in the initial RCT could receive etanercept for up to 192 weeks. 
Patients who received placebo in the RCT could potentially receive etanercept for 
up to 168 weeks.   


Interventions Following Week 72 of study 16.0040, patients received etanercept 50 mg per 
week, administered as two 25 mg subcutaneous injections twice weekly. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Full details are provided in section 3.5.2.1, Table 22 


 Discontinuation of DMARDs prior to enrolment  


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Full details are provided in section 3.5.2.1, Table 22  


 Previous therapy with any other anti-TNF agent 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Doses of methotrexate, hydroxychloroquine or SSZ must be stable if 
concomitant use was deemed necessary 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Achievement of ASAS 20, ASAS 40, ASAS 5/6 and partial remission 


 Effects of etanercept in individual ASAS domains (pain, function, inflammation 
and patient global assessment) 


 BASFI and  BASDAI scores 


 Spinal mobility assessed by the modified Schober’s test, chest expansion and 
occiput-to wall measurement 


Populations 
analysed 


All patients who had at least one post-dose assessment were included in the 
analysis. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The LOCF approach for missing data was used to calculate ASAS 20 response, 
ASAS 40 response and partial remission in patients who had at least one post-
dose assessment. Efficacy analyses were reported without statistical inference 
between treatment groups. Baseline values were determined for the initial RCT. 
Data relating to all individual components of the efficacy variables were collected 
at 12- or 24-week intervals for 168 weeks with the exception of chest expansion, 
which was not recorded for all patients at the final time points, thereby limiting 
ASAS 5/6 analysis to 144 weeks.  


Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis 
International Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; LOCF, last observation carried 
forward; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
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3.5.4.2 Patient population: Davis, 2008 


Patient disposition 


A total of 257 patients were enrolled in the open-label extension; 128 from the etanercept 


group and 129 from the placebo group. A total of 126 patients completed the additional 


extension study while 131 patients discontinued. Reasons for discontinuation included: 


patients declined to re-enrol following the amendments to lengthen the study duration 


(13.2%), patient refusal (10.1%) and AEs (8.2%). 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


The patient population was predominantly male (75%) and Caucasian (93%). The mean 


disease duration of the study patients was 10.7 years. Approximately one third of patients 


were taking DMARDs at baseline, including SSZ (21.8%), methotrexate (11.3%) and 


hydroxychloroquine (1.6%). 


3.5.4.3 Results: Davis, 2008 


After 192 weeks of continuous etanercept treatment, 81% of patients achieved a sustained 


ASAS 20 response while 69% achieved and sustained ASAS 40. By Week 168, a sustained 


ASAS 20 response was achieved in 82% of patients switching from placebo while ASAS 40 


was achieved and sustained in 68% of patients. Patients continuing with etanercept showed 


durability of response in the ASAS 5/6; 49% of patients responded by Week 8 and 60% 


responded by Week 144. After 24 weeks of etanercept, 48% of patients switching from 


placebo achieved ASAS 5/6 while 40% reached ASAS 5/6 at Week 144. At Week 192, 


partial remission was achieved by 44% of patients continuing with etanercept and 28% of 


patients switching from placebo. 


Improvements in disease activity and function as measured by the BASDAI and the BASFI 


were seen from baseline in the open-label extension study and were sustained throughout 


the study. Patients in both arms demonstrated sustained improvements in patient global 


assessment, total back pain and CRP levels. Results of the analyses of the individual 


composite efficacy outcomes are shown in Table 28. 


Table 28: Disease response measures at RCT baseline, OLE baseline and Week 168, Davis, 
2008 


Parameter 


(mean, SD) 


ETN/ETN Placebo/ETN 


RCT 
baseline 


(n=128) 


OLE 
baseline 


(n=124) 


Week 168 


(n=54) 


RCT 
baseline 


(n=129) 


OLE 
baseline 


(n=127) 


Week 168 


(n=50) 


Patient global 
assessment


†
 


63.2 (17.2) 29.6 (25.6) 19.7 (21.5) 63.3 (18.1) 33.0 (26.2) 25.9 (23.2) 


Total back pain
†
 61.7 (20.7) 29.5 (27.4) 18.8 (21.6) 63.7 (20.2) 33.6 (28.1) 24.1 (23.5) 


BASDAI morning 
stiffness


‡ 


60.9 (21.6) 26.6 (26.0) 19.0 (22.1) 65.3 (20.2) 30.4 (24.1) 26.0 (23.3) 


CRP level (mg/dl) 1.8 (1.9) 0.7 (1.8) 0.3 (0.5) 2.0 (2.4) 0.6 (0.8) 0.5 (0.7) 


Chest expansion (cm)
§
 3.4 (2.2) 3.9 (1.8) 4.1 (1.9)


¶
 3.2 (1.8) 3.3 (2.0) 3.7 (2.4)


¶
 


Modified Schober’s test 
(cm)


§
 


3.1 (1.8) 3.3 (1.7) 3.5 (1.7) 3.0 (1.6) 3.0 (1.5) 3.0 (1.5) 


Occiput-to-wall (cm)
§
 5.4 (5.7) 4.2 (6.2) 3.6 (5.9) 5.0 (6.4) 4.8 (7.0) 5.4 (7.3) 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP, C reactive protein; ETN, 
etanercept; OLE, open-label extension; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SD, standard deviation. 
†Scored 0–100 mm on a VAS  
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‡Average of the last 2 questions on the BASDAI relating to morning stiffness  
§Data collected at 24 week rather than 12 week intervals. At the OLE baseline the number of patients in the 
placebo-/ETN group was n=122 and for the ETN/ETN group n=113 
¶LOCF from Week 144 
 


3.5.4.4 Efficacy conclusion: Davis, 2008 


As demonstrated by the results of the ASAS 20 and the ASAS 40, treatment responses to 


etanercept were sustained throughout the open-label period in both treatment arms. A rapid 


response rate was also observed in the ASAS 5/6 and was sustained throughout the study 


period in both treatment groups. Substantial improvements in measures of disease activity 


were also maintained throughout the course of the open-label period. The results from this 


168 week open-label study therefore demonstrate that long-term therapy with etanercept in 


patients with AS results in major clinical improvements in the signs and symptoms of AS 


which are sustained for up to 192 weeks.
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3.5.5 Study: Boonen, 2008 


3.5.5.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Boonen, 2008 


The source of the data is Boonen et al, (22). This was an observational follow-up study of 


studies 16.0037 and 16.0040 and was designed to investigate the longer term effects of 


etanercept on the health related quality of life (HRQoL) in patients with AS. A summary of 


the methodology and efficacy outcomes is provided in Table 29.  


Table 29: Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Boonen, 2008 


Study Boonen, 2008 


Objectives To examine the long-term effect of etanercept therapy on HRQoL and utility in 
patients with AS. 


Study location The study was conducted at 28 sites in Canada, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands and the US. 


Design details Patients who had previously received etanercept in study 16.0037 and had 
enrolled in the 16.0040 extension study continued to receive etanercept for a 
further 72 weeks (up to 96 weeks of treatment). Patients who had previously 
received placebo in study 16.0037 switched to ETN therapy in the open-label 
extension study for up to 72 weeks. Patient-reported outcomes were used to 
assess HRQoL and utility at open-label baseline and every 12 weeks thereafter. 


Interventions Patients received 25 mg etanercept subcutaneous injection, self-administered 
twice weekly for up to 72 weeks. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Detailed inclusion criteria are provided in Table 22 


 All patients who had completed study 16.0037 were eligible provided that data 


was available at baseline and Week 12 for at least one patient-reported 


outcome 


 Patients who had discontinued study 16.0037 due to lack of efficacy were 


eligible provided that they had returned for all the required follow up visits 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Detailed exclusion criteria are provided in Table 22 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Permitted and concomitant medications are detailed in Table 22 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Mean change from baseline to Week 12 in SF-36, EQ-5D, SF-6D, and EQ-


VAS scores and to Week 72 


 Differences between mean SF-6D and EQ-5D scores in each treatment arm at 


baseline and between mean changes in SF-6D and EQ-5D scores from 


baseline to Week 12 


 Mean 72-week QALY gain per person in patients switching from placebo 


Populations 
analysed 


The population of patients included in the analyses were those who initiated the 
open-label phase of the trial and for whom data was available at baseline and at 
Week 12 for at least one patient-reported outcome. In total this included 232 
patients; 119 patients continuing with etanercept and 113 patients switching from 
placebo to etanercept in the open label study.  
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Study Boonen, 2008 


Statistical 
analysis  


Descriptive statistics were used to summarise SF-36, EQ-5D and SF-6D scores at 
baseline and each subsequent time point. Comparison of these scores was 
conducted using the t test. Baseline values and mean change from baseline were 
calculated for EQ-5D and SF-6D utilities and compared using the t test. QALYs 
over the 72 weeks were calculated based on EQ-5D and SF-6D utilities. 


It was assumed that the utility score would not have changed if patients had not 
received active treatment. Patients who withdrew from the trial were assigned 
their mean baseline utility score before starting active treatment. 


Patient 
disposition 


Of the 257 patients who initiated the open-label extension phase of the trial (128 
patients continuing with etanercept and 129 patients switching from placebo), a 
total of 220 (85%) completed the 72-week open-label extension study, including 
105 patients in the etanercept continuation arm and 115 patients switching from 
placebo. Data at baseline and Week 12 were available for at least one patient-
reported outcome for 232 (90%) patients (113 etanercept patients and 119 
patients switching from placebo, respectively). Of these patients, all had at least 
two assessments of the EQ-5D, while 227 patients (88%) provided two 
assessments of the SF-36 and SF-6D. 


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


 The two study groups were similar in terms of patient baseline demographics, 


including mean age, height, weight, and duration of disease. The majority of 


subjects were Caucasian men, with similar proportions in each treatment arm.  


 For patient-reported outcomes, open-label mean baseline values were 


significantly higher in patients continuing with etanercept compared with 


patients switching from placebo for the SF-36 PCS (p<0.0001), the EQ-5D 


(p<0.0001), and the SF-6D (p=0.0007) scores. Mean baseline values were 


also higher in patients continuing etanercept for SF-36 MCS and EQ VAS 


scores, although these differences were not significant. 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Despite significantly lower SF-36 PCS, EQ-5D, SF-6D and EQ-VAS scores in 


patients switching from placebo to etanercept at baseline, by Week 12, scores 


were similar between treatment groups and were sustained in both treatment 


arms over the 72-week treatment period. 


 At open-label baseline, mean SF-6D scores were significantly higher than 


EQ-5D scores in the patients switching from placebo (0.65 vs 0.49, 


respectively; p<0.0001) but not in patients continuing with etanercept (0.71 vs 


0.69, respectively; p=0.4) 


 The mean change in utility scores from baseline to Week 12 was significantly 


lower for the SF-6D than for the EQ-5D in patients switching from placebo 


(0.06 vs 0.18, respectively; p<0.0001) 


 The average QALY gain in patients switching from placebo was 0.24 


calculated using the EQ-5D, and 0.10 using the SF-6D 


Efficacy 
conclusion 


Etanercept treatment in patients with AS is associated with rapid and sustained 
improvements in measures of HRQoL. Etanercept treatment produces sustained 
improvement in SF-36 as well as EQ-5D and SF-6D utility scores over a 72-week 
period. Despite lower scores at baseline, patients switching from placebo to 
etanercept showed a rapid improvement in HRQoL and utility and, by Week 12, 
showed similar scores to patients continuing with etanercept. These 
improvements were sustained over the 72-week treatment period. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; EQ-5D, EuroQoL-5D; EQ-VAS, EuroQoL visual analogue scale; 
HRQoL, health-related quality of life; MCS, mental component score, PCS, physical component score; QALY, 
quality-adjusted life year; SF-36, short form-36. 
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3.5.6 Study: van der Heijde, 2008 


3.5.6.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: van der Heijde, 2008 


The source of the efficacy data is van der Heijde et al (124). This was an observational study 


to assess the effect of etanercept treatment on radiographic progression in patients with AS 


versus a cohort of patients who had never received treatment with anti-TNF agents. The 


methodology and efficacy outcomes of van der Heijde, 2008 are presented in Table 30. 


Table 30: Methodology and efficacy outcomes, van der Heijde, 2008 


Study Van der Heijde, 2008 


Objectives To investigate the effect of etanercept therapy on radiographic progression in 
patients with AS. 


Study location The study was conducted at 28 sites in Canada, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands and the US.  


Patients in the control arm of the study were enrolled in the OASIS study which 
was conducted in Belgium, France and The Netherlands. 


Design details Patients in the etanercept arm of this controlled study had previously completed 
the 24 week double-blind study 16.0037 and were enrolled in a 72 week open 
label extension trial (study 16.0040). Patients received etanercept for up to 96 
weeks. Patients in the control arm of the present study were enrolled in the OASIS 
study


†
 and had not been treated with anti-TNF agents. Radiographs of the cervical 


and lumbar spine from etanercept patients were compared with radiographs of 
patients in the control arm. Radiographs from both study arms were assessed by 
two independent, blinded readers. 


Interventions Patients in the etanercept arm received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneously, twice 
weekly for up to 96 weeks. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 All patients from study 16.0037 and the 16.0040 extension study who had 


received at least 1 dose of etanercept, and had baseline radiographs of the 


cervical and lumbar spine were eligible 


 All patients from the OASIS study with radiographs at baseline and at 2 years 


were eligible 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Patients from the OASIS study with complete spinal fusion at baseline were 


not eligible 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 NSAIDs 


 Analgesics  


 DMARDs (including corticosteroids). 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint:  


 Direct comparison of the 96-week change from baseline in the mSASSS 


between patients receiving etanercept and those in the control group, 


adjusted for baseline mSASSS. 


Secondary endpoints and sensitivity analysis: 


 Change in mean baseline cervical and lumbar radiography scores 


 Comparison between all patients with baseline radiographs in the etanercept 


group and patients in the OASIS group who would have fulfilled the entry 


criteria for study 16.0037 (section 3.5.2) 


 Comparison between all patients in the etanercept group with baseline and 96 


week radiographs and patients from the OASIS study who would have fulfilled 


the entry criteria for study 16.0037 (section 3.5.2) 


Populations All patients from the RCT and the open-label extension who received at least 1 
dose of etanercept and had baseline radiographs of the cervical and lumbar spine 
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Study Van der Heijde, 2008 


analysed were analysed. All patients from the OASIS study with radiographs at baseline 
and at 2 years were evaluated as controls. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Missing data on the 96-week change from baseline in the mSASSS due to 
missing post-baseline radiographs was calculated using the median change from 
baseline score observed in patients in the control arm with the same baseline 
score. Baseline characteristics of the patients in the etanercept trial and patients 
in the OASIS study were compared by chi-square test for categorical variables 
and t-test for continuous variables.  


Radiographic progression was compared between the patients in the etanercept 
trial and those in the OASIS study using Quade rank analysis of covariance, 
adjusted for baseline mSASSS on the change in mSASSS from baseline to 96 
weeks. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; DMARDs, disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; NSAIDs, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; mSASSS, modified Stoke AS Spine Score; OASIS, Outcome Assessment in 
Ankylosing Spondylitis International Study. 
†The OASIS study was an international observational study on outcome in AS patients which included 
consecutive patients who were followed up for 10 years. The protocol included assessment of radiographs of the 
cervical and lumbar spine at baseline at 1-year and 2-year follow-up, and every 2 years thereafter. 


 
 


3.5.6.2 Patient population: van der Heijde, 2008 


Patient disposition 


Of the 257 patients who enrolled in the open label extension study, 76% received etanercept 


for at least 48 weeks while 50% received etanercept for at least 72 weeks and had data 


available for radiographic analysis. A total of 175 of the 219 original OASIS patients had 


available radiographs for analysis. Forty-three percent of OASIS patients (n=76) met the 


inclusion criteria for the original RCT at baseline (section 3.5.2). 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Patient age and duration of disease were similar between treatment groups. Patients in the 


OASIS arm has significantly less active disease as indicated by lower BASDAI, BASFI, and 


patients global assessment scores (all p<0.0001). Baseline spinal mobility and mSASSS 


scores were similar between treatment groups (Table 31).  


Table 31: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Baseline characteristic Etanercept 


(n=257) 


OASIS 


(n=175) 


OASIS meeting 
study 16.0037 
entry criteria 


(n=76) 


Age, mean ±SD years 41 ± 10.2 44 ± 12.5 48 ± 12.3 


Male, no. (%)  194 (75.5) 121 (69.1) 54 (71.1) 


Disease duration, mean ±SD years 10 ± 8.5 11 ± 8.5 12 ± 9.8 


CRP, mean ± SD mg/dL 2.0 ± 2.20 1.5 ± 1.98 1.50 ± 1.81 


HLA-B27 positive, no. (%) 201 (78.2) 142 (81.1) 64 (84.2) 


DMARD use at baseline, no. (%) 83 (32.3) 18 (10.3)* 4 (5.3) 


Patients global assessment, mean ±SD 63 ± 18.0 38 ± 27.8* 27 ± 27.2 


BASFI, mean ±SD 54 ± 20.7 34 ± 25.5* 55 ± 16.6 


BASDAI,  mean ± SD 63 ± 20.9 35 ± 20.9* 47 ± 19.8 
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Modified Schober’s score, mean ± SD 3.0 ± 1.7 2.9 ± 1.4 2.3 ± 1.4 


mSASSS, mean ± SD 16 ± 18.3 14 ± 17.6 19 ± 20.8 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; HLA, human 
leucocyte antigen; mSASSS, Modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score; SD, standard deviation. 
*p<0.0001 versus etanercept treated patients. 
 
 


3.5.6.3 Results: van der Heijde, 2008 


Primary efficacy outcome 


There was no significant difference in the change in the mean mSASSS score from baseline 


among patients who received etanercept (0.91 ± 2.45) versus those from the OASIS group 


(0.95 ± 3.18), or versus OASIS patients who met RCT entry criteria at baseline (1.27 ± 3.64). 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


At 96 weeks, there were no significant differences in the change in mean cervical 


radiography scores from baseline between etanercept patients (0.49 ± 1.40) versus OASIS 


patients (0.42 ± 2.11), or versus OASIS patients who met RCT entry criteria at baseline 


(0.53 ± 2.29). At 96 weeks, there were no significant differences in change in mean lumbar 


radiography scores from baseline between etanercept patients (0.42 ± 1.84) versus OASIS 


patients (0.53 ± 1.88), or versus OASIS patients who met RCT entry criteria at baseline 


(0.73 ± 2.00). 


In multiple subgroup analyses, there were no significant differences in the mean change in 


the mSASSS between treatment groups when patients receiving etanercept were 


subgrouped according to duration of treatment. There were no significant differences in the 


mean change in mSASSS when patients who had received etanercept during study 16.0037 


and patients who had previously received placebo were compared with OASIS patients.  


3.5.6.4 Study conclusion: van der Heijde, 2008 


While etanercept has been shown to be highly effective in treating the clinical signs and 


symptoms of AS, this study did not find any evidence that structural changes in spine 


disease were slowed or reversed in AS patients treated with etanercept for nearly 2 years. 
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3.5.7 Study 311-EU/Calin, 2004  


3.5.7.1 Methodology: study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


The source of the efficacy data for study 311-EU is Calin et al, 2004 (11) (NCT00421915).  


This was a Phase III, multicentre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to 


evaluate the efficacy and safety of etanercept in the treatment of adult patients with active 


AS. A summary of the methodology for study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 is provided in Table 32. 


Table 32: Methodology study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 (NCT00421915) 


Objectives The primary objective was to evaluate the clinical response to etanercept on the 
basis of response criteria recommended by the ASAS Working Group.  


Study 
location 


The study was conducted in 14 centres in eight countries: Belgium, Finland, 
France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain and the UK. 


Design 
details 


A screening period of up to 4 weeks was followed by a 12 week treatment period 
during which patients received etanercept or placebo. Efficacy and safety 
evaluations were performed at Weeks 2, 4, 8 and 12. 


Patients were stratified on the basis of concomitant use of DMARDs at baseline. 
Patients were randomised to receive either etanercept or placebo. Etanercept and 
placebo study drugs were similar in appearance to maintain blinding. 


Interventions Patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, self-administered twice weekly, or 


 Placebo 25 mg subcutaneous injection, self-administered twice weekly  


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged 18–70 years 


 Active AS diagnosed using the modified New York criteria. Active disease was 
diagnosed if the patient had an average score ≥30 for spinal inflammation and 
a score ≥30 on at least two out of the remaining three domains. 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Complete ankylosis of the spine 


 Previous use of TNF inhibitors (including etanercept) 


 Use of DMARDs (except for  hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine or 
methotrexate) within 4 weeks of baseline 


 Use of multiple NSAIDs 


 Receiving >10 mg prednisone daily 


 Had changed doses of NSAIDs or prednisone within 2 weeks of baseline 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint  


 The proportion of patients achieving an ASAS 20 response 


Secondary efficacy endpoints  


 Percentage of ASAS 20 responders at Weeks 2, 4 and 8 


 Achievement of ASAS 50  or ASAS 70 at any visit  


 Symptom improvements in individual ASAS domains 


 Improvement on the BASDAI 


 Improvements in levels of CRP and ESR 


 Spinal mobility improvement (chest expansion, Schober’s test and occiput to 
wall distance) 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy and safety was based on the ITT population which included 
all patients who received at least one dose of the blinded study drugs.  


Statistical 
analysis  


Differences between treatment arms were assessed using the Cochrane-Mantel-
Haenszel test, stratified by baseline DMARD use. Direct and interactive effects of 
DMARDs on ASAS responses were assessed using Chi-square and Breslow-Day 
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Study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 (NCT00421915) 


tests. For the safety analysis, the percentage of adverse events occurring in both 
treatment arms was assessed using Fisher’s exact test. All statistical tests were 
two-sided. Response rates of 75% and 35% in the etanercept and placebo groups, 
respectively, were expected based on a previous trial. Assuming similar response 
rates, the study design provided 90% power with 40 patients in each group. 


Missing data for continuous and ordinal end points was handled using the LOCF 
approach. Non-responders were patients who withdrew from the study prematurely 
at each assessment interval for ASAS and other patient reported responses. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drugs; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ITT, intention to treat; LOCF, last observation carried 
forward; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.  


 


3.5.7.2 Patient population: study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Patient disposition 


A total of 84 patients were enrolled in the study and were randomly assigned to receive 25 


mg injections of etanercept (n=45) or placebo (n=39). Eighty two patients completed the 


study and two patients discontinued prematurely; both in the etanercept arm. The first 


patient discontinued due to not meeting the inclusion criterion for active disease while the 


second withdrew consent 8 days after treatment was started. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Patient demographics were similar between treatment groups except that patients in the 


etanercept group were, on average, 5 years older and had a diagnosis of AS for 5 years 


longer than patients in the placebo group. The majority of patients were white (94%) and 


there was a higher proportion of males (79%). Baseline disease activity scores and 


concomitant use of DMARDs, NSAIDS and corticosteroids was similar in both treatment 


arms. A summary of patient demographics and baseline characteristics is provided in Table 


33.  
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Table 33: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=45) 


Placebo 


(n=39) 


Total 


Age (years), mean (SD) 45.3 (9.5)* 40.7 (11.4) 43.2 (10.6) 


Sex (male/female), % 80/20 77/23 79/21 


Race (white/other), % 93/7 95/5 94/6 


Disease duration (years), mean (SD) 15.0 (8.8)** 9.7 (8.2) 12.5 (8.9) 


Concomitant use of DMARD, †
 
No (%) 16 (36) 16 (41) 32 (38) 


Hydroxychloroquine 0 1 (3) 1 (1) 


Methotrexate  6 (13) 5 (13) 11 (13) 


Sulfasalazine 11 (24) 11 (28) 22 (26) 


Concomitant use of oral NSAID, No (%) 40 (89) 33 (85) 73 (87) 


Concomitant use of corticosteroid, No (%) 7 (16) 6 (15) 13 (15) 


Mean scores on ASAS components:    


Spinal inflammation 67.5 62.9 65.4 


Nocturnal and total back pain 60.0 56.1 58.2 


Patient global assessment 65.6 63.4 64.6 


Functional impairment 60.2 57.2 58.8 


Mean BASDAI scores overall 61.0 58.6 59.9 


BASDAI scores <40, No (%) 4 (9) 5 (13) 10 (12) 


CRP level (mg/L) (median ±SD) 154 97 - 


Spinal mobility measures (mean ±SD) 


Chest expansion, cm 3.3  3.9  xxxx 


Schober’s test, cm 12.2  12.8  xxxxx 


Occiput to wall measurement, cm 7.3  4.6  xxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; 
NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation. 
*p<0.05 vs placebo by analysis of variance (ANOVA).  
**P<0.01 vs placebo (ANOVA). 
 †One patient in each group took more than one DMARD. 


 


3.5.7.3 Results: study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Primary efficacy outcome 


ASAS 20 


At Week 12, significantly more patients in the etanercept group were ASAS 20 responders 


compared with patients in the placebo group (26 [60%] vs 9 [23%], respectively; p<0.001; 


95% confidence interval (CI) 17.4 to 56.4%). There was no significant effect with respect to 


the use of concomitant DMARDs on the primary efficacy endpoint (p=0.632). At Week 12, 


there was no interaction effect between etanercept and DMARDs on ASAS 20 (p=0.694). 


Rapid clinical responses to therapy were evident in etanercept patients from Week 2 and 


were sustained through all assessment visits. 
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Secondary efficacy outcomes 


There were significantly more responders at the ASAS 50 (p<0.01) level at all visits and at 


the ASAS 70 level at Weeks 2, 4 and 8 (p<0.05) in the etanercept group compared with the 


placebo group. By Week 12, 49% of the etanercept patients had 50% or more improvement 


on the ASAS criteria vs 10% of placebo patients while 24% of etanercept patients 


experienced 70% or more improvement compared with 10% of placebo patients. Etanercept 


patients had significantly improved mean scores on the individual ASAS components 


compared with placebo patients (p<0.01 for all components).  


Patients treated with etanercept had statistically significant greater improvements in spinal 


inflammation, nocturnal and total pain, patient global assessment of disease activity and 


functional index scores compared with placebo treated patients at Week 12 (Table 34). 


Etanercept patients had significantly more improvement in nine out of ten types of functional 


abilities as assessed by the BASFI. In addition, etanercept patients had significantly greater 


improvements in BASDAI composite index, BASDAI fatigue component scores, and BASFI 


total score compared with the placebo group (Table 34). At Week 12, the percentage of 


etanercept patients with BASDAI scores <40 increased from 9% at baseline to 71% (post 


hoc analysis).  


Table 34: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes, study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Response measure: assessment point Etanercept 


(n=45) 


Placebo 


(n=39) 


p value† 


ASAS: Spinal inflammation 


Baseline (mean) 67.5 62.9  


Week 12 (% change) 35.6 (43.3) 52.6 (15.9) 0.003 


ASAS: Nocturnal and total pain 


Baseline (mean) 60.0 56.1  


Week 12 (% change) 31.0 (43.1) 51.2 (6.2) 0.000 


ASAS: Patient global assessment 


Baseline (mean) 65.6 63.4  


Week 12 (% change) 38.4 (37.0) 54.1 (12.6) 0.011 


ASAS: Functional impairment (BASFI) 


Baseline (mean) 60.2 57.2  


Week 12 (% change) 39.6 (35.4) 53.9 (3.4) 0.000 


BASDAI: Composite score 


Baseline (mean) 61.0 58.6  


Week 12 (% change) 33.8 (43.6) 50.1 (13.6) 0.001 


BASDAI: Fatigue score 


Baseline (mean) 68.2 59.0  


Week 12 (% change) 38.4 (42.6) 54.8 (-4.9) 0.000 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index.  
†Differences in mean percentage change, baseline to Week 12 (Cochrane-Mantel-Haenszel test). 


 


On examination of acute phase reactants, there was a significant decrease in levels of CRP 


and ESR in etanercept patients compared with placebo (p<0.0001). In terms of spinal 
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mobility, etanercept treated patients had a significant improvement in spinal flexion, as 


measured by Schober’s test compared with placebo (p<0.01). While not significant, other 


measures of spinal mobility showed numerical improvements in etanercept patients 


compared with placebo patients (Table 35).  


Table 35: Comparison of acute phase reactants and spinal mobility values at baseline and at 
Week 12, study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


Measurement: assessment point Etanercept Placebo p value 


CRP (mg/l) n=45 n=39  


Baseline (median) 15.4 9.7  


Week 12 (median % change) 4.0 (69.5) 11.7 (0.0) 0.000 


ESR (mm/1st h) n=45 n=39  


Baseline (median) 27.0 26.0  


Week 12 (% change) 6.0 (79.6) 29.0 (0.0) 0.000 


Schober’s test of spinal flexion (cm) n=44 n=39  


Baseline (median) 2.2 2.8  


Week 12 (% change)† 2.7 (-36.0) 2.7 (1.3) 0.009 


Chest expansion (cm) n=44 n=39  


Baseline (median) 3.3 3.9  


Week 12 (% change) 3.8 (-29.9) 4.1 (29.0) 0.870 


Occiput to wall distance (cm) n=32‡ n=22‡  


Baseline (median) 7.3 4.6  


Week 12 (% change) 6.2 (12.5) 4.0 (7.2) 0.065 


Abbreviations: CRP, C reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; SD, standard deviation. 
*Differences in average percentage change, baseline to Week 12 (Cochrane Mantel-Haenszel test). 
†Negative percentage change from baseline indicates improvement. 
‡Includes only patients who had a value greater than zero at baseline. 


 


3.5.7.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 311-EU/Calin, 2004 


This randomised controlled trial demonstrates that compared with placebo, etanercept 25 


mg, self-administered twice weekly produced rapid, significant and sustained improvement in 


clinical and biological measures of AS, including ASAS response criteria and composite and 


fatigue BASDAI scores.  
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3.5.8 Study: 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009  


3.5.8.1 Methodology: study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 


The source of the efficacy data for study 312-EU is Dijkmans et al, 2009 (120). This was a 


96 week, open-label extension follow up study to assess the longer term safety and efficacy 


of etanercept in patients with AS who had previously enrolled in study 311-EU/Calin, 2004. A 


summary of the methodology for study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 is provided in Table 36. 


Table 36: Methodology: study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 


Study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 


Objectives To evaluate the longer term efficacy and safety, including radiographic outcomes, 
in patients receiving etanercept for treatment of AS. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted in 14 centres in eight countries in Europe: UK, Belgium, 
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, and Spain. 


Design 
details 


Patients who had previously received etanercept in study 311-EU continued to 
receive etanercept for the duration of the extension study. Patients who had 
previously received placebo in study 311-EU switched to etanercept therapy. 
Efficacy assessments were conducted every 4 weeks for the first 12 weeks 
followed by every 12 weeks thereafter. 


Interventions Patients received 25 mg etanercept subcutaneous injection, twice weekly. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Previously completed study EU-311/Calin, 2004 


 Aged 18–70 


 Diagnosis of active AS according to modified New York criteria 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


Detailed exclusion criteria are provided in Table 32 


Table 32 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 The proportion of patients achieving an ASAS 20, ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6 
response 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Radiographic progression assessed by the mSASSS 


 BASFI, BASDAI, nocturnal and total back pain, patient and physician global 
assessments, spinal mobility (modified Schober’s test, chest expansion and 
occiput to wall distance), number of painful joints (70 joints) and swollen joints 
(68 joints), CRP levels, and the proportion of patients achieving partial 
remission. 


Populations 
analysed 


Patients receiving the study drug. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Missing data was handled using the LOCF approach. Separate and overall total 
mSASSS scores were calculated for the cervical spine and the lumbar spine. Only 
patients with total baseline and Week 48 mSASSS scores were included in the 
radiographic analysis. If >3 scoring vertebral units in the cervical or lumbar spine 
sections were missing, the total mSASSS score was assigned a missing value. If 
≤3 vertebral units in a section were missing, the mean of the other scoring units 
was used as a substitute for the missing units.  


Basic summary statistics were used to report treatment sequence for all patients. 
Within group changes from baseline were tested using paired t-tests. The intraclass 
correlation coefficient between the two matched readings of nine patients was 
calculated to assess intra-reader variability for baseline and Week 48 images. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, 
C reactive protein; LOCF, last observation carried forward; mSASSS, modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Spine Score. 
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3.5.8.2 Patient population: study 312-EU/Dijkmans 


Patient disposition 


From a total of 84 patients enrolled in study 311-EU, 82 patients (43 from the etanercept 


group and 39 from the placebo group) entered the extension study. Eighty one patients 


received the study drug and were included in the analysis of the extension study. A total of 


61 patients (75%) completed the open-label extension study. Of the 20 patients who 


withdrew from the extension study, 15 discontinued due to AEs, one patient withdrew 


because of lack of efficacy and 4 patients discontinued due to other reasons.  


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


The majority of the patients who participated in the extension study were male (78%) with a 


mean age of 43 years. The mean disease duration was 12.5 years. 


3.5.8.3 Results: study 312-EU/Dijkmans 


Primary efficacy outcome 


The proportion of patients achieving an ASAS 20 response in the group who had previously 


received etanercept in study 311-EU remained constant for the duration of the extension 


study. Throughout the extension study period, the proportion of patients achieving ASAS 20 


in the group who had previously received placebo continued to increase. At Week 108, 79% 


of all patients achieved an ASAS 20 response. At Week 108, ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6 


responses were achieved in 59% and 30% of patients, respectively.  


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


Secondary efficacy outcomes are shown in Table 37. Both treatment groups showed 


continued improvement in the BASDAI score up to Week 108. At Weeks 60 and 108, overall 


BASDAI scores showed a 60% and 57% improvement from baseline, respectively. Continual 


improvement was seen in individual components of the ASAS criteria throughout the 


extension study in both treatment groups. After 108 weeks, less pain was reported in the 


patients continuing to receive etanercept group compared with those patients who had 


switched to etanercept from placebo. Early and sustained improvements were seen in two of 


the assessments of spinal mobility in the patients who continued to receive etanercept 


whereas improvements in all three components were observed in the group switching from 


placebo. 


Table 37: Secondary efficacy outcomes: study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 


 Etanercept† 


(n=42) 


Placebo to etanercept† 


(n=39) 


Outcome Baseline Week 60 Week 108 Baseline Week 60 Week 108 


BASDAI 60.9 21.3 (65.1) 23.0 (62.3) 58.6 27.0 (53.9) 29.1 (50.3) 


ASAS components 


Patient global 
assessment 


66.2 23.0 (65.3) 21.9 (67.0) 63.4 29.8 (53.0) 28.8 (54.5) 


Total back pain 62.2 18.7 (70.0) 22.5 (63.9) 56.5 27.3 (51.7) 29.9 (47.1) 


Nocturnal back 
pain 


59.1 15.0 (74.6) 17.2 (70.9) 55.8 21.7 (61.0) 25.2 (54.9) 


BASFI 60.1 29.3 (51.3) 30.4 (49.4) 57.2 33.7 (41.1) 34.6 (39.6) 


Morning 67.9 25.5 (62.4) 25.3 (62.7) 62.9 25.7 (59.1) 27.9 (55.6) 
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stiffness 


Spinal mobility 


Modified 
Schober’s test 


2.2 2.7 (26.0) 2.6 (21.4) 2.8 2.9 (5.1) 3.0 (6.9) 


Chest expansion 3.4 4.4 (27.7) 4.6 (33.6) 3.9 4.6 (16.3) 4.8 (21.8) 


Occiput to wall 7.0 6.0 (14.1) 6.8 (3.2) 4.6 2.1 (53.4) 2.5 (44.7) 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index. 
†Data are presented as mean scores (percentage change from baseline). 
 


At Week 108, the mean improvements in the number of swollen joints were 76.1% and 


78.4% in those patients continuing etanercept and in those switching from placebo, 


respectively. Improvements in the number of painful joints were 68.2% and 63.1% in the 


patients continuing etanercept and in the patients switching to etanercept, respectively. 


There was no evidence of deterioration or disease progression from baseline as assessed 


by mSASSS for cervical and lumbar spine in either treatment arm (Table 38).  


Table 38: mSASSS scores for cervical and lumbar spine: study 312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 


 Etanercept 


n=33 


Placebo to etanercept 


n=34 


Baseline, mean (SD) 18.27 (21.0)  11.95 (16.8) 


Week 60, mean (SD) 18.63 (20.9) 11.79 (16.8) 


Change, mean (95% CI) 0.36 (-0.1, 0.8) -0.15 (-0.7, 0.4) 


Change, median (interquartile range) 0.00 (0.0, 0.4) 0.00 (0.0, 0.0) 


Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation. 


 


3.5.8.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 312-EU/Dijkmans,2009 


This 96 week open-label extension study demonstrated that the early clinical benefits of 


etanercept in patients with AS (previously seen in study 311-EU/Calin, 2004) were sustained 


for up to two years. These included achievement of ASAS response, marked improvements 


in the individual components of the ASAS criteria and improvements in the BASDAI and in 


measures of spinal mobility. 
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3.5.9 Study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


3.5.9.1 Methodology: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


The source of the efficacy data for study 907-EU is Martin-Mola et al, 2010 (122) 


(NCT00444340) and the clinical study report (163). This was a long-term, open-label, 


multicentre Phase IV extension study to assess the safety and efficacy of etanercept 


treatment in patients with AS who had previously completed the placebo-controlled study 


311-EU and the open-label follow up study 312-EU. A summary of the methodology for study 


907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 is provided in Table 39. 


Table 39: Methodology: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


Study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 (NCT00444340) 


Objectives To evaluate the long term safety (primary objective) and sustained efficacy 
(secondary objective) of etanercept in patients with AS who had previously 
completed Studies 311-EU and 312-EU.   


Study 
location 


The study was conducted in the UK, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, The 
Netherlands and Spain. 


Design 
details 


Patients who completed study 311-EU and 312-EU were eligible to enrol in the 
extension study. Patient assessments were performed at baseline (immediately 
after the completion of the Week 96 visit of study 312-EU) and at approximately 3-
month intervals for up to 3 years. Each patient received treatment for up to 156 
weeks.  


Interventions Patients received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injections twice weekly. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 As described for study 311-EU (Table 32) 


 Completion of study 311-EU and the open-label follow up, study 312-EU 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Discontinuation from study 312-EU for safety or other reasons 


 Abnormal haematology or chemistry profile (e.g. white blood cell count, 
haemoglobin levels and platelet count) 


 Clinically relevant concurrent medical events including: cancer/history of 
cancer; serious infection; a diagnosis of any central demyelinating disease; 
uncompensated congestive heart failure; presence/history of blood dyscrasias 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoints 


 ASAS 20, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 response 


 Change from baseline in individual ASAS components (patient global 
assessment, total and nocturnal pain, BASFI, morning stiffness)  


 Frequency of and time to partial remission 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Change from baseline in physician global assessment, BASDAI, spinal mobility 
(modified Schober’s test, chest expansion, occiput to wall distance), complete 
joint assessment and CRP levels 


Other endpoints 


 ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6 


 BASDAI 50 


Populations 
analysed 


Efficacy analyses were conducted on all patients who received at least one dose of 
study drug in the extension study. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Missing data was handled using the LOCF approach. As this was an open-label 
study, efficacy analyses were descriptive only. ASAS 40, ASAS 5/6 and the 
BASDAI 50 were performed as post-hoc analyses. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, 
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C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; LOCF, last observation carried forward; 
NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 


 


3.5.9.2 Patient population: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


Patient disposition 


Out of a total of 61 eligible patients completing study 312-EU, 59 patients continued onto the 


extension study. All patients received at least one dose of study drug. Thirty seven patients 


(62.7%) completed the extension study. Fourteen patients (23.7%) discontinued the study. 


The most common reason for discontinuation was AEs (n=7; 11.9% of patients), followed by 


‘other reasons’, including protocol violations and non-medical reasons (n=6; 10.2%).   


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


The majority of the patients continuing onto the extension study were male (76%), the mean 


patient age was 44 years and the mean disease duration was 14.1 years. 


3.5.9.3 Results: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


Primary efficacy outcome 


At Week 156, there were no appreciable changes in the proportions of ASAS responders in 


each response category. Rather, by Week 156 of the extension study the proportion of 


patients achieving ASAS 20, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 responses was sustained over time. 


Despite a fluctuation in the mean outcome values at specific time points during this study, 


the overall trend demonstrated a sustained treatment response on all outcome measures in 


comparison to baseline. The results observed for the individual ASAS components were 


consistent with the overall ASAS response results (Table 40).  


Table 40: Primary efficacy outcomes: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


 Etanercept 25 mg 


(n=59) 


Outcome Baseline 


Week 12 


(study 312-EU) 


Baseline 


Week 96 


(study 907-EU) 


Week 156 


(study 907-EU) 


ASAS 20, n (%)  28/58 (48) 52 (88) 44 (75) 


XXXXxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


XXXXxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


ASAS 40 (post hoc analysis), n (%) 23/58 (40) 44 (75) 40 (68) 


ASAS 5/6 (post hoc analysis), n (%)   12/58 (21) 19 (32) 19 (32) 


XxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


XXXXX xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; †Values are presented as the mean (percentage) improvement from baseline. 
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Secondary efficacy outcomes 


At Week 156, the efficacy results observed in the secondary efficacy clinical parameters 


were consistent with the overall ASAS response results in that responses were maintained 


over time (Table 41). Again, despite a fluctuation in the mean outcome values at specific 


time points during this study, the overall trend showed a sustained treatment response on all 


outcome measures in comparison to baseline.   


Table 41: Secondary efficacy outcomes: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


 Etanercept 25 mg 


(n=59) 


Outcome  Study 312-EU 
baseline 


Study 907-EU 


baseline 


Study 907-EU 


Week 156 


Physician global assessments† xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 19.2 (66.4) 


BASDAI† xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 26.6 (55.5) 


BASDAI 50, n (%) xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 39 (66) 


Spinal mobility measures† 


Modified Schober’s test xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 2.9 (18.9) 


Chest expansion xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 4.9 (32.7) 


Occiput to wall xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 4.2 (26.6) 


CRP levels, mg/L†  xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 9.1 (64.1) 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein. 
†Values are presented as the mean (percentage) improvement from study 311-EU baseline. 
 


3.5.9.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 


The results of study 907-EU demonstrate that the positive efficacy outcomes achieved with 


etanercept 25 mg twice weekly in study 312-EU, including improvements in physical function 


and spinal mobility, were largely sustained in comparison to baseline throughout the duration 


of this 156 week extension study.   
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3.5.10 Study: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011  


3.5.10.1 Methodology: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 


The source of the efficacy data for the SPINE trial is Dougados et al, 2011 (13), 


(NCT00420238). SPINE was a multicentre, 12-week, randomised, double-blind, placebo-


controlled trial to evaluate the effect of etanercept in patients with advanced AS. The SPINE 


trial differs from the clinical trials of etanercept previously presented in this section as it 


focuses specifically on a patient population with advanced AS with an average disease 


duration of 21 years who have severe spinal ankylosis. The latter was an exclusion criterion 


in the other etanercept trials. The evidence from the SPINE trial therefore emphasises that 


the efficacy of etanercept has been studied across a broad spectrum of AS patients. A 


summary of the methodology and efficacy results for the SPINE trial is provided in Table 42. 


Table 42: Methodology: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 


Study SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 (NCT00420238) 


Objectives To assess the efficacy of etanercept on the symptoms and signs of advanced AS. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 21 centres in France, Germany, Hungary and The 
Netherlands. 


Design 
details 


Patient assessments were conducted at screening, baseline and at Weeks 2, 4, 8 
and 12.  


Interventions Patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg once weekly, or  


 Placebo  


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged 18–70 


 Diagnosis of AS as defined by the modified New York criteria and presenting 
with one of the following three criteria  defining advanced and severe spinal 
ankylosis: two intervertebral adjacent bridges and/or fusion at the lumbar spine; 
three intervertebral adjacent bridges and/or fusion at the thoracic spine; or two 
intervertebral adjacent bridges and/or fusion at the cervical spine. The 
radiological stage of AS was determined on a scale of 0–V†. 


 Active refractory disease as defined by a score ≥40 on the BASDAI despite 
NSAID treatment (≥2 NSAIDS at the maximum tolerated dose for ≥3 months) 


 Pain with axial involvement of the overall level of AS back, hip or neck for a 
score ≥30 on a VAS 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Previous therapy with an anti-TNF  


 A change in dose of NSAID within 2 weeks of baseline 


 A change in the dose of concomitant DMARD within 4 weeks of baseline 


 Significant concurrent medical disorders (e.g. serious infection, cancer) 


 Abnormal laboratory test results 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Doses of any concomitant DMARDs and NSAIDs must remain stable 
throughout the 12-week study period 


 Analgesics (with or without codeine or dextropropoxyphen) were permitted in 
cases of painful episodes during the study 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 Improvement in the BASDAI from baseline to Week 12 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Proportion of patients achieving ASA20, ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6  


 Proportion of patients achieving partial remission 


 Changes from baseline in patient’s global assessment of disease activity, 
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Study SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 (NCT00420238) 


BASFI, BASMI, CRP levels 


 Health outcomes assessments as measured by the MCII and PASS 


Other outcomes 


 Pulmonary function tests in accordance with American Thoracic Society 
standards 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy was based on the mITT population which included all 
randomised patients who received at least one dose of blinded study drug. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The population sample size of 40 patients per treatment arm was based on a 
power of 90% and a two-sided type 1 error of 5%. The primary endpoint was 
measured as the normalised net incremental AUC. For the primary endpoint, the 
linear trapezoidal method, divided by the number of days the patient remained in 
the study, was used to calculate the area between baseline and the patient global 
assessment curve as a function of time. The primary endpoint was analysed using 
an ANCOVA method with treatment as a factor and BASDAI at baseline as a 
covariate.  


Changes from baseline in the primary and secondary endpoints were analysed 
using a mixed model ANCOVA with an autoregressive correlation structure with 
baseline scores as a covariate and treatment groups, visits and their interaction as 
fixed factors. A generalised estimating equation model with an autoregressive 
correlation structure, a logit link and a binomial distribution was used for analysis of 
binary efficacy variables. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the time 
to achieve a sustained PASS with the log rank test used for comparison of survival 
curves.  


Missing data was handled using the LOCF approach.  


Abbreviations: ANCOVA, analysis of covariance; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; AUC, area under the curve; 
BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease 
modifying anti-rheumatic drug; LOCF, last observation carried forward; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drug; MCII, minimum clinically important improvement; PASS, patient acceptable symptom state; TNF, tumour 
necrosis factor; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
†Stages I-III =moderate radiographic evidence of structural damage involving <50% (≤12 vertebrae) in two spinal 
segments. Stage IV = advanced AS involving 50–80% of the spine in >2 spinal segments (13–19 vertebrae). 
Stage V = advanced AS involving ≥80% of the spine. 


 


3.5.10.2 Patient population: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011  


Patient Disposition 


Out of a total of 95 screened patients, 82 were randomised to receive study drug (39 


patients in the etanercept group and 43 patients in the placebo group). One patient in the 


etanercept group discontinued due to a pre-existing lung neoplasm while four patients 


discontinued in the placebo group; two patients for lack of efficacy, one patient lost to follow 


up and one due to withdrawal of consent. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


There were no significant differences in patient demographics and baseline disease 


characteristics between treatment arms. The majority of patients in the study were male 


(93%), the mean patient age was 47 years and the mean duration of disease was 21 years. 


A greater proportion of patients were classified as spinal radiological stage III (57%)  (Table 


43). 
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Table 43: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: SPINE trial/ Dougados, 2011 


Characteristics Etanercept† 


(n=39) 


Placebo† 


(n=43) 


Age, years 46±11 48±10 


Male, n (%) 37 (95) 39 (91) 


Disease duration, years 19±10 23±11 


HLA-B27 positive, n (%) 31 (79) 36 (86) 


Spinal radiological stage, n (%) 


Stage II 7 (18) 3 (7) 


Stage III 21 (54) 26 (60) 


Stage IV 7 (18) 9 (21) 


Stage V 4 (10) 5 (12) 


Intervertebral radiological fusion (0–24) 9±6 10±6 


Radiological mSASSS (0–72) 34±22 39±19 


Radiological hip abnormalities (coxitis)‡ 12 (32) 14(35) 


BASDAI 64±12 58±15 


BASFI 63±20 57±19 


BASMI 5.7±1.4 5.8±1.3 


Total back pain 70±16 61±20 


CRP level, mg/L 25±31 17±19 


ASDAS-CRP 3.90±0.71 3.63±0.76 


Disease activity state, n (%) 


ASDAS-CRP <1.3 (inactive disease) 0 (0) 0 (0) 


ASDAS-CRP >1.3–<2.1 (moderate disease activity) 0 (0) 1 (2.4) 


ASDAS-CRP >2.1–<3.5 (high disease activity) 12 (30.8) 17 (41.5) 


ASDAS-CRP ≥3.5 (very high disease activity) 27 (69.2) 23 (56.1) 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score – C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; HLA, human leucocyte antigen; mSASSS, 
Modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score. 
†Data are presented as mean ± SD. 
‡On pelvic x-ray assessment. 


 


3.5.10.3 Results: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 


Primary efficacy outcomes 


Over 12 weeks of treatment, the mean (±SD) normalised net incremental AUC for the 


BASDAI was significantly greater in the etanercept group compared with the placebo group 


(-11±16 vs -20±17, respectively; p=0.019). 
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Secondary efficacy outcomes 


The etanercept group showed significantly greater improvements in the absolute changes 


from baseline to Week 12 in the BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, total back pain and CRP levels 


compared with the placebo group (Table 44). Significant changes in the BASDAI over time 


were observed from Week 8 and were sustained until Week 12 in the etanercept group 


compared with the placebo group (Table 44). 


Table 44: Absolute changes from baseline to Week 12 in clinical parameters: SPINE 
trial/Dougados, 2011 


 Adjusted changes (baseline to Week 12)  


Parameter Etanercept 


(n=39) 


Placebo 


(n=43) 


p value 


BASDAI −26±20 −14±20 0.008 


BASFI −22±18 −10±18 0.004 


BASMI −0.57±0.65 −0.20±0.65 0.011 


Total back pain −29±24 −15±24 0.010 


CRP level, mg/L −16±14 −1±14 <0.0001 


ASDAS-CRP −1.51±0.87 −0.49±0.87 <0.0001 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score-C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index.  


 


 


Significantly more patients in the etanercept group achieved ASAS 20, ASAS 5/6 and 


BASDAI 50 responses compared with the placebo group. There were no significant 


differences in ASAS 40 and ASAS partial remission between treatment arms. The 


etanercept group showed significant changes in ASDAS-CRP from baseline compared with 


the placebo group (Table 45). 


Table 45: Secondary efficacy outcomes (responder criteria): SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 


Responder criteria Etanercept 


(n=39) 


Placebo 


(n=43) 


p value 


ASAS 20 25 (67%) 14 (33%) 0.003 


ASAS 40 17 (44%) 10 (23%) 0.053 


ASAS 5/6 8 (21%) 2 (5%) 0.044 


ASAS partial remission 7 (18%) 2 (5%) 0.073 


BASDAI 50 18 (46%) 10 (23%) 0.031 


ASDAS-CRP (change from baseline) 


ASDAS ≥1.1 (minimally important improvement) 25 (64.1) 7 (17.1) <0.0001 


ASDAS ≥2.0 (major improvement) 15 (38.5) 1 (2.4) <0.0001 


ASDAS-CRP status at Week 12 


ASDAS <1.3 17 (43.6) 35 (85.4) <0.001 


ASDAS <2.1 25 (64.1) 41 (100) <0.0001 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; CRP, C reactive protein.  
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According to the MCII, a significantly greater proportion of patients in the etanercept group 


showed “moderately” or “very improved” scores compared with the placebo group (63% vs 


38%, respectively). At Week 12, a greater proportion of patients in the etanercept group 


compared with the placebo group considered their condition as “acceptable” according to the 


PASS (61% vs 41%, respectively; p=0.065). By Week 12, a significantly lower proportion of 


patients in the etanercept group had a pulmonary restrictive pattern compared with the 


placebo group (p=0.032) indicating improvement in respiratory function. 


3.5.10.4 Efficacy conclusions: SPINE trial/Dougados, 2011 


The results of the SPINE trial demonstrate that short term therapy with etanercept 50 mg 


once weekly in patients with advanced AS is associated with significant improvements in the 


clinical symptoms (BASDAI, total back pain and MCII scores), markers of inflammation 


(CRP), spinal mobility (BASMI) and pulmonary function. The efficacy results presented for 


the SPINE study are particularly important as the data add to and strengthen the current 


evidence base for the clinical efficacy of etanercept. The SPINE trial results, taken together 


with the results of the previously reported etanercept AS trials, demonstrate that etanercept 


is clinically effective throughout the entire disease spectrum.  
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3.5.11 Study: Dougados, 2012 


3.5.11.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Dougados, 2012 


The source of the efficacy data is Dougados et al (121). This study was a 12 week open-


label extension of the SPINE trial to assess the longer term efficacy of etanercept treatment 


of patients with advanced AS (13). A summary of the methodology for Dougados, 2012 is 


presented in Table 46. 


Table 46: Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Dougados, 2012 


Study Dougados, 2012 


Objectives To evaluate the longer term efficacy of etanercept in patients with severe and 
advanced AS. 


Study location The study was conducted at 21 centres in France, Germany, Hungary and The 
Netherlands. 


Design details Patient assessments were conducted at baseline and at Weeks 2, 4, 8 and 12 of 
the double-blind study. Assessments were performed at Weeks 14, 18 and 24 of 
the open label extension study. 


Interventions Patients received subcutaneous etanercept 50 mg, once weekly for 12 weeks. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Patients who had previously completed the 12 week SPINE study were 
eligible to enrol in the 12 week open label extension study 


 Full inclusion criteria are provided in Table 42  


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Full exclusion criteria are provided in Table 42 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Doses of any concomitant DMARDs and NSAIDs must remain stable 
throughout the 12-week study period 


 Analgesics (with or without codeine or dextropropoxyphen) were permitted in 
cases of painful episodes during the study 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Improvements in the BASDAI, BASFI, BASMI, and total back pain  


 Change in CRP levels and ASDAS-CRP score 


 ASAS 20, ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6 response,  


 ASAS partial remission  


 BASDAI 50 response  


Populations 
analysed 


All patients who entered the open-label extension phase of the trial 


Statistical 
analysis  


Outcomes were assessed using descriptive statistics. Missing data was handled 
using the LOCF approach. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C 
reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug;  
 


 


3.5.11.2 Patient population: Dougados, 2012  


Patient Disposition 


A total of 77 patients were enrolled in the open-label extension study. Seventy four patients 


completed the 12-week extension study: 36 patients continuing with etanercept and 38 


patients switching from placebo. Of the three patients who failed to complete the extension 


phase, two withdrew consent (one from each group) while one patient continuing with 


etanercept was lost to follow-up. 
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Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


The demographic and disease baseline characteristics of patients entering the open-label 


extension trial were similar to those in the 12 week double-blind period (Table 43). The 


majority of patients in the study were male (92%), the mean patient age was 47.5 years and 


the mean duration of disease was 16 years. A greater proportion of patients were classified 


as spinal radiological stage III (57%)    


3.5.11.3 Results: Dougados, 2012 


Efficacy outcomes 


Patients continuing with etanercept in the open label extension study showed continuing 


improvement in BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI scores up to Week 24. Improvements in the 


BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI were also observed in patients switching from placebo to 


etanercept over the course of the extension study. Both treatment groups showed continued 


improvement in total back pain up to Week 24 (Table 47). CRP levels in the patients 


continuing etanercept remained stable during the extension study while patients previously 


receiving placebo achieved a reduction in CRP level when switching to etanercept in the 


open label period (Table 47). 


Table 47: Absolute changes from baseline to Week 24 in clinical parameters: Dougados, 2012 


 Etanercept† 


(adjusted change from 
baseline,95% CI) 


Placebo to etanercept† 


(adjusted change from 
baseline,95% CI) 


Parameter  Week 12 


(n=38) 


Week 24 


(n=38) 


Week 12 


(n=39) 


Week 24 


(n=39) 


BASDAI −27.4 (23.8) −37.6 (22.4) −15.0 (20.0) −28.6 (24.3) 


BASFI −22.4 (19.5) −28.9 (20.8) −10.7 (18.5) −21.8 (20.9) 


BASMI −0.6 (0.8) −0.8 (0.8) −0.2 (0.6) −0.5 (0.7) 


Total back pain −32.7 (25.8) −44.5 (25.1) −13.8 (27.5) −32.3 (31.8) 


CRP level, mg/L −18.5 (29.5) −16.1 (33.0) 1.4 (9.2) −9.6 (13.0) 


ASDAS-CRP −1.6 (1.1) −1.9 (1.2) −0.5 (0.8) −1.7 (1.1) 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score-C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, confidence interval. 
†Data are presented as mean (SD). 


 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


The proportions of patients achieving ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 response in both treatment 


arms continued to increase up to Week 24 of the open label extension study. By Week 24, 


ASAS partial remission was achieved by 29% of patients continuing with etanercept 


treatment and 23% of patients switching from placebo to etanercept (Table 48). A BASDAI 


50 response was achieved by 65.8% of patients continuing with etanercept and 48.7% of 


patients switching from placebo. More than 75% of patients continuing with etanercept 


achieved a clinically important improvement in the ASDAS-CRP while 26% of patients in this 


group reached inactive disease status. In the placebo to etanercept group, 63.2% of patients 


achieved a clinically important improvement in the ASDAS-CRP while 38.5% of patients 


achieved inactive disease status (Table 48). 
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Table 48: Secondary efficacy outcomes (responder criteria): Dougados, 2012  


 Etanercept† Placebo to etanercept† 


Parameter Week 12 Week 24 Week 12 Week 24 


ASAS 20 26 (68.4) 32 (84.2) 14 (35.9) 26 (66.7) 


ASAS 40 17 (44.7) 26 (68.4) 10 (25.6) 21 (53.9) 


ASAS 5/6 8 (21.0) 6 (15.8) 2 (5.1) 7 (18.0) 


ASAS partial remission 7 (18.4) 11 (29.0) 2 (5.1) 9 (23.1) 


BASDAI 50 18 (47.4) 25 (65.8) 10 (25.6) 19 (48.7) 


ASDAS-CRP (change from baseline) 


ASDAS ≥1.1 (clinically important 
improvement) 


7 (18.4) 29 (76.3) 7 (18.4) 25 (63.2) 


ASDAS ≥2.0 (major improvement) 1 (2.6) 19 (50.0) 1 (2.6) 13 (34.2) 


ASDAS-CRP inactive disease status (<1.3) 2 (5.1) 10 (26.3) 2 (5.1) 15 (38.5) 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score-C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index. 
†Data are presented as number of patients (%). 


 
 


3.5.11.4 Efficacy conclusions: Dougados, 2012 


The results of this 12 week open label study showed that the clinical signs and symptoms of 


severe and advanced AS continued to improve after up to 24 weeks of etanercept therapy 


as evidenced by improvements in the BASDAI, BASFI, ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 and 


achievement of a BASDAI 50 response.  
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3.5.12 Study: Brandt, 2003  


3.5.12.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Brandt, 2003 


The source of the efficacy data is Brandt et al, 2003 (89). Note that this was an independent 


study rather than a Pfizer sponsored trial.  


Brandt, 2003 was a multicentre trial conducted in two phases to investigate the efficacy of 


etanercept in patients with active AS: 


 Phase 1: placebo-controlled period of 6 weeks duration 


 Phase 2: an observational phase of 24 weeks duration 


A summary of the methodology and efficacy results for study Brandt, 2003 is provided in 


Table 49. 


Table 49: Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Brandt, 2003 


Study Brandt, 2003 


Objectives To investigate the efficacy of etanercept in patients with active AS not currently 
receiving therapy with DMARDs or steroids. 


Study location Not reported in the publication. 


Design details An enrolment period of 4 months was followed by a treatment period of 6 weeks 
during which patients received etanercept or placebo. After Week 6, patients in 
the placebo group switched over to etanercept for the next 12 weeks while 
etanercept patients continued to receive etanercept for a further 6 weeks. The 
study remained blinded until Week 12. The follow up period was 24 weeks for the 
etanercept group and 30 weeks for the placebo group. Assessments were 
performed every 3 weeks during the observational period. 


Interventions During the first 6 weeks of the study, patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly, or 


 Placebo 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly, switching to etanercept 
25 mg twice weekly after Week 6. 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Patients fulfilling the modified New York criteria for AS 


 Active AS as defined by a BASDAI score ≥4 and spinal pain ≥4 on a 0-10 
rating scale 


 Cessation of DMARD and oral corticosteroid use at least 4 weeks prior to 
screening 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Active tuberculosis within the last 3 years 


 Serious infection within the last 2 months 


 Lymphoproliferative disease or other malignancies within the last 5 years 


 Multiple sclerosis or a related disorder 


 Currently showing symptoms of severe disease 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 NSAID use (with no increase over the baseline dosage) 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 A ≥50% improvement in disease activity measured on the BASDAI between 
baseline and Week 6 


Secondary efficacy endpoints  


 Improvements in scores for spinal pain, BASFI, BASMI, ASAS response 
criteria, SF-36, CRP and ESR levels 


Other outcomes 
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Study Brandt, 2003 


 Time to relapse after cessation of etanercept treatment (only assessed in 
patients achieving at least a 20% improvement from baseline in the BASDAI 
after 3 months of etanercept treatment) 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy was based on the ITT population. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Power calculations were performed using one-sided Fisher’s exact test. In this 
superiority study, a population size of 15 patients per treatment group was 
calculated to be sufficient to detect a difference between groups at a significance 
level of 0.05 with a power >88%. All other data were analysed using two-sided 
statistical tests. Fisher’s exact test was used for comparisons in the response 
criteria. Response rates were calculated using 95% Clopper/Pearson confidence 
bounds.  


Analysis of covariance with the baseline value as covariable was used to compare 
means. Wilcoxon’s unpaired rank sum test was used to compare values at 
baseline. Changes within single BASDAI items were compared using a paired t-
test. 


Non-responders were patients violating the study protocol and patients who 
withdrew from the study.   


Patient 
disposition 


Out of a total of 33 eligible patients, 16 were randomised to receive etanercept 
while 17 were randomised to receive placebo. Two patients in the etanercept 
group and one in the placebo group were withdrawn from the study due to lack of 
compliance. One patient in the placebo group withdrew due to requiring surgery. 
In the etanercept group, 14 patients completed the study at Week 24. In the 
placebo group, 15 patients competed at Week 30. 


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


Baseline demographics were similar between treatment groups in terms of sex, 
disease duration, parameters of clinical disease, HLA-B27 status and radiographic 
changes in the spine. Patients in the placebo group were significantly younger 
compared with the etanercept group (p<0.05). 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy outcome 


 At Week 6 (placebo-controlled phase), 8 patients (57%) treated with 
etanercept achieved ≥50% improvement in the BASDAI compared with 1 
patient (6%) in the placebo group (p=0.004)  


 After 12 weeks of etanercept treatment, a 50% response was achieved in 
71% of patients continuing with etanercept and in 56% of patients switching to 
etanercept after placebo 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


 At Week 6 of the placebo-controlled phase, significant improvements in the 
BASDAI components, the BASFI, BASMI and CRP levels were observed in 
the etanercept group 


 At Week 6, an ASAS 20 response was achieved in 78.6% of etanercept 
patients versus 25% of placebo patients (p<0.01) while 42.9% of etanercept 
patients achieved an ASAS 50 response compared with 12.5% of placebo 
patients (p<0.01) 


 Etanercept† 


(n=14) 


Placebo† 


(n=16) 


 


Outcome Baseline Week 6 Baseline Week 6 p value 


BASDAI 6.5 ± 1.2 3.5 ± 1.9 6.6 ± 1.0 5.8 ± 2.0 0.003 


BASDAI component 


Fatigue 6.9 ±  1.2 4.5 ± 1.7 NR NR 0.0002 


Spinal pain 7.6 ± 1.3 3.9 ± 2.1 NR NR <0.0001 


Peripheral joint pain 5.4 ± 2.8 3.1 ± 2.4 NR NR 0.002 
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Entheseal pain 7.0 ± 1.7 3.6 ± 2.4 NR NR <0.0001 


Morning stiffness 5.5 ± 2.1 2.5 ± 1.5 NR NR 0.0003 


BASFI 6.2 ± 1.8 4.3 ± 2.3 5.3 ± 2.3 5.1 ± 2.4 0.008 


BASMI 4.1 2.6 3.8 ± 2.1 3.5 ± 2.3 0.01 


CRP level, mg/L 19 ± 17 <6 ± 4 NR NR 0.0001 


†Values are mean ± SD 


 


 After 12 weeks of etanercept (i.e. Week 12 in the patients continuing 
etanercept and Week 18 in patients switching from placebo, 10/30 patients 
(33.3%) achieved partial remission 


 Between baseline and Week 6, NSAID use was stopped in 38% of etanercept 
patients vs 13% of placebo patients  


 In the first 6 weeks of treatment, 62% of etanercept patients reduced their 
NSAID dose by 50% compared with 7% of placebo patients (p=0.016) 


 By Week 6, etanercept patients showed improvement in the physical 
component score of the SF-36 with no improvements seen in the placebo 
group (p=0.026). 


 Patients switching to etanercept from placebo after Week 6 showed similar 
responses to those observed in etanercept patients in all efficacy outcome 
measures. Response was increased or sustained in both groups throughout 
the treatment period with etanercept. 


Follow up 


 Within the 3 month follow up period, 18/24 patients (75%) experienced a 
relapse after cessation of etanercept treatment (mean ± SD time to relapse: 
6.2 ± 3.0 weeks) while the remaining 25% patients relapsed after the follow up 
period. 


Efficacy 
conclusion 


This independent study demonstrates that short term therapy (3 months) with 
etanercept 25 mg twice weekly is associated with significant and sustained 
improvements in the treatment of AS in patients receiving NSAIDs but not 
currently receiving DMARD or steroid therapy. Following discontinuation of 
therapy, the majority of patients experienced a relapse within 3 months. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis  Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug;  ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HLA, human leucocyte antigen; ITT, intention-to-treat; NR, 
not reported; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation; SF-36, short form-36. 
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3.5.13 Study: Brandt, 2005  


3.5.13.1 Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Brandt, 2005 


The source of the efficacy data is Brandt et al, 2005 (116). This was a 54 week, open-label, 


observational extension study to assess the longer term safety and efficacy of etanercept in 


patients previously treated with etanercept in Brandt, 2003.  A summary of the methodology 


and efficacy outcomes is provided in Table 50. 


Table 50: Methodology and efficacy outcomes: Brandt, 2005 


Study Brandt, 2005 


Objectives To investigate the longer term efficacy and safety of etanercept over one year, with 
inclusion of discontinuation and re-administration. 


Study location The study was conducted at two centres in Berlin and Herne, Germany. 


Design details Patients who had previously received etanercept in Brandt, 2003 had discontinued 
etanercept therapy for a mean of 26.8 weeks prior to screening. All patients had 
relapsed since discontinuation of etanercept (defined as a score ≥4 on the BASDAI 
and a score ≥4 on a 0–10 rating scale for physician global assessment according to 
the recently proposed ASAS Working Group consensus statement on the use of anti-
TNF agents in patients with AS (2). Patient assessments were conducted every 3 
weeks for a duration of 54 weeks. 


Interventions Patients received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly for 54 
weeks 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Detailed inclusion criteria are provided in Table 49 


 All patients who had completed Brandt, 2003 were eligible 


 A definite diagnosis of high disease activity after cessation of previous 
etanercept therapy (defined as a score ≥4 on the BASDAI and a score ≥4 on a 
0–10 rating scale for spinal pain despite NSAID therapy)  


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Not reported 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 NSAID use (with no increase over the baseline dosage) 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint  


 A ≥50% improvement on the BASDAI between baseline and Week 54 


Secondary efficacy endpoints  


 Improvements in mean scores for BASFI, BASMI, ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 
response criteria, ASAS 5/6, SF-36, CRP and ESR levels 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy was based on the ITT population and all patients who 
entered the extension study were included in the analysis. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The 95% CIs for frequencies were calculated using the Wilson scoring method. The 
paired t-test and the paired Wilcoxon rank sum test were used for comparisons 
between visits. A significance level of 0.05 was used with no adjustments for 
repeated significance testing.  


Non-responders were patients who withdrew from the study and the last observation 
carried forward approach was used to include non-responders in the calculation of 
mean values. 


Patient 
disposition 


Of the 29 patients who completed Brandt, 2003, 26 were enrolled in the extension 
study. Three patients discontinued treatment; one due to an AE, one due to lack of 
efficacy and one because of non-compliance. 


Patient 
demographics 


Baseline demographics were as reported for Brandt, 2003 (Table 49). More than two 
thirds of the patients starting the extension study had relapsed 12 weeks after 
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and baseline 
characteristics 


previous cessation of etanercept therapy while almost all had relapsed after 24 
weeks. 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy outcome 


 At Weeks 3 and 6, 30.8% and 46.2% of patients, respectively achieved a 
BASDAI 50% response. This improvement in disease activity was sustained up 
to Week 54 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


 An ASAS 20 response was achieved in 73.1% (95% CI:54–56) of patients while 
62.5% (95% CI:17–50) of patients achieved ASAS 40 


 ASAS 5/6 was achieved in 65% (95% CI:46–81) of patients  


 At Week 54, 8 patients (31%) were in partial remission 


 At Week 54, significant improvements in the BASDAI total score, BASDAI 
components, the BASFI, BASMI, CRP and ESR levels were observed compared 
to baseline. 


 Etanercept†  


Outcome Baseline Week 54 p value 


BASDAI, mean ± SD 6.4± 1.6 2.8 ± 2.3 <0.0001 


Fatigue 7.1 ±  1.5 3.7 ± 2.7 <0.0001 


Spinal pain 7.3 ± 1.6 3.3 ± 2.8 <0.0001 


Peripheral joint pain 5.0 ± 3.0 2.1 ± 2.4 0.0001 


Entheseal pain 6.5 ± 1.8 2.6 ± 2.6 <0.0001 


Morning stiffness 5.9 ± 2.1 2.2 ± 2.3 <0.0001 


BASFI 6.0 ± 2.1 3.5 ± 2.8 <0.0001 


BASMI 3.3 ± 2.0 2.5 ± 2.1 0.004 


Number of swollen joints, mean 0.7 ± 4.0 0.0 ± 1.8 0.043 


Number of enthesitic sites 2.4 ± 2.6 0.6 ± 1.8 0.002 


CRP level, mg/L, mean 14.4 ± 8.5 6.3 ± 2.7 <0.0001 


ESR level, mm/h, mean 22.8 ± 15.3 9.5 ± 8.3 <0.0001 


†Values are mean ± SD unless otherwise stated 


 


 Improvements in all components of the SF-36 were observed between baseline 
and Week 54 


Efficacy 
conclusion 


This study demonstrates that re-administration of etanercept 25 mg twice weekly in 
patients with active AS who relapsed following cessation of prior etanercept therapy 
is associated with rapid improvements in the majority of clinical endpoints which 
were then sustained over 54 weeks. Specifically, significant improvements were 
observed in all components of the BASDAI with patients remaining at low disease 
activity over the one year study duration period.  


Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis 
international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, 
C reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ITT, intention-to-treat; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug; SD, standard deviation; SF-36, short form-36; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.  
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3.5.14 Study Baraliakos, 2013 


3.5.14.1 Methodology: Baraliakos, 2013 


The source of the efficacy data is Baraliakos et al, 2013 (9) (NCT01289743). This was an 


open label extension of Brandt, 2003. This study was excluded by the clinical systematic 


review performed in support of this submission since it only included 26 patients, and the 


review criteria excluded studies of less than 30 participants. However, it was identified by 


Pfizer as relevant to the submission since it reports an extension of the Brandt 2003 study 


(identified by the systematic review) which included more than 30 participants, and 


represents the longest open-label extension of etanercept treatment in AS (7 years) 


conducted to date. Patients who experienced clinical relapse were enrolled in the open-label 


extension phase investigating the sustained efficacy of etanercept treatment over a 7 year 


period. A summary of the methodology for Baraliakos, 2013 is provided in Table 51. 


Table 51: Methodology: Baraliakos, 2013 


Study Baraliakos, 2013 (NCT01289743) 


Objectives To assess the long-term efficacy and safety of etanercept for the treatment of 
active AS. 


Study 
location 


Not reported in the publication. 


Design 
details 


Patients who completed the Brandt, 2003 study protocol and experienced clinical 
relapse following etanercept discontinuation were enrolled in the extension study, 
in which patients were treated with etanercept for a period of 7 years. Clinical and 
patient-reported outcomes were used to assess efficacy parameters, including 
disease activity, patient function and mobility, and HRQoL. 


Interventions All patients received etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injections, twice weekly for 7 
years 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


Patients who had completed the placebo-controlled phase of the trial (Brandt, 
2003), and had discontinued treatment, were eligible to enter the open-label 
extension phase if they had experienced clinical relapse, defined as: 


 A BASDAI score of ≥ 4 and  


 A score of ≥ 4 on a 0 to 10 rating scale 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


Detailed exclusion criteria are provided in Table 49 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 NSAID use (with no increase over the baseline dosage) 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 Percentage of patients in ASAS partial remission or inactive disease status at 
Year 7 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 Proportion of patients who met the ASAS 40 and the ASAS 5/6 criteria after 7 
years 


 Mean improvements in BASDAI, ASDAS, CRP, BASFI, BASMI and SF-36 
scores after 7 years 


Other efficacy outcomes 


 Proportion of patients who achieved mean improvements in BASDAI and 
ASDAS score after 2 years 


 Proportion of patients who met the ASAS 40 criteria after 2 years 


 Disease activity and improvements in BASDAI, ASDAS, BASFI and CRP 
values in patients who did not reach a BASDAI score of <3 or moderate 
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disease activity at the end of the 7 year treatment period 


Populations 
analysed 


 All patients who completed the 7 year etanercept treatment period were 
included in the analysis of the primary and secondary efficacy outcomes  


 A sub-analysis was conducted using the population of patients who did not 
reach a BASDAI score of <3 or ASDAS moderate disease activity at the end of 
the 7 year treatment period (n=4) 


Statistical 
analysis  


The Mann-Whitney U test was used for comparisons between subgroups of 
patients and the Wilcoxon test was used for the comparison of variables between 
different time points, Fischer’s exact test was used to compare categorical data. A 
significance level of 5% was used. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; ASDAS; 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; 
CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; HRQoL, health-related quality of life; 
NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 
 


3.5.14.2 Patient population: Baraliakos, 2013  


Patient Disposition 


Of the 26 patients who were randomised in the initial placebo-controlled study (Brandt, 


2003), 21 patients (81%) completed the 2 year treatment period and 16 patients (62%) 


completed the 7 year study treatment period. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Demographics and baseline characteristics of patients who completed the 7 year treatment 


period and those who discontinued treatment are shown in Table 52. Fourteen male and two 


female patients completed the 7 year treatment period. Baseline disease characteristics of 


patients who completed 7 years of etanercept treatment and those who discontinued 


treatment were similar, with no significant differences between the groups. The mean BASFI 


score at baseline was lower in patients who completed the treatment period than those who 


did not, although this difference was not significant.  


Table 52: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: Baraliakos, 2013  


Characteristics Completed† 


(n=16) 


Discontinued† 


(n=10) 


Age, years 36.3±7.5 38.4±11.0 


Male, n (%) 14 (87.5) 6 (60) 


Disease duration, years 13±7.7 15±10.8 


HLA positive, n (%) 13 (81.3) 100 (100) 


BASDAI (0 to 10) 6.3±0.9 7.0±1.4 


BASFI (0 to 10) 5.3±1.9 6.8±1.6 


BASMI (0 to 10) 3.9±2.2 3.7±1.3 


CRP level, mg/L 20.8±17.7 19.3±16.7 


ASDAS-CRP 3.9±0.7 4.3±0.9 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score – C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; HLA, human leucocyte antigen. 
†Data are presented as mean ± SD. 
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3.5.14.3 Results: Baraliakos, 2013 


Primary efficacy outcome 


By the end of the 7 year treatment period, five patients (31.3%) were in ASAS partial 


remission and seven patients (43.8%) showed an ASDAS inactive disease status.  


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


Mean ASDAS, BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI scores improved rapidly with treatment and 


remained stable over the 7 year study period (Table 53); there were no significant changes 


observed in these mean values from Year 2 to Year 7. A BASDAI score of <3 units was 


achieved by 8 patients (50%) after two years and by 11 patients (68.8%) at Year 7. An 


ASDAS major clinical improvement was achieved in nine patients (56.3%) after 2 years and 


ten patients (62.5%) after 7 years, while ASDAS moderate disease activity was achieved by 


eight (50%) and 11 (68.8%) patients after 2 and 7 years, respectively. 


Both components of the SF-36 improved significantly (p<0.001) from baseline to Year 7 


(Table 53). 


Table 53: Secondary efficacy outcomes (absolute changes from baseline to Year 7 in clinical 
parameters), Baraliakos, 2013 


Parameter Baseline
† 


Year 7
†
 p value 


BASDAI 6.3±0.9 2.5±2.2 NR 


BASFI 5.3±1.9 NR NR 


BASMI 3.9±2.2 NR NR 


CRP level, mg/L 20.8±17.7 NR NR 


ASDAS-CRP 3.9±0.7 1.6±0.8 <0.001 


SF-36 MCS 40.6±11.5 46.7±11.2 <0.001 


SF-36 PCS 30.8±6.8 43.1±11.5 <0.001 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score – C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; MCS, Mental Component Score; NR, not 
reported; PCS, Physical Component Score; SF-36 short form 36. 
†Data are presented as mean ± SD. 


 


Nine patients (56.3%) achieved an ASAS 40 response after 2 years of etanercept treatment, 


and 11 patients (68.8%) achieved ASAS 40 after 7 years (Table 54). 


Four patients (25%) did not reach a BASDAI of <3 or ASDAS moderate disease activity at 


the end of the 7 year treatment period. Analysis showed three out of four of these patients 


had been in ASDAS high disease activity or ASDAS moderate disease at the end of each 


study year. For these four patients, at the end of Year 7, BASDAI scores ranged between 


3.6 and 8.1, ASDAS scores ranged between 2.1 and 3.0, and BASFI scores ranged between 


4.4 and 7.8. Despite being elevated prior to treatment, the mean CRP value in this group of 


patients improved and was normalised during the study period (4.2 mg/L at the end of Year 


7). 
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Table 54: Secondary efficacy outcomes, Baraliakos, 2013  


Parameter  Year 2 (n=16) 


n (%) 


Year 7 (n=16) 


n (%) 


ASAS 40 9 (56.3) 11 (68.8) 


BASDAI <3 units 8 (50.0) 11 (68.8) 


ASDAS (moderate disease activity) 8 (50.0) 11 (68.8) 


ASDAS (major improvement) 9 (56.3) 10 (62.5) 


Abbreviations: ASDAS-CRP, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score – C reactive protein; BASDAI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index. 


 


3.5.14.4 Efficacy conclusions: Baraliakos, 2013 


The results of this 7 year open label extension study demonstrate that long-term etanercept 


therapy is efficacious for the treatment of AS. The clinical benefits of etanercept treatment on 


disease activity, and patient function and mobility (as evidenced by improvements on the 


BASDAI, BASFI and achievement of ASAS 40) were sustained over the 7 year treatment 


period following rapid, initial improvement. After 7 years of continuous etanercept therapy, 


one third of patients were in partial remission. Long term etanercept therapy also had 


beneficial effects on patients HRQoL which were sustained up to 7 years, as evidenced by 


significant improvements in the SF-36.  


An important observation to note is that in several of the longer-term follow-up extension 


studies presented in this section, some of the efficacy endpoints reported for etanercept in 


patients with AS appear to show some numerical fluctuations at certain time points.  


However, on closer scrutiny, there is evidence which demonstrates that over the course of 


these longer-term efficacy evaluations of etanercept, a natural fluctuation occurs in the 


various treatment response measures (e.g. ASAS response rates and improvements in the 


BASDAI).  


In particular, the mean values for a specific outcome may vary at different time-points over 


the course of the analysis, although the overall trend at study endpoint is one of 


maintenance of a sustained response. For example, an analysis of data from patients 


receiving anti-TNF agents for the treatment of AS taken from the Czech national registry 


showed that the percentage of etanercept patients achieving BASDAI <4 was significantly 


greater compared with patients receiving infliximab from 3 to 36 months. However, despite 


this overall trend displayed by the end of the study, at specific time points during the 


analysis, the etanercept data showed a fluctuation in mean BASDAI values (164).  


Based on the data from the Czech study and the long-term five year data from study 907-EU 


and seven year data from Baraliakos 2013 (122, 163) (9) (presented in sections 3.5.9 and 


3.5.14), it can be concluded that when observing efficacy outcomes over a longer term, a 


random variation in the outcome values may be observed at specific time-points, despite an 


overall trend of a sustained response provided by etanercept over the total study duration. 
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3.5.15 Study 402-WW/Braun, 2011  


3.5.15.1 Methodology: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011  


The source of the efficacy data for study 402-WW is Braun et al, 2011 (14) (NCT00247962). 


Note that while it is generally accepted that the comparator in this study, sulfasalazine 


(SSZ), is now known not to be an effective therapy for the axial symptoms of AS, at the time 


that this trial was conducted, information regarding its effectiveness in improving spinal 


symptoms was contradictory.  


Study 402-WW was a multicentre, randomised, double-blind head-to-head trial to compare 


the efficacy and safety of etanercept with SSZ in patients with active AS. A summary of the 


methodology for study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 is provided in Table 55. 


Table 55: Methodology study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


Study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 (NCT00247962) 


Objectives To compare the efficacy and safety of etanercept and SSZ in patients with AS. 


Study 
location 


The study was conducted at 85 centres in 23 countries in Asia, Australia, Europe, 
Latin America and the Middle East. 


Design 
details 


A four week screening period was followed by a 16 week treatment period during 
which patients received etanercept or SSZ. Study medications were visually 
identical to maintain blinding. Patients were assessed at screening and at Weeks 2, 
4, 8, 12 and 16. 


Interventions Patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg administered subcutaneously once weekly, or matching 
placebo to maintain blinding, or 


 An initial dose of oral SSZ 0.5 gm, or matching placebo to maintain blinding in 
Week 1, followed by increasing doses by increments of 0.5 gm each week until 
the target daily dose of 3 gm was achieved 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged ≥18 years 


 Active AS, diagnosed according to modified New York criteria for AS. Active 
disease was diagnosed if the patient had an overall score ≥30 for each of the 
following: BASDAI score; duration and intensity of morning stiffness (on a 100-
mm VAS); and on at least two of three other clinical parameters (BASFI score, 
VAS scores for nocturnal and total back pain and patients global assessment)   


 Previously failed treatment with at least one NSAID, taken for at least 3 months 
at the recommended or tolerated dose 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Complete spinal ankylosis 


 Pre-specified abnormal laboratory findings 


 Significant concurrent medical conditions or other comorbidities 


 Previous therapy with TNF-α inhibitors or other biologic agents 


 Use of SSZ within 6 months prior to screening 


 Use of any corticosteroids within 4 weeks prior to screening 


 Previous use of intravenous bisphosphonates 


 Failure to respond adequately to > DMARD 


 Receiving >1 DMARD or NSAID at baseline 


 Previous intolerance or lack of response to SSZ 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy endpoint 


 The proportion of patients achieving ASAS 20 at Week 16 
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Study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 (NCT00247962) 


Secondary efficacy endpoints 


 The proportion of ASAS 20 responders at pre-specified assessments up to 
Week 16 


 The proportion of patients achieving ASAS 40 


 The proportion of patients achieving 20% improvement in ASAS 5/6 at pre-
specified visits up to Week 16 


Other outcomes 


 Patients achieving partial remission, BASMI score, BASDAI score, BASFI 
score, patient and physician global assessment of disease activity, total and 
nocturnal back pain scores, spinal mobility (modified Schober’s test), tender 
joint counts (70 joints), swollen joint counts (68 joints), patient’s global 
assessment of peripheral joint arthritis, CRP levels 


Populations 
analysed 


Assessment of efficacy was based on the modified ITT population, defined as all 
randomised patients who received at least one dose of study drug and had at least 
one assessment post baseline. The safety population included all randomised 
patients who received at least one dose of study drug. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The study assumed at least 90% power based on the enrolment of 540 patients 
(etanercept, n=360, SSZ, n=180). ASAS 20 response rates were estimated to be 
55% and 40% in the etanercept and SSZ groups, respectively. A Fisher’s two-sided 
exact test for superiority was used for the assessment of the primary endpoint with 
a significance level of 0.05. Descriptive statistics were used for the assessment of 
all other efficacy endpoints missing data in the modified ITT population was 
handled using a last observation carried forward approach. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; ITT, intention-to-treat; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SSZ, sulfasalazine; TNF, 
tumour necrosis factor; VAS, visual analogue scale. 


 


3.5.15.2 Patient population: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


Patient disposition 


A total of 566 patients were enrolled in the study and were randomised in a 2:1 ratio to 


receive at least one dose of etanercept (n=379) or SSZ (n=187). The mean dosage of SSZ 


administered was 2.8 gm/day and 166 patients (89%) received 3 gm/day. In the etanercept 


group, 353 patients completed the study and 26 discontinued prematurely. In the SSZ group, 


168 patients completed the study and 19 withdrew prematurely. The most common reason 


for discontinuation in both treatment arms was AEs.  


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Baseline demographics and disease characteristics were similar between patient groups. 


The majority of patients randomised into the study were male (74%) and the mean disease 


duration was 7.6 years (range 0–45 years). A summary of patient baseline demographics 


and disease characteristics is provided in Table 56. 
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Table 56: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=379) 


SSZ 


(n=187) 


Age, mean ± SD years 40.7 ± 11.7 40.9 ± 12.2 


Disease duration, mean ± SD years 7.5 ± 9.5 8.0 ± 8.9 


Male (%) 279 (73.6) 140 (74.9) 


White (%) 331 (87.3) 162 (86.6) 


BASMI† 3.7 ± 2.25 3.4 ± 2.19 


BASDAI† 59.3 ± 16.3 59.1 ± 15.9 


BASFI† 55.0 ± 20.2 55.1 ± 20.8 


Physician’s global assessment of disease activity† 60.1 ± 17.2 60.1 ± 17.2 


Patient’s global assessment of disease activity† 65.2 ± 18.7 65.6 ± 17.8 


Total back pain† 63.1 ± 20.32 61.6 ± 20.34 


Nocturnal back pain† 63.4 ± 22.63 63.2 ± 23.13 


Spinal mobility on modified Schober’s test, mean ± SD 
cm 


3.7 ± 2.3 3.8 ± 2.2 


Tender joint count (of 70 joints), mean ± SD  4.6 ± 8.6 4.7 ± 7.2 


Swollen joint count (of 68 joints), mean ± SD  1.1 ± 3.0 1.2 ± 2.4 


Patients with ≥1 swollen and ≥1 tender joint (%) 117 (30.9) 58 (31.0) 


Patients with peripheral arthritis (≥1 swollen or tender 
joint) (%) 


268 (70.7) 138 (73.8) 


CRP, mean ± SD mg/L 17.0 ± 20.8 15.5 ± 18. 


Prior NSAID‡ use (%) 335 (88.4) 159 (85.0) 


Concomitant NSAID‡ use (%) 324 (85.5) 154 (82.4) 


Prior corticosteroid use (%) 41 (10.8) 17 (9.1) 


Concomitant corticosteroid use (%) 38 (10.0) 20 (10.7) 


Prior DMARD use (%) 106 (28.0) 53 (28.3) 


Prior SSZ use (%) 67 (17.7) 39 (20.9) 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; SD, standard deviation; SSZ, 
sulfasalazine. 
†Values presented as mean ± SD mm on VAS.  
‡Only patients who had received NSAIDs within 28 days of screening were included. 


 


3.5.15.3 Results: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


Primary efficacy outcome 


At Week 16, a significantly greater proportion of etanercept patients achieved an ASAS 20 


response compared with SSZ patients (75.9% and 52.9%, respectively; p<0.0001). A 


significantly greater proportion of patients in the etanercept group achieved an ASAS 20 


response at Week 2 compared with the SSZ group (p<0.0001) and this difference was 


sustained over the 16 weeks of the study.  
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Secondary efficacy outcomes 


In the etanercept group, a significantly greater proportion of etanercept patients achieved 


ASAS 40 and ASAS 5/6 responses at all time points up to Week 16 compared with the SSZ 


group (p<0.0001). At Week 16, 59.8% and 45.5% of etanercept patients achieved ASAS 40 


and ASAS 5/6, respectively, compared with 32.6% and 21.2% of SSZ patients, respectively 


(p<0.0001). At Week 16, a significantly greater proportion of etanercept patients achieved 


partial remission compared with SSZ patients (33.3% and 15.5%, respectively; p<0.0001). At 


Week 16, etanercept patients achieved a 54.1% improvement in the BASDAI compared with 


33.3% of SSZ patients (Table 57). 


XxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Patients receiving etanercept showed significantly greater improvements in mobility (BASMI) 


and disease activity (BASFI) than patients receiving SSZ at all time points. Etanercept was 


associated with significantly greater improvements versus SSZ in all other secondary 


outcome measures including total back pain, CRP levels and spinal mobility. A summary of 


secondary efficacy outcomes is presented in Table 57. 
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Table 57: Summary of secondary efficacy outcomes: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


Outcome Etanercept† 


(n=379) 


SSZ† 


(n=187) 


Tx Difference‡  p value§ 


BASDAI (mean, % change 
from baseline) 


27.24  


xxxxxxx 


39.41 


xxxxxxx 


- xxxxxx 


BASMI¶ 2.78  


(2.56, 3.01) 


3.21 


(2.87, 3.55) 


-0.64 


(-0.87, -0.40) 


<0.0001 


BASFI¶ 28.72 


(26.14, 31.29) 


39.35 


(35.56, 43.14) 


-10.70 


(-14.43, -6.97) 


<0.0001 


Physician’s global assessment 
of disease activity¶ 


22.31  


(20.37, 24.26) 


34.56 


(31.20, 37.91) 


-12.30 


(-15.80, -8.80) 


<0.0001 


Patient’s global assessment of 
disease activity¶ 


29.57 


(27.01, 32.13) 


44.87 


(40.88, 48.85) 


-15.18 


(-19.57, -10.79) 


<0.0001 


Total back pain¶ 28.00 


(25.38, 30.61) 


41.91 


(37.87, 45.96) 


-14.57 


(-19.01, -10.12) 


<0.0001 


Nocturnal back pain¶ 25.42  


(22.81, 28.04) 


41.19 


(37.17, 45.21) 


-15.88 


(-20.40, -11.35) 


<0.0001 


Spinal mobility (modified 
Schober’s test) 


4.38  


(4.14, 4.62) 


4.05 


(3.73, 4.38) 


0.45 


(0.17, 0.73) 


0.0018 


Tender joint count (baseline 
>0) 


3.11 


(2.35, 3.88) 


4.26 


(2.71, 5.81) 


-1.31 


(-2.40, -0.22) 


0.0187 


Swollen joint count (baseline 
>0) 


1.33 


(0.82, 1.85) 


2.82 


(0.98, 4.66) 


-1.44 


(-2.79, -0.09) 


0.0371 


CRP level, mg/L 6.42  


(5.39, 7.44) 


13.88 


(11.49, 16.28) 


-7.86 


(-9.84, -5.89) 


<0.0001 


Patient’s assessment of 
peripheral joint arthritis†† 


23.89 


(20.75, 27.03) 


35.59  


(30.37, 40.81)  


-13.82 


(-19.13, -8.50) 


<0.0001 


Abbreviations: BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; SSZ, sulfasalazine.  
†Values presented as the mean (95% CI) unless otherwise indicated.  
‡Values presented as the least squares mean (95% CI)  
§Between group differences determined using analysis of covariance with baseline, treatment and pooled site as 
predictors.  
¶mm on VAS  
††Calculated only for patients with >0 tender or swollen joints at baseline. 


 


3.5.15.4 Efficacy conclusion: study 402-WW/Braun, 2011 


This randomised, active-controlled trial demonstrates that compared with SSZ, etanercept 


50 mg once weekly demonstrated rapid, significant and sustained improvement in measures 


of physical function, spinal mobility, and in axial symptoms of AS. 
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Etanercept versus infliximab 


3.5.16 Giardina, 2010 


3.5.16.1 Methodology: Giardina, 2010 


The source of the efficacy data is Giardina et al, 2010 (104). This study was a multicentre, 


randomised, 2 year open-label, head-to-head trial to compare the efficacy and safety of 


etanercept and infliximab in patients with active AS. Note that this was an independent study 


rather than a Pfizer sponsored trial. A summary of the methodology and efficacy outcomes 


for Giardina, 2010 is provided in Table 58. 


Table 58: Methodology: Giardina, 2010 


Study Giardina, 2010 


Objectives To compare the long-term efficacy and safety of etanercept and infliximab in 
patients with AS. 


Study 
location 


Not reported in the publication. 


Design 
details 


Efficacy and safety evaluations were performed at Weeks 2, 4, 8, and 12 and then 
every 3 months up to 2 years. 


Interventions Patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to receive either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg administered subcutaneously once weekly, or  


 Infliximab 5 mg/kg at Weeks 0, 2, 6 and every 6 weeks for 102 weeks 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 AS diagnosed according to modified New York criteria for AS 


 Active AS for at least 3 months 


 Non responder to oral NSAIDs and naïve for DMARDs or other anti-TNF 
agents 


 BASDAI >4 


 VAS for spinal pain score >4 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Complete spinal ankylosis 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


 Proportion of patients achieving ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 at Weeks 2, 12, 54 
and 104 


 Improvement in the BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI 


 Health assessment questionnaire (HAQ) 


 Spinal mobility (Schober’s test) 


 Spinal pain 


Populations 
analysed 


All enrolled, randomised patients were assessed. 


Statistical 
analysis  


An unpaired t-test was used to compare mean differences between time points 
(week 0 vs week 12, week 54 and week 104). The corresponding non-parametric 
test (Wilcoxon test) was used In the case of skewed distributions (CRP and ESR). 
The McNemar test was used to compare paired proportions. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying anti-
rheumatic drug; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HAQ, health assessment questionnaire; NSAID, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; TNF, tumour necrosis factor; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
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3.5.16.2 Patient population: Giardina, 2010 


Patient disposition 


A total of 50 patients were enrolled in the study and were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to 


receive at least one dose of etanercept (n=25) or infliximab (n=25). No patients discontinued 


prematurely. 


Patient demographics and baseline characteristics 


Baseline demographics and disease characteristics were similar between patient groups 


with no statistically significant differences observed for any of the reported variables. The 


average age of patients was 32.2 years (±8.0 years). The majority of patients randomised 


into the study were male (79%) and the mean disease duration was 15.6 years (±8.7 years). 


A summary of patient baseline demographics and disease characteristics is provided in 


Table 59 


Table 59: Patient demographics and baseline characteristics: Giardina, 2010 


Characteristic Etanercept 


(n=25) 


Infliximab 


(n=25) 


Age, mean ± SD years 32.6 ± 6.8 31.9 ± 9.2 


Disease duration, mean ± SD years 15.7 ± 6.5 15.4 ± 10.6 


Male (%) 20 (80) 19 (76) 


BASMI score, 0-10, mean ± SD 3.9 ± 1.7 3.7 ± 1.6 


BASDAI score, 0-10, mean ± SD 6.6 ± 1.1 6.5 ± 1.2 


BASFI score, 0-10, mean ± SD 6.5 ± 1.1 6.1 ± 0.9 


Patient’s global assessment of disease activity† 6.7 ± 1.4 6.4 ± 1.4 


CRP, mean ± SD mg/L 22.9 ± 10.5 25.0 ± 12.1 


Chest expansion, mean ± SD cm 3.1 ± 0.9 2.9 ± 0.8 


Spinal pain, mean ± SD 0-10 6.3 ± 1.2 6.0 ± 1.5 


HLA-B27 positive (%) 24 (96) 23 (92) 


ESR, mean ± SD mm/hr 29.6 ± 13.7 32.1 ± 14.6 


HAQ, mean ± SD 1.4 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.5  


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CRP, C-Reactive protein; ESR, 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate; HLA, human leukocyte antigen; HAQ, health assessment questionnaire; hr, hour; 
SD, standard deviation. 
†Values presented as 0-10 VAS ± SD. 


 


3.5.16.3 Results: Giardina, 2010 


At Week 2, there were more ASAS 20 responders in patients treated with infliximab 


compared with etanercept patients. However, this difference was not significant and was not 


maintained at Week 12. 


At Week 12, 60% and 43% of patients treated with etanercept and 75% and 55% of patients 


treated with infliximab were ASAS 20 and ASAS 40 responders, respectively. At Week 12, 


both groups achieved a reduction in BASDAI and BASFI (3.5 vs 5.6 and 3.5 vs 5.0, both 


p<0.005, for infliximab and etanercept, respectively). 
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During the observation period, both patient groups had significant improvements from 


baseline in CRP and ESR levels, BASMI score, spinal pain and HAQ with no differences 


between the two groups. A significant improvement in spinal mobility, as measured by 


Schober’s test, was observed in both treatment groups.  


3.5.16.4 Efficacy conclusion: Giardina, 2010 


Both etanercept and infliximab produced rapid, significant, and sustained improvement in 


multiple clinical and laboratory measures of AS. Although there were some between-


treatment differences on some outcomes at 12 weeks, these were not sustained over the 


course of the study, and no significant differences between etanercept and infliximab were 


observed at the end of the study. At Week 12, both groups achieved a reduction in BASDAI 


and BASFI. 


In general, improvements with both etanercept and infliximab were observed as early as 


Week 2 and were sustained until the end of observation at Week 104. Patients were treated 


continuously throughout the study and showed no reduction in efficacy with either treatment. 


The results of this study suggest that both etanercept and infliximab are effective therapies 


for the treatment of AS. 
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3.6 Phase II RCTs and related open-label extension studies: 
etanercept for the  treatment of AS 


One Phase II RCT evaluating the efficacy of etanercept in patients with AS is presented in 


this section. A brief summary of data from an open-label extension study of this Phase II trial 


is also presented. 


3.6.1 Study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


3.6.1.1 Methodology: study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


The source of the efficacy data for study 16.0626 is Gorman et al, 2002 (93). This was a 


randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to assess the efficacy of etanercept in 


patients with AS. A summary of the methodology and efficacy outcomes in study 


16.0626/Gorman, 2002 is provided in Table 60. 


Table 60: Methodology and efficacy outcomes: study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


Study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


Objectives To evaluate the efficacy of etanercept for the treatment of AS. 


Study 
location 


Patients were recruited from rheumatology practices in California, US. 


Design 
details 


Patients were randomised to receive either etanercept or placebo for 4 months. 
Clinical and laboratory assessments were conducted at screening and on Days 1, 
28, 56, 84 and 112. 


Interventions Patients were randomised to receive either: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly, or 


 Placebo 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Aged ≥18 years 


 Active AS as defined by the modified New York criteria and despite receiving 
accepted treatments 


Key exclusion 
criteria 


 Any spondylitis other than AS 


 Complete ankylosis of the spine 


 History of recurrent infections or cancer 


 A serious liver, renal, haematologic or neurologic disorder 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 Treatments for AS providing the doses had not been altered for at least 4 
weeks prior to randomisation and remained stable throughout the study 


 NSAIDs (≤10 mg/day) 


 Gold injections (≤50 mg/month) 


 Methotrexate (≤20 mg/week) 


 SSZ ≤3 g/day) 


Efficacy 
outcomes 


Primary efficacy outcome 


 A 20% or greater improvement in at least three out of five measures of disease 
activity according to ASAS Working Group recommendations: duration of 
morning stiffness, nocturnal back pain, BASFI, patient’s global assessment and 
joint swelling score. 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


 Physicians global assessment of disease activity, spinal mobility scores, 
enthesitis scores, peripheral joint tenderness scores and CRP and ESR levels 


 XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


Populations 
analysed 


Two populations were analysed; one analysis based on the ITT principle and a 
second analysis which included only patients who completed the study. 


Statistical 
analysis  


The study was designed with 80% power to detect response rates of 71% vs 27% 
in the etanercept and placebo groups, respectively. The target population was 40 
patients to allow for the discontinuation of up to two patients per treatment arm.  


For the main analysis, data from each last patient visit was compared with data 
from the baseline visit. For continuous measures, the Mann-Whitney test for two 
independent groups was used to compare mean changes in the two treatment 
arms. The two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was used to compare categorical and 
ordinal data. All statistical analyses tests were two-sided with a significance level of 
≤0.05.  


Patient 
disposition 


A total of 40 patients were enrolled in the study; 20 patients in each group. One 
patient in the etanercept group withdrew (for reasons unrelated to the study) and 
two patients in the placebo group discontinued because of lack of efficacy.  


Patient 
demographic
s and 
baseline 
characteristic
s 


The majority of patients were male (78%), the mean age was 39 years (range 20–
66) and the mean disease duration was 13 years (range 1–40). Patients in the 
etanercept group had a statistically significant lower mean SF-36 score for physical 
functioning (p=0.01) and lower mean haemoglobin levels (p=0.04) compared with 
the placebo group which may have indicated the presence of more severe disease 
in the etanercept group.  


Efficacy 
Results 


Primary efficacy outcome 


 In the ITT population, there was a rapid and significantly greater response rate 
in the etanercept group compared with the placebo group at 4 months (80% 
and 30%, respectively; p=0.004) which was sustained throughout the study 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


 At 4 months, etanercept patients had significantly greater improvements in all 
secondary outcome measures with the exception of peripheral joint tenderness 
scores, modified Schober’s test scores and occiput to wall measurements  


 Etanercept
†
 


(n=20) 


Placebo
†
 


(n=20) 


 


Outcome Baseline Month 4 Baseline Month 4 p value
‡
 


Physicians global 
assessment 


54.5±19.6 23.0±10.6 48.0±16.4 55.5±22.
7 


<0.001 


Spinal mobility measures 


Chest expansion, cm 2.6±1.6 3.5±1.9 3.1±1.7 2.9±1.7 0.006 


Modified Schober’s 
test, cm 


12.5±1.5 13.4±1.6 13.5±1.5 13.4±1.5 0.26 


Occiput to wall
§
, cm 5.7±7.9 4.7±7.6 2.0±1.5 2.7±4.4 0.11 


Modified Newcastle 
Enthesitis Index


¶
 


4.5±8.4 0.0±3.0 3.0±7.9 


 


1.5±8.0 0.001 


Peripheral joint 
tenderness


††
 


3.5±10.5 


 


1.0±2.5 2.5±11.8 


 


2.5±23.1 0.07 


ESR level, mm/hr 34.5±23.1 


 


8.5±12.8 20.0±16.3 


 


16.5±18.
7 


<0.001 


CRP level, mg/dL 2.0±1.8 0.7±1.1 1.5±1.2 2.0±2.8 0.003 


†Values are median ± SD unless otherwise stated. 
‡p values are the difference in change from baseline between the two groups. 
§Value is the mean ± SD. 
¶17 entheses were scored on a four-point pain scale (0=none; 1=mild; 2=moderate; 
3=eliciting a wince or withdrawal). 
††66 joints were scored on a four-point tenderness scale (from 0=none to 3=severe) 
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Study 16.0626/Gorman, 2002 


 XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Efficacy 
conclusion 


The results of the placebo-controlled trial demonstrate that etanercept 25 mg for 4 
months is associated with rapid, significant and sustained improvement in the 
clinical symptoms of AS. Patients on etanercept demonstrated significant 
improvement in enthesitis compared with patients on placebo.  


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASFI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ITT, 
intention to treat; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SSZ, sulfasalazine.  
 


3.6.2 Study: Davis, 2004   


3.6.2.1 Methodology: Davis, 2004 


The source of the efficacy data for Davis 2004 is Davis et al, 2004 (117) and the clinical 


study report (103). Davis, 2004 was an open-label extension of study 16.0626. Thirty eight of 


the 40 patients who had completed study 16.0626 enrolled in the extension study and 


received etanercept 25mg, subcutaneously twice weekly for 6 months.  


The primary efficacy outcome was achievement of ASAS 20. Other efficacy outcome 


measures included ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 responses; morning stiffness duration; nocturnal 


back pain, BASFI scores, patient global assessment, swollen joint count, spinal mobility, joint 


pain and Enthesopathy Index. Clinical and laboratory assessments were performed at 


Weeks 20, 28, and 40. 


3.6.2.2 Efficacy outcomes: Study - Davis, 2004 


A total of 36 patients completed the extension study. 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Of the 17 patients who had previously received etanercept in study 16.0626, 16 patients 


(94%) achieved ASAS 20 after 6 months. At Week 40, ASAS 20 was achieved in 16/19 


patients (84%) who had previously received placebo in study 16.0626 (Table 61).  


Table 61: ASAS 20 results at open-label baseline and Weeks 20, 28 and 40 


 Etanercept† 


N=19 


Placebo/Etanercept‡ 


N=19 


Total 


N=38 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society. 
†17 of 19 patients completed the open-label extension through Week 40 in the etanercept group. The two 
patients who did not complete Week 40 are omitted from the summary at Week 40. 
‡Placebo/etanercept patients began receiving etanercept after the Week 16 evaluation. 
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At Week 40, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 were achieved in 81% and 42%, respectively of 


patients continuing etanercept. In the original placebo group, 84% and 47% of patients 


achieved ASAS 50 and ASAS 70, respectively (Table 62).  


Table 62: ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 results at open-label baseline and Weeks 20, 28 and 40 


 Etanercept† 


N=19 


Placebo/Etanercept
‡
 


N=19 


Total 


N=38 


ASAS50    


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


ASAS70    


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis International Society. 
†17 of 19 patients completed the open-label extension through Week 40 in the etanercept group. The two 
patients who did not complete Week 40 are omitted from the summary at Week 40. 
‡Placebo/etanercept patients began receiving etanercept after the Week 16 evaluation. 


 


 


At Week 40, both treatment groups showed mean improvements from baseline in duration of 


morning stiffness, nocturnal back pain, BASFI scores, and patient global assessment (Table 


63).  


Table 63: Additional efficacy results at Week 40 


 Etanercept‡ 


N=19 


Placebo/Etanercept† 


N=19 


Total 


N=38 


Morning stiffness    


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Xxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx 


Nocturnal back pain    


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


BASFI    


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Xxxxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Patient global 
assessment  


   


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx 


Xxxxxxx xxx xxx xxx 


Abbreviations: BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index. 
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†17 of 19 patients completed the open-label extension through Week 40 in the etanercept group. The two 
patients who did not complete Week 40 are omitted from the summary at Week 40. 
‡Placebo/etanercept patients began receiving etanercept after the Week 16 evaluation. 


 


Patients continuing etanercept showed 59.6%, 26.2% and 48.1% improvements from 


baseline in chest expansion, the modified Schober’s test and for the occiput to wall 


measurement, respectively. In the original placebo group, mean improvements from baseline 


in chest expansion, modified Schober’s test and the occiput to wall measurement were 


48.8%, 7.8% and 24.8%, respectively.  


During the open-label extension period, patients in the original etanercept group maintained 


the treatment benefits observed in joint pain and scores of the Enthesopathy Index and 


placebo patients achieved similar benefits after treatment with etanercept. 


At the end of the extension period, 66% of the total patient cohort had either discontinued at 


least one of their AS medications or reduced the dosage.  


3.6.2.3 Efficacy conclusion: study: Davis, 2004 


This 6 month open-label extension study demonstrated that etanercept treatment was 


associated with significant improvements in the clinical symptoms of AS. Patients previously 


treated with placebo showed improvement from baseline of the open-label extension to 


Week 40 comparable to that observed in patients who were treated with etanercept 


throughout study 16.0626.  
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3.7 Safety profile of etanercept 


SAFETY 


The safety profile of etanercept is well established with over 15 years of global post-


marketing experience (33). There is considerable clinical evidence from RCTs and 


longer term follow-up studies which demonstrate that etanercept has an established 


long-term safety profile and is generally well tolerated with a favourable safety profile 


across the spectrum of AxSpA. 


 Studies reported that adverse reactions were largely mild to moderate in intensity and 


usually resolved without discontinuation of treatment 


 Data from longer term extension studies demonstrated that etanercept was generally 


well tolerated for up to 7 years of treatment with a low incidence of discontinuation due to 


AEs 


 Etanercept discontinuation rates due to adverse events were similar to placebo in AS 


patients (10). 


 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


 Etanercept treatment was well tolerated in this patient population over 48 weeks of 


treatment. There were no new safety signals reported during the 1031 trial. 


 There were no serious infections reported for ETN during double blind (week 12), 


or in the open-label phase (week 24).  


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxXxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


 The most common adverse events reported during clinical trials of etanercept in patients 


with AS were injection site reaction (8–37% of patients), upper respiratory tract infection, 


(8–65% of patients) and headache (7–28% of patients)  


 There were no significant differences in the rates or incidence of adverse events 


reported in patients receiving etanercept compared with patients receiving placebo 


 Serious adverse events (SAEs) generally occurred as isolated events and were not 


considered to be related to etanercept therapy 


o Discontinuation due to an SAE occurred in 1.6–11.5% of patients treated with 


etanercept in trials 


 The majority of patients presenting with uveitis had a previous history of the condition 


while a new case of inflammatory bowel disease lead to discontinuation in one study 


(120) 


 Uveitis events did not result in discontinuation from any of the studies 
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Safety profile of etanercept based on pooled analyses 


 Data from pooled analyses indicated that occurrences of uveitis in patients receiving 


etanercept for active AS tended to be mild to moderate in severity (18) 


 Etanercept has an established safety profile in AS patients with uveitis or at risk for 


uveitis; in pooled analysis of double-blind RCTs and open-label extensions, reported 


rates of uveitis were low in patients treated with etanercept (18) 


 A pooled analysis of etanercept-treated patients with active AS showed that etanercept 


was associated with low rates of serious infections, opportunistic infections, 


malignancies, non-malignant skin cancers, and inflammatory bowel disease (165) 


 


3.7.1 Introduction 


The safety profile of etanercept has been characterised by more than 15 years of post-


marketing experience (33). AS was approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in 


2004 and is approved for use by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Safety data 


based on the experience of 1,653 patients from RCTs (966 patients) and open-label 


extension trials (687 patients) demonstrates that etanercept is generally well tolerated with 


an acceptable safety profile. The most commonly reported adverse reactions are injection 


site reactions (e.g. pain, swelling and itching), infections (e.g. bronchitis, upper respiratory 


tract infection) and fever. An integrated pooled analysis of AEs examined the collective 


safety of etanercept in 49 RCTs in the database as of May 2006 across all approved 


indications, including AS (total patients N=13,977). Rates of serious infections in all 


etanercept trials were 3.01 per 100 patients-years and similar in both groups: AS patients 


(N=695) and all patients (N=13,877) (6). Exposure-adjusted serious infection rates in AS 


patients were similar between etanercept and placebo in a 192-week study (118). Other 


more serious undesirable effects have been reported with the use of etanercept including 


life-threatening infections and tumours of the skin, lungs and lymph glands (8). However, life 


threatening infections such as cellulitis and sepsis are uncommon in patients receiving 


etanercept, affecting ≥1/1000 to <1/100 patients while myocobacterial infections and 


legionella are rare (i.e. affecting ≥1/10,000 to <1/1000 patients). While the occurrence of 


malignancies in patients receiving etanercept therapy is uncommon (i.e. affecting ≥1/1000 to 


<1/100 patients) with respect to non-melanoma skin cancers or rare (i.e. affecting ≥1/10,000 


to <1/1000 patients) with respect to lymphoma and melanoma, caution is advised before 


commencing therapy in patients with a history of malignancy or when considering continuing 


treatment in patients who develop a malignancy (8). 


Etanercept therapy is contraindicated in patients with sepsis or the risk of sepsis and 


treatment should not be initiated in patients with infection. Patients should be closely 


monitored for signs and symptoms of infection whilst taking etanercept and treatment should 


be discontinued if serious infection develops (8). Reactivation of latent tuberculosis (TB) or 


new TB infections have also been reported in etanercept patients. TB incidence with 


etanercept is low, and the BSR registry found that rates of TB in Rheumatoid Arthritis 


patients receiving anti-TNF alphas in the UK was 40 per 100 000 person-years (166, 167).  


A small retrospective study of 48 patients with positive purified protein derivative (PPD) tests 


for TB who were treated with etanercept 25 mg twice weekly reported that none of the study 
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population developed active TB while receiving etanercept for an average of 17 months 


(15% of the study population were receiving etanercept for the treatment of AS) (168). In 


addition, studies have reported that the risk of TB reactivation is lower in patients receiving 


etanercept for the treatment of inflammatory diseases including AS and RA than in those 


receiving other anti-TNF therapies (166, 167).  


In addition to the spinal symptoms of AS, many patients will also have auto-immune 


disorders (AuIDs) related to the disease. The most commonly occurring AuID in patients with 


AS is acute anterior uveitis which occurs in approximately 25–30% of patients (35). Other 


AuIDs associated with AS include psoriasis and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) which 


affects 10–25% of patients and 5–10% of patients, respectively (35). The occurrence of 


AuIDs was recorded in the safety results for the majority of the RCTs and open-label follow-


up studies discussed in section 3.3 to section 3.6. Therefore, the frequencies of any reported 


AuIDs of disease are presented in section 3.7.4.  


An adverse event is “any untoward medical occurrence in a patient or clinical–trial subject 


administered a medical product and which does not necessarily have a causal relationship 


with the treatment (169). It is not always easy to establish precise causality of AEs, i.e. 


whether due to disease, as a result of a received treatment or due to other causes. In clinical 


trials all AEs are recorded. An adverse reaction is a “noxious and unintended” response to a 


medical product where the causality is” a reasonable possibility (170, 171). 


Safety data for the clinical trials and the longer term follow-up studies summarised in 


sections 3.3–3.6 is presented in the following sections together with the results from three 


pooled analyses. 


3.7.2 Adverse events 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


In the 1031 clinical trial of etanercept in patients with nr-axSpA, etanercept therapy over 48 


weeks was well tolerated in this population. The frequency and type of AEs reported by 


patients receiving etanercept in study 1031 were consistent with the safety profile of 


etanercept reported in clinical trials of etanercept in AS. During the double-blind period, there 


were no clinically meaningful differences in AEs between patients receiving etanercept and 


patients receiving placebo; AEs were reported in 57% of etanercept patients versus 45% of 


placebo patients. 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


(Table 64). In the double blind period of the 1031 trial, three patients receiving etanercept 


discontinued treatment due to an AE versus one placebo patient (Table 64). Auto-immune 


disorders are discussed in section 3.7.4. 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxTable 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


 
Etanercept for the treatment of a mixed early AxSpA population 


In the ESTHER trial of a mixed early AxSpA population, upper respiratory tract infection was 


the most frequently reported AE in patients receiving etanercept (details not provided in the 


publication) (15).  


Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


The majority of adverse events (AEs) reported during RCTs and related extension studies of 


etanercept in patients with AS were of moderate or mild intensity. Data from longer term 


extension studies demonstrated that etanercept was generally well tolerated for up to 7 


years of treatment with a low incidence of discontinuation due to AEs. In the placebo-


controlled trials, there were no significant differences in the rates or incidence of AEs in 


patients receiving etanercept compared with patients receiving placebo. In all studies, the 


most common adverse events (AEs) reported in patients receiving etanercept were injection 


site reaction (8-37% of patients), upper respiratory tract infection (8–65% of patients), 


headache (7–28% of patients) and diarrhoea (12–18% of patients). In placebo-controlled 


trials, the proportion of patients experiencing injection site reaction was greater in patients 


receiving etanercept compared with patients receiving placebo (8–33% vs 9–15% of 


patients, respectively). Table 64 lists the most commonly reported AEs that occurred in ≥5% 


of patients and the number of discontinuations due to AEs in AS patients treated with 


etanercept in clinical trials.  


Withdrawals from treatment due to an AE were reported in 8/16 studies (9, 10, 12, 14, 104, 


118-120, 163). The proportion of discontinuations from etanercept treatment as a result of an 


AE reported in all included studies ranged from 1.4–18.5% of patients. Only two trials 


reported injection site reaction as a reason for discontinuation from the study (118, 119). 


Other reasons for discontinuation included rash and infection. 


Grade 3/4 abnormal laboratory results were reported in six trials, none of which lead to an 


AE resulting in discontinuation of etanercept (10-12, 119, 120, 122). Incidences of patients 


developing antibodies to etanercept were reported in 3/15 trials: study 16.0037, n=3 (10); 


study 314-EU, n=4 (12); and study 16.0626 (93). In study 16.0037 and study 314-EU 


antibodies to etanercept were reported as non-neutralising.
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Table 64: Summary of most commonly reported AEs and discontinuations due to AEs in patients receiving etanercept in clinical trials 


Study  Study 
design 


Popula
tion  


(N) 


Most common AEs occurring in ≥5% of patients 


N (%) 


Discontinuation due to AEs  


(N) 


nr-axSpA 


1031 (68, 
141) 


12 week, 
double 
blind, 
placebo-
controlle
d RCT 
with a 48 
week 
open-
label 
extensio
n period 


Double 
blind 
period, 
Week 
12:  


ETN: 
n=111 


Placebo
: n=113 


Open-
label 
period, 
Week 
48: 


n=208 


Double blind period: etanercept 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxDouble blind period: placebo 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxOpen-label period, Week 48: 


 XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Double blind period, Week 12: etanercept 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxDouble blind period, Week 12: 
placebo 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxOpen-label period, Week 48: 


 XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx 


Early AxSpA 


ESTHER/So
ng, 2011 
(15) 


Open-
label 
RCT, 48 
weeks 


ETN: 
n=40 


SSZ: 
n=36 


 Upper respiratory tract infection (N and treatment group not specified in 
publication)  


 Not reported 


AS 


314-EU/van 
der Heijde, 
2006 (12) 


Double-
blind, 
placebo-
controlle
d, non-
inferiority 
RCT, 12 
weeks 


ETN 50 
mg: 


n=155 


ETN 25 
mg: 


n=150 


Placebo
: n=51 


 Injection site reaction 
o ETN 50 mg, 32 (20.7); ETN 25mg, 34 (22.7) 
o Placebo, 6 (11.8) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection 
o ETN 50 mg, 12 (7.7); ETN 25mg, 12 (8.0) 
o Placebo, 7 (13.7) 


 Back pain 
o ETN 50 mg, 1 (0.6); ETN 25mg, 1 (0.7) 
o Placebo, 3 (5.9) 


 ETN 50 mg (n=6). AEs not specified. 


 ETN 25 mg (n=8). AEs not specified. 


 Placebo (n=0) 


16.0037/Dav
is, 2003 (10) 


Double-
blind, 


ETN: 
n=


Etanercept: 


 Injection site reaction, 41 (30) 


Etanercept: 


 GI haemorrhage secondary to haemorrhoids (n=1) 
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placebo-
controlle
d RCT, 
24 
weeks 


13
8 


Placeb
o: 
n=
13
9 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 28 (20) 


 Headache, 19 (14) 


 Accidental injury,  17 (12) 


Placebo 


 Injection site reaction, 13 (9) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 16 (12) 


 Headache, 16 (12) 


 Accidental injury, 6 (4) 


 Ileitis secondary to Crohn’s disease (n=1) 


16.0040/Dav
is, 2005 
(119) 


72 week, 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of 
16.0037 


n=257  Injection site reaction, 53 (21) 


 Headache, 39 (15) 


 Diarrhoea, 32 (12) 


 Abdominal pain, 30 (12) 


 Accidental injury, 27 (11) 


 Injection site reaction (n=1) 


 Dizziness, shortness of breath and increased heart 
rate (n=1) 


 Dermatitis and urticaria (n=1) 


 Rash (n=2) 


 Liver steatosis (n=1) 


Davis, 2008 
(118) 


168 
week, 
second 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of 
16.0037 


n=257  Upper respiratory tract infection, (45) 


 Injection site reaction, 57 (22.2) 


 Headache, 52 (20.2) 


 Diarrhoea, 45 (17.5) 


 Sinusitis, 41 (16) 


 Flu syndrome, 39 (15) 


 Pain, 37 (14.4) 


 Bronchitis, 28 (11) 


 Infection event (n=4) 


 Injection site reaction (n=1) 


 Rash (n=2) 


311-
EU/Calin, 
2004 (11) 


Double-
blind, 
placebo-
controlle
d RCT, 
12 
weeks 


ETN: 
n=45 


Placebo
: n=39 


Etanercept 


 Injection site reaction, 15 (33) 


 Headache, 6 (13) 


 Nausea, 3 (7) 


Placebo 


 Injection site reaction, 6 (15) 


 Headache, 4 (10) 


 Nausea, 4 (10) 


 None 


312-
EU/Dijkman
s, 2009 
(120) 


96 week, 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of 311-


n=81  Upper respiratory tract infection, 43 (53) 


 Injection site reaction, 30 (37) 


 Headache, 16 (20) 


 Abdominal pain, 14 (17) 


 Diarrhoea, 12 (15) 


 n=15. AEs not specified. 
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EU 


907-
EU/Martin-
Mola, 2010 
(163) 


156 
week, 
second 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of 312-
EU 


n=59  Upper respiratory tract infection, 16 (27.1) 


 Flu syndrome, 16 (27.1) 


 Accidental injury, 12 (20.3) 


 Hypertension, 11 (18.6) 


 Diarrhoea, 9 (15.3) 


 Injection site reaction, 7 (11.9) 


 Discontinuation from any AE (n=7) 


 Discontinuation from infection event (n=2) 


SPINE/Doug
ados, 2011 
(13) 


Double-
blind, 
placebo-
controlle
d RCT, 
12 
weeks 


ETN: 
n=39 


Placebo
: n=43 


Etanercept 


 Injection site reaction, 3 (8) 


 Not reported 


Dougados, 
2012 (121) 


12 week, 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of the 
SPINE 
trial 


n=77  Nasopharyngitis,  4 (5.2) 


 Injection site reaction, 2 (5.1) 


 None 


Brandt, 
2003 (89) 


6 week 
placebo-
controlle
d RCT 
followed 
by 24 
week 
observati
onal 
phase 


ETN: 
n=14 


Placebo
: n=16 


Etanercept: 


 Injection site reaction, 2 (14) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 6 (43) 


Placebo: 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 6 (37.5) 


 None 


Brandt, 
2005 (116) 


54 week, 
open-
label, 
observati
onal 


n=26  Upper respiratory tract infection, 17 (65) 


 Bronchitis, 5 (19) 


 Diarrhoea, 4 (15) 


 None 
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extensio
n study 
of 
Brandt, 
2003 


Baraliakos,2
013 (9) 


7 year, 
second, 
open-
label, 
observati
onal 
extensio
n study 
of 
Brandt, 
2003 


n=26  Not reported  Reactivation of Crohn’s disease (n=1) 


 Development of Crohn’s disease (n=1) 


 Heart discomfort (n=1) 


402-
WW/Braun, 
2011 (14) 


Double-
blind, 
head-to-
head 
RCT, 16 
week 


ETN: 
n=379 


SSZ: 
n=187 


Etanercept: 


 Injection site reaction, 41 (10.8) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 31 (8.2) 


 Headache, 29 (7.7) 


 Nausea, 25 (6.6) 


SSZ: 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 17 (9.1) 


 Headache, 21 (11.2) 


 Nausea, 18 (9.6) 


 ETN, n=15 (headache, nausea, rash) 


 SSZ, n=12 (headache, nausea, rash) 


 


Giardina, 
2010 (104) 


2 year, 
open-
label, 
head-to-
head 
RCT 


ETN: 
n=25 


Inflixim
ab: 


n=25 


Etanercept: 


 Injection site reaction, 5 (25) 


 Headache, 7 (28) 


 Tachycardia, 8 (32) 


 Arthralgia, 3 (12) 


 Hypertension, 2 (8) 


Infliximab: 


 Headache, 8 (32) 


 Tachycardia, 12 (48) 


 Hypertension, 4 (16) 


 Arthralgia, 4 (16) 


 Diarrhoea, 2 (8) 


 None 


16.0626/Gor Double- ETN: Etanercept:  None 
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man, 2002 
(93) 


blind, 
placebo-
controlle
d, Phase 
II RCT, 4 
months 


n=20 


Placebo
: n=20 


 Injection site reaction, 5 (25) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 10 (50) 


 Diarrhoea, 3 (15) 


Placebo: 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 12 (60) 


Davis, 2004 
(103, 117) 


6 month, 
open-
label 
extensio
n study 
of 
16.0626 


n=38 Placebo/Etanercept: 


 Injection site reaction, 3 (16) 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 3 (16) 


 Rash, 3 (16) 


 Diarrhoea, 2 (11) 


 Headache, 2 (11)  


Etanercept: 


 Upper respiratory tract infection, 4 (21) 


 Headache, 3 (16) 


 Fever, 3 (16) 


 Diarrhoea, 2 (11) 


 None 


Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; ETN, etanercept; GI, gastrointestinal; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
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3.7.3 Serious adverse events 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


There were no serious infections reported for ETN during double blind (week 12), or in the 


open-label phase (week 24). Serious adverse events (SAEs) were reported in 2 patients 


receiving etanercept during the double-blind period of the 1031 trial. 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Etanercept for the treatment of a mixed early AxSpA population 


In the ESTHER trial, SAEs were reported in 3 patients receiving etanercept, only one of 


which was considered as potentially related to treatment (details not provided in the 


publication) (15). 


Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


The majority of SAEs reported in clinical trials of etanercept in AS patients occurred in single 


patients or were considered in the opinion of the investigator to be unrelated to etanercept 


therapy. Five of the 15 etanercept trials summarised in section 3.5 and section 3.6 reported 


patient discontinuations due to SAEs (9, 10, 116, 119, 163) with discontinuation occurring in 


1.6–11.5% of patients. These included depression, fever related to injection site reaction, 


ulcerative colitis, hepatitis B, lung carcinoma and Crohn’s disease (Table 65). SAEs which 


did not result in discontinuation of therapy included migraine, colitis, arthritis, ptosis, mild to 


moderate neutropenia, acute myocardial infarction and infectious diarrhoea.  


Table 65: Summary of SAEs resulting in discontinuations in patients with AS receiving 
etanercept in clinical trials 


Study Study Design Population 


(N) 


Discontinuation due to SAE  


(N) 


16.0037/Davis, 
2003 (10) 


Double-blind, 
placebo-controlled 
RCT, 24 weeks 


n=138  fever related to injection site (n=1) 


 ulcerative colitis (n=1) 


 intestinal obstruction (n=1) 


 bone fracture (n=2) 


16.0040/Davis, 
2005 (119) 


72 week, open-
label extension 
study of 16.0037 


n=257  hepatitis B (n=1) - considered unrelated to treatment 


 Crohn’s disease (n=1) - considered unrelated to 
treatment 


 asthmatic bronchitis (n=1) - considered unrelated to 
treatment 


 worsening depression (n=1) - considered unrelated 
to treatment 


907-
EU/Martin-
Mola, 2010 
(163) 


60 week, open-
label extension 
study of 312-EU 


n=59  bilateral pneumonia and sepsis - considered possibly 
related to treatment (n=1) 


Brandt, 2005 
(116) 


54 week, open-
label, observational 
extension study of 
Brandt, 2003 


n=26  Crohn’s disease – considered possibly related to 
treatment (n=1) 
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Baraliakos, 
2013 (9) 


7 year, second, 
open-label, 
observational 
extension study of 
Brandt, 2003 


n=26  reactivation of Crohn’s disease (n=1) 


 development of Crohn’s disease (n=1) 


 lung carcinoma (n=1) 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; SAE, serious adverse event. 


 


3.7.4 Other clinically relevant AEs and auto-immune disorders 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxXxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


TB was reported in 3/16 trials in patients receiving etanercept for AS. One patient in study 


16.0040 had a positive PPD test for TB but no symptoms of active disease (119). Fifteen 


patients in study 314-EU received prophylactic treatment for TB, but none developed active 


disease (12). One patient in Davis, 2008 had a TB event following 2.8 years of etanercept 


treatment and subsequently discontinued treatment (118). Two cases of herpes zoster were 


reported in patients enrolled in study 16.0040/Davis, 2005 (119).  


Four trials reported malignancies occurring in patients receiving etanercept. Study 312-EU 


reported malignancies in 4 (5%) of patients, none of which resulted in discontinuation of the 


study (120). Carcinomas considered to be related to treatment and resulting in withdrawal 


from the trial were reported in 3 patients in study 907-EU (163). One patient in the SPINE 


trial withdrew due to a lung neoplasm (13) while one patient in the 7-year Baraliakos study 


discontinued due to lung carcinoma (9). 


Auto-immune disorders were reported in 9/16 etanercept trials in patients with AS. Uveitis or 


iritis and IBD flares were reported in nine studies (Table 66). With the exception of studies 


907-EU, Davis, 2008 and Baraliakos, 2013, the majority of patients presenting with 


uveitis/iritis had a previous history of the condition. There were no discontinuations due to 


uveitis/iritis reported in any of the studies. Discontinuation of etanercept due to a new case 


of IBD was reported in one study (120). Other extra-articular disease manifestations (EAMs) 


reported in clinical trials of etanercept in patients with AS included psoriasis and balanitis.   


Table 66: EAMs occurring in AS patients receiving etanercept 


Study Study Design Extra-articular disease manifestation 


16.0037/Davis, 2003 (10) Double-blind, placebo-controlled 
RCT, 24 weeks 


 inflammatory bowel disease (n=3) 


 uveitis or iritis (n=3) 


16.0040/Davis, 2005 (119) 72 week, open-label extension 
study of 16.0037 


 uveitis or iritis (n=26) 


 colitis (n=5) 


 ileitis (n=2) 


 psoriasis (n=1) 


 balanitis (n=1) 


Davis, 2008 (118) 168 week, second open-label  uveitis (flares, n=62; new incidence, 
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extension study of 16.0037 n=10) 


 inflammatory bowel disease (n=23) 


312-EU/Dijkmans, 2009 (120) 96 week, open-label extension 
study of 311-EU 


 inflammatory bowel disease (n= 4) 


 uveitis (n=10) 


907-EU/Martin-Mola, 2010 
(163) 


156 week, second open-label 
extension study of 311-EU 


 Crohn’s disease (n=2) 


 uveitis (n=10) 


 iritis (n=3) 


402-WW/Braun, 2011 (14) Double-blind, active comparator 
RCT, 16 weeks 


 uveitis or iritis (n=10) 


 colitis (n=1) – considered not 
related to study drug 


Giardina, 2010 (104) 2 year, open-label, head-to-head 
RCT 


 uveitis (n=2) 


Davis, 2004 (103, 117) 6 month, open-label extension study 
of 16.0626 


 uveitis (n=2) 


Baraliakos,2013 (9) 7 year, second, open-label, 
observational extension study of 
Brandt, 2003 


 recurrent uveitis (n=7/16) 


Abbreviations: RCT, randomised controlled trial. 


 


3.7.5 Mortality 


Etanercept for the treatment of nr-axSpA 


Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


Etanercept for the treatment of a mixed early AxSpA population 


No deaths were reported in patients enrolled in the ESTHER trial.   


Etanercept for the treatment of AS 


Patient death was reported in 3/16 trials of etanercept in patients with AS. Two patients died 


during study 907-EU. The first patient had chronic lung disease and had a myocardial 


infarction followed by cardiac arrest, none of which were considered to be related to 


treatment. The second patient had sepsis complicated by multi-organ failure (considered 


possibly related to treatment) and myocardial infarction and cardiogenic shock (possibly not 


related to treatment) (163). One patient death due to accidental injury was reported in study 


314-EU/van der Heijde, 2006 (12). One patient in the 7-year Baraliakos study died, possibly 


due to a heart attack (9). 


 


3.7.6 Safety data from pooled analyses 


3.7.6.1  Study: Sieper, 2010 


Methodology and safety outcomes: Sieper, 2010 


The source of the safety data for Sieper, 2010 is Sieper et al, (18). This study pools safety 


data across eight etanercept trials; Gorman et al, 2002 (93), Davis et al, 2003 (10), Calin et 


al, 2004 (11), van der Heijde et al, 2006 (12), Braun et al, 2008 (ASCEND trial) (127), Davis 


et al, 2008 (118), Dijkmans et al, 2009 (120) and Martin Mola et al, 2008 (172). Note that the 


Braun et al, 2008, and Martin-Mola et al, 2008, studies were conference abstracts which 


have since been superseded by full publications.   
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A summary of the methodology and safety results for Sieper, 2010 is provided in Table 67. 


Table 67: Methodology and safety outcomes: Sieper, 2010 


Study Sieper, 2010 


Summary An observational, retrospective, analysis of the safety of etanercept in patients 
with active AS. Eight studies were examined for reports of uveitis: 


 Four placebo-controlled trials (10-12, 93) 


 One active-controlled trial (127) 


 Three open-label trials (118, 120) (172) 


Objectives To assess the incidence of uveitis (including iritis and iridocyclitis) in clinical trials 
of etanercept in patients with active AS. 


Study location The trials were conducted in the USA, Europe, Latin America and Asia. 


Design details Eight clinical trials of etanercept in patients with active AS were examined for 
reports of uveitis: 


 Four placebo-controlled trials (3-6 month duration) 


 One active-controlled trial (4 month duration) 


 Three open-label trials (6-60 month duration) 


Interventions In the placebo controlled trials, patients were randomised to receive: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly, or 


 Etanercept 50 mg subcutaneous injection, once weekly, or 


 Placebo 


In the active comparator trials, patients were randomised to receive: 


 Etanercept 50 mg subcutaneous injection, once weekly, or 


 SSZ up to 3 g orally, per day 


In the open-label trials, patients received: 


 Etanercept 25 mg subcutaneous injection, twice weekly 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


Enrolment into one of the eight etanercept trials (see the full publications of each 
trial for more detail on inclusion criteria). 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


 SSZ 


 Hydroxychloroquine 


 Methotrexate 


Safety 
outcomes 


The key safety outcome of this analysis was to assess the incidence of uveitis 
(including iritis and iridocyclitis) in clinical trials of etanercept. Adverse events in 
the clinical trials were coded using the Coding Symbols for a Thesaurus of 
Adverse Reaction Terms (COSTART). Study data were filtered by prespecified 
TEAEs using the COSTART preferred terms ‘uveitis’, ‘iritis’ or ‘iridocyclitis’, then 
included in the analysis. 


Events were classified as new onset in patients with no history, or flare in patients 
with history/prior event during trials. Patients receiving placebo who had an event 
during the double-blind study were included in the placebo group; if they had an 
event after switching to etanercept they were included in the etanercept group. 
Severity (mild/moderate/severe), duration of symptoms (where available) and 
treatment were recorded. 


Populations 
analysed 


All randomised patients who received at least one dose of treatment with 
etanercept, SSZ or placebo. 


Patient 
disposition 


A total of 1,323 patients were included in the analysis. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Rates of uveitis events per 100 patient years were calculated for each arm of the 
double-blind studies. Pooled rates for etanercept and placebo were also 
calculated. A long-term rate per 100 patient years was calculated for etanercept 
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Study Sieper, 2010 


which included all events occurring in both the double-blind and open-label 
extension studies. For all studies, between-group differences (including 
confidence intervals (CIs) in the rates of uveitis) were calculated.  


Baseline demographics and disease characteristics for all patients included in this 
analysis were pooled and calculated using descriptive statistics. Between-group 
differences with CIs were calculated for each study and for the pooled population. 


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


Baseline demographics were similar between treatment groups in terms of age, 
sex, disease duration, parameters of clinical disease and HLA-B27 status. 


Safety results Incidence of uveitis 


 In placebo-controlled trials, rates of uveitis events with etanercept were lower 
than placebo 


 In the active comparator trial, rates of uveitis events with etanercept were 
similar to SSZ 


 Mean disease duration was longer in patients who reported uveitis events 
than in their respective treatment groups 


 The subgroups of patients who experienced an event were 91–100% HLA-
B27 positive compared with the 79–82% seen in the pooled groups. 


Incidence and rates of uveitis treatment-emergent events, pooled results 


 Etanercept 
DB 


Etanercept 
AC 


Etanercept 
DB + OL 


SSZ Placebo 


Number of 
patients 


508 379 1,074 187 249 


New events 0 6 21 3 1 


Flares 9 5
†
 55 4


§
 10 


Total events 12 12
‡
 136 8 16 


Exposure 
patient-years 


139.1 111.9 1,136.9 54.3 83.0 


Rate/100 
patient-years 
(95% CI)  


8.6 


(4.5-14.2) 


10.7 


(15.5-17.6) 


12.0 


(10.0-14.1) 


14.7 


(6.4-26.5) 


19.3 


(11.0-29.8) 


p value 0.031 0.486 - - - 


Abbreviations: AC, active comparator; CI, confidence interval; DB, double-blind; OL, open-
label; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
†Includes one patient with an inflammatory eye event with onset during the study and 
subsequent flares. 
‡Active comparator trial data. Includes two patients with an event during screening and one 
patient with an event during the post-study follow up. 
§Includes one patient with an event during screening and an event after the study. 


 


 The overall uveitis rate for etanercept was lower than that for placebo, but 
similar to that for SSZ 


 Of the total 1,323 patients, 78 reported at least one uveitis event during the 
studies; 25 experienced new events and 69 reported one or more flares 


 In double-blind, placebo-controlled trials, the uveitis rate with etanercept was 
lower than with placebo (8.6 and 19.3 per 100 patient years, respectively; 
p=0.03) 


 No uveitis event led to a study discontinuation or was considered to be a 
serious adverse event by the study investigator 


 Events were mostly (96%) mild to moderate in severity and resolved with no 
treatment or topical therapy 
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Study Sieper, 2010 


 The objective of the open-label studies was to determine the long-term uveitis 
rate in patients receiving etanercept for between 6 and 60 months 


 In the pooled, open-label analysis, 1,074 subjects received etanercept for a 
total exposure of 1,136.9 patient years. Seventy-six patients receiving 
etanercept reported 136 uveitis events resulting in a rate of 12.0 events per 
100 patient years 


 The long-term pooled uveitis rate (per 100 patient years) for etanercept was 
similar to the double-blind rates. These data indicate that in patients with 
active AS, the rate of uveitis was not increased with etanercept use and did 
not change with longer treatment duration 


Safety 
conclusion 


The pooled analysis indicates that etanercept is a safe therapy for the long-term 
treatment of active AS (open-label results for up to 60 months). These results also 
indicate that patients who experience uveitis during treatment with etanercept can 
expect the event to be mild to moderate in severity and to resolve with no 
treatment or topical therapy. 


Abbreviations: AC, active-control; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence intervals; COSTART, Coding 
Symbols for a Thesaurus of Adverse Reaction Terms; DB, double-blind; HLA, human leucocyte antigen OL, 
open-label. 


 


3.7.6.2 Study: Gottlieb, 2011 


Methodology and safety outcomes: Gottlieb, 2011 


The source of this safety data for Gottlieb, 2011 is Gottlieb et al, 2011 (6). This study pools 


safety data on serious/opportunistic infections, malignancies and mortality across 49 US and 


non-US trials of etanercept across AS, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), juvenile idiopathic arthritis 


(JIA), psoriatic arthritis (PsA) and moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis (PsO) indications. A 


summary of the methodology and safety results for Gottlieb, 2011 is provided in Table 68.  


Table 68: Methodology and safety outcomes: Gottlieb, 2011 


Study Gottlieb, 2011 


Summary An observational, retrospective, pooled analysis of the safety of etanercept in 
patients with active AS, RA, JIA, PsA, and PsO. A total of 49 US and non-US 
clinical trials of etanercept were included, and data were extracted from 1) the 
controlled part of double-blind studies, and 2) uncontrolled double-blind and open-
label studies.  


In total 13,877 patients were included from all trials, and by indication this involved 
the following: 


 AS: n=695 


 JIA: n=486 


 PsA: n=1362 


 PsO: n=4361 


 RA: n=6973 


 


In the AS indication, six studies, were examined for reports of serious 
infections/opportunistic infections, malignancies, and mortality including: 


 Four placebo-controlled trials (10-12, 93) 


 Two open-label extensions (118, 119) 


Objectives To examine the rates of serious infections/opportunistic infections, malignancies, 
and mortality during treatment with etanercept and placebo in patients with active 
AS, and across other indications of interest (JIA, RA, PsA, and PsO). 


Study location The clinical trials were conducted in the US, and non-US locations (the latter 
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Study Gottlieb, 2011 


unspecified). 


Design details Forty-nine trials (both double-blind and open-label extensions of double-blind 
trials, and open-label studies). Of these, in the AS indication there were:  


 Four placebo-controlled trials 


 Two open-label extensions 


Data from these studies was pooled for safety analysis. 


Interventions For AS, the post-hoc analysis included all patients randomised to either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg subcutaneous injection, weekly, or 25 mg twice weekly 


 Placebo 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


 Controlled portions of double-blind studies 


 Uncontrolled double-blind and open-label studies. 


 Only registries managed by Amgen or Wyeth  


 Studies focusing solely on pharmacokinetic parameters were excluded 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


Patients could receive concomitant DMARDs 


Safety 
outcomes 


1) Serious infections: Met regulatory definition, i.e. fatal, life-threatening, 
requiring in-patient hospitalisation or prolongation of existing hospitalisation, 
persistent or significant disability or incapacity/congenital anomaly or birth 
defect, or another significant medical hazard. Identified cases were reviewed 
to determine the type of microorganism and infection site 


2) Opportunistic infections: The US Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) definition of opportunistic infections was applied. 


3) Malignancies: Identified malignancies were independently adjudicated by 
three physicians. For questionable events, narratives were reviewed. Only the 
incident cancer was counted, and metastatic disease and recurrences were 
counted as one case. Malignancies at different sites, without being metastatic 
disease, were counted as separate events. 


4) Mortality: Deaths that occurred within 30 days after the last dose of study 
drug were included and reviewed. The underlying causes of death were then 
placed into categories used by the CDC and defined according to codes from 
the International Classification of Diseases,  


Populations 
analysed 


Serious/opportunistic infections: All events that occurred during the double-
blind phase with onset dates between the first dose and the last dose of study 
drug were included in the analyses. Serious infectious events that occurred within 
30 days after the last dose in the double-blind phase were captured in the 
analyses of all patients who continued beyond the double-blind phase and 
received at least one dose of etanercept in clinical studies. 
Malignancies: All events that occurred while the patient was taking the study 
drug or within 30 days after the last dose were tabulated. For patients who 
discontinued after the double-blind phase of a study, events that occurred 30 days 
after the last dose were also included. 
Mortality: Deaths that occurred within 30 days after the last dose of study drug 
were included and reviewed. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Review of identified events and cases was performed to classify deaths by cause, 
serious infections by site and type, and malignancies by type. Data were reported 
by trial, indication, and dosage. Standardised incidence ratios (SIRs) and 
standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) were calculated (observed/expected), taking 
sex and age distribution into consideration. All exposure-adjusted rates were 
presented as the number of events per 100 patient years. A corresponding 95% 
Cl was calculated by the exact method based on the Poisson distribution method. 
Analyses were performed with SAS STAT system version 9.1 (SAS Institute 
Inc., Cary, NC). 
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Study Gottlieb, 2011 


Patient 
disposition 


Double-blind analysis of included trials included 4,580 patients administered 
etanercept and 2,270 patients receiving placebo/concomitant DMARDs. The total 
analysis across all trial periods (double-blind and open-label) included 13,977 
patients.  


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


In all clinical trials demographic characteristics were similar (data not shown). By 
indication patients ranged between 41 and 53 years of age (mean 10 years for 
JIA). The majority of patients in the RA (78%) and JIA (73%) indications were 
female, whereas in AS (75%) and PsO (64%) they were male. 


Safety 
outcomes 


Serious/opportunistic infections 


 Incidence of serious infections in AS patients (all clinical trials) was 3.01/100 
patient-years (exposure-adjusted rate) which was identical to the rate in the 
overall (across-indication) etanercept trials analysis 


 Pooled double-blind analysis across indications indicated a rate ratio of 0.76 
(95%CI 0.50, 1.18) for etanercept vs placebo, which was not statistically 
significant 


 For all clinical trials there were no significant differences in rates of serious 
infections in the different dosing groups within each indication 


 Most common events in AS were infections (pathogen class unspecified) with 
common sites being skin/subcutaneous tissue (0.90) and gastrointestinal tract 
(0.60) 


 In the double-blind trials analysis, no opportunistic infections were reported in 
patients from the AS, PsA and PsO studies 


 In the analysis of all clinical trials, no opportunistic infections were reported in 
the AS studies. 


o Two cases of tuberculosis were reported across all indications (SIR 1.08 
(95% CI 0.13, 3.91) 


 


Malignancies 


 Rate ratio of malignancies in double-blind analysis across all indications for 
etanercept vs placebo was 0.88 (95%CI 0.41, 1.99) 


 No cases of lymphoma or leukaemia were reported in AS patients 


 Across all indications, rates of melanoma and basal cell carcinoma were not 
significantly different compared to the general population rates 


 


Mortality 


 No deaths were reported in the AS studies 


 Across indications, etanercept had an SMR of 0.46 (95%CI 0.36, 0.59), and 
was similar for US and non-US studies   


Safety 
conclusion 


This pooled analysis found rates of serious infectious events were generally 
similar between etanercept and control patients in the double-blind analysis of the 
clinical trials. The overall rates of opportunistic infections in the etanercept groups 
were low and were similar to controls. There were no cases of leukaemia or 
lymphoma in the AS studies. The results of the analysis also suggest no increase 
in mortality rates associated with etanercept use compared with control 
populations. Overall the analysis indicates that etanercept is generally well 
tolerated, with a low risk of serious AEs, including infections and malignancies 
across the indications (including AS) assessed. 


Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence interval; DMARD, disease modifying 
anti-rheumatic drug; JIA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis; PsA, psoriatic arthritis; PsO, plaque psoriasis; RA, 
rheumatoid arthritis; SIR, standardised incidence ratio; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 
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3.7.6.3 Study: van der Heijde, 2014  


Methodology and safety outcomes: van der Heijde, 2014 


The source of the safety data for van der Heijde, 2014 is van der Heijde et al, 2014 (165). 


This study pools safety data on serious infections, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 


malignancies and non-malignant skin cancers across eight etanercept trials reported in nine 


publications;Gorman et al, 2002 (93), Davis et al, 2003 (10), Calin et al, 2004 (11), van der 


Heijde et al, 2006 (12), Braun et al, 2008 (ASCEND trial) (127), Davis et al, 2008 (118), 


Dijkmans et al, 2009 (120) and Martin Mola et al, 2008 (172). Note that the Braun et al, 


2008, and Martin-Mola et al, 2008, studies were conference abstracts which have since 


been superceded by full publications.   


A summary of the methodology and safety results for van der Heijde, 2014 is provided in 


Table 69. 


Table 69: Methodology and safety outcomes: van der Heijde, 2014 


Study van der Heijde, 2014 


Summary An observational, retrospective, analysis of the safety of etanercept in patients 
with active AS. Eight studies, reported in nine publications, were examined for 
reports of serious infections, IBD, malignancies, and non-malignant skin cancers 
including: 


 Four placebo-controlled trials (10-12, 93) 


 One active-controlled trial (127) 


 Three open-label trials (93, 118, 120, 172) 


Objectives To examine the rates of serious infections, IBD, malignancies, and non-malignant 
skin cancers during treatment with etanercept, SSZ and placebo in patients with 
active AS. 


Study location The clinical trials were conducted in the USA, Europe, Latin America and Asia. 


Design details Eight clinical trials of etanercept in patients with active AS were examined for 
reports of serious infections, IBD, malignancies, and non- malignant skin cancers: 


 Four placebo-controlled trials 


 One active-controlled trial 


 Three open-label trials 


Data from these studies was pooled for safety analysis. 


Interventions The post-hoc analysis included all patients randomised to either: 


 Etanercept 50 mg subcutaneous injection, weekly, or 


 SSZ up to 3 g orally, per day, or 


 Placebo 


Key inclusion 
criteria 


All randomised patients who received at least one dose of treatment with 
etanercept, SSZ or placebo were included in the study. 


Permitted 
concomitant 
medications 


Not reported in publication. 


Safety 
outcomes 


The objective of this post-hoc analysis was to examine events of serious 
infections, opportunistic infections, and some types of malignancies in patients 
with active AS who were treated with etanercept, sulfasalazine or placebo in the 
eight clinical trials. 


Study data were filtered by prespecified TEAEs using COSTART preferred terms 
and/or search stems. Serious infections were defined as those meeting regulatory 
criteria or those requiring hospitalisation and/or the need for parenteral anti-
infectives. IBD events included new onset and flares. Malignancies were 
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Study van der Heijde, 2014 


consistent with those included in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results 
(SEER) database and excluded in situ cancers with the exception of bladder and 
non- melanoma skin cancers. 


Populations 
analysed 


All randomised patients who received at least one dose of treatment with 
etanercept, SSZ or placebo. 


Statistical 
analysis  


Exposure was calculated from the first to the last dose with the exclusion of time 
gaps between double-blind studies and open-label extensions. Endpoints included 
exposure-adjusted rates and rate ratios (RRs), with 95% CIs. 


Fisher’s exact binomial test was used to analyse AE rates. AEs occurring within 
30 days after the final dose of a double-blind study or an open-label study were 
analysed as occurring in those studies. 


THE SEER database was used to calculate standardised incidence ratios (SIRs) 
for malignancies. The SEER, Arizona basal cell carcinoma, Arizona squamous 
cell carcinoma, and Minnesota squamous cell carcinoma databases were used to 
calculate expected numbers of cancers. 


Patient 
disposition 


A total of 1,323 patients were included in the pooled dataset (etanercept, n=1,074; 
placebo, n=249; SSZ, n=187). Total exposure to study drugs was 1,520 patient-
years, including 1,131 patient-years of exposure to etanercept. 


Patient 
demographics 
and baseline 
characteristics 


At baseline, disease duration, age, gender, weight, race, HLA-B27 positive status 
and treatment with corticosteroids were similar between treatment groups in the 
five double-blind studies (p>0.05). However, the following baseline characteristics 
were significantly different between treatment groups: 


 medical history of IBD was significantly higher in the placebo group (p=0.01) 


 treatment with DMARDs was significantly higher in the etanercept group 
(p=0.001) 


 treatment with NSAIDs was significantly lower in the placebo group (p=0.001). 


Safety 
outcomes 


Incidence of serious infections and IBD-related events 


Rates of serious infections, IBD-related events, and malignancies during the 
double-blind studies were comparable between the etanercept and SSZ/placebo 
groups. Patients treated with etanercept had numerically higher RRs of serious 
infections than with placebo (not significant). No opportunistic infections were 
reported during the trials. 


Incidence of malignant and non-melanomas skin cancers  


No cancers were reported during the double-blind studies. In the open-label 
extensions, six malignancies and two non-melanoma skin cancers were reported. 
The SIRs did not indicate a significantly elevated rate of malignancy or non-
malignant skin cancer. 


 Placebo + SSZ 


(n=436) 


Etanercept  


DB 


(n=887) 


Etanercept  


OL 


(n=1,074) 


Study duration weeks/ 
total exposure (patient -
years) 


12-24/137.27 12-24/250.95 


 


12-264/1,131.28 


Serious infectious events 


Events 1
‡
 4 21 


Rate
†
 0.73 1.59 1.86 


RR (95% CI) 2.19 


(0.22-107.79) 


2.19 


(0.22-107.79) 


N/A 


IBD-related events 


Events 1
‡§


 2
¶
 20


††
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Rate
, 
total (new events, 


flares)
†
 


0.73 


(0.73, 0) 


0.80 


(0.40, 0.40) 


1.77 


(0.53, 1.24) 


RR (95% CI) 1.09 


(0.06-64.56) 


1.09 


(0.06-64.56) 


N/A 


Malignancies and non-melanoma skin cancers 


Events 0 0 8 


Rate
†
 0 0 0.71 


RR (95% CI) N/A N/A N/A 


Abbreviations: CI, confidence intervals; DB, double-blind; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; OL, open-
label; RR, rate ratio; SSZ, sulfasalazine. 
†Rate = number of events/100 patient years 
‡Patient was treated with placebo 
§No events were flares 
¶One event was a flare 
††Fourteen events were flares, occurring in 10 patients. 


 


 The rate of IBD flare was higher for etanercept during the open-label 
extensions (1.24/100 patient-years) than during the double-blind studies 
(0.4/100 patient-years) 


 Most patients (77%) with long-term exposure to etanercept and a history of 
IBD did not experience a flare during follow-up 


 Based on a SIR analysis, the rate of malignancies in etanercept-treated 
patients (double-blind and open-label extensions) was not elevated relative to 
the general population (compared with the SEER database) 


 Similarly, the etanercept rate of basal cell and squamous cell skin cancer was 
not elevated compared with reference databases of the general population. 


Safety 
conclusion 


This pooled analysis represents the largest safety dataset of etanercept-treated 
patients in active AS trial settings available to date. In the studies analysed, 
etanercept was associated with low, unadjusted rates of serious infections, 
opportunistic infections, malignancies, non-malignant skin cancers, and disease-
related IBD. Rates of serious infectious events were similar between the double-
blind studies and the open-label extensions and were comparable to other 
studies. Also, long-term exposure to etanercept was not associated with higher 
rates of serious infections. Although opportunistic infections, including 
tuberculosis, have been reported previously, none were recorded in these nine 
publications. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence intervals; COSTART, Coding Symbols for a Thesaurus 
of Adverse Reaction Terms; DB, double-blind; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; HLA, human 
leucocyte antigen; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; OL, open-
label; RRs, rate ratios; SEER, Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results; SIR, standardised incidence ratios; 
SSZ, sulfasalazine; TEAEs, treatment emergent adverse events. 


 


3.7.7 Summary and conclusions 


The safety data presented in this section demonstrates that etanercept has an established 


safety profile in AS patients and is generally well tolerated for the treatment of nr-axSpA and 


AS. There is extensive evidence from placebo-controlled trials which shows similar 


discontinuation rates for patients receiving etanercept and for patients receiving placebo. In 


addition, data from long term extension studies shows that etanercept is generally well 


tolerated for up to 7 years of therapy with a low frequency of treatment discontinuation due 


to adverse reactions.  


Data from the pivotal 1031 trial provides evidence that the safety profile of etanercept for the 


treatment of patients with nr-axSpA is consistent with that reported in studies of etanercept 
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in patients with active AS. Adverse reactions reported in RCTs and open label extension 


studies of etanercept in patients with active AS were generally mild to moderate in intensity. 


In addition, any SAEs which were reported largely occurred as a single, isolated event or 


were considered to be unrelated to etanercept therapy.  There were no new safety signals 


during the 1031 study.  


No incidences of uveitis reported in any of the studies in nr-axSpA and AS patients resulted 


in patient discontinuation. In addition, a pooled analysis investigating the incidence of uveitis 


in trials of patients receiving etanercept for active AS reported that any occurrences of the 


condition tended to be mild to moderate in severity and were generally resolved with topical 


treatments. Also, the largest pooled safety evidence dataset presented for etanercept to date 


showed that in patients with active AS, etanercept was associated with low rates of serious 


infections, opportunistic infections, malignancies, non-malignant skin cancers, and disease-


related IBD 


In conclusion, there is extensive clinical evidence which shows that etanercept is well 


tolerated across the spectrum of AxSpA.   
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 Comparative efficacy and safety 4.


4.1 Summary  


In the absence of direct head-to-head evidence, NICE recommends conducting a network 


meta-analysis to investigate all relevant direct and indirect treatment comparisons (173). 


Therefore a Bayesian network meta-analyses (NMA) was conducted separately for the AS 


and nr-axSpA populations to compare within their licensed populations: 1) direct 


comparisons of active treatments versus placebo (representing conventional care, 


NSAIDs), and 2) indirect comparisons of etanercept versus the other active treatments of 


interest.    


 


Network meta-analysis  


Methods: 


The NMA was performed on difference in mean change from baseline in BASFI and 


BASDAI to provide comparative estimates of efficacy for use in the economic model. 


Complimentary estimates of efficacy based on an objective endpoint, CRP (AS) and 


ASDAS-CRP (nr-axSpA), were performed. Where robust analyses were possible, results 


for both fixed effect and random effects models are presented, and do not differ 


significantly in their goodness of fit.  


Results: 


 AS (fixed effect and random effects model) 


Anti-TNFs demonstrate a benefit over PBO (conventional care) and have comparable 


clinical efficacy  


o The fixed effects model indicated all anti-TNFs analysed had statistically significant 
improvements on the BASFI, BASDAI and CRP outcomes versus PBO. These 
results are generally supported by the random effects model which show a similar 
numerical differences, although statistical significance is not reached by CZP in 
BASFI, and for BASDAI only maintained for ETN versus PBO.  


o There were no statistically significant differences between ETN and the other 
comparator treatments on  BASFI or BASDAI (fixed effects and random effects 
models) 


 When using the fixed effects model, CZP was associated with significantly less 
improvement in BASDAI total score versus INF 


o ETN and ADA had statistically significant improvements in CRP versus GOL; there 
were no statistically significant differences for the other treatment comparisons  on 
this outcome (fixed effects model) 


 


 Nr-axSpA (fixed effects model) 


Consistent with the available trial evidence, the NMA supports the conclusion that anti-


TNFs provide a significant benefit over conventional care. 


o ETN, ADA and CZP had statistically significant improvements on the BASFI and 
BASDAI  versus PBO 
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o Due to lack of data, it was not possible to perform an analysis on ASDAS-CRP. 


 


Extensive heterogeneity in nr-axSpA trial populations exists in important baseline 


characteristics (e.g. baseline CRP, BASDAI and BASFI, age, disease duration) and 


disease classification. These differences may impact outcomes analysed in the NMA, and 


confound the comparisons between anti-TNFs, making the results of the NMA potentially 


unreliable.  


In the absence of sufficient information for meta-regression, heterogeneity was addressed 


using matching adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) and simulated treatment comparison 


(STC) analyses of patient level data available to Pfizer. The results of both analyses were 


consistent with each other, and suggest that if adjustments are made to address the 


differences in baseline characteristics and disease classification, ETN has comparable 


efficacy with CZP and ADA. 


 


 


4.2 Efficacy: Meta-analysis and indirect comparisons  


4.2.1 Methods  


A detailed description of the systematic review methodology, data extraction methodology, 


literature search results and related flow diagrams for the etanercept and comparator RCTs 


are reported in section 2 and Appendix A. 


4.2.1.1 Statistical methods 


Data extraction and handling of missing data 


Study characteristics, patient characteristics, treatment regimen and outcome data were 


extracted from the relevant RCTs. Information regarding the following patient characteristics 


at baseline were extracted and used to assess comparability of studies: age (mean); sex (% 


male); disease duration (years); % with prior NSAIDs; % with prior DMARDs; % on 


concomitant DMARDs; % on concomitant NSAIDs; % on concomitant sulfasalazine; % on 


concomitant methotrexate; % on concomitant corticosteroids; % fulfilling modified New York 


criteria; % with history of arthritis; % with history of psoriasis; % with a history of uveitis; % 


with a history of IBD; % HLA B27 positive; CRP, mg/dl (mean); ESR, mm/h (mean); Total 


Back score; BASFI, cm (mean); BASDAI, cm (mean); BASMI, cm (mean); Treatment 


experienced or naïve (n, %), SPARCC score (mean).  


The primary objective of the NMA was to provide comparative estimates for the outcomes 


used to drive the economic model (BASDAI and BASFI). In line with the most recent 


recommendations on measuring treatment benefit (see section 3.2.1) an analysis of an 


acute phase reactant was also performed to provide an estimate of relative efficacy using an 


objective measure. For this outcome, CRP was selected in accordance with recent 


publications (29). For the outcomes of interest, BASFI, BASDAI and CRP, the mean change 


from baseline (CFB) was extracted whenever available, along with corresponding sample 


size, standard deviation (SD) and measures of uncertainty (i.e. standard error (SE), 95% 


confidence intervals [CI], and p value) for all relevant intervention groups. If CFB was not 


provided in the full text reports, the measure at baseline and at follow-up was used to 


calculate CFB. The corresponding SE was calculated by assuming a conservative 0.50 
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correlation between the measures at follow-up and baseline. If the SE was not reported, but 


other measures of variance were available, the SE was calculated using the following 


hierarchy: SD by intervention group along with the sample size, 95% CI by intervention 


group; 95% CI of the difference between intervention groups. 


For studies for which no variance measure was reported, imputation was performed. First, 


the standard deviations were calculated for all remaining studies (by dividing the SE by the 


square root of the number of patients in each intervention group), the mean of these SDs 


was then applied to the studies with missing SE, and then the SDs were divided by the 


square root of the number of patients to obtain an estimate of the SE for each intervention 


group. 


NMA models 


Analyses were performed in the Bayesian framework and involve data, a likelihood 


distribution, a model with parameters, and prior distributions. The plausibility of model 


assumptions should guide model choice and, in general, the assumptions of random effects 


models are more plausible than those of the fixed effect model. However, the evidence 


networks consisted of a limited number of studies and some connections in networks 


consisted of only single trials. A limited number of studies in a network may result in unstable 


heterogeneity estimates when using random effects models. Accordingly, both fixed and 


random effects models were used for the NMA. See Appendix C for details regarding model 


specification.  


For both models the goodness-of-fit of model predictions to the observed data was 


measured by calculating the posterior mean residual deviance, D D  (174). Subsequently 


the deviance information criterion (DIC) was obtained which provides a measure of the 


trade-off between model fit and parsimony (the fixed effect model being the most 


parsimonious). The model with the better trade-off between fit and parsimony has a lower 


DIC. A difference in DIC of about 3 points can be considered meaningful. Since model fit is 


not a proxy for the plausibility of model assumptions we did not want to solely rely on the 


DIC to select fixed or random effects models. When the results of the random effects model 


were unstable (i.e. very large credible intervals), only the results obtained with the fixed 


effects model were presented. When both models provided meaningful results, results 


obtained with both models were presented along with the DIC. When an evidence network 


for a particular analysis consisted of only single RCTs for each direct comparison (i.e. one 


trial per connection) in the network, it was not feasible to estimate the heterogeneity 


parameter and only the fixed effects model was used.  


Software 


The parameters of the different models were estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo 


(MCMC) method as implemented in the OpenBUGS software package (175, 176). A first 


series of iterations from the OpenBUGS sampler were discarded as ‘burn-in’ and the 


inferences were based on additional iterations using three chains. Convergence of the 


chains was confirmed by the Gelman-Rubin statistic. All analyses were performed using R 


version 3.0.3 (http://www.r-project.org/) and OpenBugs version 3.2.3 (OpenBUGS Project 


Management Group). The OpenBUGS code is presented in Appendix C. 


Presentation of results 


The primary outputs of the Bayesian NMA are posterior distributions of the relative treatment 


effects between all interventions in the networks, i.e. differences in CFB BASFI, CFB 
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BASDAI, and CFB CRP. In addition, the expected CFB for each of these outcomes by 


treatment was modelled (“modelled outcomes”) by combining the relative treatment effect 


estimates versus placebo obtained from the NMA with the average outcome with placebo 


from the placebo controlled trials. The posterior distributions of relative treatment effects and 


modelled outcomes were summarised by the median and 95% credible intervals (CrIs), 


which were constructed from the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.  


Evaluation of consistency between direct and indirect comparisons 


Prior to the NMA, the consistency between direct and indirect comparisons was evaluated 


for networks that consisted of closed loops. For each of the comparisons (i.e. contrasts) that 


were part of a closed loop made up of more than one RCT, the available studies were split 


into direct and indirect information. For each contrast in question, two (pooled) relative 


treatment effect estimates were obtained, one with independent-means (or independent-


effects) models using only the studies providing direct comparisons, and one based on an 


NMA of the remaining studies providing only indirect evidence. This iterative technique is 


called edge-splitting (177). The difference in estimates generated by the two sets of 


evidence was evaluated with the Bucher test for inconsistency (175). There were only 


sufficient studies in the AS BASFI and BASDAI networks included as sensitivity analyses to 


enable evaluation of consistency using this method for the placebo-etanercept-infliximab 


closed loop. The results of these analyses are presented in Appendix F as part of the 


sensitivity analyses of the NMA 


4.2.2 Studies eligible for meta-analysis 


4.2.2.1 Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) RCT evidence 


The original and updated electronic database searches identified 29 publications (11, 12, 14, 


41, 69-71, 89, 91, 93-101, 104, 106-111, 114, 133, 178, 179) and the conference abstract 


searches identified 4 abstracts (129-131, 135) reporting on a total of 20 AS RCTs. Of these 


publications, 18 reporting on 14 RCTs (11, 69, 70, 91, 95, 101, 104, 106-108, 178-184) 


included outcomes data that appeared relevant for the NMA, specifically,  at least one of the 


following: 


 CRP at 12 weeks,  


 BASDAI at 12 weeks  


 BASFI at 12 weeks 


The study design, characteristics and patient baseline disease status in these 18 


publications (14 RCTS) are reported in Table 70 and Table 71. 
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Table 70: Characteristics of etanercept and comparator treatment RCTs in the AS population eligible for inclusion in the NMA 


Publication & trial 
name  


Study design  Treatment 
arms, dose 
regimen 


N= number 


randomised 


Treatment 
duration 
(weeks) 


Population  Age in  


Years, 
mean (SD) 


 


 


Duration of 
disease, 
years; mean 
(SD) 


 


Symptoms, 
years; mean 
(SD) 


Prior 
NSAIDs 
use, n (%) 


Concomitant 
NSAIDs use, 
n (%) 


Indication: Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Etanercept 


16.0037/ 


Davis, 2003 


(full paper)  


(CSR-48803) (10) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT  


ETN 25 mg, 
twice weekly 
N= 138 


 


PBO  


N=139 


24 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASFI ≥ 30‡ 


 


Total back pain 
or patient global 
assessment  
≥30‡ 


 


Morning 
stiffness of  
≥30‡ 


ETN arm: 42.1 
(9.7) 


 


PBO arm: 41.9 
(11.1) 


 


ETN arm: 
10.1 (8.2) 


 


PBO arm: 
10.5 (9) 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
126 (91) 


 


PBO arm: 
128 (92) 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


16.0626/ 


Gorman, 2002 


(full paper) 


(CSR-48704) 


(93) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 25 mg, 
twice weekly 
N= 20 


 
PBO  


N=20  


16 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


Inflammatory 
back pain 


 


Morning 
stiffness of ≥45 
mins 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxx 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxx 


 


402-WW/ 


Braun, 2011 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg, 
weekly N= 


16 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


ETN arm: 40.69 
(11.69) 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


ETN arm: 
335 (88.39) 


ETN arm: 
324 (85.5) 
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ASCEND 


(full paper) 


(CSR-72737) 


(14) 


379 


 
SSZ 3 mg,  


daily, N=187 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥30‡ 


 


PGADA VAS 
≥30 


 


average 
nocturnal and 
total pain VAS 
≥30 


 


BASFI VAS ≥30 


 


at least 1 
NSAID failed 


 


SSZ arm: 40.9 
(12.23) 


 


 


SSZ arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx 


 


 


SSZ arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


SSZ arm: 
159 (85.03) 


 


 


SSZ arm: 
154 (82.4) 


 


311-EU/Calin, 2004 


(full paper) 


(CSR-47687) 


(11) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 25 mg, 
twice weekly 
N= 45 


 
PBO  


N=39 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥30‡ 


 


Inflammatory 
back pain ≥30 
by VAS 


 


PGADA VAS 
≥30 


 


Back  pain VAS 
≥30 


 


Physical 
function  VAS 
≥30 


 


ETN arm: 45.3 
(9.5) 


 


PBO arm: 40.7 
(11.4) 


 


ETN arm: 15 
(8.8) 


 


PBO arm: 
9.7 (8.2) 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxx) 


 


ETN arm: 40 
(89) 


 


PBO arm: 33 
(85) 
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314-EU/van der Heijde, 
2006 


(full paper) 


(CSR-59339) 


(12) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N= 
155 


 
ETN 25 mg, 
twice weekly 
N= 150 


 


PBO  


N=51 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASFI  VAS 
≥30 


 


PGADA VAS 
≥30 


 


average 
nocturnal and 
total pain VAS 
≥30 


 


BASFI VAS ≥30 


 


Morning 
stiffness of  
≥30‡ 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 41.46 
(11.02) 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 39.83 
(10.71) 


 


PBO arm: 40.06 
(10.93) 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 8.96 
(8.65) 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 9.97 
(9.05) 


 


PBO arm: 
8.48 (6.83) 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: NR 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx) 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 124 (80) 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 127 
(84.7) 


 


PBO arm: 40 
(78.4) 


 


314-EU/ Braun 2007 


(full paper) 


(CSR-59339) 


(98) 


 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N= 
155 


 
ETN 25 mg, 
twice weekly 
N= 150 


 


PBO  


N=51 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASFI or 
BASDAII VAS 
≥30 


 


Morning 
stiffness of  
≥30‡ 


PGADA VAS ≥ 
30 


 


average 
nocturnal and 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 41 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 40 


 


PBO arm: 40 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 9 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 10 


 


PBO arm: 8 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: NR 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: NR 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: 124 (80) 


 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: 127 (85) 


 


PBO arm: 40 
(78) 
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total pain VAS 
≥30 


SPINE trial/ 


Dougados, 2011   


(full paper) 


(13) 


 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N= 39 


 


PBO  


N=43 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI VAS 
≥40 


 


ETN arm: 46 
(11) 


 


PBO arm:  


48 (10) 


 


ETN  arm:  


19 (10) 


 


PBO arm:  


23 (11) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 
39 (100) 


 


PBO arm:  


43 (100) 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR  


Cantini, 2013 


(full paper) 


(101) 


RCT, blinding NR 


 


ETN 50 mg,  
weekly  


N= 21 


 


ETN 50 mg,  
every other 
week  


N= 22 


 


NR Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


ETN (weekly) 
arm:38 
(median) 


 


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm:37 
(median) 


ETN 
(weekly) 
arm: 
12(median) 


  


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm: 
13(median) 


ETN (weekly) 
arm: NR 


  


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm: NR 


ETN 
(weekly) 
arm: NR 


  


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm: NR 


ETN (weekly) 
arm: NR 


  


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm: NR 


Giardina, 2010 


(full paper) 


(104) 


Open-label, RCT ETN 50 mg,  
weekly  


N= 25 


 


INF 5 mg,  0, 
2, 6 and 
every 6 
weeks 


N= 25 


 


104 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI >4 


 


Spinal pain >4§ 


non-responders 
to oral NSAID 


ETN arm: 32.6 
(6.8) 


 


INF arm: 31.9 
(9.2) 


ETN arm: 
15.7 (6.5) 


 


INF arm: 
15.4 (10.6) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


ETN arm: 
25 (100) 


 


INF arm: 25 
(100) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


Navarro-Sarabi, 


2011 


(full paper) 


(110) 


LOADET 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg,  
twice weekly 
N= 54 


 
ETN 50 mg, 
once weekly 
N= 54 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Spinal pain ≥4 


ETN (twice 
weekly) arm: 


40.22 (10.36) 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) arm: 


42.63 (10.66) 


ETN (twice 
weekly) 
arm:7.03 
(6.83) 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) 
arm:7.28 


ETN (twice 
weekly) 
arm:11.87 
(8.45) 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) 
arm:14.35 


ETN (twice 
weekly) 
arm: 


54 (100) 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) 
arm: 


ETN (twice 
weekly) arm: 


45 (83.33)  


 


ETN (once 
weekly) arm: 


48 (88.89) 
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 by VAS 


 


Patient’s global 
disease 
assessment ≥4 


(7.06) (10.52) 54 (100) 


Infliximab   


Braun, 2002 


ASSERT 


(full paper) 


(95) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


INF 5 mg, 0, 
2, 6 weeks 


N=35 


 


PBO  


N=35 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Spinal pain ≥4§ 


INF arm: 40.6 
(8) 


 


PBO arm: 


39 (9.1) 


INF arm: 16.4 
(8.3) 


 


PBO arm: 


14.9 (9.3) 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: 
NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


Inman, 2010, 


CANDLE 


(full paper) 


(106) 


 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


INF 3 mg, 0, 
2, 6 weeks 


N=39 


 


PBO  


N=37 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


 


INF arm: 42.9 
(10.4) 


 


PBO arm: 


39.3 (9) 


INF arm: 11.7 
(10.6) 


 


PBO arm: 


11.1 (10.3) 


INF arm: 
18.7(11.3) 


 


PBO: 
18.6(9.8) 


INF arm: 
NR 


 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


Marksymowych, 2010 


CANDLE 


(full paper) 


(108) 


Multicentre, 
double-
blind, RCT 


INF 3 mg, 0, 
2, 6 weeks 


N=18 


 


PBO  


N=18 


 


12 Adult 
patients 
≥18 
years 


 


mNY criteria
†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


INF 
arm: 
43.6 
(11.8) 


 


PBO arm: 


41.7 (9.3) 


INF arm: 
12(11.2) 


 


PBO arm: 


14.3(12.0) 


INF arm: 20 
(11.8) 


 


PBO arm: 


20.2 (11.5) 


INF arm: 18 
(100) 


 


 


PBO arm: 
18 (100) 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


Certolizumab  Pegol   


Landewe, 2012 


RAPID-axSpA 


(full paper) 


(90) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


CZP 200 mg, 
every two 
weeks,  


N=65 


48 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria
† 


CZP 200 mg 
arm : 41 (10.8) 


 


 


CZP 200 mg 
arm : 7.4 
(7.8) 


 


CZP 200 mg 
arm : 10.5 
(8.8) 


 


CZP 200 
mg arm : 52 
(80) 


 


CZP 200 mg 
arm : NR 
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CZP 400 mg, 
every four 
weeks,  


N=56 


 


PBO  


N=51 


 


 


BASDAI >4 


 


Spinal pain >4 
§
 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : 41.9 
(11.5) 


 


PBO arm: 41.6 
(12.8) 


 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : 7.5 
(7.8) 


 


PBO arm: 
9.9 (8.5) 


 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : 12.4 
(10.1) 


 


PBO arm: 
13.1 (10.8) 


 


 


CZP 400 
mg arm : 44 
(79) 


 


PBO arm: 
55 (97) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


 


Adalimumab   


Lambert 2007  


(full paper) 


(107) 


M03-606  


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week, N=39 


  
PBO, N=44 


24  Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria
† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Total back pain 
≥4


‡
 


 


Morning 
stiffness of  ≥1 
hour 


 


Failed 
treatment  ≥1 
NSAIDs 


ADA arm:  


41.9 


 


PBO arm: 


  40 


ADA arm: 
14.5 (9) 


 


PBO arm: 
12.1 (8.7) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 
38 (100) 


 


PBO arm: 
44 (100) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


Van der Heidje 2006 


(full paper) 


(91) 


ATLAS 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT  


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week,  


N= 208  


 


PBO 


N=107 


24 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Total back pain 
≥4§ 


 


ADA arm: 41.7 
(11.69) 


 


PBO arm: 43.4 
(11.32) 


 


ADA arm: 
11.3 (9.99) 


 


PBO arm: 10 
(8.34) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 
208 (100) 


 


PBO arm: 
107 (100) 


ADA arm: 
166 (79.8) 


 


PBO arm: 84 
(78.5) 
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Morning  


stiffness of ≥1 
hour  


Revicki 2008 


(full paper) 


(70) 


ATLAS 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT  


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week N=208 


 


PBO  


N=107 


24 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


intolerance to 
≥1NSAIDs 


ADA arm:  


41.7 (11.7) 


 
PBO arm:  


43.4 (11.3) 


ADA arm: 
11.3 (10) 


 
PBO arm: 10 
(8.3) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 
208 (100) 


 
PBO arm: 
107 (100) 


ADA arm: NR 


 
PBO arm: 
NR 


Golimumab   


Inman, 2008 


GO-RAISE 


(full paper) 


(69) 


 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


GOL 50 mg, 
every four 
weeks,  


N=138 


 


GOL 100 mg, 
every four 
weeks,  


N=140 


 


PBO  


N=78 


 


24 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


mNY criteria† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Spinal pain ≥4§ 


inadequate 
response to 
current or 
previous 
NSAIDs or 
DMARD 


GOL 50 mg 
arm:38(median) 


 


GOL 100 mg 
arm: 
38(median) 


 


PBO  


arm: 41 
(median) 


 


GOL 50 mg 
arm: 
5.15(median) 


 


GOL 100 mg 
arm: 
5.20(median) 


 


PBO  


arm: 
7.25(median) 


GOL 50 mg 
arm: 11 
(median) 


 


GOL 100 mg 
arm: 9.5 
(median) 


 


PBO  


arm: 16 
(median) 


GOL 50 mg 
arm: NR 


 


 


GOL 100 
mg arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


GOL 50 mg 
arm: 124 
(89.9) 


 


 


GOL 100 mg 
arm: 123 
(87.9) 


 


PBO arm: 72 
(92.3) 


 


 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab;  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CSR, Clinical Study Report; 
CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; mNY, Modified New York; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PBO, placebo; PGADA, 
Patient global assessment of disease activity; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SD, standard deviation; SSZ, sulfasalazine; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
† Active AS based on modified New York criteria 
‡ Scores on a 0-100-mm visual analogue scale 
§ Scores on a 0-10-cm visual analogue scale 
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Table 71: Baseline disease status in etanercept and comparator treatment RCTs in the AS population eligible for inclusion in the NMA 


Publication & trial 
name  


Treatment 
arms 


Smoking 
Status  


HLA B27 positive: 
n (%) 


Elevated CRP at 
baseline: n (%)  


Baseline BASDAI:  Baseline BASFI:  mSASSS scores 


Indication: Ankylosing spondylitis 


Etanercept 


16.0037/ 


Davis, 2003 (full paper)  


(CSR-48803) (10) 


ETN 25 mg,  


 


PBO  


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 108 (84) 


 


PBO arm: 109 (84) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 5.81( 0.15)
‡
 


 


PBO arm: 5.96 (0.14)
‡
 


 


ETN arm: 5.17(0.18)
‡
 


 


PBO arm:5.63( 
0.17)


‡
 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


16.0626/ 


Gorman, 2002 (full 
paper) 


(CSR-48704) (93) 


ETN 25 mg,  


 
PBO  


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx


x
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx


xx
 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


402-WW/ 


Braun, 2011 ASCEND 
(full paper) (CSR-
72737)(14) 


ETN 50 mg,  


 


SSZ 3 mg,  


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


SSZ arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx  


SSZ arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx 


ETN arm: NR 


 


SSZ arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 5.93 (1.63)
†
 


 


SSZ arm: 5.91 (1.59)
 †
 


 


ETN arm: 5.5 (SD, 
2.02)


 †
 


SSZ arm: 5.5 (2.08)
 †
 


ETN arm: NR 


 


SSZ arm: NR 


 


311-EU/Calin, 2004 


(full paper) (CSR-
47687) (11) 


ETN 25 mg,  


 


PBO  


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: xxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: xxxxx) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 6.1 (1.57)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.86 (1.32)
 †
 


ETN arm: 6.02 ( 
2.07)


 †
 


PBO arm: 5.72 (1.62)
 


†
 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


314-EU/van der Heijde, 
2006 (full paper) 


(CSR-59339) (12) 


ETN 50 mg,   


 
ETN 25 mg,  


 


PBO  


ETN 50 mg 
arm: NR 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: NR 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
xxxxxxx 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
NR 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
NR 


PBO arm: NR 


 


ETN 50 mg arm: 6.2( 
1.69)


 † 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
5.9(1.67)


 †
 


PBO arm:  6.1(1.3)
 †
 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
6.05( 2.02)


 † 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
5.77(2.01)


 † 


PBO arm: 5.96(1.93)
 


†
 


 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
NR 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
NR 


PBO arm: NR 


 


314-EU/ Braun 2007 


(full paper) (CSR-
59339) 


(98) 


ETN 50 mg,   


 
ETN 25 mg,  


 


ETN 50 mg 
arm: NR 


ETN 25 mg 
arm: NR 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
xxxxxxx 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
xxxxxxxxx) 


PBO arm: 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
NR 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
NR 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN 50 mg arm: 6.2
¶
 


 


ETN 25 mg arm: 5.9
¶
 


PBO arm: 6.1
¶
 


ETN 50 mg arm: 6.1
¶
 


 


ETN 25 mg arm: 5.8
¶
 


PBO arm: 6
¶
 


ETN 50 mg arm: 
NR 


ETN 25 mg arm: 
NR 


PBO arm: NR 
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 PBO  


 


xxxxxxxxx  


SPINE trial/ 


Dougados, 2011   


(full paper) (13) 


 


ETN 50 mg,   


 


PBO  


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 31(79) 


 


PBO arm: 36(86) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 6.4(1.2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.8(1.5)
 †
 


ETN arm: 6.3(2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.7(1.9)
 †
 


ETN arm: 34 (22)
 


†
 


PBO arm: 39 (19)
 


†
 


Cantini, 2013 


(full paper) (101) 


ETN 50 mg,  
(weekly)  


 


ETN 50 mg,  
(every other 
week) 


 


ETN (weekly) 
arm: NR 


  


ETN (every 
other week) 
arm: NR 


ETN (weekly) arm: 
NR 


  


ETN (every other 
week) arm: NR  


ETN (weekly) arm: 
NR 


  


ETN (every other 
week) arm: NR 


ETN (weekly) arm: 
2.3(0.4)


 †
 


  


ETN (every other 
week) arm: 2.4 (0.3)


 †
 


ETN (weekly) arm: 
2.5 (1.3)


 †
 


  


ETN (every other 
week) arm: 2.6(1.4)


 †
 


ETN (weekly) 
arm: NR 


  


ETN (every other 
week) arm: NR 


Giardina, 2010 


(full paper) (104) 


ETN 50 mg,   


 


INF 5 mg,   


ETN arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


ETN arm: 24(96) 


 


INF arm: 23(92) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


ETN arm: 6.6(1.1)
 †
 


 


INF arm: 6.5(1.2)
 †
 


ETN arm: 6.5(1.1)
 †
 


 


INF arm: 6.1(0.9)
 †
 


ETN arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


Navarro-Sarabi, 


2011 (full paper) 


(110) LOADET 


ETN 50 mg,  
twice weekly  


 
ETN 50 mg, 
once weekly  


 


ETN twice 
weekly arm: NR 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) arm: 
NR 


ETN twice weekly 
arm: 48 (90.57) 


 


ETN (once weekly) 
arm: 40 (74.07) 


ETN twice weekly 
arm: NR 


 


ETN (once weekly) 
arm: NR 


ETN twice weekly arm: 
6.1(1.7)


 †
 


 


ETN (once weekly) 
arm: 6.48 (1.61)


 †
 


ETN twice weekly 
arm: 5.87(1.96)


 †
 


 


ETN (once weekly) 
arm: 5.66(2.04)


 †
 


ETN twice weekly 
arm: NR 


 


ETN (once 
weekly) arm: NR 


Infliximab 


Braun, 2002 


ASSERT(full paper) (95) 


INF 5 mg,  


 


PBO  


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


INF arm: 31 (91) 


 


PBO arm: 27 (88) 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: 6.5(1.2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.3(1.4)
 †
 


 


INF arm: 5.4 (1.8)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.1(2.2)
 †
 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


Inman, 2010, 


CANDLE (full paper) 
(106) 


 


INF 3 mg 


 


PBO  


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: 28 (72) 


 


PBO arm: 27 (73) 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


Marksymowych, 2010 


CANDLE (full paper) 


(108) 


INF 3 mg 


 


PBO  


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: 14 (77.8) 


 


PBO arm: 13 (72.2) 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


INF arm: 6.6(1.2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.8(1.4)
 †
 


 


INF arm: 6.9 (1.4)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.1 (2)
 †
 


 


INF arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 
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Certolizumab pegol  


Landewe, 2012 


RAPID-axSpA (full 
paper) (90) 


 


CZP 200 mg,  


 


CZP 400 mg,  


 


 


PBO  


 


CZP 200 mg 
arm : NR 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


CZP 200 mg arm : 
53 (81.5) 


CZP 400 mg arm : 
44 (78.6)  


 


PBO arm: 48 (84.2)  


 


CZP 200 mg arm : 
NR 


CZP 400 mg arm : 
NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


CZP 200 mg arm : 
6.5(1.7)


 †
 


CZP 400 mg arm : 
6.2(1.3)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.4(1.9)
 †
 


 


CZP 200 mg arm : 
5.6(2.3)


 †
 


CZP 400 mg arm : 
5.7(2.3)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6 (2.0)
 †
 


 


CZP 200 mg arm 
: NR 


CZP 400 mg arm 
: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


 


Adalimumab  


Lambert 2007  


(full paper) (107) M03-
606  


ADA 40 mg,  


  
PBO 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 33(86.8) 


 


PBO arm: 36(81.8) 


 


 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 6.2(1.7)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.5(1.6)
 †
 


ADA arm: 5.3(2.0)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.6(2.2)
 †
 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Van der Heidje 2006 


(full paper) (91) ATLAS 


ADA 40 mg,  


 


PBO 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm:163(78.4) 


 


PBO arm: 85(79.4) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ADA arm: 6.3(1.7)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.3(1.7)
 †
 


ADA arm: 5.2(2.2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 5.6(2.2)
 †
 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Revicki 2008 


(full paper) (70) ATLAS 


ADA 40 mg,  


 


PBO  


 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Golimumab  


Inman, 2008 


GO-RAISE (full paper) 


(69) 


 


GOL 50 mg,  


 


 


GOL 100 mg,  


 


 


PBO  


GOL 50 mg 
arm: NR 


 


GOL 100 mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


GOL 50 mg arm: 
112 (81.8) 


 


GOL 100 mg arm: 
118 (84.3) 


 


PBO arm: 66 (84.6) 


GOL 50 mg arm: 
NR 


 


GOL 100 mg arm: 
NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


GOL 50 mg arm: 6.6
††


 


 


 


GOL 100 mg arm: 7
††


 


 


 


PBO arm: 6.6
††


 


GOL 50 mg arm: 5
†† 


 


 


GOL 100 mg arm: 
5.4


†† 


 


PBO arm: 4.9
††


 


GOL 50 mg arm: 
NR 


 


GOL 100 mg arm: 
NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; ; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index;  CRP, C-reactive protein; 
CSR, Clinical Study Report; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; FDA,  Food and Drug Administration; HLA B27, Human Leukocyte 
Antigen B27;  IFN, infliximab; mSASSS, modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score;  NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SD, standard deviation; SE , Standard Error; SSZ, 
sulfasalazine;  
† Mean (SD); ‡ Mean (SE); § Mean (Median); ¶ Mean; †† Median 
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Etanercept 


Of 11 publications, ten (11, 12, 14, 93, 98, 101, 104, 110, 178, 179) reported on nine RCTs 


of etanercept. The eleventh publication (89) reported on a 10th RCT which did not include 


outcomes relevant to the NMA. All nine RCTS included double-blind phases with the 


exception of two studies (101, 104) where blinding was not reported and an open-label 


design was used, respectively. Three RCTs compared etanercept 25 mg administered twice 


weekly with placebo (11, 93, 178). Two publications reported on one RCT comparing 


etanercept 25 mg twice weekly versus etanercept 50 mg once weekly versus placebo (12, 


98). In a fifth RCT, etanercept 50 mg versus placebo was investigated in advanced AS 


patients with spinal ankylosis (179). The sixth and seventh RCTs investigated etanercept 50 


mg weekly versus: 1) 50 mg every other week (101), and 2) 50 mg twice weekly (110). 


Finally, two head-to-head RCTs compared etanercept 50 mg once weekly to infliximab 5 mg 


(104) and sulfasalazine 3 mg (14), respectively.  


Infliximab 


Three publications reported on two double-blind RCTs of infliximab versus placebo (95, 106, 


108). One study compared infliximab 5 mg administered at weeks 0, 2, 6, and every 6 weeks 


thereafter to placebo (95), while the other two publications reported on an RCT comparing 


low-dose infliximab 3 mg at weeks 0, 2 and 6 to placebo (106, 108).  


Adalimumab 


For adalimumab, three publications reported on two double-blind RCTs versus placebo (70, 


91, 107), with both studies investigating adalimumab 40 mg administered every other week.  


Golimumab 


One study publication reported on a double-blind RCT comparing golimumab 50 mg versus 


100 mg administered every 4 weeks versus placebo (69).  


4.2.2.2 Axial spondyloarthritis (including AS and nr-axSpA population sub-
groups): RCT evidence 


The original and updated electronic database searches identified two publications (15, 90) 


and the conference searches identified two abstracts (131, 134) reporting on a total of three 


RCTs. An FDA report was also identified that included additional data on one of these RCTs 


(140). Of these, one publication and the FDA report, both reporting on the same RCT, 


included outcomes data that appeared relevant to the NMA (90, 140). An etanercept RCT 


(15) in this population did not report results for AS or nr-axSpA sub-groups for the 


randomised part of the study, although subgroup analyses were conducted on a subset of 


the study population. This study was therefore excluded from consideration for the NMA, but 


is included in the clinical efficacy and safety sections in this MTA (section 3). 


Certolizumab pegol  


One double-blind RCT investigated certolizumab pegol  200 mg administered every two 


weeks versus certolizumab pegol 400 mg every four weeks versus placebo in patients with 


axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA), including patient subgroups with AS and nr-axSpA (90). This 


study was eligible for inclusion in the NMA since it provided data for the specific AS and nr-


axSpA populations in the main study (Table 70 and Table 72. Additional outcome data for 


the nr-axSpA population subgroup of this trial was also sourced from an FDA report (Table 


72 identified during the systematic review hand search (140).  
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4.2.2.3 Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA): RCT evidence 


The original and updated electronic database searches identified two publications (105, 112) 


and the conference searches identified six abstracts (126, 128, 136-138, 185) reporting on a 


total of three RCTs. In addition, one FDA report identified in the systematic review hand 


search reported additional data on the adalimumab ABILITY-1 RCT identified in the 


database search (139).  


Of the total sources identified, the two publications, three abstracts (126, 128, 185) and the 


FDA report included outcomes data relevant to the NMA.  


 ASDAS-CRP at 12 weeks,  


 BASDAI at 12 weeks,  


 BASFI at 12 weeks 


The key study design, characteristics, and patient baseline disease status features of the 
trials reporting nr-axSpA populations are presented in Table 72 and Table 73.
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Table 72: Characteristics of etanercept and comparator treatment RCTs in the nr-axSpA population eligible for inclusion in the NMA 


Publication & 
trial name  


Study design  Treatment 
arms, dose 
regimen 


N= number 


randomised 


Treatment 
duration 
in weeks 


Population  Age in years, 
mean (SD) 


 


 


Duration of 
disease, 
years; mean 
(SD) 


 


Symptoms, 
years; mean 
(SD) 


Prior 
NSAIDS 
use, n (%) 


Concomitant 
NSAIDs use, 
n (%) 


Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis  


Etanercept studies  


Study1031,  


(CSR-205791) 


(141) 


Sep 2013 


Primary analysis 
of primary 
outcome 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N=111  


 


PBO  


N=114 


  


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


failed at least 2 
NSAIDs 
(including 
current NSAID) 


 


ETN arm: 
31.6 (7.8) 


 


PBO arm: 32 
(7.8) 


ETN  arm:  2.44 
(1.91) 


 


PBO arm: 2.49 
(1.72) 


ETN arm: 2.4 
(1.9) 


 


PBO arm: 2.5 
(1.7) 


ETN arm: 
111 (100) 


 


PBO arm: 
114 (100) 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


Study1031,  


(CSR 205791-  


(161) 


Feb 2014 


Updated analysis 
on open-label 
extension 


 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ETN 50mg,  
weekly N=111  


 


PBO  


N=114 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


failed ≥2 
NSAIDs 
(including 
current NSAID) 


ETN arm: 
31.6 (7.8) 


 


PBO arm: 32 
(7.8) 


ETN  arm: 2.4 
(1.9) 


 


PBO arm: 2.5 
(1.8) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 
111 (100) 


 


PBO arm: 
114 (100) 


ETN arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxx 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) 


Double-blind, RCT ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N=NR  


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


ETN arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


ETN arm: 
(100) 


ETN arm: NR 
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(128) 


Primary analysis 
data-cut 


 


PBO  


N=NR 


 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


failed ≥ 2 
NSAIDs 
(including 
current NSAID) 


 


PBO arm: NR PBO arm: NR PBO arm: NR  


PBO arm: 
(100) 


PBO arm: 
NR 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) 


(185) 


Primary analysis 
data-cut 


Double-blind, RCT ETN 50 mg,  
weekly N=NR 


 


PBO  


N=NR 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


failed ≥ 2 
NSAIDs 
(including 
current NSAID) 


 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 
(100) 


 


PBO arm: 
(100) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) 


(126) 


Primary analysis 
data-cut 


Double-blind, RCT ETN 50mg,  
weekly N=106  


 


PBO  


N=109 


 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


failed ≥2 
NSAIDs 
(including 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 
106 (100) 


 


PBO arm: 
109 (100) 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 
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current NSAID) 


 


Adalimumab studies  


Sieper, 2013 


ABILITY-1 


(112) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week, N=91 


  


PBO, N=94 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


Total back pain 
≥4


‡
 


 


Intolerant to 
one or more 
NSAIDs 


ADA arm: 
37.6 (11.3)  


 


PBO arm: 
38.4 (10.4) 


ADA arm: 2.7 
(4.2) 


 


PBO arm: 3.0 
(3.8) 


ADA arm: 10.1 
(9) 


 


PBO arm: 10.1 
(8.8) 


ADA arm: 91 
(100) 


 


PBO arm: 94 
(100) 


ADA arm: 72 
(79) 


 


PBO arm: 74 
(79) 


FDA 2013 


ABILITY-1 


(139) 


Double-blind, open 
label RCT 


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week, N=NR 


  


PBO, N=NR 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


† 


 


Intolerant to 
one or more 
NSAIDs 


ADA arm: NR  


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 3(4) 


 


PBO arm: 3(4) 


ADA arm: 10(9) 


 


PBO arm: 10(9) 


ADA arm: 
NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 


Haibel, 2008 


(105) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


ADA 40 mg, 
every other 
week, N=22 


  


PBO, N=24 


12 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


Classification 
criteria meeting 
ASAS 
classification


† 


 


BASDAI ≥4 


 


ADA arm: 38 


 


PBO arm: 37 


ADA arm: 7 


 


PBO arm: 8 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 22 
(100) 


 


PBO arm: 24 
(100) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: 
NR 
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Prior failure of 
≥1 NSAID 


Certolizumab  Pegol studies  


Landewe, 2012 


RAPID-axSpA 


(full paper) 


(90) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


CZP 200 mg, 
every two 
weeks,  


N=46 


 


CZP 400 mg, 
every four 
weeks,  


N=51 


 


PBO  


N=50 


 


48 Adult patients 
≥18 years 


 


ASAS 
classification 
criteria


†
 


 


BASDAI >4 


 


Spinal pain ≥4
‡
 


 


Intolerance to 
≥1 NSAID 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 36.6 (13) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 37.5 
(10.8) 


 


PBO arm: 38 
(11.8) 


 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 4.6 (6.7) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 5.9 (6.8) 


 


PBO arm: 
4.2(4.7) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 8.5 (9.1) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 8.1 (6.8) 


 


PBO arm: 9.2 
(10) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 39 (85) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 47 (92) 


 


PBO arm: 40 
(80) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 38 (83) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 44 (86) 


 


PBO arm: 41 
(82) 


FDA 2013 


RAPID-axSpA 


(140) 


Multicentre, double-
blind, RCT 


CZP 200 mg, 
every other 
week,  


N=46 


 


CZP 400 mg, 
every four 
weeks,  


N=51 


 


PBO  


N=50 


 


12 NR CZP 200 mg 
arm: 36.6 (13) 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: 37.5 
(10.8) 


 


PBO arm: 38 
(11.8) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 4.6(6.7) 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: 5.9(6.8) 


 


PBO arm: 
4.2(4.7) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 8.5(9.1) 


 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: 8.1(6.8) 


 


PBO arm: 9.2 
(10) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 39 (85) 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: 47 (92) 


 


PBO arm: 40 
(80) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 38 (83) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm : 44 (86) 


 


PBO arm: 41 
(82) 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; ASAS, Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CSR, Clinical Study 
Report; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; FDA,  Food and Drug Administration;  IFN, infliximab;  NR, not reported; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; 
NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PBO, placebo; PGADA, Patient global assessment of disease activity; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SD, standard deviation; VAS, 
visual analogue scale. 
† While criteria used in this study are identical to ASAS criteria they are not specified as ASAS criteria 
‡ Scores on a 0-10-cm visual analogue scale 
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Table 73: Baseline disease status in etanercept and comparator treatment RCTs in the nr-axSpA population eligible for inclusion in the NMA 


Publication & trial 
name  


Treatment 
arms 


 


Smoking 
Status  


HLA B27 
positive: n (%) 


Elevated CRP 
at baseline: n 
(%) 


Baseline 
BASDAI:  


Baseline BASFI:  MRI SI positive: n 
(%) 


SPARCC MRI 
SIJ score 


Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


Etanercept Studies 


Study1031,  


(CSR-205791) 


(141) Sep 2013 


Primary analysis of 
primary outcome 


ETN  arm   


 


 


PBO arm 


ETN  arm: NR   


 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN  arm: 


71(66.98) 


 


PBO arm: 


83 (76.15) 


ETN  arm:   


48(45.28) 


 


PBO arm:  44 
(40.37) 


ETN  arm:  
xxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx)


 †
 


ETN  arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


†
 


 


PBO 
armxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
†
 


ETN  arm:   


87 (82.08) 


 


PBO arm: 87 
(79.82) 


ETN  arm:  
xxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


Study1031,  


(CSR 205791-  


(161) Feb 2014 


Updated analysis 
on open-label 
extension 


 


ETN  arm 


 


 


PBO arm 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN  arm:  
71(66.98) 


 


PBO arm: 
83(76.15) 


ETN  arm:   


48(45.28) 


 


PBO arm:  44 
(40.37) 


ETN  arm:  
xxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxx)


 †
 


ETN  arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxx 


†
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxx)  


†
 


ETN  arm:   


87 (82.08) 


 


PBO arm: 87 
(79.82) 


ETN  arm:  
xxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 
xxxxxxxxxxxx


 †
 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) (128) 


Primary analysis 
data-cut 


ETN arm 


 


 


PBO arm 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) (185) 


Primary analysis 
data-cut 


ETN arm 


 


PBO arm 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN arm: 6(1.8)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6(1.9)
 †
 


ETN arm: 4.2(2.5)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 3.9(2.5)
 †
 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: 8.0 ( 
9.7)


 †
 


PBO arm: 
7.8(10.2)


 †
 


Dougados 2013 


(abstract) 


(126) Primary 
analysis data-cut 


ETN arm 


 


PBO arm 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR  


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ETN arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Adalimumab studies 


Sieper, 2013 


ABILITY-1 (112) 


ADA arm 


 


PBO arm 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 75(82) 


 


PBO arm: 70(74) 


ADA arm: 29 
(32) 


 


PBO arm: 37 


ADA arm: 6.4 
(1.5)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.5 


ADA arm: 4.5 (1.9)
 


†
 


 


PBO arm: 4.9 (2.3)
 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 5.1 
(9.5)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 4.7 
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(39) (1.6)
 †
 


†
 (9.9)


 †
 


FDA 2013 


ABILITY-1 (139) 


ADA arm 


 


PBO arm 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 75 
(82) 


 


PBO arm: 70 
(74) 


ADA arm: 
36(39.6) 


PBO arm: 
36(38.3) 


ADA arm: 6.4(1.5)
 


† 


 


PBO arm: 6.5(1.6)
 


†
 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 
64(70)


 ‡
 


PBO 
arm:64(68)


 ‡
 


Haibel, 2008 


(105) 


ADA arm 


 


PBO arm 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 13 
(59) 


 


PBO arm: 18 
(75) 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


ADA arm: 6.5(1.2)
 


†
 


 


PBO arm: 6.2 
(1.3)


 †
 


ADA arm: 5.4 (2)
 †
 


 


PBO arm: 4.9 (1.6)
 


†
 


ADA arm: 12(55) 


 


PBO arm: 18 (75)
 
 


ADA arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Certolizumab pegol studies 


Landewe, 2012 


RAPID-axSPA 


(full paper) (90) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm 


 


PBO arm 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: NR 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 34(73.9) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 37(72.5) 


 


PBO arm: 39(78) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: NR 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


CZP 200 mg arm: 
6.5(1.4)


 †
 


 


CZP 400 mg arm: 
6.6(1.6)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.4(1.5)
 


†
 


CZP 200 mg arm:  


4.8(2.2)
 †
 


 


CZP 400 mg arm: 
5.1(2.4)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 4.9(2.2)
 †
 


CZP 200 mg arm: 
NR 


 


 


CZP 400 mg arm: 
NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR  


CZP 200 mg 
arm: NR 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: NR  


 


PBO arm: NR 


FDA 2013 


RAPID-axSPA 
(140) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm 


 


 


PBO arm 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: NR 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR  


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 34(73.9) 


 


CZP 400 mg 
arm: 37(72.5) 


 


PBO arm: 39(78) 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: 99 (89.2) 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm:  94 (87.9) 


 


PBO arm:  


94 (87.9) 


CZP 200 mg arm: 
6.4(1.4)


 †
 


 


CZP 400 mg arm: 
6.6(1.6)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 6.4(1.4)
 


†
 


CZP 200 mg arm:  


4.8(2.2)
 †
 


 


CZP 400 mg arm: 
5.1(2.4)


 †
 


 


PBO arm: 4.9(2.2)
 †
 


CZP 200 mg arm: 
NR 


 


 


CZP 400mg arm: 
NR 


 


 


PBO arm: NR 


CZP 200 mg 
arm: NR 


 


CZP 400mg 
arm: NR 


 


PBO arm: NR 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; 
CSR, Clinical Study Report; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; FDA,  Food and Drug Administration; HLA B27, Human Leukocyte Antigen B27; MRI SI, Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging of sacroiliac joint;  mSASSS, modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score;  NR, not reported; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PBO, 
placebo; SD, standard deviation; SPARCC MRI SIJ, The Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada (SPARCC) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Sacroiliac Joint (SIJ). 
† Mean (SD); ‡ N (%) 
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Etanercept 


Three conference abstracts reported on one double-blind RCT of patients with nr-axSpA 


administered etanercept 50 mg once weekly on a background of NSAIDS versus placebo  


(126, 128 , 185). One publication reporting on this RCT (68) was published after the 


electronic database search update was conducted so was therefore obtained directly from 


Pfizer’s internal database. This publication was not considered further for the NMA due to 


the timing of publication, and since full details of this trial were already extracted using data 


from the clinical study reports as described in section 4.2.3.  


Adalimumab 


Two publications reported on two double-blind RCTs of adalimumab 40 mg administered 


every other week versus placebo (105, 112). An FDA report provided additional information 


on the Sieper et al, 2013, ABILITY-1 RCT (139).  


Quality assessment 


A quality assessment for risk of bias was carried out for all RCTs in the AS and nr-axSpA 


indications for which there were full-text publications available and which were eligible for 


data extraction (Appendix D).   


Assessment of objective signs of inflammation in nr-axSpA trial as indicated by MRI 


positivity and CRP elevation  


The market authorisation for anti-TNFs licensed for nr-axSpA specify that patients should 


display objective signs of inflammation as indicated by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) 


and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evidence. This section summarises the extent to 


which the ITT population of the trials relate to the licensed population, providing an analysis 


of the proportion of patients in each trial who adhere to the licensed population. 


  


Table 74 provides an analysis of patients who displayed elevated or normal CRP levels 


and/or MRI positive indication for sacroiliitis in the etanercept double-blind RCT (126, 128 , 


185) and the adalimumab double-blind RCT (105, 112). Of note is that 12% of patients 


enrolled in the etanercept RCT and 32% enrolled in the adalimumab RCT had both a normal 


CRP and were MRI negative for sacroiliitis at baseline, indicating that they are not included 


in the licensed population. These patients may have a reduced response to anti-TNF alpha 


treatment in comparison to patients who had either a positive MRI for sacroiliitis (81% in 


etanercept RCT; 48% in adalimumab RCT) or elevated CRP (43% in etanercept RCT; 39% 


in adalimumab RCT) at baseline screening.  It should be noted in reference to the 1031 


study: 


 Analyses on MRI positivity and CRP level were prespecified, but for purposes of providing 


evidence on comparative clinical efficacy, the results of ITT analyses were used for the 


study population, as this maintains randomisation, and for this reason a small number of 


patients who did not meet the licenced population were included in the study results. 


 The MRI negative group is approximately 20% of all patients. Therefore, conclusions from 


analyses on this population are not powered to detect differences between etanercept 


and placebo. 


 In addition, the definition of elevated CRP varies between trials. In the case of study 


1031, this was >3 mg/L. However, for the adalimumab ABILITY-1 study (112), the 
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definition of elevated CRP was a CRP concentration above upper normal limit, with the 


latter value undefined in the publication. 


Table 74: Patients with evidence of nr-axSpA symptoms at baseline in etanercept study 1031 


and adalimumab ABILITY-1 trials 


Study  Normal CRP (<3 mg/L) Elevated hsCRP (>3 mg/L) 


Study1031,  


(CSR-205791) 


(141) 


Sep 2013 


Primary analysis of 
primary outcome 


MRI negative for 
sacroiliitis at 
screening 


ETN: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


PBO: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


ETN: xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


PBO: xxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


Study1031,  


(CSR-205791) 


(141) 


Sep 2013 


Primary analysis of 
primary outcome 


MRI positive for 
sacroiliitis at 
screening 


ETN: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


PBO: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


ETN: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


PBO: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 


 


Sieper, 2013 


ABILITY-1 


(112) 


MRI negative for 
sacroiliitis at 
screening 


ADA: 30/91 (32.97%) 


PBO: 29/94 (30.85%) 


ADA: 15/91 (16.48%) 


PBO: 19/94 (20.21%) 


Sieper, 2013 


ABILITY-1 


(112) 


MRI positive for 
sacroiliitis at 
screening 


ADA: 25/91 (27.47%) 


PBO: 28/94 (29.78%) 


ADA: 21/91 (23.07%) 


PBO: 15/94 (15.96%) 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CRP, C-reactive protein; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; MRI, 


magnetic resonance imaging; PBO, placebo. 


 


While a similar breakdown of the above nr-axSpA signs of inflammation criteria is not 


reported for the certolizumab pegol RCT,  Table 75 indicates that both the etanercept 1031 


and adalimumab ABILITY -1 trials included relatively high numbers of patients (range: 57%-


62%) with normal baseline CRP levels, whereas the proportion was much smaller in the 


certolizumab pegol trial (12%). Patients without elevated CRP, i.e. normal CRP, are likely to 


have a lower response to anti-TNF therapy, so inclusion of these patients in the etanercept 


and adalimumab trials is likely to reduce the observed efficacy of these treatments in these 


specific trial populations. It should be noted that although only a small proportion of patients 


in the certolizumab pegol study had sacroiliitis detected by MRI, a large proportion 


(certolizumab 200 58.6%, certolizumab 400 52.3%, and placebo 53.3%) also had sacroiliitis 


detected by x-ray (140).  


In the case of the certolizumab pegol RCT, all patients had to have CRP levels > upper limit 


of normal (ULN=7.9 mg/L) and/or sacroiliitis on MRI according to the ASAS/OMERACT 


definition (90). Therefore there was no population of patients who had both normal CRP and 


a negative MRI. As these are the patients broadly considered to demonstrate the smallest 


benefit from anti-TNF treatment, it would be expected that the RAPID-axSpA trial population 


would have a higher average response to anti-TNF treatment.  
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It should be noted that these and other baseline differences between the nr-axSpA trials 


discussed in more detail in section 4.2.6.2 indicate the presence of heterogeneity between 


the key nr-axSpA RCTs included in the NMA. 


Table 75: Comparison of MRI sacroiliitis and elevated CRP levels between the three key nr-
axSpA trials 


Publication & 
trial name  


MRI Sacroiliitis 
positive, N (%) 


MRI Sacroiliitis 
negative, N (%) 


Elevated CRP yes, N 
(% 


Elevated CRP no, N 
(%) 


Study 1031,  


(CSR-205791) 


(141) 


Sep 2013 


Primary analysis of 
primary outcome 


ETN: 87 (82.08) 


PBO: 87 (79.82) 


ETN:19 (17.92) 


PBO: 22 (20.18) 


ETN: 48 (45.28) 


PBO: 44 (40.37) 


ETN: 58 (54.72) 


PBO: 64 (58.72) 


Sieper, 2013 


ABILITY-1 


(112) 


ADA: 46 (50.5) 


PBO: 43 (45.7) 


ADA: 45 (49.5) 


PBO: : 48 (51.1) 


ADA: 36 (39.6) 


PBO: 36 (38.3) 


ADA: 55 (60.4) 


PBO: 58 (61.7) 


FDA 2013 


RAPID-axSpA 


(140) 


CZP 200: 32 (28.8) 


CZP 400: 35 (32.7) 


PBO: 31 (29.0) 


CZP 200: NR 


CZP 400: NR 


PBO: NR 


CZP 200: 99 (89.2) 


CZP 400: 94 (87.9) 


PBO: 94 (87.9) 


CZP 200: 12 (10.8) 


CZP 400: 13 (12.1) 


PBO: 13 (12.1) 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CRP, C-reactive protein; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; PB, 


placebo. 


 


4.2.3 Additional data sources for the NMA 


In addition to the publication and conference abstract data identified from the literature 


search, additional sources of RCT data were identified which were relevant to the NMA. 


First, the manufacturer clinical study reports (CSRs) were identified for five of the etanercept 


AS RCTs (10-12, 14, 93)  and  for the single etanercept nr-axSpA RCT (Table 72) to 


supplement the conference abstracts which  reported data on this study  (126, 128, 185). 


Where required, the CSRs were used to supplement study design, patient characteristics 


and outcomes data required to assess the feasibility of conducting an NMA, and for the 


conduct of the NMA itself.  


For the certolizumab pegol RCT (90), additional outcomes data (e.g. standard error, 


standard deviation or mean arm change from baseline) were identified from the Cimzia EMA 


Assessment report (186). For two adalimumab RCTs, (91, 107), and the golimumab RCT 


(69) additional outcomes data were sourced from the NICE TA233 ERG report (187). 


Studies considered eligible for inclusion in the systematic review but which on further 


scrutiny were not eligible for inclusion in the NMA due to lack of relevant outcomes data or 


other reasons are listed in Appendix E with reasons for their exclusion.   


4.2.4 NMA feasibility assessment 


In order to gauge the appropriateness of proceeding with an NMA it was first necessary to 


perform an assessment of: 1) the RCT evidence for the interventions of interest to ascertain 


whether they do form one evidence network for each population and outcome of interest; 


and 2) the distribution of study and patient characteristics that may affect treatment effects 


across direct comparisons of the evidence networks. 


For the current NMA there was no information on which patient characteristics are likely to 


be effect modifiers. Previous analyses have indicated that some patient characteristics may 


be prognostic factors, e.g. age, duration of disease, functional status at initiation of therapy 
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and elevated levels of CRP at baseline (see section 1.5.1). In addition, there is some 


evidence from the etanercept 1031 trial that CRP and sacroiliac joint SPARCC score may be 


treatment effect modifiers (see section 3.3.1.3). However, in general there is a paucity of 


published evidence on the extent to which prognostic factors act as treatment effect 


modifiers.  


Feedback from clinical experts consulted on the matter indicates there is the potential that 


some of the prognostic factors could act as effect modifiers. In particular, they identified 


CRP, Spinal/sacroiliac joint MRI score, HLA-B27, symptom duration, and age as potential 


effect modifiers. On this basis, it is conservative to assume that all of the baseline 


characteristics identified in section 4.2.1.1 may have an impact on efficacy. Analysis for the 


economic evaluation based on study 1031 and 314-EU suggested that CRP, HLA-B27, 


gender (nr-axSpA only), and age (AS only) were significant predictors of response for 


BASDAI and BASFI. These findings are presented in section 5.4.2.1. 


4.2.4.1 Etanercept studies 


Of the ten AS RCT publications eligible for inclusion in the NMA based on availability of 


outcomes data (10-14, 93, 98, 101, 104, 110), three were excluded at the feasibility 


assessment stage for the following reasons:  


 RCT compared etanercept 50 mg once weekly to an unlicensed dose of etanercept 50 


mg every other week (101) 


 RCT compared etanercept 50 mg once weekly to an unlicensed dose of etanercept 50 


mg twice weekly (110) 


 RCT compared etanercept 50 mg once weekly to sulfasalazine (the latter is not a relevant 


comparator for the decision problem) (14) 


In addition, a further publication was excluded (98) since it reported the same results from an 


RCT as the initial main publication (12).  


The 2011 SPINE RCT (13) reported on a population with advanced and severe spinal 


ankylosis. The population from the SPINE trial differed from the other etanercept RCTs in 


several ways. The advanced stages of disease of these patients meant they were generally 


older and had disease symptoms for a longer time than patients from other trials; disease 


duration in the SPINE trial was double the disease duration reported in other RCTs (20 vs 10 


years, respectively). For this reason, this study was excluded from the base case analysis, 


and was included as a sensitivity analysis for transparency and to assess its impact on the 


results.   


Note that a sixth study which compared etanercept 50 mg once weekly to infliximab 5 mg 


was excluded from the base case NMA, but included as a sensitivity analysis as it was an 


open-label trial rather than a double-blind RCT (104). All studies included in the base-case 


NMA were double-blind RCTs. 


For purposes of the NMA, studies using etanercept 25 mg twice weekly and 50 mg once 


weekly were combined into one group since these doses were shown to be as effective as 


one another, with a similar safety profile, in a large Phase III RCT (12). This may reduce the 


uncertainty in the NMA for indirect comparison estimates including etanercept.  


In summary, four publications reporting on four etanercept RCTs were included in the base-


case NMA analyses (10-12, 93). These were placebo-controlled comparisons to etanercept 
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25 mg twice weekly, and/or 50 mg once weekly. Therefore, an indirect comparison was 


required to compare etanercept to 1) adalimumab, 2) golimumab, and 3) certolizumab pegol.  


Table 76-Table 78 shows the mean arm change from baseline results for these RCTs for the 


outcomes of CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks and which were used as the raw data for 


the NMA. Note that the impact of excluded etanercept studies on the NMA results for AS are 


discussed in Appendix E. 


For the nr-axSpA indication, data was provided from one RCT of etanercept 50 mg once 


weekly versus placebo, and was obtained where required from the CSRs (141, 161) where 


there was insufficient data in the publicly available conference abstracts (126, 128 , 185). 


The 2013 CSR reports adjusted means for all relevant outcomes at 12 weeks, while the 


2014 CSR (includes results from a 48-week open-label extension) reports unadjusted means 


for the double-blind 12 week data to compare with the 48 week unadjusted data.  


Both adjusted and unadjusted means (arm change from baseline) are shown in Table 80 


and Table 81 for the outcomes of ASDAS-CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks. However, 


only the unadjusted mean data was used in the NMA for consistency with the data reported 


in the other comparator treatment RCTs.  


4.2.4.2 Infliximab studies 


Of the three AS publications reporting on two double-blind RCTs of infliximab versus placebo 


eligible for inclusion in the NMA, based on availability of outcomes data (95, 106, 108), the 


two publications of an RCT comparing low-dose infliximab 3 mg to placebo (106, 108) were 


excluded from consideration at the feasibility assessment stage since this dose is not 


licensed in the UK.  


Table 76-Table 78 show the mean arm change from baseline results for the single infliximab 


5 mg versus placebo RCT  (95) for the outcomes of CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks, 


and which were used as the raw data for the NMA.  


For the nr-axSpA indication, there were no RCTs of infliximab identified by the systematic 


review; infliximab is not licensed in nr-axSpA so is not a relevant comparator for this 


indication. 


4.2.4.3 Adalimumab studies 


Of the three AS publications reporting on two double-blind adalimumab RCTs versus 


placebo, (70, 91, 107) one publication was excluded (70) since it duplicated the data 


reported in the earlier main publication (91).  


The mean arm change from baseline results for the two adalimumab 40 mg versus placebo 


RCTs (91, 107) for the outcomes of CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks, which were used 


as the raw data for the NMA are shown in Table 76-Table 78.  


For the nr-axSpA indication, two publications reporting on two double-blind RCTs of 


adalimumab 40 mg versus placebo contributed outcomes data to the NMA (105, 112).  


Table 79-Table 81 shows the mean arm change from baseline for the two placebo-controlled 


adalimumab RCTs for the outcomes of ASDAS-CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks which 


were used as the raw data for the NMA. 
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4.2.4.4 Certolizumab pegol studies 


One double-blind RCT investigating certolizumab pegol 200 mg administered every two 


weeks versus certolizumab pegol 400 mg every four weeks versus placebo in patients with 


AxSpA, included outcomes data relevant to the NMA for patient sub-groups with AS and nr-


axSpA (90). Since the response rates in the AS and nr-axSpA populations were similar for 


the certolizumab pegol 200 mg and 400 mg dose arms in this RCT, these arms were 


combined in the NMA for both indications.  


Table 76-Table 78 shows the mean arm change from baseline results for the certolizumab 


pegol RCT AS sub-group for the outcomes of CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 weeks. Table 


79-Table 81 shows the mean arm change from baseline results for the certolizumab pegol 


RCT nr-axSpA sub-group for the outcomes of ASDAS-CRP, BASFI and BASDAI at 12 


weeks which were used as the raw data for the NMA.  


4.2.4.5 Golimumab studies 


One study publication reporting on a double-blind RCT comparing golimumab 50 mg versus 


100 mg administered every 4 weeks versus placebo in an AS population included outcome 


data relevant to the NMA (69). Table 76-Table 78 shows the mean arm change from 


baseline results for the placebo-controlled golimumab trial for the outcomes of CRP, BASFI 


and BASDAI at 12 weeks which were used as the raw data for the NMA.  
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Table 76: AS studies - CRP outcome 


Ankylosing Spondylitis: Efficacy CRP 


Study details CRP arm level change from 
baseline (mg/dL) 


Author, 
year 


Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-
up 
period, 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Davis, 
2003 (10) 


ETN 


 


138 138 12  -1.3
†
 0.17


†
 


Placebo 


 


139 139 12  0.00
†
 0.20


†
 


Calin, 2004 
(11) 


ETN 


 


45 45 12  -1.34
†
 0.31


†
 


Placebo 


 


39 39 12  0.00
†
 0.41


†
 


van der 
Heidje, 
2006 (12) 


ETN 50 mg 
once weekly 


 


155 155 12  -1.40
†‡


 0.13
†‡


 


ETN 25 mg 
twice weekly 


 


150 150 12  -1.40
†‡


 0.13
†‡


 


Placebo 


 


51 51 12  -0.47
†
 0.33


†
 


Dougados, 
2011 (13) 


ETN 


 


39 39 12  -16 0.44
†
 


Placebo 


 


43 43 12  -1 0.29
†
 


van der 
Heidje 
2006 (91) 


ADA 208 208 12  -1.3 0.10
†
 


Placebo 107 107 12  -0.1 0.10
†
 


Inman, 
2008 (69) 


GOL 50 mg 


 


138 138 14  -0.70
†
 0.13


†
 


GOL 100 mg 


 


140 140 14  -0.50
†
 0.14


†
 


Placebo 


 


78 78 14  0.00
†
 0.09


†
 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CRP, C-reactive protein; CZP, Certolizumab Pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, 
golimumab; NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SE, standard error.  
†calculated; ‡ pooled ETN values for 50mg and 25 mg doses 
  


Table 77: AS studies - BASFI outcome 


Ankylosing Spondylitis: Efficacy BASFI 


Study details BASFI arm level change from 
baseline 


Author, 
year 


Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-
up 
period, 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Davis, 
2003 (10) 


ETN 


 


138 138 12  -1.67
†
 0.20


†
 







 


 
 


185 


Placebo 


 


139 139 12  -0.33
†
 0.21


†
 


Gorman, 
2002 (93) 


ETN 


 


20 20 12  -2.30
†
 0.46


†
 


Placebo 


 


20 20 12  -0.10
†
 0.59


†
 


Calin, 2004 
(11) 


 


ETN 


 


45 45 12  -2.06
†
 0.33


†
 


Placebo 


 


39 39 12  -0.33
†
 0.31


†
 


van der 
Heidje, 
2006 (12) 


ETN 50 mg 
once weekly 


 


155 155 12  -2.68
†¶


 0.13
†¶


 


ETN 25 mg 
twice weekly 


 


150 150 12  -2.68
†¶


 0.13
†¶


 


Placebo 


 


51 51 12  -1.07
†
 0.31


†
 


Dougados, 
2011 (13) 


ETN  


 


39 39 12  -2.2 0.28
†
 


Placebo 


 


43 43 12  -1 0.27
†
 


Giardina, 
2010 (104) 


ETN 


 


25 25 12  -1.5
†
 0.45


†
 


INF 


 


25 25 12  -2.6
†
 0.45


†
 


Braun, 
2002 (95) 


INF 


 


35 34 12  -2
†
 0.33


†
 


Placebo 


 


35 35 12  -0.1
†
 0.39


†
 


Landewe, 
2012 (90) 


CZP 200 mg 


 


65 65 12  -1.72
‡¶


 0.23
¶
 


CZP 400 mg 


 


56 56 12  -1.72
‡¶


 0.23
‡¶


 


Placebo 


 


51 NR 12  -0.58
‡
 0.31


†
 


Lambert 
2007 (107) 


ADA  


 


38 NR 12  -2
§
 0.31


†
 


Placebo 


 


 


44 NR 12  -0.1
§
 0.37


†
 


van der 
Heidje 
2006 (91) 


ADA  


 


208 208 12  -1.86
§
 0.15


†
 


Placebo 


 


107 107 12  -0.45
§
 0.21


†
 


Inman, 
2008 (69) 


GOL 50 mg 


 


138 138 14  -1.62
†
 0.19


†
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GOL 100 mg 


 


140 140 14  -1.73
†
 0.182


†
 


Placebo 


 


78 78 14  0.28
†
 0.19


†
 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab;  BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab 
pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; NR, not reported; PBO, Placebo; SE, standard error. 
†Calculated; ‡Source Cimzia EMA assessment report (186); §TA233 ERG assessment report (187); ¶ pooled 
ETN values for 50mg and 25 mg doses 


 
Table 78: AS studies - BASDAI outcome 


Ankylosing Spondylitis: Efficacy BASDAI 


Study details BASDAI arm level change from 
baseline 


Author, 
year 


Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-up 
period, 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Davis 2003 
(10) 


ETN 


 


138 138 12  -2.36
†
 0.19


†
 


Placebo 


 


139 139 12  -0.45
†
 0.18


†
 


Calin 2004 


(11) 


ETN 


 


45 45 12  -2.72
†
 0.34


†
 


Placebo 


 


39 39 12  -0.85
†
 0.35


†
 


van der 
Heidje 
2006 (12) 


ETN 50 mg 
once weekly 


 


155 155 12  -3.25
†‡‡


 0.13
†‡‡


 


ETN 25 mg 
twice weekly 


 


150 150 12  -3.25
†‡‡


 0.13
†‡‡


 


Placebo 


 


51 51 12  -1.51
†
 0.32


†
 


Dougados 
2011 (13) 


ETN 


 


39 39 12  -2.6 0.32
†
 


Placebo 


 


43 43 12  -1.4 0.30
†
 


Giardina 
2010 (104) 


ETN 


 


25 25 12  -1
†
 0.49


†
 


INF 


 


25 25 12  -3
†
 0.48


†
 


Braun 2002 
(95) 


INF 


 


35 34 12  -3.2
†
 0.30


†
 


Placebo 35 35 12  -0.60
†
 0.24


†
 


Landewe 
2012 (90) 


CZP 200 mg 65 65 12  -2.47
‡†§§


 0.20
†
 


CZP 400 mg 


 


56 56 12  -2.47
‡†§§


 0.20
†
 


Placebo 


 


51 57 12  -1.02
‡
 0.30


†
 


van der ADA  208 208 12  -2.6 0.20
†
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Heidje 
2006 (91) 


Placebo 107 107 12  -0.8 0.20
†
 


Inman 
2008 (69) 


GOL 50 mg 


 


138 138 14  -2.94
†† †


 0.19
†
 


GOL 100 mg 


 


140 140 14  -2.84
†
 0.19


†
 


Placebo 


 


78 78 14  -0.76
†† †


 0.22
†
 


Abbreviations: : ADA, adalimumab;  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP, 
certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SE, 
standard error. 
†Calculated; ‡source Cimzia EMA assessment report (186); §TA233 ERG assessment report (187); ††From 
manufacturer (Schering‐Plough Ltd) submission to NICE STA;‡‡ pooled ETN values for 50mg and 25 mg doses; 


§§ pooled CZP values for 200mg and 400mg doses 


 
Table 79: nr-axSpA studies – ASDAS-CRP outcome 


nr-axSpA: Efficacy ASDAS-CRP 


Study details CRP arm level change from baseline 
(mg/dL) 


Author, 
year 


Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-up 
period 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Study 
1031, 
2013


†† 


(141) 


ETN 


 


111 NR 12  -1.1
‡
 0.12 


Placebo 


 


114 NR 12  -0.49
‡
 0.11 


Study 
1031, 
2014


†† 


(161) 


ETN 111 105 12  xxxxx
x
 xxxx


x
 


Placebo 114 109 12  xxxxx
x
 xxxx


x
 


Abbreviations: ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; CRP, C-reactive protein; ETN, etanercept; 
NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SE, standard error. 
†calculated; ‡source CSR 205791 (141); § ASDAS CRP arm level change from baseline (mg/L); ††Study 1031 
2013 (141) reports adjusted means and Study 1031 2014 (161) reports unadjusted means. 
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Table 80: nr-axSpA studies – BASFI outcome 


nr-axSpA: Efficacy BASFI 


Study details BASFI arm level change from 
baseline 


Author, 
year 


Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-
up period 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Study 
1031, 
2013


††‡ 


(141) 


ETN 111 105 12  -1.41
‡
 0.24


†
 


Placebo 114 108 12  -0.84
‡
 0.23


†
 


Study 
1031, 
2014


†† 


(161) 


ETN 111 105 12  xxxxx 0.21
†
 


Placebo 114 109 12  xxxxx 0.16
†
 


Sieper 
2013 
(112) 


ADA 91 90 12  -1.07
†
 0.25


†
 


Placebo 94 94 12  -0.59
†
 0.24


†
 


Haibel 
2008 
(105) 


ADA 22 22 12  -2.4
†
 0.39


†
 


Placebo 24 24 12  -0.8
†
 0.38


†
 


Landewe 
2012 (90) 


CZP 200 mg 46 46 12  -2.28
§‡‡†


 0.28
†
 


CZP 400 mg 51 51 12  -2.28
§‡‡†


 0.28
†
 


Placebo 50 50 12  -0.4
§
 0.35


†
 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab 
pegol; ETN, etanercept; NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SE, standard error. 
†calculated; ‡adjusted mean; §From Cimzia EMA assessment report (186); ††Study 1031, 2013 (141) reports 
adjusted means and Study 1031, 2014 (161) reports unadjusted means. ‡‡ pooled CZP values for 200mg and 
400mg doses 
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Table 81: nr-axSpA studies – BASDAI outcome 


nr-axSpA: Efficacy BASDAI 


Study details BASDAI arm level change from 
baseline 


Author, year Treatment 
arms 


No of 
patients 
randomised 


No of 
patients 
analysed 


Follow-up 
period 
(weeks) 


Mean  SE 


Study 1031, 
2013


†† 


(141) 


ETN 111 105 12  -1.96
‡
 0.28


†
 


Placebo 114 108 12  -1.31
‡
 0.27


†
 


Study 1031, 
2014


†† 


(161) 


ETN 111 105 12  xxxxx 0.22
†
 


Placebo 114 109 12  xxxxx 0.18
†
 


Sieper 2013 
(112) 


ADA 91 90 12  -1.9 0.29
†
 


Placebo 94 94 12  -1 0.29
†
 


Haibel 2008 
(105) 


ADA 22 22 12  -2.7
†
 0.59


†
 


Placebo 24 24 12  -1.2
†
 0.56


†
 


Landewe2012 


(90) 


CZP 200 
mg 


46 46 12  -3.36
§‡‡†


 0.30
†
 


CZP 400 
mg 


51 51 12  -3.36
§‡‡†


 0.30
†
 


ETN 111 105 12  -1.52
§
 0.36


†
 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP, 
certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; NR, not reported; PBO, placebo; SE, standard error. 
†calculated; ‡adjusted mean; §From Cimzia EMA assessment report (186); ††Study 1031, 2013 (141) reports 
adjusted means and Study 1031, 2014 (161) reports unadjusted means. 


 
 
4.2.4.6 Overview of previous UK HTA anti-TNF indirect comparison evidence for 


AS and nr-axSpA 


Previous NICE and SMC appraisals of the anti-TNF agents in AS have included indirect 


comparisons of etanercept and some of the other comparators of interest. NICE TA143 


reported an indirect comparison of etanercept, adalimumab and infliximab in the AS 


indication (4), and found the following:   


 No statistically significant differences in ASAS response rates 


 A significantly greater mean reduction for BASDAI score for infliximab versus  


adalimumab and etanercept treatment at 12 weeks, whereas at 24 weeks there were no 


statistically significant differences between the three treatments 


 For BASFI there was a significant difference between infliximab and adalimumab at 12 


weeks and between infliximab and etanercept at 24 weeks. 


The NICE Appraisal Committee (AC) noted that it was inappropriate to conclude there were 


differences in clinical effectiveness between the three treatments based on the results of this 


indirect comparison.  


In NICE TA233 the manufacturer of golimumab conducted a mixed treatment comparison 


(MTC) that included an indirect comparison of the former with etanercept and adalimumab in 


the AS indication (5). The NICE AC noted the following with regard to the MTC results:  


 Small but non-significant differences between golimumab and the other two TNF- 


inhibitors were identified for most outcomes 
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 An analysis conducted by the ERG indicated that golimumab was more efficacious than 


etanercept and adalimumab on BASDAI improvement, but the 95% Crls around these 


estimates were wide and therefore the observed treatment effect was subject to a high 


degree of uncertainty 


 The AC concluded that golimumab was comparable to the other TNF- inhibitors in terms 


of efficacy, adverse-event profile and risk of treatment discontinuation. 


 


The Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) detailed advice for certolizumab pegol in the 


AxSpA population (including AS and nr-axSpA sub-populations) has recently been published 


(188).  An MTC in the AS sub-population which included an indirect comparison of 


certolizumab pegol with adalimumab, golimumab and etanercept at Week 24 found  no 


statistically significant differences between certolizumab pegol and the other comparator 


treatments for any outcomes (ASAS20, ASAS40, BASDAI and BASFI). 


For the nr-axSpA sub-population, a fixed effect MTC enabled an indirect comparison of 


certolizumab pegol versus adalimumab at Week 12 and found:  


 No statistically significant differences between treatments for outcomes with the exception 


of change in BASDAI, BASFI and patient global assessment of disease activity where 


certolizumab pegol had significant improvements compared to adalimumab 


 Heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA patient populations between the studies. 


 


The SMC concluded that certolizumab pegol was broadly comparable with comparators in 


the MTCs conducted in the AS and nr-axSpA sub-populations (188). 


It appears from the indirect comparisons of the anti-TNF agents conducted to date in support 


of UK HTA submissions that these treatments are all similar in terms of clinical efficacy 


across both the AS and nr-axSpA populations. 


4.2.5 Results of meta-analysis and indirect comparisons 


4.2.5.1 Ankylosing Spondylitis 


The set of eligible AS studies included 11 RCTs. The complete evidence network for the AS 


population is shown in Figure 5. Most comparisons were described by only one trial, except 


for the comparison of etanercept vs placebo (4 trials) and adalimumab vs placebo (2 trials). 
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Figure 5: Complete network of evidence of randomised clinical trials in the AS population 


 


*Studies in red font indicate that imputation of SE data was required 


 


As mentioned in section 4.2.4.1, the Dougados et al, 2011, SPINE RCT which enrolled a 


population with advanced disease, differed from the other etanercept RCTs in several ways. 


The advanced stages of disease of these patients meant they were generally older and had 


disease symptoms for a longer time than patients from other trials: patients in the spine trial 


had disease duration twice that of patients in other RCTs (20 vs 10 years, respectively). 


Therefore it was decided to remove this RCT from the base-case NMA analyses, a decision 


which was verified by clinical experts in a Pfizer Advisory Board. A sensitivity analysis that 


includes this study can be found in Appendix F.  


For all three outcomes of interest, a connected network was available within the set of 


eligible studies. Two of the eligible studies (highlighted in red in Figure 5) had no variance 


measure reported for any outcomes; these studies required imputation of standard errors in 


order to be included in the analysis. The results of the NMA analyses conducted without 


imputation are presented in Appendix F. Network diagrams for NMA analyses with and 


without imputation of SE data are also presented in Appendix F. In addition, results of 1) the 


imputed analyses that include the Giardina open-label study (104) and 2) non-imputed and 


imputed analyses that include the SPINE RCT, are also presented in Appendix F as 


sensitivity analyses.  


4.2.5.1 BASFI (with imputation of standard errors) NMA 


Nine RCTs (N=1,758) comprising 19 treatment arms were included.  


Table 82 presents the results obtained with both fixed and random effects NMA models. The 


DICs for the fixed effects and random effects models were very similar: 31.58 and 33.35, 


respectively for fixed and random effects models:  


 All active treatments provided greater reductions in BASFI scores than placebo with the 


exception of certolizumab in the random effects model 


 No other comparisons were found to be statistically important. 
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Table 82: Mean differences in BASFI score among drugs used to treat AS patients (with 
imputation of SEs) 


Mean Differences (Fixed Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Etanercept 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Infliximab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Certolizumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Adalimumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 100 
mg 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Golimumab 50 
mg 


Mean Differences (Random Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Etanercept 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Infliximab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Certolizumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Adalimumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 100 
mg 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Golimumab 50 
mg 


Note: Each cell represents the comparison (mean difference and 95% CrI) of the row treatment versus the column treatment; 
statistically meaningful results, i.e., comparisons where the 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0.00, are bold-faced. Positive 
mean differences represent superiority of the interventions (column treatment), negative mean differences represent superiority 
of the comparators (row treatment). 


 
 
 


4.2.5.2 Change in BASDAI score (with imputation of standard errors) 


Eight trials (N=1,630) were used for the analysis of BASDAI scores (cm) in the NMA, 


including studies that required the imputation of SEs.  


Table 83 presents the differences in CFB BASDAI (cm) obtained with fixed and random 


effects NMA models. The DICs for the fixed effects and random effects models were very 


similar: 25.51 and 27.39, respectively.  


In the fixed effects model:  


 All active treatments were found to produce significantly greater reductions in BASDAI 


scores versus placebo  


 Infliximab had a significantly greater reduction in BASDAI score than certolizumab 


 Other comparisons between active treatments were not found to be statistically significant 


 


In the random effects model:  


 Only etanercept was found to provide greater reductions in the BASDAI score than 


placebo  
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 Other comparisons between active treatments were not found to be statistically important 


 


Table 83: Mean differences in BASDAI score among drugs used to treat AS patients (with 
imputation of SEs) 


 
 


4.2.5.3 Change in CRP score (with imputation of standard errors) 


Six trials (N=1,458) reporting CRP were included in the NMA. Results obtained with the 


random effects NMA model were considered too unstable and only results obtained with the 


fixed effects model are presented in Table 84. The fixed effects model results indicated:  


 All active treatments offered significant reductions in CRP levels versus placebo  


 Etanercept and adalimumab had significantly greater reductions in CRP levels versus 


golimumab (100 mg and 50 mg dose)  


 No other comparisons were statistically important.  


 
  


Mean Differences (Fixed Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Etanercept 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Infliximab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Certolizumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


Adalimumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 100 
mg 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 50 
mg 


Mean Differences (Random Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Etanercept 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Infliximab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Certolizumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


Adalimumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 100 
mg 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx 


Golimumab 50 
mg 


Note: Each cell represents the comparison (mean difference and 95% CrI) of the row treatment versus the column treatment; 
statistically meaningful results, i.e., comparisons where the 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0.00, are bold-faced. Positive 
mean differences represent superiority of the interventions (column treatment), negative mean differences represent superiority 
of the comparators (row treatment). 
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Table 84: Mean differences in CRP score among drugs used to treat AS patients (with 
imputation of SEs) 


Mean Differences (Fixed Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


Etanercept 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


Infliximab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


Adalimumab 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


Golimumab 100 mg 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


Golimumab 50 mg 


Note: Each cell represents the comparison (mean difference and 95% CrI) of the row treatment versus the column treatment; 
statistically meaningful results, i.e., comparisons where the 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0.00, are bold-faced. Positive 
mean differences represent superiority of the interventions (column treatment), negative mean differences represent superiority 
of the comparators (row treatment). 


 


4.2.5.4 Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


The set of eligible nr-axSpA studies included 4 RCTs as presented in Figure 6. The 


comparison of adalimumab vs placebo was assessed by two trials. One of the eligible 


studies (highlighted in red in Figure 6) had no variance measure reported for any outcome; 


this study required imputation of SEs in order to be included in the NMA. 


In this population, only one RCT reported change in CRP levels, therefore no analysis was 


possible for this outcome among the nr-axSpA population. For BASFI and BASDAI, a 


connected network was available within the set of included studies. The results of the NMA 


analyses conducted without imputation are presented in Appendix F. Network diagrams for 


NMA analyses with and without imputation of SE data are also presented in Appendix F.  


Figure 6: Complete network of evidence of randomised clinical trials in the nr-axSpA 
population* 


 
 
*Studies in red font indicate that imputation of SE data was required. 


 


4.2.5.5 Change in BASFI (with imputation of standard errors) 


Four trials (N=604) reported BASFI score (cm) in the nr-axSpA population and were included 


in the NMA, including one study that required imputation of standard errors. There was not 
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sufficient data to obtain stable estimates with the random effects model, and results obtained 


with the fixed effects model are presented (Table 85). The fixed effects model found:  


 All three active treatments produced significantly greater reductions than placebo  


 Certolizumab had significant improvements compared to both etanercept and 


adalimumab 


 No difference between etanercept and adalimumab.  


 
Table 85: Mean differences in BASFI score among drugs used to treat nr-axSpA patients (with 
imputation of SEs) 


Mean Differences (Fixed Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Etanercept 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Adalimumab 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Certolizumab 


Note: Each cell represents the comparison (mean difference and 95% CrI) of the row treatment versus the column treatment; 
statistically meaningful results, i.e., comparisons where the 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0.00, are bold-faced. Positive 
mean differences represent superiority of the interventions (column treatment), negative mean differences represent superiority 
of the comparators (row treatment). 


 


4.2.5.6 Change in BASDAI score (with imputation of standard errors) 


Four trials (N=604) describing BASDAI scores in the nr-axSpA population are presented in 


the NMA, including one trial that required imputation of SEs based on the other three 


studies. Results obtained with the random effects NMA model were deemed too unstable; 


only results obtained from the fixed effects model are presented (Table 86). The fixed effects 


model found:  


 Etanercept, adalimumab and certolizumab had significantly greater reductions in BASDAI 


score versus placebo 


 Etanercept had significantly lower improvement in BASDAI compared to certolizumab 


 No other comparisons were statistically important  


 
Table 86: Mean differences in BASDAI score among drugs used to treat nr-axSpA patients 
(with imputation of SEs) 


Mean Differences (Fixed Effects) 


Placebo 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Etanercept 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Adalimumab 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Certolizumab 


 Note: Each cell represents the comparison (mean difference and 95% CrI) of the row treatment versus the 


column treatment below the diagonal and of the column treatment versus the row treatment above the diagonal; 
statistically meaningful results, i.e., comparisons where the 95% credible intervals do not overlap 0.00, are bold-
faced. Positive mean differences represent superiority of the interventions (column treatment), negative mean 
differences represent superiority of the comparators (row treatment). 
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4.2.6 Limitations of the NMA and indirect comparisons 


4.2.6.1 Ankylosing Spondylitis 


One study comparing etanercept 50 mg  once weekly to infliximab 5 mg (104) over two 


years had an open-label design, and so was excluded from the base-case NMA since the 


other  etanercept and comparator trials had a double-blind design.  An NMA including this 


study is reported in Appendix F as a sensitivity analysis.  When interpreting the results from 


the latter the following should be considered: 


 It is possible that the study participant’s perceptions of the medication they received in an 


open-label manner in this trial may have influenced responses on the patient reported 


outcomes of BASDAI and BASFI  


 While the 12-week data from this study indicated some statistically significant differences 


in favour of infliximab on the BASDAI and BASFI measures, this was not sustained in the 


long-term in this study, and there were no significant differences between the two 


treatments at Week 104, suggesting that while infliximab may have a more rapid onset of 


action, it has no long-term efficacy advantage over etanercept.  


 


The certolizumab RCT primary analysis was performed in an AxSpA population and all other 


endpoints were considered exploratory, including those on key outcomes conducted in the 


AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations as defined by local X-ray readings (90). When central X-


ray readings were applied to these subpopulations, 21% of the original AS subgroup of 


patients were rediagnosed as nr-axSpA (37 patients were not centrally read). There were 


some further limitations to the definition of the two subpopulations which are described in 


more detail in the nr-axSpA NMA section in section 4.2.6.2.  


There were also some differences in baseline characteristics in the four etanercept (10-12, 


93)  and five comparator RCTs (infliximab 5mg versus placebo (95); adalimumab 40 mg  


versus placebo RCTs (91, 107); golimumab 50 and 100 mg vs placebo (69); certolizumab 


pegol 200/400 mg vs placebo (90). In particular, where this information was reported in 


studies, there were variations in:  


 Age: The average age ranged from 39 to 43 years   


 Gender: One infliximab vs placebo study (95) reported 65.5% of its population as male, 


compared to all other studies in the NMA that reported male gender in excess of 70%, 


reaching 78% in two studies (11, 107) 


 Disease  duration: Varied from 5.87 years (69)  to 15.65 years (95) 


 Prior NSAID use: Varied from 81.2% (12) to 100% (91, 104, 107) 


 Prior DMARD use: Varied from 37.8% (12) to 100% (91) 


 Concomitant DMARD use: Varied from 19.9% (91) to 39.3% (12) 


 Concomitant NSAID use: 47.5% (93) in one etanercept RCT  with the remaining studies 


reporting usage between 79% (91) to 90% (69) 


 History of uveitis: Varied from 9.8% (12) to 46.5% (95) 


 CRP: Lower in the golimumab RCT with a median 1.05 mg/dl (69) compared to the 


remaining studies where the mean value ranged between 1.95 mg/dl (91) and  2.15 mg/dl 


(11, 107) 
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 BASFI: Lower in one etanercept trial at 4.52 (93) compared to the remaining studies 


where the BASFI baseline total scores were all above 5 points 


 Prior anti-TNF use: One study in an AxSpA population, (90) included some patients who 


had prior anti-TNF treatment, including 20.3% of the AS patient subgroup 


 


The variation in the above baseline characteristics indicates there may be some 


heterogeneity between the studies in the AS NMA. However, covariate regression analysis 


could not be carried out since there were too few studies in each separate loop of the 


network to make this viable.  


4.2.6.2 Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


For the nr-axSpA indication, there were some variations in the baseline characteristics of the 


four RCTs comparing etanercept (161), adalimumab (105, 112) and certolizumab pegol (90) 


versus placebo included in the NMA. In particular, where this information was reported in 


studies, there were variations in:  


 Age: The etanercept vs placebo RCT (161) reported a lower mean age of 31.5 years 


whereas in the other three studies the average age was over 36 years (90, 105, 112) 


 Gender: The etanercept vs placebo RCT (161) reported a higher percentage of male 


participants (60.5%) whereas in the other three studies the proportion of male participants 


was lower than 50% (90, 105, 112) 


 Disease duration: Varied from 2.45 years (161) to 7.5 years (90, 105, 112) 


 Symptom duration: Varied from 2.5 (15) years to 10.1 years (112) 


 Prior NSAID use: Varied from 85.7% (90) to 100% (105, 112, 161) 


 Prior DMARD use: Varied from 20%  (161) to 38% (90) 


 Concomitant NSAID use: Higher in the etanercept RCT (100%) (161) than the comparator 


studies (range: 79%-83.7%) (90, 112) 


 Concomitant DMARD use: Varied from 0% (105) to 28% (90) 


 History of uveitis: Varied from 7.9% (161) to 12% (112) 


 CRP: Higher in the certolizumab RCT (1.6 mg/dl)  compared to the remaining studies 


where the range was between 0.66 mg/dl (161) and  0.72 mg/dl (112) 


 BASFI: Lower in the etanercept RCT at 4.05 (161) compared to the remaining studies 


where the BASFI baseline total scores ranged from 4.7 (112) to 5.15 (105)  


 Prior anti-TNF use: One study in an AxSpA population, (90) included some patients who 


had prior anti-TNF treatment, including 10.3% of the nr-axSpA patient sub-group 


 


When compared to the assessments of the variations in baseline characteristics in the AS 


populations (section 4.2.6.1), there was considerably greater heterogeneity observed in the 


nr-axSpA populations. While covariate regression analysis was not feasible since there were 


too few studies in each separate loop of the network to make this viable, these findings 


warranted further analysis using MAIC and STC.  


In general the etanercept RCT recruited participants who were younger, had shorter disease 


duration, and had lower mean BASFI compared to the participants in the other studies. As 


noted in the etanercept clinical RCT and OLE section in section 3, this was done to reduce 


the risk of including patients with AS in the nr-axSpA population. This risk was further 
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minimised by the use of centralised and blinded assessment of the radiograph for diagnosis 


of nr-axSpA. This approach was taken to avoid the situation in the adalimumab and 


certolizumab RCTs (90, 112) where considerable reclassification of nr-axSpA has 


subsequently been reported outside the RCT publications, thereby potentially confounding 


the results in the current nr-axSpA NMA.   


 


The FDA assessment report of the adalimumab RCT (139) noted the following limitations:  


 Of the 185 participants randomised with supposed nr-axSpA (diagnosed via local X-ray), 


102 were centrally assessed, and  64/102 were diagnosed with nr-axSpA, and 38 with AS  


 The results on key outcomes (ASAS 40, ASAS 20, BASDAI 50, ASAS partial remission, 


ASAS 5/6) in this nr-axSpA subgroup found no statistically significant differences between 


adalimumab vs placebo compared to the total clinical trial population and the AS 


subgroup where statistically significant differences were reported for key efficacy 


outcomes. 


 


The data from this RCT publication (112) included in the current NMA are therefore 


confounded by the presence of a significant number of AS patients which is likely to 


invalidate the indirect comparison of adalimumab vs the other comparator treatments in the 


current nr-axSpA NMA and produce unreliable results. Since the FDA noted that the 


centrally-read nr-axSpA post-hoc sub-group may not preserve the baseline comparability 


between treatment arms achieved by randomisation (139), it was deemed inappropriate to 


conduct an NMA using this post-hoc analysis. The present NMA is therefore limited by the 


use of the heterogeneous data from the Sieper et al, 2013, trial publication (112).  


Similarly, the FDA assessment report of the certolizumab RCT (90) noted the following 


limitations: 


 Of the original N=147 nr-axSpA subgroup in the RCT publication (based on local X-ray), 


only 69 patients (49%) retained this diagnosis on central X-ray in a post hoc analysis 


(note that 37 patients were not assessed) 


 Following central radiographic assessment, 21% of patients were reclassified from having 


AS to nr-axSpA  


 While results in the central X-ray nr-axSpA subgroup were still significantly different vs 


placebo in line with the original publication, for some key outcomes (e.g. BASFI, BASDAI) 


the magnitude of effect was smaller than observed in the original nr-axSpA subgroup 


 


The data from the nr-axSpA subgroup in the RCT publication (90) included in the current 


NMA are therefore confounded by the presence of a significant number of AS patients which 


is likely to invalidate the indirect comparison of certolizumab vs the other comparator 


treatments. Therefore, the results from the NMA are potentially unreliable. As with the 


adalimumab centrally-read nr-axSpA post-hoc subgroup, the present certolizumab nr-axSpA 


post-hoc analysis may also fail to preserve baseline comparability between treatment arms 


and randomisation is likely to be compromised. Therefore, it was deemed inappropriate to 


conduct an NMA using this post-hoc analysis. In summary, the present NMA is limited by the 


use of the heterogeneous data from the Landewe et al, 2012, trial publication (90).  


Since only 21% of the original AS subgroup in the RCT  of certolizumab pegol were 


reclassified on central x-ray compared to 49% of the original nr-axSpA subgroup (140) and 
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37% of the nr-axSpA population in the adalimumab RCT (112), the impact of confounding 


from subsequent reclassification is likely to be much higher in the smaller nr-axSpA evidence 


network than in the larger AS network. Furthermore, within the AxSpA classification, the 


definition of nr-axSpA is privative (i.e. nr-axSpA is defined by the absence of radiographic 


evidence for sacroiliitis). In such circumstances, it is expected that this group will 


demonstrate greater heterogeneity than a patient group defined by the presence of a 


characteristic (e.g. the AS population who must show radiographic evidence for sacroiliitis). 


For these reasons, additional analyses were undertaken to address these limitations in the 


nr-axSpA indication. 


4.2.7 Additional analyses carried out in the nr-axSpA population 


In light of the limitations to the nr-axSpA NMA highlighted above, additional analyses were 


undertaken to overcome the differences in patient characteristics and potential confounding 


due to reclassification of AS and nr-axSpA patients.  


4.2.7.1 Introduction to matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) and 
simulated treatment comparison (STC) methods 


While the NMA of the nr-axSpA network is not able to address the differences in baseline 


characteristics between trials, and is therefore potentially unreliable, the use of patient level 


data from the Pfizer sponsored 1031 trial affords an opportunity to adjust the indirect 


comparisons using techniques that can utilise this information. Specifically, in light of the 


challenges involved in carrying out a NMA to derive indirect comparisons of etanercept, 


adalimumab and certolizumab pegol in the nr-axSpA network, these comparisons were 


obtained using matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) (187) and simulated treatment 


comparison (STC) methods (188).   


These novel techniques are based on a targeted comparison of outcomes observed in 


specific treatments of interest (unlike NMA, which includes data from all treatments in the 


therapeutic area). The validity of such analyses relies on the general compatibility of the 


trials with respect to design, inclusion criteria, and population profiles. Even in otherwise 


identically designed trials, however, it is possible that the characteristics of the patients differ 


(even just by chance).  Differences in characteristics that are predictive of the outcomes of 


interest will confound the comparisons of treatments. MAIC and STC are designed 


specifically to address this issue by adjusting for baseline characteristics. This requires 


patient-level data on at least one of the trials (which is referred to as the index trial). The 


methods differ in the way they use the data and how they adjust for potential confounding. 


MAIC creates weights that, when applied to the patients in the index trial, will yield a profile 


that matches the comparator trial populations. In STC, the patient-level data are used to 


create predictive equations for the outcomes, which can then be used to predict outcomes in 


a population that matches the profile of the comparator trial. When the index and comparator 


trials used the same treatment (or placebo) in their reference groups (i.e. control), MAIC and 


STC can be used to assess the presence of any study effects, i.e. distortion in comparisons 


due to differences between studies beyond population characteristics. This is assessed 


based on difference in outcomes in the reference arms, after adjustment for patient 


characteristics. 


We applied MAIC and STC to assess the relative effectiveness of etanercept vs adalimumab 


and certolizumab pegol on changes in BASDAI and BASFI at 12 weeks in patients with nr-


axSpA. As the MAIC and STC techniques are targeted comparisons (i.e. a single 


comparison is made between two individual trials), specific trials were selected for 
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comparison. These were the etanercept 1031 (126, 161) and 314-EU trials (12), the 


ABILITY-1 trial for adalimumab (112) and the RAPID-axSpA trials for certolizumab pegol 


(90). In the case of the comparison between etanercept and adalimumab, the ABILITY-1 trial 


was selected for use in the analysis over the trial published by Haibel et al, (105) as this was 


the larger and more recent trial performed for adalimumab in the nr-axSpA population, and 


utilised the ASAS criteria for including nr-axSpA in the trial. Analyses were carried out with 


both MAIC and STC to assess the robustness of results. 


The following sections describe the trials and their populations and provide additional details 


on the methods and how these were applied. This is followed by a summary of the results 


and a discussion of findings. 


4.2.7.1 Data Sources and Assessment of Compatibility for Comparison 


The compatibility of the data sources, and hence the feasibility and appropriateness of using 


MAIC and STC, was assessed through a review of the design and population profiles of the 


studies involved in the analyses. The next sections summarise key information from this 


review, and highlight discrepancies that present challenges or require specific assumptions 


in analyses. 


General Design Features 


The etanercept 1031 trial (136) was a multicentre, 12-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled 


randomised study of etanercept (50 mg subcutaneously weekly) on a background NSAID in 


the treatment of adult patients with nr-axSpA with a 92-week open-label extension. Patients 


were required to have active AxSpA despite therapy with at least two NSAIDs at the optimal 


dose, with non-radiographic sacroiliitis (by blinded and centralised assessment) defined as 


those patients who did not meet the modified New York (NY) criteria. 


The ABILITY-1 Trial (112) was a multicentre, Phase III, 12-week, double-blind, placebo-


controlled randomised study designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of adalimumab 40 


mg administered every other week in adult patients with active AxSpA who are not 


diagnosed with ankylosing spondylitis (AS), psoriasis, or psoriatic arthritis and who have had 


an inadequate response or intolerance to one or more NSAIDs or had a contraindication to 


NSAIDs. ABILITY-1 also had an open label extension of adalimumab treatment for up to an 


additional 144 weeks. Although ABILITY-1 aimed to exclude patients with AS, based on the 


arthritis Advisory committee meeting document from the FDA, it was estimated that an 


average of 37.2% of patients for the entire trial population were reclassified as being AS 


patients following central assessment of radiographs. (139).     


The RAPID-axSpA trial (90) was a multicentre, 24-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 


randomised study designed to evaluate efficacy and safety of certolizumab pegol (400 mg 


every four weeks or 200 mg every two weeks, after a loading dose period of 400 mg on 


Weeks 0, 2, and 4) in patients with active AxSpA. The RAPID-axSpA trial had a dose-blind 


extension to Week 48, and an open-label extension to Week 204. This trial had both nr-


axSpA and AS subgroups. As in the ABILITY-1 trial. However, it was noted in the FDA  


briefing document for certolizumab pegol that of the 147 patients originally diagnosed as nr-


axSpA, 72 (49%) were later reclassified as AS patients upon central assessment (6 patients 


were not centrally assessed) (140).  


The trials were similar in terms of their comparator arms and blinding but differed in an 


important way in the profile of their populations. The 1031 trial included patients with nr-


axSpA, while ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA included a mix of nr-axSpA and AS patients. 
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The publications for these trials either did not report results for the nr-axSpA and AS 


subgroups separately, or where this was done in the case of the RAPID-axSpA trial (90), 


there was considerable reclassification within subgroups which was only subsequently 


detected. Therefore, a comparison of results from 1031 directly with these subsets was not 


possible. For this reason we sought to balance the mix of nr-axSpA and AS patients involved 


in the comparison by combining data from the etanercept 314-EU trial (12), which targeted  


patients with AS, with the 1031 trial to form the basis of comparison (i.e. index trials).  


Etanercept 314-EU  was a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial evaluating the 


safety and efficacy of etanercept 50 mg once weekly compared with 25 mg twice weekly in 


patients with AS. 


The pooled 1031 and 314-EU trials were used as the basis for comparison (i.e. index trials) 


with the ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA trials. This allows adjusting to the mix of nr-axSpA 


and AS patients in the comparator trials, but assumes that treatment differences in these 


mixed populations are generalisable to nr-axSpA patients. That is, while outcomes may differ 


for the two types of diagnoses, the treatment effects are the same (i.e. no interaction 


between treatment and diagnosis type). Comparisons with adalimumab were also derived 


based on the 1031 trial alone as both trials were designed to target nr-axSpA subjects only. 


This assumes that outcomes in ABILITY-1 were not affected by inclusion of patients with AS; 


that is, the observed outcomes are generalisable to patients with nr-axSpA. 


To match the proportion of nr-axSpA patients reclassified as AS in each of the comparisons 


with adalimumab and certolizumab pegol, the proportion of AS patients included in the 


pooled 1031 and 314-EU trial analysis was set at 37.2% for the comparison vs adalimumab 


and 65.8% for the comparison vs certolizumab pegol at the AxSpA level (see Appendix C for 


details on the calculations used).  The proportions are based on the reclassified nr-axSpA 


data reported in the Humira (139) and Cimzia (140) FDA Arthritis Advisory Committee 


meeting reports.  


Population Profiles 


The characteristics of the patients in the etanercept, adalimumab and certolizumab pegol 


trials are summarised in Table 87. This table lists the variables considered for inclusion in 


analyses to adjust for confounding. Some variables were not used in the particular targeted 


comparison (e.g. family history of SpA); these could not be included for adjustment. Table 87 


also highlights key differences in characteristics, some of which were highlighted in the 


discussion of the NMA (section 4.2.6). For example, patients in the 1031 trial were on 


average younger than those in the other trials (by approximately 8 years), and disease 


severity scores (BASDAI, BADFI, ASDAS, etc.) tended to be lower. These differences can 


be taken into account in comparisons with MAIC and STC. 


A more important difference lies in the duration of symptoms; the 1031 trial restricted the 


population to patients experiencing symptoms for less than 5 years. No such restriction was 


applied in the ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA trials. The mean symptom duration for the 1031 


trial is 2.5 years, compared with a mean symptom duration of 10.1 years in the ABILITY-1 


trial and a median of 5.5 years in the RAPID-axSpA trial. This discrepancy makes 


adjustment for symptom duration very difficult; for example, in MAIC, it would be impossible 


to re-weight patients in 1031 to get a mean value of 10 years (since all are below 5 years). In 


STC, this would require generating predictions far beyond the range where the data lie. In 


addition, symptom duration was not available in the 314-EU trial, which instead captured 


duration of disease (i.e. time since diagnosis of AS). 
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To confound the comparisons, symptom duration must be predictive of changes in BASDAI 


and BASFI at 12 weeks. This has been found to be the case in prior studies (56, 107, 112). 


We assessed this in our context by examining plots of change in outcomes by symptom 


duration, and repeated this with disease duration in 314-EU. These are presented in 


Xxxxxxx7 and Xxxxxxx8, which show a wide scatter of points, and weak and statistically 


non-significant slopes. Based on these, it was deemed appropriate to omit symptom and 


disease duration from the MAIC and STC analyses. Any effect due to the weak associations 


was indirectly adjusted by accounting for study effects in comparative analyses.   
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Table 87: Summary Baseline Characteristics 


  


ETN ADA CZP 


nr-axSpA (1031) axSpA (1031 + 314) nr-axSpA axSpA 


ETN PBO ETN PBO ADA PBO CZP PBO 
N 106 109 411 160 91 94 218 107 


Demographics 
  


  
 


 
 


 


Male, % 64.2 56.9 xxxx xxxx 48 43 62 61 
White, % 74.53 72.48 xxxx xxxx 100 97 91 89 
Age, yrs 31.9 32 xxxx xxxx 37.6 38.4 39.90 39.44 
Disease characteristics 


  
  


 
 


 
 


Symptom duration, yrs 2.42 2.45 N/A N/A 10.1 10.1 9.99 11.30 
Symptom duration, yrs, median 2.3 2.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 7.39 7.70 
Concomitant DMARD use, % 19.8 19.3 xxxx xxxx 19 17 28 36 
Concomitant NSAID use, % 100 100 xxxx xxxx 79 79 88 86 
History of SpA features 


  
  


 
 


 
 


HLA-B27 positive, % 67.0 76.1 xxxx xxxx 82 74 77 81 
Arthritis (past or present), % 47.2 52.3 N/A N/A 35 52 53 57 
Good prior response to NSAIDs, % xxxx xxxx N/A N/A 70 74 N/A N/A 
Heel enthesitis (past or present), % 43.4 40.4 N/A N/A 40 40 N/A N/A 
Family history of SpA, % 26.4 21.1 N/A N/A 31 25 N/A N/A 
Anterior uveitis (past or present), % 7.5 8.3 N/A N/A 13 11 N/A N/A 
Dactylitis (past or present), % 4.7 10.1 N/A N/A 11 11 N/A N/A 
Inflammatory bowel disease (past or present), % 0.9 0.9 N/A N/A 4 6 N/A N/A 
BASDAI (0–10) 5.96 5.97 xxxx xxxx 6.4  6.5  6.45 6.40 
BASFI (0–10) 4.18 3.87 xxxx xxxx 4.5 4.9 5.35 5.50 
ASDAS 2.98 2.97 xxxx xxxx 3.2  3.4  3.85 4.00 
Patient global assessment of dis. activity (0–10) 5.77 5.78 xxxx xxxx 6.8 6.8 N/A N/A 
Total back pain (0–10) 5.51 5.48 xxxx xxxx 6.9 7.0 N/A N/A 
Inflammation/morning stiffness (0–10) xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 6.5 6.7 N/A N/A 
CRP, mg/l 6.76 6.43 xxxx xxxx 6.8 7.6 17.27 22.35 
CRP, mg/l, median xxxx xxxx N/A N/A N/A N/A 12.50 15.00 
MASES (0–13) 3.13 2.94 N/A N/A 3.5 3.9 N/A N/A 
SF-36 PCS (0–100) xxxxx xxxxx N/A N/A 33.9 33.1 N/A N/A 
SPARCC MRI sacroiliac  joint  score (0–72) 8.04 7.73 N/A N/A 5.1 4.7 N/A N/A 
SPARCC MRI spinal score (0–108) 4.66 3.47 N/A N/A 4.1 4.6 N/A N/A 
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Abbreviations: ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CRP, C-reactive protein; CZP, certolizumab pegol;  DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; ETN, etanercept; HLA-B27, human leucocyte antigen B27; MASES, Maastricht 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Entheses Score; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NA, not applicable; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis;  NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; SF-36 
short form 36; SpA, spondyloarthritis; SPARCC,  Spondyloarthritis Research Consortium of Canada. 


Green = data available for all studies; Grey = data not available for all studies; AxSpA = pooled nr-AxSpA and AS population 
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Summary of Compatibility of Studies  
The etanercept 1031/314-EU, ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA trials were generally similar in 


design and captured and reported BASDAI and BASFI changes at Week 12. The 


populations of these trials were similar, with sufficient overlap in baseline characteristics to 


allow adjustment for potential confounding in MAIC and STC analyses. Exceptions to this 


are variables that were not captured in all sources and symptom and disease duration. 


These were omitted from analyses since they did not appear to be significantly associated 


with the outcomes. We assessed any residual impact from these differences, and adjusted 


for potential differences in variables that are missing in one or both studies in the 


comparison by measuring the difference in placebo outcomes in the trials after adjustment 


for baseline characteristics. We refer to this as a study effect as it also captures the impact 


of differences in studies beyond population profiles. The next section describes how these 
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are derived and applied. Analyses adjusting for this study effect produce comparisons 


between treatments when the placebo arms are made to be identical.   


 
Another challenge was the mixture of different diagnoses nr-axSpA, AxSpA and AS in the 


ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA trials. We incorporated the 314-EU trial in some analyses to 


be able to match the proportion of AS patients in the comparator trials. This introduced new 


assumptions, in particular, that the type of diagnosis may impact the magnitude of change in 


outcomes, but does not modify the effect of treatment. 


4.2.7.2 Methods 


Analysis Strategy 


The following sections describe the analytic process involved in MAIC and STC analyses.  


Both methods were applied to compare changes in BASDAI and BASFI over 12 weeks of 


treatment with etanercept vs adalimumab and etanercept vs certolizumab pegol. In addition, 


the same methods were applied to the placebo arms of the trials being compared to quantify 


and adjust for any study effects that may distort comparisons beyond differences in the study 


populations. With both methods, results are reported in terms of the difference in change 


from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI along with 95% confidence intervals, adjusted for 


population differences and then further adjusted for study effects.   


The combination of analyses, populations used, and variables included are summarised in 


Table 88. To minimise confounding, analyses aimed to include all available variables 


characterising the patients. This requires the variables being available in both studies 


involved in the comparison, which was not always the case. Symptom duration, history of 


SpA features variables, MASES, SF-36, and SPARCC MRI score variables  were not 


available for the etanercept 314-EU trial, therefore they all had to be excluded from all 


analyses that included this trial. Patient global assessments of disease activity, total back 


pain, inflammation/morning stiffness were not available for the RAPID-axSpA trial, and, were 


therefore, excluded from the comparisons with CZP. 


Another constraint to including variables for adjustment was the extent of overlap in their 


distributions in the studies being compared. Thus, while symptom duration was available for 


both the 1031 index and ABILITY-1 comparator trials, it was not feasible to robustly match 


the populations on symptom duration using MAIC since symptom duration could not exceed 


5 years in 1031, while the mean duration in ABILITY-1 was around 10 years. Neither was it 


feasible to match on the ratio of concomitant NSAID use (since 1031 had 100% of patients 


on NSAIDs) or the proportion of patients with AS (since 1031 excluded these patients).  


Thus, symptom duration, NSAID use, and AS diagnosis were excluded from the analyses 


including 1031 as index trial only. We also omitted from analyses, based on the 1031 trial, 


history of SpA features variables, MASES, SF-36, and SPARCC MRI scores because their 


inclusion in matching resulted in unbalanced MAIC weights and very small effective sample 


sizes.  


To ensure consistency and comparability of results between MAIC and STC analyses, 


equations created for STCs included the same variables used in matching of populations in 


MAICs. The only exception to this was the inclusion of BASDAI and BASFI scores, which 


were strongly correlated. Thus, the equations only include baseline values corresponding to 


the outcome being modelled. This is not expected to cause distortion, as baseline BASFI 


was not statistically significant in the presence of baseline BASDAI in the equation for 


change in BASDAI, and likewise for the BASFI equation.  Otherwise, the equations retained 
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all predictors considered regardless of statistical significance to ensure comparability with 


MAIC results. 


Table 88 summarises the analyses that were carried out, as well as the variables that were 


included in adjustment, and those that were omitted. These analyses were carried out for 


changes in BASDAI and BASFI at Week 12. 


Table 88: Summary of analyses 


Treatment 
Comparison/ 
Study Effect 


Populations 
Analysis 
method 


Comparison is 
Adjusted for 


Included 
variables 


Excluded 
variables 


ETN vs. ADA 


PBOE vs. PBOA 


1031 vs. 
ABILITY-1 


MAIC Baseline 
characteristics 


1i 1e 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


STC Baseline 
characteristics 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


1031+314 vs. 
ABILITY-1 


MAIC Baseline 
characteristics 


2i 2e 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


STC Baseline 
characteristics 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


ETN vs. CZP 


PBOE vs. PBOC 


1031+314 vs. 
RAPID 
(AxSpA) 


MAIC Baseline 
characteristics 


3i 3e 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


STC Baseline 
characteristics 


Baseline 
characteristics and 
Study effect 


1i: Age, White, Male, Concomitant DMARDS use, baseline BASDAI, baseline BASFI, CRP, HLA-B27 positive, 
ASDAS, Patient global assessment of disease activity, Total back pain, Inflammation/Morning stiffness.  Note 
that STC equations for baseline BASDAI and BASFI only included the corresponding baseline value. 


1e: Symptom duration, Concomitant NSAID use, Arthritis, Good prior response to NSAIDs, Heel enthesitis, 
Family history of SpA, Anterior uveitis, Dactylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, MASES, SF-36 PCS, SPARCC 
MRI sacroiliac  joint  score, SPARCC MRI spinal score, AS vs. nr-AxSpA diagnosis 


2i: Age, White, Male, Concomitant DMARDS use, Concomitant NSAIDS use, baseline BASDAI, baseline BASFI, 
CRP, HLA-B27 positive, ASDAS, Patient global assessment of disease activity, Total back pain, 
Inflammation/Morning stiffness, AS vs. nr-AxSpA diagnosis.  Note that STC equations for baseline BASDAI 
and BASFI only included the corresponding baseline value. 


2e: Symptom duration, Arthritis, Good prior response to NSAIDs, Heel enthesitis, Family history of SpA, Anterior 
uveitis, Dactylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, MASES, SF-36 PCS, SPARCC MRI sacroiliac  joint  score, 
SPARCC MRI spinal score 


3i: Age, White, Male, Concomitant DMARDS use, Concomitant NSAIDS use, baseline BASDAI, baseline BASFI, 
CRP, Median of CRP, HLA-B27 positive, ASDAS, AS vs. nr-AxSpA diagnosis.  Note that STC equations for 
baseline BASDAI and BASFI only included the corresponding baseline value. 


3e:  Symptom duration, Arthritis, Good prior response to NSAIDs, Heel enthesitis, Family history of SpA, Anterior 
uveitis, Dactylitis, Inflammatory bowel disease, Patient global assessment of disease activity, Total back pain, 
Inflammation/Morning stiffness, MASES, SF-36 PCS, SPARCC MRI sacroiliac  joint score, SPARCC MRI 
spinal score 
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General Principles of MAIC and STC Analyses 


Adjusting for Population Differences 


The aim of MAIC and STC analyses are to calculate an adjusted estimate of the outcome 


expected with the index treatment in a population that matches the profile of the comparator 


treatment’s characteristics. Suppose, we denote by 𝑌𝐸(𝑋𝐸) the outcome (change from 


baseline in BASDAI or BASFI) observed with etanercept in the 1031+/-314-EU trials where 


the population profile is given by the vector of baseline characteristics𝑋𝐸. We denote by  


�̂�𝐸(𝑋∗)) the predicted outcome with etanercept in now a different population described by 𝑋∗. 


Thus, for a comparison with adalimumab, we aim to calculate �̂�𝐸(𝑋𝐴), where 𝑋𝐴 corresponds 


to the profile reported in the ABILITY-1 trial. The indirect comparison can then be calculated 


as: 


∆𝐸𝐴= �̂�𝐸(�̅�𝐴) − 𝑌𝐴(�̅�𝐴), 


Where �̅�𝐴is the vector of mean values of baseline characteristics in ABILITY-1. 


MAIC and STC differ in the way they derive �̂�𝐸(𝑋∗). In MAIC, this is obtained by applying 


weights (𝑤𝑖) to individual observations in the etanercept trials:  


�̂�𝐸(𝑋𝐴) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 × 𝑌𝐸𝑖(𝑋𝐸𝑖), 


where the weights are calculated such that �̅�𝐴 =
∑ 𝑤𝑖×𝑋𝐸𝑖


∑ 𝑤𝑖
, i indexes outcomes (Y) and 


characteristics (X) of individuals in the etanercept trials. 


In STC, the adjusted outcomes are predicted from regression equations for each outcome of 


interest. In this case, equations are created for changes in BASDAI and BASFI from patient-


level data from the etanercept trials. The adjusted outcomes with etanercept are then 


predicted by setting predictors to the mean values observed in the comparator trials. For 


example, for the comparison with adalimumab, the predicted value is given by:  


�̂�𝐸(𝑋𝐴) = 𝛽′̂�̅�𝐴, 


where �̂� represents the vector of coefficients in the predictive equation for BASDAI or 


BASFI. The indirect comparison can then be calculated as above. 


Study Effect Assessment 


The comparisons described in the previous section reflect estimates of the relative 


effectiveness of treatments after adjusting for differences in patient characteristics. These 


estimates may be subject to residual confounding when some variables are not available in 


both studies, or when there are differences in study design or background factors. This is 


referred to as a study effect, and  can be assessed from outcomes observed in the reference 


arms of the studies being compared when these were assigned the same treatment – 


placebo, in our analyses – after adjusting for population differences with MAIC and STC.  


For example, the study effect in the comparison of etanercept and adalimumab is obtained 


from: 


∆𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐴
= �̂�𝑃𝐸


(𝑋𝑃𝐴
) − 𝑌𝑃𝐴


(𝑋𝑃𝐴
), 


where 𝑃𝐸  and 𝑃𝐴 designate the placebo arms of the etanercept and adalimumab trials, 


respectively. 
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A large study effect (e.g. in the same order of magnitude as the adjusted effect estimate 


between treatments when the treatment effect is significantly large) may be an indication of 


lack of compatibility between studies, and would trigger a closer examination of the studies 


and assumptions. Otherwise, the effect estimates can be further adjusted to remove any 


residual bias. This is given by: 


∆𝐸𝐴
∗ = ∆𝐸𝐴 − ∆𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐴


. 


Uncertainty of Effect Estimates 


Standard errors and confidence intervals can be readily derived for the effect estimates. For 


instance, the variance of ∆𝐸𝐴 is given by 𝑣𝑎𝑟 (�̂�𝐸(�̅�𝐴)) + 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑌𝐴(�̅�𝐴)). The second term in the 


sum is the variance of the observed change from baseline in outcomes for adalimumab. 


Since these were not reported in the publications of the ABILITY-1 or RAPID-axSpA trials, 


the variance of the observed change from baseline in the etanercept trials were used to 


calculate standard errors of the means for adalimumab and certolizumab pegol. The 


variance of the adjusted prediction, i.e. 𝑣𝑎𝑟 (�̂�𝐸(�̅�𝐴)), is produced from the analyses. In 


MAIC, this is given from the calculation of the weighted mean of outcomes; in STC, it is the 


variance of the prediction, which can be obtained directly from statistical software. Similarly, 


𝑣𝑎𝑟(∆𝐸𝐴
∗ ) = 𝑣𝑎𝑟(∆𝐸𝐴) + 𝑣𝑎𝑟(∆𝑃𝐸𝑃𝐴


). 


Application of MAIC 


Analyses followed the steps as described by Signorovitch et al, 2010 (189). The key step in 


these analyses is the derivation of weights to balance the populations. As noted above, the 


weights must be such that, when applied to the characteristics of the patients in the 


etanercept trials, the weighted mean values of characteristics match the mean values of the 


comparator trials.   


Weights are derived from a propensity-score type equation that predicts whether a given 


type of patient originates from the primary treatment trial or the competing drug’s trial as a 


function of baseline characteristics. A logistic regression model is fitted including all available 


predictors (as described in Table 88): 


log(𝜑𝑖) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝑝𝑖


1−𝑝𝑖
) = 𝛾′𝑋𝑖, 


where 𝜑𝑖 represents the odds of being in the etanercept vs comparator trial, 𝛾′ is a vector of 


coefficients and 𝑋𝑖 correspond to the predictors available for inclusion. Given that only 


aggregate data are available for the comparator trial, the 𝛽 coefficients of the variables in the 


equation must be estimated by method of moments (instead of likelihood maximisation, as is 


the case usually). The estimated equation is then applied to patients in the etanercept trials 


to obtain predicted odds, which are used as the basis to calculate weights by normalising 


these as follows: 


𝑤𝑖 =
�̂�𝑖


∑ �̂�𝑗
× 𝑁𝐸, 


where 𝑁𝐸  is the sample size of the etanercept group in the index trials. This process must be 


repeated for each pair of arms being compared, including for the comparison of outcomes in 


placebo arms to assess study effects.   
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Prior to applying these to derive comparisons, the distribution of the weights is examined to 


ascertain the spread and the effective sample size contributing to analyses. If the index and 


comparator trial distribution ranges have major differences in variables included in the 


matching, it is possible that an important fraction of patients are given weights very close to 


0 and a small fraction receive very large weights to obtain a match. The effective sample 


size is given by (∑𝑤𝑖)2 (∑ 𝑤𝑖
2 )⁄  and can be thought of as the extent of information from the 


etanercept population contributing to the prediction of adjusted outcomes in comparative 


analyses.   


The key assumptions involved in a MAIC are that: 


 The studies are generally compatible for comparison: that is, differences in outcomes 


can be attributed to differences in the population and the treatments received.  


Differences in design or background factors have little or negligible impact on 


outcomes, or can be taken into account in the analyses. 


 Matching the mean values of the characteristics is sufficient.   


o This implies, for instance, that the correlation between characteristics is the 


same in the index and comparator trials.   


 All potential confounders are available and have been included in the matching.   


o In our analyses, some variables were not available in all sources. We dealt 


with this by assessing and adjusting for residual study effects. 


 The effects derived from the indirect comparison apply to the entire population; that 


is, there are no subgroup effects or effect modification. 


o In our analyses this implies that, in comparisons involving a mix of nr-axSpA 


and AS patients, the effects calculated can be generalised to patients with nr-


axSpA. 


MAIC analyses were performed using R v3.1.0. Comparisons summarised in Table 88 were 


produced, including results adjusted for population characteristics and further adjusted for 


study effects, along with 95% confidence intervals. 


Application of STC 


Analyses followed the analytic process described by Caro & Ishak, 2010 (190). The key step 


in an STC is the derivation of the equations for change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI 


at Week 12. Multiple linear regression models were created for these, including the same 


predictors that were included in MAIC analyses (as described in Table 88). For treatment 


comparisons, equations were derived from data from the etaercept arm of the 1031 and 


combined 1031+314-EU trials. To assess study effects, equations were also derived from 


the placebo arm of the 1031 and combined 1031+314-EU trials. All potential predictors were 


retained in these equations, regardless of statistical significance of the coefficient estimates. 


This was done to align with the MAIC process which forces all predictors in the matching; 


thus, following the same approach would ensure fair assessment of the consistency of 


results. The only exception was that the equation for BASDAI included baseline BASDAI 


scores but omitted baseline BASFI, as these were strongly correlated. Similarly, baseline 


BASDAI was left out of the equation for change in BASFI. This was done to reduce co-


linearity between predictors. This was not a concern in the MAIC since the matching of 


populations is not outcome-specific, but rather population/treatment specific. The R2 statistic 


was checked for each equation as a general assessment of fit.   
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Equations derived from the etanercept arm were then applied to predict outcomes in 


populations matching the profiles of the ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA trials by setting 


predictors to the mean values of corresponding variables. This represents changes in 


BASDAI or BASFI with etanercept in a population that matches the comparator populations 


(i.e., �̂�𝐸(𝑋𝐴) and �̂�𝐸(𝑋𝐶)). Similarly, predictions were generated from the placebo equations of 


the etanercept trials to predict placebo outcomes in the comparator populations. Differences 


between the predicted values and those observed in the placebo arms of the comparators 


were considered to reflect residual confounding and study effects. These were incorporated 


to derive fully adjusted indirect comparisons, as described in the previous sections.  


The key assumptions involved in STC are that: 


 The studies are generally compatible for comparison: that is, differences in outcomes 


can be attributed to differences in the population and treatments received.   


Differences in design or background factors have little or negligible impact on 


outcomes, or can be taken into account in the analyses.   


 All potential confounders are available and have been included in the predictive 


equations.   


o In our analyses, some variables were not available in all sources. We dealt 


with this by assessing and adjusting for residual study effects. 


 The assumptions invoked by the regression models are met and relationships 


between the outcomes and predictors are captured accurately. 


 The equations derived from the index trial are applicable to the population of the 


comparator populations. That is, the coefficients of predictors in the equations would 


be the same if derived from one of the comparator trials. 


o This is analogous to the assumption of no effect modification noted above for 


MAIC. 


STC analysis was performed using SAS v9.2. Comparisons summarised in Table 88 were 


produced, including results adjusted for population characteristics and further adjusted for 


study effects, along with 95% confidence intervals. 


4.2.7.3 Results 


Profile of Study Populations 


The profile of the populations of the etanercept 1031 and 314, ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA 


trials is summarised in Table 87. Key areas of difference were mentioned and discussed in 


section 4.2.7.1). 


Matching of Patients in the etanercept and Comparator Trials 


The distribution of weights derived from matching analyses in the MAIC is summarised in 


Xxxxxx89, which also shows the original sample sizes of the groups in the etanercept trials 


as well as the effective sample sizes after application of the weights. For example, in the 


comparison of etanercept vs adalimumab based on the 1031 trial, more than 25% of patients 


received a weight of less than 0.05 and less than 25% received weights exceeding 1.0. This 


leads to a considerably lower effective sample size of 25 compared with the original 


population of 102. There was a similar loss of information when matching the placebo arm 


and groups from the pooled 1031+314-EU-based analyses. This is attributable to large 


differences in characteristics included in the matching, such as age and disease severity 


measures (BASDAI, BASFI, ASDAS, and CRP).  Weights derived for comparisons with 
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certolizumab pegol had a more uniform distribution, but still led to a nearly 40% loss of 


effective sample size for etanercept and over 65% for placebo.   


Xxxxxx89xxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


   Sample Size 
(N) 


Distribution of Weights 


Comparis
on 


Index  Arm 
Actu


al  
Effecti


ve 
Min Q1 Med Mean Q3 Max 


XXXxxxxx
XXX 


xxxx XXX xxx xx xxxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 


  XXX xxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxxx 


XXXxxxxx
XXX 


xxxxxxx
x 


XXX xxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxxx 


  XXX xxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 


XXXxxxxx
XXX 


xxxxxxx
x 


XXX xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 


  XXX xxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxxx 


* Weights of 0 in the table are rounded.  These represent values below 0.05. 


 


 


Equations used in STC Analyses 


The coefficients of the equations derived in STC analyses for BASDAI and BASFI are 


provided in Table 90 and Table 91. As noted above, all predictors considered in each 


equation were retained, irrespective of statistical significance.  The tables show that few 


predictors had a significant effect on outcomes, which led to relatively weak R2 values in all 


cases (< 0.40). This may be due to a few possible factors: the outcomes may be susceptible 


to high variability across patients with the same characteristics; the outcomes have few 


known/measurable determinants; and, some known/measured determinants are missing 


from the equations. The first two factors are not necessarily problematic in this application, 


but the third would lead to residual confounding. It is assumed that adjusting for study effects 


will alleviate this issue, and minimise the impact on results. 
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Table 90: Final models for BASDAI, restricted to variables adjusted in MAIC 


  Enbrel 1031+314   Enbrel 1031 only 


  Placebo ETN   Placebo ETN 


Parameter Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


  Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Intercept xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


BASDAI (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxx 


Age (per 1 year increase) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


White vs. Other xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Male vs. Female xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Concomitant DMARD use (yes vs. no) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


CRP (per 1 mg/l increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 (positive vs. negative) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


ASDAS (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Patient global assessment of dis. activity (per 1 point 
increase) 


xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Total back pain (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Inflammation/morning stiffness (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Ankylosing Spondylitis (yes vs. no) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x x x x x 


Abbreviations: ETN, etanercept; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA-B27, human leucocyte antigen B27; 


ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; SE, standard error. 
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Table 91: Final models for BASFI, restricted to variables adjusted in MAIC 


 Enbrel 1031+314   Enbrel 1031 only 


Placebo ETN   Placebo ETN 


Parameter Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


  Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Estimate 
(SE) 


P-
value 


Intercept xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


BASFI (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Age (per 1 year increase) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


White vs. Other xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Male vs. Female xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Concomitant DMARD use (yes vs. no) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


CRP (per 1 mg/l increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 (positive vs. negative) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


ASDAS (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Patient global assessment of dis. activity (per 1 point 
increase) 


xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Total back pain (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Inflammation/morning stiffness (per 1 point increase) xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx 


Ankylosing Spondylitis (yes vs. no) xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxx x x x x x 


Abbreviations: ETN, etanercept; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; DMARD, disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA-B27, human leucocyte antigen B27; 


ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; SE, standard error.
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Comparison of BASDAI Change from Baselinea 


Etanercept vs adalimumab 


Table 92 and Table 93 summarise results obtained from MAIC and STC comparing BASDAI 


changes at 12 weeks with etanercept and adalimumab. Table 87 shows the derivation of the 


study effect. The placebo arm in the ABILITY-1 trial showed a reduction of one point over 12 


weeks. Adjusted estimates from MAIC and STC trial predicted a reduction of xxxx and xxxx 


points, respectively based on the placebo arm in the 1031 trial. This yields a study effect 


estimate of xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx) from the MAIC analysis and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) from 


STC, both of which are not statistically significant and of relatively small magnitude. Results 


based on pooled analyses of the 1031 and 314 trials yielded a larger study effect estimate 


from both methods xxxxxx). The estimates were still not statistically significant, however. 


Table 92: Comparison of BASDAI for placebo arms of etanercept and ABILITY-1 Trials 


Index 
Trial 


Method 


Observed Change 
from Baseline Predicted Change for 


PBO in ETN Trial 
Study Effect 


PBO in 
ETN Trial 


PBO in 
ABILITY-1 


1031 
  


MAIC 


-1.66 -1.00 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


1031 + 314 
  


MAIC 


xxxxx -1.00 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; PBO, Placebo; ETN, etanercept; 
MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated treatment comparison. 
 


 
 
Table 93 reports the results of indirect comparisons adjusting for patient characteristics and 


study effects. ABILITY-1 showed a 1.9 point improvement in BASDAI over 12 weeks with 


adalimumab. The predicted response with etanercept after adjustment for patient 


characteristics based on the 1031 trial were xxxxx with MAIC and xxxxx with STC, which 


yields an adjusted incremental change of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx with MAIC and 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx with STC. After adjusting for study effects, these drop to 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx with MAIC and STC, respectively. 


 


                                                
 
 
a
 Please refer to Table 88 for list of variables included in the adjustment in each of these analyses.  


The same set of variables were used in MAIC and STC for a given comparison (except for BASFI 


omitted from the BASDAI STC equations, and vice versa). 
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Table 93: Comparison of BASDAI for etanercept vs adalimumab based on etanercept and ABILITY-1 trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change from 
Baseline 


Predicted Change with ETN  
Adjusted For 


Treatment  Effect 


ETN ADA 
Population 


Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


Population 
Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


1031 
  


MAIC 


-2.35 -1.90 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


1031 + 314 
  


MAIC 


xxxxx -1.90 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index;  ETN, etanercept; ADA, Adalimumab; MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated 
treatment comparison. 
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Results based on the pooled etanercept analyses yielded similar results, with fully adjusted 


incremental change estimates of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx with MAIC and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


with STC. While the 95% confidence interval of the MAIC result nearly excluded 0, the 


magnitude of the effect remained consistent with other analyses. 


 


Etanercept vs certolizumab pegol 


Table 94 and Table 95 summarise results obtained from MAIC and STC comparing BASDAI 


changes at 12 weeks with etanercept and certolizumab pegol based on the 1031+314-EU 


trials. The comparison of placebo arms revealed a residual study effect of 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx points with MAIC and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx with STC. While these 


estimates are not statistically significant, the magnitude of the effect remains substantial, 


particularly in comparison with the size of the relative effect of etanercept vs certolizumab 


pegol (Table 95). Adjusting for differences in patient characteristics of the etanercept and 


certolizumab pegol populations produced estimates of incremental change in BASDAI of 


xxxxx points from the MAIC and xxxxx points from the STC, which were smaller than the 


differences in placebo response in the studies. Thus, accounting for study effects effectively 


nullified these small differences, and produced fully adjusted effect estimates of no 


difference with MAIC and a difference of xxxx points with STC with confidence intervals for 


both covering the null value.  


 
Table 94: Comparison of BASDAI for placebo arms of etanercept and RAPID-axSpA Trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change 
from Baseline 


Predicted Change for 
PBO in ETN Trial  


 


Study Effect 


PBO in 
ETN Trial 


PBO in 
RAPID 


1031 + 314 
MAIC 


xxxxx -1.20 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; PBO, Placebo; ETN, etanercept; 
MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated treatment comparison. 
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Table 95: Comparison of BASDAI for etanercept vs certolizumab pegol based on etanercept 1031 and RAPID-axSpA trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change from 
Baseline 


Predicted Change with ETN  
Adjusted For 


Treatment  Effect 


ETN CZP 
Population 


Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


Population 
Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


1031 + 314 
 MAIC 


xxxxx -2.8 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index;  ETN, etanercept; CZP, Certolizumab; MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated 
treatment comparison. 
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Comparison of BASFI Change from Baseline 


Etanercept vs adalimumab 


Table 96and Table 97 summarise results obtained from MAIC and STC comparing BASFI 


changes at 12 weeks with etanercept and adalimumab. Differences in outcomes observed in 


the placebo arms of the ABILITY and etanercept 1031 + 314-EU trials appears to be mostly 


accounted for by differences in patient characteristics. Adjusting for these yielded relatively 


small study effect estimates which did not reach statistical significance in either MAIC or 


STC analyses (Table 96).  


Table 96: Comparison of BASFI for placebo arms of etanercept and ABILITY-1 Trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change 
from Baseline 


Predicted Change for 
PBO in ETN Trial 


Study Effect 
PBO in 


ETN Trial 


PBO in 
ABILITY-


1 


1031 
 MAIC 


-0.89 -0.60 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


1031 + 314 
 MAIC 


xxxxx -0.60 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; PBO, Placebo; ETN, etanercept; MAIC, 
Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated treatment comparison. 


 
 
The study effect in the MAIC based on the 1031 trial was of greater magnitude than the 


change in outcomes observed after adjusting for patient characteristics. That is, the 


observed change in BASFI with etanercept decreased xxxxxxx points when adjusted to the 


profile of the adalimumab population, whereas the study effect was estimated to be xxxxx 


points. Thus, the final estimate was affected more by the adjustment of study effect, rather 


than for patient characteristics. Both suggested a weak non-significant effect with an 


estimated incremental change of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx after full adjustment. The STC 


analyses yielded a stronger difference xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx but still failed to reach 


statistical significance (Table 97).   


Comparisons based on the 1031+314-EU trials produced similar results and conclusions. 


Study effects were slightly stronger in these analyses (Table 96), but the final comparison 


measures were of similar magnitude xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) from MAIC 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx from STC) and were not statistically significant. 
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Table 97: Comparison of BASFI for etanercept vs adalimumab based on etanercept and ABILITY-1 trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change from 
Baseline 


Predicted Change with ETN  
Adjusted For 


Treatment  Effect 


ETN ADA 
Population 


Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


Population 
Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


1031 
  


MAIC 


-1.59 -1.10 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


1031 + 314 
  


MAIC 


xxxxx -1.10 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; ETN, etanercept; ADA, Adalimumab; MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated 
treatment comparison. 
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Etanercept vs certolizumab pegol 


As in the BASDAI analyses, comparisons of BASFI with certolizumab pegol revealed larger 


study effects than those observed in analyses of etanercept vs adalimumab. Both MAIC and 


STC suggested study effects near 0.5 points, but in both cases, the estimates were not 


statistically significant (Table 98). Nevertheless, the magnitude of these study effects 


exceeded the treatment effects observed after adjustment of population characteristics 


(Table 98). For example, in the MAIC of etanercept vs certolizumab pegol, after adjusting for 


population profiles, etanercept was associated with 0.30 points incremental reduction in 


BASFI at 12 weeks. The study effect derived from this comparison suggested the placebo 


arm in the etanercept trials had an incremental reduction of 0.49 points after adjusting for 


populations differences. Thus, when this is taken into account, the relative effectiveness of 


etanercept vs certolizumab pegol is estimated to be 0.19 (-0.56, 0.94).  Similarly, the 


population-adjusted treatment effect from STC was -0.27 (-1.18, 0.65), which is reversed 


after adjustment for study effects (0.21 [-1.07, 1.49]). Thus, in these comparisons, 


differences in outcomes between etanercept and certolizumab pegol are only partly 


accounted for populations differences and a larger share of this stems from predictors 


missing from the adjustment or other study-level differences.   


Table 98: Comparison of BASFI for placebo arms of etanercept and RAPID-axSpA Trials 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change 
from Baseline 


Predicted Change for 
PBO in ETN Trial 


Study Effect 
PBO in 


ETN Trial 
PBO in 
RAPID 


1031 + 314 
MAIC 


xxxxx -0.50 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations: BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; PBO, Placebo; ETN, etanercept; MAIC, 
Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated treatment comparison.
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Table 99: Comparison of BASFI for etanercept vs certolizumab pegol based on etanercept and RAPID-axSpA trials. 


Index Trial Method 


Observed Change from 
Baseline 


Predicted Change with ETN  
Adjusted For 


Treatment  Effect 


ETN CZP 
Population 


Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


Population 
Characteristics 


Population 
Characteristics + 


Study Effect 


1031 + 314 
  MAIC 


xxxx -2.0 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


STC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; ETN, etanercept; CZP, certolizumab; MAIC, Matching-adjusted indirect comparison; STC, simulated 
treatment comparison.
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Discussion of results 


Indirect comparisons were carried out with MAIC and STC methods, which adjust for 


differences between the populations being compared as well as any residual confounding or 


study effects. Findings were generally consistent with both methods, and did not reveal any 


statistically significant differences between etanercept and comparators in analyses of 


changes in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at 12 weeks. Comparisons of etanercept and 


adalimumab were carried out based on the 1031 (nr-axSpA) and 1031+314-EU (axSpA) 


populations and yielded similar findings. Though not statistically significant, the magnitudes 


of the adjusted treatment effect estimates were larger in comparisons of etanercept vs 


adalimumab for BASDAI and BASFI; comparisons with certolizumab pegol were notably 


smaller.   


MAIC and STC are designed to overcome challenges related to heterogeneity arising in 


NMA by focusing comparisons between compatible trials and adjusting for population and 


study differences. The latter is a particularly important feature in this application, since some 


variables were not available in all studies included in the comparison. Furthermore, studies 


differed in some aspects, like the duration of symptoms and the mix of diagnoses of patients 


in the study. More specifically, ABILITY-1 and RAPID-axSpA included patients with AS; to 


compensate for that and allow adjustment for diagnosis type in analyses, patients from the 


etanercept 314-EU trial were added to the index population for some analyses. Despite this, 


comparisons with the RAPID-axSpA trial produced study effect estimates that exceeded the 


adjusted treatment effect estimates. Nevertheless, the magnitudes of the study effects 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


suggesting that the studies were reasonably compatible for comparison. 


Both MAIC and STC rely on important assumptions, key among these is that studies being 


compared are compatible. This was deemed to be the case in these analyses, although 


some key issues were noted (e.g. symptom duration and SPARCC MRI scores). In addition, 


outcomes and potential confounders should be measured and available in all studies. This 


was not the case in our analyses. To deal with these, we incorporated adjustments for study 


effects in each comparison. This effectively adjusts for any differences between the placebo 


arms beyond population differences. STC analyses also rely on the accuracy of the 


predictive equations. Our analyses showed that much of the variability in BASDAI and 


BASFI changes were unexplained by the predictors included in the equations. It is unclear 


whether this is due to missing predictors from the equations or whether these outcomes are 


subject to large random variation. Adjustment for study effects helps to deal with the first 


issue. We also note that matching the etanercept trial populations to comparators led to a 


substantial loss of effective sample size, which increases the variance of treatment effect 


estimates. The low R2 of the STC equation has a similar impact. Finally, both analyses 


assumed that the treatment effect derived from the indirect comparisons is not modified by 


patient characteristics; that is, the relative effectiveness of the treatments is the same in all 


subgroups of patients. In particular, analyses based on the pooled 1031+314-EU trials 


assumed the type of diagnosis did not modify the effects and that the patients from the 314-


EU trial are similar to the nr-axSpA patients reclassified as AS in the ABILITY-1 trial and the 


AS patients (including the nr-axSpA patients reclassified as AS patients) in the RAPID-


axSpA trial.  Since patient-level data is only available from the index trial, it is impossible to 


examine this assumption in detail. MAIC and STC of etanercept vs adalimumab did show 


consistent results with both the 1031 and 1031+314-EU data used as the index. This is not a 
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formal test of effect modification since both analyses included nr-axSpA, but it does suggest 


that adjusting for population and study effects accounted for the differences in diagnosis mix. 


In summary, these analyses suggest etanercept, adalimumab and certolizumab pegol have 


a similar impact on BASDAI and BASFI after 12 weeks of treatment after adjustment for 


population differences and study effects. Adjusting for study effects was a key feature of the 


analyses to account for missing variables, differences in diagnoses of patients, and other, 


possibly unknown, differences between the studies. The conclusion from this analysis is 


consistent with the other overall conclusions of other HTA bodies that have examined 


interventions in the nr-axSpA population. For example, in their appraisal of certolizumab 


pegol vs adalimumab, the SMC concluded that certolizumab pegol was considered broadly 


comparable to other comparators in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. 
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 Pharmaco-economic Evaluation 5.


5.1 Summary of cost-effectiveness 


An economic evaluation was conducted to determine the cost-effectiveness of etanercept 


versus conventional care and other anti-TNF agents used in clinical practice in England 


and Wales for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and non-radiographic axial 


spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA). 


Methodology 


 A patient-level simulation model (specifically, a discrete event simulation [DES]) was 
developed in Microsoft® Excel with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). 


 The model primarily considered two populations, reflecting those detailed in the scope 
for this multiple technology appraisal (MTA) and an additonal analysis population 
relevant to the decision problem: 


o AS: people with severe active ankylosing spondylitis whose disease has 
responded inadequately to, or who are intolerant to NSAIDs. The economic model 
provides comparisons between ETN, CZP, ADA, GOL, INF and CON for this 
population. 


o Nr-axSpA: people with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence 
of ankylosing spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation, whose disease 
has responded inadequately to, or who are intolerant to non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). The economic model provides comparisons between 
ETN, CZP and ADA and CON for this population. 


o AxSpA: In addition, the full axial spondyloarthritis population was considered in a 
separate comparison of ETN against CZP as it was not possible to consider all 
comparators in each population due to differences in trial populations and 
availability of clinical data.  


 The analysis was conducted from the perspective of the UK National Health Service 
(NHS) and Personal Social Services (PSS). The high burden of ankylosing spondylitis 
on productivity, unemployment and absenteeism has been demonstrated previously 
(191); therefore the omission of such costs and health effects may underestimate the 
economic benefit of anti-TNF agents. 


 Data to populate the model were derived from key clinical trials for etanercept and 
results of a clinical systematic review, network meta-analysis (NMA), and in a separate 
analysis, a match adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC). The model structure was 
developed in accordance with current OMERACT (Outcome Measures in 
Rheumatology) guidance (192). The model was therefore constructed around the Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) and Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI). This is also in line with previous economic 
evaluations in AS (193-203). 


 Many aspects of the economic evaluation were informed by de-novo analyses of the 
etanercept Phase III clinical data. These included: 
o Week 12 response  


o Week 48 response  


o Treatment discontinuation  


o Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) estimates 


 Parameter uncertainty was tested through comprehensive sensitivity analyses which 
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included probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) and one-way deterministic sensitivity 
analysis.  


Results 


 In the base-case, the model reported that the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 
(ICER) for ETN vs conventional care was £20,938 and £23,195 in the AS and nr-
axSpA populations, respectively.  


 In both AS and nr-axSpA populations, the ICERs of other anti-TNFs versus 
conventional care were similar to ETN, with the exception of the INF strategy in AS 
which had an ICER of £37,741 per QALY gained. The probabilistic and deterministic 
sensitivity analysis demonstrated that the results were robust to parameter uncertainty 
with ICERs consistently less than £30,000 per QALY gained.  


 In the AS population, when ETN was compared incrementally with other anti-TNFs 
there were no differences observed between ICERs, demonstrating that, in this 
population, anti-TNFs have similar cost effectiveness estimates. However, in the nr-
axSpA population differences in the ICERs between ETN, CZP and ADA were 
observed based on the traditional NMA which did not account for the heterogeneity 
between the clinical trial populations. When the adjustment is made for this 
heterogeneity using the MAIC technique, the differences in cost and QALYs are 
reduced, thus supporting the clinical conclusions of no difference between anti-TNFs 
and that they are all cost effective options for the treatment of nr-axSpA. This is further 
supported by the results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis which showed that 
when variation in assumptions and clinical data are considered, the ranges of ICERs 
are consistently overlapping for ETN, CZP and ADA. 


 Overall from the results of the economic analysis, we can conclude that the continued 
investment in ETN for the treatment of AS and future use of ETN in nr-axSpA 
represents good value for money for the NHS. 


 


5.2 Design of the economic evaluation 


An economic evaluation was conducted to determine the cost-effectiveness of etanercept 


versus relevant comparators used in clinical practice in England and Wales for the treatment 


of ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA). 


5.2.1 Patient group considered 


The following patient groups were considered in the model as outlined in the NICE scope for 


this multiple technology appraisal (MTA). 


5.2.1.1 nr-axSpA population 


The nr-axSpA population was defined based on the scope issued by NICE and was defined 


as people with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation, whose disease has responded 


inadequately to, or who are intolerant to, NSAIDs. 


Analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics 


The clinical systematic review identified that the baseline characteristics of nr-axSpA 


patients within the randomised controlled trials of certolizumab pegol and adalimumab were 


heterogeneous, and potentially differed in characteristics that could act as treatment effect 


modifiers. Furthermore, the populations of these trials also included sizable proportions of 
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AS patients who were originally classified as nr-axSpA on the basis of a difference between 


centralised and localised readings of x-rays (section 4.2.6.2).  


To address the differences in the proportions of AS patents in the trials due to 


reclassification upon central assessment, analyses were conducted using match adjusted 


indirect comparison (MAIC) and simulated treatment comparison (STC) techniques (detailed 


in 4.2.7.1) that incorporated AS patients from the etanercept 314-EU trial. These analyses 


are referred to collectively as “analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline 


characteristics”. A comparison of the results from the MAIC and STC approaches show that 


while the results of the two analyses are similar, when considering comparisons between 


etanercept and both adalimumab and certolizumab, the MAIC analysis provides a lower 


overall comparative estimate of the benefit of etanercept, and is therefore considered overall 


to be the more conservative of the two approaches. To maintain consistency in the analysis 


utilised in the economic section, the MAIC was used throughout as the adjusted comparative 


efficacy measure between etanercept versus adalimumab and etanercept versus 


certolizumab (section 4.2.7.1). For the analysis comparing etanercept against certolizumab 


pegol, it was possible to address the issue of patient reclassification and differences in 


baseline characteristics by utilising the RAPID-axSpA trial results that were also available at 


the level of AxSpA patients, an approach not possible in the comparison of etanercept 


versus adalimumab. We note that although not explicitly detailed within the scope, the 


AxSpA population encompasses both nr-axSpA and AS patients, thus making it a relevant 


comparison to the decision problem outlined in the scope.  


5.2.1.2 AS population 


The AS population was defined based on current NICE guidance in TA143 and TA233 (4, 5): 


 The patient’s disease satisfies the modified New York criteria for diagnosis of AS 


 There is confirmation of sustained active spinal disease, demonstrated by: 


o a score of at least 4 units on the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index 


(BASDAI), and 


o at least 4 cm on the 0 to 10 cm spinal pain visual analogue scale (VAS) 


 These should both be demonstrated on two occasions at least 12 weeks apart without 


any change of treatment 


 Conventional treatment with two or more non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs taken 


sequentially at maximum tolerated or recommended dose for 4 weeks has failed to 


control symptoms. 


5.2.2 Interventions considered 


Table 100 presents the interventions considered within the economic evaluation (as 


determined by the NICE scope and reflecting licensed populations for each intervention). 


Comparators include anti-TNF agents and conventional care, which consists of NSAIDs and 


physiotherapy as defined within the NICE scope.  


Table 100: Comparators considered within the primary analysis 


Therapy AS nr-axSpA 


CON†   


ETN   
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Therapy AS nr-axSpA 


ADA   


CZP   


GOL   


INF   


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol ; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis.  
† Established clinical management without anti-TNF agents includes treatment with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) and physiotherapy. 


 
For each anti-TNF agent, a treatment strategy was defined based on current NICE guidance, 


TA143 and TA233 (4, 5), which permits use of a second anti-TNF agent only in patients who 


have been shown to be intolerant of a first anti-TNF agent before the end of the 12-week 


initial assessment period (Figure 9). The use of a second anti-TNF agent following all-cause 


discontinuation was also considered in a sensitivity analysis. Such sequential use has been 


documented in real-world observational studies previously (204), however the available data 


is limited and necessitated the adjustment of first-line efficacy data using observational data 


sources. Details of this scenario are provided in Appendix K. For conventional care, it was 


assumed that there were no alternative treatments, i.e. a conventional care patient was 


assumed to remain on conventional care until death. 


 


Figure 9: Current NICE treatment algorithm 


  
Abbreviations: NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; TNF, tumour necrosis factor. 
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Treatment strategies compared alternative first line anti-TNF agents based on the treatment 


pathway presented in Figure 9 for the modelled populations (nr-axSpA and AS). See Table 


100 for comparators by patient population. These treatment strategies represent a 


modification of the current NICE AS treatment algorithm (4, 5), which recommends 


etanercept, adalimumab and golimumab, generalised to permit comparison between all 


therapies detailed in the NICE scope. In the absence of published treatment pathways, the 


same approach has been assumed for the nr-axSpA population as for the AS population, 


with the exclusion of golimumab and infliximab, which are not currently licenced for use in nr-


axSpA. 


Comparisons of all treatment strategies are made against the continued use of conventional 


care and incremental analysis comparing all treatment pathways is also performed. In the 


analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics (section 5.2.1), 


etanercept is compared against adalimumab and certolizumab pegol strategies separately, 


as the MAIC permits only pairwise comparisons. 


Note that as a modelling simplification, a specific second line anti-TNF agent is not defined. 


Instead, at this point an anti-TNF agent is allocated randomly to the individual, with the 


caveat that the individual cannot be allocated to the same therapy twice. We treat this 


approach as a proxy for estimating the cost-effectiveness of permitting sequential use of 


anti-TNF agents in general, rather than explicitly comparing alternative strategies of therapy 


beyond the first anti-TNF agent. This was considered appropriate given the paucity of data in 


this population; observational data describing the use of anti-TNF agents in second and 


subsequent lines of therapy have been published previously (196, 204). However, no 


randomised controlled trial (RCT) evidence was identified for this population during the 


systematic review (SR) (section 2). As a result, estimates of efficacy in a first line population 


are adjusted to reflect potentially lower efficacy at this line of therapy and this represents a 


limitation of the analysis.  


5.2.3 Type of economic analysis performed and main outcome measure 


A cost utility analysis was conducted, in line with current NICE guidance (205). The primary 


outcome was the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), expressed as a cost per 


quality adjusted life year (QALY). 


5.2.4 Viewpoint of the analysis 


The analysis was conducted from the perspective of the UK National Health Service (NHS) 


and Personal Social Services (PSS). The analysis excluded patients’ out-of-pocket 


expenses, carers’ costs and lost productivity.  


5.2.5 Time horizon and discounting 


The model considers a lifetime time-horizon to reflect the natural history of nr-axSpA and AS 


(i.e. a chronic condition). A systematic review of economic evaluations of biologic treatments 


for nr-axSpA and AS conducted for this submission (section 5.3.2.3) found that the majority 


of papers identified used a time-horizon of over 20 years (4, 193-195, 198-200, 202, 203). 


Both Kobelt et al, 2007 (199) and the Schering-Plough submission for TA143 (4) 


implemented a lifetime and 70 year time horizon, respectively. Therefore, the long-term time 


horizon approach used in the current analysis is in line with previous economic evaluations. 
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Costs and benefits occurring in the future were discounted at a rate of 3.5% per annum in 


line with current NICE and Treasury guidance (205, 206). The reference year for the 


discounting of costs was 2014. 


5.2.6 Outline of the Excel model 


The economic model (developed in Microsoft Excel® with Visual Basic for Applications) uses 


a discrete event simulation (DES), a type of patient level simulation (PLS) approach to 


economic modelling. Patient-level approaches have been undertaken extensively in AS 


(193, 194, 203, 207, 208) and other rheumatic diseases (209, 210). Recent guidance from 


the NICE Decision Support Unit recommends the use of patient-level approaches in the 


following relevant situations (211): 


 Model non-linearity with respect to heterogeneous patient characteristics. 


o Considerable between-patient heterogeneity exists within the considered 


populations (212, 213). SpA is associated with a heterogeneous clinical 


presentation; no single shared distinguishing feature exists for the conditions 


comprising SpA (213). 


 Patient flow is determined by time since last event or history of previous events (the 


requirement for memory in the model). 


o The time-dependency requirement becomes more burdensome when modelling 


the second anti-TNF agent in a sequence (if an individual has failed first line 


therapy due to intolerance). 


o In TA233, the manufacturer of golimumab was unable to adequately incorporate 


(as assessed by the Evidence Review Group) sequential use of anti-TNF agents 


within the submitted Markov framework due to these complexities.  


Two disease-specific health measures are followed over time and relate to patients’ quality 


of life and medical resource use: the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index 


(BASDAI) and the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI). As noted by 


Bansback et al, 2007 (192), in preliminary proposals for defining a reference case for 


economic evaluations in AS, the BASDAI and BASFI are most frequently used outcome 


measures in economic evaluations. They are also widely used in clinical practice within 


England and Wales, and this was confirmed at the etanercept advisory board (section 5.3.3). 


Choice of clinical outcomes is further discussed in section 5.4.1.1. The model was based 


principally on BASDAI and BASFI, including important aspects such as predicting response 


to treatment, disease progression, resource use costs and utilities. 


BASDAI and BASFI are continuous measures and it was considered advantageous to be 


able to avoid dichotomising these into crude health states such as response and non-


response. During TA143, the NICE DSU reported that internal inconsistency was created by 


the crude classification into binary response and non-response (1). While more nuanced 


approaches are clearly possible within a cohort-based framework, this may lead to 


increasing complexity. 


The use of these outcome measures precludes the explicit inclusion of progression from nr-


axSpA to AS. This was however unavoidable on the basis of a lack of available data on:  


 the type of patients that progress; 


 the rate of progression; 
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 the effectiveness of therapies in patients refractory to first line treatment who have 


progressed; 


 the clinical impact of radiographic progression (i.e. the presence or absence of 


radiographic sacroiliitis does not necessarily alter clinical outcomes such as BASDAI 


and BASFI). 


 


The model structure is summarised in Figure 10 and is applicable to both nr-axSpA and AS 


populations.  


DES requires the generation of a hypothetical patient cohort, in which each patient is 


assigned a set of clinical characteristics at baseline. These included baseline age, gender, 


BASDAI, BASFI, weight (kg), disease duration, VAS fatigue, CRP and presence of the 


human leucocyte antigen-B27 (HLA-B27) gene. These characteristics were selected based 


on findings of previously published studies of response prediction (192). Although there is 


the option in the model to sample from a simulated hypothetical cohortb, the base case 


analysis samples patients (with replacement) directly from baseline data from studies 1031 


and 314-EU in the nr-axSpA and AS populations, respectively (see section 5.4.1). Sampling 


with replacement means that each sampled patient is replaced back into the data and may 


be selected again. This approach allows correlation between patient characteristics to be 


maintained without recourse to distributional assumptions. 


The flow of nr-axSpA and AS patients through the model is the same but each population is 


subject to either AS- or nr-axSpA-specific parameters where possible. The model begins 


after the failure of two NSAIDs to control symptoms. A patient enters the model on initiation 


of the first treatment in the treatment sequence which will differ depending on the strategy 


being evaluated (see Table 100 for comparators by population)c. The same patient then 


moves through the treatment strategy until death. The last treatment possible for all 


sequences is conventional care. Each patient is exposed to each treatment strategy, before 


a new patient is sampled.  


Although it may also be desirable to model other aspects of the disease such as 


inflammation or radiological progression, the lack of long-term data and inability to link such 


outcomes to costs and other economic endpoints meant that such a structure was not 


feasible. 


Response to treatment (in terms of change in BASDAI and BASFI at Week 12) was 


allocated stochastically (i.e. subject to random variation) for each patient (section 5.4.2.1). 


Change in BASDAI and BASFI were estimated using a multivariate regression including 


baseline characteristics. Stochastic variation was introduced by randomly sampling from the 


                                                
 
 
b
 The hypothetical cohort, if used, is generated using the method of Tannenbaum et al (214), which 


assumes multivariate normality to preserve correlation between variables  


c
 Note that the model begins at the point of divergence in the treatment sequences, which occurs after 


the failure of two NSAIDs. 
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regression residuals. However, to preserve correlation between changes in the two outcome 


measures, the residuals for both BASDAI and BASFI models were sampled jointly assuming 


a multivariate normal distribution. 


Relative effects from the NMA (or MAIC in the analyses adjusting for differences in study 


baseline characteristics) were applied to the etanercept initial response estimates to obtain 


the change in BASDAI and BASFI for other therapies. 


Patients were assumed to discontinue therapy if response was not achieved. Response is 


defined based on the ASAS handbook (215) as: 


 Reduction of the BASDAI score to 50% of the pre-treatment value (BASDAI 50) at 


week 12 


A further improvement from Week 12–48 is assumed for patients who continue to receive 


anti-TNF agents (i.e. anti-TNF responders) in order to prevent underestimating the QALY 


gain of these patients. Improvements in the BASDAI and BASFI have been observed to 


continue for approximately 2 years following initiation of anti-TNF agents (9, 122). This is 


estimated as the change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 48 for 


etanercept. This estimated change is dependent on the patient’s Week 12 BASDAI and 


BASFI scores and other baseline characteristics. The change from baseline at Week 48 for 


all anti-TNF agents is assumed to be the same as etanercept. This was based on evidence 


from the only long-term study identified during the clinical SR to compare two anti-TNF 


agents (etanercept and infliximab) which suggested that differences observed at Week 12 


were not present at Week 48, and was confirmed at the etanercept advisory board (section 


5.3.3) (104). See section 5.4.3.2 for details. 


Patients in the conventional care arm did not receive continued improvement after Week 12. 


Instead, BASDAI and BASFI were assumed to revert to baseline immediately at Week 12. 


The assumption of 0% response in the conventional care arm after Week 12 has been made 


previously in economic evaluations in both nr-axSpA (216) and AS (1). Although response in 


BASDAI and BASFI has been observed in the control arm of clinical trials, objective measure 


of disease severity such as CRP remain unchanged in these subjects (see studies in section 


3). It is therefore considered unlikely that the sustained improvements in measures of 


disease activity and functioning would be observed in the long-term (see section 3.5.14). 


This assumption was confirmed at the etanercept advisory board (section 5.3.3). However, 


in order to ensure that this assumption is fully tested four alternative assumptions were 


explored in sensitivity analysis: 


 No BASDAI or BASFI improvement on CON at week 12 


 BASDAI and BASFI scores return gradually to baseline between Weeks 12 and 48 


 20% of patients on CON retain their 12 Week response beyond Week 48  


 50% of patients on CON retain their 12 Week response beyond Week 48 


Following determination of treatment response at Week 12, patients are exposed to the risk 


of the following: 


 Treatment discontinuation (section 5.4.5) 


 BASFI progression (BASDAI scores were assumed to stay constant; section 5.4.3.3)  


 Death (section 5.4.4) 
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On discontinuation of anti-TNF treatment, BASDAI and BASFI are assumed to return to 


baseline (i.e. the BASDAI and BASFI values that the individual patient had when they 


entered the model). This is an assumption which has been made in previous publications 


(193, 197, 200, 203) and which is supported by recent observations from the Danish 


Nationwide Registry of Biological Therapies (DANBIO) (204). The time taken to rebound 


back to baseline is assumed to be 6 months as has been assumed previously in the TA233 


submission to NICE (4). The etanercept advisory board suggested an alternative of 3 


months, and therefore the time taken to rebound is explored as a scenario analysis. In 


addition, the cause of discontinuation is determined in order to decide whether use of a 


further anti-TNF is permitted. 


In the base case analysis, costs and outcomes for each treatment strategy are reported 


separately. Incremental analysis was performed and the ICERs versus conventional care 


were calculated. Other outcomes that are reported include change in BASDAI and BASFI at 


Weeks 12, Week 48 and at death, the proportion achieving BASDAI 50 and disaggregated 


costs and QALYs. 


Additional detailed methodological notes are described in Appendix L.  
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Figure 10: Discrete event simulation schematic 


 


 
Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; EQ-5D, EuroQoL-5D; NMA, network meta-
analysis; SMR, standardised mortality ratio; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.
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5.3 Key data sources used in the model 


5.3.1 Clinical trial data 


The economic model uses analysis of patient-level data from the following studies: 


 314-EU (section 3.5.1) 


 311-EU & 312-EU & 907-EU (sections 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 3.5.9, respectively) 


 Study 1031 (section 3.3.1) 


Further details of clinical data used to inform the model is provided in section 5.4. 


5.3.2 Systematic reviews and data synthesis 


A series of systematic reviews (SR) were conducted to identify data on the treatment of nr-


axSpA and AS. These reviews are discussed in detail in the following sub-sections. 


5.3.2.1 Clinical SR 


The clinical SR is discussed in detail in section 2. The results of the NMA are presented in 


Section 4.2.5. Please note that NMA in nr-axSpA was considered potentially unreliable 


because of differences in baseline characteristics between etanercept, adalimumab, and 


certolizumab clinical trials and challenges caused by the reclassification of participants within 


adalimumab and certolizumab studies. These issues are discussed in more detail in section 


4.2.6. As a result, the MAIC and STC analyses were also performed. Section 4.2.7.1 reports 


the methods and results of these analyses, however the MAIC was used in the analyses 


adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics within the economic evaluation as 


the more conservative (for etanercept) of the two approaches.  


5.3.2.2 HRQoL SR 


Identification of studies 


A systematic review was conducted to identify HRQoL studies from the published literature 


relevant to the decision problem. Studies reporting health state utility values (HSUVs) for 


patients with AS and/or nr-axSpA were considered eligible for inclusion. 


The following databases were searched; Ovid MEDLINE(R)/MEDLINE(R) In-Process & 


Other Non-Indexed Citations, EMBASE, EconLIT and Cochrane Evidence Based Medicine 


review (which included the databases NHS Economic Evaluation Database [NHS EED] and 


Health Technology Assessment [HTA]). Of particular interest to the review were studies that 


reported EQ-5D HSUVs, in line with the NICE methods guide. Using Boolean operators, the 


searches combined terms (including Medical Subject Headings [MeSH] as appropriate) for 


AxSpA and QoL. The search strategy is provided in Appendix G.  


Electronic database searches were supplemented by hand searching of relevant HTA 


publications and their associated ERG reports and manufacturer submissions. In addition, 


hand searching of bibliographies of included studies, relevant conference proceedings and 


registries was carried out. Full details of the databases, dates, additional searches, 


inclusion/exclusion criteria and data abstraction strategy are provided in Appendix G. A 


summary of the systematic review procedure is shown in Figure 11. 


In total, 2,616 citations were retrieved from the electronic database searches. No citations 


were removed as duplicates, therefore 2,616 titles and abstracts were reviewed. Of these, 
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154 were obtained for full review. After exclusion of 117 non-relevant citations, 10 extra 


citations (4 full publications, 1 poster and 5 abstracts from conference proceedings, 


registries and reference lists of included studies) were included from hand searching. Hand 


searching of UK HTA agencies yielded no additional eligible publications. Therefore, a total 


of 47 publications were included. 


Figure 11: Schematic of the systematic review of HRQoL evidence 
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Description of identified studies 


The systematic review identified 47 records (36 full, 1 poster and 10 abstracts) that included 


and presented utilities for patients with AS and/or nr-axSpA (22, 98, 110, 185, 193, 197, 200, 


201, 217-255). Full inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in Appendix G, section 


14.1.6  


Only three papers reported utilities for patients with nr-axSpA (185, 224, 237). These all 


used EQ-5D to describe health states but none clearly reported the population by which 


health states were valued or an elicitation technique. Dougados et al, 2013, was the only 


publication of the 47 included studies which did not report utilities for AS patients and 


reported only for nr-axSpA patients (185). Therefore, a total of 46 papers reported utilities for 


AS patients. 


Of the 47 included publications, 41 reported utilities from patients from Organisation for 


Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries and six of these reported 


utilities from UK patients (193, 197, 201, 228, 229, 254). Utilities were estimated using a 


variety of instruments including the EQ-5D (n=39), SF-6D (n=6) and HUI (n=6). Three 


studies used both EQ-5D and SF-6D (22, 233, 236) and one study reported both HUI and 


SF-6D (251). The valuation of health states varied according to country-specific tariffs. 


Three studies reported a mapping algorithm predicting the relationship between clinical 


measures of disease severity (BASDAI/BASFI) and HRQoL in patients with AS (193, 200, 


201). One study developed an algorithm to predict EQ-5D utilities employing BASDAI, 


BASFI and age and gender as explanatory variables, one study predicted HUI utilities 


employing BASDAI, BASFI, gender and race as explanatory variables and one study 


predicted EQ-5D utilities using only BASDAI and BASFI as explanatory variables. 


A full list of excluded papers is available in Appendix G, section 14.1.8 together with 


rationale for exclusion. 


Intervention-specific HSUVs (n=22) 


Of the 47 studies that met the inclusion criteria of the review, 22 estimated intervention-


specific HSUVs; nine reported data for etanercept (22, 98, 110, 185, 193, 222, 223, 250, 


254) (two for etanercept and infliximab) (222, 250) and nine papers reported HSUVs for 


adalimumab (n=6) (200, 248, 249, 251, 252, 255), infliximab (n=2) (197, 201) and 


ustekinumab (n=1) (244).  


Four of the 22 papers did not specify a particular treatment but stated the type of medication 


that patients had received (e.g. DMARDs, biological agents, NSAIDs) (225, 233, 236, 239). 


Follow-up ranged from 12 weeks to 2 years for studies reporting on etanercept, from 12 


weeks to 24 weeks for those reporting on adalimumab, and 24 weeks for those reporting on 


infliximab and ustekinumab. Fifteen of these studies described health states using the EQ-


5D, six used HUI and five used SF-6D. Four of the studies were conducted in the UK (193, 


197, 201, 254) and two specified the use of a UK tariff (22, 197). 


Studies consistent with the NICE reference case (n=12) 


Studies considered most appropriate to provide HRQoL evidence for patients with AS or nr-


axSpA in the UK included studies that were consistent with the NICE reference case in 


terms of requirements for HSUV evidence, i.e. health states should be described by patients 


and valued using UK societal values (256). In addition, studies reporting mapping algorithms 


to predict utilities from disease-specific instruments for patients with AS were considered as 
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potentially appropriate. Of the 47 studies that met the inclusion criteria, 12 met these 


additional criteria (22, 193, 197, 200, 201, 220, 228, 229, 231, 232, 246, 254).  


Of the 12 studies, nine reported utilities consistent with the NICE reference case (22, 197, 


220, 228, 229, 231, 232, 246, 254), and three studies reported mapping algorithms (193, 


200, 201). Details and utility data from the studies meeting the requirements of the NICE 


reference case are listed in Table 101, and details of the mapping algorithms in Table 102.  


Six studies were conducted in the UK, and six in OECD countries. Follow-up time of the 


studies ranged from 24 weeks to 10 years. Health states were valued based on UK societal 


preferences; this was clearly stated in one publication (22) and was assumed in nine studies, 


either from reference to a relevant publication (56, 197, 228, 231, 232, 246), or because the 


study was conducted in the UK (193, 229, 254). The remaining studies did not report a 


health state valuation method (200, 201). 


In terms of treatment, two studies reported utilities for patients pre-treated with etanercept 


(22, 254), two studies reported for patients pre-treated with infliximab (197, 201) and one 


study reported for patients pre-treated with adalimumab (200). The remaining seven studies 


reported utilities for treatment-naïve patients or did not report details of patients’ previous 


treatment.  


The impact on utility could not be assessed for all agents, as EQ-5D data was not reported 


for all relevant treatments, and HSUVs for patients subsequent to an initial response were 


not available for all treatments. Therefore, long term changes in utility for all treatments were 


unable to be incorporated into the model directly, and so some method of extrapolation is 


required. Mapping algorithms that estimate utility based on disease severity indicators 


(BASDAI/BASFI) may therefore be considered the most appropriate for this purpose.  


Of the three mapping studies, the first by Ara et al, 2007 (193) reports a mapping algorithm 


derived from a trial by van der Heijde et al, 2006, (257) that converts BASDAI/BASFI into 


EQ-5D utilities. No additional predictor variables were incorporated into the algorithm. The 


second study by Marcellusi et al, 2012 is a poster reporting a mapping algorithm converting 


BASDAI/BASFI to HUI. However, the utility instrument is not clear from the poster (200). The 


algorithm also incorporates gender and race as predictor variables. The final mapping study 


by McLeod et al, 2007 (Schering-Plough) reports a mapping algorithm that converts 


BASDAI/BASFI to EQ-5D and incorporates gender and age as predictor variables (201). 


Details of the mapping algorithms from the three mapping studies are provided in Table 102 


(193, 200, 201). The main limitations of these studies are: 


 The relevance to the NICE reference case is unclear (200, 201), or the study does not 


meet the NICE reference case (193) 


 No utilities are reported (200, 201), or those that are reported are based on a different 


patient population (193) 


 Lack of detail in reporting the model, mapping methods and data used. 


Thirty-five studies met the inclusion criteria of this SR, but were not considered appropriate 


to support this submission as they reported HSUVs that were not consistent with the NICE 


reference case. Details of these studies are provided in Appendix G, Table 164. 
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Table 101: Utility data from studies meeting the NICE reference case 


Note: Boonen et al, 2003, (220) and van Tubergen, 2002, (246) have been included as primary data sources of Boonen et al, 2007, (258) which 


would have originally met the inclusion criteria but was subsequently excluded on identification of these full primary publications. 


Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


Ara, 2007 
(193) 


(UK) 


Patients from two trials with 
active AS diagnosed by pain 
scores and the modified NY 
criteria (119, 257):  
(1) van der Heijde:  
(1a) placebo: age, 39.5 
years; disease duration, 8.5 
years; BASDAI, 61.1; 
BASFI, 60; 
(1b) ETN 1x50 mg: age, 
41.7 years; disease 
duration, 9.0 years; 
BASDAI, 62.4; BASFI, 60.6;  
(1c) ETN 2x25 mg: age, 
39.7 years; disease 
duration, 10.0 years; 
BASDAI, 59.4; BASFI, 57.7;  


(2) Davis:  
(2a) placebo: age, 42 years; 
disease duration, 10.5 
years; BASDAI, 59.6; 
BASFI, 56.3; 
(2b) ETN 2x25 mg: age, 42 
years; disease duration, 
10.1 years; BASDAI, 58.1; 
BASFI, 51.7 


 ETN plus 
NSAIDs - 
treatment 


 NSAIDs 
alone -
comparator 


NR/ 
356 enrolled in 
van der Heijde 


(2006)/  
NR 


 


Mapping 
algorithm 


derived from 
van der Heijde 


(2006) to 
convert 


BASDAI/ 
BASFI to EQ-


5D 


(NA) 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 12 weeks: 
Treatment non-
responder 


0.48 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study does not meet the NICE reference 
case; the study reports a secondary mapping 
algorithm derived from a trial (12, 257). 
Although patients described the health states 
using BASDAI and BASFI, it is unclear from 
which population the EQ-5D health states 
valuations are based on. 


 Mapped utilities may be comparable to an 
active AS population who have not previously 
been treated with TNFa inhibitors or DMARDs 
for at least four weeks. They are based on 
patients from 11 countries in Europe, with an 
unknown number from the UK. Therefore, the 
generalisability of the utilities to the UK 
population is unknown. Limitations that restrict 
the usefulness of the mapping algorithm to 
inform economic evaluation include:  
o published algorithm is reported in an 


economic evaluation only with no detail 
reported on the method used to estimate 
the algorithm (e.g. model description, 
variables tested, goodness of fit not 
reported, etc.)  


o response rates, loss to follow up and 
missing data are not reported, potentially 
causing bias in the results 


o measures of uncertainty are not reported 
for utility values. 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 12 weeks: 
Treatment responder 


0.79 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 12 weeks: 
Comparator non-
responder 


0.46 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 12 weeks: 
Comparator responder 


0.74 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 24 weeks 
predicted utility from 
BASDAI and BASFI: 
Treatment non-
responder 


0.46 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 24 weeks 
predicted utility from 
BASDAI and BASFI: 
Treatment responder 


0.80 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 24 weeks 
predicted utility from 
BASDAI and BASFI: 
Comparator non-
responder 


0.42 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


AS patients, post-
treatment, 24 weeks 
predicted utility from 
BASDAI and BASFI: 
Comparator responder 


0.79 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, up to 25 
years later 


NA 


(available from 
a graph only) 


Boonen, 
2008 (22) 


Europe and 
North 
America  


 


 


 


 


Patients with active AS who 
met NY modified criteria and 
who had completed 24 
weeks of treatment with 
ETN or placebo, (1) 
ETN/ETN group: age, 40.90 
years (SD 9.02); disease 
duration, 10.90 years (SD 
7.91); disease severity 
indicators not reported;  


(2) PLA/ETN group: age, 
41.03 years (SD 10.92); 
disease duration, 10.75 
years (SD 8.83); disease 
severity indicators not 
reported  


 ETN (25 mg 
twice 
weekly) 
following 
prior ETN  


 Placebo 
treatment 
following 
prior ETN 


277 potentially 
eligible/ 


257 enrolled/ 
220 completed 


72 weeks  


EQ-5D and 
SF-6D  


(UK tariff, TTO) 


AS patients, pre-
treatment, baseline: 
ETN/ETN (EQ-5D) 


0.69 


(0.20) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Utilities may be comparable to an active AS 
population who are receiving treatment with 
ETN. 


 Generalisability of results to a UK population is 
unknown. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include the 
open-label study design and the absence of 
HRQOL and utility data in patients who 
withdrew from treatment due to adverse events 
or efficacy insufficiency, as these factors may 
introduce bias into the results. SD is the only 
measure of uncertainty reported which may also 
limit usefulness of the utility values. 


 Extension study, so original paper (10) is 
needed to fully understand the population used.  


 Response rates to EQ-5D were good and are 
unlikely to bias the results. 


AS patients, pre-
treatment, baseline: 
PLA/ETN (EQ-5D) 


0.49 


(0.30) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, pre-
treatment, baseline: 
ETN/ETN (SF-6D) 


0.71 


(0.13) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, pre-
treatment, baseline: 
ETN/PLA (SF-6D) 


0.65 


(0.13) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Boonen, 
2002/ 
2003 (220, 
221) 


Europe 


Patients with AS diagnosed 
by modified NY criteria (1) 
Completing the study: mean 
age, 43.1 years (range 18-
77); mean disease duration, 
11.1 years (SD 8.9); mean 
BASFI, 3.3 (SD 2.6); mean 
BASDAI, 3.3 (SD 2.1); 


NA  NR/ 


216 enrolled/ 
209 completed 


follow up 


 


EQ-5D  
(UK tariff 


assumed by 
reference to 
Dolan 1997 
(259), TTO) 


AS patients, overall, 
time averaged over 2 
years 


0.67 


(0.19) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 Relevance unclear - this study does not 
completely meet the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; although patients do describe 
the health states, it is unclear by which 
population the health states are valued. 


 Findings may be generalisable to an AS 
population diagnosed with the modified NY 
criteria but generalisability of results to a UK 
population is unknown. 


AS patients: the 
Netherlands, time 
averaged over 2 years 


0.68 


(0.16) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: France, 0.63 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


(2) Baseline:  


(2a) the Netherlands; age, 
46 years (SD 12); disease 
duration, 12 years (SD 9); 
BASDAI, 3.7 (SD 2.1); 
BASFI, 3.9 (SD 2.4);  


(2b) France; age, 38 years 
(SD 12); disease duration, 9 
years (SD 7); BASDAI, 2.8 
(SD 2.3); BASFI, 2.5 (SD 
2.9);  


(2c) Belgium; age, 42 years 
(SD 14); disease duration, 
11 years (SD 10); BASDAI, 
3.1 (SD 1.9); BASFI, 2.6 
(SD 2.3). 


time averaged over 2 
years 


(0.23) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 


reported, which may also limit usefulness 
of the utility values 


o the high percentage of missing data and 
number of questionnaires missing due to 
administrative error. 


 Response rates to questionnaires were good 
and are unlikely to bias the results. 


 


AS patients: Belgium, 
time averaged over 2 
years 


0.67 


(0.14) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: the 
Netherlands, baseline 


0.69 


(0.16) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: France, 
baseline 


0.63 


(0.29) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: Belgium, 
baseline 


0.67 


(0.14) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Haywood, 
2002 (228) 


UK 


Patients with AS diagnosed 
by modified NY criteria: 
mean age, 46.1 years (SD 
12.6); mean AS symptom 
duration, 19.8 years (SD 
11.8); disease severity not 
reported 


NA  451 patients 
contacted 
initially/ 


303 patients 
returned 


survey at 2 
weeks and 289 


at 6 months/ 
321 patients 
included in 2-


week test-
retest analysis; 
254 (AS HT) 


and 248 
(general HT) 
included in 6-


month 
responsive-


ness analysis 


EQ-5D  
(UK tariff 


[assumed from 
reference to 
Kind 1998 


(260), TTO) 


AS patients, test-retest 
reliability, 2 weeks after 
initial questionnaire 


0.53 


(0.35) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Utilities may be comparable to an adult AS 
population diagnosed with the modified NY 
criteria, but not those with learning difficulties or 
the inability to read written English. 


 SD is the only measure of uncertainty reported 
which may limit usefulness of the utility values 
for economic evaluation. 


 Findings may be generalisable to a UK 
population. 


 There was some loss to follow-up which could 
bias results, although only 2% of EQ-5D data 
was missing. 


 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; AS 
health transition (better) 


0.30 


(1.2)  
[NR] ((NR)) 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; AS 
health transition (about 
the same) 


-0.25 


(1.5) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; AS 


-0.09 


(1.6) [NR] 
((NR)) 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


health transition (worse) 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; 
general health transition 
(better) 


0.35 


(1.3)  
[NR] ((NR)) 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; 
general health transition 
(about the same) 


-0.21 


(1.4) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: 
Responsiveness 
analysis, 6 months after 
initial questionnaire; 
general health transition 
(worse) 


-0.15 


(1.7) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Healey, 2013 
(229) 


UK 


Patients with confirmed 
diagnosis of AS using the 
modified NY criteria: mean 
age, 46.1 years (SD 12.6); 
mean AS symptom duration, 
19.8 years (SD 11.8) 


NA  NR/ 
159 enrolled/ 
117 invited for 
follow up; 69 
completed 
follow up 


 


EQ-5D  
(valuation and 


elicitation 
technique 


unclear but UK 
tariff assumed 
as UK study) 


AS patients: 
Assessment 1, 1998 


0.64 


(0.28) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 Relevance unclear - this study does not 
completely meet the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; although patients do describe 
the health states, it is unclear by which 
population the health states are valued (UK 
societal preferences are assumed as the study 
is conducted in the UK). 


 Utilities may be comparable to an adult AS 
population with confirmed diagnosis with the 
modified NY criteria under the care of a 
specialist rheumatology centre. 


 Findings may be generalisable to a UK 
population. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o only approximately 25% of the original 


cohort of patients invited to participate 
took part in both study assessments 


AS patients: 
Assessment 2, 2008 


0.61 


(0.30) [NR] 
((NR)) 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 
reported. 


Kobelt, 2004 
(197) 


UK 


Patients with AS: mean age, 
57 years (SD 11.2); disease 
duration, 30.2 years (SD 
11.7); mean BASDAI score, 
4.2 (SD 2.3); mean BASFI 
score, 4.4 (SD 2.8); 
diagnosis method not 
reported 


NA  2,300 
contacted from 


previous 
studies/ 


NR/ 
1,413 included 


in analysis 


EQ-5D 
(UK tariff 


[assumed from 
reference to 
Dolan, 1995 
(261), TTO) 


AS patients: BASDAI <3  0.80 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Utilities may be generalisable to a UK 
population. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o the analysis combines data from a clinical 


trial, a cohort study and an observational 
survey with substantially different mean 
disease scores and patient characteristics 


o no measures of uncertainty are reported 
for utility values. 


 As analyses are based on a small clinical trial 
(Braun, 2002) (95), results can only be 
considered representative for the type of 
unremitting disease included in the clinical trial. 


 A large proportion of patients initially contacted 
did not return the survey and loss to follow-up 
data was not reported, potentially causing bias 
in the results. 


AS patients: BASDAI 3-
3.99 


0.70 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: BASDAI 4-
4.99 


0.64 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: BASDAI 5-
5.99 


0.60 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: BASDAI 6-
6.99 


0.51 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients: BASDAI >7 0.39 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Kobelt, 2006 
(231) 


Canada 


AS patients: mean age, 49.6 
years (SD 13.3); mean 
disease duration, 22.3 years 
(SD 12.6); mean BASDAI, 
4.33 (SD 2.19); mean 
BASFI, 3.56 (SD 2.53); 


NA  1,249 
contacted 
initially/ 


545 completed 
questionnaire/ 


EQ-5D  
(UK tariff 


[assumed from 
reference to 
Dolan, 1995 
(261)], TTO) 


AS patients, overall, 
baseline 


0.65 


(0.23) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Utilities may be comparable to a diagnosed AS 
population, although generalisability of results 


AS patients, BASDAI 
and BASFI 0-2, baseline 


0.865 


(NR) [NR] 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


diagnosis method not 
reported 


545 included in 
analysis 


 ((NR)) may be restricted to a Canadian population. 


 Limitations which restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o some utility data is only presented in graph 


format so cannot be extracted 


o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 
reported for utility values. 


 A large proportion of patients initially contacted 
did not complete questionnaire, which may bias 
results but there was no loss to follow-up. 


AS patients, BASDAI 
and BASFI 2-4, baseline 


NR (available 
on a graph 


only) 


AS patients, BASDAI 
and BASFI 4-6, baseline 


NR (available 
on a graph 


only) 


 


AS patients, BASDAI 
and BASFI 6-8, baseline 


NR (available 
on a graph 


only) 


 


AS patients, BASDAI 
and BASFI 8-10, 
baseline 


0.203 


(NR) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Kobelt, 2008 
(232) 


Spain 


Patients with AS: mean age, 
47.8 years (SD 12.36); 
mean disease duration, 18.8 
years (SD 10.9); mean 
BASDAI, 4.3 (SD 2.45); 
mean BASFI, 3.8 (SD 2.85); 
diagnosis method not 
reported 


NA 700 contacted 
initially/ 


601 completed 
questionnaire/ 
601 included in 


analysis 


EQ-5D 
(UK tariff 


[assumed from 
reference to 
Dolan, 1995 
(261)], TTO) 


AS patients, overall, 
baseline 


0.59 


(0.30) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Utilities may be comparable to an AS 
population, although generalisability of results 
may be restricted to a Spanish population.  


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o the cross-sectional and uncontrolled 


nature of the study did not allow for 
analysis of differences in outcomes 
between different treatments being used 


o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 
reported for utility values. 


 Response rates to questionnaires were good 
and are unlikely to bias results.  


AS patients: BASFI <3  NR (available 
on a graph 


only) AS patients: BASFI 3-
3.99 


AS patients: BASFI 4-
4.99 


AS patients: BASFI 5-
5.99 


AS patients: BASFI 6-
6.99 


AS patients: BASFI >7 


AS patients: BASDAI <3  NR (available 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


AS patients: BASDAI 3-
3.99 


on a graph 
only) 


AS patients: BASDAI 4-
4.99 


AS patients: BASDAI 5-
5.99 


AS patients: BASDAI 6-
6.99 


AS patients: BASDAI >7 


Van 
Tubergen, 
2002  (246) 


The 
Netherlands 


Dutch outpatients with 
active AS (diagnosis 
method not reported): 
Group 1: age, 47 years (SD 
10); disease duration, 11 
years (SD 6); BASFI, 4.9 
(SD 1.8);  


Group 2: mean age, 48 
years (SD 9); mean disease 
duration, 12 years (SD 5); 
mean BASFI, 4.2 (SD2.0); 
Control group: mean age, 
48 years (SD 10); mean 
disease duration, 10 years 
(SD 6); mean BASFI, 4.2 
(SD 2.1) 


 Group 1, spa 
therapy in 
Austria 


 Group 2, spa 
therapy in 
the Nether-
lands 


 Control 
group, 
continued 
their usual 
activities and 
drug 
treatment 


NR/ 


120 randomly 
allocated/ 111 


included in 
analysis 


EQ-5D 
(UK tariff 


[assumed from 
reference to 
Dolan 1996 
(262), TTO) 


AS patients, pre-
intervention, baseline  
(-2 weeks): Group 1 


0.64 


(0.22) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 This study meets the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; patients described the health 
state and health states were valued using UK 
societal preferences. 


 Generalisability of study findings is restricted to 
Dutch patients with active AS who follow weekly 
physical therapy and have a disease duration of 
<20 years. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o absence of response rates to 


questionnaires 


o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 
reported, which may limit usefulness of the 
utility values. 


 


AS patients, pre-
intervention, baseline  
(-2 weeks): Group 2 


0.65 


(0.22) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, pre-
intervention, baseline  
(-2 weeks): Control 
group 


0.72 


(0.10) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 4 weeks: 
Group 1 


0.10 


(0.24) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 4 weeks: 
Group 2 


0.02 


(0.20) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 4 weeks: 
Control group 


-0.06 


(0.18) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 16 weeks: 
Group 1 


0.12 


(0.24) [NR] 
((NR)) 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 16 weeks: 
Group 2 


0.04 


(0.21) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 16 weeks: 
Control group 


-0.04 


(0.19) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 28 weeks: 
Group 1 


0.10 


(0.21) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 28 weeks: 
Group 2 


-0.03 


(0.23) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 28 weeks: 
Control group 


-0.08 


(0.28) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 40 weeks: 
Group 1 


0.03 


(0.23) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 40 weeks: 
Group 2 


-0.01 


(0.27) [NR] 
((NR)) 


AS patients, post-
intervention, 40 weeks: 
Control group 


-0.03 


(0.19) [NR] 
((NR)) 


Wade, 2011 
(254) 


UK 


Patients with AS (or RA, 
PsA, psoriasis) newly 
prescribed ETN by their 
specialist between April and 
November 2009. AS 
patients had the following 
baseline characteristics: 
mean age, 49.2 years (SD 
12.3); disease duration and 
severity not reported; 


ETN  
(dose NR) 


~1,000 initially 
contacted/ 


344 enrolled/ 
43 AS patients 


analysed 


EQ-5D  


(valuation and 
elicitation 
technique 


unclear but UK 
tariff assumed 
as UK study) 


AS patients, pre-
treatment, baseline 


0.37 


(0.37) [NR] 
((NR)) 


 Relevance unclear - this study does not 
completely meet the requirements of the NICE 
reference case; although patients do describe 
the health states, it is unclear by which 
population the health states are valued (UK 
societal preferences are assumed as the study 
is conducted in the UK). 


 Utilities may be comparable to an AS population 
who have been newly prescribed ETN and 
findings may be generalisable to a UK 
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Study, 
country  


Population  Intervention No. contacted/ 
enrolled/ 
analysed 


Utility 
instrument 
(valuation, 
elicitation) 


Health states Mean HSUV, 
(SD), [SE] or 
((CILL, CIUL)) 


of HSUV 


Quality and Relevance Assessment  


 


diagnosis method not 
reported. 


population. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the 
study to inform economic evaluation include: 
o unknown true number of eligible patients, 


potentially leading to recruitment bias 


o potential differences between telephone 
and web-based responses 


o SD is the only measure of uncertainty 
reported for utility values. 


 Response rate to EQ-5D for AS patients was 
good and is unlikely to bias results.   


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CILL, confidence interval 
lower limit; CIUL, confidence interval upper limit; DMARD, disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug; EQ-5D, European Quality of Life 5 Dimensions; ETN, etanercept; HRQoL, 
health-related quality of life; HSUV, health state utility value; HT, health transition; NA, not available/applicable; NICE, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence; NR, not 
reported; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; NY, New York; PLA, placebo; PsA, psoriatic arthritis; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error; 
TNF, tumour necrosis factor; TTO, time trade-off. 
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Table 102: Mapping algorithms reported in the three included economic evaluations 


Study Instrument Mapping algorithm Comments Limitations 


Ara, 2007 
(Wyeth) (193) 


EQ-5D Utility = 0.923 - 
0.004*BASFI - 
0.004*BASDAI 


 Employs a linear regression model to 
generate utility estimates based on 
BASDAI and BASFI scores only as 
independent predictors 


 This study does not meet the NICE reference case; the study reports a 
secondary mapping algorithm derived from a trial (12, 257). Although 
patients described the health states using BASDAI and BASFI, it is 
unclear from which population the EQ-5D health states valuations are 
based on. 


 Mapped utilities may be comparable to an active AS population who have 
not previously been treated with TNFa inhibitors or DMARDs for at least 
four weeks. They are based on patients from 11 countries in Europe, with 
an unknown number from the UK. Therefore, the generalisability of the 
utilities to the UK population is unknown. 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the mapping algorithm to inform 
economic evaluation include:  


o published algorithm is reported in an economic evaluation only with 
no detail reported on the method used to estimate the algorithm 
(e.g. model description, variables tested, goodness of fit not 
reported, etc.) 


o response rates, loss to follow up and missing data are not reported, 
potentially causing bias in the results. 


Marcellusi, 2012 
(Abbott) (200) 


HUI Utility = 0.948857 - 
0.041528*BASDAI - 
0.034481*BASFI + 
0.047080*Male - 
0.063801*White 


 Employs a linear regression model to 
generate utility estimates using HUI data 
regressed on BASDAI and BASFI as well 
as gender and race 


 Relevance unclear - this study does not meet the NICE reference case; 
the study reports a mapping algorithm which converts BASDAI/BASFI to 
HUI so EQ-5D is not used to describe health states and it is unclear from 
which population health states are valued. 


 As no utility data is reported, generalisability and comparability of utility 
results cannot be defined.  


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the mapping algorithm to inform 
economic evaluation include: 


o lack of detail of the description of the model 


o omission of age from the model formulation (this prevents any 
consideration of long-term modifying effects of ageing and growing 
co-morbidities on patient utilities and may cause bias of results) 


o limited information about the mapping algorithm  


o utility data is lacking. 


McLeod, 2007 
(Schering-
Plough) (201) 


EQ-5D Utility = 0.8772129 - 
0.0384087*BASDAI -
0.0322519*BASFI - 
0.0278913*Male + 
0.0016809*Age 


 Employs a linear regression model to 
generate utility estimates developed from 
a dataset featuring BASDAI, BASFI, age 
and gender predictor variables 


 Relevance unclear - it is unclear if this study meets the requirements of 
the NICE reference case; the study reports a mapping algorithm to 
predict utilities based on data from Kobelt, 2004 (197). Although EQ-5D is 
used to describe health states it is unclear from which population health 
states are valued.  


 As no utility data is reported, generalisability and comparability of utility 
results cannot be defined. 
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Study Instrument Mapping algorithm Comments Limitations 


 Limitations that restrict the usefulness of the mapping algorithm to inform 
economic evaluation include: 


o insufficient detail of the model and mapping algorithm 


o lack of EQ-5D data 


o Also, given the limited range of possible utility values, using a simple 
linear regression model to estimate a predicting equation for utilities 
will in general result in biased and inefficient estimates, as values 
are not restricted to fall within the possible range of utility values. It 
is unclear if values used in this model have been restricted to 
prevent this. 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; DMARD, disease-
modifying anti-rheumatic drug; EQ-5D, European Quality of Life 5 Dimensions; HUI, Health Utilities Index; NICE, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence; TNF, tumour 
necrosis factor 
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5.3.2.3 Economic SR 


Identification of studies 


A systematic review was conducted to identify published cost-utility analyses for the 


treatment of AS and nr-axSpA. Objectives were to identify relevant clinical and cost data 


inputs, sources and assumptions used in the economic analyses identified. 


The following electronic databases were searched; MEDLINE/MEDLINE In-Process, 


EMBASE, EconLit and Cochrane Evidence Based Medicine review (which included the 


databases NHS Economic Evaluation Database [NHS EED] and Health Technology 


Assessment [HTA]). The search strategy is provided in section 15.1.3 in Appendix H. 


Electronic searches were supplemented by hand searching the following sources; 


conference proceedings, the Cost-Effectiveness Analysis Registry (CEAR) and HTA 


submissions for the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), Scottish 


Medicines Consortium (SMC), and All Wales Medicines Strategy Group (AWMSG). 


Full details of the databases, dates, additional searches, inclusion/exclusion criteria and data 


abstraction strategy are provided in sections 15.1.1 to 15.1.6 of Appendix H. A summary of 


the systematic review procedure is shown in Figure 12. 


In total, 582 citations were identified through the electronic searches. Upon removal of 


duplicates, 508 titles and abstracts were reviewed. After first pass, 20 studies remained, nine 


of which were excluded during second pass, resulting in eleven citations for final inclusion 


(eight full publications and three conference abstracts). Hand searching of UK HTA agencies 


also identified seven HTA submissions for inclusion. In total, 18 economic evaluations met 


the applied criteria. 
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Figure 12: Schematic of the systematic review of cost-utility evaluations 


 
 
Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; AWMSG, All Wales Medicines Strategy Group; CUA, cost-utility 
analysis; HTA, Health Technology Assessment; NICE, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence; nr-
axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; SMC, Scottish Medicines Consortium. 


 
 
Description of identified studies 


The present SR identified 18 payer-perspective European cost-utility analyses for treatment 


of AS patients (n=16) and nr-axSpA patients (n=2) with TNF inhibitors or biological 


DMARDs. 


Table 103 provides a summary of the publications identified, including the treatment under 


review, comparators, model type, time horizon and incremental cost-utility ratio (ICUR). A 


summary of the clinical, utility and cost inputs of each analysis is presented in Appendix I, 


Table 166. 


Of the 11 full papers and abstracts, agents evaluated were etanercept (193, 203), 


adalimumab (194, 200), infliximab (196-199) and golimumab (195, 263). A further full paper 
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was the Assessment Group Report conducted by the Liverpool Reviews and Implementation 


Group (LRiG) which informed the MTA TA143 (201). This paper evaluated etanercept, 


adalimumab and infliximab and considered the three manufacturer de novo submissions for 


each of these drugs. Among the UK HTA submissions (for which there was adequate 


information on the associated economic evaluation reported), agents evaluated were 


etanercept (208), adalimumab (207) and golimumab (264). The two nr-axSpA evaluations 


included were both manufacturer submissions for adalimumab to the SMC (265) and 


AWMSG (216). 


Also provided in Table 103 is a summary of the disease severity at baseline which was used 


in the models, as measured using BASDAI scores and BASFI scores. BASDAI and BASFI 


are key inputs for economic models in AS, reflecting intervention efficacy and natural 


disease progression. 
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Table 103: Summary of included evaluations 


Reference, 


Country 
Disease severity at baseline


†
 Treatment(s) evaluated Model used 


Time 
horizon for 
base case 


(years) 


ICURs for base case analysis 


AS 


Ara 2007 (193), 
UK 


Inclusion criteria: BASDAI ≥40 
(scale 0–100) 


Mean scores: NR 


Etanercept + NSAIDs vs. 
NSAIDs 


Patient simulation 2, 5, 15, 25 
£27,594 (2 yrs), £23,649 (5 yrs), £22,580 (15 


yrs), £22,704 (25 yrs) 


Botteman 2007 
(194), UK 


Inclusion criteria: Patients who had 
BASDAI ≥4cm (scale 0–10cm) and 
VAS score for total back pain ≥4cm 
(scale 0–10cm) on two separate 
occasions at least 4 weeks apart, as 
per BSR guidelines 


Mean scores: VAS: 75.15mm, 
BASDAI: 6.94cm and BASFI: 6.04 


Adalimumab vs. 
conventional therapy 


Patient simulation 
48 weeks, 5 
years and 30 


years 


£47,083 (48 wks), £26,332 (5 yrs), £23,097 (30 
yrs) 


Fautrel 2010 
(196), France 


Inclusion criteria: all trial patients 
who agreed to participate in 
evaluation 


Mean scores: BASDAI: 6.2 (1.4), 
BASFI: 5.6 (1.9), Utility (GH-RS): 
0.4 (0.2) 


Infliximab (every 6 weeks) 
vs. infliximab (on demand) 


Markov 1 €50,760 (95% CIs, €17,963 to €216,452) 


Kobelt 2004 
(197), UK 


Inclusion criteria: all trial patients 


Mean scores: BASDAI: 6.3 (1.4) in 
placebo arm and 6.5 (1.1) in the 
infliximab arm 


BASFI: 5.1 (2.2) in placebo arm and 
5.5 (1.8) in the infliximab arm 


Infliximab vs. placebo 


Decision analytic 
model using 
retrospective 


observational study 


2 £73,300 


Kobelt 2007 
(199), UK 


Inclusion criteria: NR 


Mean scores: Braun trial: BASDAI, 
placebo: 6.3, Infliximab: 6.5. BASFI, 
placebo: 5.1, Infliximab: 5.5 


ASSERT trial BASDAI, placebo: 
6.5, Infliximab= 6.6. BASFI placebo: 
6.0, Infliximab: 5.7 


Infliximab vs. placebo Markov Lifetime 


With no progression while on treatment, 
£28,332 (using Braun et al. trial) and £26,751 


(using ASSERT trial) 


With 50% progression while on treatment:  
£35,332 (using Braun et al. trial) and £34,067 


(using ASSERT trial) 


With same progression in both groups: £49,417 
(using Braun et al. trial) and £46,167 (using 
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Reference, 


Country 
Disease severity at baseline


†
 Treatment(s) evaluated Model used 


Time 
horizon for 
base case 


(years) 


ICURs for base case analysis 


ASSERT trial) 


Kobelt 2008 
(198), Spain 


Inclusion criteria: BASDAI ≥4 


Mean scores: BASDAI (SD): 4.3 
(2.45); one-third of patients had a 
BASDAI <3 


BASFI (SD): 3.4 (2.85); 46% of 
patients at a BASFI <3 


Infliximab vs. placebo 


Decision tree (clinical 
trial period) and 
Markov (open 


extension period) 


40 


With no progression whilst on treatment, 
€15,152 (using Braun et al. trial) and €5,307 


(using Spanish trial) 


With 50% progression while on treatment: 
€22,520 (using Braun et al. trial) and €8,866 


(using Spanish trial) 


With same progression in both groups: €31,721 
(using Braun et al. trial) and €13,659 (using 


Spanish trial) 


McLeod 2007 
(201), UK 


(Assessment 
Group for 


TA143 model) 


Inclusion criteria: BASDAI ≥4 and 
VAS pain ≥40mm 


Mean scores: BASDAI: various 
scores of 4.0–9.0 


BASFI: various scores 4.0–9.0 


Adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab vs. conventional 


management 


Cohort with Markov-
like transitions 


Short term 
model: 1 


Long-term 
model 


extension: 
beginning of 
year 2 to end 


of year 20 


Short-term (1 year) model, vs. conventional 
treatment: adalimumab, £57,258; etanercept, 


£57,261; infliximab, £120,109 


Long term (years 2-20) model, vs. conventional 
treatment: adalimumab/etanercept, £98,910; 


infliximab, £175,000 


Neilson 2010 
(203), Germany 


Inclusion criteria: BASDAI ≥40 


Mean scores: NR 


Etanercept + usual care 
(including NSAIDs) vs. usual 


care alone (including 
NSAIDs) 


Patient simulation 25 €54,815 


Conference abstracts 


Farrell 2011 
(195), UK 


NR 


Golimumab vs. adalimumab, 
etanercept, standard care 
(NSAIDs, DMARDs, Cox-2 


inhibitors and physiotherapy) 


Markov 20 
vs. conventional therapy: golimumab, £30,043; 


adalimumab, £30,187; etanercept, £30,810 


Marcellusi 2012 
(200), Italy 


NR 
Adalimumab vs. golimumab, 


placebo 
Markov 40 


vs. placebo: adalimumab, €33,704; golimumab 
€39,149 


For adalimumab vs. golimumab: adalimumab 
was dominant 


Muszbek 2012 
(263), UK 


NR 
Golimumab vs. other TNF-α 


inhibitors, conventional 
treatment 


Markov model with an 
initial decision tree 


20 vs. conventional treatment: £15,353 
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Reference, 


Country 
Disease severity at baseline


†
 Treatment(s) evaluated Model used 


Time 
horizon for 
base case 


(years) 


ICURs for base case analysis 


UK HTA agency submissions 


NICE TA143 (4)  


Inclusion criteria: BASDAI ≥4.0/10 


Mean scores: BASDAI, 6.1/10; 
BASFI, 5.9/10 


Etanercept + NSAIDs vs. 
NSAIDs (Wyeth submission) 


Patient simulation 25 
~£13,200 


 


Inclusion criteria: VAS ≥4/10, 
BASDAI ≥4/10 


Mean scores: 


Overall: BASDAI, 6.8; BASFI, 5.8 


Anti-TNF-agent: BASDAI, 6.67/10; 
BASFI, 56.4/100 


Placebo: BASDAI, 6.94/10; BASFI, 
60.4/100 


Adalimumab + NSAIDs vs. 
NSAIDs (Abbott submission) 


Patient-based state 
transition model 


30 £23,097 


Inclusion criteria: 


BASDAI ≥4.0/10 


Mean scores: 


BASDAI, 6.41/10; BASFI, 5.75/10 


Infliximab vs. placebo 
(Schering-Plough 


submission) 


Combined decision 
tree and Markov 
chain structure 


70 
Corrected results


†
: £50,380 (using Braun et al 


trial) and £40,889 (using ASSERT trial) 


NICE TA143 (4) 


BASDAI, various scores of 4.0–9.0 


BASFI, various scores 4.0–9.0 


Assessment group (LRiG) 


Adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab 


 


Short-term model, vs. 
conventional 


treatment and long 
term model, vs. 


conventional 
treatment 


20 


Short-term model, vs. conventional treatment: 
adalimumab, £57,258; etanercept, £57,261; 


infliximab, £120,109 


Long term model, vs. conventional treatment: 
adalimumab/etanercept, £98,910; infliximab, 


£175,000 


BASDAI, various scores of 4.0–9.0 


BASFI, various scores 4.0–9.0 


NICE appraisal committee 
decision on most plausible 


scenario following DSU 
reconciliation of the 3 


manufacturer models and 
Assessment group (LRiG) 


model  


Adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab 


Assessment of 
manufacturer and 


LRiG models 
20 


Assuming no disease progression after 20 
weeks for TNF-α inhibitor treatment responders 


in the Assessment group’s (LRiG) model: 


adalimumab/etanercept, £22,000; infliximab, 
£49,000 


NICE TA233 (5) 
Inclusion criteria: GO-RAISE trial 
patients 


Golimumab (50 mg, once a 
month) vs. adalimumab (40 


Decision tree (short 
term) and Markov 


20
‡
 


Conventional treatment: adalimumab, £26,747; 
etanercept, £26,600; golimumab, £26,597 
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Reference, 


Country 
Disease severity at baseline


†
 Treatment(s) evaluated Model used 


Time 
horizon for 
base case 


(years) 


ICURs for base case analysis 


Mean (SD) scores: BASDAI, 6.54 
(1.55); BASFI, 5.04 (2.33) 


mg, every 2 weeks), 
etanercept (25 mg twice 
weekly or 50 mg once 
weekly), conventional 


therapy (MSD submission) 


(long term) From an ERG clarification letter, requesting the 
model adaptation to consider the effect of a 2nd 
anti-TNF (sequential treatment), manufacturer 


submitted the following (by halving the 
discontinuation rate to 7.5%): vs. conventional 
treatment: adalimumab, £26,547; etanercept, 


£26,462; golimumab, £26,460 


Further requested analysis of golimumab +/- 
methotrexate, vs. conventional treatment: 


golimumab + methotrexate, £38,968; 
golimumab without methotrexate, £26,352 


BASDAI, 6.54 


BASFI, 5.04 


Golimumab vs. conventional 
therapy 


ERG corrected 
model: golimumab vs. 
conventional therapy 


60.1
‡
 £26,954


‡
 


SMC 2005 (208) NR Etanercept vs. NSAIDs Patient simulation 15 £11,700 


SMC 2006 (207) NR 


Adalimumab (40 mg by 
subcutaneous injection every 
two weeks) vs. conventional 
therapy (NSAIDs, non-drug 


therapy) 


Patient simulation 30 
£23,000 (30 yrs horizon) and £26,000 (5 yrs 


horizon), £47,000 (48 wks horizon) 


SMC 2011 (264) NR 


Golimumab vs. conventional 
therapy (combination of 


NSAIDs and conventional 
DMARDs) 


Decision tree/Markov 


 


 


20 


For golimumab 100 mg, vs. conventional 
DMARDs: £32,546, (was less cost-effective 


than adalimumab and etanercept) 


For golimumab 50 mg, ICER was similar to that 
of adalimumab and etanercept (values not 


reported) 


nr-axSpA (UK HTA agency submissions) 


AWMSG 2013 
(216) 


BASDAI ≥4 


Adalimumab (40 mg every 
two weeks) vs. conventional 


care (defined as a 
combination of 


physiotherapy and/or 
NSAIDs, or palliative care in 


patients with NSAID 
intolerance) 


Markov 40 £16,154 
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Reference, 


Country 
Disease severity at baseline


†
 Treatment(s) evaluated Model used 


Time 
horizon for 
base case 


(years) 


ICURs for base case analysis 


SMC 2013 (265) NR 


Adalimumab (+/- 
conventional therapy


†
) vs. 


continuing conventional 
therapy only (combination of 
physiotherapy and NSAIDs, 
or palliative care for those 
unable to tolerate NSAIDs) 


NR 40 


£16,154 (base case) 


For patients receiving ≥2 prior NSAIDs, in line 
with ASAS guidelines: £17,000 


From additional analysis provided by the 
manufacturer, which assumed conventional 


therapy responders retained a level of clinical 
benefit, produced ICURs of between £25,000-


£28,000 


Abbreviations: ASAS, Assessment In Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BSR, British Society of Rheumatology; DMARDs, Disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; DSU, Decision Support Unit; ERG, Evidence Review Group; GH-RS, General health 
rating scale; ICERs, incremental cost-effectiveness ratios; ICURs, incremental cost-utility ratios; LRiG, Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group; NR, not reported; NSAIDs, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; VAS, visual analogue scale. 
†An increasing BASDAI/BASFI/VAS score indicates increasing severity of disease. Scores required for inclusion of patients in the model (Inclusion criteria) and mean scores of 
patients actually included in the model (Mean scores) are provided, where reported. 
‡In the base case of the manufacturer submission, the time horizon is 20 years; however golimumab is a lifetime treatment. Therefore, the evidence review group (ERG) conducted 
an analysis with 60.1 year time horizon as a close approximation of a lifetime time horizon. 
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ICERs reported in published economic evaluations for anti-TNF treatment 


Base-case ICERs reported for adalimumab vs conventional care in nr-axSpA were reported 


as £16,154 (216, 265). Including the manufacturer’s patient access scheme (PAS), 


certolizumab was reported to be the dominant strategy vs adalimumab in both nr-axSpA and 


AS populationsd (188). This study was identified. 


Across all AS evaluations, the ranges of reported base case ICERs versus relevant 


comparators were: etanercept, £22,000 (4) to €54,815 (203); adalimumab, £22,000 (4) to 


£30,187 (195); infliximab, €5,307 to £49,000 (4) (excluding a 2 year horizon model, reporting 


£73,300 (197)); golimumab £15,353 (202) to £32,546 (264). The base case ICERs reported 


are listed in Table 103. 


Table 104 summarises the key drivers of cost-effectiveness identified in sensitivity analyses 


in previously published economic evaluations of AS. The important determinants of cost-


effectiveness were annual withdrawal rate/discontinuation rate of treatment, disease state 


costs and time horizon, baseline BASDAI/BASFI, and treatment costs. A recent HTA for 


adalimumab in nr-axSpA found that the key drivers of cost-effectiveness were treatment 


benefits over time, non-treatment costs, utilities and time-dependent discontinuation rate 


(216). 


Table 104: Key drivers of cost-effectiveness from sensitivity analyses reported in published 
economic evaluations 


Parameter Citation(s) 


Patient characteristics 


Baseline BASDAI/BASFI (5, 195, 201) 


Age (200, 201) 


Effectiveness 


Percentage of patients with a long-term 'response' (201) 


Annual withdrawal rate/discontinuation rate of treatment (193, 198, 201, 203) 


Long-term spontaneous recovery assumption for placebo treated patients (201) 


Benefits associated with QoL (193, 203) 


BASDAI/BASFI, BASFI progression rate (201, 208) 


Costs 


Disease (state) costs (medical) (193, 201, 203, 208) 


Treatment costs (199-201) 


Patient weight (requiring a greater dose) (200) 


Administration costs (for infliximab only) (201) 


Other 


Time horizon (5, 195, 198, 199) 


                                                
 
 
d
 This document was identified following searches of the SMC and AWMSG websites after the initial 


search dates of the SR. 
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Parameter Citation(s) 


Discounting practices (198) 


Non-response imputation method (200)  


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; QoL, Quality of Life. 


 


None of the studies attempted to model sequential treatment with anti-TNF agents following 


failure or intolerability of a treatment. One discrete event simulation (DES), which modelled 


sequential treatment in AS, has been conducted (266). However, it was excluded from the 


present systematic review as the results were reported from the societal perspective. In one 


evaluation, the ERG for NICE TA233 (golimumab in AS) requested additional analyses from 


the manufacturer concerning sequential use of treatments. The manufacturer provided an 


estimated effect of sequential treatments by halving the discontinuation rate (which the ERG 


found to be a poor approximation for sequential treatment); they did not build flexibility into 


their model to evaluate sequential treatment from the outset. 


When comparing results for etanercept by type of model used (patient simulation vs 


Markov), there does not appear to be a substantial difference between results. Details of 


only two evaluations for nr-axSpA (both for adalimumab) were identified (216, 265). Given 


the lack of modelling studies in nr-axSpA, this provides the rationale for development of a 


new etanercept model for the NICE MTA submission. 


5.3.2.4 Quality assessment of economic evaluations 


Of the evaluations identified in the SR, eight were cost-utility, full publications relevant for 


Quality Assessment. The Quality Assessment was performed using Appendix 11 of the 


NICE Single Technology Appraisal specification for manufacturer submission of evidence, as 


adapted from the Drummond Checklist (267). The full results of Quality Assessment are 


provided in Appendix J, Table 168. 


5.3.3 Expert opinion 


A proposed model methodology was critiqued at an advisory board meeting held on 10th July 


2014 (described hereafter as the etanercept advisory board). The advisory board was not 


used to derive data for the model. However, it was used to confirm and critique model 


structure and assumptions. The assembled panel was comprised of eight rheumatologists.
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5.4 Data used in the model 


5.4.1 Patient baseline characteristics 


Characteristics of individual patients in each population were sampled (with replacement) 


directly from the baseline of the relevant studies identified in the SR (see section 5.3.1). This 


method has the advantage of maintaining correlation between variables without reliance on 


strong distributional assumptions. 


Table 105 presents a summary of the population characteristics assumed within the model 


for both populations (discussion of data sources is provided in section 5.3.1). The key 


differences between the nr-axSpA and AS populations were that nr-axSpA patients were 


likely to be younger, have shorter disease duration and lower BASFI. Nr-axSpA patients also 


tended to have lower CRP and a lower proportion were male. 


Table 105: Baseline characteristics of patients sampled in model 


 AS population  


(study 314-EU) 


nr-axSpA population  


(study 1031) 


 Mean SD Mean SD 


Age, years 41 11 32 8 


Male, % 74%  60%  


BASDAI 60.93 16.78 59.61 18.15 


BASFI 59.24 20.21 40.27 24.78 


CRP, mg/L 20.94 22.75 6.59 10.53 


Disease duration, years 9.34 8.59 2.45 1.84 


Weight, kg 76.42 17.48 xxxxx xxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive, % xxx  xxx  


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CRP, c-reactive protein; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; HLA-B27, 
human leukocyte antigen B27; SD, standard deviation. 


 


5.4.1.1 Generalisability 


Several sources are available to determine the generalizability of the etanercept data used in 


clinical practice within England and Wales. The most relevant was considered to be the 


British Society for Rheumatology Biologics Registers (BSRBR) as reported in Lord et al, 


2010 (192), however data are only available for 261 patients with AS. Compared to these 


patients, the 314-EU cohort has lower BASDAI, BASFI, CRP and disease duration. 


Therefore, these characteristics were considered in a scenario analysis (section 5.7.2) in 


order to explore the impact of these differences. Larger cohorts are available from DANBIO 


and the German Spondyloarthritis Inception Cohort (GESPIC), although these are less 


relevant in the UK setting. Compared to DANBIO, the Study 314-EU cohort had higher 


BASFI, longer disease duration and higher CRP and compared to GESPIC patients had 


lower BASDAI, were older and had longer disease duration. The patient characteristics in 


Study 314-EU and the three registries are shown in Table 106. 


 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Leukocyte_Antigen
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Table 106: AS patient characteristics in registry data and study 314-EU 


Characteristic Study 314-EU 
(12) 


DANBIO 
(Glintborg 2010 


et al
†
) (268) 


BSRBR  


(Lord 2010 et al) 
(192) 


GESPIC  


(Sieper et al) 
(269) 


Age 41 41 43 35.6 


Gender (% male) 74 74.6 82 64 


Disease duration (years) 9.32 4.4 13 2.8 


BASDAI 60.93 57.8 76 40 


BASFI 59.24 49.1 79 - 


CRP 20.9 13 23 - 


HLA-B27+ % xx 67.7 - 88.2 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BSRBR, British Society for Rheumatology Biologics Registers; 
CRP, C-reactive protein; DANBIO, Danish Nationwide Registry of Biological Therapies; HLA-B27, human 
leukocyte antigen B27; GESPIC, German Spondyloarthritis Inception Cohort 
†Weighted average of switchers and non-switchers 


 


5.4.2 Week 12 response 


At 12 weeks, the following are estimated in the model:  


 Change from baseline in BASDAI at Week 12 


 Change from baseline in BASFI at Week 12 


These measures were preferred because: 


 OMERACT (Outcome Measures in Rheumatology) preliminary proposals recommends 


use of BASDAI and BASFI in economic modelling within AS (192) 


 BASDAI and BASFI are measured in almost all clinical studies, and have been 


demonstrated to be closely correlated to health utilities, mortality and costs 


 As noted within the preliminary OMERACT guidance, absolute (as opposed to relative) 


measures are much preferred for economic modelling as they avoid arbitrary thresholds  


 BASDAI and BASFI are regularly collected in clinical practice to measure treatment 


effects and disease severity 


The BASDAI score is used to determine whether an individual is considered a responder at 


Week 12, and changes in both the BASDAI and BASFI at Week 12 are used in subsequent 


predictions of Week 48 response (section 5.4.3). Response at Week 12 was defined as a 


reduction of the BASDAI score to 50% of the pre-treatment value (BASDAI 50), based on the 


current NICE definition of treatment response (4).  


It is noted that the response criteria for short-term treatment in clinical studies are typically 


defined by the Assessment of Spondyloarthritis international Society (ASAS) response 


criteria which is a relative response criteria in which the patient either responds or does not 


(i.e. a binary response). Although such outcomes are the primary endpoints in most 


contemporary clinical studies, they were not used for this economic model for the following 


reasons: 


 Clinical expert opinion suggested that ASAS response criteria are not widely used in 


clinical practice 
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 The ASAS handbook recommends the use of the BASDAI to define response to anti-


TNF agents (215) 


 ASAS is a (comparatively) new outcome measure, and therefore the use of ASAS could 


exclude earlier clinical evidence 


 In the context of AS, absolute outcome measures are much preferred to relative 


response criteria in economic evaluations, as noted by Bansback et al, 2007 (192). 


Using the absolute measures of BASDAI and BASFI allows direct estimation of resource 


use costs and health utility values in the model, as well as being used to predict 


response to treatment. 


5.4.2.1 Week 12 response for etanercept 


Etanercept RCT data were used to predict a baseline initial response for etanercept for both 


nr-axSpA and AS populations; relative effects from the NMA (or MAIC in the analyses 


adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics) were applied to this to estimate 


initial response to comparator therapies. Results of the NMA are presented in section 4.2.5 


and summarised in section 5.4.2.2. In order to account for the correlation between BASDAI 


and BASFI, a multivariate multiple regression was estimated. 


Regression approach (multivariate multiple regression) 


The regression analysis considered all subjects within the modified intention-to-treat (mITT) 


populations and missing data were imputed using a last-observation carried forward 


approach as used within the primary analysis of the etanercept clinical trial programme. 


Multivariate regression is a technique that estimates a single regression model with more 


than one outcome variable. When there is more than one predictor variable in the model, it is 


known as a multivariate, multiple regression model. This approach allows the prediction of 


correlated samples of change in BASDAI and change in BASFI to be drawn. Specifically, 


correlated changes in BASDAI and BASFI at Week 12 are drawn based on the residuals 


from the multivariate regression, which are assumed to be multivariate normally distributed. 


Regression model selection 


The following variables were included in analyses predicting treatment response in economic 


evaluations identified in the economic SR including NICE TA233 (5).  


 Baseline BASDAI 


 Baseline BASFI  


 Baseline age 


 Gender 


Additional non-systematic internet searching identified the following additional baseline 


predictors for achieving clinical response (270): 


 Baseline acute phase reactants (CRP) 


 HLA-B27 


Initially, all variables were included in the regression models and their statistical significance 


and direction of effect were evaluated. 


In the regression for nr-axSpA, the effect of baseline age was not statistically significant. 


Moreover the direction of effect was different in the BASDAI model compared to the BASFI 
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model (for nr-axSpA, study 1031). Backwards stepwise selection (using an arbitrary 


restriction of p<0.2) excluded this variable from both the BASDAI and BASFI models in the 


nr-axSpA population (study 1031) and this variable was therefore removed. Gender, 


although not statistically significant, had consistent direction between models and was 


therefore retained as an a priori identified covariate. 


Conversely, in AS, the effect of baseline age was highly statistically significant, and the 


effect of gender, while non-significant, also had different effect direction in the BASDAI and 


BASFI models and was therefore excluded. CRP was statistically significant in BASDAI, but 


not BASFI but had consistent direction and so was retained as an a priori identified 


covariate. This gave rise to slightly different model specification between nr-axSpA and AS 


models. 


The results of these analyses confirm the hypothesis that the differences in baseline 


characteristics between the certolizumab, adalimumab, and etanercept nr-axSpA studies 


may lead to differences in effect size and hence support the requirement to perform 


analyses adjusting for differences in baseline characteristics. 


The R-squared values are reported below; these indicate the proportion of total variation of 


outcomes explained by the model, and range between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates that 


the model explains none of the variability in the data. A value of 1 indicates that the model 


explains all the variability of the data. In general, therefore, higher R-squared values indicate 


better model fit to the data in question. Note that although these models have only modest 


explanatory power, they are combined with the resulting residuals (and their variance-


covariance matrix) to ensure that model predictions adequately reflect the clinical trial data.  


Analysis results 


Nr-axSpA population 


The results of multivariate multiple regressions for the nr-axSpA population are presented in 


Table 107. The models of BASDAI and BASFI had R-squared values of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, 


respectively. To interpret the regression coefficients, consider the coefficient of CRP for 


change in BASDAI (xxxxxx). For a one unit change in CRP, the resulting change in the 


change in BASDAI is xxxxxx (0-100 scale). For example, consider an nr-axSpA patient with 


mean baseline characteristics (see Table 105), the expected change in BASDAI at Week 12 


is given as: 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  


For an individual with a CRP of 5 units higher than the mean (i.e. xxxxx), the expected 


change in BASDAI, all else being equal, would become xxx (because xxxxxx ∙ 5 ≈ −2). 


Please note that for prediction within the model, a stochastic approach is used to 


determining change at Week 12 (see Appendix L), not simply the linear predictor as 


described in this illustrative example. 


Table 107: Change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 12 in a nr-axSpA population 
(n=103) 


 Coefficient SE p-value Lower 95% 
CI 


Upper 95% 
CI 


BASDAI      


Male xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 
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 Coefficient SE p-value Lower 95% 
CI 


Upper 95% 
CI 


Baseline BASDAI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx 


BASFI 


     Male xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Baseline BASFI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen B27; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic 
axial spondyloarthritis; SE, standard error. 


 


AS population 


The results of multivariate multiple regression for the AS population are presented in Table 


108. The models of BASDAI and BASFI had R-squared values of 0.2840 and 0.2353, 


respectively. 


Table 108: Change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at week 12 in AS population (n=294) 


 Coefficient SE p-value Lower 95% 
CI 


Upper 95% 
CI 


BASDAI      


Age xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Baseline BASDAI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


BASFI      


Age xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


Baseline BASFI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C-reactive protein;HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen 
B27; SE, standard error.  


5.4.2.2 Week 12 response for other therapies (primary analyses) 


Relative effects from the NMA results (or MAIC in the analyses adjusting for differences in 


study baseline characteristics) are applied to the etanercept estimates in order to predict 


initial response for the other anti-TNF agents and conventional care. In probabilistic 


sensitivity analysis, treatment effects were drawn from the WinBUGS output (CODA) to 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Leukocyte_Antigen
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preserve correlation. Full details and discussion are provided in section 4 but are 


summarised here for convenience.  


Table 109 and Table 110 present treatment effects from the NMA for nr-axSpA and AS 


populations, respectively. Please note that the model uses inputs in the form of comparator 


versus etanercept and hence these results are the reverse of those presented in section 


4.2.5. Also note that the model is constructed on the 0-100 (rather than 0-10) scale for 


BASDAI and BASFI, hence these differences have been scaled up to reflect this difference. 


For the NMA in the AS population, results for both the fixed effect and random effects 
models were presented. These two models did not differ in their goodness of fit using DIC or 
deviance. For the purposes of providing inputs into the economic model, the results from the 
random effects analysis were used. Information suggesting that differences in baseline 
characteristics between different trials can influence outcome means that the assumptions 
behind the random effects model are considered more plausible. 
 


Table 109: Relative effects from NMA for nr-axSpA, mean change (with imputation): fixed 
effects 


 BASDAI BASFI 


 Mean difference 
vs etanercept 


lower 95% 
Crl 


upper 
95% Crl 


Mean difference 
vs etanercept 


lower 
95% Crl 


upper 
95% Crl 


CON xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx 


ETN xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


ADA xxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx 


CZP xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


Abbreviations; ADA, adalimumab; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; Crl, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; 
ETN, etanercept; N/A, not applicable; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 


 


Table 110: Relative effects from NMA for AS, mean change (with imputation): random effects 


 BASDAI BASFI 


 Mean difference 
vs etanercept 


lower 
95% Crl 


upper 95% 
Crl 


Mean difference 
vs etanercept 


lower 
95% Crl 


upper 
95% Crl 


CON xxxx xxx xxxx xxxx xxx xxxx 


ETN xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 


ADA xxx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxx xxxx 


CZP xxx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxx xxxx 


GOL
†
 xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx 


INF xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx 


Abbreviations; ADA, adalimumab; AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; Crl, credible interval; CZP, certolizumab pegol; 
ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; N/A, not applicable; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 
† the GOL comparative data are based on the 50 mg dose 


 


5.4.2.3 Week 12 response for other therapies in analyses adjusting for differences 
in study baseline characteristics 


As discussed in  section 4.2.6.2, for the nr-axSpA indication, there were some variations in 


the baseline characteristics of the four RCTs comparing etanercept (161), adalimumab (105, 


112) and certolizumab pegol (90) versus placebo included in the NMA.  
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In general the etanercept RCT recruited participants who were younger, had shorter duration 


of disease symptoms, and had lower mean BASFI compared to the participants in the other 


studies. As noted in the etanercept clinical RCT and OLE section in section 3, this was done 


to reduce the risk of including patients with AS in the nr-axSpA population. This risk was 


further minimised by the use of centralised and blinded assessment of the radiograph for 


diagnosis of nr-axSpA. This approach was taken to avoid the situation in the adalimumab 


and certolizumab RCTs (90, 112) where considerable reclassification of nr-axSpA patients 


has subsequently been found to have taken place, thereby potentially confounding the 


results in the current nr-axSpA NMA.  


The FDA assessment report of the adalimumab RCT (139) noted the following limitations:  


 Of the 185 nr-axSpA participants included in the efficacy analysis, 102 were centrally 


assessed, and 64/102 were diagnosed with nr-axSpA, 38 with AS. 


 The results on key outcomes (ASAS 40, ASAS 20, BASDAI 50, ASAS partial remission, 


ASAS 5/6) in this nr-axSpA subgroup found no statistically significant differences between 


adalimumab versus placebo compared to the total clinical trial population and the AS 


subgroup where statistically significant differences were reported for key efficacy 


outcomes 


 


The data from this RCT publication (112) included in the current NMA are therefore 


confounded by the presence of a significant number of AS patients which is likely to 


invalidate the indirect comparison of adalimumab versus the other comparator treatments in 


the current nr-axSpA NMA. Since the FDA noted that the centrally-read nr-axSpA post-hoc 


subgroup may not preserve the baseline comparability between treatment arms achieved by 


randomisation (139), it was deemed inappropriate to conduct an NMA using this post-hoc 


analysis. The present NMA is therefore limited by the use of the heterogeneous data from 


the Sieper et al, 2013, trial publication (112).  


Similarly, the FDA assessment report of the certolizumab RCT (90) noted the following 


limitations: 


 Of the original N=147 nr-axSpA subgroup in the RCT publication (based on local X-ray), 


only 98 patients (66.6%) retained this diagnosis on central X-ray in a post hoc analysis  


 The original AS subgroup of N=178, increased to N=184 (central reads were not 


performed for 43 patients as X-rays were unavailable) 


 While results in the central X-ray nr-axSpA subgroup were still significantly different 


versus placebo in line with the original publication, for some key outcomes (e.g. BASFI, 


BASDAI) the magnitude of effect was smaller than observed in the original nr-axSpA 


subgroup 


 


The data from the nr-axSpA subgroup in the RCT publication (90) included in the current 


NMA are therefore confounded by the presence of a significant number of AS patients which 


is likely to invalidate the indirect comparison of certolizumab versus the other comparator 


treatments in the current nr-axSpA NMA. As with the adalimumab centrally-read nr-axSpA 


post-hoc subgroup, the present certolizumab nr-axSpA post-hoc analysis may also fail to 


preserve baseline comparability between treatment arms and randomisation is likely to be 


compromised. Therefore, it was deemed inappropriate to conduct an NMA using this post-


hoc analysis. In summary, the present NMA is limited by the use of the heterogeneous data 


from the Landewe et al, 2012, trial publication (90). 
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As a result, MAIC and STC analyses were performed in attempt address these issues. 


These methodologies are reported in section 4.2.7. For the purposes of the analyses 


adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics in the economic evaluation, the 


more conservative estimates generated by the MAIC were retained. Results of the MAIC are 


reported in full in section 4.2.5 but are summarised in Table 111. 


Table 111: MAIC data used in analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline 


 
Certolizumab vs etanercept 


(AxSpA population) 


Adalimumab vs etanercept 


(nr-AxSpA population) 


Outcome (change from 
baseline at week 12) 


Mean 
difference 


lower 
95% CI 


upper 
95% CI 


Mean 
difference 


lower 
95% CI 


upper 
95% CI 


BASDAI (0-100) xxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxx 


BASFI (0-100) xxxx xxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxxx 


Abbreviations: AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 


Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CI, confidence interval; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 


As discussed in section 4.2.7.3, the MAIC leads to smaller differences in effect size than the 


NMA, particularly in the comparison against certolizumab. The analyses confirmed that 


differences in baseline characteristics make a relevant difference in the relative effect of 


treatments compared to standard NMA approaches. The analyses found no evidence of 


statistically significant difference in the efficacy between the comparator treatments 


considered. As a consequence, the apparent differences between etanercept and 


adalimumab, and etanercept and certolizumab in treatment efficacy in the nr-axSpA and 


AxSpA populations cannot be interpreted at face value, and require adjustment for 


differences in baseline characteristics between the respective trials. 


Please note that for the purposes of the analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline 


characteristics (see section 5.2.1.1), in which etanercept is compared against certolizumab 


in an AxSpA population, it was necessary to replicate the mix of nr-axSpA and AS patients 


seen in clinical practice. The ratio of nr-axSpA to AS patients was set at 50:50. As this was a 


source of uncertainty, alternative ratios of 70:30 and 30:70 were also considered. 


5.4.2.4 Week 12 response following the failure of the first anti-TNF 


In the base-case, second line anti-TNF use is only permitted if failure was due to intolerance. 


In such cases, it was assumed that second line efficacy would not be affected. In the 


scenario which considered second line use of anti-TNF agents due to failure of the first from 


any cause, it is assumed that there is a reduced level of response for second line therapies if 


discontinuation is for causes other than intolerance (i.e. loss of efficacy). An adjustment is 


therefore applied to the baseline efficacy to reflect this based on a similar approach to that 


used by Trans-Duy et al, 2011, (266). An adjustment is made to the change in BASDAI and 


BASFI based on data from Glintborg et al, 2013 (204) to reduce second line efficacy in these 


patients. The adjustments -30.07% and -32.03% are applied to the change in BASDAI and 


BASFI respectively at Week 12. 


5.4.3 Week 48 response  


Following an initial 12 weeks of anti-TNF treatment, longer term follow-up studies, including 


study 1031, demonstrate that improvements in the BASDAI and BASFI continue to be 


observed for at least one year of therapy (9, 122, 126, 141, 161, 271). It was therefore 


considered necessary to model benefits associated with treatment beyond Week 12. In order 
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to approximate this effect, change in BASDAI and BASFI between Week 12 and Week 48 


was modelled. 


The modelling of change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 48 was conducted 


using the same approach used for the Week 12 treatment response (see section 5.4.3.2). 


However, change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 12 were included as 


covariates within the resulting models in order to ensure that an individual’s response at 


Week 48 was dependent on their response at Week 12e.  


In the absence of relative effect estimates at Week 48 for other therapies, it was assumed 


that patients who remained on anti-TNF treatment beyond week 12 (i.e. anti-TNF 


responders) would converge at the BASDAI and BASFI levels predicted for etanercept (see 


section 5.4.3.2 for discussion).  


Note that only study subjects randomised to etanercept at baseline were included within the 


analysis (i.e. subjects that crossed-over from placebo to etanercept at Week 12 were 


excluded) and again a mITT approach was adopted. In nr-axSpA, study 1031 was again 


used as the most relevant source of data. In AS, study 314-EU, which was used to estimate 


Week 12 response, was not of sufficient duration to inform Week 48 response. Therefore, 


these estimates were taken from study 312-EU, an open-label extension to study 311-EU 


(section 3.5.8).  


5.4.3.1 Week 48 treatment response for etanercept  


Coefficients of response at Week 48 regression models can be interpreted in the same way 


as the Week 12 estimates described in section 5.4.2.1. 


nr-axSpA population 


The results for the nr-axSpA population are presented in Table 112. The models of BASDAI 


and BASFI had R-squared values of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, respectively. 


                                                
 
 
e
 In the resulting models, change at Week 12 was the strongest predictor of change at Week 48 for 


both BASDAI and BASFI 
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Table 112: Change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 48 in nr-axSpA population 
(n=97) 


 Coefficient SE p-value Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI 


BASDAI      


Male xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


∆ BASDAI week 
12  xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


Baseline BASDAI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


BASFI 


     Male xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


∆ BASFI week 12  xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


Baseline BASFI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen B27; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic 
axial spondyloarthritis; SE, standard error. 


 


AS population 


The results for the AS population are presented in Table 113. The models of BASDAI and 


BASFI had R-squared values of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, respectively. 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Leukocyte_Antigen
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Table 113: Change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 48 in AS population (n=43) 


 Coefficient SE p-value Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI 


BASDAI      


Age xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


∆ BASDAI week 
12  xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


Baseline BASDAI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


BASFI 


     Age xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


CRP xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx 


HLA-B27 positive xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 


∆ BASFI week 12  xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


Baseline BASFI xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Intercept xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CI, confidence interval; CRP, C-reactive protein; HLA-B27, human leukocyte antigen 
B27; SE, standard error. 


 


5.4.3.2 Week 48 response for other therapies 


All anti-TNF agents were assumed to achieve the same Week 48 BASDAI and BASFI as 


etanercept. This assumption is a source of uncertainty and was confirmed at the etanercept 


advisory board (section 5.3.3). It is difficult to determine the validity of such assumptions as 


long-term comparative studies of anti-TNF agents are limited; the only long-term study 


identified during the clinical systematic review which compared anti-TNF agents was 


Giardina et al, 2010 (see section 3.5.16). The authors observed that the differences 


observed at Week 12 between infliximab (5 mg/kg) and etanercept (50 mg weekly) are not 


present at longer treatment durations for both the BASDAI  and the BASFI (104) (Figure 13). 


This suggests that the differences between anti-TNF agents observed at Week 12 may not 


be observed at longer durations and may therefore be related to onset of action.  



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Leukocyte_Antigen
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Figure 13: BASDAI levels in patients treated with infliximab or etanercept 


 
Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; Eta, etanercept; IFX, infliximab; w, week. 
Reproduced from Giardina et al, 2010 (104) 


 


Figure 14 presents an illustrative example for BASFI of these assumptions (although the 


same method is used for BASDAI) assuming an illustrative mean difference of 10 at week 


12. 


Figure 14: Illustrative example of week 48 treatment effect assumption assuming example 
mean difference of 10 at week 12 


 
 
Abbreviations: BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; ETN, etanercept. 
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For patients receiving conventional care, BASDAI and BASFI are assumed to return to 


baseline at Week 12, and hence this assumption is not applicable. The rationale for this 


assumption is discussed in section 5.2.6.  


5.4.3.3 Progression after Week 48 


New long-term evidence relating to the effects of treatment with anti-TNF agents has 


emerged since the publication of TA143. Baraliakos et al, 2013 (9) have recently observed 


constant BASDAI and BASFI scores in 16 individuals with AS undergoing continuous 


treatment over 7 years with etanercept (Figure 15; see section 3.5.14). Martin-Mola et al, 


2010 also demonstrate relatively constant BASDAI and BASFI scores between Years 2 and 


5 in 59 etanercept-treated AS patients (122). In Scottish and Irish individuals, Dean et al, 


2014 observe that BASDAI is relatively consistent over time following the introduction of anti-


TNF agents (271). Therefore, although random fluctuations exist within the data, many 


studies now support the assumptions of constant BASDAI and BASFI for anti-TNF agents in 


the long-term. 


The results of extension study 907-EU (section 3.5.9) also demonstrate that the positive 


efficacy outcomes achieved with etanercept in study 312-EU (section 3.5.8), including 


improvements in physical function and spinal mobility, were sustained in comparison to 


baseline throughout the duration of this 156 week extension study. 


Figure 15: BASDAI and BASFI over 7 years for etanercept patients 


 


Reproduced from Baraliakos et al, 2013 (9). 


 


Table 114 contains a summary of the assumptions made in previous economic evaluations 


for disease progression after initial improvement. In summary, the majority of economic 


evaluations assumed that BASDAI and BASFI remain constant for responders on anti-TNF 


agents after initial response to treatment.  
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Table 114: Summary of progression assumptions by study (all converted to 0–100 scale) 


Author, year Progression assumption (BASDAI) Progression assumption (BASFI) 


 anti-TNF 
responders 


anti-TNF non-
responders or 


conventional care 


anti-TNF 
responders 


anti-TNF non-
responders or 


conventional care 


Ara, 2007 
(193) 


Constant at level observed at week 24 Constant at level 
observed at week 


24 


0.7 beyond 6 
months 


Botteman, 
2007 (194) 


Constant at level observed at week 48 Constant 0.5 


Kobelt, 2007 
(199) 


Constant 3 scenarios: 


- no progression 


- 50% reduced 
progression 


- no effect of 
treatment 


0.7 


Marcellusi, 
2012 (200) 


Constant at level observed at week 12 Constant at level 
observed at week 


12 


0.5 


Wyeth 
(TA143), 2007 
(4) 


Constant 0.3 Constant 0.3 


Abbott 
(TA143), 2007 
(4) 


Constant Constant 0.5 


Schering-
Plough 
(TA143), 2007 
(4) 


Constant Constant 0.7 


McLeod, 2007 
(201) 


Constant Constant 0.7 


MSD (TA233), 
2011 (5) 


Constant Constant on 
treatment for 2 


years 


0.7 


SMC, 2005 
(208) 


Constant Constant Not reported 


SMC, 2006 
(207) 


Constant Constant 0.5 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index. 


 


Assumptions have been selected based on those reported by previous evaluations: 


 Constant BASFI score for anti-TNF responders at the level observed at Week 48 as 


assumed in all economic evaluations displayed in Table 114 


 Constant increase of 0.7 in BASFI score per year for conventional care after 12 


weeks (4, 5, 193, 199, 201) (linear progression of AS has been demonstrated in 


Brophy et al, 2002 (174)). 


 Constant BASDAI score for all patients after 48 weeks (BASDAI progression is not 


explicitly modelled) as assumed in all economic evaluations displayed in Table 114 
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 These assumptions are used to model a time to minimally important clinical 


difference in BASFI, which was defined to be a 7 unit change (272). 


5.4.4 Mortality 


A standardised mortality ratio (SMR) of 1 for the nr-axSpA population and1.5 for the AS 


population were applied to general population life-tables. A SMR of 1.5 has been commonly 


used in previous economic models in AS, including the Abbott and Wyeth model 


submissions for NICE TA143 (4, 193, 194, 203). A SMR of 1.0 has also (at least implicitly) 


been used within the literature for nr-axSpA and AS (4, 199, 216, 265, 273). A SMR of 1.5 in 


the nr-axSpA population and 1 in the AS population were also applied in scenario analyses. 


5.4.5 Treatment discontinuation 


The most commonly used long-term annual discontinuation rates for anti-TNF agents in 


previous economic evaluations were 10% (4, 193, 208) and 15% (4, 5, 199, 201, 264). In 


TA233 the ERG considered that the use of a 15% discontinuation rate across all anti-TNF 


agents was arbitrary. Although mixed treatment comparisons may be able to inform these 


estimates the inevitable use of short-term data sources may ignore important differences 


between therapies which arise as a result of different immunogenicity profiles and other 


differences (see section 1.5.3). Differences in drug survival have been observed in other 


rheumatic disease areas. In a systematic review of European national drug registers for 


rheumatoid arthritis, Arora et al, 2013, show that etanercept was associated with numerically 


lower discontinuation rates than adalimumab and infliximab was associated with the highest 


rate (274). 


Nell-Duxneuner et al, 2012, reviewed the use of anti-TNF agents in Austria between 2007 


and 2009 (275). A total of 694 anti-TNF agent patients with AS were identified. Yearly costs 


were highest for adalimumab (€14,399 per patient), followed by infliximab (€11,685 per 


patient) and etanercept (€10,184 per patient). The study concluded that etanercept showed 


the lowest switching rate and longest 1- and 2-year drug survival (275). Analysis of 310 AS 


patients from the Czech ATTRA Registry collected from 2003 and 2008 also demonstrated 


that fewer AS patients discontinue on etanercept. The treatment discontinuation rates were 


19, 16 and 8 per 100 patient-years for adalimumab, infliximab and etanercept respectively 


(164). 


Glintborg et al, 2010, observed numerical differences in long-term discontinuation rates anti-


TNF treatments, but these differences did not achieve statistical significance (268). This 


study used the DANBIO registry data to describe drug survival for AS patients receiving their 


first anti-TNF treatment. Patients received infliximab, adalimumab or etanercept, and hazard 


ratios were reported for predictors of treatment discontinuation. In the absence of more local 


long-term comparative evidence, time to discontinuation was estimated based on long-term 


etanercept data and adjustments are applied for the other anti-TNF agents. It is assumed 


that patients on conventional treatment will not discontinue as there are no other lines of 


therapy to follow. A scenario analysis is considered in which the discontinuation rates are set 


equal to etanercept for all anti-TNF therapies. 


5.4.5.1 Treatment discontinuation for etanercept 


In order to model time to treatment discontinuation for etanercept, time-to-discontinuation 


curves (parametric survival curves) were fitted to long-term etanercept open-label study 


data. This method was implemented in line with NICE decision support unit (DSU) best-
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practice guidance on survival analysis (276). Survival curves were fitted for the following 


distributions:  


 Gamma 


 Gompertz 


 Weibull 


 Exponential  


 Log normal 


 Log-logistic 


Survival models were fitted with and without covariates. Covariates for inclusion were 


identified from Glintborg et al, 2010, who reported gender, baseline VAS fatigue and 


baseline CRP as predictors of treatment discontinuation for anti-TNF agents in the DANBIO 


registry (268).  


However, when these covariates were included in the survival model, measures of fit, such 


as the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were 


increased versus models without these covariates suggesting the covariates had poor 


predictive power. This is perhaps unsurprising given the low rates of discontinuation 


observed. As a result, models were subsequently estimated without covariates meaning that 


the baseline risk of treatment cessation for etanercept was the same for all individuals in the 


model.  


In order to predict treatment cessation in the population likely to continue treatment after 


12 weeks, parametric curves were fitted only to subjects who achieved a BASDAI 50 


response at Week 12. Only subjects who were randomised to etanercept at baseline were 


retained within these survival analyses and subjects who began etanercept during open-


label phases of studies were excluded. The survival analysis adopted a mITT approach. 


nr-axSpA population 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Figure 16 presents cumulative survival conditional on BASDAI 50 status at Week 12 for the 


nr-axSpA population. There is a clear separation between those subjects who achieved 


BASDAI 50 response at Week 12 and those who did not (log-rank test for equality; 


p=0.0266). This suggests that it is not reasonable to assume discontinuation rates based on 


the overall population in the context of the present decision problem; as patients who 


achieve a BASDAI 50 response would be expected to have a lower discontinuation rate than 


the overall population. 
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Figure 16: Treatment cessation in study 1031 by BASDAI 50 response at Week 12 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI 50, reduction of the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index score to 50% of the pre-
treatment value; LOCF, last observation carried forward. 


 


The distributions that provided the best fit were exponential and log-logistic, based on the 


minimisation of the AIC and the BIC (Table 115). Unfortunately, Glintborg et al, 2010 (268), 


do not present Kaplan-Meier estimates of treatment discontinuation and therefore it was 


necessary to use the reported hazard ratios directly; this required the adoption of a survival 


model in the proportional hazards metric. Therefore, the log-logistic distribution could not be 


used without recourse to further assumptions. The exponential models are shown in Table 


116 and Table 117. The variance-covariance matrix was used in probabilistic sensitivity 


analysis (PSA) where appropriate to induce correlation between survival model parameters. 


Table 115: Model fit statistics for treatment discontinuation in nr-axSpA 


Model Obs ll(null) ll(model) DF AIC BIC 


Exponential 46 xxxxxx xxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Gamma 46 x xxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 
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Model Obs ll(null) ll(model) DF AIC BIC 


Log-logistic 46 x xxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 


Log normal 46 x xxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 


Weibull 46 xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 


Gompertz 46 x xxxxxxx x xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; DF, degrees of freedom; nr-axSpA, non-
radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; ll, log-likelihood. 


 


 


AS population 


Collectively, studies 311-EU, 312-EU and 907-EU (described in sections 3.5.7, 3.5.8, and 


3.5.9) represent the longest duration of follow-up available within the etanercept clinical trial 


programme and therefore these studies were used to inform treatment cessation. Figure 17 


presents cumulative survival conditional on BASDAI 50 status at Week 12 for the AS 


population from study 312-EU. While the number of subjects available is small, the available 


evidence suggested that the BASDAI 50 response at Week 12 was not a predictor of long-


term treatment discontinuation (log-rank test for equality; P=0.8170). It is not immediately 


clear why the conclusions of these analyses appear different between the nr-axSpA and AS 


population; this may be a feature of the condition or reflect the increased availability of new 


therapeutic options between the time periods in which EU-314 and study 1031 were 


conducted. 


Figure 17: Treatment cessation in study 312-EU by BASDAI 50 response at week 12 


xxx 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


xxxxxxxxxxx 


Abbreviations:  BASDAI 50, reduction of the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index score to 50% of the pre-
treatment value; LOCF, last observation carried forward. 
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Table 116: Exponential model for time to discontinuation from anti-TNF in the nr-axSpA 
population 


 Coefficient SE z P > z Lower 95% 
CI 


Upper 95% 
CI 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; SE, standard error. 


 


Table 117: Exponential model for time to discontinuation from anti-TNF in the AS population 


 Coefficient SE z P > z Lower 95% 
CI 


Upper 95% 
CI 


Intercept xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence interval; SE, standard error. 


 


The models of discontinuation translate into annual probabilities of discontinuation for 


etanercept patients who achieve a BASDAI 50 response of 5% and 11% for nr-axSpA and 


AS populations, respectively. 


5.4.5.2 Treatment discontinuation for other therapies 


While it is possible to estimate the ‘baseline’ time on treatment for etanercept using data 


from etanercept clinical trials, the same level of data for treatment discontinuation for other 


anti-TNFs is not publically available. In addition, there is an absence of head-to-head 


comparative studies between different anti-TNF agents; however there is a need to estimate 


the relative effects between anti-TNF agents within the model. Hence, the time on treatment 


for etanercept is adjusted for the other anti-TNF agents based on data from the largest 


available patient population over the  longest period of time from the DANBIO Registry 


reported in Glintborg et al, 2010 (268). Based on this data, it was assumed that other anti-


TNF agents have an increased risk of discontinuation compared with etanercept; a hazard 


ratio of 1.3 is applied for infliximab and 1.12 for adalimumabf. In the absence of evidence for 


golimumab and certolizumab, it is assumed that the relative effect is the same as for 


adalimumab on the basis that these have common molecular structure and belong to 


monoclonal antibodies. The available data from DANBIO and ATTRA Registries numerically 


demonstrated that discontinuation rates for etanercept patients are lower than infliximab and 


adalimumab (164, 268). With etanercept, there appears to be no correlation between 


antibody development and clinical response or adverse events (8, 277). Anti-adalimumab or 


anti-infliximab antibodies have been associated with lower drug levels (87, 88) and treatment 


                                                
 
 
f The relative effects for infliximab and adalimumab versus etanercept were calculated as follows: 


 Infliximab vs etanercept: 1/0.77  


 Adalimumab vs etanercept: (0.86/0.77) 


0.77 and 0.86 are the hazard ratios for etanercept vs infliximab and adalimumab vs infliximab 
respectively from Glintborg et al 2010 
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discontinuation due to lack of efficacy (7, 84). Sensitivity analysis was performed to explore 


the uncertainty around discontinuation rates in anti-TNF agents. 


5.4.5.3 Determining cause of treatment discontinuation 


After discontinuation of the first treatment, the second-line treatment will depend on whether 


the patient discontinued due to loss of efficacy (also known as inadequate response) or 


intolerance. According to NICE guidance (4), if the patient discontinues due to intolerance, 


an alternative anti-TNF agent is recommended as second-line. However, if a patient 


discontinues due to lack of efficacy, a second anti-TNF is not recommended and therefore 


the patient would resume on conventional therapy. Study 1031 (nr-axSpA) and studies EU-


312 and subsequent follow-up study EU-907 (AS) were used to estimate the probability that 


discontinuation was a consequence of intolerance. Within the model, allocation of 


discontinuation due to intolerance or other causes is determined stochastically, by 


comparing a random number against the probability that discontinuation is caused by 


intolerance. 


In AS, out of the 9 discontinuations across the 22 subjects originally randomised to 


etanercept achieving BASDAI 50 at Week 12 in studies 312-EU and (subsequently) 907-EU, 


adverse events were the primary cause in xxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxx of discontinuations. 


In nr-axSpA, out of the 17 discontinuations across the 46 subjects originally randomised to 


etanercept achieving BASDAI 50 at Week 12 in study 1031, adverse events were the 


primary cause in xxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxx of discontinuations.  


5.4.6 Rebound effect 


In previous evaluations, discontinuing patients were assumed to either return to baseline 


BASDAI/BASFI scores or to revert to the scores of the patients in the conventional therapy/ 


no treatment arm. The time taken to rebound was either assumed to be immediate, or was 


assumed to take a certain amount of time. The assumptions for the rebound effect in each of 


the evaluations are summarised in Table 118. Glintborg et al, 2013, provides recent 


evidence for the return of BASDAI to baseline (204). 


Table 118: Assumptions for rebound effects in the previous economic evaluations 


Study Assumptions for rebound effect 


Ara 2007 (193), UK BASDAI and BASFI measurements assumed to revert back to baseline values 
immediately on withdrawal. 


Botteman 2007 (194), 
UK 


When therapy was discontinued, both outcomes were assumed to have ‘caught up’ 
with conventional therapy by the next visit (i.e.≤12 weeks). In the model, for those 
patients who discontinued adalimumab therapy, the assumption that their BASFI 


score ‘catches up’ with conventional therapy is likely to be very conservative. 


Fautrel 2010 (196), 
France 


NR 


Kobelt 2004 (197), UK Patients withdrawing from treatment during the trial revert to their baseline scores 
and are incorporated into the no-treatment group. 


Kobelt 2007 (199), UK Patients revert to the BASDAI and BASFI scores of the no treatment arm at the 
same time point to account for underlying disease progression. 


Kobelt 2008 (198), Spain NR 


McLeod 2007 (201), UK 
(Assessment Group for 
TA143 model) 


Patients withdrawn from treatment incur an increase in functional score which returns 
them to the trajectory of non-responders. 


Neilson 2010 (203), 
Germany 


For patients who withdraw from treatment, it is conservatively assumed that BASDAI 
and BASFI measurements revert back to baseline values immediately on withdrawal. 
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Study Assumptions for rebound effect 


Farrell 2011 (195), 
(Abstract) UK 


NR 


Marcellusi 2012 (200), 
(Abstract) Italy 


BASDAI/BASFI scores of non-responders and responders who discontinued 
returned to average pre-treatment levels after discontinuation. 


Muszbek 2012 (202), 
(Abstract) UK 


NR 


NICE TA143 (4) Wyeth model: Two distinct scenarios were modelled for patients who do not respond 
to treatment; patients either return to their original BASDAI/BASFI scores or they 


rebound by the same magnitude to their initial improvement. 


Abbott model: Assumed that once patients discontinued treatment, their BASDAI and 
BASFI scores rebounded to the average score of the conventional therapy (NSAIDS 


alone) patients. 


Schering-Plough model: NR 


NICE TA233 (5) To model the slow return to the BASDAI/BASFI score of conventional treatment after 
discontinuation, two 12‐week tunnel states (‘Just discontinued’ and ‘Discontinued’) 


were incorporated with a BASFI score halfway between that for conventional 
treatment and TNF‐α inhibitor treatment. 


SMC 2005 (208) NR 


SMC 2006 (207) NR 


SMC 2011 (264) NR 


AWMSG 2013 (216) Upon discontinuation of adalimumab, BASDAI and BASFI scores were assumed to 
return immediately to the baseline levels. 


SMC 2013 (265) NR 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 


Index; NR, not reported; TNF‐α, tumour necrosis factor alpha; NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. 


 
For the base case model, it is assumed that patients rebound back to their baseline BASDAI 


and BASFI scores and that the rebound takes 6 months based on the TA233 submission to 


NICE (5). This assumption is varied in separate scenario analyses. 


5.4.7 Adverse events 


The cost and disutility associated with serious infections were included in the base case. 


Serious infections were selected for the model as opposed to, for example, serious adverse 


events (SAEs), since HRQoL consequences associated with infection in alternative 


populations have been well documented (278). Costs of adverse events have been included 


previously in economic evaluations in AS (5, 197, 199, 201, 264).  


There were no serious infections in study 1031 (section 3.7), therefore the probability for the 


nr-axSpA population (for all treatments) is 0 in the model. Serious infections are accounted 


for in the model for the AS population by applying a yearly probability of 0.038 based on the 


rate in EU-312 (see section 3.5.8). Serious infections were assumed to persist for 28 days 


and confer a disutility of 0.156 during that time (278). The cost of a serious infection is 


outlined in section 5.4.9.3. 


To account for the differences between rates of serious infections for anti-TNF agents, 


relative effects were applied in the model. Relative effects versus etanercept (used in the AS 


population only) were 0.95 for adalimumab, 3.68 for certolizumab, 0.86 for golimumab and 


1.09 for infliximab. These were obtained from a network meta-analysis by Singh et al, 2011 


(279). 
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Following a serious infection, the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC) for all anti-TNF 


agents stipulates treatment discontinuation, which is not the case for other SAEs. The model 


considers all-cause treatment discontinuation (section 5.4.5.1) and therefore implicitly 


includes treatment discontinuation due to serious infections. The treatment of other AEs is 


unlikely to utilise a significant amount of medical resources or costs to the NHS (280).  


5.4.8 Utility data 


Mapping between EuroQol 5-Dimension (EQ-5D) and clinical measures such as the BASDAI 


and BASFI have been performed on numerous occasions previously (4, 5, 193, 200, 201, 


203), and the details of the identification of such mapping relationships is described in 


section 5.3.2.2.  


Algorithms identified from previous economic evaluations are detailed in Table 119. All 


algorithms were estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS). 


Table 119: Previously used HRQL algorithms† 


Source Intercept BASDAI BASFI Male Age 


Ara 2007, Neilson 2010 
and TA143 (Wyeth) 


(4, 193, 203) 
0.9230 -0.0402 -0.0432 - - 


Marcelluci 2012 


(200) 0.9489 -0.0415 -0.0345 - - 


TA143 (Schering-plough), 
McLeod 2007 and TA223 


(5, 201) 
0.8772 0.0384 -0.0323 -0.0279 0.0017 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 


Index; †In order to estimate EQ-5D using these algorithms, the general format is 𝐸𝑄5𝐷 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 ∗ 𝐵𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 +
𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼 ∗ 𝐵𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼 +  𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝐵𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒 + 𝐴𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐵𝐴𝑔𝑒. 


 


No relationships in the nr-axSpA population were identified and therefore estimation of a de 


novo relationship was required. For consistency, de novo mapping relationships were 


estimated in both the nr-axSpA and AS populations (estimated separately). Based on the 


above identified algorithms, mapping relationships were estimated using OLS. The 


dependent variables in all estimated models were EQ-5D scores, derived using the UK tariff 


reported by Dolan (259). The following variables were considered in the analyses, as 


reported by TA143 (4) and Kobelt et al (199). 


 Baseline BASDAI 


 Baseline BASFI 


 Gender 


 Baseline Age 


In addition, early exploratory analysis revealed the presence of non-linear relationships 


between EQ-5D, BASDAI and BASFI. These relationships are presented in xxxx 


xXxxxxxx18 and Xxxxxxx19 for nr-axSpA and AS populations, respectively. The utility 


algorithm models were estimated using OLS, with standard errors clustered around each 


subject to account for repeated observations. 
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xxxx 
xXxxxxxx18xxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxXxxXXXXXXxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; CI, confidence internal; EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension.  


 


Xxxxxxx19xxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxXxxXXXXXXxxxxxXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXX 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 


Index; CI, confidence internal; EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension. 
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The resulting de novo regression models are presented in Table 120 and Table 121 for the 


nr-axSpA and AS populations, respectively. Model selection was based on AIC. In the nr-


axSpA population, model 4 (which included squared terms for BASDAI and BASFI and an 


interaction between BASDAI and BASFI) had the best fit, while in the AS population, model 


3 was the preferred model. Scenario analyses considered using alternative model 


specifications for mapping BASDAI, BASFI and other characteristics to EQ-5D. Based on 


visual inspection, the estimated models were very similar between populations and there 


was a high degree of agreement between the estimated models and those published 


previously. 


Figure 20 and Figure 21 present observed versus predicted EQ-5D in nr-axSpA and AS 


populations, respectively. Both suffered from over-prediction of EQ-5D at low observed EQ-


5D and under-prediction at higher observed EQ-5D, as did all tested models. This is a 


commonly observed feature within mapping algorithms (281). It is believed that the use of 


these algorithms is conservative and likely to underestimate the benefits of anti-TNF agents; 


at low values of BASDAI and BASFI, predicted EQ-5D will be lower than observed values, 


while at high values of BASDAI and BASFI, predicted EQ-5D will be higher than observed. 
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Table 120: EQ-5D in nr-axSpA-study 1031 (includes all complete EQ-5D observations) 


 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 


BASDAI xxxxxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


BASFI xxxxxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
xx


xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxxx 


BASDAI2
†
 x xxxxxxxxxx


xx
xxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxx


xx
xxxxxxxxx


xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xx 
xxxxxxxxxx


xx
xxxxxxxxx


xxx 


BASFI2
†
 x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Age x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


male x x x xxxxxx
xx


xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx
x
xxxxxxxxx 


BASDAI * BASFI
‡
 x x x xxxxxxxxxx


x
xxxxxxxxxx


xx 
x 


CRP x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


BASDAI VAS fatigue x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Constant xxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxx xxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxx xxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxx xxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxx xxxxx
xxx


xxxxxxxxx 


Observations xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Adjusted R
2
 xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


AIC
§
 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Standard errors in parentheses. 
*
 p < 0.05, 


**
 p < 0.01, 


***
 p < 0.001 


† Quadratic term, e.g. BASDAI^2; ‡ interaction terms between BASDAI and BASFI; §Akaike information Criterion; lower scores are preferred. 
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Table 121: EQ-5D in AS-study 314-EU. (includes all complete EQ-5D observations) 


 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 


BASDAI xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


BASFI xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x 


BASDAI2
†
 


 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


xxxx 


BASFI2
†
 


  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 


Age    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


male    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


BASDAI * BASFI
‡
 


   
xxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx


x 
 


CRP     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


BASDAI VAS fatigue     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Constant xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


Observations xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 


Adjusted R
2
 xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx 


AIC
§
 xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
† Quadratic term, e.g. BASDAI^2; ‡ interaction terms between BASDAI and BASFI; §Akaike information Criterion; lower scores are preferred.
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Figure 20: Predicted vs observed EQ-5D in nr-axSpA population (model 4) 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence internal; EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension. 


 
Figure 21: Predicted vs observed EQ-5D in AS population (model 3) 


 
 
 
Abbreviations: AS, ankylosing spondylitis; CI, confidence internal; EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension. 
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5.4.9 Costs 


The following costs were included: drug costs, administration costs of intravenous anti-TNF 


agents, pre-treatment monitoring costs and general medical resource use (assumed to be a 


function of BASDAI and BASFI; see section 5.4.9.2). Monitoring costs were not explicitly 


included in order to avoid counting such costs twice. 


5.4.9.1 Costs: drug acquisition and administration 


Drug costs were taken from publicly available sources (279), including patient access 


schemes (PAS) for certolizumab and golimumab. In accordance with the PAS for 


certolizumab, patients receive their first 10 vials free in the model (282). The PAS for 


golimumab states that the 100 mg dose is the same price as the 50 mg dose for patients 


who meet the conditions of the PAS (283). This is accounted for by only considering the 


50 mg price in the model. 


For infliximab, for which the dose is based on the individual’s weight (costs were calculated 


for each patient individually) and vial wastage was assumed. Weight is an important 


determinant of total cost for infliximab. Failure to include the distribution of weight in 


calculations of therapy costs by, for example, basing costs of IV therapies on an average 


population weight, could over- or under-estimate the total cost of infliximab. 


Administration costs for IV administration of infliximab were based on a regular 


chemotherapy cost (DCRDN: Deliver subsequent elements of a chemotherapy cycle) from 


NHS reference costs 2012-13 (284) as assumed in McLeod et al, 2007 (201) , adjusted  for 


inflation. Therapies administered subcutaneously were assumed to be self-administered 


following instruction. The cost of instruction was based on 1 hour of nurse time (190) as 


assumed in the manufacturer’s submission for etanercept in the treatment of rheumatoid 


arthritis (TA130) (285). Cost of drug and administration did not differ between indications. 


A summary of drug and administration costs with dosing assumptions is provided in Table 


122. Conventional care was assumed to consist of treatment with NSAIDs. The costs of 


NSAIDs was based on diclofenac 150 mg daily, which was the most commonly used NSAID 


treatment of European (and UK) subjects within study 1031 (section 3.3.1).
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Table 122: Drug and administration costs 


Tx Dosing assumptions 


Unit cost
†
 


Unit dose 
(mg)∞ 


Annual 
treatment cost 


Administration costs 


First  
administration 


Subsequent 
administration 


NSAIDs Diclofenac 150 mg daily (279) £1.10 84 x 50 
mg 


£14.34 
£0.00 £0.00 


ETN 50 mg OW (279) £178.75 1 x 50 mg £9,327 £49.00
‡
 £0.00 


ADA 40 mg every other wk (279) £352.14 1 x 40 mg £9,187 £49.00
‡
 £0.00 


CZP 400 mg 0, 2 and 4 wks then 200 mg 
every 2 wks (PAS 10 for free) (279) 


£357.50 1 x 200 
mg 


£9,327§ 
£49.00


‡
 £0.00 


GOL 50 mg monthly (PAS 100 mg dose 
same cost as 50 mg dose) (279, 280) 


£762.97 1 x 50 mg 
£9,156 


£49.00
‡
 £0.00 


INF 5 mg/kg wk 0, 2 and then every 6 or 8 
wks (every 6 weeks assumed) (279) 


£419.62 1 x 100 
mg 


£11,953¶ 
£302.00


§
 £302.00


§
 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CZP, certolizumab;  ETN, etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; OW, once weekly; NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PAS, 
patient-access scheme; Tx, treatment.  
†BNF May 2014 (280). 
∞Annual dosing is based on the precise number of weeks per year (52.18) 
§ Regular chemotherapy cost (DCRDN: Deliver subsequent elements of a chemotherapy cycle) from NHS reference costs 2012-13 as assumed in McLeod et al 2007. 


‡ One hour community nurse time from Curtis, 2013 (190). 
§ Does not include cost savings due to PAS or additional titration doses (400 mg for first 3 injections). 
¶ Based on average weight of 76 kg (study EU-314, section 3.5.1) and does not include costs of titration doses. 
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5.4.9.2 Costs: resource use 


In order to predict resource use costs based on BASDAI and BASFI, previously used 


algorithms were considered. Algorithms identified in previous HTA submissions in AS are 


listed below: 


1. TA143 Wyeth submission: £351.31 * 1.0665*BASDAI * 1.1707*BASFI (4) 


2. TA143 Abbott submission: £708.45 + £750*BASDAI (4) 


3. McLeod et al, 2007 and TA233 submission: £1585.30 * exp (0.1832*BASFI) (5, 201) 


A more recent publication by Rafia et al, 2012 (191) provided a UK specific and more 


general algorithm based on BASDAI score only: 


 BASDAI <40: Annual cost: £151.96 


 40 ≤ BASDAI <60: Annual cost: £311.08 


 BASDAI ≥60: Annual cost: £1039.16 


In the base case, data from Rafia et al, 2012 (191) is used as it provides the recent UK 


specific costs data available. The data presented also permits the separation of cost items 


(allowing the exclusion of NSAIDs costs). 


These estimates appear slightly lower than other recent cost studies; Husain et al, 2014 


consider the cost of AS to the UK NHS and observe, using routine data, that the NHS incurs 


average costs of £183 for GP, £558 for outpatient, £710 for inpatient/day unit and £8 for A&E 


attendance per AS patient per year (286). A 10 unit increase in BASDAI score was 


associated with £410 and £263 increase in costs when based on patient-reported data and 


based on routine data, respectively. In the absence of evidence reporting differences in cost 


between nr-axSpA and AS populations, it was assumed that these populations would be 


subject to the same costs. Kiltz et al, 2012 (54) consider the differences between nr-axSpA 


and AS and conclude that: 


 The proportion of male patients in nr-axSpA is lower than AS 


 There is a lower burden of inflammation in nr-axSpA compared with AS 


 Both the nr-axSpA and AS groups did not differ in terms of health status, disease activity, 


and physical function 


The key determinants of cost identified within the literature to date appear to be disease 


activity (4, 191) and physical functioning (5, 201), or combinations of the two (4); therefore it 


was considered reasonable to assume that costs were similar between populations.  


5.4.9.3 Costs: adverse events 


The cost of a serious infection was assumed to be £1,457 based on a weighted average of 


relevant NHS costs (275) (Table 123). Relevant HRG codes were identified based on 


Lekander et al, 2010 (287). HRG costs with the lowest complications and contraindications 


scores were used. 
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Table 123: Costs of serious infection (using in scenario analysis only) 


Currency 
Code 


Currency Description Activity National Average Unit 
Cost 


WA03C Septicaemia, with CC Score 0-1 44956 £1,792 


DZ23G Bronchopneumonia with CC Score 0-4 5231 £1,252 


LA04M Kidney or Urinary Tract Infections, with 
Interventions, with CC Score 0-2 


2587 £2,289 


PA16B Major Infections with CC Score 0 7859 £1,573 


DZ22J Unspecified Acute Lower Respiratory Infection 
with CC Score 0-1 


21109 £657 


DZ21U Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease or 
Bronchitis, without NIV, without Intubation, with 


CC Score 0-3 


52421 £1,453 


Weighted average cost £1,457 


Abbreviations: CC, complications; NIV, Non-invasive ventilation.  
Source: NHS reference costs schedules 2012-13 (275).  


 


5.5 Summary of model assumptions 


A summary of key model assumptions is provided in Table 124. 


Table 124: Key model assumptions  


Assumption AS nr-axSpA Reference 


Population     


Sampling method Sampled with replacement from patient level data 
(section 5.4.1) 


Study 314-EU and 
1031 (section 3.3.1 


and 3.5.1) 


Week 12 response    


BASDAI and 
BASFI response 
first-line 


Multivariate multiple regression from ETN data with 
relative effects from NMA (or MAIC) applied for other 


therapies 


De Novo analysis 


Adjustment factor 
for response to 
second line anti-
TNF 


BASFI: -30.07% 


BASDAI: -32.03% 


(not applied if failure due to intolerance) 


(268) 


Response criteria BASDAI improvement from baseline of at least 50% (4) 


Conventional care BASDAI and BASFI return to baseline at 12 weeks (1) 


Week 48 response  


BASDAI and 
BASFI response 


Multivariate multiple regression from ETN data assumed 
for all anti-TNF agents 


All anti-TNF agents assumed to reach same level at 
week 48 


De Novo analysis 


Disease progression (BASFI)  


Patients on anti-
TNF agents 


No progression after week 48 (4, 5) 


Patients on 
conventional care  


Progression in BASFI score of 0.7 per year (estimated 
as time to 7 unit change in BASFI) 


(4, 5, 193, 199, 201) 


Minimum clinically 7 units (272) 
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Assumption AS nr-axSpA Reference 


important 
difference 


AEs (SIs)     


Yearly probability 
of SIs 


0.038 0 Study 312, Study 
1031 (section 3.3.1 


and 3.5.8 


Unit cost of SI £1,457 (weighted average) (275) 


Disutility of SI 0.156 for 28 days (278) 


Mortality     


SMR 1.5 1.0 (4, 193, 194, 203) 


Background 
mortality 


National Life Tables, England & Wales, 2010-12 Office of National 
Statistics (288) 


HRQoL   


Utility algorithm Derived from Study 1031 Derived from EU-314 De Novo analysis 


Treatment discontinuation  


Time until 
discontinuation 
from ETN 


Time-to-discontinuation estimated using parametric 
survival curves from ETN data 


De Novo analysis 


Time until 
discontinuation 
from other 
treatments 


Hazard ratios applied verses ETN (ADA: 1.12, CZP: 
1.12, GOL: 1.12, INF: 1.30) 


(268) 


Proportion of 
discontinuations 
due to intolerance 


66.7% 


(95% CI: 29.5 -92.5%) 


17.6% 


(95% CI: 3.8 – 43.4%) 


Study 907-EU and 
Study 1031 (section 


3.3.1 and 3.5.9) 


Rebound effect 
between anti-TNF 
agents 


Upon discontinuation from treatment, BASDAI and 
BASFI return to baseline over a 6 month period in which 


patients receive no treatment 


(188) 


Costs 


Administration 
costs 


Therapies administered subcutaneously assumed to be 
self-administered; the cost of 1 hour of nurse instruction 


was included. Intravenous administration cost for INF 
was included. 


(190, 285) 


Doses and unit 
costs 


Costs for all therapies estimated assuming 100% dose 
intensity in line with licensed doses 


(279) 


Monitoring costs Not included in the base case  


Medical resource 
use 


BASDAI < 40: Annual cost: £151.96; 40 ≤ BASDAI < 60: 
Annual cost: £311.08; BASDAI ≥ 60: Annual cost: 


£1039.16 


(191) 


Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; ADA, adalimumab; AS, ankylosing spondylitis ; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; GOL, 
golimumab; HRQoL, health-related quality of life;  INF, infliximab; NMA, network meta- analysis; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic 
axial spondyloarthritis; SI, serious infection; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 


5.6 Model validation 


Primary verification was performed by the developer of the economic model. A series of 


checks were performed including: 
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 Cross-check that all values within model corresponded to values within original data 


sources. 


 Manually checked all calculations used to derive model inputs. 


 Logical checks where model outcomes were checked versus expected outcomes in a 


range of extreme scenarios. 


 Manual checks of all VBA procedures/calculations and excel calculations. 


 Individual patients tracked manually through the model by stepping through the VBA 


code line by line. 


 Logical restrictions were set by using ‘watches’ to ensure illogical outcomes did not 


occur. 


Some examples of the validation checks performed illustrated in Figure 22 – Figure 24. 


Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the change in BASDAI and BASFI scores from baseline at 


week 12 for 10,000 patients in the model. The mean changes in BASDAI and BASFI from 


baseline estimated by the model are plotted on the graphs for the nr-axSpA and AS 


populations respectively. These closely match the mean changes from study 1031 and study 


314-EU (displayed in Table 125 and Table 126) which are -23.3 and -15.6, respectively in 


the nr-axSpA population and -32.6 and -26.8, respectively in the AS population. 


Figure 22: Initial response for etanercept for 10,000 patients (change in BASDAI and BASFI at 
Week 12 from baseline) in the nr-axSpA population 


 
Abbreviations: BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional 
Index; ETN, etanercept; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; wk, week. 
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Figure 23: Initial response for etanercept for 10,000 patients (change in BASDAI and BASFI at 
wk 12 from baseline) in the AS population 


 
Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; ETN, etanercept; wk, week. 


 


Table 125: Mean baseline and week 12 BASDAI and BASFI in study 1031 for the nr-axSpA 
population 


 Baseline 
mean 


Baseline S.E. Week 12 mean Week 12 S.E. Mean Δ 


BASDAI 59.6 17.5 36.3 24.0 -23.3 


BASFI 41.8 24.5 26.2 22.8 -15.6 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; S.E., standard error. 


 
Table 126: Mean baseline and week 12 BASDAI and BASFI in study 314-EU for the AS 
population 


 Baseline mean Week 12 mean Mean Δ 


BASDAI 


ETN 50mg QW 62.4 27.5  


ETN 25mg BIW 59.4 29.2  


Weighted average
†
 60.9 28.3 -32.6 


BASFI 


ETN 50mg QW 31.8 60.6  


ETN 25mg BIW 32.9 57.7  


Weighted average
†
 32.3 59.2 -26.8 
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Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index. 


† Weighted average of ETN 50mg QW and ETN 25mg BIW in AS population 


 


Figure 24 demonstrates discontinuation from etanercept, adalimumab and infliximab in the 


model based on 50,000 patients in the AS population (estimates for golimumab and 


certolizumab are not shown here as their relative difference versus etanercept was assumed 


to be the same as for adalimumab). The survival curves show the improved time on 


treatment with etanercept which is in line with the relative effects versus etanercept used in 


the model which were 1.12 for adalimumab and 1.3 for infliximab. 


Figure 24: Discontinuation after week 12 in the AS population 


 
Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ETN, etanercept; INF, infliximab. 


 


In addition, an alternative (non-DES) Markov micro-simulation model was built using the 


same data and assumptions as the base-case analysis. This alternative model utilised a 12 


week cycle length. This was used to compare the results of the DES model with a simpler 


model to identify any major differences. 


A further verification procedure was performed by an independent health economist. Tests 


performed included comparisons of expected outcomes versus model outcomes for specific 


scenarios and manual checks of all spreadsheet formulae. 


Internal validity of the model was assessed by comparing model outcomes (such as change 


in BASDAI and BASFI, time to treatment discontinuation in first- and second-lines of therapy, 


age at death, and BASFI at death) with original data sources. 


In order to determine the appropriate number of hypothetical individuals to pass through the 


economic model, plots of the cumulative mean costs and QALYs were generated and 


reviewed to identify the point at which changes to the quasi standard errors intervals became 
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negligible (Figure 25). 50,000 hypothetical individuals were conservatively chosen. To 


reduce the total model run time, 10,000 individuals were passed through each ‘inner’ loop 


during PSA. 


Figure 25: Cumulative mean costs and QALYs for etanercept 


 
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; ETN, etanercept; QALY, quality adjusted life year. 


 


5.7 Approach to sensitivity analysis 


5.7.1 Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 


The robustness of the model was tested using sensitivity analyses. Scenario analyses for 


key variables and uncertainties were performed as well as PSA. All parameters, for which 


estimates of uncertainty were available, were assigned distributions and parameter 


estimates were drawn using Monte Carlo simulation techniques. Where available, known 


correlation between parameters was preservedg. For example, the parameters of the time on 


treatment survival curves were assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution and the 


initial response to anti-TNF agents data were sampled from the WinBUGS CODAh.  


                                                
 
 
g
 In many instances correlation between parameters is unknown and therefore sampling of 


parameters is performed independently. However, in the absence of the covariance structure, these 


parameters are sampled independently, as is common within PSA for economic evaluations. 


h
 CODA was sampled ‘by row’, to preserve correlation 
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5.7.2 Scenario analysis 


A series of scenario analyses were carried out to explore key structural assumptions and 


specific data inputs. The following scenarios were each run in the model for 50,000 patients 


in both the nr-axSpA and AS populations: 


 Response criteria for continuation of anti-TNF treatment, tested by the reduction in 


BASDAI of the pre-treatment value of: 


o 25% 


o 30% 


o 35% 


o 40% 


o 45% 


 BASDAI 50 response criteria applied at Week 48 (instead of Week 12) 


 Mean baseline characteristics of subjects in study AS001 in the AS subgroup 


receiving certolizumab 


o A weighted average of the characteristics of those receiving 200 mg or 400 


mg certolizumab was used  


 BSRBR baseline characteristics were used to generate a hypothetical cohort of 1,000 


patientsi, maintaining the variance-covariance matrix estimated using etanercept data  


 Second line adjustment for initial response to treatment at 12 weeks for BASDAI and 


BASFI: 


o No adjustment 


o 50% adjustment 


 5 alternative HRQoL algorithms explored: 


1. Algorithm used in Ara 2007, Neilson 2010 and TA143 (Wyeth) 


2. Algorithm used in Marcelluci 2012 


3. Algorithm used in TA143 (Schering-plough), McLeod 2007 and TA223 


4. Pfizer 2014 AS algorithm (default algorithm in AS population) 


5. Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 1 


6. Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 2 (default used in nr-axSpA) 


 SMR of 1 in the AS population, SMR of 1.5 in the nr-axSpA population 


 Patient access scheme (PAS) for certolizumab excluded 


                                                
 
 
i
 The hypothetical cohort is generated using the method of Tannenbaum et al (214), which assumes 


multivariate normality to preserve correlation between variables  
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 BASFI progression after Week 12 while on conventional care  


o 0.4 BASFI progression per year 


o 1 BASFI progression per year 


 Monitoring costs included (in addition to administration costs and resource use costs) 


 Infliximab administration cost of £153.75 (inflated to 2012/13 costs from Roche 


submission in TA198 (280) using Curtis, 2013 (289)). 


 Adverse events excluded (cost and disutility of serious infections) 


 Discount rates: 1.5% for benefits, 6% for costs (based on historical NICE 


recommendation) 


 Time taken to rebound assumed to be instant  


 Alternative rebound assumption: return to trajectory of conventional care 


 Response assumptions for conventional therapy: 


o No initial response at Week 12; BASDAI and BASFI scores stay at baseline 


o BASDAI and BASFI scores return gradually to baseline from Weeks 12 to 48 


o 50% of patients on CON retain their 12 week response beyond Week 48 


o 20% of patients on CON retain their 12 week response beyond Week 48 


 Etanercept regression estimate for 48 week BASDAI and BASFI used for all anti-TNF 


agents (instead of all anti-TNF agents converging at week 48 to the etanercept 


absolute scores) 


 AS serious infection rate used in the nr-axSpA population (scenario analysis only 


carried out in nr-axSpA population) 


 Discontinuation assumed equal for all anti-TNFs 


 Discontinuation probability (after week 12): 


o Half the default rate 


o Double the default rate 


 Time horizon: 


o 10 years 


o 20 years 


o 30 years 
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5.8 Results 


5.8.1 Primary analysis 


5.8.1.1 AS population 


Results for the primary analysis in the AS population are presented in Table 127 and Table 


128. ICERs versus conventional care were similar for all treatment strategies with the 


exception of the infliximab strategy (the range of ICERs was £19,586 – £21,288 for the non-


infliximab treatment and £37,741 for the infliximab strategy). The costs and QALYs were 


very similar for all anti-TNF treatment strategies. The ICER for etanercept versus 


conventional care was £20,938 in the AS population. 


Table 127: Results of primary analysis in the AS population 


 
CON ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


Total QALYs 7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


Costs       


Treatment Costs £274 £45,596 £42,588 £36,600 £48,117 £83,788 


Resource Use Costs £17,848 £14,743 £14,947 £15,243 £14,581 £14,551 


Total Costs £18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Clinical outcomes       


Δ BASFI wk 12 -10.982 -26.746 -26.526 -22.518 -30.171 -30.186 


Δ BASDAI wk 12 -14.129 -32.672 -32.246 -28.916 -36.191 -40.550 


BASDAI 50 22% 54% 53% 47% 61% 68% 


Δ BASFI wk 48 0.000 -26.885 -26.396 -24.359 -28.555 -28.674 


Δ BASDAI wk 48 0.000 -31.841 -31.194 -29.298 -33.585 -34.992 


Δ BASFI at death 21.557 16.440 17.106 17.385 16.196 16.251 


Δ BASDAI at death 1.336 -0.661 -0.198 -0.046 -0.664 -0.342 


ICER vs CON - £20,938 £20,909 £19,586 £21,288 £37,741 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 


BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; 


GOL, golimumab;  ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality adjusted life year; tx, treatment; 


wk, week. 
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Table 128: Incremental results of primary analysis in the AS population 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab;  ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; Inc., Incremental; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality 
adjusted life year. 
† Extended dominance rules out any intervention that has an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio that is greater than that of a 
more effective intervention 
 


5.8.1.2 nr-axSpA population 


Results in the nr-axSpA population are presented in Table 129 and Table 130. The ICERs 


versus conventional care for all anti-TNF agents were very similar and ranged from £23,195 


(etanercept treatment strategy) to £23,575 (certolizumab treatment strategy). 


.This analysis is based on the results of the NMA and therefore the relative treatment effects 


were potentially biased as a result of differences in baseline characteristics between nr-


axSpA clinical studies and the reclassification of nr-axSpA in the certolizumab and 


adalimumab studies (as discussed in section 4.2.6). Analyses adjusting for differences in 


study baseline characteristics were performed using data from the MAIC to attempt to 


illustrate the adjustment required to correct for these issues. The data used to inform these 


analyses are reported in section 5.4.2.3. 


Table 129: Results of primary analysis in the nr-axSpA population 


 CON ETN ADA CZP 


Total QALYs 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


Costs     


Treatment Costs £314 £42,021 £45,279 £57,676 


Resource Use Costs £20,295 £17,614 £17,388 £16,606 


Total Costs £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Clinical outcomes     


Δ BASFI wk 12 -7.687 -14.599 -15.652 -26.319 


Δ BASDAI wk 12 -16.540 -23.353 -26.730 -34.696 


BASDAI50 27% 38% 44% 59% 


Strategy Total 
Cost 


Total 
QALYs 


vs. CON vs. next less costly Increment
al 


analysis
†
 


ICER vs 
CON 


Inc. 
costs 


Inc. 
QALYs 


Inc. 
costs 


Inc. 
QALYs 


ICER 


CON £18,122 7.318           
  


CZP  £51,843 9.040 £33,720 1.722 £33,720 1.722 £19,586 £19,586 


ADA  £57,535 9.203 £39,412 1.885 £5,692 0.163 
Extendedly 
dominated 


£20,909 


ETN  £60,338 9.334 £42,216 2.016 £2,804 0.131 £28,834 £20,938 


GOL  £62,698 9.412 £44,576 2.094 £2,360 0.078 £30,376 £21,288 


INF  £98,340 9.443 £80,217 2.125 £35,642 0.032 £1,131,181 £37,741 
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Δ BASFI wk 48 0.000 -13.975 -14.711 -19.504 


Δ BASDAI wk 48 0.000 -22.149 -24.570 -28.547 


Δ BASFI at death 30.795 25.375 24.921 23.559 


Δ BASDAI at death 19.381 17.696 17.735 17.333 


ICER vs CON - £23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept;  ICER, incremental cost-


effectiveness ratio; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; QALY, quality adjusted life year; tx, treatment; wk, week. 


  
Table 130: Results of primary analysis in the nr-axSpA population 


Strategy Total 
Cost 


Total 
QALYs 


vs CON vs next less costly Incremental 
analysis 


ICER vs 
CON 


Inc. 
costs 


Inc. 
QALYs 


Inc. 
costs 


Inc. 
QALYs 


ICER 


CON £20,609 10.221 
 -  -  -  - -   


ETN  £59,635 11.903 £39,026 1.683 £39,026 1.683 £23,195 £23,195 


ADA  £62,667 12.030 £42,058 1.810 £3,033 0.127 £23,871 £23,242 


CZP  £74,282 12.497 £53,673 2.277 £11,615 0.467 £24,864 £23,575 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; ICER, incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio; Inc., Incremental; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; QALY, quality adjusted life year. 


 


5.8.2 Analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline characteristics 


The results of the MAIC analysis are used to provide the results of economic analyses that 


take into consideration the differences in classification and baseline characteristics between 


the trials. 


The results of the MAIC analyses were used as opposed to the STC analyses as they were 


considered overall to provide the most conservative estimate of the treatment benefit of 


etanercept versus other anti-TNFs. For reasons of consistency, the results of the same 


analysis method, the MAIC analysis, for both the comparisons between etanercept and 


adalimumab and etanercept versus certolizumab were used. 


5.8.2.1 Etanercept vs certolizumab pegol in AxSpA (using MAIC data) 


Results for the etanercept strategy versus the certolizumab strategy in the AxSpA population 


are presented in Table 131 and Table 132.  


In order to compare against the primary analysis which uses the NMA, the adjusted analysis 


using the MAIC versus CZP was conducted on the AxSpA lave (see section 5.4.2.3). The 


result of the NMA analysis was that etanercept was associated with an incremental cost 


saving of £3,076 and an incremental QALY loss of 0.15 versus CZP. Based on the use of 


the MAIC data, the conclusions of this analysis are reversed; etanercept is now associated 


with a marginal cost of £4,499 and an incremental QALY gain of 0.093. 


This illustrates the considerable effects on the outcomes of the analysis introduced by 


differences in the baseline characteristics and patient reclassification in the certolizumab and 
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adalimumab nr-axSpA/AxSpA clinical trials and the methods of evidence synthesis. It must 


be taken into account, as it has been demonstrated here, that clinical trial population 


heterogeneity has influenced the NMA results and therefore the incremental analysis 


performed between therapies for the primary analysis are potentially unreliable. 


Table 131: Results of etanercept vs certolizumab pegol in AxSpA (using MAIC data)  


 
ETN CZP 


Total QALYs 10.636 10.543 


Costs   


Treatment Costs £44,229.02 £39,539 


Resource Use Costs £16,130 £16,322 


Total Costs £60,359 £55,860 


Clinical outcomes   


Δ BASFI wk 12 -20.729 -22.687 


Δ BASDAI wk 12 -28.073 -28.002 


BASDAI50 46% 46% 


Δ BASFI wk 48 -20.512 -21.553 


Δ BASDAI wk 48 -27.185 -27.108 


Δ BASFI at death 20.810 21.045 


Δ BASDAI at death 8.743 8.912 


Abbreviations: AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; MAIC, Matching adjusted indirect 
comparison; QALY, quality adjusted life year; tx, treatment; wk, week. 


 


Table 132: Incremental results of etanercept vs certolizumab pegol in AxSpA (using MAIC 
data) 


Strategy Total Cost Total QALYs vs next less costly 


Inc. costs Inc. QALYs 


CZP £55,860 10.543 
  


ETN £60,359 10.636 £4,499 0.093 


Abbreviations: AxSpA, axial spondyloarthritis; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; Inc., Incremental; MAIC, Matching 
adjusted indirect comparison; QALY, quality adjusted life year. 


 


Because the true ratio of nr-axSpA to AS patients within the AxSpA population in the UK is a 


source of uncertainty, two alternative scenarios were considered in which the ratio of nr-


axSpA to AS patients was varied between 30:70 and 70:30. These scenarios produced 


incremental costs of £4,732 and £4,266 and incremental QALY gains of 0.097 and 0.089, 


respectively. The conclusions of this analysis were unchanged from the original 50:50 ratio. 


5.8.2.2 Etanercept vs adalimumab in nr-axSpA (using MAIC data) 


Results using the MAIC in the nr-axSpA population for the adalimumab strategy versus the 


etanercept strategy are presented in Table 133 and Table 134. In the primary analysis, ADA 


had an incremental cost of £3,033 and 0.127 more QALYs in the nr-axSpA population. 
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However, by using data from the MAIC, etanercept becomes more costly and is associated 


with more QALYs. Etanercept has an incremental cost of £11,910 and an incremental QALY 


gain of 0.455 versus ADA; this is due to the closely linked relationship between cost and 


QALYs observed in this model. As in the etanercept versus CZP analysis, use of the MAIC 


data was associated with notable changes when compared against the primary analysis, 


therefore the same conclusion can be drawn that the incremental analysis performed for the 


primary analysis should be viewed with caution. 


Table 133: Results of etanercept vs adalimumab in nr-axSpA (using MAIC data) 


 
ETN ADA 


Total QALYs 11.928 11.473 


Costs   


Treatment Costs £42,814 £30,089 


Resource Use Costs £17,590 £18,405 


Total Costs £60,404 £48,494 


Clinical outcomes   


Δ BASFI wk 12 -14.794 -11.103 


Δ BASDAI wk 12 -23.521 -17.448 


BASDAI 50 39% 29% 


Δ BASFI wk 48 -13.687 -10.863 


Δ BASDAI wk 48 -22.127 -17.808 


Δ BASFI at death 25.173 26.702 


Δ BASDAI at death 17.971 18.454 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; ETN, etanercept; MAIC, Matching adjusted indirect comparison; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis; QALY, quality adjusted life year; tx, treatment; wk, week. 


 


Table 134: Incremental results of etanercept vs adalimumab in nr-axSpA (using MAIC data) 


Strategy Total Cost Total QALYs vs next less costly 


Inc. costs Inc. QALYs 


ADA £48,494 11.473     


ETN £60,404 11.928 £11,910 0.455 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; ETN, etanercept; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; Inc., Incremental; 
MAIC, Matching adjusted indirect comparison; QALY, quality adjusted life year. 


 


5.8.3 Alternative sequential pathways  


Results of the analysis including alternative sequential pathways are presented in Table 135 


for the AS population and Table 136 for the nr-axSpA population. 


In both populations, the alternative sequential pathways were associated with increased 


QALYs and increased costs when compared to the treatment strategies based on current 


NICE guidance. The ICERs versus CON are increased in the alternative pathways versus 


the conventional pathways for each therapy (with the exception of INF in the AS population). 
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In the case of the infliximab strategy, the alternative sequential strategy allows an increased 


use of the other more cost-effective anti-TNF treatments at second line, resulting in a lower 


ICER versus the current NICE pathway for infliximab. 


The ICERs versus CON in the alternative sequential pathways range from £21,823 to 


£35,766 in the AS population and from £23,877 to £24,041 in the nr-axSpA population. This 


suggests that the use of a second anti-TNF agent after all-cause discontinuation may be 


cost-effective when compared against the current NICE guidance. However caution is once 


again advised as the evidence for second line treatment is based on a reduction in efficacy 


from the DANBIO registry in AS patients applied to the first-line comparative trial data. The 


absence of second line efficacy data in anti-TNF treatments is a limitation in this analysis. 


Table 135: Results of analysis including alternative sequential pathways in the AS population
j
 


Strategy Current NICE treatment algorithms Alternative sequential treatment algorithms 


Total Cost Total QALYs ICER vs CON Total Cost Total QALYs ICER vs CON 


CON £18,191 7.278   £18,191 7.278   


ETN £61,161 9.321 £21,036 £72,910 9.695 £22,641 


ADA £57,750 9.166 £20,953 £70,565 9.603 £22,526 


CZP £52,088 9.010 £19,579 £66,166 9.477 £21,823 


GOL £62,651 9.383 £21,127 £73,328 9.731 £22,480 


INF £98,655 9.415 £37,659 £104,853 9.701 £35,766 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab;  Inc., Incremental; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality 
adjusted life year. 


 


Table 136: Results of analysis including Alternative sequential pathways in the nr-axSpA 
population


j
 


Strategy Current NICE treatment algorithms Alternative sequential treatment algorithms 


Total Cost Total QALYs ICER vs CON Total Cost Total QALYs ICER vs CON 


CON £20,571 10.250 
 


£20,571 10.250 
 


ETN £59,641 11.939 £23,140 £79,045 12.699 £23,877 


ADA £62,334 12.059 £23,089 £80,940 12.772 £23,938 


CZP £73,950 12.531 £23,407 £87,470 13.033 £24,041 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; ICER, incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio; Inc., Incremental; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; QALY, quality adjusted life year. 


 


5.8.4 Scenario Analysis 


5.8.4.1 AS population 


Table 137 - Table 139 presents the results of scenario analysis of the AS population. 


Descriptions of scenarios are reported in section 5.7.2. The most influential assumptions 


                                                
 
 
j
 The ICERS in the alternative sequential analysis differ slightly to the primary analysis due to random 
variation caused by the additional pathways in this scenario 
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were related to the response in the conventional care arm. Assuming that 20% and 50% of 


the patients on conventional care retain their Week 12 BASDAI and BASFI response 


resulted in ICERs for ETN of £24,680 and £27,626 respectively (with the exception of the 


infliximab strategy). Although this scenario was important in testing the effect of the CON 


care arm assumption on the model results, it is a highly conservative assumption and is not 


supported by clinical data or clinical opinion (see section 5.2.6). When BASDAI and BASFI 


were assumed to return to baseline gradually by Week 48 for all patients on conventional 


care, the ICERs remained stable. 


The analysis using a cohort with baseline patient characteristics from the BSRBR, a more 


representative UK population, resulted in lower ICERs for all strategies (excluding infliximab) 


in the range of approximately £16,000.  Alternative discount rates were also influential and 


reduced the ICERs versus conventional care to approximately £14,000 – £15,000 (excluding 


infliximab). For all of the other plausible assumptions the ICERs for anti-TNFs treatments 


versus CON are very stable. 


The analyses exploring the BASDAI response criteria were of particular interest to the 


advisory board (see section 5.3.3). In the analysis where the BASDAI50 response criteria is 


evaluated at 48 weeks rather than at 12 weeks patients have more time to show an 


improvement with anti-TNF treatment, this is in-keeping with the clinical data that continues 


to show improvement in effect after 12 weeks for all anti-TNFs. The ICERs in this analysis 


are reduced (with the exception of CZP) compared to the base-case despite the increased 


costs meaning that week 48 is a far more cost effective point at which to evaluate patients 


on anti-TNFs with BASDAI50 than at 12 weeks. When the percentage of the pre-treatment 


BASDAI value required is reduced to less than 50%, the total QALYs for the anti-TNF 


strategies are greater. Although these scenarios also lead to increased costs, the ICERs 


stay below £30,000 (with the exception of infliximab) and therefore may be considered cost-


effective. 


Table 137: Summary of scenario analysis results in AS population 


Scenario 
ICER vs CON 


ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


DEFAULT £20,938 £20,909 £19,586 £21,288 £37,741 


Response criteria 25% £23,343 £23,019 £22,153 £23,330 £39,005 


Response criteria 30% £22,769 £22,541 £21,587 £22,860 £38,774 


Response criteria 35% £22,195 £22,039 £21,031 £22,346 £38,247 


Response criteria 40% £21,858 £21,734 £20,538 £22,097 £38,445 


Response criteria 45% £21,517 £21,255 £20,002 £21,578 £38,079 


BASDAI 50 response criteria 
applied at week 48 


£20,937 £20,651 £20,126 £20,578 £35,186 


CZP study baseline 
characteristics 


£20,484 £20,310 £19,115 £20,643 £38,555 


BSRBR baseline characteristics £16,580 £16,452 £15,524 £16,653 £29,480 


No second line treatment 
adjustment 


£20,938 £20,909 £19,586 £21,288 £37,741 


50% second line treatment 
adjustment 


£20,938 £20,909 £19,586 £21,288 £37,741 


HRQoL algorithm used in Ara 
2007, Neilson 2010 and TA143 


£20,465 £20,429 £19,101 £20,863 £37,013 
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Scenario 
ICER vs CON 


ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


(Wyeth) 


Algorithm used in Marcelluci 2012 £22,323 £22,279 £20,838 £22,749 £40,350 


Algorithm used in TA143 
(Schering-plough), McLeod 2007 
and TA223 


£23,838 £23,807 £22,262 £24,304 £43,103 


Pfizer 2014 AS algorithm £20,433 £20,406 £19,106 £20,785 £36,846 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 1 £21,238 £21,180 £19,873 £21,562 £38,225 


SMR 1 £20,950 £20,790 £19,423 £20,979 £37,351 


Exclude CZP PAS £21,052 £21,035 £21,663 £21,415 £37,885 


0.4 BASFI progression for CON £22,331 £22,095 £20,642 £22,422 £40,074 


1 BASFI progression for CON £20,330 £20,095 £18,802 £20,387 £36,376 


Include monitoring costs £21,083 £21,057 £19,733 £21,437 £37,948 


INF admin cost of £153.75 
(inflated from Roche submission 
in TA198) 


£20,773 £20,731 £19,407 £21,096 £35,224 


Exclude adverse events £20,848 £20,819 £19,386 £21,202 £37,626 


Discount rates 1.5% (benefits) 
and 6% (costs) 


£14,991 £15,180 £14,013 £15,445 £28,415 


Instant rebound £22,018 £21,837 £20,641 £22,258 £39,403 


Rebound to CON trajectory £21,029 £21,003 £19,673 £21,384 £37,916 


No CON initial response £21,014 £20,696 £19,493 £21,056 £37,586 


CON BASDAI  and BASFI return 
to baseline by week 48 


£21,127 £21,094 £19,764 £21,472 £38,055 


50% of CON retain 12 week 
response beyond week 48 


£27,626 £27,510 £25,787 £28,075 £49,532 


20% of CON retain 12 week 
response beyond week 48 


£24,680 £24,593 £23,084 £25,161 £44,407 


ETN regression estimate for 48 
week BASDAI and BASFI used 
for all TNFs  


£20,904 £20,914 £20,089 £20,819 £36,761 


Discontinuation assumed equal 
for all anti-TNFs 


£21,348 £21,026 £19,817 £21,390 £38,710 


Discontinuation rate halved £17,259 £17,221 £7,128 £16,934 £31,342 


Discontinuation rate doubled £20,764 £20,430 £19,705 £20,854 £45,221 


10 year time horizon £23,385 £23,023 £21,209 £23,427 £45,162 


20 year time horizon £22,295 £21,985 £20,566 £22,310 £40,620 


30 year time horizon £21,610 £21,327 £20,096 £21,703 £39,030 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; 
GOL, golimumab;  HRQoL, health related quality of life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INF, infliximab; nr-axSpA, 
non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient access scheme; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 
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Table 138: Scenario analysis results in AS population: Costs 


Scenario 
Total costs 


CON ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


DEFAULT £18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Response criteria 25% £18,122 £83,856 £80,447 £75,708 £83,690 £124,765 


Response criteria 30% £18,201 £79,970 £76,929 £71,629 £80,091 £121,362 


Response criteria 35% £18,194 £75,746 £72,456 £66,253 £76,036 £115,960 


Response criteria 40% £18,140 £70,701 £67,491 £61,680 £71,758 £110,218 


Response criteria 45% £18,162 £66,254 £62,687 £56,138 £67,107 £105,040 


BASDAI50 response criteria 
applied at week 48 


£18,114 £69,028 £66,520 £65,096 £66,056 £96,785 


CZP study baseline 
characteristics 


£18,638 £62,140 £59,153 £52,869 £63,784 £104,552 


BSRBR baseline 
characteristics 


£19,456 £63,329 £60,576 £54,672 £65,117 £101,581 


No second line treatment 
adjustment 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


50% second line treatment 
adjustment 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


HRQoL algorithm used in Ara 
2007, Neilson 2010 and 
TA143 (Wyeth) 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Algorithm used in Marcelluci 
2012 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Algorithm used in TA143 
(Schering-plough), McLeod 
2007 and TA223 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Pfizer 2014 AS algorithm £18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA 
algorithm 1 


£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


SMR 1 £19,023 £62,147 £59,326 £53,143 £63,491 £99,786 


Exclude CZP PAS £18,122 £60,569 £57,772 £55,418 £62,964 £98,646 


0.4 BASFI progression for 
CON 


£18,476 £61,194 £57,778 £52,118 £62,760 £98,865 


1 BASFI progression for CON £17,892 £60,658 £57,773 £51,133 £61,940 £98,515 


Include monitoring costs £18,122 £60,632 £57,813 £52,095 £63,011 £98,779 


INF admin cost of £153.75 
(inflated from Roche 
submission in TA198) 


£18,122 £60,007 £57,199 £51,534 £62,296 £92,990 


Exclude adverse events £18,122 £60,184 £57,390 £51,546 £62,546 £98,153 


Discount rates 1.5% (benefits) 
and 6% (costs) 


£12,866 £48,604 £46,421 £41,211 £50,812 £83,240 


Instant rebound £18,206 £61,465 £58,194 £52,602 £62,742 £98,908 


Rebound to CON trajectory 
£18,122 £60,338 £57,535 £51,843 £62,698 £98,340 


No CON initial response 
£18,184 £60,670 £57,807 £51,692 £62,601 £98,577 
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Scenario 
Total costs 


CON ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


CON BASDAI and BASFI  
return to baseline by week 48 


£17,963 £60,234 £57,425 £51,730 £62,594 £98,236 


50% of CON retain 12 week 
response beyond week 48 


£15,775 £59,122 £56,179 £50,167 £61,029 £97,231 


20% of CON retain 12 week 
response beyond week 48 


£17,183 £59,852 £56,992 £51,173 £62,031 £97,896 


ETN regression estimate for 
48 week BASDAI and BASFI 
used for all TNFs  


£18,122 £60,334 £57,532 £51,868 £62,664 £98,252 


Discontinuation assumed 
equal for all anti-TNFs 


£18,190 £62,429 £61,311 £55,107 £66,083 £111,504 


Discontinuation rate halved 
£18,164 £22,274 £22,179 £19,701 £22,368 £26,299 


Discontinuation rate doubled 
£18,186 £115,196 £112,477 £99,333 £123,513 £265,178 


10 year time horizon 
£7,813 £38,517 £37,108 £31,881 £40,264 £72,662 


20 year time horizon 
£12,858 £52,726 £50,146 £44,208 £54,392 £90,250 


30 year time horizon 
£15,813 £58,083 £55,065 £49,091 £59,396 £95,454 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; 
GOL, golimumab;  HRQoL, Health Related Quality of Life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; INF, infliximab; nr-axSpA, 
non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient access scheme; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 
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Table 139: Scenario analysis results in AS population: QALYs 


Scenario 
Total QALYs 


CON ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


DEFAULT 7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


Response criteria 25% 7.298 10.114 10.006 9.898 10.109 10.032 


Response criteria 30% 7.310 10.023 9.915 9.785 10.017 9.970 


Response criteria 35% 7.287 9.880 9.749 9.573 9.876 9.844 


Response criteria 40% 7.310 9.715 9.581 9.430 9.737 9.705 


Response criteria 45% 7.332 9.567 9.427 9.230 9.600 9.613 


BASDAI50 response 
criteria applied at week 
48 


7.304 9.736 9.648 9.639 9.634 9.540 


CZP study baseline 
characteristics 


7.142 9.266 9.137 8.933 9.329 9.370 


BSRBR baseline 
characteristics 


4.143 6.789 6.642 6.411 6.885 6.929 


No second line 
treatment adjustment 


7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


50% second line 
treatment adjustment 


7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


HRQoL algorithm used 
in Ara 2007, Neilson 
2010 and TA143 
(Wyeth) 


7.218 9.281 9.147 8.983 9.354 9.385 


Algorithm used in 
Marcelluci 2012 


8.719 10.610 10.488 10.337 10.679 10.707 


Algorithm used in 
TA143 (Schering-
plough), McLeod 2007 
and TA223 


9.386 11.157 11.042 10.901 11.220 11.247 


Pfizer 2014 AS 
algorithm 


7.710 9.776 9.641 9.474 9.854 9.887 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA 
algorithm 1 


7.837 9.824 9.698 9.533 9.904 9.935 


SMR 1 7.596 9.654 9.535 9.353 9.716 9.758 


Exclude CZP PAS 7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


0.4 BASFI progression 
for CON 


7.699 9.612 9.478 9.329 9.674 9.705 


1 BASFI progression 
for CON 


7.008 9.111 8.992 8.776 9.168 9.224 


Include monitoring 
costs 


7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


INF admin cost of 
£153.75 (inflated from 
Roche submission in 
TA198) 


7.318 9.334 9.203 9.040 9.412 9.443 


Exclude adverse 
events 


7.318 9.336 9.204 9.042 9.413 9.445 


Discount rates 1.5% 
(benefits) and 6% 


10.277 12.660 12.487 12.299 12.733 12.753 
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Scenario 
Total QALYs 


CON ETN ADA CZP GOL INF 


(costs) 


Instant rebound 7.308 9.273 9.139 8.974 9.309 9.356 


Rebound to CON 
trajectory 


7.318 9.326 9.195 9.032 9.403 9.434 


No CON initial 
response 


7.295 9.317 9.210 9.014 9.405 9.434 


CON BASDAI and 
BASFI  return to 
baseline by week 48 


7.357 9.358 9.228 9.066 9.436 9.467 


50% of CON retain 12 
week response beyond 
week 48 


8.399 9.968 9.868 9.733 10.011 10.044 


20% of CON retain 12 
week response beyond 
week 48 


7.750 9.588 9.469 9.317 9.652 9.684 


ETN regression 
estimate for 48 week 
BASDAI and BASFI 
used for all TNFs  


7.318 9.337 9.202 8.998 9.457 9.498 


Discontinuation 
assumed equal for all 
anti-TNFs 


7.302 9.374 9.352 9.164 9.541 9.712 


Discontinuation rate 
halved 


7.294 7.532 7.527 7.510 7.542 7.553 


Discontinuation rate 
doubled 


7.290 11.962 11.905 11.408 12.340 12.752 


10 year time horizon 3.345 4.658 4.617 4.480 4.730 4.781 


20 year time horizon 5.328 7.116 7.024 6.852 7.190 7.233 


30 year time horizon 6.467 8.423 8.307 8.123 8.475 8.507 


Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; 
HRQoL, health related quality of life;  ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient access scheme; QALY, quality adjusted life year; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 


 


5.8.4.2 nr-axSpA population 


Table 140 - Table 142 presents the results of scenario analysis of the nr-axSpA population. 


Descriptions of scenarios are reported in section 5.7.2. As in the scenario analyses 


performed for the AS population, the most influential assumptions were related to the 


assumptions for the conventional care arm. Assuming that 20% and 50% of the patients on 


conventional care retain their Week 12 BASDAI and BASFI response resulted in ICERs for 


ETN of £26,125 and £28,901 respectively. As mentioned in section 5.8.4.1, this assumption 


is not clinically plausible. When BASDAI and BASFI were assumed to return to baseline 


gradually by Week 48 for all patients on conventional care, the ICERs remained stable. 


Alternative discount rates were also influential; and reduced ICERs versus conventional care 


to less than £15,000 for all treatment strategies. All other plausible assumptions resulted in 


the ICERs for anti-TNFs treatments versus CON remaining stable. 
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As mentioned in section 5.8.4.1, the analyses related to the BASDAI response criteria were 


of particular interest to the advisory board (see section 5.3.3) and also produced more 


QALYs compared to the base case in the nr-axSpA population. As with the AS population, 


the ICER is reduced compared to the base case in the scenario where the BASDAI50 


criteria is applied at Week 48. This again emphasises the cost effectiveness of evaluating 


anti-TNF usage at 48 weeks with BASDAI50 rather than at 12 weeks. 


Table 140: Summary of scenario analysis results in nr-axSpA population 


Scenario 
ICER vs CON 


ETN ADA CZP 


DEFAULT £23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


Response criteria 25% £24,571 £24,717 £25,415 


Response criteria 30% £24,251 £24,404 £24,905 


Response criteria 35% £23,774 £24,007 £24,455 


Response criteria 40% £23,567 £23,699 £24,115 


Response criteria 45% £23,239 £23,367 £23,741 


BASDAI50 response criteria applied at week 
48 


£22,300 £21,899 £20,944 


CZP study baseline characteristics £20,148 £20,105 £20,225 


No second line treatment adjustment £23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


50% second line treatment adjustment £23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


HRQoL algorithm used in Ara 2007, Neilson 
2010 and TA143 (Wyeth) 


£22,917 £23,048 £23,447 


Algorithm used in Marcelluci 2012 £24,766 £24,897 £25,335 


Algorithm used in TA143 (Schering-plough), 
McLeod 2007 and TA223 


£26,236 £26,393 £26,839 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 1 £22,480 £22,574 £22,821 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 2 £22,156 £22,254 £22,517 


SMR 1.5 £23,511 £23,262 £23,458 


Exclude CZP PAS £23,238 £23,288 £25,145 


0.4 BASFI progression for CON £24,924 £24,824 £25,075 


1 BASFI progression for CON £21,965 £21,929 £22,110 


Include monitoring costs £23,357 £23,406 £23,743 


INF admin cost of £153.75 (inflated from 
Roche submission in TA198) 


£23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


Exclude adverse events £23,195 £23,242 £23,575 


Discount rates 1.5% (benefits) and 6% (costs) £14,660 £14,936 £14,955 


Instant rebound £24,085 £24,103 £24,284 


Rebound to CON trajectory £23,294 £23,347 £23,686 


No CON initial response £23,107 £23,245 £23,296 


CON BASDAI and BASFI return to baseline by 
week 48 


£23,332 £23,378 £23,704 
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Scenario 
ICER vs CON 


ETN ADA CZP 


50% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


£28,901 £28,874 £29,011 


20% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


£26,125 £26,127 £26,323 


ETN regression estimate for 48 week BASDAI 
and BASFI used for all TNFs  


£23,128 £22,829 £21,474 


AS SI rate used for nr-AxSpA £23,272 £23,321 £23,748 


Discontinuation assumed equal for all anti-
TNFs 


£23,330 £23,316 £23,507 


Discontinuation rate halved £19,509 £18,308 £5,209 


Discontinuation rate doubled £24,314 £24,233 £25,532 


10 year time horizon £27,506 £27,413 £27,067 


20 year time horizon £25,365 £25,238 £25,533 


30 year time horizon £24,248 £24,340 £24,420 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; HRQoL, health related 
quality of life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient 
access scheme; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 


 


Table 141: Scenario analysis results in nr-axSpA population: Costs 


Scenario Total costs 


CON ETN ADA CZP 


DEFAULT £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Response criteria 25% £20,623 £86,994 £87,860 £97,165 


Response criteria 30% £20,608 £81,640 £83,145 £92,767 


Response criteria 35% £20,608 £76,083 £77,940 £88,077 


Response criteria 40% £20,615 £71,220 £73,390 £83,742 


Response criteria 45% £20,575 £64,952 £67,720 £78,936 


BASDAI50 response criteria applied at week 48 £20,583 £75,269 £71,584 £69,736 


CZP study baseline characteristics £20,807 £63,640 £65,775 £77,007 


No second line treatment adjustment £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


50% second line treatment adjustment £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


HRQoL algorithm used in Ara 2007, Neilson 
2010 and TA143 (Wyeth) 


£20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Algorithm used in Marcelluci 2012 £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Algorithm used in TA143 (Schering-plough), 
McLeod 2007 and TA223 


£20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 1 £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 2 £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


SMR 1.5 £19,870 £58,909 £61,303 £72,394 


Exclude CZP PAS £20,609 £59,707 £62,750 £77,857 


0.4 BASFI progression for CON £20,996 £60,316 £62,738 £73,964 


1 BASFI progression for CON £20,229 £60,235 £62,322 £74,205 
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Scenario Total costs 


Include monitoring costs £20,609 £59,908 £62,964 £74,665 


INF admin cost of £153.75 (inflated from Roche 
submission in TA198) 


£20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Exclude adverse events £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


Discount rates 1.5% (benefits) and 6% (costs) £13,869 £45,178 £47,872 £56,677 


Instant rebound £20,610 £59,751 £62,818 £74,172 


Rebound to CON trajectory £20,609 £59,635 £62,667 £74,282 


No CON initial response £20,600 £59,950 £62,505 £73,773 


CON BASDAI and BASFI return to baseline by 
week 48 


£20,418 £59,485 £62,520 £74,145 


50% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


£17,547 £57,369 £60,412 £72,191 


20% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


£19,384 £58,728 £61,765 £73,446 


ETN regression estimate for 48 week BASDAI 
and BASFI used for all TNFs  


£20,609 £59,628 £62,600 £73,981 


AS SI rate used for nr-AxSpA £20,609 £59,744 £62,786 £74,611 


Discontinuation assumed equal for all anti-
TNFs 


£20,610 £59,405 £65,432 £77,282 


Discontinuation rate halved £20,629 £23,701 £23,711 £21,643 


Discontinuation rate doubled £20,599 £99,503 £107,996 £137,197 


10 year time horizon £7,817 £31,601 £33,927 £39,998 


20 year time horizon £13,101 £46,742 £48,833 £58,509 


30 year time horizon £16,543 £53,842 £56,341 £67,100 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; HRQoL, health related 
quality of life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient 
access scheme; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 


 


Table 142: Scenario analysis results in nr-axSpA population: QALYs. 


Scenario Total QALYs 


CON ETN ADA CZP 


DEFAULT 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


Response criteria 25% 10.202 12.903 12.922 13.213 


Response criteria 30% 10.218 12.735 12.781 13.116 


Response criteria 35% 10.228 12.562 12.617 12.987 


Response criteria 40% 10.205 12.353 12.432 12.823 


Response criteria 45% 10.230 12.139 12.247 12.688 


BASDAI50 response criteria applied at week 48 10.219 12.671 12.547 12.565 


CZP study baseline characteristics 8.231 10.357 10.468 11.010 


No second line treatment adjustment 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


50% second line treatment adjustment 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


HRQoL algorithm used in Ara 2007, Neilson 
2010 and TA143 (Wyeth) 


9.907 11.610 11.732 12.196 


Algorithm used in Marcelluci 2012 11.322 12.898 13.011 13.440 
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Scenario Total QALYs 


Algorithm used in TA143 (Schering-plough), 
McLeod 2007 and TA223 


11.906 13.394 13.500 13.906 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 1 9.835 11.571 11.698 12.187 


Pfizer 2014 nr-AxSpA algorithm 2 10.367 12.129 12.257 12.751 


SMR 1.5 9.920 11.581 11.701 12.159 


Exclude CZP PAS 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


0.4 BASFI progression for CON 10.733 12.310 12.414 12.845 


1 BASFI progression for CON 9.798 11.620 11.718 12.240 


Include monitoring costs 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


INF admin cost of £153.75 (inflated from Roche 
submission in TA198) 


10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


Exclude adverse events 10.221 11.903 12.030 12.497 


Discount rates 1.5% (benefits) and 6% (costs) 15.153 17.288 17.429 18.015 


Instant rebound 10.260 11.885 12.011 12.466 


Rebound to CON trajectory 10.221 11.896 12.022 12.487 


No CON initial response 10.214 11.917 12.017 12.497 


CON BASDAI and BASFI return to baseline by 
week 48 


10.255 11.929 12.056 12.521 


50% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


11.402 12.780 12.887 13.286 


20% of CON retain 12 week response beyond 
week 48 


10.693 12.254 12.373 12.813 


ETN regression estimate for 48 week BASDAI 
and BASFI used for all TNFs  


10.221 11.908 12.060 12.706 


AS SI rate used for nr-AxSpA 10.221 11.902 12.029 12.495 


Discontinuation assumed equal for all anti-TNFs 10.242 11.905 12.165 12.653 


Discontinuation rate halved 10.220 10.377 10.388 10.414 


Discontinuation rate doubled 10.231 13.477 13.838 14.798 


10 year time horizon 4.278 5.143 5.230 5.467 


20 year time horizon 6.903 8.229 8.319 8.681 


30 year time horizon 8.540 10.078 10.175 10.610 


Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; HRQoL, health related 
quality of life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PAS, patient 
access scheme; SMR, standardised mortality ratio. 


 


5.8.5 Probabilistic Sensitivity analysis 


PSA was run for both nr-axSpA and AS populations. On each PSA simulation, the model 


samples all parameters from their respective distributions, and uses these parameters to run 


the model for 20,000 patients. A total of 1,000 simulations (‘outer’ loops) were run for each of 


the populations. 


5.8.5.1 AS population 


The results of probabilistic sensitivity analysis are presented in Figure 26 - Figure 28. Figure 


26 reveals that the differences between the anti-TNF agent strategies is very small and 
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subject to considerable overlap in terms of costs and QALYs, with the exception of 


infliximab, which is associated with higher costs than other strategies. Compared to 


conventional care, the PSA results mirror those of the deterministic analysis. The striking 


correlation between costs and outcomes is a consequence of the imposed treatment 


discontinuation rule; higher efficacy is associated with more patients continuing treatment 


beyond Week 12, accruing a greater number of QALYs and greater cost. Figure 27 removes 


the noise associated with the scatter plot and shows that the mean estimates of costs and 


QALYs is very similar for adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept and golimumab. Figure 28 


demonstrates in all simulations, the etanercept strategy was cost-effective versus 


conventional care at a cost-effectiveness threshold of £30,000. 


 
Figure 26: Cost-effectiveness plane for AS population with 95% confidence ellipses 


 
Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality-adjusted life-years. 
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Figure 27: Cost-effectiveness plane for AS population with 95% confidence ellipses and mean 
costs and QALYs 


 
Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality-adjusted life-years. 
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Figure 28: Pairwise cost-effectiveness comparisons for AS with mean and 95% confidence 
ellipses 


 
Abbreviations: AS, Ankylosing Spondylitis; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, 
etanercept; GOL, golimumab; INF, infliximab; QALY, quality-adjusted life-years. 
Red line represents a cost-effectiveness threshold of £30,000 
Green line represents a cost-effectiveness threshold of £20,000 


 


5.8.5.2 nr-axSpA population 


The results of probabilistic sensitivity analysis for the nr-axSpA population are presented in 


Figure 29 - Figure 31. Compared to conventional care, the PSA results mirror those of the 


deterministic analysis. Figure 29 and Figure 30 reveals that the differences between the anti-


TNF agent strategies are again very small. Figure 31 demonstrates that the etanercept 


strategy was considered cost-effective versus conventional care at a cost-effectiveness 


threshold of £30,000 in 100% of simulations. 
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It must be noted that the results of this analysis are based on the NMA, and therefore 


continue to be subject to the limitations of this approach to evidence synthesis, particularly in 


the nr-axSpA population. As such, comparison of anti-TNF agents using these approaches 


should be treated with a high degree of caution. 


Figure 29:  Cost-effectiveness plane for primary analysis for nr-axSpA population with 95% 
confidence ellipses 


 
Abbreviations:; ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; QALY, quality-adjusted 
life-years; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 
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Figure 30: Cost-effectiveness plane for primary analysis for nr-axSpA population and mean 
costs and QALYs† 


 
Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; QALY, quality-adjusted 
life-year; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 
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Figure 31: Pairwise cost-effectiveness comparisons for nr-AxSpA with mean and 95% 
confidence ellipses 
 


 
Abbreviations: ADA, adalimumab; CON, conventional care; CZP, certolizumab pegol; ETN, etanercept; QALY, quality-adjusted 
life-year; nr-axSpA, non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 
Red line represents a cost-effectiveness threshold of £30,000 
Green line represents a cost-effectiveness threshold of £20,000  
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5.9 Discussion 


A discrete event simulation model was developed to consider the cost-effectiveness of anti-


TNF agents in nr-axSpA and AS populations. Events considered included Week 12 


treatment response, Week 48 treatment response, treatment discontinuation, BASFI 


progression, and death. Baseline risks of events in the model were populated with de novo 


analyses using patient-level data from the etanercept clinical trial programme, with relative 


effects for other anti-TNF agents and conventional care taken from a systematic review and 


NMA. The NMA was deemed appropriate for the primary AS analysis due to the group being 


relatively homogeneous and more clearly defined, i.e. there were no issues with 


misclassification of patients (with the possible exception of certolizumab pegol).   


The results of the primary analysis demonstrate that anti-TNF therapy, including etanercept, 


is cost-effective at £30,000 versus conventional care in both the nr-axSpA and AS 


populations (with the exception of the infliximab treatment strategy in AS). The ICERs for 


etanercept versus conventional care were £23,195 in the nr-axSpA population and £20,938 


in the AS population. The other anti-TNF treatment strategies, excluding infliximab, 


demonstrated similar cost-effectiveness versus conventional care.  


Some of the main strengths of the analysis include: 


 The de novo patient-level analyses using long-term data for etanercept  


 The systematic approach to evidence generation and synthesis  


 The use of nr-axSpA and AS-specific population inputs for many aspects of the model  


 The adoption of a model structure congruent with that used previously in the literature and 


within NICE technology appraisals. 


The key areas of uncertainty in the analysis include: 


 The failure to explicitly model the progression from nr-axSpA to AS (for which only very 


limited data were identified)  


 The uncertainty around assumptions regarding response in patients treated with 


conventional care (it is assumed that patients on conventional care return immediately to 


baseline at week 12 but this assumption is explored in sensitivity analysis) 


 The inclusion of some AS input parameters for the nr-axSpA populations: 


o Adjustment for second line treatment response 


o Relative effects for adverse events for the anti-TNFs compared to etanercept 


o Relative effects for time to discontinuation for the anti-TNFs compared to etanercept 


o Time taken to rebound to baseline on discontinuation from anti-TNF treatment 


o BASFI progression per year for patients on conventional therapy 


o Resource use cost algorithm 


 As per the OMERACT guidelines, BASDAI and BASFI were used to model costs and 


outcomes. However, the model was not based on objective signs of inflammation as 


complementary to the clinical signs and the presence or absence of structural damage 


was not captured as this was inconsistently reported across trials 


As discussed in section 4, there are differences in the baseline characteristics (including 


hypothesised treatment effect modifiers such as CRP, age and duration of onset) between 


study 1031 (etanercept), RAPID-axSpA (certolizumab pegol) and ABILITY-1 (adalimumab). 


This means that the results of synthesising these studies for the nr-axSpA analysis may 
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have methodological limitations which are likely to influence the comparison of cost-


effectiveness between anti-TNF agents in the nr-axSpA population and introduce bias. In an 


attempt to overcome these limitations, the results of a matched adjusted indirect comparison 


(MAIC) were used to inform analyses which adjust for differences in baseline characteristics. 


The results of the MAIC were used in the economic evaluation as, overall across all 


outcomes and all comparisons, these results represented more conservative estimates of 


the treatment effect size for etanercept than those estimated by the STC. For comparison 


against certolizumab, this required analysis at the AxSpA level, which was possible due to 


the patient population included within the RAPID-axSpA study (90).  


As expected, the results in terms of outcomes and costs for the analysis in the AxSpA 


population were intermediate between those for the nr-axSpA and AS populations. However, 


the results of this analysis were qualitatively different and this analysis highlights the 


importance of considering the differences in baseline characteristics between studies. The 


results were not meaningfully different between any of the anti-TNF agents when this 


analysis was carried out (either etanercept versus certolizumab at the AxSpA level or 


adalimumab at the nr-axSpA level) and it aided the conclusion that all the anti-TNFs have 


very similar efficacy. 


The MAIC has certain methodological limitations as discussed in section 4.2 but it adds 


value to the analysis in allowing the populations to be brought closer together, enabling more 


evenly matched comparisons to be made. It demonstrates the heterogeneity in the trials for 


nr-axSpA and highlights the difficulties in making precise comparisons between the anti-TNF 


treatments. 


Another analysis explored the assumption around the relative discontinuation rates for the 


anti-TNF agents. The scenario where all other anti-TNF agents had the same 


discontinuation rate as etanercept resulted in the ICERs versus conventional care remaining 


stable in both the nr-axSpA and AS populations. 


The results of PSA showed that, versus conventional care only, etanercept is cost-effective 


in 100% of the simulations for both the nr-axSpA and AS populations based on a cost-


effectiveness threshold of £30,000.  


The PSA on the primary analysis (using the NMA) results also demonstrated that there is 


significant overlap between the incremental costs and QALYs for all anti-TNF agents. In both 


populations, 95% of the ETN ICERs simulated in the PSA are contained within the ICER 


ranges of other anti-TNFs. This overwhelming overlap in cost effectiveness is heavily 


impacted but the crossing confidence intervals in the effectiveness of the various treatments. 


It can, on this basis, be concluded concluded that all anti-TNF agents, (with the exception of 


infliximab) have similar cost-effectiveness versus conventional care. As demonstrated 


earlier, had the results of the MAIC been used in the PSA, the overlap would be even more 


complete. The smaller ICER range with ETN also demonstrates the greater volume of data 


available for ETN versus the other anti-TNFs. 


Deterministic sensitivity analysis showed that the results of the primary analysis are very 


stable to the majority of changes in model assumptions. The most influential scenario 


analysis was related to an assumption for the conventional care arm. In the base case, it is 


assumed that patients on conventional care return immediately to baseline at Week 12, 


which was also concluded in a review by the NICE DSU of TA143 where they stated that the 


0% spontaneous long term response in the control arm is a very favourable assumption (1). 


In scenario analysis it was assumed that 20% and 50% of the patients on conventional care 
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retain their Week 12 BASDAI and BASFI response which resulted in increased ICERs which 


remained below £30,000.  However, these assumptions are very conservative and are not 


considered clinically plausible (see section 5.2.6). When BASDAI and BASFI were assumed 


to return to baseline gradually by Week 48 for all patients on conventional care (rather than 


immediately at Week 12), the ICERs remained stable. 


One analysis that was of particular interest to the advisory board with key opinion leading 


rheumatologists (see section 5.3.3) was the impact of evaluating the BASDAI 50 response 


criteria at a later date than 12 weeks. Although the trials only have comparative data up to 


12 weeks, there is continued improvement up to at least 1 year in the open label follow-up 


periods. Assessing the BASDAI50 criteria at 48 weeks resulted in lower ICERs for the anti-


TNF agents versus conventional care despite increased cost. Assessing treatment response 


with BASDAI50 at 48 weeks allows patients longer to show an improvement with anti-TNF 


treatment, in keeping with the clinical data, and represents a more cost effective treatment 


paradigm than the current 12 week assessment. When the percentage of the pre-treatment 


BASDAI value required is reduced to less than 50%, the total QALYs for the anti-TNF 


strategies are greater. Although these scenarios also lead to increased costs, the ICERs 


stay below £30,000 (with the exception of infliximab in the AS population) and therefore may 


be considered cost-effective versus conventional care. 


An alternative sequential use of anti-TNF agents was considered in a sensitivity analysis. 


The sequential use is defined as treatment strategies which permitted the use of second-line 


anti-TNF agents following all cause treatment failure, rather than just treatment failure due to 


intolerance as is currently permitted by NICE. In both the nr-axSpA and AS populations, the 


results of this analysis demonstrated higher costs associated with increased anti-TNF use 


and also more QALY benefits, leading to higher ICERs versus conventional care. Despite 


this, the alternative sequential treatment strategies were still considered cost-effective at a 


cost-effectiveness threshold of £30,000 (with the exception of infliximab) (see Appendix K).  


With regards to immunogenicity, the formation of neutralising antibodies with anti-TNF 


therapies can lead to diminished drug levels, discontinuation of therapy due to lack of 


efficacy and response failure over time (7, 84, 87, 88). Potential consequences of 


immunogenicity are the requirement for dose increases which subsequently impacts on 


costs. There appears to be no correlation between antibody development and clinical 


response or adverse events with etanercept compared with other anti-TNF agents.  


The analysis presented here excludes significant societal benefits associated with effective 


treatment of AS and nr-axSpA. The high burden of axial spondyloarthritis on productivity, 


unemployment and absenteeism has been demonstrated previously (191). The omission of 


such costs and health effects may underestimate the economic benefit of anti-TNF agents; if 


the additional societal costs were factored into the analysis, the cost-effectiveness of 


etanercept would be even greater. Rafia et al, 2012, (191) explored the relationship between 


disease severity and total costs in 612 AS patients. Direct NHS funded healthcare costs 


contributed to just 15% of total costs while indirect costs in the form of unemployment, 


absenteeism from work and reduced productivity at work accounted for 63.2%, 1.4% and 


19.0% of total costs, respectively. Physical functioning and disease activity were found to be 


significant predictors of total costs. Boonen et al, 2013, (290) assessed the effect of 


etanercept after 6 and 12 months on work-related outcomes in 80 patients with active AS 


and in paid employment. After 6 months of etanercept treatment, significant improvements 


from baseline (p<0.0001) were observed in all Work Productivity & Activity Impairment 


(WPAI) components (which includes absenteeism, paid work impairment, overall work 
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impairment, and activity impairment)k and were sustained for up to 12 months. (p<0.0001 for 


all). Husain et al, 2014 (292) observed 482 UK subjects and concluded that AS results in 


significant work-related costs; these were predominantly due to early retirement and, in 


those still working, lost productivity. The total cost per patient was estimated as £11,943 


annually. 


In summary, the results of this cost-effectiveness analysis demonstrate that etanercept is a 


cost-effective treatment option for both the nr-axSpA and AS populations at a threshold of 


£30,000 versus conventional care. The cost-effectiveness of all anti-TNF treatments (with 


the exception of infliximab) are very similar and also have ICERs below £30,000. In addition, 


this economic analysis supports the continued recommendation of etanercept in patients 


with severe AS and also demonstrates that etanercept is a cost-effective treatment option for 


patients with nr-axSpA. 


5.9.1 Relevance to England and Wales 


The analysis adopts the costing perspective of the NHS and personal social services as 


prescribed in the NICE guides to the methods of technology appraisal (173). Whilst 


etanercept data is derived from multinational clinical studies, these included UK and 


European patients and resource use is derived from a published UK study. The analysis was 


defined to consider treatment strategies in line with current NICE guidance and includes 


measures of disease activity and functioning used within UK clinical practice. 


                                                
 
 
k
 The WPAI questionnaire is a validated instrument to measure impairments in work and activities. It 


measures absenteeism, presenteeism, and impairments in unpaid activity because of health problems 


over the past seven days. It has been validated for numerous diseases such as asthma, psoriasis, 


irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and Crohn's disease (291). 
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 Wider NHS Implications 6.


NHS Budget Impact calculations for etanercept in nr-axSpA 


As AS patients already have access to etanercept as a result of previous NICE Guidance 


(TA143), a recommendation for etanercept in the AS population would not have any 


additional budget impact. Therefore, this section is only concerned with the budget impact in 


the nr-axSpA population. 


Estimated prevalence of nr-axSpA patients  


The population of England and Wales is 56,567,800 (293), of which 76% are adults 


(42,991,528) (294). It has been estimated that AxSpA has a prevalence in the adult 


population of 0.3%, and that approximately 50% of AxSpA patients are classified as nr-


axSpA (64,487). 


In order for a patient to receive anti-TNF treatment, these nr-axSpA patients will have to be 


referred to secondary care. Based on an assumption previously used for AS patients, this is 


assumed to happen in 60% of cases (38,692 patients) (295), of which only 38% are 


assumed to present with a BASDAI >4 (296). Based on previous NICE Guidance in RA, 15% 


of these patients (2,205) will be contraindicated to anti-TNF agents (297).  


Etanercept is indicated in patients with an elevated CRP and/or a positive MRI. In the 1031 


trial, this represented, xxxxx of all patients (141), meaning that the prevalent population of 


nr-axSpA patients eligible for treatment with anti-TNF agents is approximately xxxxxx 


patients. 


Estimated incidence of nr-axSpA patients 


The annual incidence of nr-axSpA is assumed to be 0.0069% (assumed to be the same as 


the AS incidence from the NICE costing template in TA143 (4)). The incidence rate is 


multiplied by the adult population of the UK (42,991,528) to give 2,986 patients. The same 


factors affect the incidence as the prevalence giving an incident population of nr-axSpA 


patients eligible for treatment with anti-TNF agents of xxx per year. 


Based on the combination of the incident and prevalent populations, xxxxxx patients are 


expected to receive anti-TNF agents in the first year. Two further assumptions are applied to 


this figure based on the clinical data within the submission: 


1. Proportion of patients reaching BASDAI 50 at 12 weeks: 44% (applied at Week 12) 


2. Discontinuation rate: 10% per year (applied annually) 


The annual cost of Enbrel is given in Table 122. For those patients who do not achieve a 


BASDAI 50 at 12 weeks and therefore discontinue etanercept, a cost of £2,152 is applied. 


Table 143 shows the budget impact calculations for the next five years based on the 


prevalence, incidence, costs and assumptions outlined above. The calculations below 


include the predicted market share over the next five years: 
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Table 143: Budget Impact calculations for use of etanercept in nr-axSpA patients over 5 years 


 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 


Etanercept Market share xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx 


Patients 


Number of nr-axSpA 
patients in licenced 
population 


xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx 


Number of nr-axSpA 
patients expected to receive 
treatment with etanercept - 
incident 


xx xx xxx xx xx 


Number of nr-axSpA 
patients expected to receive 
treatment with etanercept - 
prevalent 


xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx xxx 


Total number of nr-axSpA 
patients expected to receive 
etanercept 


xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxx 


Cost 


Cost of treating nr-axSpA 
patients with etanercept 


xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 


Cumulative cost  of treating 
nr-axSpA patients with 
etanercept 


xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 
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1 Description of Technology  


Certolizumab pegol (CZP, Cimzia
®
) is a TNF inhibitor, consisting of a recombinant, humanised antibody Fab' 


fragment against tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha, which is conjugated to polyethylene glycol (PEG). CZP 
therefore reduces the activity of TNF-alpha, which is a pro-inflammatory cytokine, and reductions in TNF-
alpha levels are thought to reduce disease activity by reducing inflammation. CZP is the only PEGylated anti-
TNF approved for the treatment of axSpA.


1
  


 


1.1 Licensed indication 


Rheumatoid arthritis 
 
CZP, in combination with methotrexate (MTX), is indicated for the treatment of moderate-to-severe, active 
rheumatoid arthritis in adult patients where the response to disease modifying antirheumatic drugs 
(DMARDs), including MTX, has been inadequate. CZP can be given as monotherapy in case of intolerance 
to MTX or when continued treatment with MTX is inappropriate. CZP has been shown to reduce the rate of 
progression of joint damage as measured by X-ray and to improve physical function, when given in 
combination with methotrexate.


1
  


 
Axial spondyloarthritis 
 
CZP is indicated for the treatment of adult patients with severe active axial spondyloarthritis, comprising:


1
 


 


 Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 
Adults with severe active ankylosing spondylitis who have had an inadequate response to, or are 
intolerant to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)  


 


 Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) 
Adults with severe active axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS but with 
objective signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and /or MRI, who have had an inadequate 
response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs 


 
Psoriatic arthritis 
 
CZP, in combination with MTX, is indicated for the treatment of active psoriatic arthritis in adults when the 
response to DMARDs including methotrexate, has been inadequate.


1
 


CZP can be given as monotherapy in case of intolerance to MTX or when continued treatment with 
methotrexate is inappropriate.


1
 


 
For the above indications, available data suggest that clinical response is usually achieved within 12 weeks 
of treatment. Continued therapy should be carefully reconsidered in patients who show no evidence of 
therapeutic benefit within the first 12 weeks of treatment.


1
 


 
Posology 
 
The recommended starting dose of CZP for adult patients with axial spondyloarthritis is 400 mg (given as 2 
subcutaneous injections of 200 mg each) at weeks 0, 2 and 4, followed by a maintenance dose of 200 mg 
every 2 weeks or 400 mg every 4 weeks.


1
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Table 1-1. Formulation, cost and dosing information of CZP 


Pharmaceutical formulation  CZP is formulated as a solution for sc injection. Each pre-filled 
syringe (type I glass) with plunger stopper (bromobutyl rubber) 
contains 200 mg CZP in 1 mL. None of the components of the 
syringe contain latex. CZP is provided in a pack size of 2 pre-
filled syringes and 2 alcohol wipes. 


Acquisition cost (excluding VAT) The list price per pack is £715, excluding VAT, which is 
equivalent to a net price of £357.50 per 200 mg pre-filled 
syringe.


2
   


Under the patient access scheme (PAS) agreed with the 
Department of health for the use of CZP in the treatment of RA, 
the first 12 weeks of CZP are provided free of charge which is 
equivalent to 10 vials at a total cost saved of £3,575 in Year 1 of 
treatment.


2
 This approved PAS will be extended for the use of 


CZP in the treatment of axial spondyloarthritis. A Welsh PAS for 
CZP in this indication has already been accepted by the All 
Wales Medicines Strategy Group (AWMSG). 


Method of administration Sc injection. Suitable sites for injection would include the thigh or 
abdomen. 


Recommended dose (for adult 
patients) and dosing frequency 


For patients with axSpA, 400 mg (given as 2 injections of 200 mg 
each) at weeks 0, 2 and 4, followed by a maintenance dose of 
200 mg every 2 weeks or 400 mg every 4 weeks thereafter.


1
 


Course of treatment Available data suggest that clinical response is usually achieved 
within 12 weeks of treatment. Continued therapy should be 
carefully reconsidered in patients who show no evidence of 
therapeutic benefit within the first 12 weeks of treatment.


1
  


 


CZP is currently recommended by NICE as an option for the treatment of people with rheumatoid arthritis, if:
3
 


 CZP is used as described for other TNF inhibitor treatments in ‘Adalimumab, etanercept and 
infliximab for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis’ (NICE technology appraisal guidance 130);  


 The manufacturer provides the first 12 weeks of CZP (10 pre-loaded 200 mg syringes) free of charge 
to all patients starting treatment.  


 
CZP is currently recommended by the Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) as an option for the treatment 
of adults: 


 Axial spondyloarthritis: With severe active axial spondyloarthritis comprising ankylosing spondylitis 
([AS] adults with severe active AS who have had an inadequate response to, or are  intolerant to 
NSAIDs) and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) (adults with 
severe active axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS but with  objective signs of 
inflammation by elevated CRP and /or MRI, who have had an inadequate response to, or are 
intolerant to NSAIDs);


4
 


 Rheumatoid arthritis: In combination with methotrexate for the treatment of moderate to severe 
active rheumatoid arthritis in adult patients when the response to disease modifying anti-rheumatic 
drugs, including methotrexate, has been inadequate;


5
 


o As monotherapy in case of intolerance to methotrexate or when continued treatment with 
methotrexate is inappropriate. 


 Psoriatic arthritis: With active psoriatic arthritis whose disease has not responded to adequate 
trials of at least two standard DMARDs either individually or in combination.


6
  


 These SMC advice are contingent upon the continuing availability of the PAS in NHS Scotland or a 
list price that is equivalent or lower. 


 
In the present submission for the NICE MTA, CZP will be evaluated within its licensed indication, for the 
treatment of patients with severe active axSpA, comprising of patients with AS and with axSpA without 
radiographic evidence of AS.


1
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2 Executive Summary  


 


2.1 Background 


Axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) is a chronic inflammatory disease that primarily affects the axial skeleton (the 
sacroiliac joints and spine), with many patients experiencing symptoms of inflammatory back pain, stiffness 
and spinal disability. In addition, patients may also have extra-spinal involvement such as arthritis, enthesitis 
or uveitis. Onset of first symptoms typically occurs when patients are in their third decade,


7
 meaning that the 


condition affects people of working age with the potential for substantial socioeconomic implications.
8-10


 A 
diagnosis is typically based upon physical examination, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-rays of the 
sacroiliac joints and laboratory assessments, in addition to the presence or history of other related clinical 
features of the spondyloarthritides.


11
 


 
Axial SpA describes a disease spectrum and patients with axSpA are classified as having AS or non-
radiographic axSpA (nr-axSpA) by the presence or absence of evidence of sacroiliitis on plain X-rays 
(radiographs), which is typically the only differentiating clinical feature between these subpopulations.


12
 


Patients across the axSpA disease spectrum (encompassing both AS and nr-axSpA) suffer from pain, 
stiffness, decreased spinal mobility and function, fatigue, and disturbed sleep and work disability. These 
symptoms interfere with activities of daily life and result in a reduction in health-related quality of life (HRQoL) 
for the patients living with axSpA.


13, 14
 This comparable disease burden, in addition to the observation that 


 Certolizumab pegol (CZP) offers a clinically effective treatment option across the spectrum of axSpA, 
which is increasingly recognised as one disease, irrespective of radiographic evidence of sacroiliitis, 
with proven efficacy in both AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations up to 96 weeks. 


o The RAPID-axSpA study is the first registration trial to examine the efficacy of an anti-TNF 
therapy across the spectrum of axSpA disease, including patients AS and nr-axSpA who had 
comparable disease burden at study baseline.  


o CZP-treated patients in both AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations reported greater improvements in 
the signs and symptoms of disease, physical function, pain, fatigue, health-related quality of life 
(HRQoL) and workplace and household productivity than placebo-treated patients at Week 24, 
which were maintained to Week 96. These data demonstrate that irrespective of the presence or 
absence of evidence of radiographic damage in the sacroiliac joints, treatment with CZP results 
in meaningful and comparable benefits to patients in the management of disease. 


o No new safety signals were identified in this patient population as compared with the use of CZP 
in RA or PsA, or versus other anti-TNF therapies in AS or nr-axSpA patients. 


 A systematic literature review and a mixed treatment comparison (MTC) were carried out to assess 
the relative efficacy of CZP compared to currently licensed anti-TNF therapies within the scope of the 
NICE MTA. In AS patients, CZP showed similar efficacy (with no significant difference) when 
compared to other anti-TNFs. In nr-axSpA patients, CZP showed numerically greater improvements, 
with significant differences noted for several outcomes, over other anti-TNFs. The MTC reported that 
treatment with anti-TNF therapies were superior to placebo in several efficacy outcomes and patient-
reported outcomes in AS and nr-axSpA. 


 The base case analyses indicated that with the patient access scheme (PAS), CZP is cost-effective 
against conventional care at a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per quality-adjusted life year, 
in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. In the AS subpopulation, the base case analysis 
indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates ADA, ETA and GOL and is cost-effective against IFX. In 
the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the base case analysis indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates both 
ADA and ETA. 


 The base case of the budget impact analysis indicated that the introduction of CZP with the PAS as 
an alternative treatment for axSpA would lead to an estimated net budgetary saving for the NHS in 
England and Wales of £9,251,887 over a 5-year time horizon. Of this amount, £5,566,617 savings 
would arise in the treatment of patients with AS and £3,685,270 in the treatment of patients with nr-
axSpA. 


 Therefore, CZP is a valuable treatment option with an acceptable risk-benefit ratio for axSpA patients 
including patients with AS and axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS. 
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not all axSpA patients will ever develop the radiographic symptoms required for the classification of AS, 
highlights that effective treatments are similarly warranted for patients across the axSpA spectrum. 
 
There is also evidence that axSpA incurs a substantial economic impact on society and individual patients. 
These costs are driven mainly by the reduced capacity to work observed in this population of young, 
economically active patients.


8-10
 The economic burden of axSpA has recently been estimated in the RAPID-


axSpA study. At study baseline, there was a similarly high impact of disease on workplace and household 
productivity between AS and nr-axSpA patients that would lead to a large financial burden for patients and 
society. Many employed patients reported that their disease was detrimental to their ability to perform their 
paid work and household tasks, and this was again similar between the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations.


15
 


Given the similarity in disease burden across AS and nr-axSpA patients, both conditions are similarly 
amenable to therapy. The lifelong nature of the disease means that the provision of effective new treatment 
options for axSpA patients will likely have an important impact on the wider societal costs of the disease. 
 
Pharmacological therapy to manage patients’ symptoms starts with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), with progression to anti-tumour necrosis factor (TNF) therapies in the case of non-response or 
intolerance to optimised NSAIDs. Patients across the axSpA spectrum can fail a specific anti-TNF therapy for 
a number of reasons. With such limited treatment options in axSpA, alternatives would bring value, 
particularly a specific anti-TNF therapy. Alternative treatment options would therefore bring value, particularly 
for the treatment of nr-axSpA patients for whom there is currently no treatment options recommended in 
England. 
 


2.2 Clinical Efficacy of CZP 


RAPID-axSpA is the first randomised, placebo (PBO)-controlled, multicentre registration study to examine 
the efficacy of an anti-TNF therapy across the spectrum of axSpA patients rather than in individual AS and 
nr-axSpA subpopulations. The study allowed for a direct comparison of the burden of disease and efficacy of 
CZP treatment in AS and nr-axSpA patients, as classified by the Assessment of SpondyloArthritis 
International Society (ASAS) criteria. 
 
In this ongoing registration study, recruited patients had a high and similar burden of disease across 
subpopulations. A wide range of patient relevant outcomes were collected in the RAPID-axSpA study 
allowing the evaluation of the benefits of CZP across a broader spectrum of outcomes. At study baseline, the 
burden of disease was high across the axSpA population and similar between the AS and nr-axSpA 
populations. HRQoL was assessed through the short form (SF)-36, which measures both physical and 
mental components of well-being, in addition to the AS quality of life (ASQoL), which is a validated disease-
specific 18-item questionnaire for measuring HRQoL in subjects with AS,


16
 and can also be used in axSpA 


patients.
8, 17


 
 
CZP demonstrated efficacy across a range of pre-specified endpoints. Both maintenance dosing regimens 
tested resulted in statistically significant increases versus PBO in the proportion of ASAS20 responders at 
Week 12 (primary trial endpoint) and Week 24 (both p<0.001), and these responses were maintained 
through to Week 96.


18, 19
 CZP was also superior to PBO at improving physical function (Bath ankylosing 


spondylitis functional index [BASFI]) and spinal mobility (Bath ankylosing spondylitis mobility index [BASMI] 
linear), and reducing disease activity (Bath ankylosing spondylitis disease activity index [BASDAI]).


18
 CZP 


had a rapid onset of action, with significant and clinically meaningful changes in patient-reported outcomes 
(PROs) and clinical outcomes as early as Week 1 (eg. ASAS responses, change in BADAI, BASFI and 
BASMI). CZP also resulted in improvements in extra-articular and extra-spinal manifestations (enthesitis, 
peripheral arthritis and a reduction in the number of uveitis flares).


18, 20, 21
 These improvements in disease 


activity translated into increased workplace and household productivity and increased participation in social, 
family and leisure activities from Week 4,


22
 and through to Week 96 of the study,


23
 which has important 


economic benefits. 
 
No new safety signals were identified in this patient population as compared with the use of CZP in 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or psoriatic arthritis (PsA), or versus other anti-TNF therapies in AS or nr-axSpA 
patients. 
 
Therefore, CZP offers a valuable alternative treatment option across the spectrum of axSpA, which is 
increasingly recognised as one disease spectrum, irrespective of radiographic evidence of sacroiliitis, with 
proven efficacy in both AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations up to 96 weeks. 
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2.3 Mixed Treatment Comparison 


A systematic literature review and a meta-analysis were carried out to assess the relative efficacy of CZP 
compared to currently anti-TNF therapies that have marketing authorisation for the treatment of AS: 
adalimumab (ADA); etanercept (ETA); golimumab (GOL); and infliximab (IFX), or for the treatment of nr-
axSpA: ADA; and ETA.


24-27
 The analysis was performed for a number of key outcomes such as ASAS 


responses, BASFI, BASDAI and PROs. The analysis indicated that all five anti-TNF therapies were superior 
to PBO in both subpopulations. Furthermore, in the AS subpopulation, the primary MTC results indicated that 
CZP showed similar efficacy (with no significant differences) when compared to ADA, ETA, GOL and IFX at 
24 weeks. In nr-axSpA patients, CZP showed numerically greater improvements over ADA and ETA at 12 
weeks in most outcomes assessed, in terms of ASAS responses (ASAS20, 40, partial remission, 5/6), 
disease activity and physical function; significant differences were noted in changes in BASFI, BASDAI and 
PtGADA.. 
 


2.4 Cost-Effectiveness 


A Markov model was used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of CZP against conventional care (CC; 
primarily NSAIDs) and other anti-TNF therapies (ADA, ETA, GOL and IFX in AS, and ADA and ETA in nr-
axSpA). The base case results indicated that CZP with the PAS (see Table 1-1) is cost-effective against CC 
and other available anti-TNF therapies.  
 
The base case analyses indicated that with the PAS, CZP is cost-effective against CC at a willingness-to-pay 
threshold of £20,000 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY), in both the AS (ICER [incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio] £16,647) and nr-axSpA (ICER £15,615) subpopulations.  
 
In the AS subpopulation, the base case analysis indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates ADA, ETA and 
GOL and is cost-effective against IFX (ICER for IFX vs CZP: £114,097). In the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the 
base case analysis indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates both ADA and ETA. 
 
One-way sensitivity analyses (OSA) in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulation showed that ICERs were 
most sensitive to the probability of achieving an ASAS20 response, discount factors for health outcomes and 
costs, and CZP drug acquisition cost. In the AS subpopulation, probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) 
showed that CZP was similar to ADA, ETA and GOL in terms of costs and QALYs and that all anti-TNF 
therapies except IFX were similarly more effective and more costly than CC. Results also show that IFX is 
generally more costly and marginally more effective than CZP, ADA, ETA and GOL.  In the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation, PSA showed that CZP had the highest probability of being the most cost-effective amongst all 
treatment options, including CC (74.2% at £20,000/QALY threshold) for the nr-axSpA subpopulation. 
 


2.5 Budget Impact 


Under the base case assumptions, the budget impact analysis indicated that the introduction of CZP with the 
PAS as an alternative treatment for axSpA would lead to an estimated net budgetary saving for the NHS in 
England and Wales of £9,251,887 over a 5-year time horizon. Of this amount, £5,566,617 savings would 
arise in the treatment of patients with AS and £3,685,270 in the treatment of patients with nr-axSpA. 
 
Scenario sensitivity analyses tested assumptions about the prevalence of axSpA in England and Wales, the 
uptake of CZP from CC for the nr-axSpA subpopulation, discontinuation rates of anti-TNF therapy, and the 
potential introduction of IFX and ETA alongside CZP as alternative treatments for AS and nr-axSpA 
respectively. In these sensitivity analyses, the 5 year budget impact in the axSpA population (AS and nr-
axSpA combined) ranged between net savings of £36,035,518 (assuming higher disease prevalence) and 
net increased budget of £4,205,185 (assuming greater number of patients come from CC). 
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3 Context  


 Axial spondyloarthritis is a chronic inflammatory disease with a high and similar level of patient burden in 
both AS and nr-axSpA patients. 


 Given the similar level of patient burden in patients with AS and nr-axSpA, the high level of economic 
burden reported from patients with AS is likely to all patients living with axSpA.  


 Treatment for axSpA is focused on NSAIDs, with the addition of anti-TNFs in patients not responding to 
these therapies. 


 For adults with severe active AS, the currently licensed comparators to CZP include adalimumab, 
etanercept, golimumab and infliximab. Adalimumab and etanercept are the only comparators for CZP 
that are licensed for the treatment of patients with severe axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS. 


3.1 Disease Background 


Axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) is a chronic inflammatory disease that primarily affects the axial skeleton (the 
sacroiliac joints and spine), with many patients experiencing symptoms of inflammatory back pain, stiffness 
and spinal disability. In addition, patients may also have extra-spinal involvement such as arthritis and 
enthesitis or extra-articular involvement such as uveitis. Onset of first symptoms typically occurs when 
patients are in their third decade,


7
 meaning that the condition affects people of working age with the potential 


for substantial socioeconomic implications.
8-10


 A diagnosis is typically based on physical examination, MRI 
and X-rays of the sacroiliac joints and laboratory assessments as well as the presence or history of other 
related clinical features of the spondyloarthritides.


11
  


 
Patients with axSpA are classified as having Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) or non-radiographic axSpA (nr-
axSpA) by the presence or absence of evidence of sacroiliitis on plain X-rays (radiographs) according to the 
modified New York (mNY) criteria for AS, which is typically the only differentiating clinical feature between 
these subpopulations (Figure 3-1).


12
 The prevalence of axSpA is 0.9–1.4%, as reported by the NHANES 


(National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey) study using a population based in the US, with the 
prevalence of AS being 0.52–0.55%.


28
 Recent studies have revealed that progression rates from nr-axSpA to 


AS are 11.6% over 2 years, and 24.3% over 5–10 years.
29, 30


 Importantly, these data also suggest that not all 
patients with nr-axSpA progress to the point where radiographic sacroiliitis can be detected (AS). Elevated 
CRP or inflammation at the sacroiliac joint, as assessed by MRI, are significant risk factors for the 
progression to AS.


31
 


 


Figure 3-1: The clinical spectrum of axSpA, adapted from ASAS
18, 19 


 


  
CRP: C-reactive protein; IBD: Inflammatory bowel disease; mNY: Modified New York criteria  


 


Patients across the axSpA disease spectrum (encompassing both AS and nr-axSpA) suffer from pain, 
stiffness, decreased spinal mobility and function, fatigue, and disturbed sleep and work disability. Crucially, 
levels of pain and disease activity are high and similar between the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations, as 
reported by various European and North American outpatient/hospital registry analyses and patient baseline 
characteristics of clinical trials of AS and/or nr-axSpA.


8-10, 15, 18, 32-34
 All of these symptoms interfere with 


Non-Radiographic (nr-axSpA) Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS)


Variable Rate of Progression


Axial Spondyloarthritis (axSpA)


No definitive sacroiliitis on x-ray Definitive sacroiliitis on x-ray


Chronic back pain


Additional SpA Features: e.g. uveitis, psoriasis, IBD, ↑CRP


Modified New York Criteria
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activities of daily life and result in a reduction in HRQoL.
13, 14


 This comparable disease burden, in addition to 
the observation that not all axSpA patients will ever develop the radiographic symptoms required for the 
classification of AS, highlights that effective treatments are similarly warranted for patients across the axSpA 
spectrum. 
 


3.2 Economic Burden of axSpA 


There is evidence that axSpA incurs a substantial economic impact on society and individual patients. These 
costs are driven mainly by the reduced capacity to work observed in this population of young, economically 
active patients.


8-10
 Given the similarity in disease burden across AS and nr-axSpA patients, both conditions 


are similarly amenable to therapy. 
 
The economic burden of axSpA has recently been estimated using the arthritis-specific Work Productivity 
Survey (WPS) in the RAPID-axSpA study. At study baseline, there was a similarly high impact of disease on 
workplace and household productivity between AS and nr-axSpA patients that could lead to a large financial 
burden for patients and society. Employment rates outside the home were 69.2% of axSpA patients, 67.4% 
AS and 71.4% nr-axSpA.


35
 Many of these employed patients reported that their disease was detrimental to 


their ability to perform their paid work and household tasks, and this was again similar between the AS and 
nr-axSpA subpopulations (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3). In addition, 39.1% of axSpA patients reported that 
they needed regular assistance from relatives, friends or paid caregivers in their activities of daily living 
because of their disease, which was comparable between the two subpopulations (42.1% in AS compared 
with 35.4% in nr-axSpA).


35
. This indicates that as well as the burden on the patients themselves, axSpA 


disease may represent a burden on wider society as families and friends of patients give up their time to 
provide the additional help and support that axSpA patients require. Although the disease burden was high in 
both groups, greater productivity losses due to axSpA at both the workplace and within the household, and in 
social participation, were reported by those patients who needed regular assistance compared to those who 
did not.


35
  


 


Figure 3-2: Burden of axSpA on workplace productivity at study baseline in employed patients in RAPID-axSpA
15


 


 
a
Absenteeism = work days missed due to arthritis over previous month; 


b
Presenteeism = days with work productivity reduced by ≥50% 


due to arthritis over previous month (does not include days counted in absenteeism); 
*Need of regular assistance from relatives/friends or paid caregivers in usual activities due to axSpA 
Data correspond to the randomised set, observed data 
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Figure 3-3: Burden of axSpA on household work productivity at study baseline in RAPID-axSpA
15


 


 
#Does not include days counted in full household work days missed; *Need of regular assistance from relatives/friends or paid 
caregivers in usual activities due to axSpA; **Not employed included unable to work due to arthritis, retired, homemaker, student and 
other non-employed status 
Data correspond to the randomised set, observed data 


 
Available evidence suggests that the economic burden of axSpA to the UK healthcare system and wider 
economy is substantial. A UK secondary care rheumatology unit revealed that annual direct healthcare costs 
for patients living with AS were a mean of £1,852 per year (median £892 per year).


36
 However, these costs 


only represent a minor proportion of the total economic burden of the disease. A subsequent analysis across 
10 rheumatology centres in the UK reported total three month costs of £2,802 (median £1,160) for AS 
patients, with direct healthcare costs contributing to just 15% of this burden. The majority of costs were 
reported to due to unemployment (63.2%) and presenteeism (reduced productivity whilst at work [19.0%]), 
whilst absenteeism (absence from work) contributed a further 1.4% to total costs.


37
 Additionally, direct and 


indirect costs were found to escalate steeply with worsening disease activity.
36, 37


 
 
Given the similarity in disease burden, employment status and frequency of presenteeism and absenteeism 
between patients with AS and nr-axSpA, it is likely that the economic burden of AS extends to all patients 
suffering from axSpA. Therefore, the lifelong nature of the disease means that effective treatments for axSpA 
that improve patient function and prevent disability have great potential to relieve the high costs and wider 
societal impact associated with this disease, especially in those patients with high disease activity. 
 


3.3 Current Clinical Practice 


A number of national and international professional bodies have issued guidelines and recommendations for 
the treatment of axSpA and its subpopulations of AS or nr-axSpA. The international ASAS and European 
League against Rheumatism (EULAR) guidelines, as detailed in Appendix 11.1.1, are the most commonly 
followed set of clinical guidelines for the management or treatment of axSpA. 
 


3.4 Comparators 


Axial spondyloarthritis  
There are limited treatment options that cover the spectrum of axSpA disease, compared to other diseases 
with a similar burden of disease such as RA. Other than CZP, anti-TNFs that have marketing authorisation 
for use in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations include ADA and ETA.


26, 27
 Hence there is a need for 


alternative treatments that show efficacy in axSpA, irrespective of the presence of absence of radiographic 
damage. Five anti-TNF therapies have marketing authorisation for the AS subpopulation only and therefore, 
to consider the alternative treatments available, the subpopulations will now be covered separately. 
 
Ankylosing spondylitis 
For adults with severe active AS who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs, the 
current treatment options are one of five anti-TNF therapies with marketing authorisation and/or a 
recommendation by NICE (CZP, ADA, ETA, GOL and IFX)


1, 24-26, 38-41
 or CC, which would consist of primarily 


NSAIDs. 
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Although IFX did not gain a recommendation from NICE for use in AS in May 2008,
24


 it has been included in 
the scope for this MTA and will therefore be considered as an alternative therapy. 
 
Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS 
For adults with severe active axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS but with objective signs of 
inflammation by elevated CRP and /or MRI, who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to 
NSAIDs, there are currently three anti-TNFs with marketing authorisation, CZP, ADA or ETA,


1, 26, 27
 in 


addition to CC, which would consist of primarily NSAIDs. 
 
No other biologics have a marketing authorisation for the nr-axSpA patient population and therefore no 
further alternatives are considered. As a result, there is a lack of alternative treatment options available to nr-
axSpA patients when compared to patients with AS, and consequently there is a high unmet need in these 
patients who have a similar burden of disease to patients with AS (described in Section 3.1). 
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4 Innovation  


 CZP is a PEGylated, Fc-free anti-TNF with a long half-life and preferential penetration of inflamed 
tissues. 


 CZP provides flexible dosing options, offering more convenience to patients. 


 The RAPID-axSpA study is the first registration trial to include patients from across the spectrum of 
axSpA disease, including patients with AS and nr-axSpA, which better reflects clinical practice in Britain. 


 Response to CZP is rapid, with significant differences observed for many clinical outcomes as early as 
Week 1. 


 An innovative PAS provides treatment for axSpA free of charge for the first 12 weeks to the NHS.  


 In addition to clinical benefits, CZP therapy has also been shown to be associated with large benefits in 
workplace and household productivity outcomes. 


4.1 Innovation of CZP 


4.1.1 CZP Structure 


The addition of the PEG part of the CZP molecule increases the stability and half-life of CZP, allowing the 
Fc-free molecule to have a similar half-life to a full antibody (14.4 days).


42
 PEGylation may also aid retention 


in inflamed tissue, and CZP has been shown to preferentially accumulate in inflamed tissue in animal 
models. A study in naïve mice and mice with ongoing collagen-induced arthritis used fluorescently labelled 
CZP and ADA to show that both anti-TNF therapies achieved greater penetration into arthritic paws 
compared to normal tissue. Importantly, CZP also demonstrated longer and more extensive penetration into 
inflamed tissue than ADA (Figure 4-1).


43
 
 


 


Figure 4-1: Ratio of ADA and CZP in inflamed and non-inflamed tissue in a mouse model of collagen-induced arthritis
43


 


 


In humans, radiolabelled CZP has similarly been found to accumulate within inflamed joints within minutes of 
administration. Furthermore, accumulation of radiolabelled CZP had a high concordance with ultrasound and 
swollen joint count in patients with RA and peripheral SpA.


44
  


 
Although CZP has not been approved for use in pregnancy,


1
 pre-clinical and clinical data suggest a lack of 


active placental transfer of CZP which may be the consequence of the absence of an Fc region. Pre-clinical 
data showed that an anti-TNFα PEGylated Fab’ fragment was undetectable or only detectable at a very low 
level in rodent foetal samples.


45
 An ex vivo placental transfer study found that in 6 human placentas, CZP 


levels in the foetal circulation were consistently below levels of the anti-D IgG control.
46


 An independent 
investigator-driven study measuring placental transfer in 10 pregnant women treated with CZP reported that 
CZP levels in the cord blood and infant blood on the day of birth were consistently lower than those in 
maternal blood, suggesting low placental transfer. In some cases, CZP levels in cord and infant blood were 
below levels of detection.


47, 48
 The European label for CZP states that there are no adequate data from the 


use of Cimzia in pregnant women.
1
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4.1.2 CZP Administration Benefits 


CZP offers flexible dosing options and can be administered either as 200 mg Q2W or 400 mg Q4W as a 
maintenance dose depending on patient choice, after the initial loading doses have been administered at 
Weeks 0, 2 and 4. The 400 mg Q4W dosing option offers more convenient dosing for patients, especially for 
patients who are frequently travelling away from home. 
 
CZP is supplied as an award-winning,


49, 50
 ergonomically-designed pre-filled syringe that was designed in 


collaboration with OXO Good Grips
®
 to ensure that it is easy to use, which allows convenient self-


administration for those patients who feel able to do so. 
 
CZP also offers predictable annual costs. Patients receive the same cumulative dose of CZP regardless of 
the maintenance dosing regimen and irrespective of their weight: 400 mg over the course of 4 weeks, 
administered either 200 mg Q2W or 400 mg Q4W. 
 


4.1.3 Study Design 


The RAPID-axSpA study is the first registration trial to include patients from across the spectrum of axSpA 
disease, including patients AS and nr-axSpA. The study used the most recent ASAS axSpA classification 
criteria. All patients were first recruited based on a physician diagnosis of axSpA. Patients subsequently had 
met the ASAS classification criteria and had active disease plus the presence of objective signs of 
inflammation despite current treatment with NSAIDs. Recruited patients were then stratified into the AS and 
nr-axSpA subpopulations using the mNY criteria. 
 


4.1.4 Rapid Response to CZP 


The improvement in ASAS20 response rate for patients treated with CZP in the RAPID-axSpA study was 
seen early on, with significant differences observed by Week 1 compared to PBO (p<0.001; Figure 5-4, 
'''''''''''''''' ''''''''').


18
 Significant improvements in other clinical outcomes, including ASAS40 response rate, 


'''''''''''''''''''''', disease activity (BASDAI) and physical function (BASFI), were also seen at Week 1. Furthermore, 
these improvements in clinical outcomes were complemented by improvements in PROs such as 
significantly reduced total back pain by Week 1 and increased work and household productivity by Week 4, 
the earliest timepoint for which data are available. 
 
It is thought that the loading dose of 400 mg at Weeks 0, 2 and 4 is important for achieving this rapid 
improvement when treated with CZP. A post hoc analysis of data from two clinical trials in RA in Japanese 
patients (J-RAPID [CZP plus methotrexate [MTX] in patients with RA, n=316] and HIKARI [CZP without MTX 
in patients with RA, n=230]) showed that administration of CZP loading doses is associated with a more 
rapid onset of efficacy, development of lower anti-drug antibody levels and a sustained response compared 
with initiating CZP without loading doses.


51
 Patients who did not receive the loading dose showed delayed 


initial kinetics of American College of Rheumatology (ACR)20/50/70 responses and sustained lower 
response to Week 24 (ACR50/70) compared to patients who did received the loading dose. Development of 
anti-CZP antibodies was observed more frequently in patients who did not receive the loading dose 
compared with patients who did receive the loading dose (J-RAPID: n=4 [6.6%] vs n=1 [1.2%]; HIKARI: n=27 
[27.3%] vs n=18 [15.5%]). These results suggest administration of the initial CZP loading dose is important 
for improving clinical response in active RA patients.


51
 Additionally, a pharmcodynamic Markov model has 


revealed that patients not recieiving the loading dose had reduced response to CZP, and a higher probability 
of discontinuing treatment, especially due to lack of response.


52
 In RAPID-axSpA, CZP was also 


administered with the loading dose and early ASAS responses were seen, with significant differences in 
ASAS20 response rates compared to PBO observed by Week 1 (Figure 5-4).


18, 23
 


 


4.1.5 An Evidence-Based 12-Week Treatment Decision Point 


The ability to predict long-term response to therapy based on response at an early time point is of clinical 
value, permitting the early identification of patients who are unlikely to respond in the longer term and 
allowing prompt access to alternative therapies; decreasing unnecessary drug exposure. 
 
In RAPID-axSpA, the response to CZP was rapid. At Week 1, significantly more CZP treated patients 
achieved an ASAS20 response (40.5% in CZP 200 mg Q2W and 34.6% in 400 mg Q4W groups vs 14.0% in 
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PBO group), which raised to  57.7% and 63.6% of CZP 200 mg Q2W and CZP 400 mg Q4W treated patients 
by Week 12 (Section 5.4.1.1). 
 
A post hoc analysis has suggested a clear relationship between Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity 
Score (ASDAS) disease activity from as early as Week 2 and ASDAS inactive disease at Week 48 (Table 
4-1). Of the 31 patients with inactive disease (ASDAS <1.3) at Week 2, 71% (22/31) achieved inactive 
disease at Week 48, compared with 0% (0/27) of patients with very high disease activity (ASDAS >3.5) at 
Week 2 achieving inactive disease at Week 48. This trend was maintained at Week 12, whereby of the 50 
patients with inactive disease at Week 12, 68% (34/50) achieved inactive disease at Week 48, compared 
with 0% (0/21) of patients with very high disease activity at Week 12 achieving inactive disease at Week 
48.


53
 


 


Table 4-1: Likelihood of achieving ASDAS inactive disease at Week 48 based on ASDAS classification of disease activity at 
Baseline, Week 2, Week 8 and Week 12


53
 


Visit 
ASDAS ID 
n/N (%) 


ASDAS MD 
n/N (%) 


ASDAS HD 
n/N (%) 


ASDAS vHD 
n/N (%) 


Baseline 0/0 1/3 (33.3%) 32/70 (45.7%) 34/145 (23.4%) 


Week 2 22/31 (71.0%) 30/59 (50.8%) 15/100 (15.0%) 0/27 


Week 8 35/49 (71.4%) 22/57 (38.6%) 10/89 (11.2%) 0/20 


Week 12 34/50 (68.0%) 20/54 (37.0%) 13/86 (15.1%) 0/21 


HD: high disease activity; ID: inactive disease, MD: moderate disease; vHD: very high disease activity 
Data correspond to the randomized set (LOCF imputation) 
Light grey shading represents values of 10–20%, dark grey shading represents values of 0–10% 


 
A similar analysis has also been performed using BASDAI scores at early timepoints and attainment of 
treatment success (defined in this analysis as BASDAI <3) at Week 48. Of the 31 patients with low BASDAI 
score at Week 2 (BASDAI <2), 96.8% (30/31) achieved their treatment target at Week 48, compared with 
13.1% (8/61) patients with very high BASDAI (BASDAI >6) at Week 2 achieved their treatment target at 
Week 48. This trend was also maintained at Week 12, whereby of the 58 patients with low BASDAI at Week 
12, 91.4% (53/58) achieved the treatment target at Week 48, compared with 7.9% (3/38) of patients with very 
high BASDAI at Week 12 achieving the treatment target at Week 48.


23
 


 


Table 4-2: Likelihood of achieving BASDAI <3 at Week 48 based on BASDAI score at Baseline, Week 2, Week 8 and Week 12 


Visit 
Low  


(BASDAI <2) 
n/N (%) 


Moderate  
(BASDAI 2≤4) 


n/N (%) 


High 
(BASDAI 4≤6) 


n/N (%) 


Very High 
(BASDAI >6) 


n/N (%) 


Baseline 0/0 6/9 (66.7%) 56/79 (70.9%) 54/130 (41.5%) 


Week 2 30/31 (96.8%) 49/62 (79.0%) 29/63 (46.0%) 8/61 (13.1%) 


Week 8 42/45 (93.3%) 52/74 (70.3%) 19/59 (32.2%) 3/37 (8.1%) 


Week 12 53/58 (91.4%) 40/61 (65.6%) 19/54 (35.2%) 3/38 (7.9%) 


BASDAI: Bath ankylosing spondylitis disease activity score 
Data correspond to the randomized set (LOCF imputation) 
Light grey shading represents values of 10–20%, dark grey shading represents values of 0–10% 


 
Using disease activity state or BASDAI score during the first 12 weeks of CZP treatment, it may therefore be 
possible to identify a subset of patients who are unlikely to achieve long-term treatment goals. This approach 
may help physicians to determine early on when to change therapy in patients not responding to CZP, 
therefore helping to avoid unnecessary exposure, increase cost-effectiveness and improve the chance of 
achieving long-term treatment goals. 
 


4.1.6 Patient Access Scheme 


A primary concern with anti-TNF treatment is the cost of failure in patients who do not respond to treatment. 
In recognition of the link between the attained degree of clinical benefit after the first 12 weeks and the long-
term outcome of CZP-based therapy, UCB developed an innovative PAS for the CZP treatment of patients 
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with RA, in which treatment for patients is provided to the NHS free of charge for the first 12 weeks. This 
approved PAS has been extended to CZP treatment of patients with axSpA. 
 


4.1.7 Health-Related Benefits Unlikely to be Included in the Quality-Adjusted Life 
Year Calculation 


4.1.7.1 Productivity Benefits 


In addition to clinical benefits, CZP therapy has also been shown to be associated with large benefits in 
productivity outcomes compared to PBO. Baseline data from the RAPID-axSpA study indicated a high 
burden of axSpA, as well as a similarly high burden in AS and nr-axSpA on workplace and household 
productivity, as reflected by increased work disability at work and within the home.


35
 The high burden of 


axSpA on workplace and household productivity could lead to a large financial burden for both patients and 
society. Data from RAPID-axSpA indicated that CZP-treated patients reported greater and continued 
improvements over time, in workplace productivity as well as household productivity and increased 
participation in social, family and leisure activities.


35
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5 Clinical Efficacy 


 Both CZP dosing regimens resulted in statistically significant increases versus PBO in the proportion of 
ASAS20 responders at Week 12 (primary endpoint) and at Week 24, with rapid improvements as early 
as Week 1. CZP also resulted in statistically significant improvements versus PBO in levels of disease 
activity (BASDAI), physical function (BASFI) and spinal mobility (BASMI linear) at Week 24.


18
 


 CZP-treated patients in both AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations reported greater improvements in the 
signs and symptoms of disease, physical function, pain, fatigue, HRQoL, extra-articular and extra-spinal 
manifestations and workplace and household productivity than PBO-treated patients at Week 24.


18, 20-22, 


54, 55
 Overall, these data demonstrate that irrespective of the presence or absence of evidence of 


radiographic damage, treatment with CZP results in meaningful benefits to patients in the management 
of disease. 


 Improvements in all efficacy outcomes, clinical and patient-reported, were maintained long-term to Week 
96. Maintenance of benefit was seen in both CZP dosing arms and in both subpopulations.


23, 56
  


 RAPID-axSpA is the first registration trial to study patients across the active axSpA disease spectrum, 
including patients both with and without radiographic evidence of sacroiliitis. This may therefore make 
the trial more representative of clinical practice where treatment decisions are driven by the levels of 
pain, fatigue and difficulty with daily life, not the presence or absence of structural changes in the 
sacroiliac joints. This study evaluated the efficacy of CZP using a large number of outcomes that are 
clinically meaningful and relevant to patients. 


 The baseline characteristics of the active axSpA population recruited into the RAPID-axSpA study 
demonstrate the high and similar burden of disease, both humanistic and economic, between the AS and 
nr-axSpA subpopulations. At baseline, levels of disease activity, reductions in HRQoL and the 
detrimental impact of disease on work productivity were all substantial and similar between AS and nr-
axSpA patients.


18, 35, 55
 


5.1 Identification of Relevant Studies 


There is only one PBO-controlled, multicentre trial to examine the efficacy of CZP across the spectrum of 
patients with active axSpA, as defined by the ASAS criteria. This is the first and currently only study that 
allows a direct comparison of the burden of disease and efficacy of treatment to be made between the active 
axSpA, AS and nr-axSpA populations within a single study, addressing questions about the similarities of the 
subpopulations. All patients were first recruited based on a physician diagnosis of axSpA. Patients 
subsequently had met the ASAS classification criteria and had active disease plus the presence of objective 
signs of inflammation despite current treatment with NSAIDs. Recruited patients were then stratified into the 
AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations using the mNY criteria. 
The study is summarised in Table 5-1, and the inclusion and exclusion criteria for this study, known as 
RAPID-axSpA (or AS001), are described in Section 5.2.2. 
 


Table 5-1: RAPID-axSpA study summary 


Trial no. NCT01087762 (RAPID-axSpA Study; AS001) 


Intervention 
CZP at two different dosing regimens (200 mg every 2 weeks [Q2W] or 400 mg every 4 weeks [Q4W]) 
after equivalent initial loading doses of 400 mg at weeks 0, 2 and 4, double-blind, PBO-controlled for 24 
weeks, with dose-blind extension to 48 weeks and open-label to 204 weeks. 


Comparator PBO 


Population 


325 patients with axSpA by the ASAS criteria and active disease, as defined by BASDAI ≥4, spinal pain 
≥4 and CRP >ULN (>7.9 mg/L) and/or sacroiliitis by MRI who had failed ≥1 NSAID. 
178 (55%) patients met the mNY criteria and were therefore defined as having AS, 147 (45%) patients 
did not meet the mNY criteria and were therefore defined as having nr-axSpA. 


Primary study ref. Landewé et al. Ann Rheum Dis. 2014
18


 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI: 
Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; mNY: Modified New York; MRI: 
Magnetic resonance imaging; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PBO: 
Placebo; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; ULN: Upper limit of normal 
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5.2 Methodology of the Study 


5.2.1 Study Design 


The RAPID-axSpA study is an ongoing phase 3, multinational, multicentre, randomised, parallel group study. 
The study was PBO-controlled and double-blind until Week 24, at which point all PBO patients were moved 
into the active arms. The study was then dose-blind until Week 48 after which the study became open-label. 
The study will continue as open-label until Week 204.  
There were two active arms with different CZP dosing regimens plus a PBO arm during the double-blind 24-
week phase of the study. A schematic of the study design is shown in Figure 5-1 and details of the 
methodologies employed are summarised in Appendix 11.2.1.1 (Table 11-1). The calculations for the 
powering of the study are described in Appendix 11.2.1.1.  


Figure 5-1: RAPID-axSpA trial design schematic 


 


PBO escape was mandatory at Week 16 for all subjects who had not achieved an ASAS20 response at Week 14 and Week 16 of the 
study. These subjects were re-randomised to both CZP arms 1:1 at Week 16. Subjects who completed to Week 24 in the PBO arm were 
re-randomised to the CZP arms 1:1 at Week 24. 


 


At study baseline, patients were randomised to treatment using an interactive voice/web response system 
(IXRS) in a 1:1:1 ratio to receive PBO, or 400 mg CZP administered subcutaneously (sc) at weeks 0, 2 and 4 
followed by either CZP 200 mg every two weeks (Q2W) or CZP 400 mg every four weeks (Q4W). 
Cumulative doses of CZP administered over time were the same in both dosing regimens. All patients 
received injections Q2W, either CZP or PBO, to maintain blinding. Treatment randomisation was performed 
centrally and was stratified by site, fulfilment of mNY criteria, and prior anti-TNF therapy exposure.


18
 


 
In order to treat patients randomised to receive PBO in RAPID-axSpA ethically and offer the best outcome in 
the event of limited response, escape from the PBO arm to receive CZP was required by the protocol at 
Week 16 for patients who had not achieved an ASAS20 response at Week 14 and Week 16. PBO patients 
who underwent mandatory early escape remained blinded but were re-randomised to active treatment at 
Week 16 in a 1:1 ratio (CZP 200 mg Q2W: CZP 400 mg Q4W). Subjects originally randomised to PBO who 
completed Week 24 were re-randomised at Week 24 in a similar manner.


18
 Randomisation of patients 


escaping at Week 16 and Week 24 was performed using the same IXRS system as used at baseline. 
Subjects in the CZP 400 mg Q4W arm received injections of CZP alternately with PBO injections to conceal 
allocation. ''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
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''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
Subgroup analyses by mNY criteria (yes/no) were performed, and this was pre-specified in the study 
protocol. 
 
The RAPID-axSpA study was the first to include patients from across the spectrum of axSpA disease by 
including patients with and without radiographic damage. This may therefore make the trial more 
representative of clinical practice where treatment decisions are driven by the levels of pain, fatigue and 
difficulty with daily life, not the presence or absence of structural changes in the sacroiliac joints.


9, 10, 55, 57
 The 


additional benefit of recruiting a spectrum of axSpA patients allows for the direct comparison of disease 
burden at baseline and treatment efficacy between the overall axSpA population, the AS subpopulation and 
the nr-axSpA subpopulation. The RAPID-axSpA study population includes both patient groups for which 
licensed anti-TNF therapies will be appraised by NICE in their update to TA143 and TA233 in 2015.


58
 


 
A further advantage of the study design was that the study protocol involved the collection of data across a 
wide range of patient relevant outcomes, including workplace and household productivity. These provide 
evidence that the improvements in clinical signs and symptoms of disease also translate into meaningful 
patient-relevant outcomes, which benefit the patient as well as society overall. However, in being the first trial 
conducted in this broader patient population,  its comparison to clinical studies of relevant comparators 
cannot be made using the overall axSpA population, but rather by using the AS or nr-axSpA subpopulations 
separately, in which the comparators have been previously investigated in terms of efficacy and safety. 
 


5.2.2 Participant Eligibility 


Details of the key inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study are shown below in Table 5-2. The full 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study can be found in Appendix 11.2.2. 
 


Table 5-2: RAPID-axSpA study main eligibility criteria 


 NCT01087762 
RAPID-axSpA study 


Inclusion criteria  Age ≥18 years 


 History of adult onset axSpA 


 Active axSpA of ≥3 months duration and meets ASAS criteria for axSpA 


 BASDAI ≥4 


 Spinal pain ≥4 


 CRP >7.9 mg/L (>ULN) and/or sacroiliitis on MRI (as defined by the ASAS/Outcome Measures in 
Rheumatology (OMERACT) definition


12
) 


 Failed or intolerant to ≥1 NSAID during ≥30 days of continuous therapy (highest tolerated dose) or ≥2 
weeks each for ≥2 NSAIDs 


Exclusion criteria  Previous exposure to CZP 


 Hypersensitivity to any component of CZP, PBO, or with a history of an adverse reaction to polyethylene 
glycol 


 History of chronic alcohol abuse or drug abuse within the last year 


 Exposure to >2 previous biological agents (>1 anti-TNF therapy) for axSpA. Up to 40% of subjects were 
permitted to have exposure to 1 previous anti-TNF >3 months prior to baseline (or >28 days for 
etanercept) 


 AxSpA-disease related exclusions: 
a) Diagnosis of total spinal ankylosis (“bamboo spine”) or any other inflammatory arthritis 
b) Secondary, non-inflammatory condition symptomatic enough to interfere with evaluation of 


effect of CZP on axSpA 


 Female subjects who were breastfeeding, pregnant or planned to become pregnant during the study or 
within 3 months following the last dose 


 A history of chronic or recurrent infections, recent serious or life–threatening infection (<6 months prior to 
baseline, including herpes zoster), or known TB disease, high risk of acquiring TB infection or latent TB 
infection 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CRP: C-reactive protein; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NSAIDs: Non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs; OMERACT: Outcomes Measures in Rheumatology; PBO: Placebo; TB: Tuberculosis; TNF: Tumour necrosis 
factor; ULN: Upper limit of normal 


 
In order to recruit a broadly balanced population between AS and nr-axSpA patients, at least 50% of the 
study population had to fulfil the diagnosis of AS according to the mNY criteria for AS,


59
 thereby fulfilling the 


X-ray based imaging criteria within the ASAS criteria. Of those patients who did not fulfil mNY criteria due to 
lack of definitive evidence of sacroiliitis on X-ray, at least 50% were recruited based on the ASAS MRI 
criteria (by evidence of sacroiliitis on MRI using the ASAS/Outcomes Measures in Rheumatology 
[OMERACT] criteria


12
). The remaining patients were recruited based on the presence of HLA-B27 plus two 
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other ASAS clinical criteria (including an elevated CRP level).
18


 The presence of sacroiliitis on MRI or 
elevated CRP have been shown to be significant predictors for the development of axial radiographic lesions 
(MRI: odds ratio = 2.25, [p=0.001]; CRP: odds ratio = 1.44 [p=0.003]).


60
 The use of active disease and 


objective signs of inflammation to select patients for anti-TNF therapy is consistent with clinical practice in 
England and Wales, whereby patients with axSpA are treated without needing to have both sacroiliitis on 
MRI and elevated CRP, as confirmed by a rheumatologist practising in Britain: 
 


 “It is unnecessary to have both raised CRP and positive MRI as they are both inconsistently 
positive/raised and can fluctuate. They are both useful as objective evidence of disease in a disease 
with many subjective measures so one or the other helps confirm to the rheumatologist that they are 
dealing with active axial-SpA. Having both is ideal but unnecessary, especially as both MRI positivity 
and raised CRP are both inconsistent.”


61
 


 
Patients who were enrolled on the basis of meeting the imaging criteria must have been diagnosed on the 
basis of sacroiliac X-rays (read by a radiologist or rheumatologist) or MRIs (read by a radiologist) prior to the 
screening visit. All X-ray and MRI reports were included in source documentation. 
 
Specific axSpA disease-related exclusions meant that patients must not have had total spinal ankylosis 
(“bamboo spine”), a diagnosis of any other inflammatory arthritis (eg. RA, systemic lupus erythematosus, 
sarcoidosis) or a known diagnosis of fibromyalgia. In addition, patients must not have had a secondary, non-
inflammatory condition (eg. osteoarthritis) symptomatic enough to interfere with evaluation of the effect of 
CZP on the subject’s primary diagnosis of axSpA. Prior medical exclusion criteria included previous 
exposure to two or more biological agents, or more than one anti-TNF therapy. Previous withdrawal from an 
anti-TNF therapy could not have been due to primary failure, but could have been due to secondary failure, 
or withdrawal due to economic or other reasons.


18
 


 


5.2.3 Efficacy Analyses 


5.2.3.1 Datasets 


Randomisation was performed centrally and was stratified by site, fulfilment of mNY criteria and prior anti-
TNF therapy exposure. 
 
The ‘Randomised Set’ (RS) consisted of all subjects randomised into the study. The RS was used for the 
analysis of the primary endpoint (ASAS20 at Week 12) and key secondary efficacy endpoints (ASAS20 at 
Week 24, change from baseline in BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI linear at Week 24).  
 
The ‘Full Analysis Set’ (FAS) referred to patients who received ≥1 dose of study medication and had a valid 
baseline and post-baseline measurement for ASAS20 and consisted of all patients in the RS minus 1 PBO 
patient. The FAS was used for the analysis of other secondary outcomes and exploratory outcomes. 
 
Data are shown as observed case (OC) and with imputation. Non-responder imputation (NRI) was used for 
categorical measures, last observation carried forward (LOCF) for continuous measures. 
 
The ‘Safety Set’ (SS) consisted of all subjects in the RS who had received at least 1 dose of study 
medication. The SS was used for the analyses of safety data at Weeks 24, 48 and 96 (reported in Section 7).  
 
Efficacy data at Week 24 in the CZP-treated arms present patients who were randomised to the CZP dosing 
arms at baseline and does not include PBO patients who escaped at Week 16. Safety data at Week 24 
present all CZP-exposed patients whether they received CZP at baseline or at Week 16. 
 
Efficacy data up to Week 48 are presented for patients who were randomised to the CZP dosing arms at 
baseline only and does not include PBO patients who escaped at Week 16 and Week 24. Safety data at 
Week 48 present all CZP-exposed patients whether they received CZP at baseline, Week 16 or Week 24. 
 
Efficacy data up to Week 96 are presented for patients who were randomised to the CZP dosing arms at 
baseline only and does not include PBO patients who escaped at Week 16 and Week 24. The OC data set 
was used. Safety data at Week 96 present all CZP-exposed patients whether they received CZP at baseline, 
Week 16 or Week 24. 
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5.2.3.2 Outcomes 


The primary outcome of the RAPID-axSpA study was the ASAS20 response at Week 12. Key secondary 
outcomes included the ASAS20 response at Week 24, the change from baseline at Weeks 12 and 24 in 
BASFI, BASDAI and BASMI linear. These outcomes are all ASAS-endorsed for assessing the core domains 
of axSpA disease activity for clinical record keeping, disease-controlling- and symptom-modifying anti-
rheumatic treatments or drugs.


62, 63
 In addition, BASFI, BASDAI and BASMI linear are used by clinicians in 


clinical practice. For example, the ASAS20 response criteria were designed by clinicians working in the 
rheumatology field, and in particular for AS patients.


64
 Furthermore, this outcome has been reported in RCTs 


of all anti-TNF therapies in this disease area.
62


 Since the signs and symptoms of nr-axSpA disease are 
largely the same as AS, measures used in AS are accepted for use in nr-axSpA. For a more detailed list of 
outcomes in the RAPID-axSpA study, please see Appendix 11.2.1.1 (Table 11-1), and for a more detailed 
description of the outcomes presented in this submission, please see Appendix 11.2.3. 


5.2.4 Hierarchical Test Procedure 


In the RAPID-axSpA study, a hierarchical test procedure was applied for the primary endpoint and key 
secondary endpoints in the overall axSpA population in order to protect the overall significance level for the 
multiplicity of dose groups and endpoints. The pre-defined order of hypothesis testing, each at a 2-sided 5% 
alpha level versus PBO, was performed in the randomised set (RS) with imputation. The predefined 
hierarchical testing of the primary and key secondary efficacy endpoints is shown in Appendix 11.2.1.3 
(Figure 11-1). 


5.2.5 Missing Data 


Missing data due to study withdrawal, any other reason, and all post-Week 16 data for PBO patients 
escaping to active treatment were imputed using NRI for categorical outcomes (eg. ASAS20) and LOCF for 
continuous variables (eg. BASFI and BASDAI).


18
 The handling of missing data is described in detail for the 


key outcomes in Appendix 11.2.4 (Table 11-3). 
 


5.3 RAPID-axSpA Study Results 


5.3.1 Participant Flow 


Participant flow in the RAPID-axSpA study is summarised in Figure 5-2. A total of 325 patients with active 
axSpA, according to the ASAS classification criteria, were studied in RAPID-axSpA. At Week 0, 218 patients 
were randomised to CZP treatment and 107 patients were randomised to PBO. At Week 16, 56 PBO 
patients escaped and were re-randomised to CZP 200 mg Q2W (27 subjects) or CZP 400 mg Q4W (29 
subjects) through to the end of the study. Most (91.7%) subjects completed the double-blind PBO-controlled 
treatment period (up to Week 24). Overall, the most common reasons for discontinuation from the study by 
Week 24 were adverse events (AEs) and protocol violation.


18
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Figure 5-2: RAPID-axSpA study patient numbers through double-blind and dose-blind phases to Week 96
18, 56


 


 


5.3.2 Baseline Characteristics and Burden of Disease 


Patient characteristics at baseline are presented in Table 5-3 and by AS or nr-axSpA subpopulation in Table 
5-4. The treatment groups and study populations in the RAPID-axSpA trial were generally well-balanced with 
respect to demographics and baseline characteristics. All patients had highly active disease, which was 
similar between AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. Of the 147 nr-axSpA patients, 80 were enrolled via ASAS 
MRI imaging criteria and the other 67 via ASAS clinical criteria (see section 5.2.2).


18
 


 
Some differences were noted between the AS and nr-axSpA patient subpopulations (Table 5-4). More males 
than females were found in the AS subpopulation whereas the gender balance was approximately equal in 
the nr-axSpA subpopulation, which is consistent with previous reports.


65, 66
 Subjects in the nr-axSpA 


subpopulation were, on average, younger than subjects in the AS subpopulation, had a shorter time since 
symptom onset, and had lower CRP levels. Function and spinal mobility were also worse in the AS 
subpopulation, likely to be a consequence of the permanent structural changes seen in AS. However, except 
for CRP levels, similar baseline disease activity as measured by the BASDAI and ASDAS was observed for 
AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations.


18
 


 
Furthermore, the humanistic and economic burden of disease was similar between the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations at study baseline (Table 5-5). The burden was similar in terms of the health-related quality of 
life,  assessed through the Short Form 36 (SF-36), which measures both physical and mental components of 
well-being, and the ASQoL, which is a validated disease-specific 18-item questionnaire for measuring 
HRQoL in subjects with AS.


16
 The ASQoL ranges from 0 to 18 with a higher score indicating worse HRQoL 


and can also be used in axSpA patients.
8, 17


 
 
In addition, at study baseline 69.2% of axSpA patients were employed outside the home, slightly more nr-
axSpA patients were employed (71.4%) compared to AS (67.4%). More AS patients, compared to nr-axSpA 
patients, were unable to work due to spondyloarthritis (15.7% vs 8.2%, respectively). A similarly high burden 
of disease on workplace and household productivity was seen in AS and nr-axSpA patients, with an average 
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of >1 week of paid work affected by disease over previous month and approximately 2 weeks of household 
duties affected/month (Table 5-5). 
 
''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Concomitant NSAIDs and DMARDs (sulfasalazine and MTX) were taken by 87.8% and 30.7% of patients at 
baseline, respectively.


18
 


 


Table 5-3: RAPID-axSpA study patient demographics at baseline (randomised set)
18, 23


 


 


PBO 
n=107 


CZP 200 mg Q2W 
n=111 


CZP 400 mg Q4W 
n=107 


Overall 
n=325 


Demographic characteristics 


Age, mean years (SD)  39.9 (12.4) 39.1 (11.9) 39.8 (11.3) 39.6 (11.9) 


Male, %  60.7 60.4 63.6 61.5 


axSpA characteristics 


Symptom duration, median, years (min, max)  7.7 (0.3, 50.9) 6.9 (0.3, 34.2) 7.9 (0.3, 44.8) 7.7 (0.3, 50.9) 


Symptom duration <5 years, n (%)  42 (39.3) 50 (45.0) 34 (31.8) 126 (38.8) 


Positive for HLA-B27, n (%)  87 (81.3) 87 (78.4) 81 (75.7) 255 (78.5) 


CRP, mg/L     
 


  Median, (min, max) 15.0 (0.1, 156.2) 12.7 (0.1, 174.8) 12.3 (0.1, 159.9) 
13.9 (0.1, 174.8) 


  >ULN, n (%) 77 (72.0) 75 (67.6) 71 (66.4) 
223 (68.6) 


  ≥15 mg/L, n (%)  53 (49.5) 42 (37.8) 38 (35.5) 
133 (40.9) 


BASDAI,
#


 mean (SD)  6.4 (1.7) 6.5 (1.6) 6.4 (1.5) 6.4 (1.6) 


BASFI,
#


 mean (SD)  5.5 (2.1) 5.3 (2.3) 5.4 (2.3) 5.4 (2.3) 


BASMI linear,
#


 mean (SD)  4.0 (1.8) 3.7 (1.6) 3.8 (1.7) 3.8 (1.7) 


ASDAS,
#


 mean (SD)  4.0 (0.9) 3.9 (0.9) 3.8 (0.8) 3.9 (0.9) 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''  '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''  ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''  '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' ''' ''''''''''' '''' '''' '''' '''''''''''' 


Prior and concomitant medication 


Concomitant NSAIDs, n (%)  92 (86.0) 97 (87.4) 95 (88.8) 285 (87.8) 


''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' 
  ''' 
  ''''' 


 
'''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''' ''''''''''''''' 


 
'''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''' ''''''''''''''' 


 
'''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


 
''''' '''''''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


Allowed concomitant DMARDs, n (%)  38 (35.5) 31 (27.9) 31 (29.0) 100 (30.7) 


Prior anti-TNF exposure, n (%)  26 (24.3) 15 (13.5) 11 (10.3) 52 (16.0) 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; axSpA: Axial 
spondyloarthritis;  BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; 
BASMI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index in linear definition; CRP: C-reactive protein; DMARDs: Disease modifying anti-
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rheumatic drugs; FAS: Full analysis set; HLA-B27: Human leukocyte antigen B27; MASES: Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis 
Score; NSAIDs: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; SD: Standard deviation, TNF: 
Tumour necrosis factor; ULN: Upper limit of normal 
# in FAS dataset; † defined as at least 1 swollen joint in 44 joint assessment; ‡ defined as ≥1 point in MASES; § defined using ASAS 
criteria 
CRP ULN=7.9 mg/L (defined by central lab) 


 


Table 5-4: RAPID-axSpA study baseline demographics of AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations (randomised set)
18, 23


 


 


AS 
n=178 


nr-axSpA 
n=147 


Demographic characteristics 


Age, mean years (SD) 41.5 (11.6) 37.4 (11.8) 


Male, % 72.5 48.3 


axSpA characteristics 


Symptom duration, median, years (min, max) 9.1 (0.3, 50.9) 5.5 (0.3, 41.5) 


Symptom duration <5 years, n (%) 57 (32.0) 69 (46.9) 


Positive for HLA-B27, n (%) 145 (81.5) 110 (74.8) 


CRP, mg/L   


  Median, (min, max) 14.3 (0.1, 174.8) 11.9 (0.1, 156.2) 


  >ULN, n (%) 130 (73.0) 93 (63.3) 


  ≥15 mg/L, n (%) 80 (44.9) 53 (36.1) 


BASDAI,
#


 mean (SD) 6.4 (1.6) 6.5 (1.5) 


BASFI,
#


 mean (SD) 5.7 (2.2) 4.9 (2.3) 


BASMI linear,
#


 mean (SD) 4.4 (1.7) 3.2 (1.5) 


ASDAS,
#


 mean (SD) 4.0 (0.9) 3.8 (0.9) 


''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' 


Prior and concomitant medication 


Concomitant NSAIDs, n (%) 162 (91.0) 123 (83.7) 


'''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''' '''''''' 
  '''' 
  ''''' 


 
'''''' '''''''''''''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


 
'''''' '''''''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


Allowed concomitant DMARDs, n (%) 63 (35.4) 37 (25.2) 


Prior anti-TNF exposure, n (%) 36 (20.2) 16 (10.9) 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASDAS: Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease 
Activity Score; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index in linear definition; CRP: C-reactive protein; 
DMARDs: Disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs; FAS: Full analysis set; HLA-B27: Human leukocyte antigen B27; MASES; 
Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis Score; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NSAIDs: Non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs; SD: Standard deviation, TNF: Tumour necrosis factor; ULN: Upper limit of normal 
# in FAS dataset; † defined as at least 1 swollen joint in 44 joint assessment; ‡ defined as ≥1 point in MASES; § defined using ASAS 
criteria 
CRP ULN=7.9 mg/L (defined by central lab) 
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Table 5-5: RAPID-axSpA study baseline burden of disease in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations
35, 67


 


 


axSpA 
n=325 


AS 
n=178 


nr-axSpA 
n=147 


Health-related quality of life* 


ASQoL, mean (SD) 11.75 (4.3) 11.8 (4.3) 11.7 (4.3) 


SF-36 
   PCS, mean (SD) 
   MCS, mean (SD) 


 
32.5 (7.5) 


40.5 (12.1) 


 
32.0 (7.3) 


40.9 (12.0) 


 
33.1 (7.8) 
40.0 (12.3) 


Workplace and household productivity
#
 


Mean number of working days affected by arthritis over 
previous month


†
 


7.2 6.3 8.3 


Mean level of arthritis interference with work productivity 
over previous month


§
 


4.6 4.5 4.8 


Mean number of household work days affected by disease 
over previous month


¶
 


13.3 12.2 14.6 


Mean level of arthritis interference with household work 
productivity over previous month


§
 


4.9 4.9 4.8 


Mean number of days missed of family, social and leisure 
activities because of arthritis over previous month 


4.4 3.6 5.4 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASQoL: Ankylosing spondylitis quality of life; AxSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; MCS: Mental 
component summary; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; PCS: Physical component summary; SD: Standard 
deviation, SF-36: Short Form 36 
* FAS population, LOCF imputation used 
# RS, observed data 
† Includes both absenteeism and presenteeism at work. Absenteeism: work days missed due to arthritis over previous month. 
Presenteeism: days with work productivity reduced by ≥50% due to arthritis over previous month (does not include days 
counted in absenteeism) 
§ 0-10 point scale (0=no interference, 10=complete interference) 
¶ Includes both the number of full household work days missed due to arthritis and days with household productivity reduced 
by ≥50% due to arthritis (not counted in full days missed) 


 


5.3.3 Compliance 


'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''  
 
'''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''' ''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' '''' ''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' 
 


5.4 Efficacy Results 


All endpoints in the hierarchical testing plan were met and therefore all 10 of the endpoints in the hierarchical 
testing plan can be designated as statistically significant. For further details of the hierarchical testing plan for 
the RAPID-axSpA study please see Appendix 11.2.1.3. Outcomes presented here are as follows: 
 


 ASAS responses (ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS5/6 and ASAS partial response) 


 Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis indices (BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI linear) 


 Total and nocturnal back pain 


 Daily pain, fatigue and sleep 


 Health-related quality of life 


 Workplace and household productivity 


Further details for all of these outcomes can be found in Appendix 11.2.3. 
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5.4.1 ASAS Responses 


5.4.1.1 ASAS20 Response Criteria 


The primary outcome of the RAPID-axSpA trial was ASAS20 response (≥20% improvement in ASAS) at 
Week 12. For the total axSpA patient population at Week 12, the ASAS20 response was statistically 
significantly greater in both CZP treatment groups compared with PBO (p=0.004 and p<0.001 for CZP 200 
mg Q2W and CZP 400 mg Q4W, respectively) (Figure 5-3).


18
 The primary endpoint of this study was 


therefore met. 
 
The improvement in ASAS20 response rate for patients treated with CZP was rapid, with significant 
differences observed by Week 1 (Figure 5-4).


18
 Both subpopulations (AS and nr-axSpA) saw increased 


ASAS20 response rates with CZP compared to PBO (Figure 5-3).
18


 The ASAS20 response was maintained 
through to Week 48 during the dose-blind phase of the study, and then to Week 96 during the open-label 
phase of the study in the CZP groups, both in the overall axSpA population and in the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations (Table 5-6 and Appendix 11.2.5.9).


19, 23, 56
 


Figure 5-3: RAPID-axSpA study ASAS20 response at Week 12 and Week 24 in the overall axSpA population and the AS and nr-
axSpA subpopulations 


 


§ p=0.004; * p<0.001; † p<0.05 CZP vs PBO (2-sided Wald asymptotic test); data correspond to the RS (NRI imputation) 
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Figure 5-4: RAPID-axSpA study kinetics of the ASAS20 response to Week 24 in the overall axSpA population (as per allocation 
at Week 0) 


 


* p<0.001 CZP vs PBO (2-sided Wald asymptotic test); data correspond to the RS (NRI imputation); ‡ PBO patients escaping at Week 
16 (n=56) were considered non-responders Weeks 16-24 


 


Table 5-6: RAPID-axSpA study efficacy in overall axSpA population and AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations at Week 48 and 
Week 96 in subjects randomised to CZP at baseline


23, 56
 


 


Overall axSpA AS nr-axSpA 


CZP 200 mg 
Q2W 


n=111 


CZP 400 mg 
Q4W 


n=107 


CZP 200 mg 
Q2W 
n=65 


CZP 400 mg 
Q4W 
n=56 


CZP 200 mg 
Q2W 
n=46 


CZP 400 mg 
Q4W 
n=51 


ASAS20 at Week 
48, n (%) 
(95% CI)† 


79 (71.2) 


(62.7–79.6) 


78 (72.9) 


(63.5–80.5) 


47 (72.3) 


(61.4–83.2) 


42 (75.0) 


(63.7–86.3) 


32 (69.6) 


(56.3–82.9) 


36 (70.6) 


(55.9–81.4) 


'''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''' 
''''''' ''' '''''''' '''' 


'''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; axSpA: Axial 
spondyloarthritis; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; FAS: Full analysis set; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; 
NRI: Non-responder imputation; Q2W: Every two weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
† Data correspond to the FAS population; NRI was used: subjects who withdrew for any reason were considered as 
non-responders from the time that they dropped out. Subjects who had missing data at a visit were counted as a non-
responder for the respective visit. 
§ Data correspond to the RS with imputation; NRI was used: subjects who withdrew for any reason were considered as 
non-responders from the time that they dropped out. Subjects who had missing data at a visit were counted as a non-
responder for the respective visit; 95% CIs were not generated for Week 96 and are therefore unavailable at this time. 
 


5.4.1.2 Other ASAS Response Criteria 


In addition to the ASAS20 response (Section 5.4.1.1), the following more stringent ASAS-based responses 
were also assessed: ASAS40 response (≥40% improvement in ASAS); ASAS5/6 response (≥20% 
improvement in 5 of 6 ASAS domains, including spinal mobility and CRP);


70
 ASAS partial remission (a score 


of ≤2 units [on a 0—10 scale] in all 4 domains). 
 
At Week 24, the proportion of patients achieving an ASAS40 response, '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' and ASAS 
partial remission was significantly greater in the CZP 200 mg Q2W and CZP 400 mg Q4W groups compared 
with PBO (p<0.001) (Table 5-7,Table 5-8). These responses versus PBO were similar across the AS and nr-
axSpA subpopulations, and these levels of response were maintained to Week 96 during the dose-blind and 
open-label phases of the study (Section 5.4.12 and Appendix 11.2.5.9).


18, 19, 23
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Table 5-7: RAPID-axSpA study ASAS40, ASAS 5/6 and ASAS partial remission response rates at Week 12 and Week 24 in the 
overall axSpA population 


 
PBO 


n=107 


CZP  
200 mg Q2W 


n=111 


CZP  
400 mg Q4W 


n=107 


CZP  
200 mg Q2W and 400 mg 


Q4W 
n=218 


ASAS40 response rate, n (%) 


Week 12 19 (17.9) 48 (43.2)* 52 (48.6)* 100 (45.9)* 


Week 24 16 (15.1) 57 (51.4)* 56 (52.3)* 113 (51.8)* 


'''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' ''''''' 


'''''''''''' '''''' ''' ''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' '''''' ''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


ASAS partial remission response rate, n (%) 


Week 12 4 (3.7) 26 (23.4)* 26 (24.3)* 52 (23.9)* 


Week 24 9 (8.4) 34 (30.6)* 32 (29.9)* 66 (30.3)* 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; NRI: Non-responder imputation; PBO: 
Placebo; Q2W: Every two weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
* p<0.001 CZP vs PBO (2-sided Wald asymptotic test); data correspond to the randomised set (NRI imputation) 


 


Table 5-8: RAPID-axSpA study ASAS40, ASAS 5/6 and ASAS partial remission response rates at Week 12 and Week 24 in the 
AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations 


 AS nr-axSpA 


PBO 
n=57 


CZP  
200 mg Q2W 


n=65 


CZP  
400 mg Q4W 


n=56 


CZP 200 mg 
Q2W and 


400 mg Q4W 
n=121 


PBO 
n=50 


CZP  
200 mg Q2W 


n=46 


CZP  
400 mg Q4W 


n=51 


CZP 200 mg 
Q2W and 


400 mg Q4W 
n=97 


ASAS40 response rate, n (%) 


Week 12 11 (19.3) 26 (40.0)
†
 28 (50.0)* 54 (44.6)* 8 (16.0) 22 (47.8)* 24 (47.1)* 46 (47.4)* 


Week 24 9 (15.8) 31 (47.7)* 33 (58.9)* 64 (52.9)*  7 (14.0) 26 (56.5)* 23 (45.1)* 49 (50.5)* 


'''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' '''''' 


''''''''''''' ''''' '''' '''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' ''''' '''' ''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ASAS partial remission response rate, n (%) 


Week 12 1 (1.8) 13 (20.0)* 11 (19.6)
§
 24 (19.8)* 3 (6.1) 13 (28.3)


§
 15 (29.4)


§
 28 (28.9)* 


Week 24 4 (7.0) 20 (30.8)* 14 (25.0)
†
 34 (28.1)* 5 (10.0) 14 (30.4)


†
 18 (35.3)


§
 32 (33.0)* 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; 
CZP: Certolizumab pegol; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NRI: Non-responder imputation; PBO: 
Placebo; Q2W: Every two weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
* p<0.001; § p<0.005; † p<0.05 CZP vs PBO (2-sided Wald asymptotic test); data correspond to the RS (NRI imputation) 


 


5.4.2 ASDAS 


The Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score (ASDAS) was calculated at each visit to further assess 
the efficacy of CZP treatment. The ASDAS is comprised of a number of assessments which are scored by 
the patient and their physician.


71
 A decrease from baseline ASDAS ≥2.0 was defined as a major 


improvement (MI) and an ASDAS of <1.3 was defined as inactive disease (ID). Mean baseline ASDAS score 
was 3.8 in the overall axSpA population, reflecting very highly active disease. The percentage of axSpA 
patients showing either major improvement (MI) or inactive disease (ID) at Week 12 was significantly higher 
in both CZP treatment groups compared with placebo (Appendix 11.2.5.1). Further ASDAS improvement 
was observed at Week 24. 


5.4.3 BASDAI (Disease Activity) 


The BASDAI measures disease activity in axSpA. In the RAPID-axSpA study, the change from baseline in 
BASDAI to Week 24 was clinically meaningful with significant differences between CZP-treated groups and 
the PBO group (p<0.001) (Figure 5-5). Significant improvements versus PBO in BASDAI were noted in both 
CZP treatment groups and in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. The change was rapid with 
significant differences observed between CZP-treated groups and the PBO group at Week 1 (CZP 200 mg 
Q2W: p<0.001; CZP 400 mg Q4W: p<0.005). Furthermore, the effects of CZP were maintained to Week 96 
during the dose-blind and open-label phases of the study (Section 5.4.12 and Appendix 11.2.5.9).


18, 19, 23
 


 
'''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''' ''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' ''' 
''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' 
''''''''''''' '''''''' 
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'''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 


Figure 5-5: RAPID-axSpA study mean change from baseline in BASDAI score at Week 12 and at Week 24 in the overall axSpA 
population and the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations 


 


*p<0.001 for CZP vs PBO (ANCOVA model); data correspond to the RS (LOCF imputation) and presented as mean (standard error) 


 


5.4.4 BASFI (Physical Function) 


Change from baseline in BASFI was used to measure changes in physical function at Week 24. Change 
from baseline in BASFI at Week 24 in CZP-treated groups in the RS was clinically meaningful and significant 
in the overall axSpA population. At Week 24, the least squares (LS) mean change from baseline in BASFI 
was greater in both CZP dosing groups compared with the PBO group (Figure 5-6). BASFI MCID (defined as 
a ≥1 unit decrease) response rates at Week 24 for CZP 200 mg Q2W and CZP 400 mg Q4W patients were 
significantly higher than PBO at 64.0% (71/111) and 71.0% (76/107), respectively, versus 29.2% (31/106) 
(p<0.001 for both). 
 
The mean baseline BASFI score in the nr-axSpA subpopulation (mean ±SD=4.9 ±2.3) was lower than in the 
AS subpopulation (mean ±SD=5.7 ±2.2) at baseline, reflecting a lesser degree of impaired function in the nr-
axSpA subpopulation (Table 5-4). However, the CZP treatment effect was similar in the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations at Week 24, with improvements being clinically meaningful and significant compared to PBO 
(Figure 5-6). The effects of CZP on the BASFI score were maintained to Week 96 during the dose-blind and 
open-label phases of the study (Section 5.4.12 and Appendix 11.2.5.9).


18, 19, 23
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Figure 5-6: RAPID-axSpA study mean change from baseline in BASFI score at Week 12 and at Week 24 in the overall axSpA 
population and the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations 


 


*p<0.001; † p<0.005 CZP vs PBO (ANCOVA model); data correspond to the RS (LOCF imputation) and presented as mean (standard 
error) 


 


5.4.5 BASMI Linear (Spinal Mobility) 


The BASMI linear measures spinal mobility in axSpA by combining five different measures of mobility. The 
change from baseline in BASMI linear at Week 12 and Week 24 was clinically meaningful and significant 
compared to PBO in the overall axSpA population (Figure 5-7). Following a similar pattern to BASFI scores, 
the mean baseline BASMI linear score in the nr-axSpA subpopulation (mean ±SD=3.2 ±1.5) was lower than 
that seen in the AS subpopulation (mean ±SD=4.4 ±1.7) at baseline (Table 5-4) reflecting less impaired 
spinal mobility. Despite considerably lower baseline BASMI linear scores, comparable changes from 
baseline and greater differences to PBO were observed in the nr-axSpA subpopulation as compared to the 
AS subpopulation (Figure 5-7). In addition, these reductions were maintained to Week 96 during the dose-
blind and open-label phases of the study (Section 5.4.12 and Appendix 11.2.5.9).
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Figure 5-7: RAPID-axSpA study mean change from baseline in BASMI linear score at Week 12 and at Week 24 in the overall 


axSpA population and the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations 


 


* p<0.001; ¶ p=0.002; § p=0.005; † p<0.05; CZP vs PBO all ANCOVA; data correspond to the RS (LOCF imputation) and presented as 
mean (standard error) 


 


5.4.6 Total and Nocturnal Back Pain 


Baseline values indicated total and nocturnal back pain to be a significant burden in axSpA patients (total 


back pain score mean±SD=7.02±1.89, nocturnal back pain score mean±SD=6.90±2.30). No differences 
between treatment groups were noted at baseline for total or nocturnal back pain. 
 
Significantly greater decreases from baseline (ie. improvement) in total back pain and in nocturnal back pain 
were seen in CZP-treated subjects through to Week 24 in the overall axSpA population (Table 5-9). The 
analysis of change from baseline in total back pain at Week 24 yielded clinically meaningful treatment-related 
differences in the overall axSpA population. Differences were maintained ''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''. No 
differences were evident between the two CZP treatment groups. Patients who achieved the MCID (≥1 point 
change from baseline) at any visit were considered responders. A significantly greater percentage of 
subjects were total and ''''''''''''''''''''' back pain MCID responders in both CZP treatment groups compared with 
PBO at Week 24 (CZP 200 mg Q2W: 80.2% [89/111]; CZP 400 mg Q4W: 77.6% [83/107]; PBO: 35.8% 
[38/106]; Table 5-9).  
 
Table 5-10 shows that significantly larger improvements in total and nocturnal back pain in CZP-treated 
patients compared to PBO-treated patients were reported in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. 


Table 5-9: RAPID-axSpA study change from baseline in total and nocturnal back pain at Week 24 in the overall axSpA 
population 


 PBO 


n=106 


CZP 200 mg Q2W 


n=111 


CZP 400 mg Q4W 


n=107 


CZP 200 mg Q2W 
and 400 mg Q4W 


n=218 


Total back pain 


Wk 24 mean change from baseline 
(SD) 


-1.33 (2.16) -3.25 (3.00) -3.21 (2.71) -3.23 (2.85) 


Wk 24 difference to PBO, LS mean 
(SE) 


- 
-1.91 (0.34) -1.92 (0.34) -1.91 (0.30) 


p-value - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
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Wk 24 MCID responders, n (%) 38 (35.8) 89 (80.2) 83 (77.6) 172 (78.9) 


p-value - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 


Nocturnal back pain 


Wk 24 mean change from baseline 
(SD) 


-1.27 (2.61) -3.67 (3.33) -3.61 (2.92) -3.64 (3.13) 


Wk 24 difference to PBO, LS mean 
(SE) 


- 
-2.31 (0.35) -2.29 (0.35) -2.30 (0.31) 


p-value - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 


'''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''' '' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; FAS: Full analysis set; LOCF: Last observation carried forward; LS: Least squares; MCID: Minimal clinically 
important difference; NRI: non-responder imputation; PBO: Placebo; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; SD: Standard 
deviation; SE: Standard error; Wk: Week 
Change from baseline and difference compared to PBO: Data correspond to the FAS population (LOCF imputation), p-values were 
calculated using ANCOVA 
Responder rate: Data correspond to the FAS (NRI imputation), p-values were calculated using the 2-sided Wald test 


 


Table 5-10: RAPID-axSpA study change from baseline in total and nocturnal back pain at Week 24 in AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations 


 AS nr-axSpA 


PBO 
n=57 


CZP  
200 mg 


Q2W 
n=65 


CZP  
400 mg 


Q4W 
n=56 


CZP 200 
mg Q2W 
and 400 
mg Q4W 


n=121 


PBO 
n=49 


CZP  
200 mg 


Q2W 
n=46 


CZP  
400 mg 


Q4W 
n=51 


CZP 200 
mg Q2W 
and 400 
mg Q4W 


n=97 


Total back pain 


Wk 24 mean change 
from baseline (SD) 


-1.39 
(2.06) 


-2.94 
(3.27) 


-3.50 
(2.57) 


-3.20 
(2.97) 


-1.27 
(2.29) 


-3.70 
(2.53) 


-2.90 
(2.84) 


-3.28 
(2.71) 


Wk 24 difference to 
PBO, LS mean (SE) 


- 
-1.78 
(0.44) 


-2.39 
(0.45) 


-2.08 
(0.39) 


- 
-2.32 
(0.53) 


-1.61 
(0.52) 


-1.96 
(0.46) 


p-value - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 - <0.001 0.002 <0.001 


Wk 24 MCID 
responders, n (%) 


23 (40.4) 48 (73.8) 45 (80.4) 93 (76.9) 15 (30.6) 41 (89.1) 38 (74.5) 79 (81.4) 


p-value - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 - <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 


Nocturnal back pain 


'''''''' '''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' 
''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' 


''' 
'''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


'' 
'''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; FAS: Full analysis set; LOCF: Last observation carried forward; LS: Least 
squares; MCID: Minimal clinically important difference; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis;  PBO: Placebo; Q2W: Every 
2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; SD: Standard deviation; SE: Standard error Wk: Week 
Change from baseline and difference compared to PBO: Data correspond to the FAS population (LOCF imputation), p-values were 
calculated using ANCOVA 
Responder rate: Data correspond to the FAS (NRI imputation), p-values were calculated using the 2-sided Wald test 


 


5.4.7 Daily Pain and Fatigue 


'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''' '''''''''''''' '''' 
'''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''  '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' 
 
Greater changes from baseline in fatigue, as assessed by Question 1 of the BASDAI, were seen in CZP-
treated subjects compared to PBO-treated subjects by Week 1 in the overall axSpA population and were 
continued through to Week 24. A greater improvement from baseline in fatigue was also achieved by CZP-
treated patients compared with PBO in the overall axSpA population and both the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations (Appendix 11.2.5.4). Improvements were maintained to Week 48 in the dose-blind phase of 
the study (Section 5.4.12) (data not available to Week 96).
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5.4.8 Extra-Articular Manifestations 


5.4.8.1 Uveitis 


Although axSpA is characterised by inflammation in the spine and sacroiliac joints, it can also manifest as 
inflammation at extra-spinal sites, most commonly inflammation of the uvea (uveitis).


72
 


 
In RAPID-axSpA uveitis events were recorded on a specific case report form (for extra-articular 
manifestations) or as an adverse event (preferred term “Uveitis”). New incidences and flares were analysed 
in patients with or without a history of uveitis. Patients with a history of uveitis were defined as patients with 
uveitis recorded on their standard medical history, ASAS classification criteria screening assessment or 
baseline extra-articular assessment. 
 
At baseline, of 218 patients randomised to CZP, 38 (17.4%) had a history of uveitis, as did 31 of 107 (29.0%) 
patients randomised to PBO. The proportion of patients with a history of uveitis was similar in the AS and nr-
axSpA subpopulations (20.8% [37/178] and 21.1% [31/147] respectively).


21
 


 
During the 24 week double-blind phase, the overall incidence rate (IR) of uveitis flares (regardless of 
previous history of uveitis) was lower in CZP-treated patients (IR=2.0/100 PY) than PBO-treated patients 
(IR=10.6/100 PY). There were no de novo cases of uveitis flares observed up to Week 24; ie. all cases were 
observed in patients with history of uveitis. In these patients with a history of uveitis, IR was 11.9/100 PY for 
CZP and 42.1/100 PY for PBO (Table 5-11). Up to Week 48 in CZP-treated patients (regardless of prior 
history of uveitis) the overall IR of uveitis flares was 3.8/100 PY (17.8/100 PY in patients with history of 
uveitis and 0.5/100 PY in patients without) (Table 5-12).


21
 


 


Table 5-11: RAPID-axSpA study incidence of uveitis flares in patients treated with CZP or PBO to Week 24 in the overall axSpA 
population


21
 


 CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W PBO 


 
All Patients 


(n=218) 


History of 
Uveitis 
(n=38) 


No History 
of Uveitis 
(n=180) 


All Patients 
(n=107) 


History of 
Uveitis 
(n=31) 


No History 
of Uveitis 


(n=76) 
IR per 100 PY* 2.0 11.9 0.0 10.6 42.1 0.0 


Patients 
(Exposure, PY) 


2 (97.6) 2 (16.8) 0 (80.7) 4 (37.7) 4 (9.5) 0 (28.2) 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; IR: Incidence rate; PBO: Placebo; PY: Patient years; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
*IR are reported per 100 PY with censoring at the time of event; no analyses of statistical significance were carried out on these data 


 


Table 5-12: RAPID-axSpA study incidence of uveitis in patients treated with CZP to Week 48 in the overall axSpA population
21


 


  All Patients
†
 (n=315) History of Uveitis (n=63) 


No History of Uveitis 
(n=252) 


IR* per 100 PY 3.8 17.8 0.5 


Patients (Exposure, PY) 9 (238.1) 8 (44.9) 1 (193.2) 


IR: Incidence rate; PY: Patient years 
*IR are reported per 100 PY with censoring at the time of event; 


†
for Week 48 analyses all patients exposed to CZP were considered; no 


analyses of statistical significance were carried out on these data 


 


5.4.9 Extra-Spinal Manifestations 


5.4.9.1 Enthesitis, Swollen Joints and Tender Joints 


Axial SpA is frequently associated with extra-spinal manifestations such as inflammation of the entheses 
(enthesitis, assessed by Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis Enthesitis Score [MASES]) and peripheral joints 
(assessed by swollen joint count [SJC] and tender joint count [TJC]). 
 
Extra-spinal manifestations were assessed in patients with ≥1 swollen joint, ≥1 tender joint or ≥1 enthesial 


site affected at baseline. At baseline, 229 had enthesitis in ≥1 enthesial site, with a mean±SD MASES score 


of 5.1±3.4; 123 had ≥1 swollen joint, with a mean±SD SJC of 4.2±5.3 and 212 had ≥1 tender joint, with a 


mean± TJC of 6.6±7.1.
20
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CZP-treated patients showed improvement in enthesitis, swollen joints and tender joints at Week 12 and 
Week 24 compared with PBO-treated patients (Appendix 11.2.5.6 [Table 11-9]).


20
 


 
The baseline severity of extra-spinal manifestations and improvements observed to Week 24 were similar 
between the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations (Appendix 11.2.5.6 [Table 11-10]).


20
 


 


5.4.10 Health-Related Quality of Life 


The baseline data from the RAPID-axSpA study showed that there is a high burden on HRQoL and that it 
was similar at baseline in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations (Section 5.3.2). Irrespective of the dose 
regimen, CZP-treated patients experienced significant improvements in all domains of the SF-36, as well as 
the physical and mental component summary scores, and this was observed in both the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations. Improvements in HRQoL reported in the CZP groups were maintained to '''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''. More detailed results are presented in Appendix 11.2.5.7.2. 
 
Baseline ASQoL scores were similar across the treatment groups, however, greater changes from baseline 
were observed in the CZP-treated patients as compared to PBO-treated patients. These changes were seen 
as early as Week 1 of the study in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations, and these improvements were 
maintained at ''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''. More detailed results are presented in Appendix 11.2.5.7.1. 
 


5.4.11 Workplace and Household Productivity 


At study baseline, a high burden of axSpA on workplace and household productivity was reported with a 
slightly higher burden in nr-axSpA compared with AS (Section 5.3.2).  
 
In the overall axSpA population at baseline, 63.2% (67/106), 69.4% (77/111), and 74.8% (80/107) of patients 
in the PBO, CZP 200 mg Q2W, and CZP 400 mg Q4W treatment groups were employed. At baseline, more 
AS than nr-axSpA patients were unable to work due to spondyloarthritis (15.7% [28/178] vs 8.2% [12/146]). 
A high burden of axSpA on workplace and household productivity was reported with a slightly higher burden 
in nr-axSpA compared with AS. On average, axSpA patients reported >1 week of paid work and 2-3 weeks 
of household duties or social activities affected per month.


35
  


 
In employed patients receiving CZP, reductions in work days missed, work days with reduced productivity, 
and arthritis interference with productivity at work were reported as early as Week 4 and maintained through 
to Week 24 (Appendix 11.2.5.8). By Week 24, employed patients treated with CZP gained on average 
between 0.8–1.2 full days of paid work per month, compared to a mean of 0.4 days in the PBO group. 
Patients in the CZP-treated arms reported fewer limitations in their paid work duties, as seen by a decrease 
in the number of days with reduced productivity of 2.0–3.4 days per month on average compared to less than 
1 day with PBO by Week 24. The interference of axSpA on paid work productivity as measured on a 0–10 
scale was reduced on average by 1.4–1.5 (Week 4) and at least 2.3 (Week 24) in CZP patients compared to 
0.9 (Week 4) and 1.0 (Week 24) on average in PBO-treated patients (Figure 5-8). 
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Figure 5-8: Paid work productivity (WPS) in axSpA patients at baseline, Week 4 and Week 24 in the RAPID-axSpA trial 
(employed patients only). (A) Work days missed per month due to arthritis; (B) Days per month with work productivity reduced 
by ≥50% due to arthritis;** (C) Level of arthritis interference with work productivity per month† 


 


‡p<0.05 CZP 200 mg Q4W vs PBO; *p<0.05 CZP 400 mg Q4W vs PBO; data correspond to the full analysis set, non-parametric 
bootstrap t-test (LOCF imputation); †level of arthritis interference with work productivity: 0—10 point scale (0=no interference, 
10=complete interference); **does not include full days missed counted in the previous question 


 
Improvement in productivity within the home was observed as early as Week 4 and maintained through to 
Week 24 in both the CZP groups compared with the PBO group in the overall axSpA population (Figure 5-9). 
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Figure 5-9: Household work productivity (WPS) in axSpA patients at baseline, Week 4 and Week 24 in the RAPID-axSpA trial. 


A) Household work days missed per month due to arthritis; B) Days per month with household productivity reduced by ≥50% 


due to arthritis;** C) Level of arthritis interference with household work productivity per month† 


 


‡p<0.05 CZP 200 mg Q4W vs PBO; *p<0.05 CZP 400 mg Q4W vs PBO; data correspond to the full analysis set population, non-
parametric bootstrap t-test (LOCF imputation); †level of arthritis interference with household work productivity: 0—10 point scale (0=no 
interference, 10=complete interference); **does not include full days missed counted in the previous question 


 
Significant reductions in the number of days of family, social and leisure activities lost due to arthritis in 
patients receiving CZP compared to PBO patients was observed as early as Week 4 (p<0.05) and sustained 
through to Week 24 (Figure 5-10).  
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Figure 5-10: Days missed of family, social and leisure activities (WPS) in axSpA patients at baseline, Week 4 and Week 24 in 
the RAPID-axSpA trial  


 


‡p<0.05 CZP 200 mg Q4W vs PBO; *p<0.05 CZP 400 mg Q4W vs PBO; data correspond to the full analysis set, non-parametric 
bootstrap t-test (LOCF imputation) 


 
Similar improvements were seen in workplace and household productivity at Week 24 in AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations, as observed in the overall axSpA population (Appendix 11.2.5.8, Figure 11-5 and Figure 
11-6). 
 
The initial improvements in work and household productivity in CZP-treated patients up to Week 24, were 
continued up to '''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''. These improvements were 
maintained in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations.


23
 


 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''' 
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'''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
 


5.4.12 Longer-Term Efficacy to Week 96 (Includes the Dose-Blind and the Open-
Label Treatment Periods) 
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'''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''' ''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''  


 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


 


Table 5-13: RAPID-axSpA study maintenance of CZP efficacy at Week 96 in the overall axSpA population
19, 23


 


 
CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W (n=218) 


Week 24 (NRI) Week 48 (NRI) Week 96 (NRI) Week 96 (OC) 


'''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''' '''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''  ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''' '''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''' ''' ''''''''' 


''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


     


 Week 0 Week 24 (LOCF) Week 48 (LOCF) Week 96 (LOCF) 


''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
'''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


'''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' 


''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' 


'''''''''''''      
''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' 


ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; 
BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CZP: 
Certolizumab pegol; LOCF: Last observation carried forward; MCS: Mental component summary; NA: Not available; NRI: Non-
responder imputation; OC: Observed case; PCS: Physical component summary; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; 
SD: Standard deviation; SF-36: Short-form 36 


Data correspond to the RS with imputation; NRI was used for categorical measures; LOCF was used for continuous variables 
Note: Fatigue data not available at Week 96 
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Table 5-14: RAPID-axSpA study maintenance of CZP efficacy at Week 96 in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations
19, 23


 


 


CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W 


AS (n=121) nr-axSpA (n=97) 


Wk 24 
(NRI) 


Wk 48 
(NRI) 


Wk 96 
(NRI) 


Wk 96 
(OC) 


Wk 24 
(NRI) 


Wk 48 
(NRI) 


Wk 96 
(NRI) 


Wk 96 
(OC) 


ASAS20 response rate, n (%) 
81 


(66.9) 
''''' '''''''''''''' 


78 
(64.5) 


78/93 
(83.9) 


66 
(68.0) 


'''''' ''''''''''''' 
59 


(60.8) 
59/74 
(79.7) 


ASAS40 response rate, n (%) 
62 


(51.2) 
'''''' ''''''''''''' 


61 
(50.4) 


61/93 
(65.6) 


49 
(50.5) 


'''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


49 
(50.5) 


49/74 
(66.2) 


ASAS partial remission response 
rate, n (%) 


34 
(28.1) 


'''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


30 
(24.8) 


30/93 
(32.3) 


32 
(33.0) 


''''' '''''''''''''' 
32 


(33.0) 
32/74 
(43.2) 


         


 Wk 0 
Wk 24 
(LOCF) 


Wk 48 
(LOCF) 


Wk 96 
(LOCF) 


Wk 0 
Wk 24 
(LOCF) 


Wk 48 
(LOCF) 


Wk 96 
(LOCF) 


BASDAI, mean actual score (SD) 6.4 (1.5) 3.4 (2.2) ''''''' ''''''''''' 3.1 (2.2) 6.6 (1.5) 3.3 (2.5) ''''''' '''''''''' 3.0 (2.4) 


BASFI, mean actual score (SD) 5.6 (2.3) 3.3 (2.6) ''''''' ''''''''''' 3.0 (2.3) 5.0 (2.3) 2.6 (2.4) ''''''' '''''''''' 2.4 (2.5) 


BASMI linear, mean actual score 
(SD) 


4.2 (1.7) 3.6 (1.7) '''''''' ''''''''''' 3.6 (1.8) 3.2 (1.5) 2.6 (1.5) ''''''' '''''''''''' 2.5 (1.4) 


''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''''' ''''''''''' 
'''''''' 


'''''''''''' 
'''''''' 


'''''''''''' 
''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


'''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' 
'''''''' 


''''''''''''' 
''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''' 


''''''''''''' 
''''''' '''''''''' 


'''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''' 
''''''' 


''''''''''''' 
''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''' 


''''''''''''''''          


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''''' 


'''''''''''' 
'''''''''' 
''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''''''''' 
''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
'''''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' 
'''''''''' 
''''''''''' 


''''''''  
'''''''''''' 


'''''''  
''''''''''' 


''''''' 
'''''''''''' 


'''''''''' 
''''''''''' 


''''''' 
'''''''''' 


'''''''' 
''''''''''' 


''''''' 
''''''''''' 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS: Assessment of SpondyloArthritis International Society; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology 
Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; LOCF: Last observation carried forward; MCS: Mental component summary; NA: Not available; 
nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NRI: Non-responder imputation; OC: Observed case; PCS: Physical 
component summary; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; SD: Standard deviation; SF-36: Short-form 36 Wk: Week 
Data correspond to the RS with imputation; NRI was used for categorical measures; LOCF was used for continuous variables 


Note: Fatigue data not available at Week 96 
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6 Mixed Treatment Comparison  


 Following a systematic literature review, a mixed treatment comparison (MTC) was performed to 
evaluate the relative clinical effectiveness of CZP and its relevant active comparators. 


 For the AS subpopulation, the primary analysis was performed at the 24-week timepoint, since 
guidelines indicate that evaluation of the efficacy of treatment should be made after at least 12 weeks of 
continuous treatment. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the assessment could only be performed at the 
12-week timepoint due to the availability of comparator data. 


 In AS patients, CZP showed similar efficacy (with no significant difference) when compared to ADA, 
ETA, GOL and IFX. At 24 weeks, the analysis indicated numerically higher benefits in favour of CZP than 
ADA and GOL, and similar benefits compared to ETA and IFX, although none of the differences were 
significant. 


 In nr-axSpA patients, CZP showed numerically greater improvements over ADA and ETA at 12 weeks in 
most outcomes assessed, in terms of ASAS responses (ASAS20, 40, partial remission, 5/6), disease 
activity and physical function; significant differences were noted in changes in BASFI, BASDAI and 
PtGADA. 


 The MTC reported that treatment with anti-TNF therapies yielded greater improvements in efficacy 
outcomes and PROs when compared with PBO in AS and nr-axSpA. 


 Clinical heterogeneity was observed across studies used in the MTC. However, sensitivity analyses were 
performed around prior anti-TNF therapy exposure for the AS subpopulation. These sensitivity analyses 
supported the conclusions of the main analysis, that anti-TNF therapies are superior to PBO and have 
similar efficacy to each other. 


 
Data on the relevant clinical comparators are not available from active-controlled studies and from trials in 
the axSpA disease spectrum. A systematic review was therefore performed to identify studies assessing the 
active comparators in the axSpA subpopulations, AS and nr-axSpA. Mixed treatment comparisons (MTCs) or 
pairwise comparisons were then undertaken to assess the relative efficacy of CZP in the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations. The systematic literature review and analyses were performed to include all interventions 
that have been approved by the European Medicines Agency EMA for axSpA (AS or nr-axSpA) and were 
considered in the final scope of the NICE MTA. The systematic review identified 28 studies of relevant 
comparators for both subpopulations, out of which 18 were included in the MTC. 


6.1 Methods: Systematic Literature Review 


MEDLINE-, Embase-, and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) were systematically 
searched for indexed literature published from January 1991 to July 2014 for randomised controlled trials 
(RCTs) evaluating selected anti-TNF therapies. The search terms are detailed in Appendix 11.3. 
Keyword searches of the annual proceedings for meetings of interest within the last four years (2010–2014) 
were also performed. Using the above criteria, abstracts from the following meetings were screened: 


1. American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 


2. The European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) 


3. British Society for Rheumatology (BSR) 


4. International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR, International and 
European meetings)  


Additionally, the Cochrane Library was searched for recent (2010–2014) systematic reviews and meta-
analyses of treatments of interest in axSpA. The reference lists of these studies were manually reviewed to 
identify potentially relevant studies that were not captured within the aforementioned searches. Similarly, the 
reference lists of recent pooled analyses and meta-analyses (2010–2014) captured in the systematic search 
were reviewed to identify any additional relevant studies.  
 
The PICOS approach (population, intervention, comparators, outcomes, study design) was utilised to define 
inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 6-1). Trials of adult patients with active axSpA (or nr-axSpA and AS 
subpopulations) who had failed at least one NSAID agent were included. Where specific outcomes of interest 
(eg. clinical efficacy, safety and tolerability, economic, and PROs) were provided in a post-hoc, subgroup, or 
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exploratory analyses the results were included but interpreted with caution. The outcomes of interest are 
listed in Appendix 11.3 (Table 11-16). 
 


Table 6-1: PICOS inclusion and exclusion criteria for studies in the systematic literature review 


 P – 
Patients 


I– 
Interventions 


C – 
Comparators 


O – 
Outcomes 


S – Study Design 


Inclusion 
Criteria 


Studies that 
include adult 
patients with 
clearly 
defined 
active 
axSpA, or 
nr-axSpA 
and AS 
subpopulatio
ns, who 
have failed 
at least one 
NSAID 
agent 


Biological 
DMARDs: 


TNF 
antagonists: 
ADA, CZP, 
GOL, IFX, ETA  


 


Biological 
DMARDs:  


TNF antagonists: 
ADA, CZP, GOL, 
IFX, ETA 


Conventional 
DMARDs: 
cyclosporine, SSZ, 
MTX, leflunomide, 
HCQ  


NSAIDs: 
celecoxib, 
etoricoxib, 
ibuprofen, 
naproxen, 
ketoprofen, 
flurbiprofen, 
inometacin/ 
indomethacin, 
etodolac, 
diclofenac, 
aceclofenac, 
sulindac, 
piroxicam, 
meloxicam, 
tenoxicam  


PBO/usual care  


Selected 
clinical 
efficacy, 
safety and 
tolerability, 
economic 
outcomes, 
and PROs of 
interest (see 
Table 11-16) 


PBO- and active-controlled 
RCTs with at least one arm 
randomised to one of the 
selected anti-TNFs alone or in 
combination with other 
comparator agents in adult 
patients with active axSpA or 
nr-axSpA and AS 
subpopulations who have 
failed at least one NSAID 
agent; randomised trials in 
parallel design of at least 12 
weeks’ duration, or those with 
crossover happening after 12 
weeks 


Exclusion 
Criteria 


Studies of 
non-axSpA 
patients, 
patients that 
are naïve to 
or on their 
first NSAID, 
or studies 
with mixed 
populations 
in which 
outcomes 
for axSpA 
patients are 
not reported 
separately 


Studies that do 
not include a 
treatment arm 
with any of the 
selected 
biological 
DMARDs 


Studies that do not 
include a 
treatment arm with 
any of the 
selected 
comparators of 
interest 


Studies 
lacking 
relevant 
data on any 
of the 
outcomes of 
interest 
(selected 
efficacy, 
safety, 
economic, 
and PROs of 
interest (see 
Table 11-16)  


Studies that are not 
randomised; letters to the 
editor; citations with no 
abstract; open-label 
extensions of RCTs (ie. the 
extension phase where 
previous randomization has 
been broken); pooled analyses 
or meta-analyses; animal or in 
vitro studies; pharmacokinetic 
or pharmacodynamic studies; 
randomised trials with 
crossover happening before 12 
weeks; dose-finding studies 
with no active or PBO 
comparator; randomised trials 
with fewer than 10 patients per 
treatment arm; studies with 
intended treatment duration 
fewer than 12 weeks 


ADA: adalimumab; AS: ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: axial spondyloarthritis; CZP: certolizumab pegol; DMARD: disease-modifying 
anti-rheumatic drug; ETA: etanercept; GOL: golimumab; HCQ: hydroxychloroquine; IFX: infliximab; MTX: methotrexate; nr-axSpA: non-
radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; NSAID: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PRO: patient-reported outcome; RCT: randomised 
controlled trial; SSZ: Sulfazalazine; TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


 


6.2 Methods: Mixed Treatment Comparison 


6.2.1 Bayesian Mixed Treatment Compariosn 


MTCs have great potential to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of multiple treatments using an 
evidence base of clinical trials that individually do not compare all treatment options. Fixed-effects and 
random-effects Bayesian MTC meta-analyses


73, 74 were conducted that compared all treatments of interest 
on odds ratios (OR) or difference of mean change. An investigation of statistical heterogeneity was 
conducted when there were two or more studies on the same comparison. Empirical priors for random-
effects variance of 1 for binary outcomes and 2*median arm-level standard deviation for continuous 
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outcomes were utilised for the random-effects analyses. A less informative prior (0) to assess sensitivity to 
prior choice was also assessed. The best model fit was selected based on a review of the deviance 
information criterions (DICs) and a clinical evaluation of the different model assumptions. Convergence and 
DIC issues were considered unlikely due to the simplicity of the evidence network. 
 
All analyses involved a 50,000 run-in iteration phase and a 50,000 iteration phase for parameter estimation. 
All calculations were performed using OpenBugs 3.1.2. 


6.2.2 Statistical Analyses – nr-axSpA Subpopulation 


The analysis in the nr-axSpA subpopulation was performed in anti-TNF naïve patients. This analysis was 
completed using the R software program, which was programmed to generate relative effect estimates from 
both a fixed-effects MTC model and Bucher’s adjusted indirect comparison simultaneously. The estimates 
derived from the fixed-effects MTC model are identical to those derived from the Bucher’s adjusted indirect 
treatment comparison when there are a limited number of trials or a small network as is the case here, for 
the anti-TNF naïve nr-axSpA subpopulation. 
 
Given the similarities between the two, only the estimates derived from the fixed-effect MTC model are 
presented in the results section (Section 6.6.2) and the methodology described in more detail. 
A random-effects MTC model was considered but not conducted due to the absence of data (limited trials) 
with which to estimate a random-effects variance. 


6.2.3 Statistical Analyses – AS Subpopulation 


Where feasible, both MTC analyses (fixed- and random-effects) were performed for the AS trials. The 
random-effects model was considered to be optimal compared to the fixed-effects model unless limited by 
sparse data.  
 
Among the trials in AS populations intended for analysis, there was some indication of population 
heterogeneity with respect to prior treatment with anti-TNF therapies as prior anti-TNF therapy exposure was 
not reported for all studies. Those studies that did not explicitly state whether patients had prior anti-TNF 
therapy exposure were of IFX (2), ETA (2), GOL (1), or ADA (1). As these were the first anti-TNF therapies 
evaluated and approved for this indication, it is reasonable to assume that it is likely that only a small 
proportion of patients were exposed to anti-TNF therapy prior trial enrolment. 
 
The main analyses were therefore conducted using all AS patients. This allowed for a larger network of 
studies to be included, with more than one study per comparison for any given outcome. Out of the studies 
identified in the systematic literature review, only 6 did not provide comprehensive inclusion and exclusion 
criteria or information to determine prior exposure to anti-TNF therapy (2 IFX, 2 ETA, 1 GOL, 1 ADA).


75-80
 


Analysis of all AS patients is also more representative of the patients treated in practice where a small 
proportion of patients may have been previously exposed to an anti-TNF therapy. However, additional 
sensitivity analyses were conducted where studies with unclear prior anti-TNF therapy exposure and also 
patients from RAPID-axSpA with prior anti-TNF exposure were excluded. This sensitivity analysis was 
conducted to detect and prevent confounding factors that may exist and could impact on the overall results. 
 
A univariate approach was used for ASAS20 and ASAS40 rather than a multivariate approach. A multivariate 
approach would require the assumption of equal treatment effects for the different ASAS thresholds, and 
given that almost all included studies reported ASAS20 and ASAS40, the additional assumption required to 
justify this approach may not outweigh the benefit of a slight increase in estimate efficiency. In addition, a 
univariate approach allows analysis of the difference between the anti-TNF therapies in the chance of 
achieving ASAS20 and ASAS40 responses independently; it is likely that any anti-TNF therapy could be 
effective at achieving the lower threshold (ASAS20), but not have the same likelihood of achieving the more 
stringent threshold of ASAS40. 
 
Study heterogeneity was tested using Cochrane’s Q-statistic and measured using I


2
, where possible 


heterogeneity was explained by examining variation in the study- and treatment-level factors mentioned 
above. Global heterogeneity was assessed by considering the size of the sqrt(tau) from the random-effects 
MTCs and by examining a sequence of pairwise meta-analyses; high values of I


2
 (an estimate of the per cent 


of variability due to heterogeneity) indicate heterogeneity for that comparison and allow for identification of 
trials that are outliers. 
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6.2.4 Feasibility Assessment for MTC 


Only studies that enrolled comparable patient populations were included in the MTC. Analyses were 
conducted separately for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. Week 12 and 24 timepoints were considered 
for the analyses. However, because not all AS trials presented outcomes of interest at 12 weeks and 24 
weeks, the effects on multiple outcomes of interest over time were evaluated by two independent reviewers. 
Both reviewers determined that, among the comparators included in this study, the greatest improvements 
occurred between 2 and 6 weeks of treatment and that results were relatively stable between 12 and 16 
weeks. Efficacy and PRO data from 12 to 16 weeks were thus pooled for the two sets of analyses; that is, if a 
study reported outcomes at any point between 12 and 16 weeks, it was considered in the respective 
analysis. 
 
The 2010 update of the ASAS recommendations for the use of anti-TNF therapies in axSpA recommend that 
the time of evaluation for these agents should occur after more than 12 weeks, given that the treatment 
response rates plateau from 12 weeks onwards and so the evidence favours more than 12 weeks of 
continuous treatment before deciding on whether the treatment should be continued.


81
 Following these 


recent recommendations, the main MTC analysis in the AS subpopulation was conducted using Week 24 
with additional sensitivity analyses conducted for Week 12.  Furthermore, the difference in relative effect 
between anti-TNF therapies at 12 weeks and 24 weeks was also observed in previous health technology 
assessment (HTA) submissions to NICE (TA143).


24
 


 


6.3 Results: Systematic Literature Review 


Figure 6-1 summarises the trials included in the statistical analysis, including RAPID-axSpA; the study 
characteristics of all trials identified are listed in Appendix 11.3 (Table 11-17) with the assessment of bias 
(Table 11-18). This systematic literature review identified 28 primary trials published since 1991 and included 
RAPID-axSpA CZP trial data from the clinical study report (CSR). Among these trials, 20 enrolled AS 
patients who fulfilled the mNY criteria and were comparable to the AS subpopulation enrolled in the RAPID-
axSpA study. Four trials reported data in the nr-axSpA subpopulation, and patients in two trials (naïve to anti-
TNF) were comparable to the nr-axSpA subpopulation enrolled in the RAPID-axSpA study. In addition, three 
trials included an axSpA population, and one trial included patients with severe AS with spine ankylosis; 
however, these four trials in the axSpA population and severe AS population did not include comparable 
patient populations to those included in the RAPID-axSpA study for further quantitative analysis. 
 
The systematic literature review results included trials of the alternative anti-TNF therapies ADA, ETA, GOL, 
and IFX. Eighteen trials were suitable for inclusion in the MTC or indirect treatment comparison for the AS 
and nr-axSpA populations (Figure 6-1, Appendix 11.3.2 [Table 11-19]) and 10 trials were excluded (Appendix 
11.3.2 [Table 11-20]). All 18 trials were included in the analyses and so are presented here. 
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Figure 6-1: PRISMA study attrition diagram for systematic literature review 


 
 
axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; DMARD: Disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug; NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; PD: 
Pharmacodynamic; PK: Pharmacokinetic; RCT: Randomised controlled trial 


†Includes the BSR Annual Meeting (2010–2014), the EULAR Annual Congress (2011–2014), the ACR Annual Scientific Meeting (2010–
2014), and the ISPOR Annual Meetings (2010–2014) 


‡ When screening abstracts and full-text publications for inclusion, a hierarchy of rejection criteria were used. Once a publication met 
one exclusion criterion, it was not evaluated for the remaining criteria. A publication was rejected on the basis of the first criterion that it 
fulfilled in the following list: 1) No abstract to inform decision (for meeting abstract only), narrative reviews, guidelines, commentary, 
letters to the editor, conference proceedings, 2) Pooled analysis or meta-analyses, 3) Animal or in vitro studies, 4) Not in English, 5) 
Published before 1991, 6) PK/PD studies; dose-finding studies with no placebo- or active-controlled arm, 7) Not adults with active 
axSpA or its subpopulations, 8) Not RCT, 9) Open-label extensions of RCT where randomization was broken, 10) No biologic DMARDs, 
11) Fewer than 10 patients per treatment arm, 12) RCT duration less than 12 weeks, 13) No comparators of interest, 14) NSAID-naïve 
patients only, 15) RCT lacking relevant data on any of the outcomes of interest, 16) Outcomes for axSpA patients are not reported 
separately, 17) Duplicate study. 


τ This number reflects studies for inclusion in the qualitative synthesis.  


¥ The same abstract was presented at multiple meetings or the same abstract was identified in database and grey literature searches.  


§ This number includes RAPID-axSpA (AS001), another 15 trials in the AS population and two trials in the nr-axSpA population. 
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(n=422) 


No abstract to inform decision, reviews (n=56) 
Pooled analysis, meta-analyses (n=99) 
Animal or in vitro studies (n=3) 
Not in English (n=6) 
PK/PD studies, dose-finding studies with no 
placebo- or active-controlled arm (n=15)  
Not adult patients with active axSpA (n=44) 
Not RCT (n=76)  
Open-label extensions of RCT (n=25) 
No biologic DMARDs (n=62) 
RCT with fewer than 10 patients per 
treatment arm (n=3) 
RCT with intended duration <12 weeks (n=5)  
No comparators of interest (n=13) 
NSAID-naïve patients only (n=9) 
RCT lacking relevant data on any of the 
outcomes of interest (n=5) 
Duplicate abstract (n=1) 


 
Full-text articles assessed 
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Full-text articles excluded,‡ with 


reasons (n=223) 
No abstract to inform decision, reviews (n=14) 
Pooled analysis, meta-analyses (n=19) 
Animal or in vitro studies (n=4) 
PK/PD studies, dose-finding studies with no 
placebo- or active-controlled arm (n=4) 
Not adult patients with active axSpA (n=17)  
Not RCT (n=42)  
Open-label extensions of RCT (n=31) 
No biological DMARDs (n=11) 
RCT with fewer than 10 patients per 
treatment arm (n=2) 
RCT with intended duration <12 weeks (n=5)  
No comparators of interest (n=5) 
NSAID-naïve patients only (n=7) 
RCT lacking relevant data on any of the 
outcomes of interest (n=42)  
Outcomes for axSpA patients are not reported 
separately (n=2) 
Duplicate abstract¥ (n=18)  
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6.3.1 Quality Assessment for Risk of Bias in Included Studies 


The risk of bias judgement associated with each included trial identified from the literature is summarised in 
Table 11-21 based on the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias. Studies were evaluated in 
seven domains for potential biases that pertain to study methodology, analysis, and reporting. 
 


6.4 Mixed Treatment Comparison Network 


Evidence network diagrams for trials included in the analysis in the AS subpopulation and the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation are provided in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3. Of note, the network for each outcome of interest 
may vary due to data availability; only outcomes reported in the same format, unit, and at a comparable 
timepoint were included in the analysis. 
 
For the AS subpopulation, the MTC primarily evaluated data from all 16 trials of AS patients (including the 
RAPID-axSpA study). Further sensitivity analysis were conducted with the exclusion of studies where prior 
anti-TNF therapy exposure was unclear and exclusion of the subgroup of patients from RAPID-axSpA that 
were previously exposed to anti-TNF therapies, as explained in Section 6.2.3. This sensitivity analysis 
included 10 studies of AS patients.


33, 80, 82-89
 


 
The analysis network for the AS subpopulation includes ADA, CZP, ETA, GOL and IFX; PBO was used as a 
common comparator in 15 trials with the exception being the University of Palermo study, which directly 
compared ETA with IFX (Figure 6-2). Table 11-22 (Appendix 11.3.2) lists the outcomes included in the 
statistical analysis in the AS population and their corresponding timepoints. Specifically, the following 
outcomes were included in the statistical analysis in the AS population at Week 12 and 24: ASAS20, 
ASAS40, ASAS5/6, BASDAI50, PtGADA, BASFI, BASDAI, SF-36 physical component summary (PCS), SF-
36 mental component summary (MCS), nocturnal spine pain and fatigue. Some trials reported certain 
outcomes as median values or in a different scale/unit that were not comparable to other trials or contained 
reporting error; these values were explained in detail in the footnotes. 
 


Figure 6-2 AS subpopulation evidence network diagram 


 


This network diagram includes all AS trials regardless of anti-TNF therapy exposure. 


Studies in black (besides RAPID-axSpA) enrolled only anti-TNF-naïve AS population; studies in red enrolled AS population with unclear 
anti-TNF exposure. 


 


In the nr-axSpA population there were two included trials, RAPID-axSpA
23


, NCT01258738
90


 and ABILITY-1 
(Figure 6-3).


15
 The following outcomes were included in the statistical analysis in the nr-axSpA population at 


the Week 12 timepoint: ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS5/6, ASAS partial remission, PtGADA, BASFI, BASDAI, SF-
36 PCS and total back pain. 
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Figure 6-3: nr-axSpA subpopulation evidence network diagram 


 


 


6.5 Relevant Differences 


Of the trials identified from the systematic literature review, 16 studies were included in the statistical 
analyses in the AS population and three in the statistical analyses in the nr-axSpA population. The majority 
of these trials were double-blind RCTs; most were conducted in the US and Europe. ADA, ETA, GOL and 
IFX were represented in multiple trials. CZP was assessed in the RAPID-axSpA study only. 
 
Seventeen of the 18 trials included in the statistical analyses that were able to be assessed had a low risk of 
bias, including the RAPID-axSpA study (Table 11-21); however, the risk was unclear in many trials, 
particularly with respect to randomisation methods and blinding of study outcome assessments. 
NCT01258738 had a high risk for selective and biased reporting because the primary endpoint was switched 
and the modified intention to treat population had inconsistent numbers of patients throughout the RCT 
period in the most recent publication, which remained as interim material pending for copy-editing and quality 
check. 
 


6.5.1 Patient Populations 


Among the 17 included trials identified from the literature (besides RAPID-axSpA), 15 consisted of patients 
who fulfilled the mNY criteria for AS, and these patients had radiographic evidence of definite sacroiliitis of 
either grade II bilaterally or grade III or IV unilaterally. Twelve of the 15 AS trials also excluded patients who 
had complete spine ankylosis (spine fusion). In the RAPID-axSpA study, approximately 50% of trial patients 
fulfilled the mNY criteria for AS; the data for this specific AS subgroup were used in the AS population MTC 
sensitivity analysis. 
 
Other than RAPID-axSpA, two other trial in the MTC, ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738, enrolled nr-axSpA 
patients who did not have radiographic sacroiliitis.


15, 90
 All three trials used the ASAS classification criteria for 


axSpA; whilst ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738 excluded patients who met the mNY criteria for AS, RAPID-
axSpA required that only 50% of included patients should not have fulfilled the mNY criteria. It is data from 
this nr-axSpA subpopulation of RAPID-axSpA that was compared with data from ABILITY-1 and 
NCT01258738. The ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738 studies recruited only anti-TNF naïve patients. 
 


6.5.2 Disease Severity 


Among AS patients, RAPID-axSpA and other trials enrolled patients with similar disease activity, as defined 
by one or more of the following inclusion criteria: BASDAI score, morning stiffness, BASFI score, PtGADA 
score, and pain score. AS patients in the RAPID-axSpA study had similar disease severity to the AS patients 
from other trials, as indicated by baseline CRP levels and disease duration. The proportion of patients with 
elevated CRP at baseline was only reported in three other AS trials, ASSERT, GO-RAISE and 
NCT01114880 (41-53%).


79, 86, 87
 RAPID-axSpA had a similar proportion of patients with elevated CRP (39-


55%), although the threshold defining ‘elevated CRP’ was not always clearly reported and not consistent 
across studies (>15 mg/L, or > 3X ULN). Baseline CRP values varied across AS trials and most reported 
mean/median values were between 10-25 mg/L, however, consistent or commonly applied criteria are not 
available to distinguish patients’ disease severity based on the available data. The mean disease duration of 
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AS patients in RAPID-axSpA falls within the range reported in other trials, and most trials did not specify if 
the duration was since symptom onset or since diagnosis.  
 
Among nr-axSpA patients, RAPID-axSpA, ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738 enrolled patients with similar 
disease activity, as defined by the inclusion BASDAI score and pain score.


15
 These three trials had a similar 


proportion of patients with elevated CRP (30–45%), although the threshold of elevated CRP was not 
consistent between studies (> 15 mg/L, or > 1X ULN, or by high-sensitivity CRP [hsCRP] standard). The 
mean baseline CRP values of nr-axSpA patients in RAPID-axSpA (13.4–19.3 mg/L) were higher than those 
of patients in ABILITY-1 (6.8–7.6 mg/L); however a standard is not available to distinguish patients’ disease 
severity based on the available data. NCT01258738 used hsCRP, which cannot be compared to CRP 
directly. The mean disease duration since symptom onset was slightly shorter in the RAPID-axSpA study 
(8.1–9.1 years) than the ABILITY-1 trial (10.1 years), and NCT01258738 enrolled patients with dramatically 
shorter disease duration since symptom onset (2.5 years). 
 


6.5.3 Additional Treatments 


Of the 17 trials from the systematic literature review that were included in the MTC, 11 trials only included 
patients who were naïve to anti-TNF therapy; 6 trials did not specify patients’ prior exposure to anti-TNF 
therapy; and RAPID-axSpA included patients both with and without prior exposure, although the majority of 
patients did not have prior anti-TNF therapy exposure (86.0%). Multiple studies reported data after PBO-
treated patients crossed over to anti-TNF treatment in long-term, open-label phases. 
 
Concomitant therapy use was reported in all but one trial, the GOL trial in Chinese patients.


82
 Where 


reported, concomitant therapy use was allowed. The most commonly used concomitant treatments were 
DMARDs and NSAIDs; however, the specific information related to DMARDs, such as dose and schedule 
were often underreported. 
 


6.5.4 Trial Design (Methodology, Length of Study, Outcomes) 


The duration of the randomised portion for all trials was between 12 and 24 weeks. Most trial populations 
consisted of more than 50 patients with axSpA, AS or nr-axSpA. The majority of trials were comparable for 
disease duration and gender, and RAPID-axSpA had a similar gender and age distribution to the other trials. 
RAPID-axSpA allowed subjects in the PBO arm of the study who did not achieve at least a minimal response 
(ASAS20) at both 14 and 16 weeks to receive escape treatment. Three other trials also allowed early PBO 
escape, including ATLAS


33
 (between 12 and 20 weeks), GO-RAISE


87
 (at 16 weeks) and NCT01212653


80
 (at 


24 weeks). In addition, 10 studies, and RAPID-axSpA, reported cross-over of PBO- or DMARD-treated 
patients to anti-TNF therapy at 12 to 24 weeks.


15, 33, 77-79, 82, 84, 86-88, 91
  


 
In terms of assessment timepoints for some of the outcomes of interest, three trials assessed outcomes at 
Week 14 or 16 instead of Week 12. More precisely, the GO-RAISE trial (GOL) and NCT01248793 trial (GOL) 
reported outcomes at Week 14 and the University of California trial (ETA), reported outcomes at Week 16. 
This 2 to 4 week difference in the assessment timepoints may bias the results of the Week 12 analysis, since 
it allows a longer exposure to certain anti-TNF therapies, thus an increased benefit, compared to the other 
treatments. 
 
As shown in Appendix 11.3.2 (Table 11-22), not all trials assessed all of the outcomes of interest, which 
resulted in sparse networks for particular outcomes. However, the key clinical outcomes of ASAS20 
response, BASDAI and BASFI were reported by the majority of trials. 
 


6.6 Results: Mixed Treatment Comparison 


Overall, the included trials found that AS and nr-axSpA patients assigned to treatment with anti-TNFs yielded 
better efficacy outcomes than those assigned to PBO. Whilst the sizes of point estimates differed among 
anti-TNF therapies, there were no significant differences between the anti-TNF therapies in the AS 
subpopulation. The evidence was consistent across the spectrum of disease, in patients with both AS and nr-
axSpA. 
 
Data are presented from analyses undertaken using CZP pooled data from the two dosing arms. 
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6.6.1 AS Subpopulation 


In the AS subpopulation, the MTC showed that anti-TNF therapies were superior to PBO on key clinical 
outcomes and the majority of PROs considered. There were also no significant differences between CZP 
and the other anti-TNF therapies on most of the clinical outcomes and the PROs evaluated (ASAS20, 
ASAS40, ASAS5/6 and BASDAI50 responses, BASDAI and BASFI changes). At 24 weeks, the analysis 
indicated numerically higher benefits in favour of CZP than ADA and GOL, and similar benefits compared to 
ETA and IFX, although none of the differences were significant.  
 
The results using CZP pooled were generally similar to those using the individual dosing (Appendix 
11.3.3.3.1) and in the sensitivity analysis on trials in patients with who were definitively anti-TNF therapy-
naïve (Appendix 11.3.3.4). 
 
Results from the meta-analyses in the AS population between CZP, PBO and other anti-TNF therapies are 
summarised in Table 6-2–Table 6-7 for the following outcomes: 


 ASAS response criteria (ASAS20, ASAS40 and ASAS5/6 response rates) 


 Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis indices (change in BASDAI, BASDAI50 response rate and change in 
BASFI) 


Additional results for PROs (changes in PtGADA, SF-36 PCS and MCS, nocturnal back pain and fatigue) 
can be found in Appendix 11.3.3.1 (Table 11-23–Table 11-27). These results were in line with the previous 
findings. 
 


Table 6-2: ASAS20 response (AS population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS20 Response 


12–16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


GOL vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


IFX vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''' 


''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
'''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL 
''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX 
'''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable: OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds. 


Random-effects model 
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Table 6-3: ASAS40 response (AS population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS40 Response 


12—16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''' '' ''''''''''' '' '''''''''''''' '' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


''''''''''' '' ''''''''' '' ''''''''''''''' '' 


GOL vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' '' ''''''''''' '' '''''''''''' '' 


IFX vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL 
''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX 
''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


'''''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  


Random-effects model 


 


Table 6-4: ASAS5/6 response (AS population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS5/6 Response 


12—16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''' '' ''''''''''' '' ''''''''''''' '' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''' 


GOL vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


IFX vs placebo ''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''' 


''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL 
''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX '''''''' 
''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  


Random-effects model 
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Table 6-5: BASDAI difference between mean change (AS population) 


Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  CrI] 


BASDAI Change 


12–16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


GOL vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


IFX vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''''' 


'''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
'''''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL 
''''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


'''''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: 
Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable 
Note: Advantage (↑) was defined using the MCID of 1 point for BASDAI difference of mean change. ↓ indicates disadvantage, whilst ↔ 
indicates similar BASDAI change.  


Random-effects model 


 


Table 6-6: BASDAI50 response (AS population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


BASDAI50 Reponses 


12–16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
''''''' 


GOL vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


IFX vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
'''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


'''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 
''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL 
'''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


'''''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX 
'''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: 
Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  


Random-effects model 
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Table 6-7: BASFI difference between mean change (AS population) 


Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  CrI] 


BASFI Change 


12–16 weeks 
Primary analysis 


24 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''''  ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


GOL vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 
'''''''' 


IFX vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


'''''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


''''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs GOL '''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' 


CZP pooled vs IFX 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: 
Etanercept; GOL: Golimumab; IFX: Infliximab; NA: Not applicable 
Note: Advantage (↑) was defined using the MCID of 1 point for BASFI difference of mean change. ↓ indicates disadvantage, whilst ↔ 
indicates similar BASFI change.  


Random-effects model (Week 12–16) and fixed-effects model (Week 24) 


 


6.6.2 nr-axSpA Subpopulation 


In the nr-axSpA population, the MTC showed that ADA, ETA and CZP demonstrated significantly greater 
improvement compared to PBO on all outcomes considered, except for ADA in BASFI change and ETA in 
BASFI, BASDAI, PtGADA and SF-36 PCS changes, where the improvements were numerically greater than 
PBO, but not significantly different. 
 
The MTC analysis also indicated that CZP showed numerically greater improvements over ADA and ETA at 
12 weeks in most outcomes assessed, in terms of ASAS responses (ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS partial 
remission, ASAS5/6), disease activity and physical function; significant differences were noted in changes in 
BASFI, BASDAI and PtGADA. The results obtained were similar for the individual CZP doses (Appendix 
11.3.3.3.2). 
 
Results from the meta-analyses in the nr-axSpA population between CZP, ADA, ETA and PBO are 
summarised in Table 6-8–Table 6-14 for the following outcomes: 


 ASAS response criteria (ASAS20, ASAS40, ASAS5/6 and ASAS partial remission response rates) 


 Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis indices (change in BASDAI, change in BASFI) 


 PROs (changes in PtGADA) 


Findings for additional  PROs (SF-36 PCS, total back pain) can be found in Appendix 11.3.3.2 (Table 11-28 
and Table 11-29).These results were in line with the previous findings. 
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Table 6-8: ASAS20 response (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS20 Response 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
'''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds. 


Fixed-effects model 
 


Table 6-9: ASAS40 response (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS40 Response 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  


Fixed-effects model 


 


Table 6-10: ASAS5/6 response (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS5/6 Response 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
'''' 


'''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  
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Fixed-effects model 


Table 6-11: ASAS partial remission response (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


OR [95%  CrI] 


ASAS Partial Response 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''' 


''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab 
pegol; ETA: Etanercept; NA: Not applicable; OR: Odds ratio 
Note: Similar odds (↔) were defined as OR of 1 ±0.10 inclusive. ↑Indicates increased odds, whilst ↓ indicates decreased odds.  


Fixed-effects model 
 


Table 6-12: BASDAI difference between mean change (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  
CrI] 


BASDAI Change 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
'''''' 


'''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: 
Etanercept; NA: Not applicable 
Note: Advantage (↑) was defined using the MCID of 1 point for BASDAI difference of mean change. ↓ indicates disadvantage, whilst ↔ 
indicates similar BASDAI change.  


Fixed-effects model 
 


Table 6-13: BASFI difference between mean change (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  
CrI] 


BASFI Change 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''' 


'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
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Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  
CrI] 


BASFI Change 


12 weeks 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: 
Etanercept; NA: Not applicable 
Note: Advantage (↑) was defined using the MCID of 1 point for BASFI difference of mean change. ↓ indicates disadvantage, whilst ↔ 
indicates similar BASFI change.  


Fixed-effects model 


 


Table 6-14: PtGADA difference between mean change (nr-axSpA population) 


Comparison 


Difference of mean change [95%  
CrI] 


PtGADA Change 


12 weeks 


Anti-TNF therapies vs placebo 


CZP pooled vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


ADA vs placebo 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' 


'''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


ETA vs placebo 
''''' 


'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


CZP vs anti-TNF therapies 


CZP pooled vs ADA 
''''' 


''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


CZP pooled vs ETA 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''' 


'''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


ADA: Adalimumab; CrI: Credible interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ETA: Etanercept; NA: Not applicable; PtGADA: Patient global 
assessment of disease activity 
Note: Advantage (↑) was defined using the MCID of 1 point for PtGADA difference of mean change. ↓ indicates disadvantage, whilst ↔ 
indicates similar PtGADA change.  


Fixed-effects model 


 


6.7 Clinical Heterogeneity 


Clinical heterogeneity was observed across studies identified in the systematic literature review. Major 
sources of heterogeneity in the trials were from patient populations, which included patient inclusion criteria, 
disease severity and prior therapy (especially with anti-TNF therapy). 
 
To address the heterogeneity in patient population, the statistical analyses were performed on AS and nr-
axSpA patient subpopulations separately. RAPID-axSpA is the only included trial that included patients with 
axSpA from both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. Therefore, the statistical analyses were performed 
with corresponding subsets of patient data from the RAPID-axSpA study instead of the entire spectrum of 
axSpA patients evaluated in the trial. This approach leads to a lower sample size of each subpopulation in 
RAPID-axSpA, reducing the statistical power in the analysis, which could be the cause of some inconclusive 
MTC results, ie. reducing the chance of achieving statistical significance.  
 
With regards to the nr-axSpA subpopulation, data are only available from three trials, RAPID-axSpA, 
ABILITY-1 and NCT01258738. There were certain differences in the baseline characteristics of the nr-axSpA 
patients enrolled in these trials, which need to be taken into consideration when interpreting the results from 
the pairwise analyses. For instance, all trials had a similar proportion of patients with elevated CRP (30–
45%), although the threshold of elevated CRP was not consistent between studies (> 15 mg/L or > 1X ULN 
or by hsCRP standard). The mean time since symptom onset was slightly shorter in the RAPID-axSpA study 
(8.1–9.1 years) than the ABILITY-1 trial (10.1 years), whilst the NCT01258738 enrolled patients with 
dramatically shorter duration of symptoms (2.5 years). Conversely, the ABILITY-1 trial had a shorter average 
time since disease diagnosis (mean 2–3 years) compared to RAPID-axSpA (mean 4–6 years). 
 
To address the heterogeneity related to prior anti-TNF therapy in the AS subpopulation, statistical analyses 
on anti-TNF therapy-naïve and anti-TNF therapy-exposed patient subpopulations would have been the ideal 
approach. However, data on anti-TNF therapy-exposed AS patients were not available to facilitate such 
analyses for all trials, likely due to anti-TNF therapy not being widely used or approved in AS at the time of 
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the trials conducted. A limited number of trials specified the prior anti-TNF therapy status of patients and all 
these studies were explicit to ensure that the AS patients were anti-TNF therapy-naïve. 
 
Other trials were unclear on the inclusion or exclusion criteria regarding prior anti-TNF therapy use or, in 
those instances where prior anti-TNF therapy exposure was mentioned, the trial did not report the number of 
patients previously exposed to anti-TNF therapies. Most of these studies were conducted at a time when 
there were unlikely to have been many anti-TNF therapy failure patients and it is therefore likely that they 
were conducted mostly in anti-TNF naïve AS patients. To remove this uncertainty, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted on AS patients who were anti-TNF therapy-naïve by excluding those studies with unclear or 
limited prior anti-TNF therapy. This allowed a reduction in the potential clinical heterogeneities into the 
statistical analyses. 
 
Although minimal statistical heterogeneity was observed during the analyses, this was largely due to the 
sparse data included in the network; the limited evidence available resulted in a low statistical power to 
detect heterogeneity. 
 


6.8 Mixed Treatment Comparison Summary 


In summary, the results of the MTC indicate that treatment with anti-TNF therapies are superior to PBO in 
the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations.  
 
In AS patients, CZP generally showed similar efficacy to ADA, ETA, GOL and IFX at 12 to 16 weeks and 24 
weeks; the difference between CZP and other anti-TNF therapies did not reach significance. Similar findings 
were obtained in the analysis of the individual CZP doses and in the sensitivity analysis of the anti-TNF 
therapy-naïve population.  
 
In nr-axSpA patients, CZP showed numerically greater improvements over ADA and ETA at 12 weeks in 
most outcomes assessed, in terms of ASAS responses (ASAS20, 40, partial remission, 5/6), disease activity 
and physical function; significant differences were noted in changes in BASFI, BASDAI and PtGADA. Similar 
conclusions were obtained from the analyses of the individual CZP doses. 
 
Clinical heterogeneity was observed across studies used in the MTC. However, sensitivity analyses were 
performed around prior anti-TNF therapy exposure for the AS subpopulation. These sensitivity analyses 
supported the conclusions of the main analysis, that anti-TNF therapies are superior to PBO and have similar 
efficacy to each other. 
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7 Clinical Safety  


 No new safety signals were observed in the RAPID-axSpA study up to Week 96. The safety profile 
of CZP in patients with axSpA over a period of 96 weeks was comparable with that reported over 
shorter time periods and in other indications, with no new previously unreported safety signals 
compared with the use of CZP in other indications occurring over the 96-week trial period. 


 Treatment-emergent AE (TEAE) rates were similar between All CZP and PBO groups up to Week 
24, with >80% of the TEAEs being mild to moderate severity in CZP or PBO groups, and generally 
considered by the investigator as unrelated to study medication. 


 As expected for an anti-TNF, the most common infectious TEAE up to Week 24 was nasopharyngitis 
(8.8% All CZP vs 6.5% PBO). The most common non-infectious TEAE up to Week 24 was headache 
(6.2% All CZP vs 6.5% PBO). 


 Few serious TEAEs were reported up to Week 24 (4.7% All CZP vs 4.7% PBO). 


 No deaths or malignancies were reported in the combined double-blind PBO-controlled, dose-blind 
and open-label treatment periods over the 96 weeks of study. 


7.1 Adverse Events in the RAPID-axSpA Study 


Safety data collected during the RAPID-axSpA study have been analysed up to Week 24, the end of the 
double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period, up to Week 48, the end of the dose-blind treatment period and 
up to Week 96 of the open-label period.  
 
All randomised patients who received at least one dose of study medication were included in the safety 
analysis: 


 Week 24: Patients who were randomised to CZP either at baseline or after escaping the PBO arm at 
Week 16; 


 Week 96: Patients who were randomised to CZP either at baseline or after escaping from the PBO 
arm at Week 16 or Week 24. 


For ethical reasons and as required by EMA regulatory guidance and by the RAPID-axSpA protocol, patients 
in the PBO arm who had not achieved a clinical response (ASAS20) at Week 14 and Week 16 escaped from 
the PBO arm to receive CZP. Therefore, at Week 16, 56 PBO patients escaped and were re-randomised to 
CZP 200 mg Q2W (27 patients) or CZP 400 mg Q4W (29 patients) through to the end of the double-blind 
treatment period (Week 24).


18
 Therefore the original PBO group was depleted by 56 patients from Week 18 


onwards and the original CZP groups were enriched by these patients. 
 
Therefore, the number of patients within each group is different in the safety analysis to those in the efficacy 
analysis set. Additionally, since PBO escape patients were re-randomised to the CZP treatment arms, there 
is a clear imbalance between the total number of patients within the PBO and CZP-treated groups.  
 
For this reason, the safety data are also presented over the first 16 weeks, when the number of patients 
between treatment groups and the exposure are similar but with the caveat that such a short treatment 
duration will not allow the occurrence or the diagnosis of some type of TEAE’s, such as malignancies or 
possibly TB, due to the pathophysiological development of these events. 
 
The ‘All CZP’ group consists of CZP 200 mg Q2W, CZP 400 mg Q4W, and the escaped PBO patients at 
Week 16. For the safety data presented for the PBO group, PBO exposure ends with the date of first CZP 
injection for patients escaping from PBO to CZP. Therefore the most relevant safety comparison could be 
considered to be at Week 16, where the number of patients and the duration of exposure is similar between 
the three study groups.


23
 


 
Adverse events were coded to a System Organ Class (SOC), Higher Level Term (HLT) and Preferred Term 
(PT) using the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA version 14.1). The definitions of AEs, 
TEAEs and serious AEs (SAEs) used in the RAPID-axSpA study can be found in Appendix 11.4. TEAEs are 
reported as the number of patients experiencing each event and percentages report the proportion of 
patients experiencing each event. Safety data from Week 24 and 96 cut-offs are presented in this section. 
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7.2 Double-Blind PBO-Controlled Treatment Period (to Week 24) 


7.2.1 Patient Exposure 


A total of 274 patients were exposed to at least one dose of CZP during the double-blind treatment period up 
to Week 24. ''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''' 
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''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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7.2.2 Treatment-emergent Adverse Events to Week 24 


''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' ''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' 
''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
 
''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''' '''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' 
''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 
 
During the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period (Week 0 to Week 24), the incidence of overall 
TEAEs was higher in the All CZP treatment group compared with PBO (70.4% All CZP vs 62.6% PBO) as 
was the incidence of drug-related TEAEs (33.2% All CZP vs 20.6% PBO) (Table 7-2). TEAEs were similar 
between All CZP and PBO groups, mostly mild (56.2% All CZP vs 48.6% PBO) to moderate (n=99 patients 
[36.1%] All CZP vs n=36 patients [33.6%] PBO) in severity, and generally considered by the investigator as 
unrelated to study medication. The incidences in the All CZP treatment group were similar compared to PBO 
for serious TEAEs (4.7% each) and TEAEs leading to permanent study medication discontinuation (2.2% All 
CZP vs 1.9% PBO), and lower compared with PBO for severe TEAEs (3.6% All CZP vs 6.5% PBO).


18
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Table 7-2: RAPID-axSpA study overall summary of TEAEs during the 24-week double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period 
(number of patients experiencing each event)


18
 


 PBO 
n=107 


CZP 200 mg Q2W 
n=111 


CZP 400 mg Q4W 
n=107 


All CZP* 
n=274 


Total exposure in patient-years ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' 


Any TEAEs, n (%) 


IR / 100 PY 


67 (62.6) 


'''''''''''''' 


85 (76.6) 


''''''''''''' 


80 (74.8) 


'''''''''''''' 


193 (70.4) 


'''''''''''''' 


  Mild, n (%) 


  IR / 100 PY 


52 (48.6) 


''''''''''''' 


65 (58.6) 


'''''''''''''' 


64 (59.8) 


''''''''''''' 


154 (56.2) 


'''''''''''''' 


  Moderate, n (%) 


  IR / 100 PY 


36 (33.6) 


'''''''''''''' 


46 (41.4) 


''''''''''''''' 


43 (40.2) 


'''''''''''''' 


99 (36.1) 


'''''''''''' 


  Severe, n (%) 


  IR / 100 PY  


7 (6.5) 


'''''''''' 


4 (3.6) 


''''''' 


3 (2.8) 


''''''' 


10 (3.6) 


'''''''' 


Drug-related TEAEs, n (%) 


IR / 100 PY 


22 (20.6) 


'''''''''' 


41 (36.9) 


''''''''''''' 


36 (33.6) 


''''''''''' 


91 (33.2) 


''''''''''''' 


Serious TEAEs, n (%) 


IR / 100 PY 


5 (4.7) 


''''''''''' 


4 (3.6) 


'''''''' 


7 (6.5) 


'''''''''' 


13 (4.7) 


'''''''''''' 


Discontinuation due to TEAEs, n (%) 


IR / 100 PY 


2 (1.9) 


''''''' 


2 (1.8) 


'''''''' 


4 (3.7) 


''''''' 


6 (2.2) 


'''''''' 


Adverse events leading to death, n 0 0 0 0 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; IR: Incidence rate; PBO: Placebo; PY: Patient year; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks; SD: 
Standard deviation; TEAE: Treatment-emergent adverse event 
*Includes CZP 200 mg, CZP 400 mg, and the escaped PBO patients with their CZP data 
n refers to the number patients experiencing each event 


 
During the RAPID-axSpA 24-week double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period'' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' 
'''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''. TEAEs in the All CZP group were most commonly reported in the SOC of infections and 
infestations (34.7% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] vs. 23.4% ['''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] PBO), followed by the SOCs of skin and 
subcutaneous tissue disorders (14.6% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] vs. 13.1% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] PBO), gastrointestinal 
disorders (13.9% [''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''] vs. 14.0% ['''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] PBO), investigations (13.5% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''] vs. 6.5% ['''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] PBO), and general disorders and administration site conditions (12.4% ['''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] vs. 7.5% [''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] PBO) (Appendix 11.4.2, Table 11-64). Of note, the PBO group 
reported a higher incidence of TEAEs in the SOC of musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders 
compared with the All CZP group (8.0% ['''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] All CZP vs.19.6% ['''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] PBO). The 
SOC of investigations includes laboratory investigations such as cholesterol, liver function and renal function 
analyses.


92
 


 
The most commonly reported TEAEs (by PT) in the All CZP group were nasopharyngitis (8.8% [''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''] All CZP vs 6.5% [''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] PBO), headache (6.2% [''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] All CZP vs 6.5% ['''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' ''''''] PBO), and increased blood creatine phosphokinase (5.1% ['''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] All CZP vs. 1.9% 
['''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''] PBO). Increases in creatine phosphokinase were transient, resolved spontaneously 
despite continued CZP therapy and considered to be due to increased physical activity. No elevations were 
associated with an ischaemic cardiac event or resulted in study discontinuation.


18
 


 
The most common SAEs in the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period were infections (n=3 patients 
[1.1%; ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''] All CZP vs n=0 patients for PBO) (Appendix 11.4.2, Table 11-65). For all other 
SOCs, the incidence was ≤0.7% ('''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''') in the All CZP group. Other than one serious and one 
non-serious AE of oesophageal candidiasis, no other rare or opportunistic infections or cases of tuberculosis 
(TB) were reported during the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period.


92
 TB events are discussed 


separately below in Section 7.4.
18


 
 


'''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' '''''' 
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''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
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'''''''''''''' ''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''. These Week 96 safety data have been presented at the recent EULAR annual 
meeting,


19
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7.3 Adverse Events of Special Interest to Week 96 


Data to Week 96 are presented in this section, where available. Data to Week 24 are also presented to allow 
comparison with PBO during the double-blind PBO-controlled phase. 
 


7.3.1 Infections 


The infection rate in the RAPID-axSpA patient population is consistent with other anti-TNF therapies. During 
the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period, the overall incidence of infection TEAEs was higher in 
CZP-treated versus PBO-treated subjects (All CZP: 34.7% [''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''']; PBO: 23.4% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''']), as was the incidence of serious infection TEAEs (All CZP: 1.1% ['''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''']; PBO: 0).


18
 Other than 


one serious and one non-serious AE of oesophageal candidiasis, no other rare or opportunistic infections or 
cases of TB were reported during the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period.


92
  


 
When taking the dose-blind and open-label periods of treatment into account, the incidence of infection 
TEAEs in the combined double-blind PBO-controlled, dose-blind and open-label treatment periods was 
'''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''', and for serious infection TEAEs it was ''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''. One case of active 
TB infection was identified up to Week 96.


19
  


 


7.3.2 Malignancies 


No malignancies were reported during the 96 weeks of CZP treatment.
19


  
 


7.3.3 Autoimmune Disorders 


'''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''  
 


7.3.4 Cardiovascular 


During the double-blind treatment period, the incidence of TEAEs in the Cardiac disorders SOC was low in 
the All CZP (1.8% ['''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''']) and PBO (0.9% [''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''']) groups. Hypertension was the most 
commonly reported vascular event in all groups, with no difference in incidence between the All CZP and 
PBO groups (2.9% ['''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''] and 3.7%, respectively [''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''']). All other vascular events 
(by PT) were reported in 2 or fewer subjects. The profile of cardiovascular events associated with CZP 
treatment was generally similar between the RAPID-axSpA population and the RA studies and is consistent 
with other anti-TNFα therapies.
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7.3.5 Neurological Events 


'''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''' 
 


7.3.6 Haematology 


'''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
'''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''  
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7.3.7 Serious Bleeding Events 


There were no SAEs of bleeding events reported during the 24-week double-blind treatment period,
92


 '''''' '''''''' 
'''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
 


7.3.8 Hepatic Disorders 


During the double-blind treatment period, the incidence of TEAEs related to liver function parameters was 
similar in the All CZP group compared with the PBO group. The most commonly reported hepatic TEAEs 
were alanine aminotransferase (ALT) increased, aspartate aminotransferase (AST) increased and gamma 
glutamyltransferase (GGT) increased.


92
 


 


7.3.9 Serious Skin Disorders 


There were no SAEs of skin reactions reported during the 24-week double-blind treatment period,
92


 ''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' 
 


7.3.10 Deaths 


No deaths were reported during the combined double-blind PBO-controlled, dose-blind and open-label 
treatment periods of the RAPID-axSpA trial.


18, 19, 56
  


 


7.3.11 Injection Site Reactions 


During the double-blind PBO-controlled treatment period (Week 0 to Week 24), injection site reactions (HLT) 
were reported in 6.6% of the All CZP group (''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''') and 0.9% of subjects in the PBO group (''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' '''''''). Due to the PBO non-responders being re-randomised to CZP, the total number of patients in 
the CZP groups increased and the number of injections was far higher in the CZP groups compared to the 
PBO group, especially for the All CZP group. The rate of injection site reaction for the PBO and All CZP 
groups were comparable. 
 
'''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''' ''''' 
'''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''''' ''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
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''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''' ''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''' Increases in creatine phosphokinase 
were transient, resolved spontaneously despite continued CZP therapy, and were often considered by 
investigators as possibly related to increased physical activity. No elevations were associated with an 
ischaemic cardiac event or resulted in study discontinuation.


18
 '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' 
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7.4 Conclusions 


The safety profile of CZP in axSpA up to Week 96 was in line with that previously reported from the RAPID-
axSpA trial over 24 weeks, with no new safety signals observed with increased, long-term exposure up to 
Week 96.


19
 Furthermore, the magnitude of the safety signal (such as increased rate of infection) was lower in 


the axSpA population, probably due to the different demographic (younger and more males) of the 
population, as compared to RA. There were no deaths or malignancies reported during the long-term 
exposure.


18, 93, 94
 Incidence of discontinuation from the RAPID-axSpA study due to TEAEs was low at Week 


24 and incidence of TEAEs with CZP was consistent with the known safety profile for patients with 
inflammatory joint diseases receiving anti-TNF therapy (eg. hypersensitivity and infections).


18
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8 Cost-Effectiveness  


 A Markov model was used to evaluate the cost-utility (CU) of CZP in the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations due to constraints associated with availability of data for the overall axSpA population 
and differences in comparators for the two subpopulations. A lifetime time horizon was used to reflect the 
chronic nature of the disease. Costs and utility were linked to levels of disease activity and physical 
function. 


 The base case analyses indicated that CZP with the PAS is cost-effective against conventional care (CC; 
NSAIDs) at a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY), in both the 
AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. 


 In the AS subpopulation, the base case analysis indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates ADA, ETA 
and GOL, being more effective and less costly. Compared to IFX, CZP is cost effective (ICER for IFX vs 
CZP: £114,097). 


 The base case analysis in the nr-axSpA subpopulation showed that CZP with the PAS dominates both 
ADA and ETA, being more effective and less costly. 


 One-way sensitivity analyses in both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulation showed that ICERs were most 
sensitive to the probability of achieving an ASAS20 response, discount factors for health outcomes and 
costs, and CZP drug acquisition cost. In the AS subpopulation, probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA) 
showed that CZP was similar to ADA, ETA and GOL in terms of costs and QALYs and that all anti-TNF 
therapies except IFX were similarly more effective and more costly than CC. Results also show that IFX 
is generally more costly and marginally more effective than CZP, ADA, ETA and GOL.  In the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation, PSA showed that CZP is more cost-effective than ADA, ETA and CC; CZP had high 
probability of being the most cost-effective amongst all treatment options (74.2% at £20,000/QALY 
threshold) for the nr-axSpA subpopulation. 


 


8.1 Design of Economic Evaluation 


8.1.1 Objective and Decision Question 


A pharmaco-economic model was developed to estimate from the perspective of the NHS and social work in 
England and Wales, the incremental costs, health benefits and cost-effectiveness of CZP for the treatment of 
adult patients with severe active axSpA. CZP was compared to CC treatment, defined as non-biologic 
therapy consisting of NSAIDs, and compared to other biologics with the same mechanism of action (anti-TNF 
therapies). The pharmaco-economic model addresses the cost-effectiveness separately and independently 
in the two axSpA subpopulations: patients with AS and patients with nr-axSpA. 
 


8.1.2 Alternatives 


Axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA) 


There are limited treatment options that cover the spectrum of axSpA disease compared to other diseases 
with a similar burden of disease such as RA. Other anti-TNFs that have marketing authorisation for use in 
both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations are ADA and ETA.


26, 27
 Hence there is a need for alternative 


treatments that show efficacy in axSpA, irrespective of the presence of absence of radiographic damage. 
Five anti-TNF therapies have marketing authorisation for the AS subpopulation only and therefore, to 
consider the alternative treatments available, the subpopulations will now be covered separately. 


Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 


For adults with severe active AS who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to NSAIDs, the 
current treatment options are one of five anti-TNF therapies with marketing authorisation and/or a 
recommendation by NICE, as indicated in the NICE MTA Final Scope (CZP, ADA, ETA, GOL and IFX).


1, 24, 25, 


39
 The other alternative includes CC, which is described below.  


Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS (nr-axSpA) 


For adults with severe active axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS but with objective signs of 
inflammation by elevated CRP and /or MRI, who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to 
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NSAIDs, there are currently three anti-TNFs with marketing authorisation, CZP, ADA or ETA.
26


 
27


 The other 
alternative treatment for these patients would be to continue on CC, which is described below. 


Conventional care  


For both AS and nr-axSpA, CC without biologics was defined as a mixture of the following NSAIDs: 
etoricoxib 90 mg daily, naproxen 500–1,000 mg daily (assumed 1,000 mg) and diclofenac 75–150 mg daily 
(assumed 150 mg), ibuprofen 2,000 mg daily, sulfasalazine 2,000 mg daily. These NSAIDs and DMARDs 
that define CC were deemed relevant and appropriate by a practising rheumatologist in England, Wales and 
Scotland.


61, 95, 96
  


 


8.1.3 Patient Groups 


The target population included in the economic evaluation was adult patients with severe active axSpA, 
considered as two separate subpopulations: 
 


 AS: Adults with severe active AS who have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to 
NSAIDs. 


 nr-axSpA: Adults with severe active axSpA without radiographic evidence of AS but with objective 
signs of inflammation by elevated CRP and /or MRI, who have had an inadequate response to, or 
are intolerant to NSAIDs. 


 
The economic evaluation was conducted separately and independently in patients who had AS and patients 
who had nr-axSpA. It was necessary to perform separate sets of analyses for the two subpopulations given 
that the comparators considered appropriate for each subpopulation differed. Specifically, GOL and IFX are 
relevant alternatives for the AS subpopulation, but do not have market authorisation for use in nr-axSpA 
patients. Additionally, unlike the RAPID-axSpA trial for CZP, efficacy data for most anti-TNF therapies were 
available for either AS or nr-axSpA only; necessitating the separation of these different populations in MTC 
analyses. Analyses performed for the AS subpopulation consisted of all patients with AS from the RAPID-
axSpA study, including those who were anti-TNF therapy-experienced or -naïve. The nr-axSpA 
subpopulation consisted of anti-TNF therapy-naïve patients only, as there were no anti-TNF therapy-
experienced patients in this subpopulation. The rationale for using these patient groups in the AS and nr-
axSpA subpopulation analyses is detailed in Section 6.2.3. 
 
The baseline characteristics of the target subpopulations that were used in the pharmaco-economic model 
were derived from the CZP RAPID-axSpA phase 3 clinical trial and are shown in Table 8-1. 
 


Table 8-1: Base case characteristics of all patient populations used in the pharmaco-economic analyses (derived from RAPID-
axSpA trial, Baseline data)  


 Age in years (SD) Proportion Male 
% 


Average Weight 
in kg (SD) 


Baseline BASDAI 
(SD) 


Baseline BASFI 
(SD) 


AS ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' 


''''''''''''''''''''''  '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI: Bath ankylosing spondylitis disease activity index; BASFI: Bath ankylosing spondylitis functional 
index; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis; SD: standard deviation 


 


8.1.4 Viewpoint 


The analysis undertaken adopts the perspective of the NHS in England and Wales and personal social 
services in England and Wales and therefore includes direct healthcare costs specific to England and Wales 
wherever possible that are associated with the management of patients with axSpA. UK-specific costs were 
used if costs specific to England and Wales were unavailable. In the present economic evaluation, these 
costs include medication acquisition costs, healthcare professional contact costs, laboratory and monitoring 
costs, and costs of management of AEs. Given that this is the preferred perspective of NICE, the analyses 
did not include indirect costs, such as out-of-pocket patient expenses (eg. transportation costs, private 
nursing) or the costs of patient ‘time’ (eg. productivity losses for the patient). 
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8.1.5 Time Horizon and Discounting 


The analyses used a lifetime time horizon in the base case. This time horizon was chosen due to the lifelong 
nature of axSpA and, consequently, the lifelong nature of its treatment and associated costs. An alternative 
time horizon of 20 years was tested in a scenario analysis.  
 
An annual discount rate of 3.5% was applied to both costs and benefits in the base case. Alternative values 
of 0.0% and 6.0% were tested in the one-way deterministic sensitivity analysis (OSA). 
 


8.1.6 Evaluation Outcome Measures 


CU analyses were conducted to capture the benefits, consequences, and costs for the treatment of axSpA; 
comparing CZP to CC and to other anti-TNF therapies. The main health outcome included in the model was 
QALYs. A Markov model was used to combine health outcomes with costs to estimate ICERs per QALY 
gained over the lifetime time horizon, from start of treatment through treatment discontinuation until death. 
 


8.1.7 Definition of Base Case for Analyses 


The pharmaco-economic analysis was conducted separately and independently per subpopulation. For the 
AS subpopulation, assessment was at 24 weeks based upon clinical practice as indicated by British key 
opinion leaders


61, 95, 96
 (KOL) and, as described in Section 6.2.4 the evaluation of efficacy at greater than 12 


weeks of continuous treatment was recommended by ASAS in their updated guidelines.
81


 Furthermore, 
differences between anti-TNF therapies at 12 weeks and 24 weeks have been seen in previous HTA 
submissions.


24
 


For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, assessment was at 12 weeks given that comparator data were available at 
that time point only. 
 
For the AS subpopulation, the following assumptions were adopted in the base case: 


 The CZP efficacy data used in the MTC were based upon all AS patients from the RAPID-axSpA 
study 


 The clinical response was assessed at 24 weeks 


 Alternatives were ADA, ETA, GOL, IFX and CC 


For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the following assumptions were adopted in the base case:  


 The CZP efficacy data used in the MTC were based upon anti-TNF therapy-naive nr-axSpA patients 
in the RAPID-axSpA study (as this was also the population available in the ADA and ETA studies) 


 The clinical response was assessed at 12 weeks 


 Comparators were ADA, ETA and CC 


Additional assumptions were made in base case scenarios for both subpopulations, which included the 
following:  


 Patients assigned to the CC arm were assumed not to receive a benefit in terms of improvement in 
BASFI and BASDAI 


 Disease management costs were derived from a published equation linking costs to BASFI 


 The efficacy data were based upon the MTC analysis of the CZP pooled data (combining 200 mg 
Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms) of the RAPID-axSpA study 


 The time horizon was set at lifetime 


 The costs and health benefits were discounted at 3.5% 


 All costs represent 2013 values. As no inflation was assumed between 2013 and the year in 
progress, results may represent 2014 values. 


 The perspective was payer (England and Wales NHS and social work) 


 The PAS defined in Section 1e is in effect. 
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8.1.8 Evidence Linking Disease-Specific Outcomes to Final Health Outcomes 


Disease-specific outcomes used in the pharmaco-economic analysis were ASAS20, BASFI and BASDAI. 
QALYs were derived from BASFI and BASDAI through a statistical relationship constructed from RAPID-
axSpA trial data and described in Section 8.2.2.3. The ASAS20 response determined initial changes from 
baseline for BASFI and BASDAI, described in Sections 8.2.2.1. 
 


8.2 Data Collection 


8.2.1 Sources of Effectiveness 


The effectiveness of CZP compared to CC was derived from the MTC presented in Section 6.6, which 
included the RAPID-axSpA phase 3 clinical trial. In the absence of head-to-head trials comparing anti-TNF 
therapies, separate MTCs were conducted for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations and for the time of 
assessment (12 and 24 weeks [for AS only]). The MTC provided the data for the model inputs for ASAS20 
response, change from baseline in BASDAI, and change from baseline in BASFI. 
 
The primary efficacy endpoint for the RAPID-axSpA study was the ASAS20 response at Week 12 and as a 
secondary endpoint at Week 24, and this was incorporated into the model to define response to anti-TNF 
therapy. Long-term evolution of the disease, captured through change in BASFI and BASDAI over time, was 
based upon best available literature, review of NICE TA143 and on recommendations for conducting 
pharmaco-economic evaluations for AS.


97, 98
 Further details on how ASAS20 responses, BASFI and BASDAI 


were used to model utilities are provided below in Section 8.2.2. 
 


8.2.2 Methods to Value Health States 


Health states in the pharmaco-economic model were assigned cost and utility values according to evolving 
BASDAI and BASFI scores, which depend on: whether a patient is assigned to CC or anti-TNF therapy, 
whether a patient has responded and is continuing to respond to anti-TNF therapy or whether they have 
discontinued and been placed on CC. In the base cases for the AS subpopulation, all patients who start anti-
TNF therapy have their response to treatment assessed at 24 weeks following onset of treatment. The model 
continuously links the patients’ utility to BASDAI and BASFI according to the explanations provided in 
Section 8.2.2.3. Similarly, the model attributes costs of managing patients according to a cost equation that 
is linked to BASFI, described in Section 8.2.3.1. Patients could die at any point in the model based upon the 
mortality parameter described in Section 8.2.2.6.  
 


8.2.2.1 ASAS20 Treatment Response 


The MTC provided estimates of the ASAS20 response at 12 and 24 weeks for the AS subpopulation and at 
12 weeks for the nr-axSpA subpopulation (Table 8-2 and Table 8-3). 
 
Previous pharmaco-economic models and treatment guidelines reveal that recommended response criteria 
and time of measurement of response are evolving. It should be noted that the NICE committee chose AS 
treatment to be evaluated at 12 weeks using the BSR criteria, namely a reduction in BASDAI score by 50% 
of the pre-treatment value (BASDAI50) or a fall of ≥2 units in the BASDAI and a reduction of the spinal pain 
VAS (pain assessed over past week) by ≥2 cm.


24, 99
 However, according to the BSR guidelines, there is 


comparable performance of the ASAS combined score and the BASDAI50 by ≥2 units in assessing response 
to treatment.


100
 Given current recommendations by the ASAS working group, the need to assess treatment 


response using a composite score that considers both pain and well-being, and that the primary endpoint in 
the RAPID-axSpA study was ASAS20 response, the model adopted the ASAS20 response as the primary 
assessment criterion at either 12 or 24 weeks post initiation of therapy.  
 
Table 8-2 below presents the ASAS20 response rates for CZP and the relative risk (RR) of response of other 
anti-TNF therapies relative to CZP for the AS subpopulation base cases. 
 


Table 8-2: Base case model inputs: ASAS20 response at Week 24 (AS subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing
§
) 


Treatment
 


ASAS20 Response (%) SE RR
†
 CI Source 


CZP ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' - - MTC 
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Adalimumab
†
 - - ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept
†
 - - ''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' MTC 


Golimumab
†
 - - ''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''' MTC 


Infliximab
†
 - - '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' MTC 


ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CC: Conventional care; CI: Confidence interval; CZP: 
Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; RR: Relative risk; SE: Standard error 
* proportion responding 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
†
CZP versus comparator 


 


For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the ASAS20 response rates listed below in Table 8-3 were used in the 
pharmaco-economic model. 
 


Table 8-3: Base case model inputs: ASAS20 response at Week 12 (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing
§
) 


Treatment
†
 ASAS20 Response (%) SE RR


† 
CI Source 


CZP ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' - - MTC 


Adalimumab
†
 - - '''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept
† 


- - ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' MTC 


ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CC: Conventional care; CI: Confidence interval; CZP: 
Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; RR: Relative risk; SE: Standard error 
* proportion responding 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
†
CZP versus comparator 


 


8.2.2.2 Evolution of BASDAI and BASFI 


The development of economic models requires a choice of the disease-related measures that represent 
clinically and economically important events in the disease process. For this purpose, BASDAI and BASFI 
have been most frequently used in previous economic models of AS.


99, 101-105
 BASFI has been extensively 


validated and is the most common measure of functional activity in AS.
106


 
 
Patients who enter the model start at a mean BASDAI and BASFI score informed by the baseline data from 
the RAPID-axSpA study (see Table 5-4 for baseline values and Table 8-1 for values taken forward into the 
model). Upon initiation of treatment with anti-TNF therapy, patients experience an initial improvement in 
BASDAI and BASFI up to the end of the 12- or 24-week assessment period, as observed in RAPID-axSpA 
and other trials of anti-TNF therapies. It is assumed that patients who continue to respond and remain on 
anti-TNF therapy will thereafter maintain this improved BASDAI and BASFI score at a constant, unchanging 
level. This assumption has been generally accepted for biologic treatment in RA, based upon the evidence 
that functional deterioration might be prevented in those patients in whom the inflammatory process is 
controlled, as indicated by a sustained reduction in disease activity (although such evidence of disease 
modification in axSpA is lacking).


98, 107
 Other cost-effectiveness evaluations have made similar assumptions 


with regard to the evolution of BASDAI and BASFI for patients on sustained anti-TNF therapy. 
102, 104, 108


 
When patients withdraw from anti-TNF therapy, it is assumed that the BASFI (and BASDAI) score rebounds 
or worsens gradually (during the tunnel states of the model) to the average BASFI score of patients on CC. 
In this way, patients who have exhausted their anti-TNF therapy option are equivalent to patients on CC in 
terms of their BASFI and BASDAI score. This way of modelling the evolution of BASFI and BASDAI is 
consistent with that recommended by Wailoo et al. in 2008.


98
 


 
For patients on CC, there is an assumed, gradual annual increase of 0.07 points in BASFI, indicating 
worsening of disease, as per assumptions deemed reasonable by a NICE committee.


24, 63, 99
 This figure was 


obtained by combining data from a population survey first carried out between 1992 and 1994 at the 
University of Bath and later from a cohort of 700 patients regularly followed for up to nine years in which 
questionnaires elicited patients’ current disease state (BASDAI, BASFI) allowing estimation of disease 
progression.


109
 However, we assume no worsening in BASDAI for patients on CC, based upon a follow-up of 


279 patients that showed no significant progression in BASDAI scores over five years.
110


 This was also 
deemed reasonable by the NICE committee.


24, 99
 


 
Patients assigned to the CC arm are assumed not to receive an initial benefit in terms of BASFI and 
BASDAI. It is reasonable to assume that patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline 
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(worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or BASFI as evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 
demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where patients were essentially maintained on CC, 
patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


15, 18, 33, 91
 Furthermore, Dougados and colleagues 


describe CC regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.
111


  This 
assumption is consistent with previous manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


24
 However, this 


assumption is tested in sensitivity analyses. 
 
Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2 below illustrate the evolution of BASFI and BASDAI respectively in the base case 
for three cases: patients who always respond to anti-TNF therapy; patients who begin and continue 
indefinitely with CC; and patients who initially respond to anti-TNF therapy but then discontinue and switch to 
CC. 
 
The base case inputs that informed the initial improvement in BASDAI and BASFI for each anti-TNF therapy 
were provided by the MTC analyses presented in Section 6.6 (AS subpopulation inputs: Table 8-4 and Table 
8-5; nr-axSpA subpopulation inputs: Table 8-6 and Table 8-7). 
 


Figure 8-1. Diagrammatic representation of BASFI trajectories for the 3 patient cases 


 


BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CC: Conventional care 


 


Figure 8-2. Diagrammatic representation of BASDAI trajectories for the 3 patient cases 


 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CC: Conventional care 


 
Model base case inputs for change from baseline in BASFI and BASDAI at Week 24 for the AS 
subpopulation are given in Table 8-4 and Table 8-5. It should be noted that the mean change from baseline 
noted below is that observed per trial arm, which includes both the ASAS20 responders and non-responders 
in each arm. In order to determine the change in BASFI and BASDAI for responders alone, the equation 
below is used: 
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Mean change in BASFI = (change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 responders * proportion ASAS20 
responders) + (change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 non-responders * proportion ASAS20 non-
responders) 
 


It is assumed that the change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 non-responders is equal to that of the CC arm. 
Thus, the equation is solved algebraically for change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 responders. As an example 
for the AS subpopulation base case, the change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 responders for CZP is: [-1.93 – 
(0*0.443)] / (0.5569) = -3.46. Thus, in this example, the actual change from baseline in AS responders to 
CZP is -3.46. The same approach was used for change from baseline for BASDAI. This approach, where the 
change from baseline for BASDAI and BASFI is calculated amongst responders only, is consistent with 
previous evaluations pharmaco-economic evaluations conducted for AS.


24
  


 


Table 8-4: Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASFI score at Week 24 (AS subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing
§
) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASFI Score at Week 24: 
Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 


 Mean SD  


CZP ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' MTC 


Adalimumab ''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept ''''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Golimumab* '''''''''''' ''''''''''' MTC* 


Infliximab ''''''''''''' ''''''''' MTC 


Conventional care** ''''''' '''''''' Assumed zero in base case** 


BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: Standard 
deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
* GOL assumed same values as ADA, given that specific input values for BASFI at 24 weeks were not available from MTC. 
** Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASFI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is reasonable to 
assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or BASFI as evidence 
from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where patients were essentially 
maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


15, 18, 33, 91
 Furthermore, Dougados and colleagues describe CC 


regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.
111


  This assumption is consistent with previous 
manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


24
 However, a mean change in BASFI of '''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' estimated from the MTC was used 


in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


Table 8-5: Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASDAI score at Week 24 (AS subpopulation, CZP pooled 
dosing


§
) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASDAI Score at Week 24: 
Initial Response Assessment Period 


 


Source 


Mean SD 


CZP ''''''''''' ''''''''''' MTC 


Adalimumab '''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept ''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Golimumab ''''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Infliximab ''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Conventional care* '''''''' ''''''' Assumed zero in base case* 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: 
Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASDAI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is reasonable to 
assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or BASFI as evidence 
from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where patients were essentially 
maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


15, 18, 33, 91
 Furthermore, Dougados and colleagues describe CC 


regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.
111


  This assumption is consistent with previous 
manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


24
 However, a mean change in BASDAI of  


''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


Model base case inputs for change from baseline in BASFI and BASDAI at Week 12 for the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation are given in Table 8-6 and Table 8-7. 
 


Table 8-6: Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASFI score at Week 12 (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP pooled 
dosing


§
) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASFI Score at Week 
12:Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 
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Mean SD 


CZP ''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Adalimumab ''''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept ''''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Conventional care* '''''''' ''''''''''' Assumed zero in base case* 


BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: Standard 
deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA  


* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASFI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is reasonable to 
assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or BASFI as evidence 
from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where patients were essentially 
maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


15, 18, 33, 91
 Furthermore, Dougados and colleagues describe CC 


regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.
111


  This assumption is consistent with previous 
manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


24
 However, a mean change in BASFI of  


''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''' estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


Table 8-7: Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASDAI score at Week 12 (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP pooled 
dosing


§
) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASDAI Score at Week 12: 
Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 


Mean SD 


CZP ''''''''''''' '''''''''' MTC 


Adalimumab ''''''''''''' ''''''''' MTC 


Etanercept ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' MTC 


Conventional care* ''''''' '''''''' Assumed zero in base case* 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: 
Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA  


* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASDAI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is reasonable to 
assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or BASFI as evidence 
from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where patients were essentially 
maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


15, 18, 33, 91
 Furthermore, Dougados and colleagues describe CC 


regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.
111


  This assumption is consistent with previous 
manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


24
 However, a mean change in BASDAI of  


''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


8.2.2.3 Utility 


A UK value-set was applied to obtain utilities from patient responses to the EuroQoL Health Status 
Questionnaire (5 dimensions) (EQ-5D) collected in the RAPID-axSpA study.  Data from subjects having EQ-
5D, BASDAI and BASFI scores available at baseline, Week 12 and Week 24 were used to estimate a 
relationship between utility and BASDAI and BASFI. Since utilities may have floor or ceiling effects as they 
are bounded at 0 and 1, the utilities were converted using a logistic transformation. A repeated-measures 
logistic regression was used to model the relationship between utility, BASDAI, and BASFI scores according 
to the equation (where “rhs” refers to the right-hand side of the equation): 


LN (Utility/(1-Utility)) = 
Intercept + Coefficient_BASFI*BASFI + 


Coefficient_BASDAI*BASDAI 
= rhs 


The normal distribution was selected to specify the distribution of the error term in the statistical model. The 
result of the fitted model was used to obtain the utilities according to the equation: Utility = EXP(rhs) / 1 + 
EXP(rhs). This equation was applied to both subpopulations and was used to continually update utility as 
patients’ BASFI and BASDAI scores evolved through time. 
 
The final model fit is given below in Table 8-8 and Table 8-9. Additional detail on utility estimates is given in 
Appendix 11.5.1.1. 
 


Table 8-8: Utility regression equation fit – parameter estimates* 


Parameter Estimate SE** 95% Confidence Limits Z Pr > |Z| 


Intercept ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 


BASFI ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' 


BASDAI ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; SE: Standard error 
* Analysis of generalised estimating equations parameter estimates 
** Based on SAS PROC GENMOD using empirical standard error estimates 
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Table 8-9: Utility regression equation fit – covariance matrix (model-based)* 


Parameter Intercept BASFI BASDAI 


Intercept ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' 


BASFI ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 


BASDAI ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index 
* Analysis of generalised estimating equations parameter estimates 


 


8.2.2.4 Discontinuation, Adverse Events, and Loss of Effect 


Discontinuation in the model may occur due to two possible causes: loss of treatment effect or AEs; and can 
occur only after the Week 12 or Week 24 timepoint. A rate of loss of treatment effect or of discontinuation 
due to AEs can be specified according to the specific anti-TNF therapy; however, due to lack of long-term 
evidence on either of these rates, the model assumes the same overall rate of discontinuation for all anti-
TNF therapies.  
 
The NICE committee assumed a discontinuation rate of 7% per year (all causes combined) in AS patients.


24, 


99
 It was noted that all RCT evidence for discontinuation is short term, and estimates of discontinuation 


beyond the first year could be based on patient registries or open-label follow-up studies. They also noted 
that there is currently little evidence to suggest that AEs differ between different anti-TNF therapies. Given 
the lack of more granular data on rates and causes of discontinuation, the NICE assumptions of an overall 
base case value of 7% discontinuation rate per year were adopted for the AS subpopulation. 
 
Previous models by Botteman et al. and Jansen et al. did include AEs;


102, 103
 however, these were not 


detailed or were limited to AEs such as gastrointestinal events (eg. ulcers and bleeding associated with 
NSAIDs [eg. etoricoxib, celecoxib]) and were limited to the first year of the model only. According to the 
SmPCs of all anti-TNF therapies, common AEs included injection-site reactions for drugs given sc, infections 
and non-serious allergic reactions. Given that these AEs are similar for all anti-TNF therapies, AEs are not 
likely to be an important driver of costs or QALYs in an economic evaluation. The literature on the safety of 
biological DMARDs is reported by means of different outcomes, which makes reliable direct comparison 
between agents difficult. As the broad safety profile of CZP compared to PBO appears to be similar to that 
reported for other anti-TNF therapies compared to PBO, the costs and outcomes associated with AEs were 
not explicitly included in the model. 
 
In the model, it is assumed that CC patients do not discontinue from their treatment. Table 8-10 below shows 
the discontinuation rates assumed for the AS base case population. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, 
identical assumptions for the discontinuation rates were used. 


Table 8-10: Assumed base case treatment discontinuation rates (AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations) 


Treatment  Source 


Discontinuation, rate per 100 person-years (SE) 


CZP 7% (1.75%) TA143. 


Risk of discontinuation relative to CZP (CI)  


Golimumab  1.00 (0.75, 1.25) 
Discontinuation rates are assumed to 
be equal to CZP 


Adalimumab 1.00 (0.75, 1.25) 
Discontinuation rates are assumed to 
be equal to CZP 


Etanercept  1.00 (0.75, 1.25) 
Discontinuation rates are assumed to 
be equal to CZP 


Infliximab 1.00 (0.75, 1.25) 
Discontinuation rates are assumed to 
be equal to CZP 


CI: Confidence interval; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; SE: Standard error 


 


8.2.2.5 Disease Progression for nr-axSpA Patients 


In the base case analysis of the nr-axSpA subpopulation, it is assumed that some nr-axSpA patients may 
progress to AS during their course of treatment. The model adopts an estimate for disease progression for 
the nr-axSpA subpopulation based on a German cohort of axSpA patients, the German Spondyloarthritis 
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Inception Cohort (GESPIC).
112


 In this cohort, the rates and predictors of radiographic spinal progression over 
two years were estimated based on the modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spine Score scoring system 
(mSASSS). Data indicated that 7.4% of the 95 nr-axSpA patients showed spinal radiographic progression, 
which was defined as a worsening of mSASSS by ≥2 units over two years. As this 7.4% progression 
represents a proportion it was converted to a rate for use in the economic model, assuming an exponential 
distribution through the following formula: 


1-0.074 = exp(-rate*2 years); rate = 0.0384 or 3.84 per 100 pt-year 


8.2.2.6 Mortality 


Patients with AS are thought to have a higher mortality rate when compared to the general population, 
largely due to their increased risk of cardiovascular events.


113-115
 Previous studies have shown that AS 


patients have a standardised mortality ratio (SMR) of 1.5 or higher.
113, 115


 This was subsequently confirmed in 
a more recent case-control study of AS patients in Norway, which found that circulatory disease was the 
most frequent cause of death in AS patients followed by malignancies and infections.


113
 The SMR ratio was 


also in line with previous estimates found in an AS population (average 1.50), though it was slightly higher for 
males (1.63) than females (1.38). This approach to mortality using SMR is consistent with previously 
published economic models and HTAs in AS.


99
 


 
Given the lack of mortality data in the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the same SMR for an AS or nr-axSpA patient 
was assumed to be 1.5. It is acknowledged by KOLs that there is a higher mortality risk for patients with 
axSpA compared to the general population, but it is unclear whether this is due to the disease process itself 
or to prolonged use of NSAIDS. This SMR was then applied to the mortality rates from the general 
population found in the interim life tables relating to England and Wales, generated by the Office for  National 
Statistics, UK.


116
 


 


8.2.3 Resource Use and Costs 


8.2.3.1 Disease Management Costs 


There are currently no guidelines on the appropriate management of nr-axSpA and AS subpopulations in 
relation to resource utilisation. Guidelines normally advocate that patients with suspected AS should be 
referred to a rheumatologist, have access to anti-TNF therapy and non-pharmacological care such as 
physiotherapy, and have regular follow-up visits. These recommendations provide some insight into the 
types of medical resources an AS or nr-axSpA patient would consume but do not give a clear utilisation 
algorithm that could be used for modelling purposes. 
 
Previous published economic evaluations employed observational cohort studies to estimate disease 
management costs and modelled these according to BASDAI and/or BASFI.


24, 99
 The NICE committee 


judged that the Outcomes in Ankylosing Spondylitis International Study (OASIS) data were the most reliable 
source, being a two-year prospective study of 208 AS patients from four centres in France, Belgium and The 
Netherlands, and collecting clinical assessments and economic data including BASDAI and BASFI every 2 or 
6 months. The NICE committee also judged that only BASFI should be employed as the major predictor of 
costs as it reflects long-term disease progression, whilst BASDAI appears to fluctuate but not increase over 
time. An exponential cost model was constructed to the weighted aggregate OASIS data, derived using the 
equation below: 
 
Annual mean AS-related NHS cost = £1585.30 x exp(0.1832xBASFI) 
 
Due to the lack of alternative sources for estimation of disease management costs, we adopted this equation 
for our pharmaco-economic model. However, given the year of publication of this source, it was assumed 
that this equation represents 2007 costs, and that these costs are not recent and that resource use might 
have changed over time. However, this equation is the best available source for modelling disease 
management costs. The costs in the equation above were adjusted for inflation to 2013 costs with an 
inflation factor of 1.204.


117
 The costs included in the equation represent drug costs (excluding anti-TNF 


therapies), administration, monitoring, hospitalisation, healthcare visits, aids and appliances, and AEs. 
Interestingly, the OASIS data were also used by Botteman et al. for estimating disease management costs, 
however, they chose a linear equation that related costs to BASDAI alone.


102
 


 
Additional details about disease management cost modelling are described in Appendix 11.5.1.1. 
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8.2.3.2 Drug Acquisition Costs 


The assumed dose administration and unit costs of the anti-TNF therapies and NSAIDs used for CC are 
displayed in Table 8-11.


2
 The drugs used by patients in the CC arm, dose, and the percent of patients 


utilising the drug were determined by practising KOLs in the UK. 


Table 8-11: Base case drug costs for CZP and alternatives (both subpopulations) 


 Unit Size Cost Per Unit
a
 Formulation 


No. Units in 
Loading 


Frequency of Dosing 
in Maintenance 


Anti-TNF therapies 


CZP 200 mg £357.50 Prefilled syringe 


6 units (400 
mg as 2 


injections of 
200 mg each 
on one day at 


weeks 0, 2 
and 4)


b
 


200 mg Q2W or 400 
mg Q4W 


Adalimumab 40 mg £352.14 Prefilled syringe NA Q2W
c
 


Etanercept 50 mg £178.80 Prefilled syringe NA Once weekly
d
 


Golimumab 50 mg £762.97 Prefilled syringe NA 
Same date each 
month


e
 


Infliximab 100 mg £419.62 Infusion 
5 mg/kg (at 
Weeks 0, 2 


and 6) 


Every 6–8 weeks
f
; 


every 7 weeks 
assumed 


Conventional care
g
 


 Naproxen 500 mg 
£1.82 / 500 mg x 


28-tab pack = 
£0.07 per tablet 


Tablet NA 
1000 mg daily; ,50% of 
patients on CC utilise 


Diclofenac 25 mg 
£3.23 / 25 mg x 
28-tab pack = 


£0.35 per tablet 
Tablet NA 


150 mg daily; 10% of 
patients on CC utilise 


Etoricoxib 90 mg 
£22.96 / 90 mg x 


28tab pack = 
£0.82 per tablet 


Tablet NA 
90 mg daily; 40% of 
patients on CC utilise 


Ibuprofen 600 mg 
£6.93 / 600 mg x 


84-tab pack = 
£0.08 per tablet 


Tablet NA 


1,600–2,400 mg daily 
(assumed 2,000 mg 
daily); 10% of patients 
utilise 


Sulfasalazine 500 mg 
£8.07 / 500 mg x 
112-tab pack = 
£0.07 per tablet 


Tablet NA 
2,000 mg daily; 5% of 
patients utilise 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; mg: Milligram; NA: Not applicable; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
For all treatments, unit doses do not vary by subgroup (nr-axSpA and AS) or by BASDAI and BASFI. 
Source: 
a Cost per unit taken from the British National Formulary (BNF)


2
  


b The estimated number of units used for CZP is based on the recommended dose for treating axSpA is 400 mg (as two injections of 
200 mg each on one day) at Weeks 0, 2 and 4, followed by a maintenance dose of 200 mg Q2W or 400 mg Q4W. 
c The estimated number of units used for adalimumab is based on the recommended dose for treating AS of 40 mg on alternate weeks; 
discontinue treatment if no response within 12 weeks. 
d The estimated number of units used for etanercept is based on the recommended dose for treating AS of 25 mg twice 
weekly or 50 mg once weekly. 
e The estimated number of units used for golimumab is based on the recommended dose for treating AS of 50 mg once a month on the 
same date each month, review treatment if no response after 3–4 doses. 
f The estimated number of units used for infliximab is based on the recommended dose for treating AS of 5 mg/kg infusions every 6–8 
weeks; discontinue treatment if no response within 6 weeks. 


g For additional detail on use of CC drugs see Table 9-7 


 


8.2.3.3 Administration Costs 


In addition to medication acquisition costs, a one-time administration cost was included in the model and was 
derived from Personal Social Services Research Unit (PSSRU) costings. These costs are presented below in 
Table 8-12. It was assumed that for the anti-TNF therapies, which are sc injections, an hour of a specialist 
nurse’s time in a community setting was required.  It was assumed that 10% of patients receiving 
intravenous (IV) infusions (ie. IFX) would receive their infusions in an outpatient setting with the remaining 
proportion receiving infusions through day clinics. 
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Table 8-12: Base case administration costs for oral and subcutaneous drugs (both subpopulations) 


Administration Type Unit Cost 


Cost for nurse training (for subcutaneously administered anti-TNF therapies) £48.00
a
 


IV administration cost £389.10
b 


Oral medication (for CC) £0.00 


CC: Conventional care; IV: Intravenous 


a PSSRU, 2012 Schema 10.4: Nurse specialist (community). The cost per hour of client contact includes wages/salary, salary costs, 
qualifications, overheads, and capital overheads.


118
 The figure shown is for 2012, which was inflated to 2013 values (£49.21) by the 


model. 


b Based upon 10% of IV patients receiving outpatient administration (£246.00) and 90% of IV patients receiving day-case administration 
(£405.00). The figure shown is for 2012, which was inflates to 2013 (£398.91) by the model. 


 


8.2.3.4 Conventional Care Costs 


In the model, it was assumed that CC was a mixture of treatment consisting of the treatments listed in  
 
Table 8-13. The CC was a weighted average of the percentage of patients taking the drugs listed below. 
Combining the unit costs from Table 8-11 with the percentage of patients taking each NSAID, the average 
medication acquisition cost of CC is £0.47 daily, equivalent to £171.55 annually. 
 


Table 8-13: Base case conventional care drug usage (both subpopulations) 


Treatment Percent of Patients Source 


Naproxen 50% KOL 


Diclofenac 10% KOL 


Etoricoxib 40% KOL 


Ibuprofen 10% KOL 


Sulfasalazine 5% KOL 


KOL: Key opinion leader 


 


8.2.4 Model Approach 


A Markov cohort model was developed in Microsoft® Excel to follow patients with AS or nr-axSpA from the 
start of treatment through lifetime. Markov model structures have been used in previous economic 
evaluations


101, 103, 109
 and previous assessments by NICE for AS.


24, 99
 These models are able to forecast and 


estimate the long-term consequences of managing axSpA, including morbidity, mortality, and costs. There 
are no previously published models on the nr-axSpA population. Long-term disease progression is modelled 
using BASFI and BASDAI, which evolve over time according to time on or off anti-TNF therapy. The model 
consists of a short-term trial period and a long-term follow-up period.  
 
Figure 8-3 describes the short-term model in the form of a decision tree. Patients enter the model with an 
active diagnosis of axSpA (either AS or nr-axSpA) and failure to respond to treatment of at least one NSAID 
or intolerance of NSAIDs. They are allocated to begin treatment on either CC or anti-TNF therapy. A patient’s 
response to treatment is evaluated at the end of a 12-week (for nr-axSpA or AS subpopulations) or 24-week 
(for AS subpopulation) assessment period according to the ASAS20 response definition. A probability of 
responding to treatment is associated with each anti-TNF therapy. If a patient responds to anti-TNF therapy, 
they continue on that treatment. If they fail to respond, the patient is switched to CC. Patients who initiate 
treatment on CC remain on CC throughout their lifetime. The duration of the short-term model is either 12 or 
24 weeks, selected for determining the time of ASAS20 assessment for response to the anti-TNF therapy 
(refer to Section 8.2.2.1). After this period, patients transition to the long-term model.  
 
Figure 8-4 depicts the flow of patients through the long-term model. Patients continue on their assigned first 
line anti-TNF therapy or they discontinue and switch to CC. The two axSpA subpopulations in the model are 
treated slightly differently. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the model assumes that patients may progress 
from nr-axSpA to AS.


119
 Patients who progress from nr-axSpA to AS will continue to receive the treatment 
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they had been receiving prior to progression. Therefore, there is no change in the current treatment that the 
patient receives when progressing to AS. Patients may then discontinue treatment due to a lack of effect or 
an AE. Patients who discontinue treatment with an anti-TNF therapy pass through two consecutive, identical 
tunnel states corresponding to two model cycles (24 weeks) to allow for a gradual worsening of BASFI 
before starting on CC where they remain until death. Death may occur from any state in any model cycle. 
 


Figure 8-3: Short-term model: decision tree for active axSpA patients (AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations) 


 


axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


 


Figure 8-4: Long-term model diagram 


 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CC: Conventional care; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axSpA; TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


* Discontinuation due to adverse events or lack of efficacy. 
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8.3 Analysis Plan 


The model was run for the base case scenarios defined in Section 8.1.7 in both subpopulations over a 
lifetime time horizon for a population size of 1,000.  
 
One-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses as well as scenario analyses were also performed to explore 
the potential impact of the choice of inputs to the model. These are described in Section 8.3. All three types 
of sensitivity analysis were run on the base case scenarios for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations to test 
the robustness of the model. 
 
For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, an alternative CU scenario was conducted, where ASAS20 was assumed 
the same for ADA, ETA and CZP, and was set equal to the efficacy of CZP as determined by the MTC. 
Changes in BASDAI and BASFI remained specific to each comparator as determined by the MTC for each 
intervention. 
 


8.3.1 Structural Uncertainty 


Structural uncertainty arises due to uncertainty about the functional form of the model or whether the model 
adequately reflects clinical practice. It may also arise due to gaps in knowledge in terms of natural history or 
long-term evolution of the disease. To minimise structural uncertainty, the most recent available guidelines 
on how to conduct economic models in this disease area were reviewed. In addition to previous 
assessments by NICE for AS,


24, 99
 two papers that offered recommendations on performing economic 


evaluation of anti-TNF-therapies in AS were reviewed prior to developing the present model.
97, 98


 Note that 
no specific guidance on how to perform economic evaluations for nr-axSpA are available. Our model and 
analysis plan was consistent with recommendations for AS: 


 The evaluations reviewed presented analyses based on a lifetime horizon. 


 The models included initial response criteria that are pertinent to both economic and clinical 
consequences and that determine discontinuation in non-responders (as well as including 
discontinuation in a long-term model corresponding to treatment withdrawal and mortality). 


 The economic models included a CC comparator. 


 Outcome measures for both disease functioning and disease activity were modelled (i.e. BASDAI 
and BASFI) 


 Valuation of quality of life was included by linking clinical outcome measures (i.e. BASDAI and 
BASFI) to health utilities. 


 Population subgroups (nr-axSpA and AS) were analysed. 


 The long-term evolution of BASDAI and BASFI in the model amongst responders to anti-TNF 
therapies and those receiving CC as described in Section 8.2.2.2 was consistent with NICE 
recommendations and Wailoo et al. 


97, 98
 


Additionally, our analyses permitted investigation of structural uncertainty through scenario analyses for: 


 The statistical relationship constructed between utility and BASDAI and BASFI by using an 
alternative utility equation published by NICE.


99
 The alternative utility equation is described in 


Appendix 11.5.1.1.  


 The time of assessment of response to anti-TNF therapies (24 weeks for the AS subpopulation in the 
base-case). The difference in relative effect between anti-TNF therapies at 12 weeks and 24 weeks 
was also observed in previous HTA submissions to NICE (TA143).


24
 Therefore, using 24-week data 


were favoured where data availability allowed MTC analyses to be performed. An alternative 
assessment period (applicable to the AS subpopulation only) of treatment response at 12 weeks 
(instead of 24 weeks) was evaluated in the scenario analysis. However, for the nr-axSpA base case, 
the limited trial data meant that only a 12-week cycle length could be used.  


 The uncertainty around the benefit of maintenance of CC. In the base case it was assumed that 
patients would experience no additional benefit in terms of BASFI and BASDAI, which determine the 
utilities associated with the disease state. This assumption was justified as patients maintaining on 
≥2 NSAIDs would only be eligible for treatment with anti-TNF therapy if they did not experience 
improvement in their symptoms. However, in the MTC, patients in the PBO arm did experience 
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benefit. Therefore, this assumption was also explored in scenario sensitivity analyses; patients on 
CC were assumed to receive a benefit in the form of BASFI and BASDAI improvement. 


8.3.2 Approach to Alternative Sensitivity Scenarios 


To reduce the potential for selection bias in this analysis, input values for the efficacy of the anti-TNF 
therapies were derived from an MTC, which was based on a systematic literature review. 
 
Where inputs were based on assumptions, alternative sensitivity scenarios were performed in both 
subpopulations and are defined as outlined below. The alternative inputs used in these scenarios can be 
found in Appendix 11.5.1.3. 


 Efficacy of CC Scenario: Patients on CC are assumed to receive a benefit in the form of BASFI and 
BASDAI improvement. 


 Assessment Period Scenario: Response to anti-TNF therapy is assessed at 12 week rather than 24 
weeks (performed for AS subpopulation only) 


 Discontinuation Rate Scenario: An alternative discontinuation rate of 15% was evaluated. 


 Time Horizon Scenario: Instead of the lifetime time horizon, an alternative time horizon of 20 years 
was evaluated.  


 Utility Function Scenario: Utilities based on the McLeod 2007 equation were evaluated.  


 Equal ASAS20 Response in nr-axSpA: ADA, ETA and CZP were assumed to have equivalent 
ASAS20 response (that of the CZP pooled dose estimated from the MTC), but their BASFI and 
BASDAI inputs remained as the values generated for each in the MTC.  


8.3.3 Parameter Uncertainty 


There is a degree of uncertainty regarding the inputs of the model. Therefore, all major efficacy and 
economic inputs in the model were varied in the sensitivity analysis in order to examine how they affected 
the results of the model. The OSA is described in Section 8.3.4 and the PSA is described in Section 8.3.5. 
The sensitivity analyses were run on each of the base case scenarios for the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations to test the robustness of the model. 
 


8.3.4 Approach to One-Way Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis 


A series of OSAs were conducted around key model variables to test the impact on the model results 
comparing CZP to CC. Parameters were varied between a minimum and maximum range that was 
determined either directly from data or if data were not available to inform this range, then the minimum and 
maximum values were assumed to be ±25% of the base case value. The types of parameters tested in the 
OSA included: 


 Age, proportion of males to females, weight 


 Discount factors for health and cost inputs 


 Probability and RR of ASAS20 response for both subpopulations on either CZP or other anti-TNF 
therapies 


 Baseline, annual change, and rebound in BASFI and BASDAI scores for both subpopulations 


 Discontinuation 


 Mortality 


 Utility 


 Drug and administration costs 


A complete list of parameters and the associated mean, lower bound, and upper bound values with which 
they were tested are provided in Appendix 11.5.1.4. 
 
Estimates of incremental outcomes (costs, QALYs) and ICERs (cost/QALY) are provided in the OSA. A 
tornado diagram was created to illustrate the results of the OSA by showing the outcomes when using both 
the lower and upper bounds of selected input parameters. The difference between these results from the 
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base case shows the effect of the uncertainty of the parameters. By putting the differences in ascending 
order, the diagram depicts the variables and changes to which the results are most sensitive.  
 


8.3.5 Approach to Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis 


To account for multivariate and stochastic uncertainty in the model, a PSA was performed. The uncertainty in 
parameters was characterised using statistical distributions (see Table 8-14) and analysed using 10,000 
iterations. The selection of distributions was dependent on the nature of the underlying parameter or how it 
was estimated. Where parameters were estimated from statistical relationships (eg. parameters for the 
statistical relationship between utility and BASDAI, BASFI), these were sampled from a multivariate normal 
distribution generated through Cholesky decomposition to allow for correlation between parameters. For 
probabilities, the Beta distribution was used. For positively valued parameters such as rates, the chosen 
distribution was Gamma. RRs assumed a lognormal distribution. The parameters varied in the PSA as well 
as the distributions they were assigned are presented below in Table 8-14. 
 


Table 8-14: Model parameters varied in PSA 


Parameter 
Distribution 


Probability of ASAS20 response Beta 


Probability of ASAS20 response, RR anti-TNF therapies Lognormal 


Rate of discontinuation due to AEs CZP Gamma 


Rate of discontinuation due to AEs RR anti-TNF therapies Lognormal 


Rate of discontinuation due to LOE CZP Gamma 


Rate of discontinuation due to LOE RR anti-TNF therapies Lognormal 


Baseline BASFI scores Normal 


Baseline BASDAI scores Normal 


Annual BASFI change Beta 


Standardised mortality ratio versus the general population Gamma 


Utility equation coefficient intercept Multivariate normal 


Utility equation coefficient BASDAI Multivariate normal 


Utility equation coefficient BASFI Multivariate normal 


AE: Adverse event; AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); BASDAI: Bath 
Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; LOE: 
Loss of effect; RR: Relative risk; TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


 


Based on the PSA, the incremental costs are plotted against incremental gains in terms of QALYs comparing 
CZP versus CC on the cost-effectiveness plane and anti-TNF therapies versus CC. The cost-effectiveness 
acceptability curve (CEAC) shows the probability of being cost-effective for each anti-TNF willingness-to-pay 
value for a QALY. 
 


8.4 Results 


8.4.1 Summary of Results 


The base case analyses indicated that with the PAS, CZP is cost-effective against CC (primarily NSAIDs) at 
a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY, in both the AS (ICER £16,647) and nr-axSpA (ICER 
£15,615) subpopulations. 
 
The base case analyses also showed that, in the AS subpopulation, CZP with the PAS dominates ADA, 
GOL, and ETA, being more effective and less costly. Compared to IFX, CZP was cost-effective, being 
significantly less costly and slightly less effective (difference in cost of £67,184 and QALY difference of 0.589 
QALYs over a lifetime).  
 
OSAs in the AS subpopulation showed that ICERs were most sensitive to the probability of achieving an 
ASAS20 response, discount factors for health outcomes and costs, and CZP drug acquisition cost. At a 
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willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY, the PSA indicated that CZP had the highest likelihood of 
being the most cost-effective compared to all alternatives, anti-TNF therapies and CC, in the AS 
subpopulation (CZP 30.6% followed by ETA 20.8%). 
 
In the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the base case analysis indicated that CZP with the PAS dominates ADA and 
ETA, being more effective and less costly than both alternatives. 
 
OSAs in the nr-axSpA subpopulation showed that ICERs were most sensitive to the probability of achieving 
an ASAS20 response, discount factors for health outcomes and costs, and CZP drug acquisition cost. At a 
willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 per QALY, the PSA indicated that CZP had the highest probability of 
being most cost-effective compared to ADA, ETA and CC at this threshold (CZP 74.2% followed by CC 
25.8%). 
 


8.4.2 AS Subpopulation Results 


8.4.2.1 AS Subpopulation Base Case 


The results of the base case in the AS subpopulation indicate that, over a lifetime time horizon, CZP with the 
PAS is cost-effective versus CC and other anti-TNF therapies at a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000 
per QALY.  
 
The analysis shows that treatment with all of the anti-TNF therapies is significantly more effective and more 
costly than CC and that CZP is similar to other anti-TNF therapies in terms of total costs. Comparing all anti-
TNF therapies to CC shows that all treatments have comparable ICERs that fall close to the £20,000 per 
QALY threshold, except for IFX which has a higher ICER over £40,000 per QALY (Table 8-15).  
 
When compared to anti-TNF therapies, CZP dominates ADA, ETA, and GOL, being more effective and less 
costly, and is cost effective against IFX, being substantially less costly and slightly less effective (incremental 
cost of -£67,184 and QALY difference of -0.589 QALYs over a lifetime). IFX is associated with substantially 
higher drug costs as well as substantially higher administration costs due to its mode of administration. 
 
For disaggregated total lifetime costs by medication acquisition and disease management costs, please refer 
to Appendix 11.5.2.1.1. 
 


Table 8-15: Base case results for anti-TNF therapies versus CC (AS subpopulation, CZP with the PAS, CZP pooled dosing) 


 
Total costs, 


discounted, £ 


Incremental 
costs (anti-TNF 


vs CC), £ 


Total QALYs, 
discounted 


Incremental 
QALYs (anti-TNF 


vs CC) 


Incremental 
ICER 


(anti-TNF vs CC) 


Conventional care ''''''''''''''''''''' - ''''''''' - - 


Certolizumab pegol ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' £16,647 


Golimumab ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' £19,049 


Adalimumab ''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' £19,932 


Etanercept ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' £19,272 


Infliximab '''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' £42,671 


CC: Conventional care; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; 
TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


 


Table 8-16: Base case results for CZP versus other anti-TNF therapies (AS subpopulation, CZP with the PAS, CZP pooled 
dosing) 


 


Total costs, 
discounted, £ 


Incremental 
costs (CZP vs 
anti-TNF), £ 


Total QALYs, 
discounted 


Incremental 
QALYs (CZP vs 


anti-TNF) 


Incremental 
ICER 


(CZP vs anti-
TNF) 


Certolizumab pegol ''''''''''''''''''''' - ''''''''''' - - 


Golimumab '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' CZP Dominates 
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Adalimumab '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' CZP Dominates 


Etanercept ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' CZP Dominates 


Infliximab '''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
£114,097 (IFX vs 


CZP)* 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; IFX: Infliximab; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; TNF: 
Tumour necrosis factor 
* This values represents the ICER for IFX vs CZP (as opposed to CZP vs anti-TNF as for the other comparators) since CZP is 
less costly and less effective than IFX. 


 


8.4.2.2 Results of the Alternative Scenario Analyses: AS Subpopulation 


The results of the alternative sensitivity scenario analyses on the base case of the AS subpopulation indicate 
that CZP remains cost-effective under all alternative assumptions. The greatest change in the ICER 
comparing CZP to CC occurred when the efficacy of CC was increased, with a resulting ICER of £21,926. 
Other scenarios that had relatively large impacts on the ICERs were the alternative discontinuation scenario 
(in which the cost of CZP decreased greatly, but so too did the associated incremental QALYs) and the 
alternative utility calculation scenario (in which costs remained the same but QALYs decreased marginally).  
 
A full table of incremental costs, incremental QALYs, and ICERs comparing CZP to CC in all alternative 
sensitivity scenarios is presented in Appendix 11.5.2.1.2. Probabilistic and one-way sensitivity analyses are 
also presented for the alternative scenario for AS where the assessment period for response to anti-TNF 
therapy is 12 weeks (alternative scenario analyses: Appendix 11.5.2.1.5; OSA: Appendix 11.5.2.1.6; PSA: 
Appendix 11.5.2.1.7). 
 


8.4.2.3 Results of the One-way, Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis: AS Subpopulation 


The results of the OSA of the base case in the AS subpopulation indicated that, compared to CC, the 
incremental costs, incremental QALYs, and ICERs of CZP were most sensitive to the probability of achieving 
an ASAS20 response at 24 weeks and discount factors for health and cost outcomes. The unit cost of CZP 
and coefficients of the utility equation (described in Section 8.2.2.3) were also drivers of variation in results. 
Tornado diagrams presenting the complete results of the OSA in terms of incremental costs, incremental 
QALYs, and ICERs of CZP compared to CC is given in Appendix 11.5.2.1.3). 
 


8.4.2.4 Results of the Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis: AS Subpopulation 


Results of the PSA of the base case in the AS subpopulation indicate that CZP is similar to ADA, ETA and 
GOL in terms of incremental costs and QALYs compared to CC; CZP is cost-saving and slightly less 
effective compared to IFX. Results also show that IFX is generally more costly and marginally more effective 
than CZP, ADA, ETA and GOL.   
 
As shown in Table 8-17, CZP had a marginally higher probability of being most cost-effective than ADA, 
ETA, and GOL and a significantly higher probability compared to IFX at thresholds of £20,000 per QALY and 
£30,000 per QALY. 
 
Graphical presentation of the PSA results and CEACs are given in Appendix 11.5.2.1.4. 
 


Table 8-17: PSA results: Probability of being most cost-effective at different cost-effectiveness thresholds in the base case 
(AS subpopulation, with the PAS, CZP pooled dosing) 


WTP Threshold Certolizumab 
pegol 


Adalimumab Etanercept Golimumab Infliximab 
Conventional 


Care 


£20,000/QALY 30.60% 17.20% 20.80% 15.20% 0.80% 15.40% 


£30,000/QALY 36.60% 18.00% 24.60% 18.00% 1.40% 1.40% 


QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; WTP: Willingness to pay 
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8.4.3 nr-axSpA Subpopulation Results 


8.4.3.1 nr-axSpA Subpopulation Base Case 


The base case analysis in the nr-axSpA subpopulation indicated that over a lifetime, CZP with the PAS is 
more cost-effective than CC at a WTP of £20,000 per QALY. ADA and ETA had ICERs of £30,370 and 
£50,692 per QALY, respectively, compared to CC. 
 
When compared to ADA and ETA, CZP with the PAS was the dominant therapy, being more effective and 
less costly (Table 8-18). 
 
For disaggregated total lifetime costs by medication acquisition and disease management costs, please refer 
to Appendix 11.5.2.2.1. 
 


Table 8-18: Base case results for anti-TNF therapies versus CC (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP with the PAS, CZP pooled 
dosing) 


 
Total costs, 


discounted, £ 


Incremental 
costs (anti-TNF 


vs CC), £ 


Total QALYs, 
discounted 


Incremental 
QALYs (anti-TNF 


vs CC) 


Incremental 
ICER 


(anti-TNF vs CC) 


Conventional care '''''''''''''''''''''' - '''''''''' - - 


Certolizumab pegol ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' £15,615 


Etanercept ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''' £50,692 


Adalimumab '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''' £30,370 


CC: Conventional care; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; 
TNF: Tumour necrosis factor 


 


Table 8-19: Base case results for CZP versus ADA and ETA (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP with the PAS, CZP pooled dosing) 


 


Total costs, 
discounted, £ 


Incremental 
costs (CZP vs 
anti-TNF), £ 


Total QALYs, 
discounted 


Incremental 
QALYs (CZP vs 


anti-TNF) 


Incremental 
ICER 


(CZP vs anti-
TNF) 


Certolizumab pegol ''''''''''''''''''''''' - ''''''''''''''' - - 


Etanercept ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' CZP Dominates 


Adalimumab ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''' CZP Dominates 


CZP: Certolizumab pegol; ICER: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; TNF: Tumour necrosis 
factor 


 


8.4.3.2 Results of the Alternative Scenario Analysis: nr-axSpA Subpopulation 


The results of the alternative scenario analyses in the nr-axSpA subpopulation indicated similar trends in 
ICERs to those observed for the AS subpopulation. CZP remained cost-effective across all scenarios, with 
the highest ICER (£23,768) vs CC again resulting from the alternative efficacy scenario for CC. A full table of 
incremental costs, incremental QALYs, and ICERs comparing CZP to CC in all alternative sensitivity 
scenarios is given in Appendix 11.5.2.2.2. 
 
The detailed results of the alternative scenarios analysis (modified CU analysis), where only ASAS20 was 
assumed to be the same for ADA, ETA and CZP, and being equal to the MTC estimate for CZP, whilst the 
changes in BASDAI and BASFI were left unchanged and equal to the estimates from the MTC for each 
intervention, are presented below in Appendix 11.5.2.2.2 (Table 11-78). They indicate that, over a lifetime 
time horizon, CZP with the PAS dominates ADA and ETA, being more effective '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' and less costly ''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''.  
 
Results of the OSA and PSA of this modified CU analysis are presented in the Appendix 11.5.2.2.3 and 
11.5.2.2.4. The OSA shows that incremental costs and the ICER are most influenced by the ASAS20 
response of ADA and ETA relative to CZP and the drug acquisition costs of CZP, ADA and ETA and that 
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incremental QALYs are also influenced by the discount rate for health effects. The PSA showed CZP to be 
more cost-effective than ADA and ETA at any willingness-to-pay threshold. 
 


8.4.3.3 Results of the One-way, Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis: nr-axSpA 
Subpopulation 


Results of the OSA in the base case in the nr-axSpA subpopulation indicate that, compared to CC, the 
incremental costs, QALYs, and ICERs of CZP were most sensitive to changes in the probability of ASAS20 
response at 12 weeks, CZP unit cost, and discount rates for cost and health outcomes. Discontinuation rate 
and coefficients of the utility equations were also influential in the OSA. Tornado diagrams presenting the 
complete results of the OSA in terms of incremental costs, incremental QALYs and ICERs of CZP compared 
to CC are given in Appendix 11.5.2.2.3. 
 


8.4.3.4 Results of the Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis: nr-axSpA Subpopulation 


Results of the PSA of the base case in the nr-axSpA subpopulation indicated that CZP is more likely to be 
more cost-effective than ADA, ETA and CC.  
 
Table 8-20 shows that at a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20,000/QALY, CZP has a 74.2% chance of being 
cost-effective whilst ADA and ETA both have a 0.0% chance, and CC has a 25.8% chance. At a willingness-
to-pay threshold of £30,000/QALY, CZP has almost a 100% chance of being cost-effective. Graphical 
presentation of the PSA results and CEACs are given in Appendix 11.5.2.2.4. 
 


Table 8-20: PSA results: Probability of being most cost-effective at different cost-effectiveness thresholds in the base case (nr-
axSpA subpopulation, with the PAS, CZP pooled dosing) 


WTP Threshold 
Certolizumab 


pegol 
Adalimumab Etanercept 


Conventional 
care 


£20,000/QALY 74.2% 0.0% 0.0% 25.8% 


£30,000/QALY 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 


QALY: Quality-adjusted life year; WTP: Willingness to pay 
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9 Budget Impact  


 The base case analysis indicated that the introduction of CZP with the PAS as an alternative treatment 
for axSpA would lead to an estimated net budgetary saving for the NHS in England and Wales of 
£9,251,887 over a 5-year time horizon. Of this amount, £5,566,617 savings would arise in the treatment 
of patients with AS and £3,685,270 in the treatment of patients with nr-axSpA. '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' 


 Scenario sensitivity analyses tested assumptions about the prevalence of axSpA in England and Wales, 
the percentage of market share of CZP that is taken from CC for the nr-axSpA subpopulation, 
discontinuation rates of anti-TNF therapy, and the potential introduction of IFX and ETA alongside CZP 
in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations respectively. In these sensitivity analyses, the 5 year budget 
impact in the axSpA population (AS and nr-axSpA combined) ranged between savings of £36,035,518 
(assuming higher disease prevalence) and expense of £4,205,185 (assuming greater displacement of 
patients from CC).  


 


9.1 Background 


A budget impact model (BIM) was developed to estimate the net total budget impact over 5 years of adding 
CZP to the NHS England and Wales formulary. As the displaced medicines, market share and uptake of 
CZP is likely to be different for the two subpopulations, independent BIMs were created. The approved PAS, 
as described in Section 1, was applied to CZP in England and Wales. 
 
Different sensitivity analyses were conducted to address uncertainty in market share displacement 
assumptions, prevalence and treatment discontinuation in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. 
 
Displaced medicines included in the BIMs reflect the treatment options currently available in England and 
Wales for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. For the AS subpopulation, the displaced medicines included 
in the analysis are ADA, ETA, and GOL in the base-case. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, ADA and CC are 
the displaced medicines in the base-case. Sensitivity analyses considered inclusion of IFX and ETA 
alongside CZP for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. The models take as inputs the total cost of 
medications, which is comprised of medication acquisition and administration costs for CZP and displaced 
medicines. Cost savings that arise from reduced disease management costs associated with reduced 
severity of axSpA are appropriate to include when patients previously on CC transition to anti-TNF therapies; 
these were included in the models for the nr-axSpA subpopulation but not for the AS subpopulation as the 
model assumes no displacement of CC in the AS subpopulation. The model assumes under the base-case 
that 7% of patients will discontinue from anti-TNF therapies annually. 
 


9.2 Epidemiology and Patient Numbers 


9.2.1 Population 


Data from England and other countries were used to estimate the prevalence of AS and nr-axSpA. Using the 
NICE population benchmark,


120
 epidemiological data for patients with AS in England and data from the Office 


for National Statistics, the prevalence of AS was quantified at 0.13% (refer to Appendix 11.6.1.1 for 
calculation details). This value lies within a wide range of independent estimates of AS prevalence (0.08%-
0.86%; Table 9-1) provided by the NICE HTA and Saraux et al.


28, 99, 121
 Furthermore, this estimate is 


comparable to an estimate drawn from a Finnish study
122


 (0.15%) published in 1997, which was deemed the 
best available value by the British Society for Rheumatology based on the study timeframe, location (Europe) 
and standard error. 
 


Table 9-1: Prevalence and incidence estimates of AS 


Estimate Study Location Reference 


Panel A: Prevalence   


0.08% (0.03%-0.15%) France 
121


 


0.129% US-based study in Rochester, Minnesota from 1935-1973 
123


 


0.15% (0.08%-0.27%) Finnish study, population age ≥30 
122


 


0.23% Study conducted in Hungary, age ≥15 
124
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0.53% (0.16%-0.90%) Study in Brittany, France 
125


 


0.86% Berlin population 
126


 


0.13% 71,000 patients with AS in England 
100


 


0.52–0.55% United-States using NHANES data; prevalence of AxSpA estimate 
1.0-1.4% and AS 0.52-0.55%. 


28
 


Panel B: Incidence    


6.6 per 100,000  Study from Rochester, Minnesota, USA 
127


 


6.9 per 100,000 (6.0-7.8) Finnish study in diagnosed patients with AS age ≥16 
122


 


7 per 100,000 Hospital-based study from Northern, Norway 
128


 


7.3 per 100,000 (6.1-8.4) USA 
129


 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; USA: United States of America 


 


In the nr-axSpA subpopulation, a prevalence of 0.126% was derived from the French HTA advice for ADA 
(calculation details are provided in Appendix 11.6.1.1).


130
  


 
Due to the lack of data specific to nr-axSpA, the incidence of nr-axSpA is assumed to be the same as in the 
AS subpopulation (0.0069%).


122
 


 
A mortality rate was estimated for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations weighted by gender and age using 
the following information drawn from multiple sources: 


 SMR of 1.5 for patients with AS extracted from the literature
24, 114, 115, 131, 132


 


 Rate of death per annum for the general population stratified by age and gender from the UK Life 
Table


116
 


 Proportion of male AS / nr-axSpA patients (72.5% / 48.3%, respectively) as noted in RAPID-axSpA
18


 


 Age distribution for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations from RAPID-axSpA
18


  


''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''  
 
Applying the prevalence (0.13% for AS and nr-axSpA), incidence (0.0069% for AS and nr-axSpA) and 
mortality rates to the population size of England and Wales, separately for the AS and nr-axSpA 
subpopulations, gives the net number of patients with the condition in each year of the initial five years 
following introduction of CZP as shown in Table 9-2. Appendix 11.6.1 provides further information on the 
calculation of the net number of patients. The population size of England and Wales in 2014 was obtained 
from the Office of National Statistics (assumed to be the same as the 2013 mid-year population estimates. 
The 2012-based national population projections were used as a proxy to estimate the change in the 
population size from 2014 through 2018. The change in the UK (England and Wales) population is assumed 
to increase linearly from 56,948,200 in 2014 to 58,956,023 by 2018. Another key assumption made on the 
epidemiological inputs for the analysis was that prevalence and incidence of AS and nr-axSpA both remain 
constant over the 5-year time horizon of the BIMs. 
 


 Table 9-2: Estimation of the net number of patients with AS and nr-axSpA 


Parameter 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 


Population size 56,948,200 57,450,156 57,952,112 58,454,067 58,956,023 


Net number of patients      


     AS 77,627 78,311 78,995 79,680 80,364 


     nr-axSpA 75,439 76,104 76,769 77,433 78,098 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


 


9.2.2 Eligibility 


An estimate of the number of people in England and Wales with axSpA currently receiving treatment with 
biologics was made using the net number of patients with axSpA and the percentage of patients who are 
treatment eligible and receiving treatment with biologics. 
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Treatment eligibility for the AS subpopulation was taken from the NICE population benchmark for AS where 
an estimated 9.7% of patients with AS were eligible for treatment and receiving treatment with an anti-TNF 
therapy.


120
 The NICE population benchmark assumed that 20,000 patients out of 70,000 patients would be 


eligible for treatment (28.6%), and that 6,800 patients who were eligible would use biologic treatment (9.7%). 
A key assumption that has been made by using this figure is that it represents a cross-sectional proportion of 
patients who remain on anti-TNF therapy, and includes a mix of patients who initiate anti-TNF therapy in the 
current year and in previous years. 
 
The same NICE benchmark figure and assumptions were applied to the BIM for nr-axSpA (ie. 9.7% of 
patients with nr-axSpA were assumed to be eligible for treatment and receiving treatment with anti-TNF 
therapy) in year 1. Inputs in years 2-5 assumed that the uptake of biologic treatment would increase linearly 
over time (2% across the 5 years) given that nr-axSpA is a fairly new condition with new treatment options on 
the market. 
 
Estimation of the number of patients with AS and nr-axSpA who are treatment eligible and receiving 
treatment with biologics from year 1-5 is summarised in Table 9-3. 
 


Table 9-3: Estimated number of eligible treated patients with AS and nr-axSpA 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 


AS subpopulation      


Net number of patients with AS 77,627 78,311 78,995 79,680 80,364 


Percent of cohort with AS who are 
treatment eligible and receiving 
treatment with biologics


120
 


9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 9.7% 


Potential number of eligible patients 
treated each year 


7,530 7,596 7,663 7,729 7,795 


nr-axSpA subpopulation      


Net number of patients with nr-axSpA 75,439 76,104 76,769 77,433 78,098 


Percent of cohort with nr-axSpA who are 
treatment eligible and receiving 
treatment with biologics 


9.7% 10.2% 10.7% 11.2% 11.7% 


Potential number of eligible patients 
treated each year 


7,318 7,763 8,214 8,673 9,138 


Total axSpA population      


Potential number of eligible patients 
treated each year 


14,847 15,359 15,877 16,401 16,933 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


 


9.2.3 Treatment Discontinuation and First Year Costs 


As noted in Section 9.2.2, the net number of patients with axSpA currently being treated with anti-TNFs is a 
mix of patients initiating therapy in the current and previous years. However, first year and subsequent year 
consumption of anti-TNF therapy with CZP differ since three additional vials are used in the first year, 
therefore incurring additional first year costs (in absence of PAS).  In order to determine the number of 
patients initiating therapy with CZP in the current year, the annual absolute increase in patient numbers were 
assumed to initiate CZP (eg. 1,164 nr-axSpA patients in year 2015 and 732 in 2014 = 433 new patients in 
2015). In addition, 1.75% of prevalent patients are assumed to discontinue quarterly (corresponding to 
approximately 7% annually) whilst an equal number initiate treatment in each quarter (eg. 1.75% of 732 = 13 
patients each quarter or 50 patients annually discontinue in 2014, so 50 plus 433 patients will have first year 
costs in 2015), in order to apply additional first year costs  (in absence of PAS) for those patients initiating 
CZP each year. This is described under medication acquisition costs (Section 9.5.2). A sensitivity analysis 
was performed to consider 15% annual discontinuation. 
 


9.3 Displaced Medicines 


Displaced medicines in the BIM versions reflect treatment options currently available in England and Wales 
and with positive NICE guidance for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations. Therapies for AS per NICE 
guidance include ADA, ETA and GOL.


24, 25
 IFX was not included in the base case since it is currently not 
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available for treatment in patients with AS.
24


 For patients with nr-axSpA, CZP was compared to ADA, the 
only biologic agent with marketing authorisation for the treatment of these patients, and CC, defined by the 
following mix of NSAIDs: etoricoxib 90 mg daily, naproxen 500–1,000 mg daily (assumed 500 mg) and 
diclofenac 75–150 mg daily (assumed 75 mg). In a sensitivity analysis, ETA was considered for patients with 
nr-axSpA, whilst IFX was considered for patients with AS. 
 


9.4 Market Share 


Market share forecasts for CZP and displaced medicines (refer to Section 1c) in patients with AS (ADA, ETA, 
GOL) and nr-axSpA (ADA, CC) were based on manufacturer’s projections. Table 9-4 shows the anticipated 
market share of CZP over 5 years by axSpA subpopulation (AS, nr-axSpA) in the base case. The market 
share of CZP is assumed to increase over time, taking market share from the displaced medicines for AS 
and nr-axSpA (Table 9-4). ''''' ''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''' 
'''''''''''' '''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''' '''' 
'''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''' ''''''' '''''' 
'''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''' '''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''''''' 
 
''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''' ''''' 
'''''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''' ''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''''''''' '''''''' '''''' ''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''' '''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''' 
''''''''''' '''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' '''' ''''''''''''' '''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''' ''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''' '''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' ''''''''' '''''''' '''''''''''''''''''''''' 
'''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' 
 


Table 9-4: Market share of certolizumab pegol and displaced medicines in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations 


 
Current market share without  


Certolizumab pegol (%)  


New market share with  


Certolizumab pegol (%) 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 


AS subpopulation           


Certolizumab pegol  ''''''' '''''''' '''''''' ''''''' ''''''' ''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' 


Adalimumab '''''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' 


Etanercept  ''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''''' 


Golimumab  ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' 


nr-axSpA subpopulation          


Certolizumab pegol '''''''' ''''''' '''''''' ''''''' '''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''' 


Adalimumab  '''''''''''''' '''''''''' '''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' ''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''' ''''''''''' '''''''''''' 


Conventional Care ''''''' ''''''' '''''''' ''''''' '''''''' '''''''' ''''''' ''''''' ''''''' ''''''' 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
Source: UCB market share projections 


 


9.5 Cost Estimates 


9.5.1 Patient Access Scheme 


A PAS is in operation for CZP in England and Wales (see Section 1), which was accounted for in the BIMs 
for CZP. 
 


9.5.2 Medication Acquisition and Administration Costs 


The following information about each treatment was employed to calculate the total annual drug acquisition 
cost per patient: unit costs, loading and maintenance dosage for CZP, and dosing frequency (during loading 
and maintenance). Unit costs for the anti-TNF therapies and CC are given in Table 9-5 along with the unit 
definition, unit strength, administration route and dosing regimens obtained from the British National 
Formulary,


2
 PSSRU (2012),


118
 NHS tariffs and hospital trusts.


133
 The number of units (vials) consumed per 


patient in first and subsequent years of treatment is given in Table 9-6. 
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The medication acquisition cost of CC for the nr-axSpA subpopulation was calculated from a mix of individual 
NSAIDs (etoricoxib, naproxen and diclofenac) and DMARDs (sulfasalazine) used under CC in England, 
Wales and Scotland (based on KOL opinion).


61, 95, 96
 The price and dosing regimen


2
 along with the 


distribution of the NSAID mix are summarised in Table 9-7. 
 
The weighted average medication acquisition unit cost of CC used in the model was £0.395 per day. 
 
Using the dosing regimen for biologic therapies and CC, the annual number of units utilised per patient per 
annum was calculated as follows: CZP: 29 in year 1 of treatment and 26 in subsequent years; ETA: 104; 
ADA: 26; GOL: 12; CC: 365). 
 


Table 9-5: Medication acquisition unit cost and dosing regimens of biologics 


Treatment 
Acquisition 


Cost per Unit 
Unit Strength Loading Dosing 


Maintenance 
Dosing 


Certolizumab pegol £357.50 200 mg 
400 mg at 0, 2 and 4 
weeks 


200 mg Q2W or 
400 mg Q4W 


Displaced or New Medicines 


   Etanercept
a
 £89.38 25 mg NA 50 mg weekly 


   Adalimumab
b
 £352.14 40 mg NA 40 mg Q2W 


   Golimumab
a
 £762.97 50 mg NA 50 mg monthly on 


the same day each 
month 


   Infliximab
c 


£419.62 100 mg 5 mg/kg infusion at 
0, 2 and 6 weeks 


5 mg/kg infusion 
every 6–8 weeks 
(model assumes 7 
weeks) 


NA: Not applicable; Q2W: Every 2 weeks; Q4W: Every 4 weeks 
*Computed as the weighted average cost of the individual NSAIDs under CC 
a 
Displaced medicine for the AS subpopulation only; new medicine in sensitivity analysis in nr-axSpA subpopulation 


b 
Displaced medicine 


for both the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations, 
c
 New medicine in sensitivity analysis only for AS subpopulation 


References: British National Formulary,
2
  


 


Table 9-6: Annual medication units (vials) of anti-TNF therapies consumed per patient 


Treatment 


Number of Units 


First Year of 
Treatment 


Subsequent Years 


Certolizumab pegol (units given) 29 26 


Certolizumab pegol (units costed with PAS) 19 26 


Displaced or New Medicines 


   Etanercept 104 104 


   Adalimumab 26 26 


   Golimumab 12 12 


   Infliximab
a 


36
b
 27


b
 


PAS: Patient access scheme  
a
 Sensitivity analysis only  


b
 Number of IFX units assume no wastage and is calculated based on an average patient weight of 81.7kg 


 


Table 9-7: Dosing regimen, pricing and distribution of NSAIDs under CC 


NSAID 
Unit 


Strength 
Package 


Size 
Package 
Price (£) 


Dosing 
Regimen 


Estimated 
Price/Day (£) 


Treatment 
Distribution 


Etoricoxib 90 mg 28-tab pack 22.96 90 mg/day 0.82  40% 


Naproxen 500 mg 28-tab pack 1.82 500 mg/day 0.065 50% 


Diclofenac 25 mg 28-tab pack 3.23 75 mg/day 0.346 10% 


NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 


 


The mode of administration, which determines how often an administration cost is applied, is a typical 
component of direct costs. All treatments in the base case analysis, except CC, are administered sc, which is 
associated with a nurse visit in the rheumatology specialty at treatment initiation for a specialist nurse to train 
the patient to self-administer (associated with a one-time cost of £48 [national estimate]).


134
 It is assumed 


that after the first nurse visit, patients will self-inject at home which has no additional cost. For patients 
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receiving IFX, cost is incurred at every IV administration. Cost of the IV administration was based on a half-
day hospital in-patient visit of £309.20.


118
 


 
For CZP, a loading dose of 400 mg is given during the first 4 weeks at treatment initiation (at Weeks 0, 2, 
and 4) and then a maintenance dose of 200 mg Q2W or 400 mg Q4W thereafter. The re-administration 
interval does not affect the cost calculations as an equal number of units per year is used under either 
schedule. To account for the loading dose of CZP (ie. additional medication units received in the first year of 
treatment) for new patients starting treatment each year over the time horizon, a correction is applied to 
account for additional first year treatment costs.  
 
To estimate drug costs for CZP or other anti-TNFs, the total units (vials) required in first and subsequent 
years of therapy is applied to the number of patients in each year of treatment. As noted in section 9.2.3, the 
cost calculation accounts for the number of patients newly initiating treatment in their first year versus 
subsequent year in each of the five years of the analysis. Patients initiating treatment with CZP will incur the 
cost of 29 vials per year (19 vials in the case of the PAS), whilst patients in subsequent years incur the cost 
of 26 vials per year.  
 


9.5.3 Disease Management Costs 


Savings may be expected associated with disease management resulting from reduced use of healthcare 
resources by patients who respond to anti-TNF therapy compared to patients on CC cost whose disease 
severity progressively worsens. An example is reduced use of physiotherapy. For the budget impact 
analysis, this savings applies to patients with nr-axSpA only.  
 
For patients with AS, disease management costs are expected to be the same across all anti-TNF therapies, 
assuming that treatment with one anti-TNF would not result in greater or lesser disease management cost 
than if a different anti-TNF were being given. Conversely, in the nr-axSpA subpopulation additional cost 
savings may be expected for CZP compared to CC. 
 
The disease management costs were estimated using the pharmaco-economic model (described in Section 
8) that employs an exponential cost model (see below) constructed by NICE with BASFI as the key predictor 
of cost to capture long-term disease progression (NICE).


99
 Details on the equation and assumptions are 


provided in Section 8.2.3.1. 
 


Disease management cost by BASFI = £1,585.30 x exp(0.1832 x BASFI)  
 


The costs included in the equation represent drug costs (excluding anti-TNF therapies), monitoring, 
hospitalisation, healthcare visits, aids and appliances, and AEs.  The pharmaco-economic model was run for 
a 5-year time horizon and the difference in the total disease management costs between CZP and CC was 
computed and divided by the time horizon (5 years). This yields an average annual estimate of savings of 
£1,254.70 per patient switching from CC to anti-TNF therapy. This saving was applied to the number of 
patients displaced from CC to CZP of each year to estimate the additional annual savings of introducing CZP 
in the nr-axSpA subpopulation. 
 


9.6 Sensitivity Analysis 


Sensitivity analysis model versions were developed to test assumptions about the prevalence of axSpA in 
England and Wales, the percentage of market share of CZP that is taken from CC for the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation, discontinuation rates of anti-TNF therapy, and the potential introduction of IFX and ETA 
alongside CZP in the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations respectively. Definitions of five sensitivity scenarios 
are as follows: 
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 Prevalence of 0.52% for both AS and nr-axSpA, as per the recent study by Reveille and Weisman 
2013


28
 


 Comparator IFX is introduced alongside CZP in the AS subpopulation 


 Comparator ETA is introduced alongside CZP in the nr-axSpA subpopulation 


 Annual discontinuation is 15% for both AS and nr-axSpA 


 A greater pool of patients on CC (up to 10% by year 5) start treatment with CZP in the nr-axSpA 
subpopulation 


 


9.7 Budget Impact Results 


9.7.1 Base Case Analysis 


The budget impact results for the base case model by subpopulation (AS, nr-axSpA) and overall axSpA are 
presented in this section. Overall, a total of 1,334 patients with axSpA are expected to be treated with CZP in 
2014 increasing to 4,768 in 2018 (Table 9-8). For the AS subpopulation, 602 patients are expected to be 
treated with CZP in 2014, rising to 2,027 patients in 2018. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation 732 patients are 
expected to be treated with CZP in 2014, rising to 2,741 in 2018. 
 
The net total budget impact for the overall axSpA population (combining patients with AS and nr-axSpA) is 
given in Table 9-9. The net total budget impacts for the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations are presented in 
Table 9-10 and Table 9-11, respectively. Tables include the yearly budget impact for medication acquisition, 
disaggregated for  patients on CZP, other biologic therapies and CC; administration costs; and disease 
management cost for the nr-axSpA subpopulation. 
 
The introduction of CZP as an alternative treatment for axSpA is projected to have an overall total budgetary 
impact (Table 9-9) of -£9,251,887 over the 5-year time horizon (AS subpopulation -£5,566,617; nr-axSpA 
subpopulation: is -£3,685,270).  
 
For the AS subpopulation, the net total budget impact of including CZP is -£1,534,259 (ie. savings) in the first 
year and -£222,928 in 2018. For the nr-axSpA subpopulation, the net total budget impact of including CZP is 
-£1,825,378 (savings) in the first year rising to £975,023 (expense) in 2018. The net budget impact is larger 
for nr-axSpA since it was projected that some new patients from 2015–2018 would otherwise have received 
only CC, which is considerably less expensive than ADA and CZP. 
 


Table 9-8: Epidemiological summary 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 


AS subpopulation      


Number of patients eligible for biologic 
therapies 


7,530 7,596 7,663 7,729 7,795 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  8.0% 15.0% 20.0% 26.0% 26.0% 


Number of patients on certolizumab 
pegol 


602 1,139 1,533 2,010 2,027 


nr-axSpA subpopulation      


Number of patients eligible for biologic 
therapies 


7,318 7,763 8,214 8,673 9,138 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  10.0% 15.0% 22.0% 30.0% 30.0% 


Number of patients on certolizumab 
pegol 


732 1,164 1,807 2,602 2,741 


Total axSpA population      


Number of patients eligible for biologic 
therapies 


14,847 15,359 15,877 16,401 16,933 


Number of patients on certolizumab 
pegol 


1,334 2,304 3,340 4,611 4,768 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis  
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Table 9-9: Budget Impact: Overall axSpA 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


Medication acquisition cost -£3,359,636 -£2,170,968 -£2,003,229 -£2,219,954  £977,165 -£8,776,622  


Biologic therapies -£3,359,636 -£2,164,420 -£1,989,371 -£2,198,007 £1,007,997 -£8,703,437 


   Certolizumab pegol £8,886,859 £18,626,213 £27,910,128 £38,927,483 £43,098,177 £137,448,860 


   Other biologic therapies* -£12,246,496 -£20,790,633 -£29,899,499 -£41,125,490 -£42,090,180 -£146,152,298 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 -£6,548 -£13,858  -£21,947  -£30,831  -£73,185  


Medication administration 
cost 


£0 £19,748 £16,207 £28,834 £4,226 £69,015 


Biologic therapies £0 £19,748 £16,207 £28,834 £4,226 £69,015 


   Certolizumab pegol £67,401 £53,471 £60,071 £75,465 £23,413 £279,819 


   Other biologic therapies* -£67,401 -£33,722 -£43,864 -£46,631 -£19,186 -£210,804 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 


Disease management cost £0 -£48,698 -£103,064 -£163,222 -£229,297 -£544,281 


Total Cost -£3,359,636 -£2,199,918  -£2,090,085  -£2,354,342 £752,095  -£9,251,887  


NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 


* Adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab 


 


Table 9-10: Budget Impact: AS subpopulation 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


Medication acquisition cost -£1,534,259 -£1,414,364 -£1,096,390 -£1,342,096 -£224,057 -£5,611,166 


Biologic therapies -£1,534,259 -£1,414,364 -£1,096,390 -£1,342,096 -£224,057 -£5,611,166 


   Certolizumab pegol £4,012,554 £9,070,939 £13,009,736 £17,153,623 £18,441,392 £61,688,244 


   Other biologic therapies* -£5,546,812 -£10,485,303 -£14,106,127 -£18,495,719 -£18,665,449 -£67,299,409 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 


Medication administration 
cost 


£0 £17,787 £10,259 £15,374 £1,129 £44,549 


Biologic therapies £0 £17,787 £10,259 £15,374 £1,129 £44,549 


   Certolizumab pegol £30,432 £29,155 £23,687 £29,248 £7,624 £120,146 


   Other biologic therapies* -£30,432 -£11,368 -£13,428 -£13,874 -£6,495 -£75,598 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 


Total Cost -£1,534,259 -£1,396,577 -£1,086,131 -£1,326,722 -£222,928 -£5,566,617 


NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 


* Adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab 


 


Table 9-11: Budget Impact: nr-axSpA subpopulation 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


Medication acquisition cost -£1,825,378 -£754,653  -£906,839  -£877,858  £1,201,222  -£3,165,456 


Biologic therapies -£1,825,378 -£750,056 -£892,981 -£855,911 £1,232,054 -£3,092,272 


   Certolizumab pegol £4,874,305 £9,555,275 £14,900,392 £21,773,860 £24,656,785 £75,760,617 


   Other biologic therapies* -£6,699,683 -£10,305,331 -£15,793,372 -£22,629,771 -£23,424,731 -£78,852,888 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 -£6,548  -£13,858  -£21,947  -£30,831  -£73,185  


Medication administration 
cost 


£0 £1,961 £5,949 £13,460 £3,098 £24,467 


Biologic therapies £0 £1,961 £5,949 £13,460 £3,098 £24,467 


   Certolizumab pegol £36,968 £24,315 £36,384 £46,217 £15,789 £159,673 


   Other biologic therapies* -£36,968 -£22,354 -£30,435 -£32,757 -£12,691 -£135,206 


Conventional care (NSAIDs) £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 


Disease management cost £0 -£48,698 -£103,064 -£163,222 -£229,297 -£544,281 


Total Cost -£1,825,378 -£803,342  -£1,003,954  -£1,027,620  £975,023  -£3,685,270  


NSAID: Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 


* Adalimumab 
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9.7.2 Sensitivity Analyses 


9.7.2.1 Sensitivity analysis on prevalence 


In the sensitivity scenario where a greater prevalence of axSpA patients was assumed, a much greater 
budgetary savings resulted. Table 9-12 presents the number of AS and nr-axSpA patients eligible for biologic 
therapies; number treated with CZP; and budget impact associated with medication acquisition, 
administration, disease management, and total by subpopulation. The table also provides the total budget 
impact by year for overall axSpA population. Under the higher prevalence assumption, the estimated 5 year 
total budget savings due to the introduction of CZP as an alternative treatment for axSpA is -£36,035,518 
(savings of £21,424,767 in the AS subpopulation and of £14,610,751 in nr-axSpA). 
 


Table 9-12: Budget impact summary for overall axSpA and AS and nr-axSpA populations sensitivity analysis where prevalence 
is 0.52% 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


AS Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


28,981 29,236 29,492 29,747 30,002 147,458 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  8.0% 15.0% 20.0% 26.0% 26.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


2,318 4,385 5,898 7,734 7,801 28,137 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£5,905,047 -£5,443,597 -£4,219,780 -£5,165,452 -£862,349 -£21,596,225 


Medication administration cost £0 £68,460 £39,483 £59,172 £4,344 £171,458 


Total Cost -£5,905,047 -£5,375,137 -£4,180,297 -£5,106,280 -£858,005 -£21,424,767 


nr-axSpA Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


29,011 30,776 32,566 34,383 36,227 162,964 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  10.0% 15.0% 22.0% 30.0% 30.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


2,901 4,616 7,165 10,315 10,868 35,865 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£7,236,957 -£2,999,659  -£3,595,285  -£3,480,385  £4,762,408  -£12,549,878 


Medication administration cost £0 £7,774 £23,585 £53,362 £12,281 £97,002 


Disease management cost £0 -£193,072 -£408,611 -£647,114 -£909,078 -£2,157,874 


Total Cost -£7,236,957 -£3,184,957  -£3,980,311 -£4,074,138  £3,865,611 -£14,610,751 


Overall axSpA Population       


Budget impact       


Total Cost  -£13,142,004 -£8,560,094 -£8,160,608 -£9,180,418 £3,007,606  -£36,035,518  


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


 


9.7.2.2 Sensitivity analysis on comparators – Inclusion of IFX in AS subpopulation 


A sensitivity scenario analysis was conducted assuming IFX and CZP were both newly available to patients 
with AS. The scenario assumed that the new market share of CZP from the base-case would now be shared 
by both IFX and CZP such that IFX assumes 1%, 2%, 3%, 4% and 4% market share from years 1 to 5 
respectively, whilst CZP assumes 7%, 13%, 17%, 22%, 22% respectively. In this way, IFX assumes part of 
the market share of CZP whilst ETA, ADA and GOL are unchanged relative to the base-case.  
 
Table 9-13 presents the number of AS patients eligible for biologic therapies; number treated with CZP; and 
budget impact associated with medication acquisition, administration, disease management, and total by AS 
and nr-axSpA. Results specific to the nr-axSpA subpopulation are unchanged from the base case. The total 
5 year budget savings in the axSpA population is reduced to -£2,418,627 compared to -£9,251,887 in the 
base-case, due to the higher drug acquisition and administration costs associated with IFX. 
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Table 9-13: Budget impact summary for AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations and total net budget impact for axSpA for sensitivity 
analysis where IFX is included as a comparator in AS 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


AS Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


7,530 7,596 7,663 7,729 7,795 38,313 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  7.0% 13.0% 17.0% 22.0% 22.0% – 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


527 988 1,303 1,700 1,715 6,233 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£891,201 -£587,379 -£82,435 -£138,128 £507,237 -£1,191,906 


Medication administration cost £202,665 £378,773 £532,293 £701,185 £643,634 £2,458,549 


Total Cost -£688,536 -£208,606 £449,858 £563,057 £1,150,871 £1,266,643 


nr-axSpA Subpopulation       


Total Cost (base case) -£1,825,378 -£803,342 -£1,003,954 -£1,027,620 £975,023 -£3,685,270 


Overall axSpA Population       


Budget impact       


Total Cost  -£2,513,914 -£1,011,948  -£554,096  -£464,563  £2,125,894  -£2,418,627 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


 


9.7.2.3 Sensitivity analysis on comparators – Inclusion of ETA in nr-axSpA subpopulation 


A sensitivity scenario analysis was conducted assuming ETA and CZP were both newly available to patients 
with nr-axSpA. The scenario assumed that both ETA and CZP would share the new market share of CZP 
from the base-case equally, such that ETA and CZP each assumes 5%, 7.5%, 11%, 15% and 15% market 
share from years 1 to 5 respectively. Thus, ETA assumes half of the market share of CZP whilst 
displacement of ETA, ADA and GOL are unchanged relative to the base-case. 
 
Table 9-14 presents the results specific to this scenario. Results for the AS subpopulation are unchanged 
from the base case. The total 5 year budget savings in the axSpA population is reduced to -£5,101,272 
compared to -£9,251,887 in the base case, due primarily to the reduced number of CZP patients who benefit 
from the PAS. 
 


Table 9-14: Budget impact summary for AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations and total net budget impact for axSpA for sensitivity 
analysis where ETA is included as a comparator in nr-axSpA 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


AS Subpopulation       


Total Cost (base case) -£1,534,259 -£1,396,577 -£1,086,131 -£1,326,722 -£222,928 -£5,566,617 


nr-axSpA Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


7,318 7,763 8,214 8,673 9,138 41,104 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  5.0% 7.5% 11.0% 15.0% 15.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


366 582 904 1,301 1,371 4,523 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£861,510 -£123,179 £40,553 £325,174 £1,610,128 £991,165 


Medication administration cost -£922 £186 £3,183 £9,422 -£1,449 £10,420 


Disease management cost £0 -£48,698 -£103,064 -£163,222 -£229,297 -£544,281 


Total Cost -£862,432 -£171,691 -£59,328 £171,375 £1,379,382 £457,305 


Overall axSpA Population       


Budget impact       


Total Cost  -£2,396,691 -£1,568,268 -£1,145,460 -£1,155,347 £1,156,454 -£5,109,312 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
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9.7.2.4 Sensitivity analysis on treatment discontinuation 


A sensitivity scenario analysis was conducted assuming 15% annual discontinuation of treatment applied to 
all TNFs and to both patients with AS and nr-axSpA. Table 9-15 presents the results specific to this scenario. 
The total 5 year budget savings in the axSpA population is increased to -£12,311,623 compared to -
£9,251,887 in the base case analysis. 
 


Table 9-15: Budget impact summary for AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations and total net budget impact for axSpA for sensitivity 
analysis with treatment discontinuation of 15% 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


AS Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


7,530 7,596 7,663 7,729 7,795 38,313 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  8.0% 15.0% 20.0% 26.0% 26.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


602 1,139 1,533 2,010 2,027 7,311 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£1,624,707 -£1,615,598 -£1,383,524 -£1,720,527 -£628,953 -£6,973,310 


Medication administration cost £0 £14,679 £4,060 £10,374 £0 £29,114 


Total Cost -£1,624,707 -£1,600,919 -£1,379,464 -£1,710,153 -£628,953 -£6,944,196 


nr-axSpA Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


7,318 7,763 8,214 8,673 9,138 41,104 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  10.0% 15.0% 22.0% 30.0% 30.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


732 1,164 1,807 2,602 2,741 9,046 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£1,935,251 -£968,061  -£1,236,457 -£1,358,959 £659,405  -£4,839,323 


Medication administration cost £0 £2,073 £2,593 £7,762 £3,749 £16,177 


Disease management cost £0 -£48,698 -£103,064 -£163,222 -£229,297 -£544,281 


Total Cost -£1,935,251 -£1,014,687  -£1,336,928 -£1,514,419 £433,857 -£5,367,427 


Overall axSpA Population       


Budget impact       


Total Cost  -£3,559,957 -£2,615,606 -£2,716,392 -£3,224,571  -£195,096  -£12,311,623 


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


 


9.7.2.5 Sensitivity analysis on market share of CC 


A sensitivity scenario analysis was conducted that assumes a greater proportion of patients with nr-axSpA 
who initiate treatment with CZP were displaced from CC. The scenario assumes that up to 10% of patients 
eligible for treatment with anti-TNF were receiving CC (0%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, 10% in years 1 to 5 
respectively), all of whom receive CZP under the new market share assumption. Table 9-16 presents the 
results specific to this scenario. The total 5-year budget impact in the axSpA population is £4,205,185 
compared to savings of £9,251,887 in the base case analysis, due to the greater number of patients who 
were receiving CC whose drug acquisition price by comparison with anti-TNFs is considerably less costly.  
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Table 9-16: Budget impact summary for AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations and total net budget impact for axSpA for sensitivity 
analysis with greater CZP market share drawn from CC 


 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 


AS Subpopulation       


Total Cost (base case) -£1,534,259 -£1,396,577 -£1,086,131 -£1,326,722 -£222,928 -£5,566,617 


nr-axSpA Subpopulation       


Epidemiological summary       


Number of patients eligible for 
biologic therapies 


7,318 7,763 8,214 8,673 9,138 41,104 


Uptake of certolizumab pegol  10.0% 15.0% 22.0% 30.0% 30.0% - 


Number of patients on 
certolizumab pegol 


732 1,164 1,807 2,602 2,741 9,046 


Budget impact       


Medication acquisition cost -£1,825,378 £638,629  £2,045,990  £3,798,517 £7,770,677  £12,428,435 


Medication administration cost £0 £9,804 £15,226 £24,252 £15,488 £64,771 


Disease management cost £0 -£243,492 -£515,320 -£816,108 -£1,146,483 -£2,721,404 


Total Cost -£1,825,378 £404,941  £1,545,897 £3,006,661  £6,639,681  £9,771,802  


Overall axSpA Population       


Budget impact       


Total Cost  -£3,359,636 -£991,636  £459,766  £1,679 ,939  £6,416,753 £4,205,185  


AS: Ankylosing spondylitis; axSpA: Axial spondyloarthritis; nr-axSpA: Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Premeeting briefing 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial 
spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of TA143 and 
TA233) 


This premeeting briefing is a summary of: 


 the evidence and views submitted by the company(ies), the consultees and 


their nominated clinical experts and patient experts and  


 the assessment report.  


It highlights key issues for discussion at the first Appraisal Committee meeting 


and should be read with the full supporting documents for this appraisal.  


Please note that this document is a summary of the information available before 


comments on the assessment report have been received.  


Key issues for consideration 


Clinical effectiveness 


 What is the Committee’s view on the categorisation and reliability of the distinction 


between ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis? What is the likelihood of a differential 


response to TNF-inhibitors in the two patients groups, or is the response likely to 


be the same/similar?  


 What does the Committee consider it can say about the sequential use of 


TNF-inhibitors? 


 How generalisable are the trials to UK practice given the diagnostic difficulty 


(particularly for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 
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spondylitis), and heterogeneity in the C-reactive protein values and MRI changes 


in patients recruited? 


 The Assessment Group predominantly used the response at 12 weeks in their 


meta-analysis. Is this reasonable for all comparators? Should the trial of infliximab 


for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 


be removed as infliximab is not currently licensed for this indication?  


 Is ASAS 20 or change in BASDAI a better reflection of the therapeutic effects of 


TNF-inhibitors? 


 Does the Committee consider that the baseline BASDAI score is related to 


whether or not the patient responds to TNF-inhibitors? 


 Does the Committee consider that there is a class effect of TNF-inhibitors (i.e. 


there is little, if any, difference in efficacy)? 


 What is the Committee’s view on the long-term effect of TNF-inhibitors on the 


disease, in terms of reducing disease activity and preserving function (through 


slowing or preventing irreversible bony changes)? 


 Do non-skeletal manifestations of disease (such as uveitis) need to be taken into 


consideration? 


Cost-effectiveness 


 The Assessment Group noted that the ICER estimates in the companies’ 


submissions were relatively similar to each other for ankylosing spondylitis, but 


differed more for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis. The Assessment Group also noted differences in the 


company approaches to modelling and took a new approach to modelling, 


synthesising data on BASDAI 50, BASDAI score reductions and BASFI, and did 


not use ASAS 20 results. Does the Committee consider the Assessment Group’s 


model robust enough to form a view on the cost-effectiveness of biological 


treatments? 


 The Assessment Group suggested that BASDAI and BASFI may not be the 


most appropriate conceptual basis for modelling progression of these diseases. 


But in the absence of data linking other disease measures to costs and QALYs, 
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they concluded that there were no other options. What is the Committee’s view 


on this?  


 The Assessment Group’s model assumed that non-responders had higher 


baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores than responders (that is, response is 


unlikely to be independent of baseline patient characteristics). A commentator 


stated that this assumption is not supported by the Assessment of 


SpondyloArthritis international Society consensus statement (2006). Does the 


Committee consider this assumption appropriate?  


 Note that, in the sensitivity analyses, the ICERs for ankylosing spondylitis 


were sensitive to the source data used to inform the difference in baseline 


scores (using company clinical trial data made the ICERs more favourable 


towards TNF-inhibitors, compared with ICERs based on data from the 


Assessment Group’s evidence synthesis). Which assumptions does the 


Committee find more plausible: the base case or Assessment Group’s 


sensitivity analysis (scenario 2)?  


 In the Assessment Group’s base case model, a placebo effect was assumed in 


patients receiving conventional care. Does the Committee consider this 


assumption appropriate? Note that the ICERs for axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis were sensitive to the removal of 


the placebo effect.  


 The Assessment Group model assumed that people whose disease responds 


to a TNF-inhibitor experienced a slower progression rate compared with the 


natural history of the disease. This was explored in sensitivity analysis 


(scenario 3: assumed TNF-inhibitors have no effect on BASFI progression). In 


response to consultation, a company presented published evidence that BASFI 


is stable during treatment with TNF-inhibitors (that is, TNF-inhibitors completely 


stop BASFI progression). Which assumption does the Committee find more 


plausible: the base case, the Assessment Group’s sensitivity analysis (scenario 


3) or the company’s assumption?  


 The effect of TNF-inhibitors on disease progression was delayed until year 4 of 


treatment in the Assessment Group’s model. Does the Committee agree with 
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this delay or believe that reduced progression should be achieved immediately 


(scenario 4 of the Assessment Group’s sensitivity analysis)? 


 The Assessment Group acknowledged that the QALY gains for TNF-inhibitors 


may be underestimated in their model, based on the algorithm for calculating 


EQ-5D. What is the Committee’s view on this? 


 Clinical trial data could not accurately characterise the extent of the rebound in 


BASFI/BASDAI scores after treatment withdrawal, so the Assessment Group 


presented 2 scenarios in their base case: 1 assuming rebound to baseline and 1 


assuming rebound to natural history (representing the best-case and worst-case 


scenarios, respectively). Three consultees stated that the rebound to baseline 


scenario was more plausible, and may be conservative because there would be a 


delayed return to baseline and some people may get a sustained further benefit. 


Which scenario does the Committee consider to be the most plausible? 


 The Assessment Group’s model is based on an assumption that the 12-week 


continuation rules specified in the marketing authorisations for TNF-inhibitors are 


adhered to in clinical practice and does not consider evidence of further 


improvement after 12 weeks. Does the Committee consider these assumptions 


correct? 


 For the economic analysis the Assessment Group have assumed a class effect of 


TNF-inhibitors (despite some evidence, identified by the Assessment Group in 


their meta-analysis, to suggest that infliximab has a greater effect than the other 


TNF-inhibitors), thereby assuming each produces the same number of QALYs 


and that any difference in ICERs is driven by difference in acquisition cost. What 


is the Committee’s view on this?  


 The Assessment Group’s model does not account for improvements in 


non-skeletal manifestations (psoriasis, uveitis and inflammatory bowel disease), 


conferred by TNF-inhibitors, due to a lack of evidence. Given the comments 


received by a consultee and a commentator, does the Committee consider that 


data in people with psoriasis, uveitis and inflammatory bowel disease (but without 


axial spondyloarthritis) should be considered as part of this appraisal?  
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 Given the comments received by consultees for administration/acquisition costs of 


infliximab and administration costs of adalimumab, do the Committee consider 


that these should be revised in the Assessment Group’s model? 


1 Background: clinical need and practice 


1.1 Ankylosing spondylitis is an inflammatory disease of unknown cause. It is 


one of a group of clinically heterogeneous inflammatory rheumatologic 


diseases known as spondyloarthritis. Spondyloarthritis can be categorised 


as having predominantly axial (sacroiliac joints or spine) or peripheral 


involvement. In people with axial spondyloarthritis, the predominant 


symptom is back pain, with inflammation of the sacroiliac joints 


(sacroiliitis), the spine or both. The onset of symptoms typically occurs in 


the third decade of life. Damage is progressive and irreversible and there 


is increased risk of spinal fracture later in life. There may also be 


peripheral joint involvement or extra-articular manifestations such as 


uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease and psoriasis.  


1.2 If definite radiographic sacroiliitis (abnormalities seen in plain x-rays of the 


sacroiliac joints, such as erosions, sclerosis, and partial or total ankylosis) 


is present, the disease is classified as ankylosing spondylitis. The 


prevalence is thought to range from 0.05% to 0.23% and it is about 3 


times more common in men than in women. 


1.3 Not everyone with symptoms of axial spondyloarthritis will have x-ray 


evidence of the disease (although sacroiliitis or inflammation of the spine 


may be visible on MRI). This is referred to as axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. Limited 


epidemiological data are available for axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, but it affects 


approximately equal numbers of men and women.  


1.4 Conventional therapy for axial spondyloarthritis includes acute 


anti-inflammatory treatment with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
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(NSAIDs) and physiotherapy. Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) 


inhibitors (adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab and 


infliximab) are typically used when the disease has not responded 


adequately to conventional therapy. NICE technology appraisal 143 


recommends adalimumab and etanercept as treatment options for adults 


with severe active ankylosing spondylitis only if certain criteria are fulfilled, 


but it does not recommend infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis. 


Golimumab is also recommended in NICE technology appraisal 233 as an 


option for the treatment of severe, active ankylosing spondylitis in adults 


only if it is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in NICE 


technology appraisal 143. 


1.5 Three key disease components are assessed in clinical trials of 


ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis: disease activity, physical function and 


structural damage. A number of assessment tools have been developed 


to measure these (presented in Table 22, Appendix A). For example, the 


Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) is the most 


commonly used instrument to measure inflammatory activity. Physical 


function is widely assessed through the use of the Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Functional Index (BASFI). Structural damage and disease 


progression are primarily evaluated using radiography, captured on the 


modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal Score (mSASSS). 


1.6 The Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society (ASAS) has 


developed a set of response criteria (presented in Table 23, Appendix A), 


which relate to improvement across a set of 4 domains. An ASAS 20 


response (a common primary efficacy outcome in clinical trials) is defined 


as an improvement of greater than 20% and an absolute change of 1 or 


more points in at least 3 of the 4 domains. Other definitions of ASAS 


response (ASAS 40, 50 and 70, based on improvements of 40%, 50% 


and 70%, respectively) and an improvement of 50% or more in BASDAI 


score (BASDAI 50) are also used to measure outcomes in clinical studies. 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta143

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta233

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta143

http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta143
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2 The technologies 


2.1 Adalimumab (Humira, AbbVie), certolizumab pegol (Cimzia, UCB 


Pharma), etanercept (Enbrel, Pfizer), golimumab (Simponi, Merck Sharp 


& Dohme), and infliximab (Remicade, Merck Sharp & Dohme; Inflectra, 


Hospira; Remsima, Celltrion) inhibit the pro-inflammatory cytokine, 


TNF-alpha. Agents that inhibit the action of TNF-alpha may modify the 


inflammatory process of the disease. Adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, 


golimumab and infliximab are monoclonal antibodies, and etanercept is a 


recombinant human TNF-receptor fusion protein.  


2.2 Adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab and infliximab have marketing 


authorisations in the UK for the treatment of adults with severe active 


ankylosing spondylitis that has responded inadequately to conventional 


therapy. Certolizumab pegol has a marketing authorisation in the UK for 


the treatment of ‘adults with severe active ankylosing spondylitis who 


have had an inadequate response to, or are intolerant to, NSAIDs’. 


2.3 Adalimumab, certolizumab pegol and etanercept are also licensed for the 


treatment of adults with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation 


by elevated C-reactive protein and/or magnetic resonance imaging, 


whose disease has responded inadequately to, or who cannot tolerate, 


NSAIDs. Golimumab and infliximab do not currently have a market 


authorisation in the UK for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis.  


Adalimumab 


2.4 Adalimumab is administered by subcutaneous injection. The 


recommended dose regimen for patients with ankylosing spondylitis, and 


for patients with axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis, is 40 mg every other week. The summary of 


product characteristics recommends that continued adalimumab therapy 
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should be carefully reconsidered in patients whose disease does not 


respond within 12 weeks after starting treatment. 


2.5 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


reactions for adalimumab: infections (such as nasopharyngitis, upper 


respiratory tract infection and sinusitis), injection site reactions (erythema, 


itching, haemorrhage, pain or swelling), headache, musculoskeletal pain, 


hepatitis B reactivation, various malignancies and serious haematological, 


neurological and autoimmune reactions. For full details of adverse 


reactions and contraindications, see the summary of product 


characteristics. 


2.6 The price of adalimumab is £352.14 for a 40 mg pre-filled pen or pre-filled 


syringe, or a 40 mg/0.8-mL vial (excluding VAT; ‘British National 


Formulary’ [BNF] edition 68). The annual cost of treatment with 


adalimumab is estimated at £9156, assuming the patient receives 40 mg 


every other week (see section 2.4). Costs may vary in different settings 


because of negotiated procurement discounts. 


Certolizumab pegol 


2.7 Certolizumab pegol is administered by subcutaneous injection. The 


recommended induction dosage for patients with ankylosing spondylitis, 


and for patients with axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence 


of ankylosing spondylitis, is 400 mg (given as 2 injections of 200 mg each) 


at weeks 0, 2 and 4. The recommended maintenance dose regimen is 


200 mg every other week or 400 mg every 4 weeks. The summary of 


product characteristics recommends that continued certolizumab pegol 


therapy should be carefully reconsidered if there is no evidence of 


therapeutic benefit within 12 weeks after starting treatment. 


2.8 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


reactions for certolizumab pegol: infections (including sepsis, pneumonia, 


tuberculosis, invasive fungal and opportunistic infections), blood and 


lymphatic system malignancies (including lymphoma and leukaemia), 
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autoimmune conditions (including lupus-like syndrome), injection site 


reactions (erythema, itching, haematoma, pain or swelling), and hepatitis 


B reactivation. For full details of adverse reactions and contraindications, 


see the summary of product characteristics. 


2.9 The price of certolizumab pegol is £357.50 for a 200 mg pre-filled syringe 


(excluding VAT; BNF edition 68). Assuming the recommended dosage is 


followed (see section 2.7), the annual cost for first year of treatment with 


certolizumab pegol is estimated at £10,368. Costs may vary in different 


settings because of negotiated procurement discounts. 


Etanercept 


2.10 Etanercept is administered by subcutaneous injection. The recommended 


dosage for patients with ankylosing spondylitis, and for patients with axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, 


is 25 mg administered twice weekly or 50 mg administered once weekly. 


The summary of product characteristics recommends that continued 


etanercept therapy should be carefully reconsidered in patients whose 


disease does not respond within 12 weeks after starting treatment. 


2.11 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


reactions for etanercept: infections (including upper respiratory infections, 


bronchitis, bladder infections and skin infections, as well as serious 


infections such as sepsis), injection site reactions (such as pain, swelling, 


itching, reddening and bleeding at the puncture site), allergic reactions, 


development of auto-antibodies, itching, fever, various malignancies and 


serious haematological, neurological and autoimmune reactions. For full 


details of adverse reactions and contraindications, see the summary of 


product characteristics. 


2.12 The price of etanercept is £89.38 for a 25 mg pre-filled syringe or a 25 mg 


vial containing powder for reconstitution (with solvent), and £178.75 for a 


50 mg pre-filled pen or pre-filled syringe (excluding VAT; BNF edition 68). 


The annual cost of treatment with etanercept, using either twice weekly or 
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once weekly dosage frequency (see section 2.10), is estimated at £9295. 


Costs may vary in different settings because of negotiated procurement 


discounts. 


Golimumab 


2.13 Golimumab is administered by subcutaneous injection. The recommended 


dose regimen for patients with ankylosing spondylitis is 50 mg once a 


month, on the same date each month. The summary of product 


characteristics recommends that continued golimumab therapy should be 


carefully reconsidered if there is no evidence of therapeutic benefit within 


12–14 weeks after starting treatment (that is, after 3–4 doses). For 


patients with a body weight greater than 100 kg whose disease does not 


respond adequately after 4 doses (50 mg each), the summary of product 


characteristics states that increasing the dosage of golimumab to 100 mg 


once a month may be considered. If there is still no evidence of 


therapeutic benefit after 3–4 additional doses of 100 mg, continued 


golimumab therapy should be carefully reconsidered. 


2.14 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


reactions for golimumab: infections (including sepsis, pneumonia, 


tuberculosis, and invasive fungal and opportunistic infections), 


demyelinating disorders, lymphoma, hepatitis B reactivation, congestive 


heart failure, autoimmune processes (lupus-like syndrome) and 


haematologic reactions. For full details of adverse reactions and 


contraindications, see the summary of product characteristics. 


2.15 The price of golimumab is £762.97 for a 50 mg pre-filled pen or pre-filled 


syringe and £1525.94 for a 100 mg pre-filled pen (excluding VAT; BNF 


edition 68). Merck Sharp & Dohme has agreed a patient access scheme 


with the Department of Health. This will make the 100 mg dose of 


golimumab available to the NHS at the same cost as the 50 mg dose. The 


Department of Health considered that this patient access scheme does 


not constitute an excessive administrative burden on the NHS. Assuming 
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the patient receives 50 mg every month, the annual cost of treatment with 


golimumab is estimated at £9156. Because of the patient access scheme, 


this cost would remain the same for patients with a body weight greater 


than 100 kg whose disease does not respond adequately to the 50 mg per 


month dosage and who subsequently receive monthly doses of 100 mg 


(see section 2.13). 


Infliximab 


2.16 Infliximab is administered by intravenous infusion. The recommended 


dosage for patients with ankylosing spondylitis is a 5 mg/kg infusion at 


weeks 0, 2 and 6, then every 6–8 weeks. The summary of product 


characteristics states that if there is no response by 6 weeks (that is, after 


2 doses), no additional treatment with infliximab should be given.  


2.17 The summary of product characteristics lists the following adverse 


reactions for infliximab: infections (including upper respiratory tract 


infections, sepsis, opportunistic infections and tuberculosis), hepatitis B 


reactivation, congestive heart failure, serum sickness (delayed 


hypersensitivity reactions), haematologic reactions, systemic lupus 


erythematosus/lupus-like syndrome, demyelinating disorders, 


hepatobiliary events, lymphoma, hepatosplenic T-cell lymphoma, and 


serious infusion reactions. For full details of adverse reactions and 


contraindications, see the summary of product characteristics. 


2.18 The price of infliximab is £419.62 for a 100 mg vial containing powder for 


reconstitution (excluding VAT; BNF edition 68). For a patient with a body 


weight of 73 kg, the annual cost for first year of treatment with infliximab 


therapy (including 3 induction doses) is estimated at between £16,785 


and £13,428 (depending on whether the maintenance infusions are 


repeated every 6 or 8 weeks). Costs may vary in different settings 


because of negotiated procurement discounts. 


2.19 Biosimilar versions of infliximab (Inflectra, Hospira; Remsima, Celltrion) 


have a marketing authorisation in the UK for the same indications. The 
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therapeutic indications, dosage and method of administration for 


Remisima and Inflectra are identical to those for Remicade. Adverse 


reactions are similar too. The price of Remsima is £377.66 for a 100 mg 


vial (price confirmed by Celltrion Healthcare and Napp Pharmaceuticals). 


For a patient with a body weight of 73 kg, the annual cost for first year of 


treatment with Remsima therapy is estimated at between £15,106 and 


£12,085 (depending on whether the maintenance infusions are repeated 


every 6 or 8 weeks). Inflectra did not have an approved list price in the UK 


at the time of the appraisal.  


Table 1 Summary description of technologies  


Non-
proprietary 
name 


Adalimumab Certolizumab 
pegol 


Etanercept Golimumab Infliximab 
(biosimilars) 


Proprietary 
name 


Humira Cimzia Enbrel Simponi Remicade 
(Inflectra and 
Remsima) 


Company AbbVie UCB Pfizer Merck Sharp 
& Dohme 


Merck Sharp 
& Dohme 
(Hospira and 
Celltrion 
Healthcare) 


Dose 40 mg every 
other week  


400 mg at 
weeks 0, 2 
and 4 
(induction) 
then 200 mg 
every 2 weeks 
or 400 mg 
every 4 weeks 
(maintenance) 


25 mg twice 
weekly or 
50 mg once 
weekly 


50 mg once 
a month 
(may be 
increased to 
100 mg once 
a month in 
patients with 
a body 
weight 
greater than 
100 kg) 


5 mg/kg 
infusion doses 
at weeks 0, 2 
and 6 
(induction), 
then every 6–
8 weeks 
(maintenance) 
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Non-
proprietary 
name 


Adalimumab Certolizumab 
pegol 


Etanercept Golimumab Infliximab 
(biosimilars) 


Acquisition 
cost (BNF 
edition 68) 


£352.14 for a 
40 mg 
pre-filled pen 
or pre-filled 
syringe, or a 
40 mg/0.8-
mL vial 


£357.50 for a 
200 mg 
pre-filled 
syringe 


£89.38 for a 
25 mg pre-
filled syringe 
or a 25 mg 
vial; £178.75 
for a 50 mg 
pre-filled pen 
or pre-filled 
syringe 


£762.97 for 
a 50 mg 
pre-filled pen 
or pre-filled 
syringe; 
£1525.94 for 
a 100 mg 
pre-filled pen 


Remicade: 
£419.62 for a 
100 mg vial 


 


Remsima: 
£377.66 for a 
100 mg vial 


 


Inflectra did 
not have an 
acquisition 
cost in the UK 
at the time of 
the appraisal 


 


3 Remit and decision problem(s) 


3.1 The remit from the Department of Health for this appraisal was: To 


appraise the clinical and cost effectiveness of TNF-inhibitors within their 


licensed indications for treating ankylosing spondylitis and axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis.  


 Final scope issued by 
NICE 


Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol  


Population   People with severe 
active ankylosing 
spondylitis whose 
disease has responded 
inadequately to, or who 
are intolerant to, 
NSAIDs. 


 People with severe axial 
spondyloarthritis without 
radiographic evidence of 
ankylosing spondylitis 
but with objective signs 
of inflammation, whose 
disease has responded 
inadequately to, or who 
are intolerant to, 
NSAIDs. 


None 
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 Final scope issued by 
NICE 


Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol  


Intervention  Adalimumab 


 Certolizumab pegol 


 Etanercept 


 Golimumab 


 Infliximab 


Biosimilar versions of infliximab 
(Remsima, Celltrion Healthcare; 
Inflectra, Hospira) are licensed for the 
same indications and form part of the 
clinical evidence base for infliximab. 


 


Because biosimilars did not have a list 
price in the UK at the time of the 
appraisal, their cost effectiveness 
could not be established. 


Comparators  The interventions listed 
above compared with 
each other 


 Established clinical 
management without 
TNF-alpha inhibitors 


The Assessment Group assessed the 
efficacy of sequential treatment with 
TNF-inhibitors in ankylosing 
spondylitis using results from 11 
patient registry studies, but did not 
identify any efficacy data for people 
with axial spondyloarthritis without 
radiographic evidence of ankylosing 
spondylitis who had switched to a 
second or third TNF-inhibitor. 


The Assessment Group’s model could 
not address the clinical questions 
concerning the issue of sequential use 
of TNF-inhibitors. 


Outcomes The outcome measures to 
be considered include: 


 disease activity 


 functional capacity 


 disease progression 


 pain 


 peripheral symptoms 
(including enthesitis, 
peripheral arthritis and 
dactylitis) 


 symptoms of extra-
articular manifestations 
(including uveitis, 
inflammatory bowel 
disease and psoriasis) 


 adverse effects of 
treatment 


 health-related quality of 
life. 


All these outcomes were addressed 
by the included clinical trial evidence. 
However, little data were available on: 


 peripheral symptoms (except 
enthesitis) 


 symptoms of extra-articular 
manifestations. 
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 Final scope issued by 
NICE 


Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol  


Economic 
evaluation 


The reference case 
stipulates that the cost 
effectiveness of treatments 
should be expressed in 
terms of incremental cost 
per quality-adjusted life 
year. 


The reference case 
stipulates that the time 
horizon for estimating 
clinical and cost 
effectiveness should be 
sufficiently long to reflect 
any differences in costs or 
outcomes between the 
technologies being 
compared. 


Costs will be considered 
from an NHS and Personal 
Social Services perspective. 


The availability of any 
patient access schemes for 
the intervention or 
comparator technologies 
should be taken into 
account. 


Because the Assessment Group 
assumed a class effect of 
TNF-inhibitors (that is, the QALYs 
gained are the same for each), the 
difference in the ICERs between the 
individual TNF-inhibitors is driven 
entirely by the different acquisition 
and administration costs associated 
with each. Under this assumption, the 
TNF-inhibitor with the lowest cost 
would dominate the other treatments 
(that is, provide the same QALYs at a 
lower cost) in a fully incremental 
comparison of cost-effectiveness. 
Therefore, the Assessment Group 
presented pairwise ICERs comparing 
each TNF-inhibitor with conventional 
therapy. 


NSAIDs, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 


 


4 Clinical-effectiveness evidence 


Systematic review  


4.1 The Assessment Group conducted a systematic review and identified 24 


relevant randomised controlled trials (RCTs): 19 recruited people with 


ankylosing spondylitis, 4 recruited people with axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, and 1 recruited 


both populations.  


4.2 All, except 2, of the trials were placebo-controlled. One trial in ankylosing 


spondylitis (Giardina et al.) compared etanercept with infliximab and 


another trial (PLANETAS) compared infliximab with an infliximab 
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biosimilar. Of the 24 RCTs, 17 had open-label extension studies, with 11 


studies having a total duration of at least a year.  


4.3 Half of the trials included patients whose disease responded inadequately 


to, or who could not tolerate NSAIDs. However, in 7 of these 12 RCTs, 


between 80 and 100% of patients received NSAIDs during the trial. In the 


trials that did not require failure of NSAIDs as an inclusion criterion, a 


similar proportion of patients received NSAIDs during the trial. A BASDAI 


score of ≥4 was used as an inclusion criterion in most trials; however, the 


Assessment Group commented that the average baseline BASDAI scores 


were high, most were between 5.5 and 6.6 (on a scale from 0–10, 10 


being most severe). BASFI scores and the concentration of C-reactive 


protein at baseline also varied across the RCTs, and so did the thresholds 


used to define elevated C-reactive protein in the trials in axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. 


The Assessment Group noted that higher C-reactive protein levels are 


associated with an increased likelihood of BASDAI 50 response.  


Ankylosing spondylitis  


4.4 Of the 20 RCTs in ankylosing spondylitis, 4 were for adalimumab, 1 for 


certolizumab pegol, 7 for etanercept, 3 for golimumab and 5 for infliximab 


(Table 2). Most were conducted in Europe or North America; 4 were 


conducted in China (Hu et al., Huang et al., Bao et al. and Tam et al.). 


Among patients in the included RCTs, 65% to 97% were male, the 


average age ranged from 27 to 48, and the average duration of disease 


was 6.8 to 19 years. For further details of the trials see section 4.2.1 in 


assessment report. 
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Table 2 Overview of the clinical evidence for ankylosing spondylitis  


Technology Trial1 Treatment groups Study duration, 
including open-label 
extension phase 


Adalimumab Hu 2012  


(n=46) 


 


 Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 
weeks (n=26) 


 Placebo (n=20) 


24 weeks 


Huang 2014  


(n=344) 


 Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 
weeks (n=229) 


 Placebo (n=115) 


24 weeks 


Lambert 2007 


(n=82) 


 Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 
weeks (n=38) 


 Placebo (n=44) 


1 year 


ATLAS 2006 


(n=315) 


Included UK 
sites 


 Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 
weeks (n=208) 


 Placebo (n=107) 


5 years 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


RAPID-axSpA 
2014 


(n=178) 


 200mg every 2 weeks (n=65) 


 400mg every 4 weeks (n=56) 


 Placebo (n=57) 


96 weeks 


Etanercept Barkham 2010 


(n=40) 


UK only 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 
(n=20) 


 Placebo (n=20) 


12 weeks 


Davis 2003 


(n=277) 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 
(n=138) 


 Placebo (n=139) 


168 weeks 


Dougados 2011 


(n=82) 


 Etanercept 50 mg weekly (n=39) 


 Placebo (n=43) 


24 weeks 


Gorman 2002 


(n=40) 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 
(n=20) 


 Placebo (n=20) 


40 weeks 


Calin 2004 


(n=84) 


Included UK 
sites 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 
(n=45) 


 Placebo (n=39) 


5 years 


Van der Heijde 
2006 


(n=356) 


Included UK 
sites 


 Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 
(n=150) 


 Etanercept 50 mg weekly 
(n=155) 


 Placebo (n=51) 


12 weeks 


Giardina 2010 


(n=50) 


 Etanercept 50 mg weekly (n=25) 


 Infliximab 5mg/kg (at week 0,2,6 
and every 6 weeks) (n=25) 


12 weeks 
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Technology Trial1 Treatment groups Study duration, 
including open-label 
extension phase 


Golimumab GO-RAISE 2008 


(n=356) 


 50mg every 4 weeks (n=138) 


 100mg every 4 weeks (n=140) 


 Placebo (n=78) 


4 years 


Bao 2014 


(n=213) 


 50mg every 4 weeks (n=108) 


 Placebo (n=105) 


1 year 


Tam 2014 


(n=41) 


 50mg every 4 weeks (n=20) 


 Placebo (n=21) 


1 year 


Infliximab Braun 2002 


(n=69) 


 5mg/kg (at weeks 0,2,6) (n=34) 


 Placebo (n=35) 


8 years 


Marzo-Ortega 
2005 


(n=42) 


UK only 


 5mg/kg (at weeks 0,2,6,14,22) 
(n=28) 


 Placebo (n=14) 


30 weeks 


Van den Bosch 
2002 


(n=21) 


 5mg/kg (at weeks 0,2,6) (n=9) 


 Placebo (n=12) 


12 weeks 


ASSERT 


(n=279) 


Included UK 
sites 


 Infliximab 5mg/kg (at weeks 
0,2,6,12,18) (n=201) 


 Placebo (n=78) 


2 years 


PLANETAS 2013 


(n=250) 


 Inflectra/Remsima (CT-P13) 
5mg/kg (at weeks 0,2,6) (n=125) 


 Infliximab 5mg/kg (at weeks 
0,2,6) (n=125) 


2 years years (using 
randomised 
interventions up to 54 
weeks) 


1 
Unless stated otherwise, UK sites were not included in the trial 


 


Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis 


4.5 Of the 5 RCTs in axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis, 2 were for adalimumab, 1 for certolizumab pegol 


and 1 for etanercept (Table 3). In addition, the Assessment Group 


included a trial for infliximab (Barkham et al.), although infliximab does not 


have a marketing authorisation in the UK for axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. The Assessment Group 


stated that this was to inform the relative efficacy of TNF-inhibitors in this 


indication as the dose used in the identified trial was the same as that 


licensed for ankylosing spondylitis. Three RCTs were multicentre 


conducted worldwide, 1 was conducted in Germany and 1 was UK-based. 
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Among patients in the included RCTs, *** to 75% were male, the average 


age ranged from 28.2 to ****, and the average duration of disease was 2.4 


to 17.2 years. The Assessment Group noted substantial heterogeneity in 


the baseline characteristics across the trials, such as variation in 


C-reactive protein concentration and proportion of patients with MRI 


changes. For further details of the trials see section 4.2.1 in the 


assessment report. 


Table 3 Overview of the clinical evidence for axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 


Technology Trial1 Treatment groups Study duration, 
including open-
label extension 
phase 


Adalimumab Haibel 2008 


(n=46)
 


Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 weeks 
(n=22) 


Placebo (n=24) 


1 year 


ABILITY-1 
2013 


(n=142) 


Included UK 
sites 


Adalimumab 40 mg every 2 weeks 
(n=**) 


Placebo (n=**) 


3 years 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


RAPID-axSpA 
2014 


(n=147) 


Included UK 
sites 


200mg every 2 weeks (n=46) 


400mg every 4 weeks (n=51) 


Placebo (n=50) 


96 weeks 


Etanercept Dougados 
2014 


(n=215) 


Etanercept 50 mg weekly (n=106) 


Placebo (n=109) 


48 weeks 


Infliximab Barkham 2009  


(n=40) 


UK only 


5mg/kg (at weeks 0,2,6,12) (n=20) 


Placebo (n=20) 


16 weeks 


1 
Unless stated otherwise, UK sites were not included in the trial 


 


Clinical efficacy 


4.6 Individual results for all 24 trials are presented in Appendix 4 of the 


assessment report. The Assessment Group synthesised the data on 


clinical effectiveness using a Bayesian meta-analysis. For both 


indications, it included RCTs reporting results between 10 and 16 weeks 
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after starting treatment. Although Giardina et al. and PLANETAS 2013 


provided this, the Assessment Group excluded them because they were 


either redundant in a class effect model (Giardina et al.; compared 


etanercept with infliximab) or did not include any of the relevant 


comparators needed for meta-analysis (PLANETAS 2013; compared 


infliximab with an infliximab biosimilar). In addition, the Assessment Group 


presented sensitivity analyses for ankylosing spondylitis in which it 


included studies reporting results between 24 and 30 weeks after 


excluding 5 eligible studies that it judged to be at risk of bias. No 


sensitivity analyses were presented for axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. The Assessment Group 


presented results assuming that the treatment effects of the 


TNF-inhibitors differed and separately, assuming that TNF-inhibitors, as a 


class, had 1 treatment effect. Based on statistical tests, the Assessment 


Group chose to use a fixed-effect model for both analyses (this assumes 


that all the studies estimate exactly the same treatment effect and that the 


variability between individual study results occurs by chance).  


4.7 The maximum number of studies included for any one endpoint was 13. 


Full details are presented in Tables 7–10 of the assessment report. 


Peripheral symptoms were not included as outcomes in the meta-analysis 


(with the exception of enthesitis) because very little data were available. 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


4.8 Meta-analysis results showed a consistent beneficial effect across all 5 


TNF-inhibitors at 10–16 weeks, compared with placebo. The pooled 


relative risk of an ASAS 20 response ranged from 1.80 (certolizumab 


pegol) to 2.45 (infliximab); for ASAS 40 the relative risks ranged from 2.53 


(certolizumab pegol) to 3.42 (adalimumab) and for BASDAI 50 the relative 


risks ranged from 3.16 (adalimumab) to 4.86 (infliximab) (Table 4). The 


additional reduction in BASDAI and BASFI scores achieved with 


adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept and infliximab compared with 


placebo were statistically significant and clinically important. Additional 
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reductions in BASDAI compared with placebo ranged from 1.46 units 


(certolizumab pegol) to 2.28 units (infliximab), and additional BASFI 


reductions ranged from 1.1 units (certolizumab pegol) to 2.16 units 


(infliximab) (Table 5). Results of the sensitivity analyses were very similar 


to the main analyses (refer to Table 7 and Table 9 of the assessment 


report). 


Table 4 Individual TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in ankylosing 


spondylitis: meta-analysis of binary outcomes at 10–16 weeks (main analysis) 


 Relative risk (95% CI)  


 ASAS 20 ASAS 40 BASDAI 50 


Adalimumab 2.28 (1.98 to 2.62) 3.42 (2.57 to 4.55) 3.16 (2.40 to 4.16) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


1.80 (1.24 to 2.39) 2.53 (1.47 to 3.98) 3.60 (2.02 to 5.74) 


Etanercept 2.23 (1.93 to 2.55) 2.75 (1.88 to 3.88) 3.17 (2.20 to 4.49) 


Golimumab 2.14 (1.75 to 2.53) 3.11 (2.24 to 4.26) 3.57 (2.51 to 5.00) 


Infliximab 2.45 (1.73 to 3.06) - 4.86 (2.41 to 7.82) 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CI, Confidence Interval 


 


 


Table 5 Individual TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in ankylosing 


spondylitis: meta-analysis of continuous outcomes at 10–16 weeks (main 


analysis) 


 Mean additional reduction from baseline (95% CI) 


 BASDAI BASFI BASMI 


Adalimumab −1.55 (−1.88 to −1.22) −1.25 (−1.63 to −0.87) −0.37 (−0.50 to −0.23) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


−1.46 (−2.17 to −0.74) −1.10 (−1.83 to −0.37) −0.26 (−0.55 to 0.03) 


Etanercept −1.75 (−2.14 to −1.37) −1.43 (−1.82 to −1.04) −0.37 (−0.65 to −0.09) 


Golimumab − −1.45 (−1.84 to −1.05) −0.11 (−0.26 to 0.04) 


Infliximab −2.28 (−3.18 to −1.38) −2.16 (−3.18 to −1.12) − 


BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, Confidence Interval 


 


 


4.9 When TNF-inhibitors were considered as a class, with 1 treatment effect, 


the meta-analysis showed statistically significant improvements compared 
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with placebo at 10–16 weeks for all outcomes (Table 6). ASAS 20 


responses at 24–30 weeks were also reported by 4 trials; the relative risk 


for TNF-inhibitors as a class was 1.69 (a significant improvement 


compared with placebo). The Assessment Group reported little evidence 


of statistical heterogeneity for the key outcomes (ASAS outcomes, BASFI, 


BASDAI and BASDAI 50) but substantial heterogeneity for other 


outcomes. Results of the sensitivity analyses were very similar to the main 


analyses (refer to Table 7 and Table 9 of the assessment report). 


Table 6 Estimated class effect of TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in 


ankylosing spondylitis: meta-analysis of outcomes at 10–16 weeks (main 


analysis) 


 Outcome 95% CI 


ASAS 20 (relative risk) 2.21 2.01 to 2.43 


ASAS 40 (relative risk) 3.06 2.52 to 3.76 


BASDAI 50 (relative risk) 3.37 2.75 to 4.16 


BASDAI (additional change from baseline)1 −1.66  −1.88 to −1.43 


BASFI (additional change from baseline)1 −1.38 −1.59 to −1.18 


BASMI (additional change from baseline)1 −0.27 −0.36 to −0.18 


SF-36 PCS (additional change from baseline)2 4.40 3.60 to 5.21 


SF-36 MCS (additional change from baseline)2 1.93 0.12 to 3.72 


MASES −0.54 −0.89 to −0.19 
1 
Negative changes in BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI represent improvement (that is, a health benefit) 


2 
Positive changes in SF-36 represent improvement (that is, a health benefit) 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, confidence interval; MASES, Maastricht Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Enthesitis Score; SF-36 MCS, Short Form 36 mental component summary; SF-36 PCS Short Form 36 
physical component summary  


 


 


4.10 The Assessment Group did indirect comparisons of the TNF-inhibitors. 


There were no statistically significant differences between the 5 


TNF-inhibitors for efficacy outcomes at 10–16 weeks (the results are 


presented in appendix 5 of the assessment report). The Assessment 


Group noted that the meta-analysis results for infliximab at 10–16 weeks 


appeared slightly better than results for the other TNF-inhibitors (although 


the credible intervals are wide). They suggested that this apparent 
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superiority could be due to infliximab producing a more rapid clinical 


improvement than the other treatments (but having equal effectiveness in 


the long-term). This conclusion was based on results from a trial 


comparing infliximab with etanercept (Giardina et al.; excluded from the 


meta-analysis). The BASDAI and BASFI outcomes at week 12 favoured 


treatment with infliximab, but by week 48 the results for infliximab and 


etanercept were similar (full details presented in section 4.2.2.3 of the 


assessment report). 


4.11 Analysis of long-term efficacy results from open-label extension studies 


(based on non-responder imputation) showed that, after approximately 2 


years of treatment, ankylosing spondylitis continues to respond well to 


TNF-inhibitors in around half of people with the disease (Table 7). Mean 


change from baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI (where reported) 


were generally maintained at clinically meaningful levels during long-term 


follow-up. However, the Assessment Group stated that open-label 


extension studies produced less reliable data than the RCTs. Results may 


not reflect clinical practice, as some people continued treatment after their 


disease did not respond to therapy (contrary to the stipulations in UK 


market authorisations), and people took the higher dose of golimumab 


(100 mg) without fulfilling the market authorisation requirements for this 


dose (body weight of more than 100 kg). In addition, the Assessment 


Group suggest that differences in outcomes may be due to differences in 


follow-up protocols rather than representing true treatment effects. The 


Assessment Group concluded that the long-term benefits of TNF-


inhibitors appear similar across treatments.  
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Table 7 Long-term efficacy of TNF-inhibitors in ankylosing spondylitis (results 


calculated using non-responder imputation) 


 Approx. 1 year Approx. 2 years Approx. 5 years 


Adalimumab 


ASAS 20 62% 43% 36% 


ASAS 40  44% 35% 28% 


BASDAI 50  54% 39% 31% 


Certolizumab pegol 


ASAS 20 74% *** - 


ASAS 40  58% 50% - 


Etanercept 


ASAS 20 - 64% - 


ASAS 40  - 54% 49% 


BASDAI 50  - 52% 48% 


Golimumab 


ASAS 20 - 66% 66% 


ASAS 40  - 57% 57% 


BASDAI 50  - 58% 58% 


Infliximab 


ASAS 20 72% 73% - 


ASAS 40  53% 58% - 


BASDAI 50  48% 43% - 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index 


 


 


4.12 The Assessment Group used results from 11 patient registry studies 


(identified in a separate screening of the systematic review results) to 


assess the efficacy of sequential treatment with TNF-inhibitors in 


ankylosing spondylitis. Full details are presented in section 4.2.4.2 of the 


assessment report. Most of the studies provided data on infliximab, 


etanercept and adalimumab; less evidence was available for certolizumab 


pegol and golimumab. The proportion of patients remaining on treatment 


with their first TNF-inhibitor was around 70–80% after 1 year, 65–75% 


after 2 years, 70% after 3 years and 55% after 5 years. Only 3 studies 


provided efficacy results for people who had switched to a second or third 


TNF-inhibitor; results generally showed a reduction in the number of 


people achieving a BASDAI 50 response with sequential TNF-inhibitors. 
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In addition, improvements in BASDAI and BASFI reported after a second 


and third TNF-inhibitor were not as good the improvements achieved with 


the first TNF-inhibitor, as observed in the largest registry (DANBIO) (Table 


8). Despite a reduction in efficacy with sequential treatment, the 


Assessment Group highlighted that, on average, people receiving a third 


TNF-inhibitor continued treatment for as long as people receiving their 


second. 


Table 8 Efficacy of sequential TNF-inhibitors in ankylosing spondylitis, based 


on results from the DANBIO registry  


 1st TNF-inhibitor 
(n=1436) 


2nd TNF-inhibitor 
(n=432) 


3rd TNF-inhibitor 
(n=137) 


BASDAI 50 at 3 months  54% 37% 30% 


BASDAI: median change 
from baseline at 3 months 


−3.1 −2.0 −1.3 


BASFI: median change 
from baseline at 3 months 


−2.2 −1.6 −1.3 


Median time to drug 
discontinuation (95% CI) 


3.1 years  
(2.6 to 3.7) 


1.6 years  
(1.0 to 2.2) 


1.8 years  
(0.9 to 2.7) 


BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; CI, Confidence Interval 


 


 


4.13 The Assessment Group concluded that, despite a decrease in response 


rates, sequential treatment with TNF-inhibitors can be beneficial for 


people with ankylosing spondylitis.  


Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis 


4.14 Outcomes for 3 of the 4 treatments in the meta-analysis (certolizumab 


pegol, etanercept and infliximab) were based on results from single trials. 


The relative risks, compared with placebo, of an ASAS 20 response were 


similar for adalimumab, certolizumab pegol and etanercept (ASAS 20 was 


not reported in the trial of infliximab), ranging from 1.46 to 1.92 (Table 9). 


A greater variation in results was observed in the ASAS 40 response and 
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reductions in BASDAI and BASFI (Table 10). Infliximab appeared to be 


the most effective, but this trial was judged to have a high risk of bias. 


Table 9 Individual TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis: 


meta-analysis of binary outcomes at 10–16 weeks  


 Relative risk (95% CI) 


ASAS 20 ASAS 40 BASDAI 50 


Adalimumab 1.92 (1.47 to 2.56) 3.14 (1.99 to 4.68) 2.52 (1.65 to 3.83) 


Certolizumab pegol 1.59 (1.10 to 2.21) 3.04 (1.74 to 4.81) 2.80 (1.71 to 4.47) 


Etanercept 1.46 (1.08 to 1.94) 2.07 (1.26 to 3.20) 1.92 (1.27 to 2.82) 


Infliximab - 3.63 (1.41 to 6.44) - 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; CI, Confidence Interval 


 


Table 10 Individual TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis: 


meta-analysis of continuous outcomes at 10–16 weeks  


 Mean additional reduction from baseline (95% CI) 


 BASDAI BASFI BASMI 


Adalimumab −1.23 (−1.83 to −0.62) −0.90 (−1.44 to −0.36) −0.02 (−0.24 to 0.20) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


−1.85 (−2.83 to −0.88) −1.90 (−2.87 to −0.94) −0.55 (−0.89 to −0.20) 


Etanercept −0.70 (−1.54 to 0.12) −0.60 (−1.16 to −0.06) - 


Infliximab −2.67 (−4.21 to −1.13) −2.24 (−3.67 to −0.80) 0.00 (−0.44 to 0.44) 


BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, Confidence Interval 


 


 


4.15 When TNF-inhibitors were considered as a class, with 1 treatment effect, 


the meta-analysis showed statistically significant improvements compared 


with placebo at 10–16 weeks for all outcomes (Table 11). The 


Assessment Group reported that statistical heterogeneity was apparent in 


the analyses, and therefore the reliability of the pooled estimates, and 


their true relevance to people seen in clinical practice, is questionable. 


Estimates of the class effect of TNF-inhibitors were consistently smaller in 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 
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spondylitis, compared with those observed in ankylosing spondylitis (most 


noticeably for BASFI and BASDAI 50). 


Table 11 Estimated class effect of TNF-inhibitors compared with placebo in 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis: meta-analysis of outcomes at 10–16 weeks (main analysis) 


 Outcome 95% CI 


ASAS 20 (relative risk) 1.65 1.37 to 2.04 


ASAS 40 (relative risk) 2.74 2.08 to 3.62 


BASDAI 50 (relative risk) 2.31 1.76 to 3.10 


BASDAI (additional reduction from baseline)1 −1.32 −1.74 to −0.90 


BASFI (additional reduction from baseline)1 −0.99 −1.34 to −0.64 


BASMI (additional reduction from baseline)1 −0.15 −0.32 to 0.02 


SF-36 PCS (additional reduction from baseline)2 4.41 3.04 to 5.81 


SF-36 MCS (additional reduction from 
baseline)2 


2.33 0.07 to 4.62 


1 
Negative changes in BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI represent improvement (that is, a health benefit) 


2 
Positive changes in SF-36 represent improvement (that is, a health benefit) 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Metrology Index; CI, Confidence Interval; SF-36 MCS, Short Form 36 mental component 
summary; SF-36 PCS Short Form 36 physical component summary 


 


 


4.16 The Assessment Group did indirect comparisons of the TNF-inhibitors. 


There were no statistically significant differences between the 5 


TNF-inhibitors for efficacy outcomes at 10–16 weeks (the results are 


presented in appendix 5 of the assessment report). 


4.17 Analysis of long-term efficacy results from open-label extension studies 


(based on non-responder imputation) showed that, after 1 year of 


treatment, axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis continues to respond well to TNF-inhibitors in 


around half of people with the disease (Table 12). This level of response 


is maintained with certolizumab pegol at 2 years and up to 3 years with 


adalimumab. Mean change from baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI 


(where reported) were generally maintained at clinically meaningful levels 


during long-term follow-up (data available up to 1 year). However, the 
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open-label extension studies produced less reliable data than the RCTs. 


Results may not reflect clinical practice, as some people continued 


treatment after their disease did not respond to therapy (contrary to the 


stipulations in UK market authorisations). The Assessment Group 


concluded that the long-term benefits of TNF-inhibitors appear similar 


across treatments. 


Table 12 Long-term efficacy of TNF-inhibitors in axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (results calculated using non-


responder imputation) 


 Approx. 1 year Approx. 2 years Approx. 3 years 


Adalimumab 


ASAS 20 - - 58% 


ASAS 40 50–54% - 47% 


BASDAI 50 52% - 49% 


Certolizumab pegol 


ASAS 20  70% 61% - 


ASAS 40 58% 51% - 


Etanercept 


ASAS 20 *** - - 


ASAS 40 53% - - 


BASDAI 50 *** - - 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index 


 


4.18 The Assessment Group reported issues with 2 of the trials in axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 


(ABILITY-1 for adalimumab and Rapid axSpA for certolizumab pegol), 


which were highlighted by the FDA. These 2 trials included sizable 


proportions of ankylosing spondylitis patients (for full details, refer to 


section 4.2.2.7 of the assessment report). This led to an overestimation of 


the treatment benefit observed with TNF-inhibitors in 1 of the trials 


(ABILITY 1) but not the other (Rapid axSpA). This difference further 


emphasised the heterogeneity across the trials in axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. 
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4.19 The Assessment Group did not identify any efficacy data for people with 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis who had switched to a second or third TNF-inhibitor. 


Clinical safety 


4.20 The RCTs identified did not allow for a meaningful analysis of adverse 


events (due to limitations in the number and size of RCTs, and the short 


duration of the placebo-controlled periods). As a result, the Assessment 


Group evaluated adverse event rates derived from a Cochrane review and 


network meta-analysis of nine biologic interventions (abatacept, 


adalimumab, anakinra, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, 


infliximab, rituzimab and tocilizumab) in adults with any disease, except 


HIV/AIDS. The Cochrane review included 160 RCTs (n=48,676), 115 


(72%) of which included the TNF-inhibitors under consideration in this 


appraisal. Results are presented Table 23 and Table 24 of the 


assessment report. 


4.21 Analysis of the Cochrane Review showed that TNF-inhibitors as a group 


are associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections, 


tuberculosis reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse 


events, and withdrawals due to adverse events, when compared with 


control treatments in the short-term (median treatment duration of the 


RCTs was 6 months).  


4.22 When individual TNF-inhibitors were analysed separately, only infliximab 


and certolizumab pegol were associated with statistically significant 


increases in adverse events compared with control treatments: 


 infliximab was associated with higher rates of total adverse events 


(number needed to harm [NNH] 13, 95% credible interval [CrI] 8 to 505) 


and withdrawals due to adverse events (NNH 10, 95% CrI 5 to 30) 


 certolizumab pegol was associated with higher rates of serious 


infections (NNH 12, 95% CrI 4 to 79) and serious adverse events (NNH 


18, 95% CrI 9 to 162).  
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4.23 Cancer risk was not analysed as part of the Cochrane review. As 


TNF-inhibitors are known to have a possible association with cancer, the 


Assessment Group identified an individual patient data meta-analysis 


(including 22,904 patients from 74 RCTs) which assessed the cancer risk 


associated with 3 of the TNF-inhibitors under consideration in this 


appraisal (adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab). When considering the 


class effect of the 3 TNF-inhibitors, there was no increase in risk of 


cancers excluding non-melanoma skin cancer (RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.61 to 


1.68). However TNF-inhibitors were associated with a doubling in the risk 


of non-melanoma skin cancer (RR 2.02, 95% CI 1.11 to 3.95). 


Additional evidence  


Natural history of disease 


4.24 The Assessment Group conducted a review of the natural history of 


ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. The studies identified explored the 


associations between key disease components including disease activity, 


structural damage, physical function and spinal mobility. Analysis of 


baseline data from the ASSERT trial revealed that: 


 health-related quality of life is determined by 


 disease activity (assessed by BASDAI) and 


 physical function (assessed by BASFI)  


 BASFI is determined by 


 BASDAI and 


 spinal damage (assessed by the modified Stoke Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Spinal Score [mSASSS]) and  


 spinal mobility (assessed by BASMI) 


 BASMI is independently determined by 


 reversible spinal damage in early stage disease (assessed by MRI) 


and 
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 irreversible spinal damage in late stage disease (assessed by 


mSASSS). 


 


4.25 The studies reviewed by the Assessment Group showed that disease 


activity (BASDAI) is fairly stable over time and does not change. Physical 


function (assessed by BASFI) does deteriorate (‘progress’) over time, but 


the rate of progression is not constant or predictable. Since BASFI is 


determined by both disease activity and bone formation, progression of 


BASFI over time is driven by progression of spinal damage as assessed 


by mSASSS (see above, section 4.24).  


4.26 Evidence suggested that disease progression (BASFI) is faster in 


ankylosing spondylitis. 


Impact of TNF-inhibitors on spinal damage 


4.27 The impact of TNF-inhibitors on spinal damage (that is, radiographic 


progression; assessed by mSASSS) is unclear. There are some data that 


suggest a benefit of TNF-inhibitors after approximately four years. The 


Assessment Group suggested that the uncertainty may be due to lack of 


long-term follow-up data and the insensitivity of x-rays as a tool for 


evaluating disease progression in ankylosing spondylitis. 


5 Comments from other consultees 


5.1 Patient experts discussed the 2 indications together, referring to them 


collectively as ‘axial spondyloarthritis’. They indicated that the key 


symptom in the early stages of the disease is inflammatory back pain, 


which becomes increasingly severe over time. Up to 25% of people with 


axial spondyloarthritis eventually develop complete fusion of the spine, 


which leads to substantial disability and restriction. Patient experts noted 


that, since axial spondyloarthritis presents at an early age when people 


are beginning their career (average age of onset is 24), the progression of 


axial spondyloarthritis leads to substantial losses in work productivity. One 


third of people will give up work before normal retirement age and another 
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15% reduce or change their work because of axial spondyloarthritis. Being 


unable to work has important consequences both for the individual and for 


their family; people with axial spondyloarthritis are more likely to be 


divorced or never to have married and women with axial spondyloarthritis 


are less likely to have children. Many people with axial spondyloarthritis 


report depression and fatigue. Patient experts reported that, in addition to 


local spinal symptoms, 50% of people suffer from associated disorders 


elsewhere. For example, 40% experience eye inflammation, 16% develop 


psoriasis and 10% have inflammatory bowel disease. Patient experts also 


highlighted the issue of underdiagnoses – symptoms are often present for 


7–10 years before a diagnosis is made. 


5.2 Comments from patient experts indicated the outcome most important to 


people with axial spondyloarthritis was the prevention of further damage 


to their spine and joints. A reduction in pain and fatigue was also 


important. The experts stated that patients receiving TNF-inhibitors have 


reported substantial improvements in pain and stiffness, leading to 


improvements in mobility and an improved quality of life. People reported 


that they were able to independently manage activities of daily living that 


were previously problematic. However, patient experts estimated that 2 in 


10 cases of axial spondyloarthritis do not respond to treatment with a 


TNF-inhibitor. Based on current NICE guidance, these people would not 


be offered an alternative TNF-inhibitor. This knowledge leads to high 


levels of anxiety in people axial spondyloarthritis. The option to switch to a 


second TNF-inhibitor would reduce fears and anxiety. There is also 


anecdotal evidence suggesting that a second or third TNF-inhibitor can be 


clinically effective after the first has failed. 


5.3 When experts asked people with axial spondyloarthritis about the potential 


benefits of being prescribed new treatments (infliximab and certolizumab 


pegol), there was consensus that these treatments would be beneficial. 


When asked about infliximab specifically, people preferred its mode of 


administration (an infusion administered by a healthcare professional) to 
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the method of self-injection. Infliximab’s mode of administration might 


benefit people with: a fear of needles, memory problems, learning 


difficulties, or dexterity problems. However some people were worried 


about the potential for postponed appointments (leading to a return of 


symptoms) and the requirement to take time off work and travel for 


treatment with infliximab. 


5.4 Patient experts highlighted that people with axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis lack effective treatment 


options, and are keen to have the option of treatment with TNF-inhibitors. 


6 Cost-effectiveness evidence 


Published evidence 


6.1 The Assessment Group’s systematic review of cost-effectiveness 


evidence identified 5 published economic evaluations of TNF-inhibitors in 


patients with ankylosing spondylitis (Table 13). All 5 studies used a UK 


perspective; 3 were based on the economic analyses submitted by the 


manufacturers to NICE as part of the previous multiple technology 


appraisal for infliximab, etanercept and adalimumab in ankylosing 


spondylitis (TA143). The remaining 2 were publications of the 


assessments by the independent Assessment Group/Evidence Review 


Group for the previous multiple technology appraisal (TA143) and the 


single technology appraisal of golimumab (TA233) in ankylosing 


spondylitis.  


6.2 No published economic evaluations were identified for patients with axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis.  
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Table 13 Summary of published economic evaluations in people with ankylosing 


spondylitis (UK-based) 


Study Intervention Comparator ICER (intervention 
versus comparator) 


Most 
sensitive 
parameters 


Kobelt et al. 
2007 


 


Lifetime horizon 


Infliximab Standard 
care 


Assuming no BASFI 
progression on treatment: 
£28,332 and £26,751 per 
QALY gained  


 


Same as natural history 
(no effect of treatment on 
progression): £49,417 and 
£46,167 per QALY gained  


Impact of 
treatment on 
disease 
progression; 
time horizon; 
withdrawal 
rate 


Ara et al. 2007 


 


25 year time 
horizon 


Etanercept Conventional 
care 


£22,704 per QALY gained Withdrawal 
rate 


Botteman et al. 
2007 


 


30 year time 
horizon 


Adalimumab Conventional 
care 


£23,097 per QALY gained Time horizon  


McLeod et al. 
2007 


 


1 year time 
horizon 


Adalimumab, 
etanercept 
and 
infliximab 


Conventional 
care 


For adalimumab and 
etanercept: £57,000 per 
QALY gained (£30,100 
per QALY gained after 
additional NICE Decision 
Support Unit analyses)1 


 


For infliximab: >£120,000 
per QALY gained  


Time horizon 
(ICERs 
increased 
with 
increasing 
time horizon) 


Armstrong et 
al. 2013 


 


Base case: 20 
year time 
horizon 


 


Sensitivity 
analysis: 
Lifetime 


 


Golimumab  Conventional 
care, 
adalimumab 
and 
etanercept 


Manufacturer base case 
(20 year time horizon): 
£26,597 per QALY gained 
compared with 
conventional care.  


Adalimumab and 
etanercept extendedly 
dominated by golimumab. 


 


ERG exploratory 
re-analyses (lifetime 
horizon): golimumab 
extendedly dominated by 
adalimumab and 
etanercept 


Impact of 
treatment on 
disease 
progression; 
time horizon 
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Study Intervention Comparator ICER (intervention 
versus comparator) 


Most 
sensitive 
parameters 


1 
Due to discrepancies between the results reported by McLeod et al. 2007 and the other publications 


in 2007 (which informed the manufacturer submissions for TA143) NICE’s Decision Support Unit tried 
to reconcile the different models


 


BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Functional Index; ERG, Evidence Review Group; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, 
quality-adjusted life year 


 


6.3 All published economic evaluations used a 2 part structure to compare 


treatment strategies: a short-term model to determine initial response rate, 


and a long-term model for the post-response period (to characterise the 


natural history of disease [without TNF-inhibitors] and the impact of 


TNF-inhibitors, both during treatment and when treatment has stopped). 


However, the Assessment Group noted substantial differences between 


published models in relation to the data sources, methods and 


assumptions used for long-term modelling, which may explain the 


differences in cost-effectiveness results (see section 5.1.4 of the 


assessment report). In particular, long-term projections of BASDAI and 


BASFI scores were speculative. Assumptions about the magnitude and 


duration of the differences between responders and non-responders 


(related to BASDAI and BASFI measurements) during treatment varied 


between models. There were also differences in assumptions about 


BASFI progression after withdrawal from treatment in patients whose 


disease initially responded to therapy (referred to as ‘rebound’). The 


models assumed 1 of 2 scenarios. An optimistic scenario assumes an 


ongoing benefit of TNF-inhibitors after withdrawal (known as ‘rebound 


equal to gain’ or ‘rebound to baseline’). In this scenario, the BASFI score 


deteriorates (‘rebounds’) to the patient’s baseline score. The alternative 


scenario assumes a greater deterioration in BASFI after treatment 


withdrawal, to the level that it would have been if the disease had not 


initially responded to therapy (known as ‘rebound to natural history’ or 


‘rebound to conventional care’); this is a pessimistic outlook. In both 


scenarios, the subsequent trajectory of BASFI progression (after rebound) 


mirrors the natural history of the disease. The Assessment Group also 
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highlighted issues with the use of open-label study data to inform 


long-term response rate estimates. The treatment benefits observed in 


these studies may not represent true treatment effects, but could instead 


be a result of selection bias in the trials. Finally, the Assessment Group 


noted that assumptions about the impact of treatment on disease 


progression (measured by BASFI) were not appropriately justified. As 


noted in Table 13, the ICERs in several economic evaluations were 


sensitive to these assumptions. There were 3 possible scenarios: 


 no change in BASFI while receiving TNF-inhibitors (this assumes 


implicitly that further deterioration in functional progression is 


completely prevented during treatment) 


 lower BASFI changes while receiving TNF-inhibitors (this assumes that 


TNF-inhibitors do not completely halt further deterioration in functional 


progression, but that the rate of progression is reduced relative to the 


natural history of the disease) 


 while receiving TNF-inhibitors, changes in BASFI reflect the natural 


history of the disease (this assumes that TNF-inhibitors do not affect 


the functional progression of the disease).  


6.4 The Assessment Group considered that the published models lacked 


evidence-based justifications for parameter estimates and structural 


assumptions.  


Company submissions 


6.5 The companies’ submissions to NICE for adalimumab, certolizumab 


pegol, etanercept, golimumab and infliximab included economic models 


which the Assessment Group critiqued (the models for golimumab and 


infliximab were critiqued together because they were submitted by the 


same company and the Assessment Group indicated that they were 


identical). The 2 populations were modelled separately. For ankylosing 


spondylitis, all of the companies compared the 5 TNF-inhibitors with a 


marketing authorisation for this indication (adalimumab, certolizumab 
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pegol, etanercept, golimumab and infliximab) with each other, and with 


conventional care. For axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, the companies compared the 3 


TNF-inhibitors with a marketing authorisation in this indication 


(adalimumab, certolizumab pegol and etanercept) with each other and 


with conventional therapy (with the exception of Abbvie, who did not 


include etanercept in their model). Based on recommendations in NICE 


technology appraisal guidance 143, all models included a response 


criteria at week 12 (with the exception of UCB who used response criteria 


at week 24) to decide whether TNF-inhibitors were continued or 


withdrawn. 


6.6 All evaluations adopted an NHS perspective. Costs and benefits in all 


cases were discounted at 3.5%. In common with previously published 


models, the models were based on the estimation of BASDAI and BASFI 


scores over time. An overview of model structure and key structural 


assumptions (including those relating to BASDAI and BASFI progression) 


is provided in Table 14 and Table 15. 


Table 14 Model structure and key assumptions: ankylosing spondylitis 


Parameter Infliximab, 
Golimumab 


(MSD model) 


Adalimumab  


(Abbvie model) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


(UCB model) 


Etanercept 


(Pfizer model) 


Model type Decision tree 
followed by 


Markov model 


Markov model Decision tree 
followed by 


Markov model 


Patient-level 
simulation 


model  


Time horizon Lifetime 40 years Lifetime  Lifetime 


Response 
criteria 


BASDAI 50 
response,  
week 12 


ASAS 20 
response,  
week 12 


ASAS 20 
response,  
week 24 


BASDAI 50 
response,  
week 12 


Response 
criteria 
justification 


Outcome in 
GO-RAISE 


study; 
recommended 


by ASAS 
Working Group  


Primary 
endpoint of 


ATLAS study 


Primary 
endpoint of 


RAPID-axSpA 
study  


Current NICE 
definition of 
treatment 
response 
(TA143) 


Mortality (SMR) Male: 1.63 
Female: 1.38 


1.5 1.5 1.5 
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Parameter Infliximab, 
Golimumab 


(MSD model) 


Adalimumab  


(Abbvie model) 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


(UCB model) 


Etanercept 


(Pfizer model) 


Annual rate of 
withdrawal 
(long-term) 


6.1%  
(GO-RAISE) 


 


 


<15% projected 
to stay on 


treatment at 
year 40 
(ATLAS)  


7%  
(NICE TA143) 


 


 


11% for 
etanercept (HR 
applied for other 
TNF-inhibitors, 
Glintborg 2010) 


Progression assumptions: BASDAI score projections 


TNF-inhibitor 
responders 


Constant after 
week 108 


Constant after 
week 260 


Constant after 
week 24 


Constant after 
week 48 


TNF-inhibitor 
non-responders 


Constant Constant Constant Constant 


Conventional 
care 


Constant after 
week 24 


Constant Constant Constant after 
week 12 


Progression assumptions: BASFI score projections 


TNF-inhibitor 
responders 


Constant after 
week 108;  


0.035 after week 
256 


Constant after 
week 260 


Constant after 
week 24 


Constant after 
week 48 


TNF-inhibitor 
non-responders 


0.07 


(Kobelt 2007) 


0.056 


(ATLAS study) 


0.07 


(Kobelt 2007) 


0.07 


(Kobelt 2007) 


Conventional 
care 


0.07 after week 
24 


0.056 0.07 0.07 after week 
12 


Rebound 
assumption 


Rebound to 
baseline 


Rebound to 
baseline 


Rebound to 
conventional 


therapy  


Rebound to 
baseline 


Rebound 
assumption 
duration 


Over a 6 month 
period 


Immediately 


 


Over a 6 month 
period 


Over a 6 month 
period 


Placebo 
response 


14.5% at week 
12 


 


BASDAI and 
BASFI return to 


baseline at 
week 12 


No placebo 
response 


BASDAI and 
BASFI return to 
baseline at 12 


weeks 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; HR, Hazard Ratio; SMR, 
Standardised Mortality Ratio 


 


Table 15 Model structure and key assumptions: axial spondyloarthritis without 


radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 


Parameter Adalimumab 


(Abbvie model) 


Certolizumab pegol 


(UCB model) 


Etanercept 


(Pfzier model) 


Model type Markov model Markov model Patient-level 
simulation model  
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Parameter Adalimumab 


(Abbvie model) 


Certolizumab pegol 


(UCB model) 


Etanercept 


(Pfzier model) 


Time horizon 40 years Lifetime  Lifetime 


Response criteria ASAS 40 response, 
week 12 


ASAS 20 response, 
week 12 


BASDAI 50 
response, week 12 


Response criteria 
justification 


Primary endpoint of 
ABILITY-1 study 


Primary endpoint of 
RAPID-axSpA study 


Current NICE 
definition of 


treatment response 
(TA143) 


Mortality (SMR) 1.0 1.5 1.0 


Annual rate of 
withdrawal 
(long-term) 


<10% projected to 
stay on treatment at 


year 40 (ATLAS)  


7%  
(NICE TA143) 


 


 


5% for etanercept 
(HR applied for other 


TNF-inhibitors, 
Glintborg 2010) 


Progression assumptions: BASDAI score projections 


TNF-inhibitor 
responders 


Constant after week 
140 


Constant after week 
12 


Constant after week 
48 


TNF-inhibitor non-
responders 


Constant Constant Constant 


Conventional care Constant Constant Constant after week 
12 


Progression assumptions: BASFI score projections 


TNF-inhibitor 
responders 


Constant after week 
140 


Constant after week 
12 


Constant after week 
48 


TNF-inhibitor non-
responders 


0.084 


(ABILITY-1 study) 


0.07 


(Kobelt 2007) 


Constant/0.07 


(Kobelt 2007) 


Conventional care 0.084 0.07 0.07 after week 12 


Rebound assumption Rebound to baseline Rebound to 
conventional therapy  


Rebound to baseline 


Rebound assumption 
duration 


Immediately 


 


Over a 6 month 
period 


Over a 6 month 
period 


Placebo response BASDAI and BASFI 
return to baseline at 


week 12 


No placebo response BASDAI and BASFI 
return to baseline at 


12 weeks 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; SMR, Standardised 
Mortality Ratio 


 


Company’s model: adalimumab 


6.7 The company developed 2 separate state-transition models (Markov 


models) for the 2 populations, using a 40-year time horizon. It was 


assumed that all patients receiving a TNF-inhibitor were also receiving 
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conventional therapy (NSAIDs). For a diagram of the model, see section 


3.1.1 of the company submission (page 167–169).  


6.8 The model consisted of a short-term component (first 12 weeks, with an 


assessment of ASAS 20 response) and a long-term component (40 


years). The company used data from long-term open-label extension 


studies of adalimumab (up to 260 weeks in the ATLAS trial for ankylosing 


spondylitis, and 156 weeks in the ABILITY-1 trial for axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis). The assumptions 


regarding disease progression (as measured by BASDAI and BASFI) 


beyond these study durations are summarised in Table 14 and Table 15 


(above). 


6.9 Disease-specific costs in ankylosing spondylitis were derived from the 


OASIS (‘Outcome in ankylosing spondylitis international study’)1 


observational database, using BASDAI data as a measure of disease 


severity. In addition to drugs costs, costs associated with drug 


administration, initiation, monitoring, and adverse events were included in 


the model. Ankylosing spondylitis data were also used to inform the 


relationship between costs and disease severity in axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis; the company was 


not aware of any disease-specific information in the literature. The 


company justified this approach as utilities and disease severity were very 


similar between the two populations (according to data from the 


ABILITY-1 and ATLAS studies).  


6.10 Health-related quality of life was estimated using BASDAI and BASFI 


data. For the ankylosing spondylitis model, health utility index (HUI) 


scores collected in the ATLAS trial were mapped to BASDAI and BASFI 


scores (EQ-5D was not collected in the ATLAS study). In the model for 


                                                 
1
 Data from patients of three European countries (Netherlands, Belgium and France). See: Boonen A, 


van der Heijde D, Landewé R et al. (2003) Direct costs of ankylosing spondylitis and its determinants: 
an analysis among three European countries. Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases 62: 732–-40. Also 
available at: http://ard.bmjjournals.com/cgi/content/full/62/8/732 
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axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis, observed EQ-5D scores from the ABILITY-1 trial were used. 


6.11 In the ankylosing spondylitis model: the base case ICERs ranged from 


£16,391 per QALY gained for adalimumab to £44,448 per QALY gained 


for infliximab, compared with conventional care (Table 16). In the 


Assessment Group’s fully incremental analysis (using the company’s base 


case) certolizumab pegol, etanercept and golimumab were ruled out by 


extended dominance (that is, a QALY was attained at a higher cost with 


these 3 treatments than with adalimumab and infliximab because the 


ICERs for certolizumab pegol, etanercept and golimumab compared with 


conventional therapy were higher than the ICERs for adalimumab and 


infliximab compared with conventional therapy). The ICER of the next 


more costly and effective TNF-inhibitor (after adalimumab) was £238,500 


per QALY gained for the comparison between infliximab and adalimumab.  


6.12 In the model for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis: the base case ICERs ranged from £12,866 per 


QALY gained for certolizumab pegol to £13,288 per QALY gained for 


adalimumab, compared with conventional care (Table 17). In the 


Assessment Group’s fully incremental analysis, adalimumab was 


extendedly dominated by certolizumab pegol and conventional care (that 


is, a QALY was attained at a higher cost with adalimumab than with 


certolizumab pegol because the ICER for adalimumab compared with 


conventional therapy was higher than that for certolizumab pegol 


compared with conventional therapy).  


6.13 The company reported that the ICERs for adalimumab were robust to a 


range of deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses. 


Company’s model: certolizumab pegol 


6.14 The company’s model was based on a short-term decision tree (based on 


an assessment of ASAS 20 response at either 12 or 24 weeks) and a 


long-term Markov model, using a lifetime horizon. For illustrations of the 
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model, see figures 8-3 and 8-4 on page 76 of the company submission. 


Separate analyses were performed for the 2 populations, but it was 


assumed that patients could progress from a diagnosis of axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, 


to a diagnosis of ankylosing spondylitis, during their course of treatment. 


An estimate was included for the rate of movement from one disease 


state to the other (presented in page 72 of the company submission). 


Assumptions relating to long-term disease progression specific to each 


population are summarised in Table 14 and Table 15 (above).  


6.15 The company used data from the RAPID-axSpa trial for both populations. 


The primary endpoint of the trial was ASAS 20 response at week 12, but 


the model for ankylosing spondylitis uses ASAS 20 response at week 24. 


The company argued that a week 24 response is aligned with clinical 


practice (as indicated key British opinion leaders). But the Assessment 


Group noted that results at week 24 are no longer based on the original 


randomised trial population, because patients were allowed an ‘early 


escape’ from placebo at week 16.  


6.16 Disease-specific costs were derived from the OASIS database, using 


BASFI data as a measure of disease severity. Costs of drugs, 


administration, initiation, and monitoring were included in the models (but 


not the costs of adverse events). The costs of certolizumab pegol were 


based on patient access scheme which has been proposed but is not yet 


formally agreed with the Department of Health and NICE (in which the first 


12 weeks of certolizumab pegol will be provided free of charge to the 


NHS). BASDAI and BASFI scores were used jointly to estimate health 


related quality of life in both populations, using EQ-5D data collected in 


the RAPID-axSpa study. 


6.17 In the ankylosing spondylitis model: the base case ICERs ranged from 


£16,647 per QALY gained for certolizumab pegol to £42,671 per QALY 


gained for infliximab, compared with conventional care (Table 16). In the 
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Assessment Group’s fully incremental analysis (using the company’s base 


case), certolizumab pegol provided more QALYs at a lower cost than all 


TNF-inhibitors (that is, they were dominated by certolizumab pegol) apart 


from infliximab. Results without the patient access scheme for 


certolizumab pegol will be higher than the estimates reported here (but 


these were not provided by the company). 


6.18 In the model for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis: the base case ICERs ranged from £15,615 per 


QALY gained for certolizumab pegol to £50,692 per QALY gained for 


etanercept, compared with conventional care (Table 17). In the 


Assessment Group’s fully incremental analysis, certolizumab pegol 


dominated (was less costly and more effective) adalimumab and 


etanercept. 


6.19 The company reported that the results of one-way and probabilistic 


sensitivity analyses, as well as scenario analyses, indicated that 


certolizumab pegol remains cost-effective (full results are presented in 


Appendix 11.5.2.1.2 of the company submission). 


Company’s model: etanercept 


6.20 The company submitted a patient-level simulation model based on a 


discrete event simulation (for an illustration, see figure 10 on page 234 of 


the company submission), using a lifetime horizon. The economic model 


used analysis of patient-level data from 4 studies in ankylosing spondylitis 


(314-EU, 311-EU, 312-EU, 907-EU) and 1 study in axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (study 1031). An 


initial 12-week response (BASDAI 50) was predicted using trial data; 


assumptions about ongoing disease progression (as measured by 


BASDAI and BASFI) are summarised in Table 14 and Table 15 (above).  


6.21 It was the only company submission which attempted to adjust for 


differences in baseline characteristics between trials of certolizumab pegol 


and adalimumab (for example the issues raised by the FDA, as discussed 
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in section 4.18), and the only model to explore the cost-effectiveness of 


switching treatments. The company justified its choice of model structure 


by explaining the advantages in relation to modelling heterogeneous 


populations and sequential therapy. 


6.22 Costs in the model included: drug costs, administration costs of 


intravenous TNF-inhibitors, cost of adverse events (serious infections 


only), pre-treatment monitoring costs, and general medical resource use 


(assumed to be a function of BASDAI and BASFI). Monitoring costs were 


not explicitly included in order to avoid counting such costs twice. Unlike 


other company submissions, which derived disease-specific costs from 


the OASIS database, Pfizer used data from Rafia et al. 20122 (based on 


BASDAI scores only). The company justified the use of this source as it 


provided the most recent UK-specific data and permitted separation of 


particular cost items. The patient access scheme for certolizumab pegol 


was used (although not yet confirmed for this indication by the 


Department of Health). 


6.23 Similar to the approach used in other company submissions, RCT data 


were used to estimate the relationship between BASDAI/BASFI and 


EQ-5D utility scores (using study 314-EU for ankylosing spondylitis, and 


study 1031 for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis). 


6.24 In the ankylosing spondylitis model: the base case ICERs ranged from 


£19,586 per QALY gained for certolizumab pegol to £37,741 per QALY 


gained for infliximab, compared with conventional care (Table 16). In the 


Assessment Group’s fully incremental analysis, adalimumab was 


extendedly dominated. Of the remaining non-dominated treatments, the 


ICER of the next most costly intervention compared with the previous non-


dominated alternative was: £19,586 (certolizumab pegol compared with 


conventional therapy), £28,834 (etanercept compared with certolizumab 


                                                 
2
 Rafia R, Ara R, Packham J, Haywood K, Healey E. Healthcare costs and productivity losses directly 


attributable to ankylosing spondylitis. Clin Exp Rheumatol 2012;30:246-53 
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pegol), £30,376 (golimumab compared with etanercept) and £1,131,181 


(infliximab compared with golimumab).  


6.25 In the model for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis: the base case ICERs ranged from £23,195 per 


QALY gained for etanercept to £23,575 per QALY gained for certolizumab 


pegol, compared with conventional care (Table 17). After adjusting for 


differences in study baseline characteristics across the different trials in 


this population, the ICER for etanercept compared with adalimumab was 


£26,176 per QALY gained. In the Assessment Group’s fully incremental 


analysis, none of the TNF-inhibitors were excluded through dominance or 


extended dominance, and the ICER of each comparison remained below 


£30,000 per QALY gained for each successively more expensive and 


effective treatment.  


6.26 The Assessment Group considered that the company’s exploration of the 


cost-effectiveness of sequential treatment was not sufficiently robust. In 


their base case analysis, the use of a second TNF-inhibitor was restricted 


to patients who withdrew due to adverse events. It was also assumed that 


the second TNF-inhibitor showed equal efficacy to the first treatment. The 


company’s assumptions were based on observational data which are 


subject to potential confounding, due to the lack of robust clinical data.  


Company’s model: golimumab and infliximab 


6.27 The company made separate submissions for golimumab and infliximab 


(for ankylosing spondylitis population only), which the Assessment Group 


critiqued together as the model structures and data sources were identical 


across the submissions. The economic evaluation was based on the 


same model structure submitted as part of the previous NICE technology 


appraisal (TA 233; Armstrong et al. 2013). 


6.28 The company’s model was hybrid in that it used a decision tree to model 


the short-term probabilities of a response (BASDAI 50 at 12 weeks), then 


a Markov model to estimate the long-term outcomes. The company used 
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data from the GO-RAISE trial in ankylosing spondylitis, including the 


open-label extension period (up to 108 weeks). The assumptions 


regarding disease progression (as measured by BASDAI and BASFI) 


beyond this are summarised in Table 14 and Table 15 (above). 


6.29 Utility values were derived from the previous NICE technology appraisal 


(TA 143) and incorporated age, sex, and BASFI and BASDAI scores. 


Costs included in the model comprised drug acquisition, short-term (12 


week) costs, longer-term disease costs and adverse events. Longer-term 


disease costs were based on BASFI scores from the GO-RAISE trial 


using the same regression equation used by the Assessment Group for 


NICE technology appraisal guidance 143. The costs of certolizumab pegol 


were based on patient access scheme which has not been confirmed for 


this indication by the Department of Health. 


6.30 The base case ICERs compared with conventional care ranged from 


£19,070 (golimumab) to £42,532 (infliximab). In the Assessment Group’s 


fully incremental analysis, adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab were 


dominated (was more expensive and less effective). The ICER for 


golimumab compared with conventional therapy was £19,070 and for 


certolizumab pegol compared with golimumab was £21,441 per QALY 


gained.  


Comparison of company models 


6.31 A comparison of the ICER estimates compared with conventional therapy 


submitted by each company is provided in Table 16 (ankylosing 


spondylitis) and Table 17 (axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis). 
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Table 16 Ankylosing spondylitis: comparisons of company ICER estimates 


(per QALY gained) compared with conventional therapy 


 Abbvie 
submission 


(adalimumab) 


UCB 
submission  


(certolizumab 
pegol) 


Pfizer 
submission 
(etanercept) 


MSD 
submission 
(golimumab, 
infliximab) 


Conventional 
care 


- - - - 


Adalimumab 16,391 19,932 20,909 19,275 


Certolizumab 
pegol 


17,0671 16,6472 19,5862 19,4012 


Etanercept 16,897 19,272 20,938 21,972 


Golimumab 16,535 19,049 21,288 19,070 


Infliximab 44,448 42,671 37,741 42,532 
1 
Based on list price for certolizumab pegol 


2 
Based on patient access scheme for certolizumab pegol 


ICERs in bold text show the lowest estimate submitted by each company 


 


Table 17 Axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis: comparisons of company ICER estimates (per QALY gained) 


compared with conventional therapy 


 Abbvie submission 
(adalimumab) 


UCB submission  


(certolizumab 
pegol) 


Pfizer submission 
(etanercept) 


Conventional care - - - 


Adalimumab 13,228 30,370 23,242 


Certolizumab pegol 12,8661 15,6152 23,5752 


Etanercept Not Assessed 50,692 23,195 
1 
Based on list price for certolizumab pegol 


2 
Based on patient access scheme for certolizumab pegol 


ICERs in bold text show the lowest estimate submitted by each company 


 


 


6.32 The Assessment Group commented that, in general, the companies 


submitted good quality models. Despite the different model structures and 


assumptions used across the company submissions, similar ICERs were 


reported for each of the TNF-inhibitors compared with conventional care 


in ankylosing spondylitis. There were greater differences between 


company submissions in the ICERs reported for axial spondyloarthritis 
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without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. The Assessment 


Group suggested that the variation in ICER estimates reported across the 


submissions (both within and between populations) might be explained by 


differences in the following parameters and underlying assumptions (see 


Table 14 and Table 15):  


 the response criteria and timing applied 


 the magnitude of improvement in outcomes and the time at which these 


were assumed to ‘level off’ (that is, plateau) 


 the underlying rate of progression (change in BASFI scores) without 


treatment (‘natural history’ of disease), and the impact of TNF-inhibitors 


on this rate  


 progression after withdrawal from treatment (the ‘rebound’ assumption) 


and timing of this. 


6.33 Although there was consistency across the companies’ ICER estimates 


for the ankylosing spondylitis population, the Assessment Group 


considered them (and the ICERS reported in axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis) to be both 


speculative and highly uncertain. The uncertainty is due to unresolved 


issues with parameter estimates and structural assumptions used in 


published cost-effectiveness evaluations (highlighted in the Assessment 


Group’s review). For example, several company models used data from 


open-label extension studies without any formal consideration of the 


selection bias inherent in these studies. The Assessment Group were also 


concerned about the appropriateness of the sources of natural history 


data, and subsequent assumptions made about the trajectories of 


BASDAI and BASFI progression. Related to this are the assumptions 


about the effect of TNF-inhibitors on disease progression, and a lack of 


consensus on whether TNF-inhibitors are primarily symptom control 


treatments or whether they are also disease modifiers. The Assessment 


Group noted that identical assumptions with respect to the impact of 


treatment on progression were applied across both populations, without 
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consideration of how generalisable these assumptions were. Finally, the 


Assessment Group suggested that BASDAI and BASFI may not be the 


most appropriate conceptual basis for modelling progression of these 


diseases. But in the absence of data linking other disease measures to 


costs and utilities, they concluded that there were no other options. 


6.34 The company submissions did not provide a robust basis for informing 


cost-effectiveness of intermittent and sequential use of TNF-inhibitors. 


Assessment Group’s model 


6.35 The Assessment Group developed a de novo economic model to assess 


the cost-effectiveness of all 5 TNF-inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and 


3 for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis.  


6.36 The Assessment Group developed a cohort model in the form of a 


modified decision tree (see Figure 1). The model used a lifetime horizon, 


assuming that patients enter the model at the age of 40 years and have 


an average body weight of 73 kg. BASDAI 50 response at 12 weeks 


determines whether patients continue receiving a TNF-inhibitor or 


withdraw from treatment. For those who respond, there is an ongoing risk 


of withdrawal of treatment at any time point. Patients who withdraw from 


treatment (at either 12 weeks, or later) are assumed to move on to 


conventional care. The perspective of the analysis was that of the NHS 


and personal social services, and costs and health effects were 


discounted at an annual rate of 3.5%. The mean costs and QALYs 


reported are derived from probabilistic sensitivity analysis (that is, 


produced by varying the input parameters simultaneously with values from 


a probability distribution). 
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Figure 1 A simplified diagram of the Assessment Group model structure 


 


Source: Figure 15 in section 7.4 of the assessment report 


 


6.37 To address some of the uncertainties identified in published economic 


evaluations and company submissions, and generate more appropriate 


parameter estimates (and associated uncertainties) for their de novo 


model, the Assessment Group performed an extended evidence synthesis 


of the available clinical data (presented in chapter 6 and appendices 9–11 


of the assessment report). The evidence synthesis was used to estimate 


baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores, the effect of treatment on these scores, 


and the probability of a response (BASDAI 50) at 12 weeks. The 


Assessment Group also used an alternative conceptual approach to 


model long-term disease progression and the impact of treatment on the 


natural history of disease, by relating the assumptions more explicitly to 


the existing clinical data for TNF-inhibitors. Specifically, the Assessment 


Group accounted for the independent effects of symptomatic 


improvements (that is, reduction in disease activity according to BASDAI) 


on BASFI scores. They also considered the separate independent effect 


of changes in radiographic progression (measured by the Modified Stoke 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal Score [mSASSS]) on BASFI. The 


Assessment Group considered that this approach captured the potential 


impact of TNF-inhibitors on different clinical/biological processes (in 


addition to disease activity according to BASDAI) which independently 


affect BASFI. The Assessment Group considered that the effect of 


symptomatic improvements (that is, changes in BASDAI scores) on 


BASFI was captured in the scores applied to responders (see below). 


Since long-term BASDAI was assumed to be constant after the response 


period, long-term changes in BASFI (for conventional care and TNF-


inhibitor responders) were modelled as a function of mSASSS scores 


using a series of epidemiological studies and assumptions (described in 


Section 7.5.3 on pages 190–193 of the assessment report). As a result of 


these analyses, the model assumed that patients who continued to 


receive and respond to a TNF-inhibitor after week 12 experienced a 


slower progression rate (according to BASFI scores) compared with the 


natural history of the disease (this effect was delayed until year 4). For 


responders who subsequently withdraw from TNF-inhibitor treatment, 


there is some form of rebound in BASFI and BASDAI scores (this is also 


relevant for patients who withdraw earlier, at 12 weeks). As trial data 


could not accurately characterise the extent of this rebound, the 


Assessment Group presented 2 scenarios in their base case: 1 assuming 


rebound to baseline and 1 assuming rebound to natural history 


(representing the best-case and worst-case scenarios, respectively). The 


Assessment Group’s model used different baseline BASDAI/BASFI 


scores for responders and non-responders. Therefore, in the rebound to 


baseline scenario responders and non-responders revert to different 


baseline scores after treatment discontinuation. This assumption is based 


on results from the extended synthesis which estimated that 


non-responders had higher baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores than 


responders (that is, response is unlikely to be independent of baseline 


patient characteristics). A full list of parameter estimates used in the 
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model is presented in Table 82 and Table 83 (section 7.5) of the 


assessment report.  


6.38 Health-related quality of life was estimated using BASDAI and BASFI 


data, using the approach submitted by Pfizer. Separate algorithms were 


used for each population, using data from the 1031 study and the 314-EU 


study (both mapped to EQ-5D).  


6.39 A breakdown of costs included in the model (drug acquisition, 


administration, and monitoring; resource use; and adverse events) are 


presented in Table 88–Table 94 of the assessment report. Only serious 


infections and tuberculosis reactivation were included in the modelling of 


adverse event costs. All other costs were assumed to vary according to 


BASFI score (data were derived from the OASIS database). The 


Assessment Group’s model used the list price for certolizumab and the 


patient access scheme. As the patient access scheme has not been 


agreed by the Department of Health, only the results using the list price 


are presented here. 


6.40 The Assessment Group did 6 sensitivity analyses: 


 Scenario 1: assumed no ‘placebo effect’. That is, no patients receiving 


conventional care achieve a BASDAI 50 response at week 12. By 


contract, the base case model incorporated a probability of response to 


conventional care at 12 weeks. 


 Scenario 2: varied the difference between responders’ and 


non-responders’ baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores. As in the base case, 


a difference still exists (conditional on response). But whereas the base 


case used estimates from the Assessment Group’s extended synthesis, 


the sensitivity analysis was informed by data from company 


submissions. This scenario also used data pooled from the company 


submissions (instead of the extended synthesis) to estimate the change 


in BASDAI and BASFI scores for responders and non-responders. 
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 Scenario 3: assumed TNF-inhibitors have no effect on BASFI 


progression (in the base case, BASFI progression is slowed in 


responders). 


 Scenario 4: treatment effect of TNF-inhibitors (on BASFI progression) 


was achieved immediately. By contrast, in the base case model, 


disease modification was delayed until year 4. 


 Scenario 5: mapped utilities using a linear model (consistent with 


previous NICE appraisals TA143 and TA233). The base case used a 


non linear mapping algorithm. 


 Scenario 6 (relevant only to axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis): the base case for this population is 


based only on trials reporting in this population. In the sensitivity 


analysis, results from ankylosing spondylitis trials were also used.  


Results for patients with ankylosing spondylitis 


6.41 In the rebound to baseline scenario (Table 18), pair-wise comparison of 


the TNF-inhibitors with conventional care showed that infliximab had the 


highest ICER (£40,576 per QALY) and the lowest probability of being 


cost-effective at a £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY threshold (0% and 9%, 


respectively). Excluding infliximab, the ICERs of the other TNF-inhibitors 


were similar, ranging from £21,079 (golimumab) to £23,133 (certolizumab 


pegol). At a maximum acceptable ICER of £20,000 per QALY gained, 


golimumab had a 43% probability of being cost-effective compared with 


conventional therapy. Its probability of being cost-effective compared with 


conventional therapy at a maximum acceptable ICER of £30,000 per 


QALY gained was approximately 84%. 


6.42 As previously highlighted, the difference in the ICERs between the 


individual TNF-inhibitors is driven entirely by the different acquisition and 


administration costs associated with each, because the QALYs gained are 


the same (that is, a class effect is assumed).  
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Table 18 Base case results for ankylosing spondylitis: rebound to baseline 


 Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


(£/QALY) 


Conventional 
therapy 


110,821 7.245 - - - 


Golimumab 130,173 8.163 19,352 0.918 21,079 


Adalimumab 130,257 8.163 19,436 0.918 21,170 


Etanercept 130,630 8.163 19,810 0.918 21,577 


Certolizumab 132,059 8.163 21,238 0.918 23,133 


Infliximab 148,073 8.163 37,252 0.918 40,576 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life year 


Adapted from table 95 in section 7.7 of the assessment report 


 


6.43 In the rebound to natural history scenario (Table 19), the ICERs of the 


alternative anti-TNFs varied between £36,554 (golimumab) to £66,529 


(infliximab) per additional QALY gained compared with conventional care. 


At a maximum acceptable ICER of £20,000 per QALY gained, golimumab 


had only a 2% probability of being cost-effective compared with 


conventional therapy. This probability rose to 30% at a maximum 


acceptable ICER of £30,000 per QALY gained. As before, infliximab had 


the lowest probability of being cost-effective (0% likelihood, at both 


thresholds).  


Table 19 Base case results for ankylosing spondylitis: rebound to natural 


history 


 Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


(£/QALY) 


Conventional 
therapy 


109,933 7.265 - - - 


Golimumab 131,960 7.867 22,027 0.603 36,554 


Adalimumab 132,045 7.867 22,111 0.603 36,695 


Etanercept 132,423 7.867 22,489 0.603 37,322 


Certolizumab 133,851 7.867 23,918 0.603 39,693 


Infliximab 150,022 7.867 40,088 0.603 66,529 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life year 


Adapted from table 96 in section 7.7 of the assessment report 
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6.44 The ICER estimates appeared to remain relatively stable (compared to 


the base case results) across most of the 6 sensitivity analyses. The 


exception to this was ‘Scenario 2’, where company data were used to 


inform the difference in BASDAI/BASFI scores, conditional on response. 


When the company data were used, the ICER estimates became more 


favourable towards the TNF-inhibitors, driven by smaller differences 


between responders and non-responders. Results of the sensitivity 


analyses are presented in Table 100 and Table 101 of the Assessment 


Report. 


6.45 For the probabilities of each TNF-inhibitor being cost-effective at 


maximum acceptable ICERs of £20,000 or £30,000 per QALY gained, see 


table 95 and table 96 of the assessment report. 


Results for patients with axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence 


of ankylosing spondylitis 


6.46 In the rebound to baseline scenario (Table 20), the ICERs of the 


alternative TNF-inhibitors ranged from £29,253 (adalimumab) to £30,807 


(certolizumab) per QALY, compared with conventional care. At a 


maximum acceptable ICER of £20,000 per QALY gained, adalimumab 


had a 11% probability of being cost-effective compared with conventional 


therapy, which rose to 55% at a maximum acceptable ICER of £30,000 


per QALY gained.  


Table 20 Base case results for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis: rebound to baseline 


 Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


(£/QALY) 


Conventional 
therapy 


89,493 9.956 - - - 


Adalimumab 130,316 11.351 40,823 1.395 29,253 


Etanercept 131,057 11.351 41,563 1.395 29,784 


Certolizumab 132,484 11.351 42,991 1.395 30,807 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life year 


Adapted from table 97 in section 7.7 of the assessment report 
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6.47 In the rebound to natural history scenario (Table 21), the ICER of the 


alternative anti-TNFs varied between £33,639 (adalimumab) to £35,365 


per additional QALY (certolizumab). At a maximum acceptable ICER of 


£20,000 per QALY gained, adalimumab had a 5% probability of being 


cost-effective compared with conventional therapy. Its probability of being 


cost-effective compared with conventional therapy at a maximum 


acceptable ICER of £30,000 per QALY gained was approximately 39%.  


Table 21 Base case results for axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis: rebound to natural history 


 Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


(£/QALY) 


Conventional 
therapy 


89,395 9.880 - - - 


Adalimumab 131,740 11.139 42,346 1.259 33,639 


Etanercept 132,486 11.139 43,091 1.259 34,232 


Certolizumab 133,913 11.139 44,518 1.259 35,365 


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY, quality-adjusted life year 


Adapted from table 98 in section 7.7 of the assessment report 


 


 


6.48 The ICER estimates appeared to remain relatively stable (compared to 


the base case results) across most of the 6 sensitivity analyses. The 


scenario which showed the largest variation compared to the base case 


analysis was ‘Scenario 1’, which excluded any placebo effect where 


company data were used to inform the difference in BASDAI/BASFI 


scores, conditional on response. ICER estimates became more 


favourable towards the TNF-inhibitors (full results present in Table 103 


and Table 104 of the assessment report). 


6.49 For the probabilities of each TNF-inhibitor being cost-effective at 


maximum acceptable ICERs of £20,000 or £30,000 per QALY gained, see 


table 97 and table 98 of the assessment report. 
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Discussion of Assessment Group’s model and comparison with company 


submissions 


6.50 The ICERs produced by the Assessment Group’s model appeared to be 


consistent with the results of the company models, despite methodological 


differences, in both populations.  


6.51 Based on the rebound equal to gain scenario in the Assessment Group’s 


model, the ICER estimates for TNF-inhibitors appeared more favourable 


for ankylosing spondylitis, relative to those estimated for axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis. 


This finding was reversed in the rebound to conventional care scenario.  


6.52 Based on an underlying assumption of similarity in the clinical 


effectiveness of each of the TNF-inhibitors, the Assessment Group’s 


model demonstrated that the cost-effectiveness results are dependent on 


several factors (although the importance of specific factors varied across 


the 2 indications), including: 


 the different acquisition and administration costs of each intervention 


 the rebound assumption applied after treatment withdrawal  


 the magnitude of the change in BASDAI/BASFI scores assumed for 


responders compared with non-responders 


 the different baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores assumed for responders 


compared with non-responders  


 the impact of TNF-inhibitors on the rate of long-term BASFI 


progression.  


6.53 The Assessment Group listed the following as the main limitations in its 


model: 


 in common with all existing models, BASDAI and BASFI may not be the 


most appropriate tools for modelling disease progression (used due to 


a lack of data linking costs and QALYs to other disease measures) 


 uncertainty remains in long-term projections of BASDAI and BASFI  
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 there are potential benefits which have not been formally captured and 


quantified, such as potential impact on productivity costs and benefits 


that TNF-inhibitors may confer for extra-articular manifestations  


 the model could not address important clinical questions concerning the 


issue of sequential use of TNF-inhibitors 


 the model is based on an assumption that 12-week continuation rules 


are adhered to in clinical practice (it does not necessarily reflect the 


cost-effectiveness of how TNF-inhibitors are currently used within the 


NHS) 


 it was not possible to include the generic version of infliximab within the 


analysis because a formal list price was not available at the time of the 


assessment. 


6.54 The Assessment Group acknowledged that BASDAI and BASFI may not 


be the most appropriate modelling tools. However, they considered that 


their approach captured the potential impact of TNF-inhibitors on 


long-term BASFI changes more explicitly than existing models. The de 


novo model included changes in different clinical/biological processes (in 


addition to disease activity according to BASDAI) which independently 


affect BASFI. The Assessment Group considered that the effect of 


symptomatic improvements (that is, changes in BASDAI scores) on 


BASFI was captured in the conditional scores applied to responders. In 


addition, since long-term BASDAI was assumed to be constant after the 


short-term response period (see section 4.25), long-term changes in 


BASFI were modelled as a function of mSASSS scores. Assumptions 


were based on the Assessment Group’s extensive evidence review and 


epidemiological studies (described in section 7.5.3 of the assessment 


report). 
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7 Comments received during consultation of the 


Assessment Report 


Clinical effectiveness and relevance to clinical practice  


7.1 A consultee noted some issues with the trials included in the Assessment 


Group’s meta-analysis which may impact the estimates of efficacy for 


TNF-inhibitors: 


 2 studies of adalimumab in ankylosing spondylitis (Hu 2012 and Huang 


2014) may not be generalisable to the UK because they included an 


entirely Chinese population 


 1 study (Haibel 2008) may underestimate the benefit of adalimumab in 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis because it covers a much broader patient population than 


the marketing authorisation for adalimumab 


 2 studies (Haibel 2008 and Barkham 2009) may not be representative 


of clinical practice, because their eligibility criteria pre-date the 


classification system used in current practice (developed by the 


Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society). 


  


7.2 A consultee suggested that the results of the Assessment Group’s 


meta-analysis for golimumab may overestimate its effectiveness 


compared with clinical practice. The consultee suggested that the benefit 


in patients receiving the higher dose of golimumab (100 mg) without 


fulfilling the market authorisation requirements for this dose (body weight 


of more than 100 kg) would be counteracted by a lower response in 


patients with a greater body weight who received the lower dose (50 mg). 


This is based on data in the golimumab EPAR (presented on page 6 of 


the response from MSD). 


7.3 A commentator disagreed with the Assessment Group’s conclusion that 


the meta-analysis of axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence 
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of ankylosing spondylitis might not be relevant to clinical practice, due to 


statistical heterogeneity. The commentator suggested that clinical practice 


is usually more heterogeneous than study populations.  


7.4 A consultee disagreed with the FDA’s conclusion (reported by the 


Assessment Group) that the ABILITY-1 trial overestimated the treatment 


benefit of adalimumab due to including ankylosing spondylitis patients. 


The FDA based this conclusion on a post hoc analysis of the x-ray results 


used to determine patient eligibility for the ABILITY-1 trial. During the post 


hoc analysis, X-ray readers diagnosed many patients differently. The 


consultee stated that x-ray readers in the post hoc analysis did not have 


access to the complete set of clinical information on the patients and 


therefore could not make a fully informed diagnosis. They also noted that 


the FDA assessment was restricted by the limitations associated with post 


hoc analyses. For full details, see page 4–6 of the Abbvie response to 


consultation on the Assessment Report. 


Assumptions in the Assessment Group’s model 


Rebound effect after treatment withdrawal 


7.5 Three consultees suggested that the rebound to baseline scenario was 


more plausible than the rebound to natural history scenario. Two of them 


based this assumption on clinical opinion, and the other submitted a 


rationale supported by published clinical trial data (presented on pages 2–


3 of the response from MSD).  


7.6 One consultee suggested that the rebound to baseline scenario 


underestimates the benefits of TNF-inhibitors and that the Assessment 


Group should conduct sensitivity analysis either side of this scenario. The 


consultee also submitted evidence showing that the rebound effect can 


take 3–6 months (the most recent technology appraisal in ankylosing 


spondylitis, TA233, used this assumption). The consultee suggested that 


the Assessment Group’s assumption that the rebound effect is immediate 


further underestimates the benefit of TNF-inhibitors. 
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Disease progression  


7.7 The Assessment Group modelled long-term changes in BASFI as a 


function of Modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal (mSASSS) 


scores. A consultee suggested that this was not appropriate for axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, 


as these patients do not have structural damage that would be detected 


using this assessment tool. 


7.8 A consultee suggested that scenario 4 of the sensitivity analysis (in which 


the effect of TNF-inhibitors on progression was achieved immediately) is 


more appropriate than the base case (in which disease modification was 


delayed until year 4). The company suggest that published evidence 


(Haroon et al. 2010) showing that TNF-inhibitors do not reduce disease 


progression until year 4 may be incorrect. They suggest that is more 


plausible to assume that disease progression is reduced immediately (in 


people whose disease responds to treatment), but that the cumulative 


difference compared with conventional care is only statistically significant 


after 3.9 years.  


7.9 A consultee presented published evidence to suggest that people whose 


disease responds to TNF-inhibitor treatment do not experience any BASFI 


progression. This opinion contradicts assumptions in the Assessment 


Group’s base case model (in which long-term disease progression is 


slowed) and the sensitivity analyses (in which TNF-inhibitors have no 


impact on progression; scenario 3).  


Baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores 


7.10 The Assessment Group’s base case model used estimates of baseline 


BASDAI/BASFI scores from their extended synthesis, and data from 


company submissions were used to inform a sensitivity analysis. Two 


consultees suggested that the sensitivity analysis (scenario 2) is more 


appropriate than the base case. The consultees noted that the base case 


model might underestimate the improvement in BASDAI for responders 
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and overestimate the improvement for non-responders, therefore 


producing higher ICERs than those produced with observed data. The 


consultee suggested additional limitations of the synthesis model data 


(presented on pages 4–6 of the response from Pfizer). 


7.11 Both the base case and sensitivity analysis assumed higher baseline 


BASDAI and BASFI scores for non-responders compared with 


responders. A commentator noted that this assumption is not supported 


by the Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society consensus 


statement (2006). 


Extra-articular manifestations 


7.12 One consultee and a commentator, highlighted that the Assessment 


Group’s model did not account for improvements in extra-articular 


manifestations associated with axial spondyloarthritis (a limitation already 


acknowledged by the Assessment Group). Improvements in these 


symptoms may improve health related quality of life and reduce overall 


treatment costs. The consultee submitted published evidence to show the 


differences in the effect of alternative TNF-inhibitors on extra-articular 


manifestations. Adalimumab conferred a greater benefit than the other 


TNF-inhibitors. The consultee also noted that guidelines from the 


Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international Society and the European 


League Against Rheumatism (2010) state that “the treatment of patients 


with ankylosing spondylitis should be tailored according to: the current 


manifestation of the disease (axial, peripheral, entheseal, extra-articular 


symptoms and signs).” The commentator suggested that, in the absence 


of evidence for the effect of TNF-inhibitors on extra-articular 


manifestations in the axial spondyloarthritis population, data in people with 


psoriasis, uveitis and inflammatory bowel disease (but without axial 


spondyloarthritis) should be considered as part of this appraisal.  
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Class effect 


7.13 A commentator questioned the assumption of a class effect. They noted 


that adalimumab and certolizumab pegol result in better BASDAI and 


BASFI improvements compared with other TNF-inhibitors (in ankylosing 


spondylitis). 


7.14 A consultee suggested that the high ICER for infliximab may result from 


the underestimation of the treatment effect for infliximab, through 


assuming a single class effect across all TNF-inhibitors. The consultee 


noted evidence to suggest that infliximab has a greater effect than the 


other TNF-inhibitors in Table 11 of the assessment report. 


Other 


7.15 A consultee suggested that the Assessment Group’s model 


underestimates the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of TNF-inhibitors by 


not including a benefit in people who continue treatment beyond 10–16 


weeks (observed in open label extension studies). 


7.16 The Assessment Group used a fixed cost for infliximab based on a mean 


weight of 73 kg. A consultee considered that this underestimated the 


ICER for infliximab. They suggested that the model should account for the 


distribution of patient weight in the UK, and not solely on an average 


value. In addition, the consultee highlighted that the Assessment Group’s 


model assumes a less frequent dosing schedule for infliximab (50% of 


patients every 6 weeks and 50% of patients every 8 weeks) than the 


clinical trials (all patients every 6 weeks). 


7.17 The Assessment Group’s model assumes that all patients receiving a 


subcutaneously injected TNF-inhibitor incur a cost of £49 in their first 


cycle. Abbvie commented that they provide injection training free of 


charge and therefore suggest that the £49 cost is an overestimate for 


people receiving adalimumab. 
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ICER calculations 


7.18 A commentator queried the difference between QALYs gained with 


conventional therapy across the 2 populations in the Assessment Group’s 


ICER calculations (QALYs for people receiving conventional care were 


lower in ankylosing spondylitis compared with axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis), given that the 


Assessment Group acknowledge that the impact of disease is the same 


across both populations.  


7.19 A company noted that the Assessment Group’s algorithm for calculating 


EQ-5D results in less favourable ICERs for TNF-inhibitors, due to 


underestimation of the comparative QALY gain. The Assessment Group 


has acknowledged this limitation. 


Potential economic benefits of TNF-inhibitors not captured by the 


reference case 


7.20 Two consultees and a commentator suggested that considering the 


impact of treatment on the indirect costs of ankylosing spondylitis (that is, 


costs of unemployment, absenteeism from work and reduced productivity 


at work) would improve the cost-effectiveness of TNF-inhibitors compared 


with conventional care. It was suggested that indirect costs account for 


85% of the total costs of ankylosing spondylitis. 


7.21 A consultee highlighted that treatment options are limited for people with 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis, although they experience similar levels of pain and stiffness to 


people ankylosing spondylitis and that patients with non-radiographic 


disease have reportedly stopped exercising, in an attempt to reduce their 


mobility and allow their disease to progress to fulfil the requirements to 


qualify for TNF-inhibitor treatment. 
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8 Equality issues 


8.1 During the scoping process it was noted that, although the prevalence of 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis affects equal numbers of men and women, women are less 


likely than men to develop radiographic changes (leading to a diagnosis of 


ankylosing spondylitis. Therefore, based on current NICE guidance 


(technology appraisal TA143 and TA233), women are less likely to meet 


the criteria for treatment with TNF-inhibitors. Consultees suggested that if 


TNF-inhibitor therapy could be prescribed for axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis then women 


would have more equal access to TNF-inhibitors than at present. NICE 


noted that this appraisal will consider the use of TNF-inhibitors for both 


ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic 


evidence of ankylosing spondylitis, within the marketing authorisation for 


the technologies under consideration. The Committee will not discriminate 


between male and female patients and will ensure that any 


recommendations do not discriminate against any groups protected under 


the Equality Act. No additional equality issues were identified in the 


evidence submitted. 


9 Innovation 


9.1 A company noted that the use of TNF-inhibitors in axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis represents a step 


change in the management of the condition, as no other drug or class of 


drugs has a marketing authorisation in the UK for this indication.  


9.2 A company suggested that the QALY calculation may not account for the 


benefits that treatment with TNF-inhibitors provide relating to a reduction 


in the incidence and/or symptoms associated with extra-articular 


manifestations often associated with axial spondyloarthritis (such as 


enthesitis, uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease and psoriasis). The 


company cited publications to support this. Other benefits not captured in 
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the QALY, noted during the scoping process, are improvements in work 


productivity and a reduced burden on caregivers. 


9.3 A company noted that, unlike monoclonal antibodies (adalimumab, 


infliximab, golimumab and certolizumab), the recombinant human TNF-


receptor fusion protein etanercept is not associated with neutralising 


antibodies and a consequent reduction in efficacy.  
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Appendix A: Supporting evidence  


Outcome measures 


Table 22. Disease assessment tools for ankylosing spondylitis and axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis 


Disease component Tool Description 


Physical function BASFI Patient assesses difficulty on a 10 point scale (1 is easy 
and 10 is impossible) for each of 10 items: 


 putting on socks or tights without help or aids  


 bending from the waist to pick up a pen from the 
floor without aid 


 reaching up to a high shelf without help or aids  


 getting up from an armless chair without hands 
or any other help 


 getting up off the floor without help from lying on 
back 


 standing unsupported for 10 minutes without 
discomfort 


 climbing 12–15 steps without using a handrail or 
walking aid 


 looking over shoulder without turning body 


 doing physically demanding activities  


 doing a full day’s activities (at home or at work) 


Disease activity BASDAI Patient describes the severity of 5 symptoms on a 10 
point scale (1 is no problem and 10 is very severe): 


 fatigue 


 spinal pain 


 joint pain / swelling 


 areas of localised tenderness (also called 
enthesitis) 


 morning stiffness severity 


Duration of morning stiffness is also provided. 


Disease activity ASDAS Calculated from BASDAI questions on spinal pain, 
peripheral arthritis, and duration of morning stiffness, 
patients global assessment of disease activity, and 
C-reactive protein (or erythrocyte sedimentation rate if 
C-reactive protein not available) 


Disease activity  


Spinal mobility 


BASMI Clinician assessment of: lateral spine flexion, tragus to 
wall distance, lumbar side flexion (modified Schober), 
intermalleolar distance and cervical rotation 
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Disease component Tool Description 


Structural damage mSASSS Clinician assessment of 24 sites on the lateral cervical 
and lumbar spine. Sites are scored on a 4 point scale (0 
is normal; 1 is sclerosis, squaring or erosion; 2 is 
syndesmophyte; 3 is bony bridge). The total score 
ranges from 0 to 72.  


ASDAS, Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease 
Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; BASMI, Bath Ankylosing 
Spondylitis Metrology index; mSASSS, modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal Score 


 


Table 23 Response criteria to evaluate treatments for ankylosing spondylitis 


and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Response outcome Response criteria 


BASDAI 50 ≥50% improvement in BASDAI score 


ASAS 20 Improvement of ≥20% and ≥1 unit in at least 3 of the following 4 
domains (each with a 10 point scale): 


 patient global disease assessment  


 spinal pain  


 function (BASFI score) 


 inflammation (using mean score from 2 questions of the 
BASDAI).  


No worsening of ≥20% and ≥1 unit in the 4th domain. 


ASAS 40 Improvement of ≥40% and ≥2 units in at least 3 of the following 4 
domains (each with a 10 point scale): 


 patient global disease assessment  


 spinal pain  


 function (BASFI score) 


 inflammation (using mean score from 2 questions of the 
BASDAI).  


No worsening at all in the 4th domain. 


ASAS, Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society; BASDAI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Disease Activity Index; BASFI, Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index 
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Related NICE guidance 


Published 


 Golimumab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis. NICE technology appraisal 


guidance 233 (2011). 


 


“Golimumab is recommended as an option for the treatment of severe, active 


ankylosing spondylitis in adults only if: 


 it is used as described for adalimumab and etanercept in ‘Adalimumab, 


etanercept and infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis’ (NICE technology 


appraisal guidance 143) and 


 the manufacturer provides the 100 mg dose of golimumab at the same 


cost as the 50 mg dose in accordance with the patient access scheme. 


 


People currently receiving golimumab for the treatment of severe, active Aankylosing 


spondylitis who do not fulfil the criteria for treatment with adalimumab and etanercept 


described in NICE technology appraisal guidance 143 should have the option to 


continue golimumab until they and their clinician consider it appropriate to stop.” 


 Adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab for ankylosing spondylitis. NICE 


technology appraisal guidance 143 (2008). 


 


“Adalimumab or etanercept are recommended as treatment options for adults with 


severe active ankylosing spondylitis only if all of the following criteria are fulfilled.  


 The patient’s disease satisfies the modified New York criteria for 


diagnosis of ankylosing spondylitis.  


 There is confirmation of sustained active spinal disease, demonstrated 


by:  


 a score of at least 4 units on the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis 


Disease Activity Index (BASDAI) and  



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta233

https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ta143
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 at least 4 cm on the 0 to 10 cm spinal pain visual analogue scale 


(VAS).  


These should both be demonstrated on two occasions at least 12 


weeks apart without any change of treatment.  


 Conventional treatment with two or more non-steroidal 


anti-inflammatory drugs taken sequentially at maximum tolerated or 


recommended dosage for 4 weeks has failed to control symptoms.  


 


When using BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform conclusions about 


whether or not sustained active spinal disease is present, healthcare professionals 


should be mindful of the need to secure equality of access to treatment for patients 


with disabilities and patients from different ethnic groups. There are circumstances in 


which it may not be appropriate for healthcare professionals to use a patient’s 


BASDAI and spinal pain VAS scores to inform their conclusion about the presence of 


sustained active spinal disease. These are:  


 where the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score is not a clinically 


appropriate tool to inform a clinician’s conclusion on the presence of 


sustained active spinal disease because of a patient’s learning or other 


disabilities (for example, sensory impairments) or linguistic or other 


communication difficulties  


or  


 where it is not possible to administer the BASDAI or spinal pain VAS 


questionnaire in a language in which the patient is sufficiently fluent for 


it to be an appropriate tool to inform a conclusion on the presence of 


sustained active spinal disease, or there are similarly exceptional 


reasons why use of a patient’s BASDAI or spinal pain VAS score would 


be an inappropriate tool to inform a conclusion on the presence of 


sustained active spinal disease in that individual patient’s case.  
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In such cases, healthcare professionals should make use of another appropriate 


method of assessment, which may include adapting the use of the questionnaire to 


suit the patient’s circumstances.  


The same approach should apply in the context of a decision about whether to 


continue the use of the drug in accordance with sections 1.3 and 1.4.  


1.3 It is recommended that the response to adalimumab or etanercept treatment 


should be assessed 12 weeks after treatment is initiated, and that treatment should 


be only continued in the presence of an adequate response as defined in section 


1.4.  


1.4 For the purposes of this guidance, an adequate response to treatment is defined 


as a:  


 reduction of the BASDAI score to 50% of the pre-treatment value or by 


2 or more units and  


 reduction of the spinal pain VAS by 2 cm or more.  


 


Patients who have experienced an adequate response to adalimumab or etanercept 


treatment, as defined in section 1.4, should have their condition monitored at 12-


week intervals. If the response to treatment, as defined in section 1.4, is not 


maintained, a repeat assessment should be made after a further 6 weeks. If at this 6-


week assessment the response defined in section 1.4 has not been maintained, 


treatment should be discontinued.  


For patients who have been shown to be intolerant of adalimumab or etanercept 


before the end of the 12-week initial assessment period, as in section 1.3, the other 


one of this pair of TNF-alpha inhibitor treatments is recommended as an alternative 


treatment.  


Prescription of an alternative TNF-alpha inhibitor is not recommended in patients 


who have either not achieved an adequate initial response to treatment with 
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adalimumab or etanercept, as defined in section 1.4, or who experience loss of the 


initially adequate response during treatment.  


It is recommended that the use of adalimumab or etanercept for severe active 


ankylosing spondylitis should be initiated and supervised only by specialist 


physicians experienced in the diagnosis and treatment of this condition.  


Infliximab is not recommended for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis.  


Patients currently receiving infliximab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis 


should have the option to continue therapy until they and their clinicians consider it 


appropriate to stop.” 


Under development 


Spondyloarthiritis: diagnosis and management of spondyloarthritis. NICE clinical 


guideline. Publication date to be confirmed.  


 


NICE pathways 


There is a NICE pathway on ankylosing spondylitis, which is available from 


http://pathways.nice.org.uk/pathways/musculoskeletal-


conditions/arthritis#content=view-node%3Anodes-ankylosing-spondylitis 



http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/indevelopment/gid-cgwave0688

http://pathways.nice.org.uk/pathways/musculoskeletal-conditions/arthritis#content=view-node%3Anodes-ankylosing-spondylitis

http://pathways.nice.org.uk/pathways/musculoskeletal-conditions/arthritis#content=view-node%3Anodes-ankylosing-spondylitis
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Appendix B: Clinical efficacy section of the draft European 


public assessment report  


Links to European public assessment reports: 


 Adalimumab 


 Certolizumab pegol 


 Etanercept 


 Golimumab 


 Infliximab 


 Inflectra (biosimilar) 


 Remsima (biosimilar) 


 



http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Assessment_Report_-_Variation/human/000481/WC500175230.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Assessment_Report_-_Variation/human/001037/WC500159001.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Assessment_Report_-_Variation/human/000262/WC500172150.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Assessment_Report_-_Variation/human/000992/WC500152828.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Assessment_Report_-_Variation/human/000240/WC500124425.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Public_assessment_report/human/002778/WC500151490.pdf

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/EPAR_-_Public_assessment_report/human/002576/WC500151486.pdf
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Glossary 


Adverse effect 


An abnormal or harmful effect caused by and attributable to exposure to a chemical (e.g. a drug), 


which is indicated by some result such as death, a physical symptom or visible illness. An effect may 


be classed as adverse if it causes functional or anatomical damage, causes irreversible change in the 


homeostasis of the organism, or increases the susceptibility of the organism to other chemical or 


biological stress. 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


A rheumatic disease that affects the spine and may lead to some degree of stiffness in the back. As the 


inflammation goes and healing takes place, bone grows out from both sides of the vertebrae and may 


join the two together; this stiffening is called ankylosis. If definite changes to spinal and/or pelvic 


joints are present on plain X-rays. 


Articular  


Of or relating to the joints. 


Axial spondyloarthritis 


The term axial spondyloarthritis refers to a form of arthritis in which the predominant symptom is 


back pain due to inflammation of spinal and/or pelvic joints. If definite changes on plain X-rays are 
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present, the disease is classified as ankylosing spondylitis, but if they are absent it is classified as non-


radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. Further tests may indicate that in some patients non-radiographic 


axial spondyloarthritis is very likely to be ankylosing spondylitis, only at an earlier stage of disease. 


Between-study variance 


Between-study variance is a measure of statistical heterogeneity that depends on the scale of the 


outcome measured. It represents the variation in reported study effects over and above the variation 


expected given the within-study variation.  


Biologic therapies (biological) 


Medical preparations derived from living organisms. Includes anti-TNF drugs and other new drugs 


which target pathologically active T cells.  


Biosimilar 


An imitation biological medical product (such as an anti-TNF) usually marketed by a different 


manufacturer to the original biological product, once a patent has expired. The biosimilar should be 


similar to the original licensed product in terms of safety and efficacy. 


Corticosteroid 


A synthetic hormone similar to that produced naturally by the adrenal glands that is available in pill, 


topical, and injectable forms.  


Cost-benefit analysis  


An economic analysis that converts the effects or consequences of interventions into the same 


monetary terms as the costs and compares them using a measure of net benefit or a cost-benefit ratio 


Cost-effectiveness analysis  


An economic analysis that expresses the effects or consequences of interventions on  a single 


dimension.  This would normally be expressed in ‘natural’ units (e.g. cases cured, life-years gained, 


additional strokes prevented).  The difference between interventions in terms of costs and effects is 


typically expressed as an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (e.g.  the incremental cost per life-year 


gained). 


Cost-utility analysis  


The same as a cost-effectiveness analysis but the effects or consequences of interventions are 


expressed in generic units of health gain, usually quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). 


Credible Interval 
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In Bayesian statistics, a credible interval is a posterior probability interval estimation which 


incorporates problem-specific contextual information from the prior distribution. Credible intervals 


are used for the purposes similar to those of confidence intervals in frequentist statistics. 


C-reactive protein (CRP) 


Concentrations of this protein in the blood can be measured as a test of inflammation or disease 


activity, for example in AS and nr-axSpA. 


Disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) 


DMARDs are drugs capable of modifying the progression of rheumatic disease. The term is, however, 


applied to what are now considered to be traditional disease modifying drugs, in particular 


sulphasalazine,  methotrexate and ciclosporin, as well as  azathioprine, cyclophosphamide, 


antimalarials, penicillamine and gold. The newer agent leflunomide may be included as a DMARD. 


The biologics such as etanercept and infliximab are not generally referred to as DMARDS. 


Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 


One of the tests designed to measure the degree of inflammation. 


Fixed-effect model  


A statistical model that stipulates that the units under analysis (e.g. people in a trial or study in a meta-


analysis) are the ones of interest, and thus constitute the entire population of units. Only within-study 


variation is taken to influence the uncertainty of results (as reflected in the confidence interval) of a 


meta-analysis using a fixed effect model.  


Heterogeneity  


In systematic reviews heterogeneity refers to variability or differences between studies in the 


estimates of effects. A distinction is sometimes made between "statistical heterogeneity" (differences 


in the reported effects), "methodological heterogeneity" (differences in study design) and "clinical 


heterogeneity" (differences between studies in key characteristics of the participants, interventions or 


outcome measures).  


I-squared (I
2
) 


I-squared (I
2
) is a measure of "statistical heterogeneity" (differences in the reported effects). It varies 


between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates that the differences in reported effects are entirely consistent with 


the within-study uncertainty, and 1 indicates that the differences in reported effects are entirely 


explained by study characteristics that vary across studies. 


Intention-to-treat  
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An intention-to-treat analysis is one in which all the participants in a trial are analysed according to 


the intervention to which they were allocated, whether they received it or not.  


Monoclonal antibody 


An antibody produced in a laboratory from a single clone that recognizes only one antigen. 


Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 


Consists of a large range of drugs of the aspirin family, prescribed for different kinds of arthritis 


which reduce inflammation and control pain, swelling and stiffness.  


Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


Axial spondyloarthritis where definite changes to spinal and/or pelvic joints on plain X-rays are not 


present. Further tests may indicate that in some patients non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis is 


very likely to be ankylosing spondylitis, only at an earlier stage of disease. 


Open-label study 


A type of study in which both participants and researchers know which treatment is being 


administered. 


Placebo  


An inactive substance or procedure administered to a patient, usually to compare its effects with those 


of a real drug or other intervention, but sometimes for the psychological benefit to the patient through 


a belief that s/he is receiving treatment.  


Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) 


An index of health gain where survival duration is weighted or adjusted by the patient’s quality of life 


during the survival period. QALYs have the advantage of incorporating changes in both quantity 


(mortality) and quality (morbidity) of life. 


Quality of Life 


A concept incorporating all the factors that might impact on an individual’s life, including factors 


such as the absence of disease or infirmity as well as other factors which might affect their physical, 


mental and social well-being. 


Random effects model  


A statistical model sometimes used in meta-analysis in which both within-study sampling error 


(variance) and between-studies variation are included in the assessment of the uncertainty (confidence 


interval) of the results of a meta-analysis.  


Randomised controlled trial (RCT) (Synonym: randomised clinical trial)  
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An experiment in which investigators randomly allocate eligible people into intervention groups to 


receive or not to receive one or more interventions that are being compared.  


Relative Risk (RR) (synonym: risk ratio)  


The ratio of risk in the intervention group to the risk in the control group. The risk (proportion, 


probability or rate) is the ratio of people with an event in a group to the total in the group. A relative 


risk of one indicates no difference between comparison groups. For undesirable outcomes an RR that 


is less than one indicates that the intervention was effective in reducing the risk of that outcome.  


Sensitivity analysis  


An analysis used to determine how sensitive the results of a study or systematic review are to changes 


in how it was done. Sensitivity analyses are used to assess how robust the results are to uncertain 


decisions or assumptions about the data and the methods that were used.  


Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) 


One of the cytokines, or messengers, known to be involved in the process of systemic inflammation. 


Weighted mean difference (in meta-analysis)  


A method of meta-analysis used to combine measures on continuous scales, where the mean, standard 


deviation and sample size in each group are known. The weight given to each study is determined by 


the precision of its estimate of effect and, is equal to the inverse of the variance. This method assumes 


that all of the trials have measured the outcome on the same scale. 
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1 Scientific Summary 


1.1 Background  


Spondyloarthritis (SpA) encompasses a heterogeneous group of inflammatory rheumatologic diseases. 


SpA can be categorised as having predominantly axial or peripheral involvement. In people with axial 


SpA (axSpA) the predominant symptoms are back pain and stiffness, developed before age 45. For 


axSpA patients to be classified as having ankylosing spondylitis (AS) imaging evidence of joint 


damage using X-rays is required. Patients with non-radiographic axSpA (nr-axSpA) may, or may not, 


have signs of sacroiliac joint inflammation on an MRI scan. The use of MRI allows for earlier 


detection of axSpA, since joint damage may not become evident on X-rays for many years. The 


prognosis for axSpA is poor, although there is some evidence that deterioration plateaus in well-


established AS. Progression of the disease is difficult to predict. Conventional therapy for axSpA is 


limited to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and patient education and home or group 


exercises.  


Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) inhibitors, also referred to as anti-TNFs, are typically used 


when the disease has not responded adequately to conventional therapy. Current NICE guidance 


recommends treatment with adalimumab, etanercept and golimumab in adults with active (severe) AS 


only if certain criteria are fulfilled, but it does not recommend infliximab for AS.
1, 2


 Anti-TNFs for 


patients with nr-axSpA have not previously been appraised by NICE. 


1.2 Objectives 


To determine the clinical effectiveness, safety, and cost-effectiveness within the NHS of adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, and infliximab, within their respective licensed 


indications, for the treatment of severe active AS, or severe nr-axSpA (but with objective signs of 


inflammation). 


1.3 Methods 


For the systematic review of clinical efficacy RCTs were eligible, including any open-label 


extensions. Adverse events data were sought from existing reviews of anti-TNFs used in any disease, 


and from other appropriately large studies. For studies of natural history, long-term effectiveness, 


adherence, and sequential use, published analyses based on large and long-term data sets (registry 


data) were eligible. Eligible studies were of adults with either severe active AS or severe nr-axSpA 


but with objective signs of inflammation (such as elevated C-reactive protein levels or a positive MRI 


scan). The treatments of interest were adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, 


infliximab or any of their biosimilars. The relevant comparators were conventional management 


strategies (either with or without placebo) and alternative anti-TNFs. Key outcomes included multiple 
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domain response criteria (such as ASAS 40) and measures of disease activity (BASDAI) and function 


(BASFI). 


Fifteen databases were searched for relevant studies in July 2014. Clinical effectiveness data from 


RCTs were synthesised using Bayesian network meta-analysis methods. Sensitivity analyses were 


performed where trials at risk of bias were excluded. Results from other studies were summarised 


narratively.  


A systematic review of cost-effectiveness studies was undertaken to assess the relevance of existing 


data from the perspective of the NHS. Searches were undertaken in the NHS Economic Evaluation 


Database (NHS EED), Medline and EMBASE. Only full economic evaluations that compared two or 


more options and considered both costs and consequences (including cost-effectiveness, cost-utility 


and cost-benefit analyses) were included. The differences in the approaches and assumptions used 


across the studies were examined in order to explain any discrepancies in the findings and to identify 


key areas of uncertainty. A separate review of the manufacturer submissions was also undertaken and 


the findings compared with those found in the review of previously published studies.  


The findings from the clinical and cost-effectiveness reviews were used to inform the development of 


a de-novo decision model to assess the cost-effectiveness of the alternative anti-TNFs in accordance 


with their licences for the separate indications. We developed a generalised framework for evidence 


synthesis that pools evidence on the change in BASDAI by considering both those studies that report 


this measure directly and also those that report the proportion of patients achieving a BASDAI 50 


response (a ≥50% improvement in BASDAI score). We expressed BASDAI 50 as a function of the 


absolute change in BASDAI and we used this relationship in the extended synthesis. We also aimed to 


simultaneously synthesise information on BASFI (function) score, a measure that is used together 


with the BASDAI score to determine the long-term QALY and cost burden of the disease in the 


economic model. The decision model was developed in accordance with the NICE reference case. 


The model has a lifetime horizon (60 years) and considers costs from the perspective of the National 


Health Services and Personal Social Services. Health effects were expressed in terms of Quality-


Adjusted Life Years (QALYs).   


1.4 Results 


Clinical efficacy from randomised controlled trials 


After screening 2,284 titles and abstracts, 198 papers were assessed for inclusion and  28 eligible 


RCTs were identified, with 24 being suitable for data synthesis. All but two trials were placebo 


controlled (mostly up to 12 weeks). All but seven of the trials were extended into open-label active 


treatment-only phases. Most RCTs were judged to have a low risk of bias overall. 
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For the AS population the 10-16 week data showed consistent effects across the different anti-TNFs 


(when compared with placebo) for ASAS 20 the pooled relative risks (RR) ranging from 1.80 


(certolizumab pegol) to 2.45 (infliximab); for ASAS 40 data the RRs ranged from 2.53 (certolizumab 


pegol) to 3.42 (adalimumab) and for BASDAI 50 the RRs ranged from 3.16 (adalimumab) to 4.86 


(infliximab). Adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept and infliximab produced statistically 


significant and clinically important reductions in disease activity with BASDAI reductions ranging 


from 1.46 units (certolizumab pegol) to 2.28 units (infliximab), and function with BASFI reductions 


ranging from 1.1 units (certolizumab pegol) to 2.16 units (infliximab).  


When analysed as a class anti-TNFs were statistically significantly more likely than placebo to result 


in patients with AS achieving an ASAS 20 response (RR 2.21),  an ASAS 40 response (RR 3.06), and 


a BASDAI 50 response (RR 3.37).They also produced statistically significant improvements 


(calculated using mean difference in change from baseline) in: disease activity (BASDAI mean 


difference: -1.66 units) and function (BASFI mean difference: -1.38 units). There was little evidence 


of statistical heterogeneity for the key outcomes (ASAS outcomes, BASFI, BASDAI and BASDAI 


50) but substantial heterogeneity was seen for other outcomes. Results of the sensitivity analyses 


performed for the AS studies were very similar to the main analyses.  


For the nr-axSpA population five RCTs were included. When anti-TNFs were considered as a class, 


statistically significant improvements were found for ASAS 20 (RR 1.65); ASAS 40 (RR 2.74); 


BASDAI 50 (RR 2.31); BASDAI (mean difference -1.32 units); and BASFI (mean difference -0.99 


units). For the disease activity, function, and responder outcomes, these common class efficacy 


estimates were consistently slightly smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS, most noticeably for BASFI and 


BASDAI 50. Statistical heterogeneity (where such estimates could be calculated) was apparent in the 


nr-axSpA analyses. 


Long term efficacy 


For AS the results showed that across all the anti-TNFs after approximately two years of treatment, 


around half of patients were still achieving a good level of response to therapy. Available data showed 


that at five years around 50% of patients were still achieving a good treatment response. However, the 


long-term studies produced less reliable data than the RCTs. Fewer studies were available of nr-


axSpA patients, although the results were broadly similar to those seen in AS patients. 


Evidence for an effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic disease progression was limited: the relatively 


short-term follow-up available to date and the insensitivity of x-rays as an imaging tool precluded the 


drawing of firm conclusions regarding the role of anti-TNFs in preventing or delaying the progression 


of AS; there is some data to suggest an identifiable benefit from around four years, but results from 


ongoing long-term studies should help to clarify this issue. 
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Registry data demonstrate that around 60% of patients with AS treated with a first anti-TNF will still 


be on treatment at 2 years. Sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile but the drug 


survival, response rates and benefits are reduced with 2
nd


 and 3
rd


 anti-TNFs, with the proportion of 


BASDAI 50 responders falling approximately 10% with each subsequent anti-TNF and the median 


BASDAI and BASFIs achieved increasing (worsening). 


Adverse effects 


Data from large systematic reviews, which included patients with a wide range of diseases, suggest 


that, in the short-term, anti-TNFs as a group are associated with significantly higher rates of serious 


infections, TB reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse events, and withdrawals due to 


AEs, when compared with control treatments. Specifically, infliximab is associated with significantly 


higher rates of total adverse events and withdrawals due to adverse events and that certolizumab pegol 


is associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections and serious adverse events. The 


available open-label data on adverse effects were limited by the small sample sizes and non-


randomised study designs. 


Cost-effectiveness reported in existing published studies and manufacturer submissions 


The combined searches retrieved 210 citations. A total of six UK studies reporting on the cost-


effectiveness of anti-TNFs for the treatment of AS were identified. No studies were identified for nr-


axSpA. There appear marked differences between the results of the previously published industry-


funded assessments in AS and the results reported in a previous independent assessment. Although all 


models reviewed used changes in BASDAI and/or BASFI to quantitatively model the short and 


longer-term costs and quality of life effects , there appeared significant variation in the assumptions 


employed. We identified important conceptual issues with all existing models relating to the 


subsequent projection of BASDAI and BASFI scores over a longer time-horizon. 


Manufacturers submitted de novo analyses for both AS (AbbVie, UCB, Pfizer, MSD) and nr-axSpA 


(AbbVie, UCB, Pfizer) populations. Despite the different model structures and assumptions applied 


across the various manufacturer submissions, the ICERs reported for the anti-TNFs vs conventional 


care appeared consistent in AS. Across the separate base-case analyses, the incremental cost-


effectiveness ratios (ICERs) ranged from £16,391 to £44,448 for the alternative anti-TNFs compared 


to conventional care alone. Infliximab was routinely reported to have the highest ICER. When 


infliximab was excluded from consideration, the ICERs ranged from £16,391 to £21,972 for the other 


anti-TNFs. 


The differences in structural and parameter assumptions appear more evident in the cost-effectiveness 


results for the nr-axSpA population. The ICERs for adalimumab, certolizumab and etanercept ranged 


from between £12,866 and £50,692 per QALY. Importantly, when the results in the separate 
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populations were compared, no consistent relationship appeared to emerge across the manufacturer 


submissions regarding the cost-effectiveness on anti-TNFs in AS compared to the nr-axSpA 


population.  Also, many of the same conceptual concerns identified from the review of published cost-


effectiveness studies were also still evident.  


An independent model was developed to address the conceptual concerns and areas of remaining 


uncertainty. Although it shared several of the assumptions and parameter estimates from the 


manufacturer models, it has a different conceptual structure (linking BASFI progression to evidence 


from radiographic assessments) and applies a more generalised framework for the synthesis of clinical 


effectiveness data.. The extended synthesis approach showed the effectiveness of the different anti-


TNFs to be similar. Consequently, the treatment effects for the anti-TNFs were assumed to come from 


a ‘common’ distribution i.e. a ‘class effect’. We developed  a simulation model that allowed 


prediction of the conditional change scores for responders/non-responders to BASDAI50 at 12 weeks 


and to explore differences in the baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores according to response status.  


Base-case cost-effectiveness results were presented for two alternative ‘rebound’ assumptions.  In the 


rebound equal to gain scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between £19,240 


(certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £40,467 per additional QALY (infliximab) in AS patients. 


In the rebound to conventional care scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between 


£33,762 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £66,529 per additional QALY (infliximab) in AS 


patients. 


In the rebound equal to gain scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA patients 


varied between £28,247 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £29,784 per additional QALY 


(etanercept) in AS patients. In the rebound to conventional care scenario, the ICER of the alternative 


anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA patients varied between £32,528 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to 


£34,232 (etanercept) per additional QALY. 


1.5 Discussion 


The key strengths of the systematic review are the rigorous methods used, and the extensive breadth 


of the types of study included. The York model confers several advantages over current cost-


effectiveness studies by linking changes in function to a more explicit clinical/biological process and 


facilitating a more formal consideration of the potential impact of anti-TNFs on function, via the 


specific effects these drugs have on the different processes which independently relate to this 


parameter. 


The meta-analysis results derived from a substantial and generally high quality evidence-base 


demonstrated that anti-TNFs produce clinically important benefits to AS patients in terms of 
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improved function and reduced disease activity. Smaller benefits were seen across outcomes in 


patients with nr-axSpA, which was a more heterogeneous population. Less reliable data were 


available on long-term efficacy, though it appears that around half of patients still achieve a good 


level of response after around two years of treatment.  


Although there are a number of important differences in approaches both amongst the different 


manufacturer models and compared to the York model, the comparison of ICERs based on the York 


rebound equal to gain scenario appear broadly consistent with those reported by the manufacturers in 


both populations.  


1.6 Conclusions 


  In both AS and nr-axSpA populations anti-TNFs produce clinically important benefits to patients 


in terms of improving function and reducing disease activity. The efficacy estimates were 


consistently slightly smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS.  


 Statistical (and clinical) heterogeneity was more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the 


AS analyses; both the reliability of the nr-axSpA meta-analysis results and their true relevance to 


patients seen in clinical practice are questionable. 


 In AS anti-TNFs can be assumed to have a class effect, with the treatments being equally 


effective. 


 Effectiveness appears to be maintained over time in about 50% of patients at 2 years. 


 Evidence for an effect of anti-TNFs delaying disease progression was limited; results from 


ongoing long-term studies should help to clarify this issue. 


 Sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile but the drug survival, response rates and 


benefits are reduced with 2
nd


 and 3
rd


 anti-TNFs. 


 The de novo model, which had addressed many of the issues of earlier evaluations, generated 


ICERs ranging from £19,240 to £66,529 depending upon anti-TNF and modelling assumptions. 


Suggested research priorities 


Randomised trials are needed to identifying the nr-axSpA population who will benefit the most from 


anti-TNFs. Long-term studies are needed to clarify the effect of anti-TNFs on the progression of 


structural damage in AS, and to help clarify the characteristics of nr-axSpA patients who go on to 


develop AS. Studies are also needed to better inform the efficacy estimates relating to sequential use 


of anti-TNFs 


PROSPERO Registration number: CRD42014010182 


Word count: 2441  
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2 Background  


2.1 Description of health problem 


Spondyloarthritis (SpA) encompasses a heterogeneous group of inflammatory rheumatologic diseases 


including ankylosing spondylitis (AS), reactive arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, inflammatory bowel 


disease-related arthritis and undifferentiated SpA.
3
 SpA can be categorised as having predominantly 


axial (sacroiliac joints or spine) or peripheral involvement. In people with axial SpA (axSpA), the 


predominant symptom is back pain (due to inflammation of the sacroiliac joints, the spine, or both) 


but there may also be extra-articular and peripheral joint manifestations.  


In practice, and in clinical trials, AS is commonly diagnosed using the modified NY criteria (Box 1); 


sometimes in practice radiographs may not be performed routinely (because of the radiation doses 


involved) or MRI may be preferred as a diagnostic tool. The recently developed Assessment of 


SpondyloArthritis International Society (ASAS) classification criteria encompass a broad range of 


patients with axSpA, including patients with AS and patients with non-radiographic axSpA (nr-


axSpA).
4
 All axSpA patients will have developed chronic back pain (≥ 3 months) before age 45. 


Classifications can be made using the imaging or clinical arms of the criteria.  The imaging arm 


requires evidence of joint damage (erosions or fusion) due to sacroiliitis, either using X-rays (when 


the disease is classified as AS) or MRI (when the disease is classified as non-radiographic axSpA (nr-


axSpA));
5
 additionally at least one of the following SpA features is also required: inflammatory back 


pain, arthritis, enthesitis (heel), uveitis, dactylitis, psoriasis, Crohn’s/colitis, good response to 


NSAIDs, family history of SpA, HLA-B27 genetic marker, and elevated CRP. People with axSpA 


often have the genetic marker human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-B27. To be classified as having axSpA 


via the clinical arm of the criteria patients have to be HLA-B27 positive and also have at least three of 


the aforementioned SpA features. 


Box 1. Modified New York criteria for ankylosing spondylitis (1984)* 


Clinical criteria: 


– Low back pain and stiffness for more than 3 months that 


improves with exercise, but is not relieved by rest. 


– Limitation of motion of the lumbar spine in the sagittal and 


frontal planes. 


– Limitation of chest expansion relative to normal values 


correlated for age and sex. 


 


Radiological criterion: 


– Sacroiliitis grade >2 bilaterally or grade 3–4 


unilaterally. 


Definite AS if the radiological criterion is associated 


with at least one clinical criterion 


*
6
 


The use of MRI allows for earlier detection of axSpA, since joint damage may not become evident on 


X-rays for many years. Patients with nr-axSpA may, or may not, have signs of sacroiliac joint 


inflammation on an MRI scan. There may be other objective signs of inflammation such as an 


abnormally raised erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) or C-Reactive protein (CRP) level, though 
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these are less sensitive and specific for AS. An MRI diagnosis may therefore provide the opportunity 


for treatment to reduce the possibility of long-term structural damage (and associated burden of 


symptoms).
7
 However, there is some concern that the diagnostic criteria for nr-axSpA may be too 


liberal and may include patients who do not have axSpA and will never progress to AS, particularly 


with respect to patients who are diagnosed without evidence of imaging (MRI) changes.
8-10


The 


differences between AS and nr-axSpA are explored further in Section 4. 


Prognosis 


AxSpA is a painful, progressive form of inflammatory arthritis. It mainly affects the spine but can 


also affect other joints, tendons and ligaments. Other areas such as the eyes and bowel can also 


sometimes be involved in non-radiographic and radiographic (AS) forms of axSpA.
11


 The pain and 


stiffness of axSpA adversely affects optimal daily functioning. These symptoms are due to a 


combination of reversible components of the disease such as inflammation and flares, and irreversible 


components such as syndesmophytes and vertebral bridging (bony deposition).
12


 Most patients with 


AS develop the first symptoms at 25-45 years of age.
13


 Progression of the disease is variable, and 


difficult to predict.
14


 There is often a delay of many years between patients first noticing symptoms, 


and receiving a diagnosis of axSpA. Many people with axSpA have AS, with evidence of bony 


deposition as well as inflammation. In later-stage AS joints and bones may fuse together, a process 


that can occur over a long period of time and cause restricted movement. The functional impairment 


due to inflammation and/or bony deposition can have a profound effect on health and quality of life 


and lead to withdrawal from active employment, with resultant adverse financial consequences; the 


burden of disease is greater in more socially-deprived patients
15


 The prognosis is poor although there 


is some evidence that deterioration plateaus in well-established AS.
16


Paradoxically early disease (nr-


axSpA) may be less readily diagnosed and patients offered fewer treatment options even though it can 


be as, or even more, debilitating that established AS.
17


  


Ankylosing spondylitis is associated with an increased risk of death: it is estimated that patients have 


a standardised mortality ratio (SMR) of 1.5 or greater. The increased risk appears to be greater in 


men, with one study reporting a statistically significant increase in SMR of 1.63 in men but no 


significant increase in women (SMR 1.38) with AS.
18


 This study found that, after correcting for age, 


gender, disease duration and pre-existing cardiovascular disease, independent predictors of increased 


mortality were: elevated CRP, diagnostic delay, not using NSAIDs, and work disability.  According to 


British Society for Rheumatology (BSR) guidelines, the excess mortality is mainly accounted for by 


cardiac valvular disease, amyloidosis and fractures.
1
 Non-radiographic axSpA affects approximately 


equal numbers of men and women, but men are more likely to develop AS.
19


 


Epidemiology 
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Currently, only limited epidemiological data are available for axSpA defined according to ASAS 


criteria. For AS, the prevalence is thought to be around 0.25% in European populations.
20


 It is around 


three times more common in men than in women.
21


 A recent study published in the US reported an 


estimated AS prevalence of 0.52-0.55%, and the prevalence of axSpA as approximately 1.0-1.4%.
22


 


The proportion of nr-axSpA among patients with axSpA is estimated to be between 20-80%.
23


 Each 


year in the UK, an estimated 2% of patients in a general practice will present with back pain, and up 


to 5% of these will show features of AS.
24


  


Measurement of disease 


There are a number of components and measures of disease activity in axSpA:
25


 a patient’s health 


related quality of life is determined by both by physical functioning and by disease activity. In turn, 


physical function is determined by spinal mobility and disease activity, and spinal mobility is 


determined by structural damage and inflammation of the spine.
25


 In nr-axSpA a patient may have 


significant inflammation but no detectable structural damage, in AS a patient may have both 


significant inflammation and structural damage, and in late AS there may be less inflammation but 


extensive structural damage. 


The main tools used for the assessment of various components of the disease are listed in Table 1. 


Table 1 Disease assessment tools 


Assessment measures 


Tool Disease 


component 


Description 


BASDAI  - Bath 


Ankylosing 


Spondylitis disease 


activity Index   


Disease 


activity 


 


Consists of a 1 through 10 scale (one being no problem and 10 being the worst 


problem) which is used to answer 6 questions pertaining to the 5 major symptoms 


of AS: 


Fatigue 


Spinal pain 


Joint pain / swelling 


Areas of localized tenderness (also called enthesitis, or inflammation of tendons and 


ligaments) 


Morning stiffness duration 


Morning stiffness severity 


 


BASFI 


Bath Ankylosing 


Spondylitis 


Functional Index 


(BASFI) 


Functional 


ability 


 


Patient assesses difficulty on a ten point scale (1 is easy and 10 is impossible) for 


each of 10 items: 


Putting on your socks or tights without help or aids (e.g. sock aid 


Bending from the waist to pick up a pen from the floor without aid. 


Reaching up to a high shelf without help or aids (e.g. helping hand). 


Getting up from an armless chair without your hands or any other help. 


Getting up off the floor without help from lying on your back. 


Standing unsupported for 10 minutes without discomfort. 


Climbing 12-15 steps without using a handrail or walking aid. 


Looking over your shoulder without turning your body. 


Doing physically demanding activities (e.g. physiotherapy exercises, gardening or 


sports). 


Doing a full day’s activities whether it be at home or at work. 
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BASMI - Bath 


Ankylosing 


Spondylitis 


Metrology index 


Disease 


activity 


Spinal 


mobility 


Clinician assessment of: cervical rotation, tragus to wall distance, lumbar side 


flexion,  modified Schober’s, intermalleolar distance 


 


ASDAS Disease 


activity 


 


Calculated from BASDAI questions on spinal pain, peripheral arthritis, and duration 


of morning stiffness, patients global assessment of disease activity, and CRP (or 


ESR if CRP not available) 


mSASSS Structural 


damage 


In the mSASSS the anterior vertebral corners of the cervical (lower border of C2 to 


upper border of T1) and lumbar (lower border of T12 to upper border of  S1) 


segments (a total of 24 VCs) are scored at a lateral view, for the presence of erosion 


and/or sclerosis and/or squaring (1 point), syndesmophyte (2 points) and bridging 


syndesmophyte (3 points). The total score ranges from 0 to 72. The mSASSS has 


shown better reliability and sensitivity to change than other radiographic scoring 


methods.26 


MRI assessments   


Measures of response  


BASDAI 50 Response 


criterion 


>50% improvement in BASDAI 


ASAS 20 Response 


criterion 


>20% improvement and >1 unit absolute improvement (range 1-10) in 3 of 4 


domains: BASFI, Spinal pain, Patient GDA and inflammation (BASDAI Q5 and 6), 


with no worsening of >20% improvement and >1 unit absolute in the 4th domain. 


ASAS 40 Response 


criterion 


>40% improvement and >2 units absolute improvement (range 1-10) in 3 of 4 


domains: BASFI, Spinal pain, Patient GDA and inflammation (BASDAI Q5 and 6), 


with no worsening at all in the 4th domain. 


ASAS partial 


remission 


Response 


criterion 


A value of >2 units absolute improvement (range 1-10) in each of 4 domains: 


BASFI, Spinal pain, Patient GDA and inflammation (BASDAI Q5and 6). 


ASAS 5/6 Response 


criterion 


Improvement in 5 out of 6 domains (using pre-defined % improvements) without 


deterioration in the 6th domain: 


Pain, Patient global assessment, function, inflammation, spinal mobility, CRP 


ASDAS major 


improvement 


Response 


criterion 


>2 units improvements in ASDAS 


 


Placebo response 


The term ‘placebo effect’ can be used to describe different types of ‘effect’ but it generally 


encompasses one or more of three different meanings. Firstly, there is the temporal (before-after) 


change after placebo medication, in which the effects of a placebo intervention cannot be 


distinguished from the natural course of the disease, or regression to the mean. Secondly, there is the 


causal effect of placebo intervention associated with the treatment ritual, and finally the effect of all 


the psychological processes involved in the interaction between doctor and patient
27


For the placebo-


controlled trials in AS and nr-axSpA these non-pharmacological components can be assumed to act 


equally in the anti-TNF and placebo arms. Results from the placebo arms measure the non-


pharmacological effects and the difference between the anti-TNF and placebo arms measures the 


pharmacological effect. All three components of the placebo effect could be important to consider 


when evaluating trials in this assessment, although once the trial treatment periods have ended it is 


likely that the effect of the natural course of the disease becomes the most important factor of any 
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‘placebo’ effect. Estimated cost-effectiveness ratios and associated policy decisions may be sensitive 


to assumptions regarding the mechanism underlying placebo responses.
28


 


The natural course of disease activity in AS is known to vary over time with exacerbations, or flares, 


being common. In a study of flares in patients with AS, clinically relevant changes in BASDAI (but 


not in function) were noted during minor/localised flares (which occurred in 59% of patients in any 


given week). Although major/generalised flares were less common (reported in 12% of patients in any 


given week) they were associated with clinically relevant changes in both disease activity and 


function.
29


 Pain is a key component of BASDAI and the ASAS responder outcomes; a Cochrane 


systematic review of placebos for all clinical conditions found that placebo interventions can 


influence patient-reported outcomes, especially pain (and nausea).
30


 The authors also concluded that it 


was difficult to distinguish patient-reported effects of placebo from biased reporting, and that the 


effect on pain varied from negligible to clinically important, even among trials with low risk of bias. 


2.2 Current service provision  


Management of disease 


Short- and long-term treatment goals for axSpA include minimising pain and stiffness, maintaining 


function and posture, arresting disease progression and maintaining quality of life and ability to work. 


Current conventional therapy for axSpA includes acute anti-inflammatory treatment with non-


steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and physiotherapy and exercise.  


Conventional therapy for AS is limited to NSAIDs (despite very limited supporting clinical trial 


evidence)
31


and recommendations regarding appropriate physical activity. Other statements in the 


ASAS/EULAR recommendations for the management of AS include: analgesics such as paracetamol 


and opioid-like drugs may be considered for residual pain. Glucocorticoid injections into the direct 


site of inflammation (but not systemic) may be of benefit. The use of disease-modifying anti-


rheumatic drugs (DMARDs, such as methotrexate and sulfasalazine) has been all but abandoned after 


evidence of lack of benefit. The cornerstone of non-pharmacological treatment of patients with AS is 


patient education and regular exercise; home exercises are effective. Physical therapy with supervised 


exercises, land or water based, individually or in a group, should be preferred as these are more 


effective than home exercises. Patient associations and self-help groups may be useful. A Cochrane 


review of 11 trials concluded that the current best available evidence suggests that physiotherapy is 


beneficial for people with AS, but that it is still not clear which treatment protocol, duration and 


intensity, should be recommended in the management of AS.
32


 Physiotherapy is universally 


recommended 
33


 but variable in practice. 


Biologic drugs are the only treatment shown to be efficacious in the treatment of symptoms and signs 


of disease activity in axSpA and AS. Current NICE and BSR guidance recommends treatment with 
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the anti-TNFs adalimumab, etanercept and golimumab in adults with active (severe) AS only if 


certain criteria are fulfilled, but it does not recommend infliximab for AS.
1, 2


 


2.3 Description of technology under assessment  


Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) inhibitors (adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


golimumab and infliximab), also referred to as anti-TNFs, are typically used when the disease has not 


responded adequately to conventional therapy. They target the activation of tumour necrosis factor-


alpha (TNF-alpha) and its subsequent activation of downstream inflammatory processes, and as such 


have the potential to offer symptom control as well as altering disease progression. Adalimumab, 


certolizumab pegol, golimumab and infliximab are monoclonal antibodies, whereas etanercept is a 


recombinant human TNF receptor fusion protein.  


Adalimumab, etanercept, golimumab and infliximab are licensed in the UK for the treatment of adults 


with severe active AS that has responded inadequately to conventional therapy. Certolizumab pegol is 


licensed for the treatment of adults with severe active AS whose disease has responded inadequately 


to, or who are intolerant of, NSAIDs. 


Adalimumab, etanercept and certolizumab pegol are also licensed for the treatment of adults with 


severe nr-axSpA with objective signs of inflammation (including elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) 


and/or positive MRI), whose disease has responded inadequately to, or who are intolerant of NSAIDs. 


Golimumab and infliximab do not currently have a UK marketing authorisation for nr-axSpA. Current 


NICE guidance recommends treatment with adalimumab, etanercept or golimumab in adults with 


active (severe) AS only if certain criteria are fulfilled (including a stipulation that patients must have 


tried at least two different NSAIDs, which have failed to control symptoms), but it does not 


recommend infliximab for AS.
1, 2


 Anti-TNFs for patients with nr-axSpA have not previously been 


appraised by NICE. 


3 Definition of decision problem 


3.1 Decision problem in terms of PICOS and other key issues  


The decision problem relates to the optimal use of adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, 


golimumab, and infliximab, within their respective licensed indications, for the treatment of 


severe/active ankylosing spondylitis, or severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence 


of ankylosing spondylitis (but with objective signs of inflammation). 


3.2 Previous NICE appraisals 


In the previous NICE Technology Appraisal TA143, adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab were 


evaluated for AS, while in TA233 golimumab was evaluated for AS. A number of key areas of 
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uncertainty and potential limitations of the evidence base were identified from these appraisals. These 


include: 


1. A lack of direct head-to-head trial evidence evaluating the relative efficacy and safety of the 


TNF-alpha inhibitors;  


2. A lack of evidence on the efficacy and safety of the sequential use of TNF-alpha inhibitors; 


3. The long-term effectiveness of TNF-alpha inhibitors in controlling disease activity; 


4. The rate of disease progression in responders and non-responders to treatment, and those on 


placebo; 


5. The proportion of patients who may experience a significant improvement in their condition 


without TNF-alpha inhibitor treatment; 


6. The rate of treatment withdrawal on TNF-alpha inhibitors and the degree to which a patient’s 


condition might be expected to rebound if therapy is withdrawn;  


7. The adverse effects associated with the long-term use of TNF-alpha inhibitors; 


8. The impact of TNF-alpha inhibitors on the progression of structural damage in the spine and 


functional disability associated with ankylosis; 


9. The time horizon appropriate for considering the cost-effectiveness of TNF-alpha inhibitors; 


10. A lack of registry data of patients receiving TNF-alpha inhibitors for severe active AS. 


This assessment would consider each of these areas of uncertainty and identify the relevant evidence 


available to inform the limitations of the previous appraisals. 


3.3 Overall aims and objectives of assessment 


The aim of the study is to determine the clinical effectiveness, safety, and cost-effectiveness within 


the NHS of adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, and infliximab, within their 


respective licensed indications, for the treatment of severe active ankylosing spondylitis, or severe 


axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (but with objective 


signs of inflammation).  If evidence allows, the clinical- and cost-effectiveness of sequential use of 


these treatments will also be evaluated. 


4 Assessment of Clinical Effectiveness 


4.1 Methods for reviewing effectiveness 


4.1.1 Inclusion criteria 


Two reviewers independently screened all titles and abstracts. Full manuscripts of any titles/abstracts 


that were relevant were obtained where possible and the relevance of each study assessed by two 


reviewers according to the criteria below. Any discrepancies were resolved by consensus and, when 


necessary, a third reviewer was consulted. Studies available only as abstracts were included. 
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Study design 


For the review of clinical efficacy RCTs were eligible, including any open-label extensions of RCTs. 


Adverse events data were sought from existing reviews and other appropriately large studies. For 


studies of natural history, long-term effectiveness, adherence, and sequential use, published analyses 


based on large and long-term data sets (including studies of registry data) were eligible.  


Interventions 


Adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, infliximab or any of their biosimilars were 


eligible. 


Comparators 


Relevant comparators were conventional management strategies (either with or without placebo) and 


also the different TNF-alpha inhibitors listed above (i.e. head-to-head trials). 


Participants 


Studies of adults with either severe active ankylosing spondylitis or severe axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation 


(such as elevated C-reactive protein levels or a positive MRI scan) were eligible. Patients with 


predominantly peripheral spondyloarthritis were excluded. Data relating to serious adverse effects 


associated with anti-TNF agents used in other indications were also considered. 


Outcomes 


Studies reporting the following outcomes were eligible: 


 Multiple domain response criteria: (e.g. ASAS 20, ASAS 40, ASAS 5/6 and ASAS partial 


remission) 


 Disease activity (e.g. BASDAI) 


 Functional capacity (e.g. BASFI) 


 Disease progression (e.g. mSASSS) 


 Pain (e.g. VAS scores) 


 Peripheral symptoms (including enthesitis, peripheral arthritis and dactylitis) 


 Symptoms of extra-articular manifestations (including anterior uveitis, inflammatory bowel 


disease and psoriasis) 


 Health-related quality of life (e.g. EQ-5D) 


 Rates of treatment discontinuation and withdrawal 


 Adverse events 


For adverse events the evaluation specifically focussed on known possible adverse events of anti-


TNFs, such as reactivation of latent tuberculosis, malignancies, non-melanoma skin cancer, severe 
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infections, congestive heart failure, and injection site reactions. Withdrawals due to adverse events, 


and events categorised as serious adverse events were also evaluated. 


4.1.2 Searches 


The following databases were searched for relevant clinical and cost-effectiveness research: 


 MEDLINE 


 EMBASE 


 CINAHL Plus 


 Science Citation Index 


 ClinicalTrials.gov 


 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 


 Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 


 Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects 


 International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) 


 Health Technology Assessment Database 


 Conference Proceedings Citation Index - Science 


 National Guidelines Clearinghouse 


 NHS Evidence 


 NHS Clinical Knowledge Summaries 


 NHS Economic Evaluation Database 


The terms for search strategies were identified through discussion within the research team, by 


scanning the background literature and browsing the Medline Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). No 


date or language limits were applied. As several databases were searched, some degree of duplication 


resulted. To manage this issue, the titles and abstracts of bibliographic records were imported into 


Endnote bibliographic management software to remove duplicate records. The full search strategies 


used in each database are listed in Appendix 1.  


4.1.3 Data extraction 


Data relating to study design, outcome results and quality were extracted by one reviewer using a 


standardised data extraction form and independently checked for accuracy by a second reviewer. 


Disagreements were resolved through consensus, and when necessary, a third reviewer was consulted. 


Data from studies with multiple publications were extracted and reported as a single study. Data were 


also extracted from the manufacturer submissions when they were not available from other sources. 


Clinicaltrials.gov records and relevant FDA or EMA reports were also used to extract any missing 


data. Where data could only be estimated from graphs, the estimates used in the previous assessment 


report
34


 were used when available. In light of the multi-domain outcomes which incorporated pain 
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scores (the ASAS and BASDAI outcomes), it was decided that pain scores on their own would not be 


extracted. 


4.1.4 Critical appraisal 


The quality of RCTs was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool,
35


 with additional assessments 


made for baseline imbalance of important prognostic indicators.
36


 The relevant prognostic and 


treatment response indicators were identified from both published research and clinical advice. The 


risk of bias assessments were performed by one reviewer, and independently checked by a second. 


Disagreements were resolved through consensus, and when necessary, a third reviewer was consulted. 


Open-label extension studies were evaluated based on the imputation methods and patient withdrawal 


criteria used.  


4.1.5 Methods of data synthesis 


This section describes the data set construction and meta-analyses conducted for the different 


outcomes individually. Section 6 provides detailed evidence synthesis methods that incorporate 


different outcomes within one analysis, and presents clinical outcome estimates appropriate for the 


economic model. 


Results of the data extraction in terms of study characteristics and quality assessment are presented in 


Tables and summarised narratively. Results of open-label studies, drug survival and switching studies, 


and natural history studies were also summarised narratively. Since several of the RCTs were 


placebo-controlled up to 24 weeks, only time points beyond 24 weeks were evaluated in the open-


label studies. Adverse event data from the RCTs were pooled when enough data was identified, 


otherwise the adverse event data and the other studies relating specifically to adverse events were 


summarised narratively. 


Clinical effectiveness data were synthesised using Bayesian meta-analysis methods. The main 


analysis was of outcomes reported from 10 to 16 weeks. A sensitivity analysis was done of outcomes 


reported from 24 to 30 weeks. 


Dosage and pooling of trial arms 


The doses included in the analyses were: 


 adalimumab: 40mg every other week, 


 certolizumab pegol: 200mg every 2 weeks, 400mg every 4 weeks 


 etanercept: 25mg twice weekly, 50mg weekly 


 golimumab: 50mg every month 


 infliximab: 5mg/kg at 0,2,6 + weeks 
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Golimumab of 100mg every 4 weeks was excluded when it was not used according to its licence. 


Data from active treatment arms were pooled in trials which studied different doses. This occurred for 


certolizumab pegol 200mg every 2 weeks and 400mg every 4 weeks; and etanercept 25mg twice 


weekly and 50mg weekly. 


Data imputation and assumptions 


Medians were treated as means. Although the median may not be exactly the same as the mean, the 


median was considered to give sufficiently accurate information. Standard deviations were estimated 


from inter-quartile ranges, the method of which is described in Appendix 2. Where no standard 


deviation was reported, the highest standard deviation from the other trials was used as a conservative 


estimate. 


In the meta-analyses, ‘change from baseline’ outcomes were used in the analysis for continuous 


outcomes. Where these were not reported, but adequate baseline and final value outcomes were 


reported, the change from baseline and its standard deviation were derived from the baseline and final 


values and their standard deviations. The detailed methods are described in Appendix 2.  


The imputation of change from baseline or final values required a within-trial correlation estimate, 


and trials that reported the standard deviations of baseline, change from baseline and final values were 


used to estimate the within-trial correlation. For BASDAI the within-study correlation varied from 


0.33 to 0.67 across four trials. Given the small samples of some trials the within-study correlation can 


vary significantly from trial to trial. For the base case analysis, a correlation estimate of 0.3 was used 


and an estimate of 0.7 was tested in sensitivity analysis. For the calculation of final values, the lowest 


possible correlation was used when 0.3 or 0.7 were not feasible solutions (see Appendix 2). 


Change from baseline was imputed for three trials for BASDAI, five trials for BASFI, one trial for 


BASMI, two trials for SF-36pcs, and one trial for SF-36mcs. For each of these outcomes, one of the 


imputations was for a trial with a non-radiographic population. 


Binary event outcomes 


Odds ratios were derived for binary event outcomes. Relative risks were also derived from the odds 


ratios using the placebo absolute risks estimated from all the trials measuring the relevant outcome 


within weeks 10 to 16. The relative risk estimates are therefore based on the population distribution of 


the trials across the interventions. As the placebo absolute risk was based on more trials than those 


informing the odds ratios for some outcomes, the 95% credible interval estimates of the relative risk 


were narrower than the credible interval estimates of the odds ratio. The placebo absolute risk was 


estimated using both fixed- and random-effect models within WinBUGS. Since the random- effect 


model for the placebo absolute risk was a better fit than the fixed effect model according to the DIC 
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statistic, the placebo absolute risks from the random effect models were used. For the ASAS 


outcomes, fewer trials reported the greater response outcomes, so a prior distribution was used for the 


between-study standard deviation based on the closest ASAS outcome (see Appendix 2).   


Analyses 


Analyses were conducted in WinBUGS. See Section 6 for more details on the models. For each 


outcome, multiple-treatment meta-analyses were conducted assuming that the treatments had 


independent effects (related to models A1 (fixed effect) and A2 (random effects) in Section 6). They 


were also run assuming that they had a common class effect (related to models A3 (fixed effect) and 


A4 (random effects) in Section 6), and the DIC statistic was used to determine the model that best 


fitted the data. The random effect models with independent treatment effects were assumed to have a 


common between-study variance across the comparisons in the network.  


The sensitivity of random effect models to the between-study standard deviation priors was tested. I
2
 


statistics for heterogeneity were calculated for random effect models that were insensitive to change 


in the prior distribution for the between-study standard deviation. Results for random effect models 


when the results were not sensitive to prior distributions.  


4.2  Clinical Effectiveness Results  


4.2.1 Quantity and quality of research available 


The electronic database searches identified 2,284 references. After screening titles and abstracts, full 


copies of 198 papers were assessed for inclusion in the review. Three trials of axSpA populations 


were excluded because results were not available separately for the ankylosing spondylitis and nr-


axSpA populations.
37-39


 One study of adalimumab appeared likely to be eligible, but was excluded as 


it was only available as a ClinicalTrials.gov record, without any results or further study details.
40


 One 


excluded study was an ongoing trial of golimumab (called GO-AHEAD).
41


 


Twenty-eight eligible RCTs were identified, with 24 being suitable for data synthesis. Three 


etanercept trials were not suitable for data synthesis because the study durations were only six 


weeks,
42-44


 and one infliximab trial was unsuitable because a (currently) unlicensed dose (3mg/kg) had 


been studied.
45


 The Barkham 2009 trial of infliximab in nr-axSpA patients (see Table 2) was included 


in the clinical efficacy section because, even though infliximab is not currently licensed for patients 


with nr-axSpA, the dose used in this trial was the same as that licensed for AS. Furthermore, there 


was no reason to think it could not be considered in the same class as the other anti-TNFs when 


treating a nr-axSpA population. The results of the trial therefore had the potential to be useful to help 


inform the relative efficacy of anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA. 
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Of the seventeen RCTs in which participants were studied beyond the randomised phase (i.e. in open-


label studies) 71 additional full publications or conference abstracts were identified. Figure 1 


illustrates the flow of studies through the review process. 


 


 


Figure 1 Flowchart showing the number of studies identified and included 
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Study characteristics 


Table 2 lists the 24 eligible RCTs (and all the RCT-related references) which were eligible for 


inclusion in the network meta-analysis. Six trials compared adalimumab versus placebo, one 


compared certolizumab pegol versus placebo, seven compared etanercept versus placebo, three 


compared golimumab versus placebo, five compared infliximab versus placebo, one compared 


etanercept with infliximab and one compared infliximab with an infliximab biosimilar (CT-P13). 


Most placebo-controlled phases lasted for 12 weeks. All but seven of the trials were extended into 


open-label (unblinded) phases, with 11 studies having a total duration of at least a year.  


Of the trials suitable for analysis, most were conducted in Europe and/or North America; four were 


conducted in China. Four studies recruited a nr-axSpA population, 19 an ankylosing spondylitis 


population and one recruited both populations.
46


 Table 3 details the baseline characteristics of the 


populations studied. In the nr-axSpA studies around half the participants were male, whereas in the 


AS studies around three-quarters were male. All trials recruited participants with active disease: half 


the trials specified that participants had to have failed one or more NSAID, and a BASDAI score of 


≥4 was used as an entry requirement in most, with the exception of six early trials where a BASDAI 


criterion was not stated. 
47-51


Notwithstanding these entry criteria, the recruited participants mostly still 


took an NSAID (between around 80-90% of participants, though reported in only 12 trials) and had 


quite high mean (or median) BASDAI scores: most were between 5.5 and 6.5 (the range across all 


trial arms was 5.3 to 7). BASFI scores varied more widely, ranging between 3.2 and 6.7. Variation in 


CRP levels was also apparent, with lower values in the nr-axSpA trials being evident. Trials which 


reported both mean and median CRP showed skewed distributions, with means being higher than 


medians.
46, 52, 53


 The upper limits of normal used for defining elevated CRP in the nr-axSpA trials 


were either unclear
52


 or varied, being 3mg/l,
54


 6mg/l
55


or 7.9mg/l.
46


 One nr-axSpA study recruited only 


MRI-positive patients.
56


 In the remaining nr-axSpA trials the proportion of MRI-positive patients 


ranged from 51%
52


 to 81%.
54
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Table 2 General trial characteristics 


Study Interventions Anti-TNF dose Country/ 


Continent 


Population  Duration of 


placebo-


controlled 


phase 


(weeks) 


Total duration of 


study, including 


any open-label 


extension phase 


Haibel 200855, 57, 58 Adalimumab  


Placebo 


40mg every other 


week  


Germany 


 


nr-axSpA with inflammation 


Inadequate response /intolerance to NSAIDs 


12 1 year 


Hu 201259 Adalimumab  


Placebo 


40 mg every other 


week 


China 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response /intolerance to NSAIDs 


 


12 24 weeks 


Huang 201460 Adalimumab  


Placebo 


40 mg every other 
week 


China 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response /intolerance to NSAIDs 


 


12 24 weeks 


Lambert 200761 Adalimumab  


Placebo 


40 mg every other 


week 


Canada 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response to an NSAID or 
DMARD 


12 1 year 


ABILITY-1 201352, 62 Adalimumab 


 Placebo 


40mg every other 


week 


Australia,  


Europe, North 
America 


nr-axSpA with inflammation 


Inadequate response/ contraindication to 


NSAIDs 


12 3 years 


ATLAS 200663-65 Adalimumab  


Placebo 


40 mg every other 


week 


USA, Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response to an NSAID or 


DMARD 


12 5 years 


RAPID-axSpA 201446, 66-


71 


Certolizumab 


pegol  


Placebo 


200mg every 2 


weeks, or 


400mg every 4 
weeks 


Europe, North 


America, Latin 
America 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis  


nr-axSpA with inflammation 


Inadequate response /intolerance to NSAIDs 


 


12 96 weeks 


Barkham 201072 Etanercept 


Placebo 


25mg twice 


weekly 


UK 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 12 12 weeks 


Davis 200347, 73 Etanercept  


Placebo 


25mg twice 


weekly 


North America, 


Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 24 168 weeks 
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Study Interventions Anti-TNF dose Country/ 


Continent 


Population  Duration of 


placebo-


controlled 


phase 


(weeks) 


Total duration of 


study, including 


any open-label 


extension phase 


Dougados 201174, 75 Etanercept  


Placebo 


50mg weekly Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response to NSAIDs 


12 24 weeks 


Dougados 201454, 76, 77 Etanercept  


Placebo 


50mg weekly Europe, Asia, 


South America 


 


nr-axSpA 


Inadequate response to NSAIDs 


12 48 weeks 


Gorman 200249, 78-80 Etanercept  


Placebo 


25mg twice 


weekly 


USA 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 16 40 weeks 


Calin 200448, 81, 82 Etanercept  


Placebo 


25 mg twice 


weekly 


Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 12 5 years 


Van der Heijde 200651, 83 Etanercept  


Placebo 


25 mg twice 


weekly, or 50mg 
weekly 


Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 12 12 weeks 


Giardina 201084, 85 Etanercept  


Infliximab 


50mg weekly; 


5mg/kg (at week 


0,2,6 and every 6 


weeks) 


Italy 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response to NSAIDs 


N/A 12 weeks 


GO-RAISE 200886-90 Golimumab  


Placebo 


50mg or 100mg  


every 4 weeks 


North America, 


Europe, Asia 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 16 4 years 


Bao 201453, 91 Golimumab  


Placebo 


50mg every 4 


weeks 


China 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 14 1 year 


Tam 201492 Golimumab  


Placebo 


50mg every 4 


weeks 


China (Hong 


Kong) 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response to NSAIDs 


24 1 year 


Barkham 2009 56, 93 Infliximab  


Placebo 


5 mg/kg (at 0, 2, 
6, and 12 weeks) 


UK 


 


nr-axSpA with inflammation 16 16 weeks 


Braun 200294, 95 Infliximab  


Placebo 


5mg/kg (at weeks 
0,2,6) 


Germany 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 12 8 years 
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Study Interventions Anti-TNF dose Country/ 


Continent 


Population  Duration of 


placebo-


controlled 


phase 


(weeks) 


Total duration of 


study, including 


any open-label 


extension phase 


Marzo-Ortega 200550 Infliximab+m


ethotrexate 


Placebo+meto
trexate 


5mg/kg (at weeks 


0,2,6,14,22) 


UK 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 30 30 weeks 


Van den Bosch 200296 Infliximab  


Placebo 


5mg/kg (at weeks 


0,2,6) 


Belgium 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 12 12 weeks 


ASSERT97-104 Infliximab  


Placebo 


5mg/kg (at weeks 


0,2,6,12,18) 


North America, 


Europe 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


Inadequate response /intolerance to NSAIDs 


24 2 years 


PLANETAS 2013105, 106 CT-P13 


biosimilarInfli


ximab 


5mg/kg  


 


5mg/kg  


 


Europe, Asia, 
Latin America 


 


Ankylosing spondylitis 


 


N/A 2 years (using 


randomised 


interventions up to 
54 weeks) 
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Table 3 Baseline characteristics of trial populations 


Trial Patient 


Group 


Trial 


arm 


n % 


Male 


Mean or 


median 


age (SD) 


% on 


an 


NSAID 


Mean or 


median 
symptom 


duration 


(years) 


Mean 


(SD) [SE] 


or median 


(IQR) 
BASDAI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASFI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASMI 


Mean or 


median 


CRP 


mg/L, 
(SD) 


% 


HLA


-B27 
+ve 


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR) 


SF-36 MCS  


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR)  


SF-36 PCS  


Mean 


(SD)or 


median 
ASQoL  


Haibel 


200855 


nr-axSpA  ADA 22 41 38  NR 7 6.5 (1.2) 5.4 (2) 1.3 (1.2) 6.2 (5.8) 59 41.3 (12.5) 28.8 (7.6) 10.8 (3.7) 


nr-axSpA  PLA 24 50 37  NR 8 6.2 (1.3) 4.9 (1.6) 1.3 (1.6) 7.8 (7.0) 75 43.6 (11.1) 30.7 (6) 9.5 (3) 


Hu 


201259 


AS ADA 26 92 28.2 (6.9) NR 7.4 5.9 (1.4) 3.7 (2.1) - 24.6 96 - - - 


AS PLA 20 100 27.4 (7.2) NR 7.6 6.2 (1.1) 3.9 (2) - 32.1 95 - - - 


Huang 


201460 


AS ADA 229 81 30.1 (8.7) 80 8.1 6.0 (1.4) 4.3 (2.3) 3.4 (1.4) 22.4 (24) 96 36.2 (10.7) 33.8 (7) - 


AS PLA 115 83 29.6 (7.5) 78 7.7 6.2 (1.4) 4.4 (2.3) 3.4 (1.5) 23 (30) 95 35 (10.6) 32.2 (6.7) - 


Lambert 


200761 


AS ADA 38 76 41.9 (11.1) NR 14.5 6.2 (1.7) 5.3 (2) - 18 87 - - - 


AS PLA 44 82 40 (10.9) NR 12.1 6.5 (1.6) 5.6 (2.2) - 23 82 - - - 


ABILITY


-1 
201352* 


nr-axSpA  ADA 69 46 38.3 (11.7) NR 10.7 6.4 (1.6) 4.5 (2.1) 2.7  8.6 (13.1) NR - 33.3 (7.8) - 


nr-axSpA  PLA 73 45 38.3 (10.5) NR 10.5 6.4 (1.5) 4.8 (2.3) 2.7  9.3 (10.9) NR - 33.2 (8.2) - 


ATLAS 


2006 63 


AS ADA 208 76 41.7 (11.7) 80 11.3 6.3 (1.7) 5.2 (2.2) 3.8 (2.2) 18 78 43.4 (12) 32.9 (8) 10.2 (4) 


AS PLA 107 74 43.4 (11.3) 79 10 6.3 (1.7) 5.6 (2.2) 4.2 (2.1) 22 79 44.4 (12) 31.8 (8) 10.6 (4) 


RAPID-


axSpA 
201446  


AS CER 


200mg 


65 72 41 (10.8) 91 8.8 6.5 (1.7) 5.6 (2.3) 4.2 (1.6) 14 82 - - - 


AS CER 


400mg 


56 73 41.9 (11.5) 91 8.8 6.2 (1.3) 5.7 (2.3) 4.3 (1.8) 12.9 79 - - - 


AS PLA 57 72 41.6 (12.8) 90 10.2 6.4 (1.9) 6.0 (2) 4.7 (1.6) 16.6 84 - - - 


RAPID-


axSpA 
2014)46 


nr-axSpA  CER 


200mg 


46 44 36.6 (13) 83 4.8 6.5 (1.4) 4.8 (2.2) 3.1 (1.4) 10 74 - - - 


nr-axSpA  CER 


400mg 


51 53 37.5 (10.8) 86 7.3 6.6 (1.6) 5.1 (2.4) 3.3 (1.5) 12.1 73 - - - 


nr-axSpA  PLA 50 48 38 (11.8) 82 4.5 6.4 (1.5) 4.9 (2.2) 3.1 (1.6) 13.5 78 - - - 
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Trial Patient 


Group 


Trial 


arm 


n % 


Male 


Mean or 


median 


age (SD) 


% on 


an 


NSAID 


Mean or 


median 
symptom 


duration 


(years) 


Mean 


(SD) [SE] 


or median 


(IQR) 
BASDAI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASFI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASMI 


Mean or 


median 


CRP 


mg/L, 
(SD) 


% 


HLA


-B27 
+ve 


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR) 


SF-36 MCS  


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR)  


SF-36 PCS  


Mean 


(SD)or 


median 
ASQoL  


Barkham 


201072 


AS ETA 20 75 40.8 (9.7) NR 11 6.1 (1.7) 5.6 (2.0) -  NR - - - 


AS PLA 20 85 39.4 (10.1) NR 20 5.5 (1.7) 5.3 (1.8) -  NR - - - 


Davis 


200347 


AS ETA 138 76 42.1  91 10.1 5.8 [0.15] 5.2  - 19 84 - - - 


AS PLA 139 76 41.9  92 10.5 6.0 [0.14] 5.6 - 20 84 - - - 


Dougados 
201174 


AS ETA 39 95 46 (11) NR 19 6.4 (1.2) 6.3 (2.0) 5.7 (1.4) 25 (31) 79 - - - 


AS PLA 43 91 48 (10) NR 23 5.8 (1.5) 5.7 (1.9) 5.8 (1.3) 17 (19) 86 - - - 


Dougados 


201454** 


nr-axSpA  ETA 106 64 31.9 (7.8) *** 2.4 ********


* 
********


* 
1.4 (1.3) 6.8 67 - *********


* 


*******


** 


nr-axSpA  PLA 109 57 32 (7.8) ** 2.5 ********


* 
********


* 
1.2 (1.3) 6.4 76 - *********


* 


*******


** 


Gorman 


200249 


AS ETA 20 65 ******* 80 **** - 4.5 (2.1) - 20 95 - - - 


AS PLA 20 90 ******* 95 **** - 3.2 (2.5) - 15 90 - - - 


Calin 


200448 


AS ETA 45 80 45.3 (9.5) 89 15.0 6.1  6.0 - 154 NR - - - 


AS PLA 39 77 40.7 (11.4) 85 9.7 5.9  5.7 - 97 NR - - - 


Van der 


Heijde 


200651 


AS ETA 


25mg 


150 76 39.8 (10.7) 85 10.0 5.9(1.7) 5.8 (2.0) - 19.8 
(20.8) 


NR - - - 


AS ETA 


50mg 


155 70 41.5 (11) 80 9.0 6.2 (1.7) 6.1 (2.0) - 21.7 
(24.6) 


NR - - - 


AS PLA 51 78 40.1 (10.9) 78 8.5 6.1 (1.4) 6.0 (1.9) - 22 (22.9) NR - - - 


Giardina 


201084 


AS ETA 25 80 32.6 (6.8) NR 15.7 6.6 (1.1) 6.5 (1.1) 3.9 (1.7) 22.9 96 - - - 


AS INF 25 76 31.9 (9.2) NR 15.4 6.5 (1.2) 6.1 (0.9) 3.7 (1.6) 25 92 - - - 


GO-


RAISE 


AS GOL 


50mg 


138 74 38  90 11 6.6 (5.6, 


7.6) 


5 (3.2, 


6.7) 


3 (2, 4) 11 82 46.5 


(36.8,54.1) 


29.7 (22.5, 


35.3) 


- 
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Trial Patient 


Group 


Trial 


arm 


n % 


Male 


Mean or 


median 


age (SD) 


% on 


an 


NSAID 


Mean or 


median 
symptom 


duration 


(years) 


Mean 


(SD) [SE] 


or median 


(IQR) 
BASDAI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASFI  


Mean 


(SD) or 


median 


(IQR) 
BASMI 


Mean or 


median 


CRP 


mg/L, 
(SD) 


% 


HLA


-B27 
+ve 


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR) 


SF-36 MCS  


Mean (SD) 


or median 
(IQR)  


SF-36 PCS  


Mean 


(SD)or 


median 
ASQoL  


200886 AS GOL 


100mg 


140 70 38  88 9.5 7 (6.0, 


7.9) 


5.4 (3.4, 


7.3) 


3 (2, 5) 9 84 43.1 


(33.5,53.5) 


29.8 (25.2, 


35.5) 


- 


AS PLA 78 71 41  92 16.0 6.6 (5.7, 
7.7) 


4.9 (3.5, 
6.8) 


4 (2, 5) 11.5 85 46.2 
(37.1,54.8) 


28.3 (23.8, 
34.1) 


- 


Bao 


201453 


AS GOL 108 83 30.5 (10.3) 67 6.8 6.6 (1.3) 5 (2.4) 4 (1.9) 20.6 - 36.5 (10.5) 33.2 (7.8) - 


AS PLA 105 83 30.6 (8.6) 72 7.5 6.5 (1.5) 5 (2.4) 3.8 (1.6) 18.6 - 36.2 (11.5) 33.9 (7.7) - 


Tam 


201492 


AS GOL 20 90  35.6 (9.9) 85 8.0 6.2 (1.0) 4.6 (1.9) 5.0 


(4.0,7.0) 


23.9 


(18.6) 


- - - - 


AS PLA 21 90  34.2 (10) 100 11.0 6.2 (1.5) 4.1 (2.3) 3 (2.0, 


5.5) 


19.9 


(14.0) 


- - - - 


Barkham 


200956 


nr-axSpA  INF 20 75 29.5  90 13.4 5.9 4.4 - 5 100 - - 10 


nr-axSpA  PLA 20 75 28.2  90 17.2 5.8  4.1 - 11.5 100 - - 11 


Braun 


200294 


AS INF  34 68 40.6 (8) NR 16.4 6.5 (1.2) 5.4 (1.8) 3.7 (2.0) 24 91 51.5 (22.6) 46.5 (22.6) - 


AS PLA 35 63 39 (9.1) NR 14.9 6.3 (1.4) 5.1 (2.2) 3.7 (2.2) 18 88 65.4 (18.4) 47.6 (23.4) - 


Marzo-


Ortega 


200550 


AS INF 28 82 41  89 8 6.5 (1.9) 6.7  - 30.5 96 - - 14 


AS PLA 14 79 39  86 10 6.6 (2.1) 6  - 30 86 - - 13.5 


Van den 


Bosch 


200296 


AS INF  9 78 44.3 NR 10 5.9 4.7 5 41.0 89 - - - 


AS PLA 12 83 46.4 NR 17 5.3 5.9  4 25.7 75 - - - 


ASSERT 


200597 


AS INF 201 78 40 NR 7.7 6.6 


(5.2,7.1) 


5.7 


(4.5,7.1) 


- 15 87 47.6 (37.6, 


54.9) 


28.8 (23.8, 


33.7) 


- 


AS PLA 78 87 41  NR 13.2 6.5 


(5.3,7.6) 


6 


(4.1,7.2) 


- 17 89 45 (33.7, 


55.5) 


30.1 (24.9, 


36.2) 


- 


Park 


2013105 


AS INFC 125 79 38  NR  6.7 (1.4) 6.2 (1.9) 4 (2.1) 11 - - - - 


AS INF 125 82 38  NR  6.6 (1.6) 6.2 (2.2) 4.1 (2.1) 14 - - - - 
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* Licensed population ** Includes a small proportion (12%) of unlicensed patients
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Risk of bias 


Results of the risk of bias judgements are presented in Table 4. Further details, including judgement 


reasons, and the prognostic indicators of important baseline imbalance, are available in Appendix 3. 


Most trials were judged to have a low risk of bias overall; where possible bias was detected there was 


little indication to suggest that this varied across the different ant-TNF trials. 


Over half the trials did not report adequate details about methods of randomisation and allocation 


concealment, though in the majority of those trials (8 out of 14) an assessment could be made of 


whether groups were balanced in all five of the important prognostic indicators of treatment response. 


Using both randomisation method details and a baseline assessment to judge the risk of selection bias, 


15 trials were judged as having a low risk of selection bias, five trials were judged as having an 


unclear risk,
51, 55, 72, 91, 107


 and four a high risk;
48, 49, 56, 96


 in one of these four trials the risk was deemed 


likely to be due to a chance effect.
49


 


The risk of performance bias arising from lack of blinding of participants and personnel was low in 20 


trials, unclear in three trials
46, 59, 61


 and high in the one head-to-head trial, where blinding would have 


been difficult to achieve due to the different modes and timings of delivery (weekly injection for 


etanercept versus six-weekly infusion for infliximab).
84


 All except one of the trials were at low risk of 


detection bias, since they were all adequately placebo-controlled (except the head-to-head trial), with 


nearly all the key outcomes being self-reported by patients (a noTable exception being BASMI). The 


blinded patients were the outcome assessors, and the effect of any unblinded study personnel on 


patient questionnaire responses was likely to be minimal at most.  The proportion of patients 


withdrawing or dropping-out of trials was generally low; most trials received low risk judgements for 


attrition bias. In two of the trials with unclear risk judgements, there were nevertheless reasons to 


suspect the possibility of important bias (see Appendix 3). 
59, 72


 Of the studies with missing data which 


also reported details on the populations and imputations used in analyses ‘last observation carried 


forward’ (LOCF) was used; this was done using a modified ITT approach in just over half the trials 


(in which patients had to have received at least one dose of treatment), and an ITT approach in the 


remaining trials (see Appendix 3). There was no evidence of reporting bias in any of the trials with all 


being judged as low risk, except for one trial with an unclear risk of bias.
59
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Table 4 Risk of bias assessment results 


Trial 


Bias domain 


1 Sequence 


generation 


2 Allocation 


concealment 


3 Important 


baseline 


imbalance 


Selection bias based 


on 1, 2, and 3. 


4 Blinding of 


participants and 


personnel  


5 Blinding of 


outcome 


assessment 


6 Incomplete 


outcome data  


7 Selective 


reporting  


Risk of bias judgement 


Adalimumab versus placebo 


Haibel 200855 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low 


Hu 201259 Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low Unclear Unclear 


Huang 201460 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Lambert 200761 Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low Low Low 


ABILITY-1 201352 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 


ATLAS 200663 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Certolizumab pegol versus placebo 


RAPID-axSpA 201446 Low Low Low Low Unclear Low Low Low 


Etanercept versus placebo 


Barkham 201072 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low 


Davis 200347 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Dougados 201174 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Dougados 201454 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 
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Trial 


Bias domain 


1 Sequence 


generation 


2 Allocation 


concealment 


3 Important 


baseline 


imbalance 


Selection bias based 


on 1, 2, and 3. 


4 Blinding of 


participants and 


personnel  


5 Blinding of 


outcome 


assessment 


6 Incomplete 


outcome data  


7 Selective 


reporting  


Risk of bias judgement 


Gorman 200249 Low Low High* High* Low Low Low Low 


Calin 200448 Unclear Unclear High High Low Low Low Low 


Van der Heijde 200651 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low 


Etanercept versus Infliximab 


Giardina 201084 High High Low Low High High Low Low 


Golimumab versus placebo 


GO-RAISE 200886 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Bao 201453 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low 


Tam 201492 Low Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low 


Infliximab versus placebo 


Barkham 2009 56 Unclear Unclear High High Low Low Low Low 


Braun 200294 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 


Marzo-Ortega 200550 Low Low Unclear Low Low Low Unclear Low 


Van den Bosch 200296 Unclear Unclear High High Low Low Low Low 


ASSERT97 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low Low 
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Trial 


Bias domain 


1 Sequence 


generation 


2 Allocation 


concealment 


3 Important 


baseline 


imbalance 


Selection bias based 


on 1, 2, and 3. 


4 Blinding of 


participants and 


personnel  


5 Blinding of 


outcome 


assessment 


6 Incomplete 


outcome data  


7 Selective 


reporting  


Risk of bias judgement 


Infliximab versus biosimilar infliximab (CT-P13) 


PLANETAS 2013105 Low Low Unclear  Low Low Low Low Low 


* Judged likely to be due to chance 
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4.2.2 Clinical effectiveness results – efficacy results from RCTs 


Individual results for all 24 trials are presented in Appendix 4.  


Exclusions from the meta-analyses 


Of the trials with results at between 10 and 16 weeks, one small head-to-head trial (n=50) comparing 


etanercept with infliximab was excluded, since it was redundant in a class effect model (in addition 


blinding was not feasible in this trial).
84


 One trial
105


 was excluded because it compared infliximab and 


CT-P13, and therefore did not include any of the relevant comparators needed for meta-analysis. The 


maximum number of studies included for any one outcome was 16. 


Exclusions from the sensitivity analyses 


Five studies were excluded in the sensitivity analyses due to risk of bias judgements.
48, 49, 59, 72, 96


 


Further details can be found in Appendix 3. A sensitivity analysis of the nr-axSpA trials was not 


performed since the only trial judged to have a high risk of bias had only 40 patients;
56


 any effect 


arising from the removal of such a small study would have been likely to have been minimal. 


The best model 


Models were run where it was assumed that: 


 there were different independent treatment effects, or 


 there was just one treatment class effect 


In addition, fixed-effect and random-effects models were run where there were sufficient data. These 


models relate to models A1, A2, A3 and A4 in Section 6. For the non-radiographic population, there 


were very few studies and therefore only fixed-effect analyses were conducted.  


The DIC and I
2 
results for each outcome (other than injection site reactions) are shown for the AS 


population in Table 5 and for the nr-axSpA population in Table 6. The lower the DIC for a given 


outcome, the better the model fit. I
2
 varies between 0% and 100%, with 0% representing no 


heterogeneity in the results and 100% indicating that all of the variation in the results can be explained 


by heterogeneity. The greater the value of I
2
, the more likely it is that a random-effects model would 


be a better fit. But this is not always the case as if there are few studies then there will be significant 


uncertainty around the between-study variance and therefore the I
2
 also. Random-effect model results 


and I
2
 results are not presented for some outcomes due to sensitivity to prior distributions in the 


model.  
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Table 5: The AS population model DIC statistics  


  DIC     I
2
 


  Independent- effects Class-effect 


Outcome Fixed Effect Random Effects Fixed Effect Random Effects 


 Related 


model in 


Section 6 A1 A2 A3 A4  


BASDAI50 16.82 - 10.86 12.71 21% 


BASDAI 16.76 18.22 13.53 15.12 21% 


BASFI 18.96 20.87 14.79 16.80 10% 


ASAS20 10.68 17.05 9.98 8.73 16% 


ASAS40 10.36 14.07 8.50 10.29 27% 


ASAS50 8.38 - 6.68 8.11 52% 


ASAS70 2.92 - - - - 


BASMI -0.87 - 0.12 -3.01 77% 


SF36 PCS 19.64 - 20.20 17.71 76% 


MASES 5.99 - 4.17 - - 


SF36 MCS 19.20 - 16.67 18.26 47% 
 


Table 6: The nr-axSpA population model DIC statistics  


  DIC      I
2
 


  Independent- effects Class-effect 


Outcome Fixed Effect Random Effects Fixed Effect Random Effects 


 Related 


model in 


Section 6 A1 A2 A3 A4  


BASDAI50 6.74 - 4.85 - - 


BASDAI 10.80 - 11.07 11.51 69% 


BASFI 11.45 - 13.74 10.70 83% 


ASAS20 6.72 - 5.23 - - 


ASAS40 11.17 - 7.96 9.30 49% 


ASAS50 - - - - - 


ASAS70 - - - - - 


BASMI 1.80 - 4.74 2.42 89% 


SF36 PCS 16.67 - 20.18 - - 


MASES - - - - - 


SF36 MCS 14.61 - 14.08 - - 


 


Overall, assuming a class effect for the treatments produced a better-fitting model than assuming 


independent treatment effects. In addition, a fixed-effect analysis was more often than not appropriate. 


The mean and median effects of the two analyses were also similar. Hence, the fixed-effect results are 


reported in this section: these represent a common class-effect. 
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 For AS the common class effect model was found to be a much better fit than the independent 


treatment effect model . As described in Section 6 the exchangeable class effect model, not explored 


here, also fitted the data well, though not so well as the common class effect model. It should be noted 


here that the common class effect model may possibly underestimate the uncertainty around the 


treatment effect estimate. As explained in Section 6, if the differences between treatments is due to 


systematic differences in study design between treatments, then an exchangeable class effect model 


may be appropriate. However, if in fact there is a true difference between treatments, such as between 


infliximab and the other TNF-inhibitors then an exchangeable class effect model may overestimate 


the uncertainty around the effect estimates. Since the common class effect model had a lower DIC 


than the exchangeable class effect model, this is the model evaluated in this section. The economic 


model explores the assumption that treatment effect differences are in fact due to systematic 


differences in study design between treatments. 


Since there was very little difference between the results where change from baseline was imputed 


assuming a within-study correlation of 0.3 or 0.7, only the results assuming a within-study correlation 


of 0.3 are reported here. Comparison of the results assuming different within-study correlations are 


presented in the appendix for BASDAI change from baseline. 


4.2.2.2 Individual anti-TNFs compared with placebo 


Binary responder outcomes at between 10 and 16 weeks 


The results of the analyses of the responder outcomes at 10-16 weeks for patients with AS are 


presented in Table 7.
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Table 7 Results versus placebo for AS population – response outcomes at between 10 and 16 weeks 


 Number of trials (number of patients) 


Relative risk (95% CrI)  


Odds ratio (95% CrI) 


ASAS 20 ASAS 40 ASAS 50 BASDAI 50 


Adalimumab 


Main analysis 


3 (741) 2 (659) 1 (82) 2 (659) 


2.28 (1.98 to 2.62) 


4.52 (3.23 to 6.33) 


3.42 (2.57 to 4.55) 


5.67 (3.56 to 8.97) 


2.75 (1.11 to 5.45) 


3.58 (1.12 to 11.17) 


3.16 (2.40 to 4.16) 


4.68 (3.14 to 7.03) 


Sensitivity analysis 


3 (741) 2 (659) As above 2 (659) 


2.27 (1.97 to 2.62) 


4.52 (3.23 to 6.33) 


3.34 (2.53 to 4.40) 


5.67 (3.56 to 8.97) 


3.11 (2.37 to 4.09) 


4.68 (3.14 to 7.03) 


Certolizumab 


pegol 


Main analysis 


1 (178) 1 (178) - 1 (178) 


1.80 (1.24 to 2.39) 


2.61 (1.37 to 5.01) 


2.53 (1.47 to 3.98) 


3.38 (1.59 to 7.15) 


- 3.60 (2.02 to 5.74) 


5.97 (2.39 to 15.03) 


Sensitivity analysis 


1 (178) 1 (178) - 1 (178) 


1.80 (1.24 to 2.39) 


2.61 (1.37 to 5.01) 


2.49 (1.46 to 3.87) 


3.38 (1.59 to 7.15) 


- 3.53 (2.00 to 5.58) 


5.97 (2.39 to 15.03) 


Etanercept 


Main analysis 


5 (839) 3 (478) 2 (359) 3 (478) 


2.23 (1.93 to 2.55) 


4.23 (3.05 to 5.88) 


2.75 (1.88 to 3.88) 


3.86 (2.21 to 6.72) 


3.43 (2.40 to 4.90) 


5.04 (2.98 to 8.51) 


3.17 (2.20 to 4.49) 


4.74 (2.71 to 8.28) 


Sensitivity analysis 


3 (715) 2 (436) As above 2 (436) 


2.17 (1.84 to 2.53) 


3.98 (2.78 to 5.73) 


2.65 (1.80 to 3.72) 


3.72 (2.11 to 6.53) 


3.03 (2.08 to 4.31) 


4.50 (2.52 to 8.01) 


Golimumab 


Main analysis 


2 (429) 2 (429) - 2 (429) 


2.14 (1.75 to 2.53) 


3.82 (2.47 to 5.86) 


3.11 (2.24 to 4.26) 


4.77 (2.85 to 7.98) 


- 3.57 (2.51 to 5.00) 


5.85 (3.31 to 10.28) 


Sensitivity analysis 


2 (429) 2 (429) - 2 (429) 


2.13 (1.74 to 2.53) 


3.82 (2.47 to 5.86) 


3.05 (2.21 to 4.13) 


4.77 (2.85 to 7.98) 


- 3.50 (2.48 to 4.88) 


5.85 (3.31 to 10.28) 


Infliximab 


Main analysis 


2 (111) - 1 (69) 1 (69) 


2.45 (1.73 to 3.06) 


5.54 (2.41 to 12.71) 


- 5.59 (2.44 to 9.81) 


14.71 (3.07 to 72.69) 


4.86 (2.41 to 7.82) 


12.07 (3.09 to 46.37) 


Sensitivity analysis 


2 (111) - As above 1 (69) 


2.44 (1.72 to 3.06) 


5.54 (2.41 to 12.71) 


- 4.72 (2.38 to 7.54) 


12.07 (3.09 to 46.37) 


Anti-TNFs as 


a class 


Main analysis 


13 (2298) 8 (1744) 4 (510) 9 (1813) 


2.21 (2.01 to 2.43) 


4.12 (3.40 to 4.99) 


3.06 (2.52 to 3.76) 


4.61 (3.51 to 6.05) 


3.51 (2.55 to 4.86) 


5.23 (3.31 to 8.27) 


3.37 (2.75 to 4.16) 


5.22 (4.00 to 6.79) 


Sensitivity analysis 


11 (2174) 7 (1702) As above 8 (1771) 


2.18 (1.97 to 2.42) 


4.04 (3.32 to 4.92) 
2.99 (2.47 to 3.66) 


4.57 (3.48 to 6.02) 
3.29 (2.68 to 4.07) 


5.16 (3.94 to 6.72) 
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ASAS improvement criteria: ASAS 20, ASAS 40, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 


For the AS population ASAS 20 data were available for all five anti-TNFs, although the number of 


participants studied varied considerably, ranging from 839 patients in five etanercept trials, to 111 


patients in two infliximab trials. A consistent effect was evident across the treatments with the pooled 


relative risks ranging from 1.80 (certolizumab pegol) to 2.45 (infliximab). ASAS 40 data were 


available for four anti-TNFs (no data were available for infliximab); the amount of data available 


ranged from 178 patients in one certolizumab trial, to 659 patients in 2 adalimumab trials. Again a 


consistent effect was found, with relative risks ranging from 2.53 (certolizumab pegol) to 3.42 


(adalimumab); all the relative risks were greater than the corresponding ASAS 20 estimates. For 


ASAS 50 there were two trials of etanercept (totalling 359 participants) and small single trials in 


adalimumab (n=82) and infliximab (n=69). A wider range of relative risks and credible intervals 


resulted, ranging from 2.75 (adalimumab) to 5.59 (infliximab) which may be a consequence of the 


smaller numbers of patients studied. Only two trials, both of etanercept (n=359), reported actual 


numbers of ASAS70 responders. Pooling of these data showed that patients taking etanercept were 


more than three times more likely to be ASAS 70 responders compared with patients taking placebo 


(RR 3.59, 95% CrI 2.18 to 5.87).  


For the nr-axSpA population, each of the relative risks for certolizumab pegol and etanercept were 


based on single, quite large trials; the estimate for adalimumab was based on a similar number of 


patients (to etanercept and certolizumab) across two trials, whereas infliximab was represented by a 


single small trial (n=40). ASAS 20 results were similar across treatments but for ASAS 40 


heterogeneity of effect appeared evident; the smallest estimate was for etanercept and the largest 


estimate was seen in the small infliximab trial (Table 8). However, this inflixiamb trial was the only 


nr-axSpA trial judged to be at high risk of bias. Only one trial (ABILITY-1) reported ASAS 50 or 


ASAS 70 results. For ASAS 50 the relative risk was 4.23 (95% CrI 1.84 to 9.72; OR 5.96 (95% CrI 


2.40 to 14.80)). For ASAS 70 the relative risk was 4.58 (95% CrI 1.37 to 15.40; OR 5.42, 95% CrI 


1.54 to 19.11). 


BASDAI 50 


For the AS population BASDAI 50 data were available for all five anti-TNFs; the number of 


participants studied varied widely, ranging from 69 patients in one infliximab trial to 659 patients in 


two adalimumab trials. Although a consistent beneficial effect was evident across treatments, some 


heterogeneity of effect could be seen with the relative risks ranging from 3.16 (adalimumab) to 4.86 


(infliximab). 


For the nr-axSpA population the relative risks were lower than for the AS population being 2.52 (95% 


CrI 1.65 to 3.83, 2 trials) for adalimumab, 2.80 (95% CrI 1.71 to 4.47, 1 trial) for certolizumab, and 


1.92 (95% CrI 1.27 to 2.82, 1 trial) for etanercept (Table 8). 
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Results of the AS sensitivity analyses were very similar to the main analyses (Table 7). 


Table 8 Results versus placebo for nr-axSpA population – response outcomes at 10-16 weeks 


 


Number of trials (number of patients) 


Relative risk (95% CrI) 


Odds ratio (95% CrI) 


 


ASAS 20 ASAS 40 BASDAI 50 


Adalimumab 


2 (188) 2 (188) 2 (188) 
1.92 (1.47 to 2.56) 


3.71 (2.02 to 6.75) 


3.14 (1.99 to 4.68) 


5.04 (2.44 to 10.32) 


2.52 (1.65 to 3.83) 


3.97 (1.97 to 7.86) 


Certolizumab 


pegol 


1 (147) 1 (147) 1 (147) 
1.59 (1.10 to 2.21) 


2.32 (1.15 to 4.67) 


3.04 (1.74 to 4.81) 


4.75 (2.01 to 11.17) 


2.80 (1.71 to 4.47) 


4.92 (2.09 to 11.58) 


Etanercept  


1 (215) 1 (215) 1 (215) 


1.46 (1.08 to 1.94) 


1.94 (1.13 to 3.37) 


2.07 (1.26 to 3.20) 


2.55 (1.32 to 4.92) 


1.92 (1.27 to 2.82) 


2.45 (1.37 to 4.43) 


Infliximab 


- 1 (40) - 


- 3.63 (1.41 to 6.44) 


6.85 (1.52 to 31.03) 


- 


Anti-TNFs as 


a class 


4 (550) 5 (590) 4 (550) 


1.65 (1.37 to 2.04) 


2.52 (1.78 to 3.59) 


2.74 (2.08 to 3.62) 


3.92 (2.61 to 5.91) 


2.31 (1.76 to 3.10) 


3.33 (2.24 to 4.96) 


 


Continuous outcomes at between 10 and 16 weeks 


The results of the analyses of the continuous efficacy outcomes for patients with AS are presented in 


Table 9. 


For the AS population, when compared with placebo, adalimumab (n=705), certolizumab pegol 


(n=178), etanercept (n=483) and infliximab (n=132) produced statistically significant reductions in 


disease activity, when assessed using BASDAI. The magnitude of the reductions in change from 


baseline BASDAI score ranged from 1.46 units (certolizumab pegol) to 2.28 units (infliximab). None 


of the three golimumab trials reported BASDAI as a continuous outcome. The amount of data 


available for BASFI in patients with AS ranged from 132 patients in three infliximab trials, to 523 


patients in five etanercept trials. When compared with placebo, all five anti-TNFs produced 


statistically significant improvements in function. The magnitude of the reductions in change from 


baseline BASFI score ranged from 1.1 units (certolizumab pegol) to 2.16 units (infliximab). When 


compared with placebo, statistically significant improvements in BASMI scores were found for AS 


patients taking adalimumab (mean difference in change from baseline: -0.37, 95% CrI -0.50 to -0.23) 


and etanercept (mean difference in change from baseline: -0.37, 95% CrI -0.65 to -0.09), but not for 


certolizumab pegol (mean difference in change from baseline: -0.26, 95% CrI -0.55 to 0.03) and 


golimumab (mean difference in change from baseline: -0.11, 95% CrI -0.26 to 0.04). Results for SF-


36 MCD, SF-36 PCS and ethesitis (MASES) are presented in Table 9. 


For the nr-axSpA population, a heterogeneity of effect on BASDAI and BASFI appears evident from 


the relative risks of the individual anti-TNFs. The smallest estimates were for etanercept and the 
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largest estimates were seen in the small infliximab trial, although this trial was the only nr-axSpA trial 


judged to be at high risk of bias (Table 10). 


Results of the AS sensitivity analyses were very similar to the main analyses (Table 9). 


When the mean baseline BASDAI and BASFI are presented by treatment response at week 12 (or 14 


for golimumab) for three of the five anti-TNFs (see Appendix 6), it can be seen that in patients with 


AS and patients with nr-axSpA, on average baseline BASDAI does not differ greatly between 


responders and non-responders either to placebo or to active anti-TNF therapy. In patients with AS or 


nr-axSpA from the trials of adalimumab (ATLAS and M10-791) and golimumab (GO-RAISE) on 


average baseline BASFI was higher in non-responders compared with responders. However, this was 


not seen in the etanercept trials. 
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Table 9 Results versus placebo for AS population – continuous outcomes at 10-16 weeks 


 


Number of trials (number of patients) 


Mean difference in change from baseline (95% CrI) 


 


BASDAI BASFI BASMI SF-36 PCS SF-36 MCS MASES 


Adalimumab 


Main analysis 
3 (705) 2 (390) 2 (659) 2 (659) 2 (659) 2 (659) 


-1.55 (-1.88 to -1.22) -1.25 (-1.63 to -0.87) -0.37 (-0.50 to -0.23) 3.53 (2.37 to 4.68) 1.41 (-0.19 to 3.02) -0.50 (-0.89 to -0.11) 


Sensitivity analysis 
2 (659) 1 (344) Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above 


-1.55 (-1.89 to -1.21) -1.28 (-1.68 to -0.88) 


Certolizumab 


pegol 


Main analysis 
1 (178) 1 (178) 1 (178) 1 (178) 1 (178) - 


-1.46 (-2.17 to -0.74) -1.10 (-1.83 to -0.37) -0.26 (-0.55 to 0.03) 5.64 (3.64 to 7.66) 1.25 (-2.08 to 4.61) - 


Sensitivity analysis 
Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above - 


- 


Etanercept 


Main analysis 
4 (483) 5 (523) 1 (82) - - - 


-1.75 (-2.14 to -1.37) -1.43 (-1.82 to -1.04) -0.37 (-0.65 to -0.09) - - - 


Sensitivity analysis 
2 (359) 2 (359) Same as above - - - 


-1.72 (-2.16 to -1.29) -1.29 (-1.76 to -0.84) - - - 


Golimumab 


Main analysis 
- 2 (429) 2 (429) 2 (429) 2 (429) 1 (216) 


- -1.45 (-1.84 to -1.05) -0.11 (-0.26 to 0.04) 5.06 (3.71 to 6.40) 2.75 (1.08 to 4.40) -0.70 (-1.53 to 0.11) 


Sensitivity analysis 
- Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above 
- 


Infliximab 


Main analysis 
3 (132) 3 (132) - - - - 


-2.28 (-3.18 to -1.38) -2.16 (-3.18 to -1.12) - - - - 


Sensitivity analysis 
2 (111) 2 (111) - - - - 


-2.18 (-3.14 to -1.21) -1.94 (-3.07 to -0.80) - - - - 


Anti-TNFs as 


a class 


Main analysis 
11 (1498) 13 (1652) 6 (1348) 5 (1266) 5 (1266) 3 (875) 


-1.66 (-1.88 to -1.43) -1.38 (-1.59 to -1.18) -0.27 (-0.36 to -0.18) 4.40 (3.60 to 5.21) 1.93 (0.12 to 3.72) -0.54 (-0.89 to -0.19) 


Sensitivity analysis 
7 (1305) 8 (1419) Same as above Same as above Same as above Same as above 


-1.63 (-1.88 to -1.39) -1.34 (-1.57 to -1.12) 
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Table 10 Results versus placebo for nr-axSpA population – continuous outcomes at 10-16 weeks 


Number of trials (number of patients) 


Mean difference in change from baseline (95% CrI) 


 
            BASDAI BASFI BASMI                              SF-36 PCS SF-36 


MCS  


Adalimumab 
2 (188) 2 (188) 2 (188) 2 (188) 2 (188) 


-1.23 (-1.83 to -0.62) -0.90 (-1.44 to -0.36) -0.02 (-0.24 to 0.20) 4.98 (2.74 to 7.20) 1.13 (-1.86 to 4.13) 


Certolizumab 


pegol 


1 (147) 1 (147) 1 (147) 1 (147) 1 (147) 
-1.85 (-2.83 to -0.88) -1.90 (-2.87 to -0.94) -0.55 (-0.89 to -0.20) 6.99 (4.23 to 9.76) 4.01 (0.44 to 7.53) 


Etanercept  
1 (215) 1 (215) - - - 


-0.70 (-1.54 to 0.12) -0.60 (-1.16 to -0.06) - - - 


Infliximab 
1 (40) 1 (40) 1 (40) 1 (40) - 


-2.67 (-4.21 to -1.13) -2.24 (-3.67 to -0.80) 0.00 (-0.44 to 0.44) 2.10 (-0.21 to 4.37)  


Anti-TNFs as 


a class 


5 (590) 5 (590) 4 (375) 4 (375) 3 (335) 


-1.32 (-1.74 to -0.90) -0.99 (-1.34 to -0.64) -0.15 (-0.32 to 0.02) 4.41 (3.04 to 5.81) 2.33 (0.07 to 4.62) 


 


4.2.2.3 Individual anti-TNFs compared with each other 


For efficacy outcomes, all of the comparisons that could be made between different anti-TNFs at 10-


16 weeks resulted in no statistically significant differences between treatments. For the full results see 


Appendix 5. 


One small trial, which could not be included in the meta-analysis (see section 4.2.2), compared 


infliximab with etanercept in a two year unblinded randomised study of 50 AS patients.
84


At 12 weeks 


there were statistically significant differences between groups in terms of BASDAI (3.5 versus 5.6, 


p<0.005) and BASFI (3.5 versus 5, p<0.005), favouring treatment with infliximab. By week 48, the 


BASDAI and BASFI scores were almost identical across the treatment groups (data were only 


presented graphically). Also at 12 weeks, 19 of 25 infliximab patients were ASAS 20 responders, 


versus 15 of 25 etanercept patients (not a statistically significant difference). This study concluded 


that infliximab produces a more rapid clinical improvement, but, at the end of the study, treatment 


with both etanercept and infliximab was effective and safe. The results of this trial may explain why, 


at 10-16 weeks, the meta-analysis results for infliximab were a little better than those of the other anti-


TNFs. 


Another trial which could not be included in the meta-analysis compared infliximab with an 


infliximab biosimilar called CT-P13 in 250 AS patients.
105


 The ASAS 40 response rates at week 14 


were 42% for CT-P13 and 46% for infliximab (OR 0.85, 95% CI 0.51 to 1.42) and at week 30 they 


were 52% for CT-P13 and 47% for infliximab (OR 1.19, 95% CI 0.70 to 2.00). At week 14 BASDAI 


median change from baseline scores were identical (-2.7) and at week 30 they differed slightly (-3.1 


CT-P13 vs -2.5 infliximab). For BASFI the median change from baseline scores were -2.2 CT-P13 
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versus -2.4 infliximab at week 14, and -2.6 CT-P13 versus -2.2 infliximab at week 30. The study 


concluded that CT-P13 had a comparable efficacy and safety profile to that of infliximab. 


4.2.2.4 Anti-TNFs as a class compared with placebo 


Within this section the class effect, calculated as a common effect across all the TNF-inhibitors under 


consideration, assumes a single treatment effect for all the TNF-inhibitors. It is calculated as the 


pooled treatment effect using a fixed effect model. The common class effect model may possibly 


underestimate the uncertainty around the treatment effect estimate. As explained in chapter 6, if the 


differences between treatments is due to systematic differences in study design between treatments 


then an exchangeable class effect model may be appropriate. However, if in fact there is a true 


difference between treatments, such as between infliximab and the other TNF-inhibitors then an 


exchangeable class effect model may overestimate the uncertainty around the mean class effect 


estimates. Since the common class effect model had a lower DIC than the exchangeable class effect 


model, this is the model evaluated in this chapter. The economic model in chapter 7 explores the 


assumption that treatment effect differences are in fact due to differences in study design between 


treatments. 


Binary responder outcomes at between 10 and 16 weeks 


ASAS improvement criteria: ASAS 20, ASAS 40, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 


When compared with placebo, anti-TNFs as a common class were more than twice as likely to result 


in patients with AS achieving an ASAS 20 response (RR 2.21, 95% CrI 2.01 to 2.43, 13 trials, Table 


7). Anti-TNFs were also around three times as likely to result in patients achieving an ASAS 40 


response (RR 3.06, 95% CrI 2.52 to 3.76, 8 trials) and three and a half times as likely to result in 


patients achieving an ASAS 50 response (RR 3.51, 95% CrI 2.55 to 4.86, 4 trials). Only two trials, 


both of etanercept, reported data suitable for the ASAS 70 analysis; the results are presented in section 


4.2.2.2 below. There was little evidence of heterogeneity for ASAS 20 (I
2
=16%) and ASAS 40 


I
2
=27%), but heterogeneity was evident for ASAS 50 (I


2
=52%). For ASAS 50 three of the four trials 


were small (i.e. fewer than 100 participants), which may partly explain the heterogeneity estimate. 


For the nr-axSpA population anti-TNFs as a common class were statistically significantly more 


effective than placebo, although the relative risks being lower than for the AS population. For ASAS 


20 the relative risk was 1.65 (95% CrI 1.37 to 2.04, 4 trials) and for ASAS 40 the relative risk was 


2.74 (95% CrI 2.08 to 3.62, 5 trials). Only one trial presented ASAS 50 and ASAS 70 results (see 


section 4.2.2). A heterogeneity estimate could only be calculated for ASAS 40 (I
2
=49%). 
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BASDAI 50 


Anti-TNFs as a common class resulted in patients with AS being more than three times more likely to 


achieve a BASDAI 50 response when compared with patients taking placebo (RR 3.37, 95% CrI 2.75 


to 4.16, 9 trials). There was little evidence of heterogeneity (I
2
=21%). 


For the nr-axSpA population anti-TNFs as a common class were also statistically significantly more 


effective than placebo in terms of achieving a BASDAI 50, although the relative risk being lower than 


for the AS population (RR 2.31, 95% CrI 1.76 to 3.10, 4 trials). Results of the AS sensitivity analyses 


were very similar to the main analyses (Table 4). 


Binary responder outcomes at between 24 and 30 weeks 


Four AS trials reported outcomes at between 24 and 30 weeks (see Table 2). Anti-TNFs as a common 


class were statistically significantly more effective than placebo at 24-30 weeks; for ASAS 20 the 


relative risk was 1.69 (95% CrI 1.30 to 2.14, 4 trials). No studies reported BASDAI 50 or ASAS 70 


results, and only single studies reported on ASAS 40 (RR 4.01, 95% CrI 2.13 to 7.55),
97


 and ASAS 50 


(RR 4.17, 95% CrI 2.45 to 7.12).
47


 


Continuous outcomes at between 10 and 16 weeks 


When considered together as a group compared with placebo (Table 9), treatment with an anti-TNF in 


patients with AS produced statistically significant improvements (calculated using mean difference in 


change from baseline) in: disease activity (BASDAI mean difference: -1.66 units, 95% CrI -1.88 to -


1.43, 11 trials); function (BASFI mean difference: -1.38 units, 95% CrI -1.59 to -1.18, 13 trials); 


spinal mobility (BASMI mean difference: -0.27 units, 95% CrI -0.36 to -0.18); physical health (SF-36 


PCS mean difference: 4.40, 95% CrI 3.60 to 5.21, 5 trials); mental health (SF-36 MCS mean 


difference: 1.96, 95% CrI 0.87 to 3.05, 5 trials); and enthesitis (MASES mean difference: -0.54, 95% 


CrI -0.89 to -0.19, 3 trials). There was little evidence of heterogeneity for BASDAI (I
2
=21%) and 


BASFI (I
2
=10%), but evidence of substantial heterogeneity for BASMI (I


2
=77%), SF-36 PCS 


(I
2
=76%) SF-36 MCS (I


2
=47%) and MASES (I


2
=91%). 


In the nr-axSpA population the mean differences achieved with anti-TNFs (Table 10) were also 


statistically significant, although slightly lower than for the AS population. For BASDAI the mean 


difference was -1.32 units (95% CrI -1.74 to -0.90, I
2
=69%) and for BASFI the mean difference was -


0.99 units (95% CrI -1.34 to -0.64, I
2
=83%) but there was evidence of substantial heterogeneity. The 


results for SF-36 MCS and SF-36 PCS were similar to those for AS (Table 10). 


Results of the AS sensitivity analyses were very similar to the main analyses (Table 9). Because the 


results of the independent treatment effects showed a trend that infliximab had a greater, although not 


statistically significant, effect on the change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline, an additional 
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sensitivity analysis was conducted where infliximab was assumed to be different to the rest of the ant-


TNFs. The results are presented in Table 11. The low weight of evidence available for infliximab 


ensures that the class effect for the other anti-TNFs does not change greatly. Although it is possible 


that infliximab has a greater effect than the other anti-TNFs at least at 12 weeks, there is no strong 


evidence from these analyses to suggest that it does. 


Table 11: The difference in change from baseline for BASDAI and BASFI assuming all TNFs have the 


same effect and assuming infliximab may be different 


  BASDAI BASFI 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


All TNFs -1.66 (-1.88 to -1.43) -1.38 (-1.59 to -1.18) 


TNFs other than infliximab -1.62 (-1.85 to -1.38) -1.35 (-1.56 to -1.14) 


Infliximab -2.28 (-3.18 to -1.38) -2.15 (-3.18 to -1.11) 


 


Continuous outcomes at between 24 and 30 weeks 


Four AS trials reported outcomes at between 24 and 30 weeks (see Table 2). The mean differences in 


change from baseline were -1.98 units (95% CrI -2.27 to -1.68, 4 trials) for BASDAI, -0.87 units 


(95% CrI -1.11 to -0.62, 3 trials)
47, 50, 97


 for BASFI, and -1.00 units (95% CrI -1.19 to -0.81, 2 


studies)
92, 97


 for BASMI. One study reported SF-36 outcomes, with differences of 9.40 (95% CrI 7.88 


to 10.92) for SF-36-PCS and 0.70 (95% CrI -1.36 to 2.76) for SF-36-MCS.
97


 


4.2.2.5 Outcomes not included in the meta-analyses 


Very little data was available on peripheral symptoms (other than enthesitis – see MASES results 


above) or symptoms of extra-articular manifestations. One trial reported five cases of inflammatory 


bowel disease flare up to the 24 week time point; three occurred in patients on etanercept, and 2 in 


patients on placebo.
47


 Another study reported that there were no cases of inflammatory bowel disease 


at 12 weeks.
51


Incidence of uveitis was also reported in one trial; up to the 24 week time point there 


were three cases in the etanercept arm and 8 cases in the placebo arm.
47


 


One trial (ABILITY-1) reported statistically significantly improved quality of life, using EQ-5D index 


scores, in patients taking adalimumab (change from baseline 0.15, SD 0.30) when compared with 


placebo (change from baseline 0.06, SD 0.28). A study of adalimumab reported no statistically 


significant difference in EQ-5D between groups at 12 weeks (0.78 for adalimumab versus 0.72 for 


placebo, p=0.32).
55


 


For ASQoL – a quality of life instrument specific to ankylosing spondylitis - ATLAS was the only 


trial which reported results together with SDs or SEs; significant improvements were found favouring 


treatment with adalimumab at week 12 (mean change from baseline -3.2 (SD 0.3) for adalimumab 


versus -1 (SD 0.4) for placebo).
64


 Similar statistically significant results were reported in an etanercept 
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trial at 12 weeks (mean change from baseline -3.3 for etanercept versus -0.1 for placebo, p=0.02)
72


 


and in an infliximab trial at 16 weeks (mean change from baseline -6.2 for infliximab versus -1 for 


placebo, p=0.007).
56


 Another small study of infliximab did not find a significant difference between 


groups at 30 weeks (p=0.14).
50


 


4.2.2.6 ‘Placebo’ response in AS and nr-axSpA 


To inform insight into the extent of any ‘placebo’ effects (outlined in section 2.1), Table 12 compares 


the placebo response rates in trials which reported ASAS 20 results and at least one of ASAS 40 or 


BASDAI 50 results. These data highlight the relatively high rates of ASAS 20 response (median 31%, 


range 21% to 40%) when compared with ASAS 40 response (median 15%, range 10% to 23%) and 


BASDAI 50 response (median 16%, range 5% to 24%).  


However, the extent of the ‘placebo’ response on the ASAS 20 results might result in an 


underestimation of anti-TNF efficacy, notably when ASAS 20 is the only ASAS improvement 


outcome reported in a trial. An increase in the likelihood of being a responder (i.e. the relative risks 


when compared with placebo) when moving up the ASAS thresholds seems apparent from the results 


in section 4.2.2.1. This might be explained by considering the subset of patients who achieve an 


ASAS 20 response largely due to regression to the mean (i.e. due to natural variation in repeated data 


measurements, such as patients transitioning from flare at randomisation to no flare at 12 weeks). For 


those patients who experience regression to the mean after taking an anti-TNF, the true benefit of 


treatment may be hidden in the ASAS 20 outcome for some patients, and the proportion of ASAS 20 


responders might therefore differ only moderately between the anti-TNF and placebo groups. As the 


bar for response is raised - from ASAS 20 through to ASAS 70 - this difference in the proportion of 


responders between active treatment and placebo groups is likely to increase as an effect due to 


regression to the mean becomes less likely. The diluting effect of a placebo response on the relative 


risks therefore diminishes as the ASAS thresholds increase (and more informative estimates of 


treatment benefit can be seen). Regardless of the reason, these results highlight the limited 


applicability of ASAS 20 as a clinically informative outcome measure. ASAS 20 was nevertheless 


was the most commonly reported responder outcome across the trials. 
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Table 12 Comparison of placebo response rates in trials reporting ASAS 20 results together with ASAS 40 or BASDAI 50 results 


  Number of responders % of responders Difference in response (%) 


Population 


and study 


Placebo 


compared 


with 


Time 


point 


(weeks) 


Number of 


patients on 


placebo 


ASAS 


20 


ASAS 


40 


BASDAI 


50 


ASAS 


20 


ASAS 


40 


BASDAI 


50 


ASAS 20 vs 


ASAS 40 


ASAS 20 


vs BASDAI 50 


ASAS 40 vs 


BASDAI 50 


nr-axSpA 
55 


Adalimumab 12 24 6 3 5 25% 13% 21% 13% 4% -8% 


AS 60 Adalimumab 12 115 35 11 19 30% 10% 17% 21% 14% -7% 


nr-axSpA 
52 


Adalimumab 12 73 23 10 10 32% 14% 14% 18% 18% 0% 


AS63 Adalimumab 12 107 22 14 17 21% 13% 16% 7% 5% -3% 


AS46 Certolizumab 12 57 21 11 6 37% 19% 11% 18% 26% 9% 


nr-axSpA 
46 


Certolizumab 12 50 20 8 8 40% 16% 16% 24% 24% 0% 


AS74 Etanercept 12 43 14 10 10 33% 23% 23% 9% 9% 0% 


nr-axSpA 
54 


Etanercept 12 109 39 17 26 36% 16% 24% 20% 12% -8% 


AS51 Etanercept 12 51 19 11 10 37% 22% 20% 16% 18% 2% 


AS86 Golimumab 14 78 17 12 12 22% 15% 15% 6% 6% 0% 


AS53 Golimumab 14 105 26 10 5 25% 10% 5% 15% 20% 5% 


AS94 Infliximab 12 35 10  3 29% - 9% - 20% - 
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Summary of the RCT clinical efficacy results 


For both the AS and nr-axSpA populations the results of the meta-analyses demonstrated that anti-


TNFs produce statistically significant and clinically relevant benefits to patients in terms of improving 


function and reducing disease activity. The common class effect model used may have underestimated 


the uncertainty in the effect estimates. Although there is a possibility that infliximab is more effective 


than other TNF inhibitors at least at 12 weeks, there is no strong evidence to support this. For the 


disease activity, function, and responder outcomes, the class efficacy estimates were consistently 


slightly smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS, most noticeably for BASFI and BASDAI 50.  


The included RCTs were generally subject to low risks of bias and no important variation in baseline 


characteristics was evident, with the exception of CRP levels; in the nr-axSpA trial populations CRP 


levels were much lower than in the AS populations. Although heterogeneity of CRP levels was 


evident across both the AS trials and the nr-axSpA trials, in almost all the AS trials the CRP levels 


were higher than the 14mg/l threshold identifed as being a key predictor of treatment response (in AS, 


higher CRP levels are associated with an increased likelihood of BASDAI 50 response).
108


 In the nr-


axSpA trials only the RAPID-axSpA population came close to this cut-off. These lower CRP levels 


may therefore have had an impact on the efficacy estimates for the nr-axSpA population. 


Statistical heterogeneity was more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the AS analyses. This 


may be due to both clinical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trials (such as variation in CRP thresholds, 


or the proportion of MRI positive patients), and the fact that fewer studies were available for analysis. 


In light of the statistical heterogeneity across the nr-axSpA trials, both the reliability of the nr-axSpA 


pooled estimates and their true relevance to patients seen in clinical practice are questionable.  


The clinical relevance of the efficacy of anti-TNFs can be evaluated in part by considering the 


literature on minimum clinically important differences (MCID) or improvements (MCII). In a study 


of 125 AS patients, Pavy et al
109


 reported a MCID of 1 unit (or a 20% relative change) for BASDAI 


and 0.7 units (17.5% relative change) for BASFI. All the effect estimates from this review for both 


BASDAI and BASFI were considerably higher than these MCIDs. The small effect on spinal mobility 


(a group effect reduction of around 0.3 BASMI units) appears unlikely to be clinically important.  


4.2.2.7 Summary of some key issues arising from the FDA assessments of the ABILITY-1 and 


Rapid-axSpA trials 


The FDA Arthritis Advisory Committee met in July 2013 to discuss licence applications for 


adalimumab for patients with active nr-axSpA (with objective signs of inflammation) and 


certolizumab pegol for patients with active axial spondyloarthritis, including patients with ankylosing 


spondylitis. An important issue which arose in both trials was the differences in diagnoses arising 
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from x-ray images evaluated centrally, when compared with images being evaluated locally. The 


implications for efficacy were explored via further analyses. 


Rapid-axSpA trial (certolizumab pegol) 


This trial aimed to recruit both AS and nr-axSpA patients.
46


 The nr-axSpA patients had to have a 


positive MRI or an elevated CRP; the definition used for CRP elevation was 7.9mg/L.  


Comparison of AS and nr-axSpA population characteristics 


In AS males predominated (72%), whereas in nr-axSpA the male to female ratio was roughly equal. 


The AS population had a mean age of 41.5 years, which was around four years older than the nr-


axSpA population. Baseline BASFI, BASMI and CRP levels suggested more functional and mobility 


impairment and more inflammation in the AS group when compared with the nr-axSpA group. 


However, baseline back pain severity and BASDAI scores were similar between the AS and nr-axSpA 


subgroups (Table 13). 


Methods used to evaluate x-ray images 


In the trial, many patients had their disease re-classified when x-ray images were evaluated centrally, 


rather than being evaluated locally. Two readers were involved in the central evaluation of the x-ray 


images, they were blinded to both the assigned subgroup and the treatment group; a third reader was 


used in cases of disagreement. 21% of locally-classified AS patients were re-classified as nr-axSpA 


by central readers and 51% of locally-classified nr-axSpA patients were re-classified as AS by the 


central readers. Based on the central assessments 184 patients had AS and 98 patients had nr-axSpA. 


Central reads could not be made for 43 patients as x-rays were not available (37 AS patients and 6 nr-


axSpA patients).  


ABILITY-1 trial (adalimumab) 


This trial intended to recruit only nr-axSpA patients, although this included patients (n=43) who had 


nr-axSpA but neither a positive MRI nor an elevated CRP.
52


 The population with these 43 patients 


excluded is referred to as the ‘adalimumab target population’ (ATP). As in the Rapid-axSpA trial, 


central re-reading of x-rays was performed (in addition to local evaluation) although this was only 


done for per-protocol patients, who also reached week 104 (n=102 (out of 185) patients). Thirty-eight 


of the 102 were identified as having AS rather than nr-axSpA. The FDA statistician analysed the 


results in these 38 patients and compared them to those for patients with centrally confirmed 


nrAxSpA. The FDA document reported results for the sub-populations based on local or central 


diagnosis, including ATP analyses.  
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Comparison of AS and nr-axSpA results and impact of reclassification in the trials 


For certolizumab pegol the FDA statistical review stated that “efficacy findings were consistent in 


both AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations regardless of the discrepancy in pelvic x-ray readings at local 


or central lab for modified New York criteria” (Table 14). 


For ABILITY-1 a notably higher proportion of patients in the AS subgroup responded to adalimumab 


(ASAS 40) when compared with placebo than of patients with confirmed nr-axSpA. This suggests 


that the treatment benefit in the whole trial population may be driven by benefit in AS patients rather 


than in nr-axSpA patients, skewing the results for the ATP (Table 14). It should be noted though that 


this may be an atypical AS population – the trial had intended to recruit only nr-axSpA patients. 


Due to the fact that only a select group of patients could be subject to central confirmation of their nr-


axSpA status, the FDA statistician explored assumptions around the proportion of true nr-axSpA 


patients in the whole trial population. Given that the treatment difference in the non-centrally-read 


patients was 23%: 


  Assuming that all non-centrally read patients were true negatives and therefore including them in 


the analysis with the centrally read negatives, the treatment difference for the centrally-read and 


non-centrally read negatives was 15%.  


 Assuming that a fraction (i.e., 63%) of non-centrally read patients were true negatives and 


including only this fraction of non-centrally read patients with the centrally read negatives, the 


treatment difference was 14%.  


The FDA document stated that, “Because there was a differential treatment effect between the 


centrally-read positive and centrally-read negative, it is safe to assume that the difference of 23% is an 


overestimate of the treatment effect because this includes both positive and negative x-ray groups. If 


there is a fraction of patients who are negative in the non-centrally-read group, treatment difference 


among this negative group would be smaller. Therefore, the treatment difference for negative x-rays 


(i.e., centrally-read and non-centrally-read) should be at most 15%. Based on the data provided, the 


estimate of the treatment effect in ASAS40 response for nr-axSpA should be no bigger than 15%.” 


Overall, the results suggest reduced efficacy of anti-TNFs in the centrally diagnosed nr-axSpA 


population when compared with the locally diagnosed population. Nevertheless, there was noticeable 


variation across the two trials. In Rapid-axSpA (certolizumab) the difference between the central and 


local populations appears small (and is not evident for 400mg versus placebo results). Conversely, in 


ABILITY-1 (adalimumab) the locally diagnosed population had notably more responders than the 


centrally diagnosed population, though the treatment group sample sizes were small.  
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Table 13 Baseline characteristics of trials analysed by the FDA 


Trial & 


Population 


Characteristic 


Age (mean) % Male Duration of 


symptoms, 


years (mean) 


Weight, kg 


(mean) 


% HLA-B27 


positive 


% on 


NSAIDs 


CRP % MRI 


positive 


BASDAI 


(mean) 


BASFI 


(mean) 


ABILITY-1 nr-


axSpA (n=142) 


38 46 Median, 8 mean 


11  


80 80 81 median ~4, 


mean 9 


51 6 4.7 


Rapid-axSpA 


nr-axSpA (n=147) 


37 48 median 5.5, 


mean 8.6 


 


82 75 84 median 11.9 


mean 16 


54 6.5 4.9 


Rapid-axSpA, AS 


(n=178) 


42 73 median 9.1, 


Mean 11.9  


82 82 91 median 14.3, 


mean 21.3 


N/A 6.4 5.7 


 
Table 14 FDA analyses - percentage differences from placebo, by method of diagnosis 


Outcomes 


at week 12 


ABILITY-1 


ATP population 


Rapid-axSpA 


 Local lab  


nr-axSpA  


ADA n=69, 


PBO n=73 


Central lab nr-


axSpA 


ADA n=25, 


PBO n=20 


 


Local lab nr-axSpA  


 


CZP 200mg n=46, CZP 400mg 


n=51, PBO n=50 


Central lab nr-axSpA  


 


CZP 200mg n=39, CZP 400mg 


n=35, PBO n=39 


Local lab AS  


 


CZP 200mg n=65, CZP 400mg 


n=56, PBO n=57 


Central lab AS  


 


CZP 200mg n=74, CZP 400mg 


n=71, PBO n=67 


 Adalimumab 40mg CZP 200mg CZP 400mg CZP 200mg CZP 400mg CZP 200mg CZP 400mg CZP 200mg CZP 400mg 


ASAS 20 


95% CI 


28% 


12 to 44 


15% 


-14 to 44 


19% 


1 to 38 


23% 


4 to 42 


23% 


2 to 44 


23% 


1 to 44 


20% 


3 to 37 


27% 


10 to 45 


17% 


1 to 33 


23% 


7 to 39 


ASAS 40 


95% CI 


27% 


13 to 41 


11% 


-16 to 38 


32% 


14 to 49 


31% 


14 to 48 


18% 


0 to 36 


27% 


8 to 47 


21% 


5 to 36 


31% 


14 to 47 


28% 


13 to 43 


33% 


17 to 48 


BASDAI50 


95% CI 


25% 


11 to 39 


19% 


-8 to 46 


- - - - - - - - 
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4.2.3 Long-term efficacy results from open-label extensions of RCTs 


Of the 24 included RCTs, 17 reported data from an open-label extension phase. Results for all studies 


are presented in Appendix 7. Considerable effort has been put into patient follow-up in anti-TNF trials 


with the results that data up to 5 years is available (there are data up to 8 years for infliximab but that 


included an involuntary treatment break and is not discussed further). The longest follow-up durations 


in patients with AS by anti-TNF are: adalimumab 260 weeks, etanercept 264 weeks, infliximab 156 


weeks, golimumab 268 weeks ; and certolizumab pegol 96 weeks. However, the data were reported 


across numerous publications and in various formats. Results were reported as observed, as completer 


analyses, using imputation (and rarely LOCF) for non-responders and LOCF for missing continuous 


data, but these related to differing populations (at varying time points): all patients randomised, all 


patients who took active drug at any point in the study, or just during the open-label phase. The 


follow-up protocols were not clearly reported, with stopping rules unclear, but it appears that not all 


patients who did not achieve a response at ASAS 20, 40 or BASDAI 50 discontinued therapy. 


Therefore the results may not reflect clinical practice should response be required for treatment 


continuation. 
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Table 15 Treatment effect over time (AS only) (results calculated using NRI)  


Outcome  Trial 52 weeks 104 weeks 156 weeks 5 years 


(approx. 264 


weeks) 


Adalimumab      


ASAS 20 ATLAS 193/311 (62%)c 135/311 (43%)c  111/311 (36%)c 


ASAS 40 ATLAS 138/311 (44%)c 109/311 (35%)c  88/311 (28%)c 


BASDAI 50 ATLAS 167/311 (54%)c 122/311 (39%)c  96/311 (31%)c 


Certolizumab      


ASAS 20 RAPID-axSpA 


(AS) 


(48 weeks) 


89/121 (74%)a 


(96 weeks) 


78/121 (64%)a 


  


ASAS 40 RAPID-axSpA 


(AS) 


(48 weeks) 


70/121 (58%)a 


(96 weeks) 


61/121 (50%)a 


  


BASDAI 50      


Etanercept      


ASAS 20 Calin 2004  (108 weeks) 


52/81 (64%)d 


  


ASAS 40 Calin 2004  (108 weeks) 


44/81 (54%)d 


 40/81 (49%)d 


BASDAI 50 Calin 2004  (108 weeks) 


42/81 (52%)d 


 39/81 (48%)d 


Golimumab      


ASAS 20 GO-RAISE  235/356 (66%) a (160 weeks) 


246/356(69%)a 


235/356 (66%)a 


ASAS 40 GO-RAISE  203/356 (57%)a (160 weeks) 


208/356 (58%)a 


203/356 (57%)a 


BASDAI 50 GO-RAISE  199/356 (58%)a  199/356 (58%)a 


Infliximab      


ASAS 20 Park 2013 (78 weeks) 


125/174 (72%)de 


(102 weeks) 


127/174 (73%)de 


  


ASAS 40  (78 weeks) 


93/174 (53%)de 


(102 weeks) 


101/174 (58%)de 


  


ASAS 40 ASSERT 2005 (102 weeks) 33/78 (42%)af   


BASDAI 50 Braun 2002 (54 weeks) 


33/69 (48%)a 


(102 weeks) 


30/69 (43%)a 


  


aNRI imputed result calculated using number of patients randomised as denominator; bNRI imputed result calculated using number of 


patients at week 12 as denominator; cNRI imputed result calculated using number of patients who had received at least one dose of active as 


denominator; dNRI imputed result calculated using number of patients who had received active during open-label phase as denominator; 


eCT-P13 and infliximab combined; fOnly the subset of patients who took the 5mg dose of infliximab (remaining patients took 5 or 7.5 mg) 


Table 15 presents the results based on non-responder imputation (NRI) analyses for the main studies 


where these results could be extracted. For AS the results show that across all the anti-TNFs after 


approximately two years of treatment, around half of patients are still achieving a good level of 


response to therapy. The results for golimumab look particularly strong with around 60% of all 


randomised patients achieving ASAS 40 and BASDAI 50 after 5 years. However, this is probably not 


reflective of clinical practice as many of the normal weight patients took the 100 mg dose of 
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golimumab rather than the 50 mg dose: the licence only permits the use of 100 mg dose in patients 


with a body weight of more than 100 kg who do not achieve an adequate clinical response after 3 or 4 


doses. The equivalent results for adalimumab and etanercept are around 30% and 50%, though it is 


unknown if the difference may be due to differences in follow-up protocols than true treatment 


difference.  


Table 16 Treatment effect over time (nr-axSpA only) (results calculated using NRI)  


Outcome  Trial 52 weeks 104 weeks 156 weeks 5 years 


(approx. 264 weeks) 


Adalimumab      


ASAS 20 ABILITY-1   83/142 (58%)b  


ASAS 40 Haibel 2008 23/46 (50%) a    


ASAS 40 ABILITY-1 (68 weeks)  


77/142 (54%)b 


 67/142 (47%)b  


BASDAI 50 Haibel 2008 24/46 (52%)    


BASDAI 50 ABILITY-1 (68 weeks) 


74/142(52%)b 


 70/142 (49%)b  


Certolizumab      


ASAS 20 RAPID-


axSpA 


(AS) 


(48 weeks) 


68/97 (70%)a 


(96 weeks) 


59/97 (61%)a 


  


ASAS 40 RAPID-


axSpA 


(AS) 


(48 weeks) 


56/97 (58%)a 


(96 weeks) 


49/97 (51%)a 


  


BASDAI 50      


Etanercept      


ASAS 20 Dougados 


2014 


(48 weeks) 


************** 


   


ASAS 40  (48 weeks) 


108/205 (53%)a 


   


BASDAI 50  (48 weeks) 


************** 


   


aNRI imputed result calculated using number of patients randomised as denominator; bNRI imputed result calculated using number of 


patients at week 12 as denominator 


The long-term follow-up for nr-axSpA patients (Table 16) shows continued high proportions of 


responders. At one year around half of patients are achieving an ASAS 40 or BASDAI 50 level 


response and with certolizumab this is maintained at two years and with adalimumab at 3 years.  


When the long-term data are presented as observed or as completer analyses the long-term results are 


similarly good: withdrawal rates are not high and a high proportion of those who remain on treatment 


continue to achieve a good response, see the example data available from one trial of adalimumab and 


one of certolizumab pegol(Table 17). 
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Table 17 Observed or completer analysis results 


Trial, anti-TNF, population Time 


point 


Type of 


analysis 


ASAS 20 


 


ASAS 40 


 


BASDAI 50 


 


ATLAS 2006 Adalimumab 


(AS) 


52 weeks Observed 193/276 (70%) 138/276 (50%) 167/276 (61%) 


104 weeks Observed 135/173 (78%) 109/173 (63%) 122/173 (71%) 


5 years Completer 111/125 (89%) 88/125 (70%) 96/124 (77%) 


RAPID-axSpA Certolizumab 


pegol – all 


(AS) 


96 weeks Observed 78/93 (84%) 61/93 (66%)  


RAPID-axSpA Certolizumab 


pegol – all 


(nr-axSpA) 


96 weeks Observed 59/74 (80%) 49/74 (66%)  


 


At long-term follow-up mean final values or mean change from baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and 


BASMI, where reported, were generally maintained at clinically meaningful levels. 


For adalimumab, data from the large ATLAS trial showed that mean changes from baseline at 1, 2 


and 3 years remain stable and clinically meaningful at around -3.7 for BASDAI and at around -2.9 for 


BASFI. Similarly, the mean final value for BASMI remains at a level indicative of clinically 


significant treatment benefit (3.1 to 3.7).  At 5 years the mean final values are BASDAI 1.8, BASFI 


2.1, and BASMI 3.7. Clearly these results only relate to those patients who have remained on 


adalimumab in the long-term (40% of those who started adalimumab). They do however demonstrate 


continued benefit in a significant proportion of patients. 


For certolizumab results for these outcomes are available up to 96 weeks. At this time point the mean 


BASDAI and BASFI are indicative of clinically significant treatment benefit (both around 3 units). 


The long-term data from Calin et al 2004 for etanercept, with 81 patients at 2 years and 59 (73%) 


remaining at 5 years also report mean BASDAI and BASFI scores of around 3. 


From GO-RAISE at 2 years for those who took golimumab throughout the trial and follow-up 


(n=138), median BASDAI was around 3 and median BASFI was around 2. These values are from a 


LOCF analysis of all patients randomised to golimumab 50 mg. 


For infliximab the Braun 2002 study and follow-up found from 1 to 3 years a stable mean BASDAI of 


around 2.6, a stable mean BASFI of around 3 and a stable mean BASMI of around 2.7.  


Overall the reported data (though not particularly robust) do indicate that significant proportions of 


patients continue to derive real benefit from continued use of anti-TNFs. There is nothing to indicate 


any difference between them.  
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Almost no data were available regarding radiographic progression of bony disease in patients with 


AS. Furthermore it should be noted that radiographic changes and progression of these take many 


years to appear and x-rays are an insensitive tool by which to evaluate the progression of AS. 


Therefore evidence, particularly that from relatively short term studies has to be interpreted with 


caution. The limited evidence includes mSASSS change from baseline, reported for golimumab from 


the GO-RAISE study at 4 years (208 weeks): 1.3 (SD 4.1) based on the 111of 138 patients 


randomised to 50 mg. As results from untreated cohorts suggest a progression rate of 2 units/2years, a 


rate of 1.3 (or even 2) over 4 years seems beneficial. For further discussion of this issue see Section 


4.2.4.1. MASES was reported only for adalimumab from ATLAS: in patients remaining on therapy at 


2 years the mean change from baseline was 2.2 (n=217). 


For nr-axSpA patients long-term data for the continuous outcomes was limited to one year’s follow-


up. For adalimumab data were available from only one small study (Haibel 2008 n=46): BASDAI 


change from baseline: 2.8 (95% CI 2.1, 3.6); BASFI change from baseline: 2 (95% CI 1.4, 2.6); 


BASMI change from baseline: -0.4 (95% CI -0.7 to -0.04); and MASES change from baseline of 0.9 


(95% CI -0.02 to 1.9).  Also, of 26 patients with MRIs at baseline and 52 weeks follow-up, showed no 


change in sclerosis or in erosions. For etanercept data were available on 205 patients randomised to 


etanercept or placebo and then on long-term etanercept (Dougados 2014): 


**********************************************************************************


*************************** For certolizumab LOCF analysis at 96 weeks (n=97) gave a 


BASDAI final value of 3.0, and a BASFI of 2.4. Overall the one year results in nr-axSpA patients are 


similar to each other and also reflect those seen in AS patients. Again the short term nature of this 


follow-up relative to the 8 to 10 years over which radiographic changes develop must be borne in 


mind. 


4.2.4 Findings from anti-TNF patient registry studies 


4.2.4.1 Effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic progression 


 A total of seven studies were identified that provided some comparative results on the effect of anti-


TNFs on radiographic progression (Table 18).  
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Table 18 Effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic progression 


Van der Heijde, D. et 
al. Arthritis Res 


Ther. 2009; 
11:R127.110 


Study used 2 year data from active 
treatment arms of two adalimumab 


trials (total n=397) and compared 
them with OASIS cohort (186 with 


radiographs at 2 years). NB 


primary analysis set = 307 
adalimumab (minimum of 1.5 


years exposure to drug) and 169 


anti-TNF naïve (OASIS). 


There were significant differences between adalimumab and OASIS patients 
at baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and other measures. 


Increase in mSASSS was very similar in the two groups: adalimumab  0.8 
(SD 2.6), OASIS 0.9 (SD 3.3). When only patients who would have 


qualified for the adalimumab trials were included in the OASIS cohort 


(n=77) the results were not changed. 


Note in the light of the van der Heide results above, it would have been good 


to test effect of baseline BASDAI (mean 6.2 in adalimumab cohort, 3.4 in 


OASIS) as without treatment progression in adalimumab cohort would have 
been expected to be higher than in OASIS one, so there might have been 


some effect of adalimumab. 


Van der Heijde D, et 


al Arth. Rheum 


2008; 58: 3063-7098 


 


Study compared 2 year data from 


infliximab trial (ASSERT) (n=201) 


with that from OASIS (n=192). 


OASIS patients not treated with 
any anti-TNF. 


 


There were significant differences between infliximab and OASIS patients at 


baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and other measures (higher disease activity 


and worse function in trial patients). 


Mean increase in mSASSS was very similar in the two groups: infliximab 
0.9 (SD 2.6), OASIS 1.0 (SD 3.2). When only patients who would have 


qualified for the infliximab trials were included in the OASIS cohort (n=70) 


the results changed very little (mean mSASSS increase 1.2 (SD 3.9). 


Van der Heijde D, et 
al Arth. Rheum 


2008; 58: 1324-31111 


 


Study compared 2 year data from 
etanercept trial (Davis et al) 


(n=257) with that from OASIS 


(n=175). OASIS patients not 
treated with any anti-TNF. 


 


There were significant differences between infliximab and OASIS patients at 
baseline for BASDAI, BASFI and other measures higher disease activity and 


worse function in trial patients). 


Increase in MSASSS was very similar in the two groups: etanercept  0.91 
(SD 2.5), OASIS 0.95 (SD 3.2). When only patients who would qualified for 


the etanercept trials were included in the OASIS cohort (n=76) the results 


changed very little (mean mSASSS increase 1.3 (SD 3.6). 


Braun J. et al. Ann 


Rheum Dis 2014; 


73:1107-13112 


 


Long-term data on golimumab (2  


and 4 year radiographic data) (n= 


233). 


No comparison with OASIS made 


Mean Increase in MSASSS to 2 years was 0.9 (SD 2.7) (50 mg ) and 0.9 (SD 


3.9) (100 mg). 


Mean Increase in MSASSS to 4 years was 1.3 (SD 4.1) (50 mg ) and 2.0 (SD 
5.6) (100 mg). 


Note 2 year results are very similar to those with other anti-TNFs and 


OASIS. i.e. no benefit of golimumab evident. 


Haroon N et al, Arth 
Rheum 


2013;65:2645-54113 


 


Cohort study (n= 334 patients with 
at least two spinal radiographs at 2 


year intervals (patients with total 
spinal fusion at baseline excluded).  


Logistic regression analysis tested 


for baseline mSASSS, 
ESR,BASDAI,Smoking, male vs 


female, age at onset, disease 


duration, HLA-B27, anti-TNF use, 


and NSAID index. Further analysis 


tested factors that could influence 


exposure to anti-TNFs using 
propensity matching. 


201/334 patients had received anti-TNFs for a mean of 2.5 years (SD 2.6).  


No radiographic abnormality of the spine was seen at baseline in 144 


patients (43%) and 102 patients (30.5%) showed no progression (>1 
mSASSS unit/year).  


Mulitvariate regression found baseline mSASSS (OR 1.06, 95% CI 1.04-


1.08), ESR, and smoking significantly increased and anti-TNF use 
significantly increased odds of radiographic progression (OR 0.47, 95% CI 


0.24-0.94). 


Further analysis using the 142 that could be included post-propensity 
matching confirmed these findings except for ESR:  baseline mSASSS (OR 


1.05, 95% CI 1.02-1.08), anti-TNF (OR 0.30, 95% CI 0.11-0.78). 


Note the association with anti-TNF use is explained by the  more severe 
patients with radiographic changes at baseline being treated with anti-TNFs. 


Barialiakos X. eta l. 
Ann Rheum Dis 


2014; 73: 710-5114 


 


Comparison of long-term (8 years) 
treatment with infliximab with 


historical cohort (n= 22 infliximab, 
n=34 Herne cohort). 


 


Progression as assessed by mSASSS increased equally in infliximab treated 
patients and in the Herne cohort from baseline to 2, 4 and 6 years but then 


whilst progression increased only slightly in the infliximab group between 6 
and 8 years it increased greatly in the Herne cohort so that at 8 years there 


was a difference in infliximab’s favour of 4.5 mSASSS units (p=0.047). 


Result was adjusted for baseline mSASSS. Other factors (age, symptom 
duration, BASDAI, BASFI) not significant confounders.  


Barialiakos 2007115 


 


4 year radiographic progression in 


AS patients treated with 


infliximab. Crude comparison 


made with OASIS cohort results at 


4 years 


n = 33 


Mean (SD) at baseline 


 mSASSS  11.6 (15.3) 


BASDAI  6.6 (1.4) 
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BASFI 3.5 (1.9) 


Progression assessed by mSASSS. Mean change over 4 years was 1.6 (SD 
2.6) mSASSS units. 


Published results for OASIS are 4.4 units in 4 years 


Four studies reported on disease progression over 2 years of follow-up in terms of mSASSS in 


patients taking adalimumab, 
110


 infliximab,
98


 etanercept,
111


 and golimumab.
112


 All four open-label, 


uncontrolled follow-up studies found that mSASSS increased by a mean of around 0.9 over two years. 


Three of these studies compared their rates with those from the OASIS cohort (of patients not taking 


an anti-TNF) and found no difference (mean rate over 2 years for OASIS 0.9 units, Table 19). As 


stated in the previous section radiographic changes and progression of these take many years to 


appear and therefore the evidence from these relatively short term studies has to be interpreted with 


caution. 


Table 19 Summary of long-term results for mSASSS change 


Anti-TNF Increase in mSASSS over 2 years (mean 


(SD)(n)  – patients on an anti-TNF  


Increase in mSASSS over 2 years (mean 


(SD)) – patients from OASIS Cohort (n) 


Adalimumab110 0.8 (SD 2.6)(397) 0.9 (SD 3.3) (186) 


Etanercept111 0.91 (SD 2.45)(257) 0.95 (SD 3.2) (175) 


Infliximab98 0.9 (SD 2.6) (201) 1.0 (SD 3.2) (192) 


Golimumab112 0.9 (SD 2.7) (50 mg ) (111) 


 0.9 (SD 3.9) (100 mg)(122) 


 -  


- 


   


Comparison of the rates calculated from the OASIS cohort in these studies, with those from the 


studies by Ramiro highlight a discrepancy: the latter reported rates of 2 mSASSS units every 2 years, 


rather than the 0.9 units /two years used here to compare with individual anti-TNFs. 


Two very small studies of infliximab reported some inhibiting effect on radiographic progression.
114, 


115
 The first


114
 compared findings in 22 infliximab patients with 34 from the HERNE cohort, over 2, 4, 


6 and 8 years. Progression as assessed by mSASSS increased equally in infliximab treated patients 


and in the untreated HERNE cohort from baseline to 2, 4 and 6 years but then whilst progression 


increased only slightly in the infliximab group between 6 and 8 years it increased greatly in the Herne 


cohort so that at 8 years there was a difference in infliximab’s favour of 4.5 mSASSS units. The result 


was adjusted for baseline mSASSS (other factors – age, symptom duration, BASDAI, BASFI etc., 


were not statistically significant confounders). The other study of 33 patients found the mean 


progression over 4 years was 1.6 (SD 2.6) mSASSS units, lower than the 4.4 units seen in the 


untreated OASIS cohort at 4 years.
115


 


Another study examined a cohort of 334 patients with at least two spinal radiographs at 2 year 


intervals (patients with total spinal fusion at baseline were excluded).
113


 In this study 201/334 patients 
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had received anti-TNFs for a mean of 2.5 years (SD 2.6) and no radiographic abnormality of the spine 


was seen at baseline in 144 patients (43%). At follow-up 102 patients (30.5%) showed no progression 


(>1 mSASSS unit/year). Mulitvariate regression found baseline mSASSS (OR 1.06, 95% CI 1.04-


1.08), ESR, and smoking, significantly increased the odds of radiographic progression, but anti-TNF 


use was significantly associated with a > 50% reduction in the (adjusted) odds of progression (0.47, 


95% CI 0.24-0.94). Further analysis that tested factors that could influence exposure to anti-TNFs 


using propensity matching confirmed the association with mSASSS and found a stronger association 


with anti-TNF use (OR 0.30, 95% CI 0.11-0.78). 


In conclusion there is evidence of disease progression over time, though the disease course is highly 


variable. Best estimates of yearly disease progression rates without anti-TNF therapy are around 1.0 


mSASSS units and 0.035 to 0.07 BASFI units. Whether there is any impact of anti-TNF treatment is 


unclear: a beneficial effect cannot be assumed, nor, given the short term nature of the follow-up and 


the insensitivity of x-rays as a tool for the evaluation of disease progression in AS, can one be 


discounted. 


4.2.4.2 Drug survival and anti-TNF switching 


The endnote library generated by the searches for RCTs of all the anti-TNFs were separately screened 


to identify patient registry studies of any or all of the anti-TNFs. This was possible because the search 


strategy for RCTs was very sensitive and will have identified any clinical study including any of the 


named anti-TNFs. 


A total of 25 potentially relevant studies were screened fully and 12 publications that reported some 


data on drug survival or the efficacy of anti-TNFs after switching were identified (see Table 22 for 


summary details of each). Across the 12 studies, the source of data were either retrospective cohort 


studies or prospective registers (though analysis plans may have been retrospective), from a range of 


countries: USA (two studies), Canada (one study), Europe (9 studies). No data from a UK-based 


cohort were available. Most of the cohorts and registries included experience with the three oldest 


anti-TNFs: infliximab, etanercept and adalimumab. One study (of the RHAPSODY cohort) included 


results from 326 patients treated with adalimumab as 2
nd


 anti-TNF after infliximab or etanercept. 


Small numbers of patients provided data on golimumab (3 studies) and even smaller numbers on 


certolizumab (2 studies). The population in 10 of the 12 studies was AS, although the diagnostic 


criteria used to specify AS were rarely given. One study provided results specifically for nr-axSpA, 


and one study provided results for axial SpA (nr-axSpA or AS).  


Drug survival on 1
st
 anti-TNF for all anti-TNFs was around 70- 80% at one year, around 65 - 75% at 2 


years, around 70% at 3 years and 55% at 5 years. Little difference between the three older anti-TNFs 
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was identified, although one analysis using Cox proportional hazard estimates found statistically 


lower rates of discontinuation with etanercept and adalimumab compared with infliximab.
116


  


The median drug survival in AS patients across all anti-TNFs reported varied (Table 20). Based on the 


largest registry (DANBIO)
117


 the median drug survival for a first anti-TNF was 3.1 years (95% CI 2.6, 


3.7) (n=1436), with 58% of patients remaining on treatment at 2 years. Median drug survival for a 


second anti-TNF was 1.6 years (95% CI 1.0-2.2) (n=432), with 47% of patients remaining on 


treatment at 2 years, and for a 3
rd


, 1.8 years (95% CI 0.9-2.7) (n=137) (49% on treatment at 2 years).  


The efficacy of 2
nd


 or 3
rd


 anti-TNFs after switching in AS patients was reported in only a small 


number of studies. One analysis based on the NOR-DMARD registry
118


 showed how the response rate 


and BASDAI and BASFI achieved at 3 months in patients who remain on their first therapy is (not 


surprisingly) better than in patients who switch. Median BASDAI and BASFI achieved with a second 


anti-TNF were not as low (not as good) as was achieved with a first anti-TNF in non-switchers. An 


analysis of the DANBIO registry indicated that response (BASDAI 50) at 6 months reduced with 


subsequent anti-TNFs , as did the median improvement in BASDAI and BASFI achieved (Table 


21).
117


 These results are supported by the RHAPSODY study that found higher response rates with 


adalimumab in anti-TNF naïve patients (BASDAI 50 - 63%; ASAS40 – 59%)(n=924) than in anti-


TNF exposed (BASDAI 50 – 41%; ASAS40 – 38%) (n=326).
119


 


The registries and cohort studies provided no data on the efficacy of anti-TNFs as 2
nd


 or 3
rd


, after 


switching in nr-axSpA patients. 


Table 20 Drug survival results from analysis of DANBIO registry
117


 


Anti-TNF Median (95% CI) drug survival (% on treatment after 2yrs) for sequential anti-TNFs: 


1st (n=1436) 3.1 (2.6, 3.7) (58%) 


 


2nd (n=432) 1.6 (1.0-2.2)) (47%) 


3rd (n=137) 1.8 (0.9-2.7) (49%) 
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Table 21 Efficacy results from analysis of DANBIO registry
117


 


Anti-TNF % BASDAI50/20mm 


responders at 6 


months (at 3 NR): 


Median (IQR) 


BASDAI at 0 


months for 


sequential anti-


TNFs 


Median (IQR) 


BASDAI at 3 


months for 


sequential anti-


TNFs: 


Median (IQR) 


BASFI at 0 


months for 


sequential anti-


TNFs: 


Median (IQR) 


BASFI at 3 months 


for sequential anti-


TNFs: 


1st (n=1436) 54% 5.9 (4.5-7.1) 2.8 (1.1-4.8) 5.0 (3.4-6.7) 2.8 (1.1-4.8) 


2nd (n=432) 37% 5.6 (3.8-7.3)  (3.6 (1.9-6.4) 5.2 (3.5-7.0) 3.6 (1.7-6.0) 


3rd (n=137) 30% 6.4 (4.8-7.9)  (5.1 (3.6-6.7) 6.4 (4.2-7.9) 5.1 (3.0-7.3) 


 


In summary, sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile in patients with AS but the 


response rates and benefits are reduced with 2
nd


 and 3
rd


 anti-TNFs, with the proportion of BASDAI 50 


responders falling approximately 10% with each subsequent anti-TNF and the median BASDAI and 


BASFIs achieved increasing (worsening). The lower efficacy of a 2
nd


 anti-TNF relative to a first is 


reflected in lower median drug survival and proportion of patients remaining on therapy at 2 years. 


Interestingly, despite a further reduction in response and efficacy with a 3
rd


 anti-TNF, drug survival 


does not fall, suggesting that at this stage in their treatment history patients may continue with a less 


than optimally effective anti-TNF given any better alternative..  
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Table 22 Registry studies reporting data on drug survival and anti-TNF switching 


 


Citation  


 


Study/registry and 


Method 


N 


(duration


) 


Population Anti-TNFs 


included 


Drug survival and efficacy on switching 


Bonafede 


2012 120 


Market Scan USA 


(administrative 


claims data) 2005-


2009 Retrospective 


308 (360 


days) 


AS Etanercept 


Adalimumab 


Infliximab 


Drug survival 


N (%) stopped treatment and did not switch / switched. 


Etanercept  (n= 149) 42 (28%)/12 (8%) 


Adalimumab (n= 103) 36 (35%)/11 (11%) 


Infliximab (n= 46) 14 (30%)/6 (13%)  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Choquette 


2012121 


(abstract 


only) 


Rhumadata 


(Canada)register 


119 (5 


yrs) 


AS, previous 


NSAIDs and 


BASDAI >4 


Etanercept 


Adalimumab 


Infliximab 


Drug survival 


N who remained on same anti-TNF was 80% at 1 yr; 70% at 2 yrs; and 55% at 5yrs (no 


difference between anti-TNFs).  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Gulfe 


2014122 


SSATG registry 


Prospective, Sweden 


112 (2 


years) 


Nr-axSpA not 


AS 


Demographic 


summary 


available 


Etanercept  


Adalimumab 


Infliximab 


Golimumab 


Certolizumab 


Drug survival 


Kaplan Meier estimates drug survival was 76% at 1 yr and 65% at 2 yrs.  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Nell-


Duxneuner 


2012123 


Austrian Drug 


reimbursement data 


retrosp 


694 (2 


yrs) 


AS Etanercept  


Adalimumab 


Infliximab 


Drug survival 


Starting in 2007 I yr drug survival was: Etanercept 0.83 (1 yr); 0.58 (2 yr) 


Adalimumab 0.70 (1 yr); 0.55 (2 yr) 


Infliximab 0.71 (1 yr); 0.54 (2 yr) 


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Yeaw 


2014124 


Retrosp use of 


LifeLink Health Plan 


Claims database 


2004-2010. USA 


632 AS patients 


who had 


discontinued 


an anti-TNF 


Etanercept  


Adalimumab 


Infliximab 


Drug survival 


% who restart within 360 days after stopping: 


Etanercept 59% (n=376) 


Adalimumab 45% (n=134) 


Infliximab 39% (n=122) 


 


% switch to another anti-TNF or biologic 
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Citation  


 


Study/registry and 


Method 


N 


(duration


) 


Population Anti-TNFs 


included 


Drug survival and efficacy on switching 


Etanercept 17% (n=376) 


Adalimumab 13% (n=134) 


Infliximab 24% (n=122) 


 


% switch to non-biologic 


Etanercept 5% (n=376) 


Adalimumab 8% (n=134) 


Infliximab 6% (n=122) 


 


% switch to no new treatment 


Etanercept 18% (n=376) 


Adalimumab 34% (n=134) 


Infliximab 30% (n=122) 


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Scire et al 


2013116 


MonitorNet database 


(Italian Soc. 


Rhuematol) to 2012. 


Multiple imputation 


used for missing data 


498 AS Etanercept 


Adalimumab  


Infliximab 


 


Drug survival 


Unadjusted K-M estimates of drug survival at  


1 yr – 0.87 (95% CI 0.83-0.89) 


2 yrs – 0.72 (95% CI 0.67-0.77) 


3 years 0.69 (95% CI 0.63-0.74) 


Adjusted HR discontinuation rate (median follow-up 17 months) 0.59(95% CI 0.46, 0.75) 


(adjusted for age, gender, no. comorbidities,disease duration, number of previoud 


DMARDs, concurrent DMARDS, baseline BASDAI and BASFI)  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Zufferey 


2014125 


Single centre in 


Switzerland (CHUV) 


2011-12 


Retrospective 


112, of 


whom 77 


were AS. 


Follow-up 


at 12 and 


24 mths 


SpA (AxSpA 


and AS) 


Etanercept 


Adalimumab  


Infliximab 


Golimumab 


Drug survival 


Median drug survival across all anti-TNFs 12 mths (IR 7-19) for AxSpA and 8 mths (IR 6-


13) for AS. 


Drug survival for AS: 1 yr 49%, 2 yrs 36%. 


No difference between anti_TNFs.  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 
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Citation  


 


Study/registry and 


Method 


N 


(duration


) 


Population Anti-TNFs 


included 


Drug survival and efficacy on switching 


Pavelka 


2009126 


Czech National 


registry ATTRA  


310 (1 


year) 


AS (note 


mean 


BASDAI 6.4 


at baseline)  


Etanercept 


Adalimumab  


Infliximab 


Drug survival at 1 year was 84%; at 2 yrs 76%; and at 3 yrs 72%.  


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Lie 2010118 NOR-DMARD 


Register (from 2000 


to March 2009), 


Norway 


514 AS Etanercept 


Adalimumab  


Infliximab 


 


Drug survival 


77 patients switched from first anti-TNF; 437 did not. 


In the 77 switchers median drug survival on first anti-TNF was 266 days *range 1-1392) 


on the first anti-TNF and the 2nd anti-TNF was started a median of 77 days (Range 0-1608 


after the first was stopped). Finding may just be a consequence of the stopping rules in 


Denmark (patients given around 6 months to achieve a response) 


 


% on treatment after 1 and 2 years: 


1st anti-TNF: 76% and 65% 


2nd anti-TNF: 67% and 60% 


 


Efficacy on switching 


Non-Switchers 


 Response to 1st anti-TNF at 3 months (n=362): 


BASDAI 50 – 105/362 


ASAS 20 – 106/202 


ASAS 40 – 76/202 


 


Median (IQR) BASFI 2.3 (0.7-4.0)  


Median (IQR) BASDAI 2.6 (1.3-4.4) 


 


Switchers 


 Response to 1st anti-TNF at 3 months: 


BASDAI 50 – 6/63 


ASAS 20 – 11/23 


ASAS 40 – 7/23 


Median (IQR) BASFI 4.7 (1.5-6.0) (n=63) 


Median (IQR) BASDAI 4.8 (3.3-7.01) (n=63) 
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Citation  


 


Study/registry and 


Method 


N 


(duration


) 


Population Anti-TNFs 


included 


Drug survival and efficacy on switching 


Response to 2nd anti-TNF at 3 months: 


BASDAI 50 – 13/62 


ASAS 20 – 18/45 


ASAS 40 – 14/45 


Median (IQR) BASFI 3.3 (1.6-5.7) (n=62) 


Median (IQR) BASDAI 4.1 (1.9-6.1) (n=62) 


 


Data also available by reason for withdrawal LOE or AE – see publication’s web files 


Glintborg 


2010108  


DANIBO Registry 


Denmark 


842 (8 


years) 


AS Etanercept 


Adalimumab  


Infliximab 


 


Drug survival 


Median drug survival was 4.3 years (unadjusted 1 and 2 years retention rates 74% and 


63%) – similar across 3 anti-TNFs – only male gender, low baseline VAS fatigue and high 


CRP (>14mg/l) associated with better drug survival 


 


Efficacy on switching - NR 


Glintborg 


2012117 


DANBIO Registry 


Denmark 


1436 (432 


switchers)  


AS (Switchers 


only – had 


received at 


least2 anti-


TNFs during 


follow-up) 


Etanercept 22% 


Adalimumab 


38% Infliximab 


36% 


Golimumab 3% 


(certilizumab 


and other 


biologics less 


than 1% 


between them) 


and only to 1st 


treatment 


course) 


  


Median (95% CI) years of drug survival (n) (% on treatment after 2yrs) for sequential anti-


TNFs: 


1st anti-TNF3.1 (2.6, 3.7) (n=1436)(58%) 


2nd anti-TNF1.6 (1.0-2.2) (n=432)(47%) 


3rd anti-TNF1.8 (0.9-2.7) (n=137) (49%) 


 


Efficacy on switching 


Median (IQR) BASDAI at 3 months for sequential anti-TNFs: 


1st (n=1436) 2.8 (1.1-4.8) 


2nd (n=432)3.6 (1.9-6.4) 


3rd (n=137) 5.1 (3.6-6.7) 


 


Median (IQR) BASFI at 3 months for sequential anti-TNFs: 


1st (n=1436) 2.8 (1.1-4.8) 


2nd (n=432)  3.6 (1.7-6.0) 


3rd (n=137) 5.1 (3.0-7.3) 


 


% BASDAI50/20mm responders at 6 months (at 3 NR): 
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Citation  


 


Study/registry and 


Method 


N 


(duration


) 


Population Anti-TNFs 


included 


Drug survival and efficacy on switching 


1st 54% 


2nd 37% 


3rd 30% 


Rudwaleit 


2009119 


/RHAPSODY – 


European cohort 


Prospective 


uncontrolled cohort 


of  pts treated with 


adalimumab  


1250 (12 


week 


response 


data only) 


AS Adalimumab Drug survival – NR 


 


Efficacy on switching 


12 week response rates: 


Anti-TNF naïve (n=924) 


BASDAI 50 - 63% 


ASAS40 – 59% 


 


Anti-TNF exposed (etanercept and/or infliximab, n=326) 


BASDAI 50 – 41% 


ASAS40 – 38% 


 


Logistic regression with backward elimination found younger age, higher CRP, HLA-


B27+ and anti-TNF naivity all predictive of better response (Table 1 in paper). 
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4.2.5 Clinical effectiveness results - Adverse events 


Randomised trials  


We focussed on the following outcomes, known to have possible associations with anti-TNF 


treatment: serious infections, TB (including TB reactivation), injection/infusion site reactions, 


congestive heart failure, cancer, non-melanoma skin cancer, serious adverse events, and withdrawals 


due to serious adverse events. For the randomised phases of the trials included in the review, the 


reporting of adverse event data was generally limited. For three of the 24 trials no information on 


adverse events was available.
59, 61, 74


 Several trials provided adverse event data only at time points 


after which placebo patients may have switched to receive an anti-TNF (so true placebo comparisons 


were not available).  


Analysable data on injection/infusion site reactions were available for ten trials, although these studies 


were only of etanercept or infliximab. The data for certolizumab, golimumab, and adalimumab trials 


were either not reported, or were only provided at time points after which placebo patients could 


‘escape’ to receive an anti-TNF; these data would not allow for an accurate comparison with placebo. 


Results for injection/infusion site reactions analyses from this review for etanercept and infliximab 


showed a statistically significant increase in reactions associated with etanercept (RR 2.69, 95% CrI 


1.82 to 3.89) when compared with placebo but no significant difference between infliximab and 


placebo. When compared with each other, the risk of an injection/infusion site reaction was 


statistically significantly higher with etanercept than with infliximab (RR 2.27, 95% CrI 1.01 to 5.37). 


Incidence of serious infections was reported in only eight trials, though such events were rare (9 cases 


in total). Of the eight trials which reported incidence of tuberculosis, only 4 cases were identified; 


three cases were reported in the longest study, the 54 week trial which compared infliximab with an 


inliximab biosimilar (CT-P13).
105


 Four trials reported on congestive heart failure (no cases reported), 


six trials reported on cancer (one case) and three trials reported on non-melanoma skin cancer (2 


cases, one in each group of the ABILITY-1 trial). In most trials few SAEs were reported; group rates 


ranged from 0 to around 9%. Similarly, most trials had few withdrawals due to adverse events; rates 


ranged from 0 to around 12%. Full results are reported in Appendix 8. 


Large systematic reviews   


Overall, the number and size of trials, and the short duration of their placebo-controlled phases, were 


too limited to provide enough data for meaningful analyses of adverse events. This common problem 


- of having too little data to evaluate adverse events - underpinned the rationale for a Cochrane review 


(and network meta-analysis) of adverse events of nine biologics in adults with any disease, except 


HIV/AIDS.
127


 In order to provide a better understanding of toxicity, data were pooled across diseases 


by assuming a similar rate of adverse events (across diseases). For the present assessment, estimates 


of adverse event rates have therefore been derived from the Cochrane review, which included 160 
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RCTs (n=48,676) and 46 open-label extension studies (n=11,954). The median durations were 6 


months for RCTs, and 13 months for open-label extension studies. The biologics included were 


abatacept, adalimumab, anakinra, certolizumab pegol, etanercept, golimumab, infliximab, rituzimab 


and tocilizumab. The anti-TNFs included in the present assessment were studied in 115 (72%) of the 


RCTs and 40 (87%) of the open-label studies included in the Cochrane review. Most studies assessed 


etanercept or infliximab, in cancer or rheumatoid arthritis patients; 10 RCTs were of ankylosing 


spondylitis (fewer than in this assessment, since in the Cochrane review databases were searched up 


until January 2010). The biologics were evaluated both as a group, and as individual interventions.  


The results from the RCTs (what the review classified as ‘major’ outcomes) are in Tables 23 and 24. 


Biologics as a group were associated with statistically significantly higher rates of total AEs, 


withdrawals due to AEs, serious infections, and TB reactivation when compared with control 


treatments. When the individual anti-TNFs were analysed separately, compared with control 


treatments only infliximab and certolizumab were statistically significantly associated with adverse 


events: infliximab with higher rates of total adverse events (NNH 13, 95% CrI 8 to 505) and 


withdrawals due to adverse events (NNH 10, 95% CrI 5 to 30), and certolizumab pegol with higher 


rates of serious infections (NNH 12, 95% CrI 4 to 79) and serious adverse events (NNH 18, 95% CrI 


9 to 162) (Table 24). 


Table 23 Cochrane summary of findings Table for biologics as a class (adapted from Singh et al (2011)) 


Adverse event Risk with 


comparator, per 1000 


patients unless 


otherwise stated 


Risk with intervention, 


per 1000 patients, 


unless otherwise stated 


(95% CrI) 


Odds ratio (95% 


CrI) 


Number of 


participants (studies) 


SAEs 118 127 (115 to 142) 1.09 (0.97 to 1.24) 21,152 (76) 


Total AEs 724 770 (741 to 797) 1.28 (1.09 to 1.50) 14,959 (48) 


Withdrawal due to 
AEs 


98 137 (115 to 168) 1.47 (1.20 to 1.86) 22,636 (83) 


Serious infections 26 35 (27 to 46) 1.37 (1.04 to 1.82) 21,853 (70) 


TB reactivation 4 per 10,000 20 per 10,000 4.68 (1.18 to 18.6) 30,671 (71) 


Lymphoma 9 per 10,000 1 0.53 (0.17 to 1.66) 21,260 (52) 


Congestive heart 


failure 


8 6 (1 to 21) 0.69 (0.18 to 2.69) 8,847 (24) 
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Table 24 Cochrane summary of findings Table for individual anti-TNFs (adapted from Singh et al (2011)) 


Anti-TNF Risk with 


comparator, per 


1000 patients 


unless otherwise 


stated 


Risk with intervention, per 


1000 patients, unless 


otherwise stated (95% CrI) 


Odds ratio (95% CrI) Number of 


participants (studies) 


SAEs 


Adalimumab 118 114 (90 to 145) 0.96 (0.74 to 1.27) 4662 (15) 


Certolizumab 118 174 (124 to 237) 1.57 (1.06 to 2.32) 2421 (6) 


Etanercept 118 142  (111 to 184) 1.24 (0.93 to 1.69) 3931 (21) 


Golimumab 118 123 (82 to 184) 1.05 (0.67 to 1.69) 1564 (8) 


Infliximab 118 133 (102 to 174) 1.15 (0.85 to 1.57) 3403 (14) 


Total AEs 


Adalimumab 724 730 (637 to 802) 1.03 (0.67 to 1.54) 3266 (10) 


Certolizumab 724 754 (651 to 837) 1.17 (0.71 to 1.95) 1829 (5) 


Etanercept 724 784 (677 to 866) 1.38 (0.80 to 2.46) 1600 (7) 


Golimumab 724 765 (672 to 839) 1.24 (0.78 to 1.98) 1187 (6) 


Infliximab 724 803 (726 to 860 1.55 (1.01 to 2.35) 2330 (9) 


Withdrawal due to AEs 


Adalimumab 98 128 (81 to 194) 1.35 (0.82 to 2.22) 5268 (18) 


Certolizumab 98 125 (70 to 226 1.32 (0.69 to 2.69) 2421 (6) 


Etanercept 98 124 (82 to 191) 1.30 (0.82 to 2.17) 5189 (25) 


Golimumab 98 127 (64 to 241) 1.34 (0.63 to 2.92) 1549 (7) 


Infliximab 98 203 (132 to 310) 2.34 (1.40 to 4.14) 2973 (15) 


Serious infections 


Adalimumab 26 32 (17 to 60) 1.23 (0.65 to 2.40) 4847 (15) 


Certolizumab 26 113 (39 to 330) 4.75 (1.52 to 18.45) 1683 (4) 


Etanercept 26 33 (19 to 61) 1.29 (0.72 to 2.45) 4630 (19) 


Golimumab 26 29 (12 to 65) 1.11 (0.45 to 2.59) 1334 (6) 


Infliximab 26 36 (20 to 65) 1.41 (0.75 to 2.62) 2652 (13) 


TB reactivation 


All 9 


biologics 


4 per 10,000 20 per 10,000 4.68 (1.18 to 18.60) 30,671 (71) 


Lymphoma 


All 9 


biologics 


9 per 10,000 1  0.53 (0.17 to 1.66) 21,260 (52) 


Congestive heart failure 


All 9 


biologics 


8  6 (1 to 21) 0.69 (0.18 to 2.69) 8847 (24) 
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For total adverse events the Cochrane review team judged the strength of evidence to be high; for 


serious adverse events, withdrawals due to adverse events, and serious infections the strength of 


evidence was judged to be moderate; for TB reactivation, lymphoma, and congestive heart failure the 


strength of evidence was judged to be low. For TB reactivation, lymphoma, and congestive heart 


failure the network meta-analysis statistical models did not converge (due to low numbers of events) 


so estimates for individual anti-TNFs were not available. Outcomes which were classed in the review 


as ‘minor’ were not analysed by the review authors due to low numbers of events and the complexity 


of the analyses for the major outcomes. The minor outcomes included cardiac adverse events, infusion 


and injection site reactions, allergic reactions, neurologic outcomes, deaths, all cancers, serious lung 


infections or pneumonia, fungal infections, and opportunistic infections.  For the purposes of the 


present s assessment further large studies on cancer risk were therefore sought. An individual patient 


data meta-analysis of 22,904 adults (from 74 RCTs) which assessed the cancer risk of taking 


adalimumab, etanercept, or infliximab in the short-term (median duration <6 months) was 


identified.
128


Although funded by manufacturers, this study was requested by the EMA and was 


planned and conducted by independent researchers working with an independent academic steering 


committee. For all three anti-TNFs as a group, there was no increase in risk of cancers excluding non-


melanoma skin cancer (RR 0.99, 95% CI 0.61 to 1.68), but there was a doubling in the risk of non-


melanoma skin cancer associated with taking an anti-TNF (RR 2.02, 95% CI 1.11 to 3.95). Evaluation 


of drug-specific effects was hampered by statistical precision, and by differences in baseline cancer 


risk and reporting detail across trials.
128


 


Another review of adverse effects of etanercept, adalimumab and infliximab was based on systematic 


searches for systematic reviews of the safety of biologic agents .
129


 Six reviews that were sufficiently 


rigorous to meet the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) inclusion criteria were 


included in the overview. This review also included large RCTs and non-randomised studies (≥500 


patients) and was focused on serious potential adverse events, such as serious infections, reactivation 


of latent TB, and cancer.
129


 Table 25, which summarises the rates of serious adverse events among the 


included non-randomised studies and large RCTs, indicates that the rates of serious adverse events 


cover a broadly similar range across the three different biologic agents. However, all estimates were 


derived from a highly heterogeneous group of studies in terms of participants (e.g. inflammatory 


condition, disease severity), study design (e.g. length of follow-up) and treatment regimens (e.g. dose 


and frequency). Consequently, reliable estimates of the relative rate of serious adverse events for each 


drug could not be made.
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Table 25 Prevalence ranges of serious adverse events from non-randomised studies and RCTs 


(reproduced from Rodgers et al.
129


) 


Drug  Serious infections 


(%)   


Cancer (%) TB (%) Mortality (%) Withdrawals due to AE (%) 


Etanercept  0.6–13.2 1–5.7 0–1.4 0–3.1 0–13.6 


Infliximab  0.8–13.8 0.16–5.1 0.06–4.6 0.06–2.0 6.4–12.8 


Adalimumab  0.4–5.1 0.1–1.1 0–0.4 0.5–0.9 5.8–10.7 


Withdrawal rates due to adverse events were typically <10% for all drugs, with the highest reported 


single estimate being 13.6% for one etanercept study. This suggested that the majority of patients can 


tolerate biologic treatment in the medium term, although again the estimates were derived from a 


highly heterogeneous group of studies, therefore the possibility of poorer tolerability in specific 


patient groups was not ruled out.  


Open-label extensions of randomised trials  


Of the longer-term follow up studies included in our present review we evaluated those reporting 


adverse events after six months (since the Cochrane review covered events occurring up to six 


months); 13 trial cohorts had studies which reported data after 6 months. Both the type of adverse 


events assessed, and the periods over which they were assessed, varied across studies. Table 26 


compares results for studies with at least around 2 years of follow up. The ATLAS and GO-RAISE 


trials both had extension study publications at the 2 year and 5 year time points.
130-133


Both cohorts 


were analysed using modified intention-to-treat (mITT) data, in which patients had to have received at 


least one dose of treatment. This amounted to 99% of the randomised patients in both studies 


(311/315 in ATLAS, and 353/356 in GO-RAISE). Davis reported results for the 257 patients who 


enrolled in a 168-week open-label study following week 24 of the randomised phase; 277 patients had 


taken part in the earlier randomised study. All 257 patients in the open-label study had received at 


least one dose of etanercept.
134, 135


 The Calin trial randomised 84 patients, with 81 patients enrolling in 


the open-label extension study. Results were presented separately for the 12 week to 2 year, and the 2 


to 5 year time points.
136, 137


 RAPID-axSpA data at 96 weeks were reported in the manufacturer 


submission. These data related to the mITT population: 315 (97%) of the 325 originally randomised 


patients. 


The 2 year study of the ASSERT (infliximab) cohort allowed dose escalation whereby, from week 36, 


patients with BASDAI scores of ≥3 could increase their dose to 7.5mg/kg, which is a currently 


unlicensed dose. Results for the 5mg/kg group (74 patients) between weeks 24 and 102 have therefore 


been presented in Table 26. The Braun cohort was followed up for eight years, but it was a small 


study which reported only SAEs and withdrawals due to SAEs. 
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Table 26 Studies with adverse event data at around 2 years (or later) 


Event 


outcome 


Number of events (%)  


Number per 100 person years (PY) 


Adalimumab Golimumab Etanercept Certolizumab Infliximab 


ATLAS  


n=311 


GO-RAISE  


n=353 


Davis  


n=257 


Calin 


n=81               n=59 


RAPID-


axSpA n=315 


ASSERT** 


n=74 


2 years 5 years 2 years 5 years 24 to 192 


weeks* 


12 to 108 


weeks* 


2 to 5 years 


 


96 weeks 24 to 102 


weeks 


SAEs 


48 (15%)  


 


10.5/100 PY 


140 (45%) 


 


11.7/100 PY 


40 (11%) 


 


72 (20%) 


 


33 (13%) 


 


8/100 PY 


19 (23%)  


 


21/100 PY 


******* 


 


******* 


15 (20%) 


Withdrawals  


due to AEs 


24 (8%) 


 


4.5/100 PY 


- 19 (5%) 


 


32 (9%)  


 


2.13/100 PY 


14 (5%) 


 


15 (19%) 7 (12%) ******* 


 


******* 


 


Serious 


infections 


6 (2%) 


 


1.1/ 100 PY 


17 (5%) 


 


1.4/100 PY 


11 (3%) 


 


21 (6%) 


 


2.1/100 PY 


6 (2%) 


 


2/100 PY 


5 (6%) 3 (5%) 


 


3/100 PY 


******* 


 


******* 


3 (4%) 


Cancer 


4 (1%)  


 


0.7/100 PY 


3 (1%) 


 


0.2/100 PY 


2 (0.6%) 


 


3 (0.8%)  


 


0.21/100 PY 


- 4 (5%) 3 (5%) * 1 (1%) 


NMSC 
0.4/100 PY 


 


- - - - - -   


Congestive 


heart failure 


0 2 (0.6%) 


 


0.2/100 PY 


- - - - -   


Injection 


site 


reactions 


42 (14%) 


 


17.6/100 PY 


- 38 (11%) 


 


43 (12%) 


 


57 (22%) 


 


30 (37%) 7 (12%) ******* 


 


******* 


9 (12%) 


TB 0 0 - - - 0 0 *******  


 * Weeks from randomisation  ** 5mg/kg group  NMSC Non melanoma skin cancer 
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Table 26 illustrates that rates of SAEs, cancer, and serious infections were similar across all four anti-


TNFs when using incidence per 100 patient years as estimates. At five years SAEs appeared more 


prevalent with adalimumab (45%) when compared with golimumab (20%), although it is possible this 


difference is due to the way the data were reported – it was unclear whether the ATLAS data related 


to the total number of SAEs, or to the number of patients experiencing an SAE. At 2 years, the 


incidence of injection site reactions was higher in patients taking etanercept than in patients taking 


adalimumab, golimumab or certolizumab pegol. Withdrawal rates due to AEs were broadly similar 


across treatments. The reporting of TB and congestive heart failure was limited. 


Summary of adverse event data 


Data from large systematic reviews, which included patients with a wide range of diseases, suggest 


that, in the short-term, anti-TNFs as a group are associated with significantly higher rates of serious 


infections, TB reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse events, and withdrawals due to 


AEs, when compared with control treatments. Specifically, infliximab is associated with significantly 


higher rates of total adverse events and withdrawals due to adverse events, and certolizumab pegol is 


associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections and serious adverse events. Analyses 


from the present review showed etanercept to be statistically significantly more likely to result in an 


injection/infusion site reaction when compared with infliximab, although analysable data on such 


reactions were not reported for the three other anti-TNFs. Evaluations of longer-term data are more 


scarce though suggest similar safety profiles across anti-TNFs. Data from the open-label studies 


included in this review also do not suggest that there are important differences between treatments, 


other than a higher incidence of injection site reactions following treatment with etanercept. These 


open-label data are however limited by the small sample sizes and non-randomised study designs.  


4.2.6 Review of natural history of AS and nr-axSpA 


In order to get some understanding of what happens to patients who, although eligible for anti-TNF 


therapy for their AS or nr-axSpA, do not receive it, we conducted a rapid review of relevant literature. 


This was not a systematic review but one that started with the library of papers found by the  main 


searches for RCTs of the anti-TNFs and then followed relevant citations to papers on AS and axSpA 


in patients not receiving an anti-TNF. Potentially relevant papers were those that reported on the 


pattern of disease - AS or nr-axSpA or axSpA - without treatment with anti-TNFs over time. This 


process identified a number of relevant registries: OASIS, SIRAS, DESIR, Esperanza, 


REGISPONSER, GESPIC, and SMART and additional searches of Medline were conducted using 


these specific registry names. All relevant studies identified through this process are presented in 


Table 27. 


The studies collectively explore the associations between the various components of axSpA: disease 


activity, structural damage and spinal mobility. The exploration of the ASSERT trial baseline data
25, 
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138
 reveals that health-related quality of life as determined by SF-36 physical and mental components,  


is determined by BASFI and BASDAI;  BASFI is determined by BASDAI, mSASSS and BASMI 


(spinal mobility); and  BASMI is independently determined both by irreversible (mSASSS) and 


reversible spinal damage (MRI): the former in late disease, the latter in early disease. 


The studies identified that from a clinical practice and patients’ point of view disease progression in 


terms of BASFI, a measure of the patient’s functional ability, is very important. A number of studies 


on the disease progression of AS have been based on the European OASIS cohort (a consecutive 


cohort, started in 1996, though there were no further specific eligibility criteria); the total cohort 


numbers 217 patients.  One of these, a study by Landewe et al.,
12


 demonstrated that physical function 


impairment (BASFI) is independently affected by both disease activity (BASDAI) and bony 


progression – usually assessed using mSASSS despite this being a measure of bony growth in the 


spine only (and not in the sacroiliac joints). Other studies by Ramiro
139, 140


 have demonstrated that 


radiographic progression, increases on average by around 2 mSASSS units every 2 years.
139, 140


 


However, this progression is highly variable; the average patient with inactive disease (ASDAS 0) 


would progress by 5 mSASSS units over 12 years compared with a patient with ‘very active disease’ 


(ASDAS 4) who would have 19 units of progression.
139


 Also, of 68 patients who were followed for 12 


years, 18% had no progression on mSASSS.
140


 The variability is also demonstrated by the results 


based on a different cohort: a single German clinic (n=146).
14


 Baseline characteristics were similar to 


those in the OASIS cohort (Table 27). Mean follow-up was 3.8 (SD 1.7) years and mean mSASSS 


change was 1.3 (SD 2.5) units /year with a range of 0-22.8 mSASSS units. Thirty four (23%) patients 


showed no progression. 


There is evidence that BASDAI is relatively constant over time. A an analysis of data from a UK 


registry – SIRAS, demonstrated that patients stratified into high or low disease activity (BASDAI) 


remain in their separate groups over many years (12).
141


 Data on the long-term pattern of patient 


function (BASFI) in patients not being treated with anti-TNFs is more scarce. A cohort study, from a 


single centre in England, provided data on 69 patients followed over 10 years (two data points: at 


baseline (1998) and 10 year (2008)).
16


 The assessment of BASDAI confirmed that it remains 


relatively constant (mean at baseline 4.1 (SD 2.5) and after 10 years 4.4 (SD 2.7) (p=0.36). Patient 


function was assessed using RLQD rather than BASFI, but provided evidence of deteriorating 


function over time: mean RLDQ at baseline was 10.4 (SD 8.3), and after 10 years was 13.6 (SD 10.9) 


(p=0.002). Analysis of longitudinal data from the SMART (Bath, UK) data set (n=223) found that 


BASFI increased over time by 0.035 units/symptom year.
142


 In patients with baseline BASDAI of ≥4 


(those that would be treated with anti-TNFs and 68% of the total cohort) the rate of BASFI increase 


was 0.039 units/symptom year. Estimates of the rate of change in BASFI over time were also reported 


in a cost-effectiveness modelling study.
143


  The data were from patients who were captured in two 
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surveys at two time points 1992/1994 and November 2002 approximately 8 years apart (n=1100). The 


estimate of annual BASFI progression was 0.07 points, but when only patients with BASDAI >4 were 


included in the analysis, BASFI progression was estimated as 0.054. It was reported that data from a 


cohort of 493 patients who had been followed up for more than 3 years generated similar findings; the 


number was not actually reported for the whole survey, but was 0.059 for the BASDAI >4 subgroup. 


Natural history data from patients with nr-axSpA is even more scarce than that for AS patients, with 


no long-term data identified. A comparison of AS and nr-axSpA patients from a cohort of 100 


consecutive patients (Herne clinic, Germany) (Axial SpA n=100, nr-axSpA n=44, AS n=56) found 


that slightly higher proportions of AS patients met pre-specified cut-offs of disease severity than did 


nr-axSpA patients, but the differences were statistically significant only for ASDAS, CRP level, 


mSASSS and the number of inflamed lesions; the proportion of males was also statistically 


significantly different.
144


 The results are given in Table 27. The difference for BASFI was very close 


to statistical significance.  


A larger cross sectional study of the GESPIC cohort (n=462 patients with axial spondyloarthritis (AS 


or nr-axSpA)) also found differences between AS and nr-axSpA patients.
19


 When AS (< 5 year) and 


nr-axSpA were compared there were statistically significant differences in Physicians Global 


Assessment, BASFI (3.1 in AS vs 2.5 in nr-axSpA), BASMI (1.9 in AS vs 1.1 in nr-axSpA), spinal 


mobility and lateral spinal flexion, CRP and ESR and all radiographic measures (mSASSS 4.9 in AS 


vs 1.4 in nr-axSpA). mSASSS was statistically significant worse in males vs females, and between 


CRP >6 vs <6, though it is unclear whether this is a meaningful cut off for CRP. 


In two longitudinal studies of progression in nr-axSpA,
145, 146


 also using the GESPIC cohort, 


progression in terms of sacroiliitis and in terms of radiographic progression in the spine (mSASSS), 


was slightly more rapid in AS than in nr-axSpA but not statistically significantly so. Raised CRP at 


baseline was a predictor of both measures of progression in AS but only for sacroiliitis in nr-axSpA. 


The presence of syndesmophytes was predictive of higher progression rates as assessed by mSASSS 


in both AS and in nr-axSpA. Of the 95 patients with nr-axSpA, 11 (11.6%) fulfilled the modified New 


York criteria for AS after two years of follow up. A review of the burden of illness in nr-axSpA
147


 


cited this (11.6%) progression rate along with a 10% rate over two years and a 24% rate over 10 


years. However, the 10 year rate was derived from a broader, more heterogeneous population than the 


GESPIC cohort: patients had undifferentiated spondyloarthropathies, with over half not having 


inflammatory low back pain.
148, 149


 The GESPIC study recruited only patients with axial 


spondyloarthritis (AS or nr-axSpA). 
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Studies of disease progression in nr-axSpA focus on aspects of the disease that can be assessed 


through imaging techniques: radiographs or MRI scans. This may appear reasonable given the 


subjective, patient questionnaire basis of the BASFI score.  


Finally there is evidence that as well as being progressive, the course of AS includes flares. A study 


based on the population of a trial comparing probiotic and placebo treatment in AS, found that the 


overall flare rate was 71.4 per 100 person weeks (pw); the major flare rate was 12/100pw and the 


minor flare rate 59.4 /100pw.
29


  BASDAI and BASFI varied with type of flare: mean BASDAI scores 


were 5.5 (major flare), 3.1 (minor flare) and 2 – 2.5 (flare free); mean BASFI scores were 5.5 (major 


flare), 3.1 (minor flare) and 2.5 – 3.5 (flare free). A pilot study used the SMART cohort (Bath, UK) to 


investigate the pattern of disease and impact of disease flares.
150


 Of the 114 patients, 96% patients 


reported experiencing flares. Flare duration varied by patient: days (40%); weeks (30%); and months 


(30%). Fifty percent of patients reported flares on a background of symptoms, whilst 26% reported 


gradually developing and resolving flares, after which symptoms were worse than before the start of 


the flare. These patterns were associated with higher BASFI scores. Around 20% reported flares with 


no symptoms between. A small proportion (7%) reported gradually developing and resolving flare 


with periods of no symptoms. 


In summary, the available studies indicate that in AS and nr-axSpA disease activity (BASDAI) is 


fairly stable over time and does not generally progress, though it can be at a high (severe) level early 


in the disease. Patients function (as assessed by BASFI) does deteriorate over time, though the course 


is not constant or predictable. BASFI is determined by both disease activity and bone neo-formation; 


progression of BASFI over time is driven by progression of bony disease as assessed by imaging 


scores such as mSASSS, or the presence of syndesmophytes. Best estimates of yearly disease 


progression rates without anti-TNF therapy are around 1.0 mSASSS units and 0.035 to 0.07 BASFI 


units. Information on the natural history of nr-axSpA is relatively sparse. Whilst disease progression 


appears to be faster in AS, patients with nr-axSpA can have severe disease activity and hence poor 


function. 


Table 27 Natural history of axSpA - relevant outcomes and impact of anti-TNFs 


Study Description Population characteristics Summary of findings. What it tells us 


Landewe 2009 
12 


Examined the relationship 


between disease activity, 
radiographic damage and 


physical function in AS. 


 


Based on (European) 


OASIS cohort – baseline 


and 2 year data.  


 


N=217 consecutive (from 


BASFI mean 3.4 (SD 2.6), 


41% >4. 


mSASSS median 5, 69% > 0 


NB does mSASSS less than 0 


mean nr-axSpA?  


None of the patients in the 


cohort had used anti-TNFs. 


Subgroup (n=188) Baseline 
BASDAI<6 


Univariate correlation between baseline mSASSS and 


BASFI = 0.45 (Spearman Corr Coef), but this was 
modified by baseline BASDAI : 


 BASDAI 0-2 (n=68) = 0.68;  


BASDAI >2-4 (N=60) = 0.58;  


BASDAI >4-6 n=60 = 0.43;  


BASDAI >6-8 (n=22) = 0.40;  


BADDAI >8-10 (n=7) = -0.20.  


Suggests a ceiling effect of BASFI – because of the high 
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1996) patients with AS 


(no specific criteria. 


BASDAI mean 3.4 (SD 


2,1), 38% >4. 


  level of correlation between BASDAI and BASFI, a 


correlation between MSASSS and BASFI cannot be 
demonstrated at the highest level of BASDAI. 


 


Multivariate relationship between BASDAI and 
mSASSS with BASFI using baseline and 2 year data 


(but not longitudinal?) (n=188, baseline BASDAI<6 


only). Regression coefficients found that both BASDAI 
and mSASSS are statistically significant (p<0.001) 


explanatory variables for BASFI (0.73 and 0.057 units 


respectively) 


Ramiro 2014139 Analysed long-term 
relationship between 


disease activity (ASDAS, 
BASDAI) and 


radiographic damage 


(mSASSS) in AS. Used 
OASIS cohort over 12 


years  


 


Subgroup used (n=184) who 
had at least 2 sets of x-rays. 


Baseline characteristics of 


this subgroup: 


BASDAI mean 3.4 (SD 2.0) 


mSASSS mean 10.8 (SD 
15.2), 81% >0  


 


None of the patients had used 
anti-TNFs. 


 


On average patients had a progression of 1.9 mSASSS 
units/2 years. This varied with baseline ASDAS: 


ASDAS <1.3 progress=0.7 mSASSS units/2 years;  


ASDAS >3.5 progress=3.1 mSASSS units/2 years. 


 


The relationship with BASDAI was similar: 


Baseline BASDAI<4: 1.5 mSASSS units/2 years 


BASDAI ≥4: 2.7 mSASSS units/2 years; BASDAI >6: 


2.0 mSASSS units/2 years 


 


The analysis found that the average patient with inactive 


disease (ASDAS 1.0) would progress by 5 MSASSS 
units over 12 years compared with a patient with ‘very 


active disease’ (ASDAS 4) would have 19 units of 


progression.  


 


 


Ramiro 2013140 


 


Earlier analysis of OASIS 
cohort 12 year data to 


describe the evolution of 


radiographic abnormalities 
in AS patients.  


Subgroup used (n=186) who 
had at least 2 sets of xrays). 


Baseline characteristics of 


this subgroup: 


BASDAI mean 3.4 (SD 2.0) 


mSASSS mean 11.6 (SD 


16.2)  


None of the patients had used 


anti-TNFs. 


Long-term radiographic progression in AS highly 
variable at the patient level, but is more severe in men 


who are HLA-B27 positive.  


 


Over whole follow-up 24% of patients (and 18% of the 


68 patients who were followed for 12 years) had no 


progression on mSASSS. 


 


Duration of disease is not relevant. At the group level 


progress is linear – 2 mSASSS units/2 years. 


Baraliakos 


200914 


 


Natural course of 


radiographic progression 


in AS. 


 


Retrospective cohort, 


single clinic (Herne, 
Germany), 1993-2005 


Mean follow-up 3.8 (SD 


1.7) years 


N= 146 anti-TNF naïve 


patients. 


Baseline mean (SD): 


mSASSS 20.5 (14,4) 


BASDAI 4.4 (1.9) (range 0.5-


7.3) 


BASFI 3.8 (2.6) (range 1.0-


8.4) 


 Mean mSASSS change was 1.3 (SD 2.5) units /year NB 


range was 0-22.8 mSASSS units. 


34 (23%) patients showed no progression. 


Dean, L et al. 
2014  


Poster at BSR 


meeting 


 


Scotland and Ireland 
Registry for ankylosing 


Spondylitis (SIRAS) 


Cohort. 


Study of BASDAI over 


time. 


BASDAI at diagnosis data 
available for only 240 


patients (out of the 1210 


patient cohort). 


Baseline BASDAI (at 


diagnosis) 4.9 (SD 2.3). High 


disease group BASDAI = 6.3 
(1.4) and low disease activity 


group BASDAI 2.5 (1.3) 


Baseline BASDAI remained fairly stable over time – 
across the whole cohort and in the high and low disease 


activity groups. The subgroup treated with anti-TNFs 


had higher mean BASDAI (5.7, SD 2.0)) than non-
biologicpatients (4.2, SD 2.5) and this remained so until 


around a year after treatment with anti-TNFs began, 


when mean BASDAI fell to the level of the non-biologic 
patients.  


Healey, E.L. et Cohort study, single At study entry patients were Only RLDQ changed significantly over time. Mean 
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al. Clin 


Rheumatol. 
2013; 33:67-


7216 


 


centre, England. Followed 


patients over 10 years 
(n=69 who provided 


assessments at baseline 


(1998) and 10 years 
(2008)). 


Assessments using RLDQ, 


BASDAI, AsQoL and EQ-
5D (and others) 


84% male, mean age 49 


years, Disease duration 15.5. 
years, symptom duration 21.4 


years. 1.5% on an anti-TNF at 


10 years. 


 


(SD) for assessment 1 (1998) and 2 (2008) for: 


RLDQ: 10.4 (8.3); 13.6 (10.9) p=0.002;  


BASDAI: 4.1 (2.5); 4.4 (2.7) p=0.36 


AsQoL 6.4 (6.3); 7.5 (6.4) p=0.15 


EQ-5D 0.64 (0.28); 0.61 (0.30) p=0.45 


However as RLQD (0-48) is a measure of function 


(comparable with BASFI) it does indicate progression 


with time even in these AS patients whose disease at 
study entry was already well established 


Stone M. A. 


Ann Rheum Dis 
2007; 66 (suppl 


II): 410142 


 


Analysis of longitudinal 


data from SMART (Bath, 
UK) data set. (n=224)  


Regression analysis of 


BASDAI on symptom 
duration and BASFi 


adjusted for BASDAI >4 


at baseline. Duration of 
follow-up was unclear. 


68% had a baseline BASDAI 


>4  


Mean symptom duration was 


28.8 years. 


 


Only 20% experienced a significant change in BASDAI 


over time (13% a decrease; 7% an increase). 


 


BASFI  increases over time by 0.035 units/symptom 


year. In patients with baseline BASDAI of >4 - those 
that would be treated with anti-TNFs - the increase over 


time is 0.039 units/symptom year. 


Machado 


2010138 


Baseline data from 


ASSERT. 


analysis of relation 


between MsASSS and 


MRI inflammation and 
BASMI 


N=214 AS patients (mNY 


criteria) 


Baseline median (IQR) 


BASMI 4.6 (3.6, 5.8) 


BASDAI 6.5 (5.3, 7.0) 


CRP (mg/dl) 1.5 (0.7, 2.9) 


mSASSS 13.8 (4.5, 29.1) 


Concluded that spinal mobility (BASMI) independently 


determined both by irreversible (mSASSS) and 
reversible spinal damage (MRI): the former in late 


disease, the latter in early disease. 


 


Machado 201125 Baseline data from 


ASSERT. 


analysis of relation 


between SF-36 and BASFI 


and BASDAI, ASDAS, 
CRP level, MsASSS, MRI 


inflammation and BASMI. 


N=214 AS patients (mNY 


criteria) 


 


Regression coeffiicients for associations reported in the 


publication. Briefly, SF-36 is determined by BASFI and 
BASDAI;  and BASFI is determined by BASDAI, 


mSASSS and BASMI. 


Kobelt 2004; 
43:1158-1166143 


 


Modelling study of 
infliximab but refers to 


large UK observational 


data set and generates an 
estimate for BASFI over 


time.  


Survey in 2002 (n=1413) 


Value generated from 


patients who were 


captured in two surveys at 
two time points 1992/1994 


and November 2002 


approximately 8 years 
apart (n= 1100) . 


 


Data from a cohort of 493 
patients who had been 


followed up for more than 


3 years were used as a 
check for the result based 


on the survey. 


 From the whole survey (n=1413) mean BASDAI = 4.2 
(2.3) and mean BASFI 4.4 (SD 2.8). The population was 


broader than that eligible for anti-TNFs, with 47% 


having a BASDAI < 4. It appears (but is unclear) that 
this is the BASDAI at the later time (2002) point not the 


earlier (1992/4) 


 


Estimate of annual BASFI progression was 0.07 points. 


NB progression was faster (0.1 points) in patients with 


BASFI <4 at baseline, but was stable (0?) in patients 
with BASFI above 7. (ceiling effect of BASFI?).  


 


When only patients with BASDAI >4 included BASFI 
progression was estimated as 0.054. 


 


Data from the cohort study generated similar findings – 
number not actually reported for whole survey. BASFI 


progression was 0.059 for patients with a BASDAI >4. 


nr-axSpA 


Kiltz U. eta l. 
Arth Care Res 


2012; 64:1415-


Comparison of 
characteristics of patients 


with AS and nr-axSpA. 


Consecutive, diagnosed with 
axial SpA. None of the 


Differences were statistically significant for ASDAS, 
CRP level, mSASSS and number of inflamed lesions. 
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22144 


 


Cohort of 100 patients 


seen in 2010 inHerne 
clinic, Germany.  


 


Analysis tested if the 
proportion of patients 


reaching pre-specified cut-


off criteria (markers of 
disease severity) differed 


between AS and nr-


axSpA. 


patients had used anti-TNFs. 


Axial SpA N=100: 


nr-axSpA N=44, 


AS N=56  


 


Median BASDAI 4.3 (AS); 


3.6 (nr-axSpA) (p=0.2) 


Median BASFI 2.9 (AS); 1.5 
(nr-axSpA)(p=0.05) 


Median CRP 8.0 (AS); 3.8 


(nr-axSpA)(p<0.001) 


Median mSASSS 3.0 (AS); 


1.1 (nr-axSpA)(p<0.007) 


Proportion of males also significantly different. 


Results: % nr-axSpA; % AS (p value) 


%male: 31.8%;76.8% (<0.001) 


BASDAI >4: 43%; 53.5% (0.1) 


BASFI > 3: 34.1%; 46.4% (0.08) 


ASDAS> 2: 54.5%; 78.6% (0.01) 


CRP >5 mg/l: 29.5%; 69.1% (<0.001) 


mSASSS > 3: 27.3%; 51.9% (0.01) 


Number of inflamed lesions per pt > 3: 9.1%; 46.4% 


(0.01) 


 


 


Rudwaleit M. et 


al. Arth Rheum 
2009; 60:717-


72719 


 


Cross sectional study of 


GESPIC cohort n=462 
patients with axSpA. 


Divided into AS (n=236) 


and nr-axSpA (with ≤5 
years of symptoms) 


(n=226). 


Baseline mean (SD) – 


BASDAI 4.0 (2.1) (AS); 3.9 
(2.0) (nrAxSpA) 


BASDAI >4 48.7% (AS); 


47.7% (nrAxSpA)  


BASFI 3.1 (2.5) (AS); 2.5 


(2.1) (nrAxSpA) 


 


NB mean BASFI the same for 


patients with AS more than or 


no more than 5 years    


When AS patients were divided into those with more 


than 5 years symptoms and those no more than 5 years, 
there were no differences in characteristics at baseline.  


 


When AS (≤ 5 years) and nr-axSpA were compared 
there were statistically significant differences (worse for 


AS) in Physicians Global assessment, Natural History 


Table id the Table of the disease modification (or not0 
studies of anti-TNFsn spinal mobility and lateral spinal 


flexion, CRP and ESR and all radiographic measures 


(mSASSS 4.9 in AS vs 1.4 in nr). mSASSS significantly 
worse in males vs females and CRP>6 vs <6 . Note 


these AS patients are very short duration patients – they 


must have progressed to AS rapidly. Also nr patients are 
only a short time from start of symptoms, and may not 


reflect those who remain nr for many. 


Poddubnyy D et 
al. Ann Rheum 


Dis 2011;70: 


1369-74145 


Study of radiographic 
progression of sacroiliitis 


in AS and nr-axSpA. 


Radiographic evidence of 
sacroiliitis is a criterion in 


the modified NY criteria 


for AS so useful to see this 
analysis of progression 


rather than just mSASSS 


German cohort (GESPIC) n= 
210 (115 AS; 95 nr), 2 years 


follow-up. (baseline BASDAI 


4 units and BASFI 3 units 
across AS and nr.) 


Overall cohort had short 


symptom duration – 4.2 years 
(5.2 AS, 3.2 nr).  


Only 3.5% had had treatment 


with anti-TNFs (1.1% nr; 
3.5% AS). 


After 2 years follow-up, 11 of the 95 nr-axSpA patients 
(11.6%  95% CI 6.6% to 19.6%) fulfilled the modified 


NY criteria for AS.  Also after 2 years approximately 


10.5% of patients in the nr cohort had progressed by at 
least one mNY criteria grade, compared with 8.7% of 


patients in the AS group (difference not ss). 


 


Predictors of sacroiliitis progression – raised CRP for 


both AS and nrAxSpA. Male sex and HLA-B27+ 


predicted lower progression in nr, but higher progression 
in AS. 


Poddubnyy D 


eta l. Arth 
Rheum 


2012:64:1388-


98146 


GESPIC cohort 


Radiographs of spine and 
SIJ at baseline and 2 


years. 


 


Baseline  


All patients (n=210) 2.4% of 
patients treated with anti-


TNFs; BASDAI 4, BASFI 3. 


AS (n=115); 3.5% of patients 
treated with anti-TNFs; 


BASDAI 4, BASFI 3. 


nrAxSpA=95. (nrAxSpA) 
1.1% of patients treated with 


anti-TNFs; BASDAI 4, 


BASFI 3. 


 


Regresssion analysis found syndemophytes at baseline, 


elevated ESR and CRP and smoking were significantly 
associated with spinal progression (> mSASS/2 years) in 


AS but only syndemophytes at baseline in axSpA. 


In AS patients mSASSS increased significantly from 
5.86 (SD 10.30) to 6.81 (SD 11.71) – mean difference 


0.95 (SD 2.78). 


In nr-axSpA patients mSASSS increased significantly 
from 2.30 (SD 4.24) to 2.76 (SD 5.26) – mean 


difference 0.46 (SD 1.63). 


The difference between mean progression in AS and nr-
axSpA patients was not statistically significant, nor was 


the difference between those with symptom duration of 


< 5 years and > 5 years. 


% progressed by >2 mSASSS units /2 years: All axSpA 


14.3%; AS 20.0% (95% CI 13.7-28.2%); nr-axSpA 


7.4% ((%% CI 3.6-14.4%) 


There was no difference in mSASSS change scores 


between patients not progressing to AS (0.49 units) 
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versus those who progressed to AS (0.27 units), p=0.53. 


Flares 


Cooksey R. et 
al, 


Rheumatology 


2010; 49: 929-
3229 


 


Cohort derived from full 
population of a trial 


comparing probiotic and 


placebo treatment in AS. 


followed up for 1216 


person weeks and 


recorded localised/minor 
flares  and 


generalised/major flares, 
plus BASDAI, BASFI and 


pain VAS. 


N=134 AS patients. 


Baseline mean BASDAI 3.7 


(SD 2.1); mean BASFI 3.6 


(SD 2.8) 


Mean duration of symptoms 


21 years (SD 13) (range 0-


58). 


 


Overall flare rate was 71.4 per 100 person weeks (pw); 
major flare rate of 12/100pw and 59.4 minor 


flares/100pw. 


Mean BASDAI scores were 5.5 (major flare), 3.1 (minor 
flare) and 2 – 2.5 (flare free) 


Mean BASFI scores were 5.5 (major flare), 3.1 (minor 


flare) and 2.5 – 3.5 (flare free). 


Note these means not from whole population but only 


patients who experienced major flares plus flare free 
periods (n=27) and minor flares plus flare free periods 


(n=77). 


Stone M.A. et 


al. Rheumatol 
2008;47: 1213-


18150 


 


A pilot study to 


investigate pattern of 
disease and impact of 


disease flares. It used the 


SMART cohort (Bath, 
UK)  


 


Patients asked about 4 
patterns of disease (see 


results) 


 


AS patients, though 


diagnostic criteria not stated.  


n=114 (though not n=114 for 


all %). 


 


Mean BASDAI 4.2, BASFI 


4.0 


96% patients reported experiencing flares. Duration 


varied by patient: days (40%); weeks (30%); and months 
(30%). 83% reported experiencing symptoms between 


flares. 


Percentage of patients for the 4 patterns of disease:  


a) relapsing/remitting (flares with no symptoms 


between): around 20%;  


b) flares on a background of symptoms: around 50%; 


 c) gradually developing and resolving flare with periods 


of no symptoms: 7%;   


d) gradually developing and resolving flare after which 
symptoms worse than before start of flare:  26%. 


a) and d) associated with higher BASFI. 
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4.3 Clinical Effectiveness Summary and Conclusions 


Summary of RCT results 


The quality of the trial evidence was generally high; most studies were unlikely to have produced 


results which were biased. For both the AS and nr-axSpA populations the results of the meta-analyses 


demonstrated that anti-TNFs produce statistically significant and clinically relevant benefits to 


patients in terms of improving function and reducing disease activity. The common class effect model 


used may have underestimated the uncertainty in the effect estimates. Although there is a possibility 


that infliximab is more effective than other TNF inhibitors at least at 12 weeks, there is no strong 


evidence to support this. For the disease activity, function, and responder outcomes, the class efficacy 


estimates were consistently slightly smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS, most noticeably for BASFI and 


BASDAI 50. Statistical heterogeneity was more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the AS 


analyses. This may be due to both clinical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trials (such as variation in 


CRP levels, or the proportion of MRI positive patients), and the fact that fewer studies were available 


for analysis. In light of the statistical heterogeneity across the nr-axSpA trials, both the reliability of 


the nr-axSpA pooled estimates and their true relevance to patients seen in clinical practice is 


questionable.  


FDA re-analyses of two key nr-axSpA trials further emphasised the heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA 


population. Results for an adalimumab trial in nr-axSpA patients suggested reduced efficacy in a 


centrally diagnosed nr-axSpA population when compared with a locally diagnosed population and 


that the treatment benefit in the whole trial population may have been driven by benefit in patients 


who actually had AS, not nr-axSpA. Conversely, in a certolizumab pegol trial which recruited both 


populations, the efficacy findings were consistent across the AS and nr-axSpA subpopulations, 


regardless of the discrepancy in local or central pelvic x-ray readings. 


Long-term efficacy 


The longest follow-up durations in patients with AS by anti-TNF were: adalimumab 5 years, 


etanercept 5 years, infliximab 3 years, golimumab around 5 years; and certolizumab pegol nearly 2 


years. The results showed that across all the anti-TNFs after approximately two years of treatment, 


around half of patients still achieved a good level of response to therapy. At five years around 60% of 


golimumab patients, 50% of etanercept patients and 30% of adalimumab patients still achieved a good 


treatment response. However, the long-term studies were not as well-reported as the RCTs, and their 


results were derived from less reliable data; it is therefore unknown if these are true treatment 


differences or due to differences in follow-up protocols, and/or imputation and analysis methods. 


The long-term follow-up for nr-axSpA patients showed a continued high proportion of responders. At 


one year around half of patients on adalimumab, etanercept or certolizumab still achieved an ASAS 
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40 or BASDAI 50 level response. With certolizumab this is maintained at two years and with 


adalimumab at 3 years. 


When the long-term data are presented as observed or as completer analyses the long-term results are 


similarly good: withdrawal rates are not high and those patients who remain on treatment continue to 


achieve a good response. 


For all anti-TNFs, at long-term follow-up mean final values or mean change from baseline for 


BASDAI, BASFI and BASMI, where reported were generally maintained at levels indicative of 


clinically significant treatment benefit for those patients with AS and those with nr-axSpA. 


Four studies reported on radiographic disease progression over 2 years of follow-up in terms of 


mSASSS in patients taking adalimumab, infliximab, etanercept, and golimumab. All four open-label, 


uncontrolled follow-up studies found that mSASSS increased by a mean of around 0.9 over two years. 


Three of these studies compared their rates with those from the OASIS cohort (of patients not taking 


an anti-TNF) and found no difference. In conclusion there is no real evidence for the impact of anti-


TNF treatment on radiographic disease progression: a beneficial effect cannot be assumed, nor, given 


the short term nature of the follow-up and the insensitivity of x-rays as a tool for the evaluation of 


disease progression in AS, can one be discounted. There are some data to suggest an identifiable 


benefit from around four years, but results from ongoing long-term studies should help to clarify this 


issue. 


Registry data demonstrate that around 60% of patients with AS treated with a first anti-TNF will still 


be taking their therapy at 2 years, with median drug survival of 3.1 years (based on Danish registry 


n=1436). Sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile but the drug survival, response rates 


and benefits are reduced with 2
nd


 and 3
rd


 anti-TNFs, with the proportion of BASDAI 50 responders 


falling approximately 10% with each subsequent anti-TNF and the median BASDAI and BASFIs 


achieved increasing (worsening). The lower efficacy of a 2
nd


 anti-TNF relative to a first is reflected in 


lower median drug survival and proportion of patients remaining on therapy at 2years. Interestingly, 


despite a further reduction in response and efficacy with a 3
rd


 anti-TNF, drug survival does not fall 


further, suggesting that patients may be allowed to, and be prepared to continue with a less than 


optimally effective anti-TNF at this stage in their treatment history. 


Adverse effects 


Data from large systematic reviews, which included patients with a wide range of diseases, suggest 


that, in the short-term, anti-TNFs as a group are associated with significantly higher rates of serious 


infections, TB reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse events, and withdrawals due to 


AEs, when compared with control treatments. Specifically, infliximab is associated with significantly 
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higher rates of total adverse events and withdrawals due to adverse events and that certolizumab pegol 


is associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections and serious adverse events. Analyses 


from the present review showed etanercept to be statistically significantly more likely to result in an 


injection/infusion site reaction when compared with infliximab, although analysable data on such 


reactions were not reported for the three other anti-TNFs. Evaluations of longer-term data are more 


scarce though suggest similar safety profiles across anti-TNFs. Data from the open-label studies 


included in this review also do not suggest that there are important differences between treatments, 


other than a higher the incidence of injection site reactions following treatment with etanercept. These 


open-label data are however limited by the small sample sizes and non-randomised study designs.  


Natural history 


The available studies indicate that in AS and nr-AxSpa disease activity (BASDAI) is fairly stable over 


time and does not generally progress, though it can be at a high (severe) level early in the disease. 


Patient function (as assessed by BASFI) does deteriorate over time, though the course is not constant 


or predictable. BASFI is determined by both disease activity and bony disease; progression of BASFI 


over time is driven by progression of bony disease as assessed by imaging scores such as mSASSS, or 


the presence of syndesmophytes. Best estimates of yearly disease progression rates without anti-TNF 


therapy are around 1.0 mSASSS units and 0.035 to 0.07 BASFI units. Information on the natural 


history of nr-axSpA is relatively sparse. Whilst disease progression appears to be faster in AS, 


patients with nr-axSpA can have severe disease activity and hence poor function. 


Overall conclusions 


 For both the AS and nr-axSpA populations the results of the meta-analyses demonstrated that 


anti-TNFs produce statistically significant and clinically important benefits to patients in terms of 


improving function and reducing disease activity. The efficacy estimates were consistently 


slightly smaller for nr-axSpA than for AS. 


 In AS, although there is a little variation in treatment effects and it is possible that infliximab may 


be more effective than other anti-TNFs at 12 weeks, the evidence for this is not strong, and it is 


plausible that anti-TNFs may have a common class effect, with the treatments being equally 


effective. 


 Statistical heterogeneity was more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the AS analyses. 


This may be due to both clinical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trials and the fact that fewer 


studies were available for analysis. In light of this heterogeneity, both the reliability of the nr-


axSpA pooled estimates and their true relevance to patients seen in clinical practice is 


questionable. 


 Effectiveness maintained over time; about 50% of patients maintained a benefit at two and five 


years. 
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 Evidence for an effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic disease progression was limited: the 


relatively short-term follow-up available to date and the insensitivity of x-rays as an imaging tool 


precluded the drawing of firm conclusions regarding the role of anti-TNFs in preventing or 


delaying the progression of AS; there are some data to suggest an identifiable benefit from 


around four years, but results from ongoing long-term studies should help to clarify this issue. 


 Sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile in patients with AS but the drug survival, 


response rates and benefits are reduced with second and third anti-TNFs.
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5 Assessment of existing cost-effectiveness evidence 


5.1 Systematic review of existing cost-effectiveness evidence 


The following sections provide an overview of existing cost-effectiveness evidence and an assessment 


of the relevance of the data from the perspective of the UK NHS. The differences in the approaches 


and assumptions used across the studies are examined in order to explain any discrepancies in the 


findings and to identify key areas of remaining uncertainty. The findings from the review provide the 


basis for the development of a new decision-analytic model reported in Section 7 ‘Assessment of cost-


effectiveness: York Economic Assessment’.  


5.1.1 Methods 


An initial systematic search was undertaken in the NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED) 


using a combination of technology names and disease terms.   Further searches were undertaken in 


MEDLINE and EMBASE for modelling and utility studies using disease terms only (as known 


references were not identified from the initial search in NHS EED). Only full economic evaluations 


that compare two or more options and consider both costs and consequences (including cost-


effectiveness, cost-utility and cost-benefit analyses) were included in the review of existing economic 


literature. No language and date limits were initially applied, although eligibility of studies was 


subsequently restricted to those reporting results which were specific to the UK. Full details of the 


search strategies used are reported in Appendix 1. 


In addition, as part of the current MTA process, each manufacturer submitted de-novo evidence on the 


cost-effectiveness of the anti-TNFs in line with their respective indications for the treatment of AS 


and nr-axSpA. These submissions are reviewed and the findings compared with those found in the 


review of previously published studies.  


5.1.2 Results of review of existing cost-effectiveness evidence 


The combined searches retrieved 210 citations. A total of six UK studies reporting on the cost-


effectiveness of anti-TNFs for the treatment of AS were identified. No previously published studies 


were identified for patients with nr-axSpA.  


Four of these studies were industry funded assessments of the following anti-TNFs: infliximab 


(Kobelt 2004
143


 & Kobelt 2007
151


 – both funded via an unrestricted grant by Schering Plough), 


etanercept (Ara 2007
152


 – funded by Wyeth pharmaceutical P.C.) and adalimumab (Botteman 2007
153


 


– funded by Abbott Laboratories). The three studies published in 2007 are largely based on the 


economic analyses originally submitted by the manufacturers to NICE as part of the previous MTA 


(TA143)
1
. Since the earlier publication by Kobelt has been superseded by the 2007 publication, only 


the latter publication is further considered in this review. The remaining two UK studies were 
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publications of the assessments and/or critiques undertaken by the independent Assessment 


Group/Evidence Review Group for infliximab, etanercept and adalimumab for TA143
34


 and 


golimumab for TA233.
154


 Therefore, a total of 5 studies met the inclusion criteria and are included in 


this review. 


The following sections provide a narrative discussion of each publication. A single critique section is 


used to highlight the key issues and potential limitations of existing published cost-effectiveness 


evidence. These issues are then re-visited with respect to the de-novo analyses submitted by the 


manufacturers considering how these key issues and potential limitations have been addressed in the 2 


separate indications. The final section highlights the remaining issues and uncertainties and provides 


the basis for informing the development of a separate independent analysis of the cost-effectiveness of 


anti-TNFs for AS and nr-axSpA relevant to informing decisions for the NHS.  


5.1.3 Assessment of published cost-effectiveness studies 


Kobelt et al (2007)
151


: Comparison of the cost-effectiveness of infliximab in the treatment of 


ankylosing spondylitis in the United Kingdom based on two different clinical trials. 


Kobelt et al, (2007) estimated the cost-effectiveness of infliximab for the treatment of AS compared 


to standard care over a lifetime horizon (60 years). Results were presented from both societal and 


NHS/PSS perspectives, although only the latter are reported here in line with the current NICE 


reference case.  Short-term effectiveness data were derived from two separate clinical trials (Braun et 


al and ASSERT)
94, 97, 155


 to inform the proportion and magnitude of initial response to treatment 


expressed in terms of BASDAI 50 (or a BASDAI<=4) response (12-24 weeks) and changes in 


BASDAI and BASFI scores. These were combined with longer term observational evidence on 


disease progression (BASFI only) and other external sources on costs and utilities to estimate cost-


effectiveness. Results were reported separately based on each trial. Costs and benefits were 


discounted at 3.5% and presented at 2005 prices.  


Methods 


The cost-effectiveness model was based on a short-term decision tree representing the double-blind 


periods of the trials (12 -24 weeks) and a longer term Markov model to estimate subsequent 


progression.  The Markov model comprised 3 states: ‘Off treatment’, ‘On treatment’ and ‘Dead’. Only 


patients responding to treatment as defined by the following criteria (BASDAI<=4 [scale 0-10] or a 


>=50% improvement in BASDAI) remain on treatment at the end of the double blind periods. 


Differential BASDAI and BASFI scores (scale 0-10) were derived from Braun (‘Off treatment’ 


BASDAI = 6.3 and BASFI = 5.4; ‘On treatment’ [responders] BASDAI = 1.8 and BASFI = 2.0) and 


ASSERT (‘Off treatment’  BASDAI = 6.4 and BASFI = 5.8; ‘On treatment’ [responders] BASDAI = 


1.4 and BASFI = 1.9). Disease progression was expressed in terms of changes in BASFI and was 
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estimated from two surveys conducted 10 years apart (n=1,110).
143


 The mean absolute annual change 


in BASFI applied was +0.07 (scale 0-10) and this was used to characterise the natural history of 


progression for patients with AS without infliximab. Three main scenarios were presented reflecting 


different assumptions concerning the impact of infliximab on disease progression: 1) No progression 


while on treatment; 2) 50% of natural history (0.035/yr) and 3) Same as natural history (0.07/yr).   


15% of patients were assumed to discontinue from infliximab annually based on data specific to 


responders from the open-label extension period in the Braun trial. Interestingly, the authors noted 


that the persistence rate was lower in responders compared with the entire sample in the Braun trial 


and its extension (approximately 10% withdrawal rate per annum). The BASDAI and BASFI scores 


for patients who withdrew from infliximab were assumed to return to the mean score of the non-


treated group. Mortality was modelled from general population life tables applying a standardised 


mortality rate (SMR) of 1. Hence, no additional mortality was assumed to be related to AS and no 


direct or indirect benefits for mortality were assumed for infliximab. 


Disease costs and HRQoL were derived from a cross-sectional retrospective survey conducted at the 


University of Bath, with the sample covering the full range of BASDAI and BASFI (1-10). The 


annual cost of infliximab was based on 5mg/kg body weight (weeks 0, 2, 6 and then every 6 weeks). 


An initial cost was assigned to all patients starting treatment (£79.25) and an outpatient cost was 


applied to each infusion. 


Results 


From an NHS perspective, the cost per QALY gained ranged from £28,332 and £26,751 (no 


progression while on treatment) to £49,417 and £46,167 (no effect of treatment on progression). The 


model was also sensitive to the time horizon and the withdrawal rate. Using a 10-year horizon resulted 


in ICER’s between 63-66% higher than the base-case lifetime horizon (60 years) and a withdrawal 


rate of 5% resulted in ICERs 22-33% higher than the base-case (15%). 
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Table 28 - Lifetime cost per QALY estimates reported by Kobelt et al (2007) (NHS and PSS perspective) 


Scenario Incremental cost QALY gain ICER (£/QALY) 


No progression on treatment 


– BRAUN  


36,378 1.28 28,332 


50% progression on 


treatment – BRAUN 


35,756 1.01 35,332 


Same progression on 


treatment – BRAUN 


39,336 0.80 49,417 


No progression on treatment 


– ASSERT 


33,920 1.27 26,751 


50% progression on 


treatment – ASSERT 


34,408 1.01 34,067 


Same progression on 


treatment – ASSERT 


39,242 0.86 46,167 


 


Ara et al (2007)
152


:The cost-effectiveness of etanercept in patients with severe ankylosing 


spondylitis in the UK 


Ara et al, (2007) estimated the cost-effectiveness of etanercept for the treatment of severe AS in the 


UK in accordance with BSR guidelines from an NHS/PSS perspective over a 25-year time horizon. 


Effectiveness data were derived from individual patient data from a large multicentre European RCT 


to inform the proportion and magnitude of initial response to treatment and associated changes in 


BASDAI and BASFI scores. These were combined with longer term observational evidence on 


disease progression (BASFI) and other external sources on costs and utilities to estimate cost-


effectiveness. Costs and benefits were discounted at 3.5%. The price year was not formally stated. 


Methods 


An individual patient model was used to estimate short-term and longer term costs and outcomes. 


Patients in the model were assumed to have tried and failed at least 2 consecutive NSAIDs and have a 


BASDAI measurement >= 40 (scale 0-100). Response was defined as a >=50% reduction in BASDAI 


(or all fall of >= 20 units) and a reduction of the spinal VAS by >= 2 units. Response rates at 12 and 


24 weeks were derived from 2 RCTs (67% and 55% for etanercept and 24% and 16% for comparator 


arm at each respective time point). Individual patient data at 12 and 24 weeks were used to estimate 


the magnitude of change in BASDAI and BASFI for responders and non-responders. The mean 


BASDI and BASI scores at week 12 and 24 for responders and non-responders are reported in Table 


29 together with observed utility at week 12 and the predicted utility values mapped from BASDAI 


and BASFI at week 24.  
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Table 29 - BASDAI, BASFI and EQ-5D measurements at weeks 12 and 24 


 Week 12 Week 24 


BASDAI BASFI EQ-5D£ BASDAI BASFI EQ-5D^ 


Treatment 


non-responder 


53.02 54.86 0.48 56.87 56.87 0.46 


Treatment 


responder 


19.52 25.39 0.79 18.32 21.41 0.80 


Comparator 
non-responder 


55.60 57.55 0.46 47.67 47.78 0.42 


Comparator 


responder 


22.97 29.88 0.74 25.11 20.92 0.79 


£ = observed values, ^ = predicted values using a mapping algorithm 


For patients who continued responding to treatment it was assumed that BASDAI and BASFI 


measures remained constant at the levels observed at week 24. For patients who withdrew after week 


24, it was assumed patients would immediately revert back to their baseline values of BASDAI and 


BASFI. After 24 weeks in the model it was also assumed that patients with AS, not receiving anti-


TNFs (conventional care and etanercept non-responders), would experience a worsening BASFI. A 


mean absolute change in BASFI of 0.7 (scale 0-100) was assumed based on a cross-sectional study of 


over 1000 UK patients.
143


 


QALYs were estimated using a relationship derived from BASDAI, BASFI and EQ-5D from a single 


European RCT (utility = 0.9235-0.004*BASFI-0.004*BASDAI). Disease costs were derived from a 


separate costing study of 147 patients attending the Staffordshire Rheumatology Centre in Stoke.
156


A 


relationship between BASDAI and BASFI measurements and costs was used to estimate the disease 


costs and impact of etanercept (annual costs = 5.862+0.006 *BASDAI+0.016*BASFI).  An annual 


cost of £9,372 was included to reflect the acquisition and monitoring costs associated with etanercept. 


An initial cost of £71 was also applied to the first 3 month period for etanercept, although no further 


details were provided by the authors concerning what this cost represented. The costs and/or HRQoL 


associated with adverse events were not included.  


The authors assumed that 10% of patients withdraw from etanercept every year. These data were 


derived from external sources and no explanation was provided concerning whether these data 


specifically applied to the post-24 week period or not and/or whether they were derived from 


responders to treatment or not. Mortality was modelled from general population life tables applying a 


standardised mortality rate (SMR) of 1.50. No direct or indirect benefits for mortality were assumed 


for etanercept. 


Separate scenarios were presented to explore alternative assumptions related to disease progression, 


long term annual withdrawal and the model time horizon. 
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Results 


The main results are summarised in Table 30. From an NHS perspective, the base-case cost per 


QALY gained was £22,704 for etanercept over a 25-year horizon.  In contrast to the study by Kobelt 


et al (2007), the impact of alternative progression assumptions appeared to have limited impact on the 


ICER, with alternative scenario results ranging from between £23,625 (50% progression on treatment) 


and £25,679 per QALY (same progression on treatment). The ICERs for alternative annual 


withdrawal rates ranged from £15,103 (5% withdrawal rate) to £29,428 per QALY (15% withdrawal 


rate).  The ICERs for alternative time horizons ranged between £27,594 (2-years) and £22,704 (25 


years). 


Table 30 - 25 year cost per QALY estimates reported by Ara et al. (2007) (NHS and PSS perspective)  


Scenario Incremental cost QALY gain ICER (£/QALY) 


Base-case  35,978 1.59 22,704 


No progression for any 


patient  


36,825 1.43 25,679 


50% progression on 


treatment (0.035 BASFI)  


36,032 1.56 23,155 


Same progression on 


treatment (0.07 BASFI)  


36,088 1.53 23,625 


Annual withdrawal rate = 


5% 


33,976 2.25 15,103 


Annual withdrawal rate = 


15% 


36,968 1.26 29,428 


 


Botteman et al (2007)
153


:Cost-effectiveness of adalimumab for the treatment of ankylosing 


spondylitis in the United Kingdom 


Botteman et al (2007) evaluated the cost-effectiveness of adalimumab versus conventional therapy in 


patients with active AS from an NHS perspective over a 30-year time horizon. Effectiveness data 


were derived from pooled data from two Phase III studies in patients with an inadequate response to 


>=1 NSAID.  Micro-simulation methods were subsequently applied to these studies to simulate 


treatment decisions in accordance with BSR guidelines and associated outcomes.  These were 


combined with author assumptions on disease progression (BASFI only), utility and cost data from 


the clinical trials and other external sources to estimate cost-effectiveness. Costs and benefits were 


discounted at 3.5% using a 2004 price year.  


Methods 


Micro-simulation methods were applied to patients (n=397) recruited into two adalimumab RCTs: 


ATLAS and M03-606. In the adalimumab clinical trials, patients were kept on active treatment even 
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when response had not been achieved. Consequently, simulation methods were applied to the patients 


in the clinical trial to mimic treatment decisions which more closely reflected treatment guidelines 


and the requirements of the economic model. In accordance with BSR guidelines, a response in the 


model was defined as a reduction of BASDAI of 50% or a decrease of >=2cm (scale 0-10) 


accompanied by a reduction of spinal pain VAS of >=2cm.  Assessment of initial response was 


assumed to take place 8 weeks after treatment initiation. If the response criteria were not met at 8 


weeks, a second response assessment was assumed at 12 weeks. Failure to achieve response on both 


occasions was assumed to lead to withdrawal of adalimumab therapy. Therapeutic responses were 


then assumed to be reviewed every 3 months until the end of the simulation (Year 30). Failure to 


maintain the original response led to repeat assessments after 6-12 weeks in the first 48 weeks. Failure 


to maintain response on both occasions led to withdrawal of adalimumab. After week 48, the 


simulation model defined inadequate response on the basis of BASDAI scores only. In the RCTs, 


patients were allowed to switch to open-label adalimumab at week 24, for these patients; last 


observation carried forward at time of switch for BASDAI, BASFI and VAS values were used in the 


model. 


BASDAI, BASFI and spinal pain scores were based on directly observed trial scores (until week 48) 


and additional assumptions about disease progression (after week 48). BASDAI, BASFI and spinal 


pain scores were adjusted at each time point by a fixed value equal to the average difference between 


adalimumab and conventional care patients observed at baseline. BASDAI scores after week 48 were 


assumed to remain constant at these levels for patients continuing to respond to adalimumab and 


conventional care patients. BASFI was assumed, for conventional care patients, to worsen after week 


48 by 0.05 units (scale 0-10) annually. The estimate applied to the increase in BASFI appears to be 


based on the authors’ own assumption but is argued to be consistent with previous cost-


effectiveness/epidemiological studies. In contrast, BASFI scores were assumed to remain stable for 


adalimumab while patients remained on therapy, which was argued to be consistent with the 


assumptions applied in previous published cost-effectiveness studies. It was assumed that patients 


who discontinued would revert back to the BASFI scores of conventional care patients within 12 


weeks (i.e. any benefits in BASFI were not maintained over a longer period). This was argued by the 


authors to be a conservative assumption.  


Utilities were derived from the Health Utilities Index 3 (HUI-3) from data at baseline and 24 weeks 


from both adalimumab trials. A subsequent regression was estimated to predict utilities based on 


BASDAI, BASFI, gender and race (utility = 0.948857-0.041528*BASDAI-


0.034481*BASFI+0.047080*Gender[1=male, 0=female]-0.063801*Race[1=white, 0=other]). 
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Estimates of disease costs were based on 2-year data from 208 patients in the Outcomes in 


Ankylosing Spondylitis International Study (OASIS) study, conducted in The Netherlands, Belgium 


and France.
157


An ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was estimated using only BASDAI (and 


only BASFI in a sensitivity analysis). The regression utilised in the base-case was £708.45 + 


£750*BASDAI. Hence each increase in BASDAI of 1 unit (scale 0-10) was assumed to be associated 


with an increase in costs of £750.  


Additional acquisition costs were applied to adalimumab (£357.50 per injection). No additional 


administration costs were incorporated as patients were assumed to self-administer their injections. 


All patients, regardless of treatment, were assumed to require at least 2 rheumatologist visits per year. 


Routine safety monitoring costs were based on national guidance and included the cost of nursing and 


physician time. The cost of a routine tuberculosis (TB) screening test via chest X-ray was assumed 


before initiation of therapy and 6 months after and TB skin testing before initiation of therapy. The 


cost of adverse events was based on data collected from the 2 clinical trials. A cost of £5100 was 


applied to an active tuberculosis case.      


An annual rate of withdrawal of 10% was applied based on an assumption by the authors. The 


estimate was argued to be consistent with estimates reported in previously published cost-


effectiveness analyses. 


Results 


The main results are summarised in Table 31. From an NHS perspective, the base-case cost per 


QALY gained was £23,097 for adalimumab over a 30-year horizon.  Similar to the study by Ara et al 


(2007), the impact of alternative progression assumptions appeared to have limited impact on the 


ICER, with alternative scenario results ranging from between £23,802 (no BASFI progression on any 


treatment) and £23,812 per QALY (same BASFI progression on treatment). However, in contrast to 


Ara et al (2007), the ICERs appeared more sensitive to the alternative time horizons with estimates 


ranging between £47,083 (48 weeks), £26,332 (5-years) and £23,097 (30 years). 


Table 31 - 30-year cost per QALY estimates reported by Botteman et al (2007) (NHS and PSS 


perspective)  


Scenario Incremental cost QALY gain ICER (£/QALY) 


Base-case  23,857 1.03 23,097 


No progression for any 


patient  


NR NR 23,802 


Same progression on 


treatment (0.05 BASFI)  


NR NR 23,812 
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McLeod et al (2007)
34


: Adalimumab, etanercept and infliximab for the treatment of ankylosing 


spondylitis: a systematic review and economic evaluation 


Mcleod et al (2007) evaluated the clinical and cost-effectiveness of adalimumab, etanercept and 


infliximab compared with conventional treatment for AS. The publication is based on the independent 


assessment undertaken by Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group (LRiG) for NICE TA143. 


The cost effectiveness of these interventions over the short term (1 year) and over alternative time 


horizons of up to 20 years was reported.   


Methods 


The authors assumed that all three interventions were of equal clinical effectiveness and analysed the 


anti-TNFs as a class versus placebo. Short-term effectiveness over 1-year was modelled using 


individual patient data from two RCTs (including an open-label extension from week 24) for 


adalimumab from 397 patients (246 adalimumab, 151 placebo). 315 of these 397 patients were 


deemed to meet the BSR guidelines and were included within the Abbott economic model.  There is a 


lack of transparency regarding the values utilised due to the commercial nature of the data used. 


However, the estimates for response rates were reported to be similar to those reported by LRIG in a 


separate pooled analysis at weeks 12 and 24; 59% and 49.2% respectively for the TNF alpha 


inhibitors (vs 22.5% and 14% respectively for placebo). No information is reported on the magnitude 


of changes assumed.  From week 30 onwards it was assumed that spontaneous recovery without 


treatment (for placebo patients) would occur at a rate of 17.1%, as estimated by LRiG from the 


patient-level analysis of the two adalimumab RCTs. This assumption was explored in a separate 


sensitivity analyses. 


The Assessment Group model assumed that patients withdraw from TNF-alpha inhibitor treatment at 


a rate of 15% per year, which was considered to represent the ‘central value’ of the studies that were 


identified reporting longer term discontinuation rates. This estimate is also the same as the annual rate 


reported in the open-label extension study for infliximab (Braun trial) also reported in the review 


undertaken by LRiG. Rates of 7% and 24% were also explored in separate sensitivity analyses, 


representing the range of values reported across the studies considered. The annual withdrawal rate 


(after the first 12 months as observed rates are used in the first 12 months) was applied to the 


difference in response rate between the two arms of the evaluation, rather than the absolute number of 


responders. This was to account for a potential anomaly that could arise through the assumption of a 


constant level (17.1%) of spontaneous recovery without treatment.  


The Assessment Group model took into account the cost of drug acquisition, administration, 


monitoring and adverse events.  No administration costs were assumed for etanercept and 


adalimumab as it was assumed that both would be self-administered at home without supervision. The 
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authors assumed an additional cost of £267 to administer infliximab infusions based on NHS 


reference costs estimates for the regular attender cost for chemotherapy with musculoskeletal primary 


diagnosis. Quarterly monitoring and testing was assumed for all patients receiving long-term 


treatment with TNF-alpha inhibitor s. However, 2 of these assessments were assumed to take place at 


the patient’s routine follow up outpatient visit, so only the additional costs of tests for monitoring 


(£25) were applied to these assessments. The remaining 2 assessments were assumed to be undertaken 


at a GP’s surgery and an additional cost of £25 was assumed for nurse/GP time in addition to the costs 


of tests for monitoring (£25).  Adverse events costs were based on estimates reported by one 


manufacturer (Abbott) of £95.29 in the first year of treatment and £47.65 per patient-year thereafter.   


Disease-related costs to the NHS were estimated by fitting an exponential cost model to the weighted 


aggregate data from the OASIS study; a 2-year prospective study of 208 AS patients from four centres 


in France, Belgium and The Netherlands (n=208).
157


 The exponential model estimated NHS cost = 


£1585.30 *exp(0.1832*BASFI). The OASIS data were considered by the authors to provide a more 


reliable source than other published studies from Stoke and Bath, being prospective in design and 


over a longer period. BASFI was used by the authors as the major predictor of costs because it was 


considered to better reflect long-term disease progression compared to BASDAI. 


Health-related quality of life was estimated using the utility model provided by Schering-Plough 


developed from the Bath Survey dataset on the grounds that it used a comparatively larger sample of 


UK ankylosing spondylitis patients (n=1144), and also because it incorporated age and gender 


variables; utility = 0.8772129-0.0384087*BASDAI-0.0322519*BASFI-


0.0278913*Male+0.0016809*Age. 


The Assessment Group adopted a long-term increase in BASFI scores of 0.07 units per year for the 


conventional treatment comparator arm of the model. This progression rate is applied for all periods 


after week 20 in the model. In the base-case analysis, the same value was used in the intervention arm 


adjusted pro rata to the proportion remaining of the maximal excess response seen at 12 weeks. In 


effect, this assumes that patients withdrawn from anti-TNFs are assumed to return to the same 


trajectory as non-responders, such that there is no ensuring benefit associated with being an initial 


responder.   


Results  


Over a 1-year time horizon, base-case ICERs for adalimumab and etanercept versus conventional care 


were essentially the same (approximately £57,000 per QALY). In contrast, the ICER for infliximab 


was over £120,000 per QALY. With respect to modelling beyond 12 months, the results for 


adalimumab were considered as representative of etanercept, and only the former were provided. In 


contrast with other published models, the ICERs increased steadily from year 2 onwards. At a 20-year 
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horizon the ICERs for adalimumab/etanercept increased to £98,910 per QALY and to £175,000 per 


QALY for infliximab. 


Additional NICE Decision Support Unit analyses 


Given the discrepancy between the results reported by McLeod et al (2007)
34


 and the manufacturer 


submissions (largely reflected in the 3 industry funded publications previously discussed in this 


section)
151-153


 also submitted as part of TA143
1
, additional work was undertaken by NICE’s Decision 


Support Unit (DSU) to reconcile the different models and to explore whether differences were due to 


different parameter inputs or alternative structural assumptions.  


A common set of parameter values were applied by the DSU to the 3 manufacturer models and the 


LRiG model. The purpose of this was to attempt to identify whether differences between the results of 


the models persisted once this common set of values were used. The specific parameter values which 


were implemented were:  


1. No improvement in BASFI or BASDAI for patients not on anti-TNFs   


2. BASFI progression prevented whilst on anti-TNFs 


3. BASFI progresses at 0.07 per annum when patients are not on anti-TNFs 


4. Annual withdrawal rate of 7% from anti-TNFs  


5. Baseline BASDAI/BASFI averages 6.5/5.6  


6. Utility model as in the Schering Plough submission  


7. Assessment group parameters for cost parameters (drug costs only)  


8. 20 year time horizon 


These parameter values were reported to have been the values agreed at a separate NICE committee 


meeting and consequently the rationale for these values and assumptions is not formally stated by the 


NICE DSU.   


The results of the DSU analysis found that the manufacturer models all gave relatively consistent 


results for each of the drugs. For Schering Plough, the ICERs over 20 years for 


etanercept/adalimumab were £27k or £24k and for infliximab were £58k and £50k. Two figures were 


presented because Schering Plough presented two different versions of the model which reflected two 


different trials. The Wyeth model gave results of £20k for etanercept and £39k for infliximab. Abbott 


gave results of £17k for adalimumab and £43k for infliximab (over a 30 year time horizon). These 


ICERs were markedly different from those reported by the independent assessment group. Using a 


similar set of parameters the results for etanercept/adalimumab using the LRiG model were £42k and 


for infliximab £82k. 
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Further work by the DSU revealed that the differences appeared largely driven by 2 key assumptions 


which differed between the LRiG and industry models relating to: 


1. the modelling of a ‘placebo’ effect 


2. the longer term functions fitted to BASDAI and BASFI for responders to anti-TNFs 


The LRiG model applied a 17.1% rate of spontaneous recovery without treatment from week 30 


onwards (i.e. akin to assuming a long-term ‘placebo’ response for conventional care) in contrast to the 


manufacturers who either assumed there would be no response with conventional care or  that any 


response would be transient and dissipate quickly after the 12-week period. .  


The LRiG model also applied a quadratic function to the BASDAI and BASFI scores of responders 


over a longer time horizon, compared to the linear functions used by the manufacturers. The use of a 


quadratic function assumes that that the difference compared to conventional care was decreasing 


(initially) with time. That is, over time, the differences in BASDAI/BASFI would slowly reduce in 


responders and eventually be the same as for conventional care. However, the logical problem of 


applying a quadratic function is clear. While the scores are reducing for a period, at longer time 


periods the function starts to increase again. The issues were addressed by LRIG by using various 


assumptions and logical constraints (i.e. BASDAI/BASFI score not allowed to be higher than 


conventional care). 


To further reconcile the models, the DSU incorporated a series of alternative structural assumptions 


within the LRiG model. These assumptions included removing the 17.1% rate of spontaneous 


improvement applied to conventional care and assuming constant BASDAI/BASFI scores after 1-year 


for responders. Applying these assumptions resulted in an ICER for etanercept/adalimumab of 


£30,100 per QALY (estimates for infliximab not reported) which were considered to be more 


consistent with the manufacturer results.   


Importantly the DSU highlighted that, although these analyses helped to reconcile the different model 


results, any progression in terms of BASDAI or BASFI over time while on treatment would cause the 


ICER to increase beyond £30,100. Similarly, the DSU concluded that the exclusion of the 17.1% 


spontaneous recovery, without a comparable adjustment made to the intervention group was 


favourable towards the cost-effectiveness of TNF alpha-inhibitors and any adjustment for this issue 


would similarly lead to a higher ICER.   


Armstrong et al (2013)
154


: Golimumab for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis: A NICE 


Single Technology Appraisal. 
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Armstrong et al (2013) summarises the report undertaken by the Evidence Review Group (ERG) on 


the clinical and cost-effectiveness of golimumab for AS for a NICE STA (TA233)
2
. The ERG 


provided a critique of the manufacturer submission (Merck Sharpe & Dohme) and undertook 


additional exploratory analyses. The manufacturer’s model applied a 20 year time horizon in the base 


case and a separate lifetime analysis (60.1 years) was presented in a separate sensitivity analysis. The 


discount rate applied was 3.5% for utilities and costs and costs are considered from an NHS and PSS 


perspective. 


Methods 


The manufacturer submission for golimumab was based on a single trial versus placebo (GO-RAISE). 


A total of 7 additional placebo controlled trials were included of other anti-TNFs; 5 RCTs for 


etanercept and 2 for adalimumab. In the absence of head-to-head studies directly comparing the 


relative effectiveness of the alternative anti-TNFs, the manufacturer undertook a Bayesian random-


effects MTC including BASDAI 50 response, discontinuations and serious AEs. All treatments were 


reported by the manufacturer to be statistically significantly more effective than placebo in terms of 


BASDAI 50 response. No statistically significant differences were reported between each of the 


alternative anti-TNFs in terms of discontinuations and serious AEs. When the alternative anti-TNFs 


were compared with each other, no significant differences between golimumab, adalimumab and 


etanercept were identified for BASDAI 50. A higher risk of discontinuation was reported for 


golimumab vs etanercept (relative risk 4.30; 95% credible interval 1.01-18.50), although golimumab 


was associated with significant improvements in BASDAI vs etanercept (mean difference -0.88, 95% 


credible interval -1.58 to -0.14) and BASMI vs adalimumab (mean difference 0.52, 95% credible 


interval 0.23-0.80).   


The manufacturer cost-effectiveness model was based on a short-term decision tree (12 weeks) and a 


longer term Markov model. The short-term tree was used to characterise response to each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor treatment based on the MTC results for BASDAI 50. After the short-term tree, patients 


entered a separate Markov model with a cycle length of 12 weeks and time horizon of 20 years. If 


patients were already receiving a TNF-alpha inhibitor, they either stayed on therapy (‘on TNF 


inhibitor’ state) or discontinued therapy because of lack of efficacy or adverse effects (‘not on TNF- 


inhibitor’ state). It was assumed that discontinuations occurred at a rate of 15% per year in line with 


NICE TA143. To model the lower disease activity just after discontinuation of TNF-alpha inhibitor 


therapy, two 12-week tunnel states (‘just discontinued’ and ‘discontinued’) were also incorporated 


into the model. Patients who are in the health state ‘on TNF-alpha inhibitor’ are assumed to have at 


least a 50% improvement in BASDAI (BASDAI 50) during the first 12 weeks of treatment and do not 


discontinue. Treatment is discontinued in patients whose condition does not respond to treatment and 
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they are switched to conventional therapy. Patients in the conventional care arm enter the Markov 


model in the ‘not on TNF-alpha inhibitor’ state. Patients could die at any point in the model. 


Disease progression was incorporated in the model using BASDAI and BASFI scores. Data from the 


GO-RAISE trial and the open-label extension period were used to develop predictive equations of 


mean change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI scores over time. Two separate equations were 


developed based on the 24 week data for all patients and post-24 week data from GO-RAISE for 


responders only. These equations were used for all anti-TNFs and the manufacturer assumed that the 


scores followed the GO-RAISE data for 2 years before they either levelled off (BASDAI) or started to 


deteriorate (BASFI at 50% of the rate of conventional care, equivalent to an increase of 0.035 [scale 


0-10] units per year).   


Although the equations are critical to the model structure and parameter estimates, these are not 


reported in the paper by Armstrong et al (2013).  A separate examination of the full ERG report
2
 


revealed that these were reported as commercial-in-confidence (CIC) by the manufacturer and hence 


it is not possible to report the assumptions made in relation to the magnitude of change in BASDAI 


and BASFI over the initial 24 week period and subsequent post 24 week period for the anti-TNFs 


(responders, non-responders) and conventional care.  BASFI scores for conventional care were 


reported to deteriorate according to the GO‐RAISE trial (short term equations were available only) 


after which they were assumed to deteriorate at a rate of 0.07 units per year. The assumptions related 


to the impact of discontinuation of anti-TNFs are not formally stated in the paper by Armstrong et al 


(2013). However, the structure of the model implies that patients will revert back to the subsequent 


trajectories of conventional care for both BASDAI and BASFI after 2 cycles (24 weeks). 


Utilities were derived from the previous NICE technology appraisal (TA 143) and incorporated age, 


sex, BASFI and BASDAI.  Costs included in the model comprised drug acquisition, short-term (12 


week) costs, longer term disease costs and adverse events. Longer term disease costs were based on 


BASFI scores from the GO-RAISE trial using the same regression equation used for NICE 


technology appraisal guidance 143. Mortality was included in the model and was considered to be a 


constant across the comparator treatments at a relative risk of 1.47. 


Results 


The main base-case results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 32. From an NHS 


perspective, the base-case cost per QALY gained was £26,597 for golimumab compared to 


conventional care over a 20-year horizon.   Both etanercept and adalimumab were reported to be 


extendedly dominated by golimumab.  


Table 32 - Manufacturer cost-effectiveness results – 20 year horizon 
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Technology Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 


Costs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 88,667 6.6581 - - - 


Adalimumab 93,601 6.8426 4,934 0.1845 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Etanercept 93,782 6.8504 5,115 0.1923 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Golimumab 93,786 6.8506 5,119 0.1925 26,597 


 


The ERG undertook a limited validation of the model and reported various errors which were 


corrected. However, they concluded that questions remained concerning the integrity of the 


manufacturer model. The ERG subsequently presented results based on an exploratory re-analysis of 


the manufacturer submission, using results from a separate MTC analysis and employing a lifetime 


horizon. The results of the ERG re-analysis are reported in in Table 33. The results of this re-analysis 


resulted in golimumab being extendedly dominated by the other two anti-TNFs. 


Table 33 - ERG exploratory cost-effectiveness results – lifetime horizon  


Technology Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 


Costs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 95,227 7.8762 - - - 


Golimumab 99,361 8.0296 4,134 0.1534 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Adalimumab 108295 8.3683 8,934 0.3387 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Etanercept 108,347 8.3712 52 0.0029 26,505 


 


There is no discussion by Armstrong et al (2013) of the appropriateness of the assumptions applied to 


BASFI progression, despite this being a critical structural assumption. However, a separate sensitivity 


analysis was presented in the full ERG report which uses the same rate of disease progression for 


BASFI (0.07 units per year) for all patients after 2 years. As part of this analysis, the ERG corrected 


errors identified in the way the BASFI regression equations were incorporated by the manufacturer.  


Table 34 reports the ERG results based only on correcting the error identified and Table 35 reports the 


results of also applying a common rate of disease progression for all patients after 2 years as well as 


correcting for the error. Golimumab was reported to be extendedly dominated by the other two anti-


TNFs in both scenarios. It is also worth noting that the ICER for etanercept vs conventional care 


exceeded £30,000 per QALY in both scenarios. 


Table 34 - ERG exploratory cost-effectiveness results –correction for BASFI error (from TA233) 
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Technology Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 


Costs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 77,505 6.7336 - - - 


Golimumab 81,849 6.8746 4,334 0.1410 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Adalimumab 91,340 7.1703 9,491 0.2937 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Etanercept 91,408 7.1734 68 0.0031 31,612 


 


Table 35 - ERG exploratory cost-effectiveness results –correction for BASFI error and common BASFI 


progression after 2 years (from TA233) 


Technology Costs (£) QALYs Incremental 


Costs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 74,980 6.8267 - - - 


Golimumab 79,330 6.9675 4,350 0.1408 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Adalimumab 88,994 7.2567 9,664 0.2892 NA (Extendedly 


Dominated) 


Etanercept 89,055 7.2600 61 0.0033 32,483 


 


5.1.4 Summary and critique of published cost-effectiveness studies 


No previously published studies were identified which assessed the cost-effectiveness of anti-TNFs 


for nr-axSpA. Consequently, the de-novo submissions provided by the manufacturers provide the only 


existing evidence which can be considered to inform decisions for the NHS. Of the previously 


published UK cost-effectiveness study identified, there appear marked differences between the results 


of the industry funded assessments and the results from the independent assessment by LRiG. 


Importantly, the results of the independent critique and exploratory re-analysis by the ERG for TA 


233 also appear potentially less favourable than the industry funded published assessments. Although 


the DSU review of models submitted as part of TA143 has reconciled many of the key differences and 


highlighted the key assumptions, a number of key uncertainties remain. The remainder of this section 


provides an overview of the issues and uncertainties identified based on existing published studies and 


the DSU reports. This summary provides an important basis for considering the extent to which the 


de-novo submissions provided by the manufacturers for this appraisal have adequately addressed 


these.   


All existing models are based on similar 2 part structures: 


 Initial-response period (short term model used to determine initial response rate);  
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 post-response period (longer term model used to characterise natural history of 


disease (i.e. without anti-TNFs) and impact of anti-TNFs (while on therapy and when 


therapy is stopped) 


All models employ changes in BASDAI and/or BASFI to quantitatively model the short and longer-


term costs and quality of life implications (using QALYs) of the use of anti-TNFs s vs conventional 


care alone. 


Although there are differences between the modelling of the initial response period, existing models 


are broadly comparable being based on an assessment around 12-weeks (and potentially at 24-weeks 


as well) using a particular variant of existing BSR guidelines. Patients receiving anti-TNFs who meet 


the response criteria at the 12/24 week assessment are continued on anti-TNFs. Anti-TNFs are 


withdrawn in non-responders at the 12/24 week assessment point and patients subsequently receive 


conventional care alone.  


However, there are marked differences between existing studies in relation to the modelling of the 


post-response period and the assumptions employed.  This period is often separated into different time 


intervals allowing different assumptions to be made regarding the effect of anti-TNFs (i.e. initially 


improving with time in responders but then later ‘levelling off’ or even deteriorating over a longer 


term time horizon relative to conventional care).  An important difference between existing models is 


the timing of this ‘levelling off’ period and assumptions employed over a longer time horizon. The 


differences in approaches and the timing of this ‘flattening off’ period are also closely linked to the 


data used. That is, whether the changes in BASDAI/BASFI used in the model are restricted to the 12-


24 week data from RCT evidence reported during the double-blind phase (Kobelt et al [2007], Ara et 


al [2007]) or also incorporate longer-term data from the open-label extensions. Studies which use 


change in BASDAI/BASFI data directly in the model, from the double-blind phase, appear to employ 


shorter ‘levelling off’ periods compared to studies using data from the open-label extension phase 


(Botteman [2007], McLeod [2007], Armstrong [2007]). 


Those studies incorporating an open-label extension typically assume continuing changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI for responders to anti-TNFs versus non-responders/conventional care beyond the 


initial 12/24 week period. Importantly, none of the studies using open-label extension data appear to 


provide any discussion of the potential for selection bias (e.g. related to the initial consent for patients 


to participate and/or agree to switch treatments as well as ongoing selection issues concerning 


retention over a longer period) and how these should be considered and/or adjusted for in the 


economic model. However, the implication of this is important since the assumption being made by 


several models appears to incorporate an assumption of an increasing effect of anti-TNFs in 


responders over time (i.e. in terms of continuing improvements in BASDAI/BASFI), which does not 
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appear to be adequately justified or related to any underlying clinical/pharmacological mechanism. In 


the absence of the counter-factual (i.e. comparable data in patients who did not participate or were 


subsequently withdrawn from the open-label study) it is unclear whether the apparent increasing 


effect is simply a function of the selection issue or is a real effect of the anti-TNFs. Importantly, those 


studies which only use data from the double-blind periods of RCTs often cite the open-label data as 


providing supportive evidence regarding the maintenance of the effects observed at 12/24 weeks but 


not use it to support an assumption of an increasing effect over time. 


The longer-term impact on costs and utilities beyond the initial response period are subsequently 


quantified by estimating separate BASDAI/BASFI ‘trajectories’ for different patient categories. The 3 


main categories are: 


1. Conventional care 


2. Non-responder to anti-TNFs  at 12/24 week assessment 


3. Initial responder to anti-TNFs  at 12/24 week assessment  


The ‘trajectory’ for patients who are responders to anti-TNFs at the initial 12/24 week assessment are 


further separated into; (i) the period up to the point that anti-TNFs are subsequently withdrawn (i.e. 


due to loss of efficacy, AEs) and the period post TNF-alpha inhibitor withdrawal. 


After the ‘levelling off’ period for BASDAI, the majority of existing studies assume BASDAI is 


constant over the longer term. That is, the BASDAI of responders to anti-TNFs is assumed to be 


lower than the equivalent BASDAI value (lower disease activity) applied to conventional care/non-


responders and a constant difference is assumed to be retained until patients discontinue. At the point 


of discontinuation of anti-TNFs, patients subsequently revert back to the same value assumed for 


conventional care/placebo and non-responders to anti-TNFs at 12/24 weeks. Hence, any improvement 


in BASDAI is assumed to dissipate immediately or within a short-period (3-6 months) after 


discontinuation of anti-TNFs. 


All existing studies model BASFI as a linearly increasing function over the longer term for non-


responders/conventional care. That is, a constant rate of change is subsequently applied which is used 


to characterise the impact of disease progression on functional ability – typically a worsening of 0.07 


(0-10 scale) units per annum. Again, the same assumptions applied to BASDAI for non-responders to 


anti-TNFs are applied to BASFI. That is, beyond 12/24 weeks, non-responders are assumed to follow 


an identical BASFI ‘trajectory’ as conventional care/placebo patients. By contrast, patients who 


respond to anti-TNFs are typically assumed not to ‘progress’ further in terms of functional disability, 


or progress at a lower rate than conventional care patients, whilst continuing to receive anti-TNFs. 


Hence the difference in individual mean BASFI scores increases over time in existing economic 


models between patients who continue to receive anti-TNFs and non-responders/conventional care.    
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The only study which employs a markedly different approach to the modelling of BASDAI and 


BASFI for responders is the study undertaken by the previous independent assessment group (LRiG) 


for TA 143. Instead, LRiG applied a quadratic function to the BASDAI and BASFI scores of 


responders. This approach assumed that the difference compared to conventional care was decreasing 


(initially) with time. That is, over time, the differences in BASDAI/BASFI would slowly reduce in 


responders and eventually be the same as for conventional care. While the logical problems of 


applying a quadratic function over a longer period were recognised by the authors (i.e. function begins 


to increase after a particular period) and was addressed using a series of logical restrictions (i.e. 


BASDAI/BASFI score constrained to be the same or better than conventional care), the clinical ‘face’ 


validity of this approach also appears questionable in the context of longer term projections which are 


required for appropriate assessments of cost-effectiveness.  


Another key difference between existing studies relates to the assumptions made concerning the 


subsequent trajectory of BASFI for patients who withdraw from active treatment.  Given that BASFI 


is linearly increasing with time for conventional care, the assumption of the subsequent BASFI 


trajectory is potentially an important driver of cost-effectiveness.  This is often referred to as 


‘rebound’. Typically two scenarios are used: 


1. Rebound equal to gain. When patients fail therapy (after initially responding), their BASFI 


deteriorates by the same amount by which it improves when they responded to therapy. 


2. Rebound back to natural history/conventional care. When patients fail therapy (after 


initially responding), their BASFI deteriorates to the level and subsequent trajectory it 


would have been had they not initially responded to therapy.  


In the absence of evidence on the magnitude of any rebound, these alternative scenarios represent the 


‘best-case’ and ‘worst-case’ scenarios possible. In other words, the reality regarding rebound is likely 


to be somewhere between these two scenarios which should, therefore, be seen as the limits. 


The implications of the different rebound scenarios are clearly illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Studies 


which are based on assumptions of rebound equal to gain incorporate an ongoing benefit of anti-TNFs 


in patients in whom therapy is subsequently withdrawn after an initial response. Hence, such an 


assumption is more optimistic than assuming no continuing benefit at the point treatment is 


withdrawn.  


Figure 2 - Illustration of the scenario of rebound equal to gain  
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Figure 3 - Illustration of the scenario of rebound to conventional care  


 


Although the impact of discontinuation in patients who initially respond is clearly an important issue, 


the assumptions underpinning the subsequent trajectories of patients who are non-responders at 12/24 


weeks to anti-TNFs are rarely explicitly justified.  The most common assumption applied is that non-


responders during the initial period follow the same subsequent trajectory for BASDAI/BASFI as 


conventional care/placebo patients beyond the 12/24 week assessment point. However, the 


appropriateness of this assumption does not appear to have been discussed in existing studied. 


Essentially, for this assumption to hold, the initial response to anti-TNFs has to be independent of 


baseline patient characteristics, such that response to treatment is effectively a random process. 
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However, if response is not independent of patient characteristics, the implication is that 


responders/non-responders to TNFs-alpha inhibitors may be systematically different from each other. 


This has implications for the appropriateness of current assumptions being applied to non-responders 


at 12/24 weeks and subsequent responders who later withdraw. For example, all other things being 


equal, if patients with more severe disease (high BASDAI/high BASFI) were more likely not to 


respond, then assuming that the non-responders at 12/24 weeks follow the same trajectory as the 


‘average’ conventional care/placebo patient is likely to be optimistic towards the anti-TNFs (and vice-


versa for if less severe patients are more likely to respond). Hence, rather than following the trajectory 


of an ‘average’ placebo/conventional care patient, a non-responder may actually follow a different 


trajectory i.e. that of an equivalent more/less severe conventional care patient. Inevitably, the impact 


of different patient characteristics is likely to be more complex than the simplistic scenarios presented 


above.  


As previously noted, all models employ changes in BASDAI and/or BASFI to quantitatively model 


the short and longer-term costs and quality of life implications (using QALYs) of the use of anti-


TNFs s vs conventional care. The justification for using these measures appears largely driven by the 


existence of external sources of costs and health utility estimates which can be directly linked to these 


measures and not to others (e.g. BASMI, ASDAS, mSASSS etc). Hence, current models appear more 


of a function of the data which is available to link to costs and utilities rather than being based on a 


clear underlying biological or clinical process. This raises more general conceptual concerns 


regarding existing models and also regarding the generalisability of findings in an AS population to 


the separate nr-axSpA population.   


The use of BASDAI/BASFI per se is perhaps not the most significant issue, since in the absence of 


alternative mapping functions to costs and/or utilities it’s unclear how to estimate longer term costs 


and QALYs without ultimately linking to these measures. However, it is concerning that the majority 


of existing studies do not appear to link the data and assumptions applied to these measures to any 


coherent clinical underpinning regarding differences between population characteristics and the effect 


of anti-TNFs.  Consequently, ‘progression’ over time is currently modelled entirely via changes in 


BASFI, since BASDAI is assumed to remain constant. However, no attempt is made to justify why 


BASFI increases, the rate at which it increases and how this rate might differ across different groups 


as well as the impact that anti-TNFs might have (i.e. any effect on BASFI which may be independent 


of the effect on BASDAI). 


Modelling ‘progression’ implicitly (i.e. employing natural history estimates of the rate of change of 


BASFI from external studies) rather than explicitly (i.e. attempting to explain how BASFI evolves 


over time in relation to inflammatory and other processes and how these may differ within 
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populations and across the AS and nr-axSpA groups) has led to a series of implicit/evidence free 


assumptions. These include: 


 No change in BASFI while receiving anti-TNFs (i.e. assuming implicitly that these 


act as disease modifiers and that while patients respond and continue to receive them, 


further deterioration in functional progression is completely prevented). 


 Lower BASFI changes while receiving anti-TNFs (i.e. assuming that anti-TNFs do 


not completely halt further deterioration in functional progression but that the rate of 


progression is reduced relative to progression on conventional care). 


 Similar natural history rates of change in BASFI across different subgroups and 


populations (i.e. assuming that rate of change in BASFI is independent of time and/or 


patient characteristics).  


Similar conceptual concerns were also highlighted by the NICE DSU in their work to support TA143, 


noting that in inflammatory arthritis a clearer conceptual relationship is assumed between disease 


activity, radiographic progression and physical functioning. Such that changes in physical functioning 


can be more clearly related to different processes and evidence for the anti-TNFs on each separate 


process. In highlighting these issues the DSU cited emerging longer-term data reported for anti-TNFs 


based on measures of radiographic progression (mSASSS) in AS. Although this evidence was not 


formally included in their analyses, the evidence was cited to indicate that an assumption of no further 


progression while on anti-TNFs for AS was potentially optimistic based on emerging longer-term 


radiographic progression data.  


Importantly, the only UK study published since the NICE DSU review did subsequently employ a less 


favourable assumption concerning the impact of anti-TNFs on functional progression (BASFI). The 


assumption employed by the manufacturer for golimumab assumed that the longer term rate of change 


in BASFI for responders who continued on treatment would be 50% of that assumed for conventional 


care/non-responders. Although this assumption is a significant departure from the base-case 


assumptions applied within previous industry funded studies, no justification appeared to be identified 


by Armstrong et al (2013) in the review of the manufacturer submission to support this.     


In summary, there appear significant differences between the cost-effectiveness results reported in 


existing UK published studies. Many of these differences appear largely due to differences in data 


sources (i.e. double-blind period vs open-label extensions), subsequent assumptions and estimates 


related to the magnitude and duration of the differences in BASDAI and BASFI measurements 


between responders and non-responders in the short to medium term (i.e. the ‘levelling off’ period) 


and then longer term in relation to assumptions concerning BASFI progression and issues around 


‘placebo’ effect and the withdrawal of anti-TNFs. Some of the main differences between existing 
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studies have been highlighted in a separate review by the NICE DSU. However, while this review is 


helpful in identifying the impact of parameter and structural assumptions, it does not provide a basis 


for informing which assumptions appear most justified based on existing data and clinical 


understanding of the progression of AS and the impact of anti-TNFs. It is also concerning that many 


of the existing studies are based on CIC data and hence lack transparency regarding specific inputs 


and assumptions.   


To date only two UK studies have attempted to assess the cost-effectiveness of the alternative anti-


TNFs. One of these studies, McLeod et al (2007), assumed that the alternative treatments were 


identical in terms of clinical effectiveness and hence only considered differences in the acquisition, 


administration and monitoring cost. The justification provided by the authors was based on the lack of 


statistically significant differences across key outcome measures based on indirect comparisons. The 


other study, Armstrong et al (2013), assumed differences in the clinical effectiveness of the alternative 


anti-TNFs based on a separate MTC. However, differences between the anti-TNFs appeared sensitive 


to the studies included and the specific outcomes considered. Hence, different conclusions could be 


drawn concerning the most ‘efficient’ intervention depending on the analysis considered. However, 


the magnitude of differences in clinical effect and QALYs remained small and the clinical and 


economic value of this might appear questionable. 


There are conceptual concerns surrounding all existing models relating to the subsequent projection of 


BASDAI and BASFI over a longer time-horizon which are required in order to generate more 


appropriate lifetime estimates of costs and QALYs required for cost-effectiveness assessments. The 


speculative nature of these projections was highlighted as a significant concern by the previous 


independent assessment group (LRiG) and hence their longer-term results were presented as 


exploratory scenarios. However, it appears that all existing models are largely based on implicit 


approaches and assumptions and lack a clearer conceptual basis which might help to more 


appropriately inform parameter estimates and structural assumptions and facilitate a more evidence 


based assessment of the potential longer term impact of anti-TNFs. 


The following sections present a summary of the de-novo submissions provided by the manufacturers 


for the separate AS and nr-axSpA indications. Brief overviews of the manufacturers’ submissions for 


AS and nr-axSpA are provided alongside a summary of the base-case cost-effectiveness results. This 


is followed by a more in-depth comparison of key parameter and structural assumptions across the 


manufacturers and the separate indications. The issues and concerns regarding existing published 


studies are used as the basis for a more critical assessment of these submissions; investigating the 


extent to which these concerns have been adequately addressed and highlighting key uncertainties 


which still remain. 
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Note: Although fully incremental results were routinely presented by each manufacturer, there were 


differences between manufacturers in terms of how the results were presented and also whether the 


correct calculations based on dominance and extended dominance were included. Consequently the 


fully incremental ICER tables reported are based on our own calculations to ensure accuracy and 


consistency between the various manufacturer results tables.  


5.2 Summary of manufacturers’ de-novo submissions 


Manufacturers submitted de-novo analyses for both AS (AbbVie, UCB, Pfizer, MSD) and nr-axSpA 


(AbbVie, UCB, Pfizer) populations.  


5.2.1 Overview of AbbVie (adalimumab) model 


The economic model presented by AbbVie compared the cost-effectiveness of adalimumab vs. 


conventional therapy and other licensed anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA and AS. Separate state-transition 


models were developed for the two indications separately based on the ASAS guidelines for the use of 


anti-TNFs. All patients were assumed to take conventional therapy/background therapy (e.g. 


NSAIDs) during the modelled horizon and also receive one of the licensed anti-TNFs or placebo 


(conventional therapy only). Specifically, patients were assumed to stay on therapy as long as they 


had an adequate therapeutic response (i.e., ASAS40 for nr-axSpA and ASAS20 for AS) and patients 


were assumed to discontinue therapy when insufficient response occurred. Discontinuations due to 


adverse events (AEs) or reasons other than therapeutic failures were also included. 


The model consists of a short-term component (first 12 weeks) and a longer term component to 


estimate lifetime costs-effectiveness (40 years). In common with previously published models, the 


model was based on the estimation of BASDAI and BASFI scores over time. The model used the 


available long-term open-label extension data of trials of adalimumab (up to 156 weeks in ABILITY-


1 for nr-axSpA and 260 weeks in ATLAS for AS – see Figures 4 and 5) as well as including 


assumptions beyond these study durations to inform the life-time cost-effectiveness results. To avoid 


extrapolating life-time improvement by applying a functional form to the BASDAI/BASFI data, the 


manufacturer applied the mean observed BASDAI and BASFI scores until the last available data 


point and carried forward the last observed values to the end of horizon.  
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Figure 4 - Observed mean BASDAI and BASFI scores for adalimumab ASAS20 responders in the 


licensed population from ATLAS (AS) 


 


Figure 5 - Observed mean BASDAI and BASFI scores for adalimumab ASAS40 responders in the 


licensed population from ABILITY-1 (nr-axSpA) 


 


Response rates and other select treatment efficacy endpoints were based on a separate systematic 


review and network meta-analysis. In the base-case, ASAS40 for nr-axSpA and ASAS20 for AS were 


used to define clinical response at week 12, based on the primary outcome measures from the clinical 


trials of adalimumab. In the base-case analysis, placebo responders at week 12 were assumed to lose 


response and return to baseline disease severity. Patients who subsequently withdrew from TNF-alpha 


treatment at any time point were also assumed to return to baseline disease severity (rebound equal to 


gain). Longer term discontinuation was assumed to be time-dependent and was based on a log-normal 


parametric distribution from the separate open-label RCTs adjusting for subsequent loss of response. 
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In the base case model, the BASFI score for all patients not on TNF-alpha inhibitor treatment 


increases in a linear fashion by 0.084 (scale 0-10) per year in patients with nr-axSpA, in line with the 


evidence from the ABILITY-1 trial, where each additional year of baseline symptom duration was 


reported to be associated with a significant (+0.084, p=0.0005) increase in baseline BASFI score, 


adjusting for the age of onset (age at first reported axial SpA symptom) to control for the age effect on 


functional damage. An estimate of +0.056 was applied to patients with AS based on applying a 


similar approach to the ATLAS trial, adjusting for age at disease diagnosis. Hence, a higher BASFI 


progression was applied to patients not on anti-TNFs in the nr-axSpA population compared to the AS 


population. 


BASDAI and BASFI scores were used jointly to estimate quality of life associated with AS, using the 


relationship observed between the utility scores (measured in HUI3) and the BASDAI and BASFI 


scores in ATLAS trial. Observed EQ-5D scores were mapped to BASDAI and BASFI for the 


relationship in the base case for nr-axSpA from ABILITY-1. 


The relationship between BASDAI and costs, derived from a re-analysis of the OASIS data, was 


applied in the base-case. Costs of drug, administration, initiation and monitoring, and adverse events 


were also included. Discounting was applied at 3.5% for both costs and outcomes. . Standardised 


mortality ratios of 1 and 1.5 were assumed for nr-axSpA and AS, respectively. Uncertainty 


surrounding results was addressed using probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA). 


Base-case results from AbbVie (adalimumab) model 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 36 for the AS 


population. From an NHS perspective, the base-case cost per QALY gained versus conventional care 


ranged from £16,391 per QALY (adalimumab) and £44,448 per QALY (infliximab).  


Table 36 - TNF -alpha inhibitors compared to conventional care for AS - AbbVie (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 112,762 8.62 - - - 


Adalimumab 139,860 10.28 27,098 1.65 16,391 


Certolizumab 133,273 9.82 20,511 1.20 17,067 


Etanercept 139,574 10.21 26,812 1.59 16,897 


Golimumab 138,385 10.17 25,624 1.55 16,535 


Infliximab 197,100 10.52 84,339 1.90 44,448 


 


Table 37 reports the results based on the fully incremental analysis. In the manufacturer base-case 


analysis, certolizumab and etanercept were ruled out by extended dominance. The ICER of 
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adalimumab was £16,391 per QALY compared to conventional care. The ICER of the next more 


costly (and non-dominated) TNF-alpha inhibitor was £238,500 per QALY for the comparison 


between infliximab and adalimumab. 


Table 37 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for AS – Assessment Group analysis based on 


AbbVie (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 112,762 8.62 - - - 


Certolizumab 133,273 9.82 
- - 


Extendedly 


dominated 


Golimumab 138,385 10.17 
- - 


Extendedly 


dominated 


Etanercept 139,574 10.21 
- - 


Extendedly 


dominated 


Adalimumab 139,860 10.28 27,098 1.66 16,391 


Infliximab 197,100 10.52 57,240 0.24 238,500 


 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer and fully incremental analysis are 


summarised in Tables 38 and 39 for the nr-axSpA population. The ICERs versus conventional care 


ranged from £12,866 (certolizumab) to £13,288 per QALY (adalimumab). In the fully incremental 


comparison, adalimumab was extendedly dominated and hence the ICER for certolizumab vs 


conventional care is the only ICER reported (£12,866). 


Table 38 – Anti-TNFs compared to conventional care for nr-axSpA – AbbVie (base-case)  


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 126,075 8.88 - - - 


Adalimumab 142,218 10.10 16,143 1.22 13,228 


Certolizumab 142,608 10.16 16,532 1.28 12,866 


Etanercept Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed 


 


Table 39 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA – Assessment Group analysis based 


on AbbVie (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 126,075 8.88 - - - 


Adalimumab 142,218 10.10 - - Extendedly 


dominated 


Certolizumab 142,608 10.16 390 0.06 12,866 


Etanercept Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed Not assessed 
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The manufacturer reported more favourable ICERs vs conventional care in the nr-axSpA population 


compared to the AS population. This appears largely driven by 2 inputs: (1) the lower 


BASDAI/BASFI scores assumed for responders based on ABILITY-1 (compared to ATLAS) and (2) 


the higher annual BASFI progression rate assumed for non-responders/conventional care in the nr-


axSpA population (0.084 vs 0.056). 


5.2.2 Overview of UCB (certolizumab) model 


The economic model presented by UCB compared the cost-effectiveness of certolizumab vs. 


conventional therapy and other licensed anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA and AS. Separate Markov cohort 


models were developed for the two indications separately based on the subpopulations of the RAPID-


axSpA trial. Separate analyses were argued to be necessary given that the comparators differed for 


each subpopulation. Analyses performed for the AS subpopulation consisted of all patients with AS 


from the RAPID-axSpA study, including those who were anti-TNF therapy-experienced or naïve. The 


nr-axSpA subpopulation consisted of anti-TNF therapy-naïve patients only, as there were no anti-TNF 


therapy-experienced patients in this subpopulation.  


The analyses used a lifetime time horizon in the base case. An alternative time horizon of 20 years 


was tested in a scenario analysis. An NHS & PSS perspective was used and an annual discount rate of 


3.5% was applied to costs and outcomes. All costs are reported at 2013 values. 


The model consists of a short-term component and a longer term component to estimate lifetime 


costs-effectiveness. The duration of the short-term component varied between the models used for the 


AS and the nr-axSpA subpopulations based on the response endpoint assumed.  Response was 


assessed at 24 weeks in the AS subpopulation which was argued by the manufacturer to be in 


accordance with clinical practice as indicated key British opinion leaders. For the nr-axSpA 


subpopulation, response assessment was assumed at 12 weeks since comparator data were only 


available at that time point. In their base-case, the manufacturer used ASAS20 to determine response 


in line with the primary outcome measure in the RAPID-axSpA. However, it should be noted that 


ASAS 20 response at week 12 was the primary outcome in the RAPID-axSpa trial. Hence, while the 


measure of response used is in accordance with the primary outcome of the RAPID-axSpA trial, the 


differential timing of this applied across the separate populations clearly deviates from this. This has 


potential issues since at week 16, patients were allowed an ‘early escape’ from placebo and hence 


results at week 24 used for the AS subpopulation are no longer based on the original randomised 


population. 


ASAS 20 response rates for certolizumab and relative treatment effects for the other anti-TNFs were 


derived based on a separate systematic review and MTC. The base-case model inputs applied in the 


manufacturer submission are replicated (and associated footnotes) in Tables 40 and 41 below. 
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Table 40 - Base case model inputs: ASAS20 response at Week 24 (AS subpopulation, CZP pooled 


dosing§) 


Treatment ASAS20 Response (%) SE RR† CI Source 


CZP ****** ***** - - MTC 


Adalimumab† - - **** ************ MTC 


Etanercept† - - **** ************ MTC 


Golimumab† - - **** ************ MTC 


Infliximab† - - **** ************ MTC 


ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CC: Conventional care; CI: Confidence interval; CZP: 
Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; RR: Relative risk; SE: Standard error 
* proportion responding 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
†
CZP versus comparator 


 


Table 41 - Base case model inputs: ASAS20 response at Week 12 (nr-axSpA subpopulation, CZP pooled 


dosing§) 


Treatment† ASAS20 Response (%) SE RR† CI Source 


CZP ****** **** - - MTC 


Adalimumab† - - **** ************ MTC 


Etanercept† - - **** ************ MTC 


ASAS: Assessment in SpondyloArthritis international Society (criteria); CC: Conventional care; CI: Confidence interval; CZP: 
Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; RR: Relative risk; SE: Standard error 
* proportion responding 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
†
CZP versus comparator 


 


The MTC was also used to determine change in baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores. The base-case 


inputs for change from baseline in BASFI and BASDAI at Week 24 for the AS subpopulation 


reported by the manufacturer are replicated in Tables 42 and 43. The manufacturer noted that the 


mean change from baseline reported in the tables is that observed per trial arm, which includes both 


the ASAS20 responders and non-responders in each arm. In order to determine the change in BASFI 


and BASDAI for responders alone, the manufacturer used the equation below: 


Mean change in BASFI = (change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 responders * proportion 


ASAS20 responders) + (change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 non-responders * proportion 


ASAS20 non-responders) 


This approach assumed that the change in BASFI (and BASDAI) amongst ASAS20 non-responders is 


equal to that of the conventional care (CC) arm. Thus, the equation is used to algebraically solve for 


change in BASFI (and BASDAI) amongst ASAS20 responders. The manufacture stated that “As an 


example for the AS subpopulation base case, the change in BASFI amongst ASAS20 responders for 


CZP is: **************************************. Thus, in this example, the actual change 


from baseline in AS responders to CZP is *****. The same approach was used for change from 


baseline for BASDAI. This approach, where the change from baseline for BASDAI and BASFI is 
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calculated amongst responders only, is consistent with previous evaluations pharmaco-economic 


evaluations conducted for AS.” (p69-70, manufacturer submission)  


 


Table 42 - Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASFI score at Week 24 (AS subpopulation, 


CZP pooled dosing§) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASFI Score at Week 


24: Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 


 Mean SD  


CZP ***** **** MTC 


Adalimumab ***** **** MTC 


Etanercept ***** **** MTC 


Golimumab* ***** **** MTC* 


Infliximab ***** **** MTC 


Conventional care** *** *** Assumed zero in base case** 


BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: 
Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
* GOL assumed same values as ADA, given that specific input values for BASFI at 24 weeks were not available from MTC. 
** Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASFI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is 
reasonable to assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or 
BASFI as evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where 
patients were essentially maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.


46, 52, 63
  Furthermore, 


Dougados and colleagues describe CC regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”.  This 
assumption is consistent with previous manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS. However, a mean change in BASFI of 
*************** estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


Table 43 - Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASDAI score at Week 24 (AS 


subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing§) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASDAI Score at Week 


24: Initial Response Assessment Period 


 


Source 


Mean SD 


CZP ***** **** MTC 


Adalimumab ***** **** MTC 


Etanercept ***** **** MTC 


Golimumab ***** **** MTC 


Infliximab ***** **** MTC 


Conventional care* *** *** Assumed zero in base case* 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; 
SD: Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA 
* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASDAI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is 
reasonable to assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or 
BASFI as evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where 
patients were essentially maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI. Furthermore, Dougados and 
colleagues describe CC regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”. This assumption is 
consistent with previous manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS.


2
 However, a mean change in BASDAI of  


*************** estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


The manufacturer base case inputs for change from baseline in BASFI and BASDAI at Week 12 for 


the nr-axSpA subpopulation are replicated in Tables 44 and 45 – all footnotes supplied by the 


manufacturers are reported in their entirety for further clarification, although supporting references 


have been removed here. 
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Table 44 - Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASFI score at Week 12 (nr-axSpA 


subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing§) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASFI Score at Week 


12:Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 


Mean SD 


CZP ***** **** MTC 


Adalimumab ***** **** MTC 


Etanercept ***** **** MTC 


Conventional care* *** **** Assumed zero in base case* 


BASFI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Functional Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; SD: 
Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA  


* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASFI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is 
reasonable to assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or 
BASFI as evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where 
patients were essentially maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI. Furthermore, Dougados and 
colleagues describe CC regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”  This assumption is 
consistent with previous manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS. However, a mean change in BASFI of  
*************** estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


Table 45 - Base case model inputs: Change from baseline in BASDAI score at Week 12 (nr-axSpA 


subpopulation, CZP pooled dosing§) 


Treatment Change from Baseline in BASDAI Score at Week 


12: Initial Response Assessment Period 


Source 


Mean SD 


CZP ***** **** MTC 


Adalimumab ***** **** MTC 


Etanercept ***** **** MTC 


Conventional care* *** *** Assumed zero in base case* 


BASDAI: Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index; CZP: Certolizumab pegol; MTC: Mixed treatment comparison; 
SD: Standard deviation 
§ Based upon pooled CZP 200 mg Q2W and 400 mg Q4W arms from RAPID-axSpA  


* Conventional care assumed to produce no change in BASDAI score initially in the base case. As noted in main text, it is 
reasonable to assume patients receiving CC do not achieve a change from baseline (worsening or improvement) in BASDAI or 
BASFI as evidence from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 demonstrate that in the PBO arms of these studies where 
patients were essentially maintained on CC, patients did not achieve MCID for BASDAI or BASFI.  Furthermore, Dougados and 
colleagues describe CC regimens as “palliative at best, providing no alteration of the disease process”. This assumption is 
consistent with previous manufacturers’ submissions to NICE in AS. However, a mean change in BASDAI of  
*************** estimated from the MTC was used in the sensitivity analysis. 


 


The manufacturer submission assumed no change in BASDAI and BASFI for conventional care 


during the response period. The manufacturer justified this assumption with reference to evidence 


from RAPID-axSpA, ATLAS and ABILITY-1 studies, although no specific data were reported to 


support this. In addition, we requested additional data from the manufacturer on change scores 


conditional on response for certolizumab and placebo from the RAPID-axSpA trial but this was not 


provided. Hence, it is not possible to adequately assess the appropriateness of the method of 


adjustment used by the manufacturer to estimate change scores or the assumption applied to 


conventional care. However, it might be reasonable to assume that the actual conditional scores from 


RAPID-axSpa are unlikely to be higher than those reported here for certolizumab, since the 


manufacturer would presumably have responded to the request for the additional data if this had been 


the case.   
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These change scores are assumed to be maintained for BASDAI as long as a patient continues to 


receive an anti-TNF. For AS patients on conventional care, an additional annual increase of 0.07 


points (scale 0-10) in BASFI is assumed and justified by the manufacturer according to the 


assumptions deemed reasonable by a previous NICE committee. Hence, while the change scores are 


assumed constant, the absolute difference between patients receiving anti-TNFs and conventional care 


is increasing over time given the underlying progression assumed for BASFI for patients receiving 


conventional care. The assumption of no progression in BASFI for patients receiving anti-TNFs is not 


explicitly discussed within the manufacturer’s submission, nor are separate results provided for 


alternative assumptions.  


The same annual rate (0.07) in BASFI progression for conventional care is also applied to the nr-


axSpA subpopulation. In addition, it is assumed that some nr-axSpA patients may progress to AS 


during their course of treatment.  The manufacturer’s model adopts an estimate for disease 


progression for the nr-axSpA subpopulation based on a German cohort of axSpA patients, the German 


Spondyloarthritis Inception Cohort (GESPIC). In this cohort, the rates and predictors of radiographic 


spinal progression over two years were estimated based on mSASSS. 7.4% of the 95 nr-axSpA 


patients were reported to show spinal radiographic progression, which was defined as a worsening of 


mSASSS by ≥2 units over two years. As this 7.4% progression represents a proportion it was 


converted to a rate for use in the economic model, assuming an exponential distribution through the 


following formula: 


1-0.074 = exp(-rate*2 years); rate = 0.0384 or 3.84 per 100 pt-year 


The manufacturer’s submission is not explicit about how this additional aspect of progression 


subsequently alters the BASDAI/BASFI trajectories within the nr-axSpA model. However, 


examination of the electronic model submitted by the manufacturer reveals that once patients are 


assumed to show spinal radiographic progression, they effectively become AS patients by picking up 


the same absolute values of BASDAI and BASFI (on and off treatment) applied in their AS 


subpopulation model. The justification for this approach and the values subsequently assigned are not 


formally discussed by the manufacturer and the validity of the approach appears questionable (i.e. 


given other differences e.g. disease duration, severity of radiographic disease etc, that may differ 


between the two populations even after radiographic progression has occurred in the nr-axSpA 


subpopulation).. 


Patients who subsequently withdrew from TNF-alpha treatment at any time point were assumed to 


revert back to the same trajectory as conventional care over a 6-month period (i.e. rebound back to 


conventional care/natural history). A constant annual rate of discontinuation of 7% was assumed for 


all Anti-TNFs over the longer-term period in both the AS and nr-axSpA populations. The estimate of 
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7% applied to the AS subpopulation was justified by citing the rate apparently assumed by the NICE 


committee for TA143 and the lack of long-term evidence more generally. This estimate was referred 


to earlier in the review section of our report when the additional analyses undertaken by the NICE 


DSU were considered. Identical assumptions for discontinuation rates were assumed for the nr-axSpA 


subpopulations, although no justification was provided by the manufacturer. 


BASDAI and BASFI scores were used jointly to estimate quality of life in both subpopulations based 


on EQ-5D data collected in the RAPID-axSpA study.  Data from subjects having EQ-5D, BASDAI 


and BASFI scores available at baseline, Week 12 and Week 24 were used to estimate a relationship 


between utility and BASDAI and BASFI. Utilities were subsequently converted using a logistic 


transformation with the justification based on possible floor and ceiling effects since they are bounded 


by 0 and 1. Without access to the original data to it is not possible to determine the impact of this 


transformation, although it should be noted that EQ-5D is not bounded by 0 (i.e. negative values are 


possible). The manufacturer used a repeated-measures logistic regression to model the relationship 


between utility and BASDAI, and BASFI scores. 


The relationship between BASFI and costs, derived from the OASIS study and used by the previous 


independent assessment group in TA143, was applied in the base-case. Costs of drug, administration, 


initiation and monitoring were included. The costs and or HRQoL of adverse events were not 


included. Discounting was applied at 3.5% for both costs and outcomes. Uncertainty surrounding 


outcomes was addressed using PSA. 


Base-case results from UCB (certolizumab) model 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 46 for the AS 


population, together will a fully-incremental comparison of ICERs (Table 47). The ICERs vs 


conventional care ranged from £16,647 per QALY (certolizumab) and £42,671 per QALY 


(infliximab). In the fully incremental analysis, certolizumab dominated (i.e. less costly and more 


expensive) all other TNF-alpha treatments apart from infliximab. However, it should be noted that the 


costs of certolizumab are based on a PAS which has been proposed but is not yet formally agreed with 


the Department of Health and NICE. Results without the PAS were not reported by the manufacturer. 


UCB will make Cimzia available free of charge to all NHS patients for the first three months of 


therapy, at which point clinical response should be clear. Only after this three month stage will the 


NHS be charged for continuing to use this therapy.  


The ICER of certolizumab was £16,647 per QALY vs conventional care and the ICER for infliximab 


was £113,871 (vs certolizumab).  
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Table 46 - TNF -alpha inhibitors compared to conventional care for AS - UCB (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care ******* **** * * - 


Adalimumab ******* **** ****** **** 19,932 


Certolizumab ******* **** ****** **** 16,647 


Etanercept ******* **** ****** **** 19,272 


Golimumab ******* **** ****** **** 19,049 


Infliximab ******* ***** ****** **** 42,671 


 


Table 47 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for AS – Assessment Group analysis based on UCB 


(base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care ******* **** * * - 


Certolizumab  ******* **** ****** **** 16,647 


Golimumab ******* **** * * Dominated 


Adalimumab ******* **** * * Dominated 


Etanercept ******* **** * * Dominated 


Infliximab ******* ***** ****** *** 113,871 


 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 48 for the nr-axSpA 


population, together will a fully-incremental comparison of ICERs (Table 49). In contrast to the 


results for AS, there was a more marked difference between the ICERs of the alternative anti-TNFs 


and conventional care. The ICERs vs conventional care ranged from £15,615 (certolizumab) to 


£50,692 per QALY (etanercept). The higher differential ICERs appears to be largely due to the more 


heterogeneous trials included in the MTC for the nr-axSpA populations and a higher differential effect 


assumed for certolizumab vis-à-vis the other alternative anti-TNFs compared with the AS population. 


Importantly, other manufacturers (Pfizer) argue that the results for certolizumab in this population 


maybe confounded by population characteristics which could invalidate the indirect comparison of 


certolizumab versus the other comparator treatments in the current nr-axSpA MTC. In the fully 


incremental analysis, certolizumab dominated adalimumab and etanercept. 


Table 48 - TNF -alpha inhibitors compared to conventional care for nr-axSpA - UCB (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care ******* **** * * - 


Adalimumab ******* ***** ****** **** 30,370 


Certolizumab ******* ***** ****** **** 15,615 


Etanercept ******* **** ****** **** 50,692 
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Table 49 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for nr-axSpA – Assessment Group analysis based 


on UCB (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care ******* **** * * - 


Certolizumab ******* ***** ****** **** 15,615 


Etanercept ******* **** * * Dominated 


Adalimumab ******* ***** * * Dominated 


 


5.2.3 Overview of Pfizer (etanercept) model 


The economic model submitted by Pfizer compared the cost-effectiveness of etanercept vs. 


conventional therapy and other licensed anti-TNFs for AS, nr-axSpA and a combined population 


(axSpA). The results for the combined population are not summarised in this review but are reported 


separately in the manufacturer submission. The model is based on a lifetime time-horizon and costs 


and benefits are discounted at an annual rate of 3.5%. The reference year for costs was reported to be 


2014. 


The model was based on a patient-level simulation model based on a discrete event simulation (DES).  


The analysis was conducted from an NHS/PSS perspective. Data to populate the model were derived 


from key clinical trials for etanercept and results of a clinical systematic review, MTC and in a 


separate analysis presented for the nr-axSpA population, a match adjusted indirect comparison 


(MAIC). The model structure was reported to be developed in accordance with current OMERACT 


(Outcome Measures in Rheumatology) guidance and was constructed around BASDAI and BASFI in 


line with other published studies.  


The AS population was defined based on current NICE guidance in TA143 and TA233. The nr-


axSpA population was defined based on the scope issued by NICE and was defined by the 


manufacturer as people with severe axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of 


ankylosing spondylitis but with objective signs of inflammation, whose disease has responded 


inadequately to, or who are intolerant to, NSAIDs. 


An important aspect of the submission for the nr-axSpA population was an attempt to adjust analyses 


for differences in the baseline patient characteristics between the trials included. The manufacturer 


reported that: 


“The clinical systematic review identified that the baseline characteristics of nr-axSpA patients within 


the randomised controlled trials of certolizumab pegol and adalimumab were heterogeneous, and 


potentially differed in characteristics that could act as treatment effect modifiers. Furthermore, the 


populations of these trials also included sizable proportions of AS patients who were originally 
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classified as nr-axSpA on the basis of a difference between centralised and localised readings of x-


rays  


To address the differences in the proportions of AS patents in the trials due to reclassification upon 


central assessment, analyses were conducted using match adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) and 


simulated treatment comparison (STC) techniques that incorporated AS patients from the etanercept 


314-EU trial. These analyses are referred to collectively as “analyses adjusting for differences in 


study baseline characteristics”. A comparison of the results from the MAIC and STC approaches 


show that while the results of the two analyses are similar, when considering comparisons between 


etanercept and both adalimumab and certolizumab, the MAIC analysis provides a lower overall 


comparative estimate of the benefit of etanercept, and is therefore considered overall to be the more 


conservative of the two approaches. To maintain consistency in the analysis utilised in the economic 


section, the MAIC was used throughout as the adjusted comparative efficacy measure between 


etanercept versus adalimumab and etanercept versus certolizumab. For the analysis comparing 


etanercept against certolizumab pegol, it was possible to address the issue of patient reclassification 


and differences in baseline characteristics by utilising the RAPID-axSpA trial results that were also 


available at the level of AxSpA patients, an approach not possible in the comparison of etanercept 


versus adalimumab. We note that although not explicitly detailed within the scope, the AxSpA 


population encompasses both nr-axSpA and AS patients, thus making it a relevant comparison to the 


decision problem outlined in the scope.” (p226-227, manufacturer submission) 


The manufacturer argued that the use of DES conferred potential advantages in relation to modelling 


non-linearity due to heterogeneous patient characteristics and in relation to modelling time 


dependency. The latter was also argued as an advantage to considering the impact of sequential 


therapy which was argued to be complex within a more conventional Markov type structure. Pfizer’s 


model was the only model which explicitly explored issues of treatment sequences. However, in the 


base-case the use of second-line TNF-alpha inhibitor treatment was restricted to those patients who 


withdrew due to adverse events and assumed equal efficacy to 1
st
 line usage. The schematic of the 


model provided by the manufacturer is replicated in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6 – Pfizer DES model schematic 


  


 


Etanercept RCT data were used to predict an initial 12-week response (in terms of reduction in 


BASDAI and BASFI) for etanercept for both nr-axSpA and AS populations. Separate multivariate 


regressions were used to account for correlation between BASDAI and BASFI. A range of variables 


were initially included in the regression models based on potential predictors of response identified 


from their review of economic studies. The statistical significance and direction of effect were 


evaluated before final models were specified. The 12-week models of BASDAI and BASFI for the nr-


axSpA had R-squared values of *****************, respectively. For the AS population, the 


equivalent R-squared values were *****************. The regressions were used to estimate mean 


change in BASDAI and BASFI which through the patient level simulation were used to assign 


patients into BASDAI50 responder/non-responder categories and to assess the associated magnitude 


of change at 12 weeks for these categories. 


Relative effects from the MTC (or MAIC in the analyses adjusting for differences in study baseline 


characteristics), in terms of mean differences in BASDAI and BASFI, were applied in order to predict 


equivalent response and change scores for the other anti-TNFs  agents and conventional care at 12 


weeks 
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From week 12, the BASFI scores for conventional care were assumed to increase at a rate of 0.7 units 


per annum (0-100 scale). The modelling of change in BASDAI and BASFI at Week 48 for responders 


to etanercept was conducted using the same approach used for the Week 12 treatment response. 


However, change in BASDAI and BASFI from baseline at Week 12 were included as additional 


covariates within the resulting models in order to ensure that an individual’s response at Week 48 was 


dependent on their response at Week 12. The 48-week models of BASDAI and BASFI for the nr-


axSpA had R-squared values of *****************, respectively. For the AS population, the 


equivalent R-squared values were *****************. In the absence of relative effect estimates at 


Week 48 for other therapies, it was assumed that patients who remained on TNF-alpha inhibitor 


treatment beyond week 12 (i.e. responders) would converge at the BASDAI and BASFI levels 


predicted for etanercept by week 48. Constant BASDAI and BASFI scores for TNF-alpha inhibitor 


responders were assumed at the level observed at Week 48 for subsequent periods.  


Treatment discontinuation was modelled by fitting separate parametric survival curves to long-term 


open-label study data from etanercept for the AS and nr-axSpA populations. In order to predict 


treatment cessation in the population likely to continue treatment after 12 weeks, parametric curves 


were fitted only to subjects who achieved a BASDAI 50 response at Week 12. Only subjects who 


were randomised to etanercept at baseline were retained within these survival analyses and subjects 


who began etanercept during open-label phases of studies were excluded. The distributions that 


provided the best fit were exponential (********************) and log-normal 


(**********************), based on the minimisation of the AIC and the BIC. The exponential 


model was chosen based, in part, on the goodness of fit but also because the use of hazard ratios 


which were applied to estimate the effect of other anti-TNFs on the rate of discontinuation, required 


the use of a proportional hazard survival model (to avoid making further assumptions when applying 


the hazard ratio to the log-normal [accelerated failure time] model).  


The same risk of discontinuation was applied to all individuals in the model. The models of 


discontinuation translate into annual probabilities of discontinuation for etanercept, for patients who 


achieve a BASDAI 50 response, of 5% and 11% for nr-axSpA and AS populations, respectively. 


Based on data from the DANBIO registry, it was assumed that other anti-TNFs have an increased risk 


of discontinuation compared with etanercept; a hazard ratio of 1.3 is applied for infliximab and 1.12 


for adalimumab. In the absence of evidence for golimumab and certolizumab, it was assumed that the 


relative effect is the same as for adalimumab on the basis that these have common molecular structure 


and belong to monoclonal antibodies.  


After discontinuation of the first treatment, an alternative TNF-alpha inhibitor was modelled as 


second-line treatment for patients who discontinued due to adverse events (****% for AS and ****% 
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for nr-axSpA). The same efficacy as applied for first-line treatments was assumed for second-line 


treatments for patients switching due to adverse events. For patients who discontinued due to loss of 


efficacy, no further TNF-alpha treatment was modelled. These assumptions were considered by the 


manufacturer to be consistent with current NICE guidance.  For the base case model, it was assumed 


that following discontinuation from anti-TNFs, patients would rebound back to their baseline 


BASDAI and BASFI scores and that the rebound takes 6 months based on the approach used within 


the TA233 submission to NICE. 


In the absence of previously published studies reporting the relationship between BASDAI/BASFI 


and EQ-5D utility scores in the nr-axSpA population, a de-novo relationship was estimated from study 


1031; variables included age, gender, baseline BASDAI and BASFI. OLS regression models were 


used, with standard errors clustered around each subject to account for repeated observations. For 


consistency a similar relationship was estimated for the AS population using study 314-EU. 


Alternative linear and non-linear relationships were evaluated and final model selection based on AIC 


statistics. In the nr-axSpA population, the final model included squared terms for BASDAI and 


BASFI and an interaction between BASDAI and BASFI, while in the AS population, the covariates 


for the interaction term, age and male were not included. Scenario analyses considered using 


alternative model specifications for mapping.  The manufacturer reported that according to visual 


inspection, the estimated models were very similar between populations and reported a high degree of 


similarity between the results of the de-novo estimated models and those published previously. 


Figures 7 and 8 replicate the relationships reported by the manufacturer between EQ-5D, BASDAI 


and BASFI in the nr-axSpA and AS populations, respectively. Additional figures were also presented 


by the manufacturer for predicted versus observed EQ-5D in each of the populations. The 


manufacturer concluded that the models over-predicted EQ-5D at low observed EQ-5D and under-


predicted at higher observed EQ-5D values. The manufacturer argued that this was a common feature 


of mapping algorithms and argued that the approach would be conservative towards the use of anti-


TNFs. 
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Figure 7 - Relationships between EQ-5D, BASDAI and BASFI from study 1031 (nr-axSpA population) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8 - Relationships between EQ-5D, BASDAI and BASFI from study 314-EU (AS population) 
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The manufacturer included the acquisition, administration and pre-treatment monitoring costs of TNF 


alpha-inhibitors. Subsequent monitoring costs were not included in order to avoid potential double 


counting of the costs which were estimated as a function of BASDAI and BASFI.  In the base-case 


analysis the manufacturer used data from Rafia et al, 2012
158


 based on BASDAI scores only. A 


categorical approach was applied to BASDAI scores based on the following annual costs: 


BASDAI<40=£151.96; 40<=BASDAI<60=£311.08; BASDAI>=60= £1039.16. The manufacturer 


justified the use of this source as it provides the most recent UK specific data reported and permitted 


separation of particular cost items. The costs and HRQoL of adverse events (serious infections only) 


were included in the base-case analysis (none observed in the nr-axSpA trial 1031, however, serious 


infections were observed in the AS trial 314-EU). A separate sensitivity analysis included the costs of 


serious infections. 


An SMR of 1 for the nr-axSpA population and 1.5 for the AS population were applied to general 


population life-tables. 


Results of Pfizer (etanercept) model 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 50 for the AS 


population, together will a fully-incremental comparison of ICERs (Table 51). The ICERs vs 


conventional care ranged from £19, 586 per QALY (certolizumab) and £37,741 per QALY 


(infliximab). In common with the UCB model, it should be noted that the costs of certolizumab 


assumed within Pfizer’s model were also based on the PAS for certolizumab which has been proposed 


but is not yet formally agreed with the Department of Health and NICE. Hence the ICER for 


certolizumab vs conventional care without the PAS will be higher than the estimates reported here. 


Table 50 - TNF -alpha inhibitors compared to conventional care for AS – Pfizer (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 18,122 7.318 - - - 


Adalimumab 57,535 9.203 39,413 1.885 20,909 


Certolizumab 51,843 9.040 33,721 1.722 19,586 


Etanercept 60,338 9.334 42,216 2.016 20,938 


Golimumab 62,698 9.412 44,576 2.094 21,288 


Infliximab 98,340 9.443 80,218 2.125 37,741 


 


In the fully incremental analysis, adalimumab was extendedly dominated. Of the remaining non-


dominated treatments, the ICER of the next most costly intervention compared with the previous non-


dominated alternative was: £19,586 (certolizumab vs conventional care), £28,834 (etanercept vs 


certolizumab), £30,376 (golimumab vs etanercept) and £1,131,181 (infliximab vs golimumab).  
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Table 51 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for AS – Assessment Group analysis based on 


Pfizer (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 18,122 7.318 - - - 


Certolizumab  51,843 9.040 33,721 1.722 19,586 


Adalimumab 57,535 9.203 - - Extendedly 


dominated 


Etanercept 60,338 9.334 8,495 0..294 28,834 


Golimumab 62,698 9.412 2,360 0.078 30,376 


Infliximab 98,340 9.443 35,642 0.031 1,131,181 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 52 for the nr-axSpA 


population, together will a fully-incremental comparison of ICERs (Table 53). The ICERs vs 


conventional care ranged from £23,195 (etanercept) and £23,575 (certolizumab). In contrast to the 


UCB analysis, the ICERs for the nr-axSpA population were marginally less favourable than the 


results for the AS population. There was also less of a marked difference between the ICERs for each 


of the anti-TNFs and conventional care compared to the UCB results, although a large difference was 


evident relating to the magnitude of the incremental QALY estimates for certolizumab vis-à-vis the 


other anti-TNFs. Table 54 reports the results of the fully incremental analysis. None of the anti-TNFs 


were ruled out via dominance or extended dominance and the ICER of each comparison remained 


below £30k per QALY for each successively more expensive and effective treatment. 


Table 52 - Anti-TNFs compared to conventional care for nr-axSpA - Pfizer (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 20,609 10.221 - - - 


Adalimumab 62,667 12.030 42,058 1.809 23,242 


Certolizumab 74,282 12.497 53,673 2.276 23,575 


Etanercept 59,635 11.903 39,026 1.682 23,195 


 


Table 53 - Fully incremental comparison of for nr-axSpA – Assessment Group analysis based on Pfizer 


(base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 20,609 10.221 - - - 


Etanercept 59,635 11.903 39,026 1.683 23,195 


Adalimumab  62,667 12.030 3,033 0.127 23,871 


Certolizumab 74,282 12.497 11,615 0.467 24,864 


To address the concerns noted by Pfizer relating to the heterogeneity across the different trials in the 


nr-axSpA population, a separate matched indirect comparison was presented for etanercept vs 


adalimumab. A separate comparison was also presented vs certolizumab for the combined axSpA 


population in the manufacturer submission. Using the MAIC approach, the ICER for etanercept vs 
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adalimumab was £23,195 per QALY. Total cost and QALYs estimates were reversed in the MAIC 


approach when compared to the base-case analysis (adalimumab generated greater QALYs at 


increased cost), demonstrating the potential impact of trying to minimise observable sources of 


possible confounding. 


Table 54 - Incremental results of etanercept vs adalimumab in nr-axSpA (using MAIC data) - Pfizer 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Adalimumab 48,494 11.473 - - - 


Etanercept 60,404 11.928 11,910 0.455 26,176 


MAIC = matching adjusted indirect comparison 


5.2.4 Overview of MSD (golimumab, infliximab) model 


The economic models submitted by MSD compared the cost-effectiveness of golimumab and 


infliximab vs. conventional therapy and other licensed anti-TNFs for AS. Although the manufacturer 


made separate submissions for golimumab and infliximab, the model structures and data sources used 


to inform the economic models are identical across the submissions. Hence, this review focuses on the 


specific submission for golimumab but also considers key data sources and assumptions specific to 


infliximab. The model base-case is based on a lifetime time-horizon (approximately 60 years) and 


costs and benefits are discounted at an annual rate of 3.5%. An NHS & PSS perspective is used for 


costs. The reference year for costs was reported to be 2012/13. 


The economic model submitted by the manufacturer for golimumab is based on the same model 


structure submitted as part of NICE TA233 and summarised previously in the review section 


(Armstrong et al, 2013)
154


. Hence, a description of the structure of the model is not repeated in this 


section. In summary, the manufacturer’s cost-effectiveness model was based on a short-term decision 


tree (based on an assessment of BASDAI 50 response at 12 weeks in the base-case) and a longer term 


Markov model. 


The proportion of patients achieving BASDAI50 at week 12 (+/-2 weeks) for each TNF-alpha 


inhibitor was obtained from a systematic review and MTC undertaken by the manufacturer. Their 


results are summarised in Table 55.  


Table 55 – ORs and probability of BASDAI50 response to anti-TNFs and conventional therapy (MSD) 


Treatment BASDAI50 


OR (95% CrI) Probability 


Golimumab  5.54 (2.12-12.13) 0.49 


Infliximab 22.44 (2.78-89.05) 0.79 


Adalimumab 5.20 (2.14-10.62) 0.47 


Etanercept 5.46 (2.03-11.74) 0.60 


Certolizumab pegol 6.62 (1.66-17.59) 0.53 


Conventional therapy - 0.15 


OR = odds ratio, CrI = credible interval 
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Data from the GO-RAISE trial and the open-label extension period (up to week 108) were used to 


develop predictive equations of mean change from baseline in BASDAI and BASFI scores over time. 


2 separate equations were developed based on the 24 week data (0-24 weeks) for all patients and post-


24 week (week 24 to 108) data from GO-RAISE for patients who remained on treatment. The 


variables applied in each equation are summarised below in Tables 56 and 57.   


Table 56 - Short-term regression equations used by MSD for BASDAI/BASFI (0-24 weeks) – all patients 


Variable Parameter Standard error 


BASFI 


Intercept 0.1008 0.557 


Age -0.0284 0.009874 


Baseline BASFI 0.1780 0.05429 


Treatment 1.8096 0.2551 


Male 0.04156 0.2767 


Week^(-2) 5.226 0.2767 


Treatment × week^(-2) -14.6396 2.2699 


BASDAI 


Intercept 0.4685 0.8126 


Age -0.03399 0.0105 


Baseline BASDAI 0.2212 0.08436 


Treatment 2.0620 0.2742 


Male 0.2652 0.2953 


Week^(-2) -3.4664 2.1365 


Treatment × week^(-2) -7.1029 2.6887 


 


Table 57 - Long-term regression equations used by MSD for BASDAI/BASFI (24-108 weeks) – 


responders only 


Variable Parameter Standard error 


BASFI 


Intercept 0.4933 0.7364 


Age -0.03915 0.01321 


Baseline BASFI 0.5706 0.07292 


Male 0.6523 0.4001 


Log (week) 0.09524 0.04938 


BASDAI 


Intercept 0.6277 1.0303 


Age -0.03531 0.01367 


Baseline BASDAI 0.5762 0.1055 


Male 0.2196 0.4094 


Log (week) 0.2196 0.06908 


 


The treatment coefficient (and interaction term) in the short-term regression equation is used to 


estimate separate BASDAI/BASFI scores for anti-TNFs and conventional care. Hence, up week to 


week 24, the same estimate of BASDAI/BASFI appears to be applied to all-TNFs (i.e. regardless of 


the differential response rates assumed). Beyond week 24, the same BASDAI/BASFI score is applied 


to a responder to any of the TNFs, although a different response rate for each TNF-alpha inhibitor is 


assumed based on the MTC. The BASDAI/BASFI regressions are applied to responders who continue 


on TNF-alpha inhibitor therapy up to week 108 for BASDAI and up to week 108 for BASFI.  
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BASDAI and BASFI scores beyond week 108 for responders who continue to receive anti-TNFs 


beyond this period in the model are assumed to remain constant (at the week 108 value). BASFI 


scores beyond week 256 for responder who continue to receive anti-TNFs beyond this period in the 


model are assumed to remain constant (at the week 108 value) but are also subject to an annual 


progression rate of BASFI at this point which is set to half the rate of conventional care in the baseline 


(0.035 units per annum – 0-10 scale). The justification for this is not explicitly made by the 


manufacturer. For the base case model, BASFI scores for conventional care patients on conventional 


therapy are assumed to progress at a rate of 0.07 units per year after week 24.  


An annual discontinuation rate of 6.1% is applied for the entire time horizon after week 12 in the base 


case analysis. This estimate is derived from data reported between weeks 24 to week 256 in the 50mg 


arm of golimumab from the GO-RAISE extension period. The manufacturer does not formally state 


whether this is specific to those patients who were identified to be responders at 12 weeks or not. 


However, it appears to be based on all patients who continued to receive golimumab beyond 24 weeks 


regardless of their response status. The same discontinuation rate is applied to all TNF-alpha inhibitor. 


Following discontinuation from anti-TNFs, the BASFI and BASDAI scores are assumed to 


deteriorate/rebound over a 24-week period back to their baseline BASFI and BASDAI score (i.e. 


rebound equal to gain). Therefore, in common with other models which apply this rebound 


assumption, patients are assumed to achieve a lifetime benefit from treatment with anti-TNFs for 


BASFI.  


Utilities were derived from a NICE technology appraisal (TA 143) and incorporated age, sex, BASFI 


and BASDAI.  Costs included in the model comprised drug acquisition, short-term (12 week) costs, 


longer term disease costs and adverse events. Longer term disease costs were based on BASFI scores 


from the GO-RAISE trial using the same regression equation used for NICE TA143.  


The proportion of males and females recruited in the GO-RAISE trial is used to estimate a weighted 


average mortality risk by gender. The gender-specific SMR for AS from a study by Bakland et al 


(2011)
18


 is applied to the mortality rates from the general population to calculate adjusted mortality 


rates for AS patients in the model.  The study by Bakland reported an SMR of 1.63 (95% CI: 1.29-


1.97) for males and 1.38 (95% CI: 0.48-2.28) females. 


Results of MSD (golimumab, infliximab) model 


The main base-case ICER results from the manufacturer are summarised in Table 58 for the AS 


population, together will a fully-incremental comparison of ICERs (Table 59). The ICERs vs 


conventional care ranged from £19,070 (golimumab) to £42,532 (infliximab). In the fully incremental 


analysis, golimumab and certolizumab were the non-dominated anti-TNFs. The ICER for golimumab 


vs conventional care was £19,070 and for certolizumab vs golimumab was £21,441 per QALY.   
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Table 58 Anti-TNFs compared to conventional care for AS – MSD (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 160,837 10.5529 - - - 


Adalimumab 181,589 11.6296 20,752 1.0766 19,275 


Certolizumab 183,017 11.6962 22,180 1.1432 19,401 


Etanercept 183,540 11.5862 22,703 1.0332 21,972 


Golimumab 181,427 11.6326 20,590 1.0797 19,070 


Infliximab 208,856 11.6819 48,019 1.1290 42,532 


 


Table 59 - Fully incremental comparison of anti-TNFs for AS – Assessment Group analysis based on 


Pfizer (base-case) 


 Total costs (£) Total QALYs Incremental 


costs (£) 


Incremental 


QALYs 


ICER (£) 


Conventional care 160,837 10.5529 - - - 


Golimumab 181,427 11.6326 20,590 1.0797 19,070 


Adalimumab 181,589 11.6296 - - Dominated 


Certolizumab 183,017 11.6962 1590 0.0636 21,441 


Etanercept 183,540 11.5862 - - Dominated 


Infliximab 208,856 11.6819 - - Dominated 


 


5.2.5 Summary and critique of de-novo cost-effectiveness submissions 


In general the manufacturer models appeared to be constructed to a high-standard and it is evident that 


significant work had been undertaken by each to identify and utilise previously published studies and 


to exploit existing individual patient data from their own RCTs and open-label extension periods to 


generate estimates which were appropriate for the requirements of the model.  


Despite the different model structures and assumptions applied across the various manufacturer 


submissions, the ICERs reported for the anti-TNFs vs conventional care were remarkably consistent 


in the AS population. Table 60 presents a summary of the ICER reported by each manufacturer for 


each of the anti-TNFs vs conventional care. The figures reported in bold indicate which specific TNF-


alpha inhibitor has the lowest ICER vs conventional care in each of the manufacturer submissions. It 


is perhaps expected that the majority of manufacturer’s reported the lowest ICER vs conventional care 


for their own products. The only exception to this is Pfizer, whose model estimated the lowest ICER 


vs conventional care for certolizumab in this population (etanercept was the next lowest).  Although it 


should be noted that Pfizer included the proposed PAS costs for certolizumab which was not 


universally applied across the different manufacturer submissions. Hence, although differences 


between the ICER vs conventional care were quite similar, the variation in approaches employed by 


each manufacturer appears partially driven by maximising any potential comparative advantage 
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considered vis-à-vis other manufacturer products (i.e. in terms of assumptions made about similarities 


and differences for response rates, magnitude of changes in BASDAI and BASFI and withdrawal 


rates). However, it should be noted that no manufacturer makes a strong claim regarding differential 


efficacy between the alternative anti-TNFs which is borne out in the relatively small differentials 


reported between the different products in each of the submissions. 


Table 60 - Comparison of manufacturer ICER estimates vs conventional care (AS population) 


 AbbVie 


(Adalimumab) 


UCB 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer 


(Etanercept) 


MSD 


(Golimumab, 


Infliximab) 


ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) 


Conventional care - - - - 


Adalimumab 16,391 19,932 20,909 19,275 


Certolizumab 17,067 16,647 19,586 19,401 


Etanercept 16,897 19,272 20,938 21,972 


Golimumab 16,535 19,049 21,288 19,070 


Infliximab 44,448 42,671 37,741 42,532 


 


Table 61 presents a summary of the ICERs reported by each manufacturer for each of the anti-TNFs 


vs conventional care for the nr-axSpA population. There appears much more heterogeneity across the 


manufacturer submissions compared to the AS population.  Again, the figures reported in bold 


indicate which specific TNF-alpha inhibitor has the lowest ICER vs conventional care in each of the 


manufacturer submissions. There appears an almost two-fold difference in the ICERs reported across 


the submissions for each of the anti-TNFs. Importantly, there also appears variation across the 


populations with more favourable ICERs reported vs conventional care for the nr-axSpA population 


vis-à-vis the estimates by AbbVie (both adalimumab and certolizumab) and UCB (certolizumab only). 


Hence, the differences in structural and parameter assumptions appear more evident in the results for 


the nr-axSpA population compared to results for the AS population. 
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Table 61 - Comparison of manufacturer ICER estimates vs conventional care (nr-axSpA population) 


 AbbVie 


(Adalimumab) 


UCB 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer 


(Etanercept) 


 ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) 


Conventional care - - - 


Adalimumab 13,228 30,370 23,242 


Certolizumab 12,866 15,615 23,575 


Etanercept Not Assessed 50,692 23,195 


 


To assist in identifying possible reasons for the differences between populations, a summary of the 


key structural assumptions used by each manufacturer are provided in Tables 62 and 63. A more 


micro-level of comparison of specific parameter estimates is reported separately in Appendix 14.  


Table 62 - Model structure and key structural assumptions - AS population 


Parameter 


MSD economic 


model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model 


(Adalimumab)  


UCB economic 


model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Model type Decision tree 


followed by 


Markov model 


Markov model Markov model Patient-level 


simulation model 


(discrete event 


simulation [DES]) 


Time horizon Lifetime 40 years Lifetime  Lifetime 


Response criteria BASDAI50 


response at week 


12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 24 


BASDAI50 response 


at week 12 


Response criteria 


justification 


Efficacy outcome 


in GO-RAISE 


study; 


recommended by 


the ASAS 


Working Group 


(Keat 2005)
159


 


Primary endpoint of  


ATLAS study 


ASAS20 is the 


primary endpoint of  


RAPID-axSpA study  


 


 


Based on the current 


NICE definition of 


treatment response 


(TA143) 


 


Progression assumption BASDAI 


Anti-TNFs  responders Constant after week 


108 


Constant after week 


260 


Constant after week 


24 


Constant after week 


48 


Anti-TNFs  non-


responders 


Constant Constant Constant Constant 


Conventional care Constant after week 


24 


Constant Constant Constant after week 


12 


Progression assumption BASFI 


Anti-TNFs  responders Constant after week 


108; 0.035 after 


week 256 


Constant after week 


260 


Constant after week 


24 


Constant after week 


48 
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Anti-TNFs  non-


responders 


0.07 0.056 0.07 0.07 


Conventional care 0.07 after week 24 0.056 0.07 0.07 after week 12 


Rebound assumption Rebound to baseline Rebound to baseline Rebound to 


conventional 


therapy  


Rebound to baseline 


Rebound assumption 


duration 


Over a 6 month 


period 


Immediately 


 


Over a 6 month 


period 


Over a 6 month 


period 


Placebo response 14.5% at week 12; 


Loss or maintenance 


of placebo response 


not reported.  


 


BASDAI and 


BASFI return to 


baseline at week 12 


No placebo 


response 


BASDAI and 


BASFI return to 


baseline at 12 weeks 


 


Table 63 - Model structure and key structural assumptions – nr-axSpA population 


Parameter 


AbbVie economic 


model 


(Adalimumab)  


UCB economic 


model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Model type Markov model Markov model Patient-level 


simulation model 


(discrete event 


simulation [DES]) 


Time horizon 40 years Lifetime  Lifetime 


Response criteria ASAS40 response at 


week 12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 12 


BASDAI50 response 


at week 12 


Response criteria 


justification 


Primary endpoint of  


ABILITY-1 study 


Primary endpoint of  


RAPID-axSpA study 


Based on the current 


NICE definition of 


treatment response 


(TA143) 


Progression assumption BASDAI 


Anti-TNFs  responders Constant after week 


140 


Constant after week 


12 


Constant after week 


48 


Anti-TNFs non-


responders 


Constant Constant Constant 


Conventional care Constant Constant Constant after week 


12 


Progression assumption BASFI 


Anti-TNFs  responders Constant after week 


140 


Constant after week 


12 


Constant after week 


48 


Anti-TNFs  non-


responders 


0.084 0.07 Constant/0.07 


Conventional care 0.084 0.07 0.07 after week 12 


Rebound assumption Rebound to baseline Rebound to 


conventional therapy  


Rebound to baseline 
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Rebound assumption 


duration 


Immediately 


 


Over a 6 month 


period 


Over a 6 month 


period 


Placebo response BASDAI and 


BASFI return to 


baseline at week 12 


No placebo response BASDAI and 


BASFI return to 


baseline at 12 weeks 


 


In general it is difficult to identify the specific factors which can easily explain differences within and 


between the 2 populations across the manufacturer submissions. In general, similar model structures 


were applied by each manufacturer across the separate populations. However, it is evident that there 


are important differences based on a number of key structural issues: (i) the response criteria and 


timing applied; (ii) the magnitude of change scores and particularly the assumption concerning the 


time at which these were assumed to ‘level off’ (generally longer in the AS populations due to the 


longer open-label extension periods); (iii) the underlying rate of progression of BASFI with 


conventional care and the impact of anti-TNFs on this rate and (iv) the rebound assumption and 


timing of this.  


Given the complex inter-relationship between these structural assumptions and subsequent parameter 


estimates, it is difficult to identify single specific reasons for differences. However, the structural 


differences clearly lead to marked differences in the BASDAI and BASFI scores estimated over time 


by each manufacturer for each population. Figures 9 to 11 provide a graphical summary of the cohort 


BASDAI and BASFI score, for the AS population, from three of the manufacturers. These highlight 


the significant differences in subsequent parameter estimates applied at a cohort level. Equivalent 


estimates are not presented for the Pfizer model due to the complexities of generating this data from 


the DES model. BASDAI and BASFI scores are only presented here for the case made by each 


manufacturer for their own product. 
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Figure 9 - Comparison of cohort BASDAI/BASFI scores for AS population from AbbVie model 


(adalimumab) 


 


Figure 10 - Comparison of cohort BASDAI/BASFI scores for AS population from UCB model 


(certolizumab) 
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Figure 11 - Comparison of cohort BASDAI/BASFI scores for AS population from MSD model 


(golimumab/infliximab) 


 


Tables 64 and 65 summarise the mean difference in BASDAI and BASFI scores applied to responders 


to anti-TNFs and those applied to conventional care at various time points in each model. The table 


clearly highlights the range of different values applied across the separate manufacturers. This further 


emphasises the variation in approaches, sources and assumptions. 


Table 64 - BASDAI score difference for treatment responders vs conventional care - AS Population 


Time 
Adalimumab vs 


CC 


Certolizumab  vs 


CC 


Infliximab/Golimumab vs 


CC 


12 weeks -2.98 * -2.01 


24 weeks -4.42 ***** -2.05 


1 year -4.9 ***** -2.77 


3 years -5.23 ***** -2.83 


5 years -5.31 ***** 
-2.83 


10 years -5.31 ***** 
-2.83 


20 years -5.31 ***** 
-2.83 


40 years -5.31 ***** 
-2.83 
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Table 65 - BASFI score difference for responders vs conventional care - AS Population 


Time 
Adalimumab vs 


CC 


Certolizumab  


vs CC 


Infliximab/Golimumab vs 


CC 


12 


weeks 
-2.03 * -1.68 


24 


weeks 
-3.28 ***** -1.74 


1 year -3.71 ***** -2.49 


3 years -4.25 ***** -2.59 


5 years -4.25 ***** -2.66 


10 years -4.53 ***** -2.85 


20 years -5.09 ***** -3.18 


40 years -6.21 ***** -3.75 


 


The equivalent figures and tables are reported below for the nr-axSpA population. 


Figure 12 - Comparison of cohort BASDAI/BASFI scores for nr-axSpA population from AbbVie model 


(adalimumab) 
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Figure 13 - Comparison of cohort BASDAI/BASFI scores for nr-axSpA population from UCB model 


(certolizumab) 


 


Table 66 - BASDAI score difference for responders vs conventional care - nr-axSpA Population 


 


* = certolizumab patients who remain nr-axSpA and do not transition to AS 


Time 
Adalimumab vs 


CC 


Certolizumab*  vs 


CC 


12 weeks 
-3.89 


***** 


24 weeks 
-5.54 


***** 


1 year 
-5.42 


***** 


3 years 
-5.99 


***** 


5 years 
-5.99 


***** 


10 years 
-5.99 


***** 


20 years 
-5.99 


***** 


40 years 
-5.99 


***** 
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Table 67 - BASFI score difference for responders vs conventional care - nr-axSpA Population 


Time 
Adalimumab vs 


CC 


Certolizumab* vs 


CC 


12 wk 
-2.95 


***** 


24 wk 
-4.11 


***** 


1 year 
-4.12 


***** 


3 years 
-4.55 


***** 


5 years 
-4.72 


***** 


10 years 
-5.14 


***** 


20 years 
-5.98 


***** 


40 years 
-7.66 


***** 


* = certolizumab patients who remain nr-axSpA and do not transition to AS 


 


The differences across manufacturers and between the populations are further illustrated by the 


summary of key parameter inputs reported in Appendix 14. As well as reporting the main parameter 


inputs, the appendix also explores differences in approaches at a parameter level for key inputs (e.g. 


withdrawal, costs etc).  


It is evident from these comparisons that there are significant differences across the manufacturers in 


terms of key structural and parameter estimates. While it might appear reassuring that these 


differences do not appear to lead to significant differences across the ICER estimates reported for the 


AS population, the greater heterogeneity reported in the ICER estimates for the nr-axSpA is clearly an 


issue. However, even within the AS population, any reassurance that one might have in relation to the 


robustness and appropriateness that these estimates have for informing NHS practice needs to be 


carefully considered in relation to the key conceptual issues and concerns highlighted in Section 5.1.4 


described in relation to previously published cost-effectiveness studies. Despite significant work 


undertaken by each manufacturer in support of existing and new indications for their products, it is 


particularly concerning that many of the key conceptual issues and concerns appear not to have been 


fully addressed. Indeed many of these issue seem not to have been addressed at all, such that many 


models still seem reliant on the use of open-label extension data (and even more so with the extended 


follow-up reported in the AS population) without any formal consideration of the potential issues with 


selection that the use of these studies inevitably are subject to. Consequently, the benefits of anti-


TNFs are being projected over significant periods of time without any evidence on the counterfactual 


(i.e. what happens to patients who don’t enter into the open-label extension periods? What happens to 


patients who subsequently withdraw from anti-TNFs? And what would have happened to patients 


over a longer-time horizon who didn’t receive anti-TNFs?).   


It appears that much of the case being made concerning the cost-effectiveness of the anti-TNFs rests 


on comparison of single arm studies (the subject of open-label data) and retrospective comparisons 
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against historical cohorts (as the counterfactual, for patients not on treatment, is unknown). While 


such a comparison may be necessitated by the short-term nature of the double-blind periods, the lack 


of a more detailed consideration of the appropriateness of the comparisons being made in relation to 


sources of natural history data (and subsequent assumptions made concerning the BASDAI/BASFI 


trajectories of the different patient categories) is concerning and, hence, current ICER estimates 


reported by the manufacturers must be considered to be both speculative and highly uncertain.  


Many of these problems can be related to whether BASDAI and BASFI scores provide an appropriate 


conceptual basis for modelling the chronic and progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA. Hence, 


current models appear largely driven by data availability (i.e. the extensive evidence which has been 


generated and continues to be generated investigating the relationship between BASDAI/BASFI and 


costs/utilities) rather than trying to develop a clearer underlying biological or clinical process which 


may better characterise the disease and subsequent progression across the separate populations.  


Until such time that sufficient data linking costs and utilities to other measures are reported, it seems 


inevitable that models will continue to be driven largely by BASDAI and BASFI scores over time 


together with assumptions concerning the longer-term effect of anti-TNFs. However, given the nature 


of existing models and the reliance on uncontrolled longer-term follow-up of anti-TNFs and 


comparison with historical ‘controls’ (particularly in relation to BASFI progression over time and the 


assumptions being made concerning the potential disease modification properties of anti-TNFs in both 


AS and nr-axSpA populations), it is surprising that greater efforts have not been made by the 


manufacturers to try to more formally link to the increasing evidence base being generated in relation 


to radiographic progression in the AS population.  


It is also surprising that more thought has also not been given to characterising the potential difference 


in BASFI progression across the separate populations and how generalisable assumptions maybe 


between these. The result is that many of the key assumptions concerning whether the anti-TNFs are 


primarily symptom control treatments or whether they are also potential disease modifiers remains 


implicitly dealt with within existing submissions. The result is that several manufacturers employ 


identical assumptions across populations with respect to BASFI progression and the effect of the anti-


TNFs. Interestingly, only one manufacturer appears to employ differential rates of BASFI progression 


across the populations (AbbVie), although the same structural assumption concerning the effect of 


anti-TNFs is still made. Interestingly, this manufacturer applies a higher rate of change in BASFI for 


patients receiving conventional care in the nr-axSpA population vis-à-vis the AS population. 


However, while such a difference is interesting, the basis of and implication for this differential is not 


fully explained or justified by the manufacturer.  
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The issue of intermittent and sequential use of anti-TNFs remain important clinical questions but the 


existing models do not provide a robust basis for informing these decisions. The cost-effectiveness of 


intermittent therapy vs continuous therapy was not formally considered in any model identified. 


However, it could be argued that such a comparison might be deemed outside the scope of a NICE 


appraisal. Although one manufacturer (Pfizer) explored the potential cost-effectiveness of sequential 


therapy, much of this has been done via assumptions (e.g. assuming equal efficacy 2
nd


 line in patients 


who discontinue 1
st
 line due to an AE) or via adjustments applied to 1


st
 line efficacy estimates based 


on ‘real-world’ evidence reported from large scale registries (which typically show anti-TNFs to be 


clinically effective but with lower response rates than reported in naïve patients). Consequently, 


existing attempts to model sequential therapy are largely based on applying adjustments to 1
st
 line 


efficacy data using observational evidence which are clearly subject to potential confounding. In large 


part, the limitations of existing cost-effectiveness models for informing these clinical questions 


appears less a function of the models themselves but rather that robust clinical data to date has not 


been generated to inform unbiased estimates of relative efficacy of alternative strategies for using the 


anti-TNFs.  


The following sections report the development of a de-novo model to address some of the key issues 


and uncertainties which have been identified in this review. Section 6 reports the results of an 


extended synthesis which has been developed to provide a more generalizable framework for 


synthesising clinical efficacy data ensuring that appropriate estimates are generated for the model 


which make use of all relevant and available evidence. This is followed in Section 7 by a description 


of the de-novo model (York model) which attempts to link this framework to a more coherent 


conceptual model of the chronic and progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA. 
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6 Independent economic assessment: Extended synthesis 


Existing evidence on the short term clinical effectiveness of anti-TNF drugs has been presented and 


discussed in Section 4. The methods of evidence synthesis are extended in this section to more 


directly address the decision problem and the parameter inputs required for the economic model. 


There were two specific aims to these analyses. Firstly we aimed to more formally explore the 


differences between individual anti-TNF treatments to inform the most appropriate assumption for the 


economic model (i.e. equivalence or drug specific differences). Within Section 4 of this report, the 


assumption of independent treatment effects was evaluated alongside the assumption of a common 


(equal) treatment effect across anti-TNFs, for every outcome of interest. Whilst there is no evidence 


that supports differences in the effectiveness of these drugs, assuming equal effectiveness means that 


the trials are pooled as if the same drug had been trialled – this leads to an arguably overly precise 


estimate of effect for the class of drugs. For this reason, we explore an additional scenario where 


treatments are assumed to have a similar, but not equal, effectiveness.  That is, there are differences 


between the effectiveness of treatments that we may not be able to explain but that we should 


consider.  


The second aim was to generate appropriate effect size estimates and their associated uncertainty to 


inform the main input parameters of the economic model by synthesising together evidence on 


BASDAI and BASFI outcomes jointly. Initially, we considered the two related BASDAI outcomes 


relevant to the decision model reported in the effectiveness evidence available – changes in BASDAI 


scores over a certain period of time and a probability of response to BADSDAI50 (that is, a 50% 


change in the BASDAI score in relation to baseline). BASDAI50 is important as patients are expected 


to discontinue anti-TNFs if, at 12 weeks, they have not been able to achieve response to this criterion 


(according to NICE guidance).
1, 2


 Changes in BASDAI scores observed at this same time point 


determine the magnitude of initial response to treatment, and have often been used in economic 


modelling as the basis for extrapolating treatment effects. Given these outcomes are both central to 


informing effect parameters in the decision model, a synthesis model that considers the relation 


between these two outcomes provides a more consistent and coherent basis for informing these 


parameters.  


We developed a synthesis model that pools evidence on the change in BASDAI by considering both 


those studies that report this measure directly and also those that report the proportion of patients 


achieving a BASDAI50 response. We expressed BASDAI50 as a function of the absolute change in 


BASDAI and we use this relationship in the extended synthesis. We also aim to simultaneously 


synthesise information on BASFI score, a measure that is used together with BASDAI score to 


determine the long term QALY and cost burden of the disease in the economic model. Treatments 


improving AS symptoms are expected to affect both disease activity and function, and thus we expect 
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a reduction in both BASDAI and BASFI scores – this mean we expect changes to these two measures 


to be correlated. Extending the synthesis modelling to consider BASFI scores not only allows all 


relevant evidence to contribute to the synthesis, but also ensures that all measures are synthesised 


together to reflect the expected correlations between the two outcomes. Uncertainty is also more 


appropriately quantified than synthesising each outcome separately.  


In the decision model, prognosis, costs and QALY are determined by absolute BASDAI and BASFI 


scores. Given that treatment continuation is determined by response to BASDAI50 at 12 weeks, it is 


important for the economic model to estimate the absolute change in BASDAI and BASFI separately 


for responders and non-responders, i.e. the conditional scores. However, the published clinical 


effectiveness evidence does not report the conditional scores. Consequently, we requested the 


conditional data from the pivotal trials in both the AS and nr-axSpA indications from each 


manufacturer. These data were subsequently provided by AbbVie, Pfizer, and MSD for their pivotal 


trials but not UCB. Hence information on the conditional scores was only available for select trials 


and not for all drugs. In view of the limited data available on the conditional scores, another important 


extension of the synthesis approach was the evaluation of these. We used the results from the 


extended synthesis model to evaluate the conditional scores by simulating BASDAI and BASFI 


scores for two equivalent cohorts of patients the only difference being that one cohort was treated and 


the other was not. 


This section provides only a summary of these analyses; full details are in Appendices 9, 10 and 11. 


We will describe first the approach for the synthesis of evidence on the AS population, followed by 


the approaches and results for the nr-axSpA population. 


6.1 AS population 


6.1.1 Brief description of the data 


Based on study population and follow-up (i.e. around 12-week in duration), 16 of the RCTs are 


considered directly relevant to the decision problem for the AS population (studies 1 to 16 in Table 


68). One of these studies did not report BASDAI or BASFI outcomes (study 3) and thus could not be 


included in the analyses. The 15 remaining studies reported at least one outcome measure – 


BASDAI50 and/or change from baseline on BASDAI and BASFI scores.  
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Table 68: Evidence on BASDAI and BASFI related outcomes for the AS population  


        


 Trial name treat N treat N PLA BASDAI50 change BASDAI change BASFI  


1 Hu (2012) 1 26 20 
 


X X 
2 Huang (2014) 1 229 115 X X X 


3 Lambert (2007) 1 38 44 


   4 ATLAS (2006)  1 208 107 X X 


 5 RAPID-axSpA (2014) 2 121 57 X X X 


6 Barkham (2010) 3 20 20 X   X*   X* 


7 Davis (2003) 3 138 139 
 


X X 
8 Dougados (2011) 3 39 43 X X X 


9 Gorman (2002) 3 20 20 
  


X 
10 Calin (2004) 3 45 39 


 


X X 


11 Van der Heijde (2006) 3 305 51 X 


  12 GO-RAISE (2008) 4 138 78 X 


 


X 
13 Bao (2012) 4 108 105 X 


 


X 


14 Braun (2002) 5 34 35 X   X*   X* 


15 Marzo-Ortega (2005) 5 28 14 
 


X   X* 
16 Van den Bosch (2002) 5 9 12 


 


  X*   X* 


* Do not report any measure of dispersion (such as standard deviations) 


treat: 1 =ADA, 2=CER (CER200 and/or CER400), 3=ETA (ETA25 and/or ETA50), 4=GOL50 , 5=INF 


 


Note that some studies only report one of the BASDAI measures. For example, the golimumab trials 


(studies 12 and 13) only report BASDAI 50 and not the absolute change in this score.  


6.1.2 General aspects of implementation and software  


The synthesis was conducted from a Bayesian perspective, using WinBUGS (a Markov Chain Monte 


Carlo simulation based software for Bayesian inference).  For burn-in, we ran 100,000 simulations 


and another 100,000 were used in inferences. Convergence was assessed by running two chains and 


convergence was assumed if the Gelman Rubin statistic was equal to 1. Goodness of fit was assessed 


using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC), a criterion developed by Spiegelhalter et al (2002) 


based on the trade-off between the fit of the data to the model and the complexity of the model.
160


 Fit 


is measured using the deviance, and complexity is included using a measure of the ‘effective number 


of parameters’ (i.e. posterior mean deviance minus deviance evaluated at the posterior mean of the 


parameters). Models with smaller DIC are better supported by the data, that is, the lower the DIC the 


better the data fits the model. In the presence of autocorrelation, the MCMC simulation for inference 


was increased to 200,000 and a thin of 20 was applied (yielding a sample for inference of 10000 for 


each chain). 


The main synthesis models (approaches B and C described next) pooled differences between 


treatment and control in change scores from baseline (BASDAI and BASFI). The treatment associated 


with the lowest (most negative) mean change score is expected to be best. However, it is important to 


quantify the uncertainty around the estimates and for this reason standard deviations were reported 


alongside expected values. Where averaged odds ratios are presented, median values instead of means 


were used as odds ratios tend to follow a skewed distribution. 
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Relative effectiveness estimates for models assuming exchangeability across treatments are based on 


the predictive distribution, representing the distribution of the data averaged over all possible 


parameter values. This summary statistic best reflects the impact of uncertainty in the parameters of 


the model and is here judged as a more appropriate basis to be used in the decision model.
161


 


Where possible, meta-regression analyses were conducted to evaluate potential treatment effect 


modifiers. Meta-regression is a tool aimed at examining the impact of variables on effect size using 


regression-based techniques. In these explorations, the following baseline characteristics were 


considered:  BASDAI score, BASFI score, age, gender, duration of symptoms (years) and C-reactive 


protein (CRP). 


6.1.3 Exploring assumptions for the relative effectiveness of individual anti-TNF treatments 


(modelling approach A) 


In AS, pivotal trials for the licensed anti-TNFs do not perform head-to-head comparisons with other 


agents, but compare the effect of treatments against standard care. These trials show anti-TNFs to be 


effective in relation to standard care. In view of the available evidence, previous NICE guidance 


(TA143
1
 and TA233


2
) concluded that there was no compelling evidence on which it could reliably 


distinguish between the anti-TNFs on the basis of clinical effectiveness when making 


recommendations.  


Our analysis, based on the most up to date evidence-base, aimed to evaluate anti-TNF drugs using 


indirect comparisons across trials. Within this sub-section, alternative assumptions of equivalence in 


the effectiveness of anti-TNF treatments will be more formally assessed. Note that at this stage each 


outcome was synthesised independently.  


Brief description of synthesis methods  


In brief, the synthesis model directly aggregates relative treatment effects – i.e. log OR for 


BASDAI50 response and the difference between treatment and placebo in change in BASDAI from 


baseline (the dataset analysed is shown in Appendix 9). In common with the approach implemented in 


Section 4, all outcomes are here assumed normally distributed. We implemented alternative models 


that differ in the way treatment effects are considered; a summary of each is presented below. 


Model A1 (treatments: independent, studies: FE) – This model considers treatments to be 


independent, i.e. assumes the effects to differ between treatments. This is a fixed effect model in that 


multiple studies evaluating the same treatment are considered to measure the same treatment effect. 


Model A2 (treatments: independent, studies: RE) – This model differs from A1 in that a random 


effect is assumed to describe the findings of multiple studies evaluating the same treatment. 
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Model A3 (treatments: equal, studies: FE) – This model differs from A1 in that treatments are not 


assumed to differ. The model thus evaluates a common relative effectiveness for all anti-TNFs. 


Model A4 (treatments: equal, studies: RE) – This model differs from A3 in that a random effect is 


assumed to describe the findings of multiple studies evaluating the same treatment. 


Model A5 (treatments: exchangeable, studies: FE) – This model differs from A1 in that a random 


effect is used to describe any differences between treatments (exchangeability is assumed). This 


model thus assumes the treatments to have a similar, but not equal, effectiveness – there are 


differences between the effectiveness of treatments that we may not be able to explain but that we 


should consider.  


There is some evidence that health outcomes may depend on patients’ characteristics such as age, 


BASFI score, enthesitis, therapy, CRP and HLA-B27 genotype 
162


. There is, however, no evidence on 


which factors may modify the effects of treatment with anti-TNFs (note that Lord [2010]
163


 studied 


predictors of BASDAI50 response in patients receiving anti-TNFs, but by not including a placebo arm 


this study was not able to evaluate treatment effect modifiers). To our knowledge, previous meta-


analysis of studies in AS have not explored how the effect of treatment may depend on characteristics 


of the patients or of their disease. Within this modelling approach we explored potential heterogeneity 


in treatment effects using meta-regression (i.e. potential treatment effect modifiers). We did so by 


extending the modelling approach in A1 to include treatment effect interactions with baseline 


characteristics (centered on their means where relevant). We have explored the inclusion of 


alternative covariates by evaluating the DIC associated with alternative models. 


Results of modelling approach A  


All models implemented synthesise results on each of the outcomes separately. The results of each 


modelling approach are shown in Table 69. 


Models A1 and A2 consider that anti-TNF have distinct relative effects. Applying the assumptions of 


model A1, adalimumab is expected to be the least effective of the set of treatments analysed in terms 


of BASDAI50 (the expected OR is 4.71), but in terms of the differences in change scores, it is 


certolizumab that is expected to be the least effective, with differences of -1.45 and -1.10 in BASDAI 


and BASFI scores respectively. It should be noted that studies on golimumab (studies 12 and 13 in 


Table 68) do not report absolute changes in BASDAI scores, and thus using this modelling approach 


we were unable to estimate a treatment effect for this outcome measure.  Model A2 reports similar 


results to model A1, but the standard error of the estimates is slightly higher, reflecting increased 


uncertainty due to the use of the random effects to characterise between study results. The DIC is 


lower in model A1 (52 vs 57), indicating that model A1 is preferable to A2. 
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Table 69: assumptions over the relative effectiveness of anti-TNF treatments – results  


 A1.  A2.  A3. A4.  A5. 


 Treat: indep  


Studies: FE 


Treat: indep  


Studies: RE 


Treat: 


common  


Studies: FE 


Treat: 


common  


Studies: RE 


Treat: 


exchang  


Studies: FE 
 (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) 


Outcome 1: OR on 


BASDAI50     


 


Adalimumab 4.71 (1.00) 4.69 (6.11) 


5.21 (0.72) 5.30 (0.98) 5.34 (9.79) 


Certolizumab 6.02 (3.33) 6.04 (22.87) 


Etanercept 4.73 (1.43) 4.72 (3.32) 


Golimumab 5.86 (1.81) 6.10 (7.45) 


Infliximab 11.9 (11.94) 12.10 (44.00) 
      


Outcome 2: change in 


BASDAI 


(mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


Adalimumab -1.56 (0.16) -1.57 (0.27) 


-1.66 (0.11) -1.67 (0.15) 


 


Certolizumab -1.45 (0.37) -1.46 (0.51)  


Etanercept -1.76 (0.20) -1.73 (0.28) -1.70 (0.87) 


Golimumab NA NA  


Infliximab -2.28 (0.46) -2.27 (-2.28)  
      


Outcome 3: change in BASFI (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


Adalimumab -1.22 (0.18) -1.18 (0.29) 


-1.38 (0.11) -1.39 (0.13) 


 


Certolizumab -1.10 (0.37) -1.11 (0.47)  


Etanercept -1.48 (0.19) -1.50 (0.24) -1.41 (0.49) 


Golimumab -1.45 (0.20) -1.44 (0.29)  


Infliximab -2.16 (0.53) -2.17 (0.56)  


DIC 52.4 57.0 39.1 44.3 43.6 


outcome: 1 OR for BASDAI50, 2 difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASDAI from baseline, 3 


difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASFI from baseline 


 


Models A3 and A4 consider the treatments as equal in terms of their effectiveness in each of the 3 


outcomes. This means drugs are assumed equally effective and results from trials are pooled together 


as if these trials evaluated the same drug, which will return more precise estimates (i.e. less 


uncertainty) and interpretations of this evidence may thus be overly confident. The DIC of these 


models is substantially lower than that of model A1 and A2, indicating that the data supports the 


assumption of equivalence, rather than one of independence. As with models A1 and A2, the random 


effect assumption was also not deemed worthwhile.  


Model A5 assumes the treatments to have a similar, but not equal, effectiveness – this model 


introduces more flexibility than assuming treatment effects to be equal (model A3), but does not fully 


assume treatments to differ as in model A1. It does imply that there are differences between the 


effectiveness of treatments that we may not be able to explain but that we should consider. These may 


be due to differences between the treatments themselves, or because of differences in the design of the 


trials used to evaluate each treatment. Ignoring such difference could lead to misrepresenting 


uncertainty, with over-precise results. Model A5 shows a slightly higher DIC than model A3, but this 


difference is not significant (i.e. lower than 5 units) which means both models represent equally well 


the existing data. Given the underlying assumptions, results differ to those of model A3 particularly in 


relation to the measures of uncertainty. As expected, results from model A3 are more precise than the 
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results of model A5. The results from model A5 in Table 69 relate to the predictive distribution which 


reflects uncertainty in all model parameters; in this case, such uncertainty explicitly accounts for the 


observed differences in the effects treatments.  


Despite our preferred summary from model A5 in this evaluation being the common effect for the 


‘class of drugs’ (Table 69), the assumption of treatment effects being drug specific may still retain 


some plausibility. From model A5, drug specific estimates can be retrieved (Table 70). Within this 


model drug specific inferences will borrow strength from the common class effect and estimates are 


thus shrunken towards the mean of this class effect (that is, estimates are closer to the value reported 


for the class in Table 2).  


Table 70: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model A5. 


 Model A5 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model A5 


Outcome 1: 


OR on 


BASDAI50 


Outcome 2: 


change in 


BASDAI 


Outcome 3: 


change in 


BASFI 
 (median, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


    


Adalimumab 5.05 (0.87) -1.60 (0.15) -1.31 (0.16) 


Certolizumab 5.42 (1.71) -1.59 (0.26) -1.31 (0.23) 


Etanercept 5.13 (1.08) -1.72 (0.17) -1.43 (0.15) 


Golimumab 5.47 (1.25) -1.69 (0.84) -1.42 (0.16) 


Infliximab 5.70 (3.30) -1.88 (0.34) -1.55 (0.33) 
    


 


Explorations of heterogeneity suggested only gender to potentially modify the effect of anti-TNF 


treatment, specifically for change in BASDAI as outcome; however, when gender is used together 


with all covariates, such evidence on effect modification disappears.  


Interpretation/discussion  


The models implemented above show that there is no significant heterogeneity across trials evaluating 


each treatment– i.e. the DIC of model A2 is higher than that of model A1, indicating the use of a 


random effect across studies to be unnecessary.  


The statistical analysis has also shown the effectiveness of the different treatments to be similar. This 


is in line with the published evidence that, in AS, does not demonstrate one anti-TNF treatment to be 


significantly more effective than another. Specifically, we implemented a model considering a 


common effect for all anti-TNFs when compared to placebo (model A3). This model shows a better 


fit than the one estimating a different effect for each anti-TNFs (model A1). However, unless we 


believe this assumption to hold AND the trials to be homogeneous in design and in the populations 


included, we believe adopting model A3 would misrepresent uncertainty in the estimates.  
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For this reason, we evaluated an alternative model (model A5) that assumes treatments to have a 


similar (but not equal) effect. In this model, the treatment effects for the anti-TNFs are assumed to 


come from a ‘common’ distribution, assumed Normal with a common mean, i.e. a ‘class effect’. This 


is an assumption of exchangeability across treatments within the class, which we also refer to as a 


random-effect distribution. The DIC for this model is not significantly different to that of model A3, 


and allows a more appropriate description of the uncertainty over the effects of anti-TNFs. However, 


it should be noted that this model is not explicit about the source of the differences in the effects of 


treatments.  


The evidence available does not appear to suggest obvious treatment effect modifiers. However, 


because only aggregate data were available, the results may be prone to ecological fallacy – where 


statistical associations between variables present or absent at the group-level may not be reflective of 


associations at the individual level.
164


   


6.1.4 Extending the modelling approach to jointly relate outcomes (modelling approach B) 


In the previous section the two outcomes based on BASDAI scores were synthesised separately; 


however, BASDAI50 is the probability of having a reduction in BASDAI score of 50%, and thus it 


should be possible to relate the proportion of BASDAI50 responders to the change in absolute 


BASDAI scores from baseline observed in each study. Such structural constraints should be 


incorporated into the synthesis, where possible, by expressing it algebraically.
164


 Within this section, 


we use this structural relation within the synthesis, allowing change scores from baseline to be 


informed not only from direct data on this quantity but also from data on BASDAI50 (subsection 


1.4.1).  We then extend the modelling framework further to consider BASFI outcomes (subsection 


1.4.2). 


6.1.4.1 Joint synthesis of BASDAI outcomes  


The model implemented here pools the change in BASDAI score from baseline to evaluate the 


difference between treatment and placebo, using evidence reported in trials directly on the change 


scores for each arm and also data on BASDAI50.   


The following description briefly explains the approach used to model these data.  


Brief description of synthesis methods  


Data on the mean change in BASDAI score from baseline, alongside the standard error for this 


measure, were assumed normally distributed (likelihood). The mean of this distribution was the 


treatment effect, defined as the sum of the change score for the placebo arm plus the difference in 


change score for the treatments. Some studies also reported the number of responders to BASDAI 50 


(a 50% reduction in BASDAI score), out of the total individuals in the study. The likelihood for the 
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BASDAI50 data was expressed as a binomial distribution. The probability parameter of this 


distribution was then related to the change score as follows. The BASDAI score at baseline and the 


change score were assumed correlated using a bivariate normal distribution. To define the bivariate 


distribution a number of quantities were needed. Firstly, the mean score at baseline; this was reported 


in the data and was thus assumed known. Secondly, the variability on BASDAI score at baseline was 


assumed equal to that of the change score. This was also reported in the data and was thus assumed 


known. Finally, the unknown correlation between baseline and change score was estimated within the 


model by assuming this quantity was independent of study. The correlation parameter was estimated 


separately for placebo and anti-TNF treatment.  Under these assumptions, the probability parameter 


from BASDAI50 data was expressed algebraically as a function of the change score. For treatment 


effects, our preferred approach was to assume a common class effect (i.e. exchangeable effects across 


treatments, analogous assumption to model A5 above). See Appendix 9 for a fuller description of the 


methods used in analyses. 


Results of modelling approach B 


The summary results regarding relative treatment effects from this modelling approach are reported in 


Table 71 for model B. The treatment effect reported here represents difference between treatment and 


placebo on BASDAI score changes from baseline. 


Table 71: Modelling approach B: results  


 estimated assumed* Predicted 


 Difference in 


change score 


from baseline 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


OR for 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Anti-TNFs -1.91 (0.48) 0.10 (--) 0.40 (0.08) 5.94 (4.06) 


* This figure is based on a BASDAI baseline score of 6.11 (sd=1.56) and a placebo change score of -0.61 (sd=1.44), which 


represent the average across trials (weighted by number of patients) 


With model B, we were now able to consider the evidence from trials only reporting information on 


BASDAI50 to estimate the change in BASDAI score – an example being evidence on golimumab. 


The class effect of anti-TNFs is evaluated to be slightly higher -1.91 (0.48) in comparison to model 


A5 [reporting a class effect on the change score of -1.70 (SD=0.87)], reflecting the inclusion of 


BASDAI50 evidence. By using the indirect evidence on BASDAI50, model B returns more precise 


estimates of the pooled change score than model A5 (standard error of 0.48 in B compared to 0.87 in 


A5). This modelling approach, despite pooling absolute change scores, can be used to evaluate 


BASDAI50 response for a specific baseline BASDAI score and change score in the placebo arm.  We 


assumed a baseline BASDAI score of 6.11 (SD=1.56) and a change score for placebo of 0.61 


(SD=1.44), which represent the average across trials (weighted by number of patients). According to 


these, the assumed probability of having a BASDAI50 response to placebo is evaluated at 0.10. Based 
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on the change score evaluated in the synthesis model, the probability of having a BASDAI50 response 


when on anti-TNFs is evaluated at 0.40 (SD= 0.08), which results in an OR for BASDAI 50 response 


of 5.94 (SD=4.06). 


Drug specific (shrunken) estimates from model B are shown in Table 72.  


Table 72: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model B. 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model B 


change in 


BASDAI 
 (mean, SD) 


  


Adalimumab -1.77 (0.25) 


Certolizumab -2.01 (0.37) 


Etanercept -1.88 (0.18) 


Golimumab -1.92 (0.30) 


Infliximab -2.02 (0.32) 
  


 


Interpretation/discussion  


The current modelling approach, by synthesising together evidence on both BASDAI outcomes, is a 


theoretically coherent approach to the synthesis. Moreover, it allows using the whole of the evidence 


on this outcome. Also, given these outcomes are to be both used is the decision model, the combined 


synthesis model will generate consistent estimates by considering their structural relation explicitly. 


The results of modelling approach B show that using information on BASDAI50 alongside direct 


evidence on change scores from baseline results in  slightly higher estimates of effectiveness when 


compared to approach A. There are two possible explanations for this. One is that higher treatment 


effects are observed in the trials only reporting BASDAI50 compared to the remaining studies. The 


few studies that only report BASDAI50 are studies 11, 12 and 13: these report ORs for BASDAI of, 


respectively, 5.9, 4.4 and 10.42. The second possible explanation relates to the assumptions used 


when defining the relation between the outcomes in the model. While we expected the model to use 


the BASDAI50 evidence in such a way that would exactly predict the value of change score observed 


in the sample, we cannot guarantee this is the case as our analysis is based on assumptions over the 


distribution of BASDAI scores across patients. Given we did not have access to individual patient 


data when developing this relationship, and thus the validity of the assumptions of analysis cannot be 


established. The differences observed are, however, not significant and any misspecification of the 


model can be thus deemed irrelevant. 


6.1.5 Extending the modelling framework to synthesise change in BASFI scores (modelling 


approach C) 


The models implemented here extend those in subsection 1.4.1 by adding the syntheses of changes in 


BASFI score. This is of particular relevance to the economic modelling since BASFI scores are used 
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together with BASDAI scores. Given we expect that, within each trial, changes to BASDAI scores to 


be related to changes in BASFI scores, this section will model the trial evidence to reflect this 


correlation. Figure 14 plots the BASDAI change scores against the BASFI change scores observed in 


the trials, showing support for the existence of correlation. 


 


Figure 14: Scatter plot of BASDAI and BASFI change scores observed in the trials (AS). 


 


Brief description of synthesis methods  


The data on mean change in BASFI score reported in some of the studies was assumed normally 


distributed.  The mean of this distribution was the treatment effect, defined as the sum of the change 


score for the placebo arm plus the difference in change score for the treatments (analogous to 


BASDAI). Treatment effects on BASFI were considered correlated to those on BASDAI across trials. 


The variation in treatment effects for both BASDAI and BASFI and the correlation parameter 


between these were estimated from the data. As in the previous subsection, we assumed again 


exchangeability across the effects of the different treatments (analogous to models ‘5’ in modelling 


approach A). 


Results of modelling approach C 


The results on differences between treatment and placebo on change score form baseline are reported 


in Table 73, both for BASDAI and BASFI scores.  


Table 73: Modelling approach C: results 


 estimated assumed* predicted 


 Difference in 


change score 


from baseline 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


OR for 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Effect of anti- -1.95 (0.30) 0.10 (--) 0.41 (0.05) 6.30 (1.56) 
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TNFs on BASDAI 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.40 (0.28) -- -- -- 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score of 6.11 (sd=1.56) and a placebo change score of -0.61 (sd=1.44), which represent the 


average across trials (weighted by number of patients) 


Based on the change score evaluated in the synthesis model, the probability of having a BASDAI50 


response when on anti-TNFs is evaluated at 0.41 (SD= 0.05), which returns an OR for BASDAI50 


response of 6.3 (SD=1.56). Note that estimates on BASDAI treatment effects are more precise than in 


modelling approach B, reflecting the support to inferences from the data on BASFI – the correlation 


between outcomes observed in the data and allowed in the synthesis model allows inferences in 


BASDAI to borrow strength from those on BASFI.   


Table 74: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model C. 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model C 


change in 


BASDAI 


change in 


BASFI 
 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


   


Adalimumab -1.89 (0.22) -1.34 (0.17) 


Certoluzimab -2.02 (0.28) -1.36 (0.21) 


Etanercept -1.94 (0.18) -1.43 (0.16) 


Golimumab -1.98 (0.25) -1.42 (0.17) 


Infliximab -2.03 (0.27) -1.49 (0.25) 
   


 


Interpretation/discussion  


We hypothesised that treatments improving AS symptoms are expected to affect both disease activity 


and function, and thus we expected changes to these two measures to be correlated. We have thus 


extended the synthesis model to consider BASFI scores. This not only allows all relevant evidence to 


contribute to the synthesis, but also ensures that all measures are synthesised together to reflect the 


expected correlations between the two outcomes.  


The results obtained with this modelling approach for BASDAI outcomes are similar to those of 


modelling approach B, the difference being that estimates are now more precise due to the borrowing 


of strength between outcomes.   


6.2 nr-axSpA population 


This section examines the evidence on the effectiveness of anti-TNFs on the nr-axSpA population.  


6.2.1 Brief description of the data 


On the nr-axSpA population, 5 RCTs were considered directly relevant to the decision problem 


(studies 17 to 21 in Table 75). All studies reported BASDAI and BASFI outcomes and one study did 


not report BASDAI 50 (study 21).  


Table 75: Evidence on BASDAI and BASFI related outcomes for the nr-axSpA population 
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Trial name treat N treat N PLA BASDAI50 


change 


BASDAI change BASFI  


17 Haibel 2008 ADA 22 24 x x x 
18 ABILITY-1 (2013) ADA 69 73 x x x 


19 RAPID-axSpA (2014) CER 46+51 50 x x x 


20 Dougados 2014 ETA50 106 109 x x x 
21 Barkham 2009 INF 20 20 


 


x x 


 


6.2.2 Description of approaches to the synthesis  


To synthesise these data we used the same implementation and software specifications as described in 


section 6.1. Analyses explored two different scenarios to consider these data: 


Scenario 1. data from nr-axSpA trials were considered in isolation  


Scenario 2. data from AS population were also used, no difference between the populations was 


assumed 


All models implemented here jointly synthesise BASDAI and BASFI outcomes (our preferred 


modelling approach, C, see description in section 6.1.5).  


6.2.3 Results of the synthesis 


In what concerns scenario 1, where only data from the nr-axSpA trials has been considered, we 


implemented two models one assuming an equal effect across treatments and another assuming 


exchangeable treatment effects. Both models represented the data equally well (DIC of 87.6 vs 88.7), 


thus we only present results in Table 76 for the latter model (preferred model, see Section 6.1.3). 


Results are qualitatively similar to those in AS, but slightly lower estimates for both change scores -- 


BASDAI: -1.95 in AS and -1.86 in the nr-axSpA population, BASFI: -1.40 in AS and -1.30 in the nr-


axSpA population. The uncertainty over these estimates is higher in the nr-axSpA population, which 


was expected as the number of trials (and overall number of patients in the set of trials) is 


substantially lower. 
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Table 76: nr-axSpA population: results  


    


 estimated assumed* predicted 


 Difference in 


change score 


from baseline 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


OR for 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Scenario 1.  data from nr-axSpA trials 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASDAI 
-1.86 (0.79) 0.20 (--) 0.53 (0.13) 4.39 (6.59) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.30 (0.84) -- -- -- 


 


Scenario 2.  data from AS and nr-axSpA trials, no difference between the populations 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASDAI 
-1.97 (0.32) 0.20 (--) 0.55 (0.06) 4.94 (1.48) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.37 (0.3) -- -- -- 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score of ************** and a placebo change score of **************), which represent 


the results seen in the certolizumab trial (RAPID-axSpA)  


When the data from the nr-axSpA trials were considered together with data on AS (scenario 2), 


inferences were more precise. Because treatment effects in AS trials are not significantly different to 


those observed in the nr-axSpA population, pooled treatment effect estimates do not differ 


significantly from those reported in AS. 


6.2.4 Interpretation/discussion  


The evidence base of the effect of anti-TNFs in the nr-axSpA population consists of 5 trials that 


observed 4 treatments and conventional care in a total of 590 patients. The effect measures pooled 


across the five trials were not significantly different from the outcomes expected in the AS 


population. Thus, it may be reasonable to consider the evidence in nr-axSpA and AS together for 


inferences over treatment effects.  


6.3 BASDAI and BASFI scores conditional on BASDAI response 


We previously highlighted that NICE guidance determines that BASDAI50 at 12 weeks defines 


treatment continuation with anti-TNFs in clinical practice.  Given much of the evidence on prognosis, 


costs and utility scores links to the absolute values of BASDAI and BASFI scores, it is important to 


consider absolute changes in BASDAI and BASFI separately for responders and non-responders, i.e. 


the conditional scores. However, the published clinical effectiveness evidence does not report the 


conditional scores. In this section we use the results from the extended synthesis model to evaluate the 


conditional scores by simulating BASDAI and BASFI scores for two equivalent cohorts of patients 


one treated with an anti-TNF and the other with conventional therapy. 
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Brief description of methods 


From the inferences obtained using the synthesis model above it is possible to derive the conditional 


change score in responders and non-responders using simulation. Whereas the synthesis focusses on 


the pooling of mean estimates of change scores and proportion of responders to BASDAI50, to derive 


conditional mean scores there is the need to consider the distributions at the individual patient level. 


Hence, conditional scores could not directly be derived from the synthesis, but through a simulation 


procedure based on the assumptions and results of the synthesis model. The simulation procedure is 


described in detail in Appendix 11. Briefly, we used a simulation sample size of 10000 patients. 


Given results depend on the baseline distributions of BASDAI and BASFI and on the change scores 


from baseline for placebo, we used the averages across trials (weighted by the number of patients in 


each trial) in AS. Baseline BASDAI scores were thus assumed normally distributed with mean 6.11 


and standard deviation of 1.56; change from baseline for placebo was simulated from a normal 


distribution with mean -0.61 and standard deviation of 1.44. For BASFI, the baseline was assumed to 


have a mean of 5.27 and a standard deviation of 1.79 and change from baseline for placebo a mean of 


-0.19 and a standard deviation of 0.22. The correlation between baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores 


was valued at ***. This value was based on the sample correlation on BASDAI and BASFI at 


baseline from etanercept studies (the individual patient data were available in the Excel file for the 


etanercept submission; the Spearman correlation coefficient was ****in study 314 in AS and *****in 


study 1031 in nr-axSpA).  


Results for AS 


The conditional change scores derived from the synthesis model (and underlying assumptions) are 


reported in Table 77. While it is natural to consider that conditional change in BASDAI scores differ 


between respondents and non-respondents, differences in the baseline of respondents and non-


respondents may be less intuitive. These are, however, natural. If we consider two patients that 


obtained the same change score in BASDAI from anti-TNF treatment, say -2 units, but one started 


with a baseline of 4 and another with a baseline of 5, the first would be considered a responder and the 


second would not. For this reason, respondents are expected to have a lower BASDAI than non- 


responders. Results of the prediction of conditional scores using the synthesis model are presented in 


Table 77. 


Results show, as expected, that the change in BASDAI score for respondents in more negative than 


the mean change score (-3.86 for the 42% predicted anti-TNF responders vs. -2.63 for all anti-TNF 


users; in the control arm, responders were predicted to have a change score of -2.70 vs. -0.66 for all 


participants). Non-respondents were still expected to have a negative change score in both arms 


revealing some level of symptom control, but this was lower than the mean (1.73 vs. -2.63 for anti-


TNF users and -0.45 vs. -0.66 in control arm). The baseline BASDAI and BASFI were predicted to be 
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lower for respondents than non-respondents (for example, the BASDAI baseline for responders to 


treatment was 4.76 in respondents when the group baseline was 6.08). 


 


Table 77: Conditional scores predicted for the AS population using the synthesis model 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


 


 control Treat control treat 


Scenario 1 


 
    


% responders to BASDAI50  0.10 0.42   


Change in score         


Responders  -2.70 -3.86 -1.41 -3.02 


Non-responders  -0.45 -1.73 -0.17 -0.63 


All  -0.66 -2.63 -0.29 -1.64 


Baseline         


Responders  3.83 4.76 3.42 4.17 


Non-responders  6.31 7.03 5.43 6.02 


All  6.08 6.08 5.24 5.24 
 


 


We requested the conditional data from the pivotal trials in AS from each manufacturer. These data 


were subsequently provided by several but not all manufacturers (AbbVie, Pfizer, and MSD). 


Conditional scores observed in the trials are summarised in Table 78. The results show that there are 


some differences between the conditional results predicted using the synthesis and the ones observed 


in trials. Differences are especially relevant for the conditional baseline scores – while the synthesis 


model predicts, for example, that treated patients that respond have a baseline BASDAI of 4.76 and 


those that do not respond a baseline of 7.03, the trials show much smaller differences. Despite 


incorporating all evidence available at the aggregate level, the predictive ability of the conditional 


baseline score from the synthesis could only be improved if we had access to the IPD as this 


methodology is strongly dependent on assumptions over the distribution of scores across patients. 
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Table 78: Conditional scores observed in trials in AS 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


  control Treat control treat 


ATLAS trial (adalimumab, study=4) 


% responders to BASDAI50  0.16 0.46   


Change in score        


Conditional on response  -4.5 -4.64 -2.74 -2.92 


Conditional on non-response  -0.2 -0.82 -0.17 -0.72 


total  -0.90 -2.58 -0.59 -1.73 


Baseline         


Conditional on response  6.31 6.14 4.50 4.53 


Conditional on non-response  6.37 6.35 5.91 5.78 


total  6.36 6.25 5.68 5.21 


 


GO-RAISE (golimumab, study =12) 


  control Treat control treat 


% responders to BASDAI50  0.15 0.46   


Change in score       


Conditional on response  -4.25 -4.74 -1.80 -3.03 


Conditional on non-response  -0.18 -1.22 0.38 -0.53 


total  -0.81 -2.84 0.05 -1.68 


Baseline         


Conditional on response  6.52 6.25 3.56 4.45 


Conditional on non-response  6.63 6.69 5.39 5.48 


total  6.61 6.49 5.11 5.01 


 


314-EU (etanercept, study=11)* 


  control Treat control treat 


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score    *   


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline    *  * 


Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 


Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 


total  **** **** **** *** 


* Pooled results for etanercept arms (ETN 25 mg twice weekly and ETN 50 mg once weekly). 


For adalimumab and etanercept’s trials = week 12 responders, for golimumab = week 14 responders (week 12 data for week 


14 responders is available but not reported in the table) 


 


Results for nr-axSpA 


The conditional results were also predicted for the nr-axSpA population using both scenarios 


implemented of the synthesis model.
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Table 79: Conditional scores predicted for the nr-axSpA population using results and assumptions of the 


synthesis model 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


 


 control Treat control treat 


Scenario 1 


 
    


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score   * *   


Responders  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Non-responders  ***** ***** ***** **** 


All  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline   * *   


Responders  **** **** **** **** 


Non-responders  **** **** **** **** 


All  **** **** **** **** 


Scenario 2 
     


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score   * *   


Responders  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Non-responders  ***** ***** ***** **** 


All  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline   * *   


Responders  **** **** **** **** 


Non-responders  **** **** **** **** 


All  **** **** **** **** 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score of *************** a placebo change in BASDAI score of **************), a 


BASFI baseline score of ***********) and a placebo change in BASFI score of *************), which represent the 


results seen in the certolizumab trial (RAPID-axSpA) . 


For this population, conditional data were provided by only two manufacturers (Pfizer, and AbbVie). 


Conditional scores observed are summarised in Table 79. 


Table 80: Conditional scores observed in trials in nr-axSpA 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


  control Treat control treat 


ABILITY-1 trial (adalimumab, study=18) 


% responders to BASDAI50  0.14 0.40   


Change in score        


Conditional on response  -3.9 -4.79 -2.78 -2.75 


Conditional on non-response  -0.69 -0.55 -0.40 -0.32 


total  -1.16 -2.23 -0.75 -1.29 


Baseline         


Conditional on response  5.64 6.21 4.37 3.60 


Conditional on non-response  6.46 6.53 4.91 4.97 


total  6.34 6.40 4.83 4.43 


 


EU 1031(etanercept, study=20) 


  control Treat control treat 


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score       


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline    *  * 


Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 


Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 


total  **** **** **** **** 


Etanercept and adalimumab = week 12 responders, Pfizer only reported results for ETN 50 mg  
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Prediction results are consistent with those in AS, and the differences between the conditional results 


predicted using the synthesis and the ones observed in trials are also present in this analysis.  


Interpretation/discussion  


Conditional scores predicted using synthesis model C differ from those seen in the trials. Differences 


are probably due to distributional assumptions over the baseline and change scores. Only with access 


to the individual patient data such predictions could be improved. Note that the synthesis model itself 


does not rely as heavily on such assumptions, and thus any concerns should not be transposed to the 


results obtained in sections 6.1 and 6.2.  


6.4 Discussion/conclusion 


The analyses developed in this section focussed on extending the synthesis evidence on the short-term 


clinical effectiveness of anti-TNF drugs in Section 4 that considered individually multiple outcomes 


of interest reported in the trials, namely: the mean change in BASDAI scores at 12 weeks, the 


proportion of BASDAI50 responders (that is, those that had, at 12 weeks, a change in the baseline 


BASDAI score of 50% or more), and the mean change in BASFI scores at 12 weeks.  


Initially, within such a univariate framework, we further explored assumptions over the relative 


effectiveness of anti-TNFs. We evaluated the possibility of the evidence suggesting treatment effects 


to be independent, equal or similar effects (treatment effects were assumed to come from a ‘common’ 


distribution, i.e. a ‘class effect’). Independence was ruled out through statistical checks of goodness of 


fit - this is in line with the published evidence that, in AS, does not demonstrate one anti-TNF 


treatment to be significantly more effective than another. The data were as well represented by the 


other two models. However, unless we believe the equality assumption to hold AND the trials to be 


homogeneous in design and in the populations included, assuming equality in treatment effects will 


provide over-precise estimates. For this reason, our preferred assumption was that of similarity, 


however, it should be noted that this model is not explicit about the source of the differences in the 


effects of treatments. Whereas heterogeneity may be a plausible explanation, further research needs to 


examine data at the individual patient level to avoid the potential for ecological bias. 


We also extended the synthesis in a way that allowed multiple outcomes to be jointly modelled. We 


did so by i) structurally relating the BASDAI based outcomes, allowing for trials reporting 


BASDAI50 to inform BASDAI change scores, and ii) by concomitantly synthesising BASFI 


outcomes, allowing correlation between outcomes and the borrowing of strength between results to 


BASDAI and BASFI. For these reasons, the synthesis model developed here more directly addresses 
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the decision problem. It also generates appropriate effect size estimates and their associated 


uncertainty to inform the main input parameters of the economic model.  


In the decision model, treatment continuation is determined by response to BASDAI50 at 12 weeks. 


Given prognosis, costs and QALY are determined by absolute BASDAI and BASFI scores it is 


important to evaluate the absolute change in BASDAI and BASFI separately for responders and non-


responders, i.e. the conditional scores. We used the results from the extended synthesis model to 


develop a simulation model that allowed prediction of the conditional scores. The results obtained 


differ from those seen in three pivotal trials (data provided by the manufacturers upon request), 


probably because of distributional assumptions over the baseline and change scores. Only with access 


to the individual patient data such predictions could be improved. 


7 Independent economic assessment: York model 


7.1 Overview 


Section 5 indicates that there are significant conceptual concerns and uncertainties arising from 


previously published studies and the submissions made by manufacturers. For this reason, it has been 


necessary to develop a de-novo model (hereafter referred to as the ‘York model’). Although it shares 


some of the assumptions and parameter estimates from the manufacturer models, it has a different 


conceptual structure and applies a more generalised framework for the synthesis of data from the 


double-blind periods of existing RCTs, combined with a more explicit approach to modelling the 


progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA and the potential impact of the anti-TNFs.  


The aim of the York model is to assess the cost-effectiveness of adalimumab, certolizumab, 


etanercept, golimumab, and infliximab, in accordance with their respective licences, for the treatment 


of AS and nr-axSpA. The model uses short-term trial data, based on the extended evidence synthesis, 


to model the response of patients to TNF-alpha inhibitor therapy at 12 weeks based on BASDAI 50 


measured in the trials. In contrast to the models submitted by the manufacturers, the York model is 


based on an assumption of similar (but not identical) effects for the alternative biologics based on the 


results of the extended synthesis reported in Section 6.   


In common with all existing cost-effectiveness studies, measures of disease activity (BASDAI) and 


functioning (BASFI) are used to characterise the chronic, progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA and 


the effect of anti-TNFs. However, the York model uses an alternative conceptual model applied to 


estimate longer term BASFI scores. The effect of response to TNF-alpha therapy is modelled in terms 


of the short and longer term impact on BASDAI and BASFI scores.  
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NHS and PSS costs are based on the cost of the TNF-alpha therapies (acquisition, administration and 


monitoring) and disease costs linked to BASFI scores. HRQoL, in terms of utility, is based on both 


BASDAI and BASFI scores. Health effects are subsequently expressed in terms of QALYs. Both 


costs and QALYs are discounted at 3.5% per annum. Costs are presented based on current prices. 


The model is developed in accordance with the NICE reference case. The model has a lifetime 


horizon (60 years) and considers costs from the perspective of the National Health Services and 


Personal Social Services.   


7.2 Contribution of the York model 


Although the York model shares some of the assumptions and parameters from existing studies and 


manufacturer submissions, it also provides a number of significant developments to existing cost-


effectiveness analyses. Firstly, the short-term clinical effectiveness inputs are based on an evidence 


synthesis approach which is based on all available trial data for each biological therapy and which 


jointly synthesises ‘related’ parameters ensuring uncertainty is more appropriately characterised. 


Secondly, the evidence synthesis approach is more explicitly linked to the decision problem and the 


requirements of the economic model. That is, the model requires estimates of response and the impact 


on BASDAI/BASFI conditional upon this. Since the conditional response scores are not 


conventionally reported in existing publications, existing models have largely been based on selective 


approaches (i.e. using conditional scores from single studies or assumptions) or appear to have 


ignored the conditional scores entirely and instead utilise estimates from longer term follow-up and/or 


open-label sources (i.e. implicitly assuming that patients who continue to participate in longer-term 


follow up and open label sources are more likely to be responders than patients who do not).  Neither 


approach appears satisfactory in terms of meeting the requirements of the economic model and 


ensuring that all relevant evidence is considered. The evidence synthesis approach which underpins 


the York model is based on a joint synthesis of related parameters which makes fuller use of existing 


evidence and which can more appropriately estimate the input parameters which are required to 


populate existing models and better characterise the uncertainty surrounding these.  


Another important development of the York model is the approach to modelling longer term BASFI 


changes over time to characterise the progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA. In previous sections we 


highlighted our concerns over how this has been previously modelled and the implicit assumptions 


underlying the effect of anti-TNFs  (i.e. potential disease modification properties resulting in halting 


further ‘progression’, or reducing the rate of progression, while patients respond and continue to 


receive anti-TNFs). Within the York model, we attempt to model the impact of different processes on 


BASFI over time, relating the changes more explicitly to the existing clinical effectiveness data for 


anti-TNFs on these different processes. Specifically we consider the independent effects on BASFI 
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due to disease activity (BASDAI) and the extent and progression of radiographic disease (as measured 


by the Modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal Score [mSASSS]) for AS. For the nr-axSpA 


population, we assume a similar underlying clinical process relating to BASFI.  


This approach confers several advantages over current approaches by linking changes in BASFI to a 


more explicit clinical/biological process and facilitating a more formal consideration of the potential 


impact of anti-TNFs on BASFI, via the specific effects these drugs have on the different processes 


which independently relate to this parameter.  This approach allows consideration of the impact on 


BASFI that might be achieved via symptomatic improvements (i.e. in terms of reductions in disease 


activity) and those which might be conferred by disease modification properties (i.e. the effect on the 


likelihood and/or rate of further radiographic progression). The latter aspect is particularly important 


given the increasing amount of published evidence reported on the potential impact of anti-TNFs on 


radiographic progression which has not been formally considered or incorporated within existing cost-


effectiveness studies.  


7.3 Comparators 


Table 81 summarises the comparators included in each of the populations, in line with the relevant 


existing (or likely to be granted by the time of the NICE appraisal) marketing authorisations for each 


manufacturer. 


Table 81 - Comparators evaluated in the different indications  


Comparator Manufacturer AS nr-axSpA 


Conventional Care - Yes Yes 


Adalimumab AbbVie Yes Yes 


Certolizumab UCB Yes Yes 


Etanercept Pfizer Yes Yes 


Golimumab MSD Yes No 


Infliximab MSD Yes No 


 


7.4 Model Structure 


The York model is a cohort model and takes the form of a modified decision tree for AS and nr-


axSpA. A simplified version of the structure is shown in Figure 15. A similar structure has been 


previously been used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of anti-TNFs in psoriatic arthritis.
165
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Figure 15- A simplified schematic of the York model structure  


 


 


For the alternative TNF-alpha inihibitors, initial response is determined on the basis of a short-term 


BASDAI 50 response (12 weeks).  For those who respond, there is then an on-going risk of 


withdrawal of treatment at any time point in the model. Initial or later treatment failures are assumed 


to move on to conventional care. The use of BASDAI 50 is consistent with existing BSR guidelines 


and previous NICE appraisals for AS.
1, 2, 159


  Ensuring consistency in the response measure between 


the various appraisals provides a more comparable basis for exploring any subsequent differences in 


results. In addition, using BASDAI 50 as a response measure for the economic model maximises the 


evidence base used to inform the various clinical effectiveness parameters required and, as outlined in 


Section 6, utilises the same clinical constructs to inform response and subsequent BASDAI changes.  


Those patients who receive anti-TNFs will experience an initial improvement which is based on 


results of the evidence synthesis (average of mean change in BASDAI and BASFI estimated for 


responders and non-responders). From week 12, patients who continue to receive anti-TNFs are 


assigned the conditional mean change in BASDAI and BASFI estimated from the evidence synthesis 


which is assumed to remain constant for the treatment duration period.  In addition to this initial 


improvement in BASDAI and BASFI, patients continuing on anti-TNFs treatment are also assumed to 


experience a slower progression rate in BASFI as long as they are responding (see section 7.5.3).  
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Patients who fail on TNF-alpha inhibitor therapy after the initial (12-week) period will experience 


some form of rebound in terms of BASDAI/BASFI, but trial data are too short-term to be able to 


characterise this accurately. The model, therefore, considers two rebound scenarios: 


1. Rebound equal to gain (BASDAI and BASFI). When patients fail therapy (after initially 


responding), their BASDAI and BASFI deteriorates by the same amount by which it 


improves  when they responded to therapy. 


2. Rebund back to natural history/conventional care (BASFI only). When patients fail therapy 


(after initially responding), their BASFI deteriorates to the level and subsequent trajectory it 


would have been had they not initially responded to therapy. Since BASDAI is not assumed 


to progress over time on conventional care, the same assumptions are applied to BASDAI in 


both scenarios. 


Given the absence of evidence on rebound, both scenarios (rebound equal to gain and rebound back to 


natural history) are presented as the ‘best-case’ and ‘worst-case’ scenarios possible. In other words, 


the reality regarding rebound is likely to be somewhere between these two scenarios which should, 


therefore, be seen as the limits. 


Importantly, the York model explores the impact of assuming different baseline BASDAI and BASFI 


scores for responders and non-responders. Hence, in contrast to existing models, the York model 


assumes that response is unlikely to be independent of baseline patient characteristics and hence the 


baseline characteristics of responders/non-responders to anti-TNFs may be systematically different 


from each other. Importantly, the results from the extended synthesis model estimated higher baseline 


BASDAI and BASFI scores for non-responders vis-à-vis responders and a similar relationship was 


also reported by those manufacturers who provided conditional response data requested by the 


Assessment Group. Consequently, assuming that non-responders revert back to the ‘average’ of the 


baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores of all patients randomised to receive TNF-alpha inhibitor treatment, 


or the ‘average’ of patients receiving conventional care is likely to be overly optimistic towards the 


subsequent cost-effectiveness of anti-TNFs. The model thus employs different baselines for 


responders and non-responders (at 12 weeks) and at the point of discontinutation patients are assumed 


to revert to their respective baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores (i.e. at 12-weeks, non-responders 


revert back to the non-responder baseline and after 12-weeks patients who subsequently discontinue 


from their TNF-alpha therapy revert back to their responder baseline). The impact of using these data 


is explored as part of the sensitivity analysis. 


Patients are at risk of all-cause mortality at every time point in the model, but no differential mortality 


risk between the therapies being evaluated. Aside from the cost of the TNF-alpha therapies 


themselves (i.e. acquisition, administration, monitoring and AEs), all other costs of AS and nr-axSpA 
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are assumed to vary according to BASFI score.  Costs are presented based on current prices. HRQoL 


(in terms of utility) is implemented as a function of BASDAI and BASFI scores. 


7.5 Model input parameters 


The parameter estimates used in the York model, together with their sources, are detailed in Tables 82 


and 83.  
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Table 82 - List of parameter estimates used in the York model – AS population 


Parameter Mean value 
Standard 


error 
Distribution Source 


Annual discount rate costs / QALYs 3.5% - Fixed  


Time horizon (years) 60 - Fixed  


Cycle length (years) 0.25 - Fixed  


Baseline patient characteristics 


Average age  40 - Fixed Assumption 


Proportion male % 0.7 - Fixed Assumption 


Average Weight (kg) 73 - Fixed Assumption 


Average Baseline BASDAI  6.12 N/A Derived from responder 


& non-responder baseline 


Evidence synthesis 


(Section 6) Average Baseline BASFI 5.28 N/A 


Baseline BASDAI CC Responders 4.01 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Evidence synthesis 


(Section 6) 


 


Baseline BASDAI CC Non-responders 6.33 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASFI CC Responders 3.52 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASFI CC Non-responders 5.46 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASDAI anti-TNF Responders 4.80 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASDAI anti-TNF Non-


responders 7.08 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASFI anti-TNF Responders 4.20 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Baseline BASFI anti-TNF Non-responders 6.07 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Response (12 week BASDAI 50) 


anti-TNF 42.0% N/A From evidence synthesis Evidence synthesis 


(Section 6) Conventional therapy 9.1% N/A From evidence synthesis 


Treatment Effect 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx response - 


anti-TNF -3.86 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Evidence synthesis 


(Section 6) 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx response - CC -2.89 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx no response - 


anti-TNF -1.64 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx no response - 


CC -0.36 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx response - anti-


TNF -3.08 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx response - CC -1.72 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx no response - 


anti-TNF -0.44 


N/A From evidence synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx no response - CC -0.04 N/A From evidence synthesis 


Long-term annual BASFI Progression 


BASFI annual progression anti-TNF 0.034 - Derived from 


probabilistic inputs 
below. 


 


BASFI annual progression CC 
0.082 


-  


Annual rate of MSASSS change for 


MSASSS≥10 1.44 0.133 


Normal Ramiro et al (2013) 
140 


BASFI change with 1 unit change in 


MSASSS 0.057 0.0049 


Normal Landewe et al 


(2009) 12 


Treatment effect on progression (RR) 0.42 0.122 Normal Haroon et al (2013) 
113 


Time to treatment effect (years) 4 -  
Haroon et al (2013) 
113, Baraliakos et al 
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Parameter Mean value 
Standard 


error 
Distribution Source 


(2014) 114 


Long-term annual BASDAI Progression 


BASDAI annual progression anti-TNF 0 N/A   


BASDAI annual progression CC 0 N/A   


Annual withdrawal probability 


Constant rate of annual withdrawal 0.11 ***** Lognormal; from 


exponential model 


(coefficient: ******, SE: 


*****) 


Pfizer submission 


Mortality 


SMR Women 1.38 0.163 Normal Bakland (2011) 


SMR Men 1.63 0.163 Normal Bakland (2011) 


Quality of life 


Intercept ***** Uncertainty 


from 


reported 


variance-


covariance 
matrix 


Multivariate normal 


Pfizer submission 


 


BASDAI coefficient ***** Multivariate normal 


BASFI coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


BASDAI^2 coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


BASFI^2 coefficient ***** Multivariate normal 


Initial 12-week Period Costs [Drug + Initiation + Administration] 


Adalimumab 2422 - Fixed 


As discussed in 


section 7.5.6 


Certolizumab Pegol 3884 - Fixed 


Etanercept 2454 - Fixed 


Golimumab 2415 - Fixed 


Infliximab 6878 - Fixed 


Certolizumab Pegol PAS 309 - Fixed 


Subsequent 12 week Costs [Drug + Monitoring + Administration] 


Adalimumab 2171 - Fixed 


As discussed in 


section 7.5.6 


Certolizumab Pegol 2203 - Fixed 


Etanercept 2203 - Fixed 


Golimumab 2164 - Fixed 


Infliximab 3435 - Fixed 


Certolizumab Pegol PAS 2203 - Fixed 


Disease related costs – annual 


Intercept 1284 0.165 Lognormal OASIS data, 


AbbVie submission BASFI coefficient 0.213 0.038 Normal 


Adverse event costs (£ per patient) 


Year 1 18.2 - Fixed 


Excess rates for 


anti-TNFs from 


Cochrane review127, 


Costs from NHS 
Reference costs166 


Subsequent years 0 - Fixed  


Abbreviations: CC: Conventional Care; Tx: treatment 
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Table 83: List of parameter estimates used in the York model – nr-axSpA population 


Parameter Mean value 
Standard 


error 
Distribution Source 


Annual discount rate costs / QALYs 3.5% - Fixed  


Time horizon (years) 60 - Fixed  


Cycle length (years) 0.25 - Fixed  


Baseline patient characteristics 


Average age  40 - Fixed Assumption 


Proportion male % 0.5 - Fixed Assumption 


Average Weight (kg) 73 - Fixed Assumption 


Average Baseline BASDAI  6.42 N/A Derived from responder 


& non-responder 


baseline 


Evidence synthesis (Section 


6) Average Baseline BASFI 
4.92 


N/A 


Baseline BASDAI CC Responders 


4.54 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Evidence synthesis (Section 


6) 


Baseline BASDAI CC Non-responders 


6.86 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASFI CC Responders 


2.95 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASFI CC Non-responders 


5.38 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASDAI anti-TNF 


Responders 5.45 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASDAI anti-TNF Non-


responders 7.51 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASFI anti-TNF Responders 


3.92 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Baseline BASFI anti-TNF Non-


responders 6.04 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Response (12 week BASDAI 50) 


anti-TNF 


52.9% 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis Evidence synthesis (Section 


6) Conventional therapy 


18.9% 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Treatment Effect 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx response - 


anti-TNF -4.31 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Evidence synthesis (Section 


6) 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx response - 


CC -3.34 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx no 


response - anti-TNF -2.28 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASDAI Change| Tx no 


response - CC -1.06 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx response - 


anti-TNF -3.24 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx response - 


CC -1.88 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx no response - 


anti-TNF 0.08 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Initial BASFI Change| Tx no response - 


CC -0.05 


N/A From evidence 


synthesis 


Long-term annual BASFI Progression 
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Parameter Mean value 
Standard 


error 
Distribution Source 


BASFI annual progression anti-TNF 0.017  Derived from 


probabilistic inputs 
below. 


 


BASFI annual progression CC 
0.039 


  


Annual rate of MSASSS change for 


MSASSS<10 0.69 0.031 


Normal Ramiro et al (2013) 140 


BASFI change with 1 unit change in 


MSASSS 0.057 0.0049 


Normal Landewe et al (2009) 12 


Treatment effect on progression (RR) 0.42 0.122 Normal Haroon et al (2013) 113 


Time to treatment effect (years) 4 -  
Haroon et al (2013) 113, 


Baraliakos et al (2014) 114 


Long-term annual BASDAI Progression 


BASDAI annual progression anti-TNF 0 N/A   


BASDAI annual progression CC 0 N/A   


Annual withdrawal probability 


Constant rate of annual withdrawal 0.06 ***** Lognormal; from 


exponential model 


(coefficient: ******, 


SE: *****) 


Pfizer submission 


Mortality 


SMR Women 1.38 0.163 Normal Bakland (2011) 


SMR Men 1.63 0.163 Normal Bakland (2011) 


Quality of life 


Intercept ***** 


Uncertainty 


from 


reported 


variance-


covariance 
matrix 


Multivariate normal 


Pfizer submission 


 


BASDAI coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


BASFI coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


Male coefficient ***** Multivariate normal 


Age coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


BASDAI^2 coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


BASFI^2 coefficient ***** Multivariate normal 


BASFI * BASDAI coefficient ****** Multivariate normal 


Initial 12-week Period Costs [Drug + Initiation + Administration] 


Adalimumab 2573 - Fixed 


As discussed in section 


7.5.6 


Certolizumab Pegol 4035 - Fixed 


Etanercept 2606 - Fixed 


Golimumab 2566 - Fixed 


Infliximab 7213 - Fixed 


Certolizumab Pegol PAS 460 - Fixed 


Subsequent 12 week Costs [Drug + Monitoring + Administration] 


Adalimumab 2177 - Fixed 


As discussed in section 


7.5.6 


Certolizumab Pegol 2210 - Fixed 


Etanercept 2210 - Fixed 


Golimumab 2170 - Fixed 


Infliximab 3441 - Fixed 


Certolizumab Pegol PAS 2210 - Fixed 


Disease related costs – annual 


Intercept 1284 0.165 Lognormal OASIS data, AbbVie 


submission BASFI coefficient 0.213 0.038 Normal 
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Parameter Mean value 
Standard 


error 
Distribution Source 


Adverse event costs (£ per patient) 


Year 1 18.2 - Fixed 


Excess rates for anti-TNFs 


from Cochrane review 127, 


Costs from NHS Reference 
costs 


Subsequent years 0 - Fixed  


Abbreviations: CC: Conventional Care; Tx: treatment 


 


7.5.1 Baseline patient characteristics 


Baseline characteristics applied to the AS and nr-axSpA populations are summarised in Tables 82 and 


83, respectively.   


7.5.2 Response, change in BASDAI/BASFI and conditional baselines 


BASDAI50 response, conditional change scores for BASDAI and BASFI at 12 weeks and the 


separate conditional baselines estimated for BASDAI and BASFI (responders vs. non-responders) 


were derived directly from the results of the extended synthesis model reported in Section 6. In the 


base-case, it was assumed that the percentage of BASDAI50 responders, change in BASDAI/BASFI 


and conditional baselines were the same for all anti-TNFs. The outputs (CODA) from the simulations 


were incorporated directly into the model to maintain correlation and to avoid any additional 


distributional assumptions. 


7.5.3 Longer term BASFI progression 


As previously highlighted in the overview section, the York model attempts to address some of the 


conceptual concerns outlined in Section 5 surrounding the assumptions applied within existing models 


in relation to modelling BASFI progression over time. Specifically we assume that BASFI is a 


function of separate processes which are independently related to disease severity/activity (BASDAI) 


and to the extent and subsequent progression of radiographic disease (mSASSS). The rationale for this 


is that the association between BASDAI and BASFI is already accounted for in the separate mean 


change scores applied to both BASDAI and BASFI for responders vs. non-responders/conventional 


care patients. Differences in BASDAI are assumed to remain constant over the longer-term horizon 


(an assumption which is common across all models). Hence, any additional changes which might 


affect BASFI need to be more explicitly related to a separate clinical process (or processes). Based on 


the studies included in the reviews reported in Section 4 for natural history (Section 4.2.6) and the 


effect on anti-TNFs on radiographic progression (Section 4.2.4.1), we modelled longer term changes 


in BASFI (for conventional care and anti-TNFs) as a function of mSASSS scores.  


The approach applied in the AS population is based on the following studies and assumptions: 
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1. The multivariate relationship reported in Landewe et al (2009)
12


, based on longitudinal 


assessments of BASFI, BASDAI and mSASSS, was used to estimate the independent effect 


of a 1 unit change in mSASSS on BASFI scores (mean= 0.057, SE = 0.0049). 


2. Data from a 12-year prospective follow-up of the OASIS study was used to estimate the 


annual rate of change in mSASSS. Although at the individual level, progression of mSASSS 


is highly variable, the study by Ramiro et al (2013) demonstrated that at a group level (i.e. 


akin to the cohort approach applied in the York model) changes in mSASSS were stable, 


progressing at an annual rate of 0.98 mSASSS units per year.
140


 Combining the estimates 


reported across the studies implies a change in BASFI of 0.056 units per annum (0-10 scale). 


However, since the population included in the study by Ramiro et al (2013) included patients 


who would not be eligible to receive anti-TNFs, we used data in the subgroup of patients with 


baseline mSASSS>=10. The annual rate of mSASSS progression in this subgroup was 1.44 


(95% CI 1.18-1.70) units per year with an implied annual BASFI change of 0.082 units per 


year. This compares with an annual change of BASFI of between 0.056 to 0.07 assumed 


across the manufacturer submissions. The specific subgroup (mSASSS>=10) was chosen to 


reflect that AS patients eligible to receive anti-TNFs are likely to be more similar to this 


subgroup than the entire cohort reported by Ramiro et al (2013).  This also provided a basis 


for differentiating between the AS and nr-axSpA populations which is discussed in the 


following section. 


3. Given the uncertainties noted in Section 4.2.4.1 surrounding the effect of anti-TNFs on 


radiographic progression, we explored alternative scenarios in the decision-model. In the 


base-case we assumed that the effect was related to the duration of therapy which has been 


reported in recent studies by Haroon et al (2013)
113


 and Baraliakos et al (2014)
114


. Both 


studies consistently reported evidence that the difference in mSASSS between patients who 


received anti-TNFs and historical controls only became different in patients who had received 


treatment for approximately 4-years or more. In the absence of any relative effect measure 


reported by Baraliakos et al (20014), we used results reported by Haroon et al (2013) 


applying a zero-inflated binomial model with a relative rate of mSASSS change of 0.42 (95% 


CI 0.18-0.98). Hence, in the model, no effect on mSASSS was assumed until year 4 of the 


model and then only applied to patients who continued to receive therapy beyond this period.  


4. Given the inherent uncertainties regarding the effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic 


progression we explored alternative scenarios based on: (i) an assumption of no impact on 


radiographic progression and; (ii) an immediate effect – applying the estimate of 0.42 from 


the outset. 


For the nr-axSpA population, we assume a similar underlying clinical process relating to BASFI but 


model separate BASFI processes for patients depending upon the probability of developing 
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radiographic disease over time and thereafter modelling the extent and progression of radiographic 


disease via mSASSS changes. Hence, our intention in the nr-axSpA model was to employ a constant 


BASFI score (on and off-treatment) until a patient develops radiographic progression. At the time 


point of ‘progression’ an increasing BASFI would be assumed using a similar approach applied to the 


AS population. However, programming the additional transition to allow separate BASFI progression 


estimates based on the time of progression (and time since progression for patients who had 


previously progressed) proved more complex than anticipated. Consequently, a more simplified 


assumption was made such that all patients were assumed to incur progression in BASFI albeit at a 


lower rate relative to the AS population.  


The approach we intended to apply in the nr-axSpA population was based on the following studies 


and assumptions: 


1. Poddubnyy et al (2012) is used to estimate the probability of nr-axSpA patients progressing to 


radiographic disease based on the outcome ‘% progressed by >=2 mSASSS over 2 years’ 


(7.4%) reported.
146


 These estimates are converted into a rate to estimate the cycle specific 


probability.  


2. Following progression, the mSASSS scores of patients are subsequently assumed to increase 


at a rate of 0.69 (95% CI 0.63 to 0.75) units per year, based on the subgroup of patients with 


baseline mSASSS<10 reported by Ramiro et al (2013).
140


 BASFI is assumed to remain 


constant for patients who do not progress in each cycle of the model. 


3. The same results reported by Haroon et al (2013)
113


, applying a zero-inflated binomial model 


with a relative rate of mSASSS change of 0.42 (95% CI 0.18-0.98), were applied to the 


mSASSS scores for patients who progressed to estimate the treatment effect of anti-TNFs. 


Hence, in common with the AS model, no effect on mSASSS was assumed until year 4 and 


then only applied to patients who continued to receive therapy beyond this period.  


4. Given the inherent uncertainties regarding the effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic 


progression we explored alternative scenarios based on: (i) an assumption of no impact on 


radiographic progression and; (ii) an immediate effect – applying the estimate of 0.42 from 


the outset. We also considered an exploratory scenario where we assumed no radiographic 


progression for nr-axSpA for patients receiving anti-TNFs, to investigate the untested 


hypothesis that early intervention in patients, prior to established radiographic disease, might 


halt subsequent progression.  


Given the additional programming challenges that could not be overcome within the remaining time 


and funding constraints, the mSASSS scores of all nr-axSpA patients were assumed to increase at the 


rate of 0.69 units per year. Hence, the subsequent results reported for the nr-axSpA population are 


potentially optimistic since not all patients will develop radiographic progression. However, the use of 
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mSASSS in this context inevitably represents an uncertain proxy process for BASFI changes. Further, 


it should also be noted that the BASFI trajectory of nr-axSpA patients has been reported in 


publications to be similar to early AS patients.
167


 Consequently, applying the change in mSASSS 


reported in the subgroup of patients with baseline mSASSS<10 reported by Ramiro et al (2013) may 


not be an unreasonable proxy for the purposes of predicting future changes in BASFI over longer 


periods.
140


 


7.5.4 Longer term discontinuation 


Patients who achieve a response at 12-weeks are subsequently assumed to remain on that treatment 


until the treatment is discontinued (i.e. due to loss of efficacy or adverse events). Hence, the evidence 


required to inform the decision model is the post-12 week withdrawal data for responders. The 


rationales for this are: (i) that discontinuation for lack of efficacy is higher during the first 3 months, 


and this has already been accounted for in the model using the probability of no BASDAI 50 response 


during the initial treatment period; and (ii) discontinuation rates in responders may differ from 


withdrawal rates in studies which potentially include both responders and non-responders. Although 


Section 4.2.4.2 identified 12 studies reporting on longer-term drug survival from registries, none of 


these appear to directly inform the model requirements (i.e. either including the initial 3-month period 


and/or not being specific to responders).  


The most relevant estimates appeared to be those presented in previous and current submissions by 


the manufacturers. Three alternative approaches and sources were identified which appeared to meet 


the requirements of the economic model. These included: 


1)  A constant annual probability of 15% applied in the study by Kobelt et al (2007)
151


 based on 


data from infliximab responders (BASDAI 50) reported as part of the 2
nd


-year of the open-


label extension period of the Braun trial (n=18). 


2) Separate time-dependent estimates of the probability for AS and nr-axSpA reported in the 


AbbVie submission. These estimates were based on a parametric function (log-normal 


distribution) estimated from responders (ASAS20 for AS and ASAS40 for nr-axSpA at week 


12) from the open-label extensions of ATLAS (up to 260 weeks; n= not stated)) and 


ABILITY-1 (up to 156 weeks; n=28).  


3) A constant annual estimate (approximately 5% for nr-axSpA and 11% for AS) reported in the 


Pfizer submission. These estimates were based on a parametric function (exponential 


distribution) estimated from responders (BASDAI 50 at week 12) from the open-label 


extensions of studies 311-EU, 312-EU and 907-EU (up to approx. 250 weeks for 311-EU; n= 


not stated) for the AS population and study 1031 (up to approximately 110 weeks; n=46) for 


the nr-axSpA population. 
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Figure 16 provides a comparison of the different estimates in terms of the subsequent drug survival 


over a longer-time horizon for AS. 


Figure 16- Comparison of withdrawal rates – AS population 


 


Figure 17 provides a comparison of the different estimates in terms of the subsequent drug survival 


over a longer-time horizon for nr-axSpA. 
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Figure 17 - Comparison of withdrawal rates – nr-axSpA population 


 


The base-case of the York model is based on the estimates reported in the submission by Pfizer for 


both populations. The justification for this is that: (i) the estimates relate to the response endpoint used 


in the York model (BASDAI 50); (ii) full details were reported by Pfizer concerning the alternative 


parametric models and associated goodness of fit statistics and the exponential model appeared the 


most appropriate function; (iii) the continued use of a time-dependent function with long-tails such as 


the lognormal distribution results in a significant proportion of patients who would still be assumed to 


be on TNF-alpha therapy even after 40 years. Although it is not possible to completely rule out this 


possibility, the approach by Pfizer was deemed to be a more appropriate basis for informing the York 


model based on a series of considerations. 


7.5.5 Health-related quality of life 


The current manufacturer submissions are based on alternative mapping algorithms to link BASDAI 


and BASFI scores to a generic utility measure. The approach used by AbbVie in their base-case was 


based on separate mapping algorithms for the AS and nr-axSpA populations using data from the 


ATLAS and ABILITY-1 trials, respectively. For the nr-axSpA population, BASDAI and BASFI were 


mapped to EQ-5D, whereas, the algorithm for the AS population mapped to HUI3; reflecting the use 


of different generic utility measures used in the two trials. The approach employed by Pfizer in their 


base-case was similarly based on separate algorithms for each population estimated using data from 


the 1031 study (nr-axSpA) and the 314-EU study (AS) both mapped to EQ-5D. Both regressions were 


based on the relationship between BASDAI, BASFI and EQ-5D. The approach employed by UCB in 
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their base-case was based on the same, single mapping algorithm from the RAPID-axSpa trial that 


included both patient populations. MSD adopted the algorithm reported in McLeod et al (2007)
34


.  


We undertook a separate search for other published utility algorithms and only identified the 


algorithm reported in Ara et al (2007)
152


 which was based on the cost-effectiveness analysis submitted 


by Pfizer to NICE for TA143. Full details of the search and associated review of utility studies are 


reported in Appendices 1 and 13, respectively. A summary of the alternative algorithms based on EQ-


5D is provided in Tables 84 and 85. 


Table 84 - Comparison of alternative EQ-5D utility regression models (AS) 


 
Ara 2007  MSD UCB  Pfizer  


BASDAI/BASFI scale 0-10 0-10 0-10 0-100 


Regression model Linear Linear Logistic Non-linear 


Intercept 0.92300000 0.877213 ******** ********** 


BASFI -0.04318800 -0.032252 ********* *********** 


BASDAI -0.04019000 -0.038409 ********* ********** 


Male 0.00000000 -0.027891 ******** ********** 


Age 0.00000000 0.001681 ******** ********** 


BASFI2 
0.00000000 0.000000 ******** ********** 


BASDAI2 
0.00000000 0.000000 ******** *********** 


BASFI * BASDAI 0.00000000 0.000000 ******** ********** 


 


Table 85- Comparison of alternative EQ-5D utility regression models (nr-axSpA)  


nr-axSpA 


UCB AbbVie Pfizer 


BASDAI/BASFI scale 0-10 0-10 0-100 


Regression model Logistic Linear Non-linear 


Intercept ******* 0.9220000 ********* 


BASFI ******** -0.0411700 ********** 


BASDAI ******** -0.0392400 ********** 


Male ******* 0.0000000 ********* 


Age ******* 0.0000000 ********** 


BASFI2 ******* 0.0000000 ********* 


BASDAI2 ******* 0.0000000 ********** 


BASFI * BASDAI ******* 0.0000000 ********** 
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Figures 18 to 21 provide a comparison of the utility predictions for each algorithm in each population. 


For each population, 2 separate figures are presented. Each figure is based on the impact of holding 


either BASDAI or BASFI constant (at the mean value) and allowing the other measure to vary across 


the entire range. The baseline characteristics (BASDAI, BASFI and age) were derived from a 


weighted average of the baseline characteristics of the clinical trials for the AS population used in the 


manufacturer’s economic models. For nr-axSpA, baseline characteristics (BASDAI, BASFI and age) 


of the nr-axSpA sub-population from the RAPID-axSpa study were used.  Gender was assumed to be 


65% male in AS and 35% male in nr-axSpA. 


Figure 18 - Illustration of predicted EQ-5D values using different mapping algorithms - constant 


BASDAI and varying BASFI (AS) 
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Figure 19 - Illustration of predicted EQ-5D values using different mapping algorithms - constant BASFI 


and varying BASDAI (AS) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 20 - Illustration of predicted EQ-5D values using different mapping algorithms - constant 


BASDAI and varying BASFI (nr-axSpA) 
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Figure 21 - Illustration of predicted EQ-5D values using different mapping algorithms - constant BASFI 


and varying BASDAI (nr-axSpA) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


It is evident that there is significant variation in the utility predictions arising from each separate 


algorithm. In particular, the non-linear function estimated by Pfizer results in important differences 


across several of the figures at the extremes of the BASDAI/BASFI ranges. However, limited details 


were provided in relation to goodness of fit and/or predictive performance for the majority of 


algorithms. Hence, a formal assessment of the validity of the different approaches is problematic. 


Only the submission by Pfizer reported additional detail on these aspects and hence was subsequently 


used in the York model base-case (separate algorithms for the different populations). The non-linear 


function for utilities was also considered to be more consistent with the non-linear approach applied to 


costs. 


A potential limitation of all the manufacturer analyses is that their algorithms are based on trial data. 


These data may represent a more limited range of BASDAI and BASFI values and hence there maybe 


issues associated with their subsequent predictive performance in the context of the longer-term 


economic model. Although, from the data reported by Pfizer at least, it appeared as if the full range of 


BASDAI and BASFI scores were represented in the sample used. However, a separate sensitivity 


analysis was also undertaken based on the algorithm used by MSD. This algorithm is based on a re-


analysis of the Kobelt et al (2004)
143


 data from patients (n=1,144) who had BASDAI and BASFI 


scores across the whole 0-10 scale and was previously used by Mcleod et al (2007)
34


 for the previous 
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MTA. Hence, this scenario also provides a more consistent basis for comparing the results from our 


new analysis. 


7.5.6 Resource use and costs 


7.5.6.1 Drug acquisition costs 


The unit costs of anti-TNFs were sourced from the British National Formulary. Doses were calculated 


in accordance with their respective licences. Tables 86 and 87 summarise the drug acquisition costs 


and the licensed dosage for AS and nr-axSpA patients 


PAS details 


Certolizumab PAS: UCB will make Cimzia available free of charge to all NHS patients for the first 


three months of therapy, at which point clinical response should be clear. Only after this three month 


stage will the NHS be charged for continuing to use this therapy. However, it should be noted that the 


proposed PAS is not yet formally agreed with the Department of Health and NICE. 


Golimumab PAS: the manufacturer provides the 100 mg dose of golimumab at the same cost as the 50 


mg dose, agreed as part of the patient access scheme. 


Table 86 - Drug acquisition costs  


Drug  Dose Cost (£) Source 


Infliximab 


(Remicade)  


IV infusion - 100 mg vial 419.62 BNF168 – Nov 2014 


Golimumab 


(Simponi) 


Injection - 50-mg prefilled pen or 
prefilled syringe 


762.97 BNF – Nov 2014 


100-mg prefilled pen 1525.94 


Adalimumab 


(Humira) 


Injection - 40-mg prefilled 


pen/prefilled syringe or 40 
mg/0.8-mL vial 


352.14 BNF – Nov 2014 


Certolizumab 


(Cimzia) 


Injection - 200-mg prefilled 


syringe 


357.5 BNF – Nov 2014 


Etanercept (Enbrel) Injection - powder for 


reconstitution, 25-mg vial or 25-


mg prefilled syringe 


89.38 BNF – Nov 2014 


Injection - 50-mg prefilled pen or 


prefilled syringe  


178.75 BNF – Nov 2014 
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Table 87 Anti-TNFs licensed dosage in AS and nr-axSpA 


Drug Licensed dosage in AS and nr-axSpA 


Infliximab (Remicade)  
- 5 mg/kg given as an intravenous infusion followed by additional 5 mg/kg 


infusion doses at 2 and 6 weeks after the first infusion, then every 6 to 8 


weeks. 


- If a patient does not respond by 6 weeks (i.e. after 2 doses), no additional 
treatment with infliximab should be given. 


Golimumab (Simponi) - 50 mg given once a month, on the same date each month 


- For patients with a body weight of more than 100 kg who do not achieve 


an adequate clinical response after 3 or 4 doses, increasing the dose of 


golimumab to 100 mg once a month may be considered 


Adalimumab (Humira) 
-Recommended dose for patients with ankylosing spondylitis and axial 


spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of AS is 40 mg 


adalimumab administered every other week as a single dose via 
subcutaneous injection 


Certolizumab (Cimzia) 
- The recommended starting dose of Cimzia for adult patients is 400 mg 


(given as 2 subcutaneous injections of 200 mg each) at weeks 0, 2 and 4. 


- After the starting dose, the recommended maintenance dose of Cimzia for 


adult patients with axial spondyloarthritis is 200 mg every 2 weeks or 400 
mg every 4 weeks. 


Etanercept (Enbrel) - The recommended dose is 25 mg Enbrel administered twice weekly, or 50 


mg administered once weekly. 


 


7.5.6.2 Drug administration costs 


Administration costs for intravenous therapies were based on a regular chemotherapy cost (HRG code 


SB15Z, Deliver subsequent elements of a chemotherapy cycle), similarly to NICE TA143.
1
 Therapies 


administered subcutaneously were assumed to be self-administered following instruction. The cost of 


instruction in the model was based on one hour of nurse time (PSSRU 2013).
169


 Drug administration 


did not differ between the AS and nr-axSpA indications. 


Table 88 - Drug administration costs 


 Cost (£) Source 


Subcutaneous 


therapies 
£49 


Cost of nurse training for self-administration 


(PSSRU 2013)169 


Intravenous 


therapies 
£291  


HRG code SB15Z - Deliver Subsequent 


Elements of a Chemotherapy Cycle (NHS 
Reference costs 2012-13)166 


 


7.5.6.3 Initiation and monitoring costs 


The initiation and monitoring costs for anti-TNF therapies were restricted to the additional costs 


incurred compared to patients receiving conventional care alone as these drugs are used in addition to 


current practice. The resource use assumptions for laboratory testing for anti-TNF initiation and 
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monitoring have been sourced from the York model for psoriatic arthritis (TA199)
165


 and conform to 


guidelines from the British Society for Rheumatology (BSR)
159


 for the use of biologics. 


Specifically, during the initial 12-week period AS patients on anti-TNF therapy are assumed to 


undertake a series of tests at treatment initiation and at week 12 when assessing treatment response 


(i.e. a Full Blood Count (FBC), Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR), Liver Function Test (LFT), 


Urea and Electrolytes (U&E)). Additional testing is conducted once during the initial period (i.e. chest 


X-Ray, Tuberculosis (TB) Heaf test, antinuclear antibody (ANA) and a double-stranded DNA test). 


AS patients on anti-TNF therapy are also assumed to visit a specialist twice during the initial 12-week 


period (at treatment initiation and when assessing 12-week response) and 2 times per year thereafter 


for monitoring. For quarterly monitoring, AS patients are assumed to receive a series of laboratory 


tests once every three months (i.e. a Full Blood Count (FBC), Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR), 


Liver Function Test (LFT), Urea and Electrolytes (U&E)). 


Nr-axSpa patients, in addition to the initiation and monitoring resource use assumed for AS patients 


on anti-TNF therapy, are also assumed to get an MRI test and a CRP test at treatment initiation, as 


well as an X-ray once per year after the initial period for monitoring, in order to assess radiographic 


progression. 


Cost estimates for laboratory testing have been sourced from the York model for psoriatic arthritis 


(TA199) and have been inflated to 2012/13 prices, using the Hospital & Community Health Services 


(HCHS) Pay & Prices Index.
165, 169


 The CRP test cost is derived from Henriksson 2010.
170


 Specialist 


visits are costed at £100 (outpatient rheumatology follow-up attendance), using the NHS Reference 


Costs 2012-13.
166


  


A summary of the initiation and monitoring resource use assumptions for anti-TNF therapies and the 


subsequent costs for the AS and nr-axSpA populations is reported in Tables 89 and  90. 
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Table 89 - Initiation and monitoring resource use and costs– AS population 


 Resource use Cost 


Item 
Initiation period 


(12 weeks) 


Quarterly 


Monitoring 


Initiation period 


(12 weeks) 


Quarterly 


Monitoring 


Full blood count (FBC) 2 1 £5.97 £2.98 


Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 2 1 £5.90 £2.95 


Liver function test (LFT) 2 1 £1.50 £0.75 


Urea and Electrolytes (U&E) 2 1 £2.77 £1.38 


Chest X-ray 1 0 £26.19 £0.00 


Tuberculosis (TB) Heaf test 1 0 £8.72 £0.00 


Antinuclear antibody (ANA) 1 0 £4.65 £0.00 


Double-stranded (ds) DNA test 1 0 £4.65 £0.00 


Specialist visit 2 0.5 £200.00 £50.00 


C reactive protein (CRP) test 0 0 £0.00 £0.00 


Total - - £260 £58 


 


Table 90 - Initiation and monitoring resource use and costs– nr-axSpA population 


 Resource use Cost 


Item 
Initiation period 


(12 weeks) 


Quarterly 


Monitoring 


Initiation period 


(12 weeks) 


Quarterly 


Monitoring 


Full blood count (FBC) 2 1 £5.97 £2.98 


Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 2 1 £5.90 £2.95 


Liver function test (LFT) 2 1 £1.50 £0.75 


Urea and Electrolytes (U&E) 2 1 £2.77 £1.38 


Chest X-ray 1 0.25 £26.19 £6.55 


Tuberculosis (TB) Heaf test 1 0 £8.72 £0.00 


Antinuclear antibody (ANA) 1 0 £4.65 £0.00 


Double-stranded (ds) DNA test 1 0 £4.65 £0.00 


Specialist visit 2 0.5 £200.00 £50.00 


MRI cost 1 0 £144.45 £0.00 


C reactive protein (CRP) test 1 0 £6.62 £0.00 


Total - - £411 £65 


 


7.5.6.4 Summary of drug acquisition, administration and monitoring costs 


Tables 91 and 92 summarise the drug acquisition, administration and monitoring costs applied in the 


economic model, for the initial 12-week period and on an annual basis thereafter.  
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Table 91 - Summary of drug acquisition, administration and monitoring costs used in economic model – AS population 


 Initial period (3 months) Annual cost (after initial 3 months) Total costs 


Treatment – Dosage Acquisition cost 
Administration 


cost 
Monitoring costs Acquisition cost 


Administration 


cost 
Monitoring costs 


Initial period (3 


months) 


Subsequent 


annual costs 


Adalimumab (40 mg eow) £2,112.8 £49.0 £260.4 £8,451.4 £0.0 £232.3 £2,422.2 £8,683.6 


Certolizumab 200 mg/2wks £3,575.0 £49.0 £260.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £232.3 £3,884.4 £8,812.3 


Certolizumab  200 mg/2wks, 


with PAS 
£0.0 £49.0 £260.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £232.3 £309.4 £8,812.3 


Etanercept 25 mg twice/week £2,145.1 £49.0 £260.4 £8,580.5 £0.0 £232.3 £2,454.5 £8,812.8 


Etanercept 50 mg once/week £2,145.0 £49.0 £260.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £232.3 £2,454.4 £8,812.3 


Golimumab 50mg once 


monthly, with PAS 
£2,105.6 £49.0 £260.4 £8,422.4 £0.0 £232.3 £2,415.0 £8,654.7 


Infliximab 5mg/kg every 7 


weeks, 4 vials 
£5,639.7 £978.8 £260.4 £11,509.6 £1,997.5 £232.3 £6,878.8 £13,739.3 


 


Table 92 - Summary of drug acquisition, administration and monitoring costs used in economic model – nr-axSpA population 


 Initial period (3 months) Annual cost (after initial 3 months) Total costs 


Treatment – Dosage 
Acquisition drug 


cost 


Administration 


cost 
Monitoring costs 


Acquisition drug 


cost 


Administration 


cost 
Monitoring costs 


Initial period (3 


months) 


Subsequent 


annual costs 


Adalimumab (40 mg eow) £2,112.8 £49.0 £411.4 £8,451.4 £0.0 £258.5 £2,573.3 £8,709.8 


Certolizumab 200 mg/2wks £3,575.0 £49.0 £411.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £258.5 £4,035.4 £8,838.5 


Certolizumab  200 mg/2wks, 


with PAS 
£0.0 £49.0 £411.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £258.5 £460.4 £8,838.5 


Etanercept 25 mg twice/week £2,145.1 £49.0 £411.4 £8,580.5 £0.0 £258.5 £2,605.5 £8,838.9 


Etanercept 50 mg once/week £2,145.0 £49.0 £411.4 £8,580.0 £0.0 £258.5 £2,605.4 £8,838.5 


Golimumab 50mg once 


monthly, with PAS 
£2,105.6 £49.0 £411.4 £8,422.4 £0.0 £258.5 £2,566.0 £8,680.9 


Infliximab 5mg/kg every 7 


weeks, 4 vials 
£5,796.08 £1,005.9 £411.4 £11,509.6 £1,997.5 £258.5 £7,213.4 £13,765.5 
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7.5.6.5 Long-term disease management costs 


Patients who remain on anti-TNF treatment incur disease management costs. Previously published 


economic evaluations employed observational cohort studies to estimate disease management costs 


and modelled these according to BASDAI and/or BASFI. (for example, NICE TA143). Also, as 


discussed in Section 5, the majority of the manufacturer submissions within this appraisal (and the 


LRiG model in TA 143) have analysed healthcare resource use data from the Outcomes in Ankylosing 


Spondylitis International Study (OASIS)
157


 to estimate disease management costs. The submission by 


Pfizer estimated disease-related costs using data from Rafia et al (2012)
158


 arguing that it is a more 


recent study and provides a UK specific cost estimate. However, the comparative analysis of the 


different long-term cost models in Appendix 14 showed that the Rafia model provided considerably 


lower cost estimates; the reasons for this discrepancy are not clear.  


In NICE TA143 the committee judged that the OASIS data were the most reliable source, being a 


two-year prospective study of 208 AS patients from four centres in France, Belgium and the 


Netherlands, and collecting clinical assessments and economic data including BASDAI and BASFI 


every 2 or 6 months. The NICE committee also decided that only BASFI should be employed as the 


major predictor of costs as it reflects long-term disease progression, whilst BASDAI appears to 


fluctuate but not increase over time. 


The base case of the York model uses the exponential BASFI regression model from the AbbVie 


submission, which is a re-analysis of the OASIS resource utilisation data using up-to-date published 


tariffs (NHS Reference costs 2012-13
166


, PSSRU 2013
169


).  


Table 93 - Disease-related costs 


 Cost (£) Source 


Base-case £1284.186 * EXP(0.213 × BASFI) 
AbbVie submission; re-


analysis of OASIS157 data 


 


7.5.7 Adverse events 


Only serious infections and TB reactivation were included in the economic model. Anti-TNF excess 


rates versus conventional care for serious infections and TB reactivation for were sourced from the 


Cochrane review of adverse events
127


 which has been discussed in Section 4.2.5. The cost of a serious 


infection was sourced from the Pfizer submission and was assumed to be £1,457 based on a weighted 


average of relevant HRG costs from NHS Reference costs 2012-2013
166


 (Table 94). The cost of 


tuberculosis was estimated to be £3,204.5 per episode and was based on a weighted average of the 


relevant HRG codes with different levels of severity (codes DZ14C, DZ14D, DZ14E) from NHS 


Reference costs 2012-2013. 
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Table 94 - Costs of serious infection (from Pfizer submission) 


Currency 


Code 


Currency Description Activity National Average Unit Cost 


WA03C Septicaemia, with CC Score 0-1 44956 £1,792 


DZ23G Bronchopneumonia with CC Score 0-4 5231 £1,252 


LA04M Kidney or Urinary Tract Infections, with Interventions, with 


CC Score 0-2 


2587 £2,289 


PA16B Major Infections with CC Score 0 7859 £1,573 


DZ22J Unspecified Acute Lower Respiratory Infection with CC 


Score 0-1 


21109 £657 


DZ21U Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease or Bronchitis, 


without NIV, without Intubation, with CC Score 0-3 


52421 £1,453 


Weighted average cost £1,457 


Abbreviations: CC, complications; NIV, Non-invasive ventilation.  


Source: NHS reference costs schedule 2012-13166 


 


7.5.8 Mortality 


Gender-specific SMRs are applied to the mortality rates from the general population to calculate 


separate adjusted mortality rates for AS and nr-axSpA populations in the model (Bakland [2011])
18


.  


7.6 Analytic methods 


The expected costs and QALYs of the alternative anti-TNFs are estimated and cost-effectiveness 


assessed based on the incremental cost per additional QALY gained. Since an assumption is made 


concerning the similarity in terms of clinical effect between the alternative anti-TNFs, the differences 


between each of the treatments are driven entirely by their respective acquisition, administration and 


monitoring costs. Under this assumption, inevitably the lowest cost TNF-alpha inhibitor would clearly 


dominate (i.e. lower cost and equal effect) in a fully incremental comparison of cost-effectiveness.  


Consequently, each TNF-alpha inhibitor is compared separately versus conventional care alone.  This 


provides a more consistent basis for assessing the impact that the different drug costs have across each 


separate scenario.  


Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) is used to assess the implications of parameter uncertainty (the 


imprecision with which input parameters are estimated).  The mean costs and QALY reported in the 


tables are derived from the PSA analysis and the probabilities that each TNF-alpha inhibitor is more 


cost-effective than conventional care alone are reported at thresholds of £20,000 and £30,000 per 


QALY.   


7.6.1 Sensitivity analyses  


A number of separate scenarios are presented to assess the implications of key parameter assumptions 


and sources of structural uncertainty in the model.  These include: 
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Scenario 1: No response to conventional care assumed at 12 weeks.  


The base-case model incorporates the probability of response to conventional care at 12 weeks and 


assigns separate baselines to responders and non-responders.  Although the changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI estimated at 12-weeks for conventional care are assumed to disappear in the 


following 12-week cycle, the separate baselines estimated for responders and non-responders are 


retained for the remainder of the model horizon.  Given uncertainties surrounding the nature of the 


‘placebo’ response assumed to apply to conventional care and whether this would be evident in actual 


clinical practice, a separate scenario was modelled which assumed that no patients receiving 


conventional care would achieve a BASDAI50 response. This scenario was based on a separate 


simulation using the extended synthesis model where the magnitude of ‘placebo’ effect was assumed 


to be 0.  Hence, employing this scenario, the impact of the ‘placebo’ effect is effectively netted out of 


the model for both conventional care and the anti-TNFs. Hence, while the difference in response rates 


and BASDAI/BASFI scores for responders to anti-TNFs remains similar to the base-case model, the 


absolute response rate for anti-TNFs and the absolute BASDAI/BASFI scores are lower when the 


adjustment is applied. Also, since no response is assumed for conventional care, a single baseline 


BASDAI and BASFI score is applied to conventional care patients.   


Scenario 2: Different baselines assumed for responders and non-responders.  


In the base-case analysis, the extended synthesis model is used to estimate both changes in BASDAI 


and BASFI conditional upon BASDAI50 response as well as different baseline BASDAI/BASFI 


scores for responder and non-responders. It was noted in Section 6 that there appeared a disparity in 


the magnitude of the difference in the conditional baseline scores estimated from the extended 


synthesis model compared to the differences reported by those manufacturers who provided additional 


data on request. Specifically, the difference between responders and non-responders appeared higher 


in our extended synthesis compared to the direct data reported by manufacturers. To explore the 


potential impact of this difference on the cost-effectiveness results, a separate scenario was 


undertaken wherein the difference in the conditional baselines was based on a pooled estimate of the 


differences across the trials provided by manufacturers rather than those estimated by the extended 


synthesis model. 


In addition to exploring the impact of assuming different baselines, this scenario also included a 


pooled estimate of the change in BASDAI/BASFI scores for responders and non-responders reported 


by manufacturers. Hence, in this scenario, the extended synthesis model is only used to predict the 


response to BASDAI50; the differences in the conditional baselines and change scores being derived 


from pooled estimates from the data reported by manufacturers. 


Scenario 3:  No effect of anti-TNFs on BASFI progression.  
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In the base-case model, a treatment effect is applied from year 4 of the model on the rate of further 


BASFI progression for patients who continue to receive TNF-alpha inhibitors beyond this time point. 


Given the uncertainty reported in Section 4 surrounding existing evidence for anti-TNFs in relation to 


disease modification, a separate scenario was explored which assumed that the rate of BASFI 


progression would be the same for patients receiving anti-TNFs and conventional care alone.  


Scenario 4:  Treatment effect of anti-TNFs applied from start of model (BASFI progression). 


A separate scenario was also undertaken assuming that the treatment effect on further BASFI 


progression would be incurred from the start of the model, as opposed to year 4. This scenario 


assumes that any disease modification would be achieved immediately compared to the delayed effect 


assumed in the base-case. 


Scenario 5: Utilities – linear BASDAI/BASFI model.   


The base-case analysis in both the AS and nr-axSpA populations are based on the non-linear mapping 


algorithms reported in the submission by Pfizer. A separate scenario was run in both populations 


using an alternative linear model which has been applied in previous NICE appraisals (referred to as 


the ‘MSD’ algorithm in Section 7.5.5). This scenario was incorporated to explore the impact of using 


a linear model and to provide results which are more consistent with the utility approach applied in 


previous NICE appraisals (TA143, 233).   


Scenario 6 (nr-axSpA only): Trials in nr-axSpA and AS populations combined.  


The base-case analysis for the nr-axSpA population is based on the extended synthesis model using 


only the trials reporting in this population. A separate scenario was undertaken based on the results 


from the extended synthesis model which combined the AS and nr-axSpA trials. 


7.6.2 Model validation 


The conceptualisation of the model and related structural assumptions were informed by the review of 


existing models and discussions with two clinical advisors. The face validity of the model structure, 


data sources and key assumptions was addressed using inputs based on systematic reviews, targeted 


searching and clinical input. Verification of the model and the associated inputs was undertaken using 


a staged process. One researcher developed the initial model structure and the preliminary coding. 


This was then checked and extended for the final model by a second researcher. Both researchers 


were subsequently involved in the subsequent quality assurance process entailing detailed cross-


checks of input data against their respective sources and undertook extensive logical checks and 


scenarios to assess the performance of the model. Two other researchers were involved in further 


checks of key aspects including the integration of the results from the extended synthesis within the 


Excel model. A 5th researcher was involved in all stages with preparing and checking parameter 
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inputs for the model. Cross-validation was assessed by comparing the results with existing models and 


identifying differences and their causes. 


7.7 Results of the independent economic assessment 


7.7.1 Base case results – AS population 


 


The base-case results for the AS population, for the alternative rebound assumptions, are reported in 


Tables 95 and 96.  


 


Table 95 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results - AS (rebound equal to gain) 


Strategy Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.245 - 110,821 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 
8.163 0.918 128,485 17,665 19,240 0.550 0.895 


Golimumab 8.163 0.918 130,173 19,352 21,079 0.427 0.841 


Adalimumab 8.163 0.918 130,257 19,436 21,170 0.423 0.839 


Etanercept 8.163 0.918 130,630 19,810 21,577 0.402 0.826 


Certolizumab  8.163 0.918 132,059 21,238 23,133 0.299 0.761 


Infliximab 8.163 0.918 148,073 37,252 40,576 0.001 0.089 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


 


In the rebound equal to gain scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between £19,240 


(certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £40,576 per additional QALY (infliximab). Infliximab had 


the highest ICER (£40,576 per QALY) and the lowest probability of being cost-effective at a £20,000 


and £30,000 per QALY threshold (0.001 and 0.089, respectively).  Excluding infliximab, the ICERs 


of the other anti-TNFs were similar, ranging from £19,240 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to 


£23,133 (certolizumab without the proposed PAS). 


 


As previously highlighted, the difference in the ICERs between the individual anti-TNFs is driven 


entirely by the different acquisition and administration costs associated with each. Excluding 


infliximab, the probability that each TNF-alpha inhibitor was more cost-effective than conventional 


care alone ranged between 0.299 and 0.550 at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and 0.761 to 0.895 at a 


£30,000 threshold. There was less variation in these probabilities when the proposed PAS for 


certolizumab was included, ranging from 0.402 to 0.550 at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and from 


0.826 to 0.895 at a £30,000 threshold. 


 


 


Table 96 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results (rebound to conventional care) 
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Strategy Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 7.265 - 109,933 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 7.867 0.603 130,277 20,344 33,762 0.035 0.399 


Golimumab 7.867 0.603 131,960 22,027 36,554 0.019 0.299 


Adalimumab 7.867 0.603 132,045 22,111 36,695 0.017 0.293 


Etanercept 7.867 0.603 132,423 22,489 37,322 0.017 0.275 


Certolizumab  7.867 0.603 133,851 23,918 39,693 0.011 0.203 


Infliximab 7.867 0.603 150,022 40,088 66,529 0.000 0.001 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


 


In the rebound to conventional care scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between 


£33,762 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £66,529 per additional QALY (infliximab). 


Infliximab had the highest ICER (£66,529 per QALY) and the lowest probability of being cost-


effective at a £20,000 and £30,000 per QALY threshold (0.000 and 0.001, respectively).  Excluding 


infliximab, the ICERs of the other anti-TNFs varied between £33,762 (certolizumab with the 


proposed PAS) to £39,693 (certolizumab without the proposed PAS) and the probability that each 


TNF-alpha inhibitor was more cost-effective than conventional care alone ranged between 0.011 and 


0.035at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and 0.203 to 0.399 at a £30,000 threshold. There was less 


variation in these probabilities when the proposed PAS for certolizumab was included, ranging from 


0.017 to 0.035 at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and from 0.275 to 0.399 at a £30,000 threshold. 


7.7.2 Base case results – nr-axSpA population 


 


The base-case results for the nr-axSpA population, for the alternative rebound assumptions, are 


reported in Tables 97 and 98. 


 


Table 97 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results – nr-axSpA (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.956 - 89,493 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 
11.351 1.395 128,911 39,418 28,247 0.139 0.591 


Adalimumab 11.351 1.395 130,316 40,823 29,253 0.106 0.545 


Etanercept 11.351 1.395 131,057 41,563 29,784 0.093 0.529 


Certolizumab 11.351 1.395 132,484 42,991 30,807 0.066 0.482 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


 


In the rebound equal to gain scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between £28,247 


(certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £30,807 per additional QALY (certolizumab without the 
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proposed PAS). The probability that each TNF-alpha inhibitor was more cost-effective than 


conventional care alone ranged between 0.066 and 0.139 at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and 0.482 


to 0.591 at a £30,000 threshold. Again, there was less variation in these probabilities when only the 


proposed PAS for certolizumab was considered, ranging from 0.093 to 0.139 at a £20,000 per QALY 


threshold and from 0.529 to 0.591 at a £30,000 threshold. 


 


Table 98 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results – nr-axSpA (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.880 - 89,395 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 11.139 1.259 130,341 40,946 32,528 0.062 0.429 


Adalimumab 11.139 1.259 131,740 42,346 33,639 0.045 0.387 


Etanercept 11.139 1.259 132,486 43,091 34,232 0.039 0.369 


Certolizumab  11.139 1.259 133,913 44,518 35,365 0.030 0.312 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


 


In the rebound to conventional care scenario, the ICER of the alternative anti-TNFs varied between 


£32,528 (certolizumab with the proposed PAS) to £35,365 per additional QALY (certolizumab 


without the proposed PAS). The probability that each TNF-alpha inhibitor was more cost-effective 


than conventional care alone varied between 0.030 and 0.062 at a £20,000 per QALY threshold and 


0.312 to 0.429 at a £30,000 threshold. Again, there was less variation in these probabilities when only 


the proposed PAS for certolizumab was included, ranging from 0.039 to 0.062 at a £20,000 per 


QALY threshold and from 0.369 to 0.429 at a £30,000 threshold. 


 


7.7.3 Sensitivity analyses results – AS population 


Table 99 summarises the scenarios undertaken for the AS population.  


Table 99 - Summary of cost-effectiveness scenarios – AS population 


No. Parameter/structural  Approach in scenario Approach in base-case 


1 Conventional care (‘placebo’) 


response 


No response to conventional care 


assumed at 12 weeks 


Response to conventional care 


included at 12 weeks 


2. Different baselines assumed for 


responders and non-responders 


and change in BASDAI/BASFI 


scores 


Separate baselines based on 


pooled estimates provided by 


manufacturers. Changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


response also based on pooled 


estimates provided by 
manufacturers 


Separate baselines and changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


responses estimated via extended 


synthesis model 


3. BASFI Progression No effect of anti-TNFs on BASFI 


progression 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


4. BASFI progression Treatment effect of anti-TNFs Treatment effect applied from 
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applied from start of model year 4 onwards 


5. Utilities Linear BASDAI/BASFI model 


(based on Kobelt) 


Non-linear BASDAI/BASFI 


model (Pfizer submission) 


 


Each of these scenarios was undertaken for the two alternative rebound assumptions. Tables 100 and 


101 summarise the ICER estimates for each scenario. Full ICER tables for each scenario are reported 


in Appendix 15. 


Table 100 - Summary of ICERs across scenarios (rebound equal to gain) – AS population 


  Scenario 


Strategy Base-case 1 2 3 4 5 


Conventional 


Therapy 
- -  - -  


Certolizumab 


(PAS) 
19,240 20,319 11,527 20,655 18,466 23,290 


Golimumab 21,079 22,920 12,785 22,581 20,213 25,469 


Adalimumab 21,170 23,013 12,851 22,677 20,301 25,579 


Etanercept 21,577 23,425 13,143 23,106 20,695 26,073 


Certolizumab 23,133 25,495 14,220 24,739 22,180 27,926 


Infliximab 40,576 43,510 26,699 43,125 39,037 49,021 


 


Table 101 - Summary of ICERs across scenarios (rebound to conventional care) – AS population 


  Scenario 


Strategy Base-case 1 2 3 4 5 


Conventional 


Therapy - -  - - - 


Certolizumab 


(PAS) 33,762 34,229 25,530 36,518 32,222 29,414 


Golimumab 36,554 38,068 27,986 39,483 34,910 31,827 


Adalimumab 36,695 38,207 28,107 39,634 35,045 31,950 


Etanercept 37,322 38,824 28,652 40,306 35,647 32,499 


Certolizumab 39,693 41,885 30,731 42,828 37,928 34,554 


Infliximab 66,529 68,815 54,045 71,565 63,684 58,022 


 


The ICER estimates appeared to remain relatively stable across the majority of scenarios compared to 


the base-case ICER estimates. The exception to this appeared to be Scenario 2 which utilised data 


submitted on request by several manufacturers which was used to inform the differences in the 


conditional baselines and the change scores assumed for responders vs. non-responders. In summary, 


when the manufacturer’s data were used the ICER estimates became more favourable towards the 


anti-TNFs. The more favourable results are driven by smaller differences between responders and 
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non-responders in terms of their conditional baselines and marginally higher differences in the 


conditional change scores. Both differences result in improvements in the ICER estimates compared 


to the base-case results derived from the extended synthesis model.   


7.7.4 Sensitivity analyses results – nr-axSpA population 


Table 102 summarises the scenarios undertaken for the nr-axSpA population.  


Table 102 - Summary of cost-effectiveness scenarios – nr-axSpA population 


No. Parameter/structural  Approach in scenario Approach in base-case 


1 Conventional care (‘placebo’) 


response 


No response to conventional care 


assumed at 12 weeks 


Response to conventional care 


included at 12 weeks 


2 Different baselines assumed for 


responders and non-responders 


and change in BASDAI/BASFI 
scores 


Separate baselines based on 


pooled estimates provided by 


manufacturers. Changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


response also based on pooled 


estimates provided by 
manufacturers 


Separate baselines and changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


responses estimated via extended 
synthesis model 


3. BASFI Progression No effect of anti-TNFs on BASFI 
progression 


Treatment effect applied from 
year 4 onwards 


4. BASFI progression Treatment effect of anti-TNFs 


applied from start of model 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


5. Utilities Linear BASDAI/BASFI model 


(based on Kobelt) 


Non-linear BASDAI/BASFI 


model (Pfizer submission) 


6. Treatment effect of anti-TNFs Trials in nr-axSpA and AS 


populations combined 


Only trials in nr-axSpA included 


 


Each of these scenarios was undertaken for the two alternative rebound assumptions. Tables 103 and 


104 summarise the ICER estimates for each scenario. Full ICER tables for each scenario are reported 


in Appendix 15. 


Table 103 - Summary of ICERs across scenarios (rebound equal to gain) – nr-axSpA population 


  Scenario 


Strategy Base-case 1 2 3 4 5 6 


Conventional 


Therapy 
- - - - - - - 


Certolizumab 


(PAS) 
28,247 34,841 25,482 28,643 27,471 25,324 28,282 


Adalimumab 29,253 37,884 27,302 29,670 28,466 29,228 29,512 


Etanercept 29,784 38,507 27,821 30,208 28,988 29,753 30,041 


Certolizumab 30,807 40,949 29,378 31,250 29,996 30,732 31,034 
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Table 104 - Summary of ICERs across scenarios (rebound to conventional care) – nr-axSpA population 


  Scenario 


Strategy Base-case 1 2 3 4 5 6 


Conventional 


Therapy - - - - - - - 


Certolizumab 


(PAS) 32,528 40,928 29,884 34,416 31,841 26,900 33,184 


Adalimumab 33,639 44,365 31,942 35,615 32,940 27,850 34,270 


Etanercept 34,232 45,078 32,528 36,241 33,523 28,343 34,866 


Certolizumab 35,365 47,842 34,288 37,456 34,642 29,303 35,985 


 


In common with the AS scenarios, the ICER estimates appeared to remain relatively stable across the 


majority of scenarios compared to the base-case ICER estimates. However, the impact of applying 


adjustments to the conditional baseline estimates and BASDAI/BASFI scores provided by the 


manufacturers (Scenario 2) had less of an impact in the nr-axSpA population. The scenario which 


showed the largest variation compared to the base-case analysis was Scenario 1. This scenario was 


based on results from the extended synthesis which excluded any placebo effect and resulted in a 


single baseline applied to all conventional care patients. The differences in the ICERs appear largely 


as a result of the impact of ignoring the non-linear relationship between baseline BASDAI/BASFI 


scores due to variation in the baseline of responders vs. non-responders in Scenario 1. Interestingly, 


the impact of this approach appears more marked in the nr-axSpA population, compared to the AS 


population, which is likely to be driven by several inter-related factors including the magnitude of 


difference assumed between the conditional baseline scores and the absolute BASDAI and BASFI 


scores which differ across the populations.   


7.8 Discussion and comparison with manufacturer models 


Based on an underlying assumption of similarity in the clinical effectiveness of each of the anti-TNFs, 


the York model demonstrates that the cost-effectiveness results are dependent on several factors, 


including: (i) the different acquisition and administration costs; (ii) the rebound assumption applied to 


patients who discontinue therapy; (iii) the magnitude of the change in BASDAI/BASFI scores 


assumed for responders vs. non-responders; (iv) the different baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores 


assumed for responders vs non-responders and (v) the impact of anti-TNFs on the rate of longer term 


BASFI progression.  


Interestingly, the importance of specific factors also appears to vary across the separate indications. 


For example, the impact of the alternative rebound assumptions appears more marked in the AS 


population compared to the nr-axSpA population. This appears largely driven the smaller rate of 


BASFI progression applied in the York model to the nr-axSpA population, such that the impact of 
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alternative assumptions regarding possible rebound effects has a less significant impact within this 


population. This difference also has an important bearing on the subsequent interpretation of the base-


case ICERs estimated by the York model in the separate populations. Our findings suggest that the 


ICER estimates for anti-TNFs appear more favourable for the AS population, relative to those 


estimated for the nr-axSpA population, based on the rebound equal to gain scenario. The more 


favourable results in the AS population based on the rebound equal to gain scenario appears to be 


driven by 2 main factors: (i) the smaller conditional change in BASDAI/BASFI scores estimated for 


the nr-axSpA population and (ii) the lower rate of BASFI progression assumed for the nr-axSpA 


population. However, this finding appears reversed in the rebound to conventional care scenario. 


Interestingly, within this scenario, the lower conditional change in BASDAI/BASFI scores appears 


offset by the less significant influence of BASFI progression in the nr-axSpA model. That is, the 


impact on the ICERs of the 2 rebound assumptions is closely related to the underlying rate of BASFI 


progression assumed and the contribution that this makes to the respective ICER estimates under the 


separate scenarios. However, it should also be noted that, although the ICERs for the nr-axSpA 


population appear more favourable in this scenario compared to those estimated for the AS 


population, all of the ICER estimates exceeded £30,000 per QALY in the York base-case across both 


populations.  


Tables 105 and 106 compare the results of the York model with the base-case results reported by each 


manufacturer for the alternative populations. In contrast to the manufacturer models which reported a 


single base-case based on an assumption of either rebound equal to gain (AbbVie, Pfizer, MSD) or 


rebound to conventional care (UCB), the York model presents both rebound scenarios in order to 


represent the potential limits to the ICER;  recognising that the reality lies somewhere between these 


scenarios.  
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Table 105 - Comparison of cost-effectiveness results from York model vs manufacturers (AS population) 


 AbbVie 


 


UCB 


 


Pfizer 


 


MSD 


 


York 


(Rebound 


equal to gain) 


York 


(Rebound to 


conventional 


care) 


ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) 


Conventional 


care 


- - - - - - 


Adalimumab 16,391 19,932 20,909 19,275 21,170 36,695 


Certolizumab 17,067 16,647* 19,586* 19,401* 19,240* 33,762* 


Etanercept 16,897 19,272 20,938 21,972 21,577 37,322 


Golimumab 16,535 19,049 21,288 19,070 21,079 36,554 


Infliximab 44,448 42,671 37,741 42,532 40,576 66,529 


*PAS costs assumed for certolizumab 


Table 106 - Comparison of cost-effectiveness results from York model vs manufacturers (nr-axSpA 


population) 


 AbbVie 


(Adalimumab) 


UCB 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer 


(Etanercept) 


York 


(Rebound equal 


to gain) 


York  


(Rebound to 


conventional 


care) 


 ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) ICER (£) 


Conventional care - - - - - 


Adalimumab 13,228 30,370 23,242 29,988 33,639 


Certolizumab 12,866 15,615* 23,575* 28,247* 32,528* 


Etanercept Not Assessed 50,692 23,195 29,253 34,232 


*PAS costs assumed for certolizumab 


Although there are a number of important differences in approaches both amongst the different 


manufacturer models and compared to the York model, the comparison of ICERs based on the York 


rebound equal to gain scenario appear broadly consistent in the AS population.  This might appear 


surprising given that the York model is based on 2 key assumptions that appear less favourable than 


those used by manufacturers, specifically: (i) incorporating separate baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores 


for responders and non-responders which assume that responders are likely to be less severe in terms 


of their baseline BASDAI and BASFI scores than non-responders and (ii) only incorporating an effect 


of anti-TNFs on disease progression for patients remaining on therapy for at least 4-years. However, 


these appear counterbalanced by the higher rate of BASFI progression applied to AS patients (0.082 


[0-10 scale] units per annum compared to estimates between 0.056 and 0.07 assumed by the 


manufacturers). As we highlighted at the start of this section, it is our view that the York model has a 


more coherent basis for modelling longer term BASFI progression.  


Another important counterbalancing effect is the use of the conditional scores for responders and non-


responders obtained via the extended synthesis within the York model. This contrasts with the 
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selective approaches (i.e. using conditional scores from single studies or assumptions) or use of longer 


term follow-up and/or open-label sources (i.e. implicitly assuming that patients who continue to 


participate in longer-term follow up and open label sources are more likely to be responders than 


patients who do not).  Consequently, the change scores assumed in the York model for BASDAI50 


responders appear higher than those assumed by several of the manufacturers. The approach applied 


within the York model is based on a more generalised framework for synthesis and hence utilises 


more evidence than considered by the manufacturers. This approach directly informs the conditional 


change scores which are fundamental to an appropriate assessment of the cost-effectiveness when a 


response-based assessment is incorporated to determine eligibility for continued treatment.  


In Section 5 it was noted that there appeared more variation in the ICER estimates reported across the 


manufacturer submissions in the nr-axSpA population compared to those reported in the AS 


population.  Again, the ICER estimates reported by the York model in the nr-axSpA population do not 


appear inconsistent with the range of ICERs reported across the separate manufacturers. However, 


any attempt to formally cross-validate the results from the York model with those reported by the 


manufacturers is difficult given the contrasting approaches and assumptions employed. Since the 


York model utilises several of the key parameter inputs reported in the submission by Pfizer, a 


comparison may be more usefully made by comparing the results between the York model and those 


reported by Pfizer. In general the ICER estimates appear less favourable in the York model compared 


to those reported by Pfizer. One possible explanation for these differences is that the York model 


employs a lower rate of BASFI progression and only assumes that anti-TNFs affect this rate after at 


least 4-years of treatment. However, our results have also shown that the impact of progression 


appears less of a driver of cost-effectiveness in the nr-axSpA model. Another possible explanation is 


the use of different baselines assumed for responders and non-responders assumed in the York model. 


That is, the York model assumes that responders and typically less severe in terms of baseline 


BASDAI/BASFI scores compared to non-responders. Consequently, an additional scenario was 


undertaken using the York model to further assist in cross-validation. For this scenario, an assumption 


was made that the responders and non-responders did not differ in terms of baseline BASDAI/BASFI 


scores.   


 


The results of the additional validation scenario are reported in Table 107. The ICERs in this scenario 


appeared closer to those reported by Pfizer. Hence, this additional validation scenario is important in 


helping to identify potential drivers of difference between the results of the York model and those 


reported by the manufacturers. The scenario also demonstrates that the assumption made concerning 


potential differences (and the magnitude of any difference) between the baseline BASDAI/BASFI 


scores of responders and non-responders has an important impact on the cost-effectiveness results. 


Hence, studies which are based on similar baselines are likely to be potentially overly optimistic in the 
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subsequent ICER estimates reported for anti-TNFs. Equally, it might be argued that the results from 


the York base-case model maybe conservative towards the anti-TNFs, since the magnitude of 


differences in the baseline scores estimated from the extended synthesis model appeared higher than 


those obtained on request from manufacturers (although the direction of the difference was 


consistent). Hence, in a similar manner to which the different rebound assumptions represent the 


potential limits on the ICER given uncertainties surrounding rebound, the differences in the ICERs 


based on assuming no difference in baselines and the magnitude of differences employed in the York 


base-case may also represent the limits of the ICER based on uncertainty surrounding the magnitude 


of this difference. Given the potential importance of this assumption, Appendix 15 reports the full 


ICER results for each population (and under each rebound assumption) assuming identical baselines 


for responders and non-responders. 


 


Table 107 - Nr-axSpA – Additional validation scenario (rebound equal to gain and responders/non-


responders do not differ in terms of baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.977 -  88,692  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


(PAS) 
11.551 1.574  125,205   36,513   23,199  0.390 0.759 


Adalimumab 11.551 1.574  126,606   37,914   24,089  0.341 0.733 


Etanercept 11.551 1.574  127,350   38,658   24,562  0.319 0.720 


Certolizumab 11.551 1.574  128,777   40,085   25,469  0.272 0.702 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


Although the York model provides a number of significant developments to existing cost-


effectiveness analyses, there are still several potential limitations. Firstly, in common with all existing 


models, subsequent linkages to costs and QALYs are related to BASDAI and BASFI, largely due to 


the existence of data. Secondly, the cost-effectiveness estimates are based on uncertain projections of 


BASDAI and BASFI over a longer time-horizon in order to generate more appropriate lifetime 


estimates of costs and QALYs required for cost-effectiveness assessments. Although extensive efforts 


have been made to identify a more appropriate basis for informing these longer term estimates 


(particularly for BASFI), inevitably, significant uncertainty remains. Thirdly, it should be noted that 


there are potential benefits which have not been formally captured and quantified within the current 


model. Specifically any potential impact on productivity costs and any additional benefits that anti-


TNFs may confer for other co-morbidities (e.g. IBD, psoriasis etc). A final limitation is that it was not 


possible to include the biosimilar version of infliximab (CT-P13) within the analysis since a formal 


list price was not available at the time of the assessment. 
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In addition, the York model has not specifically addressed important clinical questions concerning the 


issue of intermittent and sequential use of anti-TNFs.  However, in the absence of robust clinical 


evidence from RCTs, existing evidence is clearly subject to potential confounding. Consequently, 


existing attempts to model sequential therapy within the current manufacturer submissions (Pfizer 


only) are largely based on applying simple adjustments to 1
st
 line efficacy but which are unlikely to 


provide a robust basis for informing these decisions. Clearly, until such time that more robust data are 


available, a rough rule of thumb could similarly be applied to the results presented from the York 


model, such that the ICERs of a 2
nd


 line TNF-alpha inhibitor in a patient who had previously 


responded but subsequently lost response, might be in the order of one-third higher than the results 


presented here.  


Finally, it is important to appreciate that the assessments of cost-effectiveness reported in the York 


model are based on a normative approach. That is, they are based on the assumption that 12-week 


continuation rules (and ongoing monitoring of response) would be fully adhered to in clinical practice. 


Hence, they do not necessarily reflect the cost-effectiveness of how anti-TNFs are currently used in 


the management of AS within the NHS or how they might be used, in the event of positive guidance 


from the NICE in nr-axSpA.  The findings of West Midland Rheumatology Audit from 2010 give 


some grounds for potential concern.
171


 This regional audit was undertaken to assess compliance with 


the NICE guidelines (TA143) in 17 rheumatology centres across the East and West Midlands. The 


findings from this audit revealed that: (i) the proportion of patients being assessed at 12 weeks after 


treatment initiation was sub-optimal; (ii) less than 20% of patients with an inadequate response at 12 


weeks had their treatment discontinued and (iii) less than half of the patients received regular 12 


weekly assessments. During the course of our assessment we contacted the BSRBR Ankylosing 


Spondylitis Register to assess the feasibility of obtaining access to data which has been collected since 


the register was set up in 2012. Although our request was positively received, it was clear during 


ongoing discussions that the data and analyses requested could not be undertaken within the 


timeframe of our assessment.  


8 Assessment of factors relevant to the NHS and other parties 


The results of this technology assessment have some implications for clinical practice.  Existing NICE 


guidance recommends adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept, and golimumab for the treatment of AS 


and therefore their use is already widespread in the NHS. However, in the light of the additional 


evidence presented here the use of these agents in AS may increase further.  


Furthermore the available clinical evidence indicates that adalimumab, certolizumab and etanercept 


and are effective in patients with nr-axSpA, although there is some uncertainty regarding the 


definition of the nr-axSpA patient population who would benefit most from these anti-TNFs. The 
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effectiveness demonstrated in the nr-axSpA population suggests that early treatment of AS/nr-axSpA 


patients is warranted. A key study on flares in AS suggested that the 12 week period required to 


confirm sustained active spinal disease in AS patients commencing an anti-TNF may be too long. The 


findings suggest that shorter time-periods might therefore be considered in future guidance, which 


would minimise the delay in starting treatment and the discomfort experienced by patients. 


The potential extra cost to the NHS of providing anti-TNFs for patients with nr-axSpA in addition to 


AS patients is unclear since the prevalence of nr-axSpA in the UK is somewhat uncertain. The 


potentially large volume of new patients to be assessed for eligibility for anti-TNF treatment could 


add a large burden to existing services. NICE guidance recommending the use of adalimumab, 


certolizumab and etanercept in nr-axSpA would further increase the impact of these agents on the 


NHS budget. 


9 Discussion 


Statement of principal findings 


The systematic review of clinical efficacy identified a substantial, and generally high quality 


evidence-base on the efficacy and safety of anti-TNFs in patients with AS, either as individual 


treatments or as a common class; there was limited evidence to suggest meaningful differences 


between the therapies in terms of efficacy, other than infliximab providing more rapid improvements 


during the first few months of treatment. The results of our meta-analyses demonstrated that anti-


TNFs (when compared with placebo) produce statistically significant and clinically important benefits 


in patients with AS in terms of improving function and reducing disease activity over a three to six 


month period (none of the trials maintained randomised treatment allocations across groups beyond 


six months). Of the limited number of trials which reported quality of life outcomes, significant 


improvements were found following anti-TNF therapy, but very little data were available on efficacy 


relating to any peripheral symptoms (other than enthesitis) or other possible symptoms such as uveitis, 


inflammatory bowel disease, and psoriasis. 


Although far fewer trials have been performed in the nr-axSpA population, similar, though slightly 


smaller, benefits were achieved. The smaller benefit was most noticeable for the function (BASFI) 


and disease activity (BASDAI 50) outcomes. However, in the nr-axSpA trials, both clinical and 


statistical heterogeneity were evident, bringing into question both the reliability of the nr-axSpA 


meta-analysis results and their true relevance to patients seen in clinical practice. This heterogeneity 


may have been compounded by the inclusion criteria applied in previous nr-axSpA trials. For 


example, ABILITY-1 recruited patients who fulfilled the ASAS classification criteria and relied on 


the expertise of the local clinicians and/or radiologists to read SIJ radiographs and MRI scans, as 
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happens in real clinical practice. RAPID-axSpA selected its population carefully by requiring 


objective evidence of disease activity at study entry either by a positive MRI showing signs of SIJ 


inflammation according to the ASAS/OMERACT definition, or an elevated than normal CRP. The 


difficulty of identifying which nr-axSpA patients should receive anti-TNFs remains. 


Results from open-label trial extension studies suggested that across all the anti-TNFs around half of 


patients still achieve a good level of response after around two years of treatment. The data also 


suggest that at five years around 60% of golimumab patients, 50% of etanercept patients and 30% of 


adalimumab patients still achieve a good treatment response. However, these longer-term studies were 


not as well-reported as the RCTs, and their results were derived from less reliable data; it is therefore 


unknown if these are true treatment differences, or whether they are due to differences in follow-up 


protocols (e.g. stopping rules) and/or methods used to impute missing data. 


Evidence for an effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic disease progression was limited: the relatively 


short-term follow-up available to date and the insensitivity of x-rays as an imaging tool precluded the 


drawing of firm conclusions regarding the role of anti-TNFs in preventing or delaying the progression 


of AS; there is some data to suggest an identifiable benefit from around four years, but results from 


ongoing long-term studies should help to clarify this issue. 


The results from studies based on registry data demonstrated that sequential treatment with anti-TNFs 


can be worthwhile in patients with AS. However, the drug survival, response rates, and benefits were 


reduced with second and third anti-TNFs, with the proportion of BASDAI 50 responders falling 


approximately 10% with each subsequent anti-TNF and the median BASDAIs and BASFIs achieved 


increasing (worsening). 


Data from large systematic reviews, which included patients with a wide range of diseases, suggest 


that, in the short-term, anti-TNFs as a group are associated with significantly higher rates of serious 


infections, TB reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse events, and withdrawals due to 


adverse events, when compared with control treatments. Specifically, infliximab is associated with 


significantly higher rates of total adverse events and withdrawals due to adverse events, and 


certolizumab pegol is associated with significantly higher rates of serious infections and serious 


adverse events. Evaluations of longer-term data are more scarce, and are limited by small sample sizes 


and uncontrolled designs. They suggest similar safety profiles across anti-TNFs, other than a higher 


incidence of injection site reactions following treatment with etanercept. 


The systematic review of cost-effectiveness studies revealed significant conceptual issues and 


uncertainties arising from previously published studies and the submissions made by manufacturers. 


For this reason, a de-novo model (‘York model’) was developed. Although it shared some of the 
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assumptions and parameter estimates from the manufacturer models, it was based on a different 


conceptual structure and applies a more generalised framework for the synthesis of data from the 


double-blind periods of existing RCTs, combined with a more explicit approach to modelling the 


progressive nature of AS and nr-axSpA and the potential impact of the TNF-alpha inhibitors.  


Based on an underlying assumption of similarity in the clinical effectiveness of each of the TNF-α 


inhibitors, the York model demonstrates that the cost-effectiveness results are dependent on several 


factors, including: (i) the different acquisition and administration costs; (ii) the rebound assumption 


applied to patients who discontinue therapy; (iii) the magnitude of the change in BASDAI/BASFI 


scores assumed for responders vs. non-responders; (iv) the different baseline BASDAI/BASFI scores 


assumed for responders vs non-responders and (v) the impact of TNF-α inhibitors on the rate of 


longer term BASFI progression.  


Although there are a number of important differences in approaches both amongst the different 


manufacturer models and compared to the York model, the comparison of ICERs based on the York 


rebound equal to gain scenario appear broadly consistent with those reported by the manufacturers in 


both populations.  


9.2 Strengths and limitations of the assessment 


Strengths 


Through our comprehensive searches we sought to identify all relevant published and unpublished 


trials, which minimised the possibility of publication or language biases affecting the review results. 


A full evaluation of the risk of bias in each RCT was performed, which incorporated an additional 


assessment of key baseline characteristics to allow firmer judgements to be made on the risk of 


selection bias. The use of multiple-treatment meta-analyses allowed for greater precision in random 


effect models, and the calculation of relative risks was based on the population risk across all the 


trials. A key further strength of our review lies in the extensive breadth of other types of study we 


included, such as: non-randomised trial extension studies; registry studies of patients taking anti-


TNFs; systematic reviews and other large studies of adverse effects of anti-TNFs; and a review of the 


natural history of AS and nr-axSpA. Our review of adverse events incorporated a wealth of data from 


RCTs in patients on anti-TNFs with diseases other than AS and nr-axSpA, although the results only 


relate to short-term use. Our review was performed according to CRD guidance, so the potential for 


reviewer errors and biases was minimised. Our review was reported according to the PRISMA 


statement. 


The York model confers several advantages over current cost-effectiveness studies by linking changes 


in BASFI to a more explicit clinical/biological process and facilitating a more formal consideration of 


the potential impact of TNF-alpha inhibitors on BASFI, via the specific effects these drugs have on 
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the different processes which independently relate to this parameter.  This approach allows 


consideration of the impact on BASFI that might be achieved via symptomatic improvements (i.e. in 


terms of reductions in disease activity) and those which might be conferred by disease modification 


properties (i.e. the effect on the likelihood and/or rate of further radiographic progression). The latter 


aspect is particularly important given the increasing amount of published evidence reported on the 


potential impact of TNF-alpha inhibitors on radiographic progression which has not been formally 


considered or incorporated within existing cost-effectiveness studies. In addition, the evidence 


synthesis approach which underpins the York model is based on a joint synthesis of related 


parameters which makes fuller use of existing evidence and which can more appropriately estimate 


the input parameters and better characterise the uncertainty surrounding these. 


Limitations 


A key limitation of the systematic review was the variation in the reporting of outcomes across trials. 


ASAS 20 was the most commonly reported responder outcome, but its value in determining efficacy 


was somewhat limited by the relatively high rates of ‘placebo’ response associated with the 20% 


threshold. Results for 40%, 50%, and 70% improvements (i.e. ASAS 40, ASAS 50 and ASAS 70) 


were reported less frequently, despite the fact that trial investigators would have had the data available 


to do so. Many trials did not report health-related quality of life outcomes and most trials were also 


limited in their assessment (or reporting) of improvement in any peripheral symptoms or symptoms of 


extra-articular manifestations. Although largely free of important biases, most RCTs had quite short 


durations (generally around 3 months) and several were limited by their small sample sizes 


(increasing the possibility of chance results for some outcomes).  


Although we sought data beyond those available from RCTs, much of the data reported in studies 


using other designs may have been affected by biases or confounding; furthermore, key method 


details (e.g. imputation methods, or anti-TNF stopping rules) were often absent from publications. 


Much less reliability and certainty could therefore be ascribed to the results obtained from these other 


studies. 


The York model did not directly address important clinical questions concerning the issue of 


intermittent and sequential use of ant-TNFs due to the lack of robust clinical evidence from RCTs. 


9.3 Uncertainties  


 The magnitude of treatment effect of anti-TNFs in patients with nr-axSpA remains uncertain due 


to the heterogeneous nature of the trials performed to date. 
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 The limited design and reporting of the studies looking at the long-term use of anti-TNFs means 


there is uncertainty as to whether there are differences in efficacy between the different anti-


TNFs in the long-term. 


 The evidence on the long-term risk of adverse events is uncertain due to small study sample sizes, 


and the study designs used. 


 The long-term impact of anti-TNFs on other important outcomes in AS and nr-axSpA remain 


uncertain, such as AS-related causes of death (cardiac valvular disease, amyloidosis and 


fractures), and extra-articular symptoms such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, and 


psoriasis. Studies based on ongoing anti-TNF registries (e.g. BSRBR, which record such data) 


should inform this. 


 With the patents of some anti-TNFs studied in this assessment due to expire shortly, biosimilars 


are likely to become available in the next few years (CT-P13 will become available early in 


2015). As they are difficult to produce, the number of biosimilars which become available, and 


their price, is uncertain. 


10 Conclusions  


Meta-analysis results derived from a substantial, and generally high quality evidence-base on the 


efficacy of anti-TNFs in patients with AS (considered either as individual treatments or as a common 


class) show statistically significant and clinically important benefits in terms of improved function 


and reduced disease activity. Smaller benefits were seen across outcomes in patients with nr-axSpA, 


being most noticeably smaller for the function and disease activity outcomes. Data from (less robust) 


observational studies suggest that good levels of treatment response are maintain in around 50% of 


patients after around two years of treatment. Evidence for an effect of anti-TNFs on radiographic 


disease progression is limited, although results from ongoing studies should clarify whether or not 


progression rates are reduced in the longer-term. The results from studies based on registry data 


demonstrated that sequential treatment with anti-TNFs can be worthwhile in patients with AS, 


although the drug survival, response rates, and benefits were reduced with second and third anti-


TNFs. Data from large systematic reviews, which included patients with a wide range of diseases, 


suggested that, in the short-term, anti-TNFs as a group were associated with significantly higher rates 


of serious infections, TB reactivation, non-melanoma skin cancer, total adverse events, and 


withdrawals due to adverse events, when compared with control treatments. Longer-term data on 


adverse effects were limited. 


10.1 Implications for service provision 
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 From our review of natural history a key study on flares suggested that the 12 week period 


required to confirm sustained active spinal disease in AS patients commencing an anti-TNF may 


be too long. The findings suggest that shorter time-periods might therefore be considered in 


future guidance, which would minimise the delay in starting treatment and the discomfort 


experienced by patients. 


10.2 Suggested research priorities 


 Randomised trials are needed to identifying the nr-axSpA population who will benefit the most 


from TNF-inhibitors: trials using stratified randomisation and pre-planned analyses by stratified 


group should inform this issue. Groups could be stratified according to their imaging status (i.e. 


MRI positive or not) and their CRP level; both the cut-offs to be used for CRP elevation, and the 


eligibility criteria used for CRP elevation, should be given careful consideration, given the 


variation evident in previous trials. These studies should help to inform clearer guidance as to 


what ASAS and the anti-TNF licenses mean when referring to ‘elevated CRP’ in patients with nr-


axSpA. In the previous nr-axSpA trials the placebo-controlled phases typically lasted around 3 


months; a placebo-controlled follow up period of at least 6 months in future trials would therefore 


be useful for studying persistence of response. 


 Long-term longitudinal studies are needed on the natural history of nr-axSpA to help clarify the 


characteristics of patients who do (or do not) eventually develop AS. Similar to the RCT 


recommendations, these studies should include analyses stratified by how patients were 


diagnosed: a comparison of patients with imaging (MRI) evidence of nr-axSpA versus patients 


who are diagnosed with only clinical criteria evidence, would be particularly useful, albeit 


difficult to perform.  


 Large, long-term longitudinal, cohort studies are needed to clarify the effect of anti-TNFs on the 


progression of structural damage in AS. In the absence of a gold standard imaging tool across the 


spectrum from nr-axSpA to AS, sequential MRI and x-ray assessment should be used at pre-


defined endpoints to ascertain the true sensitivity and specificity of these tools in the diagnosis 


and assessment of neo-formation and ankyloses characteristic of structural progression in the 


spine and sacroiliac joints of these patients.  


 Studies are also needed to better inform the efficacy estimates relating to sequential use of anti-


TNFs. An ongoing study is looking at comparing the effect of intermittent versus standard use of 


anti-TNFs in patients with stable (low active) disease.
172
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11.1 Appendix 1 Search strategies for clinical and economic reviews 


 


MEDLINE & MEDLINE In-Process 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present 


Searched 05/06/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     spondylarthritis/ or spondylitis, ankylosing/ (12386) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (10322) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (402) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (451) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (14886) 


6     (adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1).af. (3751) 


7     (certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7).af. (497) 


8     (etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0).af. (5540) 


9     (golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5).af. (328) 


10     (infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13).af. (9166) 


11     6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 (13950) 


12     randomized controlled trial.pt. (375396) 


13     controlled clinical trial.pt. (88473) 


14     randomized.ab. (295232) 


15     placebo.ab. (154473) 


16     drug therapy.fs. (1704080) 


17     randomly.ab. (213686) 


18     trial.ab. (306623) 


19     groups.ab. (1359351) 


20     12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 (3348700) 


21     animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) (3855883) 


22     20 not 21 (2872482) 


23     5 and 11 and 22 (1008) 


 


EMBASE 


Database: Embase 1974 to 2014 Week 22 


Searched 05/06/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     exp spondylarthritis/ or exp ankylosing spondylitis/ (20531) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (14760) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (542) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (551) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (22426) 


6     (adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1).af. (15439) 


7     (certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7).af. (3097) 


8     (etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0).af. (19368) 
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9     (golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5).af. (2124) 


10     (infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13).af. (29667) 


11     6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 (41065) 


12     (random$ or factorial$ or crossover$ or cross over$ or cross-over$ or placebo$ or (doubl$ adj blind) or (singl$ adj 


blind$) or assign$ or allocat$ or volunteer$).ti,ab,kw. (1351644) 


13     crossover-procedure/ or double-blind procedure/ or randomized controlled trial/ or single-blind procedure/ (390984) 


14     12 or 13 (1428385) 


15     5 and 11 and 14 (603) 


16     limit 15 to embase (581) 


17     animals/ not (animals/ and humans/) (1188711) 


18     16 not 17 (581) 


 


CINAHL Plus 


Database: CINAHL Plus 


Searched 05/06/14 via EBSCO interface 


Strategy; 


S19 S6 AND S12 AND S18 (87) 


S18 S13 OR S14 OR S15 OR s16 OR S17 (148,267) 


S17 singl* N blind* or doubl* N blind* or singl* N mask* or doubl* N mask (285) 


S16 (ZT "randomized controlled trial") (38,240) 


S15 (allocate* or assign* or divid*) N5 (condition* or experiment* or treatment* or control* or group*) (26,737) 


S14 crossover or "cross over" or "latin square" or placebo* (41,898) 


S13 randomi* or random N allocate* or random N assign* or random N divid* or random N trial* or random N study 


or random N studies (108,710)  


S12 S7 OR S8 OR S9 OR S10 OR S11 (3,091)  


S11 TX (infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13)  (1,792) 


S10 TX (golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5) (119)  


S9 TX (etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0) (1,298) 


S8 TX (certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7 (91) 


S7 TX (adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1) (647) 


S6 S1 OR S2 OR S3 OR S4 OR S5 (2,566) 


S5 TX ((Bechtere* or Bekhtere* or "Marie Strumpell*" or "Marie Struempell*") N2 (disease or syndrome)) (3) 


S4 TX (ankyl* N2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*)) (91) 


S3 TX ((ankyl* or axial) N2 spondyl*) (2,277) 


S2 MH spondylitis, ankylosing  (1,803) 


S1 MH spondylarthritis (500)  


 


Science Citation Index 


Searched 16/06/14 via Web of Science 


Indexes=SCI-EXPANDED Timespan=1900-2014 


Strategy; 


# 13 1,001 #12 AND #11 AND #5 
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# 12 2,435,907 TS= clinical trial* OR TS=research design OR TS=comparative stud* OR TS=evaluation stud* OR 


TS=controlled trial* OR TS=follow-up stud* OR TS=prospective stud* OR TS=random* OR TS=placebo* OR TS=(single 


blind*) OR TS=(double blind*)  


# 11 20,446 #10 OR #9 OR #8 OR #7 OR #6  


# 10 13,285 TOPIC: ((infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13))  


# 9 494 TOPIC: ((golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5))  


# 8 7,138 TOPIC: ((etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0))  


# 7 916 TOPIC: ((certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7))  


# 6 4,754 TOPIC: ((adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1))  


# 5 14,918 #4 OR #3 OR #2 OR #1 


# 4 191 TOPIC: (((Bechtere* or Bekhtere* or "Marie Strumpell*" or "Marie Struempell*") NEAR/2 (disease or syndrome)))  


# 3 644 TOPIC: ((ankyl* NEAR/2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*))) 


# 2 13,854 TOPIC: (((ankyl* or axial) NEAR/2 spondyl*)) 


# 1 2,394 TOPIC: (spondylarthritis OR spondyloarthritis) 


 


NIH ClinicalTrials.gov Register 


Searched 23/07/14 online at http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/search 


Strategy; 


((spondylarthritis OR spondyloarthritis OR spondylitis) AND (infliximab OR remicade OR inflectra OR remsima OR 


golimumab OR simponi OR etanercept OR enbrel OR altebrel OR certolizumab OR cimzia OR adalimumab OR humira)) 


160 results 


 


Cochrane Library (includes Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR), Database of Abstracts of Reviews of 


Effects (DARE), Health Technology Assessment Database (HTA), Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 


(CENTRAL) and NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHSEED) 


Searched 05/06/14 online at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/cochrane_search_fs.html 


Strategy; 


#1 MeSH descriptor: [Spondylitis, Ankylosing] explode all trees 


#2 MeSH descriptor: [Spondylarthritis] explode all trees 


#3 ((ankyl* or axial) near/2 spondyl*):ti,ab,kw  (Word variations have been searched) 


#4 (ankyl* near/2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*)):ti,ab,kw  (Word variations have been searched) 


#5 ((Bechtere* or Bekhtere* or "Marie Strumpell*" or "Marie Struempell*") near/2 (disease or syndrome)):ti,ab,kw  


#6 #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5  


#7 (adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1):ti,ab,kw  


#8 (certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7):ti,ab,kw  


#9 (etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0):ti,ab,kw  


#10 (golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5):ti,ab,kw  


#11 (infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13):ti,ab,kw  


#12 #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11  


#13 #6 and #12 


284 total results comprised of 2 CDSR, 5 DARE, 21 HTA, 233 CENTRAL and 14 NHSEED. 


 


Conference Proceedings Citation Index - Science 


Searched 02/09/14 via Wiley Web of Science interface 
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Indexes=CPCI-S Timespan=1900-2014 


Strategy; 


# 12 341 #11 AND #5 


# 11 4,745 #10 OR #9 OR #8 OR #7 OR #6 


# 10 2,537 TOPIC: ((infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13)) 


# 9 141 TOPIC: ((golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5)) 


# 8 1,221 TOPIC: ((etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0)) 


# 7 291 TOPIC: ((certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7)) 


# 6 1,140 TOPIC: ((adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1)) 


# 5 2,117 #4 OR #3 OR #2 OR #1 


# 4 4 TOPIC: (((Bechtere* or Bekhtere* or "Marie Strumpell*" or "Marie Struempell*") NEAR/2 (disease or syndrome))) 


# 3 55 TOPIC: ((ankyl* NEAR/2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*))) 


# 2 1,906 TOPIC: (((ankyl* or axial) NEAR/2 spondyl*)) 


# 1 393 TS=(spondylarthritis OR spondyloarthritis) 


 


International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) 


Searched 07/10/14 online at http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/search.asp 


Strategy; 


spondylitis [In All Fields] 


OR 


spondylarthritis [In All Fields] 


OR 


spondyloarthritis [In All Fields] 


6 results. 


 


National Guideline Clearinghouse 


Searched 07/10/14 online at http://www.guideline.gov/ 


Strategy; 


spondylitis OR spondylarthritis OR spondyloarthritis 


15 results 


 


NHS Evidence 


Searched 27/10/14 online at https://www.evidence.nhs.uk/ 


Strategy; 


((((ankyl* or axial) near/2 spondyl*) OR (ankyl* near/2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*)) AND (adalimumab or humira or 


certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or infliximab 


or remicade or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13)) 


350 results 


 


NHS Clinical Knowledge Summaries 


Searched 27/10/14 online at http://cks.nice.org.uk/#?char=A 


1 result for ankylosing spondylitis. 
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Searches for economic review 


NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHSEED) 


Searched 05/06/14 online at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/o/cochrane/cochrane_search_fs.html 


Strategy; 


#1 MeSH descriptor: [Spondylitis, Ankylosing] explode all trees 


#2 MeSH descriptor: [Spondylarthritis] explode all trees 


#3 ((ankyl* or axial) near/2 spondyl*):ti,ab,kw  (Word variations have been searched) 


#4 (ankyl* near/2 (spine* or spinal or vertebra*)):ti,ab,kw  (Word variations have been searched) 


#5 ((Bechtere* or Bekhtere* or "Marie Strumpell*" or "Marie Struempell*") near/2 (disease or syndrome)):ti,ab,kw  


#6 #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5  


#7 (adalimumab or humira or 331731-18-1):ti,ab,kw  


#8 (certolizumab or CDP870 or cimzia or 428863-50-7):ti,ab,kw  


#9 (etanercept or enbrel or altebrel or 185243-69-0):ti,ab,kw  


#10 (golimumab or CNTO 148 or simponi or 476181-74-5):ti,ab,kw  


#11 (infliximab or remicade or 170277-31-3 or inflectra or remsima or CT-P13):ti,ab,kw  


#12 #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11  


#13 #6 and #12 


14 results 


 


Searches for EQ5D; 


MEDLINE 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1946 to Present> 


Searched 16/06/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     spondylarthritis/ or spondylitis, ankylosing/ (12394) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (10334) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (402) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (451) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (14899) 


6     (5d or 5-d or 5 dimension or eq-5d or eq5d or eq 5d).ti,ab. (13976) 


7     5 and 6 (27) 


 


EMBASE 


Database: Embase <1974 to 2014 June 13> 


Searched 16/06/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     exp spondylarthritis/ or exp ankylosing spondylitis/ (20653) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (14855) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (545) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (552) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (22550) 


6     (5d or 5-d or 5 dimension or eq-5d or eq5d or eq 5d).ti,ab. (17019) 
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7     5 and 6 (60) 


8     limit 7 to embase (55) 


 


Searches for economic models; 


MEDLINE 


Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1946 to Present> 


Searched 25/07/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     spondylarthritis/ or spondylitis, ankylosing/ (12505) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (10436) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (407) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (455) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (15038) 


6     exp models, economic/ (10268) 


7     ((economic$ or cost$ or pric$ or value or statistic$) and model$).ti,ab. (245686) 


8     6 or 7 (250668) 


9     5 and 8 (107) 


 


EMBASE 


Database: Embase <1974 to 2014 July 24> 


Searched 25/07/14 via OVID interface 


Strategy; 


1     exp spondylarthritis/ or exp ankylosing spondylitis/ (20858) 


2     ((ankyl$ or axial) adj2 spondyl$).ti,ab. (14996) 


3     (ankyl$ adj2 (spine$ or spinal or vertebra$)).ti,ab. (553) 


4     ((Bechtere$ or Bekhtere$ or "Marie Strumpell$" or "Marie Struempell$") adj2 (disease or syndrome)).ti,ab. (553) 


5     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (22760) 


6     statistical model/ (102203) 


7     ((economic$ or cost$ or pric$ or value or statistic$) adj2 model$).ti,ab. (24642) 


8     6 or 7 (119366) 


9     5 and 8 (63) 


10     limit 9 to embase (55) 
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11.2 Appendix 2 Synthesis methods for clinical efficacy network meta-analyses 


Estimating standard deviations from inter-quartile ranges 


Where 𝑄1 is the lower quartile, 𝑄3 is the upper quartile, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation then the standard deviation was 


estimated as 


𝜎 =
(𝑄3 + 𝑄1)


2 × 0.67
 


Calculating change from baseline outcomes and standard deviations 


Given baseline and final values and their standard deviations, the change from baseline values and standard deviations can 


be calculated if the within-study correlation between baseline and final values is known. Similarly, the final values can be 


computed.  


The within-study correlation 𝜌 between baseline and final values can be calculated as follows as stated in the Cochrane 


Handbook, where  


𝜌 =
𝑆𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒


2 + 𝑆𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
2 − 𝑆𝐷𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒


2


2 × 𝑆𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 × 𝑆𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
 


The standard deviation of the change from baseline can be found by rearranging the above equation. The standard deviation 


of the final value can be found by rearranging the above equation which produces a quadratic. As a range of correlation 


estimates were obtained from the studies available, we tested 0.3 and 0.7 correlation estimates in our analyses. In calculating 


the standard deviation of final values, this sometimes resulted in complex roots. In these cases, the lowest correlation 


estimate that allowed a real root was used in the calculation. 


Prior distribution for the between-study standard deviation for the placebo absolute risk 


In running fixed effect and random effect models to estimate the placebo absolute risk, the random effect models had better 


fit. For ASAS 70 response, there were insufficient trials to run a random effects model, so a prior distribution for the 


between-study standard deviation was specified. This was derived from the between-study standard deviation from the 


ASAS40 analysis. The prior distribution was specified as a log-normal distribution and the log-normal distribution 


parameters 𝜇 and 𝜎2 were derived from the following equations. 


𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝑒𝜇+
𝜎2


2⁄  


𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 = 𝑒𝜇 


 


I-squared 


As noted in Higgins et al.173, the I-squared 𝐼2 was calculated as 


𝐼2 =
𝜏2


𝜏2 + 𝑠2
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where 𝜏2 is the between-study variance estimated in the multiple-treatment meta-analysis,  


𝑠2 =
∑𝑤𝑖(𝑘 − 1)


(∑𝑤𝑖)
2 − ∑𝑤𝑖


2 


which was calculated in Excel, and 𝑤𝑖 is the precision of study i. 


 


Correlation 


Table 108 presents the results for BASDAI change from baseline assuming a class effect and independent treatment effects, 


and assuming 0.3 and 0.7 within-study correlation. It is clear that the different correlation assumptions make no difference in 


this case. This is perhaps because the studies affected by the correlation assumption were small studies. 


Table 108: The class and independent BASDAI change from baseline of the anti-TNFs vs placebo assuming 0.3 and 0.7 


within-study correlation 


  0.3 correlation 0.7 correlation 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


Class -1.66 (-1.89 to -1.43) -1.66 (-1.88 to -1.43) 


ADA -1.55 (-1.88 to -1.23) -1.56 (-1.88 to -1.24) 


CER -1.46 (-2.16 to -0.74) -1.46 (-2.16 to -0.74) 


ETA -1.76 (-2.15 to -1.37) -1.76 (-2.15 to -1.37) 


INF -2.28 (-3.18 to -1.38) -2.28 (-3.18 to -1.38) 
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11.3 Appendix 3 Risk of bias data 
 


Table 109 Full risk of bias results 


Trial Sequence 


generation 


Allocation 


concealment 


Important 


baseline 


imbalance 


Blinding of 


participants 


and 


researchers  


Blinding 


of 


outcome 


assessme


nt 


Incomplete 


outcome data  


Selective 


reporting  


Exclude in 


sensitivity 


analysis? 


Haibel 200855 Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low N 


    imbalance for 


HLA-B27+ and 


MRI+ 


    No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 0  


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: NA 


All main 


relevant 


outcomes  


reported 


 


Hu 201259 Unclear Unclear Low Unclear Low Unclear Unclear Y 
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 There is no 


description of the 


randomisation 


procedure and no 


explanation for 


the imbalance in 


number of 


patients in 


treatment arms 26 


vs 20 


No details 


reported 


Main 


prognostic 


indicators 


similar across 


trial arms at 


baseline 


No details 


reported 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: Not 


reported  


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: NR 


No reporting of 


adverse effects 


 


Huang 201460 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low N 


 centralised 


computer based 


system 


centralised 


computer 


based system 


Groups 


comparable for 


all important 


factors 


Matching 


placebo and all 


study 


personnel and 


patients stated 


to be blinded 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 12  


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


All main 


outcomes 


reported 


 


Lambert 200761 Unclear Unclear Low unclear Low Low low N 


    No imbalances 


in possible 


prognostic 


Stated to be 


double blind 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts:) 0 at 


week 12; 2 from 


BASDAI not 


reported at 
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factors placebo arm at week 


52  


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: No 


imputation for 


missing SPARCC 


score 


follow-up 


ABILITY-1 


201352 


Low Low Low Low Low Low Low N 


 Centralised 


randomisation 


with interactive 


voice response 


system 


   Matching 


placebo 


 No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 6  


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


imputed values 


   


ATLAS 200663 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low N 
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    balanced across 


treatment arms 


Matching 


placebo 


 No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 4 


from placebo, 4 


from active by week 


12, 6 from placebo 


and 13 from active 


by week 24 (NB wk 


24 still RCT though 


none rsponders 


permitted early 


escape after week 


12) 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


Primary and all 


main outcomes 


reported 


N 


RAPID-axSpA 


(Landewe 


2014)46 


Low Low Low Unclear Low Low Low N 
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 Central 


randomisation 


Central 


randomisation 


Small 


difference in 


baseline CRP 


and HLA-B27 


positive, 


making placebo 


group slightly 


increased risk 


(but unclear 


possible 


impact) 


Administration 


of treatment 


was by 


unblinded 


trained 


personnel. 


Their role in 


assessment is 


unclear and so 


the impact of 


their 


unblinded 


status is 


unclear 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 


Unclear at 12 


weeks, but at 24 


weeks: PLA 10, 


200mg 6, 400 mg 9.  


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


Hierarchical 


analysis plan 


adhered to. 


 


Barkham 201072 Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low Y 


         No of withdrawals 


and dropouts: 


Unclear, although it 


appears to be 9 for 


etanercept and 8 for 


placebo (the number 


for which ASAS40 


data were 


available). 
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Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: ITT 


LOCF 


Davis 200347 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low N 


        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 12 


weeks: ETA 6 pts, 


PLA 5 pts. 24 wks: 


ETA 12 pts, PLA 19 


pts 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


using ETA n=138, 


PLA n=139 


   


Dougados 


201174 


Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low N 
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        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: ETA 


1, PLA 4 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: mITT (at 


least one dose) with 


LOCF 


   


Dougados 


201454 


Low Low Low Low Low Low Low N 


        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 6 


ETA, 3 PLA. In 


addition to this, 5 


patients in each 


group were 


excluded from 


analyses due to 


misdiagnosis 


 


Imputation used for 
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continuous 


outcomes: LOCF in 


mITT population: 


106 ETA, 109 PLA 


 


Gorman 200249 Low Low High (chance 


imbalance) 


Low Low Low Low Y 


    BASFI    No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts:3 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: Not 


totally clear, but 


appears to be proper 


ITT with LOCF 


   


Calin 200448 Unclear Unclear High Low Low Low Low Y 


    Important 


difference in 


CRP, 


   No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 2 
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borderline 


important 


difference in 


age 


etanercept pts 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


for mITT 


population (placebo 


n=39, ETA n=45) 


Van der Heijde 


200651 


Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low N 


    No data for 


HLA-B27 


   No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 14 in 


50mg group, 14 in 


25mg group, 7 in 


placebo group. In 


addition to this, 5 


patients did not 


receive one dose of 


treatment (no 


further details).  


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: mITT 
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population analysed 


(had at least one 


dose) using the 


155,150,51 group 


sizes and LOCF was 


used to impute 


missing data 


Giardina 201084 High High Low High High Low Low Y 


        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts:0 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: None 


needed 


   


GO-RAISE 


200886 


Low Low Low Low Low Low Low N 
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 Random 


assignment using 


voice response 


system 


Random 


assignment 


using voice 


response 


system 


No important 


imbalance in 


key prognostic 


variables 


Matching 


placebo used 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts:17 to 


week 24 (2 PLA, 9 


50mg, 6 100mg). 


Not clear how many 


at week 14 (primary 


time point) 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: LOCF 


(ITT population) 


Primary 


endpoint and all 


other main 


outcomes(BAS


DAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, SF-36) 


reported 


 


Bao 201291 Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Low Unclear Low N 


   No HLA-B27 


data 


  No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: not 


reported for wk 14 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: Not 


reported 


Primary 


outcome and 


other main 


outcomes 


reported. 
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Tam 2013107 Unclear Unclear Unclear Unclear Low Unclear Unclear N 


 Abstract only. 


Very small study 


(Chinese) 


Abstract only. 


Very small 


study 


(Chinese) 


Abstract only. 


Very small 


study (Chinese) 


Abstract only. 


Very small 


study 


(Chinese) 


 No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: not 


reported 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes:  not 


reported 


Abstract only. 


Very small 


study (Chinese) 


 


Barkham 200956 Unclear Unclear High Low Low Low Low Y 


    median CRP 


11.5 vs 5. 


Likely due to 


chance as 


higher CRP in 


placebo group 


(and higher 


CRP associated 


with better 


responses) 


   No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 1 in 


the placebo group 


(at 12 weeks) 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: not 


reported, but ITT 


population analysed 
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Braun 200294 Low Low Low Low Low Low Low N 


        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 0 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: none 


required 


   


Marzo-Ortega 


(2005)50 


Low Low Unclear Low Low Unclear Low N 


    The only issue 


is with age and 


the difference 


of 2 years could 


be due to 


rounding 


   No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 5/14 


for placebo, 2/28 for 


Infliximab 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: ITT with 


LOCF 
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Van den Borsch 


(2002)96 


Unclear Unclear High Low Low Low Low Y 


    BASFI>1 point    No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 0 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: NA 


   


ASSERT97 Unclear Unclear Low Low Low Low Low N 


        No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts: 8 (4 


in each group) 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: Not 


reported, but ITT 


population 


analysed. LOCF 


was used for 
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ASAS20. 


PLANETAS 


(2013)105 


Low Low Unclear  Low Low Low Low N 


    HLA-B27 was 


not reported 


   No of withdrawals 


and Dropouts:21 


(12 vs 9) 


 


Imputation used for 


continuous 


outcomes: Not 


reported, though 


ITT population was 


analysed 
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Table 110 Prognostic indicators of important baseline imbalance used in risk of bias assessment 


 


 


Possible 


prognostic 


indicator 


Study details 


Implications for baseline imbalance across 


groups within a trial (and variation in 
efficacy across trials) 


Glintborg 2010 (DANBIO 


registry)108 


n=842 


6 month time point 


Adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab 


Vastesaeger 2011 (ASSERT & GO-RAISE 


trial data)* 


n=635, 3 month time point 


Infliximab, golimumab 


Lord et al 2009 (BSRBR 


registry)163 


n=261, 6 month time point 


Adalimumab, etanercept, 
infliximab 


Results of association 


HLA-B27 


status 


No data moderate association No data HLA-B27 positive patients have a better 


outcome 


 


Use 20% group difference as an important 
imbalance? 


CRP  ≤14mg/l  vs >14mg/l  (OR 


0.45, p<0.001) 


≤6 mg/l  vs >6 mg/l  to 20 mg/l: moderate  


 


≤6 mg/l  vs >20 mg/l : moderate to strong  


‘Raised inflammatory 


markers’ an important 


predictor, but result only 


available for CRP or ESR 


(not CRP alone) 


Higher CRP levels are associated with a 


better outcome 


 


Use Glintborg and  Vastesaeger cut-offs 


(providing there’s at least a 2mg/l 
difference between groups) 


Age OR 0.98 per year, p=0.03 <40yrs  vs >40yrs : weak to moderate  No significant association Younger age associated with a better 


outcome 


 


Use Vastesaeger cut-off providing at least a 
2 year difference between groups 
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BASFI score OR 0.87 per cm increase, 


p=0.008 


<6.5 vs > 6.5 Moderate to strong  Per unit increase 


OR 0.78 (95%CI 0.64 to 


0.99) 


Lower BASFI scores  associated with a 


better outcome 


 


Use a 1 point difference as an indication of 
important imbalance? 


and 


Use <6.5 vs >6.5 providing there’s at least a 


0.5 point difference between groups. 


BASDAI Not analysed No significant association Per unit increase 


OR 1.30 (95%CI 1.04 to 
1.62) 


Higher BASDAI scores  associated with a 


better outcome 


 


Use a 1 point difference as an indication of 
important imbalance? 


Disease 


duration  


No significant association No significant association No significant association Do not assess 


Gender No significant association No significant association No significant association Do not assess 
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11.4 Appendix 4 Trial results 
 


Table 111 Continuous outcomes - final values results 


Trial Population Treatment arm Dose Timepo
int 
(weeks) 


Patients Mean final values (SD, SE or IQR)‡ 


BASDAI BASFI BASMI MASES SF36pcs SF36mcs 


Haibel 
2008 


nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 22 3.8 (2.5) 3 (2.4) 1.3 (1.4) 2.5 (3.5) 38.8 (11.8) 44.6 (12.7) 


nr placebo - 12 24 5 (2.4) 4.1 (2.6) 1.7 (1.5) 2.8 (3.4) 34.9 (9.6) 43.9 (11.8) 


Hu 2012 AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 NR 2.3 (1.8) 1.8 (1.6) - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 NR 4.2 (2.6) 2.9 (1.9) - - - - 


Huang 
2014 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 229 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 115 - - - - - - 


Lambert 
2007 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 38 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 44 - - - - - - 


ABILITY-1 


(2013)∏ 


nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 69 - - - - - - 


nr Placebo - 12 73 - - - - - - 


ATLAS 
(2006) 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 208 - -1.414  - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 107 - - - - - - 


RAPID-
axSpA 
(2014) AS 


AS Certolizumab pegol 200mg every 2 wks 12 65 - - - - - - 


AS Certolizumab pegol 400mg every 4 wks 12 56 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 57 - - - - - - 


RAPID-
axSpA 
(2014) NR 


nr Certolizumab pegol 200mg 12 46 - - - - - - 


nr Certolizumab pegol 400mg 12 51 - - - - - - 


nr Placebo - 12 50 - - - - - - 


Barkham 
2010 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 20 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 20 - - - - - - 
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Davis 
2003 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 138 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 139 - - - - - - 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 24 138 3.45 [0.21] 3.6 [0.22] - - - - 


AS Placebo - 24 139 5.51 [0.2] 5.47 [0.22] - - - - 


Dougados 
2011 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 39 3.7 (2.6) 4.1 (2.9) 5.1 (1.7) - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 43 4.5 (1.9) 4.8 (2.1) 5.6 (1.3) - - - 


Dougados 
2014 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 106 - - - - 43.7 (8.9) - 


AS Placebo - 12 109 - - - - 41 (7.8) - 


nr Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 94 - - - - - - 


nr Placebo - 12 95 - - - - - - 


Gorman 
2002 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice a week 16 20 - 2.2 (2.1) - - - - 


AS Placebo - 16 20 - 3.1 (3) - - - - 


Calin 2004 AS Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 12 45 3.38  3.96  - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 39 5.01  5.39  - - - - 


Van der 
Heijde 
2006 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 150 - - - - - - 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 155 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 51 - - - - - - 


Giardina 
2010 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 25 - 5  - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg at wk 0,2,6+ 12 25 - 3.5  - - - - 


GO-RAISE 
2008 


AS Golimumab 50mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 138 - - - - - - 


AS Golimumab 100mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 140 - - - - - - 


AS placebo - 14 78 - - - - - - 


Bao 2012 AS Golimumab 50mg Q4 weeks 14   - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 14   - - - - - - 


Tam 2014 AS Golimumab 50mg monthly 26 NR - - - - - - 
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AS Placebo - 26 NR - - - - - - 


Barkham 
2009 


nr Infliximab 5 mg/kg(0, 2, 6+ wks) 16 20 - - - - - - 


nr Placebo - 16 20 - - - - - - 


Braun 
2002 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 34 3.3  - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 35 5.7  - - - - - 


Marzo-
Ortega 
(2005) 


AS Infliximab+meth. 5mg/kg* 10 28 3.34 (2.56) 4.96  - - - - 


AS Placebo+meth.*** ** 10 14 5.19 (2.52) 6.1  - - - - 


AS Infliximab+meth. 5mg/kg* 30 28 4.6 (2.85) 5.04  - - - - 


AS Placebo+meth. ** 30 14 5.74 (2.34) 5.68  - - - - 


Van den 
Bosch 
(2002) 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 9 2.66  2.74  4  - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 12 5.01  7.19  4  - - - 


ASSERT 
(2005) 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6+) 24 201 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 24 78 - - - - - - 


Park 2013 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 14 125 - - - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 14 125 - - - - - - 


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 30 125 - - - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 30 125 - - - - - - 


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 54 125 - - - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 54 125 - - - - - - 


*5mg/kg (infusion at weeks 0,2,6,14,22)+methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


**methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


***meth.: methotrexate 


‡: (#)=(sd); [#]=[se]; (#,#)=(IQR) 


∏: licensed population 
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Table 112 Continuous outcomes - change from baseline results 


Trial Populati
on 


Treatment 
arm 


Dose Time 
point 
(week
s) 


Patients Mean change from baseline (SD, SE or IQR)‡ 


BASDAI BASFI BASMI MASES SF36pcs SF36mcs 


Haibel 
2008 


nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 22 - - - - - - 


nr placebo - 12 24 - - - - - - 


Hu 2012 AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 NR - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 NR - - - - - - 


Huang 
2014 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 229 -2.8 (1.9) -1.75 (2.02) -0.5 (0.6) -1.2 (2.1) 6.6 (6.4) 5.1 (9.9) 


AS Placebo - 12 115 -1.4 (1.9) -0.47 (1.64) -0.2 (0.7) -0.8 (1.7) 4 (6.3) 2.8 (9.4) 


Lambert 
2007 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 38 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 44 - - - - - - 


ABILITY-1 


(2013)∏  


nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 69 -2.2 (2.5) -1.28 (2.02) -0.2 (0.73) -0.7 (2.78) 6.9 (9.32) 1.4 (8.63) 


nr Placebo - 12 73 -1.1 (1.96) -0.63 (1.79) -0.2 (0.64) -1 (2.71) 2.3 (6.81) 0.7 (11.38) 


ATLAS 
(2006) 


AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 208 -2.6 [0.2] - -0.5 [0.1] -2.7 [0.4] 6.9 [0.6] 2.7 [0.7] 


AS Placebo - 12 107 -0.8 [0.2] - 0.1 [0.1] -1.3 [0.5] 1.6 [0.8] 2.4 [1] 


RAPID-
axSpA 
(2014) AS 


AS Certolizumab 200mg every 2 wks 12 65 -2.5 [0.3] -1.7 [0.3] -0.6 [0.1] - 8.73 (7.63) 2.42 (9.08) 


AS Certolizumab 400mg every 4 wks 12 56 -2.4 [0.3] -1.7 [0.3] -0.3 [0.2] - 7.6 (7.65) 2.22 (10.44) 


AS Placebo - 12 57 -1 [0.3] -0.6 [0.3] -0.2 [0.1] - 2.56 (5.67) 1.07 (10.92) 


RAPID-
axSpA 
(2014) NR 


nr Certolizumab 200mg 12 46 -3.3 [0.4] -2.3 [0.4] -0.6 [0.2] - 9.56 (9.46) 4.59 (9.7) 


nr Certolizumab 400mg 12 51 -3.4 [0.4] -2.3 [0.4] -0.5 [0.2] - 8.72 (8.84) 6.12 (10.94) 


nr Placebo - 12 50 -1.5 [0.4] -0.4 [0.4] 0 [0.1] - 2.13 (7.47) 1.39 (10.24) 


Barkham 
2010 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 20 -1.97  -1.35  - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 20 -0.1  0.21  - - - - 


Davis AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 138 -2.36 [0.19] -1.67 [0.2] - - - - 
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2003 
AS Placebo - 12 139 -0.45 [0.18] -0.33 [0.21] - - - - 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 24 138 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 24 139 - - - - - - 


Dougados 
2011 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 39 -2.6 (2) -2.2 (1.8) -0.57 (0.65) - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 43 -1.4 (2) -1 (1.8) -0.2 (0.65) - - - 


Dougados 
2014 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 106 -2 [0.3] -1.4 [0.2] -0.3 [0.2] - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 109 -1.3 [0.3] -0.8 [0.2] -0.3 [0.1] - - - 


nr Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 94 - - - - - - 


nr Placebo - 12 95 - - - - - - 


Gorman 
2002 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice a week 16 20 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 16 20 - - - - - - 


Calin 2004 AS Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 12 45 -2.72 [0.34] -2.06 [0.33] - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 39 -0.85 [0.35] -0.33 [0.31] - - - - 


Van der 
Heijde 
2006 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 150 - - - - - - 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 155 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 51 - - - - - - 


Giardina 
2010 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 25 - - - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg at wk 0,2,6+ 12 25 - - - - - - 


GO-RAISE 
2008 


AS Golimumab 50mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 138 - -1.4 (-3.1,-0.1) 0 (-1,0) -0.5 (2.6) 7.3 (1.5,15.3) 1.5 (-2.2,7.8) 


AS Golimumab 100mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 140 - -1.5 (-3.0,-0.1) 0 (-1,0) -1.3 (3.11) 8.4 (2.3,14.1) 3.7 (-3.2,12.1) 


AS placebo - 14 78 - 0.1 (-1.1,1.1) 0 (-1,0) -0.2 (2.99) 2.4 (-1.4,7.8) 0.1 (-4.3,5.3) 


Bao 2012 AS Golimumab 50mg Q4 weeks 14   - -1.26 (2.57) -0.42 (0.91) - 6.25 (7.95) 3.86 (8.92) 


AS Placebo - 14   - 0.11 (2.1) -0.19 (0.72) - 1.59 (6.12) 0.82 (9.44) 


Tam 2014 AS Golimumab 50mg monthly 26 NR -1.82 (1.64) -0.13 (0.25)† -1 (-2,0) - - - 


AS Placebo - 26 NR -0.66 (1.24) 0.17 (0.72)† 0 (-1,0) - - - 
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Barkham 
2009 


nr Infliximab 5 mg/kg(0, 2, 6+ wks) 16 20 -3.41 (2.53) -2.7 (2.36) - - - - 


nr Placebo - 16 20 -0.75 (2.42) -0.47 (2.25) - - - - 


Braun 
2002 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 34 -3.2  -2.1  - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 35 -0.6  -0.1  - - - - 


Marzo-
Ortega 
(2005) 


AS Inflix+meth. 5mg/kg* 10 28 -3.11 (2.23) - - - - - 


AS Pla+meth.*** ** 10 14 -1.38 (2.11) - - - - - 


AS Inflix+meth. 5mg/kg* 30 28 -1.85 (2.84) - - - - - 


AS Pla+meth. ** 30 14 -0.84 (1.8) - - - - - 


Van den 
Bosch 
(2002) 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 9 - - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 12 - - - - - - 


ASSERT 
(2005) AS Infliximab 5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6+) 24 201 -2.9  (-4.9,-0.9) -1.7 (-3.6,-0.6) -1 (-1,0) - 


10.2 
(3.9,17.1) 2.7 (-2.9,8.8) 


AS Placebo - 24 78 -0.4  (-1.4,0.7) 0 (-1,1) 0 (-1,0) - 0.8 (-1.9,6) 2 (-2.6,7.5) 


Park 2013 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 14 125 -2.91 (2.17) -2.51 (2.14) -0.7 (1.2) - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 14 125 -2.77 (2.08) -2.47 (2.18) -0.7 (1.4) - - - 


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 30 125 -3.04 (2.23) -2.6 (2.19) -1 (1.4) - 7.6  6.5  


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 30 125 -2.71 (2.24) -2.54 (2.17) -0.9 (1.4) - 8.5  5.2  


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 54 125 - - - - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 54 125 - - - - - - 


*5mg/kg (infusion at weeks 0,2,6,14,22)+methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


**methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


***Pla+meth.: placebo and methotrexate 


†: these values are uncertain due to poor reporting 


‡: (#)=(sd); [#]=[se]; (#,#)=(IQR) 


∏: licensed population 
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Binary response outcomes results 


Trial Population Treatment arm Dose Time 
point 
(weeks) 


Patients Number (%) of responders 


ASAS 20 ASAS 40 ASAS 50 ASAS 70 BASDAI 50 


Haibel 2008 nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 22 15 (68) 12 (55) - - 11 (50) 


nr placebo - 12 24 6 (25) 3 (13) - - 5 (21) 


Hu 2012 AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 26 - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 20 - - - - - 


Huang 2014 AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 229 154 (67) 102 (45) - - 114 (50) 


AS Placebo - 12 115 35 (30) 11 (10) - - 19 (17) 


Lambert 2007 AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 38 18 (47) - 12 (32) - - 


AS Placebo - 12 44 12 (27) - 5 (11) - - 


ABILITY-1 


(2013)∏ 


nr Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 69 41 (59) 28 (41) 24 (35) 13 (19) 27 (39) 


nr Placebo - 12 73 23 (32) 10 (14) 6 (8) 3 (4) 10 (14) 


ATLAS (2006) AS Adalimumab 40mg every 2 wks 12 208 121 (58) 83 (40) - - 94 (45) 


AS Placebo - 12 107 22 (21) 14 (13) - - 17 (16) 


RAPID-axSpA 
(2014) AS 


AS Certolizumab pegol 200mg every 2 wks 12 65 37 (57) 26 (40) - - 27 (42) 


AS Certolizumab pegol 400mg every 4 wks 12 56 36 (64) 28 (50) - - 23 (41) 


AS Placebo - 12 57 21 (37) 11 (19) - - 6 (11) 


RAPID-axSpA 
(2014) NR 


nr Certolizumab pegol 200mg 12 46 27 (59) 22 (48) - - 23 (50) 


nr Certolizumab pegol 400mg 12 51 32 (63) 24 (47) - - 24 (47) 


nr Placebo - 12 50 20 (40) 8 (16) - - 8 (16) 


Barkham 2010 AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 20 - 4 (20) - - 7 (35) 
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AS Placebo - 12 20 - 0 (0) - - 1 (5) 


Davis 2003 AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 138 82 (59) - 62 (45) 40 (29) - 


AS Placebo - 12 139 39 (28) - 18 (13) 10 (7) - 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 24 138 78 (57) - 58 (42) - - 


AS Placebo - 24 139 31 (22) - 14 (10) - - 


Dougados 2011 AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 39 25 (64) 17 (44) 15 (38) 10 (26) 18 (46) 


AS Placebo - 12 43 14 (33) 10 (23) 6 (14) 4 (9) 10 (23) 


Dougados 2014 AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 106 55 (52) 34 (32) - - 46 (43) 


AS Placebo - 12 109 39 (36) 17 (16) - - 26 (24) 


nr Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 94 - 33 (35) - - - 


nr Placebo - 12 95 - 16 (17) - - - 


Gorman 2002 AS Etanercept 25mg twice a week 16 20 16 (80) - - - - 


AS Placebo - 16 20 6 (30) - - - - 


Calin 2004 AS Etanercept 25 mg twice weekly 12 45 26 (58) - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 39 9 (23) - - - - 


Van der Heijde 
2006 


AS Etanercept 25mg twice weekly 12 150 107 (71) 80 (53) - - 87 (58) 


AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 155 115 (74) 90 (58) - - 93 (60) 


AS Placebo - 12 51 19 (37) 11 (22) - - 10 (20) 


Giardina 2010 AS Etanercept 50mg weekly 12 25 15 (60) 11 (44) - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg at wk 0,2,6+ 12 25 19 (76) 14 (56) - - - 


GO-RAISE 2008 AS Golimumab 50mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 138 82 (59) 62 (45) - - 61 (44) 


AS Golimumab 100mg(2 every 4 wks) 14 140 84 (60) 69 (49) - - 56 (40) 


AS placebo - 14 78 17 (22) 12 (15) - - 12 (15) 


Bao 2012 AS Golimumab 50mg Q4 weeks 14 108 53 (49) 38 (35) - - 37 (34) 


AS Placebo - 14 105 26 (25) 10 (10) - - 5 (5) 
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Tam 2014 AS Golimumab 50mg monthly 26 20 11 (55) - - - - 


AS Placebo - 26 21 3 (14) - - - - 


Barkham 2009 nr Infliximab 5 mg/kg(0, 2, 6+ wks) 16 20 - 11 (55) - - - 


nr Placebo - 16 20 - 3 (15) - - - 


Braun 2002 AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 34 23 (68) - 16 (47) - 18 (53) 


AS Placebo - 12 35 10 (29) - 2 (6) - 3 (9) 


Marzo-Ortega 
(2005) 


AS Infliximab+meth. 5mg/kg* 10 28 20 (71) - - - - 


AS Placebo+meth.*** ** 10 14 4 (29) - - - - 


AS Infliximab+meth. 5mg/kg* 30 28 14 (50) - - - - 


AS Placebo+meth. ** 30 14 3 (21) - - - - 


Van den Bosch 
(2002) 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6) 12 9 - - - - - 


AS Placebo - 12 12 - - - - - 


ASSERT (2005) AS Infliximab 5mg/kg(wks 0,2,6+) 24 201 123 (61) 93 (46) - - - 


AS Placebo - 24 78 15 (19) 9 (12) - - - 


Park 2013 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 14 125 72 (58) 48 (38) - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 14 125 79 (63) 56 (45) - - - 


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 30 125 79 (63) 58 (46) - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 30 125 84 (67) 55 (44) - - - 


AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 54 125 71 (57) 51 (41) - - - 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 54 125 75 (60) 46 (37) - - - 


*5mg/kg (infusion at weeks 0,2,6,14,22)+methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


**methotrexate oral 7.5mg with folic acid (5mg twice a week which increased to 10mg a week) 


***meth.: methotrexate 


∏: licensed population 
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11.5 Appendix 5 Relative effects of anti-TNFs 
 


AS population  


In the following tables, the intervention is stated in the top row and the comparator is in the left-hand column, which is reverse to normal. 


Table 113: Relative effects RR BASDAI50 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.15 (0.61 to 1.86) 1.01 (0.65 to 1.50) 1.13 (0.75 to 1.66) 1.55 (0.74 to 2.50) 


CER 0.87 (0.54 to 1.63) - - 0.88 (0.50 to 1.70) 0.99 (0.58 to 1.89) 1.34 (0.61 to 2.74) 


ETA 0.99 (0.67 to 1.53) 1.14 (0.59 to 1.98) - - 1.12 (0.71 to 1.78) 1.53 (0.72 to 2.66) 


GOL 0.88 (0.60 to 1.33) 1.01 (0.53 to 1.74) 0.89 (0.56 to 1.40) - - 1.37 (0.65 to 2.30) 


INF 0.65 (0.40 to 1.35) 0.74 (0.37 to 1.65) 0.65 (0.38 to 1.38) 0.73 (0.43 to 1.54) - - 


 


Table 114: Relative effects OR BASDAI50 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.28 (0.47 to 3.48) 1.01 (0.51 to 2.02) 1.25 (0.62 to 2.48) 2.58 (0.62 to 10.60) 


CER 0.78 (0.29 to 2.14) - - 0.79 (0.27 to 2.32) 0.98 (0.33 to 2.89) 2.02 (0.39 to 10.33) 


ETA 0.99 (0.50 to 1.97) 1.26 (0.43 to 3.71) - - 1.23 (0.56 to 2.73) 2.55 (0.58 to 11.01) 


GOL 0.80 (0.40 to 1.61) 1.02 (0.35 to 3.03) 0.81 (0.37 to 1.80) - - 2.06 (0.47 to 8.91) 


INF 0.39 (0.09 to 1.62) 0.50 (0.10 to 2.56) 0.39 (0.09 to 1.72) 0.49 (0.11 to 2.12) - - 
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Table 115: Relative effects RR ASAS20 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.79 (0.53 to 1.07) 0.98 (0.82 to 1.17) 0.94 (0.75 to 1.15) 1.07 (0.75 to 1.38) 


CER 1.27 (0.93 to 1.88) - - 1.24 (0.91 to 1.83) 1.19 (0.85 to 1.77) 1.35 (0.88 to 2.09) 


ETA 1.03 (0.86 to 1.22) 0.81 (0.55 to 1.10) - - 0.96 (0.76 to 1.18) 1.10 (0.77 to 1.41) 


GOL 1.07 (0.87 to 1.34) 0.84 (0.56 to 1.18) 1.04 (0.85 to 1.31) - - 1.14 (0.79 to 1.53) 


INF 0.93 (0.73 to 1.34) 0.74 (0.48 to 1.14) 0.91 (0.71 to 1.31) 0.87 (0.66 to 1.27) - - 


 


Table 116: Relative effects OR ASAS20 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.57 (0.28 to 1.20) 0.94 (0.58 to 1.50) 0.85 (0.49 to 1.46) 1.23 (0.50 to 3.01) 


CER 1.74 (0.84 to 3.57) - - 1.62 (0.78 to 3.35) 1.47 (0.67 to 3.16) 2.13 (0.74 to 6.13) 


ETA 1.07 (0.67 to 1.71) 0.62 (0.30 to 1.28) - - 0.90 (0.52 to 1.55) 1.31 (0.54 to 3.20) 


GOL 1.18 (0.69 to 2.05) 0.68 (0.32 to 1.49) 1.11 (0.65 to 1.91) - - 1.46 (0.57 to 3.70) 


INF 0.82 (0.33 to 1.99) 0.47 (0.16 to 1.36) 0.76 (0.31 to 1.86) 0.69 (0.27 to 1.75) - - 


 


Table 117: Relative effects RR ASAS40 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.74 (0.41 to 1.22) 0.80 (0.51 to 1.20) 0.91 (0.61 to 1.32) 


CER 1.35 (0.82 to 2.45) - - 1.09 (0.61 to 2.04) 1.23 (0.72 to 2.26) 
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ETA 1.24 (0.83 to 1.95) 0.92 (0.49 to 1.63) - - 1.13 (0.72 to 1.81) 


GOL 1.10 (0.76 to 1.64) 0.81 (0.44 to 1.38) 0.88 (0.55 to 1.38) - - 


 


Table 118: Relative effects OR ASAS40 AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.59 (0.25 to 1.45) 0.68 (0.33 to 1.40) 0.84 (0.42 to 1.67) 


CER 1.68 (0.69 to 4.04) - - 1.14 (0.45 to 2.90) 1.42 (0.57 to 3.50) 


ETA 1.47 (0.71 to 3.02) 0.87 (0.35 to 2.24) - - 1.23 (0.58 to 2.63) 


GOL 1.19 (0.60 to 2.38) 0.71 (0.29 to 1.75) 0.81 (0.38 to 1.72) - - 


 


Table 119: Relative effects RR ASAS50 AS 


  ADA ETA INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.24 (0.60 to 3.31) 2.00 (0.73 to 5.87) 


ETA 0.81 (0.30 to 1.66) - - 1.63 (0.68 to 2.95) 


INF 0.50 (0.17 to 1.36) 0.61 (0.34 to 1.46) - - 


 


Table 120: Relative effects OR ASAS50 AS 


  ADA ETA INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.40 (0.40 to 5.05) 4.11 (0.59 to 29.29) 
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ETA 0.71 (0.20 to 2.49) - - 2.92 (0.55 to 15.51) 


INF 0.24 (0.03 to 1.71) 0.34 (0.06 to 1.81) - - 


 


Table 121: Relative effects Mean difference BASDAI change from baseline AS 


  ADA CER ETA INF 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.10 (-0.68 to 0.88) -0.20 (-0.71 to 0.30) -0.73 (-1.69 to 0.24) 


CER -0.10 (-0.88 to 0.68) - - -0.30 (-1.12 to 0.52) -0.82 (-1.98 to 0.33) 


ETA 0.20 (-0.30 to 0.71) 0.30 (-0.52 to 1.12) - - -0.53 (-1.50 to 0.47) 


INF 0.73 (-0.24 to 1.69) 0.82 (-0.33 to 1.98) 0.53 (-0.47 to 1.50) - - 


 


Table 122: Relative effects Mean difference BASFI change from baseline AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL INF 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.15 (-0.67 to 0.97) -0.18 (-0.73 to 0.36) -0.20 (-0.75 to 0.35) -0.91 (-2.00 to 0.20) 


CER -0.15 (-0.97 to 0.67) - - -0.33 (-1.16 to 0.49) -0.35 (-1.17 to 0.47) -1.05 (-2.31 to 0.22) 


ETA 0.18 (-0.36 to 0.73) 0.33 (-0.49 to 1.16) - - -0.02 (-0.57 to 0.55) -0.72 (-1.83 to 0.39) 


GOL 0.20 (-0.35 to 0.75) 0.35 (-0.47 to 1.17) 0.02 (-0.55 to 0.57) - - -0.71 (-1.82 to 0.42) 


INF 0.91 (-0.20 to 2.00) 1.05 (-0.22 to 2.31) 0.72 (-0.39 to 1.83) 0.71 (-0.42 to 1.82) - - 


 


Table 123: Relative effects Mean difference BASMI change from baseline AS 


  ADA CER ETA GOL 
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  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.11 (-0.21 to 0.42) 0.00 (-0.32 to 0.31) 0.26 (0.06 to 0.46) 


CER -0.11 (-0.42 to 0.21) - - -0.11 (-0.51 to 0.30) 0.15 (-0.17 to 0.48) 


ETA 0.00 (-0.31 to 0.32) 0.11 (-0.30 to 0.51) - - 0.26 (-0.06 to 0.58) 


GOL -0.26 (-0.46 to -0.06) -0.15 (-0.48 to 0.17) -0.26 (-0.58 to 0.06) - - 


 


Table 124: Relative effects Mean difference SF-36 PCS change from baseline AS 


  ADA CER GOL 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 2.11 (-0.20 to 4.44) 1.52 (-0.24 to 3.30) 


CER -2.11 (-4.44 to 0.20) - - -0.59 (-2.99 to 1.85) 


GOL -1.52 (-3.30 to 0.24) 0.59 (-1.85 to 3.00) - - 


 


Table 125: Relative effects Mean difference MASES change from baseline AS 


  GOL 


  Mean 95% CrI 


ADA -0.20 (-1.12 to 0.70) 


 


Table 126: Relative effects Mean difference SF-36 MCS change from baseline AS 


  ADA CER GOL 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - -0.15 (-3.83 to 1.33 (-0.97 to 
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3.54) 3.63) 


CER 0.15 
(-3.53 to 
3.83) - - 1.51 


(-2.24 to 
5.21) 


GOL -1.33 
(-3.63 to 
0.98) -1.51 


(-5.20 to 
2.24) - - 


 


Relative effects of anti-TNFs – nr-axSpA population  


In the following tables, the intervention is stated in the top row and the comparator is in the left-hand column, which is reverse to normal. 


Table 127: Relative effects RR BASDAI 50 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.11 (0.62 to 1.96) 0.76 (0.44 to 1.30) 


CER 0.90 (0.51 to 1.61) - - 0.69 (0.38 to 1.22) 


ETA 1.31 (0.77 to 2.28) 1.46 (0.82 to 2.62) - - 


 


Table 128: Relative effects OR BASDAI50 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 1.24 (0.42 to 3.75) 0.62 (0.25 to 1.55) 


CER 0.81 (0.27 to 2.40) - - 0.50 (0.18 to 1.40) 


ETA 1.62 (0.65 to 3.99) 2.01 (0.72 to 5.68) - - 
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Table 129: Relative effects RR ASAS 20 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.83 (0.54 to 1.20) 0.77 (0.52 to 1.08) 


CER 1.20 (0.84 to 1.87) - - 0.92 (0.60 to 1.44) 


ETA 1.31 (0.93 to 1.94) 1.09 (0.70 to 1.67) - - 


 


Table 130: Relative effects OR ASAS 20 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.62 (0.25 to 1.59) 0.52 (0.23 to 1.19) 


CER 1.60 (0.63 to 3.98) - - 0.83 (0.34 to 2.01) 


ETA 1.92 (0.84 to 4.33) 1.20 (0.50 to 2.92) - - 


 


Table 131: Relative effects RR ASAS 40 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.97 (0.51 to 1.78) 0.66 (0.35 to 1.21) 1.16 (0.42 to 2.29) 


CER 1.04 (0.56 to 1.98) - - 0.68 (0.35 to 1.35) 1.20 (0.43 to 2.55) 


ETA 1.51 (0.83 to 2.82) 1.46 (0.74 to 2.85) - - 1.74 (0.63 to 3.70) 


INF 0.86 (0.44 to 2.37) 0.84 (0.39 to 2.33) 0.57 (0.27 to 1.58) - - 
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Table 132: Relative effects OR ASAS 40 nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA INF 


  Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI Md 95% CrI 


ADA - - 0.94 (0.31 to 2.90) 0.51 (0.19 to 1.35) 1.36 (0.26 to 7.22) 


CER 1.07 (0.34 to 3.25) - - 0.54 (0.18 to 1.58) 1.45 (0.25 to 8.10) 


ETA 1.98 (0.74 to 5.23) 1.86 (0.63 to 5.51) - - 2.68 (0.52 to 13.91) 


INF 0.73 (0.14 to 3.91) 0.69 (0.12 to 3.93) 0.37 (0.07 to 1.91) - - 


 


Table 133: Relative effects Mean difference BASDAI change from baseline nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA INF 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - -0.63 (-1.77 to 0.52) 0.53 (-0.51 to 1.56) -1.43 (-3.08 to 0.22) 


CER 0.63 (-0.52 to 1.77) - - 1.15 (-0.12 to 2.42) -0.81 (-2.62 to 1.00) 


ETA -0.53 (-1.56 to 0.51) -1.15 (-2.42 to 0.12) - - -1.97 (-3.70 to -0.21) 


INF 1.43 (-0.21 to 3.08) 0.81 (-1.00 to 2.62) 1.97 (0.21 to 3.70) - - 


 


 


Table 134: Relative effects Mean difference BASFI change from baseline nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA INF 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - -1.00 (-2.10 to 0.10) 0.30 (-0.48 to 1.08) -1.33 (-2.86 to 0.19) 


CER 1.00 (-0.10 to 2.10) - - 1.30 (0.19 to 2.41) -0.33 (-2.05 to 1.38) 
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ETA -0.30 (-1.08 to 0.48) -1.30 (-2.41 to -0.19) - - -1.63 (-3.15 to -0.09) 


INF 1.33 (-0.19 to 2.86) 0.33 (-1.38 to 2.05) 1.63 (0.09 to 3.15) - - 


 


Table 135: Relative effects Mean difference BASMI change from baseline nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - -0.53 (-0.93 to -0.12) 0.02 (-0.47 to 0.51) 


CER 0.53 (0.12 to 0.93) - - 0.55 (-0.02 to 1.10) 


INF -0.02 (-0.51 to 0.47) -0.55 (-1.10 to 0.02) - - 


 


Table 136: Relative effects Mean difference SF-36 PCS change from baseline nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER ETA 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 2 (-1.53 to 5.57) -2.88 (-6.11 to 0.31) 


CER -2.00 (-5.57 to 1.53) - - -4.88 (-8.52 to -1.29) 


INF 2.88 (-0.31 to 6.11) 4.88 (1.29 to 8.52) - - 


 


Table 137: Relative effects Mean difference SF-36MCS change from baseline nr-axSpA 


  ADA CER 


  Mean 95% CrI Mean 95% CrI 


ADA - - 2.87 (-1.78 to 7.49) 


CER -2.87 (-7.49 to 1.78) - - 
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11.6 Appendix 6 BASDAI and BASFI conditional on response data 
 


Table 138 Baseline BASDAI according to conditional on response at week 12 (or nearest time point) 


Anti-TNF  


Population (trial) 


Resp criterion Treatment Response n Mean SD 


Adalimumab AS 


(ATLAS) 


ASAS20 


ADA 40mg  
Non-responder 83 6.23 1.929 


Responder  121 6.27 1.542 


Placebo 
Non-responder 82 6.29 1.712 


Responder  22 6.64 1.468 


ASAS40 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 119 6.21 1.802 


Responder  85 6.32 1.568 


Placebo Non-responder 89 6.37 1.714 


Responder  15 6.34 1.362 


BASDAI50 


ADA 40mg  
Non-responder 119 6.21 1.802 


Responder  85 6.32 1.568 


Placebo 
Non-responder 89 6.37 1.714 


Responder  15 6.34 1.362 


Golimumab 


AS(GO_RAISE) 


ASAS20 GOL 50mg  Non-responder 56 6.51 1.687 


Responder  82 6.49 1.494 


Placebo Non-responder 61 6.65 1.622 


Responder  17 6.46 1.120 


ASAS40 GOL 50mg Non-responder 76 6.54 1.680 


Responder  62 6.45 1.433 


Placebo Non-responder 66 6.65 1.579 


Responder  12 6.41 1.194 


BASDAI50 GOL 50mg Non-responder 72 6.69 1.523 


Responder  61 6.25 1.638 


Placebo Non-responder 66 6.63 1.581 


Responder  12 6.51 1.194 


Etanercept AS 


(EU-314) 


ASAS20 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 43  ***** ****** 


Responder  107  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 40  ***** ****** 


Responder  115  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 32  ***** ****** 


Responder  19  ***** ****** 


ASAS40 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 70  ***** ****** 


Responder  80  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 65  ***** ****** 


Responder  90  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 40  ***** ****** 


Responder  11  ***** ****** 


BASDAI50 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 63  ***** ****** 
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Responder  87  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 62  ***** ****** 


Responder  93  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 41  ***** ****** 


Responder  10  ***** ****** 


Adalimumab 


M10-791 (nr-


axSpA sub-


population with a 


positive MRI 


and/or elevated 


CRP) 


ASAS20 ADA 40mg Non-responder 27 6.31 1.66 


Responder  41 6.46 1.49 


Placebo Non-responder 46 6.49 1.37 


Responder  23 6.05 1.77 


ASAS40 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 40 6.60 1.63 


Responder  28 6.13 1.41 


Placebo Non-responder 59 6.41 1.55 


Responder  10 5.93 1.27 


BASDAI 50 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 41 6.53 1.69 


Responder  27 6.21 1.31 


Placebo Non-responder 59 6.46 1.52 


Responder  10 5.64 1.34 


Etanercept (1031 


nr-axSpA)) 


ASAS20 ETN 50mg  Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


ASAS40 ETN 50mg Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


BASDAI50 ETN 50mg Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


 


Table 139 Baseline BASFI according to conditional on response at week 12 (or nearest time point) 


Anti-TNF (trial) Resp criterion Treatment Response n Mean SD 


Adalimumab AS 


(ATLAS) 


ASAS20 


ADA 40mg  
Non-responder 83 53.03 23.881 


Responder  121 51.38 20.843 


Placebo 
Non-responder 82 57.96 23.089 


Responder  22 52.27 16.661 


ASAS40 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 119 53.05 22.864 


Responder  85 50.65 21.005 


Placebo Non-responder 89 57.05 22.954 


Responder  15 54.98 14.996 


BASDAI50 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 110 57.79 21.015 
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Responder  94 45.34 21.514 


Placebo 
Non-responder 87 59.06 21.989 


Responder  17 44.98 17.979 


Golimumab 


AS(GO_RAISE) 


ASAS20 GOL 50mg  Non-responder 56 5.35 2.530 


Responder  82 4.76 2.249 


Placebo Non-responder 59 5.38 2.260 


Responder  17 4.13 1.985 


ASAS40 GOL 50mg Non-responder 76 5.33 2.488 


Responder  62 4.60 2.184 


Placebo Non-responder 64 5.33 2.247 


Responder  12 3.88 1.932 


BASDAI50 GOL 50mg Non-responder 72 5.48 2.412 


Responder  61 4.45 2.288 


Placebo Non-responder 64 5.39 2.179 


Responder  12 3.56 2.070 


Etanercept AS 


(EU-314) 


ASAS20 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 43  ***** ****** 


Responder  107  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 40  ***** ****** 


Responder  115  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 32  ***** ****** 


Responder  19  ***** ****** 


ASAS40 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 70  ***** ****** 


Responder  80  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 65  ***** ****** 


Responder  90  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 40  ***** ****** 


Responder  11  ***** ****** 


BASDAI50 ETN 25mg twice weekly  Non-responder 63  ***** ****** 


Responder  87  ***** ****** 


ETN 50mg once weekly Non-responder 62  ***** ****** 


Responder  93  ***** ****** 


Placebo Non-responder 41  ***** ****** 


Responder  10  ***** ****** 


Adalimumab nr-


axSpA 


M10-791 (sub-


population with a 


positive MRI 


and/or elevated 


CRP) 


ASAS20 


ADA 40mg 
Non-responder 27 45.17 22.07 


Responder  40 43.05 19.31 


Placebo 
Non-responder 47 48.07 22.99 


Responder  23 47.91 23.75 


ASAS40 


ADA 40mg  
Non-responder 40 47.61 22.60 


Responder  27 39.09 15.41 


Placebo 
Non-responder 60 48.26 23.46 


Responder  10 46.54 21.67 
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BASDAI 50 ADA 40mg  Non-responder 40 49.71 20.05 


Responder  27 35.97 18.12 


Placebo Non-responder 59 49.06 23.25 


Responder  10 43.66 23.07 


Etanercept (1031 


nr-axSpA)) 


ASAS20 ETN 50mg  Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


ASAS40 ETN 50mg Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


BASDAI50 ETN 50mg Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


Placebo Non-responder *** **** ***** 


Responder  *** **** ***** 


 


Summary 


The mean baseline BASDAI and BASFI are presented by treatment response at week 12 (or 14 for 


golimumab) for 3 of the five anti-TNFs. This reveals that in patients with AS and patients with nr-


axSpA, on average baseline BASDAI does not differ greatly between responders and non-responders 


either to placebo or to active anti-TNF therapy. In patients with AS or nr-axSpA from the trials of 


adalimumab (ATLAS and M10-791) and golimumab (GO-RAISE) on average baseline BASFI was 


higher in non-responders compared with responders. However, this was not seen in the etanercept 


trials. 
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11.7 Appendix 7 Long-term efficacy data 
 


Table 140 data from open label extensions of included RCTs 


 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


Haibel 200855, 57, 


58, 174-177 


nr-axSpA 


with 


inflammation 


Adalimumab 


40mg every other 
week. 


 


Non-responders at 


the end of the 


double-blind trial 


(week 12) and after 


open-label therapy 


for at least 12 


weeks were eligible 


for dose escalation 
to 40 mg/week. 


52 weeks 46  ITT 


Patients who 


withdrew from 


the study were 


counted as non-


responders for 


categorical data.  


LOCF was used 


for continuous 
variables. 


 23/46 


(50%) 


24/46 


(52%) 


BASDAI change from baseline: 2.8 (95% CI 2.1, 3.6) 


BASFI change from baseline: 2 (95% CI 1.4, 2.6) 


BASMI change from baseline: -0.4 (95% CI -0.7 to -0.04) 


EQ5D change from baseline: 0.22 (95 % CI 0.13, 0.31) 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 4.9 (95% CI 1.6, 8.1) 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 10.3 (95% CI 6.9, 13.8) 


ASQoL change from baseline: 5.3 (95% CI 3.8, 6.7) 


MASES change from baseline: 0.9 (95% CI -0.02 to 1.9) 


26 patients with MRIs at baseline and 52 weeks showed no 


change in sclerosis or in erosions 


ABILITY-1 


201352, 178-183 


nr-axSpA 


with 


inflammation 


Adalimumab 


PLA/AD 


52 weeks 61     SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 10.0 (SD 9.91) 


Adalimumab 


AD/AD 


52 weeks 55     SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 11.0 (SD 9.93) 


Adalimumab 


40mg every other 
week 


68 weeks 111 ( Pts 


MRI+ or 


CRP+) 


Observed 


(n=142 at week 
12) 


 77/11


1(69%


) 


74/11


1(67%


) 


 


Adalimumab 40mg 


every other week 


104 weeks 102      


Adalimumab 40mg 


every other week 


156 weeks 97  ( Pts 


MRI+ or 
CRP+) 


Observed 


(n=142 at week 


12) 


83/97 


(86%) 


67/97 


(69%) 


70/97(


72%) 


ASAS 50 responders: 58 


ASAS 70 responders: 47 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


ATLAS 200663, 


130, 131, 184-190 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 


week 


52 weeks 311 had at 


least one 
dose 


Observed 193/ 


276 


(70%) 


138/ 


276 


(50%) 


167/ 


276 


(61%) 


BASDAI change from baseline: -3.5 (SD 2.55) n=274 


BASFI change from baseline: -2.6 (SD 2.04) n=274 


BASMI final value: 3.2 (SD 2.2) n=273 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 5.6 (SD 10.35) n=265 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 10.19 (SD 9.5) n=265 


ASQoL change from baseline: -4.8 (SD 4.41) n=274 


MASES final value: 2.4 (SD 4.6) n=279 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 
week 


76 weeks  Observed    BASDAI change from baseline: -3.8 (SD 2.33) n=270 


BASFI change from baseline: -2.8 (SD 2.1) n=270 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 5.1 (SD 11.06) n=263 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 10.8 (SD 9.88) n=263 


ASQoL change from baseline: -5 (SD 4.32) n=270 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 
week 


104 weeks 173 Observed 135/ 


173 
(78%) 


109/ 


173 
(63%) 


122/ 


173 
(71%) 


BASDAI change from baseline: -3.9 (SD 2.44) n=262 


BASFI change from baseline: -2.9 (SD 2.14) n=261 


BASMI final value: 3.1 (SD 2.2) n=173 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 5.7 (SD 10.96) n=255 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 11 (SD 9.88) n=255 


ASQoL change from baseline: -5.4 (SD 4.28) n=263 


MASES change from baseline: 2.2 (SD 4.4) n=217 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 
week 


128 weeks  Observed    BASDAI change from baseline: -3.9 (SD 2.39) n=242 


BASFI change from baseline: -2.9 (SD 2.17) n=242 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 4.1 (SD 10.84) n=229 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 11.3 (SD 9.68) n=229 


ASQoL change from baseline: -5.3 (SD 4.35) n=242 


 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 


156 weeks  Observed    BASDAI change from baseline: -3.9 (SD 3.39) n=236 


BASFI change from baseline: -3 (SD 2.1) n=236 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


week BASMI final value: 3.7 (SD 1.8) n=233 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 5.6 (SD 11.59) n=227 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 11.6 (SD 9.65) n=227 


ASQoL change from baseline: -5.4 (SD 4.36) n=236 


Adalimumab 


40 mg every other 
week 


5 years 125(pts 


randomised 


to ADA and 


completed 5 


yrs) 


Observed  111/ 


125 
(89%) 


88/ 


125 
(70%) 


96/ 


124 
(77%) 


BASDAI final value: 1.8 (SD 1.9) n=124 


BASFI final value: 2.1 (SD 2.1) n=125 


BASMI final value: 3.7 (SD 1.8) n=124 


SF-36 PCS final value: 44.4 (SD 10) n=165 


ASQoL final value: 4.8 (SD 4.8) n=169 


RAPID-axSpA 


201446, 191-193 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Certolizumab pegol 


200 mg every 2 
weeks 


48 weeks 65 NRI+LOCF 47/65 


(72%) 


34/65 


(52%) 


 BASDAI final value: 3.3 


BASFI final value: 3 


Certolizumab pegol 


400 mg every 4 
weeks 


48 weeks 56 42/56 


(75%) 


36/56 


(64%) 


 BASDAI final value: 3 


BASFI final value: 3.2 


Certolizumab pegol 


- all 


48 weeks 121 *****


*****
*** 


*****


*****
*** 


  


Certolizumab pegol 


200mg every 2 


weeks 


96 weeks 65 Non-responder 


imputation 


39    


Certolizumab pegol 


400 mg every 4 
weeks 


96 weeks 56 Non-responder 


imputation 


39    


Certolizumab pegol 


– all 


96 weeks 121 Non-responder 


imputation 


78/ 


121 
(64%) 


61/ 


121 
(50%) 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


Certolizumab pegol 


- all 


96 weeks 93 Observed case 78/93 


(84%) 


61/93 


(66%) 


  


nr-axSpA 


with 
inflammation 


Certolizumab pegol 


200 mg every 2 
weeks 


48 weeks 46 Non-responder 


imputation was 


used for 


categorical 


measures and 


LOCF for 


quantitative 


measures (48 
week data) 


32/46 


(70%) 


25/46 


(54%) 


 BASDAI final value: 2.9 


BASFI final value: 2.1 


Certolizumab pegol 


400 mg every 4 
weeks 


48 weeks 51 35/51 


(69%) 


30/51 


(59%) 


 BASDAI final value: 3.3 


BASFI final value: 2.8 


Certolizumab pegol 


- all 


48 weeks 97 *****


*****
* 


*****


*****
* 


  


Certolizumab pegol 


200mg every 2 
weeks 


96 weeks 46 Non-responder 


imputation 


30    


Certolizumab pegol 


400 mg every 4 


weeks 


96 weeks 51 Non-responder 


imputation 


29    


Certolizumab pegol 


- all 


96 weeks 97 Non-responder 


imputation 


59/97 


(61%) 


49/97 


(51%) 


  


Certolizumab pegol 


- all 


96 weeks 74 Observed case 59/74 


(80%) 


49/74 


(66%) 


  


Davis 200347, 111, 


134, 135, 194, 195 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


72 weeks 105 Observed case     BASFI final value: 32.3 (SD 2.5) 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 


96 weeks 95 Observed case 70/95 


(74%) 


  ASAS 70 responders: 44 


BASFI final value: 25.4 (SD 2.4) 


Combined groups 96 weeks 257     mSASSS change from baseline: 0.91 (SD 2.45) 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


168 weeks 127 LOCF 77/ 


127 


(61%) 


64/ 


127 


(50%) 


  


Etanercept then 


etanercept 


192 weeks 124 LOCF 83/ 


124 
(67%) 


61/ 


124 
(49%) 


  


Dougados 


201454, 196 


nr-axSpA 


mixed 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 50mg 
weekly 


32 weeks 100 NRI  **   


Placebo then 


etanercept 50mg 
weekly 


32 weeks 105 NRI  **   


Etanercept then 


etanercept 50mg 


weekly 


40 weeks 100 NRI  **   


Placebo then 


etanercept 50mg 
weekly 


40 weeks 105 NRI  **   


Etanercept plus 


placebo groups 


together 50mg 
weekly 


48 weeks *** 


(189 
observed) 


NRI +LOCF 147 108 128 ******************************************** 


******************************************* 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 50mg 
weekly 


48 weeks 100   **   


Placebo then 


etanercept 50mg 
weekly 


48 weeks 105   **   
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


Gorman 200249, 


195, 197 


 Etanercept then 


etanercept 


28 weeks 19 NRI **   ******************************************** 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


28 weeks 19 NRI **   ******************************************** 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 


40 weeks 19 NRI **   *************************************************


****************** 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


40 weeks 19 NRI **   *************************************************


****************** 


Calin 200448, 136, 


137 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 


60 weeks 42 LOCF    BASDAI final value: 2.1 


BASFI final value: 2.9 


mSASSS change from baseline: 0.36 (95% CI -0.1 to 0.8) 
n=33 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


60 weeks 39 LOCF    BASDAI final value: 2.7 


BASFI final value: 3.4 


mSASSS change from baseline: -0.15 (95% CI -0.7 to 0.4) 
n=34 


Combined group 108 weeks 81 LOCF ** 44/81 


(54%) 


** ********************************************* 


*********************** 


BASFI final value: 2.9 


Etanercept then 


etanercept 


108 weeks 42 LOCF    BASDAI final value: 2.3 


BASFI final value: 3 


Placebo then 


etanercept 


108 weeks 39 LOCF    BASDAI final value: 2.9 


BASFI final value: 3.5 


Combined group 264 weeks 59 LOCF  40/59 


(68%) 


39/59 


(66%) 


********************************************* 


BASDAI final value: 2.7 


BASFI final value: 3.2 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


Bao 201253, 91, 


198, 199 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Golimumab 50 mg 52 weeks 108 ITT 76/ 


108 


(70%) 


53/ 


108 


(49%) 


62/ 


108 
(57%) 


 


GO-RAISE 


200886, 112, 132, 133, 


200-212 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


 


Golimumab 


placebo - 50 mg 


104 weeks 78 ITT 30/78 


(38%) 


30/78 


(38%) 


 BASDAI final value: median 6 (IQR 1.36 to 7.79) 


BASFI final value: median 4.9 (IQR 0.98 to 7.07) 


mSASSS change from baseline: 1.6 (SD 4.6) n=66 


Golimumab 50 mg 104 weeks 138 ITT 83/ 


138 
(60%) 


77/ 


138 
(56%) 


 BASDAI final value: median 2.7 (IQR 0.84 to 6.08) 


BASFI final value: median 2.2 (IQR 0.52 to 5.80) 


mSASSS change from baseline: 0.9 (SD 2.7) n=111 


Golimumab 100 


mg 


104 weeks 140 ITT 100/ 


140 
(71%) 


76/ 


140 
(54%) 


 BASDAI final value: median 2.7 (IQR 1.08 to 5.34) 


BASFI final value: median 1.8 (IQR 0.49 to 4.79) 


mSASSS change from baseline: 0.9 (SD 3.9) n=122 


All patients 


randomised (all 


golimumab from 
wk 24) 


104 weeks 356 NIR +LOCF 249/3


56 
(70%) 


213/3


56 
(60%) 


  


All patients 


randomised (all 


golimumab from 
wk 24) 


160 weeks 356 NIR +LOCF 246/3


56 


(69%) 


208/3


56 


(58%) 


  


Golimumab 


placebo – 50 mg 


208 weeks 78     mSASSS change from baseline: 2.1 (SD 5.2) n=66 


Golimumab 50 mg 208 weeks 138     mSASSS change from baseline: 1.3 (SD 4.1) n=111 


Golimumab 100 


mg 


208 weeks 140     mSASSS change from baseline: 2 (SD 5.6) n=122 


All patients 256 weeks 356 NIR +LOCF 235/3 203/3 199/3  
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


randomised (all 


golimumab from 
wk 24) 


56 
(66%) 


56 
(57%) 


56 
(58%) 


Tam 2013107 Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Golimumab 50 mg 


monthly 


54 weeks 19 UC 18    


Placebo/golimumab 54 weeks 17 UC 14    


Placebo/placebo 54 weeks 3 UC 1    


Park 2013105, 213 Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


CT-P13 (biosimilar 


to infliximab) 
5mg/kg 


78 weeks 88 ITT 61/88 


(69%) 


50/88 


(57%) 


  


CT-P13 then 


infliximab 


(switched at week 
54) 5 mg/kg 


78 weeks 86 ITT 64/86 


(74%) 


43/86 


(50%) 


  


CT-P13 (biosimilar 


to infliximab) 5 


mg/kg 


102 weeks 88 ITT 67/88 
(76%) 


53/88 
(60%) 


  


CT-P13 then 


infliximab 


(switched at week 


54) 5 mg/kg 


102 weeks 86 ITT 60/86 


(70%) 


48/86 


(56%) 


  


Braun 200294, 155, 


214-221 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Infliximab 5 mg/kg 


(infusion at weeks 
0, 2, 6) 


54 weeks 34 NIR for binary 


data 


 


A completer 


analysis was 
conducted. 


  47% mSASSS reported for 2 groups: patients with worsening of 


BASFI >1 and those <1 


Placebo/infliximab 54 weeks 35   51%   


Aggregate 54 weeks 69   33/69 
(48%) 


BASDAI final value: 2.5 (SD 1.7) n=52 


BASFI final value: 3.0 (SD 2.2) n=52 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


BASMI final value: 2.4 (SD 2.0) n=52 


SF-36 MCS final value: 50.9 (SD 8.9) n=52 


SF-36 PCS final value: 40.6 (SD 10.6) n=52 


 


BASDAI final value: 2.4 (SD 1.6) n=46 


BASFI final value: 3.1 (SD 2.2) n=46 


BASMI final value: 2.4 (SD 1.9) n=46 


SF-36 MCS final value: 51.5 (SD 8.6) n=46 


SF-36 PCS final value: 40.2 (SD 10.8) n=46 


 


Aggregate 102 weeks 69 NRI for binary 


data. A 


completer 


analysis was 
conducted 


  30/69 


(43%) 


BASDAI final value: 2.6 (SD 2) n=52 


BASFI final value: 3.0 (SD 2.2) n=52 


BASMI final value: 2.7 (SD 2.1) n=52 


SF-36 MCS final value: 50.2 (SD 9.5) n=52 


SF-36 PCS final value: 40.9 (SD 11.1) n=52 


 


BASDAI final value: 2.6 (SD 2) n=46 


BASFI final value: 3.1 (SD 2.3) n=46 


BASMI final value: 2.7 (SD 2.1) n=46 


SF-36 MCS final value: 51.4 (SD 8.9) n=46 


SF-36 PCS final value: 40.5 (SD 11.4) n=46 


Aggregate 156 weeks 46 Completer 


analysis.  To 


calculate means, 


LOCF was 


used. 


36/38 


(95%) 


28/38 


(74%) 


24/38 


(63%) 


 


28/46 
(61%) 


BASDAI final value: 2.7 (SD 2) n=46? 


BASFI final value: 3.1 (SD 2.5) 


BASMI final value: 2.8 (SD 2.2) 


SF-36 MCS final value: 48.8 (SD 10.4) 


SF-36 PCS final value: 41.6 (SD 11.7) 
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 Results 


Study characteristics No (%) of responders Other outcomes 


Trial cohort and 


references of 


open-label 
studies 


Population Treatment & dose Time point No of 


patients 


Imputation 


methods & 


withdrawal 
criteria 


ASAS 


20 


 


ASAS 


40 


 


BASD


AI 50 


 


Other results ASAS 50, ASAS 70, BASDAI, BASFI, 


BASMI, mSASSS, MASES, SF-36 MCS, SF-36 PCS, EQ-
5D 


ASSERT 200597, 


222-227 


Ankylosing 


spondylitis 


Infliximab (on 


placebo 0-24) 5 mg 


       


Week 102 78 


(remaining 


study 


patients may 


have taken 


high 


(unlicenced 


ose of 


infliximab) 


Completer 


analysis 


 28/61 


(46%) 


 BASMI change from baseline: -1 (IQR -2.0 to 0.0) 


SF-36 MCS change from baseline: 2.3 (IQR -3.6 to 11.9) 


SF-36 PCS change from baseline: 8.3 (IQR 2.5 to 17.7) ITT LOCF  33/78 


(42%) 


 


One trial which was extended evaluated only spinal and sacroiliac joint inflammation (Lambert 2007) – results not shown. 


11.8 Appendix 8 Adverse events 
 


Table 141 Adverse events in RCT placebo phases 


Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


Haibel 200855 nr-axSpA Adalimumab 40mg  12 22 0 0   0 0 0 0 


 nr-axSpA placebo 0 12 24 0 0   0 0 0 0 
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


Hu 201259 AS Adalimumab 40 mg  12 26         


 AS Placebo 0 12 20         


Huang 201460 AS Adalimumab 40 mg  12 229 1 1 0  0 0 0 4 


 AS Placebo 0 12 115 1 0 0  0 0 0 0 


Lambert 200761 AS Adalimumab 40 mg  12 38         


 AS Placebo 0 12 44         


ABILITY-1 


(2013) (licensed 


population)52 


nr-axSpA Adalimumab 40mg  12 95 3 0 0  0  1  


 nr-axSpA Placebo 0 12 97 1 0 0  0  1  


 ATLAS (2006)63 AS Adalimumab 40 mg  12 208         


 AS Placebo 0 12 107         
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


RAPID-axSpA 


(2014)46 


AS Certolizumab pegol 200mg  12 65 Data only for whole group      


 AS Certolizumab pegol 400mg  12 56         


 AS Placebo 0 12 57         


              


 nr-axSpA Certolizumab pegol 200mg 12 46         


 nr-axSpA Certolizumab pegol 400mg 12 51         


 nr-axSpA Placebo 0 12 50         


Barkham 201072 AS Etanercept 25mg 


twice 


weekly 


12 20 0       0 


 AS Placebo 0 12 20 0       0 


Davis 200347 AS Etanercept 25mg  12 138         
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


 AS Placebo 0 12 139         


              


 AS Etanercept 25mg  24 138  0 0 41    7 


 AS Placebo 0 24 139  1 0 13    1 


Dougados 201174 AS Etanercept 50mg  12 39         


 AS Placebo 0 12 43         


Dougados 201454 nr-axSpA 


mixed 


Etanercept 50mg  12 106 2   3  1  1 


 nr-axSpA 


mixed 


Placebo 0 12 109 1   0  0  0 


              


 nr-axSpA Etanercept 50mg  12 94         


 nr-axSpA Placebo 0 12 95         
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


Gorman 200249 AS Etanercept 25mg  16 20 0   5    0 


 AS Placebo 0 16 20 0   1    0 


Calin 200448 AS Etanercept 25 mg  12 45 1 0  15    0 


 AS Placebo 0 12 39 0 0  6    0 


Van der Heijde 


200651 


AS Etanercept 25mg  12 150  1 0 32  0  6 


 AS Etanercept 50mg  12 155  1 0 34  0  8 


 AS Placebo 0 12 51  0 0 6  0  0 


Giardina 201084 AS Etanercept 50mg  104 25  1 0 5 0 0  0 


 AS Infliximab 5mg/kg  104 25  2 0 1 0 0  0 


GO-RAISE 


200886 


AS Golimumab 50mg 16 138 5        
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


 AS Golimumab 100mg 16 140 7        


 AS placebo 0 16 78 4        


              


Bao 201453 AS Golimumab 50mg  14 108         


 AS Placebo 0 14 105         


              


Tam 2014107 AS Golimumab 50mg  24 20        0 


 AS Placebo 0 24 21        1 


Barkham 200956 nr-axSpA Infliximab 5 mg/kg 16 20 0       1 


 nr-axSpA Placebo 0 16 20         


Braun 200294 AS Infliximab  5mg/kg 12 34 3  1 0    4 


 AS Placebo 0 12 35   0 0    0 
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


Marzo-Ortega 


(2005)50 


AS Infliximab+methotre


xate 


5mg/kg 10 28         


 AS Placebo+metotrexate 0 10 14          


              


 AS Infliximab+methotre


xate 


5mg/kg  30 28 0   1    0 


 AS Placebo+metotrexate 0 30 14 0   0    0 


Van den Bosch 


(2002)96 


AS Infliximab  5mg/kg 12 9 Uncl


ear 


  Unclear     


 AS Placebo 0 12 12 Uncl


ear 


  Unclear     


ASSERT 


(2005)97 


AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 24 202 7 2 0 22  0  2 


 AS Placebo 0 24 75 2 0 0 7  0  1 


Park 2013105 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 14 125         
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Trial name Populati


on 


Treatment arm Dose Timepoi


nt 


(weeks) 


No of pts 


randomi


sed 


SAEs Serious 


infections 


TB (incl TB 


reactivation) 


Injection 


site 


reactions 


Congestive 


heart 


failure 


Malignancie


s 


Non-


melanoma 


skin 


cancer 


Withdraw


als due to 


Adverse 


events  


 AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 14 125         


              


 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 30 128 6  2 5    8 


 AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 30 122 8   1 6      5 


              


 AS CT-P13 5mg/kg 54 125         


 AS Infliximab 5mg/kg 54 125         


Blank fields indicate that data were not reported for that outcome
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11.9 Appendix 9: Extended synthesis models 


In this Appendix we describe in more detail the data and modelling approaches implemented in 


Section 6. Note that while this Appendix aims to provide a methodological description of methods, a 


full description of findings and its interpretations are in Section 6. 


General aspects of implementation and software  


The synthesis was conducted from a Bayesian perspective, using WinBUGS (a Markov Chain Monte 


Carlo simulation based software for Bayesian inference).  For burn-in, we ran 100,000 simulations 


and another 100,000 were used in inferences. Convergence was assessed by running two chains and 


convergence was assumed if the Gelman-Rubin statistic was equal to 1. Goodness of fit was assessed 


using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC).
160


 Models with smaller DIC are better supported by 


the data. In the presence of autocorrelation, the MCMC simulation for inference was increased to 


200,000 and a thin of 20 was applied (yielding a sample for inference of 10000 for each chain). 


The main synthesis models will pool differences between treatment and control in change scores from 


baseline (BASDAI and BASFI). The treatment associated with the lowest (most negative) mean 


change score is expected to be best. However, it is important to quantify the uncertainty around the 


estimates and for this reason standard deviations will be reported alongside expected values. Where 


odds ratios are presented, median values instead of means were used to summarise inferences. 


Where possible, meta-regression analyses were conducted to evaluate potential treatment effect 


modifiers. Meta-regression is a tool aimed at examining the impact of variables on effect size using 


regression-based techniques. In these explorations, the following baseline characteristics were 


considered:  BASDAI score, BASFI score, age, gender, duration of symptoms (years) and C-reactive 


protein (CRP). 


Relative effectiveness estimates for models assuming exchangeability across treatments (A5) are 


based on the predictive distribution, representing the distribution of the data averaged over all possible 


parameter values. This summary statistic best reflects the impact of uncertainty in the parameters of 


the model and is here judged as a more appropriate basis to be used in the decision model.
161
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11.9.1 Modelling approach A 


Brief description of the data 


Based on study populations and follow-up (i.e. around 12-week in duration), 16 of the RCTs are 


considered directly relevant to the decision problem for the AS population (studies 1 to 16 in Table 


142). One of these studies did not report BASDAI or BASFI outcomes (study 3) and thus could not be 


included in analyses. The 15 remaining studies reported at least one outcome measure – BASDAI50 


and/or change from baseline on BASDAI and BASFI scores.  


Table 142: Evidence on BASDAI and BASFI related outcomes for the AS population  


        


 Trial name treat N treat N PLA BASDAI50 change BASDAI change BASFI  


1 Hu 2012 1 26 20 
 


X X 
2 Huang 2014 1 229 115 X X X 


3 Lambert 2007 1 38 44 


   4 ATLAS (2006)  1 208 107 X X 


 5 RAPID-axSpA (2014) 2 121 57 X X X 


6 Barkham 2010 3 20 20 X   X*   X* 


7 Davis 2003 3 138 139 
 


X X 
8 Dougados 2011 3 39 43 X X X 


9 Gorman 2002 3 20 20 


  


X 


10 Calin 2004 3 45 39 
 


X X 
11 Van der Heijde 2006 3 305 51 X 


  12 GO-RAISE 2008 4 138 78 X 


 


X 


13 Bao 2012 4 108 105 X 


 


X 
14 Braun 2002 5 34 35 X   X*   X* 


15 Marzo-Ortega (2005) 5 28 14 


 


X   X* 


16 Van den Bosch (2002) 5 9 12 
 


  X*   X* 


* Do not report any measure of dispersion (such as standard deviations) 


treat: 1 =ADA, 2=CER (CER200 and/or CER400), 3=ETA (ETA25 and/or ETA50), 4=GOL50 , 5=INF 


 


Note that some studies only report one of the BASDAI measures. For example, the golimumab trials 


(studies 12 and 13) only report BASDAI 50 and not the absolute change in this score.   


This modelling approach directly evaluates relative treatment effects – i.e. log OR for BASDAI50 


response and the difference between treatment and placebo in change in BASDAI and BASFI from 


baseline. The dataset analysed is shown in Table 143 


Table 143. Modelling approach A: Data  


Study, j Treat, t Outcome, o y se 


1 1 1 -- -- 


2 1 1 1.61 0.28 
3 1 1 -- -- 


4 1 1 1.47 0.30 


5 2 1 1.79 0.42 
6 3 1 2.30 1.13 


7 3 1 -- -- 


8 3 1 1.04 0.48 
9 3 1 -- -- 


10 3 1 -- -- 


11 3 1 1.78 0.37 
12 4 1 1.47 0.36 


13 4 1 2.34 0.50 


14 5 1 2.45 0.69 
15 5 1 -- -- 


16 5 1 -- -- 
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1 1 2 -1.60 0.67 


2 1 2 -1.40 0.22 


3 1 2 -- -- 
4 1 2 -1.80 0.28 


5 2 2 -1.45 0.36 


6 3 2 -1.87 0.90* 
7 3 2 -1.91 0.26 


8 3 2 -1.20 0.44 


9 3 2 -- -- 
10 3 2 -1.87 0.49 


11 3 2 -- -- 
12 4 2 -- -- 


13 4 2 -- -- 


14 5 2 -2.60 0.69* 
15 5 2 -1.73 0.70 


16 5 2 -2.97 1.26* 


1 1 3 -0.90 0.68 


2 1 3 -1.28 0.20 
3 1 3 -- -- 


4 1 3 -- -- 


5 2 3 -1.10 0.37 
6 3 3 -1.56 0.93* 


7 3 3 -1.34 0.29 


8 3 3 -1.20 0.40 
9 3 3 -2.20 0.92 


10 3 3 -1.73 0.45 


11 3 3 -- -- 
12 4 3 -1.50 0.27 


13 4 3 -1.37 0.32 


14 5 3 -2.00 0.71* 
15 5 3 -1.82 1.00* 


16 5 3 -3.21 1.28* 


outcome: 1 logOR for BASDAI50, 2 difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASDAI from baseline, 3 


difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASFI from baseline  


* No standard deviation was reported in the original studies, the highest standard deviation from the other trials was used as 


a conservative estimate.  


 


treat = treatment: 1 =ADA, 2=CER, 3=ETA, 4=GOL, 5=INF; BASDAI: results from individual studies on difference 


between treatment and placebo in change from baseline in BASDAI scores; BASFI: results from individual studies on 


difference between treatment and placebo in change from baseline in BASFI scores se: standard error associated with each 


outcome    


 


Description of synthesis methods for modelling approach A 


Consider we have available information on J trials comparing an individual treatment, k (out of the 


total number of treatments T) to placebo. Trials report one or more outcomes, o. Information on 


outcome o for treatment k in a study j is represented by 𝑦𝑗𝑘𝑜 and is used alongside the standard error 


for this measure, sejko
2 . In common with the approach implemented in Section 4, all outcomes are here 


assumed normally distributed, with mean θjko. We implemented alternative models that differ in the 


way treatment effects are considered; a summary of each is presented below. Note that at this stage 


each outcome was synthesised independently.  
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Model A1 (treatments: independent, studies: FE) – This model considers the j treatments to be 


independent, i.e. assumes the effects to differ between treatments, d[k, o]. This is a fixed effect model 


in that multiple studies evaluating the same treatment are considered to measure the same treatment 


effect. 


The model used was: 


Likelihood:   yjko~ dnorm(θjko, sejko
2 ) 


Model:   θjko = d[k, o] 


Priors:    d[k, o]~N(0,0.001) 


 


Model A2 (treatments: independent, studies: RE) – This model differs from A1 in that a random 


effect is assumed to describe the findings of multiple studies evaluating the same treatment. 


The model used was: 


Likelihood:   yjko~ dnorm(θjko, 𝑠𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑜
2 ) 


Model:   θjko~N(d[k, o], σ𝑜
2) 


Priors:    d[𝑘, o]~N(0,0.001);  σ𝑜
2~𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,10) 


The random effect is defined using a variance parameter for each outcome but common across 


treatments, σ𝑜
2. 


Model A3 (treatments: equal, studies: FE) – This model differs from A1 in that treatments are not 


assumed to differ. The model thus evaluates a common relative effectiveness for all anti-TNFs, d[o], 


for each outcome. 


The model used was: 


Likelihood:   yjko~ dnorm(θjko, 𝑠𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑜
2 ) 


Model:   θjko = d[o] 


Priors:    d[k, o]~N(0,0.001) 
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Model A4 (treatments: equal, studies: RE) – This model differs from A3 in that a random effect is 


assumed to describe the findings of multiple studies evaluating the same treatment. 


The model used was: 


Likelihood:   yjko~ dnorm(θjko, 𝑠𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑜
2 ) 


Model:   θjko~N(d[o], σ𝑜
2) 


Priors:    d[𝑜]~N(0,0.001); σ𝑜
2~𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,10) 


 


Model A5 (treatments: exchangeable, studies: FE) – This model differs from A1 in that a random 


effect is used to describe any differences between treatments (exchangeability is assumed). This 


model thus assumes the treatments to have a similar, but not equal, effectiveness – there are 


differences between the effectiveness of treatments that we may not be able to explain but that we 


should consider. 


The model used was: 


Likelihood:   yjko~ dnorm(θjko, 𝑠𝑒𝑗𝑘𝑜
2 ) 


Model:   θjko = d[k, o] 


   d[k, o]~N(D[o], γ𝑜
2) 


Priors:    D[o]~N(0,0.001); γ1
2~𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,2);  γ2


2, γ3
2~𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓(0,10) 


 The parameter γ𝑜
2 is the variance parameter defining the random effect across treatment. The priors 


differ for outcome 1 as this is a log odds while outcomes 2 and 3 are assumed continuous measures. 


Within this modelling approach we explored potential heterogeneity in treatment effects using meta-


regression (i.e. potential treatment effect modifiers). We did so by extended the modelling approach in 


A1 to include treatment effect interactions with baseline characteristics (centered on their means 


where relevant). We have explored the inclusion of alternative covariates by evaluating the DIC 


associated with alternative models. 


 


 


Results of modelling approach A  
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The results of each modelling approach are shown in below. 


Table 144: Modelling approach A – results  


 A1.  A2.  A3. A4.  A5. 


 Treat: indep  


Studies: FE 


Treat: indep  


Studies: RE 


Treat: 


common  


Studies: FE 


Treat: 


common  


Studies: RE 


Treat: 


exchang  


Studies: FE 
 (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) (median, SD) 


Outcome 1: OR on 


BASDAI50     


 


Adalimumab 4.71 (1.00) 4.69 (6.11) 


5.21 (0.72) 5.30 (0.98) 5.34 (9.79)* 


Certolizumab 6.02 (3.33) 6.04 (22.87) 


Etanercept 4.73 (1.43) 4.72 (3.32) 


Golimumab 5.86 (1.81) 6.10 (7.45) 


Infliximab 11.9 (11.94) 12.10 (44.00) 


σ1 -- 0.31 (0.30) -- 0.15 (0.14) -- 


D1 -- -- -- -- 1.69 (0.23) 


𝛾1 -- -- -- -- 0.27 (0.28) 
      


Outcome 2: change in 


BASDAI 


(mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


Adalimumab -1.56 (0.16) -1.57 (0.27) 


-1.66 (0.11) -1.67 (0.15) 


 


Certolizumab -1.45 (0.37) -1.46 (0.51)  


Etanercept -1.76 (0.20) -1.73 (0.28) -1.70 (0.87)* 


Golimumab NA NA  


Infliximab -2.28 (0.46) -2.27 (-2.28)  


σ2 -- 0.25 (0.24) -- 0.25 (0.19) -- 


D2 -- -- -- -- -1.63 (0.57) 


𝛾2 -- -- -- -- 0.43 (0.63) 
      


Outcome 3: change in BASFI (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


Adalimumab -1.22 (0.18) -1.18 (0.29) 


-1.38 (0.11) -1.39 (0.13) 


 


Certolizumab -1.10 (0.37) -1.11 (0.47)  


Etanercept -1.48 (0.19) -1.50 (0.24) -1.41 (0.49)* 


Golimumab -1.45 (0.20) -1.44 (0.29)  


Infliximab -2.16 (0.53) -2.17 (0.56)  


σ3 -- 0.22 (0.19) -- 0.14 (0.12) -- 


D3 -- -- -- -- -1.40 (0.22) 


𝛾3 -- -- -- -- 0.28 (0.33) 


DIC 52.4 57.0 39.1 44.3 43.6 


outcome: 1 logOR for BASDAI50, 2 difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASDAI from baseline, 3 


difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASFI from baseline; 𝛔𝐨 is the variance parameter for outcome o of 


the random effect across studies; Do is the mean of the random effect for outcome o; 𝜸𝒐 is the variance parameter for 


outcome o of the random effect across treatments. 


* predictive distribution 


 


From model A5, drug specific estimates can be retrieved (Table 145). Within this model drug specific 


inferences will borrow strength from the common class effect and estimates are thus shrunken 


towards the mean of this class effect (that is, estimates are closer to the value reported for the class in 


Table 144).  


 


 


Table 145: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model A5. 
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 Model A5 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model A5 


Outcome 1: 


OR on 


BASDAI50 


Outcome 2: 


change in 


BASDAI 


Outcome 3: 


change in 


BASFI 
 (median, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


    


Adalimumab 5.05 (0.87) -1.60 (0.15) -1.31 (0.16) 


Certolizumab 5.42 (1.71) -1.59 (0.26) -1.31 (0.23) 


Etanercept 5.13 (1.08) -1.72 (0.17) -1.43 (0.15) 


Golimumab 5.47 (1.25) -1.69 (0.84) -1.42 (0.16) 


Infliximab 5.70 (3.30) -1.88 (0.34) -1.55 (0.33) 
    


 


Explorations of heterogeneity suggested only gender to potentially modify the effect of anti-TNF 


treatment, specifically for change in BASDAI as outcome; however, when gender is used together 


with all covariates, such evidence on effect modification disappears (results not shown but available 


on request).  


11.9.2 Modelling approach B 


In the previous section the two outcomes based on BASDAI scores were synthesised separately; 


however, BASDAI50 is the probability of having a reduction in BASDAI score of 50%, and thus it 


should be possible to relate the proportion of BASDAI50 responders to the change in absolute 


BASDAI scores from baseline observed in each study. Within this section, we use this structural 


relation within the synthesis, allowing change scores from baseline to be informed not only from 


direct data on this quantity but also from data on BASDAI50. 


Brief description of the data 


The model implemented here pools the change in BASDAI score from baseline to evaluate the 


difference between treatment and placebo, using evidence reported in trials directly on the change 


scores for each arm and also data on BASDAI50.  The data modelled within this approach are shown 


in Table 146. 


Table 146. Data used in modelling approach B and C 


s[] t[] n[] r[] b[] sd[] y[] y.se[] y.f[] y.f.se[] 


1 1 20 NA 6.2 1.1 -2 0.560 -1 0.34 


1 2 26 NA 5.9 1.4 -3.6 0.377 -1.9 0.29 


2 1 115 19 6.2 1.4 -1.4 0.177 -0.47 0.15 
2 2 229 114 6 1.4 -2.8 0.126 -1.75 0.13 


3 1 44 NA 6.5 1.6 NA NA NA NA 


3 2 38 NA 6.2 1.7 NA NA NA NA 
4 1 107 17 6.3 1.7 -0.8 0.2 NA NA 


4 2 208 94 6.3 1.7 -2.6 0.2 NA NA 


5 1 57 8 6.4 1.9 -1.0 0.3 -0.6 0.30 
5 3 121 50 6.36 1.54 -2.45 0.206 -1.7 0.21 


6 1 20 1 5.46 1.74 -0.1 0.632 0.21 0.71 


6 4 20 7 6.05 1.71 -1.97 0.645 -1.35 0.56 
7 1 139 NA 5.96 1.65 -0.45 0.18 -0.33 0.21 


7 4 138 NA 5.81 1.76 -2.36 0.19 -1.67 0.20 


8 1 43 10 5.8 1.5 -1.4 0.305 -1 0.27 
8 4 39 18 6.4 1.2 -2.6 0.320 -2.2 0.29 


9 1 20 NA NA NA NA NA -0.1 0.49 
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9 4 20 NA NA NA NA NA -2.3 0.36 


10 1 39 NA 5.86 2.05 -0.85 0.35 -0.33 0.31 
10 4 45 NA 6.1 1.87 -2.72 0.34 -2.06 0.33 


11 1 51 10 6.11 1.37 NA NA NA NA 


11 4 305 180 6.09 1.69 NA NA NA NA 
12 1 78 12 6.6 1.49 NA NA 0.1 0.19 


12 5 138 61 6.6 1.49 NA NA -1.4 0.19 


13 1 105 5 6.5 1.54 NA NA 0.11 0.20 
13 5 108 37 6.6 1.31 NA NA -1.26 0.25 


14 1 35 3 6.3 1.4 -0.6 0.478 -0.1 0.55 


14 6 34 18 6.5 1.2 -3.2 0.495 -2.1 0.44 
15 1 14 NA 6.57 2.05 -1.38 0.564 0.1 0.88 


15 6 28 NA 6.45 1.87 -3.11 0.42 -1.72 0.49 


16 1 12 NA 5.27 2.05 -0.26 0.816 1.3 0.95 
16 6 9 NA 5.89 1.87 -3.23 0.961 -1.91 0.86 


outcome: 1 logOR for BASDAI50, 2 difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASDAI from baseline, 3 


difference between treatment and placebo on change in BASFI from baseline  


s[] = study, t[] = treatment: 1=PLA, 2 =ADA, 3=CER, 4=ETA, 5=GOL, 6=INF; n[] = total number of patients, r[] = number 


of patients showing a BASDAI50 response, y[]: vector of results from studies on change from baseline on BASDAI score; 


y.se[]: standard error associated with each y ; y.f[]: vector of results from studies on change from baseline on BASFI score; 


y.f.se[]: standard error associated with each y.f     


 


Description of synthesis methods  


Consider we have available information on J trials comparing an individual treatment, k (out of the 


total number of treatments T) to placebo. Study j may report yjk, the mean change in BASDAI from 


baseline, alongside the standard error for this measure, sejk. The likelihood for the data on change 


score was assumed normally distributed and was expressed as: 


yjk~N(θjk, sejk
2 ) 


The mean of this distribution was the treatment effects, θjk, defined as the sum of the change score for 


the placebo arm plus the difference in change score for the treatments: 


θjk = μj + δjk. 


Some studies also reported the number of responders to BASDAI 50 (a 50% reduction in BASDAI 


score), rjk , out of the total number of individuals in the study, njk. The likelihood for the BASDAI50 


data was binomially distributed and thus expressed as: 


rjk~Bin(pjk, njk) 


Consider the BASDAI score at baseline for study j and treatment k, Xjk, as normally distributed, with 


a mean score at baseline of νjk and variability on BASDAI score at baseline represented by σjk
2 :   


Xjk~N(νjk, σjk
2 ), 
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The probability parameter of the binomial distribution can be expressed as a function of the baseline 


and final BASDAI scores: 


pjk = P [
Yjk


Xjk
< −0.5] = P[Yjk + Xjk/2 < 0] 


This can help us establish an algebraic relation between pjk and the change score Yjk, for a given 


baseline value, Xjk. This requires some assumptions over the distribution of scores, which are 


described next. 


Across individuals, the BASDAI scores at baseline and the change score are assumed correlated, and 


are described using a bivariate normal distribution: 


(
𝑋1𝑗𝑘
𝑌𝑗𝑘


)~𝑁((
𝜈1𝑗𝑘
θjk
) , (


𝜎𝑗𝑘
2 𝜌𝜎𝑗𝑘


2


𝜌𝜎𝑗𝑘
2 𝜎𝑗𝑘


2 )) 


For simplicity, the variability on BASDAI score at baseline, 𝜎𝑗𝑘
2 , was assumed equal to that of the 


change score. The correlation parameter is represented by ρ. 


We would like to further explore the following relationship: 


pjk = P[Yjk + Xjk/2 < 0] 


To do so, first consider expressing Y by conditioning on the baseline value, Xjk = x (for simplicity we 


will drop the jk subscript in the next few formulas): 


Y|X ~N(θ + ρ(x − ν), (1 − ρ2)σ2) 


So, we can standardize and relate this probability to a standard Normal distribution  


p|X1=x = P(Yjk + x/2 < 0|X1=x) = Φ(
−(
x
2 + θ + ρ(x − ν))


σ√(1 − ρ2)
) 


To obtain the joint distribution, one needs to average over Xjk~N(νjk, σjk
2 ), which means integrating 


over this distribution with respect to x: 


pjk = ∫ Φ(
−(
x
2 + θ + ρ(x − ν))


σ√(1 − ρ2)
)𝑓𝑋(𝑥)𝑑𝑥


+∞


−∞
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Note that one can express the expectation over the cdf of a normal distribution as: 


E[Φ(aX + b)] = Φ(
b+aν


√1−a2σ2
)  when  x~N(υ, σ2) 


Here, a =
−(1/2+ρ)


σ√(1−ρ2)
   and b =


−θ+ρν


σ√(1−ρ2)
.  Therefore:  


pjk = Φ


(


 
 
 


−θ+ ρν − (1/2 + ρ)ν


σ√(1 − ρ2)√1 −
(1/2 − ρ)2


(1 − ρ2)
)


 
 
 


= Φ(−
θ + ν/2


σ√5/4 + ρ
) 


The relations established above thus allow the probability parameter from BASDAI50 data to be 


expressed algebraically as a function of the change score: 


probit(pjk) =
−θjk − νjk/2


σjk√5/4 + ρ
 


In computations, we used the mean score at baseline, νjk,, and the associated standard deviation, σjk, 


as reported in the data (these were thus assumed known). The correlation between baseline and 


change score was estimated within the model by assuming this quantity to be independent of study but 


assumed to differ between placebo and anti-TNF treatments.   


In what concerns the treatment effects, all trials in our evidence base compare against conventional 


care: δjk = 𝑑𝑘 .Our preferred approach to model these was to assume a common class effect (i.e. 


exchangeable effects across treatments, analogous assumption to model A5 above). This means: 


𝑑𝑘 {


 
= 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 1


~𝑁(𝐷, 𝜎𝑟𝑒
2 ) 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ≠ 1


 


where k=1 is standard care. 


The priors used to implement this model were: 


D~N(0,0.001),   μj~N(0,0.001),   ρ𝑝𝑙𝑎~U(−1,1), ρ𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹~U(−1,1) 


 


WinBUGS code for modelling approach B 


model{ 
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 for (i in 1:10) { 


  y[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i], y.prec[i])  #change in score 


  theta[i] <- mu[s[i]] + d[t[i]] 


  } 


 for (i in 11:18) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))  


  


  theta[i] <- mu[s[i]] + d[t[i]] 


  } 


 for (i in 19:28) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  y[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i], prec[i])  #change in score 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))  


  


  theta[i] <- mu[s[i]] + d[t[i]] 


 } 


 for (j in 1:14) { 


  mu[j] ~ dnorm(0,0.001) 


  } 


 d[1] <- 0 


 for (k in 2:6) { 


  d[k] ~ dnorm(re,intau) 


 } 


 re ~ dnorm(0, 0.01) 


 intau <- 1/tau 


 tau <- pow(sd,2) 


 sd ~ dunif(0,2)    


 re.pred ~ dnorm(re,intau)      


 rho[1] ~ dunif(-1,1) 


 rho[2] ~ dunif(-1,1) 


} 


 


 


 


Results of modelling approach B 


The summary results regarding relative treatment effects from this modelling approach are reported in 


Table 147 for model B.  


 


 


 


Table 147: Modelling approach B: results  


 estimated assumed* Predicted 


 Difference in Probability of Probability of OR for 
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change score 


from baseline 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Anti-TNFs -1.91 (0.48)** 0.10 (--) 0.40 (0.08) 5.94 (4.06) 


Other model summaries    


D -1.91 (0.28) -- -- -- 


𝛾  0.30 (0.28) -- -- -- 


𝜌𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑜 0.26 (0.33) -- -- -- 


𝜌𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹 0.69 (0.26) -- -- -- 


DIC 146.3 -- -- -- 


* This figure is based on a BASDAI baseline score of 6.11 (sd=1.56) and a placebo change score of -0.61 (sd=1.44), which 


represent the average across trials (weighted by number of patients), ** predictive distribution 


 


Drug specific (shrunken) estimates from model B are shown in Table 148.  


Table 148: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model B. 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model B 


change in 


BASDAI 
 (mean, SD) 


  


Adalimumab -1.77 (0.25) 


Certolizumab -2.01 (0.37) 


Etanercept -1.88 (0.18) 


Golimumab -1.92 (0.30) 


Infliximab -2.02 (0.32) 
  


 


11.9.3 Modelling approach C 


The models implemented here extend those in the previous section by adding the syntheses of changes 


in BASFI score. The data used is presented in Table 146. 


 


Description of synthesis methods  


Data on mean change in BASFI score reported in some of the studies available have been described as 


normally distributed (the likelihood): 


yjk
BASFI~N(θjk


BASFI, (sejk
BASFI)


2
) 


The treatment effects over BASFI θjk
BASFI were then defined as: 


θjk
BASFI = μj


BASFI + δjk
BASFI 


Treatment effects on BASFI were assumed correlated to those on BASDAI across trials:  
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(
δjk


BASDAI


δjk
BASFI


)~N((
dk


BASDAI


dk
BASFI


) , (
τBASDAI
2 ρmτBASDAI


2 τBASFI
2


ρmτBASDAI
2 τBASFI


2 τBASFI
2 )) 


𝑑𝑘
𝑜 {


 
= 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 1


~𝑁(𝐷𝑜, 𝜎𝑟𝑒,𝑜
2 ) 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ≠ 1


  ,     with o={BASDAI, BASFI} and k=1 is placebo. 


The additional priors used to implement this model were: 


D𝑜~N(0,0.001),  𝜎𝑟𝑒
2 ~𝑈(0,2)  ρ𝑚~U(−1,1) 


The variation in treatment effects for both BASDAI and BASFI and the correlation parameter 


between these were estimated from the data. As in model B, we assumed exchangeability across the 


effects of the different treatments. 


 


WinBUGS code for modelling approach C 


model{ 


 for (i in 1:10) { 


  y[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,1], y.prec[i])  #change in score 


  y.f[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,2], y.prec.f[i])  #change in score BASFI 


  } 


 for (i in 11:14) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i,1])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))   


  y.f[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,2], y.prec.f[i])  #change in score BASFI 


  } 


 for (i in 15:16) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i,1])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))   


  } 


 for (i in 17:26) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  y[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,1], prec[i])  #change in score 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i,1])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))   


  y.f[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,2], y.prec.f[i])  #change in score BASFI 


 } 


 for (i in 27:28) { 


  y.f[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,2], y.prec.f[i])  #change in score BASFI 


 } 


for (i in 29:30) { 


  r[i] ~ dbin(p[i], n[i]) 


  y[i] ~ dnorm(theta[i,1], prec[i])  #change in score 


  aux[i] <- equals(t[i],1)+1 


  probit(p[i]) <- -(b[i]*0.5 + theta[i,1])/(pow(prec[i],-0.5)*pow(5/4+rho[aux[i]],0.5))  
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 } 


 for (i in 1:30) { 


  theta[i,1:2] ~ dmnorm(delta[i,1:2],B[1:2,1:2])  


  delta[i,1] <- mu1[s[i]] + d1[t[i]] 


  delta[i,2] <- mu2[s[i]] + d2[t[i]] 


 } 


 d1[1] <- 0 


 d2[1] <- 0 


 for (k in 2:6) { 


  d1[k] ~ dnorm(re1,intau) 


  d2[k] ~ dnorm(re2,intau) 


 } 


 B[1,1]<- 1/(pow(sd[1],2)*(1-pow(cor,2))) 


 B[2,2]<- 1/(pow(sd[2],2)*(1-pow(cor,2))) 


 B[1,2]<- -cor/(sd[1]*sd[2]*(1-pow(cor,2))) 


 B[2,1]<- B[1,2] 


 sd[1] ~ dunif(0,5)         


 sd[2] ~ dunif(0,5)         


 cor~dunif(0,1) 


 for (j in 1:15) { 


  mu1[j] ~ dnorm(0,0.01)I(-5,5) 


  mu2[j] ~ dnorm(0,0.01)I(-5,5) 


  } 


 re1 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)I(-10,10) 


 re.pred1 ~ dnorm(re1,intau)      


 re2 ~ dnorm(0, 0.01)I(-10,10) 


 re.pred2 ~ dnorm(re2,intau)      


 intau <- 1/tau 


 tau <- pow(sd.re,2) 


 sd.re ~ dunif(0,2)    


 rho[1] ~ dunif(0,1) 


 rho[2] ~ dunif(0,1) 


 for (k in 2:6) { 


  d1.pred[k] ~ dnorm(re1,intau) 


 } 


} 


 


Results of modelling approach C 


The results on differences between treatment and placebo on change score form baseline are reported 


in Table 149, both for BASDAI and BASFI scores.  


 


 


Table 149: Modelling approach C: results 


 estimated assumed* predicted 


 Difference in 


change score 


Probability of 


having a 


Probability of 


having a 


OR for 


BASDAI50 
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from baseline BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASDAI 
-1.95 (0.30) 0.10 (--) 0.41 (0.05) 6.30 (1.56) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.40 (0.28) -- -- -- 


Other model summaries -- -- -- 
𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 -1.99 (0.20) -- -- -- 
𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼 -1.40 (0.16)    


𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.13 (0.10) -- -- -- 
𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.11 (0.09) -- -- -- 
𝜌𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑜 0.42 (0.26) -- -- -- 
𝜌𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹 0.71 (0.23) -- -- -- 


ρ𝑚 0.51 (0.29) -- -- -- 


𝜎𝑟𝑒  0.16 (0.14) -- -- -- 
DIC 181.9 -- -- -- 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score of 6.11 (sd=1.56) and a placebo change score of -0.61 (sd=1.44), which represent the 


average across trials (weighted by number of patients) 


 


 Drug specific (shrunken) estimates from model C are shown in Table 14850.  


 


Table 150: Shrunken estimates of treatment effect from model C. 


Shrunken estimates of 


treatment effect for model C 


change in 


BASDAI 


change in 


BASFI 
 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) 


   


Adalimumab -1.89 (0.22) -1.34 (0.17) 


Certolizumab -2.02 (0.28) -1.36 (0.21) 


Etanercept -1.94 (0.18) -1.43 (0.16) 


Golimumab -1.98 (0.25) -1.42 (0.17) 


Infliximab -2.03 (0.27) -1.49 (0.25) 
   


 


11.10 Appendix 10 Synthesis of evidence on the nr-axSpA population 


This section analyses the evidence on the effectiveness of anti-TNFs on the nr-axSpA population.  


Brief description of the data 


On the nr-axSpA population, 5 RCTs were considered directly relevant to the decision problem 


(studies 17 to 21 in Table 14651). All studies reported BASFI outcomes and one study did not report 


BASDAI 50 (study 21).  


Table 151: Evidence on BASDAI and BASFI related outcomes for the nr-axSpA population 


 


Trial name treat N treat N PLA BASDAI50 


change 


BASDAI change BASFI  


17 Haibel 2008 ADA 22 24 x x x 
18 ABILITY-1 (2013) ADA 69 73 x x x 


19 RAPID-axSpA (2014) CER 46+51 50 x x x 
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20 Dougados 2014 ETA50 106 109 x x x 


21 Barkham 2009 INF 20 20 
 


x x 


 


The data on these five studies are shown in Table 152. 


Table 152. Data on the nr-axSpA population 


s[] t[] n[] r[] b[] sd[] y[] y.se[] y.f[] y.f.se[] 


1 1 24 5 6.20 0.59 -1.20 7.79 -0.80 6.87 


1 2 22 11 6.50 0.69 -2.70 6.30 -2.40 7.24 


2 1 73 10 6.38 0.44 -1.10 19.00 -0.63 22.78 
2 2 69 27 6.43 0.42 -2.20 11.04 -1.28 16.91 


3 1 50 8 6.40 0.44 -1.50 6.25 -0.40 6.25 


3 3 97 47 6.55 0.43 -3.35 11.64 -2.30 12.21 
4 1 109 26 6.00 0.28 -1.30 11.11 -0.80 25.00 


4 4 106 46 6.00 0.31 -2.00 11.11 -1.40 25.00 


5 1 20 NA 5.76 0.28 -0.75 3.42 -0.47 3.95 
5 5 20 NA 5.85 0.31 -3.41 3.12 -2.70 3.59 


s[] = study, t[] = treatment: 1=PLA, 2 =ADA, 3=CER, 4=ETA, 5=INF; n[] = total number of patients, r[] = number of 


patients showing a BASDAI50 response, y[]: vector of results from studies on change from baseline on BASDAI score; 


y.se[]: standard error associated with each y ; y.f[]: vector of results from studies on change from baseline on BASFI score; 


y.f.se[]: standard error associated with each y.f     


 


Description of approaches to the synthesis  


To synthesise these data we used the same implementation and software specifications as described in 


Appendix 9. Analyses explored two different scenarios to consider these data: 


Scenario 1. data from nr-axSpA trials were considered in isolation  


Scenario 2. data from AS population were also used, no difference between the populations was 


assumed. 


All models implemented here jointly synthesise BASDAI and BASFI outcomes (our preferred 


modelling approach, C).  


 


Results of the synthesis 


Results of the analysis are in  


 


Table 153. 
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Table 153: nr population: results  


    


 estimated assumed* predicted 


 Difference in 


change score 


from baseline 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, placebo 


Probability of 


having a 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF 


OR for 


BASDAI50 


response, anti-


TNF vs. placebo  


 (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (mean, SD) (median, SD) 


Scenario 1.  data from nr-axSpA trials 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASDAI 
-1.86 (0.79) 0.20 (--) 0.53 (0.13) 4.39 (6.59) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.30 (0.84) -- -- -- 


Other model summaries    


  𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 -1.86 (0.53) -- -- -- 


  𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼 -1.30 (0.65) -- -- -- 


  𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.41 (0.43) -- -- -- 


  𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.68 (0.53) -- -- -- 


  𝜌𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑜 0.60 (0.27) -- -- -- 


  𝜌𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹 0.57 (0.28) -- -- -- 


  ρ𝑚 0.51 (0.29) -- -- -- 


  𝜎𝑟𝑒  0.55 (0.29) -- -- -- 


  DIC 88.6 -- -- -- 
 


Scenario 2.  data from AS and nr-axSpA trials, no difference between the populations 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASDAI 
-1.97 (0.32) 0.20 (--) 0.55 (0.06) 4.94 (1.48) 


Effect of anti-


TNFs on BASFI 
-1.37 (0.3) -- -- -- 


Other model summaries    


  𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 -1.97 (0.20) -- -- -- 


  𝐷𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼 -1.37 (0.18) -- -- -- 


  𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.12 (0.09) -- -- -- 


  𝛾𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼 0.18 (0.11) -- -- -- 


  𝜌𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑏𝑜 0.50 (0.26) -- -- -- 


  𝜌𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹 0.74 (0.22) -- -- -- 


  ρ𝑚 0.54 (0.29) -- -- -- 


  𝜎𝑟𝑒  0.19 (0.16) -- -- -- 


  DIC 269.0 -- -- -- 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score of ************** and a placebo change score of **************** which 


represent the results seen in the certolizumab trial (RAPID-axSpA)  


 


 


11.11 Appendix 11 BASDAI and BASFI scores conditional on BASDAI response 


In this section we use the results from the extended synthesis model (Appendices 9 and 10) to 


evaluate the conditional scores by simulating BASDAI and BASFI scores for two equivalent cohorts 


of patients one treated with an anti-TNF and the other with conventional therapy. 


Description of methods 
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From the inferences obtained using the synthesis model above it is possible to derive the conditional 


change score in responders and non-responders using simulation. Whereas the synthesis focusses on 


the pooling of mean estimates of change scores and proportion of responders to BASDAI50, to derive 


conditional mean scores there is the need to consider the distributions at the individual patient level. 


Hence, conditional scores could not directly be derived from the synthesis, but through a simulation 


procedure based on the assumptions and results of the synthesis model.  


The steps undertaken within the simulation procedure were: 


(1st) Simulate baseline BASDAI scores, xBASDAI∗ , from beliefs over its distribution, X~N(ν, σ) 


(2nd) Simulate  𝑦𝑘=1
∗  from beliefs over the mean (𝜇) of this quantity considering correlation with 


x𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗ 


𝑌𝑘=1|X=𝑥~𝑁(𝜇 + 𝜌(x − υ), (1 − 𝜌𝑝𝑙𝑎
2)𝜎2) 


(3rd) Simulate  yk=2
∗   (where k=2 represents treatment with anti-TNF) by considering 


𝑌𝑘≠1|X=𝑥~𝑁(𝜇 + 𝑑 + 𝜌(x − υ), (1 − 𝜌𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖−𝑇𝑁𝐹
2)𝜎2) 


(4th) Calculate final score for placebo and treatment separately, by summing  x𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗ =


yk
BASDAI∗ + xBASDAI∗  


 


(5th) Compute response variables for both groups as yk
BASDAI∗ + x∗/2 < 0 


Repeat steps 1 to 4 until the desired sample size is achieved, and calculate conditional scores based on 


response variable and change in scores. 


To evaluate BASFI conditional on BASDAI scores one needs to firstly consider we have available 


information on the BASFI scores at baseline: XBASFI~N(νBASFI, (seBASFI)
2
), and also on correlation 


with BASDAI scores, φ  (at individual level). By considering 𝑥𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗, one can:  


(6th) Simulate from the distribution of the baseline BASFI score conditional on the baseline 


BASDAI score being x∗: 


xBASFI


|XBASDAI=x
~N(νBASFI +


σBASFI


σBASDAI
φ(xBASDAI∗ − νBASDAI), (1 − φ2)σBASFI


2 ) 


Note the correlation parameter φ, which represents the individual level correlation between 


baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores.  


(7th) Simulate the change from baseline on BASFI for placebo y𝑘=1
BASFI* from belief over this 


quantity, consider this to be correlated with the y𝑘=1
∗  simulated for BASDAI (use correlation 


parameter estimated within the synthesis) 


𝑦𝑘=1
BASFI


|𝑦𝑘=1
𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼=𝜇∗


~𝑁(𝜇BASFI +
𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼


𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼
ρ𝑚(𝜇


𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗ − 𝜇𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼), (1 − ρ𝑚
2)𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼


2 ) 
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(8th) Simulate the change from baseline for anti-TNF treatment  


𝜃BASFI


|𝑦𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼=𝜇∗
~𝑁(𝜇BASFI + d +


𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼


𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼
ρ𝑚(𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙


𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗ −𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛. 𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐷𝐴𝐼∗), (1 − ρ𝑚


2)𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑆𝐹𝐼
2 ) 


Note that d represents the mean of the predictive distribution from the synthesis model.  


We used a simulation sample size of 10,000 patients. Given results depend on the baseline 


distributions of BASDAI and BASFI and on the change scores from baseline for placebo, we used the 


averages across trials (weighted by the number of patients in each trial) in AS. Baseline BASDAI 


scores were thus assumed normally distributed with mean 6.11 and standard deviation of 1.56; change 


from baseline for placebo was simulated from a normal distribution with mean -0.61 and standard 


deviation of 1.44. For BASFI, the baseline was assumed to have a mean of 5.27 and a standard 


deviation of 1.79 and change from baseline for placebo a mean of -0.19 and a standard deviation of 


0.22. The correlation between baseline BASFI and BASDAI scores was valued at 0.7 (𝜑). Average 


scores from the RAPID-axSpa trial for certolizumab were used for the nr-axSpA analysis. 


Results 


Results of the prediction of conditional scores using the synthesis model in the AS population are 


presented in Table 154 and for the nr-axSpA population in Table 155. 


Table 154: Conditional scores predicted for the AS population using the synthesis model 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


 


 control Treat control treat 


Scenario 1 


 
    


% responders to BASDAI50  0.10 0.42   


Change in score         


Responders  -2.70 -3.86 -1.41 -3.02 


Non-responders  -0.45 -1.73 -0.17 -0.63 


All  -0.66 -2.63 -0.29 -1.64 


Baseline         


Responders  3.83 4.76 3.42 4.17 


Non-responders  6.31 7.03 5.43 6.02 


All  6.08 6.08 5.24 5.24 
 


 


Table 155: Conditional scores predicted for the nr-axSpA population using results and assumptions of the 


synthesis model 


  BASDAI   BASFI   


 


 control Treat control treat 


Scenario 1 


 
    


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score   * *   


Responders  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Non-responders  ***** ***** ***** **** 


All  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
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Baseline   * *   


Responders  **** **** **** **** 


Non-responders  **** **** **** **** 


All  **** **** **** **** 


Scenario 2 
     


% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   


Change in score   * *   


Responders  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Non-responders  ***** ***** ***** **** 


All  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline   * *   


Responders  **** **** **** **** 


Non-responders  **** **** **** **** 


All  **** **** **** **** 


* Based on a BASDAI baseline score *****************, a placebo change in BASDAI score of *****************a 


BASFI baseline score of *************and a placebo change in BASFI score of ****************which represent the 


results seen in the certolizumab trial (RAPID-axSpA) . 
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11.12 Appendix 12: Quality assessment of studies included in the cost effectiveness review* 


Checklist used - Drummond M et al. Methods for the economic evaluation of health care programmes. 3rd ed. Oxford. Oxford University Press. 2005)
228


 


 Ara 


2007152 


Botteman 2007153 Kobelt 


2007151 


McLeod 


200734 


Armstrong 2013154 


1.    Was a well-defined question posed in answerable form? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


2.    Was a comprehensive description of the competing alternatives given (i.e. can 


you tell who did what to whom, where, and how often)? 


Yes Yes No Yes Yes 


3.    Was the effectiveness of the programme or services established? Yes (short-


medium term) 


Yes (short-medium 


term) 


Yes (short term) Yes (short-


medium term) 


Yes (short-medium 


term) 


4.    Were all the important and relevant costs and consequences for each alternative 


identified? 


No Yes Yes Yes Yes (consequences) 


Cannot tell (costs) 


5.    Were costs and consequences measured accurately in appropriate physical units 


(e.g. hours of nursing time, number of physician visits, lost work-days, gained life 


years)? 


Cannot tell  Cannot tell  Cannot tell  Yes Cannot tell 


6.    Were the cost and consequences valued credibly? Cannot tell  Cannot tell  Cannot tell  Yes Cannot tell 


7.    Were costs and consequences adjusted for differential timing? Yes Yes Yes Yes Cannot tell 


8.    Was an incremental analysis of costs and consequences of alternatives 


performed? 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


9.    Was allowance made for uncertainty in the estimates of costs and consequences? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


10.    Did the presentation and discussion of study results include all issues of 


concern to users? 


No No No Yes No 


* = only stated publications were quality assessed and further materials (for example, Assessment Group reports from the NICE website) were not consulted 
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11.13 Appendix 13 Utility review 


In accordance with the NICE reference case, utility values should be based on the EuroQoL – EQ5D 


instrument.  Therefore a systematic review of utility studies was carried out to identify relevant 


studies which (i) directly estimate EQ-5D utility values; and (ii) establish the relationship between 


generic measures of utility (in particular, the EQ-5D) and measures of disease progression (including 


mapping studies). The review of utility studies focusses on anti-TNFs for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 


and axial spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (nr-axSpA).  


Methods 


Searches were undertaken in EMBASE and Ovid MEDLINE/Ovid MEDLINE(R) In-Process & Other 


Non-Indexed Citations. A combination of disease terms and terms associated with the EQ-5D were 


used. Upon initial review, it was evident that the results of the search did not identify the studies 


found in the cost effectiveness review that also reported on the quality of life of AS patients (for 


example, Ara et al (2007)
152


). Therefore, a separate search in NHSEED, Medline and EMBASE for 


published modelling studies was also subsequently undertaken. No language and date limits were 


applied. Full details of the search strategy used are presented in Appendix 1.  


Studies that reported utility values consistent with the NICE reference case were included in the 


review. That is, studies reporting utilities for AS or nr-AxSpa patients generated using: 


 the EQ-5D 


 HRQoL or changes in HRQoL measured directly by patients 


 Changes in HRQoL should be valued using public preferences from a representative 


sample of the UK population using a choice-based method (or this could be 


reasonably assumed from the publication).  


Where a mapping algorithm was reported, eligibility of studies was restricted to those that mapped 


from BASDAI and/or BASFI to EQ-5D. 


Results 


Identified studies  


The combined search retrieved 210 citations. After screening titles and abstracts, 28 citations were 


retrieved for full review. The abstract by Pumford et al (2011)
229


 was excluded as the full publication 


by Wade et al (2011)
230


 reported on the same study. The abstract by Lee et al (2011)
231


 was excluded 


as a more recent full publication of the study (Lee et al [2014]
232


) reported that a non-UK valuation set 


was used. Joore et al (2010)
233


 was also excluded as primary data were reported in van Tubergen et al 
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(2002)
234


. A further 3 studies were excluded due to the manuscripts being in a language other than 


English.  


Kobelt and colleagues have reported costs/quality-of-life/cost effectiveness of AS patients in multiple 


references (for example; Kobelt et al (2004)
143


, Kobelt et al (2006)
235


, Kobelt et al (2007)
151


 and 


Kobelt et al (2008)
236


). Kobelt et al (2004) and (2007) are relevant to a UK population and are 


preferred to the other Kobelt publications that are relevant to non-UK populations. Of these, Kobelt et 


al (2004) reports utility data collected and used in the analysis and is, therefore, included in this 


review. 


In total, 12 studies were deemed to meet the NICE reference case and are summarised in Table 156.  


The main reasons for excluding studies at the title/abstract and at full review stage were; 1) utilities 


were not reported [for example, Haywood et al (2010)
237


], 2) valuation set not reported or a non-UK 


valuation was used [for example, Kvamme et al (2010)
238


], 3) utilities were reported for a mixed 


population with different inflammatory arthropies or in a population not relevant to the decision 


problem [for example, Osnes-Ringen et al (2011)
239


]. 


Studies meeting the NICE reference case  


The 12 studies meeting the reference case have been summarised in Table 156. The table includes a 


primary study to Boonen et al (2007)
240


, reported in Boonen et al (2002/2003)
241, 242


. The study by 


Boonen et al (2007) has been retained as it reports utility values for patients with a BASDAI ≥4.  


AS population 


All studies included in Table 156 are of AS patients. Five studies reported utility values (or mapping 


algorithms) generated from data specifically collected from the UK population (Haywood et al 


(2002)
243


, Healey et al (2013)
16


, Kobelt et al (2004)
143


, McLeod et al (2007)
34


, Wade et al (2011)
230


). 


Four studies included interventions specific to this appraisal, all of these studies were of etanercept 


(Ara et al (2007)
152


, Boonen et al (2008)
194


, Braun et al (2007)
83


, Wade et al (2011)
230


). Utility values 


reported ranged from values at baseline to 10 years follow-up. 


NR population 


Two citations were identified in the review that reported utilities for nr- axSpa patients (Dougados et 


al (2013)
77


 and Lindstrom et al (2013)
244


). However, these studies did not explicitly report which 


population valuation sets were used and, therefore, were excluded from the review.    


Mapping algorithms  
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Of the 12 studies in Table 156, 2 report mapping algorithms between disease specific measures and 


the EQ-5D (Ara et al (2007)
152


 and McLeod et al (2007)
34


). Both have been reported as part of a cost-


effectiveness analysis and provide limited information on methodology employed (for example 


covariates tested, correlation considerations and goodness of fit).  McLeod et al (2007) reports on an 


algorithm generated using data from UK AS patients. 
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Table 156 - Summary of utility studies that meet the NICE reference case 


Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


Ara et al (2007)152 


*The cost-effectiveness of 


etanercept in patients with 


severe ankylosing spondylitis 
in the UK. 


 


(mapping algorithm to EQ-
5D values also reported) 


AS, diagnosed using mNY 


criteria defined by a VAS for 


mean morning stiffness ≥30, 


and by 


at least two of the following: 


VAS for patient global 
assessment of 


disease activity ≥30, average 


of VAS for nocturnal and 
total pain ≥30 or BASFI 


≥30, patients from 2 
etanercept RCTs. 


 


European RCT - 356 patients 


randomised to receive 


placebo (n=51), etanercept 


25mg twice weekly (n=150) 


and etanercept 50mg once 


weekly (n=155) for 12 


weeks. Data from the 


etanercept arms were 


combined as no significant 


differences in outcomes were 


found. 


 


Mainly US RCT - 277 


patients randomised to 


receive placebo (n=139), 


etanercept 25mg twice 


weekly (n=138) for 24 weeks 


plus a 3 year open-label 
extension.  


 


Age: 41 (European RCT), 42 


(US RCT) 


Disease duration: 9.3 years 


 Placebo  


 Etanercept 25mg twice-


weekly 


 Etanercept 50mg once-


weekly  


EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in 11 European 


countries (including the 


UK) 


 UK population 


valuation set is assumed 


to have been used as this 


is a UK study 


 


European RCT data were 


used to derive an algorithm 


between BASDAI/BASFI 


and EQ-5D. Methods were 
not reported 


European RCT week 12 


(observed) for patient with a 
BASDAI ≥4: 


 


 Anti-TNF responder: 


0.79 (NR) 


 Anti-TNF non-


responder: 0.48 (NR) 


 Placebo responder: 0.74 


(NR) 


 Placebo non-responder: 


0.46 (NR) 


 


US RCT week 24 (predicted 
using algorithm): 


 


 Anti-TNF responder: 


0.80 (NR) 


 Anti-TNF non-


responder: 0.46 (NR) 


 Placebo responder: 0.79 


(NR) 


 Placebo non-responder: 


0.42 (NR) 


 


 


Algorithm% 


(BASDAI/BASFI are on the 
0-100 scale): 


 


Utility = 0.923 (0.0170) - 


0.004 (0.0007) x BASFI - 
0.004 (0.0008) x BASDAI 


 


R2=0.52 


Observed values may be 


generalisable to an AS 


population who have been 


treated with etanercept. 


However, it is not clear how 


generalisable the outputs are 
to a UK population.  


 


Responders categorised using 


BSR guidelines, i.e. 
BASDAI50. 


 


Baseline values not reported  


 


Generalisability of the 


algorithm is unclear as 


methods have not been 
reported. 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 


used. 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


(European RCT), 10.3 years 
(US RCT) 


BASDAI: 6.1 (European 
RCT), 5.9 (US RCT) 


BASFI: 5.9 (European RCT), 


5.4 (US RCT) 


Boonen et al (2002)242 and 


(2003)241 


*2002 – Work status and 


productivity costs due to 


ankylosing spondylitis: 


comparison of three 


European countries 


 


2003 - Costs of ankylosing 


spondylitis in three European 


countries: the patient's 
perspective 


AS patients diagnosed using 


mNY criteria. 


 


 130 patients from The 


Netherlands. Patients 


were sampled from the 


Dutch standard 


diagnosis register of 


rheumatic diseases  


 


Age: 46 


Disease duration since 
diagnosis: 12 years 


BASDAI: 3.7  


BASFI: 3.9 


 


 53 patients from France. 


Consecutive in- and out-


patients at a hospital 


rheumatology 


department 


 


Age: 38 


Disease duration since 


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in Europe (not including 


the UK) 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as the authors reference 


Dolan et al (1997)245 


and Boonen et al (2003) 


say the ‘York 


weighting’ was used 


 


Baseline: 


 


Netherlands = 0.69 (0.16) 


France = 0.63 (0.29) 


Belgium = 0.67 (0.14) 


 


Time averaged across 2 year 
follow-up period: 


 


Netherlands = 0.68 (0.16) 


France = 0.63 (0.23) 


Belgium = 0.67 (0.14) 


All patients = 0.67 (0.19) 


 


 


Results may be generalisable 


to an AS population, 


however, generalisability to a 
UK population is unknown. 


 


A high proportion of missing 


data (84% were missing at 


least one bimonthly 
questionnaire). 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 
used. 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


diagnosis: 9 years 


BASDAI: 2.8  


BASFI: 2.5 


 


 26 patients from 


Belgium. Consecutive 


outpatients at a hospital 


rheumatology 


department 


 


Age: 42 


Disease duration since 
diagnosis: 11 years 


BASDAI: 3.1  


BASFI: 2.6 


Boonen et al (2007)240 


 


How do the EQ-5D, SF-6D 


and the well-being rating 


scale compare in patients 


with ankylosing spondylitis? 


AS patients diagnosed using 


mNY criteria. 


 


 134 patients from the 


prevalence-based 


OASIS cohort (Boonen 


et al [2002/2003]241, 242. 


 


 120 patients from an 


RCT comparing spa 


treatment (80) with 


usual care (40) (van 


Tuburgen et al 


[2002]234). 


 


 OASIS – NA 


(prevalence cohort)  


 RCT – spa treatment (3 


weeks) and usual care 


EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in Europe (not including 


the UK) 


 UK population 


valuation set used 


 


Outputs from the EQ-5D 


rating scale and SF-6D are 


also reported in this study but 
are not summarised here. 


Combined datasets (n = 254)  


= 0.64 (0.23) 


 


BASDAI <4 (n = 125) = 0.73 
(0.16) 


 


BASDAI ≥4 (n=137) = 0.55 
(0.26) 


 


BASFI <4 (n = 121) = 0.74 
(0.16) 


 


BASFI ≥4 (n = 143) = 0.55 
(0.25) 


Results may be generalisable 


to an AS population, 


however, generalisability to a 


UK population is unknown. 


 


It is not clear if the utilities 


reported are baseline values 


(baseline and post 


intervention at 4 weeks EQ-


5D results were included in 


the RCT).  


 


EQ-5D discriminates more 


between lower and higher 


BASDAI patients (and lower 


and higher BASFI patients) 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


Both datasets were merged as 


authors found that QoL 


instruments provided similar 


results in the two 
populations.  


 


Age: 48 


Disease duration since 
diagnosis: 13 years 


BASDAI: 4.2  


BASFI: 4.2 


 


 


than the SF-6D. The authors 


suggests there is a ceiling 


effect between EQ-5D values 


0.6 – 0.8 (these patients 


showed a wide range of 


values on the SF-6D and 
rating scale). 


 


Boonen et al (2008)194 


*Rapid and sustained 


improvement in health-


related quality of life and 


utility for 72 weeks in 


patients with ankylosing 


spondylitis receiving 
etanercept 


 


257 AS patients, diagnosed 


using mNY criteria, who had 


completed 24 weeks of 


treatment in a previous RCT 


(277 patients enrolled) 


comparing etanercept with 


placebo. Patients were 


treated with etanercept in the 
open-label extension study. 


 


Age: 41 


Disease duration: 10.8 years 


BASDAI: not reported 


BASFI: not reported 


 


 Etanercept 25mg twice-


weekly 


 


EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in 28 centres across 


Europe and North 


America 


 UK population 


valuation set was used 


Baseline (n=232): 


 


 Previously treated with 


etanercept in the RCT 


(n=128): 0.69 (0.2) 


 Previously treated with 


placebo in the RCT 


(n=129): 0.49 (0.3) 


 


Figure 3(a) shows that 


patients who were previously 


on etanercept maintained 


their baseline utility up to 


week 72 (105 patients 


completed 72 weeks of 


treatment). Patients who 


were previously on placebo 


achieved a similar utility to 


those patients previously on 


etanercept by week 12 and 


Results may be generalisable 


to an AS population, 


however, generalisability to a 


UK population is unknown. 


 


Negative utility values were 


imputed as 0 


 


Patients eligible for the open-


label study were those who 


completed the initial RCT, 


patients who discontinued 


due to lack of efficacy but 


completed follow-up 


evaluations and patients who 


discontinued due to adverse 


events which subsequently 


resolved. 


 


Figure 3(a) refers to 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


maintained this to week 72 


(115 patients completed 72 


weeks of treatment). 


 


‘combined’ EQ-5D scores – 


it is not clear what ‘combine’ 


denotes. 


Braun et al (2007)83 


 


Improvement in patient-


reported outcomes for 


patients with ankylosing 


spondylitis treated with 


etanercept 50 mg once-


weekly and 25 mg twice-


weekly 


356 active AS patients 


diagnosed using mNY 


criteria defined by a VAS for 


mean morning stiffness ≥30, 
and by 


at least two of the following: 


VAS for patient global 
assessment of 


disease activity ≥30, average 


of VAS for nocturnal and 
total pain ≥30 or BASFI 


≥30.  


 


Age: 40 


Disease duration: 9 years 


BASDAI: 6.1  


BASFI: 6.0 


 Placebo  


 Etanercept 25mg twice-


weekly (12 weeks) 


 Etanercept 50mg once-


weekly (12 weeks) 
 


EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in 11 European 


countries (including the 


UK) 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as the authors reference 


Dolan et al (1997)245 


 


 


 


Mean increase between 0 to 


12 weeks reported in figure 2 
=  


 


Placebo patient’s utility 
increase at 12 weeks: +0.13 


 


Etanercept 25mg patient’s 


utility increase at 12 weeks: 
+0.25 


 


Etanercept 50mg patient’s 


utility increase at 12 weeks: 


+0.3 


 


Results may be generalisable 


to an AS population who 


have been treated with 


etanercept. However, it is not 


clear how generalisable the 


outputs are to a UK 
population.  


 


Baseline values not reported 


 


A rapid improvement in 
utilities seen within 2 weeks. 


 


90% of patients completed 
12 weeks of treatment 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 
used. 


Gordeev et al (2010)246 


 


Role of contextual factors in 
health-related quality of 


life in ankylosing spondylitis 


 764 patients with AS, 


diagnosed using mNY 


criteria, in Canada and 


Australia were sent a 


questionnaire in the 


post. 


 522 (68%) responded 


and were included in the 


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in Canada and Australia  


 UK population 


valuation set is used 


 


Australian cohort (n=105): 
0.68 (0.27) 


Canadian cohort (n=417): 


0.62 (0.29) 


This study may be 


generalisable to patients with 


AS. However, 


generalisability to a UK 
population is unknown. 


 


Contextual factors explained 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


analysis 


 


 


Age: 43 (Australian), 53 
(Canadian) 


Diagnosis duration: 13 years 


(Australian), 19 years 
(Canadian) 


BASDAI: 3.5 (Australian), 


4.1 (Canadian) 


BASFI: 3.3 (Australian), 3.9 


(Canadian) 


37% of the variance in EQ-
5D. 


Helplessness (measured 


using the Rheumatoid 


Attitudes Index Helplessness 


Subscale), employment and 


education were the most 


important contextual factors. 


Their role was independent 


of the strong effect of 
BASDAI and BASFI. 


Haywood et al (2002)243 


 


Generic measures of health-


related quality of life in 


ankylosing spondylitis: 


reliability, validity and 


responsiveness 


 


 A random sample of 


451 patients with AS, 


diagnosed using mNY 


criteria, were sent a 


postal questionnaire 


 349 (77%) patients 


returned the 


questionnaire at baseline 


 349 patients returned the 


questionnaire at baseline 


 303 patients returned the 


questionnaire at 2 weeks 


 289 patients returned the 


questionnaire at 6 


months 


 


Age: 46 


Symptom duration: 20 years 


BASDAI: not reported 


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in the UK 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as the authors reference 


Kind et al (1998)247 


 


Outputs from the EQ-5D 


VAS and SF-12 are also 


reported in this study but are 
not summarised here. 


Reliability analysis using 


data from patients whose 


health remained the same at 2 
weeks (n=321): 0.53 (0.35) 


 


Longitudinal construct 


validity analysis at 6 months: 


AS 


 Patients whose AS 


health was better 


(n=57): improved by 


0.30 (1.2) 


 Patients whose AS 


health stayed the same 


(n=120): -0.25 (1.5) 


 Patients whose AS 


health was worse 


(n=77): improved by -


0.09 (1.6) 


This study may be 


generalisable to UK patients 
with AS. 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 


used. 


 


BASDAI/BASFI values for 


this cohort are not reported. 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


BASFI: not reported 


 


 


General health 


 Patients whose general 


health was better 


(n=49): improved by 


0.35 (1.3) 


 Patients whose AS 


health stayed the same 


(n=132): -0.21 (1.4) 


 Patients whose AS 


health was worse 


(n=67): -0.15 (1.7) 


 


Healey et al (2013)16 


 


Patients with well-


established ankylosing 
spondylitis show limited 


deterioration in a ten-year 
prospective cohort study 


 269 patients with AS, 


diagnosed using mNY 


criteria, were invited to 


participate at a 


rheumatology centre 


 159 patients participated 


at baseline 


 69 patients participated 


at the 10 year 


assessment 


 


Age: 49 


Disease duration: 16 years 


BASDAI: 4.1 


BASFI: not reported 


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in the UK 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as this is a UK study 
 


Outputs from the SF-12 are 


also reported in this study but 
are not summarised here. 


Baseline assessment in 1998 


(n=159): 0.64 (0.28) 


 


10 year follow-up 
assessment: 0.61 (0.30) 


This study may be 


generalisable to UK patients 
with AS. 


 


Only 69 patients participated 
in both assessments. 


 


A UK population valuation 


set is assumed to have been 


used. 


 


Kobelt et al (2004)143 


 


Clinical trial, hospital cohort 


and survey data for AS 


patients were utilised in this 


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


Survey mean: 0.67 (0.21) 


 


This study may be 


generalisable to UK patients 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


The burden of ankylosing 
spondylitis and the 


cost-effectiveness of 
treatment with 


infliximab (Remicade®) 


study. 


 


Utilities were estimated from 


a survey of 3000 patients. 


1413 (57%) patients 


responded and were included 


in the analysis. Survey 


responders had the following 
characteristics: 


 


Age: 57 


Disease duration: 30 years 


BASDAI: 4.2  


BASFI: 4.5  


in the UK 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as the study references 


Dolan et al (1995)248 


and was conducted in 


the UK 


 


BASDAI subgroups: 


 Patients with a BASDAI 


<3 (mean BASFI=2.4): 


0.8  


 Patients with a BASDAI 


3-3.99 (mean 


BASFI=3.7): 0.7 


 Patients with a BASDAI 


4-4.99 (mean 


BASFI=4.5): 0.64 


 Patients with a BASDAI 


5-5.99 (mean 


BASFI=5.4): 0.60 


 Patients with a BASDAI 


6-6.99 (mean 


BASFI=6.4): 0.51 


 Patients with a BASDAI 


>7 (mean BASFI=7.8): 


0.39 


 


BASFI subgroups: 


 Patients with a BASFI 


<3 (mean 


BASDAI=2.5): 0.8  


 Patients with a BASFI 


3-3.99 (mean 


BASDAI=3.8): 0.71 


 Patients with a BASFI 


4-4.99 (mean 


BASDAI=4.2): 0.67 


 Patients with a BASFI 


5-5.99 (mean 


BASDAI=4.7): 0.57 


with AS. 


 


Patients from across the 


spectrum of possible 


BASDAI/BASFI values (0-


10) responded to the survey  


 


Measures of uncertainty not 


reported 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 
used. 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


 Patients with a BASFI 


6-6.99 (mean 


BASDAI=5.5): 0.53 


 Patients with a BASFI 


>7 (mean 


BASDAI=8.4): 0.47 


McLeod et al (2007)34 


*Adalimumab, etanercept 


and infliximab 


for the treatment of 


ankylosing 


spondylitis: a systematic 
review and 


economic evaluation 


 


(mapping algorithm to EQ-
5D values reported) 


Utilities were estimated from 


a re-analysis of the Kobelt et 


al (2004)143 survey data by 


the manufacturer of 
infliximab (n = 1144) 


 


 


Age: not reported 


Disease duration: not 
reported  


BASDAI: not reported 


BASFI: not reported
  


NA EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in the UK 


 It’s assumed that the 


UK population 


valuation set was used 


as the study references 


Dolan et al (1995)248 


and was conducted in 


the UK 


 


Methods for mapping 


algorithm used by the 


Assessment group not 


reported. 


Algorithm used in the 


Assessment Group (LRiG) 
model: 


 


Utility = 0.8772129 - 
0.0384087 


x BASDAI - 0.0322519 x 


BASFI - 0.0278913 x Male + 
0.0016809 x Age 


 


 


Algorithms used in the 


manufacturer submissions 


are also reported but not 
reproduced here. 


Generalisability of the 


algorithm is unclear as 


methods have not been 
reported. 


 


Report states that the 


manufacturer analysis is 


based on 1144 patients from 


Kobelt 2004. Utility values in 


Kobelt 2004 were calculated 


using data from 1413 
patients.  


 


UK AS patients from across 


the spectrum of possible 


BASDAI/BASFI values (0-


10) are likely to have been 
included in the analysis. 


van Tubergen et al 


(2002)234 


 


Cost Effectiveness of 


Combined Spa–Exercise 


Therapy in Ankylosing 


Spondylitis: A Randomized 


120 AS patients, diagnosed 
using mNY criteria. 


 


111 included in the analysis. 


 


Age: 48 


Disease duration: 11 years 


 Spa treatment (3 weeks) 


 Usual care 
EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in Europe (not including 


the UK) 


 UK population 


valuation set is assumed 


to have been used as the 


study references Dolan 


Spa treatment in Austria 
(n=36):  


 Baseline (2 weeks 


before treatment): 0.650 


(0.22) 


 Change at 4 weeks: 0.02 


(0.2)  


Results may be generalisable 


to an AS population, 


however, generalisability to a 
UK population is unknown. 


 


Patients were allowed to 


continue taking their usual 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


Controlled Trial BASDAI: not reported  


BASFI: 4.4 


et al (1996)249.  


 


Outputs from the SF-6D are 


also reported in this study but 
are not summarised here. 


 Change at 16 weeks: 


0.04 (0.21)  


 Change at 28 weeks: -


0.03 (0.23)  


 Change at 40 weeks: -


0.01 (0.27)  


 


Spa treatment in The 
Netherlands (n=38):  


 Baseline (2 weeks 


before treatment): 0.64 


(0.22) 


 Change at 4 weeks: 0.1 


(0.24)  


 Change at 16 weeks: 


0.12 (0.24)  


 Change at 28 weeks: 0.1 


(0.21)  


 Change at 40 weeks: 


0.03 (0.23) 


 


Usual care (n=37):  


 Baseline (2 weeks 


before treatment): 0.72 


(0.1) 


 Change at 4 weeks: -


0.06 (0.18)  


 Change at 16 weeks: -


0.04 (0.19)  


 Change at 28 weeks: -


0.08 (0.28)  


 Change at 40 weeks: -


medication throughout the 


study period. Medication 


could be changed if needed. 


This may bias the results. 


 


A UK population valuation 


set is assumed to have been 
used. 
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Study Population characteristics Interventions Utility assessment methods Utilities reported 


Mean (SD) [95% CI] 


Reviewer comments 


0.03 (0.19) 


Wade et al (2011)230 


*Baseline characteristics and 


patient reported 


outcome data of patients 


prescribed etanercept: web-


based and telephone 
evaluation 


43 patients prescribed 


etanercept for AS (diagnostic 
criteria not reported) 


 


RA, PsA and psoriasis 


patients were also included in 
the study. 


 


Age: 49 


Disease duration: not 
reported 


BASDAI: not reported  


BASFI: not reported 


Etanercept EQ-5D 


 Completed by patients 


in the UK 


 UK population 


valuation set is assumed 


to have been used as this 


is a UK study 


Baseline: 0.37 (0.37) 


 


 


This study may be 


generalisable to UK patients 
with AS. 


 


23% of AS patients were 


previously treated with a 
TNF alpha inhibitor. 


 


UK population valuation set 


is assumed to have been 
used. 


 


Differences in characteristics 


between telephone and web-


based responders were 


observed for the entire 
sample (for all conditions). 


AS = ankylosing spondylitis, LRiG =Liverpool Reviews and Implementation Group, mNY = modified New York criteria, NA = not applicable, OASIS = Outcome in Ankylosing 


Spondylitis International Study, PsA = psoriatic arthritis, RA = rheumatoid arthritis, RCT = randomised controlled trial, SSTAG = South Swedish Arthritis Treatment Group, UK = United 


Kingdom, * = median and, where included, the interquartile range, % = standard errors reported in brackets  
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11.14 Appendix 14: Comparison of parameter inputs across manufacturer models 


Tables 157 and 158 provide an overview of the main parameter inputs applied in each of the 


manufacturer models for the AS and nr-axSpA populations. 


Table 157 - Summary of main model inputs in manufacturer models - AS population 


Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


Time horizon Lifetime 40 years Lifetime  Lifetime 


Discount rate 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 


Average age  39 42 41 41 


Proportion male % 72 75 72 74 


Average Weight  70 81.1 81.7 76.4 


Baseline BASDAI  6.5 6.3 6.4 6.1 


Baseline BASFI 5.0 5.3 5.7 5.9 


Source of baseline 


characteristics 


GO-RAISE ATLAS RAPID-axSpA trial  Study 314-EU  


Mortality (SMR) Male: 1.63 


Female: 1.38 


1.5 1.5 1.5 


Response criteria BASDAI50 response 


at week 12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 24 


BASDAI50 response at 


week 12 


Proportion of 


responders % 


Infliximab: 79.3  


Golimumab: 48.5  


Adalimumab: 47.0  


Certolizumab: 53.0 


Etanercept: 48.2 


Placebo: 14.5 


Infliximab: 72.4 


Golimumab: 59.3 


Adalimumab: 63.2 


Certolizumab: 46.2  


Etanercept: 60.7  


Placebo: 27.2 


Infliximab: 65.7 


Golimumab: 54.1 


Adalimumab: 56.2 


Certolizumab: 55.7 


Etanercept: 56.4 


Placebo: -  


Infliximab: 68 


Golimumab: 61 


Adalimumab: 54 


Certolizumab: 47 


Etanercept: 54 


Placebo: 22 


Placebo response Loss or maintenance of 


placebo response not 


clearly reported.  


BASDAI and BASFI 


return to baseline at 


week 12 


No placebo response BASDAI and BASFI 


return to baseline at 12 


weeks 


Annual long-term 


rate of anti-TNFs 


withdrawal 


6.1% (GO-RAISE) 


 


Common rate for all 


anti-TNFs. 


Time-dependent 


discontinuation; 


lognormal model fitted 


to Adalimumab week 


12 responder data 


(ATLAS). Less than 


15% projected to stay 


on treatment at year 40 


 


Common rate for all 


anti-TNFs.  


7% (NICE TA143) 


 


Common rate for all 


anti-TNFs. 


Exponential model fitted 


to Etanercept data; 


model translates to 11% 


annual discontinuation 


for Etanercept.  


 


Hazard ratios applied for 


other anti-TNFs 


(Glintborg 2010)108 


Natural history: 


annual rate of BASFI 


progression  


0.07 points (Kobelt 


2004)143 


0.056 points (ATLAS)  0.07 points (Kobelt 


2004)143 


0.07 points (Kobelt 


2004)143 


AEs included; annual 


probability / rate 


Serious AEs and ISRs 


included. Convent. 


care rates from GO‐
RAISE study. ORs 


from the NMA applied 


for each anti-TNF. 


Only infectious AEs 


included; excess 


proportion for 


Adalimumab 29.7% 


annually (ATLAS 


trial). Same rate 


applied to all anti-


TNFs. 


No AEs included Serious infections for 


Etanercept: 3.8% 


annually. Relative effects 


from a published NMA 


(Singh 2011)127 applied 


for other anti-TNFs 


HRQoL algorithm 0.877121 - 0.03841 * 0.899-0.031 * 2.126-0.132*BASFI- 0.887 - 0.006030 * 
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Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


(EQ-5D) BASDAI - 0.03225 * 


BASFI - 0.02789 * 


male + 0.00168 * age 


(NICE TA143) 


BASDAI-0.041 * 


BASFI (HUI3, data 


from ATLAS) 


0.245*BASDAI 


(RAPID-axSpA study) 


BASFI + 0.001030 * 


BASDAI + 0.000020 * 


BASFI^2 – 0.0000064 * 


BASDAI^2  


(Study 314-EU)   


Annual healthcare 


resource use costs 


1902.49*exp(0.1832*


BASFI) (NICE 


TA143) 


£1124.619 × 


EXP(0.264× BASDAI) 


(OASIS)157 


1909.33*exp(0.1832*


BASFI) (NICE 


TA143) 


BASDAI < 4: Annual 


cost: £151.96; 4 ≤ 


BASDAI < 6: Annual 


cost: £311.08; BASDAI 


≥ 6: Annual cost: 


£1039.16 (Rafia 2012)158 
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Table 158 - Summary of main model inputs in manufacturer models - nr-axSpA population 


Parameter 
AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


Time horizon 40 years Lifetime Lifetime 


Discount rate 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 


Average age  38 37 32 


Proportion male % 45 48 60 


Average Weight  NR 82 74 


Baseline BASDAI  6.4 6.5 6.0 


Baseline BASFI 4.6 4.9 4.0 


Source of baseline 


characteristics 


ABILITY-1 RAPID-axSpA trial Study 1031 


Mortality (SMR) 1.0 1.5 1.0 


Response criteria ASAS40 response at 


week 12 


ASAS20 response at 


week 12 


BASDAI50 response at 


week 12 


Proportion of 


responders % 


Adalimumab: 55.9 


Certolizumab: 58.8  


Etanercept: NR  


Placebo: 22.2 


Adalimumab: 56.3 


Certolizumab: 59.0 


Etanercept: 47.1 


Placebo: -  


Adalimumab: 44 


Certolizumab: 59 


Etanercept: 38 


Placebo: 27 


Placebo response BASDAI and BASFI 


return to baseline at 


week 12 


No placebo response BASDAI and BASFI 


return to baseline at 12 


weeks 


Annual long-term 


rate of anti-TNFs 


withdrawal 


Time-dependent 


discontinuation; 


lognormal model fitted 


to Adalimumab week 


12 responder data 


(ABILITY-1). Less 


than 10% projected to 


stay on treatment at 


year 40 


 


Common rate for all 


anti-TNFs.  


7% (NICE TA143) 


 


Common rate for all 


anti-TNFs. 


Exponential model fitted 


to Etanercept week 12 


responder data; model 


translates to 5% annual 


discontinuation for 


Etanercept.  


 


Hazard ratios applied for 


other anti-TNFs 


(Glintborg 2010)108 


Progression rate from 


nr-axSpA to AS 


- 3.84% per year - 


Natural history: 


annual rate of BASFI 


progression  


0.084 points 


(ABILITY-1)  


0.07 points (Kobelt 


2004)143 


0.07 points (Kobelt 


2004)143 


AEs included; annual 


probability / rate  


Only TB AEs and non-


TB serious AEs 


included; excess rate 


for Adalimumab 7.3% 


for non TB serious 


AEs and 0.16% for TB 


AEs annually 


(ABILITY-1 trial). 


Same rate applied to 


all anti-TNFs. 


No AEs included No AEs included 


HRQoL algorithm 0.922-0.039*BASDAI-


0.041*BASFI 


(ABILITY-1) 


2.1262-


0.1323*BASFI-


0.2450*BASDAI 


(RAPID-axSpA study) 


0.919 - 0.00431 * BASFI 


+ 0.000788 * BASDAI + 


0.0000511 * BASFI^2 – 


0.0000194 * BASDAI^2 
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Parameter 
AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


– 0.00102 * Age + 


0.0478 * Male – 


0.0000754 * 


BASDAI*BASFI  


(Study 1031)   


Annual healthcare 


resource use costs 


£1124.62 × 


EXP(0.264× BASDAI) 


(OASIS)157 


1909.33*exp(0.1832*


BASFI) (NICE 


TA143) 


BASDAI < 4: Annual 


cost: £151.96; 4 ≤ 


BASDAI < 6: Annual 


cost: £311.08; BASDAI 


≥ 6: Annual cost: 


£1039.16 (Rafia 2012)158 


 


Comparison of disease costs assumed for the AS and nr-axSpA populations 


A variety of alternative regressions were applied across the submissions to estimate the annual disease 


costs associated with BASDAI and BASFI scores.  MSD and UCB used the same exponential 


regression function estimated by LRiG as part of TA143 based on the OASIS study – uprated to 


current prices.  


Regression in NICE TA143 based on OASIS data and cost element uprated to current prices: 


£1902.492*EXP(0.1832*BASFI) 


AbbVie undertook their own re-analysis of the OASIS data set based on current prices. In their base-


case an exponential model based on BASDAI was assumed. However, results from separate linear 


and exponential models were also presented.  


Base-case regression used by AbbVie 


Exp BASDAI: £1124.619 * EXP(0.264 × BASDAI) 


Alternative regressions presented by AbbVie 


Linear BASFI: £520.32102 +£804.64642 × BASFI 


BASDAI: £118.47088 + £943.21394 × BASDAI 


Exp BASFI: £1284.186 * EXP(0.213 × BASFI) 


The submission by Pfizer was based on a recent UK study by Rafia et al (2012)
158


.  Rather than 


employing a regression approach, the manufacturer used results based on a categorical analysis of the 


annual costs for BASDAI: BASDAI<4 = £151.96, 4<=BASDAI<6 = £311.08; BASDAI>=6 = 


£1039.16.  
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However, the paper by Rafia et al (2012) also specified a separate 2-part regression function which 


was not included within the Pfizer submission but is used in the subsequent comparisons of 


regressions to provide a more comparable approach to assessing the alternative costs sources used 


across the manufacturer submissions and the predictions across a range of different BASDAI and 


BASFI scores. 


Two-part model in Rafia (2012):  


1) Logistic regression model to derive probability of incurring costs: 


2.71795 + 0.16716*BASFI + 0.37053*BASDAI - 0.02468* BASFI*BASDAI + 0.33778*Male - 


0.04389*Age - 0.01373*Disease Duration 


2) GLM to obtain 3-month costs: 


6.79876 + 0.27548*BASFI + 0.13265*BASDAI - 0.01602* BASFI*BASDAI + 0.46458*Male - 


0.01656*Age + 0.00381*Disease Duration 


Figures 22 and 23 provide a comparison of the predictions from the alternative cost regressions using 


the separate sources identified across the manufacturer models. The baseline characteristics 


(BASDAI, BASFI, age and disease duration) are derived from a weighted average of the baseline 


characteristics of the clinical trials for the AS population from the manufacturer submissions.  


In Figure 22, BASDAI scores are held constant at the mean value and the impact of varying BASFI 


across the range (0-10 scale) are reported. In Figure 2, BASFI scores are held constant at the mean 


value and the impact of varying BASDAI across the range (0-10 scale) are reported. 


Figures 24 and 25 compare the alternative regression functions reported in the submission by AbbVie 


based on their re-analysis of the OASIS study. 
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Figure 22 Comparison of main manufacturer cost regressions – assuming constant BASDAI 
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Figure 23 Comparison of main manufacturer cost regressions – assuming constant BASFI 
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Figure 24 Comparison of AbbVie cost regressions – assuming constant BASDAI 
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Figure 25 Comparison of AbbVie cost regressions – assuming constant BASFI 
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Table 159 - Cost inputs in manufacturer submissions (AS & nr-axSpA population) 


Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Administration costs Subcutaneous 


therapies: no 


administration cost. 


 


Intravenous therapies: 


cost of £109 per 


administration (no 
reference provided) 


Subcutaneous 


therapies: no 


administration cost. 


 


 Intravenous therapies: 


cost of £99 per 


administration (no 
reference provided) 


Subcutaneous 


therapies: £49 cost of 


nurse training for self-


administration 
(PSSRU)169  


 


Intravenous therapies: 


cost of £398 per 


administration 
(PSSRU). 


Subcutaneous 


therapies: £49 cost of 


nurse training for self-


administration 
(PSSRU)169 


 


Intravenous therapies: 


cost of £302 per 


administration (NICE 
TA143). 


Doses and unit costs - Costs estimated in 


line with licensed 


doses.  


- PAS included for 


Certolizumab and 


Golimumab.  


- Infliximab dosage: 


Average weight of 


70kg assumed (4 


vials), subsequent 


administration every 


7 weeks 


- Costs estimated in 


line with licensed 


doses.  


- PAS included for 


Golimumab; not 


included for 


Certolizumab 


-  Infliximab dosage: 


Average weight of 


81.1kg assumed (5 


vials), subsequent 


administration every 


6 weeks 


- Costs estimated in 


line with licensed 


doses.  


- PAS included for 


Certolizumab and 


Golimumab.  


- Infliximab dosage: 


Average weight of 


81.7kg assumed 


(4.88 vials), 


subsequent 


administration every 


7 weeks 


- Costs estimated in 


line with licensed 


doses.  


- PAS included for 


Certolizumab and 


Golimumab 


- Infliximab dosage: 


Average weight of 


76.4kg assumed (4 


vials), subsequent 


administration every 


6 weeks 


Monitoring costs Short term treatment 


costs applied in first 


cycle only for 


conventional care and 


anti-TNFs. Costs were 


informed by KOL 


interviews.  


 


Anti-TNFs: £873.2 


Conventional care: 


£1,459.5  


Initiation and quarterly 


monitoring costs 


included. Common for 


all anti-TNFs 


comparators (York 
Model TA199)165 


 


 


Initiation: £470.09 


Monitoring: £110.98 
per cycle 


No monitoring costs 
included 


No monitoring costs 


included in the base 


case 
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Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Annual healthcare 


resource use costs 


1902.49*exp(0.1832*


BASFI) (NICE 


TA143) 


£1124.619 × 


EXP(0.264× BASDAI) 


(OASIS)157 


1909.33*exp(0.1832*


BASFI) (NICE 


TA143) 


BASDAI < 4: Annual 


cost: £151.96;  


BASDAI 4 ≤ BASDAI 


< 6: Annual cost: 


£311.08; BASDAI ≥ 6: 


Annual cost: £1039.16 
(Rafia 2012)158 
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Table 160 - Withdrawal inputs in manufacturer submissions (AS & nr-axSpA population)  


Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab) 


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Annual long-term 


rate of anti-TNF 


withdrawal– AS 
population 


6.1% (GO-RAISE 


study, data of patients 


on treatment with 


golimumab from week 
24 to week 256) 


 


Common rate for all 
anti-TNFs. 


Time-dependent 


discontinuation rate; 


lognormal model fitted 


to Adalimumab week 


12 responder data up to 
week 260 (ATLAS).  


 


Less than 15% of 


week-12 responders 


were projected to stay 


on treatment at year 40 
for AS 


 


Common rate for all 
anti-TNFs. 


7% (NICE TA143) 


 


Common rate for all 
anti-TNFs. 


Exponential model 


fitted to Etanercept 


data; model translates 


to 11% annual 


discontinuation for 
Etanercept.  


 


Hazard ratios applied 


for other anti-TNFs 
(Glintborg 2010)108 


 


Annual 


discontinuation: 


Infliximab: 14.3%  


Golimumab: 12.3% 
Adalimumab: 12.3% 


Certolizumab: 12.3% 


Annual long-term 


rate of anti-TNF 


withdrawal – nr-
axSpA population 


Not applicable. Time-dependent 


discontinuation; 


lognormal model fitted 


to Adalimumab week 


12 responder data up to 


week 156 (ABILITY-
1).  


 


Less than 10% of 


week-12 responders 


were projected to stay 
on treatment at year 40  


 


Common rate for all 
anti-TNFs. 


7% (NICE TA143) 


 


Common rate for all 
anti-TNFs. 


Exponential model 


fitted to Etanercept 


week 12 responder 


data; model translates 


to 5% annual 


discontinuation for 
Etanercept.  


 


Hazard ratios applied 


for other anti-TNFs 


(Glintborg 2010)108 


 


Annual 


discontinuation: 


Infliximab: 6.5%  


Golimumab: 5.6% 
Adalimumab: 5.6% 
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Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab) 


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic 


model (Etanercept) 


Certolizumab: 5.6%  
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Table 161 - Adverse events inputs in manufacturer submissions – AS population 


Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab) 


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


AEs included; annual 


probability  


Serious AEs and ISRs 


included. Conventional 


care rates from GO-


RAISE study at 24 


weeks. OR of SAEs 


and ISRs from the 


NMA applied for each 


anti-TNF.  


 


Annual probability %  


of SAEs:  


Placebo: 7.6 


Infliximab: 21.4  


Golimumab: 5.4  
Adalimumab: 6.8  


Certolizumab: 13.4 


Etanercept: 20.5 


 


Annual probability  % 
of ISRs:  


Placebo: 19.7 


Infliximab: 24.3 


Golimumab: 51.0  
Adalimumab: 38.5  


Certolizumab: 38.5 


Etanercept: 52.6 


 


Only infectious AEs 


included; excess 


proportion for 


Adalimumab was 


29.7% annually 
(ATLAS trial) 


 


Same rate applied to 
all anti-TNFs. 


No AEs included Only serious infections 


included. Annual 


probability: 3.8% (Study 


312) 


 


Relative effects for other 


anti-TNF agents were 


applied in the model, 


obtained from a 


published NMA (Singh 


2011)127.  


 


Annual probability %: 


Infliximab: 4.1  


Golimumab: 3.3  
Adalimumab: 3.6  


Certolizumab: 13.9 


Etanercept: 3.8 


 


 


Unit cost of AE Cost per serious AE 


episode (weighted 
average):  


£214.26 anti-TNFs, 


£397.32 for 


conventional care 


Cost per infectious AE 


episode: £45 (one GP 


visit assumed per 
infectious AE) 


- Cost per serious 


infection episode: £1,457 


(weighted average) 
(NHS Reference costs)166 
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Parameter 


MSD economic model 


(Infliximab,  


Golimumab) 


AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab) 


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


(GO-RAISE).  


 


Cost of injection site 


reaction £94.18 per 


episode 


Disutility of AE Only disutility 


associated with SAEs 


applied; utility 


decrement of 0.01 


applied for one cycle 
(NICE TA233) 


No disutility applied - 0.156 for 28 days 
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Table 162 - Adverse events inputs in manufacturer submissions – nr-axSpA population 


Parameter 
AbbVie economic 


model (Adalimumab)  


UCB economic model 


(Certolizumab) 


Pfizer economic model 


(Etanercept) 


AEs included; annual 


probability  


Only TB AEs and non-


TB serious AEs 


included; excess 


proportion for 


Adalimumab 7.3% for 


non TB serious AEs 


and 0.16% for TB AEs 


annually (ABILITY-1 


trial).  


 


Same rate applied to 


all anti-TNFs. 


No AEs included No AEs included  


Unit cost of AE - non-TB serious AEs: 


£4,216 per episode 


(NHS Reference 


costs)166 


- TB AE: £6,559.76 


per episode (Botteman 
2007)153 


- - 


Disutility of AE No disutility applied - - 


 


 


 


 


11.15 Appendix 15: Full ICER tables for scenarios 
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Table 163 - Summary of cost-effectiveness scenarios – AS population 


No. Parameter/structural  Approach in scenario Approach in base-case 


1 Conventional care (‘placebo’) 


response 


No response to conventional care 


assumed at 12 weeks 


Response to conventional care 


included at 12 weeks 


2. Different baselines assumed for 


responders and non-responders 


and change in BASDAI/BASFI 


scores 


Separate baselines based on 


pooled estimates provided by 


manufacturers. Changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


response also based on pooled 


estimates provided by 


manufacturers 


Separate baselines and changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


responses estimated via extended 


synthesis model 


3. BASFI Progression No effect of anti-TNFs on BASFI 


progression 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


4. BASFI progression Treatment effect of anti-TNFs 


applied from start of model 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


5. Utilities Linear BASDAI/BASFI model 


(based on Kobelt) 


Non-linear BASDAI/BASFI 


model (Pfizer submission) 


 


AS Scenario Results – Rebound equal to gain 


Table 164 - AS – Scenario 1 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.262 -  111,702  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
7.952 0.691  125,734   14,033   20,319  0.462 0.861 


Golimumab 7.952 0.691  127,531   15,829   22,920  0.313 0.764 


Adalimumab 7.952 0.691  127,594   15,893   23,013  0.308 0.761 


Etanercept 7.952 0.691  127,879   16,178   23,425  0.292 0.741 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
7.952 0.691  129,308   17,607   25,495  0.188 0.651 


Infliximab 7.952 0.691  141,750   30,048   43,510  0.000 0.063 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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Table 165 - AS – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
036  417     


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
364 327 716 300 11,527 962 996 


Golimumab 364 327 386 970 12,785 919 994 


Adalimumab 364 327 473 17,057 12,851 918 994 


Etanercept 364 327 129,862 445 13,143 903 994 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
364 327 290 873 14,220 844 989 


Infliximab 364 327 853 35,437 26,699 095 668 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 166 - AS – Scenario 3 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.253 -  109,379  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
8.128 0.875  127,455   18,075   20,655  0.462 0.843 


Golimumab 8.128 0.875  129,140   19,760   22,581  0.348 0.775 


Adalimumab 8.128 0.875  129,224   19,845   22,677  0.341 0.771 


Etanercept 8.128 0.875  129,600   20,220   23,106  0.319 0.760 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
8.128 0.875  131,028   21,649   24,739  0.234 0.698 


Infliximab 8.128 0.875  147,118   37,739   43,125  0.001 0.063 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


 


Table 167 - AS – Scenario 4 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


Probability 


of CE 
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£20K  £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.239 -  111,036  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
8.201 0.962  128,804   17,767   18,466  0.589 0.929 


Golimumab 8.201 0.962  130,485   19,448   20,213  0.462 0.878 


Adalimumab 8.201 0.962  130,570   19,533   20,301  0.453 0.875 


Etanercept 8.201 0.962  130,949   19,912   20,695  0.429 0.862 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
8.201 0.962  132,377   21,341   22,180  0.345 0.808 


Infliximab 8.201 0.962  148,597   37,560   39,037  0.005 0.124 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 168 - AS – Scenario 5 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
10.272 -  111,187  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.043 0.771  129,139   17,953   23,290  0.217 0.891 


Golimumab 11.043 0.771  130,819   19,632   25,469  0.099 0.755 


Adalimumab 11.043 0.771  130,904   19,717   25,579  0.094 0.750 


Etanercept 11.043 0.771  131,285   20,098   26,073  0.074 0.724 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.043 0.771  132,713   21,526   27,926  0.048 0.593 


Infliximab 11.043 0.771  148,974   37,787   49,021  0.000 0.003 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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AS Scenario Results – Rebound to conventional care 


Table 169 - AS – Scenario 1 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.295 - 112,675 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


7.762 0.467 128,654 15,979 34,229 0.038 0.385 


Golimumab 7.762 0.467 130,446 17,771 38,068 0.014 0.257 


Adalimumab 7.762 0.467 130,511 17,836 38,207 0.013 0.256 


Etanercept 7.762 0.467 130,799 18,124 38,824 0.010 0.245 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


7.762 0.467 132,228 19,553 41,885 0.004 0.161 


Infliximab 7.762 0.467 144,800 32,125 68,815 0.000 0.000 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 170 - AS – Scenario 2 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


054  112,115     


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


742 687 129,659 543 25,530 162 706 


Golimumab 742 687 131,346 231 27,986 086 587 


Adalimumab 742 687 131,430 315 28,107 082 586 


Etanercept 742 687 131,804 689 28,652  556 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


742 687 133,232 117 30,731  450 


Infliximab 742 687 149,253 138 54,045  004 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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Table 171 - AS – Scenario 3 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.252 -  110,930  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
7.818 0.566  131,610   20,679   36,518  0.021 0.339 


Golimumab 7.818 0.566  133,289   22,359   39,483  0.009 0.249 


Adalimumab 7.818 0.566  133,374   22,444   39,634  0.008 0.245 


Etanercept 7.818 0.566  133,755   22,824   40,306  0.006 0.230 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
7.818 0.566  135,183   24,253   42,828  0.003 0.166 


Infliximab 7.818 0.566  151,457   40,526   71,565  0.000 0.000 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 172 - AS – Scenario 4 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 7.268 - 108,817  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 7.894 0.626 128,999             20,182  32,222  0.047 0.429 


Golimumab 7.894 0.626 130,683             21,866  34,910  0.022 0.341 


Adalimumab 7.894 0.626 130,767             21,951  35,045  0.020 0.339 


Etanercept 7.894 0.626 131,144             22,327  35,647  0.016 0.310 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 7.894 0.626 132,573             23,756  37,928  0.008 0.234 


Infliximab 7.894 0.626 148,706             39,889  63,684  0.000 0.000 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 173 - AS – Scenario 5 (rebound to conventional care) 
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 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 10.272 - 112,648  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 10.967 0.695 133,103             20,455  29,414  0.012 0.511 


Golimumab 10.967 0.695 134,781             22,133  31,827  0.005 0.340 


Adalimumab 10.967 0.695 134,866             22,218  31,950  0.005 0.333 


Etanercept 10.967 0.695 135,248             22,600  32,499  0.004 0.300 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 10.967 0.695 136,677             24,028  34,554  0.002 0.165 


Infliximab 10.967 0.695 152,997             40,349  58,022  0.000 0.000 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 174 - Summary of cost-effectiveness scenarios – nr-axSpA population 


No. Parameter/structural  Approach in scenario Approach in base-case 


1 Conventional care (‘placebo’) 


response 


No response to conventional care 


assumed at 12 weeks 


Response to conventional care 


included at 12 weeks 


2. Different baselines assumed for 


responders and non-responders 


and change in BASDAI/BASFI 


scores 


Separate baselines based on 


pooled estimates provided by 


manufacturers. Changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


response also based on pooled 


estimates provided by 


manufacturers 


Separate baselines and changes in 


BASDAI/BASFI conditioned on 


responses estimated via extended 


synthesis model 


3. BASFI Progression No effect of anti-TNFs on BASFI 


progression 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


4. BASFI progression Treatment effect of anti-TNFs 


applied from start of model 


Treatment effect applied from 


year 4 onwards 


5. Utilities Linear BASDAI/BASFI model 


(based on Kobelt) 


Non-linear BASDAI/BASFI 


model (Pfizer submission) 


6. Treatment effect of anti-TNFs Trials in nr-axSpA and AS 


populations combined 


Only trials in nr-axSpA included 
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Nr-axSpA Scenario Results – Rebound equal to gain 


Table 175 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 1 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
10.036 -  87,879  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
10.621 0.585  108,266   20,387   34,841  0.040 0.384 


Adalimumab 10.621 0.585  110,046   22,167   37,884  0.015 0.248 


Etanercept 10.621 0.585  110,411   22,532   38,507  0.013 0.235 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
10.621 0.585  111,839   23,960   40,949  0.008 0.167 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 176 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.321  95,037     


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
10.238 0.917 118,411 23,375 25,482 290 665 


Adalimumab 10.238 0.917 120,081 25,044 27,302 219 622 


Etanercept 10.238 0.917 120,556 25,520 27,821 200 603 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
10.238 0.917 121,985 26,948 29,378 160 555 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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Table 177 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 3 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.891 -  91,479  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.262 1.370  130,734   39,254   28,643  0.138 0.576 


Adalimumab 11.262 1.370  132,141   40,662   29,670  0.102 0.528 


Etanercept 11.262 1.370  132,879   41,399   30,208  0.093 0.505 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.262 1.370  134,306   42,827   31,250  0.076 0.460 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 178 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 4 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.923 -  90,625  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.338 1.415  129,492   38,867   27,471  0.154 0.627 


Adalimumab 11.338 1.415  130,899   40,274   28,466  0.127 0.574 


Etanercept 11.338 1.415  131,637   41,012   28,988  0.116 0.549 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.338 1.415  133,064   42,440   29,996  0.087 0.501 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 179 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 5 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
10.973 -  89,400  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
12.527 1.554  128,760   39,361   25,324  0.120 0.781 


Adalimumab 12.527 1.554  130,165   40,765   26,227  0.086 0.725 


Etanercept 12.527 1.554  130,905   41,506   26,704  0.071 0.692 


Certolizumab 12.527 1.554  132,333   42,933   27,622  0.053 0.629 
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Pegol 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 180 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 6 (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.944 -  88,563  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.382 1.437  129,592   41,030   28,282  0.068 0.612 


Adalimumab 11.382 1.437  130,978   42,415   29,228  0.040 0.570 


Etanercept 11.382 1.437  131,737   43,175   29,753  0.032 0.546 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.382 1.437  133,165   44,602   30,732  0.020 0.483 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Nr-axSpA Scenario Results – Rebound to conventional care 


Table 181 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 1 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 10.007 - 88,711  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 10.524 0.517 109,867             21,156  40,928  0.018 0.236 


Adalimumab 10.524 0.517 111,644             22,932  44,365  0.002 0.143 


Etanercept 10.524 0.517 112,012             23,301  45,078  0.002 0.130 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 10.524 0.517 113,441             24,729  47,842  0.001 0.090 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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Table 182 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.277  95,300     


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 10.088 0.811 119,550           24,249 29,884 168 506 


Adalimumab 10.088 0.811 121,219           25,919 31,942 124 454 


Etanercept 10.088 0.811 121,695           26,394 32,528 108 425 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 10.088 0.811 123,123           27,823 34,288 086 383 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 183 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 3 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.891 - 91,602  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 11.066 1.175 132,047             40,445  34,416  0.052 0.396 


Adalimumab 11.066 1.175 133,456             41,854  35,615  0.036 0.348 


Etanercept 11.066 1.175 134,192             42,590  36,241  0.031 0.330 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 11.066 1.175 135,620             44,017  37,456  0.026 0.290 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 184 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 4 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.948 - 90,402  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 11.223 1.275 131,015             40,613  31,841  0.063 0.456 


Adalimumab 11.223 1.275 132,416             42,014  32,940  0.047 0.415 


Etanercept 11.223 1.275 133,160             42,758  33,523  0.040 0.395 


Certolizumab 11.223 1.275 134,587             44,185  34,642  0.027 0.337 
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Pegol 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


 


 


 


Table 185 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 5 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


10.975 -  90,413  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


12.462 1.487  130,404   39,991   26,900  0.069 0.678 


Adalimumab 12.462 1.487  131,817   41,404   27,850  0.050 0.599 


Etanercept 12.462 1.487  132,549   42,136   28,343  0.042 0.572 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


12.462 1.487  133,976   43,563   29,303  0.028 0.498 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 186 - Nr-axSpA – Scenario 6 (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.953 -  89,196  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.228 1.275  131,515   42,319   33,184  0.013 0.398 


Adalimumab 11.228 1.275  132,901   43,704   34,270  0.007 0.353 


Etanercept 11.228 1.275  133,661   44,464   34,866  0.002 0.332 
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Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.228 1.275  135,088   45,891   35,985  0.001 0.284 


Additional validation scenarios assuming same baselines for responders and non-responders 


 


Table 187 - AS – rebound equal to gain 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.262 -  111,636  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
8.317 1.054  126,238   14,601   13,851  0.803 0.975 


Golimumab 8.317 1.054  127,917   16,281   15,444  0.732 0.958 


Adalimumab 8.317 1.054  128,002   16,366   15,525  0.730 0.958 


Etanercept 8.317 1.054  128,383   16,746   15,886  0.708 0.952 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
8.317 1.054  129,811   18,175   17,241  0.645 0.931 


Infliximab 8.317 1.054  146,079   34,443   32,673  0.044 0.376 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 188 - AS –rebound to conventional care 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 7.274 - 109,511  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 7.958 0.684 127,164             17,654  25,809  0.277 0.632 


Golimumab 7.958 0.684 128,850             19,339  28,273  0.183 0.554 


Adalimumab 7.958 0.684 128,934             19,423  28,396  0.178 0.550 


Etanercept 7.958 0.684 129,309             19,799  28,945  0.165 0.534 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 7.958 0.684 130,738             21,227  31,034  0.107 0.473 
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Infliximab 7.958 0.684 146,808             37,298  54,528  0.000 0.010 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 189 - Nr-axSpA – rebound equal to gain 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.977 -  88,692  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
11.551 1.574  125,205   36,513   23,199  0.390 0.759 


Adalimumab 11.551 1.574  126,606   37,914   24,089  0.341 0.733 


Etanercept 11.551 1.574  127,350   38,658   24,562  0.319 0.720 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
11.551 1.574  128,777   40,085   25,469  0.272 0.702 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 


 


Table 190 - Nr-axSpA – rebound to conventional care 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Care 


10.030 -  88,389  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


11.391 1.361  126,116   37,727   27,721  0.218 0.617 


Adalimumab 11.391 1.361  127,525   39,136   28,756  0.176 0.586 


Etanercept 11.391 1.361  128,261   39,872   29,297  0.160 0.574 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


11.391 1.361  129,689   41,299   30,345  0.133 0.537 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-effective option at the stated threshold 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Patient/carer organisation statement (MTA) 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis 
without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of 


technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233) 


Please sign and return to: 
Technology Appraisal Administrator, Marcia Miller, Committee A 


Email: TACommA@nice.org.uk  Fax: (0) 20 7061 9721 
or by Post: NICE, 10 Spring Gardens, London, SW1A 2BU 


 


Thank you for agreeing to give us your views on the treatment(s) being 
evaluated by NICE in this appraisal and how it/they could be used in the NHS. 
Patients, carers and patient organisations can provide a unique perspective 
on conditions and their treatment that is not typically available from other 
sources. We are interested in hearing about: 


 the experience of having the condition or caring for someone with the 
condition 


 the experience of receiving NHS care for the condition  


 the experience of having specific treatments for the condition  


 the outcomes of treatment that are important to patients or carers (which 
might differ from those measured in clinical studies, and including health-
related quality of life) 


 the acceptability of different treatments and how they are given 


 expectations about the risks and benefits of the treatment(s). 


To help you give your views, we have provided a questionnaire. You do not 
have to answer every question — the questions are there as prompts to guide 
you. The length of your response should not normally exceed 10 pages. If you 
think your response will be significantly longer than this, please contact the 
NICE project team to discuss. 


 


When answering the questions from section 3 onwards, please make sure to 
say which treatment (s) you are commenting on. 


 



mailto:TACommA@nice.org.uk
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


1. About you and your organisation 


Your name: XXXXXXXXXX 


Name of your organisation: National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS) 


Your position in the organisation: Chief Executive 


Brief description of the organisation 


The National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS) was founded in 1976 by a group 
of patients, doctors and physiotherapists at the Royal National Hospital for 
Rheumatic Diseases in Bath.  
 
The 3 main aims of NASS are: 


 To seek a cure for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) and related conditions, and 
improve their treatment in the UK; 


 To promote awareness of these conditions in the UK; and 
 To provide guidance, advice and information for people affected by these 


conditions including their families, their carers and their employers. 


NASS is the only registered charity in the UK dedicated to the needs of people with 
ankylosing spondylitis (including axial spondyloarthritis) in the UK to date. 
 
NASS is a membership organisation. We have 6,300 members, the vast majority of 
whom have AS or are a friend or family member of someone with AS. Within England 
NASS has approximately 5,400 members. 
 
The NASS head office is based in Surrey where we currently have 5 full time 
members of staff and 1 part time staff member. However we have a network of 91 
local branches spread throughout the UK, of which 77 are based in England.  
 
The branches provide regular physiotherapy, hydrotherapy and gym sessions that 
are supervised by physiotherapists with an interest in AS. Most branches meet 
weekly on weekday evenings. Although the main aim of meeting is for exercise, most 
branches also have an educational and social aspect.  
 
NASS wanted to represent the views of people living with ankylosing spondylitis and 
axial spondyloarthritis in our submission. We emailed a link to a survey on the issues 
to all members in England for whom we have an email address (approximately 
3,800). We additionally posted a link to the survey on the NASS website, advertised 
the survey in our monthly E-Newsletter and asked all our branch contacts to ensure 
branch members were aware of the research. 
 
The survey was set up to allow only one entry per IP address. The survey was only 
for people with a diagnosis of axial spondyloarthritis or ankylosing spondylitis who 
were living in England.  
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


 
The introduction to the survey explained that NICE were reviewing the anti TNF 
guidelines and had asked NASS to get involved as a patient organisation. It 
explained NASS would use the views given in the survey to write our submission. We 
additionally explained that it did not matter whether or not people were using or 
interested in using anti TNF therapy. People were asked to try to answer all the 
questions even if they were not sure and were asked to share any personal 
experiences that might be useful. Respondents were assured all their replies would 
be completely anonymous. 
 


608 completed the survey. 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


2. Living with the condition 


What is it like to live with the condition or what do carers experience 
when caring for someone with the condition? 


Axial Spondyloarthritis (axial SpA) refers to inflammatory disease where the main 
symptom is back pain, and where the x-ray changes of sacroiliitis may or may not be 
present. Within axial SpA there are two groups: 


Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS): Where the x-ray changes are clearly present. 


Non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis (nr-axSpA): Where x-ray changes are 
not present but you have symptoms.  


Around 7 in 10 in this group have visible inflammation which shows on an MRI. 3 in 
10 may not have any change visible on the MRI despite symptoms of back pain and 
other symptoms of inflammatory disease including:  


 Episodes of uveitis (inflammation in the eyes) 


 Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis (inflammatory bowel disease) 


 Psoriasis 


 Inflammation in the heel of the foot 


 Inflammation in the fingers or toes 


 Elevated markers of inflammation in blood tests 


 HLA-B27+ 


 
We will not make the distinction between the two subsets of axial SpA in this 
document because most NASS members are currently told or have been told in the 
past that their diagnosis is ankylosing spondylitis. They are not commonly aware of 
the differentiation between x-ray and MRI changes unless they have been told they 
are not eligible for anti TNF therapy on these grounds. As a patient organisation we 
cannot distinguish between these two different sub-groups in our contacts with 
patients, carers or families. 
 
Axial SpA is an inflammatory condition of the spine which often produces pain, 
stiffness, deformity and disability throughout adult life. It is a chronic progressive 
disease. It is characterised by periods of fluctuating intensity, leading to slowly 
increasing spinal and peripheral joint damage. 
 
The key symptom in early disease is inflammatory back pain (IBP). The onset of back 
pain and stiffness is usually gradual, being especially severe at night and following 
immobility. For many people sleep is disturbed, often causing them to get out of bed 
in the night to move around so as to improve their back pain and stiffness. Pain and 
stiffness in AS are commonly at their worst first thing in the morning and may 
improve considerably with stretching and light exercise.  
 
Persistence of the disease leads to progressive spinal stiffness which may be 
accompanied by deformity. Up to 25% of people with axial SpA eventually develop 
complete fusion of the spine which leads to substantial disability and restriction. 
 
50% of people with axial SpA also suffer from associated disorders at sites distant 
from the spine. In particular, 40% experience episodic eye inflammation (iritis), 16% 
develop psoriasis and 10% inflammatory bowel disease. 
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Symptoms of axial SpA usually begin in adolescence or early adulthood, a critical 
period in terms of education, work and establishment of social frameworks and 
relationships.  
 
Symptoms are often present for a long time (7-10 years) before the diagnosis is 
made.  
 
Although most people with axial SpA live a normal lifespan, there is an increased risk 
of premature death from cardiovascular disease in particular. 
 
Since many people with axial SpA are neither deformed nor have peripheral joint 
abnormalities, much of the burden of living with axial SpA is invisible. The spectrum 
of severity means that although many people with axial SpA live active and rewarding 
lives, others experience progressive spinal pain, immobility and functional 
impairment.  
 
Work disability is a major problem with more than 50% of people who are affected 
suffering work instability. The average age of diagnosis is 24, a prime time for 
establishing a career. In addition, one-third of people with axial SpA give up work 
before normal retirement age and another 15% reduce or change their work because 
of axial SpA. The work capacity of people with axial SpA in the middle decades of life 
is similar to that of people with rheumatoid arthritis. 
 
Being unable to work has important consequences for the individual and his/her 
family through both loss of earnings and the loss of self-esteem that a career and 
income provide.  
 
People with axial SpA are more likely to be divorced or never to have married and 
women with axial SpA are less likely to have children.  
 
Many people with axial SpA suffer with issues including depression, fatigue and poor 
sleep during their lives. All of these problems exert a profound influence on their 
quality of life. 
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3. Current practice in treating the condition 


Which treatment outcomes are important to patients or carers? (That is, 
what would patients or carers like treatment to achieve?) Which of these 
are most important? If possible, please explain why. 


When speaking to people with axial spondyloarthritis, they are clear that they want 
their symptoms to be improved by treatment. In particular they hope to have 
significantly less pain and stiffness. This would mean that they could enjoy a better 
quality of life including an improved family life, social life and an increased ability to 
be economically active. 


People with axial spondyloarthritis often suffer a great deal with fatigue and they 
often hope that their fatigue will be reduced through treatment. Where fatigue is 
exacerbated by disturbed sleep due to pain and stiffness, the improvement in fatigue 
is often a secondary affect.  


In summer 2012 we conducted a quick poll via the NASS website. We asked: 


‘If there was a new treatment for your AS what single thing would you most like it to 
do for you?’ 


A total of 277 people took part and the responses were as follows: 


Prevent further damage to your spine and joints  44% 


Relieve your pain      27% 


Reduce fatigue      19% 


Give you a sense of being well     6%  
 
Improve your social life and give you the ability to     4% 
 interact normally with your family and friends  


 
This indicates that, once people’s symptoms are controlled, they hope to avoid 
further progression of disease. 
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What is your organisation’s experience of currently available NHS care 
and of specific treatments for the condition? How acceptable are these 
different treatments and which are preferred and why? 


In our survey of people with axial spondyloarthritis living in England, 48% were 
currently taking anti TNF therapy. This is a higher proportion than in our survey of 
1630 people with axial spondyloarthritis in summer 2013 when a third (33%) were 
taking anti TNF therapy. We would hypothesise that people on anti TNF therapy had 
a greater interest in this survey and a greater confidence in considering the issues 
than those not taking anti TNF therapy. 
 
The anti TNF therapies currently being used are adalimumab (27%), etanercept 
(15%), golimumab (4%) and infliximab (2%). 
 
Those on anti TNF therapy reported that it had made a big difference to their life. 
They noted it had significantly reduced symptoms of pain and stiffness and had led to 
improvements in mobility. It had also reduced extra-articular symptoms such as 
uveitis. The result of these improved symptoms was a significantly improved quality 
of life.  
 


Life changing , no aching , reduction in pain, reduction in joint swelling. I can lead 
active life and no longer use a stick. No longer concerned about having to move 


house for a bungalow. 


 


It kept me in work for 12 years longer than I would have otherwise managed. 


 


I can WALK again. My disease is not active. I have managed to get my life back. 
Without Humira I would not be married to my wife and enjoying watching my step 
children grow up. 


 


Prior to taking the TNF, I felt the condition was not manageable and couldn't see a 
point in living a life with so much pain. The difference now is that I can enjoy life and 
not be absorbed by my condition. 


 


It has made EVERY difference. Without TNF I was unable to function, had constant 
pain, the inflammation was constant, the stiffness was unbearable, I had no energy, I 
could not perform at work well, I had to take time off work, I felt down, I had difficulty 
sleeping and I did not want to live like this. TNF changed all this, I have no more 
pain, I am able to function like a normal human being. TNF gave me my life back. 


 


Anti TNF has, quite literally, given me my life back. It has given my daughter her 
mummy back. It has given me the ability to share my daughter's childhood with her. 
Before anti TNF treatment, I couldn't walk easily without crutches or a stick, I was 
waking at least twice a night needing pain relief, I was unable to put my own socks 
on, I could not help my child up if she fell. With anti TNF treatment, I am in 
considerably less pain, I can ride a bike, fly a kite in the park, I can run with my 
daughter as she rides a bike, I can swim with her, play with her and simply enjoy 
both mine and her life. Anti TNF has not only controlled my ankylosing spondylitis 
symptoms, it has stopped ankylosing spondylitis controlling me, and for that, my 
husband, daughter and I are forever grateful. 
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The benefits of anti TNF therapy were seen as being reduced pain and stiffness, 
improved mobility, reduction in attacks of uveitis and reduced levels of fatigue. Again, 
these improvements in symptoms lead directly to an improved quality of life. People 
reported that they were able to independently manage activities of daily living that 
were previously problematic and be economically active. They were also better able 
to carry out the exercises that are vital for optimising outcome in axial 
spondyloarthritis. A number noted they had been able to significantly cut down on 
their use of other painkilling medications. 
 


No major flare ups. Much reduced overall level of pain. Increased mobility. No uveitis 
since starting. Much reduced level of psoriasis. 


 


It has flattened out flares in AS. I also haven't had iritis since starting this treatment. 


 


Allowed me to live a normal life without pain, no longer have to plan how to dress in 
a morning (used to struggle with socks and tie.) Have taken up old hobbies. No 
longer concerned about employability and effect on ability to work. 


 


It has meant that I'm able to exercise much more consistently and have gained 
movement and strength I had forgotten was possible. 


 


Pain reduction and the release of stiffness mean I can walk, do yoga and 
hydrotherapy, so I am able to increase my fitness & so my general health improves. 


 


It means I can work a full week and enjoy it. 


 


I can now (most significantly) walk further than the end of my road (!) go to work, 
enjoy social occasions much more, enjoy a physical relationship with my partner, 
play tennis, ride a bike, I could go on! 


 


I had lost my job and a lot of my friends because I was unable to do much for myself 
but now with such reduced pain I have a full time job, a fiancee and a very happy 
life. 


 


My husband has MS and I am his carer. Without anti TNF drugs this probably would 
have been impossible and we would have had to bring in outside carers, which 
neither of us wanted as his MS is progressive and he requires a lot of intimate care. 


 


Less worry about medication and less side effects from the drug "cocktail" I was on 
prior to Humira. 
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The perceived downsides of anti TNF therapy centred around the fact that it is an 
injection rather than an oral medication, the impact of the medication on the immune 
system and concerns over the potential long term side effects and risks. Overall, the 
majority clearly felt that the downsides were considerably outweighed by the benefits. 
 


I dislike injections so a weekly injection isn't something to look forward to but the 
benefits outweigh the fear of injections. 


I am still not able to give myself the injection, and I find the injections very painful 
still. I don't like the fact I am now dependent on fortnightly injections. 


 


The injection itself. I dread doing it as it REALLY stings and I am usually left with 
slight inflammation at the injection site. 


I have developed vasculitis as a consequence which causes skin blotches, bruising 
and also feet swelling which means I need crutches at times, I also have other 
infections such folliculitis and I get a sore throat, fatigue and other symptoms every 
month. However, the benefits outweigh these side effects. I can manage these side 
effects with some other drugs and lifestyle changes, I cannot manage the pain 
without TNF. 


 


I tend to get more chest infections and longer lasting colds. 


 


There are risks, as there are with any medication, and some of them are concerning. 
My immune system is not as strong as it should be if I was healthy. But the benefits 
far, far outweigh the downsides. 


 


I've had 3 episodes of tonsillitis this year and never had it before starting Humira. It 
definitely makes it easier to get sick and you can't take the injection if you are sick so 
you are always stopping and starting. 


 
Takes longer to recover from minor infections. Some of the potential side effects are 
a bit frightening. 


 


Prior to starting anti TNF I was worried about my immune system being affected and 
the slight risk of increase in cancer (my dad passed from cancer). But to date have 
had no downsides. 


Worried what harm it may have caused to my immune system in the long run. 
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4. Patient views on whether infliximab should be made available to 
people with ankylosing spondylitis 


 
91% of patients believed that infliximab should be made available for people with 
ankylosing spondylitis.  


The main advantage or benefit of infliximab over the currently available anti TNF 
therapies for ankylosing spondylitis was perceived to be the mode of administration. 
The iv infusion was perceived as offering another option or alternative for people with 
ankylosing spondylitis.  


The mode of administration would mean that patients would not have to self inject. 
This was regarded as being potentially advantageous to some patients. It also meant 
that people would not have to store anti TNF therapy in the fridge which was seen as 
an inconvenience by some. 


The 8 week dosing regimen of infliximab was also seen as an advantage. Patients 
compared this favourably to the 4 week, 2 week and 1 week dosing options currently 
available at the moment.  


The fact that the infusion would be administered by a health professional rather than 
self administered was seen as advantageous for some. Patients felt that they would 
be more closely monitored by health professionals rather than left to manage alone. 


It would give AS patients a greater range of medication options ensuring individuals 
can find the best option for themselves. 


 


It's another option and when you’re living with a condition like AS you need options. 


 


I wouldn't be dependent on fortnightly injections, so it would give me more freedom. I 
also wouldn't have to rely on my sister to administer it for me! 


 


Not having to self-inject. Longer gaps between administration would possibly make 
travel easier. 


 


Travelling away from home would be much easier to arrange without having to carry 
the anti TNF syringes  in refrigerated conditions and also avoiding twice weekly 
injections. An eight week infusion via drip would be much easier to organise my life.  


 


Self injection doesn't suit everyone, nor do they have the facilities to store the meds 


 


I'll get half my fridge back!  


 


Supervised administration. No self injection. No carrying of cooling boxes when 
going away. Nowhere near as intrusive to life as others. 
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When patients considered the potential disadvantages of making infliximab available 
to people with ankylosing spondylitis they expressed concerns about the increased 
pressure on NHS time and staff. They noted that more pressure would be placed on 
outpatient clinics and were concerned that missed appointments might lead to 
further cost to the NHS.  


 


Some feared that waiting lists and administrative issues might mean infusions were 
delayed leading to a return of symptoms. There was some feeling that it was better 
to be in control of exactly when and where medication was administered rather than 
being given an appointment time and date that may not be convenient. 


 


Patients also noted that there would be a need to travel to outpatient clinics. This 
was seen as potentially difficult and costly for some patients. It would also mean 
additional time spent at hospitals for patients. It was noted that working people 
wouldn’t want to take time off every 8 weeks for an outpatient visit.  


 


The necessity of hospital treatment in outpatients departments means that it is 
expensive to administer. 


 


Putting more pressure onto outpatients where I can inject myself with Adalimumab. 


 


More strain on the NHS due to it being an outpatient infusion so staff required for 
administration. 


 


Extra hospital visits with travel time and waiting. 


 


Having to attend an outpatient clinic on a regular basis, which must be time 
consuming. Better to be in control at home with self-injection. 


 


It has to be administered in a clinic. This could cause problems for people with 
limited mobility, limited access to transport or on reduced incomes. 


 


The types of people that patients felt might particularly benefit from access to 
infliximab include: 


 


 People scared of needles/self-injection 


 People with memory problems 


 People with learning difficulties 


 People with anxiety disorders/depression 


 People with dexterity problems 


 Children 


 Elderly 


 Working people who cannot receive deliveries of anti TNF therapy 


 People who have to travel a lot 


 People with injection site reactions from other anti TNF therapy 
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5. Patient views on whether certolizumab pegol  should be made 
available to people with ankylosing spondylitis 


 


91% of people believed that NICE should make certolizumab pegol available to 
people with ankylosing spondylitis. The view of the majority was that certolizumab 
pegol would increase the options available for people with ankylosing spondylitis in 
England. 


More options for treatment the better. It’s a young person’s disease and we have a 
long road to go on. If it works then it should be available. 


All drugs and treatments that could positively impact upon someone's life should be 
made available. What suits one person may not suit another - and people should 
have access to the widest amount of treatments possible. 


 
If these drugs work and improve people’s quality of life they should be approved 


By increasing the choice of anti TNFs, patients are more likely to find one that works 
for them or one that has the least side effects. They may all be anti TNFs but I'm sure 
they work slightly differently. Hence some will work better for some patients and 
some will have fewer side effects for some patient. 


Useful to have as wide a range of drugs available as possible. 
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6. Patient views on whether adalimumab and certolizumab pegol  
should be made available to people with non-radiographic axial 
spondyloarthritis 


 


93% of people believe that NICE should make adalimumab and certolizumab pegol 
available for the treatment of non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis.  


One of the main perceived benefits of making adalimumab and certolizumab pegol 
available for this indication was that it would allow patients who have not responded 
to anti inflammatories the opportunity to improve their symptoms, resulting in a better 
quality of life. At the moment these patients lack effective treatment options. They 
often struggle with pain and stiffness, which has a huge impact on their ability to have 
a family life and social life as well as their ability to remain economically active.  
 


Because the changes do not show up on an x-ray, it does not mean the pain is not 
the same. 


 


Enable people to have better quality of life without suffering, enable people to 
continue work without relying on benefits. Axial is just as debilitating as AS and 
people suffer just the same. 


 


Getting pain under control early will reduce inflammation, enable patients to take on 
greater activity and self management. These patients have very real pain, impacting 
their quality of life. 


 


This is a group who have been poorly served in the past 


 


We still have a lot to learn about AS. At some point this group of people are likely to 
be detected on x-ray and MRI. It seems logical if you have diagnosed these people, 
and they are ill, to offer them treatment with an anti-TNF - get them better faster, 
possibly slow the development of disease, get them back to work, or allow them to 
contribute more fully in the workplace. And allow them to contribute more fully in 
raising a family. 


 


I am one of those patients. I appreciate these therapies are costly but the NICE 
criteria means that access to anti TNFs occurs far too late in the disease continuum. 
Earlier access would help slow down the progression of the condition and allow 
patients like me, in my early 40's, to still be able to do things that every person of my 
age should still be able to do. Come NICE, you can do it! Be caring, be brave, be 
patient-focused! 


 


I had to wait two and half years with uncontrolled symptoms until there was sufficient  
x-ray evidence to suggest use of an anti-TNF. If this type of drug could be used 
sooner it would mean that the condition could be effectively treated so reducing the 
impact on work, being active and also reduce permanent damage to joints.  
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People hope that using these anti TNF therapies earlier on in the disease, before 
there are changes on x-ray, will result in a reduction in long term damage. 
 


I am in this group and if it means I don't have to wait until irreversible damage has 
been done, I want to take whatever I can. Prevention must be the way forward for a 
condition where there is no cure? 


 


It seems counter-productive to force people to wait until their disease has 
progressed significantly, possibly causing disability, before allowing them to use a 
treatment which could prevent their disease progressing to the stage where they 
have bone damage and fusion. 
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7. Patient views on whether NICE guidance should change so that if 
the first anti TNF does not help with symptoms within the first 12 
weeks, people can try a second anti TNF 


 


97% of people with axial spondyloarthritis believed that NICE guidance should 
change so that if the first anti TNF does not help with symptoms within the first 12 
weeks, people can try a second anti TNF. 
 
It was noted that this change would significantly reduce fears and anxiety when first 
starting on anti TNF therapy. Currently people know this is their one chance of finding 
if anti TNF therapy will work for them and improve their symptoms and quality of life. 
This leads to high levels of anxiety. Knowing there was a ‘second chance’ if the first 
anti TNF did not help would be very helpful, especially as there is currently no 
alternative treatment. 
 
It would also offer a lifeline to the estimated 2 in 10 people who do not respond to 
anti TNF therapy. If the second anti TNF therapy did benefit these people it would not 
only help with symptoms but could potentially significantly improve quality of life and 
allow people to remain economically active. 
 
When asked which drug I would like - it was like playing Russian roulette. If I pick the 
wrong one I'm dead!  
 
It would relieve the worry and fear associated with the first drug treatment - that there 
would be no other option if this one failed. 


 


It was very, very stressful going forward with Humira as my one chance. 


 


If someone is ill then they should be entitled to find the best drug for them, not just 
gamble on one drug and get no further help if it does not work! 


 


I think 12 weeks is too short a window to make a decision that can have a massive 
impact on someone's quality of life. An opportunity to try a second one must be 
given to allow doctors to decide what would be the best decision for the patient. 


 


If we thought this way about antibiotics then we'd have a very small population. 
People and their conditions do not all respond the same way or to the same degree 
with medication. Increased chance of a higher quality of life. Increased chance of 
being able to give back to the community and to society. Why would you deny this? 
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It allows them to find a treatment that suits them rather than having to rely on pot 
luck of hitting the right one first. 


 


Any family of drugs can work better on some patients than others, surely it is 
common sense to allow an alternative TNF therapy. 


 


Not all drugs suit all people, it is common sense that more than one drug should be 
tried to ensure that patients get the best treatment available to help them live a full 
life. 


 


AS sufferers should be given every opportunity to find a treatment which would be 
effective or sufficiently effective so as to be able to lead a normal or near normal life. 


 


From personal experience the use of an anti-TNF has made a massive difference in 
terms of quality of life and being able to work, so the benefits of using this type of 
drug outweighs the negative. To have the option of trying different anti TNFs would 
therefore increase quality of life and this would surely save in terms of the cost of 
care in the long run. 


 


Studies have shown that switching is effective. Other countries successfully manage 
their AS patients this way. NICE is denying AS patients optimal medical care.  


 


This is very disappointing and frustrating as an AS patient. There may be a rationale 
if you are a budget holder, but, isn't the aim ultimately to help patients lead better 
lives? Particularly with AS which affects patients differently and it is therefore difficult 
to predict what therapy each patient is going to respond best to. Switching would be 
a useful way to successfully manage this condition. 


 


Anecdotally I am aware that some AS patients have reported that alternative anti 
TNFs work for them when previous anti TNFs have failed. As a principle, if I was 
starting anti TNF I would want the option to switch if one wasn’t working. A one strike 
you are out policy seems unreasonable. 


 


Every patient reacts differently to medications, anti TNF included. I have spoken to 
quite a few patients who all say that one anti TNF did not work for them but another 
one did! If they had not been allowed to try a second anti TNF they would be severely 
limited in what they could do now. 
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8. Patient views on whether NICE guidance should change so that if 
the effectiveness of one anti TNF wears off over time, a second 
can be tried 


 


98% of people believed that NICE guidance should change so that if the 
effectiveness of one anti TNF therapy wears off over time, a second can be tried. 


It was noted by many that the stakes are high for people with severe axial 
spondyloarthritis who need to be on anti TNF therapy. It is likely that the pain, 
stiffness and loss of mobility would return if the efficacy of anti TNF therapy wears off 
and the treatment is halted. This would mean a return to a low quality of life, family 
and social problems and the ability to work might well be curtailed. Thus, it was 
agreed that a second chance was essential. 


Anti-TNF has hugely improved my life but if it does wear off I will become disabled 
again, so, having the option to change to another drug could be a life line and give 
AS sufferers hope for their future. 


 


The benefits when anti TNF is successful are so great that seeking the right 
alternative medication is hugely beneficial to the individual and to the NHS in 


avoiding escalating cost in treating unresponsive patients. 


 


The relief received from AS symptoms with anti TNF are indescribable to those who 
do not suffer. I cannot imagine life without it so switching to another drug to see if it 
regains effectiveness is essential to AS sufferers. 


 


If a secondary drug works and stops people being incapacitated- surely that is 
cheaper for the State and better for the individual. 
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Individuals believed that if their anti TNF therapy stopped being effective and they 
were denied a chance to try a second option, this would have a profoundly negative 
impact on their life. Indeed, people on anti TNF do fear this possibility. 


 


If my anti TNF was taken away and I was offered no alternative I don't know how I 
would cope. The thought of it actually keeps me awake at night sometimes. 


 


It gives people hope that even if the first one does lose effectiveness there are other 
options. It may stop the feeling that this one drug is their only hope. For people who 
do find the effectiveness changes over time this would be very distressing and could 
lead to people feeling depressed if there is no other treatment for them and nothing 
to try. 


 


It is hard enough to live with this condition. To know there is going be help after the 
first wears off will give everyone a massive psychological boost. Take that option 
away and depression will become rife throughout AS sufferers. We need hope. 


 


People noted that axial spondyloarthritis is a lifelong condition and that there are 
currently no alternative options to anti TNF therapy. Thus, they argued that it was 
only reasonable to people with axial spondyloarthritis to be allowed the option of 
switching anti TNF therapy as needed. Some noted that this is allowed under the 
NICE guidelines for rheumatoid arthritis and questioned why people with axial 
spondyloarthritis should be comparatively disadvantaged. 


 


This is a lifelong condition so give us lifelong treatment options. Why should we be 
left to suffer down the road when one treatment is not working to its full potential 


anymore? Give us the option to try another. 


 


This is very common in rheumatoid arthritis patients so I cannot understand why this 
is not accepted as a likely event for AS patients. 


 


I have been severely affected by ankylosing spondylitis. The only effective treatment 
has been an anti TNF. If this stops working there are no more options. Surely having 
the option of extending the benefits (quality of life, being active) of using this type of 
drug far outweigh the cost of care in the long run. 


 


I've had this condition for over 30 years - I've had many treatments and anti TNF is 
the best. Some become less effective over time so there should be an option to try 
another. I assume everyone else needs to carry on working just like I do? 


 


A second chance. If the first had remained effective then they would be able to 
continue so it seems sensible that they could move to a different one rather than 
being condemned to revert to other treatments which presumably have already been 
tried and found wanting. 


 


It is well known that some medications have diminished efficacy over time and 
therefore can mean that an AS sufferer that has enjoyed better disease 
management and reduction in symptoms could revert back to being in pain but more 
frustratingly knowing that there could be other anti TNF treatments that could work 
but he/she is denied access too. It comes back to the fact that anti TNF can give a 
person with AS their quality of life back. 
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Some people were currently in the position of feeling the efficacy of their anti TNF 
had worn off to some extent and would like the opportunity to see if a different anti 
TNF might give them greater efficacy. 


 


Optimal control of the inflammatory process is required for the best long term 
outcome. This cannot be achieved when patients are stuck with one particular type 
of Anti TNF which may be less effective than another. I've been taking etanercept for 
10 years now. It still works to reduce pain and inflammation, but not as well as when 
I first started using it. I would very much like the opportunity to try another type of 
Anti-TNF as it could potentially lead to me being able to return to work. 


 


Other people had been able to change anti TNF and reported good experiences. 
These people felt very strongly that had they not been allowed this opportunity, they 
would have a much poorer quality of life. 


 


This is a VERY important point. I am on my third TNF. I started with Remicade which 
worked like magic however wore off after 1.5 years! Same happened with Humira, it 
wore off after 2 years. Luckily I lived in Germany where they show lots of support 
and flexibility towards patients like me and I was able to change TNF therapies. 
Today I am on Enbrel and thank goodness it has worked perfectly for many years 
now. However I would like to be assured that if by any chance (based on my 
previous experience) Enbrel stops working, that I can change to an alternative as I 
cannot imagine life without TNF. It would be going back to hell. 


 


I myself have experience of being on one anti TNF for 18 months and it started to 
wear off, I have now been on my current anti TNF for nearly 3 years but without 
having been able to change I would still be in a lot of pain. 


 


I am on my second TNF and I found it hugely beneficial. It should be available to all. 


 


This helped me. The effectiveness of infliximab wore off over time. So my doctor put 
me on another anti TNF treatment. I think everybody should get this chance. 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


 


9. Research evidence on patient or carer views of the treatment 


Is your organisation familiar with the published research literature for 
the treatment(s)? 


☐ Yes  x☐ No 


If you answered ‘no’, please skip the rest of section 7 and move on to 
section 8. 


 


Please comment on whether patients’ experience of using the 
treatment(s) as part of their routine NHS care reflects the experiences of 
patients in the clinical trials. 


      


Do you think the clinical trials have captured outcomes that are 
important to patients? Are you aware of any limitations in the 
assessment of the treatment(s) in clinical trials? 


      


If already available in the NHS, are there any side effects associated with 
treatment(s) being appraised that were not apparent in the clinical trials 
but have emerged during routine NHS care? 


      


Are you aware of any relevant research on patient or carer views of the 
condition or existing treatments (for example, qualitative studies, 
surveys and polls)? 


X☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please provide references to the relevant studies. 


The NASS survey of 608 people with AS / axial spondyloarthritis is attached. 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


 


10. Equality 


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 
discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular 
protected characteristics and others. Protected characteristics are: age; being 
or becoming a transsexual person; being married or in a civil partnership; 
being pregnant or having a child; disability; race including colour, nationality, 
ethnic or national origin; religion, belief or lack of religion/belief; sex; sexual 
orientation. 


Please let us know if you think that recommendations from this appraisal 
could have an adverse impact on any particular groups of people, such as:   


 excluding from full consideration any people protected by the equality 
legislation who fall within the patient population for which the treatment 
is/will be licensed;  


 having a different impact on people protected by the equality legislation 
than on the wider population, e.g. by making it more difficult in practice 
for a specific group to access the treatment;  


 any adverse impact on people with a particular disability or disabilities.   


Please let us know if you think that there are any potential equality 
issues that should be considered in this appraisal. 


No 


Are there groups of patients who would have difficulties using the 
treatment(s) being appraised or currently available treatments? Please 
tell us what evidence you think would help the Committee to identify and 
consider such impacts. 


No 
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Patient/carer organisation statement template (MTA) 


 


11. Other issues 


Do you consider the treatment(s) being appraised to be innovative? 


☐ Yes  X☐ No 


If yes, please explain what makes it significantly different from other 
treatments for the condition. (If this applies to more than one treatment 
that is being appraised, please give reasons for each one.) 


      


Are there any other issues that you would like the Appraisal Committee 
to consider? 


No 


12. Key messages 


In no more than 5 bullet points, please summarise the key messages of 
your submission. 


 NICE guidance should change so that if the first anti TNF does not help 
with symptoms during the first 12 weeks, people can try a second anti TNF. 


 NICE guidance should change so that if the effectiveness of one anti TNF 
wears off over time, a second can be tried. 


 Adalimumab and certolizumab pegol should be made available to people 
with non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. 


 Certolizumab pegol should be made available to people with ankylosing 
spondylitis. 


 Infliximab should be made available to people with ankylosing spondylitis. 
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CONFIDENTIAL UNTIL PUBLISHED 


Addendum to Assessment Group’s Report 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis 


without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review 


of technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233) 


 


Produced by CRD/CHE Technology Assessment Group (Centre for Reviews and 


Dissemination/Centre for Health Economics), University of York 


 


Date: 19/02/2015 


 


Addendum to Sections 6 (Extended synthesis) and 7 (Economic model) of the Assessment 


Report  


A series of additional analyses have been undertaken by the Assessment Group (AG) to address issues 


of factual accuracy relating to comments received during consultation of the Assessment Report on 


Sections 6 and 7.  


 


Response to comments received by Pfizer.  


 Pfizer identified three key areas requiring further clarification and additional validation related to the 


synthesis model and these are summarised as follows: 


  


1.1. The AG report presents two different sets of data from the synthesis model for the AS population 


(Table 77 and Table 82 of the report). This difference is not discussed in the report, meaning it is 


impossible to validate this dataset. The values used in the economic model (Table 82) 


differentially increase the treatment effect for conventional care responders for both BASDAI and 


BASFI compared with the values presented in the extended synthesis section (Table 77). It is 


particularly important that the AG clarify the specifics of their approach as these values are used 


to assess cost effectiveness and may have a profound impact on ICERs.  


 


AG response: There is only one set of data. Unfortunately the values reported in Table 77 were 


not updated based on the final simulation model. The values used in Table 82 (and subsequently 


applied in the economic model) are correct. The values in Table 77 should therefore be the same 


as those reported in Table 82.  This mistake has no impact on the reported ICERs. 


 


1.2. The values presented in Table 77 include a baseline BASDAI of less than 4 for the responders of 


the control population and therefore fall outside of the decision problem for the appraisal.  
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AG response: This was a result of assuming a normal distribution for baseline BASDAI scores. 


Together with the SD applied, this resulted in the simulation model sampling population 


characteristics which we acknowledge would subsequently fall outside of the decision problem. 


However, we don’t consider that this leads to any systematic bias in the results presented and that 


imposing a logical restriction is unlikely to materially affect the results. However, we have re-run 


our base-case results assuming a truncated normal distribution (i.e. excluding the possibility of 


sampling patients with a baseline BASDAI<4). The results are presented below which confirm 


only a minimal impact on the ICERs. Indeed, the revised ICERs appear marginally less 


favourable for the TNF-inhibitors. Hence, if any potential bias exists in the original analysis this 


appears to work in favour of the TNF-inhibitors. However, the magnitude is small and could 


equally be due to simulation error as opposed to any bias. 


 


1.3. The synthesis model assumes a normal distribution for the BASDAI and BASFI baseline scores as 


well as the change from baseline for placebo (page 175 of the AG report). These are used as a 


basis to determine the mean baseline BASFI and BASDAI within the responder/non-responder 


arms. Additional analysis exploring other distributional assumptions (Gamma, log normal etc.) 


may have increased the fit with the trial data and should be performed to fully understand the 


limitations of the analysis.  


 


AG response: It was not possible to include any other distributional assumptions. The analytic 


software used (WinBUGs) does not permit any other distributional form to be used for the 


calculations which are subsequently required. We have acknowledged the assumptions and 


potential limitations of our approach in our original report and presented alternative sensitivity 


analysis and additional validation analyses to explore the robustness of the results to alternative 


approaches. 


  


Additional analyses to address point 1.2 by Pfizer 


AS population 


Tables 1 and 2 report the base-case cost-effectiveness results for the AS population (previously 


reported in Tables 95 and 96, p209-210 of the Assessment Report) 


Table 1: Base-case cost-effectiveness results - AS (rebound equal to gain) 


Strategy Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.245 - 110,821 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 
8.163 0.918 128,485 17,665 19,240 0.550 0.895 


Golimumab 8.163 0.918 130,173 19,352 21,079 0.427 0.841 
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Strategy Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Adalimumab 8.163 0.918 130,257 19,436 21,170 0.423 0.839 


Etanercept 8.163 0.918 130,630 19,810 21,577 0.402 0.826 


Certolizumab  8.163 0.918 132,059 21,238 23,133 0.299 0.761 


Infliximab 8.163 0.918 148,073 37,252 40,576 0.001 0.089 


Probability of CE £20/30K = probability that the TNF-alpha inhibitor, when compared to conventional care, is a cost-


effective option at the stated threshold 


Table 2: Base-case cost-effectiveness results (rebound to conventional care) 


Strategy Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 7.265 - 109,933 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 7.867 0.603 130,277 20,344 33,762 0.035 0.399 


Golimumab 7.867 0.603 131,960 22,027 36,554 0.019 0.299 


Adalimumab 7.867 0.603 132,045 22,111 36,695 0.017 0.293 


Etanercept 7.867 0.603 132,423 22,489 37,322 0.017 0.275 


Certolizumab  7.867 0.603 133,851 23,918 39,693 0.011 0.203 


Infliximab 7.867 0.603 150,022 40,088 66,529 0.000 0.001 


 


Tables 3 and 4 report the revised base-case cost-effectiveness results for the AS population using a 


truncated normal distribution.  


Table 3: Revised base-case cost-effectiveness results (truncated normal) - AS (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.240 - 111,532 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


8.249 1.009 131,909 20,377 20,195 0.482 0.877 


Golimumab 8.249 1.009 133,543 22,011 21,814 0.381 0.830 


Adalimumab 8.249 1.009 133,637 22,105 21,907 0.376 0.827 


Etanercept 8.249 1.009 134,054 22,522 22,321 0.345 0.811 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


8.249 1.009 135,483 23,951 23,737 0.258 0.758 


Infliximab 8.249 1.009 153,255 41,723 41,350 0.000 0.081 


 


Table 4: Revised base-case cost-effectiveness results (truncated normal) – As (rebound to conventional 


care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.251 -  111,666  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


7.898 0.647  134,955   23,289   35,982  0.013 0.333 


Golimumab 7.898 0.647  136,585   24,919   38,500  0.009 0.245 


Adalimumab 7.898 0.647  136,679   25,013   38,646  0.008 0.239 


Etanercept 7.898 0.647  137,100   25,434   39,296  0.006 0.222 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


7.898 0.647  138,528   26,862   41,503  0.004 0.172 


Infliximab 7.898 0.647  156,420   44,754   69,146  0.000 0.000 
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As Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate the ICERs show only small variation employing a truncated normal. 


The ICERs appear marginally less favourable than the original base-case results. Hence, any potential 


bias in the original analysis appears to work in favour of the TNF-inhibitors. However, the magnitude 


is small and could equally be due to simulation error as opposed to any bias. 


 


Nr-axSpA population 


Tables 5 and 6 report the base-case cost-effectiveness results for the nr-axSpA (reported in Tables 97 


and 98, p210-211 of the Assessment Report). 


 


Table 1 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results – nr-axSpA (rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.956 - 89,493 - - - - 


Certolizumab 


PAS 
11.351 1.395 128,911 39,418 28,247 0.139 0.591 


Adalimumab 11.351 1.395 130,316 40,823 29,253 0.106 0.545 


Etanercept 11.351 1.395 131,057 41,563 29,784 0.093 0.529 


Certolizumab 11.351 1.395 132,484 42,991 30,807 0.066 0.482 


 


Table 6 - Base-case cost-effectiveness results – nr-axSpA (rebound to conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.880 - 89,395 - - - - 


Certolizumab 
PAS 11.139 1.259 130,341 40,946 32,528 0.062 0.429 


Adalimumab 11.139 1.259 131,740 42,346 33,639 0.045 0.387 


Etanercept 11.139 1.259 132,486 43,091 34,232 0.039 0.369 


Certolizumab  11.139 1.259 133,913 44,518 35,365 0.030 0.312 


 


Tables 7 and 8 report the revised base-case cost-effectiveness results for the nr-axSpA population 


using a truncated normal distribution.  


 


Table 7: Revised base-case cost-effectiveness results (truncated normal) – nr-axSpA (rebound equal to 


gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 
Therapy 


9.906 -  90,850  - - - - 


Certolizumab 
Pegol PAS 


11.291 1.386  130,974   40,124   28,958  0.102 0.576 


Adalimumab 11.291 1.386  132,373   41,523   29,968  0.069 0.506 


Etanercept 11.291 1.386  133,119   42,269   30,506  0.059 0.484 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


11.291 1.386  134,547   43,696   31,536  0.045 0.454 
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Table 8: Revised base-case cost-effectiveness results (truncated normal) – nr-axSpA (Rebound to 


conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 
Therapy 


9.963 -  90,219  - - - - 


Certolizumab 
Pegol PAS 


11.200 1.237  131,714   41,495   33,555  0.057 0.396 


Adalimumab 11.200 1.237  133,109   42,890   34,684  0.038 0.343 


Etanercept 11.200 1.237  133,859   43,640   35,290  0.035 0.318 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


11.200 1.237  135,286   45,067   36,444  0.029 0.284 


 


As Tables 7 and 8 demonstrate the ICERs show only small variation employing a truncated normal. 


The ICERs appear marginally less favourable than the original base-case results. Hence, any potential 


bias in the original analysis appears to work in favour of the TNF-inhibitors. However, the magnitude 


is small and could equally be due to simulation error as opposed to any bias. 


 


Response to comments received by Celltrion Healthcare (CTHC)/Napp Pharmaceuticals Ltd.  


Celltrion Healthcare (CTHC)/Napp Pharmaceuticals Ltd were concerned that it was not possible for 


the AG to consider the lower acquisition cost of biosmilars. This was subsequently provided for 


Remsima in their response.  The AG base-case analysis for the AS population was updated using the 


list price for Remsima.  


 


We did not have time to incorporate an additional comparator in the model. Hence, we re-ran the 


analysis excluding infliximab and replaced this with Remsima and used the list price provided. The 


results are reported in Tables 9 and 10. Minor differences in the ICER’s for the other TNF inhibitors 


compared to the original base-case is due to sapling variation (i.e. all ICERs are derived from the 


probabilistic analysis and re-running the simulation results in minor differences each time). 


 


Table 9: Revised base-case results using list price for Remsima – AS population (Rebound equal to gain) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.266 -  111,696  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


8.179 0.913  129,281   17,586   19,257  0.551 0.899 


Golimumab 8.179 0.913  130,969   19,274   21,106  0.428 0.848 


Adalimumab 8.179 0.913  131,053   19,357   21,197  0.421 0.846 


Etanercept 8.179 0.913  131,426   19,731   21,606  0.390 0.835 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


8.179 0.913  132,855   21,159   23,171  0.295 0.762 


Remsima 8.179 0.913  145,256   33,561   36,751  0.004 0.204 
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Table 10: Revised base-case results using list price for Remsima – AS population (Rebound to 


conventional care) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.250 -  111,647  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


7.854 0.604  131,922   20,275   33,578  0.040 0.397 


Golimumab 7.854 0.604  133,605   21,958   36,366  0.016 0.307 


Adalimumab 7.854 0.604  133,690   22,043   36,506  0.016 0.305 


Etanercept 7.854 0.604  134,067   22,420   37,131  0.012 0.287 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


7.854 0.604  135,496   23,849   39,497  0.007 0.215 


Remsima 7.854 0.604  148,010   36,363   60,222  0.000 0.003 


 


Response to comments received by UCB  


In Section 2.2.2.1 of their response, UCB stated: 


In their report, the assessment group make the following statements: 


 “In addition, we requested additional data from the manufacturer on change scores 


conditional on response for certolizumab and placebo from the RAPID-axSpA trial but this 


was not provided. Hence, it is not possible to adequately assess the appropriateness of the 


method of adjustment used by the manufacturer to estimate change scores or the assumption 


applied to conventional care. However, it might be reasonable to assume that the actual 


conditional scores from RAPID-axSpA are unlikely to be higher than those reported here for 


certolizumab, since the manufacturer would presumably have responded to the request for the 


additional data if this had been the case.” (page 135) 


 “Given that treatment continuation is determined by response to BASDAI50 at 12 weeks, it is 


important for the economic model to estimate the absolute change in BASDAI and BASFI 


separately for responders and non-responders, i.e. the conditional scores. However, the 


published clinical effectiveness evidence does not report the conditional scores. 


Consequently, we requested the conditional data from the pivotal trials in both the AS and nr-


axSpA indications from each manufacturer. These data were subsequently provided by 


AbbVie, Pfizer, and MSD for their pivotal trials but not UCB” (page 162) 


 “We requested the conditional data from the pivotal trials in AS from each manufacturer. 


These data were subsequently provided by several but not all manufacturers (AbbVie, Pfizer, 


and MSD).” (page 176) 


These data were provided by UCB to NICE on 13
th
 October 2014. UCB therefore asks that the above 


statements claiming that UCB did not provide these data be removed, to accurately reflect the data 


provided by UCB in response to the request from NICE in October 2014. Moreover we ask that the 
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assessment group report be revised to include and consider the data provided where appropriate. 


This applies to several places in the report including pages 135, 162, 176, Table 78, Table 80 and 


Table 138.  


AG response: We did erroneously state that data were not provided by UCB on request. 


Unfortunately when this response was sent by NICE it was missed by the members of the team it 


was sent to due to the problems of threaded messages on GMAIL. We retract the statements 


highlighted above and apologise for our error.  Tables which include the additional data provided 


by UCB are reported in the appendix. Since this issue only affects Scenario 2, we have re-run this 


scenario including the UCB data.  


 


Tables 11 and 12 report the results for Scenario 2 included in the original Assessment report which 


exclude the data provided by UCB for the AS population.  


Table 11:  AS – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain): excluding UCB data (Table 165, p342 Assessment 


report) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
7.036 -  112,417  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
8.364 1.327  127,716   15,300   11,527  0.962 0.996 


Golimumab 8.364 1.327  129,386   16,970   12,785  0.919 0.994 


Adalimumab 8.364 1.327  129,473   17,057   12,851  0.918 0.994 


Etanercept 8.364 1.327  129,862   17,445   13,143  0.903 0.994 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
8.364 1.327  131,290   18,873   14,220  0.844 0.989 


Infliximab 8.364 1.327  147,853   35,437   26,699  0.095 0.668 


 


Table 12:  AS – Scenario 2 (rebound to conventional care): excluding UCB data (Table 170, p344 


Assessment report) 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.054 -  112,115  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


7.742 0.687  129,659  17,543   25,530  0.162 0.706 


Golimumab 7.742 0.687  131,346   19,231   27,986  0.086 0.587 


Adalimumab 7.742 0.687  131,430   19,315   28,107  0.082 0.586 


Etanercept 7.742 0.687  131,804   19,689   28,652  0.068 0.556 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


7.742 0.687  133,232   21,117   30,731  0.042 0.450 


Infliximab 7.742 0.687  149,253   37,138   54,045  0.000 0.004 


 


Tables 13 and 14 report the revised results for Scenario 2 including the UCB data. Incorporating the 


additional data from UCB results in an increase in the ICERs for all TNF inhibitors in the AS 


population. The ICER of infliximab now exceeds £30,000 per QALY in both rebound assumptions.  
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Table 13:  AS – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain): including UCB data 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.100 -  112,768  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


8.120 1.019  127,856   15,088   14,803  0.840 0.988 


Golimumab 8.120 1.019  129,536   16,768   16,451  0.727 0.979 


Adalimumab 8.120 1.019  129,621   16,853   16,535  0.720 0.977 


Etanercept 8.120 1.019  130,001   17,233   16,907  0.696 0.975 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


8.120 1.019  131,430   18,662   18,309  0.561 0.955 


Infliximab 8.120 1.019  147,674   34,906   34,246  0.015 0.232 


 


Table 14:  AS – Scenario 2 (rebound to conventional care): including UCB data 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


7.092 -  114,772  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


7.756 0.664  132,257   17,485   26,348  0.136 0.666 


Golimumab 7.756 0.664  133,945   19,174   28,892  0.076 0.531 


Adalimumab 7.756 0.664  134,029   19,257   29,018  0.075 0.521 


Etanercept 7.756 0.664  134,402   19,631   29,580  0.068 0.493 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


7.756 0.664  135,831   21,059   31,733  0.042 0.380 


Infliximab 7.756 0.664  151,831   37,059   55,842  0.000 0.008 


 


Tables 15 and 16 report the results for Scenario 2 included in the original Assessment report which 


exclude the data provided by UCB for the nr-axSpA population.  


Table 15:  Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain): excluding UCB data (Table 176,  p 347 


Assessment Report)  


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 
9.321 -  95,037  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 
10.238 0.917  118,411   23,375   25,482  0.290 0.665 


Adalimumab 10.238 0.917  120,081   25,044   27,302  0.219 0.622 


Etanercept 10.238 0.917  120,556   25,520   27,821  0.200 0.603 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 
10.238 0.917  121,985   26,948   29,378  0.160 0.555 


 


Table 16:  Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain): excluding UCB data (Table 182,  p 350 


Assessment Report)  


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 9.277 - 95,300  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 10.088 0.811 119,550             24,249  29,884  0.168 0.506 


Adalimumab 10.088 0.811 121,219             25,919  31,942  0.124 0.454 


Etanercept 10.088 0.811 121,695             26,394  32,528  0.108 0.425 
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 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE 


£20K  


Probability 


of CE 


£30K 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 10.088 0.811 123,123             27,823  34,288  0.086 0.383 


 


 


Tables 17 and 18 report the revised results for Scenario 2 including the UCB data. Incorporating the 


additional data from UCB results in a reduction in the ICERs for all TNF inhibitors in the nr-axSpA 


population  


Table 17:  Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound equal to gain): including UCB data 


 Total 


QALYs 


Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


9.988 -  87,947  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


11.666 1.678  124,455   36,508   21,757  0.377 0.764 


Adalimumab 11.666 1.678  125,858   37,910   22,593  0.337 0.739 


Etanercept 11.666 1.678  126,600   38,653   23,036  0.317 0.722 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


11.666 1.678  128,027   40,080   23,886  0.276 0.683 


 


Table 18:  Nr-axSpA – Scenario 2 (rebound to conventional care): including UCB data 


 Total QALYs Incremental 


QALYs 


Total costs 


(£) 


Incremental 


costs (£) 


ICER (£) Probability 


of CE £20K  


Probability 


of CE £30K 


Conventional 


Therapy 


9.989 -  87,391  - - - - 


Certolizumab 


Pegol PAS 


11.460 1.472  124,660   37,268   25,326  0.230 0.618 


Adalimumab 11.460 1.472  126,073   38,682   26,287  0.193 0.590 


Etanercept 11.460 1.472  126,805   39,414   26,784  0.182 0.573 


Certolizumab 


Pegol 


11.460 1.472  128,232   40,841   27,754  0.163 0.542 
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Appendix 


Conditional scores observed in trials in AS 


  BASDAI   BASFI   
  control treat control treat 
ATLAS trial (adalimumab, study=4) 


% responders to BASDAI50  0.16 0.46   
Change in score        


Conditional on response  -4.5 -4.64 -2.74 -2.92 
Conditional on non-response  -0.2 -0.82 -0.17 -0.72 
total  -0.90 -2.58 -0.59 -1.73 


Baseline         
Conditional on response  6.31 6.14 4.50 4.53 
Conditional on non-response  6.37 6.35 5.91 5.78 
total  6.36 6.25 5.68 5.21 


 
GO-RAISE (golimumab, study =12) 
  control treat control treat 
% responders to BASDAI50  0.15 0.46   
Change in score       


Conditional on response  -4.25 -4.74 -1.80 -3.03 
Conditional on non-response  -0.18 -1.22 0.38 -0.53 
total  -0.81 -2.84 0.05 -1.68 


Baseline         
Conditional on response  6.52 6.25 3.56 4.45 
Conditional on non-response  6.63 6.69 5.39 5.48 
total  6.61 6.49 5.11 5.01 


 
RAPID-axSpA (certolizumab, study =) 
  control treat control treat 
% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   
Change in score       


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline    *  * 
Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 
Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 
total  **** **** **** **** 


 
314-EU (etanercept, study=11)* 
  control treat control treat 
% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   
Change in score       


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline      * 
Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 
Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 
total  **** **** **** **** 


* Pooled results for etanercept arms (ETN 25 mg twice weekly and ETN 50 mg once weekly). 
For adalimumab and etanercept’s trials = week 12 responders, for golimumab = week 14 responders (week 12 data for 
week 14 responders is available but not reported in the table) 
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Conditional scores observed in trials in nr-axSpA 


  BASDAI   BASFI   
  control treat control treat 
ABILITY-1 trial (adalimumab, study=18) 


% responders to BASDAI50  0.14 0.40   
Change in score        


Conditional on response  -3.9 -4.79 -2.78 -2.75 
Conditional on non-response  -0.69 -0.55 -0.40 -0.32 
total  -1.16 -2.23 -0.75 -1.29 


Baseline         
Conditional on response  5.64 6.21 4.37 3.60 
Conditional on non-response  6.46 6.53 4.91 4.97 
total  6.34 6.40 4.83 4.43 


 
RAPID-axSpA (certolizumab, study=) 
  control treat control treat 
% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   
Change in score       


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** **** ***** 
total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline       
Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 
Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 
total  **** **** **** **** 


 
EU 1031(etanercept, study=20) 
  control treat control treat 
% responders to BASDAI50  **** ****   
Change in score       


Conditional on response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
Conditional on non-response  ***** ***** ***** ***** 
total  ***** ***** ***** ***** 


Baseline    *  * 
Conditional on response  **** **** **** **** 
Conditional on non-response  **** **** **** **** 
total  **** **** **** **** 


Etanercept and adalimumab = week 12 responders, Pfizer only reported results for ETN 50 mg 
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Review of NICE guidelines for anti TNF therapy 


1. We want to start with a few questions about you. Do you have a diagnosis of 


ankylosing spondylitis and / or axial spondyloarthritis?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 99.5% 605


No 0.5% 3


  answered question 608


  skipped question 0


2. Do you live in?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


England 94.8% 567


Northern Ireland 0.3% 2


Scotland 2.5% 15


Wales 1.5% 9


Other 0.8% 5


  answered question 598


  skipped question 10


3. Are you...?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Male 61.2% 341


Female 38.8% 216


  answered question 557


  skipped question 51
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4. How old are you?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Under 18   0.0% 0


18-24 2.5% 14


25-34 10.1% 57


35-44 22.6% 127


45-54 22.6% 127


55-64 23.0% 129


65+ 19.2% 108


  answered question 562


  skipped question 46


5. How long ago were you diagnosed with ankylosing spondylitis / axial 


spondyloarthritis?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Less than 1 year 9.0% 51


1 to less than 5 years 23.0% 130


5 to less than 10 years 13.8% 78


10 to less than 15 years 8.0% 45


15 to less than 20 years 10.4% 59


20 + years 35.9% 203


  answered question 566


  skipped question 42
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6. Now thinking about medications, which, if any, of the following medications are you 


currently taking for your AS / axial spondyloarthritis?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Not on any medications 5.1% 29


Simple pain relief such as aspirin or 


paracetamol
23.2% 132


Anti inflammatories (NSAIDs) 


such as diclofenac, ibuprofen, 


naproxen, Celebrex or Arcoxia


55.8% 317


Co-codamol 20.2% 115


Opioids such as morphine patches 


or tramadol
18.7% 106


Steroid tablets / prednisolone 


tablets
3.2% 18


Steroid injections 6.9% 39


Methotrexate 7.0% 40


Sulphasalazine 8.8% 50


adalimumab (Humira) 27.3% 155


certolizumab pegol (Cimzia)   0.0% 0


etanercept (Enbrel) 15.3% 87


golimumab (Simponi) 3.9% 22


infliximab (Remicade) 2.1% 12


Other medications 14.6% 83


  answered question 568


  skipped question 40
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7. What difference, if any, has your anti TNF therapy made to your life?


 
Response 


Count


  272


  answered question 272


  skipped question 336


8. What do you see as the benefits of anti TNF therapy for you?


 
Response 


Count


  269


  answered question 269


  skipped question 339


9. And what do you see as the downsides of taking anti TNF for you


 
Response 


Count


  271


  answered question 271


  skipped question 337
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10. Now we want to get your views on some of the issues that will be discussed in this 


review of current NICE anti TNF guidelines. There are currently five anti TNF drugs 


licensed by the European Medicines Agency for the treatment of ankylosing spondylitis. 


However, only three of these have so far been approved by NICE. The three approved by 


NICE for ankylosing spondylitis are: Adalimumab (Humira) Etanercept (Enbrel) 


Golimumab (Simponi) Another anti-TNF drug, Infliximab (Remicade) was not approved by 


NICE for ankylosing spondylitis in 2008 on the grounds of cost, although it is available for 


people with conditions like rheumatoid arthritis. The main difference between infliximab 


and the other available anti TNF therapies is that it is administered in an outpatients 


clinic by an infusion (drip) every 8 weeks. Do you think NICE should make infliximab 


available to people with ankylosing spondylitis?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 90.8% 453


No 9.2% 46


  answered question 499


  skipped question 109


11. What do you see as being the potential advantages or benefits of infliximab over the 


other anti TNF therapies?


 
Response 


Count


  397


  answered question 397


  skipped question 211


12. What disadvantages, if any, can you see with making infliximab available?


 
Response 


Count


  357


  answered question 357


  skipped question 251
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13. Are there any groups of people with AS who you think would particularly benefit from 


access to infliximab?


 
Response 


Count


  336


  answered question 336


  skipped question 272


14. Certolizumab pegol (Cimzia) was launched onto the market earlier this year. It is 


administered every 2 weeks by a pre-filled syringe. It has been approved by the SMC 


(Scottish Medicines Consortium) for use in Scotland but is currently only approved by 


NICE for rheumatoid arthritis. Do you think NICE should make certolizumab pegol 


available to people with ankylosing spondylitis?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 90.9% 440


No 9.1% 44


  answered question 484


  skipped question 124


15. Why do you say this?


 
Response 


Count


  433


  answered question 433


  skipped question 175
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16. Both adalimumab (Humira) and certolizumab pegol (Cimzia) are licensed to treat 


axial spondyloarthritis as well as ankylosing spondylitis. Non radiographic axial 


spondyloarthritis is where x-ray changes are not present but you have symptoms. 


Around 7 in 10 in this group have visible inflammation which shows on an MRI. 3 in 10 


may not have any change visible on the MRI despite symptoms of back pain and other 


symptoms of inflammatory disease including: • Episodes of uveitis ((inflammation in the 


eyes) • Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis (inflammatory bowel disease) • Psoriasis • 


Inflammation in the heel of the foot • Inflammation in the fingers or toes • Elevated 


markers of inflammation in blood tests • HLA-B27+ Scotland and Wales have approved 


adalimumab (Humira) and certolizumab pegol (Cimzia) for the treatment of people who 


have non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis. Do you think NICE should make 


adalimumab and certolizumab pegol available for this group of people?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 92.9% 419


No 7.1% 32


  answered question 451


  skipped question 157


17. What do you think would be the advantages or benefits of doing this?


 
Response 


Count


  339


  answered question 339


  skipped question 269


18. What disadvantages, if any, can you see with doing this?


 
Response 


Count


  281


  answered question 281


  skipped question 327
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19. Are there any groups of people who you think would particularly benefit?


 
Response 


Count


  260


  answered question 260


  skipped question 348


20. Under current NICE guidance, people with ankylosing spondylitis can only try one anti 


TNF. If this is not effective, or if the effectiveness decreases or wears off over time there 


is nothing in NICE guidance to allow for a change in therapy. Do you think NICE guidance 


should change so that if the first anti TNF does not help with symptoms within the first 


12 weeks, people can try a second anti TNF?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 97.6% 438


No 2.4% 11


  answered question 449


  skipped question 159


21. How do you think this change might help or benefit people with AS?


 
Response 


Count


  389


  answered question 389


  skipped question 219
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22. Do you think NICE guidance should change so that if the effectiveness of one anti TNF 


therapy wears off over time, a second can be tried?


 
Response 


Percent


Response 


Count


Yes 97.8% 436


No 2.2% 10


  answered question 446


  skipped question 162


23. How do you think this might help or benefit people with AS?


 
Response 


Count


  351


  answered question 351


  skipped question 257


24. Do you have any personal experiences that you would like to share that might be 


relevant to any of the issues in this survey?


 
Response 


Count


  294


  answered question 294


  skipped question 314


25. Do you have any other comments on these issues?


 
Response 


Count


  228


  answered question 228


  skipped question 380
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Executive Summary 
 
AbbVie welcomes the opportunity to comment on this Assessment Report. We welcome the 
acknowledgement that non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis and ankylosing 
spondyloarthritis are both conditions that have a significant detrimental impact on the quality 
of life of patients. It is important to acknowledge that the cost effectiveness modelling in the 
York model does not include the substantial non-NHS costs of AS and nr-axSpA and also 
does not include the benefits of adalimumab therapy for Extra Articular Manifestations 
(EAMs) associated with axial SpA. AbbVie considers that these substantial benefits should 
be taken into due consideration alongside the cost per QALY estimates presented in the 
Assessment Report and that adalimumab should be recommended for patients with severe 
AS and nr-axSpA. 
 
AbbVie’s comments are grouped into nine sections.  
 


1. AbbVie recommends that caution should be taken in making efficacy conclusions 
based on the post-hoc non-randomised analyses of a subgroup of patients’ 
radiographs in the ABILITY-I study. Both AS and nr-axSpA patients have similar 
burden of illness and QoL impairment, and as such the presence or absence of 
radiographic sacroiliitis sufficient to fulfil the modified New York criteria for AS should 
not matter as patients with axial SpA deserve appropriate treatment to manage their 
symptoms and may have a significant burden of disease based on their clinical 
history, physical examination, and the presence of objective signs of inflammation 
such as seen on MRI or by elevated CRP. 


2. Given the limited numbers of trials available for synthesis in the network meta-
analyses for both AS and nr-axSpA, the different populations considered, the 
differential use of early escape arms, and the relatively small populations in each 
trial, there is uncertainty regarding the estimates of relative effectiveness obtained in 
any network meta-analysis conducted in this disease area. 


3. AbbVie’s economic model and the Assessment Group’s modelling of the costs and 
outcomes have been restricted to improvements in the axial manifestations of AS 
and nr-axSpA (e.g. BASDAI and BASFI improvements mapped to EQ-5D and 
treatment costs), excluding any potential cost offsets and quality of life benefits that 
may arise as a result of improvements in outcomes associated with Extra Articular 
Manifestations (EAMs). 


4. The Assessment Report presents ICERs assuming two different rebound 
assumptions – rebound equal to gain and rebound equal to natural history. Given, 
that the actual rebound is likely to be closer to the “rebound to gain” assumption 
based on clinical opinion, this should give the Appraisal Committee confidence that 
the anti-TNFs adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept and golimumab in AS and 
adalimumab, certolizumab and etanercept in nr-axSpA are a cost-effective use of 
NHS resources. 


5. The York model applies a fixed cost for infliximab based on a mean weight of 73kg 
and a requirement for 7.4 infusions per year during the maintenance period. The 
mean cost of infliximab is dependent on the full distribution of AS patients’ weight in 
the UK. The weighted annual maintenance cost of infliximab based on the distribution 
of patient weight from the ATLAS trial. is £14,323 (not including cost of 
administration).This is much higher than the £12,429 applied in the York model which 
does not take into account the mean number of vials required for treating patients 
across the weight range. 


6. AbbVie considers that the York model overestimates the cost of subcutaneous 
administration with adalimumab. This is because injection training is provided as a 
free of charge service by AbbVie for patients who have adalimumab delivered to their 
home. 
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7. It is important to note the substantial burden that AS and nr-axSpA places on 
individuals and society. Patients with severe axial spondyloarthritis often have to take 
early retirement and require support from carers and state disability benefits. The 
societal impact of AS and nr-axSpA needs to be considered when assessing the cost 
effectiveness of anti-TNF drugs licensed for these conditions. 


8. AbbVie welcomes the acknowledgement in the assessment report that there are data 
showing the benefits of switching to another anti-TNF in case of treatment failure. 
The removal of the recommendation not to switch anti-TNF therapy would bring the 
guidance for AS and non-radiographic axial SpA in line with NICE recommendations 
for Psoriatic Arthritis, Psoriasis, Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis, none of 
which contain a recommendation against switching to a different anti-TNF in case of 
treatment failure. 


 
Further comments on the assessment report and areas that we consider to be factual 
inaccuracies or meriting further clarification are outlined in the final section. 
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1. Classification of patients between AS and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
 
Section 4.2.2.7 of the Assessment Report discusses the FDA assessment of the ABILITY-1 
and RAPID trials, where there were differences in diagnoses arising from x-ray images 
evaluated centrally, when compared with images being evaluated locally.  Section 4.3 which 
summarises the RCT results, states “FDA re-analyses of two key nr-axSpA trials further 
emphasised the heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA population. Results for an adalimumab trial in 
nr-axSpA patients suggested reduced efficacy in a centrally diagnosed nr-axSpA population 
when compared with a locally diagnosed population and that the treatment benefit in the 
whole trial population may have been driven by benefit in patients who actually had AS, not 
nr-axSpA.”  
 
AbbVie does not agree with this suggestion for a number of reasons explained below. Firstly, 
the protocol for ABILITY-1 specified that local reading of pelvic x-rays by either a qualified 
radiologist or rheumatologist would be conducted to determine study eligibility. In addition to 
their pelvic x-ray results, the rheumatologist assessed a complete set of clinical information 
on the patient at baseline to make a fully informed diagnosis for study eligibility. Additionally, 
local readers classified each patient as either fulfilling the radiologic criterion of the modified 
New York criteria for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) or not, but did not provide a score. Patients 
who fulfilled the radiologic criterion for AS were screen failed and not enrolled in the study. 
Therefore, the ABILITY-1 study population reflects non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 
(nr-axSpA) patients who will be treated in clinical practice based on their rheumatologist's 
diagnosis, which includes a local evaluation of their pelvic x-ray.  
 
The purpose of amending the protocol for ABILITY-1 to include an x-ray at week 104 was to 
explore possible disease progression from nr-axSpA to AS by local readers. As was done at 
baseline, at Week 104, local readers classified each patient as either fulfilling the modified 
New York criteria for AS or not. In addition to the local assessment of the Week 104 x-rays, 
a post-hoc, non–protocol-specified analysis of these x-rays was conducted using central 
readers to evaluate potential progression from nr-axSpA to AS. 
 
Central readers were blinded to time point and clinical information and provided a 
quantitative score for both baseline and Week 104. Central reading of x-rays was not done 
to evaluate efficacy nor confirm study eligibility. There was no protocol-specified efficacy 
endpoint to assess the effect of adalimumab on radiographic progression and there was no 
comparator group. Furthermore, there were no protocol-specified primary or secondary 
endpoint analyses based on the centrally read baseline classification. Central reading of 
baseline and Week 104 pelvic x-rays was performed for only 102 out of 185 patients as both 
time points were required to be available for inclusion in this analysis.  
 
It is important to note that the FDA stated in their briefing book there are significant 
limitations to their requested post-hoc analysis. Central reading was part of a post hoc 
analysis that was only applied to a subset of the patient population. The statistical power of 
the FDA-requested analysis is greatly reduced as it is limited to only 64 centrally-scored nr-
axSpA patients (and only 45 in the licensed population) out of 185 patients that were 
included in the overall efficacy analysis. There are significant limitations to the interpretation 
of p-values in this situation. Not only are the number of patients in the subgroups very small 
but there are imbalances in the baseline characteristics between the ADA and PBO arm as 
well as in the number of adalimumab versus placebo patients.  
 
Baseline comparability of treatment groups achieved by randomisation is not preserved in 
these centrally-scored subgroups due to differences in baseline demographics and disease 
activity. For example, among the 38 centrally-scored AS patients there were no clinically 
meaningful differences in baseline demographics but among patients centrally-scored as nr-
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axSpA there was an imbalance in terms of gender distribution, with more males in the 
adalimumab group compared to placebo; and there was a higher proportion of HLA-B27 
positivity in the centrally scored nr-axSpA group, compared to those centrally-scored as AS. 
 
Baseline clinical disease activity was generally similar for both treatment groups in the 
centrally-scored AS and centrally-scored nr-axSpA subgroups. However, more patients on 
adalimumab had a positive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the sacroiliac (SI) joints 
(adalimumab 73% versus placebo 61%) or elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) (adalimumab 
67% versus placebo 39%) in the centrally-scored AS subgroup. Since an elevated CRP has 
been shown to be a predictor of response in axial spondyloarthritis (SpA), this may explain 
the unusually large response rate noted in this subgroup compared to what has been 
observed in randomised controlled trials of anti-TNF in AS (73% compared to circa 43% for 
other anti-TNF AS studies). Similarly, there is an imbalance in these objective measures of 
inflammation in the centrally-scored nr-axSpA subgroup, with a greater proportion of 
adalimumab patients having a positive MRI of either the SI joints or spine, but a greater 
proportion of placebo patients with an elevated CRP at baseline.  
 
In fact, one could argue that if the reduced efficacy results for the centrally read nr-axSpA 
population are considered valid, which we categorically do not think they are for all the 
reasons discussed here, then conversely the ASAS40 response rate of 73% vs 17% for 
adalimumab vs. placebo in the centrally read AS classified patients should also be used as a 
valid estimate for the efficacy of adalimumab in AS. However, based on the available data of 
adalimumab and the other anti-TNFs in AS, we know that this is not a typical result and is a 
vagary of the small numbers and breaking of randomisation for the FDA analysis.  
 
It is well-documented in the literature that significant variability exists in the interpretation of 
pelvic x-rays. One study showed that of patients classified as AS by a local rheumatologist's 
read, 11.4% were re-classified as nr-axSpA by central read, and of patients classified as nr-
axSpA by a local rheumatologist, 15.5% were re-classified as AS by central read1. Central 
reader interpretation of pelvic x-rays is not necessarily more accurate than the interpretation 
of local readers and even among expert readers, there is a large inter- and intra-reader 
variability in the interpretation. Intra-observer agreement is highest for radiographs that are 
scored at the extremes of the scoring system – grade 0 and 4. However, when the changes 
are more subtle there is less consistency in how a reader may interpret the same film at two 
different times with the most common discordance between readers observed in radiographs 
assessed as grades 1 and 22,3.Given that central readers had no access to other clinical 
characteristics of the individual patients this further highlights the fact that central readers 
are not necessarily more accurate than local readers and that there is large variability in 
reader interpretation.  
 
Finally, the Assessment Group note on page 31 that “early disease (nr-axSpA) may be less 
readily diagnosed and patients offered fewer treatment options even though it can be as, or 
even more, debilitating then established AS.” Given that AS and nr-axSpA have similar 
burden of illness and QoL impairment, it should not matter whether patients are classified as 
nr-axSpA or AS according to the presence or absence of radiographic sacroiliitis sufficient to 
fulfil the modified New York criteria for AS, rather that patients with severe axial SpA 
encompassing both AS and nr-axSpA receive appropriate treatment with an anti-TNF. The 
FDA briefing document clearly acknowledges the unmet need in the nr-axSpA population. 
 
In summary, central reading was a post hoc exercise that was not intended to confirm study 
eligibility. Patients enrolled in ABILITY-1 have nr-axSpA according to the treating 
rheumatologist as specified in the protocol. Local reading is consistent with clinical practice, 
and the expected use of adalimumab for this indication. The Assessment Group 
acknowledges that both AS and nr-axSpA patients have similar burden of illness and QoL 
impairment, and as such the presence or absence of radiographic sacroiliitis sufficient to 
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fulfil the modified New York criteria for AS should not matter as patients with axial SpA 
deserve appropriate treatment to manage their symptoms and may have a significant burden 
of disease based on their clinical history, physical examination, and the presence of 
objective signs of inflammation such as seen on MRI or by elevated CRP. 
 
2. Trial selection for evidence synthesis 
 
Given the limited numbers of trials available for synthesis in the network meta-analyses for 
both AS and nr-axSpA, the different populations considered, the differential use of early 
escape arms, and the relatively small populations in each trial, there is uncertainty regarding 
the estimates of relative effectiveness obtained in any network meta-analysis conducted in 
this disease area. Therefore, AbbVie can understand why the Assessment Group adopted a 
class effect, based on the best model fit, to model the effectiveness of the anti-TNFs in AS 
and nr-axSpA. Although the Assessment group do note the various limitations of the data 
e.g. the large statistical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trial populations; AbbVie wanted to 
point out a couple of issues regarding the trials included in the evidence synthesis and the 
impact these may have on the estimates of effectiveness.  
 
2.1 Trials included in the evidence synthesis for adalimumab 
 
Table 2 of the Assessment Report (page 43) lists the 24 RCTs eligible for inclusion in the 
network meta-analysis. Whilst AbbVie agrees with the need to include as many trials as 
possible to strengthen the evidence base linking the network, there are a couple of points 
about the included trials for adalimumab that may affect the overall estimates of efficacy for 
adalimumab generated by the Assessment Group (AG). 
 
For ankylosing spondylitis, two Chinese studies of adalimumab have been included – Hu 
2012 and Huang 2014. In AbbVie’s submission, we also included these trials in the base 
case but provided a sensitivity analysis with these trials excluded to ascertain the impact of 
including trials with an entirely Chinese population, which may not be generalizable to results 
expected in the UK, on the overall efficacy of adalimumab. Hu et al only comprises 46 
patients, so its weighted contribution to the pooled estimate of efficacy is quite small. 
However, Huang et al comprises 344 patients and as such its contribution to the overall 
estimate is quite strong. In this case, the impact of including Chinese studies in the evidence 
synthesis was minimal, but AbbVie draws attention to this point because it should not always 
be the case that all trials are included regardless of the patient population. This is because in 
some disease areas ethnicity can affect the likelihood of response, and differences between 
treatments could be inferred that have actually arisen due to differences in the patient 
populations of the included trials.  
 
For nr-axSpA, the evidence synthesis included two trials for adalimumab – ABILITY-14 and a 
German study by Haibel et al. 5 The licence for adalimumab for nr-axSpA is based on a sub-
group of patients from ABILITY-1 who have severe axial spondyloarthritis without 
radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (i.e. nr-axSpA) but with objective signs of 
inflammation by elevated CRP and/or MRI, who have had an inadequate response to, or are 
intolerant to NSAIDs. Quite rightly, the Assessment Group used the licensed population in 
the evidence synthesis rather than the full analysis set from ABILITY-1. Conversely, the 
Haibel study was also included, which covers a much broader patient population than the 
licence and more importantly is based on eligibility criteria pre-dating the ASAS classification 
criteria for nr-axSpA. This is an issue because the licence for adalimumab specifically 
targets a group of nr-axSpA patients who have a greater likelihood of responding to 
adalimumab treatment. This is evidenced by Seiper et al who showed the impact of certain 
characteristics like age, HLA-B27 status, baseline CRP, baseline sacroiliitis score and 
symptom duration on the probability of achieving an ASAS40 response (see Figure 1). The 
inclusion of the Haibel study may therefore underestimate the benefit of adalimumab in nr-
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axSpA as the trial population includes a proportion of patients who do not fulfil the ASAS 
classification criteria for nr-axSpA and/or are outside of the licence for adalimumab.  
 
Figure 1: percentage of patients achieving ASAS40 at week 12 by different patient 
characteristics 


 
Source; Sieper et al 2012 


 
2.2 Suitability of a network meta-analysis in nr-axSpA 
 
2.2.1 Additional factors contributing to heterogeneity  
 
On page 69 of the Assessment Report, the AG notes that “Statistical heterogeneity was 
more apparent in the nr-axSpA analyses than in the AS analyses. This may be due to both 
clinical heterogeneity in the nr-axSpA trials (such as variation in CRP thresholds, or the 
proportion of MRI positive patients), and the fact that fewer studies were available for 
analysis. In light of the statistical heterogeneity across the nr-axSpA trials, both the reliability 
of the nr-axSpA pooled estimates and their true relevance to patients seen in clinical practice 
are questionable.” 
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AbbVie agrees with the Assessment Group that there is considerable heterogeneity and a 
limited number of trials for nr-axSpA that means that a network meta-analysis in this patient 
population might not be appropriate.  
 
In addition to the variation in CRP thresholds or the proportion of MRI positive patients 
already mentioned by the AG, AbbVie wanted to re-iterate that there are additional 
differences that are known to affect the probability of response. For example, the mean 
symptom duration of the adalimumab and certolizumab trials is very different, with the 
adalimumab arm comprising on average patients who have had symptoms of disease for 
more than double that of the certolizumab trial (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1: Mean symptom duration at baseline from the adalimumab and certolizumab 
nr-axSpA trials 


 Adalimumab – licensed population Certolizumab
6
 


Symptom 
duration 


ADA 40mg eow 
(n=68) 


Placebo 
(n=72) 


CTZ 200mg Placebo 


Mean  10.71 10.37 4.8 4.5 


 
This is important to note because Sieper et al showed the impact of symptom duration on 
achieving the primary endpoint ASAS40 (see Figure 1). The percentage of patients 
achieving an ASAS40 response has been stratified by symptom duration <5 years vs. > 5 
years and the data indicate that for patients with symptom duration <5 years 48% patients 
achieved an ASAS40 response compared to 31% with symptoms for more than 5 years.  
   
If we focus specifically on the licensed population, rather than the full analysis set as was 
presented in Sieper et al, this difference is more pronounced. Additional analysis undertaken 
for ASAS40 and BASDAI50 for the licensed population stratified by symptom duration <5 
years and > 5 years are shown in Table 2 below: 
 
Table 2: Percentage of ASAS40 and BASDAI 50 responders at week 12 stratified by 
symptom duration from patients in the ABILITY-1 trial fulfilling the criteria for the 
licensed population  


 
Symptom duration < 5 years 


N=50 
Symptom duration > 5 years 


N=89 


 ADA 40mg EOW Placebo ADA 40mg EOW Placebo 


ASAS40, % 54.2% 3.9% 34.1% 20.0% 


BASDAI50, % 50.0% 0% 34.1% 22.2% 


 
Data from Table 2 clearly show that for patients with <5 years symptom duration prior to 
initiating adalimumab, there is a much greater likelihood that they will achieve an ASAS40 
and/or BASDAI50 response than if they have had disease symptoms for more than 5 years. 
It is also worth noting that regardless of symptom duration, both groups present a better 
treatment response with adalimumab use than with placebo. 
 
Given that the average symptom duration in the certolizumab trial was 4.8 years for patients 
in the CTZ 200mg eow arm with nr-axSpA, and 47.8% of these patients achieved an 
ASAS40;7 the fact that 54.2% of patients with symptom duration <5 years receiving 40mg 
adalimumab eow achieved an ASAS40 response demonstrates the impact this particular 
patient characteristic has on the likelihood of response.  
 
2.2.2 Classification of nr-axSpA 
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As already mentioned in Section 2.1 above, the Haibel study includes a proportion of 
patients who do not fulfil the ASAS criteria for nr-axSpA as the eligibility criteria pre-dates the 
ASAS classification system. For example, the ASAS criteria require that patients with nr-
axSpA are aged below 45 years of age at onset of symptoms, whereas Haibel required that 
patients were aged below 50 years of age. The population studied might therefore not be 
representative of patients that would be treated according to the adalimumab licence and as 
such the inclusion of such a study could be considered irrelevant to the decision problem 
and may be a contributing factor to the heterogeneity.  
 
The same principle applies to the inclusion of Barkham et al 2009 evaluating infliximab for 
the treatment of nr-axSpA. Not only was this trial identified as having a high chance of bias 
by the Assessment Group, but it also predates the ASAS classification criteria and used the 
Calin criteria to identify eligible patients. The most concerning aspect of this study is that it 
did not specifically exclude patients that had MRI evidence of sacroiliitis that also fulfils the 
modified New York criteria for ankylosing spondylitis. Therefore, it is impossible to determine 
if this is a truly nr-axSpA population or a combination of early AS and nr-axSpA patients. 
Therefore similarly to Haibel et al, the inclusion of such a study may be a contributing factor 
to the reported heterogeneity.  
 
2.2.3 Too few trials to perform covariate adjustments 
 
Unfortunately, there are a very limited number of trials in nr-axSpA and the trial populations 
are relatively small and heterogeneous. As a result it is very difficult to do any sort of 
covariate adjustment, as the number of coefficients in a model are typically limited by the 
number of observed data points. Often, a single common coefficient is used to 
accommodate smaller networks of evidence. In situations with sparse networks like this one, 
where prior distributions (either informed or uninformed) may dominate, the validity of the 
network meta-analysis outputs will depend on the validity of prior distribution placed on the 
co-efficient. Given the fact that the prior distributions could not be based on the data used to 
inform the posterior distribution, and in the absence of any other data, uninformed priors are 
commonly used. The problem with this in sparse networks is that the data are less likely to 
converge. Therefore, whilst covariate adjustment might have helped to deal with the level of 
heterogeneity reported in the nr-axSpA population, given the network of evidence available 
for this patient group, AbbVie can completely understand why the Assessment Group were 
not able to adjust for these differences.   
 
3. Importance of extra-articular manifestations (EAMs) in AS and nr-axSpA 
 
On page 223 of the Assessment Report, the AG notes that “The long-term impact of anti-


TNFs on other important outcomes in AS and nr-axSpA remain uncertain, such as … extra-


articular symptoms such as uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, and psoriasis.”  
 
Whilst the Assessment Group is right that there are limited data explicitly demonstrating the 
impact of anti-TNFs on important outcomes such as EAMs, there are some data from open-
label trials and registries outlined below that show there is a difference in the effectiveness of 
the anti-TNF agents under review on the different EAMs associated with axial SpA. 
Importantly, the Appraisal Committee need to be aware that both AbbVie’s economic model 
and the Assessment Group’s model focus specifically on AS and nr-axSpA, as such the 
costs and benefits have been restricted to improvements in the clinical manifestations of 
these diseases (e.g. BASDAI and BASFI improvements mapped to EQ-5D), excluding any 
potential benefits that may arise as a result of improvements in outcomes associated with a 
given EAM.  
 
EAMs associated with SpA include anterior uveitis (25–30%), psoriasis (10–25%) and 
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (5–10%)8,9. As a result, the choice of treatment is 
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particularly important as the efficacy of the anti-TNF therapies under review varies from 
agent to agent in the treatment of these EAMs. Furthermore, the 2010 ASAS/ EULAR 
guidelines state, “The treatment of patients with AS should be tailored according to: the 
current manifestation of the disease (axial, peripheral, entheseal, extra-articular symptoms 
and signs).” 
 
The following table highlights the licensed adult indications for all the agents under review in 
this MTA. As can be seen from Table 3, the anti-TNFs differ in their ability to treat different 
autoimmune conditions; with adalimumab and infliximab having licences for the most adult 
indications.  
 
Table 3: Licensed adult indications for the anti-TNFs undergoing this MTA review as 
of January 2015 


Drug RA AS 
Nr-


axSpA 
PsA Ps CD UC 


Adalimumab        


Etanercept        


Infliximab        


Golimumab        


Certolizumab 
pegol 


       


 
With regards to data assessing the impact of anti-TNFs on EAMs, for anterior uveitis, 
Guignard et al showed that there was a clear difference between etanercept and the anti-
TNF antibodies (infliximab and adalimumab). The incidence of uveitis remained unchanged 
with etanercept treatment (54.6 vs 58.5/100 patient-years; P=0.92), whereas it was 
dramatically reduced following anti-TNF antibody treatment (infliximab: 47.4 vs 9.0/100 
patient-years; P=0.008, adalimumab: 60.5 vs 0/100 patient-years; P=0.04).10 Furthermore, 
data from RHAPSODY and an independent Dutch study by van Denderen and colleagues 
AS patients with anterior uveitis (AU), showed that adalimumab significantly reduced the 
number of AU attacks per year. Out of 77 patients enrolled, a total of 52 AU attacks occurred 
in the year before baseline (68 attacks per 100 patient-yrs.), whereas during adalimumab 
treatment 19 attacks were observed (14 per 100 patient-yrs.; a reduction rate of 80%). 
Twenty-six patients with AU in the year before start of adalimumab treatment had recurrent 
attacks, with a median number of 2.0 AU attacks per year [interquartile range (IQR) 1.00-
3.00], whereas during treatment this decreased to 10 patients with a median number of 0.56 
attacks per year (IQR 0.30-0.75). Hence, the number of attacks per year decreased by 72% 
(p = 0.000).11 
 
In a published review looking at the therapeutic implications of treating EAMs in SpA, 
Maghraoui concluded that, “Etanercept appears to have very little effect on inflammatory 
bowel disease and limited efficacy on the course of uveitis probably inferior to the 
monoclonal antibodies adalimumab and infliximab.” 9 


 
Like Maghraoui, Van der Horst-Bruinisma et al also evaluated the management and 
evaluation of extra-articular manifestations in spondyloarthritis.12 The authors found ‘in 
patients with SpA and IBD that the first choice of anti-TNF should be adalimumab or 
infliximab.’ 
 
Data from the RHAPSODY study also provide evidence of the value of adalimumab in 
treating symptoms of peripheral arthritis and enthesitis in patients with AS13. In RHAPSODY 
adults with active AS (Bath ankylosing spondylitis disease activity index [BASDAI] ≥ 4) 
received adalimumab 40 mg every other week with standard antirheumatic therapies in a 12-
week, open-label study. Effectiveness in enthesitis was assessed using the Maastricht 
ankylosing spondylitis enthesitis score (MASES, 0-13) and by examining the plantar fascia in 
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patients with enthesitis (≥ 1 inflamed enthesis) at baseline; effectiveness in peripheral 
arthritis was evaluated using tender and swollen joint counts (TJC, 0-46; SJC, 0-44) in 
patients with peripheral arthritis (≥ 1 swollen joint) at baseline. Of 1,250 patients enrolled, 
686 had enthesitis and 281 had peripheral arthritis. In 667 patients with MASES ≥ 1 at 
baseline, the median MASES was reduced from 5 at baseline to 1 at week 12. At week 12, 
inflammation of the plantar fascia ceased in 122 of 173 patients with inflammation at 
baseline. The median TJC in 281 patients with SJC ≥ 1 at baseline was reduced from 5 at 
baseline to 1 at week 12; the median SJC improved from 2 to 0. 
 
To conclude, whilst limited, there are some published data showing differential benefits 
between the biologics in the treatment of EAMs associated with axial SpA. Adalimumab has 
been shown to be efficacious in the treatment of anterior uveitis associated with AS, IBD and 
psoriasis. As such, the choice of biologic treatment for patients with axial SpA should take 
into account not only the axial manifestations, but given the high prevalence of uveitis, IBD, 
psoriasis etc., also take account of any EAM and the benefit different drugs confer on these 
co-morbidities. Furthermore, it is important to acknowledge that the cost effectiveness 
modelling does not include the benefits of EAMs in improving the quality of life of patients 
and reducing NHS costs of treating the EAMs where these are improved by adalimumab 
therapy.  
 
4. The assumption regarding rebound of BASFI score on stopping therapy 
 
The Assessment Report presents ICERs for the anti-TNFs vs standard care assuming two 
different rebound assumptions – rebound equal to gain and rebound equal to natural history 
(Figure 2). The AG notes that, “in the absence of evidence on the magnitude of any rebound, 
these alternative scenarios represent ‘best-case’ and ‘worst-case’ scenarios possible… the 
reality regarding rebound is likely to be somewhere between these two scenarios, which 
should, therefore, be seen as the limits.” In the absence of data to estimate what the exact 
rebound assumption is, it seems a reasonable assumption that the true rebound lies 
somewhere between these two scenarios, however AbbVie considers that in reality BASFI 
rebound is likely to closer to the “rebound to gain” assumption rather than “to natural history.” 
This is because if we consider a patient has been on an anti-TNF agent for 6 years (see 
Figure 2), the rebound to natural history assumption would conclude that the patient has an 
instant BASFI worsening on stopping anti TNF therapy equal to the worsening in BASFI over 
6 years that would have occurred had the patient been on conventional therapy in addition to 
the worsening equal to the initial BASFI gain on anti-TNF therapy. If the rebound for patients 
on long term anti-TNF therapy were of this magnitude the phenomenon of rebound to natural 
history would have been noted in clinical practice by patients and rheumatologists.  
 
Figure 2: Rebound assumptions used in the Assessment report 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


6 years 
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It is unlikely that there will ever be any definitive data to be able to determine how BASFI 
behaves following cessation of an anti-TNF. However, even if we use the AG’s defined 
“worst case scenario” for rebound, the ICERs for adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept and 
golimumab in AS and nr-axSpA, are borderline cost-effective according to the York model 
(circa £33,000). Given, that the actual rebound is likely to be closer to the “rebound to gain” 
assumption based on clinical opinion, this should give the Appraisal Committee confidence 
that the anti-TNFs adalimumab, certolizumab, etanercept and golimumab in AS and 
adalimumab, certolizumab and etanercept in nr-axSpA are a cost-effective use of NHS 
resources.  
 
5. Costs applied for infliximab in AS 
 
The York model applies a fixed cost for infliximab based on a mean weight of 73kg and a 
requirement for 7.4 infusions per year during the maintenance period. This equates to an 
annual maintenance drug acquisition cost of £12,429. It is considered that the use of these 
two data inputs will provide a lower estimate for the ICER for infliximab for AS than would be 
likely in UK clinical practice. This is because the mean cost of infliximab is dependent on the 
full distribution of AS patients’ weight in the UK. Applying only a fixed 73kg weight will 
underestimate the mean cost of infliximab.  
 
This point is illustrated in  


Table 4 below, which shows that the weighted annual cost of infliximab based on the 


distribution of patient weight from the ATLAS trial. The mean drug cost ranges from 
£12,276.61 assuming 6.5 infusions per year (8 weekly dosing regimen) to £16,368.69 
(assuming 8.67 infusions per year (6 weekly dosing regimen). If we assume 7.4 infusions 
like the York model (50% 6 weekly and 50% 8 weekly), the annual cost of infliximab is 
£14,322.65 (not including cost of administration).  
 
Table 4: Weighted annual maintenance drug cost of infliximab based on 6 or 8 weekly 
dosing schedule based on the weight distribution from the ATLAS trial 
Weight range 
from ATLAS 


study of 
adalimumab 


(baseline weight) 


% of trial 
population 


No. of 
vials 


Unit cost 
per vial 


Cost per 
dose 


Maintenance drug 
cost (assuming 
every 8 weeks 


dosing schedule)* 


Maintenance drug 
cost (assuming 
every 6 weeks 


dosing schedule)* 


6 years 
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40kg-60kg 12.7% 3 £419.62 £1,258.86 £8,182.59 £10,909.28 


61kg-80kg 39.5% 4 £419.62 £1,678.48 £10,910.12 £14,546.82 


81kg-100kg 36.0% 5 £419.62 £2,098.10 £13,637.65 £18,183.52 


101kg-120kg 8.6% 6 £419.62 £2,517.72 £16,365.18 £21,820.22 


>121kg 3.2% 7 £419.62 £2,937.34 £19,092.71 £25,456.75 


 


Annual drug cost proportional to weight distribution from 
the ATLAS trial (excluding VAT) 


£12,276.61 £16,368.69 


*Drug costs have been calculated including drug wastage for the unused portion of opened vials. This 


cost is based on 6.5 (8 weekly dosing) and 8.666 (6 weekly dosing) infusions per year which excludes 


the loading dose cost in year 1. Year one costs would therefore be greater than the costs presented in 


Table 4 above.   


 
Unfortunately there are limited data to provide the weight distribution for AS patients in the 
UK which is key for determining the appropriate number of vials and subsequent weighted 
cost for an AS patient population. However, AS patients are predominantly male as 
highlighted in the Assessment Report, therefore a weight of 73kg is lower than the mean 
weight that would be expected assuming a 70:30 male to female split based on available 
general population weight data.  
 
Furthermore, data from available randomised clinical trials give a mean weight of over 80kg 
as shown in ATLAS above. It should be noted though that irrespective of what the 
appropriate mean weight for this patient population is, the analysis using the ATLAS weight 
distribution illustrates that it is important to consider the distribution of patient weight rather 
than summary statistics for weight alone when the treatment cost for a population is being 
calculated. Measures other than the mean cost calculated based on patient weight 
distribution do not provide information about the cost of treating all patients 14  
 
The cost applied for infliximab in the York model appears to assume that 50% of patients 
receive infliximab every 6 weeks and 50% receive it every 8 weeks based on the information 
in Table 92. However, it is important to note that the pivotal trials for infliximab utilised a 
maintenance-dosing schedule of infliximab every 6 weeks and as such all the efficacy data 
are based on this more frequent dosing schedule. Therefore, it is likely that the ICER for 
infliximab would be higher for AS than per the York model base case, taking into account the 
patient weight distribution and the 6-weekly scheduled dosing.  
 
6. Cost for administering adalimumab 
 
The York model assumes that all patients receiving an anti-TNF that is administered by 
subcutaneous injection incur a cost of £49 in their first cycle. We consider that an 
assumption that all patients receiving adalimumab would incur this cost would be an 
overestimate. This is because injection training is provided as a free of charge service by 
AbbVie for patients who have adalimumab delivered to their home.  
 
7. Non-NHS cost burden of AS and nr-axSpA 
 
It is important to note the substantial burden that AS and nr-axSpA places on individuals and 
society. Patients with severe axial spondyloarthritis often have to take early retirement and 
require support from carers and state disability benefits. Published evidence on the 
economic burden of the disease demonstrates that there are substantial costs incurred 
outside the healthcare system in the form of expenditure incurred by patients and care 
givers15. A study by Bhogal and Kay in Newcastle has provided evidence of a strong 
relationship between AS severity and receipt of disability benefits16. This survey indicated 
that a BASFI score of greater than 4 is associated with the receipt of disability benefits. A 
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study by Gunasekera of AS patients in Bath found that the risk of being work disabled 
increased by 6.6% for each year of diagnostic delay17. Therefore, effective early control of 
disease (as measured by reduction in BASFI score) through the use of anti-TNF drugs could 
reduce the cost of financial benefit payments for persons with AS and nr-axSpA. The 
societal impact of AS and nr-axSpA needs to be considered when assessing the cost 
effectiveness of anti-TNF drugs licensed for these conditions.  
 
8. Benefits of switching to an alternative TNF inhibitor in case of treatment failure 
 
AbbVie welcomes the acknowledgement in the assessment report that there are data 
showing the benefits of switching to another anti-TNF in case of treatment failure. AbbVie 
considers that given the typical age of patients starting anti-TNF therapy and the need for 
lifelong control of their disease it is very important for NICE to permit switching of anti-TNF 
therapy in case of treatment failure due to loss of efficacy or adverse events. The removal of 
the recommendation not to switch anti-TNF therapy would bring the guidance for AS and 
non-radiographic axial SpA in line with NICE recommendations for Psoriatic Arthritis, 
Psoriasis, Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis, none of which contain a recommendation 
against switching to a different anti-TNF in case of treatment failure.   
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9. Further comments on the assessment report text 
 


The below bulleted points refer to minor comments on some of the text in the Assessment 
Report: 


 Page 24 of the AR, the AG notes that “patients with nr-axSpA may, or may not, have 
signs of sacroiliac joint inflammation on an MRI scan.” It is important to note that this 
is also true for AS patients18.  
 


 On page 30 of the AR, the AG notes that “The imaging arm requires evidence of joint 
damage (erosions or fusion) due to sacroiliitis, either using X-rays (when the disease 
is classified as AS) or MRI (when the disease is classified as non-radiographic 
axSpA (nr-axSpA).This is a close, but not entirely accurate definition, as MRI criteria 
are used for inflammation only and do not consider chronic changes such as 
erosions. In addition, MRI does not differentiate between AS and nr-axSpA. These 
are differentiated only by the presence or absence of radiographic changes. 
 


 On page 30 for clarity it should be noted that to be classified as having axSpA via the 
clinical arm of the criteria patients are required to be HLA-B27 positive and have at 
least two of the other SpA features.  
 


 On page 30 the statement is made “An MRI diagnosis may therefore provide the 
opportunity for treatment to reduce the possibility of long-term structural damage 
(and associated burden of symptoms)”. This is also true for patients diagnosed via 
having an elevated CRP and other symptoms which would classify the patient as 
axial SpA according to the ASAS criteria.   


 


 The duration of the double-blind, placebo-controlled phase for the adalimumab AS 
trials is listed as 12 weeks in Table 2, page 43 of the AR. However, it should be 
noted that the randomised, placebo-controlled controlled period in both ATLAS and 
the Canadian study was actually 24 weeks – but there was an option to escape at 
week 12, 16 or 20 and receive open-label 40mg adalimumab eow – termed “Early 
escape Group” 
 


 AbbVie considers it is inappropriate to refer to an “AS subgroup” in the ABILITY-1 
study. All subjects were enrolled based on the local assessor’s opinion that they were 
non-radiographic axial SpA patients. The central reading was not done to confirm a 
diagnosis but rather as a post-hoc non-protocol specified evaluation for radiographic 
progression.  
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Pro-forma Response  
 


Executable Model 
 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial 
spondyloarthritis without radiographic evidence of ankylosing 


spondylitis (including a review of technology appraisal 143 
and technology appraisal 233) 


The economic model enclosed and its contents are confidential and are 
protected by intellectual property rights, which are owned by TNF-alpha 
inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis without 
radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of 
technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233). It has been sent 
to you for information only. It cannot be used for any other purpose than to 
inform your understanding of the appraisal. Accordingly, neither the model nor 
its contents should be divulged to anyone other than those individuals within 
your organisation who need to see to them to enable you to prepare your 
response. Those to whom you do show the documents must be advised they 
are bound by the terms of the Confidentiality Agreement Form that has 
already been signed and returned to the Institute by your organisation.   


You may not make copies of the file and you must delete the file from your 
records when the appraisal process, and any possible appeal, are complete.  
If asked, you must confirm to us in writing that you have done so. You may 
not publish it in whole or part, or use it to inform the development of other 
economic models.  


The model must not be re-run for purposes other that the testing of its 
reliability.  


Please set out your comments on reliability in writing providing separate 
justification, with supporting information, for each specific comment made.  
Where you have made an alteration to the model details of how this alteration 
was implemented in the model (e.g. in terms of programme code) must be 
given in sufficient detail to enable your changes to be replicated from the 
information provided.  Please use the attached pro-forma to present your 
response.  
 
Please prepare your response carefully. Responses which contain errors or 
are internally inconsistent (for example where we are unable to replicate the 
results claimed by implementing the changes said to have been made to the 
model) will be rejected without further consideration. 
 







Results from amended versions of the model will only be accepted if their 
purpose is to test robustness and reliability of the economic model. Results 
calculated purely for the purpose of using alternative inputs will not be 
accepted. 


No electronic versions of the economic model will be accepted with your 
response. 
 
Responses should be provided in tabular format as suggested below (please 
add further tables if necessary). 


January, 2015 







Issue 1 The mean cost of infliximab is based on a fixed weight of 73kg 


Description of problem  Description of proposed amendment  Result of amended model or expected 
impact on the result (if applicable) 


The mean drug acquisition cost of 
infliximab has been calculated using a fixed 
weight of 73kg (4 vials).   


AbbVie considers that the mean cost for infliximab should be 
amended to take account of the distribution in patient weight of 
AS patients and resulting mean number of vials required. 
Applying the mean number of vials per infusion required based 
on the full range of baseline weights from the ATLAS trial gives 
a mean of 4.501 vials per infusion . Cell G10 of the costs 
worksheet should be updated with this mean number of vials. 


The deterministic ICER resulting from this 
amended model is £45,222 for infliximab 
versus conventional therapy using the 
rebound to gain modelling assumption.  


 



































 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


Thank you very much for inviting me to make technical comments on NICE MTA 
assessment report on TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and nr-SpA. 
Given the complexity and holiday period I wish there was bit more time to review it 
but within in the available time I made following observations. I am very conscious 
that comments will be coming from a number of people therefore I made brief 
comments about the points that I felt have major significance. I note 
Golimumab and Infliximab do not currently have UK marketing authorization for  
nr-SpA. 
 
Given the high placebo response for BASDAI 20/ASAS 20 using BASDAI 50 as a 
response measure is appropriate (page 183). 
 
The cost of individual anti TNF in different models is quite different varying between 
3K-5K for AS and is almost two-fold for nr-SpA, I agree ICER estimates reported by 
manufacturer must be considered both speculative and highly uncertain. Hence I 
think alternative YORK model is quite useful but I am somewhat concerned about 
some assumptions. Despite BASDAI remaining same, BASFI scores deteriorate over 
time leading to assumption of a link between BASFI and biological process (page 
150) which I feel is not justified as a number of other factors may influence one’s 
function and I am unsure to what extent early evidence of reduction in structural 
change after 4 years of treatment is included in the analysis. Graphs show that 
intervention with anti TNF seems to result in worse long term outcome in both 
BASDAI and BASFI(page 154) which is somewhat against the logic. 
 
Improvement in BASDAI and BASFI is higher for Adalumimab than Certolizumab in 
AS when compared with conventional care however applied QUALYs are same for 
all biologic agents(page 154). There is no denying of class effect but by using class 
effect model in the meta-analysis any differences in the efficacy and side effects 
between different agents are not being considered especially given the task of this 
exercise is to find cost-effectiveness of individual drug on the basis of efficacy and 
safety which mean extraneous factors are determining it (page 54).  
 
Although I understand the logic of responders and non-responders imparting higher 
baseline scores (page 184) for non-responders is not supported by ASAS consensus 
statement – Ann rhe dise 2006. Rebound equal to gain in BASDAI/BASFI is although 
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a possibility it is somewhat inconceivable that there won’t be any residual benefit 
bearing in mind there may be effect on structure after 4 years of treatment.  
 
In the studies that were included nr-SpA population is heterogenous and perhaps 
overall number of patients with and without objective inflammation are equal and 
prevalence of HLA B27 is much lower when compared to AS patients raising 
question on applicability of data in some one who has evidence of inflammation. 
However application of more stringent criteria to define nr-SpA such as positive MRI 
or raised CRP might improve accuracy of diagnosis and therefore assess its impact 
more accurately (page 42).  
 
It was not clear if baseline BASFI scores employed for nr-SpA are same as AS or 
lower – later may be more appropriate given GESPIC cohort information (page 95)   
However by assuming similar process as AS long term BASFI scores may have been 
overestimated as there is some evidence showing that all nr-SpA do not progress 
although evidence is just beginning to accumulate (page 182). 
 
 
As acknowledged by the report (page 30) impact of disease in nr-SpA is same or 
even more when compared to AS and hence I presume extent of conventional 
management is similar in both patient groups but yet baseline QUALYs in nr-SpA is 
significantly higher (page 209), is it justified? 
 
Benefit in nr-SpA is similar to what is noted in AS but due to clinical heterogeneity in 
nr-SpA it was suggested that it may not be relevant to clinical practice which in my 
opinion is not correct(page 219) as patients in research studies are thought to be 
more homogenous than clinical practice. 
 
 
York model suggests cost effectiveness is dependent on several factors. Of the five 
factors that are identified on page 213 barring Infliximab anti TNFs appears to be 
cost effective across most scenarios and acquisition cost is the only factor that is 
determining the cost-effectiveness in both AS and nr-SpA which is simply stating the 
obvious (213).  
 
Inclusion costs in relations to AE were said to be included in the economic model but 
it was not obvious i.e. if these are different for each drug or same (page 204).  
 
 
Comment provided to Healthcare Improvement Scotland by: 
Dr Vinod Kumar, Consultant Rheumatologist, NHSD Tayside 
 
 


 
This is a very comprehensive review and document. 
  
I did not detect any important data/paper omissions and all the assumptions used for 
the modelling appeared robust and justified. The identified areas of uncertainty 
reflect gaps in the evidence base rather than missing data or false assumptions. 
 
There is more long-term data emerging suggesting beneficial effects of TNFi on 
preventing radiographic progression as well as prognostic factors identifying patients 
at higher risk of radiographic progression, but these are still largely in abstract form 
and likely to have fallen outside the predefined search period. 
 







The only statement I disagreed with is on page 33: 
“Biologic drugs are the only therapies shown to be efficacious in the treatment of the 
signs and symptoms of disease activity in axSpA and AS” 


- There is clear evidence to indicate that NSAIDs and physiotherapy are 


efficacious for these signs and symptoms, so this statement is misleading and 


should be amended. This is particularly true in patients with milder disease, 


but also applies in patients who also require TNFi. 


 
 
Comment provided to Healthcare Improvement Scotland by:  
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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Meindert Boysen 
Programme Director, Centre for Health Technology Evaluation 


National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
10 Spring Gardens 


London 
SW1A 2BU 


 


2nd February 2015 
 
Ref. Assessment Report: TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis 
without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of technology appraisal 
143 and technology appraisal 233) [ID694] 
 
Dear Meindert, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Assessment Report.  
 
The finding by the Assessment Group (AG) that structural differences between their model and the 
manufacturers’ models did not produce significant differences across the ICERs for the respective TNF-α 
inhibitors underline the robustness of the cost-effectiveness of these therapies. This finding is aligned 
with those of previous NICE guidance that TNF-α inhibitors remain the only cost-effective treatment 
with disease-modifying activity for ankylosing spondylitis. 
 
While we welcome the results of the Assessment Report, MSD has several concerns in the presentation 
of the results and systematic errors, as follows:   


(i) The range of ICERs in the Conclusions of the Scientific Summary does not represent the most 
plausible scenario; 


(ii) The ‘rebound equal to gain’ assumption is the most plausible scenario; 
(iii) Underestimation of QALYs gained for TNF-α inhibitors due to misspecification of statistical 


model; 
(iv) The NICE reference case captures only a minor component of the economic benefit of 


treatment with TNF-α inhibitors. 
 
These are explored in more detail in the text overleaf. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Dr. Eilish McCann 
Senior HTA & EBM Manager 
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(i)  The range of ICERs in the Conclusions of the Scientific Summary does not represent the most 
plausible scenario 


Within the Conclusions of the Scientific Summary, the final bullet point: “The de novo model, which had 
addressed many of the issues of earlier evaluations, generated ICERs ranging from £19,240 to £66,529 
depending upon anti-TNF and modelling assumptions” incorrectly implies that the estimate is highly 
uncertain and most likely exceeds £30,000. The range of ICERs presented reflects the results of two 
distinct modelling approaches employed by the AG, specifically ‘rebound equal to gain’ and ‘rebound to 
conventional care’. When either scenario is considered alone, the range of ICERs decreases. The range 
presented should represent the most clinically plausible scenario for TNF-α inhibitors. It is the view of 
MSD that the most plausible scenario is ‘rebound equal to gain’ (as described below) and only the range 
from this scenario should be quoted. This scenario supports the conclusions reached in previous NICE 
guidance that four of the five TNF-α inhibitors are well within the established threshold for cost-
effectiveness (£19,240 to £21,577). Infliximab appears to be an outlier with an ICER for the same 
scenario of £40,576. 
 
(ii)  The ‘rebound equal to gain’ assumption is the most plausible scenario  


The AG model presents two rebound scenarios – ‘rebound equal to gain’ and ‘rebound to conventional 
care’ - in order to represent the potential limits to the ICERs presented. However, the statement in the 
Assessment Report (Section 7.8, p.214) “that the reality lies somewhere between these scenarios” may 
be misrepresentative and does not indicate which is the most credible scenario. MSD believes that the 
scenario ‘rebound equal to gain’ is more clinically plausible than ‘rebound to conventional care’ and 
therefore the realistic ICERs are between £19,240 and £21,577 (for four of the five TNF-α inhibitors), for 
the following reasons: 


1. In a study1 of patients who discontinued infliximab (patients included in this study had all been 
receiving infliximab for the preceding 3 years, having participated in the first published randomised 
clinical trial on this therapy in active AS), they experienced a worsening in BASDAI score (from a 
mean value of 2.5±1.8 to 6.1±1.4 [latter value recorded at the point when retreatment began]). The 
mean BASDAI score achieved following discontinuation was similar to the baseline BASDAI score for 
the original randomised controlled trial: 6.5±1.2 in the infliximab arm (Braun et al. 2002)2. This does 
not suggest that patients rebound to a BASDAI score worse than that at baseline i.e. supporting the 
‘rebound equal to gain’ scenario. 


2. The AG model assumes that the rate of disease progression is decreased in patients who receive a 
TNF-α inhibitor for more than four years and is lower than that for conventional care after this 
point (see below for further comment on disease progression assumption). Therefore, the ‘rebound 
to conventional care’ scenario requires the implausible assumption that the magnitude in loss of 
functional capacity will increase the longer a patient responds to treatment with TNF-α inhibitors.  


3. As stated above, the AG model assumes that patients who respond to treatment with TNF-α 
inhibitors continue to experience the same rate of disease progression (0.082 BASFI units/year) for 
the first 4 years as those who receive conventional care. After 4 years patients who continue to 
respond to treatment with TNF-α inhibitors experience a reduction in disease progression (0.034 


                                                           
1
 Baraliakos X, Listing J, Brandt J, Rudwaleit M, Sieper J, Braun J. Clinical response to discontinuation of anti-TNF 


therapy in patients with ankylosing spondylitis after 3 years of continuous treatment with infliximab. (2005) 
Arthritis Research & Therapy 7:R439-R444 (DOI 10.1186/ar1693) 
2
 Braun J, Brandt J, Listing J, Zink A, Alten R, Golder W. Treatment of active ankylosing spondylitis with infliximab: a 


randomised controlled multicentre trial. (2002) Lancet 359: 1187-1193 
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BASFI units/year). The interpretation that Haroon et al. (2013)3 shows that TNF-α inhibitors do not 
reduce disease progression until after year 4 may be incorrect. A more credible interpretation is 
that disease progression in patients who respond to TNF-α inhibitors is reduced but the cumulative 
difference compared with conventional care is only statistically significant after 3.9 years. In 
addition, a reduction in disease progression from the time when a patient responds to treatment 
with TNF-α inhibitors is in-line with their proven disease-modifying activity. Furthermore, TNF-α 
inhibitors, specifically golimumab, have been shown to reduce inflammation, with lower 
inflammation at baseline associated with reduced disease progression4,5. We note that the AG has 
explored a reduced rate of disease progression for patients receiving a TNF-α inhibitor from the 
start of treatment in a sensitivity analysis and believe that this assumption is more appropriate and 
should be applied in the base case.  


 
(iii) Underestimation of QALYs gained for TNF-α inhibitors due to misspecification of statistical model  
 
There are two key sources of error in the AG model that are likely to contribute to the overestimation of 
the ICERs by underestimation of the QALY gain, as follows: 1. Misspecification and bias of the synthesis 
model used for estimation of baseline BASDAI and change from baseline in BASDAI, and 2. 
Underestimation of QALY gain produced by the algorithm for calculation of EQ-5D index from BASDAI 
and BASFI scores. 
 
1.  Misspecification and bias of the synthesis model used for estimation of baseline BASDAI and change 


from baseline in BASDAI. The synthesis model developed by the AG appears to incorporate a bias 
that produces estimates for baseline and change from baseline of BASDAI scores conditional on 
response that are consistently different from the observed values for the studies GO-RAISE for 
golimumab and ATLAS for adalimumab (Tables 77-78, p.176-177 and Tables 138-139, p.268-269; 
summarised in Table 1 below). Data from the study 314-EU for Enbrel were redacted and could not 
be compared. Discrepancies between estimated values and observed trial data along with the 
potential source of the errors are acknowledged in the Assessment Report “The results obtained 
differ from those seen in three pivotal trials (data provided by the manufacturers upon request), 
probably because of distributional assumptions over the baseline and change scores” (Section 6.4. 
p.180). However, misspecification of the statistical model and the potential impact of that is neither 
considered nor explored. Significantly, the synthesis model underestimates the change from 
baseline in BASDAI of responders, particularly for TNF-α inhibitor treatment, whilst the change from 
baseline in the observed values from GO-RAISE and ATLAS are consistent with each other. In 
addition, the synthesis model overestimates change from baseline in BASDAI of non-responders. 
The net result is to reduce the comparative benefit of TNF-α inhibitor treatment on disease activity. 
Since the BASDAI and BASFI values are used to calculate the EQ-5D index and thereby estimate 
QALYs, underestimation of comparative change from baseline in BASDAI for TNF-α inhibitors 
compared with conventional care will produce a higher ICER. This is reflected in the ICER results for 


                                                           
3
 Haroon N, Inman RD, Learch TJ, Weisman MH, Lee M, Rahbar MH. The impact of tumor necrosis factor alpha 


inhibitors on radiographic progression in ankylosing spondylitis. (2013) Arthritis Rheum 65: 2645-2654 
4
 Braun J, Baraliakos X, Hermann KA, van der Heijde D, Inman RD, Deodhar AA, Baratelle A, Xu S, Xu W, Hsu B. 


Golimumab reduces spinal inflammation in ankylosing spondylitis: MRI results of the randomised, placebo-
controlled GO-RAISE study. (2011) Ann Rheum Dis doi:10.1136/annrheumdis-2011-200308 
5
 Braun J, Baraliakos X, Hermann KA, Deodhar AA,  van der Heijde D, Inman RD, Beutler A, Zhou Y, Xu S, Hsu B. The 


effect of two golimumab doses on radiographic progression in ankylosing spondylitis: results through 4 years of the 
GO-RAISE trial. (2014) Ann Rheum Dis 73: 1107-1113 doi:10.1136/annrheumdis-2012-203075 
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golimumab; the ICER is £12,785 when the observed data are applied (Scenario 2 of Table 100) 
compared with £21,079 when estimated data from the synthesis model are used. Substitution of 
the corresponding observed data from the study ATLAS for adalimumab produces a similar 
decrease in the ICER for adalimumab versus conventional care and reinforces the likelihood that 
the model is misspecified.  


Table 1: BASDAI scores conditional on response for the AS population. The ICERs are reproduced from 


Table 100, p.211 for the scenario rebound equal to gain following discontinuation. 


 BASDAI 


 Conventional care TNF-α inhibitors# 
 AG* ADA GLM AG* ADA GLM 
% Responders 0.10 0.16 0.15 0.42 0.46 0.46 
Change from baseline       


Responders  -2.7 -4.5 -4.25 -3.86 -4.64 -4.74 
Non-responders -0.45 -0.2 -0.18 -1.73 -0.82 -1.22 


All -0.66 -0.9 -0.81 -2.63 -2.58 -2.84 
Baseline       


Responders 3.83 6.31 6.52 4.76 6.14 6.25 
Non-responders 6.31 6.37 6.63 7.03 6.35 6.69 


All 6.08 6.36 6.61 6.08 6.25 6.49 
       
ICER (£/QALY)    ADA   £21,170 


GLM   £21,079 
£12,851 £12,785 


* Estimated by the synthesis model developed by the AG; ADA results provided for adalimumab from ATLAS; 
GLM results provided for golimumab from GO-RAISE; # ICERs for adalimumab and golimumab are reproduced 
from scenario 2, Table 100. 


The differences between the respective estimated and observed BASFI values for golimumab and 
adalimumab appear smaller than for BASDAI (Table 2 below). The discrepancies in the predictive 
performance of the statistical model for estimation of baseline and change from baseline scores for 
BASFI and BASDAI indicate that the model could be inappropriate for the estimation of the cost-
effectiveness of TNF-α inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis.  


Table 2: BASFI scores conditional on response for the AS population.  


 BASFI 


 Conventional care TNF-α inhibitors 
 AG* ADA GLM AG* ADA GLM 
% Responders 0.1 0.16 0.15 0.42 0.46 0.46 
Change from baseline       


Responders  -1.41 -2.74 -1.8 -3.02 -2.92 -3.03 
Non-responders -0.17 -0.17 0.38 -0.63 -0.72 -0.53 


All -0.29 -0.59 0.05 -1.64 -1.73 -1.68 
Baseline       


Responders 3.42 4.5 3.56 4.17 4.53 4.45 
Non-responders 5.43 5.91 5.39 6.02 5.78 5.48 


All 5.24 5.68 5.11 5.24 5.21 5.01 
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* Estimated by the synthesis model developed by the AG; ADA results provided for adalimumab from ATLAS; 
GLM results provided for golimumab from GO-RAISE. 


 
While we recognise that the AG has attempted to produce a single data set for conditional baseline 
and change from baseline scores from the data submitted by manufacturers, it is clear that there 
are significant discrepancies between estimated and observed values. Data submitted by the 
manufacturers were obtained directly from patients and thereby should be weighted higher than 
estimates produced by the AG synthesis model. 


2.  Underestimation of QALY gain produced by the algorithm for calculation of EQ-5D index from 
BASDAI and BASFI scores. The AG used the multivariate, non-linear model developed by Pfizer. As 
highlighted in the Assessment Report (Figures 7-8, redacted): “the models over-predicted EQ-5D at 
low observed EQ-5D and under-predicted at higher observed EQ-5D values” as reported by Brazier 
et al. (2010)6. This is a common feature of mapping algorithms with the result that the QALY gain 
for TNF-α inhibitors are likely to be underestimated. Underestimation of the comparative QALY gain 
will produce higher ICERs for TNF-α inhibitors versus conventional care. 


 


(iv) The NICE reference case captures only a minor component of the economic benefit of treatment 
with TNF-α inhibitors  


The study by Rafia et al. (2012)7 demonstrated that direct NHS costs contribute to only 15% of the total 
costs attributable to ankylosing spondylitis. The combined costs of unemployment, absenteeism from 
work, and reduced productivity at work accounted for the remaining costs, which are not captured in 
economic models based on the NICE reference case. Additional consideration of the benefits not 
captured by the NICE reference case would likely improve the cost-effectiveness of TNF-α inhibitors 
compared with conventional care. 


Additional issues 


Class effect 


The AG has explored a number of different evidence synthesis models, which consider whether the TNF-
α inhibitors have independent treatment effects or whether there is a common (equal) treatment effect 
for the class. It is not clear precisely which model was used to generate the probabilities of BASDAI50 
response at week 12 (Table 82, p.186) though the narrative in Section 6 of the Assessment Report 
indicates that the model demonstrating a common treatment effect for all TNF-α inhibitors was 
preferred and adopted. MSD notes that although a number of scenario analyses were performed in the 
AG model, no scenario analysis was conducted to explore the impact of the choice of evidence synthesis 
model on the resulting cost-effectiveness estimates. It is apparent from the clinical data that the 
individual results for infliximab exceeded the estimates generated for the TNF-α inhibitor class. Although 
the AG states that: “it is possible that infliximab has a greater effect than the other TNF-α inhibitors at 
least at 12 weeks, there is no strong evidence from these analyses to suggest that it does”, the 
supporting information for this statement (Table 11, p.65) does indicate a difference in BASDAI and 
BASFI scores: -2.28 for infliximab alone compared to -1.66 for all TNF-α inhibitors for BASDAI, -2.15 for 


                                                           
6
 Brazier JE, Yang Y, Tsuchiya A, Rowen DL. A review of studies mapping (or cross walking) non-preference based 


measures of health to generic preference-based measures. (2010) Eur J Health Econ 11:215-225. 
7
 Rafia R, Ara R, Packham J, Haywood K, Healey E. Healthcare costs and productivity losses directly attributable to 


ankylosing spondylitis. (2012) Clin Exp Rheum 30:246-253. 
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infliximab alone compared to -1.38 for all TNF-α inhibitors for BASFI. It is not clear why these differences 
have been dismissed. In summary, the high ICER for infliximab may result from the underestimation of 
the treatment effect for infliximab (through considering a class effect). 


Quality checking of the AG model 


Due to password protection of key worksheets MSD was unable to quality check the economic models 
provided by the AG. Furthermore, inclusion of golimumab and infliximab in the model for nr-axSpA was 
inappropriate since these products do not have market authorisation and are not subject to this 
appraisal.  
 
Dosing of golimumab 


The comment in the Assessment Report (Section 4.2.3, p.73) that: “The results for golimumab look 
particularly strong with around 60% of all randomised patients achieving ASAS 40 and BASDAI 50 after 5 
years. However, this is probably not reflective of clinical practice as many of the normal weight patients 
took the 100 mg dose of golimumab rather than the 50 mg dose: the licence only permits the use of 100 
mg dose in patients with a body weight of more than 100 kg who do not achieve an adequate clinical 
response after 3 or 4 doses”. While we acknowledge that randomisation in the trial did not consider 
weight, the golimumab EPAR states that “The impact of weight on ASAS 20 response was not apparent in 
subjects receiving golimumab 100 mg dose. However, in the golimumab 50 mg treatment group, the 
ASAS 20 response was lower among subjects in the highest quartile of weight (>87 kg).” Therefore, any 
perceived benefit arising from patients receiving the higher dose would be expected to be counteracted 
by a lower response in those patients with greater body weight who receive the lower dose. 


Data for natural history and trajectories of BASDAI/BASFI 


The AG state that (Section 5.2.5, p.159): “While such a comparison may be necessitated by the short-
term nature of the double-blind periods, the lack of a more detailed consideration of the appropriateness 
of the comparisons being made in relation to sources of natural history data (and subsequent 
assumptions made concerning the BASDAI/BASFI trajectories of the different patient categories) is 
concerning and, hence, current ICER estimates reported by the manufacturers must be considered to be 
both speculative and highly uncertain”. Since the AG has also used a combination of different study 
types to inform their modelling approach, these issues and their possible contribution to uncertainty 
may apply equally to the manufacturers’ models and the AG model. 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Patient/carer expert statement (MTA) 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis 
without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of 


technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233) 


Please return to: 
Technology Appraisal Administrator, Marcia Miller, Committee A 


Email: TACommA@nice.org.uk  Fax: (0) 20 7061 9721 
or by Post: NICE, 10 Spring Gardens, London, SW1A 2BU 


Thank you for agreeing to give us your views on the treatment(s) being 
evaluated by NICE in this appraisal and how it/they could be used in the NHS. 
Patients, carers and patient organisations can provide a unique perspective 
on conditions and their treatment that is not typically available from other 
sources. We are interested in hearing about: 


 the experience of having the condition or caring for someone with the 
condition 


 the experience of receiving NHS care for the condition  


 the experience of having specific treatments for the condition  


 the outcomes of treatment that are important to patients or carers (which 
might differ from those measured in clinical studies, including health-
related quality of life) 


 preferences for different treatments and how they are given 


 expectations about the risks and benefits of the treatment(s). 


 


We have already asked your nominating organisation to provide an 
organisation’s view. We are asking you to give your views as an individual 
whether you are: 


 a patient 


 a carer (who may be voicing views for a patient who is unable to) or 


 somebody who works or volunteers for a patient organisation. 


 


To help you give your views, we have provided a questionnaire. You do not 
have to answer every question — the questions are there as prompts to guide 
you. The response area will expand as you type. The length of your response 
should not normally exceed 10 pages. If you think your response will be 
significantly longer than this, please contact the NICE project team to discuss. 


 


When answering the questions from section 3 onwards, please make sure to 
specify which treatment (s) you are commenting on. 



mailto:TACommA@nice.org.uk
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


About you 


Your name: XXXXXXXXXXXX 
Name of your nominating organisation: National Ankylosing Spondylitis 
Society (NASS)  


 
Do you know if your nominating organisation has submitted a 
statement? 


X Yes  ☐ No 


Do you wish to agree with your nominating organisation’s statement? 


 


X Yes  ☐ No 


(We would encourage you to complete this form even if you agree with your 


nominating organisation’s statement.) 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Are you: 


 a patient with the condition?  


 


X Yes  ☐ No 


 


 a carer of a patient with the condition? 


 


☐ Yes  X No 


 


 a patient organisation employee or volunteer? 


 


X Yes  ☐ No 


 


Do you have experience of the treatment (s) being appraised (that is, 
those included in the title)? 


X Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please tell us which one(s) 


    Humira (Adalimumub)     


If you wrote the submission from the patient organisation and do not have 


anything to add, tick here ☐ (If you tick this box, the rest of this form will be 


deleted after submission.) 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Living with the condition 


What is your experience of living with the condition as a patient or 
carer? 


a. I developed Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS) in 1990, although with hindsight, 


symptoms go back further. I started getting severe back pains; initially 


diagnosed as another slipped disk. I was diagnosed by a Royal Navy 


rheumatologist at the RN Hospital at Haslar. After pain worsened & spread 


over next 2 years to include feet, ankles, wrists, neck, sternum, ribs etc, was 


diagnosed with AS which was erratic in nature at first, but worsened rapidly in 


1991/93 after which I suffered from several attacks of Iritis (inflammation of 


the iris of the eye) 


b. Iritis/Uveitis. Since 1990s I have had 5 bouts of inflammation of the iris (both 


eyes) required hospital treatment, drops, creams and even injections. I have 


not had an attack since going on the Anti-TNF drugs (see g below). I was at 


first unaware that Iritis is associated with A.S 


c. AS steadily worsened with frequent periods of severe hip, neck, back and 


sacro-iliac joint pain. I was often exhausted. I had various steroid injections 


into hip, knee & intramuscular, alterations to medication & increased 


specialist exercise. Joined the National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society 


(NASS) Portsmouth branch in 1995. This arranges weekly physio & 


hydrotherapy sessions which I still attend. I also swim twice a week too. 


d. Anti-inflammatory NSAID drug. I had been a on a variety of these, none of 


which seemed to help at all. Eventually one (Froben) seemed to work for a 


while – especially in conjunction with Salazopyrine.  


e. I tried to remain active, but by 2000, my A.S, meant that I had to give up all 


sport apart from swimming as well as severalty curtailing my Scout Leader 


activities.  


f. A.S. had worsened significantly by 2003, there were periods where I could 


barely walk, so was given Arthrogram hip procedure in 2005. 


g. Anti-TNF drug. I was given the chance to join a last stage clinical trial for the 


biologic Anti-TNF drug Adalimumab (Humira) in Sept 2006. This was 


extremely successful and I am generally much more flexible with less pain 


than I was in 2006. Having access to this treatment meant that I was able to 


continue to manage a high-profile 24/7 operational MoD logistics organisation 


with some 150 staff.  Being treated with Humira enabled me to remain at work 


for another 8 years before a number of other medical conditions meant I had to 


be retired on ill-health grounds.  


 


Current practice in treating the condition 


Which treatment outcomes are important to you? (That is, what would 
you like treatment to achieve?) Which of these are most important? If 
possible, please explain why. 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


The key thing is to be able to remain active, be as self-reliant as possible and if 


possible to continue to work. Ideally, one should be as pain free as possible.  When 


you stop being active, then everything then becomes “a drag”, you become 


“down”/depressed/frustrated and demotivated, and end-up in a downward spiral. You 


then lose the interest in trying to help yourself by not exercising and/or not trying to 


manage your own condition.  This then becomes a greater burden on the NHS and the 


taxpayer as you are much more difficult to help or treat for your A.S. and also become 


more likely to suffer from another health condition.   In my view and those of many 


HCPs and AS sufferers too, and AS patient needs to make a real effort to keep mobile 


and to exercise, this combined with the drug are very powerful weapons to tackle AS. 


 


Education is also vitally important as that enables the AS patient to understand their  


own condition, how they can manage it better and to get information on the best 


methods to exercise, best foods to eat, available medications and have access to 


support groups (eg NASS) . 


 


What is your experience of currently available NHS care and of specific 
treatments? How acceptable are these treatments – which did you prefer 
and why? 


I have been very fortunate in being supported by a really good rheumatology 


department at Queen Alexandra Hospital in Portsmouth.  That dept. has a superb 


integration with the local physiotherapy and hydrotherapy departments. That means 


that AS patients have access to a top class set of clinic and treatments as well as 


education session. There are also dedicated daytime AS hydro and physiotherapy 


session for newly diagnosed patients and for a number of patients in need of 


“encouragement.” 


 


All the departments work closely with the NASS (Portsmouth) branch that provides 


self-funded physiotherapist-led hydrotherapy and gym based exercise sessions during 


the evening. 


 


The daytime services physio sessions are excellent, and I would say that all patients 


really do benefit from them, but because of the huge demand from hydrotherapy these 


AS sessions are limited to a 6-week period only. Clearly with nearly 500 AS sufferers 


in the area, such dedicated treatments are limited in number.  The education and 


patient involvement methods employed by Queen Alexandra Hospital (and NASS as a 


national organisation) have been excellent too and really encouraged and inspired me  


to be more proactive in fighting my AS. 


 


As Chairman of the local NASS branch and now a NASS Trustee I have spoken to 


numerous AS patients and I can say that we are very fortunate in the Portsmouth area 


as our experience is certainly not shared across the UK.   


 


I feel that the crucial integrated approach developed by my hospital has been vital in 


my treatment and condition management. I have really had benefit from the 


hydrotherapy treatments during bad “flares” and from the excellent advice from the 


local physio and rheumatology team into exercises and ways of coping with things. 
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The classic fall-back treatment of prescribing NSAIDs to AS sufferers can be quite 


effective too, although I know of people where these have had little or no effect at all. 


To be the most effective a patients should really have regular steady dose of anti-


inflammatory: however, although that is proven to be the most effective way of 


having NSAIDs, it can lead to other problems.  For example, 4 of our NASS exercise 


group cannot take any NSAIDs due to problems with their stomachs, and I myself 


have to severely limit the amount I take as I now have only one functioning kidney. 


The renal and rheumatology depts. Have both agreed that the long term use of the 


NSAIDs I have had to use over the last 25 years may have been the cause of left 


kidney ceasing to work.  


 


Finally, in addition to the way that I have been looked after by Queen Alexandra 


Hospital, I will always be thankful that I was asked to undertake the clinical trial into 


the use of the biologic anti-TNF drug Humira in treating A.S. Essentially that changed 


my life.  It enabled me to stay in work for another 8 years, and if it had not been for a 


variety of other medical problems, I would still be at work now. The anti-TNF drug 


also really improved my quality of life outside work; I was able to continue my 


voluntary work as a Scout Leader, with the church and with NASS, or be able to care 


for my elderly and unwell parents. Without access to the drug, I would have been in a 


very difficult place; emotionally, practically and physically. 


 


Your views on whether infliximab should be made available to people 
with ankylosing spondylitis 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


However, just to say that, yes I think it should be. Not every patient reacts the same 


way to the various biologic rugs. The potential benefits to the AS sufferer and to 


society that might be gained from the use of this drug surely support the use where 


patients may not have responded particularly well to Adalimumab (Humira).  It must 


be remembered that if the use of Infliximab treatment does not prove beneficial, the 


patient can be taken off the drug, thereby ensuring that costs are kept down. Whereas 


if the patient responds well, the overall societal cost benefits would surely outweigh 


the cost of the drug.   


 


Potential advantages of infliximab over the other anti TNF therapies? 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


Potential disadvantages of making infliximab available 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


Groups of people with AS who you think would particularly benefit from 
infliximab? 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Views on whether certolizumab pegol should be made available to 
people with ankylosing spondylitis 


Reasons for making it available 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


However, just to say that, yes I think it should be. Not every patient reacts the same 


way to the various biologic rugs. The potential benefits to the AS sufferer and to 


society that might be gained from the use of this drug surely support the use where 


patients may not have responded particularly well to Adalimumab (Humira).  It must 


be remembered that if the use of certolizumab pegol treatment does not prove 


beneficial, the patient can be taken off the drug, thereby ensuring that costs are kept 


down. Whereas if the patient responds well, the overall societal cost benefits would 


surely outweigh the cost of the drug.   
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


Views on whether adalimumab and certolizumab pegol should be made 
available to people with non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


Potential advantages of making them available 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


Potential disadvantages of making them available 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


Groups of people who might particularly benefit from this availability 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Views on whether NICE guidance should change so that if the first anti 
TNF does not help with symptoms within the first 12 weeks, people can 
try a second anti TNF 


 


Yes, I think they should, as do all the 40 members of my NASS branch. Some 


people react very differently to different anti-TNF drugs, as the drugs do not all 


work in the same way. There is some evidence to this effect. 


 


Potential advantages  


More patients could be successfully treated with all the health and societal 


improvements to the individual, their family and work. It could also potentially 


keep people in gainful employment with less on-cost to the taxpayer. 


Potential disadvantages 


There would be more admins work at rheumatology depts. As they would 


have to assess the progress and then arrange for the different drugs, but I 


believe that this would be more than outweighed by the potential benefits. 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Views on whether NICE guidance should change so that if the 
effectiveness of on anti TNF wears off over time, a second can be tried 


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


 


Potential advantages  


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 


 


Potential disadvantages  


I concur with the views of NASS expressed in their “Patient/carer organisation 


statement (MTA). 
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Patient/carer expert statement template (MTA) 


 


Research evidence on patient or carer views of the treatment  


Are you familiar with the published research literature for the 
treatment(s)? 


☐ Yes       X No 


If you answered ‘no’, please skip the rest of section 7 and move on to 
section 8. 


Please comment on whether your experience of using the treatment(s) 
as part of routine NHS care reflects the experience of patients in the 
clinical trials. 


      


Do you think the clinical trials have captured outcomes that are 
important to patients? Are you aware of any limitations in the 
assessment of the treatment(s) in clinical trials? 


      


If already available in the NHS, are there any side effects associated with 
the treatment(s) being appraised that were not apparent in the clinical 
trials but have emerged during routine NHS care? 


      


Are you aware of any relevant research on patient or carer views of the 
condition or existing treatments? 


☐ Yes  ☐ No 


If yes, please provide references to the relevant studies. 


      


Equality 


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity and eliminating 
discrimination. Please let us know if you think that recommendations 
from this appraisal could have an adverse impact on any particular 
groups of people, who they are and why. 


N/A 


Other issues 


Do you consider the treatment(s) being appraised to be innovative? 


X Yes  ☐ No 
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If yes, please explain what makes it significantly different from other 
treatments for the condition. (If this applies to more than one treatment 
that is being appraised, please give reasons for each one.) 


There simply is at present nothing else available to patients or health care 


professionals that works the same way. Therefore, although the drugs has 


been around for a number of years, I regard that as still being innovative. 


Is there anything else that you would like the Appraisal Committee to 
consider? 


No. 


Key messages 


In no more than 5 bullet points, please summarise the key messages of 
your submission. 


 TNF inhibitors have had a proven positive record  in treating sufferers of AS 


 In my view, there is nothing (at present) as effective as this treatment 


 The drugs can make significant reductions in overall costs to the taxpayer 


by keeping people in work, and improving their quality of life 


 If one drug is not that effective, patients should be able to swap to another. 


 The pathway for the use of TNF inhibitors needs to be clear for all 


stakeholders. 








Multiple Technology Appraisal (MTA) 
 


TNF-alpha inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and axial spondyloarthritis 
without radiographic evidence of ankylosing spondylitis (including a review of 
technology appraisal 143 and technology appraisal 233) [ID694] 
 
Initial comments from the National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society (NASS) on 
Assessment Report 
 
Anti TNF therapies available for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) 
 
The Assessment Report correctly highlights that, in AS, conventional therapies are 
currently very limited. The only current options are non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs), exercise and education. Anti TNF therapy is the only class of drugs 
available to people with AS, outside of these conventional therapies. 
 
Given that the Assessment Report notes that anti TNFs can be assumed to have a 
class effect, with the treatments being equally effective, it is very important that 
people have the broadest possible range of options to choose from with guidance 
from their rheumatology team. Currently people with AS have only three anti TNFs 
available as options under NICE guidance, although five have a license for AS. 
 
Nine in ten (91%) of NASS members living in England want to see infliximab made 
available an option. This is because infliximab is the only anti TNF which can be 
administered as an iv infusion which was perceived as advantageous to some 
people. In particular NASS members highlighted that people frightened of needles / 
self injecting; people with memory problems; people with learning difficulties; people 
with other mental health problems; people with dexterity problems and some elderly 
people may all potentially benefit from access to infliximab. 
 
We recently had a call on the NASS Helpline from a lady who was visually impaired. 
Her consultant wanted to prescribe her infliximab but her CCG turned the request 
down as infliximab is not approved by NICE. Including infliximab as an option for AS 
within NICE guidance will allow consultant rheumatologists to choose the best option 
for their patients. 
 
Nine in ten (91%) of NASS members living in England also want to see certolizumab 
pegol available as an option for people with AS. This would increase the options 
available for people with AS and avoid issues of postcode prescribing. 
 
More options for treatment the better. It’s a young person’s disease and we have a 
long road to go on. If it works then it should be available. 







 
Treatment options for non-radiographic axSpA 
 
The Assessment Report highlights that current treatment options for people with nr-
axSpA are currently very limited. It is limited to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), exercise and education.  
 
It is very important to highlight that there is no evidence that levels of pain and 
stiffness are less for people with nr-axSpA or that quality of life measures are better. 
Those people with nr-axSpA for whom conventional therapies are not working are 
currently left to struggle. This has a huge impact on their ability to have a family life 
and social life as well as their ability to remain economically active. 
 


Because the changes do not show up on an x-ray, it does not mean the pain is not 
the same. 


 


Enable people to have better quality of life without suffering, enable people to 
continue work without relying on benefits, nr-axSpA is just as debilitating as AS and 
people suffer just the same. 


 
These patients are currently poorly served under current NICE guidance. The clear 
message that current NICE guidance sends is that these patients need to hope that 
their disease progresses so they can access effective therapy. The NASS Helpline 
has had callers who have told us that they have stopped exercising and lost mobility 
and flexibility in a bid to qualify for anti TNF therapy. Inability to access anti TNF 
therapy, even where a consultant rheumatologist has recommended it and applied to 
a CCG for funding, causes a great deal of emotional trauma to patients who are 
struggling to continue with their lives. 
 
This comment was recently posted on the NASS facebook page. 
 
I'm fighting for funding for any anti TNF despite my consultant recommending it and it 
being deemed a clinical need! All because my MRI shows the requisite sacroiliac 
joint inflammation and changes but my basic x-rays are less clearly defined. I’m on  
naproxen, Tramadol, morphine etc and struggling each day to keep working because  
of the pain and fatigue. No end in sight. 
 
We have also been working with NASS member Martin over the past 2 years to try 
and help him access the anti TNF therapy his consultant has tried to prescribe to him 
on a number of occasions, with the CCG refusing funding on every occasion.  
 
Martin is 44 and works as a police officer. He has two young children. He has 
evidence of inflammation on MRI but no changes on x-ray. Martin has regular 
physiotherapy and takes etoricoxib, co-codamol and Tramadol. However, these 
treatments do not go far enough to help him with his pain, stiffness and mobility 
problems. 
 
He is no longer able to serve as an active police officer and has had to accept a desk 
job. This role is now under threat due to budget cuts. His marriage has failed due to 
the strain of his medical condition and he is now divorced. He is suffering from high 
levels of fatigue and is depressed. Martin’s mood is worsened by the knowledge that 
there is a treatment that his consultant rheumatologist believes could help and wants 
to prescribe but that his CCG will not fund due to lack of NICE guidance. 
 
 







NASS is concerned by the implication within the Assessment Report (pages 218-
219) that this group of patients should continue to be denied a treatment with proven 
efficacy on the grounds that ‘there is some uncertainty regarding the definition of the 
nr-axSPA patient population who would benefit most from these anti-TNFs.’ These 
patients need early access to treatment and should not be penalised because the 
population is difficult to predict.   
 
The Assessment Report additionally notes that ‘the potential extra cost to the NHS of 
providing anti-TNFs for patients with nr-axSpA is unclear...’. NASS would note that 
the Scottish Medicines Consortium made anti TNF therapy available for nr-axSpA 
around 12 months ago. It would perhaps be useful to approach NHS Scotland for 
data on increased cost / uptake over the past 12 months compared to previous 
years.  







 
Sequential treatment with anti TNF 
 
The Assessment Report clearly highlights that, although there is good data to show 
sustained efficacy of anti TNF therapy in axial spondyloarthritis, there are clearly a 
proportion of patients who experienced decreased efficacy or loss of efficacy. The 
Assessment Report additionally indicates that the results of studies based on registry 
data demonstrate that sequential treatment can be worthwhile. 
 
98% of NASS members living in England want to see sequential treatment with anti 
TNF therapy being allowed under NICE guidance. We would note that it is very likely 
that the pain, stiffness and loss of mobility would return if the efficacy of anti TNF 
therapy wears off and the treatment is halted. There are currently no alternative 
options to anti TNF therapy. This would mean a return to a low quality of life, family 
and social problems and the ability to work might well be curtailed, meaning further 
options to access this therapy is essential.  Axial SpA is a lifelong condition. A person 
might be diagnosed in their late teenage years.  Assuming efficacy lasting 5 years 
and patients being allowed to try other anti TNF options, a person may ‘run out’ of 
options in time.  It is essential that this young population are able to access 
alternative anti TNF therapies, they need hope that they will be able to continue with 
quality of life once their first therapy has lost efficacy.  


 


NASS also want to highlight that sequential treatment with anti TNF is allowed under 
the NICE guidelines for rheumatoid arthritis, leaving people with axial 
spondyloarthritis comparatively disadvantaged. 


 


We speak to people who have been able to change anti TNF and reported good 
experiences. These people feel very strongly that had they not been allowed this 
opportunity, they would have a much poorer quality of life. Indeed, there do seem to 
be large numbers of patients in England whose CCG has allowed them to try a 
second, third or even fourth anti TNF, while other CCGs will refuse a move to a 
second anti TNF. Thus we are seeing a return to postcode prescribing leading to 
inequalities in provision. 


 


A NASS member commented: 


 


My son’s consultant recommended a change of anti TNF but this was turned down 
because of guidelines saying the CCG doesn’t have to approve a change. This is 
despite some CCGs approving changes and evidence of patient improvements 
being seen by consultants. Why is there such variation in decisions, especially when 
changing over does not result in extra cost? 


 





